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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
GREGORY RENSHAW, an individual, 
Plaintiff-Appellant, 
vs. 
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION 
SYSTEMS, INC., a Delaware corporation, 
Defendant-Respondent, 
and 
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC., a 
Delaware limited liability company; 
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC., a 
Delaware limited liability company; DOES I-V, 
and ABC CORPORATIONS I-V, 
Defendants. 
Supreme Court Case No. 40512 
CLERK'S RECORD ON APPEAL 
Appeal from the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District, in and for the County of Ada. 
HONORABLE DEBORAH BAIL 
JON M. STEELE MICHAEL G. HALLIGAN 
ATTORNEY FOR APPELLANT ATTORNEY FOR RESPONDENT 
BOISE, IDAHO PORTLAND, OREGON 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCAMESLC New Case Filed - Other Claims 
CCAMESLC Complaint Filed 
CCAMESLC (4) Summons Filed 
CCAMESLC Lis Pendens 
CCSULLJA (4) Affidavit Of Service (12/10/10) 
User: CCLUNDMJ 
Judge 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
CCGARDAL Notice Of Appearance (McGee for Homecomings, Thomas F. Neville 
Mortgage Electronic Registration and Executive 
Trustee Services) 
TCWEGEKE Motion for Entry of Default Deborah Bail 
CCSWEECE Notice Of Withdrawal Of Motion for Entry of Thomas F. Neville 
Default 
CCGARDAL Answer and Affirmative Defenses of Defendant Thomas F. Neville 
Colonial First Lending Group INc (Collae for 
Colonial First) 
CCMASTLW Motion to File 1 st Amended Complaint Thomas F. Neville 
CCMASTLW Affidavit of Jon Steele Thomas F. Neville 
CCMASTLW Brief in Support Thomas F. Neville 
CCMASTLW Notice Of Hearing Thomas F. Neville 
CCMASTLW Hearing Scheduled (Hearing Scheduled Thomas F. Neville 
02/04/2011 03:30 PM) Mo/File 1st Amended 
Comp 
DCELLlSJ Hearing result for Hearing Scheduled held on Thomas F. Neville 
02/04/2011 03:30 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Sue Wolf 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Mo/File 1 st Amended Comp Less 
than 100 pages 
CCWRIGRM Notice Of Service Thomas F. Neville 
CCWRIGRM First Amended Complaint Thomas F. Neville 
DCELLlSJ Order Allowing Plaintiff's First Amended Thomas F. Neville 
Complaint 
CCNELSRF Answer to First Amended Complaint (Collaer for Thomas F. Neville 
Colonial First Lending Group Inc) 
DCELLlSJ Hearing Scheduled (Status 04/22/2011 09:30 Thomas F. Neville 
AM) 
CCDWONCP Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Thomas F. Neville 
Electronic Registration Systems and Executive 
Trustee Services LLC's Answer to First Amended 
Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial (Matthew J 
McGee for Homecomings FinancialLLC 
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc and 
Executive Trustee Services LLC) 
CCSIMMSM Motion for Admission Pro Hac Vice Thomas F. Neville 
CCNELSRF Notice Of Service Thomas F. Neville 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
DCELLlSJ Order Granting Motion for Pro Hac Vice 
Admission (J. RYAN MITCHELL) for defendant 
Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. 
MCBIEHKJ Notice Of Service 
CCAMESLC Notice Of Service 
CCMASTLW (2) Notice Of Service 
DCELLlSJ Change Assigned Judge: Self Disqualification 
DCELLlSJ Disqualification Of Judge - Self 
DCELLlSJ Order Of Recusal 
DCELLlSJ Notice of Reassignment 
DCELLlSJ Hearing result for Status held on 04/22/2011 
09:30 AM: District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: SUE WOLF 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: LESS THAN 100 pages 
DCKORSJP Hearing Scheduled (Scheduling Conference 
05/18/2011 02:30 PM) 
DCKORSJP Order for Scheduling Conference and Order Re: 
Motion Practice 
DCKORSJP Hearing result for Scheduling Conference held on 
05/18/201 f02:30 PM: Conference Vacated 
DCKORSJP Stipulation For Scheduling And Planning 
DCKORSJP Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 04/16/201208:30 
AM) 
DCKORSJP Notice of Trial Setting and Order Governing 
Further Proceedings 
CCMASTLW (2) Notice Of Service 
CCVIDASL Notice Of Service of Defendant Colonial First 
Lending Group Incs Responses to Plaintiffs First 
Set of Interrogatories Documemt Requests and 
Requests to Admit 
User: CCLUNDMJ 
Judge 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Thomas F. Neville 
Darla S: Williamson 
Thomas F. Neville 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
CCHEATJL Motion For Judgment On The Pleadings (Matthew Darla S. Williamson 
McGee) 
CCHEATJL Memorandum In Support Of Motion For Judgment Darla S. Williamson 
On The Pleadings 
CCHEATJL Notice Of Hearing Scheduled (Motion Darla S. Williamson 
06/29/2011 02:45 PM) Motion For Judgment On 
Pleadings 
CCHOLMEE Notice Of Service Darla S. Williamson 
CCJOYCCN Brief in Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Darla S. Williamson 
Judgment on the Pleadings 
CCJOYCCN Affidavit of Steele Darla S. Williamson 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
DCKORSJP Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
06/29/2011 02:45 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: No Court Reporter 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Less than 100 Motion For Judgment 
On Pleadings 
CCRANDJD Supplemental Brief 
CCHEATJL Supplemental Brief In Opposition To Defendant's 
Motion for Judgment On The Pleadings 
MCBIEHKJ Notice of Clarification 
DCKORSJP Memorandum Decision & Order Defs Motion to 
Dismiss or for Summary Judgment 
CCNELSRF Judge Change: Administrative 
CCNELSRF Notice of Reassignment 
CCDWONCP Motion to Disqualify Judge without Cause 
CCWRIGRM (3) Notice Of Service 
MCBIEHKJ Stipulation to Modify Scheduling Order 
CCSULLJA Defendants Homecomings Financial, LLC, 
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc., 
and Executive Trustee Services, LLC's List of 
Fact Witnesses for Trial 
CCPINKCN Notice Of Service of Defendant Homecomings 
Financial LLC's, Mortgage Electronic Registration 
Systems InC, and Executive Trustee Services 
LLC's Second Set of Discovery Requests to 
Plaintiff 
DCKQRSJP Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on 
04/16/201208:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 
CCKHAMSA Order Granting Motion To Disqualify Judge 
CCKHAMSA Change Assigned Judge: Disqualification WIO 
Cause 
CCKHAMSA Notice Of Reassignment To Judge Timothy 
Hansen 
MCBIEHKJ Motion to Disqualify without Cause 
DCOLSOMA Order on Motion to Disqualify Without Cause 
DCOLSOMA Change Assigned Judge: Disqualification WIO 
Cause 
DCOLSOMA Notice of Reassignment 
MCBIEHKJ Joint Stipulation to Dismiss all Claims Against 
Colonial First Lending Group with Prejudice 
CCTHERTL Order Granting Joint Stipulation to Dismiss all 
Claims Against Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. 
with Prejudice and on the Merits and Granting 
Permission to Delete Colonial First Lending 
Group, Inc. from the Caption 
User: CCLUNDMJ 
Judge 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Darla S. Williamson 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
Lynn G Norton 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCTHERTL Civil Disposition entered for: Colonial First 
Lending Group, Defendant. Filing date: 
12/13/2011 
CCMASTLW Request For Trial Setting 
MCBIEHKJ Response To Request For Trial Setting 
CCTHERTL Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference 
02/01/201203:30 PM) 
CCTHERTL Notice of Status Conference 
CCTOLEIL Notice Of Service 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled 
on 02/01/2012 03:30 PM: Conference Held 
DCDOUGLI Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 07/10/201209:30 
AM) 4 days 
DCDOUGLI Notice of Trial Setting and Order Governing 
Further Proceedings 
CCKHAMSA Defendant's Motion To Compel Responses To 
Discovery Requests 
CCKHAMSA Affidavit Of Matthew J. McGee In Support Of 
Defendant's Motion To Compel Responses To 
Discovery Requests 
CCKHAMSA Notice Of Hearing On Defendant's Motion To 
Compel Responses To Discovery Requests 
CCKHAMSA Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/07/201202:30 
PM) Motion to Compel 
CCKHAMSA Memorandum In Support Of Defendant's Motion 
To Compel Responses To Discovery Requests 
CCBOYIDR Plaintiffs Notice of Production of Documents 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Motion to Compel scheduled 
on 03/07/2012 02:30 PM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
CCMASTLW Notice Of Service 
CCDEREDL Expert Witness Disclosure 
CCRANDJD Request for Judicial Notice 
CCRANDJD Memorandum in Support of Request for Judicial 
Notice 
CCHOLMEE Motion For Summary Judgment 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Kyle Lucas in Support of Motion 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in Support of 
Motion 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Michael 0 Roe in Support of 
Memorandum 
CCHOLMEE Notice Of Service 
CCTHERTL Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion 
for Summary Judgment 
CCKHAMSA Motion For Partial Summary Judgment 
CCKHAMSA Affidavit Of John M. Steele In Support Of 
Plaintiff's Motion For Partial Summary Judgment 
CCKHAMSA Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion For 
Partial Summary Judgment 
CCTHERTL Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary 
Judgment 05/22/2012 02:30 PM) & Motion for 
Summary Judgment & Request for Judicial Notice 
CCTHERTL Notice Of Hearing (5/22/12 @ 2:30 pm) 
CCTHERTL Notice Of Hearing on Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment (5/22/12 @ 2:30 pm) 
CCKHAMSA Motion To Compel 
CCKHAMSA Affidavit Of Steele In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion 
To Compel 
CCKHAMSA Brief In Support Of Plaintiff's Motion To Compel 
















CCKHAMSA Memorandum In Support Of Second Request For Deborah Bail 
Judicial Notice 
CCDEREDL Defendants Expert Witness Disclosure Deborah Bail 
CCMASTLW (5) Notice Of Taking Deposition Deborah Bail 
TCORTEJN Affidavit Of Service 04/28/2012 Deborah Bail 
TCORTEJN (2) Affidavit Of Service 04/29/2012 Deborah Bail 
TCORTEJN Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum to Deborah Bail 
Michael R McMartin M.D. 
TCORTEJN Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Tecum to Deborah Bail 
Richard Merrill Kahn 
CCHOLMEE Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition to Gregory Deborah Bail 
Renshaw 
CCRANDJD Notice Of Service Deborah Bail 
CCDEREDL Plaintiffs Response to Defendants Motion for Deborah Bail 
Summary Judgment 
CCWRIGRM Motion to Strike Expert Disclosure of Richard Deborah Bail 
Merrill Kahn 
CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Expert Disclosure of Richard Merrill Kahn 
CCWRIGRM Response in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for Deborah Bail 
Partial Summary Judgment 
CCWRIGRM Second Affidavit of Matthew J McGee Deborah Bail 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, eta!. 
User 
CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Roberto Montoya 






CCWRIGRM Defendants Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Request for Deborah Bail 
Punitive Damages 
CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Defendants Motion to Deborah Bail 
Strike Plaintiffs Request for Punitive Damages 
CCWRIGRM Notice Of Hearing on Defendants Motions to Deborah Bail 
Strike (05/22/12 @ 2:30pm) 
TCORTEJN Second Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum to Gregory Renshaw 
CCDEREDL Notice Vacating Deposition of Christopher Deborah Bail 
Renshaw 
CCRANDJD Motion for Permission to Provide Juror Notebooks Deborah Bail 
CCRANDJD Motion to Lift Cap on Idaho Code Following Jury Deborah Bail 
Trial 
CCRANDJD Rebuttal Expert Witness Disclosure Deborah Bail 
TCORTEJN Motion to Strike Expert Report and Exclude Deborah Bail 
Testimony of Michael R McMartin MD 
TCORTEJN Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Expert Report and Exclude Testimony of Michael 
R McMartin M. D. 
TCORTEJN Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Strike Expert Deborah Bail 
Report and Exclude Testimony of Michael R 
McMartin M D 
TCORTEJN Notice Of Service of Defendants Third Set of Deborah Bail 
Discovery Requests to Plaintiff 
CCVIDASL Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum to Deborah Bail 
Judy Renshaw 
CCVIDASL Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum to Deborah Bail 
Allen Renshaw 
TCORTEJN Notice of Vacating Deposition of Gregory Deborah Bail 
Renshaw 
CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants Deborah Bail 
Motion to Strike Expert Disclosure of Richard 
Merrill Kahn 
CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants Deborah Bail 
Motion to Strike Expert Report and Exclude 
Testimony of Michael R McMartin MD 
CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants Deborah Bail 
Motion to Strike Certain Proposed Summary 
Judgment Evidence 
CCWRIGRM Reply to Defendants Response in Opposition to Deborah Bail 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary Judgment 
CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Karissa Armbrust Deborah Bail 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, eta!. 
User 





CCRANDJD Notice of Bankruptcy and Effect of Automatic Stay Deborah Bail 
(Homecomings Financial LLC and Executive 
Trustee Services LLC) 
CCHEATJL Notice Of Bankruptcy Filing Deborah Bail 
CCWEEKKG Notice Vacating Deposition of Judy Renshaw Deborah Bail 
CCWEEKKG Notice Vacating Deposition of Allen Renshaw Deborah Bail 
CCWEEKKG NoticeVacating Deposition of Michael R. Deborah Bail 
McMartin M.D 
CCWEEKKG Notice Vacating Deposition of Richard Merrill Deborah Bail 
Kahn 
CCAMESLC Memorandum RE: Automatic Stay in Regards to Deborah Bail 
Non-Bankrupt Defendant Mortgage Electronic 
Registration Systems Inc 
CCWRIGRM Motion to Stay Case Deborah Bail 
CCWRIGRM Memorandum in Support of Motion to Stay Case Deborah Bail 
CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion to Stay Deborah Bail 
Case 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Deborah Bail 
scheduled on 05/22/2012 02:30 PM: District 
Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
CCWRIGRM Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendants Deborah Bail 
Motion to Compel Responses to Discovery 
Requests 
CCWRIGRM Amended Notice of Hearing on Defendants Deborah Bail 
Motions to Strike 
CCWRIGRM Notice Of Hearing on Motion to Stay Case Deborah Bail 
CCWRIGRM Hearing Scheduled (Motion 06/13/201202:00 Deborah Bail 
PM) Compel Responses, Defendants Motions to 
Strike, and Motion to Stay 
CCRANDJD Second Affidavit of Matthew Mcgee in Support of Deborah Bail 
Motion to Compel 
TCORTEJN Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum to Richard Merrill Kahn(Telephonic) 
TCORTEJN Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum to Michael McMartin M D 
TCORTEJN Second Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Deborah Bail 
Duces Tecum Allen Renshaw 
TCORTEJN Second Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Deborah Bail 
Duces Tecum Judy Renshaw 
TCORTEJN Third Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Deborah Bail 
Duces Tecum to Gregory Renshaw 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCDEREDL Plaintiffs response to Defendants Motion to Stay 
Case 
CCDEREDL Third Request for Judical Notice 
CCDEREDL Notice of Plaintiffs intent to Offer Defendants 
Admissions at Trial 
CCDEREDL Motion to Change Caption 
CCDEREDL Motion in Limine 
CCDEREDL Motion to Permit Plaintiffs Expert Richard Merrill 
Kahn to Tesify Remotely by Video Conference 
CCDEREDL Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Defendants 
Objection to Plainfiffs Request to Admit 
CCDEREDL Affidavit of Jon Steele in Support of Plaintiffs 
Opposition to Defendants Motion to Stay 
CCDEREDL Affidavit of Jon Steele in Support of Plaintiffs 
Motion to Determine Sufficiency of Defendants 
Objections to Plaintiffs Requests to Admit 
CCDEREDL Affidavit of Jon Steele in Support of Motion to 
Permit Plaintiffs Expert Richard Merrill Kahn to 
Testify remotely by Video Conference 
CCDEREDL Memorandum in Support of Third Request for 
Judical Notice 
CCDEREDL Memorandum in Support of Motion to Permit 
Plaintiffs Expert Richard Merrill Kahn to Tesify 
Remotely by Video Conference 
CCDEREDL Notice Of Hearing (6-13-12 @ 2PM) 
CCAMESLC Motion to Strike Expert Report and Exclude 
Testimony of Richard Eppink 



















CCAMESLC Memorandum in Support of Motion to Withdraw or Deborah Bail 
Amend Admissions 
CCAMESLC Memorandum in Support of Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Report and Exclude Testimony 
CCAMESLC Notice Of Hearing (6/13/12 at 2pm) Motions to Deborah Bail 
Withdraw and Strike 
CCSWEECE Motion for Protective Order Deborah Bail 
CCSWEECE Affidavit Of Jon M Steele In Support Of Motion Deborah Bail 
For Protective Order 
CCSWEECE Notice Of Hearing (June 13, 2012 @ 2:00 pm Deborah Bail 
Motion for Protective Order) 
CCNELSRF Defs Motion to Withdraw or Amend Admissions Deborah Bail 
CCVIDASL Third Amended Notice of Deposition Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum to Judy Renshaw 
CCVIDASL Third Amended Notice of Deposition of Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum to Allen Renshaw 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCVIDASL Notice of Continued Duces Tecum to Richard 
Merrill Kahn 
CCSWEECE Objection to Plaintiffs Notice of Subpoena Duces 
Tecum to Carlo Magno 
CCSWEECE Affidavit Of Return (06-01-12) 
CCKHAMSA Notice Vacating Deposition Of Gregory Renshaw 
CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Second Motion in Limine 
CCWRIGRM Response to Motion to Strike Expert Report and 
Exclude Testimony of Richard Eppink 
CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Jon M Steele in Support of Plaintiffs 
Response in Opposition to Defendants Motion to 
Strike Expert Report and Exclude Testimony of 
Richard Eppink 
CCWRIGRM Plaintiffs Response in Opposition to Defendants 
Motion to Withdraw or Amend Admissions 
CCWRIGRM Affidavit of Jon M Steele in Opposition to 
Defendants Motion to Withdraw or Amend 
Admissions 
CCWRIGRM Second Affidavit of Jon M Steele in Support of 
Motion to Permit Plaintiffs Expert Richard Merrill 
Kahn to Testify Remotely by Video Conference 
CCVIDASL Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing 
CCVIDASL Motion to Amend Scheduling Order and Continue 
Trial 
CCVIDASL Affidavit of Matthew McGee in Support of 
Defendants Motion to Amend Scheduling Order 
and Continue Trial 
CCVIDASL Affidavit of Matthew McGee in Support of 
Response to Motion to Compel 
CCVIDASL Affidavit of Matthew McGee in Support of 



















CCVIDASL (2) Response To Motion to Determine Sufficiency Deborah Bail 
of Defendants Objections to Plaintiffs Requests to 
Admit 
CCVIDASL Objection to Plaintiffs Second Request for Judicial Deborah Bail 
Notice 
CCVIDASL Defendants Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Deborah Bail 
Compel and Request for Attorney Fees and Costs 
CCVIDASL Response To Plaintiffs Third Request for Judicial Deborah Bail 
Notice 
CCNELSRF Defs Opposition to Plfs Motion for Protective Deborah Bail 
Order 
CCTHERTL Affidavit of Michael G. Halligan Deborah Bail 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 




CCNELSRF Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Deborah Bail 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
MOFFAT THOMAS Receipt number: 0068452 
Dated: 6/7/2012 Amount: $7.00 (Cash) 
CCTHIEKJ Response to Motion to Permit Plaintiffs Expert Deborah Bail 
Richard Merrill Kahn to Testify Remotely by Video 
Conference 
CCHOLMEE Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Attorney of Deborah Bail 
Record 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Michael 0 Roe in Support of Motion Deborah Bail 
CCHOLMEE Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing Deborah Bail 
CCHOLMEE Fourth Amended Notice Of Taking Deposition Deborah Bail 
Duces Tecum to Gregory Renshaw 
CCWEEKKG Second Affidavit of Jon M. Steele in Support of Deborah Bail 
Plaintiffs Motion for Protective Order and in 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion to Amend 
Scheduling Order 
CCWEEKKG Response to Defendant's Motion to Amend Deborah Bail 
Scheduling Order and Continue Trial 
CCWEEKKG Objection to Defendant's Motion to Shorten Time Deborah Bail 
for Hearing 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Motion for Protective Order 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Second Request for Judicial Notice Filed on 
04/20/12 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs Third Deborah Bail 
request for Judicial Notice Filed OS/25/12 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Response to Motion to Deborah Bail 
Permit Plaintiffs Expert Richard Merrill Kahn to 
Testify Remotely by Video Conference 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Response to Motion to Deborah Bail 
Determine Sufficiency of Defendants Objections 
to Plaintiffs Requests to Admit 
CCWEEKKG Second Affidavit of Steele In Support of Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Motion to Compel 
CCWEEKKG Reply to Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Motion to Compel 
MCBIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion to Withdraw or Amend Deborah Bail 
Admissions 
MCBIEHKJ Second Affidavit of Matthew J Mcgee Deborah Bail 
MCBIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion to Strike Testimony of Deborah Bail 
Michael McMartin 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
MCBIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion to Strike Testimony of 
Tichard Kahn 
MCBIEHKJ Reply in Support of Motion to Stay Case 
MCBIEHKJ Second Affidavit of Matthew J McGee 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
06/13/201202:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hel< 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 









CCKHAMSA Notice Of Continued Deposition Duces Tecum To Deborah Bail 
Michael R. McMartin, M.D. 
TCORTEJN Plaintiffs Third Motion in Limine Deborah Bail 
CCNELSRF Fifth AmendedNotice Of Taking Deposition Duces Deborah Bail 
Tecum of Gregory Renshaw 
CCKHAMSA Supplemental Disclosures To Expert Report Of Deborah Bail 
Richard Kahn Which Was Previously Filed With 
The Court On March 12, 2012 
CCVIDASL Second Affidavit of Michael Roe in Support of Deborah Bail 
Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Counsel of 
Record for Defendants 
CCVIDASL Emergency Supplement to the Motion for Leave Deborah Bail 
to Withdraw as Counsel of Record for Defendants 
CCTHERTL Order Granting Motion for Leave to Withdraw as Deborah Bail 
Counsel for Defendants and Vacating the Jury 
Trial Setting 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Jury Trial scheduled on Deborah Bail 
07/10/201209:30 AM: Hearing Vacated 4 days 
CCDEREDL Affidavit Of Service Deborah Bail 
CCSWEECE Notice Of Appearance (Michael G Halligan for Deborah Bail 
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc) 
CCSWEECE Request for Status Conference Deborah Bail 
DCDOUGLI Hearing Scheduled (Status Conference Deborah Bail 
10103/201203:30 PM) 
DCDOUGLI Amended Notice of Status Conference Deborah Bail 
CCTHERTL Decision and Order Re: Summary Judgment Deborah Bail 
CCTHERTL Civil Disposition entered for: Mortgage Electric Deborah Bail 
Registration Systems Inc, Defendant; Renshaw, 
Gregory, Plaintiff. Filing date: 7/23/2012 
CCTHERTL STATUS CHANGED: Closed Deborah Bail 
CCTHERTL Hearing result for Status Conference scheduled Deborah Bail 
on 10103/201203:30 PM: Hearing Vacated 
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Fourth Judicial District Court - Ada County 
ROAReport 
Case: CV-OC-2010-23898 Current Judge: Deborah Bail 
Gregory Renshaw vs. Colonial First Lending Group, etal. 
User 
CCHEATJL Notice Of Appearance (Peter Salmon for 
Homecomings Financial LLC, And Executive 




CCNELSRF Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Deborah Bail 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid by: 
MOFFAT THOMAS Receipt number: 0088699 
Dated: 7/30/2012 Amount: $10.00 (Cash) 
CCHOLMEE Motion for Reconsideration Deborah Bail 
CCHOLMEE Affidavit of Steele in Support of Plfs Motion for Deborah Bail 
Reconsideration (Filed in 13(A) Only BOX bar 
code #41347772) 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Plaintiffs First Request for Deborah Bail 
Judicial Notice 
CCVIDASL Motion forRuling on Plaintiffs Second Request for Deborah Bail 
Judicial Notice 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Plaintiffs Third Request for Deborah Bail 
Judicial Notice 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Plaintiffs Motion to Compel Deborah Bail 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Certain Proposed Summary Judgment Evidence 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Plaintiffs Request for Punitive Damages 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Plaintiffs Motion to Change Deborah Bail 
Caption 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Plaintiffs Motion to Deborah Bail 
Determine Sufficiency of Defendants Objection s 
to Plaintiffs Requests for Admission 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Deborah Bail 
Withdraw or Amend Admissions 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Report and Testimony of Richard Kahn 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Expert Report and Testimony of Dr McMartin 
CCVIDASL Motion for Ruling on Defendants Motion to Strike Deborah Bail 
Expert Report and Testimony of Ritchie Eppink 
CCSWEECE Second Affidavit of Steele In Support of Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Motion for Reconsideration 
CCVIDASL Notice Of Hearing Re Motion for Recosideration Deborah Bail 
(10.03.12 @ 3:00 pm) 
CCVIDASL Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10103/2012 03:00 Deborah Bail 
PM) Moiton for Reconsideration 
CCVIDASL STATUS CHANGED: Reopened Deborah Bail 
CCBOYIDR Brief in Support of Motion for Reconsideration Deborah Bail 
CCBOYIDR Third Affidavit of Steele in Support of Plaintiffs Deborah Bail 
Motion for Reconsideration 
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Reconsideration 
CCSWEECE Affidavit of Michael G Halligan In Support of 
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CCTHERTL Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
10103/201203:00 PM: District Court Hearing Hele 
Court Reporter: Susan Gambee 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 50 
CCTHERTL Decision Or Order Re: Motion to Reconsider 
CCTHERTL Judgment with IRCP 54(b) Certificate 
CCTHERTL Civil Disposition entered for: Mortgage Electric 
Registration Systems Inc, Defendant; Renshaw, 
Gregory, Plaintiff. Filing date: 10/16/2012 
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CCTHIEBJ Appealed To The Supreme Court 
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CCTHIEKJ Amended Notice of Appeal 
CCTHIEBJ Request for Additional Record 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COMES NOW the Plaintiff and for causes of action against the Defendants and each of
P
them complains and alleges as follows
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S  the Plaintiff and for causes of action against the efendants, and each of 
t e , c lains a  alleges as f ll s: 
'" 
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PARTIES
1 Gregory Renshaw hereafter Renshaw is a resident of Ada County Idaho and
resides at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
2 Defendant Colonial First Lending Group Inc hereafter Colonial is a Utah
corporation with its principal place ofbusiness at 746 East Winchester St Suite 150 Murray UT
84107 and at all pertinent times was a licensed mortgage broker in the state of Idaho as defined
in the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practice Act
3 Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC hereafter Homecomings is a
Delaware corporation with its principal place of business at 188 106 Ave SE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
4 Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registrations Systems Inc hereafter MFRS is
a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business at POBox 2026 Flint MI 48501
2026 dba Pioneer Lender Trust Services
5 Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC hereafter Trustee is a Delaware
limited liability company with its principal place of business at 2255 North Ontario Street Suite
400 Burbank CA 915043120
6 Does IV are unknown to Plaintiff at this time At such time as Plaintiff discovers
their identity he will seek leave from the Court to amend his Complaint by adding them as
Defendants
7 ABC Corporations IV are unknown to Plaintiff at this time At such time as
Plaintiff discovers their identity he will seek leave from the Court to amend his Complaint by
adding them as Defendants
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1. r   (her  "Re ") is a resident f da ounty, Idaho and 
   . i i  l e, ise,  706. 
. efendant, olonial First ending roup, Inc., (hereafter "Colonial")    
corporation ith its principal place of business at 746 East inchester St., Suite 150, urray I 
  t ll rti t ti    li  rt  r r i  t  t t  f I   fi  
i  t  I  i ti l rt  r ti  t. 
. efendant, o eco ings Financial, C., (hereafter "Homeco ings")   
ela are c r rati  it  its ri ci al lace f si ess at  06th e , ite 00, 
,   . 
4. efendant, ortgage lectronic egistrations yste s, Inc, (hereafter "MER ")  
 la are ti  it  its i i l l   i es  t .O.  , li t, 48501-
 /b/a     
. efendant Executive Trustee Services, LL  (hereafter "Trustee")    
li ite  li ilit   it  its ri i l l  f siness t  rt  t ri  tr et, it  
, ,  -3120 
6. es -V      t s .     l i tif   
their identity he ill seek leave fro  the ourt to a end his o plaint by adding the  as 
efe ts. 
.  r r ti s I-V r  n t  l i tiff t t is ti . t s  ti  as 
Plaintiff discovers their identity he will seek leave fro  the Court to a end his Co plaint by 
a ing the   t . 
INT    J  I , a e  
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8 Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code 1 705 This matter is properly before
this Court because the amount in controversy exclusive of costs and attorney fees exceeds this
Courtsjurisdictional requirements
9 Venue is proper in Ada County Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code 54011and 5
W
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
10 Renshaw as a result of a motor vehicle accident has been a quadriplegic since
1990
11 Renshaw specially designed and built his home at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise
Idaho in 1990 providing for his access and use
12 In 2007 pursuant to Colonials internet advertisement Renshaw contacted
Colonial concerning the refinancing of his home located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise ID
13 Colonial was and is a mortgage broker as defined in the Idaho Residential
Mortgage Practices Act
14 Colonial by its President Casey Little after discussing Renshawsmedical
physical and financial circumstances encouraged Renshaw to apply for a loan to refinance the
existing obligation on his home
15 Colonial recommended Homecomings as an appropriate home mortgage lender
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. ri i ti  is r r r I   § -70 . i  tt r i  r rl  f r  
t is rt s  t  t i  tr rsy, l si  f sts  tt r  f s, s t is 
ourt's j ris iction l i t . 
.  i  r r i   nty, I  r t t  I   §§ - 01( )  -
404. 
 E IONS 
. shaw, s  r s lt f  t r i l  i nt, s   ri l i  si  
. 
. s  s i ll  si   ilt is e t  . i it l , is , 
Idaho in 1990 providing for his access and use. 
. In 2007, pursuant to olonial's internet advertise ent, ensha  contacted 
olonial concerning the refinancing of his ho e located at 3480 S. i it lace, oise, I . 
. olonial, as, and is a "mortgage broker" as defined in the Idaho esidential 
ortgage Practices ct. 
. olonial, by its President asey Little, after discussing enshaw's edical, 
sical, a  fina cial circ sta ces, e c ra e  e s a  t  a l  f r a l a  t  refinance t e 
existing obligation on his ho e. 
. olonial reco ended o eco ings as an appropriate ho e ortgage lender. 
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16 In 2007 Colonial was at all pertinent times Homecomings authorized mortgage
broker and agent
17 Homecomings provided Colonial with information about its home mortgage loan
programs rates and credit criteria as well as its policies for compensating mortgage brokers who
arrange home mortgage loans for it
18 Homecomings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf quote
financing rates and terms with limitations set by Homecomings inform credit applicants of
Homecomings financing options and originate home mortgage loans using Homecomings
forms all in accordance with its policies
19 Homecomings provided Colonial with credit applications loan contracts and other
required financing forms as well as instructions on filling out such documents necessary to
complete home mortgage transactions
20 After Renshaw provided credit information to Homecomings mortgage broker and
agent Colonial Homecomings computed a financing rate through an objective credit analysis
that in general discerned Renshawscreditworthiness
21 The credit analysis considered numerous risk related variables of creditworthiness
including credit bureau histories payment amounts debt ratios bankruptcies automobile
repossessions chargeoffs prior foreclosures payment histories credit score debt toincome
ratios loant value ratios and other risk related attributes or variables
22 Based on these objective risk related variables and the resulting mortgage score
Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent Colonial derived a riskbased financing rate
at which it would provide Renshaw a home mortgage loan called the Par Rate
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16. In 2007 olonial as at all pertinent ti es o eco ings' authorized ortgage 
  gent. 
17. o eco ings provided Colonial ith infor ation about its ho e ortgage loan 
r ra s, rates a  cre it criteria, as ell as its licies f r c e sati  rt a e r ers  
  t a   r t. 
8. o eco ings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf, quote 
fi i  r t s  t r s (wit  li itati s s t  comings), i f r  r it li ts f 
o eco ings' financing options, and originate ho e ortgage loans using o eco ings' 
, l      li i s. 
. ec ings r i e  l ial it  cre it a licati s, l a  c tracts, a  t er 
required financing forms, as well as instructions on filling out such documents necessary to 
lete  t a  ti . 
. fter ensha  provided credit infor ation to o eco ings' ortgage broker and 
agent, olonial, o eco ings co puted a financing rate through an objective credit analysis 
t t, i  ral, is er e  nshaw's r it rt i . 
. e cre it a al sis c si ere  er s ris -relate  aria les f cre it rt i ess, 
including credit bureau histories, pay ent a ounts, debt ratios, bankruptcies, auto obile 
i , e-off , ior l , t i t i , it r , t-t -i  
r ti , l an-to-value r ti ,  t r ris  r l t  ttributes r ri l . 
. Based on these objective risk-related variables and the resulting ortgage score, 
Ho eco ings, and its ortgage broker and agent, Colonial, derived a risk-based financing rate 
at hich it ould provide ensha  a ho e ortgage loan, called the "Par ate." 
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23 The applicable Par Rate and authorized discretionary charges were
communicated by Homecomings to its mortgage broker and agent Colonial via regularly
published rate sheets Such rate sheets were published by Homecomings via facsimile or
internet
24 Although the initial analysis applied objective criteria to calculate this risk related
Par Rate Homecomings authorized its mortgage broker and agent Colonial to employ a
subjective component in its credit pricing systemthe discretionary pricing policyto impose
additional nonrisk charges Colonial had discretion within the limits set by its principal
Homecomings to impose discretionary markups as additional income In other words
Homecomings discretionary pricing policy incentivized Colonial to impose additional rate
markups to maximize its profit
25 As a result of using a subjective pricing component that is designed to charge
persons with the same credit profiles different amounts of finance charge the objective qualities
of the initial credit analysis used to calculate the Par Rate were undermined
26 Acting upon the advice of Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent
Colonial Renshaw applied for a home mortgage loan
27 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw on April 17 2007 a Good Faith
Estimate Exhibit 1 and a Good Faith Estimate Itemization Exhibit 2
28 The Good Faith Estimate proposed an interest rate of7375 and a loan
origination fee of2362501 See Exhibit 1 line 801 and Exhibit 2 line 801
29 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a Borrower Signature Authorization
Exhibit 3 which was signed by Renshaw and returned to Colonial on May 3 2007 The
Borrower Signature Authorization allowed Colonial to verify Renshawsfinancial information
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3. he li l  "P r ate"  t ri  discretionary charges re 
co unicated by o eco ings to its ortgage broker and agent, Colonial, via regularly 
 "rat  heets." c  rate s eets ere lis e   ec i s ia facsi ile r 
internet. 
24. t    l i  ppli     l   ri - l  
"Par ate," o eco ings authorized its ortgage broker and agent, olonial, to e ploy a 
subjective co ponent in its credit pricing syste -the discretionary pricing licy-to i pose 
i  -ris  . l i l  is r ti n, it i  t  li its s t  its ri i al, 
i s, t  i  i ti  -u   iti l i e. In other ords, 
i ' i ti  i i  li  i ti i  l i l t  i  iti l t  
r -up  t  i i  it  r fit. 
. s a result of using a subjective pricing co ponent that is designed to charge 
persons ith the sa e credit profiles different a ounts of finance charge, the objective qualities 
f t e i itial cre it a al sis se  t  calc late t e "Par ate" ere er i e . 
. cting upon the advice of o eco ings and its ortgage broker and agent, 
l i l,  li  f r   rtgage l . 
. l ial re are  a  eli ere  t  e s aw,  ril , , a "Goo  ait  
Esti ate" (Exhibit 1) and a "Good Faith Esti ate-Ite ization" (Exhibit 2). 
. he "Good aith sti ate" proposed an interest rate f 7.375% and a loan 
ri inati  fe  f$2,362.50 (1 %). , i it , li  ,  i it , lin  . 
. l i l re are   li er  t    "Borrower i t re t ri ti n" 
(Exhibit ) hich as si e   s   ret r e  t  l i l  a  , .  
"Borrower ignature uthorization" allo ed olonial to verify enshaw's financial infor ation. 
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30 Renshaw was subsequently approved for a home mortgage loan
31 On June 27 2007 Renshaw was taken to Pioneer Title Co located at 1872 S
Eagle Road Meridian Idaho by his friend Don Hazzard
32 At Pioneer Title Co Renshaw and Hazzard met with aPioneer Title Co employee
Diana Hottendorf who was the escrow officer assigned to close Renshaw home mortgage loan
33 At the June 27 2007 closing of Renshawshome mortgage loan Renshaw was
asked to sign the following documents which had been prepared by Colonial andor
Homecomings all ofwhich he had never seen before
a Uniform Residential Loan Application hereafter referred to as Loan
Application See Exhibit 4 attached
b Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note hereafter referred to as
NoteSee Exhibit 5 attached
C FixedAdjustable Rate Rider See Exhibit 6 attached
d Deed of Trust hereafter referred to as Deed of Trust See Exhibit 7
attached
34 The documents prepared by Homecomings andor Colonial were false and
fraudulent in that on page 2 of the Loan Application Exhibit 4 Renshawsmonthly income is
falsely and fraudulently stated as5400
35 In fact Renshawssole source of income was social security disability income of
1463 permonth
36 Homecomings and Colonial had actual knowledge that Renshaw did not have an
income of 5400 and falsified Renshawsmonthly income as a scheme to generate loan fees
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0. ensha  as subsequently approved for a ho e ortgage loan. 
1.   , 07, sha   t  t  i r itl  o. l t  t  . 
 d, i i n,    nd,  ard. 
2. At Pioneer Title Co. Renshaw and Hazzard et with a Pioneer Title Co. e ployee, 
iana ottendorf, ho as the escro  officer assigned to close enshaw's ho e ortgage loan. 
33. t t e J e 7,  cl si  f enshaw's e rt a e l an, e s a  as 
as e  t  si  t e f ll i  c e ts ic  a  ee  re are   l ial a /or 
i , l        f r : 
a. i  i nti l  li ti  (here t   t   "Loa  
pplication") e, i it , tt d. 
. I t r t l  ri  j st l  t  t  (here ft r r f rr  t  s 
"Note")Se ,  , ed. 
c. i /Adjustable t  i er e, i it , tt . 
. eed f rust (hereafter referred to as "Deed f rust") See, xhibit 7, 
. 
. The docu ents prepared by o eco ings andlor olonial ere false and 
fraudulent in that on page 2 of the "Loan pplication" (Exhibit 4), enshaw's onthly inco e is 
f l l   fra l tl  t t   $5,400. 
. I  fact e shaw's s le s rce f i c e as s cial sec rit  isa ilit  i c e f 
$1,463  . 
. o eco ings and olonial had actual kno ledge that ensha  did not have an 
inco e of $5400 and falsified enshaw's onthly inco e as a sche e to generate loan fees. 
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37 The documents also falsely and fraudulently represent this loan to be a
Conventional loan See Exhibit 4 Loan Application
38 In fact the loan is not a Conventional loan but a 5 year fixed interest only loan that
becomes an annual adjustable interest only loan
39 As the result of the discretionary pricing policy Homecomings and Colonial had
steered Renshaw to a home mortgage loan which allowed Homecomings and Colonial to charge
an unjustified finance charge and additional markups to maximize their profits none of which
had been previously disclosed to Renshaw
40 Instead of an interest rate of7375 as stated in the Good Faith Estimate
Exhibit 1 Renshaw was charged 75 interest See Exhibit 5 FixedAdjustable Rate Rider
Section A
41 Instead of a loan origination fee of236250 1 as stated in the Good Faith
Estimate See Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 line 801 Renshaw paid a Broker Origination Fee to
Colonial of13501 or318961See Exhibit 8 line 816 a Broker Processing Fee of 425 to
Colonial See Exhibit 8 line 811 and a lender loan charge of 685 to Homecomings See
HUD1 Settlement Statement Exhibit 8 line 817
42 None of these charges had been previously disclosed to Renshaw
43 The documents prepared by Homecomings and Colonial were presented to
Renshaw on a take it or leave it basis with no opportunity to review or to negotiate different
terms
44 The refinanced home mortgage loan violated industry lending standards with the
foreseeable result of Renshaw losing his home through foreclosure
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37. e c e ts als  falsel  a  fra le tl  re rese t t is l a  t  e a 
ti l l n. e, i it ,  li ation. 
8. In fact the loan is not a onventional loan, but a 5 year fixed interest only loan that 
s  l j st l  i t r st l  l n. 
. s the result of the discretionary pricing policy o eco ings and Colonial had 
steered Rensha  to a ho e ortgage loan hich allo ed o eco ings and Colonial to charge 
a  j stifie  fi a ce c ar e a  a iti al ar -u s t  a i ize t eir r fits, e f ic  
  l    shaw. 
0. Instead of an interest rate of 7.375% as stated in the "Good aith sti ate," 
(Exhibit 1) ensha  as charged 7.5% interest. See, xhibit 5, ixed/Adjustable ate ider, 
Section . 
. I t    l  ri i ti  f  f $2,362.50 (1%)     "Goo  i  
ti ate" (S , i it   i it , li  01),  i    i i ti   t  
olonial of 1.3501 % or $3,189.61 (See, Exhibit 8, line 816); a roker Processing Fee of $425 to 
Colonial (See, Exhibit 8, line 811); and a lender loan charge of $685 to o eco ings. See, 
-l ettle e t tate e t, i it , li e . 
. one of these charges had been previously disclosed to enshaw. 
. he docu ents prepared by o eco ings and olonial ere presented to 
ensha  on a take it or leave it basis, ith no opportunity to revie  or to negotiate different 
ter s. 
. The refinanced ho e ortgage loan violated industry lending standards ith the 
foreseeable result f ensha  losing his ho e through foreclosure. 
I T    J  I , a e  
45 Following the closing of the home mortgage loan Renshaw was doomed to
foreclosure
46 In August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 Notice of Default and Election to
Sell Under Deed of Trust See Exhibit 9 and 2 Notice of Trustees Sale See Exhibit 10
47 In August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt Validation Notice naming
Mortgage Electronic Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit 11
48 Homecomings MERS and Trustee have scheduled a foreclosure sale ofRenshaws
home for December 29 2010 at 100pm See Exhibits 9 and 10
49 The Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 and the Notice of Trustees
Sale Exhibit 10 state that the beneficiary interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
50 MERS is not the beneficial owner of the Deed of Trust See Deed of Trust
Exhibit 7
51 MERS is prohibited by its own Rules of Membership from commencing
foreclosure in its own name unless certain conditions are met
52 Those conditions require that MERS be in possession of the original note endorsed
in blank
53 MERS by its own Membership Rules is prohibited from taking title to Renshaws
property through foreclosure
54 Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified written request requested that
the current holder of the Note and the current holder of the Deed of Trust be identified and that
the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 12
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55 On November 3 2010 Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating
that the owner of Renshawsloan is Freddie Mac See Exhibit 13 The letter was otherwise
nonresponsive to Renshawsqualified written request
56 Despite repeated requests the current holder of the Note or the current holder of
the Deed of Trust have not been identified See Exhibits 12 13 14 and 15
57 Renshaw again on November 11 2010 by a qualified written request requested
that certain documents be produced and that the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See
Exhibit 14
58 On November 19 2010 Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating
that MERS acts solely as a nominee for Lender The letter was nonresponsive to
Renshawsqualified written request See Exhibit 15
COUNT
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY AS TO COLONIAL
59 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
60 That Colonial owed Renshaw the fiduciary duty of acting primarily for the benefit
ofRenshaw
61 That Colonial has breached its fiduciary duty owed to Renshaw
62 That as a result of Colonialsbreach of fiduciary duty Renshaw has suffered
damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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. lai tiff restates a  realle es t e rece i  ara ra s a  i c r rates t e  
herein by reference as though fully set forth. 
. at l i l e   t  fi i r  t  f ti  ri ril  f r t  fit 
f . 
. hat olonial has breached its fiduciary duty o ed to enshaw. 
. hat   lt  lonial's   i i  ty,    
da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
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COUNT II
BREACH OF IDAHO RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE PRACTICES
ACT AS TO COLONIAL
63 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
64 That Colonial has violated the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practices Act Idaho
Code 263101 et seq
65 That as a result of Colonials breach of the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practices
Act Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT III
BREACH OF IDAHOFINANCIAL FRAUD PREVENTION ACT AS TO COLONIAL
66 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
67 That Renshaw is a dependent adult as defined by Idaho Code 672755cof
the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act
68 That Colonial has violated the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act
69 That as a result of Colonials violation of the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention
Act Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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3. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r f r   t  f ll  t f rt . 
4. That olonial has violated the Idaho esidential ortgage Practices ct, Idaho 
ode § -3 ,  q. 
5. That as a result of Colonial's breach of the Idaho Residential ortgage Practices 
t,            i l. 
  
         I  
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r fere  s t  f ll  s t f rt . 
. That Renshaw is a "dependent adult" as defined by Idaho Code 67-2755(2)(c) of 
 da  ina ial ra  ion . 
. at ial  late   a     . 
. hat     l nial's latio   t e a     
ct, e s a  as s ffere  a a es i  a  a t t  e r e  at trial. 
I T    J  I , age 10 
COUNT IV
BREACH OF COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR
DEALING AS TO COLONIAL
70 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
71 That Colonial contracted with Renshaw to provide a home mortgage loan
72 That Colonial breached its contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing
73 That as a result of Colonials breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT V
UNJUST ENRICHMENT AS TO HOMECOMINGS AND COLONIAL
74 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
75 That the actions of Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent Colonial
have resulted in their unjust enrichment by the payment of fees and other charges
76 That as a result of Homecomings and Colonials unjust enrichment Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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. That as a result of Colonial's breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 
           i l. 
  
    INGS  I  
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r f r   t  f ll  t f rt . 
. That the actions of Ho eco ings and its ortgage broker and agent, Colonial, 
a e res lted in t eir j st e ric e t  t e a e t f fees a  t er c ar es. 
. That as a result of Homecomings' and Colonial's unjust enrichment, Renshaw has 
e  a ages i   t t    t t i l. 
INT    J  I , a e 11 
COUNT VI
ACTING IN CONCERT AS TO HOMECOMINGS AND COLONIAL
77 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
78 That Homecomings and Colonial have pursued a common plan or design which
has resulted in the commission of an intentional or reckless tortuous act
79 That Homecomings and Colonial have acted in concert in providing Renshaw a
home mortgage loan
80 That each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
81 As a result of the Homecomings and Colonial acting in concert Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT VII
BREACH OF CONTRACT AS TO HOMECOMINGS
82 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
83 That Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed of Trust
84 That as a result of Homecomings breach Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
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 I 
       L NI  
77. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i      l   t . 
78. That o eco ings and olonial have pursued a co on plan or design hich 
        r r  t  ct. 
79. hat o eco ings and olonial have acted in concert in providing ensha  a 
  n. 
80. at eac  is j i tl  a  se erall  lia le rs a t t  I a  e § - 03(5). 
81. s a result f the o eco ings and olonial acting in concert, ensha  has 
  i   t t    t t i l. 
  
     INGS 
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
    t    . 
. at o e ings  re  t e te  e   t. 
. hat as a result of o eco ings' breach, ensha  has suffered da ages in an 
a  to e r e   t l. 
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COUNT VIII
BREACH OF COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIRDEALING
AS TO HOMECOMING
85 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
86 That Homecomings has breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
87 As a result of this breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT IX
NEGLIGENCE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
88 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
89 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have negligently commenced foreclosure
against Renshaw home
90 As a proximate result of such negligence Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
M
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITHCONTRACT AS TO MERS
91 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
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 II  
       I   
   
5. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i     t  ll  t t . 
86. at ec i s as reac e  t e c e a t f  fait  a  fair eali g. 
87. s a result f this breach f covenant f good faith and fair dealing, ensha  has 
s ff r  s i   t t   r  t tri l. 
 I  
I    I ,    
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
i   ere   t  ll  t t . 
. hat o eco ings, S and rustee have negligently co enced foreclosure 
i st shaw's . 
. s a proxi ate result of such negligence, Rensha  has suffered da ages in an 
 t   e   t l. 
X 
IOUS TERFERENCE     ERS 
. laintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
er i  b  reference  tho  f ll  t f rt . 
I T    J  I , a e 13 
92 That MERS is not a party to the Note and Deed of Trust
93 That MERS knew of the Note and Deed of Trust
94 That MERS has intentionally interfered with the Note and Deed of Trust causing
a breach
95 As a proximate cause of MERS interference Renshaw has suffered damages in
an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT XI
WRONGFUL FORECLOSURE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
96 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
97 Idaho Code 45 1502 defines the beneficiary for purposes of the trust deed
statutes as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given
98 MERS is not the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
99 Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
100 MERS has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust it seeks to foreclose
101 Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust it seeks to foreclose
102 MERS does not hold possession of the Note
103 Homecomings does not hold possession of the Note
104 The foreclosure commenced by Homecomings MERS and Trustee has been
commenced in violation of Idaho law and MERS Membership Rules
105 The foreclosure of Renshawsproperty is wrongful and an abuse of process
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92.   i  t  party t  t    ed f Trust. 
93.    f  t  and  f rust. 
4. That ERS has intentionally interfered with the Note and Deed of Trust causing 
a breach. 
95. As a proxi ate cause of ERS' interference, Renshaw has suffered da ages in 
      i l. 
  
 S    , ,   
96. lai tiff restates a  realle es t e rece i  ara ra s a  i c r rates t e  
       . 
.   § 45-1502(1) defines the beneficiary for purposes f the trust deed 
statutes as" ... the person for hose benefit a trust deed is given." 
.  i  t t  fi i   t    t 
. ings i  t t e i i   t e   t. 
.    ter   t  t   e    t   . 
. ec ings as  interest i  t e ote r ee  f r st it see s t  f recl se. 
. E  does not hold possession of the ote. 
. o ec ings oes t l  ss i   t e t . 
. he foreclosure co enced by o eco ings, S, and rustee has been 
co enced in violation of Idaho la  and ERS e bership Rules. 
105. he foreclosure of e shaw's ropert  is ron ful a  a  a use f process. 
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106 As a result of Homecomings and MERS wrongful foreclosure and abuse of
process Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT XII
SLANDER OF TITLE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
107 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
108 That the foreclosure instituted by Homecomings MERS and Trustee has caused a
cloud to be placed on the title of Renshawsreal property
109 As a proximate cause of this slander of title Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
COUNTXIII
FRAUD AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
110 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
111 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have stated the following facts to
Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
c That Homecomings has the authority to foreclose on Renshaws
property
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
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106. s a result of ecomings' and RS' wrongful f recl sure and abuse of 
proces , Renshaw h  suff r d da s i  an amount to be prov n at trial. 
OUNT II 
L   TI    ECOMI S,   T  
107. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i     t  f l   f rth. 
108.  t   i t   o i s,       
cloud to be placed on the title of enshaw's real property. 
109. As a proximate cause of this slander of title, Renshaw has suffered damages in an 
     i l. 
  
   , ,   
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
er i   reference s t gh f ll  s t f rt . 
111. That Homecomings, MERS and Trustee have stated the following facts to 
Renshaw: 
a. That E S is the beneficiary of the eed of Trust. 
b. That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
c. That o eco ings has the authority to foreclose on enshaw's 
prope . 
d. That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
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112 That such statements are false
113 That such statements are material
114 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee either knew the statements were false or
were unaware ofwhether the statement was true at the time the statement was made
115 That Renshaw did not know the statements were false
116 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee intended for Renshaw to rely upon such
statements and act upon them in a manner reasonably contemplated
117 That Renshaw did rely upon the truth of the statements
118 That Renshawsreliance was reasonably under all the circumstances
119 That as a proximate cause of Homecomings MERS and Trustees fraud
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNTXIV
UNJUST ENRICHMENT AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
120 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
121 That the actions of Homecomings MERS and Trustee in foreclosing on
Renshawshome will result in their being unjustly enriched by the payment of fees and by the
equity in Renshawshome
122 As a proximate cause of Homecomings MERS and Trustees unjust
enrichment Renshaw will suffer damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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112. t suc  st t t  are f lse. 
113. t suc  t t t  are aterial. 
114.  ecomings, RS, an   eit r  the state ent  r  f l e or 
r   f  t  st t t  tr  t t   t  t t   ade. 
115.   i  t  t  st t t   l e. 
116. That Homecomings, ERS, and Trustee intended for Renshaw to rely upon such 
state e ts a  act  t e  i  a a er reasonabl  c te plated. 
117.    l       t te ents. 
118. t nshaw's r lia e  r l  r ll t  ir t s. 
119. That as a proxi ate cause of o eco ings', ERS', and Trustees' fraud, 
e s a  as s ffere  a a es i  a  a t t  e r e  at trial. 
  
S     , ,   
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
r i   refere ce s t  f ll  s t f rt . 
121. That the actions of o eco ings, ERS, and Trustee in foreclosing on 
Renshaw's home will result in their being unjustly enriched by the payment of fees and by the 
t  in shaw's . 
. s a proximate cause of o eco ings', ERS', and Trustees' unjust 
enrich ent, ensha  ill suffer da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
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COUNT XV
ACTING IN CONCERT AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
123 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
124 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have pursued a common plan or design
which has resulted in the commission of an intentional or reckless tortious act
125 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have acted in concert in pursuing the
foreclosure of Renshawsproperty
126 That each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
127 As a result of their acting in concert Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount
to be proven at trial
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
128 Defendants by their conduct have engaged in an extreme deviation from
reasonable standards of conduct and have engaged in gross willful outrageous malicious
wrongful and wanton conduct and therefore Renshaw reserves the right to seek leave of Court
to amend his Complaint to plead for the recovery of punitive damages against Defendants in
such amounts as will be proven at trial
ATTORNEY FEES
129 Renshaw has been required to retain the services of counsel to assist him in the
preparation and prosecution of this action and has retained the law firm Runft Steele Law
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COUNT XV 
ACTI  I  CONCERT AS TO HOMECOMINGS, MERS, A  TR STEE 
123. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
r i  by ref rence as t gh ful y set f rth. 
124. That Homecomings, MERS, and Trustee have pursued a common plan or design 
  r sul  i  t  i i  of an i t nti al or r  torti  ct. 
125. That Homecomings, MERS, and Trustee have acted in concert in pursuing the 
  nshaw's r perty. 
126. hat each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho ode § 6-803(5). 
127. As a result of their acting in concert, Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount 
    l. 
I E GES 
128. efendants  their c ct, a e e a e  i  a  e tre e e iation fr  
reasonable standards of conduct, and have engaged in gross, willful, outrageous, malicious, 
rongful, and anton conduct, and, therefore, ensha  reserves the right to seek leave of ourt 
to amend his Complaint to plead for the recovery of punitive damages against Defendants, in 
such a ounts as wi l be proven at tria . 
ATTORNEY FEES 
129. Renshaw has been required to retain the services of counsel to assist him in the 
preparation and prosecution of this action and has retained the law firm Runft & Steele La  
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Offices PLLC and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee The sum of5000 is
reasonable should this matter be settled by default Renshaw is entitled to recover his reasonable
costs and attorneysfees pursuant to Rule 54 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code
12120 and 12 121 and other applicable law
WHEREFORE Renshaw prays
1 For an order of the Court awarding damages against Defendants in the
amount proven at the time of trial
2 For an order of the Court awarding prejudgment interest in the amount
proven at the time of trial
3 For an order of the Court that Defendants are jointly and severally liable to
Renshaw
4 For an offset of Renshaws recovery against any amount found due under
the Note
3 For an order of the Court awarding Renshaw his reasonable costs of suit
and attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and
Idaho Code 12 120 12121 or other applicable law and
5 For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper
DATED this 6th day of December 2010
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICE PLLC
By
JON M S VE
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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ffices, PLLC, and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee. The su  of $5,000.00 is 
reasonabl  should this at r be set l d by default. nsha  is entitl d to recover his reasonable 
costs and attorney's fees pursuant to ule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and Idaho Code §§ 
1 -1  an  1 -  and t r appli l  law. 
F RE,  prays: 
1. For an order of the Court a arding da ages against efendants in the 
t r  t t  ti  f trial; 
2. r  r r f t  rt r i  r j t i t r st i  t  t 
 t  t   trial; 
3. For an order of the Court that Defendants are jointly and severally liable to 
shaw. 
4. r a  ffset f enshaw's rec er  a ai st a  a t f  e er 
t  t . 
3. r  r r f t  rt r i  s  is r s le sts f s it 
and attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and 
I  e § 2-12 , § 12-121, or other applicable la ; and 
5. For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper. 
E  this th  f e  2 . 
 & STEELE LA  OFFICE, PLLC 
B : __ J-='--'--+---tl--WK-'~ ____ _ 
Attorney for the Plaintiff 
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Renshaw hereby demands pursuant to Rule 38b of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury Renshaw will not stipulate to a
trial of less than twelve 12 jurors
DATED this 6th day of December 2010
RUNFT STFSELE LAVA PP1QX PLLC
JON
for the Plaintiff
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DEMA D FOR JURY TRIAL 
Renshaw hereby demands, pursuant to Rule 3 8(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury. Renshaw will not stipulate to a 
tri l ofles  t  t l  ( ) j rors. 
 t i  t  y f ce ber 010. 
W/,J,.,.,......-w-'.w, PLL C 
_-c7 
By:_--=::::::;:,.,,,.t..-.+--lo,,,,,_~ ______ _ 
 





GREGORY RENSHAW after being first duly sworn deposes and says as
follows
That he is the Plaintiff in the foregoing COMPLAINT AND DEMAND
FOR JURY TRIAL that he has read the COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR
JURY TRIAL and believes the facts stated therein are true based upon his own
information andbelief
IN WITNESS WHEREOF Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the day and year
first above written
GREGO HAW
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of Dece er 2010
4
R4 Notary Public for Idaho
t
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VERIFICATI N 
STATE OF I  ) 
:ss 
County of  ) 
GREGORY RENSHA  after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as 
follows: 
t he is t  Plaintiff i  t  f r i  OMPLAI    
 J  IAL, t t  has read t  PL I     
JURY TRIAL and believes the facts stated therein are true based upon his own 
infor ation and belief. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the day and year 
first above ritten 
3 d      e s __ day ofDece 
............ , 
" R "" "", ~c:,A. . -1 ~ ',. 
_, -..'\. ......... "T..t- """, ""7 .. V~iIS! I'" ~Ol'-ih '\ ~ \ 
: "TJ..\: 
: 1t I -.. ~ • 
\ \.0 - :-IE 
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ill "" -. •• ".,. "~' .......• ~o Itllli 
".#". OF ID ~ •••• ' .......... " .. 
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tar  lic f r Idaho 
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GOOD FAITH ESTIMATE
Applicants Greg Renshaw Application No 070417008
Property Addy 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706 Date Prepared 04172007
Prepared By Colonial First LendingGroup Inc Ph 801 3081110 Loan Program
4505 South Wasatch Blvd Salt Lake City UT 84124
The Information providedbelow reflects estimates ofthe Chargeswhich you are likelyto ineurat the settlementof yourioan The fees listed are eshmatesactual charges
may be more or less Your transaction may not involve a fee for every item listed The numbers listed beside the ashmates generally correspond to the numbered lines
contained in the HUD1 settiement statement which you will be receiving at settlement The HUD1 settlement statementwill show you the actual cost for items paid at settlement
Total LoanAmount 23650 Interest Rate 7375 Term 360 360 mths
Fee
UU3 Appraisal Fee 1500
804 Credit Report 1800
805 Lenders Inspection Fee
808 Mortgage Broker Fee
809 Tax Related Service Fee
810 Processing Fee 42500
811 Underwriting Fee 53500
812 Wire Transfer Fee
1100 TITLE CHARGES PFC S F POO







1300 ADDITIONAL SETTLEMENT CHARGES PFC S F P
1302 Pest Inspection
EXHIBIT I
Estimated Closin Coats 494550
900 ITEMS REQUIRED BY LENDER TO BE PAID P7 ADVANCE PFC S F POC
901 Interest for 4 days Q 4839 4 per day 2 19359
902 Mortgage Insurance Premium
303 Hazard1rsurance Promium
504
905 VA Funding Fe
100RECCEPCSITED WITH LENDER
1001 Hazard Insurance Premiums





PFC S F oJC
1003 School Tax morths a per menLr
1004 Taxesand Assessment Reserves months raj 9502emonth
1005 Flood Insurance Reserves months per month
months c per month
months Q per mormfi




TO CLOSELOSE TOTALESTIMATED MONTHLY PAYMENT
cv
Loan






GO  FAITH ESTI AT  
Greg Renshaw 
3480 50uth Pimmit Place, Boise, 10 83706 
Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. Ph. 801- 8· 10 
4505 50uth asatch Blvd, 5alt La  City, UT 84124 
Ap lication No: 070417008 
Date Prepared: 04117/2007 
Loan Program: 
The Infonnati  provided bel  reflects estimates of the charges which you are likely to incuratthe setttement of your loan. The fe s listed are estimates-actual charges 
may be more or les . Your transaction may not involve a fee for every ite  fisted. The nu bers listed besid  the estimates generaUy cor esp  to the numbered lines 
contained in ilia HUO-1 settlement statement which you wiH be receiving at setUement. The HUD-1 settiement statement wijl show you the actual cost for items paid at settlement. 
Total Loan Amount $ 236,250 Inleresl Rate: 7.375 % 
800 ITEMS PAYABLE IN CONNECTION WITH LOAN: 
801 Loan Origination Fee 1.000% 
802 Loan Discount 
803 Appraisal Fee 
804 Credit Report 
805 Lende(  Ins ti   
808 Mortgage Broker Fee 
809 Tax Related Service Fee 
810 Processing ee 
811 UndelWl"iti   
812 VVire Transfer Fee 
1100 TITLE CHARGES: 
1101 l i  or r  e: 
1105 t reparation  
1106   
1107 tt m y F s 
1106 Title Insurance: 
endorse ents 
1200 GOVERNMENT RECORDING & TRANSFER CHARGES: 
1201 Recordin2 Fees: 
1202 Ci!1:/Coun!1: T ax/Slames: 
1203 S_ Tax/Stamps: 
1300 I I  T : 
1302 st I ti  
900 
901 
I  .REQUIRED   T   I  IN : 
Interest fer 4 day  @ $ 8.3984 
902 ortgage I r  re ium 
905 VA Funding F e 
1 OCO REEE~':E:; ~:::POS1TcO ITH L : 
1001 az r  Insurance Premiums onths @ :$ 
c.10",0"2;-_c:M,cortcc,,,ga,,,9:ceccln,,s=..-,-p-,,re,,,m,,,iu=m,,-. c.R"'e"'se"r-"'e"'s _______ .months@'$ 
'1003 Scheel Tax nths @ $ 
1 004 Taxes and Assess ent Reserves onths @ $ 
1005 F!ood Insurance Reserves onths @ $ 
onths@$ 
months@$ 
Term: 360 1360 mlhs 
tf Bted /  sts 
per day 
35.00 per onth 
per onth 
per onl:h 


















PFC 5 F POCI 
 5 F POCI 
PFC 5 F POeI 
PFC 5 F oet 
 5   
   POcl 
TOTAL ESTIMATED SETTLEMENT CHARGES 5,139.09 
- -'-I::': ;:-,:;-.'-;£-1':"-:;::;:, FUn;f:;-; "~EEDr=.8 TO CLOS : iaTAL !=STIMATED MCNTHLY PAY ENT: 
~'.~~:--~_? _ ..~?~~~;.~_~_;::':.,~~.~ ___ " __ ~~:?~~?~ _~ew ~s  fu1QJ!~J:~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ___ ~,, __ ~!i~9P.91 & ;n~~~L___ _ ____ 1A§J:~§ 
~~frc16s~ic(;S s (+~ =~X,~~~·,~0 __ . __ :;~-___ ::.~~~.~~ __ ~~ 
EXHIBIT __ '_ 
OD FAITH ESTIMATE ITEMIZATI
Loan Number PnYd94nRt ra
Company Weaithbridge Mortgage Corp Subject Property Address 3480 S Pimmit PI
15455 NW Greenbrier Parkway Suite 111 Boise ID 3706
Beaverton OR 97006
Borrowers Proposed Loan Information
Gregory A Renshaw Loan Amount 236500 Int Rate 7375
Term Due In 360 Mo Mo Pmt P8J 145195
Margin Index
The information provided below reflects estimates ofthe charges which you are likely to incur atthe settlement of your loan The fees listed are estimates
the actual charges may be more or less Your transaction may not involve afee for every item listed The numbers listed beside the estimates generally
correspond to the numbered lines contained in the HUD1or HUD1A settlement statements which you will be receiving at settlement The HUD1 or
HUD1A settlement statements will show you the actual cost for items paid at settlement
800 ITEMS PAYABLE INCONNECTION WITH LOAN
3G j Loan Origination ee 7o I 2362250
802 I Loan Discount Fee I OGt3 I
Fee
SU n e inspection L eP JiiAli ax Raiate d Sal ica Fee
14
C02853 8 42 r
lit sAMm
v 3
900 17EMS REQU ED BY 4ENDE 70 BE PAI N ADVANCE
911 rer from
d90 l7GiO7e risuFancPCrturtn i
0 i a d 1r ti r C
Taxes i
EXHB1T000036
)00 FAIT  STI  - ITEMIZATI( 
Loan Number: POX421065 Date is estimate' 
Company: Wealthbridge Mortgage Corp. I Subject Propert  Ad res : 3480 S Pimmit PI 
15455 NW Greenbrier Parkway Suite 1  Boise, 10 8 6 
Beaverton,  97006 
Borrower(s) Proposed Loan Information 
Gregory A. Rensha  
I 
Loan A ount $ 236,250.00 Int Rate: 7.37  % 
1,451.95 Ter  I Due In: 360 Mo. Mo. P l ( &l): $ 
Margin: % Index: $ 
The infonnation provided below reflects estimates of the charges which you are likely to incur at he settlement of your loan. The fees listed are esti at · 
the actual charges may be ore or less. Your transacti  may not involve a fee for every item listed. The nu bers listed beside the estimates generally 
correspond to the nu bered lines contained in the HUD-l or HU -1A setUe ent statements which you will be receiving at sattie ent The ·l or 





ITE S PAYABLE I  CONNE I  ITH LOAN: 
~ . r ,: Yo ..... "''''!! <-r'" 
$ 0.00 
/\ppraisaf Fee $ i7S.0n 
$ 27.76 
Ler:der'S inspecticn Fee s v.uu 
Tax elated Service Fee 
$ 
$ 425.DO 
FT  !REu '{ L R  E  ?AHJ i  ,{U} ;'l.H .: ; 
--·:--jnter~t-fi~~------5T1/a7 -.-~--~') -- 5/ 1!n7 __ ~ ~;l :£ ~= ___ ~l-~ay ~~,==-~=~.-- u ___ ----m~Off-----------l 
Mortg:Jqe (f;-'5UrarK'.e )"~rnfum ! 3) u.OO 
! ~;.:1Zard insurance Pr'3fniurn $ -; 12.36 
Propert-~  a -Due - $ 
_-,. ___ R.cSERVES DE?G3~TELi ~·';~TH LENDER 
H27S(~ ~(,:='t:i-::3(:t.e ;\-E,n;uT: :j ::-~:,:~h;; :=:t:~ .;; _ ';}f} 
'V!L'f;.JD~-~<:-; ;n~).,;! ,in;"!:; 
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..: ;i;(:,',!i:s ::,r :;; ji_u{j, 
- ----: ~1 ~ 
so 
:,_. __ ._ .1.-
:! : ,"_.:: :~l : 
------- ~ £Luu ---~: 
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Borrower Signature Authorization
Privacy ActNotThis infannetlon is to be used by the agency collecting it or its assignees in detemening whether you qualify as a pmspec ffatMor under
its program It wit not be disclosed outside the agency except as required and pennMed by law You do not have to provide this inbrrnagon but if you do not your
application for approval as a prospective mortgagor or bonower may be delayed or rejected The information requested in this tone is auftmed by Title 38 USC
Chapter 37 if VA by 12 USC Section 1701 eL seq Cif HUDFHA by 42 USC Section 1452b d HUDCPD and Me 42 USC 1471 et seq or 7 USC 1921 at
seq IfUSDAFmH
Part I General information
1Borrower 2 Name and address of LanderlBroker
Greg Renshaw Colonial First Lending Group Inc
3480 South Pimmit Place
4505 SouthWasatch Blvd
Salt Lake City UT 84124
Boise ID 83706 TEL 8013081110 FAX 8013080188
3Date 4 Loan Number
04172007 070417008
Part it BorrowerAuthorization
1 flefeVy dUUIUIILC Ule LCIUUMMIURCI LU Mlly illy Pdbl d11U Plt tIIL111PIUy111C11L Cdli11119b ICW1US Uetl1RdL000llLb SLUUK
holdings and any other asset balances that are needed to process my mortgage loan application I further authorize
the LenderBroker to order a consumer credit report and verify other credit information including past and present
mortgage and landlord references It is understood that a copy of this form will also serve as authorization
The information the LenderBroker obtains is only to be used in the processing of my application for a mortgage loan
V 7
mower Greg w SSN Date
r
000037
  ti  
  otice: This orma i  i      t   :cIl d  I   i  in rmi  t r yo  lif  s a rospedive mortgag  r 
it  r ra . It it t  i l s  t i  t  a  x pt  r ir d a  rmitt   l .   l Ii  t  r i  !his inform tion, b t if   l r 
 f  i      mI r     r j cted.  i f r ti  r t  in 1  farm i  uthoriz  b  ill  38, SC, 
  (If A);   , dl   at. eq. (I  OIF A);   SC.  4S  (If / O);  Till   SC, 14  t. seq., r  SC, 19  et. 
seq. (If SDAiFmH ). 
Part I - eneral Infor ation 
1. Borrower 
  
3480 t  i it lace 
, 10  
. t  .   
0<111712007  
Partll·Borrower~onzation 
.   ress f e rJ8r r 
l i   p, . 
 t  w t  l  
  it ,   
L: 1- -11  AX: 1- 08-01 8 
I n r o  ClUU U I~e lII  LI:=IIUI:=IICI I\I:=I l  Vl:=lIIy Ill  ~CI::;lClIIU ~1~1 l t::1II~IUylll\:::lllI::ClIIIIII!::I::; 1I::I.iUI ::;, ClIII\ CI\;\;UUlIll:I, ::;l \;/\ 
l ings,   t r t l  t t r   t  r   rt  l  li ti . I f rt r t ri  
t  r/Bro r t  r r  r r it r rt  rif  t r r it i f r ti , i l i  t  r t 
rt   l l r  r f r s. It i  r t  t t   f t i  f r  ill l    t ri tion. 
Cfi:.O: r~""- ~::-sa::-;:-.hp:-;(:;-;'0/;;;-;;g8;;-) .----------------------------------. 
EXHIBIT '3 
Uniforkv esidential Loan App tion
This application is designed to be completed by the applicantswith the Lendersassistance Applicants should complete this form as Borrower or CoBorrower as
applicable CoBorrower Information must also be provided and the appropriate box checked when the income or assets of a person other ttan the Borrower
Including the Borrowersspouse will be used as a basis for loan qualification or the Income or assets of the Borroweesspous or other person Who has community
property rights pursuant to state law will not be used as a basis for loan qualification but his or her liabilities must be considered because the spou 3e or other person
has community property rights pursuant to applicable law and Borrower resides in a community property state the security property is located In a community property
state or the Borrower Is relying on other property located In a community property state as a basis for repayment of the loan
If this Is an application for joint credit Borrower and CoBorrower each agree that we intend to apply for joint credit sign below
Borrower CoBorrower
jI 1 @4 TlrlI PEyOFMOFtfiGAESANDITECF4LOANrAtnz 1 1 s9lfYuliN 11dHNrM1 I I1tl tliIilAdteyla ih1lllhjIhirlld1G
Mortgage VA mConventional Other explain Agency Case Number LenderCase Numbe
Applied for FHA USDARural
Housing Service
Amount Interest Rate No of Months Amortization Type Fixed Rate Other explain
23650 7500 3601360 GPM ARM e 51
N I1 4GIirkNll9PROPERr r pprxm N aGa IIiBONNd lN IRi1FF Ii lIXMAHNa1dNi I
Subject Property Address street city state ZIP
SIikljIN
No of Units
3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706 County Ada 1
Legal Description of Subject Property attach description if necessary Year Built
See Title
1985
Purpose ofLoan Purchase 3Construction Other explain Property will be
Refinance ConstructionPermanent Primary Residence Secondary Resideice Investment
Complete this line if construction or constructionpermanent loan
Year Lot
t
riginal Cost Amount Existing Liens aPresent Valueof Lot bCost of Improvements Total abAcquired
Complete this line ffthis is a refinance loan
Year
Acquired
Original Cost Amount Existing Liens Purpose of Refinance Describe Improvements mad1 I
to be made
1991 225 000 19000 CashOutDebtConsolidation Cost
Title will be held in what Names Manner in which Title will be held Est to will be held in
Greg Renshaw Single man Q Fee Simple
easeholdshow
xpirstion dateSource of Down Payment Settlement Charges andor Subordinate Financing explain
a y II 1 iiiORROWERINQIMiTIONk 1 Go rrowe s 011
Borrowers Name include Jr or Sr if applicable CoBorrowersName Include Jr or Sr if applicable
NaIVI
Greg Renshaw
Social Security Number Home Phone incl area code DOB mmiddyyyy Yrs School Social Security Number Home Phone incl areacode DOB mm yyyy Yrs School
Merrled mUnmarried include single
Separated
Dependents not listed by CoBorrower Married El Unmarried Include single Dependents not is d by Borrower
divorced widowed no ages Separated divorced widowed no age
Present Address street city state ZIP glown Rent 16 No Yrs Present Address street city state ZIP Own Rent NoYrs
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Mailing Address if different from PresentAddress Mailing Address if different from Present Address
If reslaft at present address for less than twoyears complete the followin
Former Address street city state ZIP 13Own Rent No Yrs Former Address street city state ZIP Own Ren No Yrs
Former Address street city state ZIP Down Rent No Yrs Former Address street city state ZIP Own Reni
z
No Yrs
Fannie Mae Form 1003 075
Borrower FreddieCALYX Form Loenapplfrm095 Page 1 of 5





if h .. i ti l  
This application Is designed to be ompl te, as 
applicable. Co-Bor ower Infor atio  must also be provided ( d the appropriate box checked) when 0 the Income or as ets of a person other the " or ower" 
(I l i  the orrower's spouse) will be used as a basis for loan qualification or Oth  Inco e or as ets of the Borrower's.spouse or. other person has community 
property rfghts pursuant to state law will not be used as a basis for loan qualification, but his or her liabilities must be considered because the or other person 
has co unity property rfghts pursuant to applicable law and Borrower resides In a co unity property state, the securfty property Is located In a r.nn,m. '.nltv property 
state, or the Borrower Is relying on t r prop rty locate  In a com unity property state as a basiS for repayment of the loan. 
If this Is an application for JOint credit, Borro er and Co-Borrower each agree that e intend to apply for Joint credit (sign below): 
Borrower 
ortgage D A 
Applied for. 0 FHA 
See Title 
urpose of Loan 
r s t ddress (stree , cit , , ZI ) 
3480 South Pimmit Place 
· olse, ID 83706 
o-Borro er 
.. l. ,,', 
D ther ( lain): 
o  ( lain): 
esidence 
(b) ost f I prove ents 
$ $ 
 f fi  i  I t  
ailing r s t Address 
Former A dre s (street, city, st t , ZI ) 
Former Mdre s (str et, clti, state, ZIP) 
Fannie Mae Form 1003 07/05 
CALYX Form L anapp1.frm 09/05 
D n D Rent __ No. Yrs. Former Address (street, city, state, ZIP) DOWn D 
Own 0 Rent __ No. Yrs. Fo ner A dress (street, city, stat , ZI ) DOwn D 
Page 1 of5 Bo rower 
19  
o. Yrs. 
Form 65 07/05 
T Kept T42 1 1 15pig 1ViEMP1 1 L YYMEW I bw iilIN11010g1NLl
Name Address of Employer Self Empl Yrs on this job Name Address ofEmployer Self Employed Yrs on this job
Redred
Yrs employed In this Yrs employed In this
line ofworkprofession line 3fworkprofession
PosltlonTi eyp ofBusiness Business Phone Ind area code PositionTitleyp ofBusiness Business Phone Incl area code
if employed in current position for less than two years or If currently employed In more than one position complete the following
Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dates fromt Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dati is from to
Monthly Income Mor thly Income
PositionMtlefType ofBusiness Business Phone Ind area code PositionTitleyp of Business Business Phoni i Incl area code
Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dates fromt Name Address of Employer 11Employed Dates fromt
Monthly Income Monthly Income
PositionTitleyp ofBusiness Business Phone Intl area code Positionrritlerrype of Business Business Phonii Incl area code
Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dater fromt Name Address of Employer Self Employed Oat as fromt
MonthlyIncome Mot ithly Income
PositionTitleyp ofBusiness Business Phone Incl area code Positionrritlerrype of Business Business Phon Incl area code
Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dates fromt Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dat as fromt
Monthly Income Monthly Income
PositionTitlefTypeofBusiness Business Phone Incl area code PositionTitleyp of Business Business Phona Incl area code
Gross Combined Monthly
Monthly Income Borrower CoBorrower Total Housing Expense Present Proposed
Bass mpl Income Rent
Overtime First Mortgage PI 1147656
Bonuses Other FinancingPI
Commissions Hazard Insurance 3600
DividendsInterest Real Estate Taxes 9600
Net Rental Income Mortgage Insurance
Otherbefore competing
see the notice In describe
Homeowner Assn Dues
200
other Income below 64000 54000 Other
Total 1 54000 1 54000 Total I 3 1 6265
Self Employed Borrowers may be required to provide additional documentation such as tax returns and financial statements
Describe Other Income Notice Alimony child support or separate maintenance Income need not be revealed If the
Borrower B orCoBorrower C does not choose to have It considered for repaying this loan
BIC I
onthly Amount
8 Social See Disability 187500
B Social SecurityDisabil Income 362500
rannie mae Form i003 OW05
CALYX Form Loanapp2frm09105 Page 2 of 6 Borrower iel
CoBorrower
Freddie Mae Form 65 075
000039
r Ir-
" ~;,:!:,~,:i;::,;!;~;m:::~:i ~~~:'i'~;~'!~'~"'.~~~~ 
Yrs, on 




lf l  
tes (f om-to) 
onthly ·Income 
S 
t  (fr m-to) 




 & r  f l r 
e e & ddress of ployer elf ployed 
Self Employed 
t l Present 
• Self Employed B wer(s) may be required to provide a ditional documentation such as tax returns and financial state t . 
Describe Other Income ti : Ali o , child sup , or separate aintenance Income need not be revealed If the 
Borrower (B) or Co-Borrower (e) does not choose to have it considered for repaying this loan. 
Fannie Mae Form 1003 07/05 
CALYX Form Lo ap 2.frm 09105 Page 2 of 5 Borrower 'Z;---=+:~ 
Co-B rrower 
Ir101011
ee Ste anu any appncaole supportng scneouesmay oe completed jointly by both married and unmarried Co borrowersifrassets and Ilabl tiesso that the Statement can be meaningfully and fairly presented on a combined basis otherwise separate Statements and Schedules are required If the







Market Value Liabilities and Pledged Assets Llstthe creditorsname
debts including automobile loans revolving charge accounts
stock pledges etc Use continuation sheet if necessary
satisfied upon sale of real estate owned or upon refinancing
addressand account num
real estate loans
Indicate by 7 those Ilablliti
of the subject property
all






Months Left to Pay
11ripald Balance
List checking and savings accounts below Name and address of Company
BANK OF AMERICA
PaymentMonths




1318 193561Acct no 68220139978399
Acct no Name and address ofCompany
STUDASST
PaymentMonths
Name and addressof Bank SLor Credit Union
139 1921Acct no 8012456098SF00001
Name and address of Company
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT
PaymentMonthsAcct no
Name and address ofBank SLor Credit Union
291 15311Acct no 70401361768170001






60 5418Acct no 5189400892
Name and address of Company
WELLS FARGO BANK
PaymentMonths





Real estate owned entermarket value
from schedule of real estate owned 315000
Name and address of ompany
HSBC NV
aymen on s
149 1 1 4792
Vested Interest in retirement fund
Networth of businessesowned
attach financial statement Acct no 5458004528989013




Maintenance Payments Owed to
Job Related Expense child care union dues etc
TotalMonth PY Y







l I iNlNlii Lu7
25714
Schedule ofReel Estate Owned ifadditional
Property Address enter S if sold PS If
sale or R if rental being held for income
properties are owned use continuation sheet
pending Type of Present Amount of Gross






3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706 SFR 315000 193561 1318
Totals 315000 193561 1318
List any additional names under which credit has previously been received and Indicate appropriate creditor namesand account numbers
Alternate Name Creditor Name Account Number
is
raimits mats rorm IUuJ ut
CALYX Form Loanapp3frm 09105 Page 3 of5
Borrower
CoBorrower
Freddie ac Form 65 075
000040
ASSETS 
Cash deposit toward 
purchase held by: $ 
address of ank, S&L, or nion 
$ 
Life Insurance net cash value $ 
t t l i i  t  
Assets a. $ 
Totals $ 31 $ $ 
List any additional names under which credit has previously been received and Indicate appropriate creditor name(s) and account nurnot,r\$;/; 
Alternate Name Creditor Name Account 
Fannie Mae Form 1003 07/05 
CALYX Form Lo ap 3.frm 09/05 Page 3 of 5 
Bo rower 
Co-Borrower ___ _ 
Form 65 07/05 
a Purch price
b Alterations Improvements repair
c Land If acquired separately
dRefinance Intl debts to be paid off
e Estimated prepaid Items
f Estimated closing costs
g PMI MIP Funding Fee
h Discount if Borrower will pay
I Total costs add Items a through h
J Subordinate financing
k Borrowersclosing costs paid by Seller
I Other Credits explain
mLoan amount exclude PMI MIP
Funding Fee financed
n PMI MIP Funding Fee financed
0 Loan amount add m n
p Cash from to Borrower subtract J k I
o from I
If you answer Yes to any questions a through 1
please use continuation sheet for explanation
a Are there any outstanding Judgments againstyou
b Have you been declared bankrupt within the past 7 years
c Have you had property foreclosed upon or given title or deed In lieu thereof
in the last 7 years
d Are you a party to a lawsuit
e Have you directly or indirectly been obligated on any loan which resulted In
foreclosure transfer oftitle In lieu of foreclosure or Judgment
This would Include such loans as home mortgage loans SBA loans home Improvement
loans educational loans manufactured mobile home loans any mortgage financial
obligation bond or loan guarantee IfYes provide details Including date name and
address of Lender FHA orVA case number ifany and reasonsfor the action
f Are you presently delinquent or in default on any Federal debt or any other
loan mortgage financial obligation bond or loan guarantee
If Yes give details as described in the preceding question
g Are you obligated to pay alimony child support or separate maintenance
h is any part of the down payment borrowed
I Are you a comaker or endorser on a note
J Are you a U S citizen
k Are you a permanent residentalien
I Do you Intend to occupy the property as your primary residence
If Yes complete question mbelow
m Have you had an ownership Interest in a property In the last three years
1 What type of property did you own principal residence PR
second home SH or investment property 11
2 How did you hold title to the home solely by yourself S












Each of the undersigned specifically represents to Lender and to Lendersactual or potential agents brokers processors attorneys Insurers servicers suc
and agrees and acknowledges that 1 the information provided in this application is true and correct as of the date set forth opposite my signature and tinegligent misrepresentation of this Information contained in this application may result In civil liability Induding monetary damages to any person who may e
reliance upon any misrepresentation that I have made on this application andor in criminal penalties including but not limited to fine or imprisonment or both
of Title 18 United States Code Sac 1001 at seq 2 the loan requested pursuant to this application the Loan will be secured by a mortgage or deed ofdescribed in this application 3 the property will not be used forany Illegal or prohibited purpose or use 4 all statements made In this application are made for the
residential mortgage loan 5 the property will be occupied as indicated In this application 6 the Lender Its servicers successors or assigns may retain t
electronic record of this application whether or not the Loan is approved 7 the Lender and Its agents brokers Insurers servicers successors and asslg
rely on the information contained in the application and Iam obligated to amend andor supplement the information provided in this application If any of the
have represented herein should change prior to dosing of the Loan 8 in the event that my payments on the Loan become delinquent the Lender its servicers
may In addition to any other rights and remedies that it may have relating to such delinquency report my name and account Information to one or more oonsum
9 ownership of the Loan andoradministration of the Loan account may be transferred with such notice as may be required by law 10 neither Lender nor its age
servicers successors or assigns has made any representation or warranty express or Implied to me regarding the property or the condition or value of the i
transmission of this application as an electronic record containing my electronic signature as those terms are defined in applicable federal andor state laws
video recordings or my facsimile transmission of this application containing a facsimile of my signature shag be as effective enforceable and valid as if a
application were delivered containing my original written signature
Acknowledgement ach ofttnd ned hereby acknowledges that any owner of the Loan Its servicers successors and assigns may verify or reverify anyIn this ap llca obtain a fo r data relating to the Loan for any legitimate purpose through any scums Including a source named In this appiiranfi n
ssors and assigns
any Intentional or
or any loss due to
ider the provisions
ist on the property
pose of obtaining a
original andor an
may continuously




party and 11 my
Kduding audio and
per version of this
ation contained
or a consumer
The following informatf n s requested by the Federal Government for certain types of loans related to a dwelling In order to monitor the lender s compile ce with equal credit
opportunity fair housing and home mortgage disclosure laws You are not required to furnish this information but are encouraged to do so The law provid s that a Lender maynot discriminate either on the basis of this Information or on whether you choose to furnish it If you furnish the Information please provide both ethnicity an race For race you
may check more than one designation If you do not furnish ethnicity race or sex under Federal regulations this lender Is required to note the Information n the basis of visualobservation and surname if you have made this application in person If you do not wish to furnish the Information please check the box below Lender m st review the abovemafmrlel neHeHAl1 1au
BORROWER 1do not wish to furnish this Information COBORROWER I do not wish to furnish this information
Ethnicity Hispanic or Latino R1 Not Hispanic or Latino Ethnicity Hispanic or Latino Not Hispanic or Latino
Race American Indian or Asian Black or Race American Indian or Asian Black orAlaska Native African American Alaska Native African American
Native Hawaiian or White Native Hawaiian or WhiteOther Pacific Islander Other Pacific Islander
Sex Female Male Sex Female male
To be Completed by Interviewer Interviewers Name print or type Name and Address of Interviewer Employer
This application was taken by C CASEY LITTLE Colonial First Lending Group IncFace Interviewface tM a Je ers Signatur Date 4505 South Wasatch Blvd
Mall
Salt Lake City LIT 84124mTelephone Interviewers Pone Nu bar Intl kea coda P 801 3081110Internet 801 3081110
F 801 3080188Fannie Mae Form 1003 075
Freddie
CALYX Form Loanapp4frm095 Page 4 of 5
ac Form 65 075
000041
If you answer " es" to any questions a through I, 
please use continuation she t for explanation. 
a. Are there any outstanding Judgments against you? 
b. Have you been declared bankrupt within the past 7 years? 
c. Have you had property foreclosed upon or given title or deed In lieu thereof 
In the last 7 years? 
------~-------+--......... ~~=_t d. Are you a party to a lawsuit? 
-"-__ ----:-:---"--__ -----t------_i e. Have you directly or Indirectly been obligated on any loan which resulted In 
foreclosure, transfer of title In lieu of foreclosure, or Judgment? 
-----...;.------;;.......:...--if----===~=_! ( hIs would Include such loans as homa mortgage loans, SBA loens, home Improvement 
loanl, educallonal loans, manufactured (mobile) home loans, any mortgage, financial 
-";R;;;:;;;:;;~~;;,;j;,;~;;-;iliihv~u;,~I-----__j obllgallon, bond, or loan guarante . If '' es," provide details, Including date, neme and 
address of Lendar, FHA or VA case number, If any, and reesons for the actIon.) 
---:-----~~~......:.---'---t------_i f. Are you presently delinquent or In default on any Federal debt or any other 
loan, mortgage, financial obligation, bond, or loan guarantee? 
If " es," give details as describe  In Ihe preceding quesllon. 
g. Are you obligated to pay alimony, child support, or separate maintenance? 
h. Is any part of th  do  pay ent borrowed? 
I. re you a co· r or endorser on a note? 
-----~----:--_=_--+------l J. Are you a U. S. citizen? 
m. Loan amount (exclude PMI, MIP, k. re you a per anent resident allen? 
Funding Fee financed) I. Do you Intend to occupy the property as your primary residence? 
n.  I, IP, Funding Fee financed If ' es,' co plete quesllon  balow. 
o. Loan amount (add m & n) 
p. ash fro /to orro er (subtract j, k, I & 
otro  I) 
',:",:' 
:.,,:',::= 
m. Have you had an ownership Interest In a property In the last three years? 
(1) What type of property did you own·prtnclpal residence (PR), 
second ho e ( ), or Invest ent property (IP)? 
(2) How did you hold title to the ho e-solely by yourself (5), 
















Each of the undersigned specifically nspresents to Lender and to Lander's actual or potential agents, brokers, processors, attorneys, Insunsrs, servlcers, SUC:¢IIIISOrs 
and agrees and acknowledges that: (1) tha Information provided In this application Is true and correct as of the date set forth oppOSite my slgnatuns and 
negligent lsnspnssentatlon of this Infor ation contained In this application ay result In civil liability, Including onetary da ages, to any person who ay 
reliance upon any isrepresentation that I have ade on this application, and/or In crt lnal penalties Including, but not li ited to, fine or I prison ent or both 
of Title 18, United States Code, Sec. 1001, et seq.; (2) the loan requested pursuant to this application (the "Loan") will be secured by a mortgage or deed of 
described In this application; (3) the property ill not be used for any megal or prohibited purpose or use; (4) aU state ants ade In this application are ade for the 
residential ortgage loan; (5) the property ill be occupied as Indicated In this application; (6) the Lender, Its servlcers, successors or assigns ay retain 
electronic record of this application, Whether or not the Loan Is approved; (7) the Lender and Its agents, brokers, Insurers, sarvlcers, successors and 
rely on the Information contained In the application, and I am obligated to amend and/or supplement the Information provided in this application If any of 
have represented herein should change prior to closing of the Loan; (8) in the event that my payments on the Loan bacome delinquent, the Lender, its 
ay, In addition to any other rights and re edies that It ay have relating to such delinquency, report y na e and account Infor ation to one or ore ""r."urn .. r 















servicers, successors or assigns has made any repnssentation or warranty, expnsss or Implied, to me nsgardlng the property or the condition or value of the 
transmission of this applicatIon as an "electronic record" contelnlng my "electronic signature," as those terms are dafined In applicable federal and/or state laws 'BX.::IUCllnC 
video r r i gs), or y f csi il  trans ission of t i  plication conteinlng  facsi ile f y sl et ns, shall be s ff ti , enforceable  li  s If  
plication ere dellvensd c ntaining y ri i l wri ten sl e . 
~~~"~~~~b~!I~ t~~lndl~Ig""d hereby acknowledges that any ownar of the Loan, Its servlcers, successors and assigns, may vertfy or revertfy Infr.rm,otIClft cont i  
Ir ilIIfclfrft~tRln-l:l( data to tha Loan, for any legitimate purposa through any source, Including a source named In this aplJliqatltm 
Race: Rac : 
o Native HawaIIan or 6ll White 
Other Pacific Islander 
o Amerlcen Indian or 
Alaska Native 
o Native HawaIIan or 0 White 
Other Pacific Islander 
To be Completed by Interviewer Name and Address of Interviewer's 
ThIs application was taken by: t-ffi~~~~~~;----:77r--;-/--r1r-n.;;e---j Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. o Face-to·faca Interview II Date 4505 South Wasatch Blvd 
o Mall Salt Lake City, UT 84124 
~Telephone (P) 801-308-1110 
Dlntemet 
Page 4 of5 
1
N
Use this continuation sheet if you Borrower
need more space to complete the
Ore RenResidential Loan Application 9
Mark B for Borrower or C for CoBorrower
CoBorrower
ASSETS








IANe fullyunderstan that it is a
above facts as plicable un
I
eer w ig re
nie Mae Form 1 OOM 07




Months Left to Pay Balance












m Name and address of Company PaytMos
NCO FIN55
361Acct No 93871286




In Name and address of Company PaytMos
DISCOVER FIN SVCS LLC
15 315
Acct No 601100979398








n Name and address of Company PaytMos
Property Taxes
Acct No 5122
ishable by fine or Imprisonment or both to knowingly make any false statements cor earning any of the
Title 18 United Stales Code Section 1001 at seq
e CoBorrowersSignatureIX Date
Freddie
Page 5 of 5
ac Form e5 075
000042
Use this continuation sheat If you 
need more space to complete the 
Residential Loan Application. 
Mark B for Borrower or C for 
Co-Borrower. 
Monthly Payment & 
Months Left to Pay 
Unpaid 
Balance 
Imnrl,.r>n"",,,,n! or both, to knowingly make any false statements cor1cernlr,o 
1001, et seq. 
315 
1 212 
Form 65 07/05 
Identifier0473793636 Doc TypeNOTE
INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTE
OneYear LIBOR Index As Published In The Wall Street Journan Rate Caps
THIS NOTE CONTAINS PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR A CHANGE IN MY FIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND FOR CHANGES IN MY MONTHLY
PAYMENT THIS NOTE LIMITS THE AMOUNT MY ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
I BORROWER PROMISE TO PAY
In return for a loan that I have received I promise to payUS 236 2500 this amount is called
Principal plus interest to the order of Lender Lender is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
I will make all payments under this Note in the form of cash check ormoney order
I understand that Lender may transfer this Note Lender or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who is entitled
to receive payments under this Note is called the Note Holder
2 INTEREST
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid I will pay interest at a
yearly rate of 75000 The interest rate I will pay may change in accordance with Section 4 of this Note
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay both before and after any
default described in Section7Bof this Note
3 PAYMENTS
ATime and Place of Payments
I will make a payment on the first day of every month beginning on AUGUST 1ST 2007 Before the
First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date as described in Section 4 of this Note my payment will consist only of the
interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note Thereafter I will pay principal and interest by making a payment
every month as provided below
I will make monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date
as described in Section 4 of this Note I will make these payments every month until I have paid all of the principal and
interest and any other charges described below that I may owe under this Note Each monthly payment will be applied as of
its scheduled due date and if the payment includes both principal and interest it will be applied to interest before Principal
If on JULY 1ST 2037 I still owe amounts under this Note I will pay those amounts in full on that
date which is called the Maturity Date
Iwill make mymonthlypayments at 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600 BELLEVUE WA 98004
or at a different place if required by the Note Holder
B Amount ofMy Initial Monthly Payments
Mymonthly payment will be in the amount ofUS 14765 before the First Principal
and Interest Payment Due Date and thereafter will be in an amount sufficient to repaytheprincipal and interest at the rate
determined as described in Section 4 of this Note in substantially equal installments by the Maturity Date The Note Holder
will notify me prior to the date of change in monthly payment
C Monthly Payment Changes
Changes in my monthly payment will reflect changes in the unpaid principal of my loan and in the interest rate that I
must pay The Note Holder will determine my new interest rate and the changed amount of my monthly payment in
accordance with Section 4 or 5 of this Note
MULTISTATE INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE R E NOTE WSJ ONEYEAR
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1. ROWER'S PR ISE T  P  
 t r  f r  l  t t I h v  r ceived, I pr  t  pay .S. $ 6,250.00 
"Pri i l "), plus interest, to the order of ender. ender is EC I S FI ANCIAL , 
 I I  RK, I C.) 
I ill a e all a e ts er t is te i  t e f r  f cash, c ec  r e  r er. 
I  
[State] 
(t is a ount is all d 
LL  (F/K/A 
I understand that Lender ay transfer this ote. Lender or anyone who takes this ote by transfer and who is entitled 
 i   r    l   "No  older. " 
2. INTEREST 
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid. I will pay interest at a 
yearly rate of 7.5000 %. he i terest rate I ill pay ay change in accordance ith ecti  4 f this ote. 
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay both before and after any 
 r   ti  (B)   t . 
3. P E TS 
(A) i e     
I ill   t  t  irst    t , i i    T,  • re t  
First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date as described in Section 4 of this Note, my payment will consist only of the 
interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note. Thereafter, I will pay principal and interest by making a payment 
 t  s i e  . 
I ill ake onthly pay ents of principal and interest beginning on the First Principal and Interest Pay ent ue ate 
as described in Section 4 of this ote. I ill ake these pay ents every onth until I have paid all of the principal and 
interest and any other charges described below that I may owe under this Note. Each monthly payment will be applied as of 
its scheduled due date, and if the payment includes both principal and interest, it will be applied to interest before Principal. 
I , n J y , -037 , I still o e a ounts under this ote, I ill pay those a ounts in full on that 
dat , hic  is called the "Maturity te ... 
I ll a e  onthly. payments at 188 106TH AVENUE NE, SUITE 600, BELLEVUE, A 98004 
or at  di ferent place if re ire   the ote r. 
(B) mount f y Initial oothly a eots 
 o t l  pa ent i l be in t e a t f .S. $ 1 , 476 • 56 before the First Principal 
and Interest Pay ent Due ate, and thereafter will be in an a ount suffi~ient to repay ·the principal and interest at the rate 
dete uned as described in Section 4 of this Note in substantially equal installments by the aturity ate. The ote older 
wi l notify me prior to the date of change in onthly pa . 
(C) onthly a ent hanges 
Changes in my onthly payment will reflect changes in the unpaid principal of y loan and in the interest rate that I 
must pay. The Note Holder will determine my new interest rate and the changed amount of my monthly payment in 
accordance with Section 4 or 5 of this Note. 
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4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE ANDMONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the first day of JULY 2012
and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change on that day every 12th month thereafter
The date on which my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable
interest rate could change is called a Change Date
B The Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an Index The Index is the average
of interbank offered rates for oneyearUS dollar denominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in
The Wall Street Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change Date is called the
Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based upon comparable
information TheNote Holder will give me notice of this choice
CCalculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculatemy new interest rate by adding Two AM oxs PouRTH
percentage points 2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will
then round the result of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point0125 Subject to the limits stated
in Section4Dbelow this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be sufficient to repay the unpaid
principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full on the Maturity Date at mynew interest rate in substantially
equal payments The result of this calculation will be the new amount ofmy monthly payment
DLimits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than 125000 or less
than 25000 Thereafter my adjustable interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any
single Change Date by more than two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000
E Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount of my new monthly payment
beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change Date until the amount ofmymonthly payment changes again
FNotice ofChanges
Before the effective date of any change in my interest rate and or monthly payment the Note Holder will deliver or
mail to me a notice of such change The notice will include information required by law to be given to me and also the title
and telephone number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
G Date of First Principal and Interest Payment
The date of my first payment consisting of both principal and interest on the Note the First Principal and Interest
Payment DueDate shall be on that date which is the 10th anniversary date of the first payment due
date as reflected in Section3A ofthe Note
5 BORROWERSRIGHTTO PREPAY
I have the right to make payments of principal at any time before they are due A payment of principal only is known
as a Prepayment When I make a Prepayment I will tell the Note Holder in writing that I am doing so I may not
designate a payment as a Prepayment if I have notmade all the monthly payments due under this Note
I may make a full Prepayment or partial Prepayments without paying any Prepayment charge The Note Holder will
use my Prepayments to reduce the amount of Principal that I owe under this Note However the Note Holder may apply my
Prepayment to the accrued and unpaid interest on the Prepayment amount before applying my Prepayment to reduce the
Principal amount of the Note If I make a partial Prepayment there will be no changes in the due date of my monthly
payment unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes If the partial Prepayment is made during the period
when my monthly payments consist only of interest the amount of the monthly payment will decrease for the remainder of
the term when my payments consist only of interest If the partial Prepayment is made during the period when mypayments
consist of principal and interest my partial Prepayment may reduce the amount of my monthly payments after the first
Change Date following my partial Prepayment However any reduction due to my partial Prepayment may be offset by an
interest rate increase
6 LOAN CHARGES
If a law which applies to this loan and which sets maximum loan charges is finally interpreted so that the interest or
other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with this loan exceed the permitted limits then a any such
loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already
collected from me that exceeded permitted limits will be refunded to me The Note Holder may choose to make this fund
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as a "Prepay ent." hen I ake a Prepay ent, I ill tell the ote older in riting that I a  doing so. I ay not 
designate a pay ent as a repay ent ifI have not ade all the onthly pay ents due under this ote. 
I a  a e  f ll r t r rti l r e ts it t i   r t r .  t  l r ill 
s   ts t  ce t  t  l  lo   t i  t . r, t  t    l   
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by reducing the Principal I owe under this Note or by making a direct payment to me If a refund reduces Principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial Prepayment
7 BORROWERSFAILURE TO PAY AS REQUIRED
A Late Charges forOverdue Payments
If the Note Holder has not received the full amount of any monthly payment by the end of 15 calendar days
after the date it is due I will pay a late charge to the Note Holder The amount of the charge will be 50000
of my overdue payment of interest during the period when my payment is interest only and of principal and interest
thereafter I will pay this late charge promptly but only once on each late payment
B Default
If I do not pay the full amount of each monthly payment on the date it is due Iwill be in default
CNotice ofDefault
If I am in default the Note Holder may send me a written notice telling me thatifI do not pay the overdue amount by
a certain date the Note Holder may require me to pay immediately the full amount of Principal that has not been paid and
all the interest that I owe on that amount That date must be at least 30 days after the date on which the notice is mailed to
me or delivered by other means
D No WaiverBy Note Holder
Even if at a time when I am in default the Note Holder does not require me to pay immediately in full as described
above the Note Holder will still have the right to do so if I am in default at a later time
E Payment of Note HoldersCosts and Expenses
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in full as described above the Note Holder will have the right
to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by applicable law
Those expenses include for example reasonable attorneys fees
8 GIVING OF NOTICES
Unless applicable law requires a different method any notice that must be given to me under this Note will be given by
delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I give the
Note Holder a notice ofmy different address
Unless the Note Holder requires a different method any notice that must be given to the Note Holder under this Note
will be given by mailing it by first class mail to the Note Holder at the address stated in Section3Aabove or at a different
address if I am given a notice of that different address
9 OBLIGATIONS OF PERSONS UNDER THIS NOTE
Ifmore than one person signs this Note each person is fully and personally obligated to keep all of the promises made
in this Note including the promise to pay the full amount owed Any person who is a guarantor surety or endorser of this
Note is also obligated to do these things Any person who takes over these obligations including the obligations of a
guarantor surety or endorser of this Note is also obligated to keep all of the promises made in this Note The Note Holder
mayenforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us together This means that any one
of us may be required to pay all of the amounts owed under this Note
10 WAIVERS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of Dishonor
Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of Dishonor means
the right to require the Note Holder to give notice to other persons that amounts due have not been paid
11 UNIFORMSECURED NOTE
This Note is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions In addition to the protections given to
the Note Holder under this Note a Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument dated the same
date as this Note protects theNote Holder from possible losses that might result if I do not keep the promises that I make in
this Note That Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make immediate payment
in full ofall amounts I oweunder this Note Some of those conditions read as follows
AUntil my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall read as follows
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by reducing the rincipal lowe under this ote or by aking a direct pay ent to e. If a refund reduces rincipal, the 
 ill     rti l r pay ent. 
7. ROWER'S     I  
( )   f r   
 t     t i  t  f l  t f  t l  t  t   f lS calendar days 
ft r t  t  it is e, I iJI   l t  r  t  t  t  l er.  t f t e r  ill  . 00  % 
   t f i t st, i  t  i    y nt i  i t t nly,  f i i l  i t t 
t ereafter. I ill a  t is late c ar e r ptl  t l  ce  eac  late ay ent. 
(B) lt 
      l            e,  il   i  fault. 
(C)  f  
If I a  in default, the ote older ay send e a ritten notice telling e that-if I do not pay the overdue a ount by 
 rt i  te, t  t  l r  r ir  e t   i i t l  t  f ll t f ri i l t t s t  i   
l   i t  lo   t nt. t  t       t     t  ti   il  t  
     . 
(D)    t   
Even if, at a ti e hen I a  in default, the ote older does not require e to pay i ediately in full as described 
ve,  t   i  till               . 
(E) t f t  lder's sts  s s . 
If t  te l r as r ir  e t  a  i e iatel  i  f ll as escri e  a ove, t e te l r ill a e t e ri t 
t   i     f r ll f its t   s  i  f r i  t i  t  t  t  t t t r i it   li l  l . 
hose expenses i cl e, f r exa ple, reasonable att r e s' fees. 
8. I I  F I S 
Unless applicable law requires a different ethod, any notice that ust be given to me under this Note will be given by 
delivering it or by ailing it by fmt class ail to e at the Property ddress above or at a different address if I give the 
t    ice   fere  . 
nless the ote older requires a different ethod, any notice that ust be given to the ote older under this ote 
ill e i e   aili  it  first class ail t  t e te lder t t e a ress state  i  ecti  (A) a e r at  iffere t 
r  if I  i   ti  f t t iffer t r . 
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t  is l  li t  t   t es  t i .    t   t  li ti s, i l i  t  li ti s   
guarantor, surety or endorser of this ote, is also obligated to keep all of the pro ises ade i  this ote. he ote older 
may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us together. This means that anyone 
    ire       ts   t is . 
. I ER  
I   t r rs  h  s li ti s r t is ote i  t  rights f r s t t  tic  f is r. 
"Present ent" eans the ri t to re ire the ote l er to de and pay ent f a ounts e. "Notice f ishonor" eans 
t  rig t t  re ire t  te lder t  i e ti  t  t r rs s t t ts   t  i . 
. I    
is ote is a ifor  instr e t it  li ite  ariati s i  s e j ris icti s. I  a iti n t  t e r tecti s i e  t  
the ote older under this ote, a ortgage, eed of Trust, or Security eed (the "Security Instru ent-),    
date as this ote, protects the ote older fro  possible losses that ight result if I do not keep the pro ises that I ake in 
t is ote. hat ecurity Instru ent describes ho  and under hat conditions I ay be required to ake i ediate pay ent 
 f l  l ts l   s .   t s  itions  as : 
(A) ntil y initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the ter s stated in Section 4 above, 
ifor  ovena t 18 f t  t  Instr e  s l  s : 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a
period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which
Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the
expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further
notice or demand on Borrower
BWhen my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument described in Section I1Aabove shall then cease to be in effect and
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall instead read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all orany part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law Lender also shall not
exercise this option if a Borrower causes to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate
the intended transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender reasonably determines
that Lenders security will not be impaired by the loan assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or
agreement in this Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee as a condition to Lenders
consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is
acceptable to Lender and that obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the Note and this Security
Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If
Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted
by this Security Instrument without notice or demand on Borrower
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natural person and a beneficial interest in orro er is sold or transferred) ithout ender's prior ritten consent, 
e er a  re ire i e iate a e t i  f ll f all s s sec re   t is ecurit  I str ent. e er, t is 
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by pplicable La . Lender also shall not 
exercise this option if: (a) orro er causes to be sub itted to ender infor ation required by ender to evaluate 
t  i t  tr f r  s if   l  r  i   t  t  tr f r ;'  (b) r r l  t r i  
t at e er's security ill not be i paired by t e l a  assu ption and that the ris  f a breach f any covenant r 
  is      r. 
 t e e te t er itte   lica le a , e er a  c ar e a reas a le fee as a c iti  to e der's 
s t t  t  l  ssu pti . e r ls   r ire t  tr sf re  t  si   ss ti  r t t t is 
acceptable to Lender and that obligates the transferee to keep all the pro ises and agree ents ade in the ote 
and in this ecurity Instru ent. orro er ill continue to be obligated under the ote and this ecurity 
Instr e t les  e er releases orr er i  riti . 
If e der r is  t  ti  t  r ir  i e iate e t i  f ll, e r ll i  rr r ti  f 
accelerati . 'q1e notice s all-pro ide a eri  f t less t a  30 days fro  the date the tice is given i  
accordance ith Section 15 ithin hich orro er ust pay all su s secured by this Security Instru ent. If 
orro er fails t  a  these su s ri r t  t e e irati  f t is eri , e er ay i e a  re e ies er itte  
 is  nstr e t ithout-further tice  a   r. 
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ITNESS  ND(S)  EAL(S)   I . 
______________ (Seal) 
- n c  
______________ (Seal) 
- n c  
______________ (Seal) 
ithout ecourse 
Pay to the rder of 
- n  
1\ -~A~dJ:--J -
~ ~ 
  I • Ie 
Homecomtngs Flnan~tal, u.; 
 ela are orporation 
______________ (Seal) 
- n r 
____________________________ ~eal) 
- n  
______________ ~eal) 
- n  
______________ ~eal) 
- n  
[ i  i i l ly] 
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FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER
LIBOR OneYear Index As Published In The Wall Street Journal Rate Caps
THIS FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER is made this 27TH day of JUNE 2007
and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument I of the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure Borrowers FixedAdjustable Rate Note the
Note to HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender of the same date and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN BORROWERSFIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE NOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERSADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAXIMUM RATE BORROWER MUST PAY
ADDITIONAL COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A ADJUSTABLE RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The Note provides for an initial fixed interest rate of 75000 The Note also
provides for a change in the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the
first day of JULY 2012 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date on which my initial fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER WSJ OneYear LIBOR Single Family
Fannie Mae Uniform Instrument
Form 3187601
Wolters Kluwer Financial Servi
VMP 16BR 04012 F 9200 047379363 6
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/ADJ   I  
(LI  O  - e r I  ( s ubli  I   all Str et oumal)- t  aps) 
 /   I  is  t i    f JUNE,  
, and is incorporated into and shall be dee ed to a end and supple ent the 
rtgage,  f r st, r rit   It  · rit  I tr t") f t   t  i  
   ("Borro r")   r ower's /Adjust  te t  It  
"Note")   I IAL,  (F/K/   I I  
K. C.) 
I"Len ") f t   t   ri  t  r rt  ri  i  t  rit  I tr t 
 l  t:     
,   
[Propert  r ss] 
       RROWER'S   
     .     
 ROWER'S       
         . 
I I  . I  iti  t  t  t   t   i  t  
rit  I tr t, rr r  r f rt r t  r   f ll s: 
.       
 t  r i s f r  i iti l fi  i t r st t  f .5 00 %.    
r i  f r   i  t  i iti l fi  r t  t   j t l  i t r t r t , s f ll s: 
.  I T      
(A) l1ange t  
The initial fixed interest rate I ill pay ill change to an adjustable interest rate on the 
fir t ay f J , 2 , and the adjustable interest rate I will pay ay change 
on that dtly every 12th onth thereafter. The date on hich y initial fixed interest rate 
 to an j stable i t r t r t ,   t   i  y j t l  i t r t r t  
l  c , i  ll   "Change te." 
LTISTATE IXED/ADJUSTABLE T  I  - SJ -Year LJBOR - ingle ily-
annie ae niform Instru ent 
or  187 6/01 
olters Kluwer inancial s~rvi 
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Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollar denominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in The Wall Street
Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding
TWO AND ONE FOURTH percentage points
2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point 0125 Subject to the
limits stated in Section 4D below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full
on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
D Limits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than
125000 or less than25000 Thereafter my adjustable
interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Date by more than
two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000
E Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount
of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change
Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
F Notice of Changes
The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective date of any change The notice will include the amount of my monthly
payment any information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
B TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BORROWER
1 Until Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall
read as follows
Initials
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(BI lnd  
     te,     ill     
I ex.  "In x" is the average of interbank offered rates for one-year u.s. 
ll r- i  it  i     ("U "),  li  i   ll tr t 
Journal. he ost recent Index figure available as f the date 45 days before each hange 
ate is called the "Current Index." 
   i    ilable,        i   i   
 l  i f r tion.  t  l  ill i   ti  f t i  oice. 
( )    
f r    t , t  t  l r ill l l t    i t r t r t   i  
     i  
( .2500 %)    x.  t       l  
f t is iti  t  t  r st - i t  f  rc t  i t (0.125 %). j ct t  t  
li its stated in ection 4(0) belo , this rounded a ount ill be y ne  interest rate until the 
t  t . 
The Note Holder will then deter ine the a ount of the onthly pay ent that would be 
ffi i t t  r  t  i  ri i l t t I  t  t   t t   t  i  f ll 
 t  t rit  t  t   i t r t r t  i  t ti ll  l ents.  r lt f 
t i  l l ti  ill  t   t f  t l  t. 
(D) U lt   I t rest t   
 i t r t r t  I  r ir  t   t t  fir t  t  ill t  r t r t  
2.50 0 % r l  t  .5 00 %. r fter, y j st l  
interest rate ill never be increased or decreased on any single hange ate by ore than 
t  rc t  i ts fr  t  r t  f i t r st I v   yi  f r t  r c i   
.  t  l   t r  . .  %. 
(E) ff tive t  f  
y neW interest rate will beco e effective on each Change Date. I will pay the a ount 
of y ne  onthly pay ent beginning on the first onthly pay ent date after the hange 
te til t  ount f  t l  ent  i . 
(F) ti  f  
The Note Holder will deliver or ail to e a notice of any changes in y initial fixed 
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in y adjustable interest rate 
before the effective date of any change. The notice will include the amount of my monthly 
pay ent, any infor ation required by law to be given to e and also the title and telephone 
nu ber of a person ho ill ans er any question I ay have regarding the notice. 
.           
. til rrower's i iti l fi  i t rest r t   t   j t l  i t r st r t  r 
t  t r  t t  i  ction  , if r  t  f t  rit  I tr t ll 
  f : 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums
prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section B1 above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option if a Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate the intended
transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender
reasonably determines that Lenders security will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement in this
Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee
as a condition to Lenders consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
Initials
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f  f t  t    fi i l I t t i  rr er.   i  t i  
ti  , nlnterest i  t  ropertyn   l l r fi i l i t r t i  t  
r erty, l ding,   li  ,   i t  tr f rr  i   
bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent sales contract or escro  agree ent, 
 t            f  t  t   
rchaser. 
If ll r  rt f t  r rt  r  I t r t i  t  r rt  i  l  r 
H  (or i           i  i  
rr r i  l  r tr ferred) it t nder's ri r ritt  sent, r  
           i  t. 
r,   l         i   
  . 
If  i  t i  ti n, Lender shall give orro er notice of 
l r tion.  i  ll i   i    l        
t  ti  i  i  i  r  it  ti   it i  i  rr r t  
ll  r   t i  rit  I tr ent. If rr r f il  t   t   
ri r t  t  x ir ti  f t is ri , r y i v k  y r i s r itt  y 
t i  it  I t t it t f t  ti     rro er. 
.  rrower's i iti l fi  i t r t r t   t   j t l  i t r t r t  r 
t  t r  t t  i  ti   , if r  t  f t  rit  I tr t 
described in ection B1 above shall then cease to be in effect, and the provisions of nifor  
t    i         s: 
f r      i i l  i  rr er.   i  i  
i  , nlnterest i   rty"   l l  i i l i  i   
rty, i i , t t  ,       
bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent sales contract or escro  agree ent, 
   ich   r  l          
r r. 
If all r y rt f t  r rty r y I t r st i  t  r rty is s l  or 
t f rr  (or if r i  t  t r l    fi i l i t t i  
rr r i  l  r tr f rr ) it t der's ri r ritt  t, r  
r ir  i i te t i  f ll f ll  r   t i  rit  I tr t. 
v r, t is tion s ll t  x rcis  y r if s c  x rcis  is r i it  
by pplicable La . Lender also shall not exercise this option if: (a) orro er causes 
t   itted t   i f ti  i   r t  l t  t  i t  
tr f r   if   l  r  i   t  t  tr f r ;  (b) l r 
reasonably deter ines that Lender's security will not be i paired by the loan 
ss ti n  t t t  risk f  r c  f y c v t r r t i  t is 
c rity I str t is cc t l  t  r. 
o the extent per itted by pplicable La , l r ay charge a reasonable fee 
as a condition to Lender's consent to the loan assu ption. Lender also ay require 
t e tr f r  t  i   ti n r t t at i  t l  t  r  t t 
obligates the transferee to keep all the pro ises and agree ents ade in the ote 
and in this Security Instru ent. Borro er ill continue to be obligated under the 
Note and this Security Instru ent unless Lender releases Borrower in writing. 
If r r i  t  tion t  r ire i iate t i  f ll, r ll 
give orro er notice of acceleration. he notice shall provide a period of not less 
t  0  fr  the t  t  ti  i  i  i  r  it  ction 5 it in 
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which Borrower must payall sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower
fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S NING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained
in this dAdjustable to r
z Seal Seal
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" 
hich orro er ust pay all su s secured by this ecurity Instru ent. If orro er 
f il  t   t   ri r t  t  ir ti  f t i  ri d, r  i   
 i    rit   it t      
rr er. 
 ·             
in this . /Adjust l  e .  
GREGORY A. 
_____________ (Seal) 
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Return To Homecomings Financial
One Meridian Crossing Ste 100
Minneapolis MN 55423
Loan Number 0473793636ADACOUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 4
BOISE IDAHO 01103107 0228PM 6 3
DEPUTY Bonnie OberbI1119 III IIIII IlIllRECORDED REOUEST OF
Pioneer 10709503
Prepared By Homecomings Financial
188 106th Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
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Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in
Sections 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are
also provided in Section 16
A Security Instrument means this document which is dated JUNE 27TH 2 0 0 7
together with all Riders to this document
B Borrower is
GREGORY A RENSHAW fi wnrvrxrrid1Yr1
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument
C Lenderis HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender is a LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
organized and existing under the laws of DELAWARE
IDAHO Single FamilyFannie Mae Freddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS Form 3013 1101
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 is t  t st   t is it  t t. 
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Lendersaddress is 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600
BELLEVUE WA 98004
D Trustee is PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
E MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenders successors and assigns MERS is the beneficiary
under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware and has an
address and telephone number ofPO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026 tel 888 679MERS
F Note means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated TUNE 27TH 2007
The Note states that Borrower owes Lender TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SIX THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY AND N01100 Dollars
US 236500 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 1ST 2037
G Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
Property
ILoan means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment charges and late charges
due under the Note and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus interest
11 Riders means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower The following
Riders are to be executed by Borrower check box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider Condominium Rider E1Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider Planned Unit Development Rider 14 Family Rider
VA Rider Biweekly Payment Rider Others specify
n Applicable Law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well as all applicable final
non appealable judicial opinions
I Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments means all dues fees assessments and other
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homeowners
association or similar organization
L Electronic Funds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
instrument computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to pointofsale transfers automated teller
machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated clearinghouse
transfers
MEscrow Items means those items that are described in Section 3
IMiscellaneous Proceeds means any compensation settlement award of damages or proceeds paid
by any third parry other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described in Section 5 for i
damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the
Property iii conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv misrepresentations of or omissions as to the
value andor condition of the Property
0 Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of or default on
the Loan
P Periodic Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for i principal and interest under the
Note plus iiany amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
1
Inial
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Lender's address is    , I   
,   
(D) "Trus e"        
(E) "ME StI i  ortgage l tr i  i tr ti  t , I .  i   r t  r r ti  t t i  
acting solely as a no inee for ender and ender's successors a  assigns.  is the beneficiary 
r t is rit  I tr nt.  i  r i   i ti  r t  l  f l are,    
a ress a  tele e er f .O.  6, li t, I -20 , tel. (8 ) - E . 
(F) "Not "  t  iss  t  i     t  J  7TH,  
          I    
   O/   
(U.S. $ 36,250.00 ) plus interest. orro er has pro ised to pay this debt in regular eriodic 
ts  t   t  t in ll t l t  t   ,  
(G) "Pro rty"      e      "Trans      
r erty. • 
(H) "Loa " ea s t e e t e i e ce   t e te, l s i terest, a  re a e t c ar es a  late c ar es 
 r t  t ,  ll   r t i  rit  I tr nt, l  i t r st. 
(I) "Riders" eans all iders to this ecurity Instru ent that are executed by orro er. he follo ing 
i rs r  t   te   rr r [che   s plicable]: 
[iJ justa le t  i r 0 ondo iniu  ider 0    
D   [i] Planned nit evelop ent ider D 1-4 Fa ily ider 
D    D i e l  t i r 0 ther(s) [s cify] 
(J) "Applicable w"  ll t llin  li l  ral, t t   l l t t t s, l ti s, 
r i a ces d a i istrative r les  r ers (that a e t e effect f law) as ell as all a lica le fi al, 
- l l  j i i l i i s. 
(K) "Com  i  U 5t t  sments"   s, ,   rn  
ges at  pose   r        sociati n,  
ss i ti  r si il r r i ati n. 
(L) "Electro  s sfer"     s,     inate   
c ec , raft, r si ilar a er i str e t, ic  is i itiate  t r  a  electr ic ter i al, tele ic 
i t t, t , r ti  t    t  r, i t t, r t i   m i l i tit tion t  it 
or credit an account. Such ter  includes, but is not li ited to, point-of-sale transfers, auto ated teller 
i  tr cti , tr fers i itiate   t l , ir  tr sf rs,  t t  l ringhouse 
tr sf rs. 
(M) "Escr  s" e s t ose       . 
(N) "MisceUaneous Proceeds" eans any co pensation, settle ent, a ard of da ages, or proceeds paid 
  t ir  rt  (other t  i s ra ce r e s i  r t  era es s ri e  i  ti  ) f r: (i) 
da age to, or destruction of, the Property; (U) conde nation or other taking of all or any pan of the 
Property; (iii) conveyance in lieu of conde nation; or (iv) isrepresentations of, or o issions as to, the 
value and/or condition of the Property. 
(0) "Mortgage Insurance" eans insurance protecting ender against the nonpay ent of, or default on, 
t e oa . 
(p) "Periodic Pay ent" eans the regularly scheduled a ount due for (i) principal and interest under the 
, s (i )  ts nder    s  t. 
,./-?tP 
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Q RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USCSection 2601 et seq and its
implementing regulation Regulation X 24 CFR Part 3500 as they might be amended from time to
time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security Instrument RESPA refers to all requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage
loan under RESPA
R Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that has taken title to the Property whether or
not that party has assumed Borrower obligations under the Note andor this Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of this Security Instrument is MERS solely as nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors and assigns and the successors and assigns of MERS This Security Instrument secures to
Lender i the repayment of the Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the Note and ii
the performance of Borrowerscovenants and agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee in trust with power of sale the
following described property located in the COUNTY Type of Recording Jurisdiction
of ADA Name of Recording Jurisdiction
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof
Parcel ID Number 01685125660450
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE
which currently has the address of
Street
City Idaho 8 3 7 0 6 Zip Code
Property Address
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and all
easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a pan of the property All replacements and
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to comply with law or
custom MERS as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property and to
take any action required of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
Instrument
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is awfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and
demands subject to any encumbrances of record
Initialf
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( ) "R PA" s the l st t  Settle nt r r s t (1  .S.C. ecti  2  et seq.) an  its 
i le e ti  regulation, e lati   (2  .F.R. art 350 ), as they i t be a ended fro  ti e to 
ti e, or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject atter. s used 
i  t is ecurit  I str nt, "R PA" r f rs t  all r ir ts an  r stri ti s that are i s d in r r  
(0 a "federally related ortgage loan" even if the Loan does not qualify as a "federally related ortgage 
loan" under PA. 
(R) "Succe    f rrower"  an  rt  t t  t  titl  t  the roperty,   
t t t rt  s su  rrower's li ti  r t  t  /or t i  ecurit  I tr nt. 
      
 f   t i  c ri   i   (s    r  an  nder's 
  ssigns)  t  s   si   . i  c rit  I t t c  t  
Lender: (i) the repay ent of the Loan, and all renewals, extensions and odifications of the Note; and (ii) 
t    rrower's    r  ecurit  I tr t  t  te.  
t is r se, rr r irr l  r ts a  s t  r st e, i  tr st, it  r f sale, t  
       rr  f cor i  ri di ti l 
of ADA [ a    i ti l 
egal escri ti  attached hereto and ade a art hereof 
r l I  u r: R512566  
  I IT  
IS  
which currently has the address of 
[City),   
("Property ddre s"): 
[SUCCI) 
[Zip Code] 
E  l  all the i prove ents no  or hereafter erected on the property, and all 
ease ents, appurtenances, and fixtures no  or hereafter a part of the property. ll replace ents and 
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instru ent. ll of the foregoing is referred to in this 
Security Instru ent as the • Property." orro er understands and agrees that ERS holds only legal title 
to the interests granted by orro er in this Security Instru ent, but, if necessary to co ply ith la  or 
custo , ERS (as no inee for ender and ender's successors and assigns) has the right: to exercise any 
or all of those interests, including. but not li ited to, the right to foreclosure and sell the Property; and to 
take any action required of Lender including, but not li ited to, releasing and canceling this Security 
Instru ent. 
ER E TS that orro er is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has 
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencu bered, except for encu brances 
of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and 
de a , s ject to any e brances f re . ~
rniti.j-L ____ 
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THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non uniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real
property
UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal Interest Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and Late Charges
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by the Note and any
Prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow Items
pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be made in US
currency However if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurerscheck or
cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a
federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to
bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan
current without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepted If each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay
interest on unapplied funds Lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring
the Loan current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such funds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied to the outstanding
principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
nght have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower from making payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the covenants and agreements secured by this Security
Instrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this Section 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order of priority a interest
due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due under Section 3 Such payments
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first to late charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument and
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding Lender may apply any payment received
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in full To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or
more Periodic Payments such excess may be applied to any late charges due Voluntary prepayments shall
be applied first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 Funds for Escrow Items Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments are due
under the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts due
for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a
lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any c
premiums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance
premiums if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow
Items At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees and
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Le a all ces of amounts to
lnitle
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I  ECURIT  I  i  unif r  c  for ati al use an  non-unif r  
covenants ith li ited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a unifor  security instru ent covering real 
r perty. 
I  VENA S. rr r  r c nt an  agr  as f ll s: 
1. ay e t f ri cipal, I terest, Escro  Ite s, Prepay e t arges, an  Late harges. 
prro er shall pay hen due the principal of, and interest on, the debt evidenced by the ote and any 
prepay ent charges and late charges due under the ote. Borro er shall also pay funds for Escro  Ite s 
rs t t  cti  . ts  r t  t   t is ecurit  I str nt shall be  i  .S. 
c rrency. ever, if a  c ec  or t er i str e t recei e   e er as pay e t er t e te r t is 
Security Instru ent is returned to ender unpaid, ender ay require that any or all subsequent pay ents 
due under the ote and this Security Instru ent be ade in one or ore of the follo ing for s, as 
s l t   der: (a) ash; (b)  r er; (c) rtifi  eck,  eck, tr asurer's ck r 
cashier's check, provided any such check is dra n upon an institution hose deposits are insured by a 
 ency, t ntalit ,  ntity;  (d)   sfer. 
a e ts are ee e  recei e   e er e  recei e  at t e l cati  esi ate  i  t e te r at 
such other location as ay be designated by ender in accordance ith the notice provisions in ection 15. 
ender ay return any pay ent or partial pay ent if the pay ent or partial pay ents are insufficient to 
ri  t e a  c rre t. e er a  acce t a  a e t r artial a e t i s fficie t t  ri  t e a  
current, ithout aiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such pay ent or partial 
pay ents in the future, but Lender is not obligated to apply such pay ents at the ti e such pay ents are 
accepted. If each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date, then Lender need not pay 
interest on unapplied funds. Lender ay hold such unapplied funds until orro er akes pay ent to bring 
the Loan current. If Borro er does not do so ithin a reasonable period of ti e, Lender shall either apply 
such funds or return (hem to Borrower. If Dot applied earlier, such funds will be applied to the outstanding 
principal balance under the ote i ediately prior (0 foreclosure. o offset or clai  hich orro er 
might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower fro  aking pay ents due under 
t e ote a  t is ec rit  I str e t r erf r i  t e c e a ts  a ree e ts sec re   t is ec rit  
Instrument. 
2. pplication of Pay ents or Proceeds. Except as other ise described in (his Section 2, all 
pay ents accepted and applied by ender shall be applied in the follo ing order of priority: (a) interest 
due under the ote; (b) principal due under the ote; (c) a ounts due under Section 3. Such pay ents 
shall be applied to each Periodic Pay ent in the order in which it beca e due. Any re aining a ounts 
shall be applied first to late charges, second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument, and 
  ce the incipal a ce   . 
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a 
sufficient a ount to pay any late charge due, the pay ent ay be applied to the delinquent pay ent and 
the late charge. If ore than one Periodic Pay ent is outstanding, Lender ay apply any pay ent received 
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if, and to the extent that, each payment can be 
paid in full. To the extent that any excess exists after the pay ent is applied to the full pay ent of one or 
more Periodic Payments, such excess may be applied to any late charges due. Voluntary prepayments shall 
e a lied first to a  re e t r es d the  as e ribed i  t e t . 
Any application of payments, insurance proceeds, or iscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under 
the ote shall not extend or postpone the due date, or change the a ount, of the Periodic Pay ents. 
3. Funds for Escro  Ite s. Borro er shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Pay ents are due 
er the , u l the ote is paid in f ,  s  (the "Funds") to provide for pay ent of a ounts due 
for: (a) taxes and assess ents and other ite s which can attain priority over this Security Instru ent as a 
lien or encu brance on the Property; (b) leasehold pay ents or ground rents on the Property, if any; (c) 
pre iums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5; and (d) ortgage Insurance 
premiums, if any, or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage 
Insurance pre iums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10. These ite s are called "Escrow 
Items.· At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan, Lender may require that Community 
ssociation ue , Fee , a d sses t , if , e e  by orr ,  s  , e   
assess ents shall e an s r  Ite . orrower shall r tly furnish to e~es o  a ounts to 
Inlu.~( 
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be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowersobligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrowers
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time Any such waiver may only be
in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounts
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lender requires
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require
Borrower obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such
amount Lender may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lender may at any time collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable
Law
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency
instrumentality or entity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Home Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time
specified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds annually
analyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of the
Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12
monthly payments If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make
up thedeficiency in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and impositions
attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument leasehold payments or
ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable
to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against enforcement of the lien in legal proceedings which in Lender opinion operate to
prevent the enforcement of the lien while those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating
the lien to this Security Instrument If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the
Initial
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  r  ection.  l       r    r  
rrower's li ti  t   t      ll  t s.   i  rrower's 
li ti  t   t  r  f r  r ll r  It  t  ti .   i r  nly  
 .      i r,  l   ctly,    ble, t   
e f r any scr  Ite s f r ic  a e t f s as ee  ai e  by e er a d, if e er re ires, 
s all f r is  t  e er recei ts e i e ci  s c  a e t it i  s c  ti e eri  as e er a  re uire. 
rrower's li ti  t    t   t  i  i t  ll  ll    t  
  t  r t t i  i  t is c rit  I str nt, s t e r s  "cove t a  reement" 
is used in Section 9. If orro er is obligated to pay scro  Ite s directly, pursuant to a aiver, and 
rr r f ils t   t  t  f r  s r  It , r  r is  its ri t  r ecti   
a  a  s c  a t  rr er s all t  e li t  er ecti   t  re ay t  e er a  s c  
nt.           r        t    
 it    ,   ti ,  l   t   ll ,   
 ts, t t  t  i   t i  ti  . 
e  , t  ti , ll t  l   i   t (a) i i t t  r it  t  l  
 s   e i   PA,  (b)          
i   PA.  ll ti t  t  t     t  is   t   
r s l  sti t s f it r s f f t r  s r  It s r t r is  i  r  it  li l  
La . 
 s s ll  l  i   i stit ti  s  sits r  i s r    f r l ncy, 
i t t lit ,  tit  (includi  r, i   i   i tit ti   it  r   i red)  i  
any Federal o e Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escro  Ite s no later than the ti e 
specified under . ender shall not charge orro er for holding and applying the unds, annually 
a al zi  the escr  acc nt, r erif i  the scro  Ite s, unless e er pays rr er i terest on the 
Funds and pplicable a  per its ender to ake such a charge. nless an agree ent is ade in riting 
r li l   r ire  i ter t t   i   t  , r s ll t  r ir  t   rr r 
 i t t  i   t  .      i  iti , r, t t i t t 
s ll  i   t  s. e r s ll i  t  rr r, it t r e, a  l ti  f t e 
  re   A. 
If t r  is  s r l s f s l  i  scrow, s fI  r PA, r s ll t t  
orro er for the excess funds in accordance ith PA. If there is a shortage of unds held in escrow, 
as defined under SP , ender shall notify orro er as required by ESPA, and orro er shall pay to 
e r t e t ss r  t  e  t  s rt  i  r  it  PA, t i   r  t   
 .   i     s   crow,    PA,  l  
tif  rr er as re ire   A, and rr er s all a  t  e er t e a t ecessar  t  a e 
up the deficiency in accordance ith RESPA, but in no ore than 12 onthly pay ents. 
pon pay ent in full of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent, ender shall pro ptly refund 
t  rr er a  s el   e er. 
4. Charges; Liens. Borrower shall pay all taxes, assess ents, charges, fines, and i positions 
attributable to the roperty hich can attain priority over this ecurity Instru ent, leasehold pay ents or 
ground rents on the Property, if any, and Co unity ssociation Dues, Fees, and Assess ents, if any. To 
the extent that these ite s are scro  Ite s, orro er shall pay the  in the anner provided in Section 3. 
orro er shall pro ptly discharge any lien hich has priority over this Security Instru ent unless 
Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable 
to ender, but only so long as orro er is perfor ing such agree ent; (b) contests the lien in good faith . 
, r efe s a ai st e f rce e t f the lie  i , legal r cee ings hich in e er's i i  erate to 
prevent the enforce ent of the lien hile those proceedings are pending, but only until such proceedings 
are concluded; or (c) secures fro  the holder of the lien an agree ent satisfactory to Lender subordinating 
t  lie  t  t is rit  I tr t. If ender t nnines t at  n f t  r rt  i  j t t   lie  
ic  can attai  ri rit  er t is ec rit  I str e t, e er ay i e rr er a tice i e tif i  the 
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lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or
more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4
Lender may require Borrower to pay a onetime charge for a real estate tax verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
5 Property Insurance Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or hereafter erected on
the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the term extended coverage and any
other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and floods for which Lender requires insurance
This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts including deductible levels and for the periods that
Lender requires What Lender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders
right to disapprove Borrowers choice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a onetime charge for flood zone determination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which
reasonably might affect such determination or certification Borrower shall also be responsible for the
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in connection with the
review of any flood zone determination resulting from an objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lenders option and Borrowers expense Lender is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover Lender but might or might
not protect Borrower Borrowersequity in the Property or the contents of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 5 shall
become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest
at the Note rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Linder and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewal
certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and
renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shall inciude standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee andor as an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender Lender
may make proof of loss if not trade promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
in writing any insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenderssecurity is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the
work has been completed to Lenders satisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken
promptly Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other third parties retained by
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower If
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lenders security would be lessened the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
Inifial
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li n, it in 10 d y  f the t   i  t t ti  i  iven, rr r shall satisfy the li  or take o  or 
 f t  ti  set  bove i  t i  cti  . 
r  r ir  rr r t  ay  o -ti  r  f r a r al t t  tax rifi ti  and/or 
rti  r    r i  cti  it  t  an. 
S. r rt  r nce. r r shal  p t e i   xi ti   hereaft r r t   
. the I70perty insured against loss by fire, hazards included within the term "extended coverage," and any 
other hazards including, but not li ited to, earthquakes and floods, for hich ender requires insurance. 
is i s r  shall e i t i  i  t  ts (incl i  ducti l  l vels)  f r t  ri s t t 
ender requires. hat ender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the ter  of 
the Loan. The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by orro er subject to Lender's 
ri t t  isa r e rrower's c oice, ic  ri t s all t e e ercise  reasonably. e er ay 
require orro er to pay, in connection ith this oan, either: (a) a one-ti e charge for flood zone 
t r i ation, rtifi ti   tr i  rvi s; r (b)  -ti  r  f r fl   ter i ti  
 rti    equent  c  i   r i i    i  
r bl  i t ff t  t r i ti  r rtifi tion. rr r shall al   r i l  f r t  
pay ent of any fees i posed by the Federal ergency anage ent gency in connection ith the 
revie  f any flood zone deter ination resulting fro  an objection by orro er, 
If orro er fails to aintain any of the coverages described above, ender ay obtain insurance 
r , t der's ti   rrower's s . r is r  li ti  t  r s   
particular type or a ount of coverage. herefore, such coverage shall cover ender, but ight or ight 
not protect Borrower, Borrower's equity in the Property, or the contents of the Property, against any risk, 
hazard or liability and ight provide greater or lesser coverage than as previously in effect. orro er 
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained ight significantly exceed the cost of 
insurance that orro er could have obtained. ny a ounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 5 shall 
ec e a iti al e t f rr er sec re   t is ec rit  I str ent. ese a ts s all ear i terest 
at the ote rate fro  the date of disburse ent and shall be payable, ith such interest, upon notice fro  
e der [0   nt. 
ll i s r  licies r ir   ender  r ls f  li ie  ll  j t t  nder's 
ri t t  is r  s  li i s, s ll i l de  st r  rt a  l se, a  s ll a e r as 
rtga e  /or s  iti oal loss . e r s ll  t  ri t t  l  t  licies  r l 
certificates. If ender requires, orro er shall pro ptly give to ender all receipts of paid pre iu s and 
renewal notices. If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage, not otherwise required by Lender, 
for da age to, or destruction of, the Property, such policy shall include'a standard ortgage clause and 
s all a e e er as rtgagee a /or as a  a iti al l ss a ee. 
In the event of loss, orro er shall give pro pt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender. Lender 
ay ake proof of loss if not made pro ptly by Borro er. nless Lender and Borro er other ise agree 
in riting, any insurance proceeds, hether or not the underlying insurance as required by ender, shall 
be applied to restoration or repair of the roperty, if the restoration or repair is econo ically feasible and 
Lender's security is not lessened. uring such repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right to 
hold such insurance proceeds until ender has had an opportunity to inspect such roperty to ensure the 
ork as ee  co pleted t  e er's s tisf ti , r ided t t s  i s ti n s ll  erta e  
pro ptly. Lender ay disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single pay ent or in a series 
f rogress pay ents as t e ork is c lete . nless a  a ree e t is ade in riting r pplicable a  
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borro er any 
interest or earnings on such proceeds, Fees for public adjusters, or other third parties, retained by 
orro er shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of orro er. If 
the restoration or repair is not econo icaIly feasible or Lender's security ould be lessened, the insurance 
_ WlI . a pli'" ro !he ""'" _re   t is s. rity ~~ DDt the  . ith 
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the excess if any paid to Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in
Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available insurance
claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim The 30 day
period will begin when the notice is given In either event or if Lender acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowers rights to any insurance
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowers rights other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of the Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not then due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower principal
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the
Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Lender
otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating
circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower control
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protection of the Property Inspections Borrower shall not
destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or commit waste on th e
Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition Unless it is
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such
purposes Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for the completion of
such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property Lender shall give
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause
8 Borrowers Loan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge or consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate information or statements to Lender
or failed to provide Lender with material information in connection with the Loan Material
representations include but are not limited to representations concerning Borrowers occupancy of the
Property as Borrower principal residence
9 Protection of Lenders Interest in the Property and Bights Under this Security Instrument If
a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security Instrument b there
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lendersinterest in the Property andorrights under
this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
enforcement of a lien which may attain priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or
regulations or c Borrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security
Instrument including protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing
the Property Lenders actions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and c paying reasonable
Initlala
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the e cess, if any, ai  to rr er. Suc  i s ra ce r cee s shall e a lie  i  t e r er r i e  f r i  
Section 2. 
If rr er a a s t e r erty, e er a  file, e tiate and settle a  availa le i s ra ce 
clai  and related atters. If orro er does not respond ithin 30 days to a notice fro  ender that the 
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim, then Lender ay negotiate and settle the claim. The 30-day 
periOd ill begin hen the notice is given. In either event, or if ender acquires the roperty under 
ti   r t r i e, rr r r  i  t  r (a) rrower's ri t  t   i r  
r s i  a  t t t  e cee  t e ts ai  r t e te r t is curit  I str nt, a  
(b) any other f orrower's rights (other than the right to any refund of unearned pre iwns paid by 
orro er) under all insurance policies covering the Property, insofar as such rights are applicable to the 
r  f t  roperty. r a  se t e i s r  r s it r t  r ir r r st r  t e r rt  r 
t      t     curi  tr nt,    t  e. 
. ncy. rr r aH upy, tablish,   t  r rt   rrower's ri i l 
residence ithin 60 days after the execution of this ecurity Instru ent and shall continue to occupy the 
r rt  s rrower's ri i l r si  f r t l st  r ft r t  t  f ancy, l ss r 
t er ise a rees i  riti g, ic  c se t s all t be reas abl  it eld, r less e te ati  
ir st  i t i  r   rrower's tr l. 
7. reservation, aintenance and rotection of the roperty; Inspections. orro er shall not 
destroy, da age or i pair the Propet;ty, allo  the Property to deteriorate or co it aste on the 
Property. hether or not Borrower is residing in the Property, Borrower shall maintain the Property in 
order to prevent the Property fro  deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition. nless it is 
deter ined pursuant to ection 5 that repair or restoration is not econo ically feasible, orro er shall 
pro ptly repair the Property if da aged to avoid further deterioration or da age. If insurance or 
conde nation proceeds are paid in connection with da age to, or the taking of, the Property, Borro er 
s all be res si le for re airi  r rest ri  the r ert  l  if ender has released proceeds f r such 
r . r  i r  r  f r t  r ir   r t r ti  i   i l  t r i   ri  f 
r ress a e ts as t e r  is c leted. If t e i s ra ce r c e ati  r cee s are not s fficie t 
to repair or restore the roperty, orro er is not relieved of orrower's obligation for the co pletion of 
   t ration. 
Lender or its agent ay ake reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property. If it has 
reasonable cause, Lender may inspect the interior of the i prove ents on the Property. Lender shall give 
orro er notice at the ti e of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause. 
8. "Borrower's Loan Application. Borrower shall be in default if, during the Loan application 
r ss, rr er r a  rs s r titi s ti  t t e ire tion f rr r r it  rrower's 
ledge  t  t i ll  l , i l i ,  i a c rate i nn ti   t t t  t   
(or    e  it  at l nn ti n)   it   . at  
representations include, but are not li ited to, representations concerning orrower's occupancy of the 
  er's rincipal . 
9. rotection of ender's Interest in the roperty and Rights nder this ecurity Instru ent. If 
(a) Borro er fails to perfor  the covenants and agree ents contained in this Security Instru ent, (b) there 
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lender's interest in the Property andlor rights under 
this Security Instru ent (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy, probate, for conde nation or forfeirure, for 
enforce ent of a lien hich ay attain priority over this Security Instru ent or to enforce la s or 
regulations), or (c) Borrower has abandoned the Property, then Lender may do and pay for whatever is 
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security 
Instru ent, including protecting and/or assessing the value of the Property, and securing andlor repairing 
the Property. Lender's actions can include, but are not li ited to: (a) paying any su s secured by a lien 
hich has priority over this Security Instru ent; (b) appearing in court; and (c) paying reasonable 
,~.,((p2 
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andor rights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but is not limited to
entering the Property to make repairs change locks replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on or off Although Lender may take action under this Section 9 Lender does not have to do so and is not
under any duty or obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all
actions authorized under this Section 9
Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Lender to Borrower requesting
payment
If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
lease If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless
Lender agrees to the merger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect If for any reason
the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate
mortgage insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not
available Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain these
payments as a non refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve shall be
non refundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full and Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve Lender can no longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage in the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available is obtained and Lender requires
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage
Insurance as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a non refundable loss reserve until Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a party to the Mortgage
Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce losses These agreements
are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other parry or parties to
these agreements These agreements may require the mortgage insurer to make payments using any source
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage
Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer any reinsurer
any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts that
derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowerspayments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for
Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not increase the amount
Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund
Inkfals
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attor eys' fees t  r tect its i terest i  t e r ert  an /or ri ts er t is Security I stru ent, i cl i  
its secured siti  in a ankr tcy proceeding. ecuri  the roperty i cl es, but is not li ited to, 
t ri  t  r rt  t   r pairs, c n  l cks, r l  or ard p rs  i ows, r i  ter 
fro  pipes, eli inate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions, and have utilities turned 
  f .    t k  acti   t  Secti  9, r d s t have t    an  i  t 
under any duty or obligation to do so. It is agreed that ender incurs no liability for not taking any or all 
ti  t ri    cti  . 
 ts is rs   e er r t is cti   s all eco e iti l e t f rr er 
ec  y  ecurit  tr ent.   shal   i t t t   r t  f  t  te f 
disburse ent and shall be payable, ith such interest, upon notice fro  ender to orro er requesting 
nt. 
If t i  rit  I tr t i    l sehold, rr r ll pl  it  ll t e r i i  f t  
lease. If orro er acquires fee title to the Property, the leasehold and the fee title shall not erge unless 
  [0  r  W . 
0. rtgage I s ra ce. If e er re ire  rt a e I s ra ce as a c iti  f a i  t e an, 
orro er shall pay the pre iu s required to aintain the ortgage Insurance in effect. If, for any reason, 
the rt a e I s ra ce c era e re ire  by e er ceases to be a aila le fr  the rt a e i s rer t at 
previously provided such insurance and Borro er was required to ake separately designated pay ents 
t r  t  r i  f r ortga  I r ce, rr r ll  t  r i  r ir  t  t i  
coverage substantially equivalent to the ortgage Insurance previously in effect, at a cost substantially 
equivalent to the cost to orro er of the ortgage Insurance previously in effect, fro  an alternate 
ortgage insurer selected by ender. If substantially equivalent ortgage Insurance coverage is not 
available, orro er shall continue to pay to Lender the a ount of the separately designated pay ents that 
were due hen the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect. Lender will accept, use and retain these 
ts   - l  l   i  li   rt a  .  l   ll  
non-refundable, not ithstanding the fact that the oan is ulti ately paid in full, and ender shall not be 
required to pay orro er any interest or earnings on such loss reserve. ender can no longer require loss 
reserve pay ents if ortgage Insurance coverage (in the a ount and for the period that Lender requires) 
r i    i r r l t   r i   il l , is t i ,  e r r ir  
separately designated pay ents to ard the pre iu s for ortgage Insurance. If ender required ortgage 
I s ra ce as a c ition f a i  t e oa  a  rr er as re ire  t  ake se aratel  esi ate  
pay ents to ard the pre iu s for ortgage Insurance, orro er shall pay the pre iu s required to 
i t i  ortgage I s ra  i  ff t, r t  r i   -r f l  l  r r , til der's 
require ent for ortgage Insurance ends in accordance ith any ritten agree ent bet een orro er and 
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law. Nothing in this 
ection 10 affects orrower's obligation to pay interest at the rate provided i  the ote. 
ortgage I s ra e r i rs s e r (or  tit  t t rchases t  t ) f r rt i  l ss s it 
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borrower is not a party to the ortgage 
Insurance. 
ortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force fro  ti e to ti e, and ay 
enter into agree ents with other parties that share or odify their risk, or reduce losses. These agree ents 
r   ter s a  itions that r  s tisf t r  [0 t e rtga e i s r r  t e t r rt  (or rti s) t  
these agree ents. These agree ents ay require the ortgage insurer to ake pay ents using any source 
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available (which may include funds obtained from Mortgage 
Insurance i s). 
s a res lt f t ese a ree e ts, e er, any urchaser f the te, a t er i s rer, a  rei s rer, 
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, may receive (directly or indirectly) a ounts that 
ri e fro  (or ight e r t rized as) a rtio  f rr er's e ts f r ortgage I s r , i  
exchange for sharing or odifying the ortgage insurer's risk, or reducing losses. If such agree ent 
provides that an affiliate of ender takes a share of the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of the 
re iu s paid to the ins rer, the arra e e t is fte  ter ed "captive rei s ra ce." rt er: 
(a) ny such agree ents ill not affect tbe a ounts that orrower bas agreed to pay for 
ortgage Insurance, or any otber ter s of tbe oan. ucb agree ents ill not increase the a ount 
orrower will o e for ortgage Insurance, and they ill not entitle orro er to any refund. 
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b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 1998 or any other law These rights
may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and obtain cancellation of the
Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance terminated automatically andorto receive a
refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the time of such cancellation or
Aernunption
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenders security is not lessened
During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to
Lenders satisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoration in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is
completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would
be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or loss in value of the Property the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is equal to or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount of the sums secured immediately before the
partial taking destruction or loss in value divided by b the fair market value of the Property
immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower that the
Opposing Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Lender is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due Opposing Parry means the third patty
that owes Borrower Miscellaneous Proceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Lenders judgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Lenders
interest in the Property ourights under this Security Instrument Borrower can cure such a default and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material
impairment of Lenders interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lenders interest in the Property
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
VMPWID 10606
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(b)    ill t ff t b     - if an  - it  res ect t  t e 
ortgage Insurance under the o eo ners Protection ct of 1998 or any other law. These rights 
 i l  t  ri t t  r i  c rt i  i l r s, t  r t  t i  ncell ti  f tb  
rt a e I s rance, t  a e t e rt a e I s ra ce ter i ate  auto atically, and/or t  recei e a 
r f  f  rt  I s r  r i s t t r  r  t tb  ti  f s  ncell ti  r 
,terminjltion. 
1. i t f is lla  r eds; rf it re. ll i ll  r  r  r  
i    ll    der. 
If the Propeny is damaged, such iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of 
the roperty, if the restoration or repair is econo ically feasible and ender's security is not lessened. 
ri  s  r ir  r st r ti  eriod, r shall  t  ri t t  l  s  is lla s r s 
until ender has ~ an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the ork has been co pleted to 
e der's satisfaction, r i e  t at s c  i s ecti  s all e erta e  r ptly. e er ay a  f r t e 
r ir   r t r ti  i   i l  i r t r i   ri  f r r  t   t  r  i  
co pleted. nless an agree ent is ade in riting or pplicable a  requires interest to be paid on such 
iscellaneous Proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such 
iscellaneous r s. If t  r t r ti  r r ir is t i ll  f i l  r der's ecurit  l  
be lessened, the iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the su s secured by this Security Instru ent, 
t r r t t  , it  t  ss, if ny, i  t  rr r.  is lla s r s s ll  
        . 
I  t e e e t f a t tal taki g. estruction, r loss in value f the r perty, the iscella e s 
r e s s ll  li  t  t  s s s r   t is rit  I str nt, t r r t t  , it  
t  , if y, i  t  rr r. 
I  t  t f  rti l t i , tr cti , r l  i  l  f t  r rt  i  i  t  f ir r t 
value of the Property i ediately before the partial taking. destruction, or loss in value is equal to or 
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument inunediately before the partial 
taking, destruction, or loss in value, unless orro er and ender other ise agree in riting, the su s 
s r   t is rit  I str t s ll e r   t  t f t  iscellane us r s 
ultiplied by the follo ing fraction: (a) the total a ount of the su s secured i ediately before the 
partial taking, destruction, or loss in value divided by (b) the fair market value of the Property 
i i t l  f re t  rti l t i , str cti , r l ss i  l e.  l  s ll e i  t  rr r. 
In the event of a partial caking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in hich the fair arket 
l  f t  r rt  i e iat l  f r  t  rti l t i , str ti , r l ss i  l  is l ss t  t  
a t f t e s s sec re  i e iatel  ef re t e artial ta i , estruction, r l ss i  al e, less 
rr r  e r t r ise r  i  riti , t  iscellane s r s s ll  li  t  t  s s 
  t is it  st t t  r t t    t  . 
If t  r rtY is   rr r, r if, ft r ti   r t  rr r t t t  
Opposing Party (as defined in the next sentence) offers to ake an award to settle a clai  for da ages, 
Borro er fails to respond to Lender ithin 30 days after the date the notice is given, Lender is authorized 
to collect and appl}' the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the 
su s secured by this Security Instru ent, hether or not then due. "Opposing Party" eans the third party 
t at es rr er iscellane s r cee s r t e art  a ai st  rr er as a rig t f acti  in 
 t  isce lane s s. 
orro er shall be in default if any action or proceeding, hether civil or cri inal, is begun that, in 
e er's jud e t, c l  res lt i  forfeiture f the r ert  r t er aterial i air e t f e der's 
i t t i  t  t  r rights er t is it  t t. rr er     lt , if 
acceleration has occurred, reinstate as provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be 
dis issed ith a ruling that, in ender's judg ent, precludes forfeiture of the Property or other aterial 
i pair ent of ender's interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instru ent. he proceeds of 
any a ard or clai  for da ages that are attributable to the i pair ent of ender's interest in the roperty 
    l e   e . 
ll iscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be 
lied in t  er ide  f  i  ti n . 
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12 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver Extension of the time for
payment or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower
or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required to commence proceedings against
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original
Bbrroweror any Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lenders acceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall not be a waiver of or
preclude the exercise of any right or remedy
13 Joint and Several Liability Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and several However any Borrower who
cosigns this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note a cosigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigner interest in the Property under the
terms of this Security Instrument b is not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or
make any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowersrights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not be released from
Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in
Section 20 and benefit the successors and assigns of Lender
14 Loan Charges Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Borrowers default for the purpose of protecting Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this
Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to any other fees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permitted
limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment charge is provided for under the Note Borrowers acceptance of any such refund made by
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
of such overcharge
15 Notices All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security Instrument
must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if sent by other means Notice to any one Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly
notify Lender of Borrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time Any
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to Lenders address
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law the Applicable Law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requiremmett under this Security
Instrument B
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12.  t l ased; For r  y  t  aiver. t si  of the ti  f r 
pay ent or odification of a ortization of the su s secured by this ecurity Instru ent granted by ender 
t  rr r r  ss r i  I t r st f rr r shall ot r t  t  r l s  the li ilit  of rr r 
or any uccessors in Interest of orrower. ender shall not be required to co ence proceedings against 
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify 
rti:t ti  f t  su  r   t i  ecurit  I tr t  r s  of  e nd   t  ri i l 
Orrower or any Successors in Interest of orro er. ny forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or 
re e  i cl ding, it t li itation, ender's acce ta ce f a e ts fr  t ir  ersons, e tities r 
 i     o  i    t  t    ue, shal  t b   i r f  
       r edy. 
3. i t D  r l i bility; o- i rsj r   ssi s nd. rr r t  
  t t rrower's li ti   li ilit  ll  j i t  several. ver, any   
c -sig s t is ec rit  I str e t but does not exec te the ote (a "c -si er"): (a) is co-si i  t is 
ec rit  I str e t l  t  rt a e, ra t a  c e  t e co-signer's i terest i  t e r ert  er t e 
t r s f t is rit  I str ent; (b) is t rs ll  li t  t  a  t e s s s r   t is ec rit  
I tr t;  (c) r  t t r   t r rr r  r  t  t nd, odify, f r r r 
  ti  it   t  t  t  f t i  c rit  t t  t  t  it t t  
- i ner's nt. 
   s    8,         
rrower's li ti s r t is rit  I str t i  riti g,  is r   r, s ll t i  
ll  r wer's i t   fit   t i  it  tr nt.  ll t  l   
orrower's obligations and liability under this ecurity Instru ent unless ender agrees to such release in 
riti . e c e a ts and a ree e ts f t is ec rit  I str e t shall i  (e ce t as r i e  i  
 )      i   er. 
. oa  r s. r a  r  rr r fees f r s r i s rf r  i  ti  it  
rr er's f ult, f r t  r s  f r t ti  er's i terest i  t  r rt   ri ts r t is 
Security Instru ent, including, but not li ited to, attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees. 
In regard to any other fees, the absence of express authority in this Security Instru ent to charge a specific 
fee to orro er shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee. ender ay not charge 
fees t at are e ressl  r i ite   t is ec rit  I str e t r  lica le a . 
If the oan is subject to a la  hich sets axi u  loan charges, and that la  is finally interpreted so 
t  t  r t  l a         OM  t   a    
r itte  li its, t n: (a)  s  l  r  s ll e r   t  t ss r  t  r  t  
r  t  t  r itt  li it;  (b)  s lr  lle t  fr  rr r i   r itt  
li its ill be refunded to orro er. ender ay choose to ake this refund by reducing the principal 
o ed under the ote or by aking a direct pay ent to orro er. If a refund reduces principal, the 
re cti  ill be treated as a artial re a e t it t a  re a e t c ar e (whether r t a 
prepay ent charge is provided for under the ote). orro er's acceptance of any such refund ade by 
irect a e t to orro er ill c stit te a ai er f a  ri t f acti  rro er i t have arisi  t 
  . 
S. ti s. ll tices i e   rr er r e der i  ti  it  t is rit  Instr e t 
ust be in riting. Any notice to Borro er in connection with this Security Instru ent shall be dee ed to 
have been given to orro er hen ailed by first class ail or hen actually delivered to orro er's 
tice ress if t  t e  e . tice t  a y e rr e  s ll tit te ti  t  ll e  
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise. The notice address shall be the Property Address 
unless 80rro er has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender. Borro er shall pro ptly 
notify Lender of Borrower's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower's 
change of address, then orro er shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure. 
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at anyone time. Any 
tice to ender s all e given by eli eri  it r  ailing it by first class ail t  e er's a ress 
stated herein unless ender has designated another address by notice to orro er. ny notice in 
connection ith this Security Instru ent shall not be dee ed to have been given to Lender until actually 
received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security Instru ent is also required under Applicable 
La , the ppl;cable La  require em ill satisfy the corresponding '3 unde. this &curlty 
Instrument. ~
In~iaJo: 
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16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction This Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it
might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable
Law such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole discretion without any obligation to
take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18
Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security
Instrument However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by
Applicable Law
If Leader exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right to Reinstate After Acceleration If Borrower meets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in
this Security Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law alight specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate or c entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions are that Borrower a pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument and d
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lendersinterest in the Property and
rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and
expenses in one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order c
certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Transfer Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shall not
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a partial interest in
the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale might result in a change in the entity known as the Loan Servicer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan
servicing obligations under the Note this Security Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be
one or snore changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the
new Loan Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any oh i 0rmation RESPA
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16. overning Law; SeverabiUty; ules of Construction. This Security Instru ent shall be 
  f r l l  and the l  of the j ri i ti  i  i h the roperty is l cated. l  ri t  and 
li ati s c tai e  i  t is Security I stru ent are subject to any require e ts and li itati s of 
pplicable Law. pplicable Law ight explicitly or i plicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it 
ight be silent, but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agree ent by contract. In 
tht; event that any provision or clause of this Security Instru ent or the ote conflicts ith pplicable 
w,  confli t shall t ff t ot r pr i i  f thi  Security I tr nt or the t  hich can be 
i  f t it t t e confli ti  rovision. 
s se  i  t is ecurit  I stru ent: (a) r s f t e asculi e e er shall ean and i cl e 
corresponding neuter ords or ords of the fe inine gender; (b) ords in the singular shall ean and 
include the plural and vice versa; and (c) the ord "may" gives sole discretion ithout any obligation to 
  ction. 
11. orrower's opy. orro er shall be given one copy of the ote and of this Security Instrument. 
8. r sf r f t  r rt  r  fi i l I t r st i  rrower.  se  i  t is ecti  8, 
"Interest in the r perty" eans any legal r eneficial i terest i  t e r erty, i cl i , b t t li ite  
t , t s  fi i l i t r sts tr sf rr  i  a  f r eed, tr t f r eed, i stall t s l s tr t r 
cr  r ent, t  i t t f i  is t  tr f r f titl   rr r t  f t r  t  t   r aser. 
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred (or if orro er 
is not II natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred) without Lender's prior 
ritten consent, Lender ay require inunediate pay ent in full of all su s secured by this Security 
Instrunlent. However, this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by 
liCClble . 
 en er is   i ,  l      leration.    
i   i   t l  t     t  t  t  ti  i  i  i   it  ti   
ithin hich orro er ust pay all su s secured by this Security Instru ent. If orro er fails to pay 
these sums prior to the expiration of this period, Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this 
  ith  n  ice    r. 
. r er's    t  ti .     iti s, 
rr er s all have the ri t to have e f rce e t f t is ec rit  I str e t isc ti e  at any ti e 
prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any po er of sale contained in 
this Security Instru ent; (b) such other period as pplicable La  might specify for the ter ination of 
orro er's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judg ent enforcing this Security Instru ent. Those 
conditions are that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security 
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred; (b) cures any default of any other covenants or 
agree ents; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instru ent, including, but not li ited 
t , reas a le tt r ' fe , r rt  i s ti n  l ti  f ,  t r fe  incurred f r t  
purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument; and (d) 
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay the sums secured by this Security 
Instru ent, shall continue unchanged. Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstate ent sums and 
expenses in one or ore of the follo ing for s, as selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) oney order; (c) 
cenified check, bank check, treasurer's check or cashier's check, provided any such check is dra n upon 
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency, instrumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. Upon reinstatement by Borrower, this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby 
shall re ain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred. o ever, this right to reinstate shall not 
 in the ase  a ler tion der n . 
20. Sale of Note; Change oC Loan Servicer; Notice of Grievance. The Note or a partial interest in 
the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more times without prior notice to 
orro er.  sale ight result in a change in the entity (kno n as the "Loan Servicer") that co lects 
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan 
servicing obligations under the Note, this Security Instrument, and Applicable Law. There also might be 
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note. If there is a change of the Loan 
Service!, orro er will be given written notice of the change hich ill state the na e and address of the 
ne  Loan k . !he a dre .. 10 which pay ents s ld be a '~t on  
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is sold and thereafter the Loan is
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing obligations
to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys actions pursuant to this
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other parry has breached any provision of or any duty owed by
reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice given in compliance with the requirements of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If
Applicable Law provides a time period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time
period will be deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardous Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Environmental Law and the
following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental Law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that
relate to health safety or environmental protection c Environmental Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Environmental
Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in violation of any Environmental
Law bwhich creates an Environmental Condition or c which due to the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding
two sentences shall not apply to the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to normal residential uses and to
maintenance of the Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Environmental Condition including but not limited to any spilling leaking discharge release or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is notified
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all necessary
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
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i  i  c nection   noti  of tr nsf r f servicing. If t  t  is sol  an  thereafter t  L n is 
ervi     r  t r t n t  r f the te, t   l n servi i  li ti  
t   il  i   t   ervi    tr f rr  t   successor  ervi  an  r  noe 
ss  y t  t  r s r l ss ot er is  r i   t  t  r ser. 
eit er rr er r e er ay c e ce, j i , r be j i e  to any j icial acti  (as eit er an 
i i i l liti t r t  r f a l ss) t t aris s fr  t  t r arty's acti s rs t t  t is 
curit  I tr t r t t ll  t t t e t r rt   r   r i i  f, r  duty   
reason of, this ecurity Instru ent, uneil such orro er or ender has notified the other party ( ith such 
 i   a   t  i  f cti  5)  su  l  c   f  t  
t er art  eret  a reas a le eri  after t e i i  f s c  tice t  take c rrecti e action. If 
li l   r i s  ti  ri  i  st l s  f r  rt i  cti   e t n, t t ti  
ri  ill   t   r l  f r r s  f t i  ragraph.  ti  f ccelerati   
rt it  t  r  i  t  rr r r t t  ti    t  ti  f accelerati  i  t  
Borro er pursuant to Section 18 shall be dee ed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
ti  s   is  . 
. azar s sta ces. s used in t is ecti  21: (a) "Hazard s sta ces· are those 
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances, pollutants, or astes by nviron ental a  and the 
follo ing substances: gasoline, kerosene, other fla able or toxic petroleu  products, toxic pesticides 
 er ici es, latile s l e ts, aterials c tai i  as est s r f nnal e e, a  ra i acti e aterials; 
(b) "Environ e t l " s f r l l s  l s f t  j ris iction r  t  r rt  is l t  t t 
relate co health, safety or environ ental protection; (c) "Environmental Cleanup" includes any response 
acti n, re e ial acti n, r re oval acti , as efi e  i  ir e tal a ; and (d) an "Environ e tal 
dition"   ition t t  , tri t  t , r t r is  tri r  ir t l 
. 
orro er shall not cause or per it the presence, use, disposal, storage, or release of any azardous 
st s, r t re t  t  r l s   a r s st s,  r i  t  r rty. rr r s ll t , 
r ll   ls  t  , t i  ff ti  t  r rt  (a) t t is i  i lati  f  ir e t l 
, (b) ic  r t s  ir t l iti , r (c) i , e t  t  r s , se, r r l s  f  
r s st , r t s  iti  t at rs l  ff ts t e l  f t e r rty. e r i  
two sentences shall not apply to the presence, use, or storage on the Property of small quantities of 
~ou  Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to nonna! residential uses and to 
aintenance of the Property (including, but not li ited to, hazardous substances in consu er products). 
orro er shall pro ptly give ender ritten notice of (a) any investigation, clai , de and, la suit 
or Qther action by any govern ental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any 
azardous Substance or nviron ental La  of hich orro er has actual kno ledge, (b) any 
nviron ental ondition, including but not li ited to, any spilling, leaking, discharge, release or threat of 
release of any azardous Substance, and (c) any condition caused by the presence, use or release of a 
atardous Substance hich adversely affects the value of the Property. If Borro er learns, or is notified 
by any govern ental or regulatory authority, or any private party, that any re oval or other re ediation 
of any azardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary, Borro er shall pro ptly take all necessary 
re edial actions in accordance ith nvironmental a . othing herein shall create any obligation on 
ender for a  iron ental lea . 
-.~ 
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NONUNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowers breach of any covenant or agreement in this Security Instrument but not prior to
acceleration under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides otherwise The notice shall specify a
the default b the action required to cure the default c a date not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given to Borrower by which the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the
default on or before the date specified in the notice may result in acceleration of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument and sale of the Property The notice shall further inform Borrower of the
right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the non existence of
a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the default is not cured on or
before the date specified in the notice Lender at its option may require immediate payment in full of
all sums secured by this Security Instrument without further demand and may invoke the power of
sale and any other remedies permitted by Applicable Law Lender shall be entitled to collect all
expenses incurred in pursuing the remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees and costs of title evidence
If Lender invokes the power of sale Lender shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lenderselection to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is
located Lender or Trustee shall mail copies of the notice as prescribed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of sale
to the persons and in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law After the time required by
Applicable Law Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the highest bidder at the time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sale in one or
more parcels and in any order Trustee determines Trustee may postpone sale of all or any parcel of
the Property by public announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trustee deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or implied The recitals in the Trusteesdeed shall be prima facie
evidence of the truth of the statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sale including but not limited to reasonable Trustee
and attorneys fees b to all sums secured by this Security Instrument and c any excess to the
person or persons legally entitled to it
23 Reconveyance Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instrument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee Trustee shall reconvey the Property
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property but only
if the fee is paid to a third parry such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of the fee is
permitted under Applicable Law
24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason or cause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of the Property the
successor trustee shall succeed to all the title power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
Applicable Law
25 Area and Location of Property Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Property is located within an incorporated city or village
tnivab
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ON- I  .     nt an    f l s: 
. l ration; edies.  all i      t  accelerati   
orrower's breach of any covenant or agree ent in this Security Instru ent (but not prior to 
l r ti  r ti   l  li l   r i  t erwise).  ti  all pecify: (a) 
the default; (b) the action required to cure the default; (c) a date, not less than 30 days fro  the date 
. t  ti  i  i  t  rr er,  i  t  f lt t  ured;  ( ) t t f il r  t  r  t  
default on r before the date specified in the notice ay result in acceleration of the swns secured by 
t i  curit  I tr t  l  f t  r perty.  ti  ll f rt r i f r  rr r f t  
    l r ti o  b  ri t     cti   r  t  o-  f 
 f l    b    e   l t   ale.  t  f  i      
before the date specified in the notice, Lender at its option may require immediate payment io full of 
all su s secured by this Security Instru ent ithout further de and and ay invoke the po er of 
l  lUl   t  i  r itt   lica le .  ll  titl  t  ll t ll 
e e ses i c rre  i  rs i  t e re e ies r i e  i  t is ecti  , i cl ding, t t li ite  t , 
 t '     le . 
 e  es    l ,  all        
tice f tb  rre ce f  t f f lt  f der's l ti  t   t  r rt  t   
s l ,  s all ca se s c  tice t  e rec r e  i  eac  c t  i  ic  a  rt f t e r ert  is 
l cate . e er r r ste  s ll il ies f t  ti  s r s ri   lica le  t  
orro er and to other persons prescribed by pplicable a . rustee shall give public notice of sale 
t  t  rs s  i  t  r r s ri e   li l  . ft r t  ti  r ire   
Appli~le a , rustee, ithout de and on orro er, shall sell the Property at public auction to 
t  bi est i er t t  ti e  la   r t  t r s si t  i  t  tice f s l  i   r 
ore parcels and i  any order rustee deter ines. rustee ay postpone sale of all or any parcel of 
t  r rt   li  t t t  ti e  l  f  r i sl  s le  s l . r 
r its esi ee a  rchase t e r ert  at a  sale. 
rustee b ll li e  t  t  rchaser stee's  i  t  t  it t  
e t r rr t , ress  r i li .  r it ls i  t  r stee's  s ll  ri  f i  
i (:e  t  t t   tbe t t e ts  t r in. rustee ll l  tb  oceeds  t  l  i  
the follo ing order: (a) to all expenses of the sale, including, but not li ited to, reasonable rustee's 
 tt r s' f s; (b) t  ll s s s red  t is rit  I str nt;  (c)  ss t  t e 
 r s s    . 
23. Reconveyance. Upon pay ent of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent, Lender shall 
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instrument and all notes 
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instru ent to Trustee. Trustee shall reconvey the Property 
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it. Such person or persons shall pay any 
recordation costs. Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property, but only 
if the fee is paid to a third pany (such as the Trustee) for services rendered and the charging of the fee is 
itt  under p lica l  . 
2 . stitute r st . ender , f r  re s  r s , fr  ti e t  ti e r e ruste  a  
i t a s cess r trustee t   rustee inted r r. ith t e ance f t  r rt , t e 
succesSOr trustee shall succeed to all the title, po er and duties conferred upon rustee herein and by 
pplicable a . 
25. Area and Location of Property. Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the 
r erty is located ithin  incorporated it  r illa . 
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this
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_--______________ (Seal) ----------------------(~) 
-  ·  
___________________ (S~) _________________ (Seal) 
- rr r ·  
~ ____________ (Seal) ___________________ (Seal) 
-  - e  
v P8-6AII ) (0606) r   /01 
I 717  (1212006) I - 363-6 
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i
STATE OF AHD County ss
On this 7 day of V Y 2007 before me
r2 ivCS OhPpal




known or proved to me to be the persons who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to
me that he shethey executed the same
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this






sL punt C DIANA HOMNDORFCOMMISSION EXPIRES045113T9 RESIDING MERIDIAN IDAHO
Inwal
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On this OJ 7 ~~~Of_. -..J \.A.~, ) 
.. \-'L v.n---~ \ q r.() 
 t r  li  i   f r i  t   t te, r ll  r  
 , f r  e, 
•  . HA , .. 1), SapA.1M'E ES'fM"t: cI'If-' 
kno n or proved to e to be the person{s) ho executed the foregoing instru ent, and ackno ledged to 
  /s /th    . 
In itness hereof I have hereunto set y hand and affixed y official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above ritten. 
" ••• 11 .... 
" ." '-'Or I • ., 
...... ;. • I'J '/'.1'00 ~~ .. 
.... ,. y ...... <1-t. .... 
.I~.... . ... ;a\ 
i~.· 'f -.or:. .. ~. ~o All r \ l' .. :....,; ,,,,= 
i : _.... : 5 
•• C·" 
\ ... ~(JB\..\ .: $ \<P".... • .•• 0 I .... ,"1 .......... ~ .. ~ 
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MPS-6AUD) 10500) 
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Lot 12 Block 8 in Lakewood Unit No 15B according to theplat thereof filed in Book 56 of Plats at Pages 5104
j and 5105 records of Ada County Idaho
000067
Identifier: 0473793636 Doc Type:MTGR 
• . 
282363 
I   
t 12, l c   ill a e  it o. 158, accor i  to t e lat t ereof, file  i   5  f lats at a es 51  
 05,    unty, ho. 
Identifier0473793636 Doc TypeHM1
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S Type of Loan
1 I I FHA 2 I I FMHA 3 11 Corw Unlns






C Note This form Is furnished to Pe you a statement of actual settlement costs Amounts paid to and by the settlement
agent are shown Items marked CPOC were paid outside the closing they are shown here for information
pumoses and are not Included In the totals
D Name of Borrower GregoryA Renshaw
E Name of Seller
F Name of Lender Homecomings Financial LC188 106th Avenue NE Suite 000 Bellewe WA
98004
G Property Location Lot 12 Block8Lvood Unit No 158
3480 South Pimmk Place Boise ID 83706
HSettlement Agent PioneerTitle Company of Ada County 208 3772700
Place of settlement 1872 S Eagle RoadMeridian ID 03642
I SettlementDate 7132007 Proration Date 732007
8tlraatatYaYBfHrcnresltans itottatx a a Solleft T far
100 Gross amount due from borrower 400 Gross amount dueto seller
101 Contract sales prim 401 Contract sales price
102 Personalproperty 402 Personal property
103 Settlement charges to borrower Ins 1400 32508 403
104 Payoff First Mortgage Loan 19233791404




uslmente orals SiR110f i
406 CI town taxes
107 County taxes 407 County taxes





120 Grossamount due from borrower 22507941 420 Gross amount due to seller 00
a paki
201 Deposit or earnest money
1 t0
501 Excess deposit see instructions
202 Principal amount ofnew loans 236500 502 Settlement charges to seller One 1400 00
203 Existln loans taken subject to 603 Existing loans taken subject to
204 504 Payoff of first mortgage loan








210 Citytownaxes 510 Citytaxes
211 County taxes 511 County taxes








220 Total paid byfor borrower 236500
Q Castt m1 A0 lxH3
620 Total reduction In amount due seller 00
8015 nettle Vito
301 Gross amount due from borrower line 120 22507941601 Gross amount due to seller Una 420 00
302 Less amount paid for borrower Una 220 236500 602 Less total reduction inamount due seller ine 520 00
303 CASH FROMXTO BORROWER 117059603 CASH FROM TO SELLER 00
EXHIBIT000068
Identifier: 0473793636  ype:HUDl 
7/1610711:42AM OMB No. 2502-0265 
. .S. ~.e~ilnlll""' f i  B.    
   1 .[ )  .{ IFMHA .{ I OnY. Unlns. 
14.(  . ( ) ony. . ( I ther. 
I  i 8. File Nu ber r Loan Nu ber 
8  , ... .,.,.". 
tt   ; .  I s.  o. 
I . le:  f  I  ,~, ... ,,_w • ./ ~X~u.a t t l    ~I~ to ~ ~ IIlB ~ ent 
~ )~e~;~I: i  t i  t  l I g: .'WI ., •• "v ... , r  'v, ."'v" .... v .. 
nu""", ...  .'" lI l ArlI  • 
ID, Name of Borrower: . r r  .  
I . a e f eUer: 
IF. Name of Lender: I I i l, .L.C.,  nRlh l  .. "~ " l  6 0, llevu ,  
98004 
I .  ll :  ,  , akewood H  B 
  l H f e , , 10  
IH'Place of' t Agent: ;~=; ~;e";=.~;::. ~:t~) 3n-2700 
II. I ale: 7/312OOT i  le: I3l2007 
,J. 'Of .... ,K. ~. 
11 . r s t  fr  rr er: 14 . r  t  t  U r: 
110 . tr t  ice 14 . ~nnl .... l """" i  
110 . I" r l ropen  14 . l  
110 . Ul     Bne 1 2,508.32 14 . 
11 . w f ~,-. 'A". ~~  92. 37.91 14 . 
11 5. wer & e     3 .18 14 5. 
,: .... 1.11i'~ ... 
1108. ClIYnowntBlCeS 14 . ltyll   
11 . OUnty  14 , 
1108. I~!t 
1109, 1409, 
11 . 14 . 
1111. 14 . 
11 . 14 . 
11 .  .  clll  fra  rr er: 25.079.41 14 .     U r: ~ 
[lOG. .&M~ 1liOl), 'Beller 
12 , o H  m  Y 16 ,  sH (  
120 . rf clil la t f  l n( ) 36.25 .00 IS02. etUe ent c r s t  s ll r (nne ) .00 
120 . f tl gl n( ) t  J t t  Is . ldsIl g l ( )  / t  
120 . 16 , ff f tlrst rta ae  
12 S, 16 5. Off   f   
120 . 1 . 
12 , Is07, 
120B. Iill" 
120 . lS~9. 
: Hvllown taxes 161 . 
. ISII. ty t es 
. 161 . 
. 151 . 
. 161 . 
5. , 5. 
. 1~1!. 
. 151 . 
B. ISIB. 
12 . ISI9. 
122 . l l i  ylfor : 36,250.00 , t l   3  rflll\ r: . 0 
~iI. lI8Il at ~tit· 'anD. ......... , lsd!r' 
. r ss a ount  fr  1 ) 25.07 .41 le . ross nt ue t  l r COne ) . 0 
. ess ount I  bylfor  IBne 1 36,250.00 le~2. ess WIiI' n .... "'lIOn I  t  ll rlll  ) ~ 
303.  OFROM (X)TO 1.170.59 1603.  OFRO  liTO LL  , 0 





L9lsfltlxietiCh ss tt41Z taz
Total salesbrokercommission
















802 Loan discount to Homecomings Financial LL003 709
803 Appraisal fee to Colonial First Lending Group Inc 17500
804 Credit report to Colonial First Lending Group Inc 1800
806 Lendersinspection fee
806 Mortgage insurance applIcatlon fee
807 Assumption fee
808 Tax Service Fee to First American Real Estate Tax Service POOL600
809 Flood Certification to First American Flood Data Services POCL600
810 Document Preparation
811 Broker Processing Fee to Colonial First Lending Group Inc 42500
812 Underwriting Fee
813 Administrative Fee
814 Yleid Spread Premium
816 Yield Spread Premium
816 Broker Origination1360196 to Colonial First Lending Group Inc 316981
817 Lender Loan Charge to HF to Homecominp Financial LC 66500
B78
901 Interest from 71212007 to 71107 at48544SOdayfor 4 days 97W
902 Mortgage Insurance premium for








1003 City property taxes
1004 County ro taxes






1101 Settlement or closing fee to Pioneer TUIe Com ofAdaCoun 6800
1102 Abstract or title search
1103 Title examination
1104 Title Insurance binder
1105 Document preparation
1106 Notary fees
1107 Attorneys fees to
includes above Items no
1108 Titleinsurance to Pioneer TitleComof Ada County 13208
lnciudes aboveItems no
1109 Lendees coverage 236500 13208
1110 Owners coverage
1111 Ends1001681PUDIARM to Pioneer We Companyof Ada County 1500
1112 Bolse County Handling Fee Inspection




1201 Record fees Mortgage 7200 Release600 7800
1202 Citycountyityunt taylstam
1203 Stale taxst mps








1303 MlsceffaneousCourier Fees to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County 600
1304 Payoff Collections to NCO 000
1306 Payoff Collections 7007 to ActionCollections 12153
1306 2004 2005 2008 Taxes thru076to Ada County Treasurer 7
1307 Credit Account HSBC to HSSCNF 479200
1308 Credit Account ove to Discover 315t
000069
Identifier: 0473793636 c ype:HUDl 
L. SetUellieri1<Cbarges, ... " . ., , ' " .. lif~: I~8-, , _ .. ~,. N' -' - " , ';~ " , 
700. Total saleslbroker co lS$lan l FIllIIl i  r  
OM l  f i i  (li  700)  follows: BOlTOW8fs llefa 
701. $ Funds t Funds at 
702. $ ttle ent Set le ent 
703. issi  paid t s Ul t 
704. 
706. 
alii). t\eji1lJp_ldrHloniledloItWlIMiWi '" ..... , " , , ' ..... 
801.  i i  f  
2.  i t  o i  financial.  (0.003%) 7.0  
803.  fe  10 i l I t len i  roup. . 175. 0 
4. r llre rt t  i l I t  roup. I c. 18.00 
806. fs I i  f  
808. II  I  flllllcaU  f  
807. U  f  
80B. Tax SelVlee Fee to First A erican Real Estate Tax SelVlce C 0. 0 
B 9. l  rtlfl U  t  ir t ric  l  t  rvic s .00 
810. ocu ent repamUon 
1.  S$l    i l I t  rouP. . 25. 0 
B12. r riti   
813. Ad lnlstratlw Fee 
814. i l   t  
815. Yield Spread Pre iu  
816. r r ri l Ua  .3501 % t  i l I   rouP. . .189.61 
B17.      t  co ings l, L.C. 655.00 
B18. 
1100. '11N~!IOJiepatdirtlllMtnee.. . " 
.. .. , . ... , . . , 
" , , 
901. Inlerest fro  712J2OO7 10 7/112007  $48.5 4 OIday r·l s. (97.09i 
902.   i  r 
903,     
, 
6,    
1111)\). l\eaaiw$d~~Mbi:l r', " . ' '" " .... , ........ " . 
1001. zard I s r c  
1002. rt  I r  
. ItY r erty t  
. t  p perty t  




8. ggr t  j t t 
110~., , .. :m~,4!If!~ 
. ' ,. , .., ..... , .. " 
, . .. .... . ., . , . " 
. tl t r l i  fee  r Ill  pany   unty 80. 0 
1102. Abstract or title search 
. lU  l U  
1104. Ill  I r  i r 
6. ocu ent Pr&P8IlItlon 
. otary f  
. Hom 's f  t  
Includes above/t1ll/lS no.: 
. Ill  Insurance to ioneer I l  ompany of  nty .3 0.130 
Includes v  Ite s .: 
. Lencl fs cover  $236,25 .00 $1,320.80 
1110, Wnefs v r  
1111. nds:l00/11618.1IPUD/ARM to ioneer TIlle  of  unty 50. 0 
1112. oise ounty li   1 I spection 
1113. ocu ent ellla l  to ioneer TlUe pany of  t  5. 0 
1114. 
1116. 
1tf11!; , ~O'/IIinilieI'Il"r 1rQ 1ilJ4.1bil;wflll',ohlll!{aa ' ' " 
.. ' , .. .,. , - " . " , , , . .- .",.., .'"..,.,.., .. , , - ,~ , ..... ,- NN " . 
1201. ec r ing f : ortgage $72.00 elease $6.00 78.00 
1202. ity/county t x/stamps: 
1203. tate tax/stamps: 
1204. Trustee econveyance ee t  i neer ill  o pany of Ada County 60.00 
1205. 
120B. 
1110\). "AdiIltlorial " 1iII' 
" , ..... , ...... , . y .. , , " ..... 'Y' o •• _, 
" .- . .. , " , " .. 
13 . Sur y 
1302. est Ins Uon 
1303. Mlsceftaneous Couder Fees 10 Pion er lUe Co pany of Ad  ounty 60.00 
13 . Pavolf Collections to NCO 6.000.00 
1306. Pavofl CollecUons 7/3107 10 Acti  Collections . 15.31 
1306. 2004,2005, 006 Taxes Ihru 071061to Ada County Treasurer 7,815.60 
1307. Credit Account (HSBCt to HSBCNF 4.792.00 
1301. Cred" AccOunt (Dlscavel') , , to ,DlIIcove\\ " 
.. " 815,00' " " .. " .. " , . 
Identifier0473793636 Doc TypeFND1
1509 creiamcWtBankc Aka to BOntturAmettca A
1510 CtW ACdoimt ails Fe to wouraroa
1400 Total set0ement charges entered on lines 103 sedon J and 502 sac0on fq 32508
000070
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". :.1 
1310. Oredlf ceoilnt(WelIsFelilo) ' WelltF-alllO . . , .. ~t01.00 .. .1 
. t l s Hl t c r s (ent r   li  . s cll  J  2. secti  K) 2,508.32 1 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT1300 2
BOISE IDAHO 0811310 112AM
1Jqqq g JIpqENIN11Recording Requested By
DEPUTY 02TtMRECORDEDQUESTOF
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110074820
And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
dbaPioneer Lender Trustee Services
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADA COMFYDBA
PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed byGREGORY A RENSHAW ANUNMARRIED MAN as
Grantor to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor ofNERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE
FOR HOINIECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKIAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC ALIMITED LIABILITY COMIANY as Beneficiary dated627P2007
recorded742007asInsirument No107095032 andreecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held 1 IrMCAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 12 BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNITNO 153 ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
THEREOF FILED IN BOOK56 OF PLATS AT PAGES 5104 AND 5185 RECORDSOF
ADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred ender the Reed ofTrust Note dated627007 The nature of such breach being
Fail to pay the monthly payment due 511t2010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is786630as of 811020
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of2362500 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof5perannum from412010 until paid





R.econIiDg Requested By: 
Dd h. eeorded a l ; 
Pioneer itle o pany of da ounty 
&. ioneer ender ruste  ices 
lo e ti e rustee i ,  
 ort  tario t t, ite  
r a , alifomia -3120 
(81 ) 60-1600 
 o.~ 9 6 
.s. .:ID- S-C 
 T  REC RDER ..I. I   A UNT 13;00 2 
act  I AH  08113110 11:12AM 
DEPUTY Bonnie B. Oberbillig 1l1li111011111111.11111 ECORDED.REQUEST F tlUI II 
I m  A  . 10074820 
    I     
   
          OUNTY  
   ,    ruste       
r sf r i  r st t    . ,  I  ,  
ra t r, t  I  I     TY, as Trustee~ i  fa r ()f "ME " 
 I  I I  , I C •• I.   I  
 M l  IAL,  (F/KJA  I  
1WO~ I .)  I I  I I I  P ,  . e fi i ry. t  127120 , 
. __ ~(:(L7~~OO7Las,~~tNo .107095032 and re-recorded, official records of Ada -
CoWlty, I A , the beneficiary interest in wllidi'.i.s presentlybeId by ORtoAGE ---
  , C ..        
sit ate  i  s i  nty, escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s: 
 ll~  SI   l .l5B, I     
F, FI  I  56  P S  P S 5104  ~ S  
 T , . 
The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
  u  t  D   t t  t  12712007.  t  f   eing: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 5/112010 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
i   f st. 
is t is $7,866.30 as f 811 12010 
ll eli e cies are  e, t t r it  i   accr i  t s, ssessments, tr ste 's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to o~ the security associate  it  t is 
foreclosure. 1bcu i  principal balance ofS236,2S0.00 togetber ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.5% per annwn from 41112010 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trus{Property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. - . 
I I  __ 9...a.-_ 
x





PIONEER TITLE CONWANYOF ADACOUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDS TRUSTEE





On 8110nolo mg Sally Notuy PublicFlyappeared CarloMagus who proved to me on the
basis of evidence to be theSwhoso name tsare subscribed to the within insand
fledged to use tatbeshalwyexecuted the same iaa h s rtheir wthori xl capwityiesand that by
hisaitheirsiteson the instrument th northe ty ran behalf orwhich thepawnsacts
executed to instn meat








THIS OFFICE ISATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANY EOVRMATION
OBTAINED VML BEUSED FOR THATPURPOSE
000072
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADD COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor Trustee will on 122912010 at
100 PM recognized local time In the lobby of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County located at
8151 West Rifleman Street Boise ID 83704 will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States all payable at the time of sale the following described real property
and personalproperty situated in the County of Ada State of Idaho and described as follows LOT 12
BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNIT NO I5B ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF FILED IN ROOK 56
OF PLATS AT PAGES 6104 AND 5106 RECORDS OFACOUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for purposes of compliance with Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been informed
that the address sometimes associated with said read property is 3480 SOUTH PIMMITPLACE
BOISE Idaho 83706
Said sale will be made without covenant or warranty regarding title possession or encumbrances
to satisfy the obligation secured by and ursuanti to the power of sale conferred in the Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the benefit and security of MERE MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FIKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated62712007 recorded732007 as Instrument No 107095032 and re
recorded records of Ada County Idaho the beneficial interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 4515064A IDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS OBLIGATION
The Default for which this sale is to be made is the failure topay when due under Deed of Trust
and Note dated627007 The monthly payments for Prjncipal Interest and Impounds if applicable of
147656 due per month from5112010 through1292010arid all subsequent payments untiI the date of
sale or reinstatement The principal balance owing as of this date on the obligation secured by said Deed
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All delinquent amounts are now due together with accruing fate charges and interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trustee fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the security associated with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to
be sold to satisfy said obligation
Dated 825010 PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES By
Executiv Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact
Dee Ortega authorized signatory
CExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400 Burbank
6601 arnii 915043120
Sale Line 714 730 2727
000074
T.S. No.: 10 -220315-C 
Loan No.: 0413193636 
A.P,N.: 01-6R5125660450 
NOTICE OF T EE'S SALE 
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All delinquent amounts are now due, together with accruing late charges, and interest, unpaid 
and accruing taxes. assessments, trustee's fees, attorney's fees, and any amounts advanced to protect 
the security associated With this foreclosure. The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to 
be sold to satisfy said obligation. ' 
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1 The enclosed document relates to a debt owed to the current creditor
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
You may send us a written request for the name and address of the original creditor if
different from the
current creditor and wewill obtain and mail the information to you
2 As of825010 the total delinquency owed was786630but this amount will increase until
the delinquency has been fully cured
3 As of827010 the amount required to pay the entire debt in full was25176913but this
amount will increase daily until the debt has been fully paid
4 You may dispute the validity of this debt or any portion thereof within thirty 30 days after
receiving this notice Otherwise wewill assume that the debt is valid
5 If you notify us in writing that you dispute all or any portion of this debtwithin thirty 30 days
after receiving this notice we will obtain and mail to you verification of the debt or a copy of
any judgement against you
WE ARE ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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October 15 2010
Homecoming Financial LLC
188 106 Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
PO Box 2026
Flint MI 48501 2026
Pioneer Title Co of Ada County Pioneer Title Co of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services 1872 S Eagle Road
co Executive Trustee Services LLC Meridian ID 83642
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank CA 915043120
GMAC Mortgage
2711 North Haskell Avenue
Suite 900
Dallas TX 75204
Colonial First Lending Group Inc
4505 South Wasatch Blvd
Salt Lake City UT 84124
Ka Certified and Regular Alail
Re GrantorBorrower GregoryA Renshaw
Trustee Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
Beneficiary Homecomings Financial LLCfkaHomecomings
Financial Network Inc
Property Lot 12 Block 8 etc




I represent Mr Gregory A Renshaw Mr Renshaw has been served with a Notice of
Default and Election to Sell under Deed ofTrust and Notice of Trustee Sale The scheduled
sale date is December 29 2010
This notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed ofTrust entitled Notices
EXHIBIT000076
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I represent . regory . Re s . r. Rensha  has been served ith a otice of 
Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust and otice of Trustee's Sale. The scheduled 
sale date is ece ber 29, 20 . 
This notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust, entitled Notices. 
EXH I8IT..--::.I ..:;;;;l~ 
October 15 2010
Page 2 of 3
There appears to be uncertainty as to the beneficiary of this Deed ofTrust The Deed of
Trust names MERS as the beneficiary However Idaho Code 45 1502 defines a beneficiary
for purposes of the trust deed statute as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given
Therefore MERS despite being named as beneficiary in the Deed ofTrust is not the
beneficiary under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder which is not MERS
For the transfer ofmarketable title in a trusteessale Idaho statutes require proper
documentation and procedure
A trusteessale which does not comply with Idaho law will have a chilling effect on the
auction sale Bidders will be discouraged from placing a bid resulting in less than fair market
value The documentation and procedures established by Idaho statutes assure that Mr Renshaw
will be treated fairly The documentation received by Mr Renshaw does not comply with Idaho
law
As I am sure you know 40 state attorney generals intend to open investigations of lenders
and servicers to figure out the scope of the problems with foreclosure documents See enclosed
newspaper articles from October 11 2010 Wall Street Journal September 22 2010
wwwDenverpostcomSeptember 30 2010 the New York Times and October 8 2010
wmsnbccom
Please provide to me the following to assure that the Trusteessale ofMr Renshaws
property complies with Idaho law
1 Copy of original promissory note and any endorsements
2 Copy of original Deed of Trust and any assignments
3 Copy of Mr Renshawsentire file
4 Please identify the current holder of the promissory note
5 Please identify the current beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
6 Any other documents naming the current owner of the promissory note and
Deed ofTrust
7 Any notice given to Mr Renshaw under Section 20 of the Deed of Trust
entitled Sale of Note Change of Loan Services Notice of Greivance
8 The written notice signed by Lender or Trustee invoking the power of sale
pursuant to Section 22 of the Deed of Trust entitled Acceleration Remedies
9 The Lender calculation of the amount due
In the meantime I request that you cancel the Trustees sale scheduled for December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Mr Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract
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beneficiary under Idaho la  as the trust deed benefits the noteholder, hich is not ERS. 
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A trustee's sale which does not comply with Idaho law will have a chilling effect on the 
auction sale. Bidders will be discouraged from placing a bid resulting in less than fair market 
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will be treated fairly. The documentation received by Mr. Renshaw does not comply with Idaho 
law. 
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1. opy of original pro issory note and any endorse ents 
2. Copy of original Deed of Trust and any assignments 
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Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above 
within 15 days, Mr. Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction, damages, costs 
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predatory lending, fraud, negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress, and state and 
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Please contact me should you have any questions. 
JMS:laa 
Enclosures 
Cc: r   
Very trul~ yours.:.:! /~!J 
\ '\ /11/ 
~ i\ (JJ[i" 
Jon M. Steele 










By Ariana Eunjung Cha
The Washington Post
Posted0922010010ANI NIDT
Some of the nationslargest mortgage
companies used a single document processor
who said he signed off on foreclosures without
having read the paperwork an admission that
may open the door for homeowners across the
country to challenge foreclosure proceedings
The legal predicament compelled Ally Financial
the nations fourth largest home lender to halt
evictions of homeowners in 23 states this week
Now Ally officials say hundreds of other
companies including mortgage giants Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac may be affected because
they use Ally to service their loans
As head of Allysforeclosuredocument
processing team Jeffrey Steph an 41 was
legally required to review cases to make sure the
proceedings were justified and the information
was accurate He was also required to sign in the
presence of a notary
In a sworn deposition he testified that he did
neither
The reason may be the sheer volume of the
documents he had to hand sign 10000 a
month At the rate he was reviewing files he
would have had 15 minutes for each document
From his office in suburban Philadelphia Stephan
oversaw a team of 13 employees that brought
documents to him for his signature His official
title was team leader of the document
execution unit of Allys foreclosure department
He had been at that job for five years He did not
respond to messages left at his workplace and
home Ally spokesman James Olecki said Stephan
still works for Ally
Ammo for homeowners
How the nations foreclosure system became
reliant on the tedious work of a few corporate
bureaucrats is still a matter that mortgage
lenders are trying to answer
While the lenders may have had legitimate cause
to foreclose the mishandling of the paperwork
has giver homeowners ammunition in their fight
against foreclosure and has drawn the attention
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As head of ,'\/ly's foreclosure-document-
processing team, Jeffrey Steph an, 41, was 
legally required to review cases to make sure the 
proce dings were justified and the information 
was accurate. He was also required to sign in the 
presence of a notary. 
In a sworn deposition, he testified that he did 
neither. 
The reason ay be the sheer volu e of the 
documents he had to hand- sign: 10,000 a 
month. At the rate he was reviewing files, he 
would have had 1,.5 inutes for each document. 
From his office in suburban Philadelphia, Stephan 
oversaw a team of 13 employees that brought 
docu ents to hi  for his Signature. His official 
titl   t  l r f t  t-
execution unit of Ally's foreclosure department 
He had been at that job for five years. He did not 
respond to messages left at his workplace and 
home. Ally spokesman James Olecki said Stephan 
still orks for Ally 
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How the nation's foreclosure system became 
reliant on the tedious work of a few corporate 
bureaucrats is still a matter that mortgage 
lenders are trying to answer. 
While the lenders may have had legitimate cause 
to foreclose, the mishandling of the paperwork 
has given homeowners ammunition in their fight 
against foreclosure and has drawn the attention 
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nearly 5 percent of all the loans it guarantees
Olecki called the problem with the documents
an important but technical defect While the
papers were factually accurate he said
corrective action may have to be taken in some
cases and others may require court
interention
Olecki said the company services loans from
hundreds of different lenders but he declined
to provide names
Spokespeople for Fannie and Freddie confirmed
Tuesday after inquiries from The Washington
Post that they use Ally formerly called GMAC to
oversee some mortgages
The companies have launched internal reviews to
assess the scope of any potential issues
Ally Fannie and Freddie all troubled mortgage
companies that received extraordinary bailouts
by the federal government during the financial
crisis declined to say hove many loans might
be affected The Treasury Department which
owns a majority stake in Ally and seized Fannie
and Freddie in 2008 also declined to comment
Fannie and Freddie created by Congress to
finance mortgages and encourage
homeownership have in recent years been
repossessing houses at record numbers
Many cases may be affected
Lawyers defending homeowners have accused
some of the nations largest lenders of
foreclosing on families without verifying all of
the information in a case but it has been hard
for them to stop foreclosure proceedings
Allys moratorium affects only the 23 states that
mandate a court judgment before a lender can
take possession of a property
Colorado is not among those states But if
Stephan signed documents related to
foreclosures in states without this requirement
its unclear if he did it could help a much
broader range of borrowers
Iowa Assistant Attorney General Patrick
Madigan chairman of a national foreclosure
prevention group composed of state attorneys
general and lenders said the fallout from the
Ally review could be enormous because Stephans
actions could be considered an unfair and
deceptive practice
If servicers are submitting court documents that
arenttrue or that have not been verified that is
of great concern Madigan said
Fannie alone reported recently that 45000 of
its singlefamily loans were seriously delinquent
or in the foreclosure process as of June 30 Thats
Help people inneed
Donate your car toot or RV
Free Towing Tax Deductible
E
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Foreclosures Slow as Document Flaws
Emerge
By DAVID STREITFELD
The foreclosure machinery that has forced millions of Americans out of their homes is
beginning to seize up as some lenders and their lawyers are accused of cutting corners in their
pursuit of rapid home repossessions
Evictions are expected to slow sharply housing analysts said as state and national law
enforcement officials shine a light on questionable foreclosure methods revealed by two of the
countrysbiggest home lenders in the last two weeks
Even lenders with no known problems are expected to approach defaulting homeowners more
cautiously and look more aggressively for resolutions short of outright eviction
Despite the turmoil some economists said the breakdown could ultimately lay the groundwork
for a real estate recovery
Stricken neighborhoods across the country for example could benefit One big factor
undermining home sales is fear of a large number of foreclosed homes coming to the market If
the foreclosures are delayed or never happen housing prices might find a floor
Maybe this is like shock therapy said the economist Karl E Case Maybe this will actually get
the lenders to the table and encourage them to work out deals that are to the benefit of
everybody
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Stricken neighborhoods across the country, for exa ple, could benefit. ne big factor 
under ining ho e sales is fear of a large nu ber of foreclosed ho es co ing to the arket. If 
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As more defaulting homeowners become aware of the lenders problems they are expected to
hire lawyers and challenge the proceedings against themAnd if completed foreclosures were
not properly done families who bought the troubled homes could be vulnerable to claims by the
former owners
Apparently alarmed about such a possibility one of the major title insurance companies Old
Republic National Title has sent a bulletin to agents saying that until further notice it would
not insure title to properties foreclosed upon by GMAC Mortgage the countrysfourthlargest
home lender and one of the two big lenders at the center of the current controversy
GIVIAC declined to comment and Old Republic representatives did not return calls
GMAC has acknowledged legal missteps in processing mortgages and JPMorgan Chase has
acknowledged the possibility of missteps and both have suspended all foreclosures in the 23
states where they need a courtsapproval Thats56000 in the case ofChase alone GMAC
declined to provide a number
Attorneys general in half a dozen states are demanding action or opening investigations The
Treasury Department said Thursday it was asking regulators to look into these troubling
developments
Wereseeing a fundamental breakdown in the system because no one cared that much about
getting things right said Representative Alan Grayson a Democrat of Florida who
unsuccessfully asked the Florida Supreme Court to halt all foreclosures in that state
Wall Street was examining the impact the disclosures could have on the lenders Moody
Investors Service has placed the servicer ratings of GIVIAC and Chase on review for possible
downgrade
The federal government has been the majority owner of GMAC since supplying 17 billion to
prevent the lendersfailure during the financial crisis
Other lenders said Thursday that their foreclosure filings including the crucial affidavits had
been properly done
A Citigroup spokesman said the lender required annual training for our foreclosure employees
i bhtiimescoin0101O 0ToisinessO1 mortuaveltmI r tp 10t 0
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not properly done, fa ilies ho bought the troubled ho es could be \lulnerable to clai s by the 
for er o ners. 
pparently alar ed about such a possibility, one of the ajor title insurance co panies, ld 
epublic ational itle, has sent a bulletin to agents saying that "until further notice" it ould 
t i r  titl  t  r rti  f r l     rt ge, t  country's f urth-l r t 
ho e lender and one of the t o big lenders at the center of the current controversy. 
~I  ecli e  t  c ent, a  l  e lic re resentati es i  t ret r  calls. 
G AC has acknowledged legal issteps in processing ortgages, and JP organ Chase has 
ackno ledged the possibility of issteps, and both have suspended all foreclosures in the 23 
st t s r  t    ourt's roval. hat's 6,0 0 i  t  s  f s  l ne;  
  de  r. 
ttorneys general in half a dozen states are de anding action or opening investigations. The 
Treasury Depart ent said Thursday it was asking regulators to look into "these troubling 
l p ents. " 
"We're seei g a f a e tal rea  i  t e s ste , eca se  e care  t at c  a t 
getting things right," said epresentative lan rayson, a e ocrat of Florida, ho 
s ssf ll  s  t  l rida r  rt t  lt ll f re losures i  t t st t . 
all Street was examining the impact the disclosures could have on the lenders. oody's 
Investors Service has placed the servicer ratings of G~IAC and Chase on revie  for possible 
. 
he fe eral ern ent as ee  the aj rit  ner f C si ce s l ing $17 illion t  
revent the l der's failure ring the ina ial i i . 
Other lenders said Thursday that their foreclosure filings, including the crucial affidavits, had 
been ro y . 
A Citigroup spokes an said the lender required "annual training for our foreclosure e ployees 
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on the proper execution of affidavits including having personal knowledge of the information
in the affidavit
AWells Fargo spokeswoman said the affidavits we sign are accurate A spokesman for Bank of
America Rick Simon said We do not have anything to tell you at this time
GMAC and Chase are in trouble because overwhelmed with foreclosures they tried to process
them as quickly and cheaply as possible defense lawyers say The companies say they are
reviewing their procedures to take care of any violations
The missteps stemmed from the affidavits the lenders file as they seek a quick or summary
judgment in thousands of foreclosure cases The affidavits state certain facts about the case
including the amount owed which the signer indicates he has personal knowledge of Without
the affidavit the lender would have to prove the facts at trial
In depositions taken by lawyers for homeowners executives at GMAC and Chase said they or
their teams signed io000 or more affidavits and related documents a month That did not give
them time to review the cases
Defense lawyers say the disclosures are symptomatic of the carelessness if not outright fraud
that lenders have been exhibiting for years in their rush to file cases Many necessary
documents have disappeared with defense lawyers saying the lenders often do not even have
standing to foreclose
In a number ofpending cases in Florida defense lawyers there said GMAC has already
withdrawn affidavits The lawyers said they would try to have the cases thrown out for possible
fraud although they acknowledged that might be difficult
GMAC said it would refile the affidavits Chase said it had not withdrawn any affidavits
The way the plaintiffs lawyers have handled this has corrupted our legal system said Thomas
Cox a Maine lawyer whose deposition of a GMAC executive in June helped prompt the current
disclosures They tried to manufacture foreclosures the way youdmanufacture cars on an
assembly line It can be done that way
Mr Cox is representing pro bono a rural woman who is in foreclosure on a S2000mortgage
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In depositions taken by la yers for ho eo ners, executives at  and hase said they or 
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efense la yers say the disclosures are sy pto atic of the carelessness, if not outright fraud, 
that lenders have been exhibiting for years in their rush to file cases. any necessary 
docu ents have disappeared, vvith defense la yers saying the lenders often do t even have 
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I  a er f e ing cases i  l ri a, efe se la ers t ere sai ,  as alrea  
vvithdravvll affidavits. The lawyers said they would try to have the cases thrown out for possible 
fr , lthough t e  le e  t t i t  iffi lt. 
GJ\llAC said it would refile the affidavits. Chase said it had not vvithdravVIl any affidavits. 
"The way the plaintiffs' lawyers have handled this has corrupted our legal system," said Thomas 
ox, a aine la yer hose deposition of a  executive in June helped pro pt the current 
disclosures. "They tried to anufacture foreclosures the ay you'd anufacture cars, on an 
l  lin . It n't e e that y." 
r. Cox is representing pro bono a rural o an ho is in foreclosure on a $82,000 ortgage. 
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The plaintiff in the case is Fannie Mae the mortgage holding company that failed during the
financial crisis and is now under government conservatorship GIVIAC serviced the loan for
Fannie Mae
This week the judge in the case set aside his summary judgment in favor of Fannie when he
read Mr Coxsdeposition of a GIVIAC executive Jeffrey Stephan who said he never reviewed
the file he had signed The case will now go to trial
I dontthink they are going to give up easily said Mr Cox
As the foreclosure crisis has deepened the length oftime borrowers spend waiting for the end
has lengthened
In January 2009 the time between the ownersfirst missed payment and eviction was 319 days
according to LPS Applied Analytics By August it was 478 days
Since spring the data firm says the lenders have been trying to clear their backlog They have
stepped up the rate at which they put defaulting owners into the formal foreclosure process In
August they started 283000 foreclosures up from 22000 in April
Now as the lenders are pressed to examine more closely their filings those foreclosure starts
are likely to fall prolonging the ownerstime in limbo Many borrowers use this period when
they are living in their home but not paying for it to try and get their financial house back in
order
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Bank of America halts all US foreclosures
Joins four other firms to announce freeze in the wake of documentation concerns
msnbcccmstar and news service reports
updated 103201074437 PM E
The foreclosure mess threatened
to become fullblown chaos Friday
as the nationslamest bank Bank
of America halted all foreclosure
procedures nationwide raising the
pressure on other lenders to do the
same
Bank of America is the firstUS
bank to institute a nationwide
moratorium on foreclosures as
anger grows at how lenders have
prepared documents to support
evictions The halt on foreclosures
will take effect on Saturday and
also includes saps of foreclosed
property
Separatety PNC Financial Services
Group Inc said it vas halting most
foreclosures and evictions in 23
states for a month so it can revieVi
whether docurnnts it submitted to
courts complied Astate lav s
An official at the Pittsburghbased
bank confirmed the PNC decision
which was reported earlier by the
New York Times The official
requested anonymity because the
decision hasntbeen publicly
announced
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At issue is the validity of a system
banks and other lenders use when
they move to foreclose on a
mortgage and seize a property
Rather than presenting an entire
set of documents in court the
lender typically submits an
affidavit establishing their claim
signed by an employee who has
reviewed the file
The validity ofthat process has
been successfully challenged by
attorneys representing
homeowners facing foreclosure
Last monthGVLAC said it was
halting foreclosure sales and
evictions after an employee
admitted in a deposition that he
had signed 10000 documents a
month without personally verifying
the mortga information JP
Morgan Chase put 50000
foreclosures on hold after one of
its employees made a similar
admission
Bankers argue that the flayed
review documents dontundercut
their oriylrial foreclosure claim
Nxhich they say can still be
established by providing the full
documentation But given the large
number of foreclosure cases in the
pipeline a full review of every case
could be very costly
Banks realize that its going to be
really hard to prove and its going
to be really expensive to review all
the documents and make sure they
are doing it right said Andrea
Bopp Stark a Maine attorney who
was involved in the case
challengingGNLkCsforeclosure
process
The unraveling of the mortgage
paper trail could be costly for more
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foreclose on a home Difficulty
stab11shinG the legal title to a
mortgage could also create
headaches for companies that
wrote title insurance on the
property
lf it turns out these are mistakes
in who owns the mortgage the
claims against the title insurance
industry could be overwhelming
said Kathleen Day a spokeswoman
for the Center for Responsible
Lending which has joined a suit
against GMAC and has called for a
nationwide moratorium on
foreclosures
Lenders arentthe only ones facing
headaches if they cantproperly
establish ownership of a mortgage
During the height of the boom
millions ofmortuaeswere pooled
in trusts that issued bonds backed
by monthly payments from those
mortgages
Attorneys working on behalf of
homeowners have also been
challenaina the legal validiIPY of the
liortgage Electronic Registration
Systems or MFRS an industrytivide
system created to consolidate the
process of transferring mortgages
By naming PMERS as the nominee
for the lender in original loan
documents the system speeds the
sale ofmortgages by replacing the
more costly paper trail required to
record the transfer directly in
courthouses or local Governments
But judges have recently been
siding with homeowners attorneys
who ar thatNIERS doesnthave
the leGa1 authority to sell a
mortgage
They donthave standing to
assign the mortgage they only
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have the ability to record the
mortgage said BoppStark You
take that a step fiirther and you
can challenge their ability to
transfer a mortgage
If that legal theory holds the entire
food chain ofmortgage finance
could be called into question
including the value of bonds
backed by mortgages N ERS tracks
more than 65 million US
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The moves come amid mountin7
political pressure on big US banks
to examine foreclosure
documentation problems Bane of
Americasdecision comes amid
revelations that the banking
industry had used robosigners
people who sign hundreds of
documents a day without
reviewing their contents when
foreclosing on homes
Story tiny the foreclosure
mess could last for years
In a statement released Friday
Bank of America said it will stop
foreclosure sales until our
assessment has been satisfactorily
completed Our ongoing
assessment shows the basis for
foreclosure decisions is accurate
W continue to serve the interests
of our customers investors and
communities Providing solutions
for distressed homeowners
retrains our primary focus
Bank ofAmerica spokesman Dan
Frahm said the company is
reiv n its entire foreclosure
process but is focusing on the
validation of signatures on
foreclosure documents
Bank of 1 merica will continue to
track late payments and pursue
delinquent borrowers but will stop
short of foreclosure on those
mortgages held on its books
about20percent of the home
loans it services
Frahm said the average foreclosed
borrower has not made a payment
in 18 months He declined to
disclose hove many foreclosures
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unit and JPMorgan Chase
announced similar moves to reviev
their books in the past tvvo weeks
Also Friday Litton Loan Servicing
LP a smaller mortgage company
based in Houston halted some
foreclosures and evictions so it
could review its handling of
foreclosures It made the
disclosure in an email to The
Associated Press and did not say
which states are affected
Litton owned by Goldman Sachs
Group Inc is a mortgage servicer
It collects payments but doesn
make loans
On Thursday President Barack
Obama refused to sign proposed
legislation that would have made it
more difficult for homeoviners to
challenge documents in a
foreclosure
The Senate Banking Committee will
hold hearings after next months
elections to look into allegations
that the nations largest lenders
have improperly foreclosed on
struggling borrowers
American families should not
have to worry about losing their
homes to sloppy bureaucratic
mismanagement or fraud
outgoing panel Chairman
Christopher Dodd said in his
announcement of the Nov 16
hearings
The hearings would take place
during a lame duck session of
Congress after the Nov 2 elections w
here Democrats are expected to
face heavy losses at the polls The
new members would not take
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November 3 2010
Runft and Steele
Attn Jon M Steele





Dear Jon M Steele
0473793636
Gregory A Renshaw
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies of the Note Mortgage HUDISettlement Statement and the
account history
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac The current owner of your loan is FreddieMac 8609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone number 703 9032000 However GMAC
Mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our
office
The account has been transferred to our attorneytrustee to begin foreclosure proceedings Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Services at 1800 6653932 to obtain payoff
information and verify the amount required to reinstate the account
Please be advised the other information requested is subject to business and trade practices which
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this account
Ifafter reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the
mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 1800 7664622
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Thank you for your letter of November 3 2010 received by me on November 10 This
notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust entitled Notice Again please
be advised that MERS despite being named as beneficiary in the Deed of Trust is not the
beneficiary under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder
According to your November 3 letter the current owner of your loan is Freddi
Mac None ofthe default documents refer to or mention Freddie Mac
I once again request the documents requested in my October 15 2010 letter copy
enclosed
In the meantime I once again request that you cancel the TrusteesSale scheduled for
December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Mr Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract
predatory lending fraud negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress and state and
federal RICO violations
r
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Please contact me should you have any questions
Very truly yours
JonM Steele
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Attn Jon M Steele
1020 WMain Street Suite 400
Boise ID 83702 5779
RE Account Number 0473793636
Mortgagor Gregory A Renshaw
Property Address 3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Dear JonM Steele
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
The following responses are in the same order as the inquiries in your correspondence
dated October 15 2010 originally responded to onNovember 3 2010
1 2 Please review copies of the original Note and MortgageDeedof Trust previously
sent November 3 2010
3 Subject to business and trade practices which are proprietary and confidential
46 Please review previous noteholder information provided in response sent
November 3 2010
7 See enclosed copy ofthe letter advising ofthe change from Homecomings
Financial to GMAC Mortgage
89 See enclosed copy of default letter sent June 2010 Also for updated amount
needed to bring the account current please contact our attorney or trustee
Executive Trustee Services at 18006653932
MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate
corporation that acts solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns
MERS is the mortgagee under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing
under the laws ofDelaware and has an address and telephone number ofPO Box 2026
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MFRS operates within the existing legal framework of all 50 states and applies
technology and electronic commerce to transform paperbased processes to an electronic
format improve operational efficiencies increase the liquidity of mortgage rights
increase the value ofmortgage servicing rights improve mortgage industry profitability
improve the flow and accuracy of information relative to ownership ofmortgage rights
and facilitate continuing improvements through technology and electronic commerce
Enclosed are copies of the Notice of Transfer Letter Default Letter and the letter sent
November 3 2010 for your review
If after reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding
the mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 100766
4622 between the hours of600 am to 100 pm CT Monday through Friday and 900 am
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June 10 2009 Homecomings and GMAC Mortgage
Account Number 0473793636
ProncrtvAddress
3480 SOUTH PIM IIT PLACE
Mm m unmoasu rvw awvni oonna BOISE ID 83706
Irlrlhrlillrudlllllirrnrulllr4rnrrPglrlilillplringl
GREGORY A RENSHAW
3480 SOUTH PIMMrT PLACE
BOISE ID 837066427
Dear Gregory A Renshaw
We are writing to notify you that the servicing of your mortgage loan that is the right to collect payments from you is being assignod sold
or transferred Goa Homccomdngs Financial LLC Homecomings Financial to GMAC Mortgage LLC GMAC Mortgage effective July 12009
Please note that GMAC Mortgage and Homecomings Financial are affiliated companies The only change to your mortgage account
will be the name of your loan servicer Your ncev loan payments will be made payable to GMAC Mortgage instead of Homccomings
Financial Your account number place for payments and all other information relating to your mortgage loan remains the same
Tire awlgrwwrt sate or transfer of Ore servicing of tlae mortgage lam does not gffect any term or condiriolr of fle mongoge instnaremtsother dims terms dfrftl related to the servicing afyour loan
Except in limited circumstances the taw requires that your present servicer send you this notice at least IS days before the effective date of
the trannsre r Your now scrvicer must also send you this notice no later than 15 days after this ei icetivcdate In this case all necessaryinformation is combined in this one notice
As orune 4 2009 your current principal balance is 236500 you current escrow balance is 00 your current interest rate is7500your local monthly payment is51476 and your next due date is6112009
Your present serricer is Homecomings Financial
Prior to July 1 2009 if you have any questions regarding your account or the lrensl6r of servicing call homecomings Financial Customer
Cure Department toll free at18002062901 between 600 am and 100 pm Central Time Monday through Friday and between 800 am
and200pm Central Time on Saturdays
Youraservicer will beGMAC Mortgage
Beginning July 1 2009 ifyou have any questions regarding your account or the transfer of servicing call GMAC
MortgagesCustomer Care Department toll free at 18007664622 between 600 am and 100 pm Central Time Monday
through Friday and between 800 am and200 pm Central Time on Saturdays
For GMAC Mortgage Customer Inquiries
Beginning July 1 2009 written inquiries regarding your account should be directed to GMAC MortgagesCustomer Car




For GMAC Mortgage Customer Payments
The mailing address for payments will not change Payments will be processed by Homecomings Financial if received pr




or the address provided on your GMA Mortgage billing statement
For Homecomings Financial Website Customer Payments
If yyoouu have been utilizing the bill pay service on Homecomings Fimmcial website this service will be transitioncd to the GMAC MortgageWebsite al tnywgAuamorteacg con via secure transfer in the ncer future Your username and password will nut change and you willnot need to reregister or reenroll In your current payment program
Other Important Information
Please sec the bock side of this letter for additional information about Automatic Payment Deductions Government AllotmentBillPayServices Optional hrsurances Yearcad Statements Credit Reporting and rotated information from the Real Pslute Settlement Procedures
ActRCSPA













P.O. Box 205 
Waterloo,lA 50704·0205 
June 10, 2009 
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CREGORY A RENSHAW 
3480 SOUTH Plr.tIT PLACE 
BOISE 10 83706-6427 
Dear Grego!), A Renshaw: 
G ..... ~c Mortgage 
P. . Box 7BO 
Waterloo, rA 5°7°4.°780 
Homecomings and GMAC Mortgage 
Ac ount Number: 0473793636 
Pronwtv Addr!ll  
3480 SOUI'H PIMMIT PLACE 
BOISE, ID 83706 
We arc writing to nolify you that !he servicing oryour mortgDge lOl1ll, that is, the right to collect payments from you, is being assijncd, sold, 
or trnnsfcrrcd from Homecomings Financ",l, LLC ("Homecomings Finundal") to G"MAC Mortgage, LLC (GMAC Mortguge), cITccUvc July I, 
2009. 
PI __ nole that C ortgage and o oco iag1 Financial are affi1iated companies. The only cbange to Yllur ortguge accoant 
will be the 111m. ufyour 10 ... servitor. our new lounr.ymCllt. will be mad<: payable 10 G AC otlgQgC in!!lcuQ QfHo cco ings 
Fmanciai. our account number, lace ror paymeal$, 811 all other infOIlDIItion relati  10 your ortgage l a  remains the same. 
Ti,. QS.Sigllment. sale, Or tmn~r oft/Ie ss",ic/ng of tire mortgage loall doe. not affect any t.rm or cOllu/tioll oft/ .. mortgoge inslnlm6/,t •• 
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E"""", m Iimile!l cirewnsllln~. UJc law requires that your prosent servicer st,nd you this notice at leasl lS days before the effective date of 
Ibc Ir ... orer. Your /lOW SCll'iccr must also ..,nd you 1m.. no(j~c no lAter lhan I S days after lhis ctTcclivc dale. In this case, all necC8SlU)' 
i f r tion is i  m t is O e ot,c<:, 
As or June 4, 2009 your currenl princiPII I blllunce is $236,250.00, YOllf curren! =row balance is SO.OO, your current inlerust rRte is 
7.5 0%, r tul nlO  pay t i. $1,4 6.56. an  your  due l   1 120 9. 
  rv to  i  u i I cial. ' 
Prior \0 IWy 1,2009, if you have Iny queslions regarding your accounl or the transll:r of servicing, call Homecomings FinlQl\:ial's Customer 
Cure Depart eul tull free: at J -800·206·2901 between 6:00 IIIll aruI 10:()0 pm Centr.1 Ti e, onday Ulrough friday, and between 8:00 a  
.  ;00  l l , 0<\ .tur<l ya. 
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r  ortgage \IlIto er J iriell 
Beginning July I, 2009, written inq\Jiries l'\lgarding your account should be directed to G AC ortgage's Customer Care 
rres e ce e   the f lo in  s: 
C ortgage 
PO Box 4622 
llterl , I  -4622 
or C ortgage st er c 5 
The mailing address for paymonts will not change. Paymenls will be processed by Homecorning.s FinanciaJ if received prio 
to July 1, 2009 and will be processed by G AC ortgage if received after July 1, 2009. Ple~se send all payments due on 0 
ter that ate t  C orts:agc l Ihe fu lo in  : 
AC ortgage 
PO Box 780 
aterloo IA 50704·0780 
or tbe II dr.ess provided 011 our G C ortgage illing s!;Jtc cnt;;., ___ _ 
For Homecomings FiIlD.dDI ebsite Curiumer Payments 
If you have been Dlill-ling the bill·pay service nn Homecomings FillllJlCial's website, lhill service will be trallsitioncd 10 Uu: GMAC Morlgage 
ebsite, al "'ww.muocmorlgagc corn. viu secure Iran.Cer in the ncar r"lure, Your Uler-name BDd password will nut chllnge and you will 
Dot n ed to re-nlglster or re-enrollin your cu reri! paymeat progru . 
Other ImportaDt Infonnatlon 
Please sec the back side oClhis letter for additionul information aboul Automatic Payment Dcdlll;tions, Go,emmen( ALlotmenVBilJ Pay 
Services, Optional hlllUr.lJlCes, Year·end Stfttcments, Credit RcPOIting, and rel.ted information from the Real Eslate SctUement Procedures 
Act (RESPA). 




SVP, Cuslumor Care 





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
RE Account Number 0473793636
Property Address 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Dear GREGORY A RENSHAW
Our records indicate the above referenced mortgage loan is in
default
Your account is due for 05110and succeeding payments This
is a demand for payment of the total amount due and owing as of
the date of this letter which is as follows
Payments S 427888
Late Charges S 22146
Fees Costs and other amounts accrued
to date S 00
Suspense S 00
Total Amount Due 450034
You may cure the default by paying the total amount due
indicated above within thirty 30 days from the date of this
letter You are also responsible for paying any additional
payments fees and charges that become due during this 30day
period Payments must be made in certified funds or cashier
check If funds tendered are not honored fox any reason the
default will not be cured Our acceptance of any funds less
than the total amount due shall not constitute a waiver of our
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You are hereby notified your credit rating may be adversely
affected if you fail to fulfill the terms of your credit
obligations You are also notified we may visit the
above referenced property from time to time to determine its
condition and occupancy status the costs of which you will be
responsible for
Unless we receive full payment of all pastdue amounts we will
accelerate the maturity of the loan declare the obligation due
and payable without further demand and begin foreclosure
proceedings This could result in the loss of your property
You have the right to assert or defend the non existence of a
default and you may have other rights under state law
Once in foreclosure you have the right to reinstate your
account up to five days prior to the foreclosure sale of the
property if 1 you pay the total amount due plus any fees costs
and other amounts accrued through the reinstatement date and 2
you take any other action reasonably required by us to assure the
security of the property as well as your obligations under the
loan documents continue in full force and effect
HOD approved counseling is available on FNR guaranteed loans by
calling 600 5694267 It you would like to discuss any matter
contained in this notice we encourage you to contact our loan
counselors immediately at 688 7144622
Collection Department
Loan Servicing
Notice This is an attempt to collect a debt and any information
obtained will be used for that purpose If your debt has been
discharged in bankruptcy our rights are being exexcised against
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Attn Ion M Steele
1020 W Main Street Suite 400






3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Dear Jon MSteele
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the abovereferenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies of the Note Mortg4ge HUDISettlement Statement and the
account history
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac The eurrentowner of your loan is Freddie Mac 8609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone number 703 903 2000 However GMAC
Mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our
office
The account has been transferred to our attorneytrustee io begin foreclosure proceedings Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Services at 1800 665 3932 to obtain payoff
information and verify the amount required to reinstate tie account
Please be advised the other information requested is subjpet to business and trade practices which
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this account
If after reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the
mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 1 800 7664622
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Attorneys forDefendant Colonial First Lending Group Inc
JAN 14 2011
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
ByABBY GARDEN
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES OF DEFENDANT





COMES NOW Defendant Colonial First Lending Group Colonial by and through its
counsel of record Anderson Julian Hull LLP and answers the allegations ofPlaintiffs
Complaint as follows
Parties
1 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
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CO ES NO  Defendant Colonial First Lending Group ("Colonial"), by and through its 
c sel f rec r , ers , J lia  & ll , a  a s ers t e alle ati s f laintiff s 
o plaint as follo s: 
 
1. Colonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth of 
I I  
the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
2 Admits
3 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 3 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
4 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 4 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
5 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
6 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
7 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Jurisdiction and Venue
8 Paragraph 8 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits these allegations
9 Paragraph 9 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits these allegations
Factual Allegations
10 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
11 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
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t  lle ti s t i  i  r r   f t  l i t  t r f re ie  t  ll ti . 
. its. 
3. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth f 
t  ll ti  t i  i     t  l i t  t re ies t  ll ti s. 
4. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth of 
t  ll ti s t i  i  r r   f t  l i t  t r f re i s t s  ll ti s. 
. l i l is it t l  r i for ation s ffi ie t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t l  r i for ation ffi ie t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  f 
t e alle ati s c taine  i  ara ra   f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
. l ial is ith t le e r i f r ati  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 7 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
is ic io    
. r r   f t  l i t t i  l sions f l  t  i   r  i  
re ired.  t e e te t a res se is re ired, l ial a its t ese alle ati s. 
9. Paragraph 9 of the o plaint contains conclusions of la  to hich no response is 
required. o the extent a response is required, olonial ad its these allegations. 
 le io s 
10. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
11. Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
2 
12 Colonial admits only that in 2007 Plaintiff contacted Colonial to inquire about
refinancing his home located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise Idaho Except as expressly
admitted Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 12 of the Complaint and therefore denies
these allegations
13 Admits
14 Colonial admits only that its President Casey Little spoke with Plaintiff about
refinancing his home and that Plaintiff subsequently applied for a loan to refinance his home
Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained in paragraph
14 of the Complaint
15 Denied
16 Colonial admits only that in 2007 it was one ofmany mortgage brokers authorized to
broker loans through Homecomings Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the




20 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff provided Colonial with certain information including
credit information and that Colonial transmitted this information to Homecomings Except as
expressly admitted Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to
the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 20 of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
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2. l i l it  l  t t i   laintiff t t  l i l t  i ir  t 
refinancing his ho e located at 3480 s. Pi it Place, Boise, Idaho. Except as expressly 
itt d, l i l      uff  t    eli f  t   t  
of the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 12 of the o plaint and therefore denies 
t  ll ti . 
3. its. 
. l i l it  l  t t its r sident,  ittl ,  it  l i tiff t 
i i  is e,  t t l i ti  ntl  li    l  t  ina  i  e. 
xcept as expressly ad itted, olonial denies the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 
  t  l i t. 
. . 
. l ial a its l  t at i   it as e f a  rt a e r ers a t rize  t  
r er l a s t r  ec i s. ce t as e ressl  a itte , l ial e ies t e 
r i i  lle tions taine  i  r ra    t  l int. 
. it . 
. i . 
. . 
20. Colonial ad its only that Plaintiff provided Colonial ith certain infor ation, including 
credit information and that Colonial transmitted this information to Homecomings. Except as 
r l  itt , l i l is ith t ledge r i for ation fficient to f r   lief  t  
the truth f the allegations contained in paragraph 20 f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
lle ti . 
3 
21 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 21 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
22 Colonial denies that it derived the Par Rate Except as expressly admitted Colonial is
without knowledge or information sufficient to form abelief as to the truth of the remaining
allegations contained in paragraph 22 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
23 Colonial admits only that it regularly received rate sheets from Homecomings Except




26 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff applied for a home mortgage loan to refinance his
existing loan Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained
in paragraph 26 of the Complaint
27 Colonial admits only that on April 17 2007 it prepared and delivered to Plaintiff the
Good Faith Estimate that is attached as Exhibit 1 Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies
the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 27 ofthe Complaint
28 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate attached as Exhibit 1 speaks for itself
and that it estimates an interest rate of7375 and an estimated origination fee of236250
1 Answering further Colonial states that the Good Faith Estimate attached as Exhibit 1 is
exactly what it purports to be an estimate and that it specifically statesthe information
provided below reflects estimates of the charges which you are likely to incur at the settlement of
your loan The fees listed are estimates actual charges may be more or less The HUD1
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21. ol i l i  it t l  or i f ti  suf i i t to f r  a beli f as to the truth of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 21 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
2. l i l i s t t it eri  t  "P r ate." t s x r ssl  dmitted, l i l is 
ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth of the re aining 
allegations contained in paragraph 22 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
23. Colonial admits only that it regularly received "rat~ sheets" from Homecomings. Except 
as expressly admitted, Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 23 of the 
plaint. 
. e ie . 
. i . 
26. Colonial admits only that Plaintiff applied for a home mortgage loan to refinance his 
existing loan. Except as expressly admitted, Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained 
in ra ra    t  l i t. 
. l ial its ly t at  ril , , it re ared  li r  t  l i tiff t  
Good Faith Estimate that is attached as Exhibit 1. Except as expressly admitted, Colonial denies 
the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 27 of the Co plaint. 
28. Colonial ad its only that the ood Faith Esti ate attached as Exhibit 1 speaks for itself, 
and that it estimates an interest rate of 7.375% and an esti ated origination fee of $2,362.50 
(1 %). ns ering furt , olo ial states that the ood Faith sti ate attached as it  is 
exactly what it purports to be an esti ate, and that it specifically states, "[t]he information 
provided belo  reflects esti ates of the charges hich you are likely to incur at the settle ent of 
your loa . The f es listed are estimates-actual charges ay be ore or less. . . he -1 
4 
settlement statement will show you the actual cost for items paid at settlement
29 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff executed the Borrower Signature Authorization
attached as Exhibit 3 on May 3 2007 and that the Borrower Signature Authorization speaks for
itself Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained in
paragraph 29 ofthe Complaint and specifically denies any allegations that are inconsistent with
or contradict the Borrower Signature Authorization
30 Admits
31 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 31 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
32 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 32 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
33 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 33 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
34 Colonial denies that it prepared any of the documents listed in paragraph 33 of the
Complaint Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the
truth ofthe allegations contained in paragraph 34 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations Answering further Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his
monthly income was5400 per month
35 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 35 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Answering further Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his monthly
income was5400 permonth
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settle ent state ent will sho  you the actual cost for ite s paid at settlement." 
29. Colonial admits only that Plaintiff executed the "Borrower Signature Authorization" 
attached as Exhibit 3 on May 3, 2007, and that the Borrower Signature Authorization speaks for 
itself. Except as expressly admitted, olonial denies the re aining allegations contained in 
r r   f t  o plaint,  specificall  i s any all ti s t t ar  i sist t it  
 c tr i t t   i t  t ri tion. 
30. Admits. 
31. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 31 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t le   i ti  uffi i t t    li   t  t  t t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 32 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.  s tho t le    icie t    l       
the allegations contained in paragraph 33 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
34. Colonial denies that it prepared any of the documents listed in paragraph 33 of the 
lai t. l ial is ithout ledge r i for ation s fficient t  f r  a elief as t  the 
truth f the allegations contained in paragraph 34 f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
allegations. ns ering further, olonial states that Plaintiff represented and arranted that his 
o t ly inco e as $5,400 per . 
3 . Colonial is ithout kno ledge or information s ficient to for  a ief as to the truth  
the allegations contained in paragraph 35 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
Answering further, Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his monthly 
income was $5,400 per month. 
5 
36 Denied
37 Colonial admits only that the Loan Application speaks for itself and denies any
allegations or inferences that are inconsistent with or contradict the terms ofthe Loan
Application Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 37 of the Complaint
38 Paragraph 38 of the Complaint contains legal conclusions to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits only that the loan documents
speak for themselves and denies any allegations that are inconsistent with or contradict the
terms of the loan documents Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining
allegations of paragraph 38 of the Complaint
39 Denied
40 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate and loan documents speak for
themselves and that the Good Faith Estimate estimated an interest rate of7375 and that
Plaintiff eventually obtained a loan at75 interest
41 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate and loan documents speak for
themselves and that the Good Faith Estimate estimated a loan origination fee of2362501
and that Plaintiff was charged a Broker Origination of13501 or318961aBroker








37. Colonial admits only that the Loan Application speaks for itself, and denies any 
allegations or inferences that are inconsistent ith, or contradict, the tenns f the oan 
Application. Except as expressly admitted, Colonial denies the remaining allegations of 
    plaint. 
38. Paragraph 38 ofthe o plaint contains legal conclusions to hich no response is 
r ir d.  t  t t  r s s  is r uired, l i l its l  t t t  l  ts 
speak for the selves, and denies any allegations that are inconsistent ith, or contradict, the 
tenns of the loan documents. Except as expressly admitted, Colonial denies the remaining 
ll ti      t  l i t. 
39. enied. 
40. Colonial ad its only that the Good Faith Esti ate and loan docu ents speak for 
t l ,  t at t e  it  ti t  ti ate   i tere t t  .375%  t t 
  t ine    t .5% t . 
41. Colonial ad its only that the ood Faith Esti ate and loan docu ents speak for 
themselves, and that the Good Faith Estimate estimated a loan origination fee of $2,362.50 (1 %), 
a d that Plai tiff as arged  roker rigination  .35 1%  $3,189.61,  roker 
rocessing Fee f $425  a lender loan charge f$685, hich ere ll include   l intiffs 
B -I Settlement tat t. 
4 . e ie . 
4 . e i . 
44. e ie . 
6 
45 Denied
46 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
47 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 47 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
48 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 48 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
49 Colonial admits only that the Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell and the Notice of
TrusteesSale which are attached to the Complaint as Exhibits 9 and 10 respectively speak for
themselves
50 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 50 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
51 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 51 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
52 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 52 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
53 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 53 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
54 Colonial admits only that on or about October 15 2010 Plaintiffscounsel sent the letter
attached as Exhibit 12 to the Complaint and that this letter speaks for itself
55 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 55 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
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45. enied. 
46. ol ni l i  it t l  or i f r ti  suffi i t t  f r  a beli f as t  the tr t  of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
7. l i l i    or i t  uff  t  f r  a eli f as t  t  tr  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 47 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
8. l    e    uff  t    eli f  t   t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 48 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l ial a its l  t at t e tice f efa lt a  lecti  t  ell a  t e tice f 
Trustee's Sale, which are attached to the Co plaint as Exhibits 9 and 10 respectively speak for 
the selves. 
.   th  e    f     l       
the allegations contained in paragraph 50 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is ith t le   i r ation icie t t    li   t  t  t t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 51 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. lo ial is itho t no ledge  or ation icient    e     t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 52 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. lonial is ithout kno ledge r information icient t   a lief  t  the tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 53 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
54. olonial ad its only that on or about ctober 15,2010, Plaintiffs counsel sent the letter 
attached as ibit 12 to the laint a d that this letter speaks for its lf. 
5 . lonial is ithout kno ledge or information s fficient to for  a belief as to the truth f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 55 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
7 
56 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
57 Colonial admits only that on or about November 3 2010 Plaintiffs counsel sent the
letter attached to the Complaint as Exhibit 14 and that this letter speaks for itself
58 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 58 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count I Breach ofFiduciary Duty as to Colonial
59 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 58 ofthe Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
60 Paragraph 60 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 60 of the Complaint
61 Paragraph 61 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 61 of the Complaint
62 Denied
Count II Breach of Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act as to Colonial
63 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 62 of the Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
64 Paragraph 64 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 64 of the Complaint
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56. oloni l i  it t l  or i ti  suf i i t to f r  a belief as to t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
7. l i l ad i  nl  t   r b t  ,2010, laintif  c el sent t  
letter attached to the o plaint as xhibit 14 and that this letter speaks for itself. 
8. l i l i  it t l  r i f r ti  suffi i t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 58 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
t  -        
59. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-58 of the o plaint as if set forth 
 r in. 
60. Paragraph 60 of the Co plaint contains conclusions ofla  to hich no response is 
re ire .  t e e te t a res se is re ire , l ial e ies t e alle ati s c tai e  i  
ra h    l i t. 
61. Paragraph 61 of the Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is 
re ir .  t  te t  res nse is r ir , l ial ies t  ll ti s t ine  i  
ra    the i . 
62. enied. 
ount II - rea  of da  ina cial raud ion ct    
63. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-62 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
fully i . 
64. Paragraph 64 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, Colonial denies the allegations contained in 
paragraph 64 of the l i t. 
8 
65 Denied
Count III Breach of Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act as to Colonial
66 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 165 ofthe Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
67 Paragraph 67 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 67 of the Complaint
68 Paragraph 68 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 68 of the Complaint
69 Denied
Count IV Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealine as to Colonial





Count V Uniust Enrichment as to Homecomings and Colonial






t III -  f I  i i l  r v nti  t as t  ol ni l 
6. l i l r i r r t s its s rs t  r r s 1-6  f t  l i t as if s t f rt  
l  erein. 
7. r r   f t  l i t t i s l si s f l  t  i   r s s  is 
re ired.  t e e te t a res se is re uired, l ial e ies t e alle ati s c tai e  i  
    pl int. 
. r r   f t  l i t t i s l si s fl  t  i   r s s  is 
r ir .  t  t t  r s s  is r ir d, l i l i s t  ll ti s t i  i  
    l i t. 
69. enied. 
t I  - re        r l g    
70. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-69 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
 r i . 
71. enied. 
. i . 
73. enied. 
t  - just ich e t    d  
74. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-73 of the o plaint as if set forth 




Count VI Acting in Concert as to Homecomings and Colonial




80 Paragraph 80 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 80 of the Complaint
81 Denied
Count VII Breach of Contract as to Homecomings
82 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 81 of the Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
83 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
84 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth ofthe
allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count VIII Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing as to Homecoming
85 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 183 of the Complaint as if set forth
10
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ount I -  i  r  a  t   a  l i l 
7. l ial rei c r rates its a s ers t  ara ra s 1-7  f t e lai t as if set f rt  
l  erein. 
78. enied. 
79. enied. 
80. Paragraph 80 of the Co plaint contains conclusions of la  to hich no response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, Colonial denies the allegations contained in 
r r    t  pl int. 
81. enied. 
t  -      s 
. l ial rei c rporates its a s ers t  ara ra s -81 f t e lai t as if set f rt  
 rein. 
83. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard olonial, and 
thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is required, 
 is itho t led e  or  ie   r   e        
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.  allegations f this r r  f t  laint re t ire te  t ard l i l,  
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
lo ial is ithout ledge r infor ation fficient to for   lief  t  t  tr t   the 
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
ount III - reach of e a t f  th a d air e   to o e n  
85. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-83 f the o plaint as if set forth 
0 
fully herein
86 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
87 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth ofthe
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count IX Negligence as to Homecomings MERS and Trustee
88 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 87 ofthe Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
89 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
90 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth ofthe
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count X Tortious Interference with Contract as to MERS
91 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 90 ofthe Complaint as ifset forth
11
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f l  herein. 
86. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed to ard Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l i l    r i  suf i  t  f   li f as t  t  tr t  f t  
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
87. The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l i l i  it t le   i ti  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t   t  
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
t I  - e    i s, ,   
88. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-87 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
 r in. 
89. The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l a  is itho t ledge  for ation ie  t  r   e     r t    
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
90. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed to ard Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
olonial is ithout knowledge or information s fficient to for  a belief as to the truth  the 
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
ount  - ortious Interference ith tra t as to E  
91. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-90 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
11 
fully herein
92 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
93 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
94 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth ofthe
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
95 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count XI Wrongful Foreclosure as to Homecomines MFRS and Trustee
96 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 195 ofthe Complaint as ifset forth
fully herein
97 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
12
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f l  herein. 
92. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard olonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l i l     i t  suf i  t  f   li f as t  t  tr t  f t  
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
93. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard olonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
   le    f     l    t     
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
94. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard olonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
  t  le   or ation ie     e        
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
95. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard olonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l ial is ithout ledge  infor ation icie t to or   lief  t  t e t t   
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
t  - rongful eclos e as to o i g . ERS.  rustee 
96. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-95 of the Complaint as if set forth 
fu ly h . 
97. The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
12 
Colonial admits only that Idaho Code 45 1502 speaks for itself and denies any allegations
that contradict or are inconsistent with the Idaho Code
98 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
99 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward Colonial and
thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is required
Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
100 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
101 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
102 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
13
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olonial d i  onl  t t I   § 45-1502(1) speaks for itself, and denies any allegations 
 contradict, r r  i i  ith, t  I  ode. 
98. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l i l i  it t l   i ti  uffi i t t  f   eli f as t  t  t t   t  
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
99. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed to ard Colonial, and 
thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is required, 
l i l i  it t le   i ti  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t   t  
allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
100.  ll ti s f t is r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r i , l i l is ith t le   i r atio  icie t t    li   t  t  t t  
 t e lle ations t i e  in t is a ra   t  laint  t re ies t  
a le . 
101. he allegations f t is ara ra  f the laint are t irected t ar  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
re ir , olonial is ithout kno ledge r information s fficient to for   lief s to t e truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
alle . 
102. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
13 
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
103 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
104 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form abelief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
105 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
106 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
14
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required, Colonial i  i t k l  or inf r ti  suf i i t to for  a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
al gations. 
103. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  of t e o plai t are not directed t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r quired, l i l i  i    i  suf i t to f   li  as to t  t  
f t  ll t  t i      t  l i   t r f  i  t  
l ti ns. 
104. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i , l i l i  it t le   i r atio  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t  
 t  lle tions t i e  i  t is a   t  l i t  t e ies t  
. 
105. he allegations f this paragraph ofthe o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ir , lo ial is ithout ledge r information s fficient t  f r   li f s t  t e tr t  
of the allegations c ntained in this paragraph f the laint a  t erefore e ies t ese 
a lega io s. 
106. The allegations of this paragraph of the laint are t directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
require , Colonial is without knowledge or information s fficient to form a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
14 
allegations
Count XII Slander of Title as to Homecoming MERS and Trustee
107 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 106 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
108 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
109 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XIII Fraud as to Homecomines MERS and Trustee
110 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 109 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
111 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth





t II - l r f itl  s t  ecoming,  an  r t  
107. Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-106 of the Co plaint as if set 
 ll  rein. 
108. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ir , l i l i  it t le  r i f r ti  ffi i t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  
              
ti . 
109.  ll ti s f t is r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ,   ith  le   r a ion icie t         
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
. 
t III - raud  t  i g , ,  rust  
. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-109 of the Complaint as if set 
forth fu l  i . 
111. The allegations of this ara ra  f the o plaint are t irecte  t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re r , lo ial is ithout n ledge or information s ficient to for   ief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
a legatio . 
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112 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
113 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
114 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
115 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
116 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
16
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112. The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, ol i l is it t k l  or i f r ti  suffi i t to f r  a beli f as to th  tr t  
f t  all ti  co t i  i  t i  par r  f t  l i t and t r f r  deni  t e 
al ations. 
113.  ll ti   t i  r r   t  l i t ar  t ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re uired, l ial is it t le e r i f r ati  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
  l             
l ti s. 
114. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
r ir , l ial is itho t le e r i for ation s fficie t t  f r   lief s t  t  tr t  
f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
le . 
115. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ire , lonial is ithout no ledge or information s fficient to for   lief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o laint a  therefore denies these 
a legatio . 
116. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
16 
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
117 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
118 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
119 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XIV Uniust Enrichment as to HomecominEs MERS and Trustee
120 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1119 of the Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
121 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
17
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quired, ol i l i  i  k l  r i f nn ti  suf i t t  f nn a belief as t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s cont i  i  t is r r  of t  l i t and t r f r  i s t se 
l ti s. 
117. he allegations of this paragraph ofthe o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
ir d, l i l i  it t l   i nn ti  uffi i t t  nn  li   t  t  t t  
f t  ll ti  t i  i  t i  r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  
ti s. 
118.  ll ti  t i    t  l i t  t i t  t  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
re ire , l ial is itho t le e r i f nnati  s fficie t t  f nn a elief as t  t e tr t  
f t e alle ations c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
le . 
119.  lle ti ns f t is r r  f t e lai t r  t ir t  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth 
of the llegations c ntained in t is para raph f the laint  t ore e ies t es  
a le . 
ount I  - njust richment s to omeco ings. .  rustee 
1 . Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-119 of the Co plaint as if set 
forth fully he . 
121. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are n t directed to ard 
17 
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
122 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XV Acting in Concert as to Homecomings MERS and Trustee
123 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 122 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
124 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
125 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth




Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f t  all ti  co t i  i  t i  r r  f t  o pl i t nd theref  d i  th s  
l gations. 
122. The allegations ofthis paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i d, l i l i  it t l   i ti  ffi i t t  f   eli f  t  t  t t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
ti . 
ount  -      ngs, ,   
123. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-122 of the o plaint as if set 
  i . 
124.  lle tions f t is r r  f t  l i t r  t ire t  t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ir , l ial is ithout led e r i for ation fficient t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
alle . 
125. he allegations of this para raph of the plaint are t directed t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
require , Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
a legations. 
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126 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
127 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth







Colonial asserts the following affirmative defenses without assuming any burden ofproof
thereto
First Defense
The Complaint fails to state a claim against Colonial upon which relief can be granted
Second Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by the applicable statute of limitations
19
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126. The allegations f this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r quired, l i l i     i  suf i t t  f   eli f as t  t  t  
f t e alle ati s c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
ll ations. 
127.  ll ti   t i  r   t  l i t r  t i t  t  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i ,   t     f     l      
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
ti . 
ive g  
128. i . 
ttorne  s 
129. e ie . 
IVE S  
Colonial asserts the following affirmative defenses without assuming any burden of proof 
thereto. 
rst efens  
The Co plaint fails to state a claim against Colonial upon hich relief can be granted. 
nd efense 
The o plaint is barre , in hole or in part, by the a licable statute of limitatio s. 
19 
Third Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by Plaintiffsunclean hands
Fourth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by the doctrines ofwaiver estoppel or laches
Fifth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because the Plaintiff failed to mitigate his
damages if any
Sixth Defense
Plaintiff was guilty of negligent and careless misconduct at the time of and in connection
with the matters and damages alleged in the Complaint which misconduct on his part
proximately caused and contributed to said events and resulting damages if any
Seventh Defense
The plaintiffslosses or injuries if any were caused by the intervening acts and omissions of
other third persons for whom Colonial bears no responsibility
Eighth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because Plaintiff damages if any were
caused by intervening and superseding causes over which Colonial had no control and that as a
consequence ofsuch intervening and superseding causes no actions or failures to act on the part
ofColonial as averred in the Complaint caused the damages or injuries of which Plaintiff
complains
Ninth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because the claims asserted against Colonial
20
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hir  f  
 l i t is rred, i  l  or i  part, by laintiff s l  hands. 
r   
The Co plaint is barred, in hole or in part, by the doctrines of aiver, estoppel, or laches. 
i   
The Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because the Plaintiff failed to mitigate his 
s,  ny. 
i   
l i ti  s i              
with the matters and damages alleged in the Complaint, which misconduct on his part 
proximately caused and contributed to said events, and resulting damages, if any. 
 e se 
The plaintiffs losses or injuries, if any, were caused by the intervening acts and o issions of 
ther rd ersons r   rs  nsibili . 
ig  efe se 
The Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because Plaintiffs damages, if any, were 
caused by intervening and superseding causes over hich olonial had no control, and that as a 
consequence of such intervening and superseding causes, no actions or failures to act on the part 
of Colonial as averred in the Co plaint caused the da ages or injuries of which Plaintiff 
co la . 
inth efense 
The Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because the claims asserted against Colonial 
20 
have been filed in bad faith and accordingly Colonial is entitled to the dismissal of all claims
asserted against it with prejudice and to an award ofattorneys fess and costs
Reservation
Colonial asserts that it has or may have further and additional affirmative defenses that are
not yet known to it but which may become known through further discovery Colonial therefore
reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as may be ascertained through
additional discovery
WHEREFORE Colonial prays that PlaintiffsComplaint be dismissed with prejudice and
upon the merits and that Colonial be awarded its costs and attorneys fees incurred in defending
against Plaintiff claims and for such further and other relief as the Court deems just and proper
under the circumstances
DATED this day of January 2011
ANDERSON JULIAN HULLLLP
Phillip J Collaer
Attorneysfor Colonial First Lending Group Inc
21
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 been fi  i  b  f ith nd, accordingly, ol i l is ntit  t  the dis i al of al  clai  
asserte  agai st it it  rej ice and t  an a ar  of attorneys' fess and costs. 
serv ti  
l i l rt  t t it s,   ave, f t r  additi al ffi ti  def  t t r  
not yet kno n to it, but hich ay beco e kno n through further discovery. olonial therefore 
reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as may be ascertained through 
 i very. 
HEREFORE, Colonial prays that Plaintiffs Complaint be dismissed with prejudice and 
upon the erits, and that Colonial be a arded its costs and attorneys' fees incurred in defending 
against Plaintiff s claims, and for such further and other relief as the Court deems just and proper 
r t  ir t s. 
 this )1 day  ry, . 
, I  &   
Phillip J. ollaer 
Attorneys for Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this day of January 2011 a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES OF
DEFENDANT COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP INC was served upon the following
counsel via USFirst Class Mail postage prepaid
Jon M Steele
Runfl Steele LawOffices





Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor






Attorney for Colonial First Lending Group
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 i   ertifi  t t  t i  4 day of January 2011, a true and 
correct  f t  i    I I    
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unft & Steele a  ffices 
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  l  
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JONM STEELE ISB 1911
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 208 333 9495
Fax 208 3433246
Email JSteelearunftsteelecom




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COMES NOW the Plaintiff and for causes of action against the Defendants and each of
them complains and alleges as follows
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL Page 1
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ES  the Plaintiff and for causes of action against the efendants, and each of 
th , plains a  lleges  f l : 
FIRST A ENDED CO PLAINT AND DE AND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 1 
 
PARTIES
1 Gregory Renshaw hereafter Renshaw is a resident of Ada County Idaho and
resides at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
2 Defendant Colonial First Lending Group Inc hereafter Colonial is a Utah
corporation with its principal place of business at 746 East Winchester St Suite 150 Murray
UT 84107 and at all pertinent times was a licensed mortgage broker in the state of Idaho as
defined in the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practice Act
3 Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC hereafter Homecomings is a
Delaware corporation with its principal place of business at 188 106 Ave SE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
4 Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registrations Systems Inc hereafter MERS is
a Delaware corporation with its principal place of business at PO Box 2026 Flint MI 48501
2026
5 Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC hereafter Trustee is a Delaware
limited liability company with its principal place of business at 2255 North Ontario Street Suite
400 Burbank CA 915043120
6 Does IV are unknown to Plaintiff at this time At such time as Plaintiff discovers
their identity he will seek leave from the Court to amend his Complaint by adding them as
Defendants
7 ABC Corporations IV are unknown to Plaintiff at this time At such time as
Plaintiff discovers their identity he will seek leave from the Court to amend his Complaint by
adding them as Defendants
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL Page 2
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1. r  sha  (h  "Rens ") is a resident of da ounty, Idaho and 
r i  t  . i i  l ce, i e, I  3706. 
2. efe dant, ol nial irst e i  r up, I c., (hereafter "Col ial")   t h 
corporation ith its principal place of business at 746 East inchester St., Suite 150, urray, 
UT 84107 and at all pertinent ti es was a licensed ortgage broker in the state of Idaho as 
i  i  t   i ti l t  ti  t. 
. Defendant, Homecomings Financial, LLC., (hereafter "Homecomings")  a 
ela are c r rati  it  its ri ci al lace f si ess at   06th e , ite 0, 
l ,   . 
4. efe ant, rtga e lectr ic e istrati s ste s, I c, (hereafter "MER ")  
a ela are corporation ith its principal place of business at P.o. ox 2026, Flint, I 48501-
2026. 
. efendant Executive Trustee Services, LLC (hereafter "Trustee")    
li ite  li ilit   it  its ri i l la  f si ess t  rt  t ri  tr t, it  
, ,  -312 . 
. oes I-V e n  i ti    . t  ti e  i ti  s ers 
their identity he ill seek leave fro  the Court to a end his Co plaint by adding the  as 
efendants. 
7.  rations I-V  kno n   t is t . t    
Plaintiff discovers their identity he ill seek leave fro  the ourt to a end his o plaint by 
a ding the  s efenda . 
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL, Page 2 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE
8 Jurisdiction is proper under Idaho Code 1 705 This matter is properly before
this Court because the amount in controversy exclusive of costs and attorney fees exceeds this
Courtsjurisdictional requirements
9 Venue is proper in Ada County Idaho pursuant to Idaho Code 54011 and 5
M
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
10 Renshaw as a result of a motor vehicle accident has been a quadriplegic since
1990
11 Renshaw specially designed and built his home at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise
Idaho in 1990 providing for his access and use
12 In 2007 pursuant to Colonials internet advertisement Renshaw contacted
Colonial concerning the refinancing of his home located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise ID
13 Colonial was and is a mortgage broker as defined in the Idaho Residential
Mortgage Practices Act
14 Colonial by its President Casey Little after discussing Renshawsmedical
physical and financial circumstances encouraged Renshaw to apply for a loan to refinance the
existing obligation on his home
15 Colonial recommended Homecomings as an appropriate home mortgage lender
16 In 2007 Colonial was at all pertinent times Homecomings authorized mortgage
broker and agent
FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL Page 3
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JURISDICTI  AND VENUE 
8. Jurisdicti  is proper under Idaho Code § 1-705. This matter is properly before 
this Court because the amount in controversy, exclusive of costs and attorney fees, exceeds this 
Court's j ri i l requirements. 
9.  is pr r i   ounty, I  r nt t  I ho Co  §§ 5-401(1) and 5-
404. 
  
10. Renshaw, as a result of a motor vehicle accident, has been a quadriplegic since 
1990. 
11. Renshaw specially designed and built his home at 3480 S. Pimmit Place, Boise, 
     s   . 
12. In 2007, pursuant to olonial's internet advertise ent, ensha  contacted 
olonial concerning the refinancing of his ho e located at 3480 S. Pi it Place, oise, I . 
13. olonial, as, and is a "mortgage broker" as defined in the Idaho esidential 
ortgage ractices . 
14. Colonial, by its President Casey Little, after discussing Renshaw's medical, 
physical, and financial circumstances, encouraged Renshaw to apply for a loan to refinance the 
existing obligation on his h . 
15. Colonial recommended Homecomings as an appropriate home mortgage lender. 
1 . In 2007 Colonial was at all pertinent times Homecomings' authorized mortgage 
broker and age . 
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17 Homecomings provided Colonial with information about its home mortgage loan
programs rates and credit criteria as well as its policies for compensating mortgage brokers who
arrange home mortgage loans for it
18 Homecomings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf quote
financing rates and terms with limitations set by Homecomings inform credit applicants of
Homecomings financing options and originate home mortgage loans using Homecomings
forms all in accordance with its policies
19 Homecomings provided Colonial with credit applications loan contracts and other
required financing forms as well as instructions on filling out such documents necessary to
complete home mortgage transactions
20 After Renshaw provided credit information to Homecomings mortgage broker and
agent Colonial Homecomings computed a financing rate through an objective credit analysis
that in general discerned Renshawscreditworthiness
21 The credit analysis considered numerous risk related variables of creditworthiness
including credit bureau histories payment amounts debt ratios bankruptcies automobile
repossessions chargeoffs prior foreclosures payment histories credit score debt toincome
ratios loantovalue ratios and other risk related attributes or variables
22 Based on these objective risk related variables and the resulting mortgage score
Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent Colonial derived a risk based financing rate
at which it would provide Renshaw a home mortgage loan called the Par Rate
23 The applicable Par Rate and authorized discretionary charges were
communicated by Homecomings to its mortgage broker and agent Colonial via regularly
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17. Homecomings provided Colonial with information about its home mortgage loan 
programs, rates and credit criteria, as well as its policies for compensating mortgage brokers who 
ar ange ho  rt  l  for it. 
18. o eco ings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf, quote 
financing rates and terms (with limitations set by Homecomings), inform credit applicants of 
Homecomings' financing options, and originate home mortgage loans using Homecomings' 
f r s, l  i   i  i  oli i s. 
19. o eco ings provided olonial ith credit applications, loan contracts, and other 
required financing forms, as well as instructions on filling out such documents necessary to 
  t  cti s. 
20. After Renshaw provided credit information to Homecomings' mortgage broker and 
agent, Colonial, Homecomings computed a financing rate through an objective credit analysis 
t t,  r l, s  nshaw's . 
21. The credit analysis considered numerous risk-related variables of creditworthiness, 
including credit bureau histories, payment amounts, debt ratios, bankruptcies, automobile 
repossessions, charge-offs, prior foreclosures, payment histories, credit score, debt-to-income 
ra , oa -to-value ra , a  ther risk related tributes  . 
22. Based on these objective risk-related variables and the resulting mortgage, score, 
Homecomings, and its mortgage broker and agent, Colonial, derived a risk-based financing rate 
at which it would provide Renshaw a home ortgage loa , ca led the "Par R te." 
23. The applicable "Par Ra " and authorized discretionary charges were 
communicated by Homecomings to its mortgage broker and agent, Colonial, via regularly 
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published rate sheets Such rate sheets were published by Homecomings via facsimile or
internet
24 Although the initial analysis applied objective criteria to calculate this risk related
Par Rate Homecomings authorized its mortgage broker and agent Colonial to employ a
subjective component in its credit pricing systemthe discretionary pricing policyto impose
additional nonrisk charges Colonial had discretion within the limits set by its principal
Homecomings to impose discretionary markups as additional income In other words
Homecomings discretionary pricing policy incentivized Colonial to impose additional rate
markups to maximize its profit
25 As a result of using a subjective pricing component that is designed to charge
persons with the same credit profiles different amounts of finance charge the objective qualities
of the initial credit analysis used to calculate the Par Rate were undermined
26 Acting upon the advice of Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent
Colonial Renshaw applied for a home mortgage loan
27 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw on April 17 2007 a Good Faith
Estimate Exhibit 1 and a Good Faith Estimate Itemization Exhibit 2
28 The Good Faith Estimate proposed an interest rate of 7375 and a loan
origination fee of2362501 See Exhibit 1 line 801 and Exhibit 2 line 801
29 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a Borrower Signature Authorization
Exhibit 3 which was signed by Renshaw and returned to Colonial on May 3 2007 The
Borrower Signature Authorization allowed Colonial to verify Renshawsfinancial information
30 Renshaw was subsequently approved for a home mortgage loan
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l  "ra  she ts." Such rate sheets ere published by o eco ings via facsi ile or 
internet. 
24. lt  t e i itial anal sis applie  jecti e criteria t  calc late this risk-related 
"Par Rate," Homecomings authorized its mortgage broker and agent, Colonial, to employ a 
subjective component in its credit pricing syste -the discretionary pricing policy-to impose 
iti l -ris  r es. Colonial had discretion, within the limits set by its principal, 
i s, t  i  i r ti r  r -u   dditi l i . In other ords, 
o eco ings' discretionary pricing policy incentivized olonial to i pose additional rate 
-ups  i   rofit. 
25. As a result of using a subjective pricing component that is designed to charge 
persons with the same credit profiles different amounts of finance charge, the objective qualities 
   i     late  "Pa  te"  r . 
26. cting upon the advice of o eco ings and its ortgage broker and agent, 
l i l, s  li  f r   rt  l . 
27. Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw, on pril 17, 2007, a "Good Faith 
Estimate" (Exhibit 1) and a "Good Faith Estimate-Itemization" (Exhibit 2). 
28. The "Good Faith Esti ate" proposed an interest rate of 7.375% and a loan 
rigination e  $2,362.50 (1%). , i it , line , a  i it , line . 
29. Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a "Borrower Signature Authorization" 
(Exhibit ) hich as signed by ens a   returned t  olonial on ay 3, 2007.  
"Borrower Signature uthorization" allowed olonial to verify enshaw's financial infor ation. 
30. Renshaw was subsequently approved for a home mortgage loan. 
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v
31 On June 27 2007 Renshaw was taken to Pioneer Title Co located at 1872 S
Eagle Road Meridian Idaho by his friend Don Hazzard
32 At Pioneer Title Co Renshaw and Hazzard met with a Pioneer Title Co employee
Diana Hottendorf who was the escrow officer assigned to close Renshaw home mortgage loan
33 At the June 27 2007 closing of Renshawshome mortgage loan Renshaw was
asked to sign the following documents which had been prepared by Colonial andor
Homecomings all of which he had never seen before
a Uniform Residential Loan Application hereafter referred to as Loan
Application See Exhibit 4 attached
b Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note hereafter referred to as
Note See Exhibit 5 attached
C FixedAdjustable Rate Rider See Exhibit 6 attached
d Deed of Trust hereafter referred to as Deed of Trust See Exhibit 7
attached
34 The Uniform Residential Loan Application prepared by Homecomings andor
Colonial was false and fraudulent in that on page 2 of the Loan Application Exhibit 4
Renshawsmonthly income is falsely and fraudulently stated as5400
35 In fact Renshawssole source of income was social security disability income of
1463 per month
36 Homecomings and Colonial had actual knowledge that Renshaw did not have an
income of5400 and falsified Renshawsmonthly income as a scheme to generate loan fees
37 The documents also falsely and fraudulently represent this loan to be a
Conventional loan See Exhibit 4 Loan Application
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31.  Jun  27, 20 7, Renshaw w s taken to Pioneer Title Co. located at 1872 S. 
Eagle Road, eridian, I ho by his fri nd, Don Haz ard. 
32. At Pioneer Title Co. Renshaw and Hazzard met with a Pioneer Title Co. employee, 
Diana Hottendorf, who was the escrow officer assigned to close Renshaw's home mortgage loan. 
33. At the June 27, 2007 closing of Renshaw's home mortgage loan, Renshaw was 
asked to sign the follo ing docu ents hich had been prepared by olonial and/or 
co i gs, ll f i    r  fore: 
a. nifor  esidential oan pplication (hereafter referred to as "Loan 
") ee, i  , tt ched. 
b. Interest nly eriod djustable ate ote (hereafter referred to as 
"Not ") e, i  , d. 
c. ixed! Adjustable t  i r e, i it , tt ed. 
d. e  f r st (here fter r f rr  t  s "Dee  f r st") See, Exhibit 7, 
tt . 
34. The Unifor  Residential Loan Application prepared by Ho eco ings and/or 
Colonial was false and fraudulent in that on page 2 of the "Loan Application" (Exhibit 4), 
aw's t ly inco e is fals l   fra l tl  t t   $5,4 0 . 
.. 35. In fact Renshaw's sole source of inco e was social security disability inco e of 
$1,463 per . ------
. omeco ings and olonial had actual kno ledge that ensha  did not have an 
income of$5,400 and falsified Renshaw's monthly income as a scheme to generate loan fees. 
37. The documents also falsely and fraudulently represent this loan to be a 
Conventional loan. See, Exhibit 4, Loan Application. 
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38 In fact the loan is not a Conventional loan but a 5 year fixed interest only loan that
becomes an annual adjustable interest only loan
39 As the result of the discretionary pricing policy Homecomings and Colonial had
steered Renshaw to a home mortgage loan which allowed Homecomings and Colonial to charge
an unjustified finance charge and additional markups to maximize their profits none of which
had been previously disclosed to Renshaw
40 Instead of an interest rate of7375 as stated in the Good Faith Estimate
Exhibit 1 Renshaw was charged75interest See Exhibit 5 FixedAdjustable Rate Rider
Section A
41 Instead of a loan origination fee of2362501 as stated in the Good Faith
Estimate See Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2 line 801 Renshaw paid a Broker Origination Fee to
Colonial of13501 or318961 See Exhibit 8 line 816 a Broker Processing Fee of 425 to
Colonial See Exhibit 8 line 811 and a lender loan charge of 685 to Homecomings See
HUD1 Settlement Statement Exhibit 8 line 817
42 None of these charges had been previously disclosed to Renshaw
43 The documents prepared by Homecomings and Colonial were presented to
Renshaw on a take it or leave it basis with no opportunity to review or to negotiate different
terms
44 The refinanced home mortgage loan violated industry lending standards with the
foreseeable result ofRenshaw losing his home through foreclosure
45 Following the closing of the home mortgage loan Renshaw was doomed to
foreclosure
46 That subsequently Renshawsloan was securitized
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38. In fact the loan is not a Conventional loan, but a 5 year fixed interest only loan that -
c  a  annual j t l  i t r st l  loan. 
39. s the result of the discretionary pricing policy o eco ings and olonial had 
steered Renshaw to a home mortgage loan which allowed Homecomings and Colonial to charge 
an unjustified finance charge and additional ark-ups to axi ize their profits, none of hich 
  i l    nshaw. 
40. Instead of an interest rate of 7.375% as stated in the "Good Faith Estimate," 
(Exhibit 1) Renshaw was charged 7.5% interest. See, Exhibit 5, Fixed/Adjustable Rate Rider, 
Section A. 
41. I stea  f a l a  ri i ati  fee f $2,362.50 (l %)  t t    "Good  
Esti ate" (See, Exhibit 1 and Exhibit 2, line 801), Renshaw paid a Broker Origination Fee to 
olonial of 1.3501% or $3,189.61 (See, xhibit 8, line 816); a roker Processing Fee of $425 to 
Colonial (See, Exhibit 8, line 811); and a lender loan charge of $685 to Homecomings. See, 
-l t nt,  , ine . 
42. e f t ese arges  e  r i sl  is l s  t  s . 
. The documents prepared by Homecomings and Colonial were presented to 
Renshaw on a take it or leave it basis, with no opportunity to review or to negotiate different 
ter s. 
. The refinanced home mortgage loan violated industry lending standards with the 
foreseeable result f ensha  losing his o e through foreclos re. 
4 . Following the closing of the ho e ortgage loan ensha  as doo ed to 
foreclosure. 
46. That subse e tly Re aw's loan as s tize . 
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47 That subsequent sales or transfers of the Note and Deed of Trust have not been
revealed
48 That as a result of subsequent sales or transfers Renshaw Note to Homecomings
has been paid in full
49 That as a result of subsequent sales or transfers Renshaw Note and Deed of
Trust have been separated bifurcated and are owned by separate entities
50 In August 2010 Renshaw was served with 1 Notice of Default and Election to
Sell Under Deed of Trust See Exhibit 9 and 2 Notice of TrusteesSale See Exhibit 10
51 In August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt Validation Notice naming
Mortgage Electronic Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit 11
52 Homecomings MERS and Trustee have scheduled a foreclosure sale of
Renshawshome for December 29 2010 at 100pm See Exhibits 9 and 10
53 The Notice of Default and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 and the Notice of Trustees
Sale Exhibit 10 state that the beneficiary interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
54 MERS is not the beneficial owner of the Deed of Trust See Deed of Trust
Exhibit 7
55 MERS is prohibited by its own Rules of Membership from commencing
foreclosure in its own name unless certain conditions are met
56 Those conditions require that MERS be in possession of the original note endorsed
in blank
57 MERS by its own Membership Rules is prohibited from taking title to Renshaws
property through foreclosure
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47. T t su sequent sales or tr sf r  of t   and ed of t hav  not been 
revealed. 
48. That as a result of subsequent sales or transfers, enshaw's ote to o eco ings 
s en ai  i  f l . 
49.    r sult f subseq t al  r t sfers, enshaw's     
rust have been separated (bifurcated) and are o ned by separate entities. 
0. In ugust 2010 ensha  as served ith (1) otice of efault and lection to 
ell nder eed of rust (See, xhibit 9) and (2) otice of rustee's ale (See, xhibit 10). 
51. In August 2010, Renshaw also received a Debt Validation Notice naming 
ortga e  t s,     it r. e,  . 
. o eco ings, , and rustee have scheduled a foreclosure sale of 
shaw's   e  ,    : 0 .m. , its   . 
. he otice of efault and lection to ell (Exhibit 9) and the otice of rustee's 
Sale (Exhibit 10) state that the beneficiary interest in Renshaw's property is held by ortgage 
e   , . 
. E S s t  a    t  ee   t. ee, ee  f r st, 
xhibit . 
. ERS is prohibited by its own Rules of embership from commencmg 
foreclosure in its n na e less ertain itions  . 
5 . Those conditions require that ERS be in possession of the original note endorsed 
in blank. 
5 . ERS by its o n e bership ules is prohibited fro  taking title to enshaw's 
property through foreclos . 
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58 Under the Deed of Trusts Act Idaho Code 451502 et seq the Renshaw Deed
of Trust creates a fiduciary relationship in which the trustee is the holder of the legal title subject
to the beneficial interest ofRenshaw
59 The documents signed by Trustee are faulty and false
60 The documents relied upon for foreclosure do not establish a chain of title
61 No sale transfer or assignment of RenshawsDeed of Trust has been recorded in
Ada County Idaho
62 The documents relied upon for foreclosure have been robosigned
63 Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified written request requested that
the current holder of the Note and the current holder of the Deed of Trust be identified and that
the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 12
64 On November 3 2010 Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating
that the owner of Renshawsloan is Freddie Mac See Exhibit 13 The letter was otherwise
nonresponsive to Renshawsqualifiedwritten request
65 Despite repeated requests the current holder of the Note or the current holder of
the Deed of Trust have not been identified See Exhibits 12 13 14 and 15
66 Renshaw again on November 11 2010 by a qualified written request requested
that certain documents be produced and that the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See
Exhibit 14
67 On November 19 2010 Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating
that MERS acts solely as a nominee for Lender The letter was nonresponsive to
Renshawsqualifiedwritten request See Exhibit 15
68 Homecomings is not the current holder of the Renshaw Note
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58. r t   f Tr t  ct, I   § 45-1502 et. seq., the ensha  eed 
of Trust creates a fiduciary relationship in which the trustee is the holder of the legal title subject 
t  t  fi i l i t r t f shaw. 
59.  t  i   r t  r  f lt   f lse. 
60. 
61. 
  l      t establi   i   title. 
 ale,   ssi   nshaw's  f     i  
 nty, o. 
2. he docu ents relied upon for foreclosure have been robo-signed. 
63. Rensha  on ctober 15, 2010 has, by a qualified ritten request, requested that 
              st  ti    
t  l  l  l   ll d. , i it . 
.   , . ensha , through his attorney, received a letter stating 
 e   shaw's   ie . ,  .    s  
r s si  t  shaw's lifi  ritte  r st. 
65. e te e e t  t ,            
t e eed  rust  t ee  i ti i . , i its , , ,  . 
. Renshaw, again, on November 11, 2010, by a qualified written request, requested 
that certain docu ents be produced and that the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled. See, 
ibit . 
67. On Nove ber 19, 2010 Renshaw, through his attorney, received a letter stating 
that E S " ... acts l ly s a inee f r nder. .. " The letter as nonresponsive to 
e shaw's alifie  ritten re est. See, ibit . 
6 . omeco ings is t the c rrent lde  of the e s  t . 
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69 Homecomings is not in possession of the Renshaw Note
70 Homecomings is not the current beneficiary of the Renshaw Deed of Trust
71 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Note without recourse
72 Only the holder of the Renshaw Note is entitled to submit a credit bid at a
foreclosure sale
73 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Deed of Trust without recourse
74 Homecomings has not complied with the Home Affordable Modification Program
75 MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw Note
76 MERS is not in possession of the Renshaw Note or the Renshaw Deed of Trust
77 Homecomings does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the
Renshaw Note
78 Homecomings does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the
Renshaw Deed ofTrust
79 MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the Renshaw
Note
80 MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the Renshaw
Deed ofTrust
81 That the Renshaw Deed of Trust names Pioneer Title Company of Ada County as
trustee
82 That Trustee is not the trustee of the Renshaw Deed of Trust
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9. i  i  t i  i   t   te. 
0. i s is t t  rr t efi i r  f t  sha   f r st. 
71. ec i s as assi e  t e e s a  te it t recourse. 
72. l      a   i  ti  t  ub it  r dit i    
f recl s re sale. 
3. i   si  t     t it t urse. 
. o eco ings has not co plied ith the o e ffordable odification Progra . 
.         t . 
76.     i           t. 
. o eco ings does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the 
 . 
. e ings  t r r t  i  t t  t f t  rr t l r f t  
 e   t. 
.  es t re rese t a  is t t e a e t f t e c rre t l er f t e e s a  
t . 
. S does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder of the ensha  
ee  f r t. 
. That the Rensha  eed of Trust na es Pioneer Title Co pany of da County as 
tr st . 
. at rustee is  t e trustee  t   e   t. 
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COUNT
BREACH OF FIDUCIARY DUTY AS TO COLONIAL
83 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
84 That Colonial owed Renshaw the fiduciary duty of acting primarily for the benefit
of Renshaw
85 That Colonial has breached its fiduciary duty owed to Renshaw
86 That as a result of Colonials breach of fiduciary duty Renshaw has suffered
damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT II
VIOLATION OF IDAHO RESIDENTIAL MORTGAGE PRACTICES
ACT AS TO COLONIAL
87 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
88 That Colonial has violated the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practices Act Idaho
Code 263101 et seq
89 That as a result of Colonials breach of the Idaho Residential Mortgage Practices
Act Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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 I 
      I  
83. laintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i     t  ll  t t . 
4. hat olonial o ed ensha  the fiduciary duty of acting pri arily for the benefit 
f shaw. 
. t l i l  r  it  fi i r  t   t  shaw. 
. hat as a result f olonial's breach f fiduciary duty, ensha  has suffered 
a es i   t t    t t i l. 
  
I    I    
    
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
herein by reference as though fully set forth. 
. hat olonial has violated the Idaho esidential ortgage Practices ct, Idaho 
e § -31 , t . 
. That as a result of Colonial's breach of the Idaho Residential ortgage Practices 
ct, ensha  has suffered da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
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COUNT III
VIOLATION OF IDAHO FINANCIAL FRAUD PREVENTION ACT AS TO COLONIAL
90 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
91 That Renshaw is a dependent adult as defined by Idaho Code 672755cof
the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act
92 That Colonial has violated the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act
93 That as a result of Colonialsviolation of the Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention
Act Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT IV
BREACH OF COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR
DEALING AS TO COLONIAL
94 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
95 That Colonial contracted with Renshaw to provide a home mortgage loan
96 That Colonial breached its contractual covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing
97 That as a result ofColonialsbreach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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 II 
   I   EV TI     L I  
90. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r f r  s t  f ll  s t f rth. 
91. t s  is  "depe t dult" s fi   I   § 67-2755(2)(c) of 
    r ti  t. 
92.  l i l       ti  t. 
3. t   lt  olonial's i l ti   t   i i l  ti  
t,   ff r   i   t t   r  t tri l. 
  
        
   I  
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
er i   reference s t  f ll  s t f rt . 
. hat l ial c tracte  it  e s a  t  r ide a e rtga e l a . 
96. That Colonial breached its contractual covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
. That as a result of Colonial's breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 
e s  a  fere  da ages in     r en t t l. 
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COUNT V
UNJUST ENRICHMENT AS TO HOMECOMINGS AND COLONIAL
98 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
99 That the actions of Homecomings and its mortgage broker and agent Colonial
have resulted in their unjust enrichment by the payment of fees and other charges
100 That as a result of Homecomings and Colonialsunjust enrichment Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT VI
ACTING IN CONCERT AS TO HOMECOMINGS AND COLONIAL
101 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
102 That Homecomings and Colonial have pursued a common plan or design which
has resulted in the commission of an intentional or reckless tortious act
103 That Homecomings and Colonial have acted in concert in providing Renshaw a
home mortgage loan
104 That each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
105 As a result of the Homecomings and Colonial acting in concert Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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 I    I   OLONIA  
98. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r f  s  f l  set f rth. 
99. hat the actions of o eco ings and its ortgage broker and agent, olonial, 
have resulted in their unjust enrich ent by the pay ent of fees and other charges. 
0. hat as a result of o eco ings' and olonial's unjust enrich ent, ensha  has 
s ffere  a a es i  a  a t t  e r e  at trial. 
  
       I  
101. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
  ere ce  t    . 
102. That Ho eco ings and Colonial have pursued a co on plan or design which 
has res lted in the ission f  i t ti l r reckle s t rtious t. 
103. That o eco ings and Colonial have acted in concert in providing Rensha  a 
ho e rtgage lo . 
. hat each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho ode § 6-803(5). 
. s a result of the o eco ings and olonial acting in concert, ensha  has 
s ffered da ages in a  a ount t  be proven at tri l. 
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COUNTVII
BREACH OF CONTRACT AS TO HOMECOMINGS
106 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
107 That Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed of Trust
108 That as a result of Homecomings breach Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
COUNTVIII
BREACH OF COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING
AS TO HOMECOMINGS
109 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
110 That Homecomings has breached the covenant ofgood faith and fair dealing
111 As a result of this breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT IX
NEGLIGENCE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
112 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
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U T II 
      
106. laintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
i     t  f ll  s t f rth. 
107.     t      r st. 
108. That as a result of o eco ings' breach, ensha  has suffered da ages in an 
    t i l. 
  
         
  INGS 
109. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
n  ere      . 
. That Homecomings has breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
. s a result of this breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing, ensha  has 
s ffered da ages i   a unt t  e r e  t t l. 
  
IGENCE S  IN , ,  S  
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
herein by reference as though fully set fort . 
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113 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have negligently commenced
foreclosure against Renshaw home
114 As a proximate result of such negligence Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
X
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCEWITH CONTRACT AS TO MERS
115 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
116 That MERS is not a party to the Note and Deed of Trust
117 That MERS knew of the Note and Deed of Trust
118 That MERS has intentionally interfered with the Note and Deed of Trust causing
a breach
119 As a proximate cause of MERS interference Renshaw has suffered damages in
an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT XI
WRONGFUL FORECLOSURE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
120 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
121 Idaho Code 451502 defines the beneficiary for purposes of the trust deed
statutes as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given
122 MERS is not the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
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113. That o ecomings, ERS, and Trustee have negligently co enced 
f r cl sure agai t Renshaw's home. 
114. As a proximate result of such negligence, Renshaw has suffered damages in an 
amount t   proven at trial. 
 
I  I       
115. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
    t  ll   rth. 
6. hat  is not a party to the ote and eed of rust. 
117.          st. 
118. That MERS has intentionally interfered with the Note and Deed of Trust causing 
a breach. 
119. As a proximate cause of MERS' interference, Renshaw has suffered damages in 
   e e   l. 
  
F L F S E S  E I S, E S,  T STEE 
120. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
herein  reference as though fully set fort . 
12 . Idaho Code § 45-1502(1) defines the beneficiary for purposes of the trust deed 
statutes as " ... the person for whose benefit a trust deed is gi en." 
12 . ERS is not the beneficiary of the D ed of Trust 
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123 Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
124 MERS has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust it seeks to foreclose
125 Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust it seeks to foreclose
126 MERS does not hold possession of the Note
127 Homecomings does not hold possession ofthe Note
128 The foreclosure commenced by Homecomings MERS and Trustee has been
commenced in violation of Idaho law and MERS Membership Rules
129 The foreclosure ofRenshawsproperty is wrongful and an abuse ofprocess
130 As a result of Homecomings and MERS wrongful foreclosure and abuse of
process Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT XII
SLANDER OF TITLE AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
131 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
132 That the foreclosure instituted by Homecomings MERS and Trustee has caused
a cloud to be placed on the title ofRenshawsreal property
133 As a proximate cause of this slander of title Renshaw has suffered damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
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123. co i  is not the beneficiary f t   f Trust. 
124.  h s  i  i  t e t  or  f r t it seeks t  f reclose. 
125.    i t t i  t  t  or  f  it seek  t  f reclose. 
126. ,  s t l  si  f  te. 
127. i s s t l  ss ssi  f t  te. 
128.  f r l s r    o i gs, S,  r st  s  
 i  i l ti  f I  l    rs i  les. 
129. The foreclosure of Renshaw's property is wrongful and an abuse of process. 
0. s a result of o eco ings' and S' rongful foreclosure and abuse of 
r ,   ff r   i   t t   r  t tri l. 
 II 
  I  S  I , ,   
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i   ere   t  ll  t t . 
. That the foreclosure instituted by o eco ings, E S, and Trustee has caused 
a cl  t  e laced n the title f e shaw' s real r ert . 
133. As a proximate cause of this slander oftitle, Renshaw has suffered da ages in an 
a t t  e rove  t tri l. 
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COUNT XIII
FRAUDAS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
134 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
135 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have stated the following facts to
Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
c That Homecomings has the authority to foreclose on Renshaws
property
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
136 That such statements are false
137 That such statements are material
138 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee either knew the statements were false or
were unaware of whether the statements were true at the time the statements were made
139 That Renshaw did not know the statements were false
140 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee intended for Renshaw to rely upon such
statements and act upon them in a manner reasonably contemplated
141 That Renshaw did rely upon the truth of the statements
142 That Renshawsreliance was reasonably under all the circumstances
143 That as a proximate cause of Homecomings MERS and Trustees fraud
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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 III 
A    OMI S, S,   
134. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
r i   r f r  s t  f ll  t f rth. 
135. That Homecomings, MERS and Trustee have stated the following facts to 
Renshaw: 
a. at  is t e e eficiar  f t e ee  f r st. 
b. That ERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
c. hat o eco ings has the authority to foreclose on enshaw's 
rty. 
d. That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
. at  ts  . 
. at    ri l. 
138. hat o i , ,  ruste  it   t  t t ts  als   
er  are  et er  ts ere true t  ti e  ts  . 
. hat e s   t  the st te e ts ere fa . 
. That Homecomings, MERS, and Trustee intended for Renshaw to rely upon such 
state ents and act upon the  in a anner reasonably conte plated. 
141. hat e s  did rel  n the truth f t e . 
142. hat e shaw's reliance as reas a l  under all the circu sta ces. 
. That as a proximate cause of Homecomings', ERS', and Trustee's fraud, 
ensha  has suffered da ages in a  a ount to be proven at trial. 
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COUNT XIV
UNJUST ENRICHMENT AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
144 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
145 That the actions of Homecomings MERS and Trustee in foreclosing on
Renshawshome will result in their being unjustly enriched by the payment of fees and by the
equity in Renshawshome
146 As a proximate cause of Homecomings MERS and Trustees unjust
enrichment Renshaw will suffer damages in an amount to be proven at trial
COUNT XV
ACTING IN CONCERT AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
147 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
148 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have pursued a common plan or design
which has resulted in the commission of an intentional or reckless tortious act
149 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have acted in concert in pursuing the
foreclosure of Renshawsproperty
150 That each is jointly and severally liable pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
151 As a result of their acting in concert Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount
to be proven at trial
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 I  
 I    I , ,   
144. laintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r f r   t  f ll  t f rt . 
5. That the actions of o eco ings, E S, and Trustee in foreclosing on 
Renshaw's ho e ill result in their being unjustly enriched by the pay ent of fees and by the 
i   nshaw's . 
.   i at   of Homecomings', ERS', and Trustee's unjust 
ri t,  ill ff r  i   t t   r  t tri l. 
  
I  I     I , ,   
. laintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
r i   r fere ce  t  f ll  t f rt . 
. That o eco ings, ERS, and Trustee have pursued a co on plan or design 
 s te           t. 
. hat o eco ings, , and rustee have acted in concert in pursuing the 
fore los r   shaw's r rt . 
. at  is j i tl   s r ll  lia le rs t t  I  e § 6-803(5). 
. As a result of their acting in concert, Renshaw has suffered da ages in an a ount 
to e roven  l. 
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KvII
VIOLATION OF IDAHO CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT
AS TO HOMECOMINGS MERS AND TRUSTEE
152 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
153 That Homecomings MERS and Trustees actions violate the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act Unfair Methods and Practices Idaho Code 48603
154 That Homecomings MERS and Trusteesactions violate the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act Unconscionable Methods Acts or Practices Idaho Code 4603C
155 That as a result ofsuch violations Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to
be proven at trial
XVII
VIOLATION OF RESPA AS TO HOMECOMINGS
156 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
157 That 12 USC 2605eimposes duties upon servicers of federally related
mortgages when they receive qualified written requests QWR from borrowers
158 That Homecomings is a servicer of Renshaws federally related mortgage and
subject to 12 USC 2605e
159 That Renshaw made two QWRs of Homecomings
160 That Homecomings has violated its duties under RESPA
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XVI 
I   I   I   
  I , S,   
152. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
i   r f   t  f l  s t f rth. 
153.  comings', S'  stee's  i  t  I   
r t  t,    racti es,   § -6 . 
154.  comings', RS',  r ste 's t   t    
 t,  s,   r cti s,   § 4-603(C). 
5. That as a result of such violations, Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to 
 e   i l. 
 
IO      IN S 
156. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
erein  r fere   t  f ll  t f rt . 
157. hat  S  § 2605( e) i poses duties upon servicers of "federally related" 
ortgages he  t  r i e lifie  ritte  requests (Q ) fro  rr rs. 
158. That Homecomings is a servicer of Renshaw's "federally related" mortgage and 
s je t to  S  § 605(e). 
1 . That Renshaw ade t o Rs of o eco ings. 
160. That omeco ings has violated its duties under  . 
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161 That as a result of such violations Renshaw has been damaged in an amount to be
proven at trial
XVIII
AIDING AND ABETTING AS TO MERSAND TRUSTEE
162 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
163 That MERS and Trustee had knowledge of the fraud perpetrated by
Homecomings
164 That MERS and Trustee provided substantial assistance to Homecomings in the
achievement offraud
165 That as a proximate result of such aiding and abetting by MERS and Trustee
Renshaw has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial
011
VIOLATION OF HAMP AS TO HOMECOMINGS
166 Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them
herein by reference as though fully set forth
167 That in 2009 as part of the Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan HASP
the Home Affordable Modification Program RAMP became law
168 That HAMP established a standardized and streamlined process for services to
follow in evaluating and conducting modifications of existing mortgages including Renshaws
Deed of Trust
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161. That as a result f such violations, ensha  has been da aged in an amount to be 
 at trial. 
I I 
        
62. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates the  
i     t  ll  t rt . 
163. hat   r t   l     perpetrated by 
i . 
164. That ERS and Trustee provided substantial assistance to Ho eco ings in the 
i t  d. 
. That as a proximate result of such aiding and abetting by ERS and Trustee, 
    i   t t   r  t tri l. 
XIX 
IO    S  IN S 
. Plaintiff restates and realleges the preceding paragraphs and incorporates them 
herein  reference as t  full  s t f rt . 
. That in 2009, as part of the Homeowner Affordability and Stability Plan (HASP), 
the o e ffordable odification r ra  (HA ) eca e la . 
1 . hat P established a standardized and strea lined process for services to 
follow in evaluating and conducting modifications of existing mortgages, including Renshaw's 
eed of Trust. 
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169 That Homecomings actions have violated HAMP
170 That as a result of such violation Renshaw is entitled to recover damages in an
amount to be proven at trial
PUNITIVE DAMAGES
171 Defendants by their conduct have engaged in an extreme deviation from
reasonable standards of conduct and have engaged in gross willful outrageous malicious
wrongful and wanton conduct and therefore Renshaw reserves the right to seek leave of Court
to amend his Complaint to plead for the recovery of punitive damages against Defendants in
such amounts as will be proven at trial
ATTORNEY FEES
172 Renshaw has been required to retain the services of counsel to assist him in the
preparation and prosecution of this action and has retained the law firm Runft Steele Law
Offices PLLC and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee The sum of5000 is
reasonable should this matter be settled by default Renshaw is entitled to recover his reasonable
costs and attorneys fees pursuant to Rule 54 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and Idaho Code
12 120 and 12 121 and other applicable law
WHEREFORE Renshaw prays
1 For an order of the Court awarding damages against Defendants in the
amount proven at the time of trial
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169. t co i s' actions have vi l  P. 
170. That as a result of such violation, Renshaw is entitled to recover damages in an 
ount t   r  at trial. 
I   
171. efendants by their conduct, have engaged III an extre e deviation fro  
reasonable standards of conduct, and have engaged in gross, willful, outrageous, alicious, 
r gful, a  a t  c duct, a d, t eref re, e s a  reser es t e ri t t  see  lea e f rt 
to a end his o plaint to plead for the recovery of punitive da ages against efendants, in 
       i l. 
  
.    re             
re     s       ir   & t l   
ffices, PLL , and has agreed to pay said attorneys a reasonable fee. The su  of $5,000.00 is 
reas a le  t is ter e   lt. e s   le      
costs a  att r ey's fees rs a t t  le , Idaho ules f i il r ce re, a  Ida  e §§ 
2-120  -121  ther lica le l . 
E , ens  pr : 
. For an order of the Court awarding damages against Defendants in the 
a ount proven t the ti e of tri l; 
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2 For an order of the Court awarding prejudgment interest in the amount
proven at the time of trial
3 For an order of the Court that Defendants are jointly and severally liable to
Renshaw
4 For an order of the Court that RenshawsNote to Homecomings has been
paid in full
5 For an offset in the amount of Renshaws recovery against any amount
found due under the Note
6 For an order of the Court awarding Renshaw his reasonable costs of suit
and attorney fees pursuant to Rule 54 Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure and
Idaho Code 12 120 12 121 12123 486084 or other applicable
law and
7 For such other and further relief as the Court may deem just and proper
DATED this lbday of February 2011




Attorney for the Plaintiff
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2. r  r  f t  rt a r i  r j t i t t i  t  a ount 
r  t t  ti  f trial; 
3. For an order of the Court that Defendants are jointly and severally liable to 
enshaw. 
4. r a  r er f t e rt t at enshaw's te t  ec i s as een 
i  i  ll. 
5. For an offset in the a ount of enshaw's recovery against any a ount 
f   r t  t . 
6.             i  
and attorney fees pursuant to ule 54, Idaho ules of ivil Procedure, and 
I   § -12 , § -1 , § -12 , § 48-608(4), or other applicable 
;  
. F or such other and further relief as the Court ay dee  just and proper. 
TE  t is \  ~ day f r r  . 
 &   I ,  
~/!l0./ 
y: ___ "-J_!L:-+-_=attU~..:--=--______ _ 
 STEEL  
ttorney for the Plaintiff 
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DEMANDFOR JURY TRIAL
Renshaw hereby demands pursuant to Rule 38b ofthe Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury Renshaw will not stipulate to a
trial of less than twelve 12jurors
DATED this P5
1
day of February 2011
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICE PLLC
By Whp
JON M EELE
Attorney for the Plaintiff
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DE A D  J  TRIAL 
Renshaw hereby demands, pursuant to Rule 3 8(b) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, 
that the issues properly triable by a jury be tried before a jury. Renshaw will not stipulate to a 
l f l   t  (1 ) rs. 
 t i  l s+1 day f ebruary 2011. 
 & T   FFICE,  
y: ___ V----=----'-+-I1_~~""""""'~-,-----
.'tE L  
Attorney for the Plaintiff 





GREGORY RENSHAW after being first duly sworn deposes and says as
follows
That he is the Plaintiff in the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL that he has read the AMENDED
COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL and believes the facts stated
therein are true based upon his own information and belief




SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 15 day of February 2011
jo
01 SNRA Notary ublic for IdahoResiding at
oTq N Commission expires C
SUBLIG
TOOF ID
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ERI I  
STA  OF I  ) 
:ss 
ounty f  ) 
GREGORY RENSHA  after being first duly sworn, deposes and says as 
follows: 
at he is t e laintiff i  t e f re i  I   PL I  
   J  IAL, t t   r  t   
    J  I   l  t  f cts stat d 
t r i   t    i   i f t   elief. 
IN ITNESS HEREOF, Plaintiff has set his hand and seal the day and year 
fir t  ritt  
~   
otary ubhc for Idaho 
 t: \'J=ID:J ~ 
issi  ires = q - l E5 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this ICPday of February 2011 a true and
correct copy of the foregoing FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY
TRIAL was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Tara Martens
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701






Anderson Julian Hull LLP
CWMoore Plaza
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CERTIFI  OF SERVICE 
T  undersi  hereby certifi  th t o  this \@day of February 2011, a true and 
cor ect copy f t  f i  FI ST  PL I   E  F  JURY 
RIAL,  serv   opposi  cou el as follows: 
Tara artens 
att e  J. c ee 
of at , as, ar et , ock & Fields, htd. 
10  . pit l lvd., t  l  
Post ffice Box 829 
ise, I   
l  comings, S,   
 ervices,  
hil  .  
rson, l  & l   
.W. re laza 
   t t, t   
.O.   
,  -742  
XUSMail 
__ Personal Delivery 
acsimil  
LUSMail 
__ Personal Delivery 
csi i  
 & STEELE  FFI ES, PLL  
By: ~4t1tt 
. TEELE 
ttorney for laintiff 
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[)"I  3eItIeme t ~enta i  ho  !  wJ l Wtillb  i18  i  t m mant. 
, aoo I   i  C I  WIT''; lOAN; 
I 601 .l Loan Oiigi ti  F'>'3 % L S 2.362.50 
i aU2 . ~ LOCiO (1fscolJ~t F&e , 3J)3 I Avr. ~<!  Foo 
804. ! Cre&t R;5pvJ i ~  Am£:!ncan CREiJCO 
iillS I Lender's !nspecticn Fee 
~6 !  ~6latl1d i r.:c  F;,-<) 
007 




% ! $ 0.00 
I $ 175,00 
s 7.7S 
i $ (j.GG 
! ~ 
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XHlBJT ........ L-....._ 
Borrower Slanature Authorization
PrtvacyACtXodcxThis irdannalon Is to bo used by the 89611colleding it or its assignees in detwMiling whether you qually as a ptospeclive mwtgagor under
Re program r wil ad be disdowd outside the agenry except as tegt4rod and permdted by law You do not have 10 provide We info n but if you do not yourappkagai for appomd as a bormverlimpedke mortpgor or may be dehrfed of iejactad The hdonnatton mquesW is this roan is authorized by Tide 313 USG
Cltapier ST if VAr by 12 USC Seddon 1701 eL seq f HUDJFHA by 42 USC Seddon 1452b d HUDlCPD and T 42 USC 1471 at seq or 7 USC 1921 atseq QtUSDAlFmHAy
Part I General Information
1Borrower 2 Name and address of LanderBrok
Gm Renshaw Colonial First LendingGroup Inc
3480 South PfmngtPlace 4805 SouthWasatch Blvd
Saft Lake City UT 84124
Boise 10 83708
TEL 8013081110 FAX 801 3084188
3Date 4 Loan Number
0411712007 070417008
Part It Borrower Authorization
i rierauy aulilvnzu Utb 1bi1W11DIUnen dU VCllly illy f ami tilluptCll CillplUylIlCilt Callillli3s rtYX wu UblMtltLUVrIL OLUUIt
holdings and any other asset balances that are needed to process my mortgage loan application I further authorize
the LenderBroker to order a consumer credit report and verify other credit information Including past and present
mortgage and landiord references it is understood that a copy of this form wilt also serve as authorization
The Information the LenderBrok obtains is only to be used in the processing of my application for a mortgage loan
rrower Greg Re haw SSN Date
iI
000150
r ig t  t n ti  
Prlvacy At:t N 1Jc« Is inrarmatfcn ,. to be uud by Ill,. agenc;-I collecting it or its assfg ees ~ d/ll8m1lnlng whether y<lU qualift ... pltlS edive mortgagor "nller 
illl p.qtam. I wit Id be diac:bied oUlll . the agency except • NqIi(ed ana pennitted by laW. )'01/ do n« ha ..... 10 PKWfde 1Ii1 informa!lan, but If ,ou cIO not your 
ap lk: llon lor 8J'IIRlWI aa a jllGGpedive mcrjga!IDr or _ may be dalayad Dt .ejocted, The Informallon roquUleo' in lhi. imn i. authariztd by 11IIe 38, USc. 
Chapler ST (If VA); by 12 usc. &Idiod 1701 ol seq. or HUDIFHA); by 42 usc. adan 1452b Cd HUDlCPD); and TIll. 42 USC, 1471 at. ""'1., 01' 7 USC, 11121 at. 
seq. (If USDNFmHA). 
Part I. General Informa1:lon 
1.BoJTOWer 
nIg eIl8ba  
3480 South PImmit Place 
oise, 10 83706 
3. Date 4. L  er 
04/1712007 070417008 
:Part 11· Borro er Authorization >, 
••.. , -:1. 
2. Name and addr8s  at Lender/9roke  
olonial First !..ending roup, Inc. 
4505 th t  Slvd 
lt Lak  ity. UT 84124 
el: 801-30&.1110 FAX: 801-308-lI  
" " ~'.: ',. .. ':' ;', . ,', . - ... : . .' .. ..! .... 
I nereuy i:lutllUI~e ltll..tlIJUtI.l/CIUI\t:t I.U Vt:III)I Illy ~I:IL <:IIIU PIt:I:ICIlL ~I1lPIUy[JIt::1I1 t:i:lIIIIIIl:l::lltIWl~ti, (Jl:IIUl.l:IlN'UunLi:l, ~LI,I\';I\ 
holdings, and any other asset balances that are needed to process y ortgage loan application. I further authorize 
the Lender/Broker to order a consu er credit report and verify other credit infor ation, Including past and prasent 
rt   l l r  r f rences. It i  r t  t t   f t i  f r  ill l  r   t orization. 
The Information the Lender/Broker obtains is only to be used in the processing of my application for a mortgage loan. 
,//~ . Sbt1J7 
Btrro er l1Jg erjsha  / 55 : -   .~ 
~~~".~.F~'~~-~~M·~.h~P~(1~C~~8~)----------------------------------------------------------------------. 
~-..,.--'-----,.~, ... -'-:...-....;... . ..;.~ .... ~---.---..~ ~-- ...... ..;.~.--.-.----... -., .~ .- .. ~.-.--' ... ~ ~.--- --
EXHIBIT 3 
Unifofrei Residenti Loan Apprcation
auio appncauon is oesrgneo to be completed by the applicantswith the Lenders assistance Applicants ehouid complete this form as Borrower or TA Borrower aspplicable CoBorrower Inforrttallon must also be provided end the appropriate box checked when the Income or assets of a parson other an the BorrowerIncluding the Borrowers spouse will be used as a basis for loan quallflcation or the Income or assets of the Borrowersspouse or other person v ho has communityproperty rights pursuant to slate law will not be used as a bas is for ban qualification but his or her liabilities must be considered because the spou is or other personhas community property rights pursuant to applicable law and Borrower resides in a community property state the security property Is located in a c mmunity propertystate or the Borrower Is relying on other property located In a community property state as a basis for repayment ofthe loan
If this Is an application for Joint credit Borrower and CoBorrower each agree that we Intend to apply for joint credit sign below
Borrower CoBrower
yvtrai1li4rirNaxiLl1xrsnev lti1kr11fiS IIQ tiQFe1NLSrA 17171Si lSlii9raq jfMortgage VA mCionventtonaf QOther explain Agency Case Number Lender Case NumbsAppiled for EI FHA USDARural
Homing Service
Amount Interest Raie Nm ofMonths Amortization Type Fixed Rate Other explain23550 76013 360 OPM ARM e 519
Subject Property Address street city state ZIP
3460 South Pimmlt Place 13olse iD 83706 Coun Ada
No of Unite
Legal Description ofSubject Property attach description If necessary 1
See Title Year Built
1985
Purpose ofLoan purchase Construction Otherexplain Property vnit beCReOnence QConstrucllonPermanant Primary Residence Secondary Reside ce Investment
Complete ffilslin If canetruoNen or constructionpermanent Joan
Year Lot Original Cost AmountFxieting Liens a Present Value of Lat bCost of Improvements Total abAcquired 16
I
Complete this line if thls s a refinance loan
Year Original Cost
Ammunt
Exlsting Liens Purpose ofRefinance Describe Improvements madAcquired 1 to be made1991 S 225000 19000 CashOutDeb Consolidation Cost 5
Titl will be held in what Names
Greg
Manner In which Title will be held EsRenshaw mto vd be ed
Single man mI Be Simple
Source of Down Payment Settlement Charges andlor Subordinate Flnandng explain xpiation
BorrowersName Include Jr or Sr if applicable CGBorrowaes Name Include Jr or Sr If applicable
GregRenshaw
Number nd area code DOB mmlddliyyy Yrs School Soclal Security Number Home Phone Ind area code DOB mml dlyyyy Yrs School
rnerrled Unaniad Include single Dependents not listed by Co Bonawe 9 e Unmarried include single Dependents not Itseparated dlvoaed wrdowady ad by Borrowerno erages El Separated divorced widowed no I age
Present Address street city state ZIP ElOwn Rent 16 No Yrs Present Address street city state ZIP Own Ran No Yrs
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Mailing Address If different from Present Address Mailing Address If different from Present Address
if resIdIng atpresent address forless than two years camplete the Howin
Former Address street city state ZIP Own Rent No Yrs Former Address steel city state Zip Down Ren No Yrs
Former Address street dty state ZIP own IJ Rent No Yrs Farmer Address street city state Zip Dawn Ren
Ilse
No Yrs
Banta Form 1003 07105
CALYX FreddieForm LoenappsFrme i 08105 Page 1 of 5
borrower Form 65 0705
CaBorrows
FXHI IT J000151
Unif h .... Residential Loan APQcation 
to be by Iha ,complete 
ap lloable, Co-Borrower Infcrmallon must elso be provided (and the ap ropriate box checked) when 0 the Incom& or assets of a parson olher 
(Including the Borrowers sjJQusa) will be used as a baals for loan qualification or Dthe Incoma or assets of the Borrowers,spouse or. other person 
property rights pursuant 10 state law wtll not be used as a basIs for Joan quallftcatlon, but his or har liabilities must be considered because the 
has community property rights pursuant 10 applicable law and Borrower resides in a communl1y property stale, the security property Is located In a 
slale, or the Borrower Is relying on other property located In B community property slate as a basis for repayment of the 108n. 
If this 1$ an appllcaUon for Joint credit, Borrower and Co-Borrower each agree that we Intend 10 apply for lolnt credit (sign below): 
Borrower 
See Title 
Purpose of Loan 
Greg Renshaw 
Preaent Address (street, city, steta, ZlP) 
3480 South Pimmit Place 
·Bolse, 1083706 
Co-Borrower 
(b) Cost of Improvements 
$ 
   Describe Improvements 
h..outiDebt 
Present Address (streat, city, state, ZIP) 
Total (a+b) 
$ 
Address, If different from Presenl Address Mailing Addres , If dlfferent from Present A dre s 
Former Mdress (street, city, state, ZIP) DOWn D Rent _ No. Yrs, Former Address (street, city, stats, ZIP) 
Former Address (a~"8at, dt!, slata, ZIP) DOWn U Rent _ No, Yrs. Farmer Address (slteet, city, state, ZIP) 
Fannia Mile Form 1003 07/05 






or other person 
property 
1985 
Sol KNOWName Address of Employer
Retired
selfEmployed Yrs on this job Name Addres of Employer LjSelfEmployed YrsonthIsjobI
Yrs am oyed In this
fine Ofworkprofesslon Yrs employed in FITline 3fworkprofession
PooldontTitleype of Business ess Phone Incl area codi sitloryTIlleT peof 1
If employsof In Current Position for less than two years or if currantjy emplo of in more than one position complete the following
Name Address of Employer S Dates fromt Name Address of Employer USsIfEmployed DabsftM40
Name Address of Employer 7elfEmployed Dates fromt Name Address of Employer
Poaltionrlit eTypeofBusiness Business Phone InK area codeT Io310onMilarryps ofBusiness Business Phon Ond area code
Name Address of Employer Self Employed Dates fromt Name Address of Employer SelfEmployed Dat 3s fromt
Monthlyincome Mof ItHy Income
PosItIonMWType of duskma Business Phone Incl are PosftlonTltle rypeof Business Business Phoa Incl area code
Name Address Employer Lj Self Employed Dates Wom10 Name Address of Employer Self Employed Daim fromt
Monthly Income mol Ithly Income
PosithnTitlerrype ofBusiness Business Phone oncl area9d PosItionfFitlefType of Business Business Phon Ind area codW
0111110ER








DIvIdendalinterest Real Estate Taxes
9600
Net Rental Income Mortgage Insurance
Other befom ccmploung
589 Me notice In dasedbe HomeownerAssn Dues 200
Self Employed Borrowersmay required to provide additional documentation such as tax returns and financlal statements
DescribeOther Income Notice Allmny child support or separate maintenance Income need not be revealed If the
Borrower 13 orCoBorrowarC does not choose to have it considered for repaying this loan
ale
vionth Amount
Social See I DisabilIV 187501




Fraddle Mac Form65 075
000152
Na e & ddress of ployer Self E ploy  
l   Nama & Address of Employer 
lf l  
C -B rrower Total r sent 
• Self employed Borrower(s) may be required to provide additional documentation iucil a& tax returns and financial statements, 
Describe otiler Income Notice: Ali ony, cillid support, or separate maintenance Income n ed not be revealed Irtlle 
Borrower (B) or Co.Borrower (C) does not choose to nalle it considered for repaying this loan, 
Fannie Mae Form 1003 07105 
CALYX Form Loanapp2,trm OQ/O!5 Page 2 or 5 Borrowsr 'P--~~:r 
Co·Borrower ___ _ 
so rnat me statement can be meaningfully and fairly preaerited on acombn
was completed about a non appiloont spouse or other person this Statement ace atawmenrs aria ocneauiesare required If the oBorromust be completed by that spouse or other parson also
vcm etas v join root JointCash orDescription ASSETS Market Value Liabilities and Pledged Assets Wtihe creditors name address and accountnum erfor all outstanding
Cash deposit toward debts Including automobile loans revolving charge accounts real estate tome all ony child support
purchase held by stock pledges etc Use continuatlon sheet It necessary Indicate by C those Nablll s which will be
sallstled upon sale of real estate owned or upon refinancing of the subject property
LIABILITIES Mortally Payment
Months Left to Pay
I npeld Balance
List checking and savings accounts bafow
Name and address of Bank SL or Credit Union






1318 193561Acct no 68220139978399
Acct no Name and address of Company
STUDAS8T
PaymentiMonths
Name and address of Bank SL or Credit Union
139 19J21Acct no 8012486098SF0000J
Acct no Name and address of Company
TOYOTA MOTOR CREDIT
PaymentMonths
Name and address of Bank SL or Credit Union
291 15311Acct no 70401361788170001
AccL
erne and address ofCompany PaymentlMonthe
no US DEPT ED
Stocks Bonds Corn anynamenumber description
60 1 5418
Acct nor 6189400892
Name and address ofCompany
WELLS FARGO BANK
PsymentlMoriths








from schedule of real estate owned 315000 HSSC NV
Vested Interest In retirement fund
Net worth of businessesowned
attach financial statement
149 4792Acct no 5458 04528989013Automobiles owned make and year AilmonylChlld Supporte arate y
Maintenance Payments Owed to
Other Assets itemize JobRelated Expense child care union dues
Total Monthly Payments 506
Total Assets a 315000
ti 9118 e i 57863 Total Liabilities b 26714
Schedule of Real Estate Owned If additional properties are owned use continuation sheel
Property Address eater S If sold P5 if pending Type of
sale or R V rental being held for Income
Present Afrount of Gross Mortgage Mainten n Net
Property Market Value Mortgages Llens Rental Income Payments Texas N4 c Rental Income
3480 South Pimmlt Place
Boise ID 63706 SFR 3 315000 s 193561 S 111 1318
Totals S 316 193 561 1318List any additional names sly bes under which credit has previoeen received and Indicate appropriate creditor names and account numbersAlternate Name
Creditor Name Account Numt or
Fannie Wa Fnrm inn3 n7m
CALYX Form Loanapp3f n09103 atxrower ac 1Page 3 of5
CoBorrower
Freddie I lac Form 55 075
000153
AS ETS 
Casli depoaJt toward 
purchase herd by: 
Stocks & Bonds ( ompany 
nama/number description) 
List any addrtJanal names under which o:redit hss prevlou$[Y bean received and Indicate appropriate credItor nBme{s) and account nu 
Altemate Name Creditor Name Account 
Fannie Mae Farm 1003 07105 
CALYX Form Loanapp3.frm 09/05 Page 3 of 5 
Borrower 
Co-Borrower ___ _ 
a Purchase price
b Alterations Improvements repairs
C Land Y acquired separately
d Refinance Inch debts to be paid off
a Estimated prepaid Items
f Estimated closing costs
g PMI MIP Funding Fee
h Discount If Borrowerwilt pay
I Total costs add Items a through h
J Subordinate financing
k BorrowersClosing costs pai bySeller
I Other Credits explain
m Loan amount exclude PMI MIP
Funding Fee financed
n PMI MIP Fielding Fee financed
o Loan amount add m n
p Cash fromt Borrower subtract J k I
o from 1
If you answer Yes to any questions a through f Son
Please use continuation sheet for explanation Yes





b Have you been declared bankrupt within the past 7 years m
c Have you had property foreclosed upon or given title or deed In lieu thereof ED 21
In the last 7 years
d Are you a party to a lawsuit
e Have you directly or Indirectly been obligated on any loan which resulted In C3
foreclosure transfer of title in lieu of foreclosure or Judgment
Is would Include such loans as home mortgage roans 88A Icans home Improvemanl
aarss loanseducational manufactured mobile home loans any mortgage financial
oWlgetloA bond or loan guarantee If Yes provide details including dale name and
address of Lander FHA or VA came number If any and reasons for the salon
L Are you presently delinquent or in default on any Federal debtor any other m
loan mortgage financial obligation bond or ban guarantee
If Yes give detals as described In the preceding question
g Are you obligated to pay ailmony child support or separate maintenance
It Is any part of the down payment borrowed m
I Are you a comaker or endorser on a note m
J Are you a U SclUzen m
k Are you a permanent residentalien M
1 00 you Intend to occupy the property as your primary residence Rl 13TYss eontplate question mbelow
m Have you had an ownershlp Interest In a property in the last three years
1 What type of property did you own principal residence PR
second home SH or Investment property JP R
2 How did you hold title to the home solely by yourself S
Jointly with your spouse SP or Jointly with another person 0
ems
ayAPRrAlIm4G4P51Y 3Z
Each of the undersigned specifically represents to Lender and to Landaus eotual or potential agents brokers processors attorneys Insurers servicers sucand agrees and acknowledges that 1 the Infomuatlon provided In thfsIs We and correct as of the date set forth opposite my signature and 0negligent misrepresentation of this information contained In this application may result In civil liability including monetary damages to any person who may areliance upon any misrepresentation that Ihave made on this application andfor In criminal penalties including but not limited to fine or Imprisonment or bothof THle 18 United States Corte Sao 1001 at aaq 2 the loan requested pursuant to this application the Leon will be secured by a mortgage or deed ofdescribed In this application 3 the property witnot be used for any Illegal or prohibited purpose oruse 4 elstaiements made In thisapplication acs made for theresidential mortgage loan 5 the property will be occupied as Indicated In this appllaatlon 6 the Lender its aervlcers successors or assigns may retain telectronic record of this application whether or not the Loan Is approved 7 the Lender and Us agents brokers Insurers services successors and asalgrely an the Information contained In the application and i em obligated to amend andor supplement the Information provided In this application If any of thehave represented herein should change prior to dosing or the Loan 8 In the eventihat my payments on the Loan become delinquent the Lender Its servtcersmay In addition to any other rights and remedies that it may have relating to such delinquency report my name and account information to one or more consum
g ownership of tha Loan andoradministration ofthe Loan accountmay be transferred with such notice as may be required bylaw 10 neither Lender norits ageservicers successors or assigns has made any representation or warranty express or Implied to me regarding the property or the condition or value of the ftransmission of this appllraUon as an electronic record containing my electronic signature as those tars are donned in applicable federal andfor state laws
video recordings or my facsimile transmission of this application containing a facsimile of my signature shall be as effective enforceable and VaUd as If itapplication were eialvered containing myortglnat written signature
of th n ad hereby ecknowiedgas thatany owner of the loan Its servicars successors and assigns may verity or reverifyn a 1 data ling to the Loan for any legitimate purpose through any sourca Including a source named in this I
essors and assigns
it any Intentional or
after any loss due to
ruder the provisions
rust on the property
urpose of obtaining a
a original andfor an
IS may continuously




operty and 11 my
excluding sudlo and
aper version of this
cation contained
or a consumer
eeasa m s tr raa 3 fir
Th following Informatikos requested by the Federal Government for certain types of bens related to a dwelling In order to monitor the lenders compile ce with equal creditopportwtly fair housing and home mortgage a laelosum laws You are not required io furnish this information but are encouraged to do so The law provid s theta Lender maynot discriminate either on the basis of this Information or on whether you choose to furnish It If you furnish the Information please provide both ethnicity an race For race youmay check more than one designation If you de not furnish ethnlelty race or sex under Federal regulations this lender Is required to note the Information n the basis of visualobservation and surname Ifyou have made this application in person If you do not wish to furnish the Information please check the box below Lender m st review the abovemat rial b assu that the dlaclosur s s tisfv sill rfwdmrnenee fnuklwe6I
BORROWER i do not wish to furnish this Information COBORROWER
Ethnicity LJHispa orLatino
Race American Indian or
Alaska Native
m Not Hispanic orLetlno Ethni
Asian Black or Race
African American
Native Hawalen or White
Other Padtic Islander
Sex UFemale
To be Completed by Intervlewor





U I do not wish to furnish this Information
Hispanic or Latino NotHispanic or Latino
American Indian or Asian Black or
Alaska Native African American




Intervlewerint or type Name and Address of InterviewersEmpioC CASE
Colonial First Lending Group incMUP 1 e
Date 4505 South Wasatch Blvd
Salt Lake City LIT 84124
InterviewersP Nu bar Intl ea code P8013081110
CALYX Form Loanapp41 nOM5
Page 4 of 5
000154
If you answer "Yas' to any questions a through I, 
~Ai;;;~;;:j;';;;;;;;:;;;;i;';;;;;;i;;--I------j pl.ISIt usa contlnuatlon she t tor explanation, Yas No 
1~~~~§~~~~;;~~:=;;;~ s. Ate thlrt any oUlstandlrog judgrnen\e Blllinatyou? 
~ b. Have you baen declared bankrUpt within \he pasI7 years? 
-;E.;;;t.;;;;;;.;;.;iii,;;;;:-....:.....-......:.-'t--.IL.!.~=::i Co Have you nad property foreclosed upon or glvan Inll! or dsed In lieu thereof 
In the !lsl7 yamrs? 
d. Art you a party to a laWS1lIt? 
~-..;..----~-~--.,.----I------I B. Have you dlrtctly ar Indirectly been obllgal&d on sny loan which resulled In 
OG?J 
OG?J 
foreclosure, tranlfer of tille In lieu af foreclosure, or Judgment? 
-i::Su!;;;;;fu;:;;;"'Hn;;;;ii;;;--..:...--..;;--r---===.:..:::'1 (ThIs would Inelud. IUch 10111'18 18 hOIl1ll ma~g.g. iD&ns, SSA Ie'n" home Improv.mInl 10II1'1II, educational Joen$, mlllufldlnd (mobll_) hom. loant, Illy moltgage, flnll/lQlal 
~~;;:;:;;~~;;;;i;;;~~:;;;idi;;;;:U;;-T-------j Obllgsllcn, bond, or lOin guarante •. Ir ..... I," preville delaU" Illcludlng dale, nama and 
I ae/druG of Landltl', FHAarVA ca."number,lf any, and ",lIIIont"'r 1M aaUan.) 
-:--::'7"" __ --:~:_''':-::-:-...;..-~--_t_-------l f. Are YOU presently delinquent or In default on any Federal debt or any other 
1000n, morigage, nnanelel obllgaUon, bond, or loan guaranlBe? 
If 'Yes,' glva detals as d ~d In lIIe prececllng question. 
g. Are you obligated to pay aITmony, c/lild support. or separate malnlBnance? 
h. Is any pert of tJ:le down payment borrowed? 
I, Are you a co- r or endorser on a nole? 
--:-----:-:----:---:--=-~_::::--_t------f J, Are you a U, S, clUzen? 
m, Loan amount (exclude PMI, MIP, k. Are you a permanent resident allen? 
Funding Fee finenced) I. Do you Intend to occupy the property as your primary re&ldence? 
n. PMI, MIP, Funding Fee financed If 'Ye ,' complete qu .. llcn  below, 
m. Have you had an ownership Inlerest In a property In the leal three years? 
-o-,"':L-o -n-a-m-o-u-nt:":(:"'"ad':"d=-m"""7&-n)=------t------I (1) Whalrype of property did YOU own-princIpal residence (PR), 
second home (SH), or Investment propa~ (JP)? 
(2) How did you hold IllIe to the hom.aolBly by yourself (S), 









each of the undersigned apac11lc81~ reprllaenta 10 Lender Ind to Lenders aolual or potential agents, brokers, procesaors, attorneys, INUrtlti, Jervlcera, luc",:rors 
and egra ... and acknowledget lhal: (1) the Information provided In thts "appUClillon II true and correct ea of the date lilt forth apposite my slgnalure and 
negligent mlsrepruentaDan of this Informatfon containad In thl. applk:etlon may result In c!villiebJUty, InclUding monel.!lry damagea, 10 IIny perlOn who may 
reliance upon any mlBrepresentallon thai I halta made on this application. ardlor In cmmlnal pen.allies Including, but not limited to, nne or bnpr1sonment ar both 
Of TItle 18, Unlled Statea Code, SBO. 1001, at seq,; (2) the loan requested pursuant to thl& appllcalfon (lila 'Losn') will be 'Bellred by a mortge1/8 Or delld of 
described In this applcatlon; (3) the prapeuty wi not be used iar any Illegal or prohibited purpose orll6e; (4) ehtatamllntl made In thIt. appjlaatlon lire mada for the 
residential I'IIDffIJage loan; (5) Ille property Will.,. occupied as IndIcated In this ;jpplicaijon; (6) the Lender, lis lervh:;ers, 1l/CC8S80l8 or aslllgns may relaln 
el~nlc record of Ihls application, whether or not the Loan Is approved; (7) the Lander and Us aganl$, brokers, Insurers, servlcera, auc:cesloos and 
rely an the InformaHon cantelned In the applicatIon, and I em obRgated to amene! andlor supplement !he Information provided In iIlls appllcallon If any 
havll I8preaented herein should"change prior to closing of tha Loan; (B) In the event that my paymentl on tha Loan become delinquent, the Lender, II. 
may, III addition to any ether rights and I'IImedles that II mllY have rslatlng 10 such d9~nquency, repert my nlma and account InfoJT11aUon to ana or more 
(9) ownership of thB Lain IInd/ar administration oIlhe Loan accountme~ be transfElIT8d with such notice a& may bo required by law; (10) nalther Lender nor Its 
serv)(;ors, sue;cll8llOrs or assigns h88 mde any "prtlsentation or warranlV, express or Implied, to mil regarding the proper1y or tile condlUon Dr Villus of the 
trans ission of tills applleaUon aa an "aleclrcnlc record' conflilnlna y "a(ac:tronlc signature," as thoall terms are danned in applicable fedoral and/or atata la s 
video recordings). ar my lacslmiEllransmlsslan at this appfoatlon containing a Rcslmle of my signature, shall be as e!fIlCUvlI, enrorceable and vaUd aa If I 














~~~t=~~~:I~ ~~~~~hereby acknowledges that any owner of the Loan,lIs servlcara. SUCCIIlsora lind assigns, may verify or Tlverlty Info:rmlUon contained 
Ir I. data to Ihe Lila", for any legitimate purpoaEl through IIny sau~, Including I sourca namad In this aPll,RqBllan 
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INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTE
OneYearLIBOR Index As Published In The Wall Street JournalRate Caps
THIS NOTE CONTAINS PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR A CHANGE IN MY FIXED INTEREST
PHISNOTESAMOUNT MADREST RMAONTHLCHANGE AT ANY ONE TIMEAND THE BLUMVI M RATE IMUST PAY
JUNE 27TH 2007 BOISE IDAHO
Date ICity Estate
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
L BORROWER PROMISE TO PAY
In return for a loan that 1 have received I promise to pay US 236 2500 this amount is calledPrincipal plus Interest to the order of Lender Lender is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
I will make all payments under this Nate In the form of cash check or money order
I understand that Lender may transfer this Note Lender or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who is entitled
to receive payments under this Note is called the Note Holder
2 INTEREST
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid I will pay interest at ayearly rate of 75000 The Interest rate I will pay may change in accordance with Section 4 of this Note
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay both before and after anydefault described in Section7Bof this Note
3 PAYMENTS
ATime and PIace of payments
I will make a payment on the first day of every month beginning on AUGUST 1ST 2007 Before the
First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date as described in Section 4 of this Note my payment will consist only of the
Interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note Thereafter I will pay principal and interest by making a paymentevery month as provided below
I will malte monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date
as described in Section 4 of this Note I will make these payments every month until I have paid all of the principal and
Interest and any other charges described below that I may owe under this Note Each monthly payment will be applied as of
its scheduled due date and If the payment includes both principal and interest it will be applied to Interest before PrincipalIf on JULY 1sT 2037 I still awe amounts under this Note I will pay those amounts in full on that
date which Is called the Maturity Date
I willmake mymouthlypayments at 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600 BELLEVO WA 98004
or at a different place if required by theNote Holder
B Amount of My Initial Monthly Payments
My monthly payment will be in the amount ofUSS 14765 before the First Principal
and Interest Payment Due Date and thereafter will be in an amount sufficient to repay the principal and interest at the rate
determined as described in Section 4 of this Note in substandally equal installments by the Maturity Date The Note Holder
will notify me prior to the date of change in monthly payment
C Monthly Payment Changes
Changes in my monthly payment will reflect changes in the unpaid principal of my loan and in the interest rate that I
must pay The Note Holder will determine my new interest rate and the changed amount of my monthly payment inaccordance with Section 4 or 5 of this Note
MULTISTATE INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE R E NOTE WSJ ONEYEAR
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I  -  PERIO  A JUSTABL  RA  TE 
(One-Year LffiOR Index (As Publisbed In The Wall Street Joumal)-Rate Caps) 
THIS NOTE CONTAI S PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR A CHANGE IN MY FIXED INTEREST 
RATE TO AN "ADJUSTABLE lNl'EREST RATE AND JOR CHANGES IN MY MONTHLY 
PAYMENT. TIDS NOTE LIMITS THE  Y ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN 
CHANGE AT ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAXIMU  RATE I ST PAY. 




34  SOUTH PIM I  PLACE) BOISB, 1  8370  
[ r perty Ad res ] 
1. RROWER'S PROMISE T  PAY 
I  retur  f r a loan t t I hav  received, I r i  to y .S. $ 236,250.00 
"Principal"), plus Interest, 10 the order of Lender. Lender is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, 
H I  I I  NETWORK, I C.) 
I ill ake aU pay ents under thIs ote i  the for  of cash, check or oney order. 
IDAHO 
[Slate) 
(this amount Js called 
LLC (li'/K/A 
I understand that Lender may transfer this Note. Lender or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who is entitled 
t  r c i  t   t    l  t  "Not  older. " 
2. INTEREST 
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid. I will pay interest at a 
yearly rate of 7.5000 %. The Interest rate I will pay may change in accordance with Section 4 of this Note. 
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay both before and after any 
    (B)   . 
3. PAYMENTS 
(A) I e  l   P e t  
I ill a e a a e t  t e first a  f e er  t , e i ing  AUGUST 1ST, 2007 • Before the 
First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date as described in Section 4 of this Note, my payment will consist only of the 
interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note. Thereafter, I will pay principal and interest by making a payment 
ery onth as r ide  b l . 
I will make monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the First Principal and Interest Payment Due Dale 
as described in Section 4 of Ibis Note. I will make these payments every month until I have paid all of the principal and 
Interest and any other charges described below that I w.ay owe under this Note. Each monthly payment wlll be applied as of 
its scheduled due date, and if the payment includes both principal and Interest, it will be applied to Interest before PrinCipal. 
If, on J Ly 1ST I 2-037 t I still owe amounts under this Note, I will pay !hose amounts in full on that 
dat , hich Is ca led the "Maturity Da . " 
I ill make my monthly.payments r 188 106TH AVENUE NE, S ITE 600, BELLEVOE, WA 9B004 
or at a dl ferent place if required by the Nore Hold . 
(B) Amount or My Initlal onthly Payments 
My monthly payment wi l be in the a ount of U.S • .$ 1, 476' • 56 before the Fmt Principal 
and Interest Payment Due Date, and thereafter will be In an amount suffipient to repay.the principal and interest at the rate 
detenruned as described in Section 4 of this Note in substantially equal installments by the Maturity Date. The Note Holder 
will nodfy me prior to the date of cbange in monthly payment. 
(C) Monthly Payment Changes 
Changes in my monthly payment will reflect changes in !he unpaid principal of my loan and in the interest rate that I 
must pay. The Note Holder will determine my new interest rate and the changed amount of my monthly payment in 
accordance with Section 4 or 5 of this Note. 
MULTISTATE INTEREST-ONLV PERIOD w  NOTE - W<J ONE-VEAR 
7'54063 10808) fCDU%44 1O&IZ007,' 047· 
VMP "'OItII'lIol1olWon .. Ina. -
PIIQ. I 015 rnil/a1 • 
EXHIBIT 5 
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4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLYPAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the first day of JULY 2012
and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change on that day every 12th month thereafter
The date on which my initial fixer interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable
interest rate could change is called a Change Date
BThe Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an Index The Index is the average
of interbank offered rates for oneyear US dollardenominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in
The Wall Street Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change Date is called the
Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based upon comparable
information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
CCalculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding Two AND ONs rcuftTa
percentage paints 2500 to the Current Index The Nate Holder will
then round the result of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point0125 Subject to the limits stated
in Section4Dbelow this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be sufficient to repay the unpaid
principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially
equal payments The result of this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
DLimits on Interest Bate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than 125000 or less
than 25000 Thereafter my adjustable Interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any
single Change Date by more than two percentage points fromthe rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000
EEffective Date ofChanges
My new interest rate will become effective each Change Date I will pay the amount of my new monthly payment
beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
FNotice of Changes
Before the effective date of any change in my interest rate andormonthly payment the Note Holder will deliver or
mail to me a notice ofsuch change The notice will include information required by law to be given to me and also the title
and telephone number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
G Date ofFirst Principal and Interest Payment
The date of my first payment consisting of both principal and Interest on the Note the First Principal and Interest
Payment Due Dateshall be on that date which Is the loth anniversary date of the first payment due
date as reflected in Section 3A of the Note
5 BORROWERSRIGHT TO PREPAY
I have the right to make payments of principal at any time before they are due A payment of principal only is known
as a Prepayment When I make a Prepayment I will tell the Note Holder in writing that I am doing so I may not
designate a payment as a Prepayment if I have not made all the monthly payments due under this Note
I tray make a full Prepayment or partial Prepayments without paying any Prepayment charge The Note Holder will
use my Prepayments to reduce the amount of Principal that I owe under this Note However theNote Holder may apply my
Prepayment to the accrued and unpaid interest on the Prepayment amount before applying my Prepayment to reduce the
Principal amount of the Note If I make a partial Prepayinent there will be no changes in the due data of my monthly
payment unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes If the partial Prepayment is made during the period
when my monthly payments consist only of interest the amount of the monthly payment will decrease for the remainder of
the term when my payments consist only of interest If the partial Prepayment is made during the period when my payments
consist of principal and interest my partial Prepayment may reduce the amount of my monthly payments after the first
Change Date following my partial Prepayment However any reduction due to my partial Prepayment may be offset by an
interest rate increase
6 LOAN CHARGES
If a law which applies to this loan and which sets maximum Ioan charges is finally interpreted so that the Interest or
other loan charges collected or to be collected In connection with this loan exceed the permitted limits then a any such
loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already
collected from me that exceeded permitted Iimits will be refunded to me The Note Holder may choose to make this fund
776403loaoa Page 2of a Inidaf
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4. T     THLY A  CH  
( )  t s 
The init1al flxed interest rate I ill pay ill change to an adjustable interest rate on the first day of JULy I 2012 
, and the adjustable interest rate I will pay ay change on that day every 12th onth thereafter. 
The date on hich y initial fixed Interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate. and each date on which y lKijustable 
i t  l  nge, i  I   " h  ate." 
( )  I  
Beginning ith the first Change Date, y adjustable Interest rate will be based on an Index. The "Index" is the average 
of interbank offered rates for one-year .S, dollar-deno inated deposits in the London arket ("LI OR"), as published In 
The all Street Journal. he ost recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each hange ate is called the 
" urr t I dex. " 
If the Index is no longer available, the ote older ill choose a ne  index that is based upon co parable 
i tion.    Ill    f  i . 
( ) l    
efore each hange ate, the ote older ill calculate y ne  interest rate by adding TKO AND ONI> .OURTH 
 o  (  • 2500 %)  t   ex.  o   ill 
then round the result of this addition to the. nearest one-eighth of one percentage point (0.125%). Subject to the li its stated 
in ection 4(D) belo , this rounded a ount ill be y ne  interest nte until the next hange ate. 
e te l r llI t e  eter i e t e a t f' t e t l  a e t t at l  e s ffi i t t  re a  t e ai  
principal that I a  expected to o e at the hange ate i  full on the aturity ate at y ne  Interest rate i  substantially 
equal pay ents. he result of this calculation ill be the ne  a ount of y onthly pay ent. 
(D) it    R   
he interest rate I a  required to pay at the first hange ate ill not be greater than 2.5 00 %   
 2.5000 %. r after,  j t l  I t r t r t  ill r  i r  r r s    
single hange ate by ore than t o percentage points fro · tho rate of interest I bave been paying for the preceding 12 
.         2.S0 0 %. 
(E) e    es 
My new interest rate win become effective·on each Change Date. I will pay the amount of my new monthly payment 
beginning on the first onthly pay ent date after the Change ate until the a ount of y onthly pay ent changes again. 
(F)   a ges 
efore t e ffe ti e t  f a · c  i   i t r st r t  /or t l  a e t, t  te l r ill li r r 
ail to e a notice f such change. e notice ill i cl e infor ation re ire  by la  to e given to e and also t e title 
 t l  r f  rs  ho ill iUlSWer  sti  I a   r r i  t  ti  .. 
(G) t  f irst ri i l  I terest t 
The date of y first pay ent consisting of both principal and interest on the ote (the "First Principal and Interest 
  ate")    !b t   i   Ot  a i ersar  t  f t e first a e t e 
,  r lecte  i  n (A)  t  . 
5. ER'S I   P P  
I have the right to ake pay ents of principal at any ti e before they are due.  pay ent of principal only is kno n 
as a ·Prepay ent.· hen I ake a Prepay ent, r ill tell the ote older in riting that I a  doing so. I ay not 
designate a pay ent as a Prepay ent if I have not ade all the onthly pay ents due under this ote. 
I may a e a f ll rl:!pay ent r rti l r e ts ith t a i   r t r . he ote lder ill 
use y Prepay ents to reduce the a ount of Principal that lo e under this Note. However, the Note Holder ay appJy y 
Prepayment to the accrued and unpaid interest on the Prepayment amount, before applying my Prepayment to reduce the 
Principal amount of the Note. If I make a partial Prepayment, there will be no changes in the due date of my monthly 
pay ent unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes. If the partial Prepay ent is ade during the period 
hen y onthly pay ents consist only of interest, the a ount of the onthly pay ent ill decrease for the re ainder of 
the ter  hen y pay ents consist only of interest. If the partial Prepay ent is ade during the period llen y pay e:nts 
consist of principal and intecC$t, y partial Prepay ent ay reduce the a ount of y onthly pay ents after the f1!st 
hange Date follo ing y partial Prepay ent. o ever, any reduction due to y partial Prepay ent ay be offset by an 
interest rate increas . 
. O N ARGES 
If a law, which appUes to this loan and which sets maximum loan charges, is finally interpreted so that the Interest or 
other loan charges collected or to be collected I  connection ith this loan exceed the per itted li its, then: (a) any such 
loan charge shall be reduced by the a ount necessary to reduce the charge to the per itted li it; and (b) any su s already 
,0U_ fro  e that """, od pennl.od Il llS ill e refunded to . he ote older a  dwo .. to ake & 
7 540 83 108081 P. e :1 af 6 Ipl~.r 
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by reducing the Principal I owe under this Note or by making a direct payment to me If a refund reduces Principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial Prepayment
7 BORROWERSFAILURE TO PAY AS REQUIRED
ALate Charges for Overdue Payments
If the Note Holder has not received the full amount of any monthly payment by the end of 15 calendar days
after the date it is due I will pay a We charge to the Note Holder The amount of the charge will be 5 0000
of my overdue payment of Interest during the period when my payment is interest only and of principal and interest
thereafter I will pay this late charge promptly but only once on each late payment
B Default
If I do not pay the full amount of each monthly payment on the date it is due I will be In default
CNotice of Default
If I am in default the Note Holder may send me a written notice telling me thatifI do not pay the overdue amount by
a certain date the Note Holder may require me to pay Immediately the full amount of Principal that has not been paid and
all the interest that I owe on that amount That date must be at least 30 days after the date on which the notice is mailed to
me or delivered by other means
D No VValver By Note Holder
Even i at a time when I am in default the Note Holder does not require me to pay immediately in full as described
above the Note Holder will still have the right to do so if I am in default at a later tune
E Payment ofNote Holder Costs and Expenses
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in full as described above the Note Holder will have the right
to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by applicable law
Those expenses include for example reasonable attorneys fees
8 GIVINGOF NOTICES
Unless applicable law requires a differeat method any notice that most be given to me under this Note will be given by
delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I give the
Note Holder a notice of my different address
Unless the Note Holder requires a different method any notice that must be given to the Note Holder under this Note
will be given by mailing it by first class mail to the Note Holder at the address stated in Section 3A above or at a different
address if I amgiven a notice of that different address
9 OBLIGATIONS OF PERSONS UNDERTHIS NOTE
If more than one person signs this Note each person Is fully and personally obligated to keep all of the promises made
in this Note including the promise to pay the full amount owed Anyperson who is a guarantor surety or endorser of this
Note Is also obligated to do these things Any person who takes over these obligations including the obligations of a
guarantor surety or endorser of this Note is also obligated to keep all of the promises made in this Note The Note Holder
may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us together This means that any one
ofus may be required to pay all of the amounts owed under this Note
10 WAIVERS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of Dishonor
Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of Dishonor means
the right to require the Note Holder to give notice to other persons that amounts due have not been paid
11 UNIFORMSECURED NOTE
This Note is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions In addition to the protections given to
the Note Holder under this Note a Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument dated the same
date as this Note protects the Nate Holder from possible losses that might result If I do not keep the promises that I make in
this Note That Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make immediate payment
in full of all amounts I owe under this Note Some of those conditions read as follows
A Until my initial fixed interest rate changes to as adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument sball read as follows
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by reducing the Principal lowe under this Note or by making a direct payment to me. If a refund reduces Principal, the 
reduction will be treated as a partial Prepayment. 
7. BORROWER'S FAI  TO PAY AS REQUIRED 
( ) t  Char s fol' verdue Pay t  
If the ote Holder has not received the full amount of any monthly pay ent by the end of 15 calendar days 
after th  date it is due, I m  a lat  charge to the te older. T  amount of the charge ill be 5.0 0 % 
of my overdue payment of interest, during the period when my payment is lnterc3t only. and of principal and interest 
thereafter. I ill pay this late cbarge pro ptly but only once On each late pay ent. 
( ) f ult 
I  I do t y the f l  amount of each nthly pay t  t  d t  it is due, 1 Il  be In defaUlt. 
eC) otice of efault 
If I am in default. the Note Holder may send me a written notice telling me that-if I do not pay the overdue amount by 
a certain date. the Note Holder may require me to pay immediately tho full amounJ: of Principal that bas not been paid and 
l   i t  low   t t ount. t dat  t  at least 30 day  aft r t  d t  on i  the noti  i  il  to 
 r li r   t r ans. 
(0)  Waiv r   r 
Even if, at a ti e hen I a  in default, the ote older does not require e to pay iIJunediately In full as described 
bove,    il  till  t  ri    so i    i  def ult t a l t r time. 
(E) y t f  lder's t   co  
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in full as described above, the' Note Holder will have the right 
to be paid back by me for afl of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by applicable law. 
hose expenses includo, for exa ple, reasonable attorneys' fees. 
8. GIVING OF NOTICES 
Unless applicable law requires a different method. any notice that must be given to me under this Note wlll be given by 
delivering it or by mailing it by fIrst class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I give the 
t       fere  r ss. .. . . .... -... - .-. . -
nless the te l er re ires a iffere t ethod, any notice t at ust be i e  to t e te l er under this ote 
ill be given by ailing it by first class ail to the ote older at the address stated in ection 3(A) above or at a different 
 i    i e   tice  t t i t . 
9. 1'I     ID   
If more !han one person signs this Note, each person is fully and personally obligated to keep aU of the promises made 
in this Note, including the promise to pay the full amount aWed. Any.person who is a guarantor, surety or endorser of this 
Note is also obligated to do these things. Any person who takes over these obligations, including the obligations of a 
guarantor, surety or endorser of this ote, is also obligated to keep all of the pro ises ade in this ote. The ote older 
may enforce its rights under this Note against each person indIvidually or against ail of us together. This means that anyone 
 us  e re  to  l  the ts e   t i  . 
10. IVERS 
I a  a y ther pers n h  as obligations under t is ote aive t e rig ts f rese t e t a  otice f is r. 
·Pres t nt" eans the right to re ire the ote older to de and a ent f a ts e. "Notice f is r" eans 
tho righc to require the Note Holder to give notice to other persons that a ounts due have noc been paid. 
1 . IF  S E   
This Note is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions. In addition to the protections given to 
the Note Holder under this ote, a ortgage, eed of Trust, or Security eed (the ·Security Instru ent"), dated the sa e 
date as this Note, protects the Note Holder from possible losses that might result If I do not keep the promises that I make in 
this Note. That Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make immediate payment 
in fu l of a l a ounts I o e under this ot . So e f those conditions read as fo lo : 
(AJ Until my initial fIXed interest rate changes to an. adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above, 
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Sec rity Instrument sha l read as fo lo s: 
7764083 [08081 P go 3.15 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any Iegal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest In the Property is sold or transferred or ifBorrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lender prior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a
period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which
Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the
expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further
notice or demand on Borrower
BWhen my Initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument described in Section 11Aabove shall then cease to be in effect and
Uniform Covenant 18 of theSecurity Instrument shall instead read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title byBorrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borroweris or transferred without Lendersprior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law Lender also shall not
exercise this option if a Borrower causes to be submitted to Lender Information required by Lender to evaluate
the intended transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender reasonably determines
that Lenderssecurity will not be impaired by the loan assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or
agreement in this Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee as a condition to Lenders
consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is
acceptable to Lender and that obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made la the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the Note and this Security
Instmmeat unless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If
Borrower fails to pay time sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted
by this Security Instrument withoutfurther notice or demand on Borrower
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Transfer of the Property or a BeneJlciaJ Interest in Borrower. As used in this Section 18, "Interest in the 
Property" means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property, including, but not limited to, those beneficial 
interests transferred in a bond for deed, contract for deed. installment sales contract or escrow agreement, the 
i te t of which is the transfer of title by Borro er at a future date to a purchaser. 
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred (or If Borrower is no t a 
natural person and a beneficial interest in BOl'1'ower is sold or transferred) without Lender's prior written consent, 
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument. However, this 
option shall not be exercised by ender If such exercise is prohibited by pplicable Law. 
If Lender exercises this option, Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice shall provide a 
peri  of not less than 30 ays from the date the notice is i e  i  accor a ce it  Section IS within hich 
Borrower must pay all SllnlS secured by this Security Instrument. If Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the 
expiration of Chis period, ender ay jnvoke any re edies per itted by this Security Instru ent ithout further 
notice or de and on orro er. 
(B) When my initial fIXed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above, 
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument described in Section UeA) above shall then cease to be in effect, and 
i      ri  I tr t hal   r  as l s: 
ransfer of the Property or a eneficial Interest in orro er. s used in this Section"18, "Interest in the 
Property" means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property, inoluding. but not limited to, those beneficial 
interests transferred in a bond for deed, contract for deed, installment sales contract or esorow agreement, the 
i t t f i  is t  tr f r f titl   rr r t  f t r  t  t   r ser. 
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred (or if Borrower is not a 
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is'sold or transferred) without Lender's prior written consent, 
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument. However, this 
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law. Lender also shall not 
exercise this option if: (a) Borrower causes to be sub iued to Lender Infor ation required by Lender to evaluate 
the intended transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee~ and (b) Lender reasonably determlnes 
that Lender's security wUl not be impaired by the loan assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or 
  l is  str e t    e . 
o the extent per itted by pplicable a , ender ay charge a reasonable fee as a condition to ender's 
consent to the loan assumption. Lender also may require the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is 
acceptable to Lender and that obligates the transferee to keep all the promJses and agreements made in the Note 
and in this Security Instrument. Borrower will continue to be obligated· under the Note and this Security 
Instru ent unless ender releases BOl'Iower i  riti . 
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full, Lender shall give Borrower notice of 
acceleration. 'l11e notice shall ·provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in 
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower mWlt pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument. If 
Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period, Lender may invoke any remedies permitted 
by this Sec rity Instrument wlthout"further notice or de a  on o"rrowe . 
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WITNESS THE HANDSAND SEAL OF THE UNDERSIGNED
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WI  THE HAND(S) AND SEAL(S) OF THE UNDERSIGNED. 
_____________ (Seal) 
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FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER
LIBOR One Year Index As Published In The WaU Street Journal hate Caps
THIS FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER is made this 27TH day of JUNE 2007
and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed jthe Security Instrumentjof the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure Borrowers FixedAdjustable Rate Note the
Note to HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender of the same date and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 3706
Property Address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN BORROWERSFIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE NOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERSADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAXIMUM RATE BORROWER MUST PAY
ADEITIONAL COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A ADJUSTABLE RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The Mote provides for an initial fixed interest rate of 75000 aThe Note also
provides for a change In the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the
first day of JULY 2012 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date an which my initial fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER WSJ One Year LIBOR Single Family
Fannie Mae Uniform Instrument
Form 3187 6101
Walters Kluwer Financial Servi
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IXED/ADJUSTABLE   
(LIBO  e- ear I e  (As lis e  I  he aJl treet J maf)- Rate aps) 
 /ADJUST          ,  
, and is incorporated into and shall be dee ed to a end and supple ent the 
rt ,  f r st, r c rity  jt  "Security I str t") f t  s  t  iv  
 t  r i  ("Borro er") t  ra rrower's i e /Adjustable t  ta (th  
"N ta"}  I S IAL,  (F/K/A  I I  
RK, C.) 
("Lend ") f t   t  - ri  t  r rt  ri  i  t  rit  I tr t 
  t:   I   
,  83706 
[Prop rt  r ss) 
rl-l        ROWER'S   
     .     
 ROWER'S   £    
         . 
DOITIONAl . I  iti  t  t  c v ts  r ts  i  t  
rit  I tr t, rr r  r f rt r t  r   f ll s: 
.       
 N  i    i l  t r st   .5 00 %.    
r vi s f r  c a e I  t  i iti l fix  r t  t   j t l  i t r st r t , 6S f ll s: 
.        
{A} ange l  _ 
The i(litial fixed interest rate I ill pay ill change to an adjustable Interest rate on the 
first day f ,:   , and the adjustable interest rate r ill pay ay change 
on that dtly every 12th onth thereafter. he date on hich y ini1ial fixed interest rate 
c s t  an j st l  interest rate, and each date on hich y j st l  interest rate 
l  , i  ll   nChange ate.· 
I TE I /ADJUST   I ER·  -Ye r I60  - i l& ily· 
i    t 
  /  
o t  r   ~,--­
Y  e_16BR (0401).02 r 




Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollar denominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published In The Wal S rest
Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new Interest rate by adding
TWO AND ONE FOURTH percentage points
2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest oneeighth of one percentage point0125 Subject to the
limits stated in Section 4D below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full
on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
D Limits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than
125000 or less than25000 Thereafter my adjustable
interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Date by more than
two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000
E Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount
of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change
Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
FNotice of Changes
The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective date of any change The notice will include the amount of my monthly
payment any information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any question lmay have regarding the notice
B TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BORROWER
1 Until Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall
read as follows
Initial




( I The Index 
i i  it  the fir t Cha  ate,  adjust l  interest rat  will be based on a  
Index. The "Index" is the average of interbank offered rates for one-year .S, 
ll - i t  it  i  th  Lo  r t (" l "I, as published In The all Street 
Journal. e st r c t I x figure availa la as f t  ate 4  days f r  c   
t  i  ll  t  "Curr t Index." 
If t  I tJ x is  l r vailable, t  t  ol r ill ch s   n  i x t t is s  
 r l  i f r ation.  t  l r ill i   ti  f t i  oice. 
leI l l ti    
efore each hange ate, the ote older ill calculate y  Interest rate by adding 
TWO AND oNE FOURTH percentwae points 
( 2.2500 %} t  t  rr t I ex.  t  l r ill t  r  t  r lt 
of this addition to the nearest on1il-eighth of one percentage point (0.125%). j t t  t  
li its stated in ection 4(D) below, this rounded a ount ill be y ne  interest rate until the 
t a te. 
The ote older ill then deter ine the a ount of the onthly pay ent that ould be 
s ffici t t  r y t  i  ri ci l t t I a  x ct  t   t t   t  i  f ll 
on the aturity ate 8t y ne  interest rate in substantially equal pay ents. The result of 
t i  l l ti  ill  t   t f  t l  nt, 
(0) U lt   I t r st t   
The interest rate I a  required to pay at the first hange ate ill not be greater than 
12.5000 %  l   .5 00 %. Thereafter, my adjustable 
interest rate ill never be increased or decreased on any single hange ata by ore than 
t o percentage points fro  the rate of interest I have been paying far the preceding 1 2 
t s.  i t r t r t  ill     . 2.50 0 %. 
(El He 1ive t  f es 
  i t r st r t  ill co e ff ctive    t . I ill  t  t 
of y ne  onthly pay ent beginning on the first onthly pay ent date after the hange 
ate until the a ount of y onthly pay ent changes again. 
IF) tice f s 
The ote older ill deliver or ail to e a notice of any changes in y initial fixed 
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and ot any changes in y adjustable interest rate 
before the effective date of any change. The notice win include the amount of my monthly 
pay ent, anY infor ation required by law to be given to e and also the title and telephone 
number of a person who win answer any question I may have regarding the notice. 
B. TRANSFER F T E PROPERTY OR  I I L I T T I  ER 
1. Untit BOrrower's initial fixad interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under 
the terms stated in Section A above, Uniform ovenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall 
read as follo s: 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial Interest In the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial Interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed Installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower Is sold or transferred without Lenders prior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law
H Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the data
the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums
prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowers initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section B1 above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest In Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred In a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment In full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option If a Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate the intended
transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender
reasonably determines that Lenderssecurity will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement In this
Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee
as a condition to Lenders consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
Initials
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f  01 t  r t  r  fi i l Int rs t i  Bor ower. s us  i  thi  
ti  8, °lnt r t in t  ropertyW   l l r fl l l Int r t I  t  
roperty, i l ing, t n t li it  to, t  fi  interests t  i   
bond for deed, contract for deed, Install ent sales contract or escrow agree ent, 
t  i t t f i  is 1  tr f r f titl   rr r t  f 1 r  ta t   
rchaser. 
If all or any part 01 the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or 
t f  (o  i   i  t  t l r   a be fi i l i t t i  
rr r I  l  r tr sferred) it t nder's ri r ritt  sent, r  
require i ediate pay ent in full of all su s secured by this ecurity Instru ent. 
However. this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited 
 li l  . 
If r x rcis s t is ti n, r s ll iv  rr r tic  f 
leration.  i  8MII i   i    l  1h      e 
the notice is given in ~ccordance with Section 15 within which Borrower ust pay 
all sums secured by this Security Instrument. If Borrower fails to pay these sums 
ri r t  t e ir ti  f t i  riod, r  i   r i  r itt   
t i  rit  I tr t it t f rt r ti  r   rr er. 
2. hen orrower's initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under 
the terms stated in Section A above, Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument 
described in Section B1 above shall then cease to be in effect. and the provisIons of Unifor  
    it  t       s: 
r f r   r rty r 8 fi i l r st i  r.   i  i  
ti n , " Interest i  t  r rty" s  l l r fi ial i t r t i  t  
, i , t t i it  ,  fi i l     
bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent sales contract Of escrow agree ent, 
t  i t t f ich i  t  t f  f titl   r r t  f t r  t  t   
. 
If all or any part of the roperty or any Interest in the roperty is sold or 
tr sf rr  (or if rro er is t  t r l rson   fici l i t r st i  
Borrower is sold or transferred) without Lender's prior written conSlfOt, Lender may 
require i ediate pay ent In full of all SU s secured by this ecurity Instru ent. 
However, this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited 
by pplicable La . Lender also shall not exercise this option If: (a) orro er causes 
to e sub itted t  r i f r tion r ir   nder t  v l t  t  i t nded 
transferee  if   la  re i g ade t  t  tr f r ; d (b) nder 
reasonably determines that Lender's security will not be impaired by the loan 
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement In this 
ecurity I stru ent is cceptable to L . 
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law, Lender may charge a reasonable fee 
as a condition to Lender's consent to the loan assu ption. Lender also ay require 
the transferee to sign an assu ption agree ent that is acceptable to Lender and that 
obligates the transferee to keep all the pro ises end agree ents ade in the ote 
and in this Security Instrument. Borrower will continue to be obligated under the 
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower in writing. 
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in fuJi, Lender shall 
give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice Shall provide a period of not less 
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with ection 15 ithin 
tntij,r,~ 
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which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower
fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S KING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained
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ic  Borro er ust pay all s s secur  by this ec rity Instrument. If orr r 
f il  t  pay t   prior to the expiration of thi  period, Lend r ay inv  any 
r i  r it  by t i  ec rit  Instr t without further notic  or de a   
Borrower. 
 · NI O  Borro r cc t  an  agrees t  t  ter s an  covenants co t i  
in this . / j f  te . r. 
_____________ (Seal) 




· orro !;1r 
____________ (Seal) 
· rr r 
____________ (Seal) 
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DEED OF TRUST
MIN 100062604737936361
Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in
Sections 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are
also provided in Section 16
s
A Security instrument Weans this document which is dated JUNE 27TH 2007
together with all Riders to this document
B Borrower is
GREGORY A RENSHAW Aw Cna f n
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument
C Leader is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender isa LIMITED LIABILITY coMPANY
organized and existing under the laws of DELAWARE
I
IDAHOSingle Familynnie MaeFreddie Mac EINIFDHht INSTRUMENT WITH MFRS Form 3013 7101
MFID7770 0912006 047 3793636
Wolters Kluwer Financial Services
Page
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DEFINITIONS 
  i  lti l  ti   t i  t  m  l   t    i  i  
Sections 3, 11, 13, 18, 20 and 21. ertain rules regarding the usage of ords used in this docu ent are 
ls  ide  i  ti  . 
(A) "Sec t  l nt" m   wn ,  is te   . 0  IrP 
rogelher with aU Riders to this document. ,,+j • • . 
(B) IIBo ro ' is ~ 
 . , A: SB~ ES'fA:'f'B li unYY"C.Mr"\-e.J. ~f"\ . 
orro er is the trustor under this Security Instru ent. 
(C) IlLender" is HO ECO INGS FI CI L, LLC (F/K/A. HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL 
, I . ) 
Leeder is a I ITED LIABILITY COMP  
rga ized and e istin  under the la s f R  
I AHO·Slngle Fam y-Fannle ae/Fre die M~c U I ORM I ' E:NT ITH MERS Form 3013 1/01 
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Lendersaddress is 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600
BELLEVUE WA 98004
DTrustee is PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
E HERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenders successors and assigns MFRS is the beneficiary
under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware and has an
address and telephone number ofPO Box 2026 Flint MI 48501 2026 tel 888 679MFRS
F Note means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated Jmis 27TH 2007
The Note states that Borrower owes Lender TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SIX THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY AND N01100 Dollars
US 236500 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 1ST 2037
G Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
Property
MLoan means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment charges and late charges
due under the Note and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus interest
1 Riders means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower The following
Riders are to be executed by Borrower check box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider Condominium Rider El Second Home Rider
BalloonRiderPlanned Unit Development Rider 1 4 Family Rider
VA Rider Biweekly Payment Rider Othersspecify
3 Applicable law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well as all applicable final
non appealable judicial opinions
W Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments means all dues fees assessments and other
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homeowners
association or similar organization
L Electronic Funds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
instrument computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to paintofsale transfers automated teller
machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated clearinghouse
transfers
ild Escrow Items means those items that are described in Section 3
N Miscellaneous Proceeds means any compensation settlement award of damages or proceeds paid
by any third party other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described in Section 5 for 1
damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the
Property iii conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv misrepresentations of or omissions as to the
value andor condition of the Property
0 Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of or default on
the Loan
P Periodic Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for iprincipal and interest under the
Note plus ii any amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument
Inhld
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Lender's ad ress is 1aa l06TH A  NE, SUIT  60  
BEL EVUE, WA 980  
( ) tl r te ll is PI  TI  COMPANY OF A A COUNTY 
(E) llM " is ortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. E S is a separate corporation that is 
acting solely as a oo inee for under and Lender's successors and assigns. E  is the beneficiary 
un r this Securit  I stru ent.  is or anized and existing u er the la s of Delaware, and has an 
addr ss an  t l  r fP,O.  2026, lim, I 48 - 026, tel. ( 8) 679- E S. 
( ) " teJl s t e r issory n t  sig d  rr r and dated JUNE 27 ,  
 t  st t  t t  o s r T   I  SI  T SA  T  
 I T   O/  l  
( .S. $ 36,250.00 ) plus interest. Borrower h83 promised [0 pay this debt in regular Periodic 
   y t  t  ful  t l tban L  1ST,  
( ) "PrO rty"  t  r rt  t t is scri  l  r t  di  " ra f r f i t  i  t  
Property. • 
(H) IILoan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and lale charges 
due under the Note, and all su s due under this Security Insfru ent, plus interest. 
(I) "Riders" means all Riders to chis Security Instrumenf that are executed by Borrower. The following 
de~ r  t   t   rr r [c   s pplicable]: 
[Xl just l  t  i r 0 i i  i r 0   i  
D alloon ider [iJ Planned nit evelop ent ider 01-  Fa ily ider o  ider 0 i ld  t i r 0 ther(s) [specify) 
(J) "Applicable La " eans all cODtrolling applicable federal, state and local statutes, regulations, 
ordinances and ad inistrative rules and orders (that have the effect of la ) as ell as all applicable final. 
on-   . 
(K) "Com unity 1lsoclation ul'S, Fees, and ssess ents" eans all dues, feC3, assess ents and other 
charges that are i posed on orro er or (he roperty by a condo iniu  association, ho eo ners 
   . 
(L) "Electronic Funds Transfer" means any transfer of funds, other than a transaction origioated by 
check, draft, or similar paper instrument, whicb is initiated through an electronic terminal, telephonic 
ins . c , or a netic ta e   t  r, t,  ize  ina  ins t tion t   
or credit an account. Such ter  includes, but is not li ited to, point-of·sale transfers, auto ated teller 
machine transactions, transfers initiated by telephone, wire transfers, and automated clearinghouse 
transfers. 
(M) "Escro  Ite " eans those ite s t are  in e tion 3. 
(N) "Miscellaneous Proceeds" means any compensation, settlement, award of damages, or proceeds paid 
by any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverases described in Section 5) for: (i) 
damage to, or destruction of, the Property; (it) condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the 
Property; (iii) conveyance in lieu of conde nation; or (iv) isrepresentations of. or o issions as to, the 
value a d! or con ition of the Pr . 
(0) "Mortgage Insurance" eans insurance protecting Lender against the nonpay ent of, or default on, 
the Loan. 
(P) "Periodic Pay ent" eans the regularly scheduled a ount due for (i) principal and interest under the 
Note, plus (ii) any a ounrs under Se tion 3 of this Security Instru e t. 
-ftP 
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Q RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USCSection 2601 et seq and its
implementing regulation Regulation X 24 CFRPart 3500 as they might be amended from time to
Lime or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security instrument RESPA refers to all requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage
loan under RESPA
R Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that has taken title to the Property whether or
not that party has assumed Borrower obligations under the Note andlor this Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of this Security Instrument is MERS solely as nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors and assigns and the successors and assigns of MERS This Security Instrument secures to
Lender ithe repayment of the Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the Note and ii
the performance of Borrowerscovenants and agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants and cohveys to Trustee in trust with power of sale the
following described property located in the COUNTY Type ofRecording Jurisdiction
of ADA Name of Recording Jurisdiction
Legal description attached hereto and trade a part hereof
Parcel ID Number 016PS125660450 which currently has the address of
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
Sweet
BOISE City Idaho 83706 Zip Codel
Property Address
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and all
easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All replacements and
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal tide
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to comply with law or
custom MERS as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property and to
take any action required of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
Instrument
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower wan and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and
demands subject to any encumbrances of record
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(Q) "RESPA" means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Section 2601 et seq.) and its 
implementing regulation, Regulation X (24 C.F.R. Part 3500), as they might be amended from tlnre to 
time, or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter. As used 
in this Security Instrument, " ESPA" refers to all require ents and restrictions that are i posed in regard 
(0 a "federally related mortgage loan" even if the Loan does not qualify as a "federally related mortgage 
loan" under RESPA. 
(R) "Successor in Interest of Borrower" means any party that has taken title (0 the Property, whether or 
not that party has assu ed Borrower's obligations under the Note and/or this Security Instrument. 
  I S I   PROPERTY 
 efi i r  of t  ecurity I tru nt Is  (s l  as no i  f r r and ender's 
successors and assigns) and the successors and assigns of RS. This Security Instru ent secures to 
Lender: (i) the repayment of the Loan, and all renewals, extensions and modifications of the Note; and (ii) 
the perfor ance f orrower's covenants and agree ents under rhis Security Instru ent and the ote. For 
lhis purpose, Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee, in trust, with power of sale, the 
f l i    l t  i    (Type of ~{)rditlg 1urisdictionl 
of ADA ( a e of ecordlog Iurisdic~onJ 
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof 
 I  u : 016RS125 604S0 
480  I I  CE 
which currently has the address of 
ISE 
("Property dre s"): 
(City]. ldabo 93706 
[Srreelj 
(Zip Cod~} 
TOGETHER lTI1 all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the propertY, and all 
easements, appurtenances, and fill:tures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacement:! and 
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument. All of the foregOing is referred to in this 
Security Instrument as the "Property.· Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal ti[le 
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument, but, if necessary to comply with law or 
custom, MERS (as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) has the right: to exercise any 
or allo( those interests, including, but not limited 10, the right to foreclosure and sell the Property; and to 
take any action required of Lender including, but not limited to, releasing and tanceling this Security 
Ins[ru ent. 
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has 
the right to grant and convey [he Propcny and mat the Property is unencu bered, except for encwnbrances 
of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and 
demands, subject to any encumbrances of recor . ~
IOiliJ-L _____ 
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THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non uniform
covenants with limited variations by Jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real
property
UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal Interest Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and Late Charges
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by the Note and any
prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow Items
pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be trade in US
currency However if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurers check or
cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a
federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to
bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan
current without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepted If each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay
interest on unapplied funds Lender may hold such unapptied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring
the Loan current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such funds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied to the outstanding
principal balance under the Note Immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower from making payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the covenants and agreements secured by this Security
Instrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this Section 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order of priority a interest
due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due under Section 3 Such payments
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first to late charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument and
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding Lender may apply any payment received
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in full To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or
more Periodic Payments such excess may be applied to any late charges due Voluntary prepayments shall
be applied first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 binds for Escrow Items Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments are due
under the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts due
for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a
lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any c
premiums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance
premiums if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow
Items At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees and
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Le a al re3 of amounts to
P






T I  SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines unifonn covenants for national use and oon-unifonn 
covenants with limited variations by Jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real 
property. 
I RM COVENANTS. Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows: 
1. Payment of Principal, Interest, Escrow Items, Prepayment Charges, and Late Charges. 
prro er shall pay when due the principal of, and interest on, the debt evidenced by the Note and any 
prepay e t cbar es and late char es due under the ote. Borro er shall also pay fuods for Escrow Items 
pursuant to Section 3. Pay ents due under the ote and this Security Instrument shall be made in U.S. 
currency. However, if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this 
Security Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid, Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments 
due under the ote and this Security Instru ent be ade in one or ore of the follo ing forms, as 
selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) oney order; (c) certified check, bank check, treasurer's check or 
cashier's check, provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a 
f ral gency, i . ntality, r ntity; or ( ) EleCT i   ransfer. 
Pay ents are dee ed received by Lender hen received at the location designated in the ote or at 
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in SeCtion 15. 
Lender may return any payment or pamal payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to 
bring the Loan current. Lender may accept any payment or partial payment insufficient to bring the loan 
current, without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial 
payments in the furure, but Lender is not obligated to apply sllch payments at the time such paymen£~ are 
accepted. If each Periodic Paymellt is applied as of its scheduled due date, then Lender need not pay 
interest on unapplied funds. Lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring 
the Loan current. If Borrower does not do so withio a reasonable period of time, Lender shall either apply 
such funds or return them to Eorrower. ff not applied earlier, such funds will be applied to the outstanding 
principal balance under the ote I ediately prior to foreclosure. o offset or clai  hich orro er 
might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieVe Borrower from making payments due under 
the Note and this Security Instru ent or perfor ing the covenants and agree ents secured by this Security 
Instrument 
2. Application of Payments or Proceeds. Except as otherwise described in this Section 2, all 
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order of priority: (a) interest 
due under rhe Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) amounts due under Section 3. Such payments 
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due. Any remaining amounts 
shall be applied fITst to late charges, second to any other amounJ:s due under this Security Instrumeru, and 
t e  JO  t e i a  ala ce   . 
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a 
sufficient a ount to pay any late charge due, the pay ent may be applied to the delinquent payment and 
the late charge. If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding, Lender may apply any payment received 
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if, and to the extent that, each payment can be 
paid in fuJI. To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full pay ent of one or 
more Periodic Payments, such excess may be applied to any late charges due. Voluntary prepayments shall 
be applied first [0 a  prepa e t charges  then as ibed in the ote. 
Any application of payments, insurance proceeds, or iscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under 
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due date, or change the amount, of the Periodic Payments. 
3. FuIJds for Escrow Items. Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments are due 
under the Note, until the ote is paid in f , a s  (the "Funds·) to provide for payment of amounts due 
for: (a) taxes and assessments and other iteD13 which can attain priority Over this Security Instrument as a 
lien or encumbrance on the Property; (b) leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property, if any; (c) 
premiums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5: and (d) Mortgage Insurance 
premiWIl8, if any, or any sums payabh: by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage 
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10. These ite s are called "Escrow 
Items.· At origination or at any time during me term of the Loan, Lender may require that Community 
Association Dues, Fees, and Assess ents, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and such dues, fees and 
a se s ents shall be an Escro  Ite . Borrower shall promptly furnish to e~ces of a ounts to 
Inl".I~( 
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be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowersobligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrowers
obligation to pay to Leader Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time Any such waiver may only be
in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounts
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lender requires
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require
Borrower obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such
amount Lender may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lender may at any time collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable
Law
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency
instrumentality or entity including Lender If Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Horne Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time
specified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds annually
analyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the
Funds mW Applicable Law permits Lender to snake such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
shall be paid on the Funds Lender shalt give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of the
Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessary to snake up the shortage in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12
monthly payments If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make
up the deficiency in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and impositions
attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument leasehold payments or
ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable
to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against enforcement of the lien In legal proceedings which in Lenders opinion operate to
prevent the enforcement of the lien while those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating
the lien to this Security Instrument If Lender detemlines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the
Initial
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b  paid under this Section. or o er shall pay L n er the Funds for Escrow Ite s unles  L nder waiv s 
orrower's obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items. Lender may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Ite s at any ti e. Any such waiver may only be 
in writing. In the event of such waiver, Borrower shall pay directly. when and where payable, the amounts 
due for any Escrow Ite s for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and, if Lender requires, 
shall fumlsh to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require. 
Borrower's obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed co 
be a covenant and. agree ent contained in this Security Instrument, as the phrase "covenant and agreement" 
is used i  Sectio  9. If rro er is o li t  to pay scro  It s irectly, p r uant to a waiver, and 
orro er fails to pay the a oWlt due for an Escro  Ite , Lender ay exercise its rights under Section 9 
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such 
amount. Lender may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Ite s at any time by a notice given in 
accordance ith Section 15 and, upon such revocation, orro er shall pay to eader all Funds, and in 
suc  ounts,  are t    t  ecti  3. 
ender ay, at any ti e, collect and hold Funds in an a ount (a) sufficient Io per it Lender to apply 
t   at  ti  specifi  er SPA,  (b) ot t   t  xi  a t a l r  
re ire er PA. ender shall esti ate the a ount f unds due on the basis f c rre t data and 
reasonable esti ates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable 
Law. 
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency, 
instru entality, or entity (including Lender, if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured) or in 
any Federal ome Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escro  Ite s no later than the li e 
specified under RESPA. Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds, annually 
l i  t  cr  count, r rif i  t  r  It s, l  r s rr r i t r t  t  
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make such a charge. Unless an agreement is made in writing 
or pplicable La  requires interest to be paid on the Funds, Lender shall not be required to pay orro er 
any interest or earnings on [he Funds. orro er and ender can agree in riting, ho ever, that interest 
shalt be paid on the Funds. lender shall give to Borrower. without charge, an annual accounting of [he 
    PA. 
If t ere is a s r l s f s el  i  escrow, as efme  er , e er s all acc t to 
Borro er for the excess funds ill accordance ith RESPA. If there is a shortage of Funds held in escro , 
as defured under RESPA, Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to 
ender t  t  t  m    t     PA,     t   
onthly pay ents. If there is a deficiency of unds held in escro , as d~fmed under , ender shall 
notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make 
up the deficiency in accordance ith SP , but in no ore than 12 omhly pay ents, 
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument, Lender shall promptly refund 
to orro er any ds eld y r. 
4. Charges; Liens. Borrower shall pay all taxes, assessments, charges, flnes, and impositions 
attributable to the Property which C&l attain priority over this Security Instrument, leasehold payments or 
ground rents on the Property, if any, and Community Association Dues, Pees, and Assessments, if any. To 
the extent that these ite s are Escro  Ite s, orro er shall pay the  in the anner provided in Section 3. 
Borrower shall pro ptly discharge any lien hich has priority over this ecurity Instru ent unless 
Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable 
to Lender, but only so long 8lJ Borrower is performing sucb agreement; (b) contests the lien in good faith· 
by. or defends against enforcement of the I ien in, legal proceedings which in Lender's opinion operate to 
prevent the enforcement of the lien hile those proceedings are pending, but only until such proceedings 
are concluded; or (c) secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to lender subordinating 
the lien to this Security Instrument. If Lender determines that any part of [he Property is subject to a lien 
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument, under may give Borrower a notice identifying the 
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lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or
more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4
Lender may require Borrower to pay a one time charge for a real estate tax verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
S Property Insurance Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or hereafter erected on
the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the term extended coverage and any
other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and floods for which Lender requires insurance
This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts including deductible levels and for the periods that
Lender requires What Lender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders
right to disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a onetime charge for flood zone detentnination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which
reasonably might affect such determination or certification Borrower shall also be responsible for the
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in connection with the
review of any flood zone determination resulting from an objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lenders option and Borrowers expense Lender is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover Lender but might or might
not protect Borrower Borrowers equity in the Property or the contents of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts disbursed by Linder under this Section 5 shall
become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest
at the Note rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee andoras an additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewal
certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and
renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shall include standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee andoras an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender Lender
may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
in writing any insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenders security is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the
work has been completed to Lender satisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken
promptly Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is trade in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall nut be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other third parties retained by
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower If
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would be lessened the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
Ini
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lien. WithlJl 10 days of the date on which that notice is given, Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or 
moTe of the actions set forth above in this Section 4. 
L r may require Borrower to pay a on -ti e charge for a real estate tax verification and/or 
reponing S{:  used by L r in colUleclion with this Loan. 
S. roperty lusurance. Borrower shall keep the i prove ents now existing or hereafter erected on 
. the ~opertY insured against los9 by fire, hazards included within the term "extended coverage," and any 
other hazards including. but not li ited to, earthquakes and floods, for which Lender requires insurance. 
This insurance shall be aintained in the amounts (including deductible levels) and for the periods that 
Lender requires. What Lender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of 
the Loan. The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lender's 
right to disapprove Borrower's choice, which right shall not be exercised unreasonably. Lender may 
require rr er t  ay, i  connecti  ich t is an, either: (a) a onc--ti e charge f r fl d zone 
etermination, certificati  an  tracki  servi~s; r (b) a e-ti e charge f r fl od ro e detenninati  
and certification services and subsequent charges each ti e re apping::; or si ilar changes occur which 
reasonably ight affect such deter ination or certification. Borro er shall also be responsible for che 
pay ent of any fees i poseU by the Federal E ergency anage ent gency in connection ith the 
revie  of any flood zone detennination resulting fro  an objection by orro er. 
If orro er fails to aintain any of the coverages de.'lcribed above, Lender ay obtain insurance 
coverage, at Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lender is under no obligation to purchase any 
particular type or amount of coverage. Therefore, such coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might 
not protect Borrower. Borrower's equity In the Property. or the conterru of the Property, against any risk. 
hazard or Uabiliry and ight provide greater or lesser coverage than as previously in effect. orro er 
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of 
insurance that orro er could have obtained. ny a ounts disbuned by ender under this Section 5 shall 
ec e a iti al e t f rr er sec re  by t is ec rit  I str ent. ese a ts s all ear i terest 
at the Note rate from the date of disburse ent and shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice from 
e der (0 e   nt. 
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lender's 
right to disapprove such policies, shall include a standard ongage clause, and shall name Lender as 
mortgagee llJld/or as an additional loss payee. Lender shaJl have the right to hold the policies and renewal 
certificates. If Leoder requires, Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and 
renewal notices. If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage, not otherwise required by Lender, 
for damage to, or destruction of, the Property, such policy shall include' a standard mongage clause and 
shall na e ender as ortgagee and/or as an additiona1lo$S payee. 
In the event of loss, orro er shall give pro pt notice to the insurance carrier and ender. ender 
may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower. Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree 
in writing, any iru;urance proceeds, whether or not the underlying insunmce was required by Lender, shall 
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property, if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and 
Lender's security is not lessened. During such repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right to 
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the 
work has been completed to Lender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken 
promptly. Lender may disburse proceeds for rhe repairs and I.'estoration in a single payment or in a series 
of progress payments as the work is completed. Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law 
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any 
interest or earnings on such proceeds. Fees for public adjusters, or other third parties, retained by 
Borrower shall not be paid out of the iruurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower. If 
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender's security would be lessened. the iru;urance 
, o edJ ,,,,II be ",II'" 10 "'" ""'" seco"" by <his Socurity 1Ds~~ "'" then tho,. ith 
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the excess if any paid to Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in
Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available insurance
claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim The 30 day
period will begin when the notice is given In either event or if Lender acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowers rights to any insurance
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowers rights other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of the Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not then due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower principal
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the
Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Lender
otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating
circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower control
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protection of the Property Inspections Borrower shall not
destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or commit waste on the
Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition Unless it is
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such
purposes Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for the completion of
such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property lender shall give
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause
8 BorrowersLoan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge or consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate information or statements to Lender
or failed to provide Lender with material information in connection with the Loan Material
representations include but are not limited to representations concerning Borrowersoccupancy of the
Property as Borrower principal residence
9 Protection of Lenders Interest in the Property and Rights Under this Security Instrument If
a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security Instrument b there
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lenders interest in the Property andor rights under
this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
enforcement of a lien which may artain priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or
regulations or c Borrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security
Instrument Including protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing
the Property Lenders actions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court d c paying reasonable
Initials
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the excess, if any, paid to Borrower. Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in 
Section 2. 
If rr er abandons the Property, Le er may file, negotiate and settle any available i surance 
clai  and rel t d atters. If Borro er does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the 
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim, then ender ay negotiate and settle the claim. he 30-day 
periOd will begin when the notice is given. In either event, or jf Lender acquires the Property under 
Section 22 or otherwise, Borrower hereby assigns to Lender (a) Borrower's rights to any insurance 
r s i  a  a ount not to ex  the a ou ts i  under the t  or this Security Il\lItru ent, and 
(b) any other of IkIrrower's rights (other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by 
Borrower) under all insurance policies covering the Property, insofar as such rights are applicable to the 
coverage of the Property. Lender ay use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Propeny or 
t    i  r [   r t i  Security tr ent, ther or not t en due. 
6. Occupancy. Borrower shall occupy, establish, and use the Property as Borrower's principal 
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the 
Property as Borrower's prinCipal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy, unless Lender 
otherwise agrees in writing, which consent shall nOI be unreasonably witlilield, or unless extenuating 
i t  xi t i    r ower's ntrol. 
7. Preservation, aintenance and Protection of the Property; Inspections. orro er shall not 
stroy,   i i  t  rope\tY, ll  t  rt  t  l ri t  r it t   t  
Property. Whether or DOl Borrower is residing in the Property, Borrower shall maintain the Property in 
r r t  r m t  r rt  fr  t ri r ti  r r i  i  l   t  it  iti . l  it i  
deter ined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not econo ically feasible, orro er shall 
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage. If insurance or 
condemnation proceeds arc paid in connection with damage to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower 
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such 
purposes_ Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single pay ent or in a series of 
progress pay ents as the ork is co pleted. If the insurance or conde nation proceeds are nol sufficient 
ro repair or restore the Property, Eorro er is not relieved of orrower's obligation for the co pletion of 
 r ir r r t ration. 
Lender or its agent ay ake reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property. If it has 
reasonable cause, Lender ay inspect the interior of the i prove ents on the Property. Lender shall give 
orro er notice at the li e of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause. 
S. 'Borro er's Loan pplication. orro er shall be in default if, during the Loan application 
r ss, orro er r a  rs s r tities ti  at the ir ti  f orro er r it  rr er's 
knowledge or consent gave materially false, misleading, or inaccurate infonnation or statements to Lender 
(or failed to provide Lender with aterial infor ation) in coJUlcction with the Loan. aterial 
rc:presentatiollS include, but are not li ited to, representations concerning Borro er's occupanc)' of the 
r ert   er's principal . 
9. Protection of Leoderts Interest in the Property and Rights Under this Security Instrument. If 
(a) Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security Instrument, (b) there 
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect under's Interest in the Property andlor rights under 
this Security Instru ent (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy, probate, for conde nation or forfeiture, for 
enforcement or a lien which ay attain priority over this Security Instrument or t  e force la s or 
regulations), or (c) Borrower has abandoned the Propeny. then lender may do and pay for whatever is 
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security 
Instrument, Including protetting and/or assessing the value of the Property, and securing and/or repairing 
the Property. Lender's actioD.S can include, but are Dot limited to: (a) paying any SUtruI secured by a lien 
whioh h .. priori,> om ,"" Seomity [""ro eO!; (b) . mi g ~:~,@'Yin' """ .. bI. 
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andorrights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but is not limited to
entering the Property to Make repairs change locks replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on or off Although Lender may take action under this Section 9 Lender does not have to do so and is not
under any duty or obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or allactions authorized under this Section 9
Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Lender to Borrower requesting
payment
If this Security Instrument 13 on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
case If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless
Lender agrees to the merger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect If for any reason
the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate
mortgage insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not
available Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain these
payments as a non refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve shall be
non refundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full and Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve Lender can no longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage m the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available is obtained and Lender requires
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage
Insurance as a condition o making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a nonrefundable loss reserve until Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a party to the MortgageInsurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce losses These agreements
are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other parry or parties to
these agreements These agreements may require the mortgage insurer to make payments using any source
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage
Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer any reinsurer
any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts that
derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowers payments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for
Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not increase the amount
Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund
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altomeys' fees to protect its interest in the Property and/or rights under this Security Instrument, including 
irs secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding. Securing the Property includes, but is not limited to, 
e~tering the Property to make repairs, change locks, replace or board up doors and windows, drain water 
from pipes, eli inate buildiog or other code violations or dangerous conditions, and have utilities turned 
on or off. Alt gh L nder ay take action under this Section 9, L n er does not have to do so and is not 
under any duty or obligation to do so. It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all 
acti s authorized under this Sectio  9. 
ny a o ts disb rsed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become ad itional debl of Borrower 
secured by this Security Instrument. These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate fro  the date of 
disbursement and shall be payable, with such interest, upon notice from Lender 10 Borrower requesting 
payment. 
If this Security Instru ent is on a leasehold, orro er shall co ply ith all the provisions of the 
lease. If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property, the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unlcss 
r r s [0 t e r r i  riting. 
10. Mortgage Insurance. If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan, 
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect. If, for any reason, 
the Mortgage Insurance coverage rcqwred by Lender ceases to be available from the mongage insurer that 
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments 
toward the premiwns for Mortgage Insurance, Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain 
coverage substantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect, at a cost substantially 
equivalent to the cost to Borro er of the ortgage Insurance previously in effect, fro  an alternate 
mortgage irururer selccted by Lender. If substantially equivalent ortgage Insurancc coverage is not 
available, Borrower shaH continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that 
ere due hen the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect. Lender ill accept, use and retain these 
t    -r f bll;l l  r r  i  li  f rt  I r .  l  r r  hall  
non-refundable, notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ulti ately paid in full, and Lender shall not be 
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve. Lender can no longer require loss 
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage (in the amount and for the period that Lender requires) 
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available, is o bfained , and Lender requires 
separately d~ignated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance. If Lender required Mortgage 
Io.suraoce as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated 
pay ents to ard the pre iu s for ortgage Insurance, Borro er shall pay the pre iu s required to 
maintain ortgage Insurance in effect, or to provide a non-refundable loss reserve, until Lender's 
require eot for ortgage Insurance ends in accordance ith any rirten agrce ent bet een orro er and 
Lender providing for such termination or until tennination is requircd by Applicable Law. Nothing in this 
Secrion 10 affects Borro er's obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note. 
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender (or any entity that purchases the Note) for certain losses it 
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borrower is not a party to the Mortgage 
Insurance. 
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time, and may 
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk, or reduce losses. These agreements 
are on terms and conditions that are 3atisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other party (or parties) to 
these agreements. These agreements may require the mortgage in:rurer to make payments using any source 
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available (which may include funds obtained from Mortgage 
Insurance pr s). 
As a result of these agreements, Lender, any purchaser of the Note, anomer insurer, any reinsurer, 
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, may receive (directly or indirectly) amounts that 
derive from (or might be characterized as) a portion of Borrower's payments for ortgage Insurance, in 
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer's risk, or reducing Josses. If such agreement 
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of the 
premiums paid to the insurer. the arrangement is often termed "captive reinsurance.' Further: 
(a) Any such agreements will Dot affect tbe amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for 
Mortgage Insurance, or allY otber terws of the Loa . Such agr e ent8 wiD not increase the a ount 
Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance, and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund • 
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b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 1998 or any other law These rights
l may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and obtain cancellation of the
I Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance terminated automatically andorto receive a
refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the three of such cancellation or
terminption
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenderssecurity is not lessened
During such repair and restoration period header shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to
Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoration in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is
completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would
be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or loss in value of the Property the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a pattiat taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is equal to or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount of the sums secured immediately before the
partial taking destruction or loss in value divided by b the fair market value of the Property
immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower that the
Opposing Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Lender is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due Opposing Party means the third parry
that owes Borrower Miscellaneous Proceeds or the parry against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Lendersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Unders
Interest in the Property orrights under this Security Instrument Borrower can cure such a default and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material
Impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
5
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(b) ny such agreements: ill not affect the rights orro er has ~ if any ~ with respect to the 
ortgage Insurance under the o eo ners Protection ct of 1998 or any otber law. These rights 
ay include the right to receive certain disclosures, to request and obtain cancellatiOIl of the 
t i: I urance, t  v  tb  t  I r  t r i t d automatically, and/or t  receiv  a 
r f u  f  t  I  i  t t r  un ar  at the time of such cancellati  or 
, inj1ti n, 
11. Assign ent of iscellaneous Proceeds; Forfeiture. All iscellaneous Proceeds are hereby 
i  t  an  hal   i  t  der. 
If the Property is damaged, such iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of 
the Property, if the restoration or repair is econo ically feasible and ender's security is not lessened. 
uring such repair and restoration period, Lender shall have the right to hold such iscellaneous Proceeds 
until Lender has rutd an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to 
Lender', satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken pro ptly. Lender ay pay for the 
repairs and restoration in a single disburse ent or in a series of progress pay ents as the ork is 
co pleted. Unless an agree ent is ade in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such 
iscellaneous Proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borro er any interest or earnings on such 
iscellaneous Proceeds. If !he restoration or repair is not econo ically feasible or Lender's security would 
be lessened, the iscellaneous Proceeds shaH be applied to the sums secured by [his Security Iostrurnent, 
t   t t  , it  t  ss, i  y, i  t  r.  is lla e   ll  
       ti  . 
In the event of a total taking, destruction. or loss in value of the Property, the iscellaneous 
r s s all e li  [0 t e s s sec r   t is rit  I str nt, t r r t t  , it  
 ,  y,  [0 r. 
In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in hich the fair arket 
value of the Propet1y immediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value is equal to or 
greater than [he amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument inunediately before the partial 
taking, destruction, or loss in value, unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing, the sums 
secured by this ecurity Instru ent shall be reduced by the a ount f the iscellaneous roceeds 
mUltipUed by the following fraction: (a) the total amount of the sums secured Immediately before the 
panial taking, destruction, or loss in value divided by (b) the fair market value of the Property 
i ediarely before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value. ny balance shall be paid to orro er. 
In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of [he roperty in hich the fair arket 
lue  the  e iat     , tr cti , r ss i       
a ount of the SUlJl5 secured i ediately before the pat1iai taking, destruction, or 1088 in value, unless 
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing, the iscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums 
re   t is t  Instr e t het er   t  s  t e  . 
If the Property is abandoned by orro er, or if, after notice by Lender to orro er that the 
Opposing Party (as defined in the next sentence) offers to make an award to settle a clai  for damages, 
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given, Lender is authorized 
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the 
sums secured by this Security Instru ent, wheEher or not then due. "Opposing Party" means the third party 
that OWCli Borrower iscellaneous Proceeds or the party against who  Borrower has a right of action in 
regard 10 isce laneous Pr . 
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding, whether civil or criminal, is begun that, in 
Lender's judgment, could result in forfeiture of rhe Property or other material impairment of Lender's 
interest in the Property r.rights er t is ec rit  Instr e t. orro er ca  c re s c  a efa lt a , if 
acceleration has occurred, reinstate as provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be 
dismissed with a ruUng that, in Lender's judgment, preclucles forfeiture of the Property or other material 
impairment of Lender's interest in me Property Or rights under this Security Instrument. The proceeds of 
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impainnent of Lender's interest in the Property 
are here Y as i ned and shall be paid to Lend . 
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of [he Property shall be 
a lied in the order provided for in Se tion 2. 
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11 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By bender Not a Waiver Extension of the time for
payment or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower
or any Successors in interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required to commence proceedings against
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original
Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lenders acceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall not be a waiver of or
preclude the exercise of any right or remedy
13 Joint and Several Liability Cosigners Successors and Assigns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and several However any Borrower who
co signs this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note a cosigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigner interest in the Property under the
terms of this Security Instrument b is not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or
make any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosignerconsent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowersrights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not be released from
Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in
Section 20 and benefit the successors and assigns of Lender
14 Loan Charges Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this
Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to any other fees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permitted
limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment charge is provided for under the Note Borrowersacceptance of any such refund made by
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
of such overcharge
15 Notices All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security Instrument
must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if sent by other means Notice to any one Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly
notify bender of Borrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time Any
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to Lenders address
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law the Applicable Law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requirern t under this Security
Instrument
Iniiiilr
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1~.  t eleased; For arance y L r t a aiver. t nsion of the ti e for 
paymerlt or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender 
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower 
or any Successors in Interest of Borrower. Lender shall not be required to commence proceerlings against 
any Successor in Inrerest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify 
amortitatioa of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original 
orro er or any Successors in Interest of orro er. ny forbearance by ender in exercising any right or 
remedy including, without limitation, Lender's acceptance of payments from third persons, entitiea or 
UC eS/lOTS i  I t t of OTT() r or i  a t  l  t n t  t t n ue. shall t be a i r f or 
r l  t  X r ill  f  ri t r r edy. 
13. Joint BDd Several Liability; Co-signers; Successors aDd Assigns Bound. Borro er covenants 
 r  tb t rrower's li ti   li ilit  shall  j i t  everal. ver, ny rr r  
-si  t i  curit  I tr t b t  ot t  t  t  (a ' o-signer"): (a) is co-signing this 
Security Instru ent only to mortgage. ~rant and convey the co-signeT's interest in the Property under the 
ter s of this ecurity Instru ent; (b) is not pe~onally obligated to pay the su s setuted by this ecurity 
Instrument; and (c) agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend, modify, forbear or 
ake any acco odations ilh regard to the ter s of this Security Instru ent or the ote ithout the 
- i ner's t. 
ubject to the provisioll.'l of Section 18, any Succesoor in Interest of ono er ho asswnes 
Borrower's obligations under this Secu"rity Instrument in writing, and is approved by Lender, shall obtain 
ll  rrower's i ts  fit   t i  ecurit  nt.  l  t    
Borrower's obligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in 
riting. he covenants and agree ents of this Security Instru ent shall bind (except as provided in 
 )   t    si   r. 
14. Loan Charges. Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with 
orrower's default, for the purpose of protecting ender's interest in the Propeny and rights under this 
Security IDSttUment, including, but not li ited to, attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees, 
In regard to any other fees, the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific 
fee to Borrower shall not be constfUed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee. Lender may not charge 
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instru ent or by pplicable a . 
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges, and that law is finally interpreted so 
t at t e i terest r t er l a  c ar es c llecte  r to e c llecte  i  c ecti  ith the oan exceed the 
permitted limits, then: (a) any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the 
charge ro [he per illed li lt; and (b) any su s already collected from Borrower which exceeded per itted 
limits will be refunded to Borrower. Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal 
owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower. If a refund reduces principal, the 
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge (whether or not a 
prepayment charge 15 provided for under the Note), Borrower's acceptance of any such refund made by 
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out 
f s  e . 
1S. otices. All notices given by Borro er or Lender in connection ith this Security Instru ent 
muS/: be in writing. Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to 
have been given to Borrower when truliled by first cll\Jl.'3 mail or when actually delivered to Borrower's 
notice address if :Jent by otber eans, otice to any one Borro er shall constitute notice to all Borro ers 
unless pplicable La  expreSllly requires other ise. The notice address shall be the PropertY ddress 
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice addreslI by notice to Lender. Borrower shall promptly 
notify Lender of Borrower's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower's 
change of address, then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure. 
There may be only one designated notice address under !his Security InstrUment at anyone time. Any 
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by ailing jl by first class ail to e er's address 
stated herem unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower. Any notice in 
cOIUlecdon with this Security Instru ent shaH nOt be dee ed to have been given to Lender until actually 
received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable 
Lo . th. pplicabl. Low " l""" •• I l s isfy the ",,,",pOD ing 3' ... " thls e ri., 
Instrumenl. ~
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16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction Phis Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it
might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
thq event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable
Law such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole dlscredon without any obligation to
take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18
Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security
Instrument However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by
Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right to Reinstate After Acceleration If Borrower meets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in
this Security Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate or c entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions are that Borrower a pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lender interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument and d
takes such action as Lender tnay reasonably require to assure that Lendersinterest in the Property and
rights Wider this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and
expenses in one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order c
certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Transfer Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shall not
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a partial interest in
the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale might result in a change in the entity known as the Loan Servicer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan
servicing obligations under the Note this Security Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the
new Loan Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any oth i orrnation RESPA
Iritiai




16. overning Law; SeverabJUtYi Rules of Construction, This Security Instru ent shall be 
r   federal l  and t  l  of the j ri dicti  i  i  t  Property is located. All ri ts and 
obligariol1ll contained i  this ecurity Instru ent are subject to any require ents and li itations of 
Applicable Law. Applicable law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties 10 agree by contract or it 
ight be silent, but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibirion against agree ent by contract. In 
tix; event that any provision or clause of chis Security Instru ent or the ote conflicts ith pplicable 
aw, suc  c nflict s all t affect t er r isi s f this ecurity I str e t r the te hich can be 
j  eff  t t  contli ti  rovision. 
As used In this Security Instrument (a) words of the masculine gender shall mean and include 
corresponding neuter ords or ords of the fe inine gender; (b) ords in the singular shall ean and 
include: the plural and vice versa; and (c) Ihe ord " ay" gives sole discretion ithout any obligation to 
t   ction. 
11, orrower'S opy. orro er shaJl be given one copy of the ote and of this Security Instru ent. 
IS. r sf r f tb  r rt  t  e eficial I t r st i  rr er. s se  In t is ecti  8, 
"Interest in the Property" eans any legal or beneficial interest in the Property, including, but not li ited 
10,  fi  l n: r  f     r ed.  r ed, i l l  sal  t t  
escrow agreement, the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future dale [0 a purchaser. 
If all or any part of the Propeny or any Interest in the Propeny is sold or transferred (or if Borrower 
Is not a; natural person and a beneficial interest in Borro er is sold or transferred) witliout Lender's prior 
ritten consent, ender ay require i ediate pay ent in full of all su s secured by this Security 
Instrulllent. However, this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by 
liC;l  . 
(f e r r ises t is ti . r s ll i  rr r ti  f leration.  ti  s all 
provide a period of not less than 30 days fro  the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument. If Borrower fails to pay 
these sums prior to the expiration of chis period, lender may invoke any remedies pennitted by this 
it  t t ith t t  ti     r. 
19. rr wer's Jght to einstate fter cceleration. If orro er eets certain conditions, 
orro er shall have the right to have enforce ent of this Security Instru ent discontinued at any ti e 
prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before aaIe of the Property pursuant to any po er of sale contained in 
this ~urity Instru ent; (b) such other period as Applicable Law might specify for rhe tennlnation of 
Borrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument. Those 
conditions are that Borrower: (a) pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Securily 
Instru ent and the ote as if no acceleration had occurred; (b) cures any default of any other covenants or 
agree ents; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instru ent, including, but not li ited 
to, reas a le att r e s' fees. r ert  i s ecti n a  al ati  fees, a  t er fees i c rre  f r t e 
purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instru ent; and (d) 
takes s\lch action as Lender may reasonably require to MSure that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay the sums secured by this Security 
Instrument, shall continue unchanged. Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and 
expenses in one or more of the following forms, as selected by Lender: (a) C3$h; (b) money order; (c) 
certified check, bank check, treasurer's check or cashier's check, provided any lIuch check is dra n upon 
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency, instrumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. Upon reinstate ent by Borrower, this Security Instru ent and obligations secured hereby 
shall remain fully effeclive as if no acceleration had occurred. However, this right to reinstate shall not 
a l  in the ase of a leration Wlder tion . 
20. Sale of Note; Change of Loan Servicer; Notice of Grievance. The Note or a partial interest jn 
the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more times without prior notice to 
orr . A sale ight result in a change in the e tity (known s the "Loan er icer") that collects 
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan 
servicing ooligations under the Note, this Security Instrument, and Applicable Law. There also might be 
one or more changCll of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a :lale of che Note. If there is a change of the Loan 
Servicer, Borrower will be given ritten notice of the change hich ill state [he na e and address of lhe 
ne  Loan s mo", the "1<1",, <0 which P'=~ should be od, :~ti n RES  
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is sold and thereafter the Loan is
serviced by a Goan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing obligations
to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys actions pursuant to this
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of or any duty owed by
reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice given in compliance with the requirements of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the
other parry hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If
Applicable Law provides a time period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time
period will be deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardous Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Environmental Law and the
following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that
relate to health safety or environmental protection c Environmental Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defited in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Environmental
Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in violation of any Environmental
Law b which creates an Environmental Condition or c which due to the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding
two sentences shall not apply to the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to normal residential uses and to
maintenance of the Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Pnvironmental Condition including but not limited to any spilling leaking discharge release or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property if Borrower learns or is notified
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private parry that any removal or other remediation
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all necessary
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental law Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lender for an Enviromneriml Cleanup
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require3 in cOMection ith a notice of transfer of servicing. If the Note is sold and thereafter me L an is 
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note, the mortgage loan servicing obligations 
to Bor o er will re ain wirh the L n Servicer or be transfer ed to a successor L n Servicer and are not 
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser. 
either orro er nor Lender ay commence, join, or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litigant or the e ber of a class) that arises from the other party's acrloll3 pursuant 10 this 
S~urity Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of, or any duty owed by 
reason of. this Security Insrrument, until such orro er or Lender has notified the other party ( ith such 
d  i n i  li  it  t  requir t  of ection. 15) f suc  all  br ach and aff r  the 
ot er rt  hereto  r asonabl  eri  ft r the i  of s  oti  to t ke cor ecti  action. If 
li l   i   ti  eri d i  t l   certai  cti  can  taken, that ti  
period will be dee ed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleration and 
opporrunity to cure given co orro er pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to 
BotTo er ptmU3Ilt to Section 18 shall be dee ed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
ti  r isi s f t is ecti  0. 
ll. r s st s. s se  i  t is ecti  : (a) "Hazar s stances" are t se 
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances, pollutants. or astes by Environ ental Law and the 
following substances: gasoline, kerosene, other flammable or toxic petroleum products, toxic pesticides 
and herbicides, volatile solvents, aterials containing asbestos or fonnaIdehydc, and radioactive aterials; 
(b) "Environ e t l La " s f r l l s  l s f t  j ri i ti  r  t  r rt  is l t  t t 
relate to health. safety or envirorunental protection; (c) "Environmental Cleanup" includes any response 
action, remedial action, or removal action, as defmed in Envirorunental Law; and (d) an "EnviroMlental 
ondition" eans a condition that can cause, contribute to, or other ise trigger an nviron ental 
leanup. 
orro er shall Dot cause or per it the presence, use, disposal, storage, or release of any azardous 
Substances, or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances, on or in the Property. Borrower shall not do, 
nor allo  anyone else to do, anything affecting the Propeny (a) [hac is in violation of any Environ ental 
Law, (b) which creates an Environmental Condition, or (c) which, due to the presence, use, or release of a 
at.ardous Substance, creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Property. The preceding 
two sentences shall not apply to the presence, use, or storage on the Property of :small quantities of 
Hatardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate (0 normal residential uses and to 
maintenance of the Property (including, but not limited to, hazardous substances in consumer products). 
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of (a) any investigation, claim, demand, lawsuit 
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any 
Hatardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower has scrual knowledge. (b) any 
Environmental ondition, including but not limited to, any spilling, leaking, discharge, release or threat of 
release of any Hazardous Substance, and (c) any condition caused by the presence, use or release of a 
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property. Jf Borro er learns, or is notified 
by any govern ental or regulatory authority, or any private party, that any re oval or other re ediation 
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary, Borrower shall promptly take all necessary 
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law. NOthing herein shall create any obligation on 
Lender for an Environmental Clea . 
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NON UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security Instrument but not prior to
acceleration under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides otherwise The notice shall specify a
the default b the action required to cure the default c a date not less than 30 days from the date
the noice is given to Borrower by which the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the
default on or before the date specified In the notice may result In acceleration of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument and sale of the Property The notice shall further Inform Borrower of the
right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the non existence of
a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the default is not cured on or
before the date specified In the notice Lender at its option may require immediate payment In full of
all suns secured by this Security Instrument without further demand and may invoke the power of
sale avd any other remedies permitted by Applicable Law Lender shall be entitled to collect all
expenses incurred In pursuing the remedies provided In this Section 22 including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees and costs of title evidence
If Leader invokes the power of sale Lender shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lenderselection to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property Is
located bender or Trustee shall mail copies of the notice as prescribed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of sale
to the persons and in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law After the time required by
Applicable Law Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the highest bidder at the time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sale in one or
more parcels and in any order Trustee determines Trustee may postpone sale of all or any parcel of
the Property by public announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trustees deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or implied The recitals in the Trustees deed shall be prima facie
evidence of the truth of the statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sale including but not limited to reasonable Trustees
and attorneys fees b to all sums secured by this Security Instrument and c any excess to the
person or persons legally entitled to It
23 Reconveyance Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instrument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee Trustee shall reconvey the Property
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property but only
if the fce is paid to a third party such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of the fee is
permitted under Applicable Law
24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason or cause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of the Property the
successor trustee shall succeed to all the ride power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
Applicable Law
25 Area and Location of Property Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Property is located within an incorporated city or village
VMP6A11D tame
MFLD7770122006 1 047 379363 6
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-UNIFORM VENA S. rr er and Lender f rther covenant and agree as follows: 
22. Acteleratiouj Re edies. Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following 
Borrower's breach of any cQ,,~nant or agree ent in this Security Instru ent (but not prior to 
acceletation under Section 18 unless Applicable Law provides otherwise). The notke shall specify: (a) 
the default; (b) tbe action required to cure the default; (c) a date, not less than 30 days from the date 
. t  no~ ce is i  t  rro er, by i  t  f lt st  ured; an  ( ) t t f il r  t  r  t  
derault on or before the date specified In the notice ay result in acceleration of the swns secured by 
 ecurit  I t t  sal  f t  roperty.  ti  al  furt r I f r  rr r of t  
i t t  i t t  ft  l r ti   t  ri t t  i  a c rt acti  t  assert t  -exi t  f 
 f p    b  r  r r t  l r ti   ale. I  t  default I  t cur  o  or 
before the date specified In the notice, Lender at its option may require immediate payment in fuU of 
a1l sums secured by thls Security lnstrument without further demand and may invoke the power of 
 lUl    t edi :; r i    w.  an  entitl  t  C1l l t U 
 I rre  i  r i  t  r i  r i  i  t i  ti  , i l blg, t t U it  t , 
l  U s' f   m  titl  i . 
 n  e   r  ale,  l  t     t    
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lender'S election to cause the Property to be 
sold, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is 
located. Lender or Trustee shall ail copies of the Dotice as prescribed by ppHcable La  to 
orro er and to other persons prescribed by pplicable a . rustee shall give public notice or sale 
to the persons aDd in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law. After the time required by 
AppliCilble Law, Trustee, without demand on Borrower, shall sell the Property at public auction to 
the highest bidder at the ti e and place and under the ter s designated in the notice of sale In one or 
ore parcels and in any order rustee deter ines. rustee ay postpone sale or all or Qny parcel of 
tbe roperty by public announce ent at the ti e and place of any previously scheduled sale. ender 
r ts e   bas   t    l . 
r t  sball eU er t  t e rcbaser r stee's ee  c e i  t e r ert  it t a  
covenallt or warranty, expressed or i plied. The recitaJs in the Trustee's deed shaD be pri a facie 
lden~ r t  truth f t  t t ts  t r I . rustee b ll l  tb  r e s f t  l  i  
the Collowing order: (a) to all expenses of the sale, including, but 110t li ited to, reasonable Trustee's 
and attorneys' fees; (b) to all su s secured by this Security Iostru ent; and (c) any ex(ess to the 
 r DS le    i . 
23. econveyance. pon pay ent of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent, ender shall 
request rustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instru ent and all notes 
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee. Trustee shall reconvey the Property 
without warranty to tbe person or persons legally entitled to it. Such person or persons shall pay any 
recordation costs. Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property, but only 
if the fee is paid to a third party (such as the Trustee) for services rendered and the charging of the fee is 
m t~ der pplica le a . 
2 . Substitute Truste . ender , for a  reason or ca , fro  ti e t  ti e r e rustee and 
appoint a successor lTUstee to any Trustee appointed hereunder. ithout conveyance of the Property, the 
succesSOr trustee shall succeed to all the ritle, power and duties conferred UPo!] Trustee herein and by 
plicable a . 
25. rea and Location of Property. Either the Property is not ore than 40 acres in area or the 
Property is located within an incorporated city or villag . 
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this
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 I I  L , rr r c t  and agr  t  t  t nn  and c t  c t i d i  this 






_-------------- (Se l) 
·  
V P8-6AIIOI (0806) 
MPID 70 (12nQ06) I 04 · 363-6 
 





- rr er 
_____________ (Sea!) 
- rr er 
or  013 /01 
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Ak
STATE OF IDAHO County a
I
1
On this 7 day of Ure I 2007 before me
a Notary Public in and for said county and state personally appeared
GREG6R7C A RENSHAW DN
known or proved to one to be the personswho executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to
me that heshethey executed the same
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
I certificate first above written
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STATE F I . A/~ -. 
On this OJ  ~~~of_ ~ \..A.~. I 
I I-Q... lNv'--c&<-S \ q I--(J (t! 
a otary Public in and for said county and state, personally appeared 
'GREGdRY A. ENSHAW, ~ S8Ph~E ES~~E"~ 
County ss: 
2007 ,befor  e, 
known or proved to me to be the person(s) who executed the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to 
 t t e/she/the  t  t  same. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affix.ed my official seal the day and year in this 
certificate first above ritten. 
ttt
lt
.'.'''" .,~.'\.. H 0 r~ t.l'l'.,. 
~ ,. ... -..... ~4: ' .. 
1+ .. •• "'~ .... ~ 
i~.· ~OTARr \~ ':. =Q,' 1"t1: ::: ........: 
: \. I" : :: 
1. '. ~(JB\"\V I .: 
\<1'"," .,'01 ...... .., ~ .. ·.f .. ··· 't-'f. .l' 
'I" 'Ii 0 F ,U "." .. " .. , ...... ".' 
V pe·6A[lDlIOOOOl 
MF1D 70 (l2nO ) I 047-379353-6 
My Commission Expires: I  ":-  
  4105113 
I I ; I I , I  




Lot 12 Block 8 in Lakewood Unit No 15B according to the plat thereof filed in Book 56 of Plats at Pages 5104
and 5105 records ofAda County Idaho
000180
Identirier:0473793636 Doc 'l'ypII: 
.. . 
282363 • 
E lIlBI   
Lot 12, lock 8 ill Lake ood Unit No, 15B, according to the plat tbc:roof, filed in Book 56 of Plats at Pages 5104 
and 5105, recor  of  County, Idaho. 
Iderntifier0473793636 D00 Type
A USDepartment of Housing gTyp of Loan
1M th n0 ZOVZU
and Urban Development 11FHA 11 1FMHA 3Comr Unfns
41 IVA 5 Corm In Other
FINAL 6Pile Number 7Loan Number
282363 047379393
Settlement Statement B Mortgage fns Case No
C Note This form Is Aunished to a you a statement of adualaelllement Costs Amountspaid toand by the setiemanl
agent ere shown gems marked POCI were paid outside the closing they anshown hen for Information
mrowee amd ark not Included In the k9als
Drneoraorrowerr GngeryARenshaw
E Nameof Seller
P Name of Lander Homecomings I troiclalLIX188106 h Avenue NESuits 600 0ellenlsWA
96004
G Property Location Lot 1 nbck8 Lakewood Unit No 160
3480 South PimmN Place poise IU 93706
N Settlement Agent PlomeerMile Company of Ada County 0M 3772700
Place ofSeHtament 1672 S Eagle Road Merman ID 83542
1SettlementDale 1Al2007 Proratlon Date 7312097
drOY8DlzgWet nSSGtt6t1 vfJ6dterBEtittlSa0
100 Gross amount due fromborrower 400 Gross amount dire to seller
101 Conkaut sales price 401 Contract sales price
102 Personal property 402 Personal rc
103 Settlement c4airges to borrower Qlne 1400 3250692 403
104 Payoff First Morigaga Loan 18233791404
106 Sewer Trash Due Through June 23316 406
ssllsrtlllrantnr rcE ar
106 Clyft taxes 406 MtMown Isxae
107 C faxes 407 Countytws





120 Grossamount due homborrower 22507941420 Gross amount due to seller 00
u A 77
201 Deposit or earnest money 601 Excess da aatl eee InsGuetahs
202 Principal amount of new loons 23600W502 Satflement charges to safer Ina 140 00
203 Edstn be s taken subject to 603 ddstln Wants taken subject to
204 604 PanYoffirelinoftsits ban





sb9aafaAtr tar u fife tar u aaXar
210 2ULPM faxes 611 CI own taxes
211 county taxes 611 Coon taxes










Identi~i6r;0473793636 DOO i'ype: 
711610711 :<I2Ah ~~O~ 
A. U.S. Ullplln ..... "i of Housing B. Type aI_Loan 
and Urban Development !:: ~~~ ::: l ~~:"n~ 3~1~:: Un/n •• 
FINAL 8. ~II" r,rm .. h •• 17. l.oan Number 
282383 "'9ft~, 
Settlement S"IL"III""~ B. Mortgaas Inl1. Case No. 
IC. Note: ThIs form !a .... , .. " •• '" 9f'~ ~_ a G_tllle lnll"~1IId • ,.. 11»$1$, .. 0 8 ~lr(~ s.~emlnl 
nUnw.a~ ~~";'-;,, ....d,';'iud.,j in 'Ih. ~18: " •• !hay art~rioWn hi;' _._" 
iD. Him. "' ""If .... "'. Gregory A. R8118ilaW 
ir;. Name of Seller: 
F. MImi orLand,,: 98004 .... ~ financial, L.L.C.,-18810 1lr Av ", It!:" SUKellOO. ilelleVllt.  
IG. Proplr1Y LocaUom Lot 12, BIoclr8,laxewoocl Unit No IlIiI 
3480 Saulh Pi mK l ce, B ise, 108370  
11. ::::' Agent ~:c~ ~;:"J= :;;~~:eJ m·2700 
I Dale: 7fJ12007 Prorallon D~te: 71312 07 
J:. rftr .... .~ ! 
1100. Gross ""'OWl! due (rom borrower: 1400. ..§r.osa _DUnl "" to seller: 
'1ot -Cil..n;;;t .;~ Dri~ 1 1. Canlract l  price 
1182. ononal prOPerlY 1m. . Pan;onaioroDerIY 
103. Q .... - ... ~...;;:;;: 110 borrower 0"8 1;'00) 2,506.32 1403. 
11D4. av // rost a",,"n~ loo  192.337.S1 1-404. 
110s. . Sewer & Tmh cuel11lW!Jh Juna 233.111 140s. 
,,-
1  •• 14~6. "'h"" 
1107. COdIlIylBxes 141 . ounlV lalmS 
1108. I~a. 
1109. 1 8. 
1110: 1410. 
Fti1. 1 . 
\112, 1412-
~:: ~borr_aw.r: 25.079.41 142 . . .G a~ l!l1au l llelaselter: O.lll) 
Ifilll), ) Mil'£. 
1201. l!Ilusll rliililiiSl llllB»' 160 . cell p. a (  l Glt cilons) 
12 . rlnclc.l. l 38.26 .00 160 . ollllllllllll ~ .r ll& 10 ei  (Ine -4C0) .00 
1203. Exlstlm'1can(s]iiok.n sublecllo 160 . 1ilciIijM la /8)  Bubla'" 10 
1204, 16 .. ayoff of /hi mortgage loan 






m -CounlYlIx a 51 . 
1212- 512-
1213. 513. 
1214. 6 . 
III!. 6 B. 
l21f. 61 . 
'217. 6 . 
1218. 61S. 
m. G19. 
220. ToCid paid DYlTar Dorrower: 236.250.00 1620. Tolal raducllOI) In amount dlle seUer: 0.00 
~i.-M l/illi). ri.<IfI6i I safur· 
1301. 13""", amount clue from bacrawl!rRlne 12111 225.079.41 I.Ot I dua to •• 11.r a~".4'.!0"1 ~ 
1302. LIllIS amount paid bVlfar· 1220l 236.250.00 1102. Less I rnamount dUe seUerUlne saO} 0.00 




700 Total solowbFoker commission Paid From











001 Loan od neon fee
102 Loan discount to Homecomings Financial LL00396 709
803 Appraisal fee to Colonial First UndMGroup Inc 17x00
604 CredN rVo to Colonial First Lending Group Inc 1600
806 Unders Inspection fee
808 hlortgap insurance a loellonfee
807 Assumption fee
808 Tex Service Fee to First American RealEstate Tax service POC
808 Food Cerllicallon to First American Flood Data Services POOLS00
old Document Preparallon
all Sidrar PfocessIng Fee to Colonial First 4endIng Group Inc 42500
B12 WderilngFee
813 AdmWzlra Fee
814 Yield Spread Pterairrm
616 Yield Spreed Premium
1s Broker Od Inalton13501 to Colonlal Met Le Group Inc 316961
817 Lender Loan Charge to HIT to Homecomings Financial LLC 68600
818
901 Iderest from 7aww to 71112007 at 1405445CNd for1 079
902 Nkagaga bsuraece Mratura for
103 Hazard Insurance pwndron for
904




1003 City property texas
1004 Cau PWa kxee












1107 Alfam s fees to
thcLrdes above hmeno
1108 We Insurance to Planter Tdle CompanyofAdaCounty1320A0
fncksabovs Hems no
1108 Lendefscoveraga 236500 1320a
1110 owners coverage
1111 Ends10011t6f8NPUDIARM to PloneerIMCam an of Ada County 1600
1112 Boise County tWill Fes Inspect
1113 Document Relrloval Fee to Fneor Title Company of Ada Caen 1500
1114
1116
Gso a9dlrai faro ae
1201 Recording feew Modga a 57200 Release 51100 7800
12OZ c tmdslam s
1203 Slate taxak





1002 Post In ec0on
1303 MIseellanaous Courier Fees to PloneerTille Company of Ada C 600
1304 Pa Colledom to NCO 000
1306 Payoff CollecllonsUAW to Action Collections 1Z531
1301 2004 2005 2006Tawnlhru0701rlo Ada CourAyTreasurer 751660
1301 CrodlAaaomri HS to HSBCNF 078200
1301 CmdiAoeuunt DIseave b AkseoY4 9153f
000182
Identif~er:0473793636 oc ~e: 
1n .~~ rcommlsslon ~~ ",,,,,"WIY. Pal Frum Paid From 
O 8lon Qf com /Islotl {ina 700l as (olIC1W&: or ow.fa B_lle(, 
701. ~ f'ljndsal Fundsal 
702- .$ SelU_1IlIIlI StUlemanl 




801. loan orlglnallon r ... 
!!,2, l.aan dl_count 10 'Flnancla~  (0.003%) 7.r» 
BOa. Appr.ll~ ree I~ l i l lr l La dlllg GrouP. 11UI. 17M:) 
a04. CrRR 18IlOrt ID ol nial IlSIl<!lldlrl  GroUjl.lllO. is.CO 
B06. I.endll'G m '" rae 
aas. , fee 
07. ssvllQll  rea 
'aoo. Til)( SIIVIOI Fl. . to Fnl arlea" Real Eels!1 Til( S!J'/!c. OC~60.OD 
!BOO. to Flrsl Amedcan Flood ""." <t. · CLB.DO 
BiG. Documenl Preparallon 
B11. I I  t  l ial irst ~andln!lG~ Ino. 425.00 
BiZ, .... ,~ .. 
B13. • FIB 
814. \'Ield Spred Premium 
811. \'Ield 
818. Bmkar Odnlnallan 1.3!!D1'l6 10 olonial Frr8Il~.1IdIng rIlJlJl, D. :I.lea.Sf 
a17. lender loIIn hlrge 10 F ID , i I l. ~,C. 885.00 
B18. 
BOQ. 
101. Inleresl (ro  rl'JOOO7 to 7/112007 l ~dA ......... nM"" ( .l daYs. J~·091 
902. MG~agai I (ot 





1002. Mortnaae InsUIaIICe 
1003. QIY praperty talceS_ 





100'. ggrog"'" clullVwonl 
tIO!. Jltf<l Qbl/rile$ 
. atUamenl relo51  f a t   I le  01 da Qu lY 110. 0 
1102. ·''' ... IId! 
110a. TIUe eJalll1lnafon 
 i . Itla JnsulUllDe bInder 
1106. Document IWaparallo!! 
S. NollIY feea 
1107, AUomay's rees 10 
flIdudq .lIowil.v s till." 
110"; llleinauranco 10 Phmaer Trtll o pany 0' Ad" ounlY J.320.IlO 
InriIdfs ,boYa «'WI no." 
1108. lI clefa _ae $f.320,80 
1110. OWnefa ocweraga 
1111. ...". uw, fRIA ,ml In,.. ... I. , Comp. v f da lv 150. 0 
iii%. Dolse Caunly HIIndlna FI8/lnspeclIOll 




1201 RocOIdln!! fees: crlg.ga $72. 0 78,00 
1202. ClYfcoUnIY Imrlslamps: 
1203. Slate IIxfstamps: 





1302. Pul InBllacUan 
r1303. . Cllu!arF_ to I Company of Ada Comly 60.00 
11304. l"ayoll .... I"""""" to CO 6.000,00 
1305, Payoll Collucllaos 1ta/(f1 to Aollon Co.t<:I~n8 1.215.31 
1301.. 2 04. DD5,2 8 lIXII$lhl\J0 AJ8rto Ada CounlyTre.auter 7,816.60 
1301. ,"" ,,," &. -l( BC) to HSBCNF 4.792. 0 
1aO&. I'MAlI ....... "\ ICISc4ve"n 10 .okICcwi'i ·~5.M 
Identifier0473793636 boo Type




Total a shlemenl chafges
11e lb WilloRarp
entered on Yeas 109 saclfan J and fi02 aecUon IQ 32 5032
000183
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ADACOUNTY RECORDERJ DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT1300 2
BOISE IDAHO 08113110 112AM
pI pNp pm111111H INREQ ESTO110 loll 181111IIIIIWllIIR uested
DE B
OF
L81 TITLE AGENCY INC 110074a20
And When Rsearded Mail To
Piga Tine Company ofAdaCounty
dbaPioneei1erTrustee Services
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 915043120
818 2804800
Loan Ploo 0473MQ 6
TSNaiID22tQl5C
N077 OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TOSELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTIOE IS HEREBY GLVEN that PIONEER TITLE C01VIPANY OfADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is theSvccessor Trustee under the Deed ofor
TraasferinTrust executed byGAREENSHAW MAN as
bralu ar16 PIONEER TITLECOMPANYOF ADA COUNTYas Tiuswe in favor of IN
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYAS NOMINEE
FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLtFW4HO14iEC9MI VGS EINANPK
NEMORR INCALRLIABILi nCOMPANY as Bemifciaij datedO272flf
ecorded l as Instrument Na I07Q95032 aiid rcrecord ciffciai records of Ada
trountyIIAFi the beneficiary interest m ry hispresentlyHeldby Iv1E TEi x1r Y
tLECTR1NltnGISTRATIONSY EMSy INC Said ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
IA3TI2BLOCK81 LAKEWOOD UNIT NO15 ACCORDWG TO THE PLAT




ves notice that a breach ofthen obligation for which such transfer is security
Wdunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated62712007 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due IP010 ofprincipalaudor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
ell subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terns and conditions of
said deed of trust
Tbis amoum is786630as of 81 k0l0
All delinquencies are now due together with uinpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of236500 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of75per annum from 41 2010 until paid




AOACOUNlY RECORDER J, DAVIO NAVARRO 9UNT 3iOO 2 
l  100 Q  1 :12 1 
R.econting eq este  By: ~~~~~~u~~r~~ g InIUm~RII~~Il U IIDmnlllll. 
LSI 11TlE AGENCY INC. 11oo74112D 
 lI a eco  i  : 
i9iieer ~~    Oll  
ba Pioneer Le,nder st  ni cS 
C/o wcuti  tr  rvi s,  
   t,   
k, f m  -31  
(8 ) 6~'16  
. N .: 7379363  
.S."NO'.:lD-~9~1 .C-
OTICE »EFA   LECTION    
. . . '. . 
   
IC   i  t t  'r  OM  or    
Pi   tR StE :SERVl S, is tk,SU¢cessor rustee under tIW beea of~t 
T.nmsfer. iD.'Tros.t ~ dby q~QQ~r . ~SHAWo:~UN1YJARRIED . u: 
Granier, to I  I , ~fP  -  tJ 'rY,- s tluste~;..iiifavor Qf'iMERS" 
Q B l:n  I I  T. , I C',. L L   I  ' 
FOR,: Ec I S WANC,IAi.,LL,C (F!KJ-A.HOME¢Q:MlNG~ f~ }{~ 
tW K, INC~).A JWTED ~try C9MPAf'~~Yj as enenciar:y.: dated 6127!2001~ 
.- -~Jt11l9O?~~~~_~t.lf9 .~.oJ:Q9.~Q~~~ e.~~~f4~.~,9ffi.~fal;~~ ~f ' 
C lity, IDAHOt ,t  f  ' in whiC  i  r tl  h l  PY.',MORTOAcrE ' 
ELE~TR6m¢ ~IS1MTION'Sy$.l'EMS.lNC.. Sata:l;>eed pfTrust'coversIea!' property 
situated in said CouJity~ 'describmgJand therein as folloWs! .,'. . ',. 
LO 12t 'BLOC  IN E  lJ . 5B, IN  .  tim L . , 
THEREQ , ltED ' OKS<)   ~   5104 MI  $105,   
 T , I H . ' , , -
';£he' Trustt"4. ,hereby Si es Il9u  t at  ~te~ Qf'the ligation f r ic  sit  ~er i  s rit  
 ~ r t  e  f r st t  t  1271200 .  natur~ f ~  r  em. : 
J 
if  ~  t  t l  t ~'S/lI2QJO Q rincipal,'iriterest~or 
i pounds and subsequent inStalli:nents due thereafter; plus late char~s; together i#l 
aU subSequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions f 
   t. 
h  m~~t  $7,866.30   11 OizOlO 
ll dclinquenciesare no  due, together ith Unpaid an4 accruing taxes, assess ents, truStee's 
fees" att niey's fees, c sts and advan(:e$ a e t  r tect t e sec rit  ass ciate  it  t is 
f recl SUtc.  :unpai  ri i l l . 0[$236,2$ .00 t t r Wit  n~st t r  t t e 
cuuent rate of 7.5% per annu  fro  41112010 until paid. 
 t t t  fi iar  l ts t  sel!, r s  me tr st::Propert  t  be s l  t  s tisf  s i  
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1 The enclosed document relates to a debt owed to the current creditor
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
You may send us a written request for the name and address of the original creditor if
different from the
current creditor and we will obtain and mail the information to you
2 As of825010 the total delinquency owed was786630but this amount will increase until
the delinquency has been fully cured
3 As of 81272010 the amount required to pay the entire debt in full was25176913but this
amount will increase daily until the debt has been fully paid
4 You may dispute the validity of this debt or any portion thereof within thirty 30 days after
receiving this notice Otherwise we will assume that the debt is valid
5 if you notify us in writing that you dispute all or any portion of this debt within thirty 30 days
after receiving this notice we will obtain and mail to you verification of the debt or a copy of
any judgement against you
WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
WE OBTAINWILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
EXHIBIT000188
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  s  s  ritt  r st f r t    r ss ft  ri i l r dit r, if 
iffere t fr  t e 
current creditor, and we will obtain and mail the information to you. 
. s of 8/25/2010 the total delinquency o ed as $7,866.30, but this a ount ill increase until 
t  li  s  ll  r d. 
.  f /27/ 010, t  t r ir  t   t  tire t i  f ll  $251,769.13, t t i  
t ill i crease il  til t  t   f ll  id. 
4. You may dispute the validity ofthis debt, or any portion thereof, within thirty (30) days after 
 s . r i e,        li . 
5. IT you notify us in riting that you dispute all or any portion of this debt ithin thirty (30) days 
after recei i  t is tice, e iu tai  a  ail t   erificati  f t e e t, r  c  f 
 j dge t i st . 
      ,   I  
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October 15 2010
Homecoming Financial LLC
188106 Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
PO Box 2026
Flint MI 48501 2026
Pioneer Title Co ofAda County Pioneer Title Co ofAda County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services 1872 S Eagle Road
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC Meridian ID 83642
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank CA 915043120
GMAC Mortgage
2711 North Haskell Avenue
Suite 900
Dallas TX 75204
Colonial First Lending Group Inc
4505 South Wasatch Blvd
Salt Lake City UT 84124
Yua Certifiedand Regular3
Re GrantorBorrower Gregory A Renshaw
Trustee Pioneer Title Company ofAda County
Beneficiary Homecomings Financial LLCfkaHomecomings
Financial Network Inc
Property Lot 12 Block 8 etc




I represent Mr Gregory A Renshaw Mr Renshaw has been served with a Notice of
Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust and Notice ofTrustee Sale The scheduled
sale date is December 29 2010
This notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust entitled Notices
nc J3 S s 1 1a it ii
EXH
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I represent r. regory . enshaw. Nlr. ensha  has been served ith a otice f 
            stee's l .   
s l  t  is r ,2010. 
' his tice is i e  to  rs a t to ecti  15 f the ee  f r st, e title  tices. 
XHIBIT 
October 15 2010
Page 2 of 3
There appears to be uncertainty as to the beneficiary of this Deed ofTrust The Deed of
Trust names MFRS as the beneficiary However Idaho Code 4515021 defines a beneficiary
for purposes of the trust deed statute as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given
Therefore MERS despite being named as beneficiary in the Deed ofTrust is not the
beneficiary Mulder Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder which is not MFRS
For the transfer ofmarketable title in a trustees sale Idaho statutes require proper
documentation and procedure
A trustees sale which does not comply with Idaho lawwill have a chilling effect on the
auction sale Bidders will be discouraged fiom placing a bid resulting in less than fair market
value The documentation and procedures established by Idaho statutes assure that Mr Renshaw
will be treated fairly The documentation received by Mr Renshaw does not comply with Idaho
law
As I am sure you know 40 state attorney generals intend to open investigations of lenders
and servicers to figure out the scope ofthe problems with foreclosure documents See enclosed
newspaper articles from October 11 2010 Wall Street Journal September 22 2010
wwwDenverpostcomSeptember 30 2010 the New York Times and October 8 2010
wmsnbcc m
Please provide to me the following to assure that the Trusteessale ofMr Renshaws
property complies with Idaho law
1 Copy oforiginal promissory note and any endorsements
2 Copy of original Deed ofTrust and any assignments
3 Copy of Mr Renshawsentire file
4 Please identify the current holder of the promissory note
5 Please identify the current beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
6 Any other documents naming the current owner of the promissory note and
Deed ofTrust
7 Any notice given to MrRenshaw under Section 20 of the Deed of Trust
entitled Sale ofNote Change of Loan Services Notice of Greivance
8 The written notice signed by Lender or Tnustee involving the power ofsale
pursuant to Section 22 of the Deed of Trust entitled Acceleration Remedies
9 The Lender calculation of the amount due
In the meantime I request that you cancel the Trustees sale scheduled for December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Mr Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suit will be brought as a class action and will alle breach ofcontract
predatory lending fraud negligent and intentional infliction ofemotional distress and state and
federal RICO violations
000190
October 15, 2010 
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T ere appears to be uncertainty as to the beneficiary of this Deed of Trust. The Deed of 
Tmst na  tvIE  as the beneficiary. However, Idaho Code § 45-1502(1) defines a beneficiary 
for purposes of the trust deed statute as ... "the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given." 
Therefore, "Nl S, despit  being na ed as " eficiary" in t e ed of Trust is not the 
beneficiary lmder Idaho law as the tr st deed benefits the noteholder, which is not E S, 
For the transfer of marketable title in a trustee's sale, Idaho statutes require proper 
d cu ntati  and r cedure. 
A trustee's sale which does not comply with Idaho law will have a chilling effect on the 
auction sale. Bidders ill be discouraged fro  placing a bid resulting in less than fair arket 
value. he docu entation and procedures established by Idaho statutes assure that r. enshaw 
will be treated fairly. The documentation received by Mr. Renshaw does not comply with Idaho 
la . 
As I am sure you know 40 state attorney generals intend to open investigations of lenders 
and servicers to figure out the scope ofthe proble s with foreclosure docu ents. See, enclosed 
ne spaper articles fro  ctober 11,2010 all Street Journal, Septe ber 22, 2010 
www.Denverpost.com. Septe ber 30, 2010, the New York Ti es, and October 8, 2010, 
www.msnbc.com. 
l s  r ide t   t  f ll i  t  ss r  t t t  r stee's s l  fhtfr. shaw's 
 ies it   : 
1. Copy of original promissory note and any endorsements 
2. Copy of original Deed of TnlSt and any assignments 
.  a r. shaw's tire il  
4. Please identify the current holder of the promissory note 
5. Please identify the current beneficiary of the eed of rust 
6. Any other documents naming the cutTent owner of the promissory note and 
eed  rust 
. n  notice ive  to r. ens  under ti  20  t e ee  f rust 
e titled ale f te; hange of oa  er ices, otice f reivance 
8. The written notice, signed by Lender or Trustee invoking the power of sale 
pursuant to Section 22 of the Deed of Trust, entitled Acceleration; Remedies 
9. he e r's calculation f the a ount du . 
In the eantime I request that you cancel the TnlStee's sale scheduled for Dece ber 29. 
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above 
within 15 days, Mr. Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction, damages, costs 
and attorney fees. This suit \-vill be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract, 
predatory lending, fraud, negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress, and state and 
federal RICO violations. 
October 15 2010
Page 3 of 3





Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
Cc Greg Renshaw
000191
October 15, 2010 
Page 3 of3 
Please contact me should you have any questions. 
RvrS:laa 
Enclosures 
Cc: reg enshaw 
Very truly yours,. l \ r /fA ' . i\ ( ~.-Jll '/ ~ V ---.-/ (v v 
Jon M. Ste ' 
Runft & Steele Law Offices, PLLC 
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By Ariana Eunjung Cha
The Washington Post
Posted09r2210 01700 AAA MDT
Some of the nationslargest mortgage
companies used a single document processor
who said he signed off on foreclosures without
having read the paperwork an admission that
may open the door for homeowners across the
countri to challenge foreclosure proceedings
The legal predicament compelled Ally Financial
the nationsfourth largest home lender to halt
evictions of homeowners in 23 states this week
Now Ally officials say hundreds of other
companies including mortgage giants Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac may be affected because
they use Ally to service their loans
As head of Allysforeclosuredocument
processing team Jeffrey Steph an 41 was
legally required to review cases to make sure the
proceedings were justified and the information
was accurate He was also required to sign in the
presence o a notary
In a sworn deposition he testi that he did
neither
The reason may be the sheer volume of the
documents he had to hand sign 10000 a
month At the rate he was reviewing files he
would have had 15 minutes for each document
From his office in suburban Philadelphia Stephan
oversaw a team of 13 employees that brought
documents to him for his signature His official
title was team leader of the document
execution unit of Allys foreclosure department
He had been at that job for five years He did not
respond to messages left at his workplace and
home Ally spokesman James Olecki said Stephan
still works for Ally
Ammo for homeowners
How the nations foreclosure system became
reliant on the tedious work of a few corporate
bureaucrats Is still a matter that mortgage
lenders are trying to answer
While the lenders may have had legitimate cause
to foreclose the mishandling of the paperwork
has given homeowners ammunition in their fight
against foreclosure and has drawn the attention
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nearly 5 percent of all the loans it guarantees
dlecki called the problem with the documents
an important but technical defect While the
papers were factually accurate he said
corrective action may have to be taken in some
cases and other may require court
interaention
Olecki said the company services loans from
hundreds of different lenders but he declined
to provide names
Spokespeople for Fannie and Freddie connrmed
Tuesday after inquiries fromTheOlas ington
Post that they use Ally formerly called GivtAC to
oversee some mortgages
The companies have launched internal reviews to
assess the scope of any potential issues
Ally Fannie and Freddie all troubled mortgage
companies that received extraordinary bailouts
by the federal government during the financial
crisis declined to say how many loans might
be affected The Treasury Department which
owns a majority stake in Ally and seized Fannie
and Freddie in 2008 also declined to comment
Fannie and Freddie created by Congress to
finance mortgages and encourage
homeownership have in recent years been
repossessing houses at record numbers
Many cases may be affected
Lawyers defending homeowners have accused
some of the nations largest lenders of
foreclosing on families without verifying all of
the information in a case but it has been hard
for them to stop foreclosure proceedings
Allys moratorium affects only the 23 states that
mandate a court judgment before a tender can
take possession of a property
Colorado is not among those states But if
Stephan signed documents related to
foreclosures in states without this requirement
its unclear if he did it could help a much
broader range of borrower
Iowa Assistant Attomey General Patrick
Madigan chairman of a national foreclosure
prevention group composed of state attorneys
general and lenders said the fallout from the
Ally review could be enormous because Stephan
actions could be considered an unfair and
deceptive practice
If servicers are submitting court documents that
arenttrue or that have not been verified that is
of great concern Madigan said
Fannie alone reported recently that 45000 of
its single family loans were seriously delinquent
or in the foreclosure process as of June 30 Thats
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Foreclosures Slow as Document Flaws
Emerge
By DAVID STRE1TFE1
The foreclosure machinery that has forced millions of Americans out of their homes is
beginning to seize up as some lenders and their lawyers are accused of cutting corners in their
pursuit of rapid home repossessions
Evictions are expected to slow sharply housing analysts said as state and national law
enforcement officials shine a light on questionable foreclosure methods revealed by two of the
countrysbiggest home lenders in the last two weeks
Even lenders with no known problems are expected to approach defaulting homeowners more
cautiouslyand look more aggressively for resolutions short of outright eviction
Despite the turmoil some economists said the breakdown could ultimately lay the groundwork
fora real estate recovery
Stricken neighborhoods across the country for example could benefit One big factor
undermining home sales is fear of a large number of foreclosed homes coming to the market If
the foreclosures are delayed or never happen housing prices might find a floor
Maybe this is like shock therapy said the economist Karl E Case Maybe this will actually get
the lenders to the table and encourage them to work out deals that are to the benefit of
everybody
While such a happy ending is possible the near term is more likely to produce paralysis and
confusion
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As more defaulting homeowners become aware of the lenders problems they are expected to
hire lawyers and challenge the proceedings against them And if completed foreclosures were
not properly done families who bought the troubled homes could be vulnerable to claims by the
former owners
Apparently alarmed about such a possibility one of the major title insurance companies Old
Republic National Title has sent a bulletin to agents saying that until further notice it would
not insure title to properties foreclosed upon by G1YIAC Mortgage the countrysfourth largest
home lender and one of the two big tenders at the center of the current controversy
GMAC declined to comment and Old Republic representatives did not return calls
GMAC has acknowledged legal missteps in processing mortgages and JPMorgan Chase has
acknowledged the possibility of missteps and both have suspended all foreclosures in the 23
states where they need a courts approval Thats56000 in the case of Chase alone GMAC
declined to provide a number
Attorneys general in half a dozen states are demanding action or opening investigations The
Treasury Department said Thursday it was asking regulators to look into these troubling
developments
Wereseeing a fundamental breakdown in the system because no one cared that much about
getting things right said Representative Alan Grayson a Democrat ofFlorida who
unsuccessfully asked the Florida Supreme Court to halt all foreclosures in that state
Wall Street was examining the impact the disclosures could have on the lenders Moody
Investors Service has placed the servicer ratings of GNIAC and Chase on review for possible
downgrade
The federal government has been the majority owner of GKkC since supplying i7billion to
prevent the lenders failure during the financial crisis
Other lenders said Thursday that their foreclosure filings including the crucial affidavits had
been properly done
A Citigroup spokesman said the lender required annual training for our foreclosure employees
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As ore defaulting ho eo ners beco e aware of the lenders' problems, they are expected to 
hire lavvyers and challenge the proceedings against them. And if co pleted foreclosures were 
not properly done, families who bought the troubled homes could be vulnerable to claims by the 
for er owners. 
Apparently alarmed about such a possibility, one of the major title insurance companies, Old 
epublic ational itle, has sent a bulletin to agents saying that "until further notice" it ould 
not insure title to properties foreclosed upon by GlVIAC ortgage, the country's fourth~largest 
ho e lender and one of the t o big lenders at the center of the current controversy. 
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ttorneys general in half a dozen states are de anding action or opening investigations. The 
Treasury Department said Thursday it was asking regulators to look into "these troubling 
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getting things right," said Representative Alan Grayson, a Democrat of Florida, who 
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The federal government has been the majority owner of GM.A.C since supplying $17 billion to 
re e t t  le er's failure ing t  ina ial i i . 
Other lenders said Thursday that their foreClosure filings, including the crucial affidavits, had 
bee  prope l  d . 
A Citigroup spokesman said the lender required "annual training for our foreclosure employees 
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on the proper execution of affidavits including having personal knowledge of the information
in the affidavit
A Wells Fargo spokeswoman said the affidavits we sign are accurate A spokesman for Bank of
America Rick Simon said We do not have anything to tell you at this time
GIVIAC and Chase are in trouble because overwhelmed with foreclosures they tried to process
them as quickly and cheaply as possible defense lawyers say The companies say they are
reviewing their procedures to take care of any violations
The missteps stemmed from the affidavits the lenders file as they seek a quick or summary
judgment in thousands of foreclosure cases The affidavits state certain facts about the case
including the amount owed which the signer indicates he has personal knowledge ofWithout
the affidavit the lender would have to prove the facts at trial
In depositions taken by lawyers for homeowners executives at GMMAC and Chase said they or
their teams signed ro000 or more affidavits and related documents a month That did not give
them time to review the cases
Defense lawyers say the disclosures are symptomatic of the carelessness if not outright fraud
that lenders have been exhibiting for years in their rush to file cases Many necessary
documents have disappeared with defense lawyers saying the lenders often do not even have
standing to foreclose
In a number ofpending cases in Florida defense lawyers there said GMAC has already
withdrawn affidavits The lawyers said they would try to have the cases thrown out for possible
fraud although they acknowledged that might be difficult
GNYL said it would refde the affidavits Chase said it had not withdrawn any affidavits
The way the plaintiffs lawyers have handled this has corruptedour legal system said Thomas
Cox a Maine lawyer whose deposition of a GMAC executive in June helped prompt the current
disclosures Theytried to manufacture foreclosures the wayyoudmanufacture cars on an
assembly line It can be done that way
Mr Cox is representing pro Bono a rural woman who is in foreclosure on a 82000 mortgage
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The plaintiff in the case is Fannie Mae the mortgage holding company that failed during the
Financial crisis and is now under government conservatorship GNIAC serviced the loan for
Fannie Mae
This week the judge in the case set aside his summary judgment in favor of Fannie when he
read Mr Consdeposition of a GlvLkC executive Jeffrey Stephan who said he never reviewed
the file he had signed The case will now go to trial
Idontthink they are going to give up easily said Mr Cox
As the foreclosure crisis has deepened the length of time borrowers spend waiting for the end
has lengthened
In January 2009 the time between the ownersfirst missed payment and eviction was 319 days
according to LPS Applied Analytics ByAugust it was 478 days
Since spring the data firm says the lenders have been trying to clear their backlog They have
stepped up the rate at which they put defaulting owners into the formal foreclosure process In
August they started 283000 foreclosures up from 22000 in April
Now as the lenders are pressed to examine more closely their filings those foreclosure starts
are likely to fall prolonging the ownerstime in limbo Many borrowers use this period when
they are living in their home but not paying for it to try and get their financial house back in
order
h iytimecom13 IOil 001businessOImortgsrLe partnersserrrcr 000198
The plaintiff in the case is Fannie Mae, the mortgage holding company that failed during the 
financial crisis and is now under government conservatorship. G1vLAC serviced the loan for 
Fannie Mae. 
This eek, the judge in the case set aside his summary judg ent in favor of Fannie when he 
read r. Cox's deposition of a G1'IAC executive, Jeffrey Stephan, who said he never reviewed 
t  fil  he had signed. T  case wil  now go to trial. 
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As the foreclosure crisis has deepened, the length of time borrowers spend waiting for the end 
h s l ngthened. 
In January 2009 the time between the owner's first missed payment and eviction was 319 days, 
according to LPS pplied nalytics. By ugust it as 478 days. 
Since spring, the data firm says, the lenders have been trying to clear their backlog. They have 
stepped up the rate at which they put defaulting owners into the formal foreclosure process. In 
AUgust, they started 283,000 foreclosures, up from 220,000 in Apri1. 
Now, as the lenders are pressed to exa ine ore closely their filings, those foreclosure starts 
are likely to fall, prolonging the Ov'ffier's time in limbo. any borrowers use this period, when 
th~y are living in their ho e but not paying for it, to try and get their financial house back in 
order. 
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Bank of America halts all US foreclosures
Joins four other firms to announce freeze in the wake of documentation concerns
msnbcxmstaff and nevs sen4ce reports
updated 108201074437PM ET
The foreclosure mess threatened
to become full blown chaos Friday
as the nationslargest bank Bank
ofArnrica halted all foreclosure
procedures nationwide raising the
pressure on other lenders to do the
samti
Bank of America is the first US
bank to institute a nationwide
moratorium on foreclosures as
anger grows at how lenders have
prepared documents to support
evictions The halt on foreclosures
will tak effect on Saturday and
also includes sales of foreclosed
property
Separately PNNC Financial Services
Group Inc said it was halting most
forCCloSUres and evictions in 21
states for a month so it can review
whether documents it submitted to





An official at the Pittsburghbased
bank confirmed the PNC decision
which was reported earlier by the
New York Times The official
requested anonymity because the
decision hasntbeen publicly
announced
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At issue is the validity of a system
banks and other lenders use when
they move to foreclose on a
mortgage and seize a property
Rather than presenting an entire
set ofdocuments in court the
lender typically submits an
affidavit establishing their claim
signed by an employee who has
reviewed the file
The validity of that process has
been successfully challenged by
attorneys representing
homeowners facing foreclosure
Last month GNSAC said it was
hahing foreclosure sales and
evictions after an employee
admitted in a deposition that he
had signed 10000 documents a
month without personally verifying
the mortgage information JP
1Vlorgan Chase put 50000
foreclosures on hold after one of
its employees made a similar
admission
Bankers argue that the flawed
review documents dontundercut
their original foreclosure claim
vvbich they say can still be
established by providing the full
documentation But given the lame
number of foreclosure cases in the
pipeline a full review ofevery case
could be vely costly
Banks realize that its going to be
really hard to prove and its going
to be really expensive to review all
the documents and make sure they
are doing it right said Andrea
BoppStark a Maine attorney who
was involved in the case
challenging GAtNCs foreclosure
process
The unraveling of the mortgage
paper trail could be costly for more
than just lenders trying to
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foreclose on a home Difficulty
establishing the legal title to a
mortgage could also create
headaches for companies that
wrote title insurance on the
property
ff it turns out these are mistakes
in who owns the mortgage the
claims against the title insurance
industry could be overwhelming
said Kathleen Day a spokeswoman
for the Center for Responsible
Lending which has joined a suit
against GMAC and has called for a
nationwide moratorium on
foreclosures
Systems orWERS an industry
system created to consolidate the
process oftransferring mortgages
By namirg VIERS as the nominee
for the lender in original loan
documents the system speeds the
sale ofmortgages by replacing the
more costly paper trail required to
record the transfer directly in
courthouses or local governments
But judges have recently been
siding with homeowners attorneys
who argue that VIERS doesnthave
the legal authority to sell a
mortgage
Lenders arentthe only ones facing
headaches if they cantproperly
establish ownership ofa mortgage
During the height of the boom
millions ofmortgages were pooled
in trusts that issued bonds backed
by monthly payments from those
mortgages
Attorneys working on behalf of
homeowners have also been
challenaina the legal validity of th
MortiaeElectronic Registration
They donthave standing to
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have the ability to record the
mortgage said Bopp Stark You
take that a step further and you
can challenge their ability to
transfer a mortgage
If that legal theory holds the entire
food chain ofmortgage finance
could be called into question
including the value of bonds
backed by mortgages fERS tracks
more than 65 millionUS
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The moves come amid mounting
political pressure on bigUS banks
to examine foreclosure
documentation problems Bank of
Americasdecision comes amid
revelations that the banking
industry had used robosigners
people who sign hundreds of
documents a day without
reviewing their contents when
foreclosing on homes
Story Why the foreclosure
mess could last for years
In a statement released Friday
Bank of America said it will stop
foreclosure sales until our
assessment has been satisfactorily
completed Our ongoing
assessment shows the basis for
foreclosure decisions is accurate
We continue to serve the interests
of our customers investors and
communities Providing solutions
for distressed homeowners
remains our primate focus
Bark ofAmerica spokesman Dan
Frahm said the company is
reV14 Its entire foreclosure
process but is focusing on the
validation ofsignatures on
foreclosure documents
Bank ofAmerica will continue to
track late payments and pursue
delinquent borrowers but will stop
short of foreclosure on those
mortgages held on its books
about 20 percent of the home
loans it services
Frahm said the average foreclosed
borrower has not made a payment
in IS months He declined to
disclose how many foreclosures
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politi l pr ssur  on big .S. bank  
to exa ine forec losure-
docu entati  roblems. nk of 
erica's decision co es a id 
r l ti  t t t  i  
i j   "r  - i ners/' 
l   i   f 
    
r vi · i  t ir ntents.,  
  s. 
t ry: "YVh   os re 
s  cl a    
In   e  , 
.  erica  t   
fore  losure les til "our 
as t as  s ly 
c . r o ing 
as t s vvs the basis for 
foreclosure decisions is a r t . 
'rVe continue to s r e the interests 
of our c s , investors and 
co tie . Providing s lutions 
for distressed ho e vvners 
remains our primary foc ." 
Bank of America spokesman Dan 
Frahra said the company is 
r l,.'ievying its entire foreclosure 
process but is focusing on the 
validation of signatures on 
f r cl ur  documents. 
nk of ri  il  conti e to 
track late payments and pursue 
delinquent borrowers but '\-yill stop 
r      
ortgages held on its books --
about 20 percent of the ho e 
  rvi s. 
Frahm said the average foreclosed 
borrower has not made a payment 
 18 .    
disclose how many foreclosures 
ould be affected by the ove. 
Ally Financial's GIViAC NIortgage 
hltp:I/\oV'Nw.msnbc.msn.comJc1eanprintICleanPrintProxy.aspx? 1286815143528 tO/ll/20 LO 
Free Towing x Tax Geductib e
iatl Toilr aitSeruWBlica a ire X8776
stmsnDcco
unit and JPMor Chase
announced similar moves to review
their books in the past two weeks
Also Friday Litton Loan Servicing
LP a smaller mortgage company
based in Houston halted some
foreclosures and evictions so it
could review its handling of
foreclosures it made the
disclosure in an email to The
Associated Press and did not say
which states are affected
Litton owned by Goldman Sachs
Group Inc is a mortgage servicer
It collects payments but doesn
make loans
On Thursday President Barack
Obama refiised to sign proposed
legislation that would have made it
more difficult for homeowners to
challenge documents in a
foreclosure
The Senate Banking Committee will
hold hearings after next months
elections to took into alleQations
that the nationslargest lenders
have improperly foreclosed on
strUggling borrowers
American families should not
have to worry about losing their
homes to sloppy bureaucratic
mismanagement or fraud
outgoing panel Chairman
Christopher Dodd said in his
announcement of the Nov 16
hearings
The hearings would take place
during a lame duck session of
Congress after the Nov 2 elections w
here Democrats are expected to
face heavy losses at the polls The
new members would not take
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November 3 2010
Runft and Steele
Attn Jon M Steele
1020 W Main Street Suite 400




Dear Jon M Steele
0473793636
Gregory A Renshaw
3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies of theNote Mortgage HUDI Settlement Statement and the
account history
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac The current owner of your loan is Freddie Mac 8609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone number 703 903 2000 However GMAC
Mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our
office
The account has been transferred to our attorneytrustee to begin foreclosure proceedings Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Services at 1 8006653932 to obtain payoff
information and verify the amount required to reinstate the account
Please be advised the other information requested is subject to business and trade practices which
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this account
If after reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the
mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 1 800 7664622













ove er 3, 201  
Runft and Steele 
Attn Jon  Steele 
1020  ain Street Suite 400 
ise I  -5  
RE: Account Number 
 
rt   
ear Jon . Steele: 
 
r r   nsha  
 t  i it l  
   
 e te        r   -  count. 
er your request, enclosed are copies f the ote, Oltgage, -I ettle ent tate ent a  the 
t t ry. 
he current aster serviceI' is Freddie ac, he current o ner of your loan is Freddie ac, 8609 
est ood enter r, ienna,  22183, phone nu ber 703-903-2000. o ever, C 
ortga e. LC is c rre tly ser icing r acc t, a  all i iries s l  e irecte  t  r 
office. 
The account has been transferred to our attorney/trustee to begin foreclosure proceedings. Please 
contact our attorney or trustee, Executive Trustee Services, at 1-800-665-3932, to obtain payoff 
information d e ify the a t re ired to reinstate the t. 
Please be advised the other information requested is subject to business and trade practices, which 
are ro rietary and co fide tial r is not a licable to this a t. 
If after reviewing this information, you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the 
ortgage loan servicing of this account, please contact usto er are at 1-800-766-4622 
between the hours of 6:00 am to 10:00 pm CT Monday through Friday and 9:00 am to 1 :00 pm 
Ton Sa . 
Customer Care 
Loan S rvicinglEK 
Enclosures 
www.gmacmor age.com 
3451 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo. IA 50702 : 
CElV  
NOV 1 0 2010 
RUNFT o 1ELE
LAW OFFICES PLLC











04 73 793 636
Gregory A Renshaw
3480 S Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Gentlemen
Thank you for your letter ofNovember 3 2010 received by me onNovember 10 This
notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust entitled Notice Again please
be advised that MFRS despite being namedas beneficiary in the Deed of Trust is not the
beneficiary under Idaho law as the trust deed benefits the noteholder
According to yourNovember 3 letter the current owner of your loan is Freddi
Mac None of the default documents refer to or mention Freddie Mac
I once again request the documents requested in my October 15 2010 letter copy
enclosed
In the meantime I once again request that you cancel the TrusteesSale scheduled for
December 29
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above
within 15 days Mr Renshaw will bring suit againstyou seeking an injunction damages costs
and attorney fees This suitwill be brought as a class action and will allege breach ofcontract
predatory lending fraud negligent and intentional infliction of emotional distress and state and
federal RICO violations
r u r f S c I t 4 T
06 i H X X203 43346 Biie Idatau 8 3 02
EXHIBITh Elie Alaska Cenzcr 0W klaia 5 recz Sure 400 1 FourS Floor 000206
R-, I  &: ~. '~E  
-'&~ I   VV 0  Ie  ~ J     
Joh  L. Runf. i J  . Steel~ i K:lrl J.F. unfr 
 t  
usto er are 
 rvi i l  
 a  e 
t rl o,   
 11,20  
/ 
Via Certified ail 
e:   
t  
t  es  
entle en: 
 
 .  
 .   
,   
Thank you for your letter of November 3,2010 (received by me on November 10). This 
notice is given to you pursuant to Section 15 of the Deed of Trust, entitled Notice. Again, please 
e is  t t E , s it  i   s fi i r  i  t   f r st is t t e 
 er da     st  its t e 0 l r. 
ccording to your ove ber 3 letter, the" ... current o ner of your loan is reddi 
ac ... " one  t e ts r e     re e . 
I, once again, request the documents requested in my October 15, 2010 letter (copy 
e ed). 
In the e ti , I, once i , re est t at  c l t e r t e's le l  f r 
ece ber 2 . 
Should you fail to cancel the scheduled sale and provide the documents requested above 
within 15 days, r. Renshaw will bring suit against you seeking an injunction, damages, costs 
and attorney fees. This suit will be brought as a class action and will allege breach of contract, 
predatory lending, fraud, negligent and intentional infliction of e otional distress, and state and 
feder l RlCO violations. 
[ OJ r. r s r eel eel) :T. 
November 11 2010
Page 2 of 2
Please contact me should you have any questions
Very truly yours
Jon M Steele





Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
Pioneer TitleCo ofAda County Burbank CA
Pioneer Title Co of Ada County Meridian ID
Pioneer Title Co Boise D
GMAC Mortgage Dallas TX
Colonial First Lending Group Inc
000207
 11.20  
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1020 WMain Street Suite 400
Boise ID 83702 5779
RE Account Number 0473793636
Mortgagor Gregory A Renshaw
Properly Address 3480 South Pimmit Place
Boise ID 83706
Dear JonM Steele
This Ietter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced accounk
The following responses are in the same order as the inquiries in your correspondence
dated October 15 2010 originally responded to on November 3 2010
12 Please review copies of the original Note andMortgageDeedofTrust previously
sent November 3 2010
3 Subject to business and trade practices which are proprietary and confidential
46 Please review previous noteholder information provided in response sent
November 3 2010
7 See enclosed copy of the Ietter advising of the change from Homecomings
Financial to GMAC Mortgage
89 See enclosed copy of default letter sent June 2010 Also for updated amount
needed to bring the account current please contact our attorney or trustee
Executive Trustee Services at 1 8006653932
MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MFRS is a separate
corporation that acts solely as a nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns
MERS is the mortgagee under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing
under the laws ofDelaware and has an address and telephone number ofPOBox 2026










lmft and Steele 
ttn Jon  Steele 
10   i  tr t uit  400 
i  I  ·  
RE: ccount u ber 
 
r rt   
r  . t l : 
 
r r   s  
  i it l  
   
is l tt r is i  r s s  t  r i ir  r r i  t e ·r f r  .t 
he follo ing responses are in the sa e order as the inquiries in your correspondence 
  , ,   t    , : 
1-2. Please review copies of the original Note and ortgagelDeed of Trust previously 
 ove ber , . 
3. Subject to business and trade practices which are proprietary and confidential. 
-6. Please review previous noteholder information provided in response sent 
ove be  , . 
7. See enclosed copy of the letter advising of the change from Homecomings 
inancial to C ortga . 
&-9. See enclosed copy of default Jetter sent June 2010. Also, for upda1ed amount 
needed to bring the account current, please contact our attorney or trustee, 
xecutive Trust e S ic , t 1-80 -665-3932. 
IlMERS" is ortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. ERS is a separate 
corporation that acts solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender's successors ruld assigns. 
MERS is the mortgagee under this SeCl.u:ity Instrument. MERS is organized and existing 
under the laws of Delaware, and has an address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, 
Flint, [ 48501-2026, tel. ( 88) 679-MERS. 
www.gmacrnort age.com 
3451 Hammond Ave 
Waterloo. IA 50702 
RE I E  






MERS operates within the existing legal framework ofall 50 states and applies
technology and electronic commerce to transformpaperbased processes to an electronic
format improve operational efficiencies increase the liquidity of mortgage rights
increase the value ofmortgage servicing rights improvemortgage industry profitability
improve the flow and accuracy of information relative to ownership of mortgage rights
and facilitate continuing improvements through technology and electronic commerce
Enclosed are copies of the Notice of Transfer Letter Default Letter and the letter sent
November 3 2010 for your review
If after reviewing this information you have any specific questions or concerns regarding
the mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Customer Care at 100766
4622 between the hours of600 am to 100 pm CT Monday through Friday and900 am






Account Nu ber 0473793636 
Page Two 
S operates ithin the existing legal fra ework of all 50 states and applies 
technology and electronic co erce to: transfonn paper-based processes to an electronic 
fannat, i r e operational efficiencies, i crease the li uidity of mortgage rights, 
increase the value of mortgage servicing rights, improve mortgage industry profItability, 
improve the flow and accuracy of information relative to ownership of mortgage rights, 
 f il  conti i  i t  through technology and electronic commerce. 
l s  r  c i s f t  ti  of r sfer tter, f ult tter and the l tt r sent 
 ,20  f r y ur view. 
If after reviewing this information, you have any specific questions or concerns regarding 
t  t  l  ervi i  fthi  account, l  t t t  r  at 1-8 0-7 -
4622 betwoon the hours of 6:00 a  to 10:00 p  CT onday through Friday and 9:00 am 
  : 0    t r ay, 












3480 s0tms PINNIT PLACE
BOISE ID 831066427t




Homecomings and GMAC Mortgage
Aetwurn Number 0473793636
Pr Addy
3480 OLFM PIIvltvt7T PLAN
BOISE ID 83706
We ore writing to notify you that Use wr orynilr rrradgage Man lhel is ft right to wllcct payments from you Isb assigaod sold
2009or Uaasrh cd fmiu llomecamings financial LLC Monaecornug psnanclal to OMAC Mortgage LLC OMAC Mart gagc clfivlYaJuly I
Please note that GMAC Mmigage and Homecontlags Financial are milillated companies The only change to your tnarigage accountwill be the mama ufyour loan servicer Your new loon poytocnts wit be made payable toGMAC Martgege 6dead orflomaomingsFinancial Your account manbar Place ror payments and all other information relating to yourmorlgagc lamrrrnalns the same
rho assignment sale or fr VsP cfrltedatrfcing oflht orarrgagv loan does motqJact my meat or owidfiaNof fire atortgagv 11wW ramrradmr dram ferrasdMvlly relat d to the servicingofjour loom
Except in Iimitet circumstamms do law require@ 11W your Present servicer send you this notice at least 15 days belbre the cMutivadata ofWe tramrir Year new sorricer must also send yak his notice no later than 15 days ails this of livc dote In this eosc au accessaryintonnattan is combined in this ant notice
As of June 4 2009 yearat prilcipal Marva is 236500 your current aserow balnnw is 500 your ourrunt interest rate is7500bb Svur ictal nralrihly Paymcat is 51476 and your next due data is 61111009
Your pteseat servicor is Hamormaings alumacial
Prior to July 1 2009 Iryou We any quasliona ragardingyour aacoaal or the trmislurof serviomgcall Hentacamhnga FinancialsCustomer
sad 2 Cc1 4e@ a 1 1020629DEbelwtxa 600 tea and 100 pin Control Time Mopday lbroagh Friday and beLmeo 800 am
Your 119W ricerwill be GMAC Mortgage
BeBonirtg July 1 3009 ifyoD have arty questiorts regarding your account or Ilse transfer of servicing Galt GMAC
MorgagesCusomer Care Department toll frw it 1 8007664623 between 600 Rm and 100 pan Central Tithe Moadaythrough Friday Band bt t w en 800am and 200 pm Central TIM on 8ahtniays
For GMACMurtga go Costumer imqutries




For GMAC Mortgage Customer Pnymonta




or the address provided onGMAMortgugo billing st ttemcn
For llauwealalegs 1714andal Wabsite Cuiturnor Payments
voubave boon noticing 019 billpuy scrvitxi an Iwrewrnings Fisumciat wobaile this service wiy beUmuitioned to live GMAC Mortgagebdk al wwwMESSI rigQgccwnvia secure transfer in the near fulurv Your usernano Bad password will mat change and you willnot dead to re rvgtstur or m 4nroll In your currant payment program
Other Important Talbrmatioo
Plow we Oho book skim of tbis letter for addilinnul inkrxmtion about Automatic Payrneal Dadiwlions Govcrnmont Allotmcn111301 Pay8errrcoS Dptfoaal hwuamces Yearmid Sltdementa Credit Ropwling and related inrorinalion rrom the Real Cstute schhement ProceduresAct RGSPA








Ho ~gs :Fi ncial 
AGMACCcmpclny 
P.O.1I0lC 20S 
Waterloo, IA 50704'O~OS 
JlIOO 10,2009 
........ ~""I""""'~I(IID:lfPPQIIIIIGI"I'Jl.II ~1 
~b·n"I~flll~Ib"I"nr.llh·I'·II,lrlll1,lrlrlllll,1I1111 
G~R Y A REN5I!AW 
3480 SOUl'll PlNNIT Pt.ACE 
BOISE ltl 83700-6427 
DCGr ClrolOlY A RllIlmuw: 
GMAC Mortgage 
P.o.Bwq80 
Waterloo. rA 50704>0']80 
H<>Im<:ominllll and m..!AC Mongnge 
Accoullt NQmber: 04737~J636 
pronra" M M 
34800Um PIMMIT PLACE 
Borsa, lD 83706 
We are writiailio noliCy you IIIlII Ihu IOIViclng oryaur matlpp loan.. 1hsl i.s, tbo ri,kl 10 collccl ~ linin you, Is boin!lamiJlLld, laid, 
or Ir~c:d IirJm tTomccominlll'inallcUl, LLC ("lWm~ I'Irntnclal") 10 OMAC MortSogc, LtC (OMAC MortPJIQ). ~JrCGllyc July I, 
2ll00. 
Plcaso nDie !bal GMAC MorIpge Bnd Hom ••• ..,llIgllllnllll:hl ore IlJIIlaled CDblpBblea. The onJy .ba,,~e to )'01!r hI.rI~.£. uccollJlf 
Will b. tb<> IlillJ1Q of )'OU rloan scnot cer. Your new 1oa0r.)'IllCnls wUI be made J"IYUble 10 OMAe Mor\l4~ in&1!lu~ Qr~wm~Otiilnp 
flDBnciBL Your _l1li1 Dlllllbor. pl.ce for payme:n!., an ,II Dlhl:l iruormHliOll rcl&(in; 10 }'OW' mortaRge loan rr.rnahu IIlI samCo 
TJId .... jfi1lRlWl~ Sltk, ur Irml.ffor aft/" mY/Mg o/Ih, mol'flJQgllloan d •• lIlDI q/focl "".!' /tim! 01' """,rrlo" oft} .. mOrl/l<lg<ll"I/nIIMHI8. 
"th.r illtll/ tmnt 41,",/, Miakd la 1ft • ..,,,/cing D/)'OltrWaIl. 
n-p, ill limited clrcUm""'n""" !he I8w requlc08l1ut1 your p!'IlIIlnllCni<Ol'SI,Rd you Chis llO(i<:C at Jeosl11 doIy, bcib1c!be elt'cC(i~da!o of 
UIo IrIIHsr .... Your IIC1I' oenicc:r lIlutl aIlo .ond '/0" lhi& no(iCD no later lluoo 1 S days ab .. Chis elll:Qlivc .... !c. hi !!tie e.$\;.'U I1CC\lSW)' 
infOllllllIlCll b combined ia IhiI 0l1~ noli"", 
As oflUnu 4,l()09 JIlUI'eum:nf priQcip,1 billancc is $2JIi,l50.0Q, YO'1 cua<ml =row bolonco is $Q,OO,)'OW' lI1In'onl InlOlll8l ,,'e" 
.s(lD~ )'Dll  IQI4I monl p jll ml;. $1,~75.56. an   aKI  tIulo i. ~1I110 9. 
Your pr<:f"ut wrvh:oris HOlllcl:Oll!lllgf 'hlllllci.l. • 
PriorI<> JUly h 2009, Iryou hhVC IIQI qUDBlioDU ,,,&wing your """oODI or lh<I lrm,,!ur oftl)f\liciDg. cal! [fornccominBJI flnancial'l CUllomor 
Core Dcp81t.\t)I\! IoU 61;e ul -IOO·106·2901 beLween 6:00 lUll and 10:00 pm Ctlnlrul Time, ).AQpday lhrowslL Friday, ~n~ bclWt:Cd 8:DO am 
.. ,) 2;00 pm CeJlImI Time. 011 S.Cnyo. 
lllnev 3IlI1'ker DI   . 
Beginnill8 July 1.2009, ifyoo have any qges1lollll'\!gardingj'OUt acc<l\Int or Ihc tnulsl'er ofsorvicinS. call GMAC 
MOrtgage's Customer Ci11'C DCpar1Il1ent IoU free) at 1-800-766-%l2 bcfwoen 6:0D am a[ld 10:00 pm Central Tltnc::. MOIIdIi)' 
t\m)lI  ri , an  etwee . :00 a  cI ~:OO  tr l l~  S tn'd ys. 
P   ur B~ JIll ir:lt c  I1rqairies 
Beginning JlIly 1, :zoo!). written inquirie.!ll'\lgB£ding your accout11 should be dl~cied to GMAC Mortgage's C\I$lQmer Car,: 
II rospondun~ c an e t at the follo lng : 
AC orllllgc 
PO BcIx46Z1 
llterloo, IA 50704-4(it2 
For G A C M g~ge CPsto cr Pnym~~U 
Tho IJI,1.iling address for payments will not chilllgc. Pnymcn!s will be procc9.l«l \ly Homecomfn84 Financial If re<:elved prio 
to July I, 2C09 and will be prOCIISSed by OMAC Mongllge if re<:eived aitor July I. 2009. PleJlllc ~d Ill! payn~ls d\!o co II 
afuJr Inal da ~ to O AC M rtg~go at [he f ing addrc. s: 
GMAC MOl1g~lIc 
PO Box '180 
Watcrl08 IA 50704·0780 
or tile IIIh1 re&!i pro1'ided on lour G C Mortg~gI> billing sfatc Clli. ___ _ 
FlIr RlIIlMOconl_&> Fl .. llCial WobJiIe CUltumeT PI)'lI1Dllb 
If )'OIIMve beon ulilizinll UK> bill·puy serviceDn Homeccn>ingd1illllllcial'$ 1II0bo"". IhilIlIC>rYiw will be trDlLSitionccllo the OMo\C Mn"gige 
Wcbsllc,.1 ........w.gDII!!!D!!rl.p!IC,e!l!ll. vio 'CC\lre IransJ'or in the Dear fUluro. Y"ur ",oreOam. nod pO:illl'llrd ",Ul not ehanll" and YIIII wUI 
Dot ""cd fA re-lV!Iistur or """nroilln your CijM'~nt pu)'mel1t P1OWllUl. 
Othor Imperl""llJtror AtioD 
Piuaso xc rho baok sid!: of this leller for liddiliQnul InHonrwtion abuu, Aulomatic Pa'fO'enl D~du"liDIli'. Oov.:rnmcn( AIl~lmcnllflilll'llv 
SemcOll. OpCioIYf Ill_cs. YCIIl'-c1d Slnl<ml~nts, Crewt Roprulio18. and rotated infDrmalion rrom!be Rent Eslhtc Seillenumi Procedures 
"'" (RESPI\). 
C1oInccomin&s FiwPleinl ........... Ied lh. upporlwtily 10 'UMoe your 8ucounl. The IllIIln at OMAC MoJ""aKC looks IbrWllrd 10 senoieing )'OUT 




SVP, Cu.sbnor C.1lI 





3490 UOUTH PINUXT PLACL
SMSE IO 93709
RE Account Number 0473793636
Property Address 3490 SOUTH PIW11T PLACE
Dear GREGORY A RENSHAW
BOISE ID 63706
Our records indicate the above referenced mortgage loan is in
default
Your account is due for 05110and succeeding payments This
is a demand for payment of the total amount duo and owing as of
the date of this letter which is as follows
Payments 4 427999
Late Charprea 22145
Fees Coats and otherasnunta accrued
to date 4 00
Suspense 4 00
Total AmouptDue 4 x50034
You may cure the default by paying the total amount due
indicated above within thirty 130 days from the date of this
letter You are also zespona ible Yor paying any additional
payments Fees and charges that bacons due during this 30day
Period Payments must be made in certified funds or coahier
check If funds tendered are not honored for airy reason the
default will not be cured Our acceptance 01 any funds lass
than the total amount due shall not constitute a waives of our







~: Ac~ount Numb_r 0473793636 
l';rop<orty cldrtl.. 3480 SOCTH 1'1~ltT PLIICE 
801$1) 1D 8:n06 
Dear GRI!lGOR'i It JU\rlSl\}I,W 
ur ~cords i i  t  ab -r f  nort~.  l04D 1  i  
dehu.lt. 
rour acc t i6 e t r OSI01 10, an  a oo di q pay snts. is 
.La _  ..... an  C >: aY t ot: t  u "",ou t due a.  ow1.1I  •• r 
t  t  ot: ~. l tter, lObi en i  8 f ll w" 
PIJYftII!;nte •• I ••• ' ..... , ........................ .. 
LAtot Cheqrea ••••..••••••••• ".......... ~ 
Fees. Coata~ end other a.ounts accrued 
to date ••.•..•••.••........•• , ••.•.. 4 
3uspII!!-nee .................. I .................. ' ., 
Total l\rIoupt DUB ......... ,. .• • • • • .. • • . .. .. .. $ 
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You are hereby notified your credit rating may be adversely
affected if you fail to fulfill the terms of your credit
Obligations You are oleo notified we may visit the
above reverenced property from time to tLme to determine its
condition and occupancy status the Coats of which you will be
responsible for
Unless we receive Pull payment of ail past duo smounta we will
accelerate the maturity of the loan declare the obligation due
and payable without further demand and begin foreclosure
Proceedings This could result in the lose of your property
YOU have the right to aaaert or defend the non extstenca of a
default and you may have other rights under state law
Once in foreclosure you have the right to reinstate your
account up to LLVO days prior to the roreclosurs Sale at the
Property it 1 you pay the total amount due plus any fees Coate
and other amounta accrued through the reinstatement date and 2
you take any other action reasonably required by us to assure the
security of the property as well as your obligations under the
Idocuments continue in full force and effect
HOD approved counseling is available on PHA guaranteed loans by
calling 8005694287 if you would like to discuss any matter
containod n this notice we encourage you to contact our loan
counselors immediately at 888 714 4622
Collection Department
Loan Servicing
Notice This is an attempt to collect a debt and any information
obtained will be used for that purpovv it your debt has been
discharged In bankruptcy our rights axe being v vzciead againt
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Attu Jon M Steele
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise 1D 837025779
RE Account Number 0473793636 E
Mortgagor Gregory A Renshaw
Property Address 3480 South Pimmit Plagc
130ise 1D 83706
Dear Jon M Steele
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the above referenced account
Per your request enclosed are copies ofthe Note Mortoge HUD1Settlement Statement and the
account history
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac The currentowner of your loan is Freddie Mac 8609
Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 phone number 703 903 2000 However GMAC
Mortgage LLC is currently servicing your account and all inquiries should be directed to our
office
i
The account has been transferred to our attomoytrustee fo begin foreclosure proceedings Please
contact our attorney or trustee Executive Trustee Services at 1800 6653932 to obtain payoff
information and verify the amount required to reinstate the account
Please be advised the other information requested is subjpot to business and trade practices which
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this account
If after reviewing this information you have any specifid questions or concerns regarding the
mortgage loan servicing of this account please contact Giustomer Care at 1 8007664622







QM~~ r  
November 3,2010 
Runft and Steele 
Attn Jon M Steele 
1020 W Main Street Suite 400 
BOise [0 83702·5779 
RE: Account Number 
r 
r rt  r  
Dear Jon M. Steele: 
0473193636 
regory  Renshaw 
3480 South i it PIll.«e 
Boise IO  
1 
This letter is in response to your inquiry regarding the a~ove-referenced account. 
i 
Per your request, enclosed are copies of the Note, Mortg~ge, HUD·J Settlement Statement and the 
t ist ry. ! 
The current master servicer is Freddie Mac, The current,owner of your loan is Freddie Mac. 8609 
estwood Center Dr, Vienna, VA 22183, phone numbef 703-903~2000, However, G AC 
ortgage,  is currenHy servicing your account, and ~l inquiries should be directed to our 
office. 
I 
The account has been transferred to our attornoy/trustee fo begin foreclosure proceedings, Please 
contact Our attorney or trustee, Ex.ecutive Trustee Servioes, at 1-800-665-3932, to obtain payoff 
information and verity the amount required to reinstate t~e account. 
Please be advised the other information requested is subj;ect to business and trade practices, which 
are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable Co this ac t. 
If after reviewing this infonnatiorl, you have any specific questions or concerns regarding the 
mortgage loan servicing of this account, please contact dustomer Care at 1-800-766-4622 
between the hours of6:00 am to 10;00 pm CT Monday t.!trough Friday and 9:00 am to t :00 pm 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABCCORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
ANSWER AND AFFIRMATIVE
DEFENSES OF DEFENDANT
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC TO PLAINTIFFS FIRST
AMENDED COMPLAINT AND
DEMAND FORJURY TRIAL
COMES NOWDefendant Colonial First Lending Group Colonial by and through its
counsel of record Anderson Julian Hull LLP and answers the allegations ofPlaintiffsFirst
Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial the Complaint as follows
Parties
1 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
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ES  efendant olonial First ending roup ("Colonial"), by and through its 
counsel f re , nders , J lian & Hull LLP, and answers the allegations of Plaintiffs First 
mended o plaint and e and for Jury rial (the "Complaint")  f l : 
Pa ties 
1. Colonial is without knowledge or information s ficient to for  a belief as to the truth of 
I I L 
the allegations contained in paragraph 1 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
2 Admits
3 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 3 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
4 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 4 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
5 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 5 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
6 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 6 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
7 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Jurisdiction and Venue
8 Paragraph 8 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits these allegations
9 Paragraph 9 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits these allegations
Factual Allegations
10 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
11 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
2
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the allegations contained in paragraph 1 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
2. d its. 
. l i l i  it t l  r i f r ti  uffi i t t  f r   eli f as t  t  tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 3 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l      uff   f   li f  t   t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 4 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l l   e    f     li     t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 5 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t le   i r tio  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 6 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.    le   r a ion f     l       
the allegations contained in paragraph 7 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
ion  e e 
8. Paragraph 8 of the o plaint contains conclusions ofla  to hich no response is 
re ire . o t e e te t a res se is re ire , l ial a its t ese alle ati s. 
9. aragraph 9 f the o plaint contains conclusions f la  to hich no response is 
required. o the extent a response is required, olonial ad its these allegations. 
l legations 
.  is ithout n ledge r infor ation icient  or   ief   t  t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 10 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. lonial is ithout kno ledge r infor ation s fficient to for  a elief as t  t e tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 11 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
2 
12 Colonial admits only that in 2007 Plaintiff contacted Colonial to inquire about
refinancing his home located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise Idaho Except as expressly
admitted Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 12 of the Complaint and therefore denies
these allegations
13 Admits
14 Colonial admits only that its President Casey Little spoke with Plaintiff about
refinancing his home and that Plaintiff subsequently applied for a loan to refinance his home
Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained in paragraph
14 of the Complaint
15 Denied
16 Colonial admits only that in 2007 it was one ofmanymortgage brokers authorized to
broker loans through Homecomings Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the




20 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff provided Colonial with certain information including
credit information and that Colonial transmitted this information to Homecomings Except as
expressly admitted Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to
the truth of the allegations contained in paragraph 20 of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
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12. olonial ad its only that in 2007 Plaintiff contacted olonial to inquire about 
refinancing his ho e located at 3480 S. Pi it Place, oise, Idaho. Except as expressly 
a itte , l ial is it t le e r i f r atio  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
  i             
t  ll ti . 
. its. 
. l i l its l  t t it  r sident,  ittl ,  it  l i tiff t 
refina ci  is e, a  t at lai tiff s se e tl  a lie  f r a l a  t  refi a ce is e. 
xcept as expressly ad itted, olonial denies the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 
 f t  l i t. 
. i d. 
. l ial a its l  t at i   it as e f a  rt a e r ers a t rize  t  
 a s  i .    it ,    
r i i  ll ti  t i  i  r r    t  l i t. 
. i . 
. i . 
. . 
20. Colonial ad its only that Plaintiff provided Colonial ith certain infor ation, including 
credit information and that Colonial transmitted this information to Homecomings. Except as 
e ressl  a itte , l ial is ith t le e r i for ation s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  
the truth f the allegations contained in paragraph 20 f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
alle ati s. 
3 
21 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 21 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
22 Colonial denies that it derived the ParRate Except as expressly admitted Colonial is
without knowledge or information sufficient to forma belief as to the truth ofthe remaining
allegations contained in paragraph 22 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
23 Colonial admits only that it regularly received rate sheets from Homecomings Except




26 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff applied for a home mortgage loan to refinance his
existing loan Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained
in paragraph 26 of the Complaint
27 Colonial admits only that on April 17 2007 it prepared and delivered to Plaintiff the
Good Faith Estimate that is attached as Exhibit 1 Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies
the remaining allegations contained in paragraph 27 of the Complaint
28 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate attached as Exhibit 1 speaks for itself
and that it estimates an interest rate of7375 and an estimated origination fee of236250
1 Answering further Colonial states that the Good Faith Estimate attached as Exhibit 1 is
exactly what it purports to be an estimate and that it specifically statesthe information
provided below reflects estimates of the charges which you are likely to incur at the settlement of
your loan The fees listed are estimates actual charges may be more or less The HUD1
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1. ol i l i  i t  r i  suf i t t  f   beli f as t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 21 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l ial e ies t at it eri e  t e "Par ate." ce t as e ressl  admitted, l ial is 
ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth f the re aining 
allegations contained in paragraph 22 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
23. olonial ad its only that it regularly received "rate sheets" fro  o eco ings. Except 
as expressly ad itted, Colonial denies the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 23 of the 
plaint. 
. i . 
25. enied. 
26. olonial ad its only that laintiff applied for a ho e ortgage loan to refinance his 
existing loan. xcept as expressly ad itted, olonial denies the re aining allegations contained 
i  r r    t  l i t. 
.  ts     , ,  re ared    l i ti   
ood Faith Esti ate that is attached as Exhibit I. Except as expressly ad itted, olonial denies 
the re aining allegations contained in paragraph 27 of the Co plaint. 
28. Colonial ad its only that the ood Faith Esti ate attached as Exhibit 1 speaks for itself, 
and that it esti ates an interest rate of7.375% and an esti ated origination fee of $2,362.50 
(1 %). ns ering furt er, l ial states t at t e  ait  sti ate attached as i it  is 
exactly hat it purports to be an esti ate, and that it specifically states, "[t]he infor ation 
provided belo  reflects estimates of the charges hich you are likely to incur at the settle ent of 
your lo . he fees listed re estimates-actual charges ay be ore or less. . . he -I 
4 
settlement statement will show you the actual cost for items paid at settlement
29 Colonial admits only that Plaintiff executed the Borrower Signature Authorization
attached as Exhibit 3 on May 3 2007 and that the Borrower Signature Authorization speaks for
itself Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations contained in
paragraph 29 of the Complaint and specifically denies any allegations that are inconsistent with
or contradict the Borrower Signature Authorization
30 Admits
31 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 31 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
32 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 32 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
33 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 33 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
34 Colonial denies that it prepared any ofthe documents listed in paragraph 33 ofthe
Complaint Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the
truth ofthe allegations contained in paragraph 34 of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations Answering further Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his
monthly income was5400 permonth
35 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 35 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Answering further Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his monthly
income was5400 per month
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set l  t t  ill   t  actual c t f r i  i  at settlement." 
29. olonial ad its only that Plaintiff executed the "Borro er Signature uthorization" 
attached as xhibit 3 on ay 3, 2007, and that the orro er Signature uthorization speaks for 
it elf. t  r sl  itt d, l i l i  t  r i i  ll ti  t i  i  
ara ra   f t e plaint, a  specificall  e ies a  alle ati s t at are i c siste t it  
     ri ti n. 
. its. 
. l ial is it t le e r i f r ati  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 31 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t le  r i f r ti  ffi i t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 32 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.  s th  le    f e           
the allegations contained in paragraph 33 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
34. olonial denies that it prepared any of the docu ents listed in paragraph 33 of the 
lai t. l ial is ithout no ledge r i f r atio  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e 
truth f the allegations contained in paragraph 34 f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
alle ti . ns e ing t r, lo ial t tes t at l i ti  e res te   arranted t t is 
t l  inco e as $5,4 0 r t . 
. a  is ithout ledge r infor ation s icient t  r   ef  to  truth  
the allegations contained in paragraph 35 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
Answering further, Colonial states that Plaintiff represented and warranted that his onthly 
income as $5,4 0 per . 
5 
36 Denied
37 Colonial admits only that the Loan Application speaks for itself and denies any
allegations or inferences that are inconsistent with or contradict the terms of the Loan
Application Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining allegations of
paragraph 37 of the Complaint
38 Paragraph 38 of the Complaint contains legal conclusions to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial admits only that the loan documents
speak for themselves and denies any allegations that are inconsistent with or contradict the
terms of the loan documents Except as expressly admitted Colonial denies the remaining
allegations ofparagraph 38 of the Complaint
39 Denied
40 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate and loan documents speak for
themselves and that the Good Faith Estimate estimated an interest rate of7375and that
Plaintiff eventually obtained a loan at75 interest
41 Colonial admits only that the Good Faith Estimate and loan documents speak for
themselves and that the Good Faith Estimate estimated a loan origination fee of2362501
and that Plaintiff was charged a Broker Origination of13501 or318961a Broker







37. olonial ad its only that the oan pplication speaks for itself, and denies any 
  ere     it ,  ntradict, t  t r  f t   
licati n. ce t as e ressl  a itted, l ial e ies t e re ai i  alle ati s f 
    pl int. 
38. Paragraph 38 of the o plaint contains legal conclusions to hich no response is 
required. o the extent a response is required, olonial ad its only that the loan docu ents 
  l ,    l    s  it ,  t di t,  
ter s of the loan docu ents. xcept as expressly ad itted, olonial denies the re aining 
ll ti s f r r   f t  l int. 
. i . 
40. Colonial ad its only that the ood Faith Esti ate and loan docu ents speak for 
l ,     t   te   te   7.3 5%   
l i ti  t ll  t i   loa  t .5% i t t. 
41. Colonial ad its only that the ood Faith Esti ate and loan docu ents speak for 
the selves, and that the ood Faith Esti ate esti ated a loan origination fee of $2,362.50 (1 %), 
and that laintiff as charged a roker rigination f 1.3501 % or $3,189.61, a roker 
r i    $425   l r loa  r e f$68 , i  r  ll in lude   l intiffs 
-l tle ent . 
. i . 
. i . 
. e i . 
6 
45 Denied
46 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
47 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
48 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
49 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
50 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 50 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
51 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 51 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
52 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 52 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
53 Colonial admits only that the Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell and the Notice of
TrusteesSale which are attached to the Complaint as Exhibits 9 and 10 respectively speak for
themselves
54 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 54 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
55 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 55 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
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5. i . 
.       f e     l    t    
t e alle ati s c tai e  i  ara ra   f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
. l i l i  it t l   i ti  uffi i t t    li   t  t  t t   
t  ll ti  t i  i  r r    t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  ll ti . 
. l i l is it t le  r i f r ti  s ffi i t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  f 
t e alle ations c tai e  i  ara ra   f t e laint a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
. l i l i  it t le  r i f r ti  ffi i t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 46 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l ial is it t le e r i f r atio  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  f 
t e alle ati s c tai e  i  ara ra   f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
.   t  le   r  f e     l       
t  ll ti  t i e  i     t  l i t  t re i  t  ll ti . 
. l i l is it t le  r i for ation s ffi ie t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 52 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l its l  t at t  tice  f lt  l ti  t  ll  t  tice f 
r stee's l , i  r  tt e  t  t  laint s i its    r s ti l  s  f r 
t l . 
54. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth of 
the allegations contained in paragraph 54 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is itho t le  r i for ation ffi ie t t  f r   lief  t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 55 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
7 
56 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 56 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
57 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 57 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
58 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 58 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
59 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 59 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
60 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 60 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
61 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 61 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
62 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 62 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
63 Colonial admits only that on or about October 15 2010 Plaintiffscounsel sent the letter
attached as Exhibit 12 to the Complaint and that this letter speaks for itself
64 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 64 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
65 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 65 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
66 Colonial admits only that on or about November 3 2010 Plaintiffscounsel sent the
letter attached to the Complaint as Exhibit 14 and that this letter speaks for itself
000221
6. l i l i  it t l  r i ti  ffi i t t  f   li   t  t  t t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 56 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l      i  f   f   li  s    f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 57 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t l   i ti  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t   
t  ll ti s t i  i  r r   f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  ll ati ns. 
. l i l i  it t l  r i f r ti  ffi ie t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 59 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  it t le  r i f r ti  ffi ie t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 60 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.  s th  le   r o  icie t    l       
the allegations contained in paragraph 61 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is itho t le  r i for ation fficient t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 62 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
63. olonial ad its only that on or about ctober 15,2010, Plaintiffs counsel sent the letter 
tt   i it  t  t  l i t  t at t is l tt r  f r it elf. 
. l i l is ithout ledge r i for ation fficie t t  f r   lief  t  t  tr th f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 64 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  ithout le   infor ation icie t to   lie   t  t  truth  
the allegations contained in paragraph 65 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
66. olonial ad its only that on or about ove ber 3,2010, Plaintiffs counsel sent the 
letter attached to the o plaint as xhibit 14 and that this letter speaks for itself. 
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67 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 67 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
68 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 68 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
69 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 69 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
70 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 70 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
71 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 71 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
72 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 72 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
73 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 73 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
74 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 74 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
75 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 75 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
76 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 76 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
77 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 77 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
000222
. l      onn  f   nn  li       
t  ll ti  t i  i  r r    t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  ll ti s. 
. l i l is it t l  r i fonn tion s ffi ie t t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  f 
t e alle ati s c tai e  i  ara ra   f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati ns. 
. l i l i  it t l   i nn ti  f i ie t t  nn  li   t  t  t t   
 l           e   ll ti ns. 
. l i l i  it t le  r i f nn ti  ffi ie t t  f nn  li f  t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 70 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is it t le  r i f nn ti  s fficie t t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 71 of the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is ith t le  r i fonn tion s ffi i t t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 72 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i  itho t l   i onn ti  f i ie t t  nn  li   t  t  t t   
t  ll ti s t i e  i  r r   f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  ll ti s. 
74. olonial is ithout kno ledge r infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 74 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l is it t le  r i fonnation s fficie t t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  f 
t e alle ati s c taine  i  ara ra   f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
76. olonial is ithout kno ledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth of 
the alle ations c tained in ara ra h  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
. l ial is itho t le e r i fonnation s fficient t  f nn a elief as t  t e tr t  f 
t e alle ati s c tai e  in ara ra h  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese alle ati s. 
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78 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 78 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
79 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 79 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
80 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 80 ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
81 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 81 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
82 Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of
the allegations contained in paragraph 82 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations
Count I Breach ofFiduciary Duty as to Colonial
83 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 82 of the Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
84 Paragraph 84 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 84 of the Complaint
85 Paragraph 85 of the Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 85 of the Complaint
86 Denied
Count II Breach of Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act as to Colonial
87 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 186 of the Complaint as if set forth
10
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8. l i l i  i t  r i  suf i t t  f   eli f as t  t  tr t  f 
the allegations contained in paragraph 78 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l  i  i t    suf  t    eli f  t  t  tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 79 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l i      uff  t    l   t  t  tr t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 80 f the o plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
. l i l      uff  t    l   t   t   
the allegations contained in paragraph 81 of the Co plaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
.   t  e    f     l       
the allegations contained in paragraph 82 of the Complaint and therefore denies these allegations. 
  -        
. l i l r i rporates its r  t  r r  -82 f t  l i t  if t f rt  
 i . 
84. aragraph 84 f the o plaint contains conclusions f la  to hich no response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, olonial denies the allegations contained in 
ara raph  f t  l i t. 
. ara ra h  f t e lai t c tains c clusions f la  t  ic  .res se is 
required. o the extent a response is required, olonial denies the allegations contained in 
paragraph  f t e l i t. 
86. enied. 
nt II - reach f Idaho ina ial ra d ion ct  t  lo ial 
87. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-86 of the o plaint as if set forth 
0 
fully herein
88 Paragraph 88 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 88 ofthe Complaint
89 Denied
Count III Breach of Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act as to Colonial
90 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 89 ofthe Complaint as if set forth
fully herein
91 Paragraph 91 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 91 of the Complaint
92 Paragraph 92 ofthe Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is
required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 92 of the Complaint
93 Denied
Count IV Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair DeaIW2 as to Colonial







f l y herein. 
88. Paragraph 88 of the Complaint contains conclusions oflaw to which no response is 
required. o the extent a response is required, olonial denies the allegations contained in 
r   f  plaint. 
9. i d. 
ount III -  f  i i   ti    t  l  
90. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-89 f the o plaint as if set forth 
 r in. 
91. Paragraph 91 of the Co plaint contains conclusions of law to which no response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, Colonial denies the allegations contained in 
    plaint. 
92. Paragraph 92 of the o plaint contains conclusions of la  to hich no response is 
required. To the extent a response is required, Colonial denies the allegations contained in 
a    t e i t. 
93. enied. 
t I  - rea   e a t f  th  r e ling  t  lo ial 
94. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-93 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
fully r i . 
95. enied. 
9 . e i . 
97. enied. 
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Count V Uniust Enrichment as to Homecomings and Colonial




Count VI Acting in Concert as to Homecomings and Colonial




104 Paragraph 104 of the Complaint contains conclusions of law to which no response
is required To the extent a response is required Colonial denies the allegations contained in
paragraph 104 of the Complaint
105 Denied
Count VII Breach of Contract as to Homecomings
106 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1105 of the Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
107 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth




t  - j       l i l 
98. Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-97 of the Co plaint as if set forth 
ll  rein. 
9. e ied. 
0. i d. 
t  -   r      l i l 
101. l ial rei c r rates its a s ers t  ara ra s -10  f t e lai t as if set 
f rt  f ll  r i . 
. i d. 
. i d. 
. Paragraph 104 of the Co plaint contains conclusions of law to which no response 
is required. o the extent a response is required, olonial denies the allegations contained in 
r r    t  plaint. 
. enied. 
  - e      e ings 
. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-105 of the o plaint as if set 
f rt  f ll  r i . 
. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
re ire , l ial is it t led e r i fonnation s fficie t t  f nn a elief as t  t e tr t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
lle ti s. 
 
108 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count VIII Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing as to Homecoming
109 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 108 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
110 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
111 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count IX Neili2ence as to Homecomings MFRS and Trustee
112 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 111 of the Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
113 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
13
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08. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
l nial,  t s  r s s   l i l is r quired.  t  t t  r s s   l i l is 
ir d, l l     i  f  t  f   li   t  t  t  
f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
ll ti ns. 
t III -      i    l    i  
109. Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-108 of the Co plaint as if set 
f rt  f ll  r i . 
.  ll ti   t i    t  l i t  t i t  t  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
re ire , l ial is it t le e r i f r ati  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
ll ti . 
.  lle ti s f t is r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t ar  
l ial, a  t s  res nse  l ial is re ire .  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
 t e ll ti  taine  i  t is   t e l i t  t re ies t  
ll ti s. 
t  - gligence  t  . E .  stee 
. . Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-111 of the Co plaint as if set 
f rt  f ll  erei . 
.  allegations f t is r ra  f t  l i t r  t irecte  t ard 
 
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response byColonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
114 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count X Tortious Interference with Contract as to MERS
115 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 114 ofthe Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
116 The allegations of thisparagraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
117 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth




olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
r quired, l i l i  it t l  r i f r ti  suffi i t t  f r   eli f as t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  
ll ti s. 
114. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
uired, l i l      f     l    t   
f t e alle ati s c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
l ti s. 
t  - ious te ference      
. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-114 of the Complaint as if set 
  i . 
116. e alle ations f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
r ir , l i l is ithout n ledge r i f r ti  ffi ie t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
t . 
.  llegations f t is ara raph f the l i t r  t ire te  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ir , lo ial is ithout kno ledge r i for ation fficient t  f r  a lief  t  the tr t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
allegations .. 
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118 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
119 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XI Wrongful Foreclosure as to Homecomings MFRS and Trustee
120 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1119 ofthe Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
121 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial admits only that Idaho Code 45 1502 speaks for itself and denies any
allegations that contradict or are inconsistent with the Idaho Code
122 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form abelief as to the truth




18. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
ir d, l     i  uff  t  f   l   t   t  
f t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  
ll ti s. 
119. he allegations f this paragraph f the o plaint are not directed to ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
i ,   t  le    f          
 t  ll ti  t i  i  t i    t  l i t  t  i  t  
ll ti . 
t  - o l e   i , E ,  ustee 
120. l ial rei c r rates its a s ers t  ara ra s -11  f t e lai t as if set 
f rt  f ll  r i . 
.  lle ti s f t i  r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i , l ial its l  t at da  de § 45-1502(1) speaks for itself, and denies any 
llegations t t tr i t, r r  inconsistent it , t  Idaho . 
· . e alle ations f t is ara ra h f t e lai t are t irecte  t ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
r ir ; lo ial is ithout no ledge r i f r atio  s fficie t t  f r   lief s t  t  tr t  
f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
lle ti s. 
 
123 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
124 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
125 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
126 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
127 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
16
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123.  l  f t  r   t  pl i t r   i   
l nial, a  t s  res se  l ial is required.  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
uired, l i l i  it t l   i ti  f i i t t    li   t  t  t t  
f t  ll ti  t i  i  t i  r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  
l ti ns. 
124. e alle ati s ft is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
l nial, a  t s  res se  l ial is re uired.  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
r ir d, l i l is it t l  r i f r ti  s ffi i t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  
f t e alle ati s c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
l ti s. 
.  ll ti   t i    t  l i t  t i t  t  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
re ired, l ial is ith t le e r i f r ati  s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
 t  ll ti  t i  i  t is   t  l i t  t re i  t · 
ll ti . 
. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f t e alle ati s c tai e  in t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
. 
. e lle tions f t is r ra  f t  l i t r  t irecte  t ar  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
 
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
128 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
129 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
130 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XII Slander of Title as to Homecoming MERS and Trustee
131 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1130 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
132 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
17
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uired, l i l i     i  uf  t  f r  a beli f  t  t  tr t  
  l  c t i   i  r r    l i   t r f   t  
l ti s. 
128.  ll ti  f t i  r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
l ial, a  t s  res se  l ial is re ire .  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
i d,    e    f  t    l   t   t  
  l          t   t  
ti  . 
. 129. he allegations f this paragraph f the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
,   itho t le   r  ie     l      
 t  ll ti s t i e  i  t is   t  l i t  t  ies t  
ti . 
130. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e laint are t irecte  t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ir , l i l is itho t le  r i for ation s fficient t  f r   li f s t  t e tr t  
f the allegations c taine  in t is ara ra  f t e laint a  t erefore e ies t ese 
alle . 
t I - la der  itle s t  i . E S  rustee 
131. Colonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-130 of the Co plaint as if set 
forth fully her i . 
132. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
 
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
133 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XIII Fraud as to Homecomings MERS and Trustee
134 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 133 ofthe Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
135 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
136 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form abelief as to the truth




Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial i  i t k o l  or i f ti  suf i i t t  for  a beli f as t  the tr t  
of t  all ti  t i  i  thi  par gr  of th  Complaint and t r f r  deni s t  
ll ati ns. 
133.  ll ti s f t is r r  f t  l i t ar  not ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r uired, l i l is it t l  r i f r ti  suffi i t t  f r   eli f s t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti  t i  i  t i  r r   t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  
l ti s. 
t  -    i s, ,  s  
134. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-133 of the Complaint as if set 
  i . 
135. The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
.. i , l i l is ithout ledge  i for ation icie t t  r   lie   t  t  t t  
. of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
le . 
. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
. Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
req ire , Colonial is ithout knowledge or information s ficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint and therefore denies these 
a legatio s. 
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137 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
138 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
139 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
140 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
141 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
19
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37.  ll ti   t i  r  f t  l i t r  t i t  t  
l i l,  t s  r s s   l i l is r ir d.  t  t t  r s s   l i l is 
ir d, l      uff  t  f   li   t   t  
f t e alle ati s c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
ti s. 
138. he allegations f this paragraph f the o plaint are not directed to ard 
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. To the extent a response by olonial is 
i ,   t    r  f     l      
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
ll ti s. 
139. e alle ations f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i , l ial i  ith t le   i for ation i ie t t    li   t  t  t t  
f t  lle tions t ined i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f re i s t s  
lle ti . 
.  lle tions  t is   t  l i t  t i t  t  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f t e lle tions tained i  t is ara raph f t e laint  t r f re ies t  
alle ati s. 
. he llegations  t is   t e l i t  t ire te  t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
 
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
142 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
143 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XIV Uniust Enrichment as to Homecomings MERS and Trustee
144 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 143 of the Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
145 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
146 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
20
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required, Colonial is it t k l  or i f nn ti  suf i i nt to f nn a belief as to the truth 
f t  all ati  cont i  i  this paragr  of t  Co pl i t and theref r  deni  t se 
all gations. 
142.  all ti  f t i  r gr  f t  o pl i t are not di t  to r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
uir d, l i l    r i nn ti  uff  t  f nn a eli f as t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  l i t n  t r f r  i s t s  
l ti s. 
143.  ll ti s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
i ,   t  e   nn  ie t  nn  l      
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
e . 
t  - just ich e t   i s. .  rustee 
144. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-143 of the Complaint as if set 
fort  fully . 
145. he allegations f t is ara ra  f t e laint are t irecte  to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ire , lonial is ithout kno ledge or infonnation s fficient to fonn a lief as to the truth 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Co plaint a d therefore denies these 
a legations. 
146. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward 
20 
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extenta response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
Count XV Acting in Concert as to Homecomings MERS and Trustee
147 Colonial reincorporates itsanswers to paragraphs 1 146 of the Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
148 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
149 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
150 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth




l nial,  t     l i l i  ir d.  t  t nt    l i l i  
r ir , l i l i  it t l  r i f nn ti  ffi ie t t  f nn  li f  t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  
ti s. 
t  - ing  r    i s. .   
147.   ts an wer    -14        
t  ll  i . 
. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
l i l,    s     i d.         
i , l i l i  it t l   i onn ti  f i ie t t  nn  li   t  t  t t  
 t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r   t  l i t  t r f re i  t  
ll ti . 
. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
r ir , l i l is ith t le  r i fonn ti  s fficie t t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s t i  in t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f re i s t s  
ll ti . 
. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
l ial, a  t s  res se  l ial is re ire .  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infonnation sufficient to fonn a belief as to the truth 
f t  lle ti s t ine  i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f re i s t s  
allegations. 
 
151 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
XVI Violation ID Consumer Protection Act as to Homecomines MERS and Trustee
152 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 151 of the Complaint as if
fully set forth herein
153 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
154 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
155 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
ON
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1.  ll ti   t i    t  l i t r  t i t  t  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ir d, l i l is it t l  r i f r ti  s ffi i t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  
  l            t  
l ti s. 
 -        i g . .  e  
. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-151 of the o plaint as if 
f ll  set f rt  erein. 
.  ll ti   t i    t  l i t  t i t  t  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
r ir , l i l is it t le  r i f r ation s ffi i t t  f r   li f s t  t  tr t  
            e   
. 
.  lle tions  t is r r   t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
l ial, a  t s  res nse  l ial is re ire .  t e e te t a res se  l ial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f t e lle tions t i  i  t is ra raph f the l i t  t r f re ies t  
lle ti . 
. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or infor ation sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f t e alle ations c taine  in this ara ra h f t e laint a  t erefore e ies t ese 
22 
allegations
XVII Violation of RESPA as to Homecomin s
156 Colonial reincorporates is answers to paragraphs 1 155 of the Complaint as if set
forth fully herein
157 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
158 The allegations ofthis paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
159 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
160 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is




II - Vi l ti  of P A as to Ho ecomings 
156. Colonial reincorporates is answers to paragraphs 1-155 of the Complaint as if set 
f rt  f l  erein. 
157. he allegations of this paragraph ofthe o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, l ial is it t le e r i f r ati  sufficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
f t  ll ti  t i  i  t i  r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  
l ti ns. 
158. e alle ati s f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ar  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ir , l i l i  it t le  r i f r atio  ffi ie t t  f r   li f  t  t  tr t  
f t e alle ati s c tai e  i  t is ara ra  f t e lai t a  t eref re e ies t ese 
. 
159. e llegations  t is r r   t  l i t re t ire t  t ar  
. Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ire , lonial is ithout kno ledge r i for ation s fficient t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr t  
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
alle . 
160. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed toward 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth 
23 
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
161 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
XVIII Aiding and Abetting as to MERS and Trustee
162 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 161 ofthe Complaint as ifset
forth fully herein
163 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
ofthe allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
164 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
165 The allegations ofthis paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
24
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f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
l gations. 
161.  ll ti s f t is r r  f t  pl i t ar  t ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
quired, l i l i  it t l  r i ti  suf i i t t  f   li  s t  t  t t  
 t  ll ti  t i  i  t i    t  l i t  t  i  t  
l ti ns. 
I  -        s e  
162. Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1-161 of the Co plaint as if set 
  r i . 
163.  lle ti s f t i  r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ire , l ial is ith t ledge r i for ation s fficie t t  f r  a elief as t  t e tr th 
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the o plaint and therefore denies these 
le . 
164. he alle ations f t is ara ra  f t e lai t are t irecte  t ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
re ir , lonial is ithout kno ledge r information s fficient to for   lief  to t e truth 
f t e allegations c tained in this para ra  f the o plaint a  therefore e ies these 
alle . 
. The allegations of this paragraph of the Co plaint are not directed to ard· 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
24 
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
XIX Violation of HAMP as to Homecomings
166 Colonial reincorporates its answers to paragraphs 1 165 of the Complaint as if
fully set forth herein
167 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
168 The allegations of this paragraph ofthe Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph of the Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
169 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth
of the allegations contained in this paragraph ofthe Complaint and therefore denies these
allegations
170 The allegations of this paragraph of the Complaint are not directed toward
25
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quired, l i l i  i t   i  suf i i t t  f r   li  s t  t  tr t  
f t  ll ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  l i t  t r f r  i s t s  
l ti ns. 
I  -  f     
. olonial reincorporates its ans ers to paragraphs 1-165 of the o plaint as if 
   rein. 
167.  ll ti s f t is r r  f t  l i t r  t ir t  t r  
olonial, and thus no response by olonial is required. o the extent a response by olonial is 
i , l i l i  ith t le   i ti  i ie t t    li   t  t  t t  
 t  ll ti  t i  i  t i  r r   t  l i t  t r f r  i  t  
. 
168. he allegations f this paragraph f the o plaint are not directed to ard 
, , Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r ,  s ith  le   for atio  cie t         
f the allegations contained in this paragraph f the o plaint and therefore denies these 
ll tions. 
! . The allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
required, olonial is ithout kno ledge or information sufficient to for  a belief as to the truth 
f the llegations contained in this ara raph f the laint  t r fore e ies t es  
alle ti . 
170. he allegations of this paragraph of the o plaint are not directed to ard 
25 
. ;,.', ~ 
Colonial and thus no response by Colonial is required To the extent a response by Colonial is
required Colonial is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a beliefas to the truth







Colonial asserts the following affirmative defenses without assuming any burden ofproof
thereto
First Defense
The Complaint fails to state a claim against Colonial upon which relief can be granted
Second Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by the applicable statute oflimitations
Third Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by Plaintiffsunclean hands
Fourth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part by the doctrines ofwaiver estoppel or laches
Fifth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because the Plaintiff failed to mitigate his
26
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Colonial, and thus no response by Colonial is required. To the extent a response by Colonial is 
r quired, l i l i  it t l  r i f r ti  suffi i t to f r  a belief as t  t  tr t  
f t  all ti s t i  i  t is r r  f t  o pl i t  t r f r  deni s t s  
l ations. 
unit   
171. i d. 
  
. e ied. 
  
Colonial asserts the following affirmative defenses without assuming any burden of proof 
thereto. 
 e  
The Complaint fails to state a claim against Colonial upon which relief can be granted. 
 efense 
he o plaint is barred, in hole or in part, by the applicable statute f li itations. 
ird efense 
he o plaint is barred, in hole or in part, by laintiff s unclean hands. 
urth efense 
. The Co plaint is barred, in whole or in part, by the doctrines of aiver, estoppel, or laches. 
Fifth efense 




The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because Plaintiff is guilty ofnegligent and
carless misconduct at the time ofand in connection with the matters and damages alleged in the
Complaint which misconduct on his part proximately caused and contributed to said events and
resulting damages ifany
Seventh Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because Plaintiff damages ifanywere
caused by intervening and superseding causes over which Colonial had no control and that as a
consequence of such intervening and superseding causes no actions or failures to act on the part
of Colonial as averred in the Complaint caused the damages or injuries of which Plaintiff
complains
Eighth Defense
The Complaint is barred in whole or in part because the claims asserted against Colonial
have been filed in bad faith and accordingly Colonial is entitled to the dismissal ofall claims
asserted against it with prejudice and to an awardof attorneys fess and costs
Reservation
Colonial asserts that it has or may have further and additional affirmative defenses that are
not yet known to it but which may become known through further discovery Colonial therefore
reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as may be ascertained through
additional discovery
WHEREFORE Colonial prays that PlaintiffsComplaint be dismissed with prejudice and
27
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s, i  ny. 
i   
The Co plaint is barred, in hole or in part, because Plaintiff is guilty of negligent and 
carless isconduct at the ti e of and in connection ith the atters and da ages alleged in the 
o plaint, hich isconduct on his part proxi ately caused and contributed to said events, and 
l  ,  y. 
  
The Complaint is barred, in whole or in part, because Plaintiff s damages, if any, were 
caused by intervening and superseding causes over hich olonial had no control, and that as a 
consequence of such intervening and superseding causes, no actions or failures to act on the part 
of Colonial as averred in the Co plaint caused the da ages or injuries of which Plaintiff 
. 
t  efense 
The o plaint is barred, in hole or in part, because the clai s asserted against olonial 
have been filed in bad faith and, accordingly, olonial is entitled to the dis issal f all clai s 
asserted against it ith prejudice and to an a ard of attorneys' fess and costs. 
 
l i l ss rts t t it s, r  , furth r  iti l ffir ati e fenses t t r  
not yet known to it, but which may become known through further discovery~ Colonial therefore 
;. reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as ay be ascertained through 
a itional isc er . 
EREF RE, Colonial prays that Plaintiffs Co plaint be dis issed ith prejudice and 
 
upon the merits and that Colonial be awarded its costs and attorneys fees incurred in defending
against Plaintiff claims and for such further and other relief as the Court deems just and proper
under the circumstances
DATED this r7 day of February 2011
ANDERSON JULIAN HULL LLP
Phillip J Collaer
Attorneysfor Colonial First Lending Group Inc
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 t  erits,  t t l i l  r  its sts  att r eys' f s i rr  i  ef ndi  
. : a ai st laintiff s clai s, a  f r s c  f rt er a  t er relief as t e rt ee s j st a  r er 
. er t e circ sta ces. 
  --.CL  f bruary, 1. 
, I  &   
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on thisnday ofFebruary 2011 a true and
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By: ~~.~ _. 
illip J. llaer 
Attorney for Colonial First Lending Group 
C
Michael O Roe ISB No 4490
Matthew J McGee ISB No 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By PATRICIAA DWONCH
DEPUTY
Attorneys for Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA




COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
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COME NOW defendants Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services LLC hereinafter Defendants by
and through its undersigned counsel of record and for its answer to plaintiff Gregory Renshaws
Plaintiff First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial Complaint admits denies
and alleges as follows
INTRODUCTION
The following defenses are not stated separately as to each claim for relief or
allegation of Plaintiff Nevertheless the following defenses are applicable where appropriate to
any and all of Plaintiffs claims for relief Defendants in asserting the following defenses do
not admit that the burden of proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses are upon
Defendants but to the contrary assert that by reason of said denials and by reason of relevant
statutory and judicial authority the burden of proving the facts relevant to many of the defenses
and the burden of proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the defenses are
upon Plaintiff Moreover Defendants do not admit in asserting any defense any responsibility
or liability on their part but to the contrary specifically deny any and all allegations of
responsibility and liability contained in PlaintiffsComplaint
F1aliAlj
1 Defendants deny each and every allegation in Plaintiffs Complaint not
expressly and specifically admitted herein and said allegations are denied based upon a lack of
information a belief that the allegations are untrue andorinaccurate andormisconstrue facts
To be clear to the extent any allegation is not specifically admitted herein it shall be deemed
denied
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCAND EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE
SERVICES LLCSANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
ANDDEMAND FORJURYTRIAL 2 client1909618
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  f nts, i  i i l, , rtga  l t i  
i t ti  t s, .  ti  t  rvi s,  (herei t  "Defendants"),  
 t r  its rsi  s l f r rd,  f r its s r t  l i tiff r r  shaw's 
("Plai tiff') irst e  l i t   f r J r  ri l ("Complai t"), its, i s, 
 ll   f ll s: 
 
              
alle ati  f laintiff. e ert eless, t e f ll i  efe ses are a lica le, ere a r riate, t  
a  a  all f lai tiff's clai s f r relief. efe a ts, i  asserti  t e f ll i  efe ses, do 
t it t t t    i  t  ll ti   i l  t i  i  t  s    
f ts, t t  t  tr ry, ss rt t t  r s  f s i  i ls,   r s  f r l t 
   ri ,       t     s, 
 t  r e  f r i  t  i ers  f t  ll ti s t i  i   f t  f s s, r  
 l intiff. r r, fe a ts  t it, i  ss rti   f s ,  r s si ilit  
or liability on their part, but, to the contrary, specifically deny any and all allegations f 
i il   t    l intiff's l i t. 
ANSWER 
. fe ts    r  ll ti  i  l i tiff's l i t t 
e ressl  a  s ecificall  a itte  erei  a  sai  alle ati s are e ie  ase   a lac  f 
i ,  e    e s   nd/or i , nd/or is str e . 
  l r, t  t e t t  ll ti  i  t i i ll  itte  i , it ll   
denied. 
INGS I , , GE IC 
 , .  E S  
, C'S S   S  ENDED  
    IAL-  Cllent1909618.1 
2 Upon information and belief Defendants believe the allegation in
paragraph 1 2 to be true and therefore admit the same
3 Defendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 3 Defendant
Homecomings is a limited liability company
4 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs 4 5
5 Paragraphs 6 7 plead unknown defendants and no response is required
To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
6 The allegations in paragraphs 8 9 state legal conclusions to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
7 With respect to the allegations in paragraphs 10 12 Defendants are
without sufficient information or knowledge to form a belief as to their truth and therefore deny
the same
8 Upon information and belief Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 13 that Colonial was a mortgage broker as defined in the Idaho Residential
Mortgage Practices Act
9 With respect to the allegations in paragraphs 14 15 Defendants are
without sufficient information or knowledge to form a belief as to their truth and therefore deny
the same
10 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 16 Defendants admit that in
2007 Colonial was authorized to broker Homecomings loan services Defendants deny the
remaining allegations
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.  i f r ti   li f, fe ts lie  t  lle tion i  
r r   -    ,     . 
. efendants deny the allegations contained in paragraph 3.  
i s is  li ite  li ilit  . 
. efendants ad it the allegations in paragraphs 4 - . 
. Paragraphs 6 - 7 plead unkno n defendants and no response is required. 
 t  t t  r s s  is r ir d, f ts  t  s . 
. e alle ati s i  ara ra s  -    sions    
i ti  s  i  i d.  t  t t  s  i  i , efenda ts  t  . 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraphs 10 - , e   
ithout sufficient infor ation or kno ledge to for  a belief as to their truth, and therefore deny 
 . 
.  i f r ati  a  elief, efe a ts a it t e alle ati s i  
paragraph 13 that olonial as a ''mortgage broker" as defined in the Idaho esidential 
ortgage ractices ct. 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraphs 14 - , fe t  r  
it t s fficie t i for atio  r le e t  f r  a elief as t  t eir tr t , a  t eref re e  
 e. 
. it  res ect t  t e alle ati s i  ara ra  , efendants a it t at in 
2007, olonial as authorized to broker o eco ings' loan services. efendants  t e 
 t . 
S I , ,   
I I  , I .  I   
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11 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 17 Defendants admit that
Homecomings provided Colonial with information about its home mortgage loan programs rates
and credit criteria as well as its policies for compensating mortgage brokers Defendants deny
that Colonial arranges home mortgage loans for Homecomings
12 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 18 Defendants deny that
Homecomings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf Colonial accepted loan
applications in its name on its own behalf Defendants admit the remaining allegations
13 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 19 Defendants admit only
that Homecomings provided Colonial with access to certain forms related to home mortgage
transactions Defendants deny the remaining allegations
14 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 20 Defendants admit only
that based on information provided by Colonial about Renshaw Homecomings computed a
financing rate Defendants deny the remaining allegations including but not limited to the legal
conclusion that Colonial was Homecomings agent
15 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 21
16 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 22 Defendants admit that
Homecomings derived a Par Rate based in part on the variables set forth in paragraph 21 as
reported by Colonial Defendants deny the remaining allegations including but not limited to
the legal conclusion that Colonial was Homecomings agent
17 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 23 Defendants admit that the
applicable Par Rate and adjustments were communicated to Colonial via rate sheets
regularly published by internet or facsimile
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11. it  r ct t  t  ll ti  i  r r  17, f t  d it t t 
o eco ings provided olonial ith infor ation about its ho e ortgage loan programs, rates 
and credit criteria, as well as its policies for compensating mortgage brokers. Defendants deny 
that olonial arranges ho e ortgage loans for o eco ings. 
12. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 18, efendants deny that 
Homecomings authorized Colonial to accept applications on its behalf. Colonial accepted loan 
applications in its na e on its o n behalf. efendants ad it the re aining allegations. 
13. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 19, Defendants admit only 
that Homecomings provided Colonial with access to certain forms related to home mortgage 
ti .     ti s. 
14. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 20, efendants ad it only 
that based on infor ation provided by olonial about ensha , o eco ings co puted a 
financing rate. Defendants deny the remaining allegations, including but not limited to the legal 
conclusion that olonial as o eco ings' agent. 
. efendants ad it the allegations in paragraph 21. 
16. it  res ect to t e alle ations i  ara ra  , efenda ts a it t at 
Homecomings derived a "Par Rate" based, in part, on the variables set forth in paragraph 21 as 
reported by olonial. efendants deny the re aining allegations, including but not li ited to 
the legal conclusion that olonial as o eco ings' agent. 
. ith res t t  t e lle tions i  r r  , efenda ts it t t t  
a licable "Par t "  a just ents er  icate  to l ial ia "rate s ts" 
re la ly lished y inter e  r fa i . 
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18 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 24 26
19 Upon information and belief Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 27
20 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 28 and further state that the
document speaks for itself
21 Upon information and belief Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 29 and further state that the document speaks for itself
22 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 30
23 With respect to the allegations in paragraphs 31 32 Defendants are
without sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to their truth and therefore deny
the same
24 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 33 upon information and
belief Defendants admit that Renshaw was presented with and signed a Uniform Residential
Loan Application an Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note a FixedAdjustable Rate Rider
and a Deed of Trust Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form a
belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations and therefore deny the same
25 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 34 Defendants admit that
Renshawsmonthly income is stated as5400 in the Loan Application and further state that the
document speaks for itself Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information to form
a belief as to whether the stated income or Loan Application was false and therefore deny the
same The allegation that the Loan Application and stated income was fraudulent states a legal
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18. t   t  ll ti  i    -2 . 
9.  i ti   lief, t  d it t  ll ti  i  
 . 
0.    l   r    r   t  
   it lf. 
21.  i f r ti   lief, f t  it t  ll ti  i  
         r lf. 
2. t  it t  ll ti  i   . 
3. it  t t  t  ll ti s i    - , t   
ith t s fficie t le  r i f r ti  t  f r   li f s t  t ir tr t ,  t r f r   
the sa e. 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 33, upon infor ation and 
li f, fe ts it t t   r t  it   i   if r  i ti l 
oa  ti n,  tere    djusta e t  ,  ixed/Adjustable  r, 
and a ~ f rust. efendants are ithout sufficient kno ledge or infor ation to for  a 
e   t  t  t   t e ing t ,    e . 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 34, efendants ad it that 
haw's t l  inco e is t t   $5,4 0 i  t  oa  lic ti   f rt r t te t t t  
c e t s ea s for itself. efenda ts are ithout s fficie t ledge r i for ation t  f r  
a lief s t  t r t  st t  i c e r oa  p licatio  as f ls ,  t r f re  t  
s . he lle tion t t the oan licati   t t  i  as fra le t states  le l 
EC INGS , ,  IC 
ION , .  I E S EE 
S , 'S NS E   IRST E E   
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conclusion to which no affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required
Defendants deny the same
26 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 35 Defendants are without
sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to their truth and therefore deny the
same
27 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 36
28 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 37 Defendants admit only
that the Conventional box appears to be checked on the Loan Application and further state that
the documents speak for themselves Defendants deny that the documents falsely and
fraudulentlyrepresent the loan to be a Conventional loan
29 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 38 the allegation that the
loan is not a Conventional loan is a legal conclusion to which no affirmative response is
required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same Defendants admit that
the loan is a 5 year fixed interest only loan that becomes an adjustable interest loan
30 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 39
31 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 40 41 and further state
that the documents speak for themselves
32 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 42 Defendants are without
sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to their truth and therefore deny the
same
33 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 43 49
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conclusion to hich no affinnative response is required. o the extent a response is required, 
   e. 
. it  r t t  t  ll ti  i  r r  , f t  r  it t 
sufficient knowledge or infonnation to fonn a belief as to their truth, and therefore deny the 
a e. 
. t   t  ll ti s i   . 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 37, efendants ad it only 
t at t e "Con e ti al"  a ears t  e c ec e   t e a  licati  a  f rt er state t at 
t e t    t l . efendants deny that the docu ents falsely and 
fr l tl  r res t t  l  t    ti l l n. 
29. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 38, the allegation that ''the 
loan is not a onventional loan" is a legal conclusion to hich no affinnative response is 
re ire .  t e e te t a res se is re ire , efenda ts e  t e sa e. efe a ts a it t at 
t e loa  i    e  ixe  i terest l  l  t t es  j t l  interest l . 
. efendants deny the allegations in paragraph 39. 
. Defendants ad it the allegations in paragraph 40 -   rthe  te 
t t t  ts   t l . 
. it  res ect t  t e alle ati s i  ara ra  , efe a ts are itho t 
sufficient kno ledge or infonnation to fonn a belief as to their truth, and therefore deny the 
sa e. 
. efendants e  the alle ations in paragraphs  - . 
E INGS I I , , ORTGAGE IC 
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34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs 50 53 and further state
that the documents speak for themselves
35 The allegations in paragraph 54 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
Further Defendants state that the document speaks for itself
36 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 55 56 Defendants state that
the document MERS Rules of Membership speaks for itself Defendants admit only that MERS
requires compliance with state and federal law in order commence a cause of action in the name
ofMERS and deny the remaining allegations
37 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 57 Defendants state that the
document MERS Rules of Membership speaks for itself Defendants admit only that MERS
requires compliance with state and federal law in order to take title to Renshawsproperty and
deny the remaining allegations
38 The allegations in paragraph 58 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
39 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 59 60 and further state
that the documents speak for themselves
40 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 61 upon information and
belief Defendants admit the allegations and further state that the records of the Ada County
Recorder speak for themselves
41 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 62
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4. f t  it t  ll ti  i  r r   -   f rt r st t  
t t t  t   f r t l s. 
5.  ll ti  i  r r   t t   l l l i  t  i   
f nn    ir d.       ir d,    e. 
t r, t  t t  t t t  t   it elf. 
36.         - , f t  t t  t t 
the docu ent E S ules of e bership speaks for itself. efendants ad it only that E S 
res ia           s       
f    t  r i i  ll ti s. 
. it  r s t t  t  ll ti s i  r r  , fe ts st t  t t t  
t  les  i    it elf. t  it l  t t  
requires co pliance ith state and federal la  in order to take title to enshaw's property and 
   l ti s. 
.  ll ti  i    t t   l l l i  t  i   
ffinn ti e r s s  is r ir .  t  t t  r s s  is r ir , f ts  t  s e. 
. efe a ts e  t e alle ati s i  ara ra s  -     
 e ts   l . 
. it  res ect t  t e alle ations i  ara ra  ,  i f nnati  a  
li f, efendants it t  ll ti s  t  t t  t t t  s  t e  t  
   l . 
41. fe ts  the lle ti s i  r r  . 
E INGS , ,  IC 
I  , .  E  
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42 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 63 and further state that the
document speaks for itself
43 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 64 Defendants are without
sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to when Renshaw received a letter stating
that the owner of Renshawsloan is Freddie Mac Defendants deny that the letter was
nonresponsive to Renshawsqualified written request and further state that the document speaks
for itself
44 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 65 and further state that the
documents speak for themselves
45 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 66 and further state that the
document speaks for itself
46 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 67 Defendants are without
sufficient knowledge or information to form a belief as to when Renshaw received a letter stating
that MERS acts solely as nominee for Lender Defendants deny that the letter was
nonresponsive to Renshawsqualified written request and further state that the document speaks
for itself
47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 68 70
48 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 71 Defendants admit that
Homecomings has transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
49 The allegations in paragraph 72 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
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. efendants ad it the allegations in paragraph 63 and further state that the 
c e t s ea s f r itself. 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 64, efendants are ithout 
fficie t ledge r i f r atio  t  f r   li f  t    r i   l tt r t ti  
    shaw's  s  . Defendants deny that the letter was 
nonresponsive to enshaw's qualified ritten request and further state that the docu ent speaks 
f r it lf. 
. fe a ts  t  ll ti  i  r r    f rt r t t  t t t  
e ts   t l s. 
. fe ts it t  ll ti s i  r r    f rt r st t  t t t  
   lf. 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 67, efendants are ithout 
s fficie t ledge r i f r ati  t  f r  a elief as t  e  e s a  recei e  a letter stati  
  " ... acts solely as no inee for ender ... " efendants deny that the letter as 
nonresponsive to enshaw's qualified ritten request and further state that the docu ent speaks 
 t lf. 
. efendants ad it the allegations in paragraph 68 -70. 
. ith respect to the allegations in paragraph 71, efendants ad it that 
ec i s as tra sferre  its i terest i  t e e s a  te. 
.  ll ti s i  r r   st t   l l l si  t  i   
affir ative response is required. To the extent a response is required, efendants deny the sa e. 
I GS I I , ,  I  
I I  , I .  I   
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50 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 73 Defendants admit that
Homecomings has transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed ofTrust
51 The allegations in paragraph 74 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
52 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 75
53 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 76
54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state legal conclusions to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants admit the
same
55 The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal conclusions to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants admitMERS
does not represent the current holder of the Note and deny it is not the agent ofthe same
56 The allegations in paragraph 80 state legal conclusions to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
57 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 81 and state that the
document speaks for itself
58 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 82
59 Paragraphs 83 97 allege claims solely as to Colonial which require no
affirmative response by Defendants To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the
same
60 Paragraph 98 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
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0. it  r s t t  t  ll ti s i  r r  , f ts it t t 
          st. 
1.  ll ti  i  r r   t t   l l l i  t  i   
ffinn ti e r  i  r ir d.  t  t t  r  i  r uired, f t   t  e. 
52.       . 
. efe a ts e  t e alle ati s i  ara ra  6. 
.  ll ti s i  s  -  t t  l l l i  t  i   
ffir ti  r s s  is r ir .  t  t t  r s s  is r ir d, fe ts it t  
sa e. 
.  ll ti s i    t t  l l l i s t  i   
ir ati e s  i  i d.  t  t t   i  i , e ts.a it  
es t "represent" t e c rre t lder f t e te a  e  it is t t e "age t" f t e sa e. 
.  ll ti s i  r r   st t  l l l si s t  ich  
affir ative res se is re ire .  t e e te t a res se is re ire , efe a ts e  t e sa e. 
. Defendants ad it the allegations in paragraph 81 and state that the 
t s  it lf. 
. efendants e  t e alle ations in ara ra  . 
. ra s  -  lle e lai s l l   t  l i l i  r ire  
affirmative res nse  efe a ts.  t e e te t a res nse is re ire , efenda ts e  t e 
s . 
. Paragraph 98 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does 
t re ire a res onse y efe ts. 
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61 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 99 100
62 Paragraph 101 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
63 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 100 105
64 Paragraph 106 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
65 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 107 108
66 Paragraph 109 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
67 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 110 111
68 Paragraph 112 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
69 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 113 114
70 Paragraph 115 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
71 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 116
72 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 117
73 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 118 119
74 Paragraph 120 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response byDefendants
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. e a ts  t e lle ations i  ra s  - 100. 
. r r   r lle s ll ti s t i  i  ri r r r s  es 
not require a response by efendants. 
. e a ts  e le ions i  ra s  -10 . 
. Paragraph 106 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does 
   s   . 
. efe a ts e  t e alle ati s i  ara ra s  -10 . 
66. aragraph 109 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does 
   s   . 
. fe ts  t e lle ti s i  r r s  - 11. 
. r r   r ll  lle tions t i  i  ri r r r    
not require a response by efendants. 
. e a ts  e le ions  s  -11 . 
. Paragraph 115 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does 
 re  s   t . 
. .. efendants deny the allegations i  paragraph 116. 
. fe ts it t  ll ti s i  r r  . 
. efe da ts  t e s    - 19. 
. r r   r lle es ll ti s t i  i  ri r r r s  s 
t ire    t . 
I GS I , ,  IC 
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75 The allegations in paragraph 121 122 state a legal conclusion to which
no affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the
same
76 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 123
77 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 124
78 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 125 Defendants admit only
that Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust Defendants deny the remaining
allegations
79 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 126
80 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph 127
81 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 128 130
82 Paragraph 131 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
83 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 132 133
84 Paragraph 134 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
85 Defendants admit the allegations in subparts a and b of paragraph 135
and deny the allegations in subpart c of paragraph 135 to the extent it references statements
regarding the present status of the loan With respect to subpart d Defendants admit
Defendants mayhave represented that the Trustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure sale
86 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 136 Defendants deny that
those statements in subparts a and b of paragraph 135 are false Defendants admit that the
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.  ll ti  i    - 122 state a legal conclusion to hich 
 f inn ti   i  uir d.  t  t t   i  uired, t   t  
sa e. 
76.       3. 
. t   t  ll ti  i   . 
. it  r t t  t  ll ti s i  r r  5, f t  it l  
t at ec ings as  i terest i  t e te r ee  f r st. efe a ts e  t e re ai i  
l ti s. 
79. ts   s   . 
. e a ts      . 
. t   t  ll ti s i    - 130. 
. r r   r lle e  ll ti s t i  i  ri r r r s  es 
 r     . 
. efe da ts  t e lle ations i  r r   - 133. 
. r r   re lleges ll ti s t i  i  rior r r s  e  
 re ire  es se  . 
85. efendants it t e llegations i  rts (a)  (b)  r r  , 
  t e le ions n  (c)    to  te t t  e ts 
re ing the re  t s   . ith res t t  rt (d), efendants it 
efendants  a e e res t  t t t e rustee a  t e a t ity t  l   re l s  s l . 
. ith res ect t  t e allegations in paragraph , efendants e  that 
those t te ents i  arts (a)  (b) f ara raph  are fals . efendants it that t e 
EC INGS , , GE ECTRO IC 
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statement in subpart c is presently false Defendants admit that the statement in subpart d is
false but clarify bystating that the Trustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure sale
87 The allegations in paragraph 137 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
88 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 138
89 Without admitting the falsity of any statement actually made by
Homecomings MERS and Trustee Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information
to form a belief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 139 and therefore deny the same
90 Without admitting the falsity of any statement actually made by
Homecomings MERS and Trustee Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 140
91 Without admitting the falsity of any statements actually made by
Homecomings MERS and Trustee Defendants are without sufficient knowledge or information
to form abelief as to the truth of the allegations in paragraph 141 and therefore deny the Same
92 Without admitting the falsity of any statements actually made by
Homecomings MERS and Trustee Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 142 143
93 Paragraph 144 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
94 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 145 146
95 Paragraph 147 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
96 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 148 151
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state e t i  s art (c) is resentl  false. efe a ts a it t at t e state e t i  su art (d) is 
false, but clarify by stating that the rustee has the authority to hold a foreclosure sale. 
7.  ll ti  i  r r   t t   l l l i  t  i   
affinnati e res se is re ire .  t e e te t a res se is re uired, efe a ts e  t e sa e. 
88. efe a ts e  t e alle ati s i  ara ra  8. 
89. ithout ad itting the falsity of any state ent actually ade by 
i ,   r t , fe a ts r  it t ffi ie t l  r i f nn ti  
t  f nn  li f s t  t  tr t  f t  ll ti s i  r r  ,  t r f re  t  sa e. 
. it t itti  t  l it    t t t t ll    
i ,   r t e, f t   t  ll ti s i  r r  . 
91. ithout ad itting the falsity of any state ents actually ade by 
o eco ings,  and rustee, efendants are ithout sufficient kno ledge or infor ation 
t  f nn  lief  t  t  tr t  f t  lle tions i  r r  ,  t r f re  t  ~ e. 
92. ithout ad itting the falsity f any state ents actually ade by 
o eco ings, E S and Trustee, efendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 142 -143. 
. r r   r lle es ll ti ns t i  i  ri r r r s  es 
t ire  e se  t . 
. fe a ts  t  lle tions in r ra s  - 146. 
95.   l leges lle ti s t i  in ior a raphs   
not require a response by efendants. 
. efendants e  the allegations in r ra hs  - 151. 
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97 Paragraph 152 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
98 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 153 155
99 Paragraph 156 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
100 The allegations in paragraph 157 state a legal conclusion to which no
affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the same
101 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 158 161
102 Paragraph 162 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
103 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 162 165
104 Paragraph 166 realleges allegations contained in prior paragraphs and does
not require a response by Defendants
105 The allegations in paragraphs 167 168 state a legal conclusion to which
no affirmative response is required To the extent a response is required Defendants deny the
same
106 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraph 169 172
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
Defendants in asserting the following defenses do not admit the burden of
proving the allegations or denials contained in the defenses are upon Defendants but to the
contrary assert that by reason of denials and by reason of relevant statutory and judicial
authority the burden of proving the fact relevant to many of the defenses and the burden of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AND EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE
SERVICES LLCSANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT
AND DEMANDFORJURYTRIAL13 Client1909618
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97. r r  1  r ll s ll ti s t i  i  ri r r r s an  s 
 i  a   f ants. 
8. efendants deny the allegations in paragraphs 153 - 155. 
99. r   r ll  ll ti  t i  i  i     
 i     f ants. 
100. e alle ati s i  ara ra   state a le al c cl si  t  ic   
affirmative response is required. To the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the same. 
101. f t   t  ll ti s i  r r   - 1. 
. aragraph 162 realleges allegations contained i  prior paragraphs and does 
     ts. 
103. efe a ts e  t e alle ati s i  ara ra s  -16 . 
104. ara ra   real le es alle ati s c tai e  i  ri r ara ra s a  es 
 re  s   . 
105.  s  a s  - 168 state a legal conclusion to hich 
no affir ative response is required. To the extent a response is required, Defendants deny the 
sa e. 
106. efendants deny the allegations i  paragraph 169 - 172. 
E S  
efe a ts, in asserti  the f llo in  efe ses,  t a it t e rden f 
r ing the llegations r e ials tained in t  efenses re upon efe t , t t  the 
c t , ass t that by reas  f i l ,   reas n f rele a t t t t   judicial 
a t rit , the rde  f r in  the fact relevant to a  f the efe ses, a  the rden f 
HO ECO INGS FI , L , ORTGAGE ELECTRO IC 
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proving the inverse of the allegations contained in many of the defenses are upon Plaintiff
Moreover Defendants do not admit in asserting any defense any responsibility or liability on
their part but to the contrary specifically deny any and all allegations of responsibility and
liability contained in Plaintiffs Complaint
1 PlaintiffsComplaint fails to state a claim against Defendants upon which
reliefmay be granted
2 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred because
Plaintiff breached the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing connection with the
transactions
3 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred because
Plaintiffmaterially breached acontract which is the subject of Plaintiffs cause of action
4 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by the
doctrines ofimpossibility impracticability andormistake
5 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred either in
whole or in part by the applicable statute of limitations including but not limited to Idaho Code
Sections 5216 5218 5219 and 5224
6 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred either in
whole or in part by the equitable doctrines ofwaiver estoppel andorlaches
7 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by the
doctrine ofunclean hands
8 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by the
statute of frauds to the extent Plaintiff alleges any oral or implied agreement
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
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proving the inverse of the allegations contained in any of the defenses, are upon laintiff. 
oreover, efendants do not ad it, in asserting any defense, any responsibility or liability on 
their part, but, to the contrary, specifically deny any and all allegations of responsibility and 
  i  l i t s l int. 
. laintiffs l i t f il  t  t t   l i  i t f t   i  
l    ted. 
. lai tiff s clai s, a  eac  clai  a ai st efe ants, are arre  eca se 
laintiff breached the i plied covenant f good faith and fair dealing connection ith the 
nsaction(s). 
. laintiff s clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred because 
l i tiff t ri ll  r   tr ct, i  is t  j t f l i tiffs ause(s) f ti . 
. Plaintiffs clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred by the 
t ines  i sibilit , i ti ilit  nd/or i t . 
. l i tiffs l i s,   l i  i st f ts, r  rr d, it r i  
le r i  art,  the applicable statute f li itations, including, but not li ited to Idaho ode 
ns -21 , -21 , -219  -22 . 
6. l i tiffs l i s,   l i  i st f ts, r  rr d, it r i  
le r i  art,  t e e ita le ctrines f ai er, est el, and/or lac es. 
. Plaintiffs clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred by the 
ctrine  clean . 
. laintiffs clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred by the 
t t te f fra s to the t t l i tiff lleges  r l r i lie  r t. 
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9 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by reason
of a failure of consideration to the extent Plaintiff alleges any agreement or obligation not set
forth in the Promissory Note andorDeed of Trust executed by Plaintiff
10 Plaintiff s claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by failure
of a condition precedent to the Defendants obligation if any to the extent Plaintiff alleges any
agreement or obligation not set forth in the Note andor Deed ofTrust executed by Plaintiff
11 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred by the
doctrine of accord and satisfaction
12 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred because
Plaintiff and Defendants or any one ofthem lack privity ofcontract
13 Plaintiffs damages if any were directly and proximately caused by
Plaintiffs own conduct
14 Plaintiffs damages if any were caused or contributed to by other parties
over whom these Defendants have no control and therefore they are not responsible
15 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred or
reduced by a failure to mitigate reduce or avoid damages
16 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred or
reduced by the doctrine ofset off
17 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred because
Defendants have performed all of their obligations under the contractsrelevant to the
transactions
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
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9. Plaintiff's clai s, and each clai  against Defendants, are barred by reason 
of a failure of consideration to the extent Plaintiff alleges any agree ent or obligation not set 
f rt  i  t e r issor  te and/or ee  f r st e ec te   laintiff. 
10. Plaintiff's clai s, and each clai  against Defendants, are barred by failure 
of a condition precedent to the Defendants' obligation, if any, to the extent Plaintiff alleges any 
agreement or obligation not set forth in the Note and/or Deed of Trust executed by Plaintiff. 
11. Plaintiff's clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred by the 
t i     ti f cti . 
12. l i ti 's l i ,   l i  i t t ,    
lai tiff a  efe a ts, r a e f t e , lac  ri it  f c tract. 
. Plaintiff's damages, if any, were directly and proximately caused by 
Plaintiff's o n conduct. 
14. Plaintiff's damages, if any, were caused or contributed to by other parties 
over ho  these efendants have no control, and therefore, they are not responsible. 
. . Plaintiff's clai s, and each clai  against Defendants, are barred or 
reduced by a failure to itigate, reduce, or avoid da ages. 
. laintiff's clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred or 
re ce   the trine  s t . 
17. laintiff's clai s, and each clai  against efendants, are barred because 
Defendants have performed all of their obligations under the contract(s} relevant to the 
tr saction(s). 
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18 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred or
reduced because the liability of Defendants is limited by a valid contract entered into by Plaintiff
and Defendants or Defendants predecessors andorsuccessors in interest
19 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred because
the actions taken by Defendants were expressly andor impliedly authorized by the loan
documents executed by Plaintiff under law
20 Plaintiffs claims and each claim against Defendants are barred or
reduced to the extent Plaintiff s damages claims were not foreseeable
21 Plaintiffs claim for slander of title should be dismissed because the
alleged defamatory words published byDefendants are true in substance and fact
22 Plaintiffs claims for fraud should be dismissed for Plaintiffs failure to
plead the claim with sufficient particularity as required by law and Court rule
23 Plaintiffs claims for violation ofHAMP should be dismissed because no
private right of action exists thereunder
24 Plaintiffhas failed to name an indispensible party
ATTORNEYS FEES
Defendants have been required to retain legal counsel and to incur costs and
attorneys fees in order to defend the allegations set forth in Plaintiffs Complaint Defendants
are entitled to recover the same from Plaintiff pursuant to the terms of the Note andorDeed of
Trust and any relevant provisions of any applicable Idaho or federal law including but not
limited to Idaho Code Sections 12120 12121 48 608 and Rule 54 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure
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. l i tiff's l i s,   l i  i st f ts, r  rr  r 
reduced because the liability f efendants is li ited by a valid contract entered into by laintiff 
   ' s nd/or   t. 
. l i tif 's l i s,   l i  i t t ,    
t e acti s ta e   efe a ts ere e ressl  and/or i lie l  a t rize   t e l a  
t  t   l i ti   l . 
20. l i tif 's l i ,   l i  i t t ,    
 t  t  t t l i tif '   l i   t bl . 
. l i tiff's     e   iss    
ll  t   lis e   e a ts  t  i  t   t. 
. l i tif 's    l   iss   l i tif 's r   
lea  t e clai  it  s fficie t artic larit  as re ired  la  a  rt r le. 
23. i tif 's s  iolatio     s iss    
vate t   ists . 
. lai tiff as faile  t  a e a  i is e si le art . 
 I' '  
efe da ts a e e  re ired t  r t i  le l s l  t  i r t   
tt r s' f s in r r t  fe d the llegations s t f rt  in l i tiff's l i t. efenda ts 
 tled  e  t e   f rs t t  e ter s   ote nd/or ee   
rust a  a  relevant r isions f a  a licable Ida  r fe eral la  i cl i , t t 
limited t , Idaho de ions 2-12 , -12 , 8-608  le   t e Idaho les f l 
r ce re. 
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WHEREFORE Defendants seek relief as follows as to the Complaint
A For an order and judgment of this Court dismissing the Complaint with
prejudice
B For the costs and attorneys fees incurred by Defendants in this matter
and
C For such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable
DATED thisT day of March 2011
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
Matthew J McGee Of the Firm
Attorneys for Homecomings Financial
LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc and Executive Trustee
Services LLC
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r j dice; 
d, 
E EF E, efendants seek relief as follo s as to the o plaint: 
. r a  r er a  j e t f t is ourt, is issi  t e lai t it  
. r t  t   tt r ' f  i rr   f t  i  t i  tter; 
c. or such other and further relief as the ourt dee s just and equitable. 
 t is -.!!L   r , . 
, , ,  & 
I ,  
BY~~-
att  . e  -    
ttorneys for o eco ings Financial, 
, ortgage lectronic egistration 
Syste s, Inc. and xecutive rustee 
er ices,  
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CERTIFICATE OF
S1ERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJo day of March 2011 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AND EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
LLCSANSWER TO FIRST AMENDED COMPLAINT AND DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL to
be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFf STEELE LAW OFFICES
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CHRISTuPHER D RICHGWk
ByIN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF JANpN5EuKORSEH
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff 10Case No CVOCR
vs
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES 1V




MOTION TO DISMISS OR FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Hearing on Defendants Homecomings MERS and Executive Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings was held on June 29 2011 Plaintiff was represented by Jon Steele and Defendants by
Michael Roe Following additional briefing this motion is now before the
court for decision
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw has brought suit against various banking entities including
Defendants Colonial First Lending Group Inc Colonial Homecomings Financial LLC
Homecomings Mortgage Electronic Registration System Inc MFRS and Executive Trustee
Services LLC Executive
In 2007 Mr Renshaw contacted Colonial about refinancing his home located at 3480 S
Pimmit Pl Boise First Am Compl 12 Colonial recommended Mr Renshaw obtain a loan
through Homecomings Colonial is Homecomings authorized mortgage broker and agent Id
1 000261
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E RANDU  DECISI  
A  ORDER DEFENDANT'S 
TI  T  IS ISS OR F R 
SU ARY JUDG ENT 
Hearing on Defendants Homecomings, MERS and Executive Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings was held on June 29,2011. Plaintiff was represented by Jon Steele and Defendants by 
Michael Roe. Following additional briefing, this motion is now before the 
court for decision. 
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw has brought suit against various banking entities including 
Defendants Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. (Colonial); Homecomings Financial, LLC 
(Homecomings); Mortgage Electronic Registration System, Inc. (MERS); and, Executive Trustee 
Services, LC (Executive). 
In 2007, Mr. Renshaw contacted Colonial about refinancing his home located at 3480 S. 
Pimmit PI., Boise. First Am. CampI., ~12. Colonial recommended Mr. Renshaw obtain a loan 
through Homecomings. Colonial is Homecomings' authorized mortgage broker and agent. Id., 
1 
T16 On April 17 2007 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a Good Faith Estimate
This document estimated Renshawsinterest rate would be7375 and his loan origination fee
would be236250 Id 28 Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income and he
was subsequently approved for the loan On June 27 2007 Renshaw went to Pioneer Title Co
Pioneer to close the loan Id 31 While there Renshaw signed a Residential Loan
Application Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note FixedAdjustable Rate Rider and Deed
of Trust The Loan Application stated that Renshawsmonthly income was 5400 but
Renshaw now claims his monthly income was only1463 Id 3436 Renshaw claims
Colonial and Homecomings intentionally misrepresented his income in order to generate
additional loan fees Id The Loan Application also states it is a conventional mortgage but
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage Id 3738 The Note set interest at 75
and set his monthly payments at14765 Id Ex 5 Renshaw was also charged318961in
loan origination fees Id Ex 8
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender Renshaw is the borrower Pioneer is
the trustee and MERS is acting solely as a nominee for Lender Id Ex 7 The deed further
states MERS is the beneficiary under this security instrument Id Renshaw claims that
sometime between June 27 2007 and August 2010 the Note and Deed of Trust were sold andor
transferred to various entities and these transfers were not disclosed to him Id 47 Renshaw
also alleges these sales transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County
Mr Renshaw failed to make his scheduled payments beginning May 2010 and in August
he was served with a Notice of Default Notice of TrusteesSale and Debt Validation Notice
Id Ex 9 10 11 These documents state that MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is the
Trustee Id The Notice ofDefault and Notice of TrusteesSale were executed by Executive as
attorney in fact for Pioneer Mem in Supp ofMotion for Judgment Ex E Thereafter Renshaw
sent several qualified written requests to Defendants Id Ex 12 Renshaw claims he never
received a straight answer to these requests
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by
Defendants Homecomings MERS and Executive Defendants also ask the Court to take judicial
notice ofExhibits C through F in its Memorandum in Support ofMotion
LEGAL STANDARD
A claim for relief shall contain a short and plain statement of the claim showing the
pleader is entitled to relief and a demand for judgment for the relief he seeks Idaho R Civ P
2 000262
• 
~16. On April 17,2007, Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a " ood Faith Estimate." 
This document estimated Renshaw's interest rate would be 7.375% and his loan origination fee 
would be $2,362.50. Id., ~28. Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income, and he 
was subsequently approved for the loan. On June 27,2007, Renshaw went to Pioneer Title Co. 
(Pioneer) to close the loan. Id., ~ 1. While there, Renshaw signed a Residential Loan 
Application, Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note, Fixed/Adjustable Rate Rider, and Deed 
of Trust. The Loan Application stated that Renshaw's monthly income was $5,400, but 
Renshaw now clai s his monthly income was only $1,463. Id., ~34-36. Renshaw claims 
Colonial and Homecomings intentionally misrepresented his income in order to generate 
additional loan fees. Id. The Loan Application also states it is a "conventional mortgage," but 
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage. Id., ~37-38. The Note set interest at 7.5%, 
and set his monthly payments at $1,476.56. Id., Ex. 5. Renshaw was also charged $3,189.61 in 
l  ri i ti  f es. d., x. . 
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender, Renshaw is the borrower, Pioneer is 
the trustee and ERS is "acting solely as a nominee for Lender." Id, Ex. 7. The deed further 
states, "MERS is the beneficiary under this security instrument." I . Renshaw claims that 
sometime between June 27, 2007, and August 2010, the Note and Deed of Trust were sold and/or 
transferred to various entities and these transfers were not disclosed to him. Id, ~47. Renshaw 
also alleges these sales, transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County. 
Mr. Renshaw failed to make his scheduled payments beginning May 2010, and in August 
he was served with a Notice of Default, Notice of Trustee's Sale and Debt Validation Notice. 
Id., Ex. 9, 10, 11. These documents state that MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is the 
Trustee. Id. The Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale were executed by Executive as 
attorney in fact for Pioneer. Mem. in Supp. of Motion for Judgment, Ex. E. Thereafter Renshaw 
sent several qualified written requests to Defendants. Id., Ex. 12. Renshaw claims he never 
received a straight answer to these request . 
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by 
Defendants Homecomings, MERS and Executive. Defendants also ask the Court to take judicial 
notice of Exhibits C through F in its Memorandum in Support of Motion. 
LEGAL STANDARD 
A claim for relief shall contain a short and plain statement of the claim showing the 
pleader is entitled to relief, and a demand for judgment for the relief he seeks. Idaho R. Civ. P. 
2 
8a12011 Each averment ofa pleading shall be simple concise and direct No technical
forms ofpleading or motions are required Idaho R Civ P8e12011
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12c allows a party to move for judgment on the
pleadingsIRCP10c states a copy of any written instrument which is an exhibit to a
pleading is a part thereof for all purposes On a 12cmotion the moving party admits all the
allegations of the opposing partys pleadings and concomitantly admits the untruth of its own
allegations which its adversary has denied Sterling v Bloom 111 Idaho 211 212 723 P2d
755 756 1986 A motion for judgment on the pleadings will only be granted when the
pleadings fail to state a cause of action Bowman v Bohney 36 Idaho 162 210 P 135 1922 If
matters outside the pleadings are considered by the court the motion shall be treated as one for
summary judgment Idaho R Civ P 12c2011
ANALYSIS
Before addressing the merits ofDefendants motion the Court will consider Defendants
request to have judicial notice taken ofexhibits C through F in it Memorandum for Judgment on
the Pleadings These exhibits consist of the Deed ofTrust Notice of Default PioneersLimited
Power ofAttorney and other documents allegedly given to Plaintiff
The only facts which a court may properly consider on a motion to dismiss for failure to
state a claim are those appearing in the complaint supplemented by such facts as the court may
properly judicially notice Hellickson v Jenkins 118 Idaho 273 276 796 P2d 150 153 Ct
App 1990 However because a court considering a motion to dismiss has no right to hear
evidence and since judicial notice is merely a substitute for the conventional method of taking
evidence to establish facts the court has no right to take judicial notice of anything with the
possible exception of facts of common knowledge which controvert averments of the
complaint Id
Defendants argue that because these exhibits are public records the Court may properly
take judicial notice of them The Court believes the statement in Hellickson is controlling in this
case The Hellickson Courts statement that only facts of common knowledge should be
judicially noted when considering a motion to dismiss is directly on point The information
contained in Defendants exhibits is not facts of common knowledge The Court therefore
denies Defendants request to take judicial notice ofthese exhibits
I Unjust Enrichment
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8(a)(1) ( 01 ). " ch avennent of a pleading shall be simple, concise, and direct. No technical 
fonns of pleading or motions are required." Idaho R. Civ. P. 8(e)(1) (2011). 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c) allows a party to move for judgment on the 
pleadings. 1.R.c.P. lO(c) states, "  copy of any writt  instru ent which is an exhibit to a 
pleading is a part thereof for all purposes." On a 12(c) motion, the moving party "admits all the 
allegations of the opposing party's pleadings and concomitantly admits the untruth of its own 
allegations which its adversary has denied." Sterling v. Bloom, 111 Idaho 211, 212, 723 P.2d 
755, 75  ( 86).  otion for judg ent on the pleadings ill only be granted hen the 
pleadings fail to state a cause of action. Bowman v. Bohney, 36 Idaho 162,210 P. 135 (1922). If 
tt r  t i  t  l  ar  co si r  by t  court, t  ti  shal  be tr t d as one f r 
su ar  j ent. I a  . iv. . 2(c) ( 11). 
 
efore addressing the erits of efendants' otion, the ourt ill consider efendants' 
request to have judicial notice taken of exhibits C through F in it Memorandum for Judgment on 
the Pleadings. These exhibits consist of the Deed of Trust, Notice of Default, Pioneer's Limited 
  tt y,  t  e ts ll l  i e  t  l intif . 
"The only facts hich a court ay properly consider on a otion to dis iss for failure to 
state a claim are those appearing in the complaint, supplemented by such facts as the court may 
properly judicially notice." Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 276, 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. 
App. 1990). However, because a court considering a motion to dismiss "has no right to hear 
evidence; and since judicial notice is merely a substitute for the conventional method of taking 
evidence to establish facts, the court has no right to take judicial notice of anything, with the 
possible exception of facts of co on kno ledge hich controvert avennents of the 
co l int." ! . 
Defendants argue that because these exhibits are public records, the Court may properly 
take judicial notice of them. The Court believes the statement in Hellickson is controlling in this 
case. The Hellickson Court's statement that only "facts of common knowledge" should be 
judicially noted when considering a motion to dismiss is directly on point. The infonnation 
contained in Defendants' exhibits is not facts of common knowledge. The Court therefore 
denies Defendants' request to take judicial notice ofthese exhibits. 
I. Unjust Enrichment 
3 
In Count V of his Amended Complaint Plaintiff claims Homecomings was unjustly
enriched by the payment of fees and other charges associated with obtaining the loan Plaintiff
claims that on April 17 2007 Colonial gave him a good faith estimate which outlined possible
finance charges he may incur First Am Compl 127 After obtaining the loan Plaintiff was
charged 685 by Homecomings for a lender loan charge Id 41 At the hearing on this
Motion Plaintiffs counsel argued that this amount was higher than the amount stated in the
good faith estimate Therefore Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain
this money
A prima facie case of unjust enrichment consists of three elements 1 there was a
benefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff 2 appreciation by the defendant of such
benefit and 3 acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof Vanderford
Co Inc v Knudson 144 Idaho 547 558 165 P3d 261 272 2007 The doctrine of unjust
enrichment does not operate to rescue a party from the consequences of a bargain which turns
out to be a bad one George v Tanner 108 Idaho 40 43 696P2d 891 894 1985
Plaintiff paid Homecomings 685 and in return got a loan for 236500 Plaintiff has
not alleged this was anything other than a bargained for exchange While Plaintiffhas stated the
685 charge was higher than the amount disclosed in the estimate the estimate was not a binding
contract The estimate explicitly states the fees listed are estimates actual charges may be more
or less First Am Compl Ex 1 Because Plaintiff received value from Homecomings it was
not inequitable for Homecomings to charge Plaintiff a lender loan charge Plaintiff has therefore
failed to allege facts indicating Homecomings accepted the benefit under circumstances making
it inequitable for Homecomings to retain the benefit Count V of Plaintiff s Amended Complaint
is therefore dismissed
II Breach of Contract
In Count VII Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed ofTrust
In order to survive a motion to dismiss plaintiff must allege that a valid contract existed
between himself and defendant and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that
contract Independent School Dist ofBoise City v Harris Family Ltd Partnership 150 Idaho
583 588 249P3d 382 387 2011
Plaintiff has shown he entered into a contract with Homecomings First Am Compl Ex
5 Plaintiff also claims Homecomings does not have the right to initiate foreclosure of his
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In Count V of his Amended Complaint Plaintiff claims Homecomings was unjustly 
enriched by the payment of fees and other charges associated with obtaining the loan. Plaintiff 
claims that on April 17, 2007, Colonial gave him a "good faith estimate" which outlined possible 
finance charges he may incur. First Am. CampI., ~27. After obtaining the loan, Plaintiff was 
charged $ 5 by Homecomings for a "lender loan charge." Id., ~41. At the hearing on this 
otion, Plaintiffs counsel argued that this amount was higher than the amount stated in the 
good faith estimate. Therefore, Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain 
this oney. 
"A prima facie case of unjust enrichment consists of three elements: (1) there was a 
benefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such 
benefit; and (3) acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the 
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof." Vanderford 
Co., Inc. v. Knudson, 144 Idaho 547, 558, 165 P.3d 261, 272 (2007). "The doctrine of unjust 
enrichment does not operate to rescue a party from the consequences of a bargain which turns 
out to be a bad one." George v. Tanner, 108 Idaho 40, 43, 696 P.2d 891,894 (1985). 
Plaintiff paid Homecomings $685 and in return got a loan for $236,250.00. Plaintiff has 
not alleged this was anything other than a bargained for exchange. While Plaintiffhas stated the 
$685 charge was higher than the amount disclosed in the estimate, the estimate was not a binding 
contract. The estimate explicitly states, "the fees listed are estimates-actual charges may be more 
or less." First Am. CampI., Ex. 1. Because Plaintiff received value from Homecomings, it was 
not inequitable for Homecomings to charge Plaintiff a lender loan charge. Plaintiff has therefore 
failed to allege facts indicating Homecomings accepted the benefit under circumstances making 
it inequitable for Homecomings to retain the benefit. Count V of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint 
is therefore dis issed. 
II. Breach of Contract 
In Count VII Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed of Trust. 
In order to survive a motion to dismiss, plaintiff must allege that a valid contract existed 
between himself and defendant, and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that 
contract. Independent School Dist. of Boise City v. Harris Family Ltd. Partnership, 150 Idaho 
583,588,249 P.3d 382,387 (201 ). 
Plaintiff has shown he entered into a contract with Homecomings. First Am. CampI., Ex. 
5. Plaintiff also claims Homecomings does not have the right to initiate foreclosure of his 
4 
property Id 16978 Plaintiff also claims Homecomings illegally scheduled a foreclosure sale
Id 52 Viewing all facts in Plaintiffs favor Plaintiff has alleged the necessary elements for a
breach of contract action Homecomings Motion is therefore denied as to Count VII
III Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
In Count VIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings breached its covenant of good faith and fair
dealing
The implied covenant of good faith requires only that the parties perform in good faith
the obligations imposed by their agreement Jones v Micron Technology Inc 129 Idaho 241
247 923 P2d 486 492 Ct App 1996 The implied covenant of good faith is violated only
when a party violates nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract Id internal
quotation omitted
As stated above Plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a breach of contract claim Plaintiff has
therefore also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of the implied covenant of good
faith Homecomings Motion is denied as to Count VIII
IV Negligence
In Count IX Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive negligently
commenced foreclosure against Plaintiff home
The elements of a common law negligence action are 1 a duty recognized by law
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct 2 a breach of that duty 3
a causal connection between the defendantsconduct and the resulting injury and 4 actual loss
or damage Black Canyon Racquetball Club Inc v Idaho First Nat Bank NA 119 Idaho
171 175 176 804P2d 900 904 905 1991
Plaintiff has alleged Defendants owed him a duty to provide certain notices and to not
wrongfully foreclose on his property Plaintiff has also alleged Defendants breached these
duties and as a result Plaintiffsuffered injury Taking all ofPlaintiffsallegations as true he has
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligence Defendants Motion is therefore denied as to
Count IX
V Tortious Interference with Contract
In Count X Plaintiff claims MERS is not a party to the Note or Deed of Trust and that
MERS intentionally interfered with the Note and Deed ofTrust
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property. Id., ~69-78. Plaintiff also claims Homecomings illegally scheduled a foreclosure sale. 
Id., ~52. Viewing all facts in Plaintiffs favor, Plaintiff has alleged the necessary elements for a 
breach of contract action. Homecomings' Motion is therefore denied as to Count VII. 
III. Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing 
In Count VIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings breached its covenant of good faith and fair 
dealing. 
The implied covenant of good faith "requires only that the parties perform in good faith 
the obligations imposed by their agreement." Jones v. Micron Technology, Inc., 129 Idaho 241, 
247, 923 P.2d 486, 492 (Ct. App. 1996). "The implied covenant of good faith is violated only 
when a party violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract." Id. (internal 
quotation o itted). 
As stated above, Plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a breach of contract claim. Plaintiff has 
therefore also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of the implied covenant of good 
faith. i ' ti  IS   to Count VIII. 
IV. Negligence 
In Count I  Plaintiff clai s o eco ings,  and Executive negligently 
ence  foreclosure st l intif  s . 
"The elements of a common law negligence action are (1) a duty, recognized by law, 
requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) 
a causal connection between the defendant's conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss 
or damage." Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho First Nat. Bank, NA., 119 Idaho 
171, 175-176,804 P.2d 900,904 - 905 (19 ). 
Plaintiff has alleged Defendants owed him a duty to provide certain notices and to not 
wrongfully foreclose on his property. Plaintiff has also alleged Defendants breached these 
duties, and as a result Plaintiff suffered injury. Taking all of Plaintiffs allegations as true, he has 
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligence. Defendants' Motion is therefore denied as to 
Count IX. 
V. Tortious Interf rence with Contract 
In Count X Plaintiff claims MERS is not a party to the Note or Deed of Trust, and that 
MERS intentionally interf red with the Note and Deed of Trust. 
5 
Tortious interference with contract has four elements 1 the existence of a contract 2
knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant 3 intentional interference causing a
breach of the contract and 4 injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach Bybee v
Isaac 145 Idaho 251 259 178 P3d 616 624 2008 It is well established law in Idaho that a
party cannot tortiously interfere with its own contract Jenkins v Boise Cascade Corp 141
Idaho 233 243 108 P3d 380 390 2005 Thus a claim for tortuous interference with
contractual relations requires proof that the defendant is a stranger to the contract BECO
Construction Co v JUB Engineers Inc 145 Idaho 719 724 184 P3d 844 849 2008
The Deed of Trust explicitly states that MERS is the nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors The Deed of Trust also states that MERS is the beneficiary under this Security
Instrument First Am Compl 17 While MERS role in this case is still not completely clear
it is clear that MERS was not a stranger to this contract and MERS played some role in relation
to PlaintiffsDeed of Trust Because a party to a contract cannot tortiously interfere with his
own contract Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted Count X of
PlaintiffsComplaint is therefore dismissed
VI Wrongful Foreclosure
In Count XI Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive commenced
foreclosure proceedings in violation of Idaho law and MERS Membership Rules Plaintiff
claims that neither Homecoming nor MERS has an interest in the Note or Deed ofTrust
The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1 that the
case presents definite and concrete issues 2 that a real and substantial controversy exists and 3
that there is a present need for adjudication Noh v Cenarrusa137 Idaho 798 801 53 P3d
1217 1220 2002
Plaintiff fails to allege that his home has been foreclosed on While he does allege
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of TrusteesSale it appears the trustees
sale was never conducted Until Plaintiff can claim his home has been foreclosed on his claim
of wrongful foreclosure is not ripe for adjudication Count XI of PlaintiffsComplaint is
therefore dismissed
VII Slander of Title
In Count XII Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive caused a cloud to be
placed on the title ofhis property by instituting foreclosure
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"Tortious interference with contract has four elements: (1) the existence of a contract; (2) 
knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant; (3) intentional interference causing a 
breach of the contract; and (4) injury to the plaintiff resulting from the breach." Bybee v. 
Isaac, 145 Idaho 251, 259, 178 P.3d 616, 624 (2008). "It is well established law in Idaho that a 
party cannot tortiously interfere with its own contract." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 
Idaho 23 , 243, 108 P.3  380, 390 ( 005). Thus, "a claim for tortuous interference with 
contractual relations requires proof that the defendant is a stranger to the contract." BECO 
Construction Co., v. J-U-B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 719, 724, 184 P.3d 844,849 (2008). 
The Deed of Trust explicitly states that MERS is the nominee for Lender and Lender's 
successors. The Deed of Trust also states that "MERS is the beneficiary under this Security 
Instrument." First Am. Campi., ~7. While MERS' role in this case is still not completely clear, 
it is clear that MERS' was not a stranger to this contract and MERS played some role in relation 
to Plaintiff s Deed of Trust. Because a party to a contract cannot tortiously interfere with his 
own contract, Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Count X of 
laintiff s l i t i  t r f r  i i d. 
I. ro gf l oreclos re 
In Count XI Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive commenced 
oreclos re rocee ings in iolation  Idaho la   ERS Membership Rules. Plaintiff 
claims that neither Homecoming nor ERS has an interest in the Note or Deed of Trust. 
"The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1) that the 
case presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) 
that there is a present need for adjUdication." Noh v. Cenarrusa,137 Idaho 798, 801, 53 P.3d 
12 , 1 20 (20 ). 
Pla tiff fails to a lege that his horne has been foreclosed o . While he does allege 
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. Until Plaintiff can claim his horne has been foreclosed on, his claim 
of wrongful foreclosure is not ripe for adjudication. Count XI of Plaintiffs Complaint is 
therefore dismissed. 
VII. Slander of Title 
In Count XII Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive caused a cloud to be 
placed on the title of his property by instituting foreclosure. 
6 
Slander of title requires proof of four elements 1 publication of a slanderous
statement 2 its falsity 3 malice and 4 resulting special damages McPheters v Maile
138 Idaho 391 395 64 P3d 317 321 2003 When items of special damages are claimed they
shall be identified by category and the specific dollar amount may be stated Idaho R Civ P
9g2010
Plaintiff in this case has failed to allege the fourth element of a slander of title claim
Plaintiffscomplaint only states that as a proximate cause of this slander of title Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial This fails to meet the requirements of
IRCP9g that plaintiff identify the category of special damages The Court finds that
Plaintiff has failed to state a claim for Slander ofTitle Count XII ofhis Complaint is therefore
dismissed
VIII Fraud
In Count XIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive defrauded him by
knowingly making material false statements of fact
The elements of fraud are 1 a representation 2 its falsity 3 its materiality 4 the
speaker knowledge about its falsity or ignorance of its truth 5 his intent that it should be
acted upon by the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated 6 the hearers ignorance
of its falsity 7 his reliance on the representation 8 his rights to rely thereon 9 his
consequent and proximate injury Jenkins 141 Idaho at 239 108 P3d at 386
In his Complaint Plaintiff alleges Defendants made the following false statements
1 That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
2 That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
3 That Homecomings has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty and
4 That Executive has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
First Am Compl 135 Plaintiff also claims he relied on the truth of these statements to his
detriment However the Court has been unable to find any allegation ofhow Plaintiff relied on
these statements Plaintiff has not alleged what actions he took as a result of these statements
Plaintiff has failed to state a cause of action for fraud because he has failed to allege any facts




"Slander of title reqUIres proof of four elements: (1) publication of a slanderous 
statement; (2) its falsity; (3) malice; and (4) resulting special damages." McPheters v. Maile, 
138 Idaho 391, 395, 64 P.3d 317,321 (2003). When items of special damages are claimed, they 
shall be identified by category and the specific dollar amount may be stated. Idaho. R. Civ. P. 
9(g) (2010). 
Plaintiff in this case has failed to allege the fourth element of a slander of title claim. 
Plaintiff s complaint only states that "as a proximate cause of this slander of title, Renshaw has 
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial." This fails to meet the requirements of 
I.R.C.P. 9(g) that plaintif  identify the category of special damages. The Court finds that 
Plaintiff has failed to state a claim for Slander of Title. Count XII of his Complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
VIII. Fraud 
In Count XIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive defrauded him by 
    t t  f ct. 
The elements of fraud are: "(1) a representation; (2) its falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the 
speaker's knowledge about its falsity or ignorance of its truth; (5) his intent that it should be 
acted upon by the person and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearers ignorance 
of its falsity; (7) his reliance on the representation; (8) his rights to rely thereon; (9) his 
conse uent a d r imate i j ry." Je ki s, 141 Idaho at ,  .3d at . 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff alleges Defendants made the following false statements: 
1. That ERS is the beneficiary of the eed of Trust; 
2. That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property; 
3. That Homecomings has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property; and 
4. That Executive has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
First Am. CampI., ~135. Plaintiff also claims he relied on the truth of these statements to his 
detriment. However, the Court has been unable to find any allegation of how Plaintiff relied on 
these statements. Plaintiff has not alleged what actions he took as a result of these statements. 
Plaintiff has failed to state a cause of action for fraud because he has failed to allege any facts 
suggesting that he relied upon these statements. Count XIII of Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
IX. Unjust Enrichment 
7 
In Count XIV Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive will be unjustly
enriched by the payment offees and by the equity in Plaintiff home
The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1 that the
case presents definite and concrete issues 2 that a real and substantial controversy exists and 3
that there is a present need for adjudication Noh137 Idaho at 801 53P3d at 1220
Plaintiff fails to allege his home has been foreclosed on While he does allege
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of TrusteesSale it appears the trustees
sale was never conducted Plaintiff only claims these Defendants will be unjustly enriched if
foreclosure occurs Until such time Plaintiff cannot claim that Defendants have been unjustly
enriched Count XIV ofPlaintiff Complaint is therefore dismissed
X Idaho Consumer Protection Act
In Count XVI Plaintiff claims Homecomings MERS and Executive violated the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act ICPA 48603 and 48603C
A person violates the ICPA when he engages in any act or practice which is misleading
false or deceptive to the consumer IC 4860317 2010 A person also violates the ICPA
when he engages in any act or practice which is unconscionable IC 48603C 2010 All
claims under the ICPA must be brought within two years from the date the cause of action
accrued IC 48619 2010
Plaintiff closed his loan on June 27 2007 Because a cause of action under the ICPA
must be brought within two years any claims under this section relating to the original loan
documents are barred by the statute oflimitations
While Plaintiff does not specifically allege the actions that constitute the violation of the
ICPA it is possible to read Plaintiffs complaint as suggesting that violations also occurred in
2010 For example Plaintiff has alleged that none of these Defendants had the right to initiate
foreclosure on his home The Court finds this allegation if taken as true is sufficient to state a
claim under either IC 48603 or 48603C Defendants Motion is therefore denied as to
Count XVI
XI RESPA
In Count XVII Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act RESPA by failing to properly respond to two qualified written requests
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In Count XIV Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive will be unjustly 
enriched by the payment of fe s and by the equity in Plaintiffs home. 
"The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1) that the 
case presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) 
that there is a present need for adjudication." Noh,137 Idaho at 801, 53 P.3d at 1220. 
Plaintiff fails to allege his home has be n foreclosed on. While he does allege 
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. Plaintiff only claims these Defendants will be unjustly enriched if 
foreclosure occurs. Until such time, Plaintiff cannot claim that Defendants have been unjustly 
enriched. Count XI  of Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore dismissed. 
X. Idaho Consumer Protection Act 
In Count XVI Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive violated the Idaho 
r r  t (I A) §§ -6   -6 . 
A person violates the ICP A when he engages in any act or practice which is misleading, 
f ls , r ti  t  t  s r. I.C. § 48-603(17) (2010). A person also violates the ICPA 
  es    r r ti  i  i  i bl . I.C. § 48-603C (2010). All 
claims under the ICP A must be brought within two years from the date the cause of action 
accrued. I.C. § 8-619 (20 0). 
Plaintiff closed his loan on June 27, 2007. Because a cause of action under the ICPA 
must be brought within two years, any claims under this section relating to the original loan 
documents are ba red by the statute of limitations. 
While Plaintiff does not specifically allege the actions that constitute the violation of the 
ICP A, it is possible to read Plaintiff s complaint as suggesting that violations also occurred in 
2010. For example, Plaintiff has alleged that none of these Defendants had the right to initiate 
foreclosure on his home. The Court finds this allegation, if taken as true, is sufficient to state a 
claim under either I.C. § 48-603 or § 48-603C. Defendants' Motion is therefore denied as to 
Count XVI. 
XI. RESPA 
In Count XVII Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Real Estate Settlement 
Procedures Act (RESP A) by failing to properly respond to two qualified written requests. 
8 
Every servicer of a federally related mortgage has a duty to respond to qualified written
requests from the borrower relating to the servicing of the loan 12USC 2605e1A
Plaintiff complains that he made two qualified written requests to Homecomings and
Homecomings failed to respond in accordance with RESPA Assuming these facts are true this
allegation is sufficient to state a claim for a violation of RESPA Homecomings Motion is
therefore denied as to Count XVII
XII Aiding and Abetting
In count XVIII Plaintiff claims MERS and Executive had knowledge of Homecomings
fraud and the two entities provided substantial assistance to Homecoming to achieve the fraud
As stated above Plaintiff has failed to properly plead a cause of action for fraud because
he has not alleged how he relied on any of Defendants false statements Because Plaintiff
fraud claim has been dismissed it is also proper to dismiss his claim that MERS and Executive
aided Homecoming in committing fraud Count XVIII of Plaintiffs complaint is therefore
dismissed
XIII HAMP
In Count XIX Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Home Affordable Modification
Program HAMP
Federal Courts appear to be in agreement that HAMP does not create a private right of
action See Marks v Bank ofAmerica NA 2010 WL 2572988 D Ariz 2010 Boyd v US
Bank NA ex rel Sasco Aames Mortg Loan Trust Series 20031 2011 WL 1374986 ND Ill
2011 Manabat v Sierra Pacific Mortg Co Inc 2010 WL 2574161 ED Cal 2010
Because HAMP does not create a private right of action Plaintiff has failed to state a
claim under HAMP Count XIX ofPlaintiffscomplaint is therefore dismissed
CONCLUSION
Defendants Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings is granted in part and denied in part
Defendants Motion is hereby granted as to counts V X XI XII XIII XIV XVIII and XIX of
PlaintiffsComplaint Defendants Motion is hereby denied as to counts VII VIII IX XVI and
XVII
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Every servicer of a federally related mortgage has a duty to respond to qualified written 
requests from the borrower elating to the servic ng ofthe loan. 12 U.S.c. § 2605(e)(1)(A). 
Plaintiff complains that he made two qualified written requests to Homecomings and 
Homecomings failed to respond in accordance with RESP A. Assuming these facts are true, this 
allegation is sufficient to state a claim for a violation of RESPA. Homecomings' Motion is 
therefore denied as to Count XVII. 
XII. Aiding and Abetting 
In count XVIII Plaintiff claims MERS and Executive had knowledge of Homecomings 
fraud, and the two entities provided substantial assistance to Homecoming to achieve the fraud. 
As stated above, Plaintiff has failed to properly plead a cause of action for fraud because 
he has not alleged how he relied on any of Defendants' false statements. Because Plaintiffs 
fraud claim has been dismissed, it is also proper to dismiss his claim that MERS and Executive 
i    co itt  fr ud. Count XVIII of Plaintiffs complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
XIII. HAMP 
In Count XIX Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Home Affordable Modification 
Progra  (H P). 
Federal Courts appear to be in agreement that HAMP does not create a private right of 
action. See Marks v. Bank of America, N.A., 2010 WL 2572988 (D. Ariz. 2010); Boyd v. Us. 
Bank, N.A., ex ref. Sasco Aames Mortg. Loan Trust, Series 2003-1, 2011 WL 1374986 (N.D. Ill. 
2011); Manabat v. Sierra Pacific Mortg. Co., Inc., 2010 WL 2574161 (E.D. Cal. 2010). 
Because HAMP does not create a private right of action, Plaintiff has failed to state a 
claim under HAMP. Count XIX of Plaintiffs complaint is therefore dismissed. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants' Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings is granted in part and denied in part. 
Defendants' Motion is hereby granted as to counts V, X, XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XVIII and XIX of 
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CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By TARATHERRIEN
MPUTV
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CVOC 1023898
ORDERGRANTING JOINT
STIPULATION TO DISMISS ALL
CLAIMSAGAINST COLONIAL FIRST
LENDING GROUP INC WITH
PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS
AND GRANTING PERMISSION TO
DELETE COLONIAL FIRST LENDING
GROUP INC FROM THE CAPTION
Fee CategoryI1a
Defendants
The Court having reviewed the Joint Stipulation to Dismiss All Claims Against Colonial
First Lending Group Inc with Prejudice and on the Merits and to Delete Colonial First Lending
Group Inc from the Caption the Motion filed jointly by the Plaintiff and all of the
Defendants and otherwise being fully advised in the premise hereby ORDERS ADJUDGES
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he ourt, having revie ed the Joint Stipulation to is iss ll lai s gainst olonial 
First Lending Group, Inc. with Prejudice and on the Merits and to Delete Colonial First Lending 
ro , Inc. fro  the a tion (the "Moti n") filed jointly  t e lai tiff a  all f t e 
efe a ts, a d other ise being fully a ised in t e pre ise, ere  , J , 
a d ECREES s fo l : 
tr
1 The Motion is GRANTED
2 All claims asserted against Colonial First Lending Group Inc in this action shall
be and hereby are DISMISSED WITH PREJUDICE AND ON THE MERITS Without
limiting the scope of the preceding sentence Renshaw dismisses the following claims and causes
ofaction with prejudice and on the merits Count I Breach ofFiduciary Duty as to Colonial
Count II Violation of Idaho Residential Mortgage Practices Act as to Colonial Count III
Violation ofIdaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act as to Colonial Count IV Breach ofCovenant
of Good Faith and Fair Dealing as to Colonial Count V Unjust Enrichment as to Homecomings
and Colonial and Count VI Acting in Concert as to Homecomings and Colonial
3 Colonial First Lending Group Inc shall be and hereby is deleted from the caption
ofthis case
4 Except as provided for in paragraph 2 Mr Renshawsclaims against the other
defendants are not dismissed
5 Mr Renshaw and Colonial gYst Lending Group Inc shall bear their own
attorneys fees and costs





1. T  ti  i  RANTED. 
2. ll clai s asserted against Colonial First ending roup, Inc. i  this action shall 
be, and her by are, I  I  JU I    T  RITS. it ut 
li iting the scope of the preceding sentence, ensha  dis isses the follo ing clai s and causes 
of action ith prejudice and on the erits: Count I, Breach of Fiduciary uty as to Colonial; 
Count II, iolation of Idaho Residential ortgage Practices ct as to Colonial; Count III, 
i lati  f I a  i a cial ra  re e ti  ct as t  olonial; t I , reac  f e a t 
of Good Faith and Fair Dealing as to Colonial; Count V, Unjust Enrichment as to Homecomings 
and Colonial, and Count I, cting in Concert as to o eco ings and Colonial. 
3. Colonial First Lending Group, Inc. shall be and hereby is deleted from the caption 
of this case. 
4. xcept as provided for in paragraph 2, r. enshaw's clai s against the other 
fe ts re t is iss . 
5. r. Renshaw and Colonial st Lending Group, Inc. shall bear their own 
att rne ' e  a  oststl:;:: 










Attorneysfor Defendants Homecomings Financial
LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc andExecutive Trustee Services LL
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CERTIFI OF MAILING
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 4 day of December 2011 1 served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION TO DISMISS ALL
CLAIMS AGAINST COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP INC WITH PREJUDICE
AND ON THE MERITS AND GRANTING PERMISSION TO DELETE COLONIAL FIRST
LENDING GROUP INC FROM THE CAPTION by delivering the same to each of the
following attorneys of record by the method indicated below addressed as
follows
Jon M Steele USMail postage prepaid
Runft Steele Law Offices Hand Delivered
1020 W Main Street Suite 400 Overnight Mail
Boise Idaho 83702 Facsimile
Counsel for Plaintiff
Michael O Roe
USMail postage prepaidMatthew J McGee Hand Delivered
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Overnight MailFields Chtd Facsimile
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701




ANDERSON JULIAN HULL LLP USMail postage prepaid
C W Moore Plaza Hand Delivered
250 South Fifth Street Suite 700 Overnight Mail
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this \~ay of December, 201 , I served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing ORDER GRANTING JOINT MOTION TO DISMISS ALL 
CLAI  AGAI T COLONIAL FIRST LENDIN  GROUP, INC. WITH PREJUDICE 
AND ON THE MERITS AND GRANTIN  PER ISSI N T  DELETE COLONIAL FIRST 
LENDING GROUP, INC. FRO  THE CAPTION by delivering the sa e to each of the 
follo ing attorneys of record, by the method indicated below, addressed as 
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Jon . Steele 
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MAR 1 Z 2012
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By CHRISTINE SWEET
DEPUTY
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COMES NOW Plaintiff by and through his counsel of record and discloses his expert
witnesses who may be called to testify at trial as follows
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE Page 1
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  laintiff,  and through his counsel f record, and discloses his expert 
witnesses who ay be called to testify at trial as follows: 
 ES   -   
 
1 Richard Kahn
Principal Sr FPGUSA Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Examiner
Senior Qualifying Litigation Support Expert
Forensic Professionals Group USA
Mr Kahn will testify as to his training and background He will testify as to his Affidavit
and Testimony ofRichard M Kahn as to his Forensic Lender Discovery Document Review and
Assessment of December 22 2010 as to his Forensic Lender Discovery Stage One Loan
Securitization Audit Report dated January 04 2011 previously disclosed as Bates Nos PLF
00239 PLF 00263 all attached as Exhibit 76
2 Michael McMartin MD




Dr McMartin will testify as to his training and background Dr McMartin will testify as
to his treatment and care of Mr Renshaw He will testify as to his medical records previously
disclosed as Bates Nos PLF 01000 PLF 01691 and as to his medical opinions set forth in his
letters of November 30 2011 and January 31 2012 previously disclosed as Bates Nos PLF
01000 PLF 01005 all attached as Exhibit 77
Dr McMartin has no record of providing testimony in the last four years and has
provided his medical opinions without compensation
3 Heidi Emery
Title Team Leader Owner
co Title One
1101 W River St Suite 201
Boise Idaho 83702
208 4248511
Ms Emery will testify as to her training and background She will testify as to her
Expert Report attached as Exhibit 78
EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE Page 2
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Dr. c artin will testify as to his training and background. Dr. c artin will testify as 
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pe t t attached as i it . 
P  ITNESS IS OS RE - e  
At this stage of the litigation discovery remains ongoing and there may be additional
information gleaned through discovery from Defendants to which these individuals would opine
if that information had been previously produced If such information is identified Plaintiff
reserves the right to provide this additional information to his experts which may result in
Amended andorUpdated Expert Reports
Plaintiff reserves the right to call any expert witness identified named or designated by
any Defendant as set forth in their discovery responses and expert witness disclosures
Plaintiff also reserves the right not to call any of the persons listed above
Any of the persons identified above may be called for purposes of rebuttal andor
impeachment
Plaintiff also reserves the right to rebut Defendants expert witness disclosures due on
April 26 2012
DATED this I dayofMarch 2012
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
w
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this I
copy of the foregoing EXPERT WITNESS DISCLOSURE
follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
CounselforHomecomings MFRS and Executive
Trustee Services LLC
day ofMarch 2012 a true and correct




RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
JON M STE LE
Attorney for Plaintiff
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OFTHE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
INC a Utah Corporation
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants

















The deponent first duly sworn deposes and says an oath as follows
1 My name is Richard M Kahn
2 I am the principal founder and senior mortgage foreclosure fraud examiner of Forensic
Professionals Group USA Inc dba FPGUSA
3 Let me briefly summarize my experience for the Court I have had a professional career
in mortgage analysis residential and commercial real estate mortgage backed securities
and lender financing that has spanned more than thirty five years and billions of dollars in
equity and mortgages I have experience in courts including County State from Circuit to
Supreme and Federal from District to Appeals including Federal Bankruptcy and
Appeals I am1PO4PRAsrpualifying expext witnegr on atl FPGLTSA iseunnce6 T have held
licenses in securities real estate and mortgage finance My book available on
Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW EM
PLF 03000
000280
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  ESTIMONY   .  
  I  ) 
  I I-DADE) 
1 he t, first ly rn, s s      : 
2 . y e is ichard . a  
3 
4 2. I a  the principal, founder and senior ortgage foreclosure fraud exa iner of Forensic 
5 r fessjonals roup , I . /b/a -US . 
 
7 3. Let e briefly su arize y experience for the Court. I have had a professional career 
8 in ortgage analysis, residential and co ercial real estate, ortgage backed securities 
9 and lender financing that has s a ned ore than t irt  five years a  illions f llars in 
10 equity and Oltgages. I have experience 111 courts including County, State (from Circuit to 
11 Supreme), and Federal (from Dlstrict to Appeals) including Federal Bankruptcy and 
12 
13 
A eat~. I a  FP(j-TJSA'~ f]IH'Ilifying pxpp.rt itnp", on all FPC-USA i>;:l>lI:m.;el;. 1 have held 
licenses in securities, real estate, and ortgage finance. y book (available on 
1 A fidavit of Richard . Kahn Borr :   
LF 03000 
I AmazoncomWinning Against Foreclosure A Strategic Guide details how to identify
2 lenders who made predatory loans sold those loans and are now foreclosing on loans
3 for which they were paid in full and are creating false fictitious and fabricated
4 foreclosure documentation for submission into court in order to obtain property as a
5 windfall profit by wrongful foreclosure
6
7 My experience includes
8 4 years on Wail Street working for Merrill Lynch There I was involved with one of
9 CEODonald Regansprojects appointed in the capacity of National Real Estate Tax
10 Shelter Product Manager of Merrill Lynch This is the same Mr Regan who went on in
11 1981 to become the 66th United States Treasury Secretary and then White House Chief
12 of Staff in President Ronald ReagansAdministration While at Merrill Lynch I
13 analyzed structured and handled billions of dollars in mortgage backed securities and
14 syndicated real estate investments across Merrill base of six thousand account
15 executives
16
17 Sixteen years as founding partner of an offWall Street firm Affiliated Real Estate
18 Analysts AREA specializing in securitized mortgage backed securities real estate
19 transactions mortgage financing lender compliance analysis and forensic discovery
20
21 Thirteen years as principal partner and broker of record of in the real estate mortgage
22 brokerage residential and commercial lending My skills in real estate and mortgage
23 analysis established a track record of success without one compliance violation
24 complaint or bad loan buy back
F
26 In 2008 I founded Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPGUSA to provide
27 credible mortgage analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure In
28 2011 founded FPGUSA Academy to train and educate Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud
29 Investigators to learn our methodology practices and receive certification and ongoing
30 education and support from a qualifying expert
31
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mazon.c m) i i  i st r cl  -  Strategic uide details ho  to identify 
2 lenders ho ade predatory loans, sold those loans and are now foreclosing on loans 
 f r i  t ey r  i  i  full and are r ti  f lse, fi titi  and fabri t d 
4 foreclosure docu entation for sub ission into court in order to obtain property as a 
5 i f l  r fi  y r gf l f cl sure. 
6 
7  ri  s: 
8  rs  ll tr t r i  f r rrill ch. r  I s i l  it  o  f 
9 .E.O. l  egan's r j ct'), i t  i  t  capacity f ti l l st t   
10 Shelter Product anager of errill Lynch. (This is the sa e r. egan ho ent on in 
11  t  ec e t e t  ite  tates reas r  ecretar  a  t e  ite se ief 
12 of taff in resident onald eagan's d inistration.) hile at errill ynch, I 
] 3 l , stnl t r   l  illi s f ll rs i  rt   s curiti s  
14 t  l    erril1's   i    
15 executives. 
16 
17 tee           , iliate   te 
18 l sts (AR A), s i li i  i  s ritize  rtga e  s curiti s, r l st t  
19 transactions, mortgage financing, lender compliance analysis and forensic discovery. 
20 
21 Thirteen years as principal partner and broker of record of in the real estate, mortgage 
22 brokerage, residential and commercial lending. My skills in real estate and mortgage 
23 analysis established a track record of success ithout one co pliance violation. 
24 co plaint or bad loan buy back. 
25 
26 In 2008 I founded Forensic Professionals roup S , Inc. (FPG-USA), to provide 
27 credible ortgage analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure. In 
2  2011 I founded FPG-USA Acade y to train and educate ortgage Foreclosure Fraud 
29 Investigators to learn our ethodology, practices and receive celtification and ongoing 
30 education and support fro  a qualifying expelt. 
31 
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I During the tenure of my experience I have been intimately involved in the following
2 Borrower loan origination underwriting and the assignment and assumption of
3 securitized residential and commercial mortgage loans warehousing aggregation
4 sponsoring bankruptcy remote enterprise of depositor structured investment vehicles
5 special purpose vehicles collateralized debt obligation manager loans in securities
6 out document custodian credit enhancement creation of trusts and pooling
7 agreements issuance of asset backed securities and specifically mortgage backed
8 securities by special purpose vehicles in which an entity is named as trustee for the
9 holders of certificates of mortgage backed securities securitization of mortgage loans
10 accounting in the context of said securitizations REMIC vehicles pooling and
11 servicing of securitized loans trustee sales trustees sale of certificates to investors
12 institutional investor guidelines underwriting securities the securities industry
13 securities regulation securities administration investor insurances derivative
14 securities derivative aftermarket trading master loan servicing sub servicing default
15 servicing and foreclosure both in nonjudicial process with trustees involved without
16 court intervention and judicial process and civil complaint procedure with court
17 intervention and the Uniform Commercial Code
18
19 4 I have developed my own process and methodology for discovering and reporting a
20 foreclosure that may appear to be legitimate to a Judge when in fact the foreclosure is
21 being conducted with fabricated fictitious forged documents including Assignments
22 and claims that are used to gain standing of ownership or rights and authority to
23 foreclose My process exposes bogus questionable foreclosure transactions using false
24 and misleading documents When lenders mortgage servicers and local trustees are
25 using questionable wrongful or unlawful practices to foreclose I and my firm FPG
26 USA perform the investigation accumulate the evidence report it and provide expert
27 witness support so the litigant has the opportunity to introduce their own evidence to
28 controvert the lenders claims so that a judge may rule in consideration of our findings
29
30 5 I have been retained by the borrowers or their legal representatives in this matter to
31 review the timeline and documentation presented perform an in depth investigation and
































uring the tenure of y experience I have been inti ately involved in the follo ing: 
Bon'o er loan origination, underwriting and the assign ent and assumption of 
securitized residential and commercial mOltgage loans, warehollsing, aggregation, 
sponsoring, bankruptcy re ote enterprise of depositor, structured invest ent vehicles, 
s ecial r se ehicles, collateralize  debt li ati  a ager (loa s in, securities 
out), docu ent custodian, credit enhancement, creation of trusts and pooling 
agree ents, issuance of asset backed securities and specifically ortgage backed 
sec rities  s ecial r se e icles in ic  an entir  is a e  as tr stee f r t e 
holders of certificates of ortgage backed securities, securitization of ortgage loans, 
accounting in the context of said securitizations, RE IC vehicles, pooling and 
servicing f securitized loans, trustee sales, trustees, sale of certificates to investors, 
institutional investor guidelines, underwriting, securities, the securities industry, 
sec rities r l ti n, curi  i i trati n,  insurances, ri ti  
securities, derivative aftermarket trading, master loan servicing, sub-servicing, default 
ser ici  a  f reclos re t  i  -judicial r cess it  tr stees i l e  it t 
court intervention and judicial process and civil co plaint procedure with court 
te e io    r   e. 
4. I have developed my own process and methodology for discovering and reporting a 
foreclosure t at a  a ear t  e le itimate t  a J e e  i  fact t e f reclosllre i  
being conducted with fabricated, fictitious, forged docu ents including Assign ents 
and clai s that are used to gain standing of o nership or rights and authority to 
foreclose. y process exposes bogus, questionable foreclosure transactions using false 
and isleading docu ents. hen lenders, ortgage servicers and local tnlstees are 
using questionable, wrongful or unlawful practices to foreclose, I and my fir  FPG-
USA perform the investigation, accumulate the evidence, report it and provide expert 
witness support, so the litigant has the opportunity to introduce their o n evidence to 
controvert the lender's clai s so that a judge ay rule in consideration of our findings. 
5. I have b en retained by the borrowers or their legal representatives in this atter to 
revie  the time]jne and documentation presented, perform an in-depth investigation and 




I opine as to whether the party seeking to foreclose in this case is in fact the owner of the
2 promissory note secured by a mortgage or deed of trust or the duly appointed
3 representative thereof upon which the partys seeking to foreclose is claiming
4 ownership or rights and authority to represent the true owner and foreclose
5
6 6 I have been retained by Mr Renshawsattorney Jon M Steele of the Runft Steele
7 Law Office PLLC To the date of this affidavit I have devoted 25 hours to Mr
8 Renshawscase at my senior qualifying expert shop rate of 199 per hour and an
9 additional 7 hours at my expert witness consulting and pretrial rate of 399 per hour I
10 expect to devote additional hours to Mr Renshawscase at 399 per hour for deposition
11 preparation deposition trial preparation and trial Mr Steeles law firm has paid a total
12 of 1122 for my services to date
13
14 7 I do hereby certify that the reports I have issued in this case specifically the Forensic
15 Lender Discovery Document Review and Assessment dated December 22 2010 and the
16 Forensic Lender Discovery State One Loan Securitization Audit Report dated January
17 04 2011 and their contents unless otherwise specified in the report to any particular
18 item are my expert reports and may be submitted to the Ada County District Court or
19 to any court borrowerscounsel may decide
20
21 8 All references in this affidavit are to Gregory A Renshaw and the loan on his primary
22 residence at 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
23
24 9 1 do hereby certify that the report and its contents unless otherwise specified in the
25 report to any particular item are my written testimony and may be submitted into court
26 as such at the option of the client and or their legal representative
27
28 10 I do hereby attach my updated Declaration and Resume since the ones issued are over
29 one year old
30
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i  as t  t r t  rt  seeki  t  f r cl e i  t i   i  in f t t   of t  
 pro issory note secured by a ortgage or deed of trust or the duly appointed 
3 representative thereof, upon hich the party(s) seeking to foreclose is clai ing 
 r i  r ri t   uthorit  to r r t t  tr  o r and f r close. 
5 
 . I   r t i   r. enshaw's tt r ey, J  . teele, f t  nft & t el  
7  ffi , LL .    f t  ff i       t  r. 
 nshaw's  t  eni r alif i  rt  r t  f $19  r r   
 additional 7 hours at y expert itness consulting and pre-trial rate of $399 per hour. I 
10 expect to devote additional hours to r. enshaw's case at $399 per hour for deposition 
11 preparation, deposition, trial preparation and trial. r. Steele's la  fir  has paid a total 
12  $ 122     t . 
13 
14 7. I do hereby certjfy that the reports I have issued in this case, specifically the Forensic 
15 ender iscovery ocu ent evie  and ssess ent dated ece ber 22, 2010 and the 
16 r si  e er is r  t t   oa  riti tion it rt t  J r  
17 04, 2011 and their contents, unless other ise specified in the report to any p31ticular 
 it , r   rt r rts    itt  t  t   t  i tri t rt r 
 t   rt rrower's l  i . 
20 
21 8. U references in this affidavit are to regory . ensha  and the loan on his pri ary 
22 residence  80 th  , oise  . 
23 
 9. I do hereby certify that the report and its contents, unless other ise specified in the 
 report to any particular ite , are y written testi ony and ay be sub itted into court 
26 as such; at the option of the client and or their legal representative. 
27 
28 . I o ere y ttach y updated e   esu e since  nes iss ed e er 
29 ne ear l . 
30 
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I l1I have been asked to comply with Idaho Rules of Civil ProcedureIRCPRule
2 26b4Aiand make the following sworn oath statements in conjunction with this
3 request
4
5 a My opinions if any are expressed in my reports with the factual basis identified
6 therein
7 b Any exhibits I may use are identified in the Timeline and Documentation or
8 within the body of the reporting as submitted
9 c My qualifications as a witness are contained in this affidavit the Declaration
10 and Resume
11 d I have been interviewed approximately eight times on regional and national
12 radio in reference to my area of expertise A list is on my web site fpgusacom
13 in the BLOG and PRESS section
14 e I reference my book Winning Against Foreclosure in my Declaration I am
15 currently in editing on a new book The Nitty Gritty of MBS galley name to be
16 released Q2 2012
17 f Due to the nature of my business I will answer the rule of listing any other cases
18 in which I have testified as an expert at trial or deposition over the preceding
19 four years by the following
20 i I provide my reports as written testimony to be used in court Do to the
21 manner of facts presented in the fashion they are presented I am rarely
22 called upon to provide oral testimony I have issued over 100 of these
23 reports since 2009 My declaration defines the states in which these
24 reports have been issued I have had dozens of expert witness fee based
25 hours paid for my services on a pretrial and consultation basis in
26 preparation of hearings and trial but very few have actually come to
27 require my actual oral testimony in addition to my written testimony
28 ii I have issued dozens of written testimonies but I do not track where or
29 when my clients use the testimony in court
30 iii In the past month or so I have been admitted as an expert to testify in
3 Monroe County Florida before Judge Garcia in the case of ETrade v
s Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORY RENSHAW
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1 1. I a e ee  as e  t  c ply it  I a  les of ivil Procedure (LR.C.P.) le 
2 6(b)(4)(A)(i)   t  f ll i  s r  oat  stat ts in conjuncti  it  t is 
3 est. 
4 
5 a. y opinions, if any, are expressed in y reports with the factual basis identified 
6 t erein. 
7 .  x i i      i ti    l     
g i    f  r porti   b itt d. 
9 .  li         af i avit, t  l ti  
10  e. 
11 . I a e ee  i ter ie e  a proxi atel  ei t ti es  re i al a  ati al 
12 radio in reference to y area of expertise.  list is on y eb site fpg-usa.com 
13      cti n. 
14 e. I reference y book inning gainst Foreclosure in y eclaration. I a  
15 currently in editing on a ne  book he itty ritty of S (galley na e) to be 
   . 
17 f. ue to the nature of y business 1 ill ans er the rule of listing any other cases 
18 in hich I have testified as an expert at trial or deposition over the preceding 
 f r rs  t  f ll i g: 
20 i. I provide y reports as ritten testi ony to be used in court. o to the 
21 anner of facts presented in the fashion they are presented I a  rarely 
22 called upon to provide oral testi ony. I have issued over 100 of these 
23 re rts si ce 8..  eclarati  efi es· t e states i  ic  t ese 
 repOlts have been issued. I have had dozens of expert witness fee based 
25 hours paid for my services on a pre-trial and consultation basis in 
 preparation of hearings and trial but very few have actually co e to 
27 require y actual oral testi ony in addition to y ritten testi ony_ 
28 i . I have iss e  zens  ri te  te i onies t 1   (ra  here r 
29 hen y clients use the testi ony in court. 
30 iii. In the past onth or so I have been ad itted as an expert to testify in 
JJ onroe County FloridQ before Judge Clln::ia in lIlt: (.;i:I~C;: uf ETrude v. 
5 fidavit of ichard . ahn :   
  
I Malo The court accepted my written testimony over strong objection
2 and opposing counsel requested and borrowers counsel agreed to
3 depose me in April I agreed and it was granted Last month in February
4 I was admitted to testify in Colorado before Judge Barton in Schwitzer v
5 Wells Fargo against rigorous opposition from Wells Fargo counsel
6 Judge Barton questioned me extensively to my qualifications and
7 admitted me against objections I testified for 2 12 hours on two
8 occasions I also was asked by the court to provide exhibits and a written
9 testimony supplement Stage 2 within hours and I did
10 iv I was admitted as an expert against rigorous opposition in Maricopa
I I County Arizona but I dontremember the case or judges name I had
12 submitted a couple dozen written testimonies to the firm Their attorney
13 who handled that case was to my recollection Richard Clark
14 v I was accepted upon motion of Trustees application by Wayne Sigmon
15 Trustee with O Max Gardner III being of counsel in the United States
16 Bankruptcy Court for the Western District of North Carolina Charlotte
17 Division in re Victoria Leigh Sprouse Ch 7 The Thistee investigated
18 my qualifications Max Gardner questioned me over the course of
19 several hours in months prior and stated in court and obtained court
20 authorization I issued my written testimony and never heard anything
21 more
22 vi In the vast majority of cases I issue my written testimony and never hear
23 more My expert witness fees and deposition fees are 399 per hour I
24 presume as just happened in Judge Garcias courtroom that borrowers
25 counsel petitions the court for opposing lenders counsel to pay my
26 deposition fees and that may have some reason why I have not been
27 deposed to now I issue comprehensive affidavits of experience and my
28 written testimony reporting is based upon facts that can be confirmed in
29 the public domain as identified
30 vii I have submitted over 100 written reports as my written testimony since
31 2008 that I do not know off hand the court or use in court As a rule I do
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I not review legal pleadings or court documents unless they pertain to the
2 mortgage analysis aspect of the forensic investigation
3 viii Attached hereto are my Declaration and Resume of experience I have
4 performed dozens of forensic Mortgage analysis securitization and loan
5 audits for attorneys and borrowers fighting foreclosure in various State
6 and Federal courts including civil and bankruptcy Including such states
7 as Alabama Arizona California Colorado Florida Georgia Hawaii
8 Idaho Illinois Indiana Maryland Michigan Minnesota Nebraska New
9 Jersey New Mexico New York North Carolina Ohio Oregon
10 Pennsylvania Texas Utah Virginia Washington and Wisconsin
11
12 I make this affidavit on personal knowledge with the understanding that I am swearing or
13 affirming an oath attesting to the truthfulness of my claims made I understand and accept that
14 the making of false statements knowing they are false misleading or misrepresentative can
15 result in penalties including fines and also imprisonment
16
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SWORN TO ANDSUBSCRIBED before me by 1t onI 2011
My Commission expires
IiJKitiix58
g 14Fr 8 C
Notary Public
5ec1
Print type or stamp Commisioned
Name of Notary Public
Personally known or produced identification
Type of Identification Produced
M Affidavit of Richard M Kahn Borrower GREGORYRENSHAW
PLF 03007000287
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IFPGI Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as a Part of a Credible Defense against Foreclosure All Courts All States
USA IrnI
A I Richard M Kahn am an experienced mortgage analyst and my firm of which I am the
principal and Senior Qualifying Expert Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPG
USA specializes in providing third party forensic mortgage analysis to attorneys to use
fighting foreclosure in court
B I have been actively involved in and earned my living in the fields of mortgage backed
securitization real estate mortgage lending and mortgage analysis for more than 30 years
My resume may be obtained from http wwwtpusacomRK Resumeciit and is attached
hereto for convenience
C I am the author of Winning Against Foreclosure a Strategy Guide written for attorneys
available on AmazoncomMore information is available at http wwwfpa
usacomWAFWinnina
be released Q2 2012
cfm This the first book in a series My second book is expected to
D FPGUSA specializes in securitized loan audits and provides mortgage analysis and reporting
services in all US States I offer my services as expert witness on my evidentiary findings
issuances for a nominal fee via teleconference andor video conference
E I have performed dozens of forensic Mortgage analysis securitization and loan audits for
attorneys fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civil and
bankruptcy Including such states as Alabama Arizona California Colorado Florida
Georgia Hawaii Idaho Illinois Indiana Maryland Michigan Minnesota Nebraska New
Jersey New Mexico New York North Carolina Ohio Oregon Pennsylvania TexasUtah
Virginia Washington and Wisconsin
F My evidentiary findings reports are intended as written testimony based upon research and
discovery They seek to present facts which are undisputable due to the quality of the source
and not objectionable because they pertain to material issues They are intended to serve as
evidence or proof and may include my personal clarification for the purpose of establishing
the basis of facts contained therein
G Our fees are collected upon the placing of an orderswithout contingency of their results
Neither FPGUSA nor I have any financial interest in the outcome of this case In all regards
I am a disinterested person within the meaning of 11USC1014
By my signature below I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing declarations are true
and correct
kl
Richard M Kahn Signed on Marc 9 2012
Principal Sr FPGZJSA Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Examiner
FPGUSAsSenior Qualifying Litigation SupportExpert
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DECLARATION OF RICHARD KAHN 
. I, ichard  ahn. a  an experienced ortgage analyst and y fir  f hich I a  the 
ri i l  i r lif i  ert, r i  r f i l  r  A, I c. ("FP -
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securitization, real estate, Ol1gage lending and ortgage analysis for ore than 30 years. 
 res e a   tai e  fr  http://www.fpll-usa.com/RKRe~llme.cfll1 a  is attac e  
hereto for convenience. 
. I a  the author f inning gainst oreclosure, a trategy uide, ritten for attorneys. 
available on mazon.com. ore infor ation is available at http://www.fpg-
Sil.comlW AF i g.cfm. This the first book in a series. y second book is expected to 
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. FP -US  specializes in securitized loan audits and provides ortgage analysis and reporting 
services in all .S. States. I offer y services as expert itness on y evidentiary findings 
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. I  rf r e  e s f f r si  rtga  l sis, s c riti ti   l  its f r 
attorneys fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civiJ and 
bankruptcy. Including such states as laba a, rizona, California, Colorado, Florida, 
Georgia. Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana. Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, New 
Jerse , e  e ic , e  rk, rt  ar li a, i , re n, e nsyl a ia, e as, ta , 
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discovery. hey seek to present facts hich are undisputable due to the quality of the source 
 t j tiona le s  t  rt i  t  t ri l i .  r  i t  t  r   
evidence or proof and may include my personal clarification for the purpose of establishing 
t e asis  facts tained t i . 
. ur fees are collected upon the placing of an order(s) ithout contingency of their results. 
Neither FPG-USA nor I have any financial interest in the outcome of this case. In all regards, 
I a  a disinterested person within the eaning of 11 U.S.C. §101(l4). 
By y signature below, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing declarations are true 
 c rr t. 
ichard . a , igned on arc .  
Pri i l. r. -U  ortgage reclosure raud iner 
PG-US 's Se ior lifying itigation rt pert 
9 fidavit of Richard . ahn orr :   
PLF 03008 
Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as a fart or a CredibleDefense against Foreclosure All Courts All States
Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Investigations
rim
wwwfpgtisacom ph 7863295588 fax 305677676 rkahn@fpg
RESUME OF RICHARD KAHN
PROFILE
Mr Kahns professional career in Mortgage analysis residential and commercial real estate
Mortgage backed securities and lender financing has spanned over thirty five years and billions
of dollars in equity and Mortgages He has appeared and testified in a range of courts including
County State from Circuit to Supreme and Federal District and Bankruptcy courts He is FPG
USAs qualifying expert witness on all FPGUSA issuances Mr Kahn is also author of the
Winning Against Foreclose series of books
EXPERIENCE
1973 through 1978
4 years on Wall Street working for Merrill Lynch There I was involved with one ofCEO
Donald Regans projects appointed in the capacity of National Real Estate Tax Shelter Product
Manager of Merrill Lynch This is the same Mr Regan who went on in 1981 to become the 66th
United States Treasury Secretary and then White House Chief of Staff in President Ronald
Reagans Administration While at Merrill Lynch I analyzed structured and handled billions of
dollars in mortgage backed securities and syndicated real estate investments across Merrill base
of six thousand account executives
1978 through 1995
Sixteen years as founding partner of an off Wall Street firm Affiliated Real Estate Analysts
AREA specializing in securitized mortgage backed securities real estate transactions
mortgage financing lender compliance analysis and forensic discovery
1995 through 2005
In what began as a computer science programming education project Mr Kahn founded
Mallpark Inc an online virtual mall and merchant services corporation Mallpark grew to
provide services to over 5000 business members
1995 through 2008
Thirteen years as principal partner and broker of record of in the real estate mortgage brokerage
residential and commercial lending My skills in real estate and mortgage analysis established a
track record of success without one compliance violation complaint or bad loan buy back
2008 through Present
Mr Kahn Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPGUSA to provide credible
analysis as part of a legal defense against wrongful foreclosure In 2011 founded
Acadomy to train and educate Mortgage Foreclosure Fraud Investigators to
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methodology practices and receive certification and ongoing education and support from a
qualifying expert
Court Experience
From 1980 through 2003 Mr Kahn has appeared in numerous courts in both civil and federal
bankruptcy cases All cases in which Mr Kahn was personally involved were won settled or
worked out
Author
Mr Kahn authored the popular Winning Against Foreclosure a Strategy Guide that reveals the
non regulated commercial and investment banking actions that precipitated wrongful foreclosure
by predatory lenders Mr Kahn is currently authoring his second book in the series
Teaching
2006 through 2007 Two full years teaching one three day Florida Mortgage Broker Licensing
Course per month for the locally prestigious Gold Cost Professional Schools in their Miami
Florida campus
1975 thorough 1978 Mr Kahn was a regular speaker and educator in the area of mortgage
backed real estate syndication at the prestigious Merritt Lynch University located in One Liberty
Plaza Wall Street Manhattan New York
PROFESSIONAL LICENSES HELD
FL Correspondent MortgageLender Licensing Whale Mortgage
2005 through voluntarily tennination without issues in 2009 Florida CL Lic
212004 Initial Florida CL Lic
Mortgage Broker Licensing
Voluntarily terminated without issues in 2011
51995
Mortgage Brokerage Business Licensing
Upgraded to LenderLicense in 2005
51995
Real Estate Broker Licensing
Current and voluntarily inactive without issues
3095
10986 Currently Inactive




Florida Licensed Principal MB
Initial Florida MIB Lic
Florida Lic M13B
Initial Florida MBB Lic
Florida Principal Broker Lic
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FLD SECURITIZATION AUDIT COVER SHEET
Send us an email with as much ofthe following documentation that you have but please at this time send no
more than what is listed below with check marks Include this page as the cover sheet
Court pleadings if applicable
The Notewith any riders
The Mortgage deed of trust
Proof of recordation if available
Mortgage statement most recent and ifmore than one servicer over term one from each
Any legal or official papers received from the lender andortheir attorney
The court docket if handy and there Is one
Brief detail of thecase in your own words Include court type judicial or nonjudicial process and pleading stage with
the results you expect to achieve with the findings and any other pertinent brief details you feel are applicable
Your Name I t Position E
If you are not the attorney attorneyfirm name
I r A
Your email 15 1 eae
WorkftD093316145 Cell
Are you already a registered FPGUSA Client Yes No
A A R I
Atwhat stage is this case
Bankruptcy Currently NA
Circle Judicial 1 onJudicial
e
Your State
8orrowetsNam 7 Q Itl jiC1lA Property State ICc hlo
Name ofpartysseeking to foreclose yeratnu1as Fingelu r
Have you been advised of theTrust Name of the owner of your loan All
Ex Bank Name as Trustee for XYZ Mortgage Trust Series XXXX
If Yes Trust Name
Is this a purchase or refs I Name of current loan servicer
Year loan was originated Property Type circle all that appl esidential contd
Commercial Investment Primary Residence 2n Home Mobile Home Vacant Land Condo Coop
Have you made a QAIR Did you request True OwnersName Yes Lol No
If yes did you receive a response already Yes 1 Na
Type of loan Fixed ARM Interest Only Option Arm etc FA
If foreclosure sale pending enter date Z L 2 P Last foursofSocial
Was a loan mod request made If so status ex denied Vo
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3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
iJon Steele Attorney
USE OF
This report is authorized for use by both the borrower and attorney designated above The content
constitutes written evidentiary findings testimony by the expert whose name appears at the bottom
of this report The expert issuing this report is considered a 35 year veteran highly qualified
independent party with no financial interest in the outcome of this case and attaches hisher
declarations The expert stands ready to testify before any State or Federal court as an expert witness
in support of the attorneysfoundation of evidence and judicial notice This report is based upon facts
documentation investigation and review of the evidence A sworn oath is provided
Disclaimer
FPGUSA provides forensic lender securitization and compliance analysis research discovery and reporting
services Our research and examinations are based upon facts written documentation established government
compliance guidelines rules regulations Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in
mortgage backed securitization real estate finance and mortgage lending FPGUSA reports are designed for use in
court by attorneys We offer veteran highly qualified expert witness testimony in support of our findings FPGUSA is
an independent third party with no financial interest in the outcome of cases in which our reporting is used FPGUSA
does not provide legal accounting real estate or mortgage lending advice and nothing issued or received should be
construed as such If you need those services contact duly licensed professionals in the area of your concern FPG
USA aggressively pursues our intellectual property rights all material is copyright protected and where noticed Is
service marked trademarked and patent or patent pending No unauthorized use of any materials is allowed without
express written rmission before the fact See our website for additional informationhftp
1 I P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All RightsReserved Borrower Greg Renshaw
PLF 03012000292
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND QUALIFYING EXPERT
Richard Merrill Kahn is considered a veteran highly qualified expert in private and public mortgage
backed securities syndication real estate acquisition management and disposition residential and
commercial mortgage lending and mortgage analysis in the process He is author of Winning Against
Foreclosure His experience spans more than thirty five years from his beginnings on Wall Street
working as Merrill LynchCEODonald RegansNational Real Estate Tax Sheltered Product Manager
Mr Kahnsresume is online at http wwwfpgusacomRKesumecf Information on the Winning
Against Foreclosure bookscan be found online at http wwwfpg usacomWAFinningcfm
Mr Kahn has been on the mortgage banking investment banking and lending side until 2008 when he
turned his experience to become qualifying expert of his firm FPGUSA to supply forensic mortgage
analysis as part of a credible defense against foreclosure in court
ABOUT FPGUSA
FPGUSA provides highly qualified expert forensic mortgage analysis discovery investigation and
reporting Our reports are more than informational we provide expert witness services to back them
up in court Anything less will not get serious attention by lenders or in court Our senior qualifying
expert has over 35 years in mortgage backed securitization real estate lending and finance
We service all states judicial and non judicial process Civil and Bankruptcy Pre Foreclosure and
Foreclosure We only work for the borrower side of transactions We specialize in working with
attorneys and supporting the evidence process for judicial notice We do not work for the lender side
in foreclosures FPGUSA accepts new clients and cases selectively
AUTHENTICATE THIS REPORT Attach report and send to info@fpgusacomfor authentication
PURPOSE AND FINDINGS
FPGUSA has been hired to investigate the referenced foreclosure documentation and investigate the
legitimacy of claims being made by the party seeking to foreclose The borrowerstook a loan and are
in default A wrongful foreclosure can have disastrous results to borrower in the future The
borrowersattorney ordered outside third party expert investigation to answer four simple questions
1 Has the party seeking to foreclose demonstrated true beneficial ownership
2 Have claims of financial interest been fully disclosed and represented truthfully
3 Have all beneficial owners and parties been voluntarily disclosed
4 Have all material facts documents and agreements that govern the transaction been disclosed
If the answer to any of the above questions is no then we are to report our findings based on facts
and documentation which should not be objectionable because they pertain to material issues and the
documentation upon which they rely is of a source considered credible and reliable Whereby we
present this report and are prepared to support the findings in court
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1. as the party seeking to foreclose de onstrated true beneficial o nership? 
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3. ave all beneficial o ners and parties been voluntarily disclosed? 
4. ave all aterial facts, docu ents and agree ents t t govern t  transaction been disclosed? 
If the answer to any of the above questions is "no" then we are to report our findings based on facts 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF THE EXPERT
Assessments are opinions of the expert based upon cursory review of the documentation
We will accept this case for an upgrade to a Stage One Evidentiary Findings trust not id
Although the parties are claiming Freddie Mac owns this property no evidence is provided In
fact Freddie Mac may own the property but the likelihood is they are making the payments on
this defaulted mortgage to the true investors who own this mortgage Those investors have not
been disclosed Nor have the rights to service this loan which are in writing under Freddie Mac
rules been evidenced So far we only see bald claims
We believe the original lender on the initial original mortgage was paid in full on this mortgage
in the Freddie Mac securitization
It appears this foreclosure process is being undertaken with faulty chains of title and failures to
provide the disclosures and conduct mediations required by law Not disclosing underlying sales
and transaction disclosure of a securitized loan appears not to be revealed in full
We suspect state consumer protection requirements have not been followed Freddie Mac
provides numerous aggressive loan modification programs none of which appear to have been
presented to this borrower I understand the borrower is a quadriplegic which apparently
makes it more difficult to communicate with him but to my knowledge that is not an excuse
under the laws not to follow the mandated procedures Check your state law lenders may be
required as they are in many states to advise borrower who obtained mortgages between
certain dates to explore alternatives to foreclosure with the borrower and to request mediation
and face to face meetings We will investigate this further in the Stage One
There many more issues that will be examined and reported on in the Stage One Not
identifying the real owner of this loan and the company that legally has the servicing rights and
their written guidelines exacerbates the problems of not being able to deal with the real
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owner All to the end of making it harder for this borrower to contact their mortgage owner
and avoid foreclosure
This is especially important in the case of a quadriplegic who built a customized home to enable
him to function more independently Providing inaccurate documents not disclosing conflicts
of interest stating faulty claims of title and failures to provide the disclosures and conduct
mediations required by law are all practices that Attorney Generals in every state have banded
together to investigation expose and stop In October 2010 all the state Attorney Generals
forma a multistate task force to investigate these and other practices currently affecting
hundreds of thousands of mortgage foreclosures across America FPGUSA is committed to
discovering and reporting information to assist in exposing such practices which can only serve
to deprive homeowners of their legal right to assert legitimate defenses in an action to save
their homes
Such failures potentially injure not just the homeowners denied the protections afforded to
them under our laws but also subsequent purchasers of foreclosed properties financial
institutions who might be inclined to lend on such properties and the title insurance companies
who insure the chain of title to those properties
We invite you to order the Stage One Trust Not Id in our alacarte reporting services area of
our securitization audits if you choose to do so please also send us your most recent mortgage
statement All but a nominal amount of the cost of this Assessment is automatically discounted
from the regular price when you order the upgrade in the manner specified
RMm
IMIN
Richard M Kahn Signed on December 22 2010
Principal Senior Qualifying Expert
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FPGUSA
FQrensicProfessionals Group LISA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as Part of a Credible Defense Against Foreclosure
FORENSIC LENDER DISCOVERY m
STAGE ONE
LOAN SECURITIZATION AUDIT REPORT
January 04 2011
Gregory A Renshaw
3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706
Jon M Steele JSteele@runftsteelecom
OF R
This report is authorized for use by both the borrower and attorney designated above The content
constitutes written evidentiary findings testimony by the expert whose name appears at the bottom
of this report The expert issuing this report is considered a 35 year veteran highly qualified
independent party with no financial interest in the outcome of this case and attaches hisher
declarations The expert stands ready to testify before any State or Federal court as an expert witness
in support of the attorneysfoundation of evidence and judicial notice This report is based upon facts
documentation investigation and review of the evidence A sworn oath is provided
Disclaimer
FPGUSA provides forensic lender securitization and compliance analysis research discovery and reporting
services Our research and examinations are based upon facts written documentation established government
compliance guidelines rules regulations Our principal qualifying expert has over thirty five years experience in
mortgage backed securitization real estate finance and mortgage lending FPGUSA reports are designed for use in
court by attorneys We offer veteran highly qualified expert witness testimony in support of our findings FPGUSA is
an independent third party with no financial interest in the outcome of cases in which our reporting is used FPGUSA
does not provide legal accounting real estate or mortgage lending advice and nothing issued or received should be
construed as such If you need those services contact duly licensed professionals in the area of your concern FPG
USA aggressively pursues our intellectual property rights all material is copyright protected and where noticed is
service marked trademarked and patent or patent pending No unauthorized use of any materials is allowed without
express written e2rmission before the fact See ourwebsite for additional information httpJwwwfE2usacom
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR AND QUALIFYING EXPERT
Richard Merrill Kahn is considered a veteran highly qualified expert in private and public mortgage
backed securities syndication real estate acquisition management and disposition residential and
commercial mortgage lending and mortgage analysis in the process He is author ofWinning Against
Foreclosure His experience spans more than thirty five years from his beginnings on Wall Street
working as Merrill LynchCEODonald RegansNational Real Estate Tax Sheltered Product Manager
Mr Kahnsresume is online at http wwwfpgusacomRKesumecf
Mr Kahn has been on the mortgage banking investment banking and lending side until 2008 when he
turned his experience to become qualifying expert of his firm FPGUSA to supply forensic mortgage
analysis as part of a credible defense against foreclosure in court
ABOUT FPGUSA
FPGUSA provides highly qualified expert forensic mortgage analysis discovery investigation and
reporting Our reports are more than informational we provide expert witness services to back them
up in court Anything less will not get serious attention by lenders or in court Our senior qualifying
expert has over 35 years in mortgage backed securitization real estate lending and finance
We service all states judicial and non judicial process Civil and Bankruptcy Pre Foreclosure and
Foreclosure We only work for the borrower side of transactions We specialize in working with
attorneys and supporting the evidence process for judicial notice We do not work for the lender side
in foreclosures FPGUSA accepts new clients and cases selectively
Attach report and send to info@fpgusacomfor authentication
PURPOSE AND FINDINGS
FPGUSA has been hired to investigate the referenced foreclosure documentation and investigate the
legitimacy of claims being made by the party seeking to foreclose The borrowerstook a loan and are
in default A wrongful foreclosure can have disastrous results to borrower in the future The
borrowersattorney ordered outside third party expert investigation to answer four simple questions
1 Has the party seeking to foreclose demonstrated true beneficial ownership
2 Have claims of financial interest been fully disclosed and represented truthfully
3 Have all beneficial owners and parties been voluntarily disclosed
4 Have all material facts documents and agreements that govern the transaction been disclosed
If the answer to any of the above questions is no then we are to report our findings based on facts
and documentation which should not be objectionable because they pertain to material issues and the
documentation upon which they rely is of a source considered credible and reliable Whereby we
present this report and are prepared to support the findings in court
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF THE EXPERT
1 Based upon my personal investigation and the facts discovered 1 can testify that
2 1 this loan has been securitized
3 2 subsequent sales or transfers of the loan have not been revealed
4 3 Mr Renshaw Note and Deed of Trust
5 a have been paid in full
6 b have been separated bifurcated
7 4 the Trustee documents are faulty
8 5 the chain of ownership is faulty
9 6 robo signing has taken place
10 7 the documentation has been reverse engineered
11 8 federal loan modification requirements have not been met and
12 9 consumer protection requirements have not been followed
13
14 1 find misrepresentation in the foreclosure procedure with intrinsic and extrinsic concealment in
15 the process The Trustee appears to be willfully employing questionable faulty practices to
16 foreclose
17
18 Idaho Attorney General AG Lawrence Wasden is a member of the National Attorney General
19 Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group The Attorney Generals are investigating lenders
20 mortgage servicers and local trustees for questionable practices such as those Ifind in this case
21 and asking that foreclosures be suspended while investigation into the underlying transaction
22 and its legality can be established This loan appears to have multiple issues of concern
23 enumerated by the joint AG task force
24
25 All references in this report to the Note and Deed of Trust refer to the Note and Deed of Trust
26 executed by Mr Renshaw on June 27 2007
27
28 1 am available through the borrowersattorney for mediation and litigation support
29
30 Richard M Kahn made01420 1
31 Principal Senior Qualifying Expert
1 http wwwnaagor iointstatementofthe mortgageforeclosure multistategroup php If not available on the
NAAG website please find printout attachedEx20101013 iointstatementofthe mortgageforeclosurepdf
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1
A TIMELINE AND DOCUMENTATION
2 04172007 Good Faith Estimate
3 735 Line 801 Loan Origination 1 236250
4 Complaint exhibits 1 2
5
6 0627007 NOTE 23635075 1st pmt0812007147656
7 Pay to 188 106th Ave NE Ste 600 Bellevue WA 98004
8 Fixed to July 2012 then Adjustable LIBOR 1 yr25margin above Index
9 Max 125
10 Endorsed Pay to Homecomings Financial LLC a DE Corp
11 Note Rider Initial Interest Rate 75through July 2012
12 No mention of MERS on Note
13 Complaint exhibit 5 signed by Dorothy Okech
14
15 0627007 Deed of Trust Prepared by Homecomings Financial
16 188 106th Ave NE Suite 600 Bellevue WA 98004
17 MIN 100062604737936361 MERS PO Box 2026 Flint MI485012026
18 888679MERS
19 ARM PUD
20 Standard MERS language solely as nominee for lender and lenders successors
21 and assigns Secures to LENDER
22 Deed of Trust bears NO assignments on its face
23 Return to Homecomings Financial One Meridian Crossing Ste 100 Minneapolis
24 MIN 55423
25 Standard Single Family Fannie Freddie Uniform Instrument with MERS
26
27 627007 Loan Application Colonial First Lending Group Inc 4506 South Wasatch Blvd
28 Salt Lake City UT 84124 by C Casey Little via telephone
29 Income reported5400 permonth page 2 of Loan Application Complaint
30 Exhibit 4 standard
Z Note Had a conversation with Ms Okech01420 1 Asked about the endorsement being drawn in blank or to a
party and she had no recollection Said she floated in many areas ofHomecomings and signed documentation as a
team member butdidn investigate the supporting documentation She said she was not an assistant secretary in an
executive capacity such as a secretary in a corporation She was assisting in processing department as she recalled
More in a capacity as assistant to someone who may be a secretary She recently was admitted to the MNBar I
contacted through the Bar email provided dokech2001 @yahoocomAttached find an email confirm from Ms
Okech that a conversation too place 1867 Dellwood Ave Roseville Mn 55113610 Phone 651 4938620 Fax
651 4938620
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tea  e ber but didn't investigate the supporting docu entation. She said she as not an assistant secretary in an 
executive capacity such as a secretary in a corporation. he as assisting in processing depart ent as she recalled. 
ore in a capacity as assistant to so eone ho ay be a secretary. he recently as ad itted to the  ar. I 
contacted through the ar e ail provided: dokech2001 yahoo.com. ttached find an e ail confir  fro  s. 
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Fannie Mae Uniform Residential Loan Application Form 1003 is disputed by the
borrower whose only income is Social Security disability of approximately
1400 No HAMP loan workout evidenced
Appears to be a stated income stated asset loan
Borrower signed an Authorization for lender to investigate but it is not clear
where income verification above the social security amount was performed by
the mortgage brokerlender
HUD1 appears to pay off
Collections to NCO 6000
Action Collections 1216
Credit acct to HSBC 7815
Credit Acct to HSBC 4792
Credit Acct to Discover 315
Credit acct to B of A 453
Credit acct Wells Fargo 5101
PLUS
Fees to Colonial First of3189 425 misc
Title charges of 860 1320 150
The above numbers are unsubstantiated not detailed as to their particular
accumulation and specifically no loan history accounting directly from the
lendersaccounting records is provided Because of this a reliable forensic
accounting cannot be performed
061012009 Homecomings Financial A GMAC Company notice to Gregory A Renshaw
Loan servicing transfer notice Affiliated servicers Homecomings and GMAC
Balance due 2365075monthly pmt147656
Present Servicer Homecomings
New Servicer GMAC Mortgage Inquiries
PO Box 4622 Waterloo IA 507044622
Charles Hoecker VP Customer Care Signature illegible
Homecomings GMAC
In Misc GMAC Letters and Notices file
06102010 Acceleration letter Account 0473793636
Mentions HUD approved counseling available on FHA guaranteed loans by calling
800 5694287 with loan counselor phone number 888 7144622
Signed Collection Department Loan Servicing
Attempt to collect a debt
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 6/ 0/2 09 Ho eco ings Financial (A G AC Co pany) notice to Gregory A. Renshaw 
 Loan servicing transfer notice. Affiliated servicers, Ho eco ings and AC 
 l   $236,250 .5% t l  t $1,476.56 
 t i r: i s. 
  r icer:  rt  / I iri s: 
   2, t rl , I  -462  
   (?)  st r are, i t r  ill i l  
 (Ho eco ings & ) 
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 6/10/2010 l  tter. t  
S entions HUD approved counseling available on FHA guaranteed loans by calling 
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 i ned: ll cti  rt ent, Loan rvici  
 Atte pt to collect a debt 
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M Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 In Misc GMAC Letters and Notices file
2
3 08102010 Notice of Default and Election to Sell under Deed of Trust
4 0473793636 PioneerTitle Company of Ada County DBA Pioneer Lender Trustee
5 Services by Executive Trustee Services as Attorney in Fact
6 By Carlos Magna Authorized Signatory Signature illegible
7 Notarized in Los Angeles CA on08102010personally appeared before Sally
8 Beltran Complaint exhibit 9
9
10 0826010 Notice ofTrustees Sale
11 PioneerTitle Company of Ada County DBA Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
12 Makes claim to be duly appointed successor trustee
13 Claims authorization conferred in initial Deed of Trust by Renshaw to Pioneer
14 Title Company of Ada County Signed by Dee Ortega authorized signatory as
is Attorney in FactCOExecutive Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontario Street
16 Ste 400 Burbank CA 915043120 sale line 714 7302727 Complaint exhibit 10
17
18 0827010 Debt Validation Notice
19 By Executive Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontario Street Ste 400 Burbank
20 CA 915043120 818 2601600
21 Claims debt owed to MERS
22 No mention of foreclosure alternatives attempting to collect a debt
23 Complaint exhibit 11
24
25 1052010 Jon Steele Atty for Renshaw letter to multiple parties
26 Questions beneficial ownership of the Deed of Trust and MERS
27 Notices documentation defects Makes mention of 40 state attorney general
28 investigation In actuality it is 50 attorney generals in the National Attorney
29 General Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group Their joint statement is
30 publically available on the National Association of Attorney Generals NAAG
31 website s Our investigation into this case discloses numerous types of defects of
32 concern to the Attorney Generals as the basis of their requesting judiciary to halt
33 foreclosures pending investigation into the chain of title Complaint Exhibit 12
34
35 110320 0 GMAC letter to Jon Steele Atty for Renshaw Acct Num 0473793636
36 Gregory A Renshaw References copies of Note Mortgage HUD1 and account
3 http wwwnaagorxiointstatementofthemorteaeeforeclosuremultistateeroupph If not available on the
NAAG website please find printout attachedEx20101013Joint statementofthe mortgageforeclosurepdf
6 P a g e 2010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03022000302
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1 history Claims current master servicer is Freddie Mac To our knowledge Freddie
2 Mac does not service any loans Claims current owner of the loan Freddie Mac
3 8609 Westwood Center Dr Vienna VA 22183 Phone 703 9032000
4 GMAC is currently the loan servicer and all inquires should be directed to GMAC
5 Account transferred to GMAC attorney trustee to begin foreclosure
6 proceedings Alleges other information requested is subject to business and
7 trade practices which are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable to this
8 account Provides a general inquiry phone number and does not identify a






























1120 0 Steele letter to GMAC
GMAC claim of Freddie Mac being owner
Steele None of the default documents refer to or mention Freddie Mac
Steele Request to cancel TrusteesSale scheduled Dec 29 pending provision of
documents requested with notice of intent to sue if docs not provided within 15
days Complaint Exhibit 14
11920 0 GMAC to Jon Steele Atty for Renshaw Acct Num 0473793636
Response to QWR inquiry
12 Original Note and Deed of Trust previously sent110320 0
3 Subject to business and trade practices proprietary and confidential
Mr Renshaw entire file
46 Refer to note holder information in response made110320 0
7 See copy of letter advising servicer change from Homecomings to GMAC
89 See default letter sent June 2010 For updated amount contact
Executive Trustee Services at 800665 3932
MERS self serving explanation and organization statement Laws of Delaware
address PO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026 888679MERS
Complaint Exhibit 15
12062010 Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial CV OC 1023898
4th Judicial District Court of Idaho County of Ada
Plaintiff Gregory A Renshaw
Defendants Colonial First Lending Group Inc a Utah Corp
Homecomings Financial LLC a Delaware LLC
MERS a Delaware Corp
Executive Trustee Services LLC a Delaware LLC
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1
2 B SECURITIZATION ISSUES
3 1 According to the documentation of initial original Note and Deed of Trust submitted the
4 parties seeking to foreclose are claiming this loan is what is commonly referred to as a
5 portfolio loan One that is originated and serviced as an investment by the lender This
6 is not the case Homecomings Financial securitized its loans Homecomings is not
7 revealing its corporate structure see item 3 below
8 2 According to evidence discovered through numerous Securities and Exchange
9 Commission SEC corporate filings this loan was securitized meaning grouped into a
10 pool of thousands of other mortgages and sold to investors in the form of certificates
11 with bond like securities attributes
12 3 Homecomings corporate financial structure is as follows
13 L Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings is a wholly owned subsidiary of
14 Residential Funding Company LLC
15 ii Residential Funding Company is wholly owned by Residential Capital LLC
16 iii Residential Capital LLC is wholly owned by General Motors Acceptance
17 Corporation GMAC
18 iv GMAC is wholly owned by the General Motors Corporation
19 v Residential Funding Company has Sponsored and retained Master Loan Servicer
20 rights via securitization and finances it operations primarily through its
21 securitization programs
22 a Homecomings has provided many billions ofdollars in mortgages to
23 Residential Funding Company in the securitization process including billions of
24 dollars of securitizations around the time this loan was issued
25 b Homecomings acts as a sub servicer in these securitizations selling the
26 mortgages allowing Residential Funding Company to retain Master Loan
27 Servicing and designate Homecomings as a sub servicer
8 1 P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Gregory A Renshaw
PLF 03024000304
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c Homecomings earns a profit from the initial sale of the mortgage into the
securitization process which they have not disclosed and then an ongoing
profit from the annual loan sub servicing fees
dlnthe five years leading up to this loan securitization Residential Funding
Company has securitized nearly a quarter trillion dollars 228 billion dollars in
prime and nonprime residential mortgages According to the SEC filings these
amounts include1256631 individual prime and non prime loans Upon
information and belief this loan is one of those125 million loans
e Of the 228 billion in loan amounts representing 125 million loans the initial
original loan Note and Deed of Trust similar to the initial originals presented in
this case have been sold and paid for in full in cash around the time of loan
origination by the securitization investors Upon information and belief this
loan is included in those sales and the original lender Homecomings has been
paid in full just as they have on all those other loans Homecomings is not
disclosing this fact in this foreclosure case
f In all the above cases registered with the SEC the individual loans properly
endorsed Notes and properly assigned Deed of Trusts are certified to have
been placed into the possession of a Master Document Custodian
g We find no Document Custodian form of document request nor do we find
any documents issued from the document custodian
h It appears Mr Renshaw has only been provided the initial original Note and
Deed of Trust In cases like this where the parties seeking to foreclose only
submit old outdated initial original loan documentation we assume none of
the parties has the current holder in due course originals in their possession
We only find the initial originals from before the loan was sold into
securitization These loan documents are not the holder in due course originals
one expects to find in court foreclosure cases
L Improper recordation endorsement and assignment are critical defects
according to the SEC filings and can result in the investor owners demand for
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 immediate repurchase at full loan amount even though the Note is in default
2 and the property value is likely to be upside down This scenario locks the
3 original lender Homecomings Sponsor Depositor and Master Servicing entities
4 into predictable and substantial losses
5 1 Note the recent28 billion put back Bank of America paid
6 to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac reported by Bloomberg Jan 3
7 2011 for that exact reason A costly example that the news
8 wires are saying is a great deal for Bank of America and
9 letting them off easily
10 4 The parties seeking to foreclose Mr RenshawsNote and Deed of Trust are portraying
11 his loan ownership very differently than the ownership set forth for these entities in the
12 SEC filings by Residential Funding Company and Homecomings At the end of this
13 report i provide several charts that reflect the sales and transactions represented by the
14 SEC filings GMAC Master Servicer and sub servicers also subscribe to Outsource
15 Provider assistance a party that contracts vertically to provide all services so I include a
16 chart on that as well
17
1s C OWNERSHIP THAT IS UNCLEAR AND FAULTY
19 1 Our findings reveal that the partys seeking to foreclose Mr RenshawsNote and
20 Deed of Trust have not disclosed that the Note and Deed of Trust have been sold
21 and that they have been paid in FULL at or around the time this loan was originated
22 2 The current holder in due course Note and Deed of Trust appear to have been
23 separated bifurcated
24 3 MFRS is claiming ownership see next section This claim has been well litigated and
25 found to be false unless MERS possesses the original Note and Deed of Trust or
26 authorization or authorization from the holder in due course owner In this case
27 neither of these requirements is met See MERS section below
28 4 Freddie Mac claim of ownership
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LOO Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
1 i Freddie Mac a government sponsored enterprise requires the properly
2 endorsed original Note and properly assigned Deed of Trust originals be held
3 with the document custodian in every Residential Mortgage Backed Securities
4 ii Freddie Mac has two basic lines of business
5 a The Guarantee business involves the securitization of mortgages
6 iepurchasing loans from lenders bundling the loans into mortgage
7 backed securities MBS and selling the securities through Wall Street
8 firms Freddie Mac assumes the underlying credit risk on the
9 mortgages they securitiee in exchange for a guarantee fee In this
10 case the investors are the beneficial owners We find no pooling and
11 servicing agreement and no holder in due course ownership
12 documents No evidence is supplied to prove ownership outside a
13 bald claim
14 b The Mortgage investment business Involves their retained
15 mortgage portfolios which include whole loans Freddie Macs own
16 MBS and private label securities primarily backed by subprime and
17 AftA mortgages Freddie Mac funds the investment portfolios by
18 issuing corporate debt and generates income from the spread
19 between the interest rates on their mortgage holdings and their
20 funding and hedging costs
21 c Freddie Mac is backed by the US Treasury through the purchase of
22 shares of preferred stock
23 d As a government sponsored enterprise the recordation is meticulous
24 No evidence is supplied to prove ownership outside a bald claim
25
26 D Mortgage Electronic Registration System MFRS Issues
27 1 We find Trustee Notices whereby MERS is claiming rights that it is the beneficiary of
28 the Deed of Trust and entitled to enforce and foreclose the Deed of Trust under
29 state law
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1 1 We find several revealing facts about the MERS assignment of the Deed of
2 Trust that appear not to provide MERS with standing
3 a MERS is named in the Deed of Trust as a beneficiary on the initial
4 original solely as the nominee of the Lender holding only legal title
S to the interests granted to LENDER under the Deed of Trust
6 1 MERS was never conferred any economic benefit
7 2 MERS collects no money from Mr Renshaw under this Note
8 3 MERS will not realize the value of Mr Renshaws property sold
9 through foreclosure of the Deed of Trust in the event the Note is
10 not paid
11 4 MERS has no financial interest in the Note
12 5 MERS will suffer no injury if the Note is not paid
13 6 MERS will realize no benefit if the Deed of Trust is foreclosed
14 7 Does not satisfy requirements of constitutional standing
15 8 The MERS executive signed by MERS published rules is an
16
this case we find the loan servicer is seeking to foreclose via their MERS
employee of the loan Servicer
17 9 MERS not entitled to payment from the borrower
18 10 MERS not enforce the security for non payment
19 2 MERS permits loan servicers who are active members of MERS to designate a loan
20 servicer employeesto become a MERS agent who then can post servicer and
21 investor data information into the MERS database registry where it can be viewed
22 online
23 i We find no MINS Summary provided for examination by MERS or any party
24 seeking to foreclose against Mr Renshaw
25 ii What we do find are a series of conflict of interest with parties signing on
26 behalf of MERS In accordance with MERS published MERS rules of
27 membership loan servicers designate their employees to perform MERS
28 related services These parties are not executives of the MERS corporation In
29
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1 employee without demonstrating current holder in due course
2 documentation or providing other authority to do so
3 iii In Mr Renshawscase the loan servicer employee acting as a MERS
4 executive appears to have entered GMAC Mortgage LLC in Waterloo lA as
5 the loan servicer and also entered he investor has chosen not to display
6 their information For assistance please contact the servicer in the Investor
7 owner area reporting on the MERS website The loan servicer GMAC
8 designated and directed employee is acting as MERS representative to access
9 and enter data and transferring ownership away from the true holder in due
10 course owner using what has become known in the industry as the MFRS
11 Sham coined in Florida
12 3 When examining MERS claims of real party in interest in a foreclosure case we can
13 look to a number of revealing precedents across the United States
14 i MERS is completely prohibited from making beneficial ownership claims
15 based upon acting as a nominee under the mortgage in Florida unless it is
16 actually the true beneficial owner and proves it Otherwise MERS claims of
17 that sort have been labeled a sham
18 ii In Idaho we note the Chief Bankruptcy Judges decision In Re Sheridan for
19 guidance on MERS capacity This was a March 2009 decision
20 iii The multi state case consolidation to Nevada Appeals Court December 2009
21 affirmation on MERS standing covered 27 similar cases in its consolidation of
22 state cases We use these and other confirmed case law on the MERS
23 ownership issue for guidance in our forensic investigations and analysis
24 iv While we have found in cases such as in Hawaii where MERS in fact can
25 demonstrate it is indeed the owner we find no evidence that would establish
26 that MERS had the right to assign ownership or Trustee rights of ownership
27 as an agent for the beneficial owners of this mortgage
4
ExMERS NoStandingAffirmedBKNV28cases3828361Mortgage ElectronicRegistrationSystemsInc
Appel lantVisaMarieChongLena rdeSchwa rtzer pdf
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a Absent that evidence we find MERS has failed to establish the nature of
its relationship with the holder in due course beneficial owners in writing
b Although it would be inappropriate to consider the initial original
documents since subsequent sales have taken place of all rights title and
interest in examining the initial Note and Deed of Trust we find no
evidence that MERS has had any ownership interest at any time MERS
was never a real party with beneficial ownership interest at anytime
c Nor do we find any evidence of an ongoing agency relationship to prove
that MERS has any rights under an initial original Deed of Trust The
evidence reveals that the Note and Deed of Trust have been sold along
with all beneficial rights therein to currently undisclosed parties
1 For example if ownership of themortgage was transferred to
an entity that was not a member of MERS as in the billions of
loan securitizations of the parties MERS would not have had
the right to act as the database recording entity it is absent a
written agreement otherwise The assignments would have
had to be recorded in the traditional manner by recordation
in the local county property clerksoffice where the property
is located
i Membership in MERS is available to loan servicing
members Non servicing related investor purchasers of
loans owners in due course are typically not members of
MERS Therefore we cannot make a presumption that
subsequent purchasers of this loan designate any MERS
employee of any previous owners loan servicer as their
current representative without a specific writing from the
current holder in due course authorizing it We find no
such documentation in this case
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1 ii Once the initial originals Note and Deed of Trust are sold
2 as they have been in this case what we do find is a series
3 of unsubstantiated bald claims without documentary
4 evidence of any relationship with the current holder in due
5 course real party in interest We only find
6 documentation showing MERS was an agent for the initial
7 original lender Homecomings who sold all rights title and
8 interest according to SEC filings
9 S MERS has only one office
10 http wwwmersinco gcontactindexasi3
11 To contact MERS by MAIL PHONE or FAX you may do so at the following
12 MERS 1818 Library Street Suite 300 Reston VA 20190 Phone 800 6466377
13 Fax 703 748 0183
14 6 According to Idaho Secretary of State business records Mortgage Electronic
15 Registration Systems Inc at 9215 Orchard St Ste G Boise ID 83705 expired
16 Dec 31 2009 This coincides with the expiration date of the Michigan registered
17 name See next item
18 7 In viewing the Deed of Trust there is a MERS Michigan PO Box The Michigan
19 Corporation Division Entity department advised that they only have an expired
20 registered name on record for Mortgage Electronic Registration System as of
21 12312009According to the department the registered name simply holds
22 that name so no one else can use it ID 997377
23
24 E Reverse Engineering the Chain of Title
25 1 The National Attorney General Multistate Task Force has described robosigning to
26 include several material issues which we find evidence in Mr Renshawscase
27 i Documents asserting claims without knowledge of the facts or
28 confirming their accuracy
29 ii Employees of foreclosure trustees signing documents posing as the
30 corporate officer in this case authorized signor or attorney in fact
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1 without evidencing the documentary proof of such a role of a party to
2 the foreclosure such as MER5 a bank or mortgage servicer
3 iii Reverse engineering the chain of title making it appear as though the
4 loan was passed from company to company when in fact the underlying
5 loan documentation Note and Deed ofTrust evidences this is not the
6 case
7 iv Trustee appears to be foreclosing on Mr Renshawshome without a
8 clear chain of ownership for the loan or the security interest
9 V According to the Attorney GeneralsMultistate Task Force Trustees
10 have a statutory duty to perform all foreclosures in good faith and owe
11 that duty to both the homeowner and the lender In this case we find
12 the Trustee has failed to consider Mr Renshaws interest A debt
13 collector is the Trustee
14
15 F loan Servicing Issues
16 1 Both GMAC and Homecoming
17 i Have not disclosed any verifiable documentation such as a pooling and
is servicing agreement upon which they base any authority or rights to act
19 on behalf of the true albeit undisclosed current owner of this loan
20 ii Have not disclosed that private party agreements exist between the true
21 owner of this loan and parties servicing the loan that govern this loan
22 transaction and affect the underlying Note and Deed of Trust by detailing
23 subsequent sales endorsement transfers and loan servicing As
24 previously stated the ownership documents presented are not the
25 current owners holder in due course originals
26 iii Have not disclosed that the loan servicer sole financial interest is limited
27 to their annual loan servicing fees
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1 iv Have not disclosed the loan servicer annual loan servicing fees which
2 are reportedly in the less than 13of 1 of loan amount a mere 375
3 per 1000 of loan amount
4 2 We find no evidence submitted that demonstrates the party seeking to foreclose
5 is the authorized servicer on this loan
6 i Evaluating the Servicersclaims
7 a Servicers collect principal and interest payments made by Mr
8 Renshaw on behalf of the true owner Fees are associated with
9 servicing the loans in the pool In this case where we find the
14 party claiming to be a loan servicer the basis upon which they
11 make that claim at this time has not been demonstrated Is it by a
12 pooling agreement Is it by holding the current holder in due
13 course loan ownership documents or authorization Servicers
14 factor in selling profits on sales of mortgages that may be held
15 against any losses Servicer has not proven authority of the true
16 holder in due course owner
17 b Servicer is not a true owner of the loan but is a third party vendor
18 of the real party in interest Servicer is making claims and
19 asserting claims of another the real party in interest but has not
20 provided written documentation of authority from the
21 Noteholder true owner
22 c We find conflicts of interest between the loan servicer and MERS
23 claims of ownership as we believe the party acting as the MERS
24 agent is actually an employee of the loan servicer according to
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4 G Disclosure iss
5 1 We find no evidence the Servicer has complied with federal Truth in Lending Act TILA
6 Disclosure requirements requiring disclosure of the true investor owner of this loan in
7 writing
8 2 We find no evidence of disclosure of ownership of the Note and Deed of Trust in this
9 foreclosure
10 3 We find no evidence of a Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP as required by
11 loans that have Government involvement such as Fannie Mae Freddie Mac Ginnie Mae
12 and large financial servicing institutions such as GMAC who have agreed to offer them A
13 loan modification of this sort would back into a 31 debt to income ratio for Mr
14 Renshaw that could conceivably lower his monthly payment to around 435 per month
15 4 We find no evidence of the initial lender interim or current loan Servicer having
16 conducted meaningful mediations with the borrower to modify this loan with Mr
17 Renshaw
5 EC 404 NOTIFICATION OF SALE OR TRANSFER OFMORTGAGE LOANS
aIn General Section 131 of the Truth in Lending Act I5USC1641 is amended by adding at the end the
following
gNotice ofNew Creditor
1 IN GENERAL In addition to other disclosures required by this title not later than 30 days after the date
on which a mortgage loan is sold or otherwise transferred or assigned to a third party the creditor that is the
new owner or assignee of the debt shall notify the borrower in writing ofsuch transfer including underline
emphasis added
A the identity address telephone number of the new creditor
B the date oftransfer
Chow to reach an agent or party having authority to act on behalf of the new creditor
D the location ofthe place where transfer of ownership of the debt is recorded and
E any other relevant information regarding the new creditor
2 DEFINITION As used in this subsection the term mortgage loan means any consumer credit transaction
that is secured by the principal dwelling of a consumer
b Private Right ofAction Section 130aof the Truth in Lending Act 15USC1640ais amended by inserting
subsection f org of section 131after section 125
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1 5 We find the parties seeking to foreclose intrinsically and extrinsically depriving
2 examination of documentation by non disclosure of the true owners and the securitized
3 transaction
4 6 According to the Attorney GeneralsMultistate Task Force trustees have statutory
5 responsibility to Mr Renshaw on one hand and the lendercreditor on the other
6 Therefore the Trustee is mandated to be independent third party There is what
7 appears to be an undisclosed irreconcilable conflict of interest because all the parties
8 appear to be related to the party seeking to foreclose
9 a It appears that the trustee is a debt collector based on their disclaimer found
10 in the documentation Loan servicers are known to sell defaulted loans to debt
11 collectors but the fact the debt collector is acting as the Trustee poses a conflict
12 of interest
13
14 H HAMP loan Modification Mediation and WorkoutNegotiation Iss
15 1 We find no attempt to contact Mr Renshaw a quadriplegic about his rights to explore
16 alternatives to foreclosure or his rights to request mediation
17 2 No HAMP computation or analysis provided
18 3 No HAMP loan modification negotiation or notice is evidenced
19 4 Freddie Mac and many loan servicers such as GMAC have agreed to perform
20 government sponsored HAMP loan modifications There are various hierarchical
21 programs on a waterfall basis to avoid foreclosure These programs include lowering
22 payments principal interest extending loan amortization terms in varying
23 combinations to bring payments on the mortgage down to a total debt ratio of 31 of
24 borrowersmonthly income These programs in existence and readily accessible would
25 easily afford Mr Renshaw with the ability to keep his home on a long term sustainable
26 loan program This borrower is a quadraplegic as the result of a car accident and built
27 this home to accommodate his needs
FT
29 1 Issues related to Standing to Foreclose
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1 1 The parties seeking to foreclose have failed to demonstrate holder in due course status
2 2 The foreclosing parties only have a miniscule stake as loan servicer of Mr Renshaws
3 loan What has not been taken into account are the profits from initial sale of this loan
4 by Homecomings that from a forensic accounting standpoint offset claims of losses
5 Our research reveals that the initial Note and Deed of Trust were paid in full after their
6 issuance in 2007
7 3 We find no evidence to demonstrate the Note and Deed of Trust were transferred to a
8 foreclosing party We find no evidence demonstrating that they are authorized as loan
9 servicer ofthe undisclosed true beneficial owner
10 4 There is no evidence provided that establishes ownership or a security interest in Mr
11 RenshawsNote or Deed ofTrust
12
13 J peed ofTrust General Assignment Issues
14 1 The parties seeking to foreclose Mr RenshawsNote and Deed of Trust have not
15 demonstrated that
16 a They are the current holder of the Note and Deed of Trust
17 b That they are entitled to holder in due course status
18 c That they are authorized to act on behalf of the true owner
19 2 What we do find is parties seeking to foreclose that have
20 a Participated in manipulation of the transfer of rights in this Note and Deed of
21 Trust resulting in false claims
22 b Supplied inaccurate and false documents
23 c Have conflicts of interest that have not been disclosed
24 d Are representing a faulty chain of title
25 3 The signors on the Notices of Trustee Sale have not provided any proof that they hold a
26 position which is authorized to initiate foreclosure and transfers of ownership
27 4 The notary on The Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust see complaint
28 exhibit 9 appear to be faulty
29 a The documentation upon which she identified Carlo Magna has not been stated
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1 b We provide a filed recorded Notice of Trustee Sale from Arizona dated83120 0 which
2 references Ms Beltran with the same notary expiration date in California but under a
3 different commission number On Mr Renshaws Notice of Default and Election to sell
4 under Deed of Trust Ms Beltran commission number is 1777085 On the filing it is
5 3678531 This is indicative of robosigning According the Attorney Generals
6 Mulitstate Task Force affidavits and other documents asserting claims without
7 knowledge of the facts or confirming their accuracy is known as robosigning
8 These include affidavits signed outside of the presence of a notary public
9 contrary to state laws
10
11 Intentionally Left Blank
12
6
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SUBSEQUENT SALES AND SECURIT1ZATION OF MR RENSHAWSLOAN
Our research reveals the transactional history of this loan is nothing like it is presented in the
Notice of Trustee Sale It is a securitized loan as illustrated in 4 charts provided in this report
A Borrowers aka Mortgagors






Originates andor aggregates andor















SALE2 Sells pooled loans to Depositor in traditional
fashion of sale recording in property records
s ISPV






3rd Party Vendors to Owner Often found
1 Special Purpose
Organizes the
TrustTrustee Slices all loans into
Vehicle JSPV
Securitization in a o o Bankruptcy Remote
bankruptcy remote F C M
agreements in accordance with the o
environment Buys o
loans from Sponsor o
Z
sells loans to Trustee K M N
Also Typically Acts As
o m
Once transaction is og m
complete vanishes
to the Trustee reporting tracking
N Vl
N H
cc c BJ a oalong with SPV assets o o J
LCDO Manager
Z Foreclosure
company that specializes in this area
Arranges for credit enhancement Work
with the rating agencies on behalf of
Vt 3 9in ti
5 0a 6
tranches of different grades Will now tn J Z J
manage through lifeof loans until pool m m m to
TRUE P Trust Holds pool assets on behalf of investors
SALE 3 Issues the investor certificates of ownership
J Q Trustee Major Bank Represents the investorsinteres S Investors
Buy certificates True owners of the Notes Trustee
R Underwriter responsible for communication to investors
Typically theWall Street Investment Bank Sells Provides information portals to post Master











MERS exec is a SubServicer Employee
Servicer tracking agency only Acts as
Nominee for owner for transfers of
servicing rights Never is the owner Never
holds mortgage or note Been exposed as
sham in Florida and other states when used
to act as owner in foreclosure or as creditor
Secondovy Sub Servicer
Delegated by Master Servicer
5
filing as owner in foreclosure In
Bankruptcy may be filer of Proof of Claim
and Motions For Relief from Stays
for Legal Counsel and Opinions Reports and
Pays Rating Agencies for Credit Enhancement Investor Insurances against default IeCDOs CDSs IRSs etc
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Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Summary of Mr RenshawsMoan
A BORROWERSakaMortgagors E




Originates andor aggregates and or purchases closed loans from other originators
Warehouse Lender deducts interest and fees owed from Paid in
Full Amount Received and remits balance in full to Originator
WAREHOUSE LENDER
Lends up to99ofloan amount to ORIGINATOR
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor 1 Pays for loan IN FULL
G SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
Investor
SALE TWOSponsor to Depositor money
H DEPOSITOR





S INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
whoown securities
Owns assets behalf of investors
pool Certificate Holders Owners of loans
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Undisclosed Subsequent Sate Detail of Mr RenshawsLoan
I A BORROWERS aka Mortgagors
BMortgage C LendersRetail D Other
Brokers Loan Offices I I lenders
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor Originates or acquires originated
loans from borrower Endorses Note and transfers Mortgage DOT
by true sales to Sponsor True sales are all rights title and interest Pays
for
as opposed to retaining rights True sale legal opinions on public
loan
offerings will be filed on SEC EDGAR Originator may retain Loan
IN FULL
Servicing Rights spreads of interest interest strips between
G Lender as SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
SALE TWOSponsor to Depositor Depositor is an entry portal of a
sophisticated bankruptcy remote qualified special purpose entity
QSPE that credit enhances the loans creates a Special Purpose
Vehicle SPV also bankruptcy remote hires a Collateralized Debt I
Obligations CDOManager to take loans in and split them up into linvestor
different slices tranches and immediately sell and convey true money
sale titleto the Trustee on behalf of the Investors
H DEPOSITOR
SALE THREE Depositor to Trust Sells loans to Trust in true sales and
then vanishes Notes to show proper endorsement Mortgages
DOTs to show proper assignment Trustee usually large bank Investor
operates remotely for benefit of Investors a ka Certificate Holders money
Master Loan or subservicers and Securities Administrator perform
all services and reporting by contracted agreement
QTRUSTEE
P TRUST S INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
Owns assets on behalf of investors pool Certificate Holders Owners of loans
whoown securities
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Essential Governing Documentation
of Mr Renshaw loan
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
FLOW AGREEMENT Originator promises to keep loan flowing for this deal and
all deals under time terms and payment specific terms
MORTGAGE PURCHASE AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
G Lender as SPONSOR
Sells pooled cans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
MORTGAGE PURCHASE AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTs Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
H DEPOSITOR
POOLINGAND SERVICING AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
Specifies loan servicing policies and procedures and rights of investor owners
MASTER DOCUMENT CUSTODIAN AGREEMENT identifies party who will take
custody of protect and ensure safety of all the properlyendorsed Notes and
assigned mortgages Because sometimes these are made in blank the originals may
be bearer instruments payable to anyone who holds the blue ink originals
Extreme care and procedures are required of this responsible party
QTRUSTE
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UNDISCLOSED OUTSOURCED LOAN SERVICING AFFECTING THIS LOAN





Delegated by Master Servicer
31d Party Vendors to Owner Often found
filing as owner in foreclosure In
Bankruptcy may be filer of Proof of Claim
M and Motions For Relief from Stays
U MERS
MERS exec is a Subservicer Employee
Servicer tracking agency only Acts as
Nominee for owner for transfers of
servicing rights Never is the owner Never
holds mortgage or note Been exposed as
sham in Florida and other states when used
a
to act as owner in foreclosure or as creditor
T Master Servicer
Handles borrower administration
collections loan payments oco
and monthly reporting Deals
directly with Trustee Insures sub m a
e servicers abide by sub servicing m
agreements in accordance with the
Pooling and Servicing Agreements E
and Amendments a
d
Also Typically Acts As
X Securities Administrator
to the Trustee reporting tracking w Z
and Calculates and remits cash a
flows to investors
P Trust Holds pool assets on behalf of investors
Issues the investor certificates of ownership
Q Trustee Major Bank Represents the investorsinterests
S Investors
Buy certificates True owners of the Notes Trustee
responsible for communication to Investors
Provides information portals to post Master
Servicer Securities Administrator information
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LIMA Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
FPG ForensicProfessionals Group USA Inc
Mortgage Analysis as a Part of a Credible Defense against Foreclosure All Courts All States
USA TM
wwwfpg ph 7863295588 fax 3056757676 rkahn@fpgusacom
DECLARATION OF RICHARD KAHN
4 A 1 Richard M Kahn am an experienced mortgage analyst and my firm of which I am the principal and
5 Senior Qualifying Expert Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc FPGUSA specializes in
6 providing third party forensic mortgage analysis to attorneys to use fighting foreclosure in court
7
8 B I have been actively involved in and earned my living in the fields of mortgage backed securitization
9 real estate mortgage lending and mortgage analysis for more than 30 years My resume may be
10 obtained from http wwwfogusacomRK Resumecf
11
12 C I am the author of Winning Against Foreclosure a Strategy Guide written for attorneys available on
13 AmazoncomMore information is available at http wwwfpeusacomWAF WinninacfmThis the
14 first book in a series My second book is expected to be released 2011
15
16 D FPGUSA specializes in securitized loan audits and provides mortgage analysis and reporting services
17 in all US States I offer my services as expert witness on myevidentiary findings issuances for a
18 nominal fee via teleconference andorvideo conference
19
20 E I have performed dozens of forensic mortgage analysis securitization and loan audits for attorneys
21 fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civil and bankruptcy 2010
22 included such states as Arizona California Florida Georgia Idaho Illinois Maryland Minnesota
23 New Jersey New York North Carolina Oregon Pennsylvania Texas Utah Virginia and Washington
24 State
25
26 F My evidentiary findings reports are intended as written testimony based upon research and
27 discover They seek to present facts which are undisputable due to the quality of the source and not
28 objectionable because they pertain to material issues They are intended to serve as evidence or
29 proof and may include my personal clarification for the purpose of establishing the basis of facts
30 contained therein
31
32 G Our fees are collected upon the placing of an orders without contingency of their results Neither
33 FPGUSA nor I have any financial interest in the outcome of this case In all regards Iam a
34 disinterested person within the meaning of 11USC1014
35




39 Richard M Kahn Signed on December 31 2010
40 Principal Sr Qualifying Expert
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Forensic Professionals Group USA, Inc. 
 orensic rofes i l  roup SA, Inc. 
Mortgage Analvsis as a Part of a Credible Defense against Foreclosure - All Courts - All States 
1 S  TM ww.fpg-usa.com ph: 786- -  fax: 305-675-7676 rkahn@fpg-usa.com 
2 
3 DECLARATION F RICHARD KAHN 
4 A. I, Richard  Kahn, a  an experienced mortgage analyst and my fir  of which I am the principal and 
5 i r lif i  xpert, Forensic Professi l  roup SA, Inc. (fl G- "), specializes in 
6 providing third party forensic ortgage analysis to attorneys to use fighting foreclosure in court. 
7 
8 B. I v   ctiv ly i v lv  in and ear  y livi  in the fi l s of ortgage backed securitization, 
9 real estate, ortgage lending and ortgage analysis f r ore than 30 years. y resu e ay be 
10 t i  fr  ttp:// w .fpg-usa.com/  esume.cfm 
11 
12 C. I a  the author of inning Against Foreclosure, a Strategy uide, written for attorneys, available on 
13 mazon.c m.  i f r  i  il   t p:U w .fpg- sa.com!WAFWinning.cfm.Thi  t  
14     ries.    i   t    11. 
15 
16 D. FPG-USA specializes in securitized loan audits and provides ortgage analysis and reporting services 
17 in all U.S. States. I offer y services as expert witness on y evidentiary findings issuances for a 
18 l    /o   f r ce. 
19 
20 E. I have perfor ed dozens of forensic ortgage analysis, securitization and loan audits for attorneys 
21 fighting foreclosure in various State and Federal courts including civil and bankruptcy. 2010 
22 included such states as Arizona, California, Florida, eorgia, Idaho, Illinois, aryland, innesota, 
23 New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, regon, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, Virginia and ashington 
24 State. 
25 
26 F. y i ti ry fi i  r rt  r  i t   ritt  t ti    r r   
27 discover. They seek to present facts which are undisputable due to the quality of the source and not 
28 j ti l   t  rt i  to t rial i .  r  i t  t  r   i  r 
29 proof and ay include y personal clarification for the purpose of establishing the basis of facts 
30 contained therein. 
31 
32 G. Our fees are collected upon the placing of an order(s) without contingency of their results. Neither 
33 PG-USA or I v  y fi i l interest in the tco e of this c s . I  ll r r , I a   







y y signature b l , I eclare nder penalty f perjury that the foreg i  declarations r  true  
correct. 
Richard M. K , Signed on ece ber 31, 10 
Pri i , Sr. Qualifying Expert 
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Go straight to content
Home I
Terms and Conditions I
Privac Policy
Freddie Mac
How to Get Help with Your Mortgage
Hsv
Yes our records show that Freddie En Espanol
Mac is the owner of your mortgage
What to Do Next
1 For help with your mortgage contact your Iender and let them know you would like to
pursue assistance through the federal Making Home Affordable program
Your lender is the company to which you make your mortgage payments and may also be
referred to as a mortgage servicer Your lender can help you determine if you are eligible
for the Making Home Affordable Program
a Through the Making Home Affordable program there are several options
available to you
A Home Affordable Modification to help you obtain more affordable mortage
payments if yourebehind in making your mortgage payments or believe you
may be soon
A Home Affordable Refinance to better position you for long term
homeownership success if you have been making timely mortgage payments
but have been unable to refinance due to declining property values
A short sale or deedinlieu of foreclosure to transition to more affordable
housing if it is not realistic for you to keep your home
Freddie Mac is working with our mortgage servicers your lenders to offer these
solutions to eligible borrowers with Freddie Macowned mortgages Because Freddie
Mac does not work directly with consumers you will need to work with your lender to
determine your best foreclosure prevention option
b If you are not eligible for the Making Home Affordable program dontgive up
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• Home I 
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• rivacy Policy 
Freddie ac 
  t l    t  
. O      
ac is the o ner of your ortgage. 
En Espanol 
t t   t 
. r l  it  r rt , t t r l r  l t t    l  li e t  
rs  ssist  t r  t  f r l i  e fford l  r r . 
(Your lender is the co pany to which you ake your ortgage pay ents, and ay also be 
referred to as a ortgage servicer.) our lender can help you deter ine if you are eligible 
 t e  e fforda le . 
a. hrough the aking o e ffordable progra , there are several options 
a le  : 
• A Ho e Affordable odification to help you obtain ore affordable ortage 
payments if you're behind in making your mortgage payments or believe you 
a  e s . 
•  o e ffordable efinance to better position you for long-ter  
ho eo nership success if you have been aking ti ely ortgage pay ents 
but have been unable to refinance due to declining property values. 
•  s rt s le or "d ed-in-lieu f fore l s r " t  tra sitio  t  re fforda le 
housing if it is not realistic for you to keep your ho e. 
Freddie ac is working with our ortgage servicers (your lenders) to offer these 
solutions to eligible borrowers with Freddie ac-owned ortgages. Because Freddie 
ac does not work directly with consumers, you will need to work with your lender to 
determine your best foreclosure preve tion o ti . 
h. If you are not eligible for the Making Home Affordable program, don't give up! 
Ask your lender about other options to ake your payments ore affordable or to 
htt s:!lww3.fre diemac.com!corporateJfm_owne .html 121 12010pLF 03044 
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avoid foreclosure There are other options available for homeowners with Freddie
Macowned mortgages that are available through your lender
2 If you are unable to reach your lender call aUS Departmentof Housing Urban
Development HUD certified housing counselor at 18005694287 or visit the web site
to find a housing counselor in your area
Housing counselors can help you contact and work with your lender to get help with your
mortgage free of charge
Support Information
What to Expect
Be patient and diligent Lenders are working hard to get to every call and sometimes it takes longer than you
expect
Be prepared Before you call your lender heres what youll need for your conversation
Get more information
Learn more about the federal Making Home Affordable program and the options available to you
Get answers to ourmost frequently asked questions about the Making Home Affordable program
Visit ourWorking With Your Lender to Stopforeclosure page to help prepare for your discussion with your lender
Read about others who have successfully found options to avoid foreclosure
Thank you for contacting Freddie Mac One of our top priorities is making sure homeowners with
Freddie Macowned mortgages are able to get proper help and understand all options available to





avoid foreclosure. here are other options available for ho eo ners ith Freddie 
-o  ort es t at ar  avail bl  thr ugh y r lender. 
2. H  r  l  t  r c  r l nder, call a .S. epart ent of si  & r  
l t ( D)-certifi  housi  counselor t 1·800·569·  or visit th   sit  
t  im  a i  el r i  r area. 
ousing counselors can help you contact and ork ith your lender to get help ith your 
 -  of c r  
 Infor ation: 
t t  t 
Be patient and diligent. Lenders are working hard to get to every call and sometimes it takes longer than you 
ect. 
8  r r d. f r   ll r l der, re's t ou'll  f r r rsation. 
et ore infor ation: 
  t t  f l i   ff l    t  ti  il l  t  u. 
et s rs to r st fregu ntly asked !=Iuestions t the aking o e ff r l  r ra . 
Visit our orking ith Your lender to Stop Foreclosure page to help prepare for your discussion ith your lender. 
     f ll     i  l re. 
Thank you for contacting Freddie ac. ne of our top priorities is aking sure ho eo ners ith 
re ie ac-owne  rtgages are a le t  et r er el  a  ersta  all tio s a aila le t  
t e   s ic t . 
© Freddie ac 
https:l/ww3.freddiemac.comlcorporate/fffi_owned.html 121 12010pLF 03045 
192 MERS ServicerlD Investor
Select borrower type and enter borrower information to see Investor for MIN 1000626 04737936361
f Investor for Individual Borrower




El By checking this box the borrower or borrowersauthorized representative is attesting to the fact that he or she
is in fact the borrower or borrowers authorized representative for the loan in question Additionally borrowers wishing
to learn the identity of their loans investor must confirm their identity by entering their last name or corporation
name as well as their SSN or TIN If this information does not match the information contained in the MERSO System
for the borrower of the loan the investor information will not be displayed Borrowers should verify the results with
their loan servicer
Submit
Investor for CorporationNon Person Entity Borrower




Q By checking this box the borrower or borrowers authorized representative is attesting to the fact that he or she
is in fact the borrower or borrowersauthorized representative for the loan in question Additionally borrowers wishing
to learn the identity of their loans Investor must confirm their identity by entering their last name or corporation
name as well as their SSN or TIN If this information does not match the information contained in the MERSO System
for the borrower of the loan the Investor Information will not be displayed Borrowers should verify the results with
their loan servicer
Submit
Servicer GMAC Mortgage LLC
Waterloo IA
Investor Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
CloseV1indow
Phone 800 766 4622
tpslwwwmersserviceddorglsisfnvestor PLF 03046
000326
19/12 MERS® ServicerlD - Investor 
Sel  borrower type and ent r borr r infor ation to see Inv t for M IN 100 -0473 - . 
(~) Investor for Individual Borrower 
our entri  may be either upper or lo er case. 
* i  markedar  required. 
*Last Name: Renshaw 
*SSN:  -  -  
[[]  checki  t i  box, th  borr r r borrower's a t ri  r r t ti  is tt ti  t  the fact t t he or sh  
is in f ct t  borr r or borrower's authoriz  r r s t tiv  for the loan in question.  ditionally, borro ers wishin  
t  learn the i tity f t ir loan's i v st r st confir  t ir identity by entering t ir last na e or corporation 
na e as well as their SSN or TIN. If this infor ation does not atch the infor ation contained In the E RS® Syste  
f r t  rr r f t  l an, t  i t r inf r ti  ill n t b  displayed. orr rs s l  verify the r s lts wit  
*th ir loan servicer. 
[Submitl 
() I   r r ti /No -Per   orr r 
our entries ay be either upper or lo er case. 
*Fiel    r uired. 
/N n-Per   e: 
** x y r Identification u ber: 
EJ  i   ,    rrower's        t     
is in fact the borrower or borrower's authorized representative for the loa n in ques tion. Additionally, borrowers wishing 
to learn the identity of their loan's Investor ust confir  their Identity by entering their last na e or corporation 
na e as ell as their SS  or I . If this infor ation does not atch the infor ation contained in the E S® yste  
for the borrower of the loan, the Investor Infor ation will not be displayed. Borrowers should verify the results with 
*thelr l  r lcer. 
i r:  !  
t l , I  
I t : l   t  tion 
LCIQse.Wlodow] 
hone: (800) 766-4622 




1 record matched your search
MIN 1000626 04737936361 Note Date 0627007 MIN Status Active
Servicer GMAC Mortgage LLC
Waterloo IA
Phone 800 7664622
Investor This investor has chosen not to display their information For
assistance please contact the services
Return to Search
For more information about MERS please go towwwmersinca






 r r  t   arch: 
IN: 626- -1  ate: 6/27/2007 
Servicer:  rt age,  
t rloo,  
I  tatus: cti  
Phone: (800) 766-4622 
Investor: i  i t r   t t  i l  t i  i f ti n.  
i t nce,    r i r. 
Return to Search 
  ti  t     ww,merslnc.org 
yri ht@   , I . 
htt s:llw .mers-servicerid.org/sislsearch 
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2030 M Street NW
Eighth Floor
Washington DC 20036
Phone 202 326 6000
http wwwnaagorg
October 13 2010
JOINT STATEMENT OF THE MORTGAGE FORECLOSURE
lViULTISTATE GROUP
It has recently come to light that a number of mortgage loan servicers have
submitted affidavits or signed other documents in support of either a judicial
or nonjudicial foreclosure that appear to have procedural defects In
particular it appears affidavits and other documents have been signed by
persons who did not have personal knowledge of the facts asserted in the
documents In addition it appears that many affidavits were signed outside of
the presence ofa notary public contrary to state law This process of signing
documents without confirming their accuracy has come to be known as robo
signing We believe such a process may constitute a deceptive act andor an
unfair practice or otherwise violate state laws
In order to handle this issue in the most efficient and consistent manner
possible the states have formed a bipartisan multistate group to address
issues common to a large number of states The group is comprised of both
state Attorneys General and the state bank and mortgage regulators Currently
49 state Attorneys General have joined this coordinated multistate effort
State bank and mortgage regulators are participating both individually and
through their Multistate Mortgage Committee which represents mortgage
regulators from all 50 states Through this process the states will attempt to
speak with one voice to the greatest extent possible At the end of this
statement is a list of the participating states
Our multistate group has begun inquiring whether or not individual mortgage
servicers have improperly submitted affidavits or other documents in support
of foreclosures in our states The facts uncovered in our review will dictate
the scope of our inquiry The Executive Committee is comprised of the
following Attorneys General Offices Arizona California Colorado
Connecticut Florida Illinois Iowa New York North Carolina Ohio Texas
and Washington and the following state banking regulators Maryland Office
of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation New York State Banking





  l 
PRESIDENT 
 o r 
North Carolina tt r  eneral 
PRESIDENT-ElEcr 
 c enna 
ashington Attorney General 
VICE PRESIDENT 
 a sler 
r /  tt r  r l 
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT 
  
r sk  tt r y r l 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Ja es cPherson 
2030  Stre , NW 
Eighth Floor 
as i t , DC 20036 
Phone: (202) 326-6 00 
htt ://www.n a _org! 
t r 13, 2010 
J I  TATElVI      
l I   
It has recently co e to light that a nu ber of ortgage loan servicers have 
sub itted affidavits or signed other docu ents in support of either a judicial 
or non-judicial foreclosure that appear to have procedural defects. I  
particular, it appears affidavits and other docu ents have been signed by 
persons ho did not have personal kno ledge of the facts asserted in the 
documents_ In addition, it appears that many affidavits were signed outside of 
the presence of a notary public, contrary to state la . This process of signing 
c e ts it t c fmni  t eir acc rac  as c e t  e  as "ro -
signing." '-IVe believe such a process ay constitute a deceptive act andlor an 
i  ti   t is  i l t  t t  l . 
I  r r t  l  t i  i  i  t  t ffi i t  i t t r 
possible, the states have for ed a bi-partisan ultistate group to address 
issues co on to a large nu ber of states. The group is co prised of both 
state Attorneys General and the state bank and mortgage regulators. Currently 
  t r    joine   at  tistate f rt. 
State bank and mortgage regulators are participating both individually and 
through their ultistate ortgage Committee, which represents mortgage 
regulators fro  all 50 states. Through this process, the states will atte pt to 
speak ith one voice to the greatest extent possible. t the end of this 
state e t is a list f t e articipating states. 
Our multistate group has begun inquiring whether or not individual mortgage 
servicers have improperly submitted affidavits or other documents in support 
f foreclosures in r states. e facts c ere  i  r re ie  ill ictate 
t e s pe f r i ir . The Executive Committee is comprised of the 
follo ing torneys e  ic : rizona, California, Colorado, 
Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Iowa, New York, North Carolina, Ohio, Texas, 
and ashington; and the following state banking regulators: aryland Office 
of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation, New York State Banking 
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Participating State Bank and Mortgage Regulators
Arizona Department of Financial Institutions
Arkansas Securities Department
Connecticut Department of Banking
DCDepartment of Insurance Securities and Banking
Florida Office of Financial Regulation
Idaho Department of Finance
Illinois Secretary of Financial and Professional Regulation
Indiana Department ofFinancial Institutions
Iowa Division of Banking
KentuckyDepartment of Financial Institutions
Louisiana Office ofFinancial Institutions
Maine Bureau ofConsumer Credit Protection
Maine Bureau ofFinancial Institutions
Maryland Office of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation
Division ofBanks Commonwealth ofMassachusetts
Michigan Office of Financial Insurance Regulation
Minnesota Department of Commerce
Mississippi Department of Banking and Consumer Finance
Montana Division of Banking and Financial Institutions
Nebraska Department of Banking and Finance
Nevada Financial Institutions Division and Mortgage Lending Division
New Hampshire Banking Department
New Jersey Department of Banking Insurance Officeof Consumer Finance
New York Department of Banking
North Carolina Commissioner of Banks
North Dakota Department of Financial Institutions
Ohio Division ofFinancial Institutions
Oregon Department of Consumer and Business Services Division ofFinance
and Corporate Securities
Pennsylvania Department of Banking
Rhode Island Department of Business Regulation Division of Banking
South Carolina Department of Consumer Affairs
Tennessee Department ofFinancial Institutions
Texas Department of Banking
Texas Finance Commission and Consumer Credit Commissioner
Vermont Department ofBanking Insurance Securities and Health Care Administration
Washington State Department of Financial Institutions
PLF 03051
000331
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West Virginia Division of Banking
Wisconsin Department of Banking
Wyoming Division of Banking
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Richard Kahn
From okech dorothy dokech2001@yahoocorn




It was a pleasure talking to you As discussed let me know when you have some business in Minnesota and
we can figure out the details
Thank you for your time
Dorothy Okech
From Richard Kahn rkahnftausacom
To dokech2001ya oocom
Sent Tue January 4 20117571 AM
Subject MN Bar question
Hi Dorothy I dontknow if this is you but i see you were recently admitted to the MN bar Congratulations Are












okech d r t  [ @yahoo.com1 
sday,  04,20  0:35  
Richard Kahn 
e: ontact 
It   l  t l i  t  u.  i ssed, l t      s  busin s  i  i t  a  
  fi    tails. 
    ti e. 
  
-----_ ... _ .... -.... 
: i   <r ahn@fpg-usa.co > 
: okech2001@yahoo.com 
ent: ,  , 011 7:57: 17  
j ct:    
i orothy. I don't kno  if this is you but I see you ere recently ad itted to the  bar. ongratulations. Are 
you the sa e orothy that orked in the ortgage industry hile going to school? 
i r   
: -50 -42  
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BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS INQUIRY VIEW ENTITY
Filing Number 31596822 Entity Type
Original Date of Filing122009 Entity Status
Entity Date to Expire Chapter
Good Standing
date of last annual
filing
Name ULTRA CAREHOME HEALTH LLC
Registered Office 7714 Brooklyn BIvd 108







Additional Entity Detai Retum to Search Lts J L New Search
DA Home I OSS Home I Contacts I Privacy Policy ITerms Conditions
Use of this site and services indicates your acceptance of the Terms Conditions of Use
Copyright 2001 Minnesota Office of the Secretary of State All Rights Reserved
http dasostatemnuslminnesotalcorpinquiry entityaspnfihngnumber31596822e 14201PLF 03055000335
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  I   I t cts I riv cy licy I r s & iti  
 f t i  it   r i  i i t  r t  f t  r  & iti   e. 
©Copyright 2001 I innesota ffice of the Secretary of State. All Rights Reserved. 
http://da.sos.state.mn.us/minnesota!coIp_inquiry-entity.asp?:nfiling_number=3159682-2&e...1I4120 1 PLF 03055 
Minnesota State BarAsbaciatian
MSBA 600 Nitollet Mali 9380Minneapolis MN 55102
612 333118 1 800882672 uecome a member
About the MSBA J Members J Programs J Public Resources J Related Organizations J Find a Lawyer J Log In
Here are up to 25 records that satisfy your search request
Ifmore than 25 records satisfied your search only 25 are displayed chosen at random You may make up to three
searches in a session Please note that the MSBA does not guarantee that all the data is accurate This may help you
locate a member but should not be relied on for purposes such as service by mail underMinnRCivP4 or the like
Return to Search Page
Dorothy Okech




If the results do not include someone whom you are positive they should it may be because that person is
rot a member of the MSBA or
has asked that their information not be listed in the MSBAs print directory
Members may choose whether to have their home address or business address used in the directory this database uses the business address when
possle It could also be that you have provided more information than is needed but our database differs from what you entered in some respect The
fewer fields you can use to find the right person the better
Return to Search Page
http lwwwmnbarorgsearchresultasp 14I2011PLF 03056000336
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f er iel s you    fi   i t ,  t r. 
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NPIMICNPI Look Up from the NPI Registry
Home NPI Look Up Taxonomy Look Up Find Doctors Physicians Find Organizations FAOS Search ran04 201
ULTRA CARE HOME HEALTH LLC Agencies Home Health
A public agency or private organization or a subdivision of such an agencyor organization that Is primarily engaged in providing skilled nursing services
and other therapeutic services such as physical therapy speech language pathology services or occupational therapy medical social services and home
health aide services It has policies established by a professional group associated with the agency or organization including at least one physician and
one registered muse to govern the services and provides for supervision of such services by a physician or a registered nurse maintains clinical records
on all patients is licensed in accordance with State or local law or is approved by the State or local licensing agency as meeting the licensing standards
where applicable and meets other conditions found by the Secretary of Health and Human Services to be necessary for health and safety
Advertisements
Clinical Social WorkmswuSCeduNrdualAmdemicCente
Earn Your MSW Achieve a Career in Mental
Health Care
Cenegenics Official Site wwwcanegenicsom
Take Control ofAging and Get Your Free
Healthy Aging Kit Today
Mental Health gounseliRgwwwodrouemnc
Psychotherapist in Aventura Call Today Help is
in Your Hands
Miami Coupons wwwponaomrMami
1 ridiculously huge coupon a day Its like doing
Miami at 90off
Miami Doctorswwwxwcymlamiorg
Find top doctors in Miami area Physicians in all
specialties
Medical Licensing SetviceLoNmsrrscscecem
Physician Licensing All States Obtain
Physician License with Ease
Top 2010 OnlineGrants YcreasesusA wm
You May Qualify For a Grant to Go Back To
College I
Ask a Doctor Online Nowwebtuswnsvwco mn
14 Doctors AreOnline Ask a Question Get an
Answer ASAP
Ads by Goovfe Ada byGoole
Ads by Google Psychiatrists Upin NPI Medicaid Doctors OBGYN Doctors
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Anglks List Doctors Want The Best Local Doctor Join Angles List Read Patient ReviewsvNAVAngiesusLcom
Medigarij Providers Info Free List Of Medicare Programs Coverage Plans Learn More Here Plimpfescdbercom
Brookhaven RetreatMental Health Recovery for Women Female Only Self Pay Facilitysroowtacomtnsmal heat
Ads byGoole
Please let us know what you think about this facility or provider
Share your experience by posting a comment or review about this Comments 1 Reviews
facility to help others make a more informed decision
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Welcome to Ultra Care Home Health LLC
Taking pride in the ensemble of Skilled Nurses and Personal Care
Attendants we take on the challenges of the home health care
Industry with confidence in our seamless focus for quality and client
satisfaction
Set an Appointment
Looking for a customized care plan Visit ouroffice orget in touch with us to
set an appointment Our friendly stalf will be happy to discuss care options at
a time that isconvenient with you
Request a Sghedule o
HOME I ABOUT US I OUR SERVICES I OUR STAFF I PAYMENT POR SERVICES I EMPLOYMENT I CONTACT US I LOGIN
MCopyright 2010 Ultra Cara Home Health LLC Health Care CustomWeb Design Pmweaver
1 8V L Va L
The healthcare industry is an endlessly
expanding trade that enables passionate
Registered Nurses Nursing Aides
Personal Care Attendants and Home
Health Aides to practice their profession at
a career pacethat is both challenging and
rewarding We invite qualified applicants
to Join our rare team sending an
application is made easieronline
click here to apply u
httpwwwultrahomehealthcarecomindexphp 14201
LF 03058
Hama About Us Our Services ourStaff Payment forServices Employment ContactUs
Ultra Care Home Health LIC is a licensed
insured and bonded home health care agency
providing 24 hour nursing services to patients with
skilled nursing needs Our staff helps patients
remain at home or return home sooner after
recoverhg from illness surgery or other medical
condition Ourcaregivers respell the dignity of
each person they serve and recognize how
important family friends and familiar surroundings
are to the patenes sense of comfort and well
being
000338
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Dist Ct Case No 209CV00661KJDLRL
Bankr Ct Case No BKS0716645 LBR
ORDER
Presently before the Court is Appellant Appeal under 28USC 158afrom the
I
Bankruptcy CourtsOrder Denying Motion to Lift Stay entered in the Adversary Proceeding No BK
S0716645LBR docket no 49 March 31 2009 Having considered the briefs and the record on
appeal including the arguments of parties at the consolidated hearing on November 10 2009 the
Court affirms the Order of the Bankruptcy Court
I Procedural History and Facts
On April 14 2009 Appellant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS filed
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resently before the ourt is ppellant's ppeal under 28 .S.C. § 158(a) from the 
Bankruptcy Court's Order Denying Motion to Lift Stay entered in the AdversalY Proceeding No. BK-
S-07-16645-LB , docket no. 49, arch 31,2009. aving considered the briefs and the record on 
a eal, including the argu ents f arties at the c s lidate  earing  ove ber , , t e 
ourt affirms the rder of the ankruptcy rt. 
I. ce ral istory a d acts 
n pril 14, 2009, Appellant ortgage Electronic egistration Syste s, Inc. ("MERS") file  
Notice of Appeal (#1) appealing the Bankruptcy Court's order denying Appellant's motion for relief 
 03060 
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1 from stay This appeal is one of approximately eighteen 18 similar cases in which the Bankruptcy
2 Court riled that Appellant lacked standing to bring the motion
3 In the underlying bankiuptcy action MERS filed its Motion for Relief from Stay the
4 Motion pursuant to Federal Rule of Bankruptcy Practice Rule 4001 on January 14 2008
5 seeking to have the automatic stay lifted so that MFRS could conduct a nonjudicial foreclosure sale
6 on debtors real property because the debtor lacked the ability to make payments and could not
7 provide adequate security Trustee Lenard E Schwartzer Trustee filed objections to the Motion
8 claiming that MFRS did not have standing as a real party in interest under the Rules to file the
9 motion AppellantsAppendix Appx Doc No 12 p 34 In response Appellant filed the
10 Declaration of Faatima Straggans an employee of Homecomings Financial LLC the authorized
11 servicing agent forMERS attempting to authenticate a copy of the original Deed of Trust Deed
12 and Note Appx 3638 The Deed described MERS as beneficiary and identified MERS as the
13 nominee of the original lender FMC Capital LLC Id However the Declaration identified neither
14 the current owner of the beneficial interest in the Note nor any of the successors or assignees of the
15 Deed of Trust The Declaration also failed to assert that MERS FMCCapital LLC or Homecomings
16 Financial LLC held the Note
17 Due to the similar issues raised regarding motions for relief from stay in approximately
18 twentyseven 27 cases involving MERS the Bankruptcy Court set a joint hearing for all twenty
19 seven cases Appx 11318 The Bankruptcy Court also ordered consolidated briefing for all cases
20 to be filed in Case No 0716226LBR In reMitchell the lead case Id In a majority of the cases
21 including the present case Appellant attempted to withdraw the Motion but was procedurally unable
22 to do so because the Trustee would not consent Appx 1383 19021904 1907 1909 MERS
23 informed the Bankruptcy Court that it had attempted to withdraw the Motion because it had been
24 filed contrary to its own corporate procedures Appx 432 Particularly in this case MERS was
25 unable to show that a MERS Certifying Officer was in physical possession of the Note at the time the
26 Motion was filed Appx 624
2
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1 fro  stay. his appeal is one of approxi ately eighteen (18) si ilar cases in hich the ankmptcy 
2  nlle   l t  t i    t  ti n. 
3 I  t e erl i  a km tc  acti ,  file  its ti  f r elief fr  ta  ("the 
4 ti ") t t  l l   m t  ti  ("Rul ") 4001 on January 14, 2008 
5 seeking to have the auto atic stay lifted so that E  could conduct a non-judicial foreclosure sale 
6  ebtor's real r ert  eca se t e e t r lac e  t e a ilit  t  a e a e ts a  c l  t 
 r i e t  curity. r st  r  . rt er ("Trustee") fIled objections to the otion 
8 clai ing that E  did not have standing as a real party i  interest under the ules to file the 
 ti . (Ap ellant's e i  ("Ap .") Doc. No. 12, p. 34). In response, Appellant filed the 
10 eclaration of Faati a Straggans, an e ployee of o eco ings Financial, LL  the authOl;zed 
11 r    ,            ("Dee ") 
12 a  te. (App . -3 ). e ee  escri e   as e eficiar  a  i e tifie   as t e 
13 nrinee ft  ri i l l r,  it l . I . ver, t  l r ti  i tifie  it r 
14 the current o ner of the beneficial interest in the ote, nor any of the successors or assignees of the 
15 eed of rust. he eclaration also failed to assert that S, F  apital  or o eco ings 
 i l,    . 
17 ue to the si ilar issues raised regarding otions for relief fro  stay in approxi ately 
 twenty-seven (27) cases involving MERS, the Bankruptcy Court set a joint hearing for all twenty-
19 seven cases. (Appx. 113-18). The Bankruptcy Court also ordered consolidated briefing for all cases 
20 to e filed i  ase . - -LB , I  re itc ell, t e "lead case". Id. In a ajority of the cases, 
 including the present case, ppellant atte pted to ithdra  the otion but as procedurally unable 
 to do so, because the rustee ould not consent. (Appx. 1383, 1902-1904, 1907-1909). S 
 informed the Bankruptcy Court that it had attempted to withdraw the otion, because it had been 
 filed tr r  t  its n rporate r r s. (Appx. 32). rti l rl  i  t is s ,  as 
 unable to sho  that a ERS Certifying fficer as in physical possession ofthe ote at the ti e the 
2  otion as file . (Appx. 4). 
 
  


























A final hearing was held on August 19 2008 Appx 650729 On March 31 2009 the
Bankruptcy Court issued Memorandum Opinions and Orders denying VIERS motions for relief from
stay in Mitchell and two other cases Appx 74054 158195 195972 In the remaining cases
including the present case the Bankruptcy Court denied the motions for relief from stay by
incorporating the reasoning from the Mitchell Memorandum Opinion Appx46
The Bankruptcy Court held that MERS lacked standing because it was not a real party in
interest as required by the Rules Appx 74054 Specifically the court found thatwhileMERS
may have standing to prosecute the motion in the name of its Member as nominee there is no
evidence that the named nominee is entitled to enforce the note or that MERS is the agent of the
notesholder Appx 753 The court further held that MERS asserted interest as beneficiary
under the contract terms did not confer standing because MERS had no actual beneficial interest in
the note and therefore was not a beneficiary Appx 74548
MERS now appeals that order asserting that the Bankruptcy Court erred as a matter of law
when it determined that MERS may not be a beneficiary under the deeds of trust at issue in the
eighteen consolidated cases where the express language ofthe deeds oftrust provide that MERS is
the beneficiary The Trustee continues to assert that MERS lacks standing because it is not a real
party in interest
H Standard of Review
This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 28USC 158aand reviews the Bankruptcy
Courtsfindings under the same standard that the court of appeals would review a district courts
findings in a civil matter 28USC 158c2Therefore the Court reviews theBankruptcy
Courtsfactual findings under a clearly erroneous standard and conclusions of law de novo See In
re Healthcentralcom504F3d 775 783 9th Cir 2007 In re FirstMagnus Fin Corp 403 BR
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1  fmal hearing as held on ugust 19, 2008. (Appx.650-729). n arch 31, 2009, the 
2 Bankruptcy Court issued emorandum Opinions and Orders denying 1vIERS' motions for relief from 
3 stay in itchell and t o other cases. (Appx.740-54, 1581-95, 1959-72). In the re aining cases, 
4 including the present case, the ankmptcy ourt denied the otions for relief fro  stay by 
5 incorporating the reasoning fro  the itchell e orandu  Opinion. (Appx.46). 
6  r t  rt l  t t  l  t n i   it  t  r l art  i  
7 interest as required by the Rules. (Appx. 740-54). Specifically, the court found that "[ w ]hile ERS 
8 a  a e sta i  t  r sec te t e ti  i  t e a e f its e er as i ee, t ere is  
9 evidence that the named nominee is entitled to enforce the note or that MERS is the agent of the 
10 note's holder." (Appx. 753). The comi further held that ERS' asselted interest as beneficiary 
11 r t  tr t t r s i  t f r st i  s     t l fi i l i t rest i  
12 the note and, therefore, as not a beneficiary. (Appx.745-48). 
 E S no  appeals that order asserting that the ankmptcy ourt erred as a atter ofla  
14 he  t ined       f           
15 eighteen consolidated cases here the express language of the deeds of trust provide that ERS is 
16 the beneficiary. he rustee continues to assert that S lacks standing because it is not a real 
17 t  i  i t t. 
18 n.    
9 is rt as jurisdiction rs t t   .S.C. § 158(a) and reviews the Bankruptcy 
20 ourt's fmdings under the sa e standard that the court of appeals ould revie  a district court's 
21 findings in a civil tt . 28 .S.C. § 158(c)(2). Therefore, the Court reviews the Bankruptcy 
22 urt's factual fmdings der a  roneous r ,  lusions  a   .   
23 re ealthcentral.com, 504 .3d ,  (9th ir. 07); In re irst agnus i . rp.,  .R. 
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1 III Analysis
2 This appeal arises from eighteen cases in which MERS filed motions for relief from stay in
3 the Bankruptcy Court In each case either a party or the Bankruptcy Court raised the issue of
4 whether MERS had standing to bring the motion In holding that MFRS did not have standing as the
5 real party in interest to bring the motion for relief from stay the Bankruptcy Court determined that
6 MERS was not a beneficiary in spite of language that designated MERS as such in the Deed of Trust
7 at issue MERS seeks to overturn the Bankruptcy Courts determination that it is not a beneficiary
8 However the Court must affirm the Banknuptcy Courts order under the facts presented because
9 MFRS failed to present sufficient evidence demonstrating that it is a real party in interest
10 A motion for relief from stay is a contested matter under the Bankruptcy Code See Fed R
11 Bankr P 4001a9014c Bankruptcy Rule 7017 applies in contested matters Rule 7017
12 incorporates Federal Rule ofCivil Procedure 17awhich requires that an action must be
13 prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest See also In re Jacobson 402 BR 359 36566
14 BankrWDWash 2009 In re Hwang 396BR757 76667 BankrCDCal 2008 Thus
15 while MERS argues the bankruptcy court erred when it determined that MFRS was not a beneficiary
16 under the deeds of trust MERS only has standing in the context of the motion to lift stay under the
17 Rules if it is the real party in interest See Fed R Bankr P 7017
18 Since MERS admits that it does not actually receive or forfeit money when borrowers fail to
19 make their payments MERS must at least provide evidence of its alleged agency relationship with
20 the real party in interest in order to have standing to seek relief from stay See Jacobson 402 BRat
21 366 n7 quoting Hwang 396 BRat 767 the right to enforce a note on behalfof a noteholder does
22 not convert the noteholdersagent into a real party in interest An agent for the purpose of
23 bringing suit is viewed as a nominal rather than a real party in interest and will be required to
24 litigate in the name of his principal rather than his own name Hwang 396BRat 767 This is
25 particularly important in the District ofNevada where the Local Rules ofBankruptcy Practice require
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1 m. l  
2 is a eal arises fr  ei tee  cases i  ic   file  ti s f r relief fr  sta  i  
 the ankruptcy ourt. In each case, either a party or the ankruptcy ourt raised the issue of 
4 et er  a  standi  t  ri  t e ti n. I  l i  t at E  i  t a e standi  as t e 
5 r l rt  i  i t r st t  ri  t  ti  f r r li f fr  st y, t  m t  rt t r i  t t 
 S as not a beneficiary in spite oflanguage that designated S as such in the eed of rust 
7 at issue.  seeks to overturn the anlauptcy ourt's deter ination that it is not a beneficiary. 
8 r, t  rt t ffir  t  lau t  ourt's r r l.m r t  f t  r t   
9 E S failed to present sufficient evidence de onstrating that it is a real party in interest. 
10  otion for relief fro  stay is a contested atter lmder the ankmptcy ode. See ed. . 
 Bankr. P. 4001(a); 9014(c). Bankruptcy Rule 7017 applies in contested atters. Rule 7017 
 incorporates Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 17(a)(I) which requires that "[a]n action must be 
 prosecuted in the na e ofthe real party in interest." See also, In re Jacobson, 402 .R. 359,365-66 
14 ( kr. w.n. . 09);   ,  .R. , -67 ( kr. c.n. l. 08). , 
15 ile  ar es t e a r tc  c rt erre  e  it etenni e  t at E  as t a e eficiar  
 under the deeds of trust, E S only has standing in the context of the otion to lift stay under the 
17 les i  it is t e l t  in interest  . . . . . 
18 Since S ad its that it does not actually receive or forfeit oney hen borro ers fail to 
 ake their pay ents, ERS ust at least provide evidence of its alleged agency relationship with 
 the real party in interest in order to have standing to seek relief fro  stay. See Jacobson, 402 B.R. at 
2  , .7 (quoting ,  .R. t 7 ("the rig t t  f rce  te  lf   t l r  
 t ert the t older's t i t   r l rt  in interest")). n agent for the purpose of 
23 bringing suit is "viewed as a nominal rather than a real party in interest and will be required to 
24 litigate in the na e f is rincipal rather t an is o n a e." ,  .R. at . his is 
2  particularly important in the District of Nevada where the Local Rules of Bankruptcy Practice require 
2  parties to co unicate in good faith regarding resolution of a otion for relief fro  stay before it is 
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1 filed LR4001a3Theparties cannot come to a resolution if those with a beneficial interest in
2 the note have not been identified and engaged in the communication
3 In the context of a motion for relief from stay the movant MERS in this case bears the
4 burden ofproving it is a real party in interest In re Wilhelm 407BR 392 400 Banks D Idaho
5 2009citing In re Hayes 393BR 259 267 BankrDMass 2008To have standing to seek relief
6 from the automatic stay movant was required to establish that it is a party in interest and that its
7 rights are not those of another entity Initially a movant seeking relief from stay may rely upon its
8 motion Id However if a trustee or debtor objects based upon standing the movant must come
9 forward with evidence of standing Id Jacobson 402 BR at 367 requiring movant at least
10 demonstrate who presently holds the note at issue or the source ofmovantsauthority
11 Instead of presenting the evidence to the Bankruptcy Court MERS attempted to withdraw the
12 Motion from the Bankruptcy Courts consideration citing the failure of a MERS Certifying Officer
13 to demonstrate that a member was in physical possession of the promissory note at the time the
14 motion was filed The only evidence provided by MERS was a declaration that MERS had been
15 identified as a beneficiary in the deed oftrust and that it had been named nominee for the original
16 lender Since MERS provided no evidence that it was the agent or nominee for the current owner of
17 the beneficial interest in the note it has failed to meet its burden ofestablishing that it is a real party
18 in interest with standing Accordingly the order of the Bankruptcy Court must be affirmed
19 This holding is limited to the specific facts and procedural posture ofthe instant case Since
20 the Bankruptcy Court denied the Motion without prejudice nothing prevents Appellant from refiling
21 the Motion in Bankruptcy Court providing the evidence it admits should be readily available in its
22 system The Court makes no finding that MERS would not be able to establish itself as a real party
23 in interest had it identified the holder of the note or provided sufficient evidence of the source of its
24 authority
25
26 In other cases movant did not seek to withdraw the Motion but similarlyproduced noevidence that it held the note or acted as the agent of the noteholder
5
PLF 03064000344
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1 d.  001(a)(3).   cann t  t  a ol ti  i  t  i  a enefici l i  i  
2 t  t   t  i tifi    i  t  unication. 
3   t xt    f  li f  stay, t  vant,  i  t  se,  t  
4 r e  f r i  it is a real art  i  i terest. I  re il el ,  .R. ,  ( a kt·. . I a  
5 2009)(citing In re ayes, 393 .R. 259, 267 (Bankr. .Mass. 2008)("To have standing to seek relief 
6 from the automatic stay, [movant] was required to establish that it is a party in interest and that its 
       ntit ")). Initially, a ovant seeking relief fro  stay ay rely upon its 
8 otion. Id. o ever, if a trustee or debtor objects based upon standing, the ovant ust co e 
9 for ard ith evidence of standing. Id.; Jacobson, 402 .R. at 367 (requiring ovant at least 
10 de onstrate who presently holds the note at issue or the source of ovant's authority). 
11 Instead of presenting the evidence to the Bankruptcy COUli, ERS atte pted to ithdra  the 
12 otion fro  the ankruptcy ourt's consideration, citing the failure of a E S ertifying fficer 
13 to de onstrate that a e ber as in physical possession of the pro issory note at the ti e the 
14 ti  as filed. I e l  e i e ce r ide    as a eclarati  t at  a  ee  
 identified as a beneficiary in the deed of trust and that it had been named nominee for the original 
16 lender. Since S provided no evidence that it as the agent or no inee for the current o ner of 
17 the beneficial interest in the note, it has failed to eet its burden of establishing that it is a real party 
18 in interest it  sta i . cc r i l , t e r er f t e a t tc  rt st e affIr e . 
19 This holding is li ited to the specific facts and procedural posture ofthe instant case. Since 
20 the ankruptcy ourt denied the otion ithout prejudice nothing prevents ppellant fro  refiling 
21 t e otion i  a m tcy rt r iding t e e idence it a its s l  e rea il  a aila le i  its 
22 system. The Court makes no finding that MERS would not be able to establish itself as a real party 
2  in interest had it identified the holder of the note or provided sufficient evidence of the source of its 
24 a . 
25 
lIn other cases ovant did not seek to ithdra  the otion, but si ilarly produced no 
26 e idence that it eld the note or acted as the a e t of the n te l er. 
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1 IV Conclusion
2 Accordingly IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Order of the Bankruptcy Court entered
3 March 31 2009 is AFFIRMED
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1 N. Conclusion 
2 Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Order of the Bankmptcy Court entered 
3  31, 2  i  I l\fED. 
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13247080811 082408312010 NOTICE OF TRUSTEESSALE Recorded on OM8110 Loan t0359396109 TS
tAZ240345C Title Order 91494278 The folloWng legally described trust property will be sold pursuant to the power
of Safe under that certain Deed of Trust dated9192006and recorded on92512006 as Instnment ff2008816468
Book Page Modification of Deed of Trust recorded 7151071nsL 2007011434 in the office of the County Recorder of
Gib County Arizona atpubic auction to the highest bidder at At the front entrance to the County Courthouse 1400
East Ash GlobeArizona on9272010 at 1100AM of said day Lot 247 ALPINE HEIGHTS according to Map No
558 records ofGila County Arizona ACCORDING TO THE DEED OF TRUSTOR UPON INFORMATION SUPPLIED
BY THE BENEFICIARY THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS PROVIDED PURSUANT TOARSSECTION 33808
CSTREET ADDRESS OR IDENTIFIABLE LOCATION 1422 N EASYSTREET WAY PAYSON AZ 85541 TAX
dPARCEL NUMBER30275247ORIGINAL PRINCIPAL BALANCE252000 NAME AND ADDRESS OF
ORIGINAL TRUSTORas shown on the Deed of Trust Ricky Paul H Guerrero a married man as his sole and
separateproperty 1422 N Easy Street Way Payson AZ 85541 NAME AND ADDRESS OF BENEFICIARY as of
recordng of Notice of Sale MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC 1100 VIRGINIA DRIVE
FORTWASHINGTON PA 19034 NAME ADDRESS TELEPHONE NUMBER OF TRUSTEE as of recording of
Notice of Sale Executhre Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontario Street Suits 400 Burbank California915043120
Sale tine 7147302727 DATED 6232010 EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC Marvel L Camwuche Limited
Signing OfficerExecutNe TrusteeServices LLC is alicensed escrow agent and therefore qualified to act as aTrustee
pursuant ARS Section 33803Ax1 TrusteesRegulator Arizona State Banking Department State of California County
of Los Angeles On 6232010 before me Sally Bell Notary Pudic personally appeared Marvel L Carmouche who
proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose names isaresubscribed to the within
Instrument and acknowledged to me fhatheshalthey executed the same in his hadtheir authorizedcapacitylesand
Mat by htsfiefteir signature anthe insWment the personsor the entity upon behalf of which the persons acted
executed the instrument I certify under penalty of perluryunder the laws of the State of California that the foregoing
paragraph Is hue and correct WITNESSmyhand and official seal Sally Beltran MyComm Expires 10402011 ASAP
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BOISi SiCAL MEDICINE 5REHA81L1TATJ0KurdlC
1000 North Curia Road Suite 202
Boise Idaho 93706
208 377 34135
FAX 208 377 3147
Michaef P McMartin Mz Rodde D Cox NIb Vic Kadyan MD Arden Whaffey D0
November302011
Re Gre Renshaw
To cmIt May Concern
I am writing this letter of medical necessity on behalf of my long term patient Greg Renshaw in
support ofmaintaining inhome skilled provider care and inhome community based living for
Mr Renshaw Mi Renshaw is a remarkable 43 yearold gentlemen who suffered a traumatic
cervical spinal cord injury in 1990 with resultant C4 complete quadriplegia He underwent a
comprehensive inpatient andoutpatient rehabilitation plan of care undermy direction from 1990
to 1992 Since that time I have continued to followMr Renshaw for his spinal cord condition
Mr Renshaw has remained remarkably healthy while living in our community in his bwn home
over these past many years He is dependent on inhome personal care provider skilled care to
maintain medical stability specific to skin care neurogenic bladder management neurogenic
bowel management all self care activities and mobility support He is dependent in all areas of
selfcare andmobility and personal hygiene Inmy 22 years as a rehabilitation practicing
physician here in the Boise area Mr Renshaw is one ofthree patients at the level of high
quadriplegia who has been able to maintain independent living in a home setting Thisisa
tribute to his remarkable dedication to maintaining a semiindependent living situation outside of
a chronic care facility At this level ofdisability and spinal cord injury over 90 ofpatients
with this injury would be cared for in a long term care facilitynursing home environment NIr
Renshaw is a living example of how inhome skilled care can be tremendously cost effective to
society both financially as well as psychologically Mr Renshawhas infoimed me that lie is
undergoing a current review for potential foreclosure from his home Inmy medioal opinion this
would be a devastating transition for Mr Renshaw I have no doubt that he would become
clinically depressed withdrawn and potentially suicidal if he were forced to leave his home and
be admitted to along term care facility Fiom my medical perspective I strongly encouragea11
panes involved in this evaluation and potential plan of care to make every effort possible to
allowMr Renshaw to remain inhis home situation and continue to receive personal care
services within his home He has maintained reinalkably excellent health over the past 21 years
in this homesetting which is remarkably district from the experience ofmost patients with thii
type ofspinal cord injury cared for in a long term care facility Long term care facility patients
arc at a much higher risk for recurrent infection depression skin breakdown and other edmorbid
problems
I have tremendous respectand appreciationfor Mr Renshaw and all his dedicated efforts to
maintain a community hotnebasedliving situation Once again I propose every effort possible
EIeotrr myagraphy TraumaticBranInjury Spinal Card trrjurp Stroke Rehabilitation
Sports MadWe ArthnUb Rehablitatlon lrnpairmegt EvalUaSon and Rehabilitation
Board Ceffied in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
PLF 01000000349
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Re: reg a  
 Vlhom   ern: 
I  riti  t i  l tt r f i l it   lf f  l  t r  ti t r   i  
support o! aintaining in-ho eskmed provider care and in-ho e co unity-based living for 
r er.shaw. r. ensha  is a re arkable 48-year-old gentle an ho suffered a trau atic 
cervical spinal cord injury in 1990 Viith l'esultant 4 co plete quadriplegia. e under ent a 
co prehensive inpatient and. outpatient rehabilitation plan of care under y direction fro  1990 
to 1992. Since that ti e, I have contintled to follo  r, enslla  for his spinal cord condition, 
r_ ensha  has re ained re al.'kably healthy hile living in our co unity in his o n ho e 
er t ese ast a  ears. e is e e e t on i -ho e ers al carc r i er .s1d).le4 care to 
i t i  i l t ilit  ifi  t  i  care~ r i  l r a~agement: r i  
bo el anage ent, all self care activities, and obility support. e is dependent i  aU al:eas f 
lf r   ilit   rs l i . I    rs s  t ilit ti  1'acti i  , 
sicia  he.re i  t e ise area, r. e s a  is one f t ree atie ts at t e leV'el f i  
quadriplegia ho has been able to aintain independent living in a ho e setting. his'is a 
tri te t  is r r l  i ti  t  i t i ing  i-i de t li in  it ti  tsi  f 
 r i  re f ilit . t t is l l f is ilit   s i l cOl'd i j ry, r 0% f tie ts 
ith this injU1'Y ould be cared for in a long ter  care facility/nursing ho e environ ent. ,Mr. 
s  is  li in  e:ra le fll  i -home s ille  care   tremen4ou~ly st ffe ti e t  
 t  ina     l i al y. .   r e  e  h  i  
undergoing a CUll'ent review for potential foreclosure from his home. In my medical opinion, this 
ould be a devastating transition for Nfr. Rensha . I have no doubt that he ould beco e 
clinically depressed, ithdra: n, and potentially Sl.ucidal if he ere forced to leave his ho e and 
be admitted to a long term care facility. From my medical perspective) I strongly encourage 'all 
parties involved in this evaluation and potential plan of care to ake every effort PQssible to 
alloW-Mr. Renshaw to rem,ain in'his home situation and. continue to receive personal  
services ithin'his ho e. e has aintained xeinal'Kably excellent health 'over the past 21 yeaxs 
i  t is e setti g hich is re ar aol  isfulct fr  t e e erie ce f ost atie ts ith .this 
, type of spinal cord injury cared for in  ~ong ter  care fac~lity, .Lang ter  care facility patients 
, are at a uch igher ris  f r recm'l'ent ¥1fecti , e ressi , s i  rea . a  t er c6 r i  
pr , 
, , 
: I h'ave ttemendo~s respect'and appre~iati~n'for ~Ir, ensha ' and all Iris 'dedicated'~ff~tts to 
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I am writing this letter in response toyour letter dated 121 regarding Cneg Renshaw
I will profile this responseletter based on the itemized questions you present in your
letter
1 Ts there an average life expectancy of a quadriplegic Ifso what is it The
life expectancy of a quadriplegic is strongly dependent on the age ofan individual
at the time of their spinal cord injury andother cor6orbidities To my knowledge
there is no average life expectancy of a quadriplegic in general It is safe to
assume that any individual suffering a traumatic spinal cord injury with resultant
quadriplegia has a shortened life expectancy compared to a normal individual
2 Do you have an opinion toa reasonable degree ofmedical certainty as to Mr
Renshawslife expectancy if he remains in his home If so what is it As
noted above it is very difficult to project the life expectancy forMr Renshaw
He suffered his traumatic spinal cord injury 21 years ago He continues to be at
risk for pneumonia decubitusulcer skin breakdown urinary tract infections and
cardiomyopathy due to quadriplegia as he gets older I think his life expectancy is
definitely shorter thanitwould bewithout having had his spinalcord injury Any
other estimate however would simply be a projection on my part
3 How is it that kr Renshaw can live independently in his home Mr
Renshaw requires skilled care provider servicesformanagement of his neurogenic
bladder neurogenic bowel skin pressure sore prevention and all selfcares and
mobility activity He requires the use of a Hoyer lift at home to transfer in aiad out
of his wheelchair He could not live independently at home without this level of
inhomeskilledsupport I believe MrRenshaw does meet criteria for
the maximum amount ofhours available to him through the Medicaid personal
care provider program He has to supplement that level of support with additional
inhorn provider support
Electromyography Traumailc Brain Injury Spinal Cord Injury Straka Rehabilitation
Sports Medicine Arthritis Rahabilitalion impairment Evaluation and Rehabilitation
Board Certified irr Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
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arding:   
 r._ l : 
I  riti  t i  l tt l' i  r  to 'your i tt r t  2/1 111 r r i  Gr  shaw. 
I ill r fil  t i  r s scd ttei.' s  · t  it i  sti s  r s t i  r 
r. 
1. IS ~hel"e an average life expectancy of a quadriplegic? If so, hat is it? The 
fe t  Of     .t      i  
t t -ti  ft inpi l r  i j r  nd'other -m r i iti s.   l , 
there is no average life e..xpectan~y f a a ri le ic in general. It is safe to 
 t t  i i i l i   t ti  i l  i j  it  lt t 
ri r i  as·8, s rt  life t  r  t   r l i i i al. 
.    a.n i iQ  to-a r s l  r  f i l rt i t  s t  r . 
. . enShaw's life expectancy jibe·re ains in his ho e? lfso, hat is it? s 
t  , it is r  iffi lt t  r j t t  lif  t  f r r. shaw. 
e s ff r  is tr ti  s i l r  i j r   yeaJ,'s .  ti s t   t 
ris  for pneu onia, decubitus· ulcer skin breakdo n, ri ar  tract i fecti s, and 
cardio yopathy due to quadriplegia as he gets older, I think his life expectancy is 
defInitely shorterthan'it ould be ithout having had his spinal-cord injury. ny 
other esti ate; ho ever, ould s~ply be a projection on y part. 
.  -is it t at Mr .. e s a  ca  li e i e e e tl  i  is e? r. 
ensha  requires skilled care provider services-for anage ent oims neurogenic 
l r. r i  l, s i  r ss r  SGre r ti .  ll s lf-cares a  
O,bility ti ity. e ir  t e     li t t  t  t  i  n  t 
f is l ir.  l  t li e i tl  t  it t t i  l l f 
n-hom~ skilled.pr vi el· sUPJl rt. I li  ~r. s  s t rit ria f r 
the axi u  a ount of hours available to hi  through the edicaid personal 
care r i er p~ogram. e has to supple ent t at level f s rt it  a iti al 
- in-home providel- support. . 
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4 Do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree ofmedical certainty as to
Mr Renshawslife expectancy if he loses his home in foreclosure If so
what is it The key issue here is that Mr Renshaw requires consistent skilled
care provider support which meets his personal medical and health needs His
current living situation maximizes that level of support Ifhe were to be admitted
to anursing home he would be in an environment that has much higher risk of
infection from both bacterial and viral sources His emotional wellbeing would
also be significantly impacted to the negative From a medical perspective his in
home living situation is his best case scenario
5 Do you have an opinion to a reasonable degree ofmedical certainty as to
Mr Renshawslife expectancy should he move to a long term care facility
If so what is it As profiled above it is very difficult for me to predict the life
expectancy for MrRenshaw short of saying that his life expectancy is less now as
a quadriplegic than it would be if he had not suffered a spinal cord injury
Specific to the theme of whether or not his life expectancy would be less in a
longteamcare facility versus his current home setting I stand supportive to the
theme that his best case scenario is to maintain his current living situation in his
home setting from both a medical as well as a psychological perspective
6 Do you know the approximatemonthly cost ofplacing Mr Renshaw in a
longterm care facility Ifsowhat is it I do nothave an answer for this
question but certainly any nursing home inBoise will have a social worker on
staff that can answer that question
7 Please elaborate onMrRenshaw as a living eaample of how in home skilled
care can be tremendously cost effective to society both flAxacially as well as
psychologically After 21 years of practice here in Boise Idaho as a
rehabilitationphysician specialist Nfr Renshaw is the only patient 1 have in my
practice who has been able to live in an independent home setting at his high level
ofcervical quadriplegia All ofmy other patients with an injury at this level are
residence in a longterm care facility I am certain that the total cost ofhis in
home care combined with the costofhis medical care over the past 21 gears is a
small fraction ofthe cost that society would have incurred if he were a longterm
resident in a nursing home facility
PLF 01003000352
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4. DQ you have an opinion, to a reasonable degree of edical certainty, as to 
!VIr. enshaw's life e ecta c  ifhe l ses is e i  f reclosure? If so, 
hat is it? he key issue here is that r. ensha  requires consistent skilled 
  rt    r l i l  alt  eds. i  
current living situation axi izes that level of support. Jfhe ere to be ad itted 
to a nursing home. he would be in an envil'Onment that has much higher risk of 
infection fro  both bacterial and viral sources. His e otional ell-being would 
also be significantly i pacted to the negative. Fro  a edical perspective, his in-
  i ti    t  enario. 
5. Do you have an opinion, to a r~a.sonable degree ofxuedical certainty, as to 
IHr. Renshaw's life expectancy should he move ta a long-term cal'e fa.cility? 
If so, hat is it? As profiled above, it is very difficult for e to predict the life 
eXpectancy for r. ensha  short of saying that his life eXpectancy is less no  as 
a quadriplegic than it ould be ifhe had not suffered a spinal cord injury. 
S'pecific to the the e of hether or not his life expectancy ould be less in a 
long-terll1 care facility versus his current ho e setting. I stand supportive to the 
the e that his best case scenario is to aintalD his cunent livmg situation in his 
ho e setting fro  both a edical, as ell as a psychological perspective. 
6. Do you know the apprlUimate monthly cost of placing r. Renshaw in a 
lo -ter  e ility? f s ,' at is i ? I       is 
uestion t   rsing o e  oise l   al rker  
st  t t ca  S~l' t t ti . 
7. Pl~se elaborate on "Mr. ensha.  as a living e.u plc of ho  in-ho e skilled 
care can be tre endously cost effective to society both financially as en as 
psychologically." fter 21 years of practice here i  oise, Idaho as a 
rehabilitation physician specialist) Mr. Renshaw is the only patient I have in my 
practice who has been able to live in an independent home setting a.t his high level 
of cervical quadriplegia. All af y other patients with an injury at this level are 
residence in a. long-term care facility. I a  certain that the total cost of his in-
home care combined with the cost afhis medical care over the past 21 years is a 
s all fraction of the cost that society would have incul1'ed if he ere a long-term 
resident in a nursmg home fa ilit . 
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Please feel free to contact me in the future if you have any further questions regarding Mr. 
Renshaw. 
sin=JY>~2 
l . rti , .D. 
MRMIjr 
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Michael R McMarlin MD Rodde D Cox MD Vic Kadyan RD Arden Mahaffey DO
OFFICE RECHECK APPOINTMENT
PATIENT Greg Renshaw
DATE OF APPOINTMENT January 31 2012
HISTORY OF PRESENT ILLNESS Greg returns to clinic today for planned recheck Since
our last visithelzasdev lopedIncreasing difficulties with nighttime pain in the left iseblal
tuberosity area due to his bedmattress He has a foam mattress in his bedroom which he sleeps
on at nighttime He also has a pressure relief bed that he acquired in 2003 in his living room
When he sleeps on the air mattress he has much less pain He does not like to sleep on that tied
however because of the difficulties bed mobility and dressing due to the soft airmattress
variable Whenhes up in his chair he does not have buttock pain Over the last 23 weeks this
has become so intense thathesnot sleeping at nighttime He does take Opana ER for his
baseline pain complaints as prescribed by Dr Marsh and his colleagues Greg denies any other
new problems or concerns
REVIEW OF SYSTET Otlierwise negative
MEDICATIONS Ivereviewed his medications
PHYSICAIL EXAMINATION On examination blood pressure 1107 pulse 60 temperature
96 Neuro screen reveals no now focal deficits Continued spastic quadriplegia He has good
control ofhis t6rie I was unable to transfer him out ofhis wheelchair to examine his buttock
area
IMPRESSCOlYJILAN
1 Quadriplegia At baseline
2 Leff 1schial tuberosity regional pain occurring at nighttime due to inadequate pressure
relief from a foam mattress Greg is at high risk for skin breakdown as exemplifiedby
his previbus ulcer requiring flap surgery At this time I have recommended
that we obtainanew pressure reliefbedmattress for use at home I have given him a
prescription for the same
3 rollowup Greg will return to dlinici sir months for planned recheck
Michael RMcMartin lZ
NoNr
Electromyography Traumatic Brain Injury Spinal Cord Injury Stroke Rehabiliiation
Sports Medicine Arthritis Rehabilitation Impairment Evaluation and Rehatiilitatton
Board CertiGad in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
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FFI E ECHECK A POlNTMENT 
PATIENT: .  nshaw 
pA   PPOINT~JENT: ~ nuar  1, 2012 
iST  F P ESE T ILL ESS: reg retums to clinic today for planned recheck. Since 
our 'last visit he bas ,developed lncreasing difficulties with nighttime pain in the left ischial 
tuberosity area due to his bed.mattress. He has a foam mattress in his bedroom which he sleeps 
on ~ nighttiine. e also ha$ a presSUre reli~fbed that he acquired in 2003 in h~s living roo . 
hen he sleeps on the all' attress he has ~'il:ch. less pain. He does not like to sleep on that bed, 
h? ever, becauSe of the difficulties' with bed obility and dressing due to the soft air attress 
vmiable. ~ he's up irihis chair ~ do.es not have buttock pain. ver the last 2-3 eeks this 
has become so intense that he~ s·not sle-eping at nighttime. He does take Opana ER for his 
baseline pain complaints as prescribed by Dr: arsh and his colleagues. Greg denies any other 
~  s  n:c t~~ . 
 ~  YSTEMS: h is  ti . 
~I ATI NS: 've r ie e   i atiru;t , 
P SIC L E I TI : On exa ination blood pressure 110170, pulse 60, te perature 
96.9. Neuro screen reveals no new focal deficits. Continued spastic quadriplegia. He has good 
control C?f.his tOlie. I as unable to transfer bi  out f his heelchair to exa ine his buttock 
area. 
I RESSlONIPLAN! 
. ua riplegia:· At ba , 
2. Left ISChial tuberosity regional pam occurring at nighttime due to inadequate pres~e 
relieffrom a foam rnatttess. Greg is at high risk for skin breakdown 3.8 exemplified by 
his previous·decubitus.u1cer requiri.ng flap surgery . .At this ti e. I have reco mended 
that we obtain'a new pressure reliefbed.inattress for use at home. I have given him a 
pres iption for the s . 
3. Follow-up: Greg will retu~ to clinic.in six. onths fot planned recheck . 
.. q~ .. 
Michael R. McMartin, M. . 
MRM/jr 
Eleclromyoaraphy • Traumatic Brain Injury • Spinal Cord Injury f Stroke RehabilJlatlol1 
Sports Medicine· ArtMfis Rehabilitafion • Impairment Evalualim and RehabilItation 
Board CeTtilied in PI1y&ical Medicine !IfId Rehablillalion 
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Jon Steele
From Lynn Kelley boisephysicalmed@gwestne
Sent Wednesday March 07 2012 10 PM
To Jon Steele
Subject CV for Michael McMartin MD
Attachments MRMsCV2009mrm1doc
Please see attached copy of the CV for Michael McMartin MD
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Jon Steele 
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1991 to present Boise Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation Clinic President
1989 to 1991 Solo practice sole proprietor
1989 to present Medical Director Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Rehabilitation Unit
1994 to present Medical Director Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Subacute Rehabilitation Unit
July 1996 to present ProgramMedical Director forNeuro Rehabilitation
Saint Alphonsus Ambulatory Rehabilitation Services STAARS
MEDICAL STAFF LEADERSHIP
Member Foundation Board SARMC Jan 2008 to Present
Medical Staff President Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Feb 2005 to
Feb 2007
President Elect ofMedical Staff Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Feb
2003 to Feb 2005
Member Board of Trustees Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center Feb 2005
to present
Chairman Traumatic Spine Subcommittee of the MEC Aug 2003 to Aug 2004
Member Quality Care and Professional Practices Committee Saint Alphonsus
Regional Medical Center Feb 2005 to Feb 2007
Chairman Performance Values Committee Feb 2003 to Feb 2005
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   - oise Physical edicine and ehabilitation linic, President 
 t  91- olo practice, sole proprietor 
 t  t - edical Director, Saint Alphonsus Regional edical Center 
ilit ti  it 
1994 to present - edical Director, Saint Alphonsus Regional edical Center 
te i   
 %  es t - r ra  e ical irect r f r e r  e abilitati , 
Saint Alphonsus A bulatory Rehabilitation Services (ST AARS) 
I   : 
e ber tion oard , J .  t  r s t 
edical Staff President, Saint lphonsus egional edical enter, Feb. 2005 to 
. 007 
resident lect  edical  - Saint lphonsus Regional edical Center, Feb. 
2003 t  .  
e ber oard of Trustees, Saint lphonsus egional edical enter, Feb. 2005 
to present 
Chairman Traumatic Spine Subcommittee of the MEC Aug. 2003 to Aug. 2004 
e ber uality Care and Professional Practices Co ittee Saint lphonsus 
e ional edical e ter e . 005 to e . 2007 
hairman formance alues i tee .  t  . 05 
  
Member Performance Values Committee Feb 2005 to Feb 2007
MEDICAL STAFF LEADERSHIP CONTINUED
Member Trauma Peer Review Committee Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical
Center 2000 to present
Member Physician Advisory Board Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
Feb 2003 to present
Member Medical Director Council Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Center
1996 to present
Participant Advanced Medical Staff Leadership Retreats Greeley Co 1998 to
current
Participant Physician Leadership Academy 2005 to present Quarterly
Member Board of Directors Brain Injury Association of Idaho
Member BSU Nursing Advisory Board
EDUCATION
Residency Mayo Clinic Graduate School of Medicine Rochester MN
Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 1985 to 1989
Chief Resident 1989
Admissions Committee 1987 to 1989
Medical School University of Colorado 19811985
President American Geriatrics Society National Medical School Chapter
President American Cancer Society Medical School Chapter
Frank B McGlone Award Excellence inGeriatric Medicine




Fellow AmericanAcademy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Diplomat American Board of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation
Fellow Physiatric Association of Spine Sports and Occupational Rehab
Diplomat National Board of Medical Examiners
American Medical Association
Idaho Medical Association
Ada County Medical Society
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e ber Trau a Peer Revie  Co ittee Saint lphonsus Regional edical 
t r  t  r t 
e ber Physician dvisory oard Saint lphonsus egional edical enter 
eb.  t   
e ber edical irector ouncil Saint I phonsus egional edical enter 
 t  t 
Participant Advanced edical Staff Leadership Retreats (Greeley, Co) 1998 to 
current 
Participant Physician Leadership cade y 2005 to present ( uarterly) 
e ber oard of irectors rain Injury ssociation of Idaho 
r  r i  is r  r  
TI : 
 - a  Oi ic ra ate c l f e icine c ester, , 
rt t f si l i ine  abilit ti n,  t   
 i nt,  
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edical School- niversity of olorado, 1981-1985 
President, American Geriatrics Society National edical School Chapter 
President American Cancer Society, edical School Chapter 
a  . c lone , le    e icine 
llege - Stanford niversity 1976 -1980 
B  - u an iology 
onors i ient 
 : 
ell , erican cademy f sical e icill_e a d e a ilitation 
Diplo at, A erican Board of Physical edicine and Rehabilitation 
Fellow, Physiatric Association of Spine, Sports, and Occupational Rehab 
iplo at, ational oard f edical xa iners 
American edical ssociation 
Idaho edical A sociation 
da County edical ociety 
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Member Northwest Spine Society
American Paraplegia Society
Founder and Board Member Brain Injury Association of Idaho
LICENSURE CERTIFICATION
American Board of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 1990
Medical Licensure State of Idaho
Certified Independent Medical Examiner
RESEARCH PRESENTTAIONS
The Role of PMR in Geriatric Medicine Presentation American Academy of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 1989
Steroid Use in High School Athletes Publication Mayo Clinic Presentation
American Academy of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 1988
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I am an Advisory Title Officer for TitleOne Corporation in Boise Idaho I have
over twenty years of experience in the Title Industry My CurriculumVitae is attached
hereto I have never testified as an expert witness I am providingmy expert report and
opinion without compensation
I have been requested byMr JonM Steele with Runft Steele Law Offices to
give my professional opinion of the chain oftitle for Mr Gregory Renshowsproperty
located at 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise Idaho 83706 and legally known as Lot 12 in
Block 8 ofLakewood Unit No 15B Ada County Idaho The statements made by me in
this letter are not made by me as an employee of TitleOne but are my statements as an
individual
Upon thorough examination of the recorded documents I find the following
Gregory AllenRenshaw and Melissa Renshaw obtained the property on January
22 1991 by Warranty Deed InstrumentNo 9103546 Subsequently the
Renshawsdivorced and the property was granted to Gregory A Renshaw by
Judgment and Decree of Divorce Case No 25892D and recorded October 21
1996 as Instrument No96087733 Mr Renshaw obtained a Deed of Trust from
Wells Fargo in 2002 refinanced with Wells Fargo in 2003 again in 2004 and then
again in 2006 These loans have been reconveyed and released of record
Mr Renshaw then clarifiedhis ownership by Quit Claim Deed recorded July 3
2007 as Instrument No 107095031 and refinanced the 2006Wells Fargo loan by
obtaining a loan with Homecomings Financial on July 3 2007 Deed of Trust
Instrument No 107095032 This document references Homecomings Financial
LLCFKAHomecomings Financial Network Inc as the Lender and MERS
as Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc as a separate corporation that is
acting solely as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns and that
MFRS is the beneficiary under the Security lnstrumerit An Appointment of
Successor Trustee recorded on August 13 2010 as InstnunentNo 110074819
wherein MERS appointed Pioneer Title Company of Ada County dba Pioneer
Lender Trustee Services co Executive Trustee Services LLC as the Trustee A
Notice ofDefault was retarded August 18 2010 as Instrument No 110074820
By Instrument No 110113217 recorded December 1 2010 the Affidavit of
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give y professional opinion ofthe chain of title for : r. regory enshaw's property 
l cate  at  t  i it lace, ise, I a   a  le all   as t  i  
Block 8 of Lakewood Unit No. 158, Ada County, Idaho. The state ents ade by e in 
t i  l tt   t      l e   itle  t   t t t    
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 t r  e a i ati  f t e rec r e  c e ts I ft  t e f ll ing: 
• Gregory Allen Renshaw and elissa Renshaw obtained the property on January 
22, 1991 by arranty eed Instru ent o. 9103546. ubsequently, the 
enshaw's divorced and the property as granted to regory . ensha  by 
t    i rc   . -D   t  , 
  strwn t . . lVI .       r  
ells Fargo in 2002, refinanced with ells Fargo in 2003, again in 2004 and then 
i  i  . hese l a s   r   r le s  f r r . 
• ' r. Renshaw then clarified his o\¥nership by Quit Clai  Deed recorded July 3, 
2007 as Instru ent o. 107095031 and refinanced the 2006 ells Pargo loan by 
obtaining a loan ith o eco ings Financial on July 3, 2007, eed of rust 
Instnnnent o. 107095032. his docu ent references o eco ings Financial, 
 (FIKJA ec i s ina cial et r , I c.) as t e e er a  '' '' 
as Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. as a separate corporation that is 
acti  s lel  as inee for ender a  e er's s ccess rs a  assi s a  that 
ERS is the fi iar  lmder t e rit  Instr nt. n ppoint ent f 
ces r rustee re rde   ugust , 2010  Instr me t . 4819 
wherein ERS appointed Pioneer Title Company of Ada County dba Pioneer 
ender Trustee er ices clo ec tive mstee er ices,  as the rustee.  
otice f efa lt as rec{)rde  ugust 18~  as Instru e t . . 
yI strnment . 0113217 recorded ece ber 1, . the ffidavit f 
 03500 
Mailing Affidavit ofPosting and Service and Legal Proof of Publication were
recorded On December 9 2010 a Lis Pendens was recorded listing Gregory
Renshaw as Plaintiff as Instrument No 110115789 CaseNo CVOC1023898
A Recission ofNotice ofDefault was recorded August 3 2011 as InstrumentNo
111062668
In my profession I routinely examine a chain of title for aproperty to prepare a title
commitment after a foreclosure is complete As a prerequisite to issiung a title
commitment I must verify the foreclosure was done according to underwriting
requirements and Idaho code I am looking to see who initiated the foreclosure
proceedings I have been trained in my position by the Underwriters that I work with to
verify that if MFRS is listed on the Deedof Trust as Nominee for the Lender then there
must be an Assignment from MERS to the last Lender that the Note was transferred to
that such Assignmentmust be recorded and then the foreclosure proceedings must be
done in that Lender name
Since the inception ofMERS Chartered in 1997 Assignments within the MFRS system
were no Ionger recorded in each county upon each transfer I have access to the ivLERS
website and have researched the MIN number 100062604737936361 forMr Renshaws
Deed of Trust The MERS website shows that GMAC is the current Lender holding the
Note for this loan The fact that therewas not an Assignment from MERS to GMAC
recorded in Ada County is a concern for me as a TitleExaminer and I would consider this
to be a cloud on the chain oftitle had the property gone through foreclosure and I was
now being asked to insure a subsequent owner ofthe property
It is important to note that the examination process is also a risk assessment process If
there is no MFRS Assignment we would consider there to be a greater risk should we
with out underwriter blessing choose to insure the property If there is a MERS
Assignment we would consider the risk to be minimal
Attached are the following
1 My Curriculum Vitae
2 Copies of the recorded documents that I have referenced above
3 JudgeWilliamsonMemorandum Decision and Order dated August 3 2011
4 Trotter v Bank ofNew York Idaho Supreme Court 2012 Opinion No 22
5 Virgil Ralph v Met Life Home Loans Case No CV 20100200 Order Granting
in Part and Denying inPart Motions for Summary Judgment
6 My email correspondence withMr Steele





ili g, ffi it f sti  n  er i  n  l r f f ubli ti  r  
recorded. n ece ber 9, 2010, a is endens as recorded listing regory 
a   laintif , as I tr t o. 110] 15789,  o. V- C-1023898. 
 i i  f   f lt  r r  t ,  as t t o. 
1062668. 
I   r f ssi  I r ti l  x i  a i  f titl  f r  r rt  t  r r   titl  
it t ft r  f r l r  is l te. s a r r qui it  t  issui   titl  
co it ent, 1 ust verify the foreclosure as done according to underwriting 
r ir ts  I  . I  l i  t  s   i iti t  t  f r l s r  
r cee i s. I a e ee  trai e  i  y siti   t e er riters t at I r  it  t  
rif  t t i  E  i  li t   t  ed. f r t  i  f r t  r, t  t r  
t   i t   t  t  l t  t t t  t   t  t , 
t at s c  ssi e t st e rec r e  a  t e  t e f01'ecl s re r cee i s st e 
 i  t t der's . 
   f  (Charter   97),    E   
r   l r r r  i   t    tr sfer. I  ss t  t  ME  
it    r r  t  I  r  f r r. nshaw's 
ee  f r st. e  e site s s t at  is t e c rre t e er l i  t e 
t  f r t is l n.  f t t t t r  s t  ssi t fr   t   
 i  a t  is       itl  i    l  i  t i  
to be a "cloud" on the cham of title had the property gone- through foreclosure and .I as 
 i   t  i r   t r  t  r rty. 
It is i portant to note that the exa ination process is also a "risk assessment" process. If 
t r  is  NIE  ssi t,  l  si r t r  t    r t r ris  s l  , 
ith t er riter's lessi . c se t  i s re t e r erty. If t ere is a lYfERS 
s t, e   t  :   l. 
ttache  are the f ll i : 
.   ita  
. opies   re  ts that    e· 
3. Judge illia son's e or<1D.du . ecision and rder dated ugust 3,2011 
4. rotter v. ank of e  ork, Idaho Supre e Coru"!: 2012 pinion o. 22 
5. irgil alph v. et ife o e oans, ase o.  2010-0200, rder ranting 
i  art a  e i  i  art otions f r ar  J e t 
.  e il rres e  ith r. t l  
. E S ebsite s   . shaw'g oan 
Sincerely, 
- --e. 
-LIv ..itt (..lru.A,~t.~ 








HEIDI EMERY ADVISORY TITLE OFFICER
OFFICEADDRESS
TitfeOne Corporation





2006 to present TitieOne Corporation Advisory Title Officer Treasure Valley
Title Team Leader
2002 to 2006 ArneriTitle Company Senior Title Officer
1991 to 2002 Sawtooth Title Company Title Officer
PROFESSIONAL CONTINUING EDUCATION
Idaho Land Title Association Annual TrainingSeminars 1993 through 1999
2002 through 2012
American LandTitle Association Annual Training Seminars 199579
2001 through 2011
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS




I  I  
I  Y,    
I  : 
itle ne r r ti  
101 . i  t t, te. l 
,   
(2 ) -72  
x: (2 ) -84  
l\1 : 
2006 to present - itle ne orporation, dvisory itle fficer, reasure alley 
tle   
2002 to 2006 - meri itle o pany, Senior itle fficer 
 t   - t t  itl  ompany~ itle fficer 
I   I : 
Idaho Land Title Association nnual Training Se inars - 1993 through 1999, 
 t rou   
A erican Land Tltle Association Annual Training Se inars - 1995, 1997, 19991 
2001 through 2011 
I  : 
ei rhood sing ssociation - Advisory Board e ber 









FOR V ALU ILZ CFIVED 3011MON JO IS 1mlrTizd man
GRAN OR of ISnis tc3 County Malto dozy ficreb rm bargirl cll d
Louvcv unia CiI ALLFN Itlili1W and MELISSA LIGII RENSlfAW
h1a170 111d lC the GIZANTEESwhose curefif ddreli k 34IM 1mb
Iimmit Ilat Iiaiti Id111o the fullowina JscrilCL Itrsl3iy ti ist k
C lum Sulftct a it
Iat 12 in S ofL1MiNVOOD tft r NO ill autirdin
jo j ofiic pbt thereof fticd in I56 of Pla4ti at
5 I u t and 5105 Rccurds of Ada Couttldtho
Yae c1tI1I210 kujn its 4 Shull PiII711111 ILux
1 HAVE AND TO 1101 the said premis u their ippurmmncr4
unto the said Gm nwes tlu it heirs and acivu forec anti the aid
Gruntttrs do Iterchv ctttstmnt to and with tha aid Grantces that they arc
the owners in fe simple of said premises ihat the are fire frrstt all
cncumlir2nces and tl tt they will warram and defend dic same front all
lawful tiMimc ItovLm
VICKIYNES
11U 1 1it 1rA1ittiS01311
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BOISE D NOV 3 Q f39j
James E Scanlan
Attorney at Law AVID NAV
1004 South Roos2v WAPost Office Box 89 6 DENryBoise Idaho E347 7 rt
Telephone 208 R 114 tc t owEST OF
Facsimile 2083361263
Attorney for Plaintiff
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH aTMICIAL DISTRICT













THIS CAUSE coming on regularly to be heard on the 30th
day of November 1994 before the Court without a Jury the
Plaintiff appearing in person and by Janes E Scanlan his
Attornley and it appearing to the Court that the Defendant was
duly served with copies of the Complaint and Summons on the
7th day of September 1994 the last known address of said
Defendant being co Ada County LTail 7200 Barrister Drive
Poise ID 83704 the default of the Defendant having been
duly and regularly entered and it further appearing that the
Defendant is not now nor bias been for six months serving in
the Armed Forces of the United States nor is she a minor or
incompetent
JUDGMENT AND DECREE OF DIVORCE 1
NMIMN
000366
';,0,'\ elL g f: C .C~f;~K-·, '''.'. "';~ ' .. ~. ~£::-,.-:-, .. :::,:~:-:.,--:.::-. fI;;;t~l;e:;:::_O:--?"""":.-1 A-..-'-.. ,"\ 
j .. DAVit; ;:;'V: .. }!P.O ~ -P.J,I, __ -.~~~<-~..J_ 
90lSE ID ~ V  0 1 Ja es E. ca lan U _ C(. 99lt 
ttorne  t a  ~~ 'Aji~~_ ~~ 
1000 th RooB~vtQI\:OCT 21 PI~:I ~2 ~O'../L-
ost f ice o  S 1i1i /7 I... ~ ~~I / CEf'UN -
, Idabo 83 Q~E-_~".!_ ;'.,i'. 
.Teleph : (20 ] Riak-.J.l.~S·,,:; H <J:JE!iT  
i i : (208] .336-1263 
ttorne  for l i tiff 
I  B IS      JUD   
.. . 
 E  OP AHO.   P  lIE UNT   DA 
 . , 
l intif l 
VS. 












ase o. -D 
JUDG   
   
S ,    .o    b  t.  
day of November, 1.994, before the Court without a jury, the 
Plaint~ff appearing i  person and by James Z. anlan, his 
At.t.orn~y,  it ri  t  t  c rt t t t  efe ant. as 
l  r  it  i  f t  O l i t  s  t  
7th day of Septe ber. 994 j t  l t  r ss f i  
  /o a c ty.Jail.   ri e. 
Boise,  83704. t e efa lt of the efendant ~aving bee~ 
l  a  re larl  e tered, a  it· f rt er a eari  t t t e 
  a   '  h    i   r  .in 
   f  ni ~  states, ~    i   
inco petent; 
     -  ' 
PLF 03506 
WHEREUPON oral and documentary evidence having been
introduced the Court having waived Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law the cause being thereupon submitted to the
Court for dispositionandthe Court being fully advised in
the premises HEREBY ORDERS ADJUDGES AND DECREES
1 That the 1oondis of matrimony heretofore and now
existing between Plaintif f and Defendant are forever dissolved
and the parties are each restored to the status of single
persons and Plaintiff is hereby granted a Decree ofDivorce
from the Defendant on the grounds of irreconcilable
differences
2 That Plaintiff is hereby awarded as and for his
z separate property the fallowing
U Y
M a REAL PROPM
r3x
WK5 n Marital residence located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise
e Idaho 83716 more particularly described to wLt
ry c
o Lot 12 Block 8 L Unit No 158
Ada County Idaho
PSRSOM L PROPERTY
1984 Dodge Van VIN 2BIMliT7EK278213
Household Furnishings
isPersonal Effects
3 That Defendant As hereby awarded as and for her
separate property the following
1984 BMW 320i
Fur Coat estimated value of6000
Her Clothing
Her Personal Effects
4 Each party s hereby ordered to assume and be
responsible for all debts they incur for their personal health




E . o l. d docu entary e idence n  e  
introd . the ourt a ing aived indings  t a d 
onclusions f a ; the se eing thereupon itted t  the 
rt for isposition •. a d the rt eing f ll.y ise   
the r i  i   I DJ DGES  : 
:1.. . hat t:.be b s f lIlatrimony ore d no  
istin  et een l i tiff a  efe da t r  f re er iss l e  
a d t e. rties re eac  restored t  the st t s f si le 
peraons. and laintiff is hereby granted a ecree of Divorce 
ro  che efe a    s f irreconcilable 
iffere ; -
. hat l i ti   r  . ar ,    is 
~arat  r erty, the follo ing: 
 ROpr;R.'IT: 
ri.ta   cated   .  l e. , 
~a  0 , re ti l l  ri . t  ~i ~ 
t , l C  at akewood it . l58, 
da nty, I a o. 
B NA  ERTY: 
~984 odge an (VIN 2BHB1~T7EK2702~3) 
 p a  
His'Persona  e s 
3. t f t .i   r d,    r 
. . 
separa~e property. the tol~owing! 
ge   i 
Pux oat (estimated'value f $6,000.00) 
er lot bing . 
 r l B e  
. Each party i'6 r  :rde   /?s    
responsible for a.11 debts they incur for their perB~na1 hea~th 
T     - 2 
PLF 03507 
care and such other debts as each party may have incurred
if a debt was jointly incurred the party receiving the
benefit of the items purchased will be responsible for said
debt and hold the other party harmless andor indemnity the
other party from any debt they may be required to pay which is
the responsibility of the other party
S That the Plaintiff is ordered to Continue the
contribution of his Social Security Benefits payments to














R MICKAEL DENNARD Magistrate
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, and  che  ts    a  e n~ ed_ 
If a e t as jOintly in rr , e rt.  n  .he 
it f t e ite s ~ chase  ill e r i le  i  
t d ~d t  t er rt  r less nd/or i if  t  
t er rt  fro  a  e t the  ay e r ired t  a  ich is 
e ansibi~i y  e  rty. 
5. hat· the l i ti  is r re  t  c ti ue t e 
tri ti.on  11is soci.al curit.  fit.s  .o 
..... 
chard   :ingha ,  ians o  the inor 
ildren  t  ti ,' til rth  r r  t is rt. 
 is 20-f'- day f tJ~ ~ I ~994. 
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GregoryA Renshawwho acquired title as bis seperale estate
do hereby convey release remise and forever quit cWun unto
Gregory A Renshaw an unma dad Tana
whose address is 3480 South PhnmkAve Boise Idaho 83706
the following describedprenrises towit
Lot 12 Black 8 id Lakewood UnitNo 15 aecordutg to the plat thcmt filed in Book 56 ofPlats at Pages
S104 and 5105 recards of Ada County Idaho
together with their appurtenance
Dazed Iuac 272007
4
STATEOF7daho County ofADA sL
On this 27 dayof lane in the year of 2007 before me the undersigned notary public personally appeared
Gregory A Renshaw kxmm or identified tome to be the peracnlpersons whose name is ffalmOrbcd to the within
iugrurjand admotvl04ged to me thathe executed thesame
70
DiamLNonendorf
oG Notary Public ofIdaho
Resid at Meridian Idaho
r




'f Pioneer Title ~~":fa::-=~';!;I;lIlr / 
GOUIS B£rOND 
13ns, Eagle Road} Mem!iaa, Idaho 33642/ (208) 838-7230 
QUITCLAIM DEED 
182363 W1~1f 
Fot Value R c~wd 
ORgllIY A. Renshaw, who aIlqllircd IilIa as his seperate CSlllte 
do hereby CODVc)', release, mnisc and forever quit claim unto 
Gregory A. ReIl$ba ; an unmanicd !Dan 
whose a dress is 3480 SouIb PimIIIitAye •• Bailll, Ida  837()6 • 
till: foUawmg dtstrIbct1l1nmrises. to-wit 
Lot rz, BklcU ill Lakewood UllitNo. 15S, according tQ the plat IhCl'eOf. filed in BookS6 of Plats at Pages 
S104 and S-lOS, ~ of Ada ountY.1Ilaho. 
ated: Junc27.2OG? 
ST TE Fldsho. ounlyof ,u. 
On tIria 27 day or Juue. ill II\Il year oil007. befoR me tItc \lndmrigu.ed, 1IOtU)' public p~ly appeared 
GmeorY /'0.. RaslsbawknowlllX idenlified 10"0= ID be Ihe pmsonlpcl8ODswhose ~ is SIlbso:ribedtc lhewitllin 
insrrumenc, and adaIowIed~ ro roe dmLlIe 1:~1Cd the same. 
Pi_I.. H llendorf " 
NOIaIY Pl!blic ofldaho 
" RC6id'"mg at Meridian, Idaho 
Com i$Sion expires: AprilS,2613 
PLF 03509 
T7
Return To Homecomings Financial
one Meridian Crossing Ste 100
Minneapolis MN 55423
Loan Number 047 379363 6 ADA COUNTY RMORDERJ DAllill UVARRO AMOUNT4
80 YBnni if O FM Oka llRECORDED REMESTOF l11 1ll lid llll li ll 1
pioneer
1989582
Prepared By Homecomings Financial
188 106th Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004
ZZi M




Words used in nwitipie sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in
ions 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are
also provided in Smdoo 16
S
A Security Xastrtmient means this document which is dated JUNE 27TH 2007
together with all Riders to this document
M Borrower is
GREGORY A RENSHAW TuYT1r1CtY1tr
Borrower is the truster udder this Security Instnunent
Q Lender is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender is a LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
organized and existing order the laws of DELWARE
IDAHOSingle FamilyFanakMaeFredtie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT W17H MERE Form 9413 1109
NWM7770 09l20DO 0473793536
Walters Kluwer Financial Services
Vtrtt496A1137t7soe
Page 1 dTS IM1tie
PLF 03510
000370
r m T : 
t:i!!". 00 
Omecomings ina ial 
One e idian c i . 
inneapolis   
l a : 47- 79363-6 
r-- --.----------------.----
 UNTY RECOR  . VID NAVA fl  A OUNT...f6:88-- ~ 
BOlBE IDAHO O7JD'JI07 02:28 P  f;/it:tJ ~~ 
DEMY lonnie OberbHDg 1IIIIIIIIIIIIHIDIIIIIIIlI1I11111IH 
RECOflDE!)-Rfo.UEST OF IB7El El32 
PiDlleer 
Prepared By: e ings i ial 
S l   , te 00 
e ,   
152~~. ~S& 
-----~---~-lSJI9Cf ~"lbi .. inIlFll RecllrdingThlta]-----------
   
[  ~ 062504737936361 
I I S 
onts used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in 
Sections , , , .  a  . ertai  r les re ar i  dle sa e f r s used i  t is c e t are 
aJso provided in Section 16. . 
(A) "Seau  lnstru ent"lll   wn nI, i  s   1 , 01!t'. P 
t t r it  ll i ers t  t is t. .hi . 
. (B) "Borr& er" is ot"f-
 _ A , .1\ SBPARIsl'B e3'l'A'!E ,An un~-e.o.. 1'f""O.Jt"\ . 
orro er is the trustor under lhis Securicy IostrnmeRt_ . 
(C) "Lender" is HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL, LLC (F/K/A HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL 
ET RK, I C _ ) 
r i     A  
organized and existing !Jllder the laws of ElJU'lARE 
fO Q. inglt: family- annie ile/Freddie ac: l n  I lRUM  IT  S FornI 3013 1101 
MFJD 1  (0 12006) I 047~379363-6 
olt r  l llf i il  lI  
:::-:;(I)J~&06' ~~~· I~IIIIIRIIII 
L   
Lendersaddress is 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 900
EELLEVUE WA 98044
D Truace is P10MER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
E MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nomimee for Lender and Lenderssuceessors and assigns MRS is the beaeticiary
under Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware attd has an
address and telephone number ofPOBox 2026 Flint Ml 485412426 tel SW 673MERS
F Note means thepromissory note signed by Borrower and dated JUNE 27TH 2007
The Note states that Borrower owes Iender Two HUNDRED THIRTY SIX THMSAND TWO
MWRED FIFTY AND NO300 Dollars
US 23r500 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Paynunats and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 2ST 2037
G Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
FroPe
Lua means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayuteat charges and late charges
clue under theNote and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus interest
1 Ridemn means all Riders to this Security lustrunent that are executed by Borrower The following
Riders are to be executed by Borrower check box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider N
Condominium Rider Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider planned Unit Development Rider I 4 Family Rader
VA Rider Biweekly PaymentRider Othersspecify
3 Applicable Law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative ndes acrd orders that have the cffect of law as well as all applicable final
nonappealable judicial opinions
IQ Cou niutity Assedation Dues Fees and Assessments me all dues fees assessments and other
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homeowners
association or similarorganization
L Electmaic Finds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
instrrunent computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to pointofsale transfers automated teller
machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated clearinghouse
transfers
M EscrnwItems means those items that are described inSection 3
Q0 Miscellaneous Proceeds means any cou4vusation settlement award of damages or procecds paid
by any third party other than insurance proectds paid under the coverages described in Section 5 for i
damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or other raking of all or any part of the
Property iii conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv misrepresentations of or omissions as to the
value andor condition of the Property
Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of or default on
the Loan
JP Pedodie Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for iprinelpal acid interest under the
Note plus iiany amounts order Section 3 of this Security nstrumm
1
VMPvAtttIA0M
MVID7770 212006 1 0413743636
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Le er's a dress is 1 8 l06TB Av""ENUE NE, SUITE 6 0 
BELLEVUE, WA 98004 _ 
(D) "TJ'IIStee" is PIOtJEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY 
(E) "MERS" is Mortgage ElectroI¥c Registration Systems. Inc. ERS is a sepatare cOIpotalion that is 
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender's 'successors and assigns. MERS is the beoeficiary 
under .ms Sec rity Instru e t. ERS is organized and existing under the laws of ela nr , :and b s an 
address and telephone nu ber of P. O. Box 202 . Fli t. 1 01-2026. tel. (888) 679-MER . 
(F) lINote" eans the promi~ note signed by orrower and dated JUNE 27 , 007 
The ote states that Bo rower owes Lender TWO UNDRED T IRTY S  OUSAND T O 
Hl.JNDRED FIFT  AND O/100 ollars 
(U.S, $ 236,25 .00 ) plus interest. orr()wer has promised to pay this debt i  regular Periodic 
P'.lyments and to pay the debt in full nol later than J .'! 1 ,  
(G) "Property" eans tbe propcn:y that is described belo  under the beading "Transfer of Rights in the 
Propeny." 
an "Loan" eans the debt evidenced by the ote. plus interest, any prepayment charges and late cbarges 
due under the Note, and all sums due under this Security Instrument, plus. interest. 
(I) "Riders" eallS all Riders to this SecurilJ' Instrument that are executed by Borro er. n  follo ing 
iders re ro be e ecuted by cJcro r. [cbec   as li ble): 
Cil djustable ate ider ~ i i  i r § Second o e ider 
8 ll<lon i  Planned nit: evelop ent ider  -4  i    i eeldy P".lY ent ider ther(s) [s if ] 
(J) ,. AppUabie Law" means aU connolling appUcabIe federal. stare and local statutes, regulation." 
ordinaru:es and ad~ti.,.e rules and orders (!bat have the effect of law) as weU lIS alJ applicable fmal, . 
nOJl-appealab~ judicial opinions. 
(IQ "COUIJDUI1ity ssociation ues. Fe.es. and ssess ents" eans all dues. fees, assess ents and other 
charges that are .imposed on _ Borrower or the Property by a condominium association. homeowners 
association or similar otgani2:ation. . 
(I.) "EJ.ectrouje Funds Transfer" means any mnsfcr of funds, other than a transaction originated by 
check, dr.lft. or si ilar paper instroJDent, hich u inirialed through an elecrromc ter inal. telephonic 
instrumeru. computer. or magnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or authorize a firutnCiaI institution to debit 
or credit an accotmt. uch ter  includes, bu[ is not li ited to, poinr--()f~saIe transfers., auto. ated reller 
achine transactio.ns. transfers initia!ed- by telephone, wire tranSfers, and auto ated clearinghouse 
transfers. -
( ) "Escro  IleUs" me.ans those ite s that are described in Section 3. 
(N) "Miscellaneous Proceeds!' means any compensation. settlement, awatd of damages, or proceeds paid 
by any third patty (other than insurance Droceeds paid under the coverages de:!cribcd in Section 5) for. (i) 
damage to, or destruction of, me Prop;rty; (il) condemnation or otber raking of all or atly part of the 
Property: (iii) conveyance in liell of condemnation; or (iv) misrepresentations of. or oInissions as to, me 
value 1UldIor condition of tbe PrOPertY. 
(0) ''Mortgage IDsurancell means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, OJ" default 00. 
- the Loan. . . 
(p) "Pedodie Payment" means the regularly scheduled amount due for (i) prinelpaI and interest lUldcr the 
...... P:O~.any - """" ""_3 of.ru.Stcuri<Y ~ /YJ 
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iIEtESSPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USCSection 2601 et seq and its
implenutnting regulation Regulation X 24CFRPart 3500 as they might be amended from time to
time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security instrument RESPA refers to all requiretnents and restrictions that are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan even if the loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage
loan cruderRESPA
R Sttccessor in Interest of Borrower mates any party that has taken tide to the property whether or
not that party has assumedBorrower obligations under the Note andorthis Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of this Security Instrument is MFRS solely as notniuee for Lender and Leaders
successors and assigns and the successors and assigns of HERS This Security Instrument secures to
Leader ithe repayment of the Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the Nore and ii
the performance ofBorrowerscoyenattts and agreeutettis under this Security Instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee in trust with power of sale the
followingdescribed property located in the COt7NTT Type of Recording 3uriWct1on3
of ADA INneofRecording Jurisdiction
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof
Parcel iD Number 016851256604 50 which currently has the address of
3480 SOtT H PIMMIT PLACE Itstrael
BOISE ChY Idaho 83706 ZipCode3
Property Address
TGtHER WITH all the improvemertrs now or hereafter erected an the property and ali
easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All replacements and
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security instrument as the Property Borrower understands and agrees that MFRS holds only legal title
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to comply with taw or
custom MERS as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property and to
te any action requited of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
Instrument
BORROWER COVENANTS thatBorrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to groat and convey the Property and that the property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower warrants and will defend geully the title to the Property against all claims and







(Q) "RE " means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (12 U.S.C. Section 2601 et se .) and its 
implemenWig reglllatian. Regulation X (24 C.ER. Part 3500). 3S they might be amended from time to 
time, or any additional or successor legisJarion or regulation that governs the same subjecl malter. As. used 
in this Security Instrument., "RESPA ~ refers to aU requiremenn and resaiclions chat are imposed in regard 
10 a "federally related mortgage loan" even if the Loan does not qualify as a -federally related mortgage 
loan" under RESP . . 
(R) "Sua:essor in Interest or Borrower" ~ any party dtat has taken title to the Property. whether or 
Mt dJat party has ass~ Borrower's obligations under the Note and/or this Security Instrument. 
TRANSFER. OF RIGHTS IN THE P P Y 
The beneflCiary of this Security lnstrument is ERS (solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's 
successors and assigns) and the successors and assigns of MERS. This Security IDStrUment seeures to 
Lender: (i) the repayment of the I..mm. and aU renewal!!, extenSions and odifications of the otc; and (ii) 
the perfonnaJlCe of Borrower's coyenanrs and agreemt:llts under this SecuritY Instrument and the Note. For 
this purpose. Borro er irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee, in trust, ith po er of sale, tbe 
following described propeny located in the C O 'I'Y rrype of Reeording J isdiclion] 
of AOA I ame illg J i ti n} : 
Legal description attached hereto and ade a part hereof 
Parcel ID Number: O1.6RS125660450 
 UT  I I   
i  rr ntl  s tlt   f 
ISE 
ePl'openy Address"): 
( ity], I  S 5 . 
(Stres:t] 
[Zip odcJ 
TOGETHER. ITII aU the i prove entS nOw or hereafter erected on the propertY, and all 
easements. appunenances. and futures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replacements and 
additious sball also be covered by this Security Instrument. All of the foregoiog is refeaed to jn this 
Seeurlty Instl\lment as lhe • Property .' Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title 
to rhc intcreslS granted by Borrower in this Security Instrutnent, but, if necessary to comply with law or 
custom, MERS (as nominee for Lcllder 3Ild Lender's successors and assigns) has fbe right: to exercise any 
01' aU of tho:;e interestS, including. but not li ited lO, the right to foreclosure and sell the Propetty~ and to 
take any action required of Lender including. but not limired to, releasing and canceling this Security 
fnstrwnent. . 
BORRO ER COVENANTS that.Borrower js lawfully seised of lhe estate hereby conveyed and has 
the rigbt to grant and convey the ProPertY and that the Property is uneru:umbertd, except for encumbrances 
of record- BolTow~ wamnts and will defend generally the tide to the Property again;st ali claims and. 
demands. subject to a::'-yencu brances of record. '. ~.
~i,~j1~ 
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THUS SECURLTY INST kUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and nonuniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform secnrirf instrument covering real
m errp p UN1FOILM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant mid agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal Ioterest Eaw Items Prepayment CUtargrs and Late Charges
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by the Note and any
prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow Items
pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be made in US
currencyHowever if any check or outer instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrument is returned to bender unpaid Lender may require that any or ail subseVent payments
due under the Dote and this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurerscheck or
cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a
federal agency instriunentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Leader may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to
bring die Loan current Lender tiny accept any payment or partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan
current without waiver of any rirights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepted If each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay
interest on unapplied funds Lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower intakes payment to bring
the Loan current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such Hinds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied to the outstanding
principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
might have now or in the future against Lender shall rcdieve Borrower from making payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the covenants and agreements secured by this Security
Zm 7Applications of PaymeNs or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this Section 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following artier of priority a interest
due under the Note b prin6pal due under the Note c amounts due under Section 3 Such payments
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied fnu to We charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Insrivment and
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
suffieiew amount to pay any We charge due the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge ifmore than one Periodic Payment isoutndtng Lender may apply any payment received
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in full To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or
more periodic payments such excess may be applied to any late chargesduc Voluntary prepayments shall
be applied first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Nott
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due elate or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 funds for Escrow Item Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments are due
raider the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts doe
for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a
lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any c
premium for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance
prernium5 if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of lvlarrgage
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow
Items At origina ion or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees anti
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Lc a all ces of amounts to
VMP mSAUD
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THlS SECURITY INsrRUMEN'r combines unifonn covenants for nalional use and non-unifonn 
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a unifonn .security instrument covering real 
propeny. 
UNIFORM COVENANTS. Bo rower and Lender covenant and agr e as follaws: 
1. Paymeut of Principal, Interest, Escrow Items, Prepayment Charges. and Late Charges. 
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of. and interest on, the aebt evidenced by the Note and any . 
prepayment ~barges and late charges due under the Note, Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow Items 
pursuaat to Section 3. Payments due under the Note and rhis Security Iostrument shall be made in U.S. 
currency. However, if any check or other instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or dlis 
'Security Instnunenr is returned ~o Lender unpaid, Lender may require That any or all SUbsequent payments 
due under tbe Note and this Securi£y InsuulIlCnt be made in one or more of the follo ing for s. as 
selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) cenified check:, bank check, treasurer's check Of 
cashier's check, provided any such check is drawn upon an institutioll whose deposits are ~llSured by a 
federal agency> instrumentality, or entity; or (d) Electronic FWlds Transfer. ' 
Payments arc deemed received by 1.erJder when received at the location dcsigrmted in the Note or at: 
sucb other location as ay be designated by Lender in accordance ith the notice provisions in Section 15. 
Lender may return any payment or partial payment jf the payment or partial payments are insufficient to 
bring the Loan CUTI"Cnt. Lendel" may accept any payment or panial payment imufficient to bring the Loan 
CUrreol, wilbout aiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice fo irs rigrus to refuse such pay ent or panial 
payments in the future, but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments arc 
accepted. ]I each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date, then Lender need not pay 
irir:erest on unapplied funds. Lender may hold :sucb unapplied funds until BolTOwer makes payment [0 bring 
t ' an currens:. If arr er does. 'not  s  itbin a reasonab.le eri  f ti e, en er s all either a l  
such ftmds or rerum the  to Horrower. If not appUed earlier, such funds will be applied to the outstanding 
principal balance under the Note immediateJy prior to foreclosure. No offset or claim· which Borrower 
migbt have now or in the future against Lender slrcll1 relieve Borrower from making payments due under 
the Note and this SeQzrity Instrument or perfotming the covenants and agreements secured by this Security 
Instrument. . 
, 2. Application of Payments or f'nJeeeds.. Except as otherwise described in this Section 2. all 
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in 1hc following (lnier of priority: (a) interest 
due under the Note; (b) principal due under the Note; (c) amounts due under Section 3. Such paymeJIts 
shall be applied. to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due~ Any remaining amounts 
sball be appUed fU"St to lare charges. second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument, and 
then 10 reduce the principal balance of the ote. , 
If Lender rec:eives a paytneJ)l from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which. includes a , 
sufficieol ;uoount to pay any late charge due. the pay ent ay be applied to the delinquent pay ent and 
the late charge. If more than one Periodic Payltlent is outsranding. Lendef may apply any paymerit received 
fiom Borrower to the repaymcm of the Periodic Payments if. ~ to the extent mat. each payDleot can be 
, paid in full. To the extent mat any excess exists after the payment is applied to the fall payment of one Of 
more Periodic Payments. such excess may be, applied to any lace charges. duc. Voluntary prepa~mcnts shall 
be applied fU'St to any prepayment cllarlJl:$ and tbc:n as described in the Note. 
Any application of payments. insurance proceeds. or iscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under 
the Note shall not extend or postpone the due dare, or change the an\OlUlt, of the Periodic Payments. 
3. Funds for Escrow Items. Borrower shall pay to Lender OD the day Periodic Payments are due 
under the Note. until the Note is paid in 'full, a sum (tbe "Funds") to provide for" payment of amounts due 
for. (a) lUes and assessments and other iu:ms which can attain priority o"er this Security IllStrumcnt as a 
lien or encu brance on the Property; (b) leasehold pay ents or ground rentS on the Propeny. if any; (c) 
premiums for any and all insur3Qce required by I...euder under Se~r:ion 5; and (d) Mortgage Insurance 
premiUJIlS .. if any, or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mottgage 
Insurance premiums in accoIdance with the provisions of Section 10. These irems are called "Escrow 
Items." At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan. Lender may require mat Community 
Association Dues. Fees, and Assessments, if any, be escrowed by Borrower, and sucl\ dues, fees and 
............ sball be an -.", __ 8otto « s all_ly furnish to ~~f amounts to 
ln1m1 • 
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be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowers obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrowers
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time Any such waiver may only be
in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounts
due for any Escrow hems for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and it Lender requires
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require
Borrower obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
is used in Section 9 if Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such
amount Under may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lendermay at any tithe collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specified wader RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount ofFunds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable
Law
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency
instrumentality or en ity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Horne Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the timespecified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds aiutually
analyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to matte such a charge unless an agreement is shade in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lander shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of the
Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined Under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess fiords in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as defined underRESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12
monthly payments If there is a deficiency ofFunds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Leger the amount necessary to make
up the deficiency in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly paymentsUpon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and isnpasitiosns
attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security lostmunent leasehold payments or
ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a marmer acceptable
to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against eafarcement of the lien in legal proceedingsvinich in Leader opinion operate to
preveor the enforcenenc of the lien while those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Leader subordinating
the lien to this Security InstrMennt If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which tali attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender imy give Borrower a notice identifying the
wear





be paid under this Section. Borrower shaH pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives 
Borro er'i obligation [0 pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items. Lender may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time. Any such waiver may only be 
in writing. In the event of such waiver, Borrower shall pay dire:ctly, when and where payable, the am<)unts 
due fOt" any Escmw Items fOf which payment of Funds bas been waived by Lender and, if Lender requires, 
sbaJ1 fumish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period 3S Lender may require. 
Borro er's obligation to make such paymcnls and to provide receipts shall fQf all purposes be dee ed to 
be: a covenant and agreement (;ontained in this Security Instru ent. as the phrase "covenant and agree entU 
is used in Section 9. If Borrower is obligated fO pay Escrow ItemS directly, pursuant to a waiver. and 
BQITOWer fails to pay the amount due for an E:!crow Item, Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9 
and pay sllch amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to rep'dl' to Lender any sum 
a Ollnl. under ay revoke the waiver as to any or ~l Escro  Items at any time by a notice gi'lcn in 
accordance with Section 15 and, upon such revocarion. Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds, and in 
such amounts, tfutt are then required under this Section 3. 
Lend~r may, at any time, collect and hold Funds ill all amount (a) sufficient to pennie Lender to apply 
the Funds at the time specified under RESPA, and (b) not to e;tteed the aximum a ount a lender can 
require under RESPA. Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and 
reasonable estimates of expenditures of furore Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable 
a . 
he onds shall be held in an institution hose depcsits arc insured by a federal agency, 
in.strwncntalicy. or eoritj (inclu.ding Lender, if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured) or ill 
any Federal Home Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time 
specified under RESPA. Lender shall not charge B"rTower for holding and applying the Funds. arinually 
aD.\]y2ing the escrow account, or verifying the Escrow Items. unless Lender pays Borrower interest on lhe 
Funds and AppHtable Law permits Lender to make sllch a charge. Unless an agreement is made in writing 
or Applicable law requitcs interest to be paid on the Funds. Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower 
any interest or earnings on the Funds. Borrower and Lender em agree in writing. however, that interest 
shan be paid on the Funds. Lender shall give to Bonower, without charge. an annual a.ccounting of the . 
Funds as required by RESPA. 
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA. Lender shall account to 
orro er for the excess :funds in accordance ith PA. If there is a shortage f unds held in escrow. 
as ckfmed under RESPA. Lender shall notify Borro er as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to 
Lender the a ount necessary en ake up the shortage in accordance ith RESPA, bue in no ore tllall 12 
monthly paymeru3. If there is a deficiency of Funds beld in escrow, as defined under RESPA, Lender shaJl 
notify Borro~t as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to Lender !:he amount necessary to make 
up me deficiency ina£Cnrdmce with RESPA. but in no more than 12 montlJ1y payments. . 
Upon payment in full of aU sums secured by this Security Instrument, Lender shall promptly refund 
to Borrower anY Funds held by Lender. . 
4. Charges; LieQS •. Borrower shall pay aU taxes, 3lI&eSSments, charges. fines, and impositions 
attributable to me Property which. can attain priority over this Securily lostrument, lea~ltofd payments or 
ground remson the Property, iimy, ~ Community .Association Dues. Fees, and Asscssments, if any. To 
the extent that these items are Escrow Items, Borro er shall pay t s in the anner provided in Section 3. 
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priorit:y over dUs Security Instrument unless . 
Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to the payment of the obJigation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable 
to Lender, but only so long as Borrower:is performing sucb agreement; (b) contests the lien in good faith 
by. or defends against enforcement of the lien in, legal proceedings which in Lender"s opinion operate to 
prcveot dtt enforcement of the lien while those proceedings are pending. but only until such proceedings 
arc concluded; or (c) 3eCUres from the holder of the lien.an agreeDle1lt satisfactory to Lender subordinating 
the lien to this Security 1ns0000ent. If Lender deter ines tllat.any pan of the Property is subject to a lien 
w~ich can attain prlorityover this Sccuril,J Instrument. Lender may" give Borrower 11 notice identifying the 
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lien Within IQ days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or
more ofthe actions set forth above in thisSection A
Lender may require Borrower to pay a onetune charge for a real estate tax verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
S Property Insnratmee Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or hereafter erected on
the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the team extended coverage and any
other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and floods forwhich Lender requires insurance
This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts including deductible levels and for the periods that
Lender requires What Lender requites pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders
right to disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay is connection with this Loan either a a onetime charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a onetithe charge for flood zone determination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which
reasonably might affect such determination or certification Borrower shall also be responsible for the
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Bmagency Management Agency in connection with the
review of any flood zone determination resulting from an objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lendersoption anti Borrowersexpense Leader is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover Larder but might or might
not protect Borrower Borrowersequity in the Property ar the contents of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts disbursed by Lender Muter this Section 5 shall
become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security instrument Theseamounts shall bear interest
at the Now race from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shalt name Lender as
mortgagee andor as art additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewal
certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and
renewal notices If Borrower obtains any farm of insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee andoras an additional loss payee
In the event of toss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender Lender
may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
inwriting any insurance proceeds whetber or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenderssecurity is not lessened During such repair and restoration period bender shall have the right to
bold such insurance proceeds until Lender has bad in oppornunky no inspect such Property to ensure the
work has bees completed to Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken
promptly Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid an such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other thud parties retained by
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sok obligation of Borrower If
the restoration or repair is awn economically feasible or lender security would be lessened the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security instrument whethei or not then due with
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the excess ifany paid to Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in
Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available insurance
claim and related matters if Burrower does not respond within 30 Clays to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim The 30day
period will begin when the notice is given In either event or if Lender acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowers rights to any insurance
proceeds is an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowers rights other than the right to any reftmd of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of the property Leader may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore die Property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instntment whether or not then due
5 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower principal
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the
Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Lender
otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating
circumstances exist which are beyondBorrowees control
7 Preservation Maintenauee and Protection of the Property inspections Borrower shall not
destroy damage or impair tine Property allow the Property to deteriorate or cbmmit waste on the
Propetry Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value dote to its condition Unless it is
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such
purposes Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not reliever of Borrowersobligation for the completion of
such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements can the Property Lender shall give
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause
S Borrowers Loan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge or consent gavematerially false misleading or inaccurate information or statements to Lender
or failed to provide Lender with material information in connection with the Loan Material
representations include but are not limited to representations concerning Borrowersoccupancy of the
Property as Borrower principal residence
9 Protection of Leadersinterest in the Property and Rights Under this Security Instruument If
a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agmements contained in this Security instrument b there
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lenders interest in the Property andorrights under
this Security instrument such as a proceeding in bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
enforcement of a lien which may attain priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or
regulations or Borrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this Security
Insirutneot including protecting andorassessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing
the Property Lendersactions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and c paying reasonable
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property andorrights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but is not limited to
entering the Property to snake repairs change locks replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on oroff Although lender may take action under this Section 9 Leader does nor have to do so and is not
under any duty or obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all
actions authorized under this Section9
Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from lender to Borrower requesting
paym
this Security Instrument is on a Icasehold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
lease If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless
Lender agrees to themerger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage insurance as a condition of making the Loan
Borrower shall pay fie premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect If for any reason
the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to matte separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to tote Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage lnsurance previously in effect from an alternate
mortgage insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is riot
available Borrower sb211 continue to pay to fender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain these
payments as a nonrefundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve shall be
nonrefundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full and Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve Lender cad no longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage in the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available is obtained and Lender requires
separately designated paynts toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lewder required Mortgage
Insurance as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a non refundable loss reserve until Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Leader providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a party to the Mortgage
Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate thew total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share ormodify their risk or reduce losses These agreements
are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other party or parties to
these agreements These agreements may require the mortgage insurer to make payments using any source
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage
Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer any neinsurer
any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts that
derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowerspayments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the atuourits that Borrower has agreed to pay for
Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not increase the amount
Borrower trill owe for Mortgage Insurance and they will tat entitle Borrower to any refund
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b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortgage Insurance under the homeowners ProteWon Act of 1998 or any other Law These rights
may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and obtain cancellation of the
Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance terminated automaticuUy andior to receive a
refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the acne of such evancellation or
termination
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is Economically feasible and Lenderssecurity is not lessened
During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
1 until Leader has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed toLenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoration in a singledisbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is
completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would
be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or Ioss in value of the Property the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shall be applied to the sutras secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is equal to or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Leader otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
j multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount of the sums secured immediatcly before the
partial taking destruction or lags in value divided by b the fair market value of the Property
immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or nor the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower that the
OpliosIng Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Lender is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
stuns secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due Opposing Parry means the third party
That owes Borrower MiscellaneousProce d or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Lendersjudgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Leaders
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument Borrower can cure such a default and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes orfeiture of the Property or other material
impainnctrt of LeadersInterest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment ofLendersinterest in the Property
ire hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Pmceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
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(b)   ree ents ill t ffe t the rights rro er  - if  - ith r erl to t e 
ortgage h1surance under the Ho eo ners rotection d f 1998 or any other Ja . hese rights 
ay include the right to receive certain disclosurts. to request and obbin cancellation f the 
ortgage Insurance, to an the ortgage Insurance ter inated auto aticaUy, and/or to reeei've a 
refuod f a  ortgage Insurance re iu s t t ere ear e  t the 1inle f s c  .:-.mceJJatiOD r 
ti . 
. ssign ent 0{ isc Uaneous ; it . ll iscellane s e s   
3Ssigned t  a d s ll e i  10 r. 
If t  r rt  is , 5 c  iscellane s r s s ll  lie  t  r st r ti  r r ir f 
t  rty, if t  rest ration r re ir i  e i lly i l  d der's it  is t l . 
ri   r ir  r t r ri<l  ri . e er ll b e t  ri t t  b l   iscellaneous r  
unbl Lender has had an opportunity to iospect such Property to ensure the ork has been co pleted to 
ender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken pro ptly. ender ay pay for the 
repairs and restor.nion in a single. disburse ent or in a series of progress paYIlltm£S as the ork is 
l t . Jess  r I is  i  ritin  OJ' lica le  r ire  i t r t t   i    
iscellane s' r s, e er s all t e r ir  t   rr r  i r r st r r i s  s  
iscellane s r s. If t  r st r ti  r r ir is t oQ j ll  f si l  r der's s rit  l  
 l , l  iscellaneous r  ll e li  CO t   s re   [ i  rit  I tr nt. 
t r r  b  , t  t e J(~~ f y.   r r.  is la   l   
applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 
 t e t   10lai i g, t ti ,  l   e   rty.  is la  
r s ll  lie  t  t e s ms s r   I is rit  l str nt, t r r t t  . it  
 ,  y.   r. 
I  t e w t f  rti l t i . tr ti . r l  i  l e f t e r rt  i  i  t  f ir rIc t 
al e f t  r rt  i e iat l  f r  t  rti l r i , str ti . r l ss i  l  i  l t  r 
r t r t a  t e a t f t e s s sec re   t is ecuri'Y I str e t i e iatel  f r  t  artial 
Clki . destruction, or Joss in value, unless orro er and ender othe!Wise agree in riting.· the su s 
secured by this Security InslIU enl shall be reduced by the a ount of the iscellaneous Proceeds 
lti lied  t  f ll i  fr ti n: (a) t  t t l t: f t  s r  i i tel  f re; t  
ti l lcl . ~lJucti n. 0:- os   l e i i  · (b) !  i  t l e  t  t  
i i t l  f r  di  rti l t i , tr ti , r l s  i  l .  l  n  i  t  rr r. 
I  t  t f  rti l t i , ~'truction. r l ss i  l  f t  r rt  i  i  t  f ir r t 
allie f the r ert  i e iatel  ef re th!! aniaJ ta i . estr cti , r l ss i  al e i:I less t a  t e 
3lI1ount  t    i e iately  t  3l1i l t i . tr cti ,  l  i  l , les  
rr er and te r t er ise a ree in riti , che iscellaneous r cee s slWl be a lie  t  t e s s 
sec re   t is ec rit  I str e t et er r r the s s are t e  e. 
If me r ity is abandoned by orro er, or if. after notice by ender to orro er that tlle 
pposing Party (as deruted in the next sentence) offers to ake an a ard to settle a clai  for da ages, 
rr er fails t  res  t  e er it i   a s after t e ate the tice is i en. e er is a t rize  
t  c llect and apply the iscellaneoUs rocec:ds either to restoration r repair f rIle roperty r 10 me 
sums secured by this Security Instru ent. hether or not then due. "Opposing panyH eans the third party 
that o es orro er iscellaneous 'Proceeds or IDe party against ho  orro er has a right of action in 
r r  t  is lla s r eds. 
orro er shan be in defaalt if any action or proceeding, hether civil or cri inal. is begun that, i  
Lender's judg ent, could result in· forfeiture of the Property or other aterial i painnen[ of Lender's 
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instru ent. Borrower CIJl cure sllch a. ~~ult and, if 
acceleration has occurred. reinstate as provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be 
dis issed ith a ruling that, in ender's judg cllt, precludes forfeiture of the Property or other aterial 
i painncnt of LeJ!der's illterest in the Property or rights under this Securily Instru ent. The proceeds of 
any a ard or clai  for da ages that are attributable co the i pair enc f ender's interest in the roperty 
ire bereby assigned and shaU be paid to ender. 
ll iscellaneous roceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Pn;lperty shall be 
applied in the order provided for in Seaion 2. 
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32 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver Extension of the time for
payment at modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower
f or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required to conuneme proceedings against
any Successor in Interest ofBorrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the stuns secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by theoriginal
Borrower or any Successors in interest ofBorrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without Budiation Lender acceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall not be aWaiver of or
preclude the exercise of ahy right or remedy
13 Joint and Several LiabilityCosigners Successors and Asdgns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be Joint and several However any Borrower who
E casigns this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note a cosigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigner interest in the Property under the
terms of this Security Instrument b is not personalty obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear ot
mgke any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosignerconsent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security instrument in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowersrights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not be released from
Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in
Section20 and benefit the successors and assigns ofLender
14 Loan Charges Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this
Security Instrument including but not 1united to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to any other flees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loanscharges and that law Is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge to thepermitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permitted
limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
j owed under the Now or by malting a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment charge is provided for under the Note Borrowersacceptance of any such refund trade by




15 Notices All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security Instrument
must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Insautllent shall be deemed to
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if sent by othermeans Notice to any one Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly
notify Lender of Borrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrowers
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure
Tbrsc may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time Any
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class snail to Lendersaddress
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notico required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law the Applicable Law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requir r under this Security
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1 . orro er ot elease ; orbearance y ender ot II ai er. te si  f the ti e f r 
a e t or ifiCatio  f a rtization f t e s s sec re   t is rit  I str e [ ra te   e er 
to orro er r a y ccessor in Interest  rr er ll t operate (Q release t  lia ility  rr er 
or any Successors in Interest of Borro er. Lender shall not be required tD commence proceedings against 
 cess r in Interest f Borrower r t  refuse to te  ti e for e t r t r ise ir  
a ortization of the sums secured by this Security Instru ent by Te<ISOn of any de and ade by the original 
rr er or a ' es rs in Interest f rr r • .AtJ.y forbeara   ender in r i i   right r 
r  i J.udi . ithout limit ti , der's ta ce  t  fr  t ir  r , tities r 
ess rs i  Interest f orro er r i  ts less t  t e nt t  , s ll ee e .w i r f r 
preclude the exercise of arty right or re edy. 
. J j t  r l ia ilit ; CHigners; cc:essOI'S  ssigns . rr r ruuns 
and agrees !haE orro er's Obligations and liability shall be joint and several. o ever, any orro er ho 
o-signs t is r  Instru e  t cs DOt ecute e t  (a "co-sigDcr"): (a)  -s ing s 
Securiey Instru ent only to ongagc, grant and convey the co-signer's interest ill the Property under the 
t   t is it  sn t; (b) is t ll  Obligate  r  a  t     t is rit  
I str t; d (c) rees t t e r   t r rr r  r  t  t , dilY. f r r OI: 
ak  a  acc odations it  re ar  t  t e tenns f t is ec rit  Instru e t r ( e te it t t e 
o-sign r's t. 
Subject to the provisions of Section 18, any Successor in Interest of Borro er ho assu es 
orro er's obligations under this cc:urity Instru enl i  riting. and is approved by ender, shall obtain 
all f orrower's rights and bencfics under this Security Instru ent. orro er slWl not be released fro  
Borrower's obligations and liability u.oder dUs Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in 
iti .  mwra  t   t i  it  l t rn t ll i  (exce t s i  in 
ti  0)  fit t  rs 3lI  i s  e r. 
14. oan harges. ender ay charge orro er fees for services perfor ed in connection ith 
orrower's default, for the purpose of protecting ender's interest in lhe Property and rights under this 
Security Tastru cnt, including, but not limited to, attDrneys' fees. property inspection and valuation fees. 
I  r r  t   t er f s, t e Qbsem:e at e ress a t rit  i  t is ec rit  I sn: e t t  c ar e a s ecific 
f  t  rr er s ll t  .nstruc  s  r lli iti o  t  r i  f s  fee~ r  t r  
fees chac are expressly prohibited by this Seolriry Instru ent or by Applicable La . 
If die oan is subject to a la  hich sets axi u  loan charges. :and that la  is finally inrerprered so 
t t !  i terest  t  l a   lle t   t   lle te  i  ri  it  t    t  
er itte  linUts. t en: (a) a  s c  I~ c ar e s all e re ce   tile a t ecessar  t  re ce t e 
charge to the per itted li it; and (b) any su s already collected fro . orro er hich exceeded pennitted 
l~ts ill be refunded to orro er. Lender ay choose to ake tills refund by reducing the principal 
 r t  te r  .ak:ing  it [ t t  rr er: If  r f  r s ri ci al, t  
re cti  ill e treated as a artial re a e t· idl t a  re a e t c ar e (whether r t a 
prepay ent charge is provided for under the ore). orrower's acceptance f any such refund made by 
direct pay ent to orro er ill constitute a aiver ()f any right of al:tion orro er ight have arising out 
of such overcharge. 
15. tices. D notices given by orro er or ender i  connection ith mis ecurity tn:."tl'Ument 
st  i  riti .  ti  [D n: r i  ti  it  Ibis curit  I str me t s ll   t  
have been given to orro er hen ailed by first class ail or hen actually delivered to orrower's 
notice address if sent by other mean~. odcc ro anyone Borro er shall constitute notice to all Borro ers 
less lica le a  expre3S1y reqWTe:i t er ise. e tice address s all be t e r ert  ddress 
unless orro er has designaled. a substitute notice address by notice to Lender. orro er shall pro ptly 
notify Lender. of on:o cr's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting orrower's 
c a e f ~dress. theD rr er s all ly re rt a cba e f .a ress t r  t at s eciflt  r cedure. 
There may be. only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at anyone time. Any 
notice to Lender sball be given by delivering it or by ailing it by first class mail to Lender's address 
Sl t · erei  less e er bas esi ate  m r a ress  tice t  rr er.  tice i  
ti  it  t is rit  I str t s ll t e  t    i  t  r til acruaJI  
received by Lender. If any' notice required by this Security Instrumt:nt is also required under Applicable 
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16 Governing Law Severabiiity Rules of Construction This Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it
might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable
Law such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or wards of thefeminine gender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plural and viceersa and c the word may gives sole discretion without any obligation to
take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section i8
Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Leader may require immediate payment in full of an sums secured by this Security
Instrument However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is ptnhibited by
t Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security instrument If Borrower fails to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right to Reinstate After Acceleradon If Borrower sheets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest of a fivedays before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in
this Security Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate orc entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions are that Borrower a pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lender interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument and d
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lenders interest in the Property and
rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sutras secured by this Security
I Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender may require that Borrowerpay such reinstatement sums and
expenses in one or more of the Mowing forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order c
certified check bank check treasurers check or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Transfer Ligon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shalt not
apply in the case ofacceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice or Grievance The Note or a partial interest in
the Note together with this Security Instm meat can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale Aright result in a change in the entity known as the Loan Scrvicer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan
servicing obligations under the Note this Security Insnument and Applicable Law There also might be
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the
new Loan Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any oth i ormation RESPA
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1 . Governing La ; S r ilit ; Knies of o str ti . This rit  Instrument s all be 
governed by federal la  and the la  of the jurisdiction in hicb the Property is located. ll rights and 
obligations contained in this ec rity Instru ent are s ject: to  re ire ents and limitations f 
Applicable La . pplicable Law ight e:cpHcidy or i plicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it 
ight f?e ~ent, but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agree ent hy contl'lla. In 
the event that any provision or clause of ibis Security Instru ent or the ote conflicts ith pplicable 
La , such conflict shall not affect other provisions f this ecurity Instrument r the ote hich can e 
given effect ithout Ute cOnflicting provision. 
As used in this Security Instru ent: (a) ords of the masculine gender shall ean and include 
corresponding neuter ords r ords f the feminine gender; (b) ords in the singular shall ean a  
include the plum! and vice. versa; and (c) t e ord "ma ' gives sole discmion irhout any ligation to 
take any action. 
17. orro er·s opy. orro er shall be given one copy of the ote and of this ecurity Instru ent. 
. ransfer f the ru ert  r a e eficiallnterest i  rr r. s se  in this ti  18. 
'"Interest in the Property" means my legal or beneflcial interest in the Property. including, but not limited 
[a, rhOse beneficial interests uansferred in a bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent sales contrAct or 
escr  a ree e r, t  intent f hich is the transfer f title  orrower at a f t re c  to a r s r .. 
If ll or any part of the PropertY 01 any Inreresl in the PropertY is sold or tmnsfcrred (or if orro er 
is not a natural person and a beneflCial ~t in Borrower is sold OT tr.ulSferred) witliout Lender's prior 
ritten consent. ender ay require i ediate pay ent i  full of an su s secured by t is Securiry 
Instru em. o ever, this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by 
Applicable Law. 
If ender exercises thi$ option; ender shall give rr er notice f acceleration. he notice s all 
provide a period of not less than 30 days (iom Ihe dare the notice is given in accordance with Section ) 5 
ithin hich orro er Dlust pay all su s secured by this Security lnstrUDIeIlt. If Borrower fails to pay 
these .sums prior to the expiration of this period. Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this 
Security Instru ent without further notite or demand on BOm:lwer. 
19. orro ers ight to einstate fter eeeleradon. If orro er meets certain conditions, 
Borrower shall have the right to have enforce ent of this Security Instru ent discontinued ar any ti e 
prior [0 Ibe eartia1 of: (a) five. days before sale of the Property pursmwt 10 iIDy power of sale contained in 
this Security IllSII'U ent; (b) such other period as pplicable La  ight specify for the tennination of 
orrower'S rigbt to reinstate; or· (c) entry of a judg enE enforcing this Security Instru ent. Those 
conditions are that ono er: (a) pays ender all su s hich tben ould be due under this Secur~ty 
I tr t  t  ole  i   l r ti  ad rr ; (b) r  cm  f lt f  dl r t  r 
agreement's; (c) pays all expenseS incurred in enioICing this Security Instru ent. including, but not limited 
to, reasonable attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees, and other fees incurred for the 
pmpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument; and (d) 
takes such action as ender ay fe2!lOnably require to assure that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security Instrument, and Borrower's obligation to pay the sums secured by this Security 
Instrument. shall co.nrinue unchanged. Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and 
expemes in one Of ~re 01 the foUowing fOImS, as selected by Lender; (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) 
crtifx:  eck,  eclc. tr r r'   Ot" shier's eck, rOvide    cIc i  r.1   
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal ageJ]f!Y. instrumentality or entity; or (d) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. Upon reinstate ent by Borrower. this Security l.n.strument and obligations secured hereby 
shall remain fuDyeffective as if no ru:ceiefl!.tion bad occurred. However. this right 10 reinstate sball not 
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18. . 
. . 20. &de of Note; Change of Loan Senricer; Notice of Grievance. The Note or a partial interest in 
the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more times without prior notice to 
no er.  sale might fe3u1t i  a c a e i  m  entit  (kn  as t e "Loa  er icerW) that collects 
ri ic ay ents due r t  ote a  dtis ecurit  Instnunent and perfor s olhe!' ortgage loan 
~rvicing obligatjollS under rile NOle, this Security Jnsm.unenr. and Applicable Law. There also might be 
e r re c a es f t e lo  er icer relate  t  a sale f t e cre. If t ere is a c a e of t e a  
ervicer. rr er ill 'be given ritten nodce f die cbange hich ill state the na e a  address f die 
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing if the Note is sold and thereafter the Loan is
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing obligations
to Borrowerwill remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purcbaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys actions pursuant to this
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of or any duty owed by
i reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice given in compliance with the requirements of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to rake corrective action if
Applicable Law provides a lime period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time
period will bet deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisionsofthis Section 20
21 Hazardous Substanm As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Environmental Law and the
following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental Law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is Located that
relate to health safety or environmental protection cEn6nmental Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmenral
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Environmental
Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten w release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in violation of any Environnncntai
Law b which createsanEaviromnenial Condition or c which due to the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Properly The preceding
two sentences shall not apply to the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to nornnal residential uses and to
maintenance of the property including but not UrWted to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental Taw of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Environmental Condition including but not limited to any spilling Leaking discharge release or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property if Borrower learns or is notified
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation
ofany Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all necessary
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lender for anEnvironmental Cleanup
VA4PM5AUD1 toecee P 12or se Form3n73 1101




requires in connection with ~ notice of transfer of servicing. If the Note is sold and fucreaft.er the Loan is 
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note, the Jl'lOrtgage loan servicing obligations 
co Bo rower wi l remain with the Loan Servicer or be transfe red to a su cessor Loan Servicer and are not 
assu ed by the Note purchaser unless other ise provided by the Note purchaser. 
Neither Borrower nor Lender ay co em:e. join. or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litigant or the member of a class) that arises from the other party's aaions pursuant to this 
Security lnsuu ent or that alleges that the other party has breached any provisron of. or any duty o ed by 
reason of. this Security Instru ent. until such Borro er or Lender bas notified the other party (with such 
notice given in compliance wicb the: requirement:; of Section 15) of such alleged breach and afforded the 
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to rake corrective action. If 
Applicable Law provides a rime peri~ which must elapse before certain action can be taken, that time 
period ill be- dee ed to be reasonable for purposes of this par.1graph, The I19tice o.f acceleration md 
opportunity ro cure given to Borrower ~rsuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to 
Borrower pursuant to SectioD 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take eot'rective 
action provisions of this Section 20. 
. azar ous t as. s use  i  t is ti  2 : (a) "Hazardous cm - re those 
s stances defined s to ic r a us , Il lS.  astes  r run    di  
following substances: g2S0line, kerosene, other flammable or toxic petrOleum prodw:ts. toxic pesticides 
and herbicides, volatile solvcnlS. aterials containing asbestos Ot for aldehyde. and radioactive !lUlterials; 
(b) uEnvironmental Laww eans federal laws and laws of tbe jurisdiction where the Propeny is located that 
relate [0 healtb. !l3.fery or environmental protection; (c) "Env;ronmental Cleanup" includes any response 
action. re edial action, or re oval action, as defIned in nviron ental a ; and (d) an - nvirorunenfdl 
dition" e s  io    . ibute , r is  crigger  l 
Cleanup. . 
Borro er shall nor cause or penni« the p.e.sence. use, di:;posal. storage. or relC3Se of any azardous 
SubslallCt:s, or dlreaten co rele.aseany azardous Subst.:ulCeS, on or in we Property, orro er shall not do, 
nor allow anyone else to do. anyrhiJig affecting. the r~ (a) [hat is in violation of allY Environmental 
Law. (b) which creates an-EnvirownentaJ. Condition. or (c) which. due. to the presence, use, or release of a 
azardous ubstance. creates a coDdition t t lKIversely f~ the value f the r erty, he preceding 
tWO seIltences shall not apply 10 the presence, use, or storage on the Property of s all quantities of 
azanlous Substances thac are generally recognized to be appropriate to nonnal residencial uses and to 
mainrenance of the Property (including. but not limited to, hazardous substances .in consu er products). 
orro er shaD pro ptly give ender ritten norice of (a) any investigation. claim. de and. la suit 
or other action by any govcI1UlleOtal or regulatory agency or private pany involving th_e ProPertY and any 
   i t l Law  i  rr r  t l l ge, (b)  
Enviroiunental Condition. includiag but not li ited to, any spilling. lea..ldng, discharge. release or threat of 
release of any Hazardous Substance, and (c) any condition caused by the presence, use or release of a 
Hazard~ Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property, If Borrower learns. or is notified 
by any govenunental or regulatory authority, or any private party. that any removal or other re ediation 
of any Hazardous SubstllIlce affcccing the ~ropetty is necessary. Borrower shalt" promptJy take all necessary 
[C !iiaJ cti  i  accor  it  Envi t l Law,'  herein shall creat  any obligatioD o  
Lender for an Environmenlal Cleanup. 
~ 
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NODE UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
22 Acceleration Ieemedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security fnstrurment but not prior to
acceleration under Section 18 unlessApplicable Lair provides otherwise The notice sball specify a
the default b the action required to cure the default c a date mot less than 34 days from thedate
the notice is given to Borrower by which the default must be cured and d that failure to care the
default on or before the date specified in the noticemay result in acceleration of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument and sale ofthe Property The notice shall further informBorrower of the
p right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the nunexistence of
a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the default is not nixed on or
before the date specified in the notice Lender at its optionmay require immediate payment in full of
all sinus secured by this Security Instrument without further demand and may invoke The power of
i sale and any other remedies permitted by Applicable Law Lender shall be entitled to collect all
expenses incurred in pursuing the remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees and costs of title evidence
If Lender invokes the power of sale Lender shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lenders election to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such nofiice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is
located Lender or Trustee shall mail copies of the notice as prescribed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of sale
to the perwas and in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law After the time required by
Applicable Law Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the highest bidder at the time and place and uuudw the terms designate in the notice of sale in one or
more parcels and in any orderTrustee determines Trustee may postpone sale of all or any parcel of
the Property by public announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or its designee nmy purchase theProperty at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trustee deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or implied The recitals in the Trusteesdeed shall be prima facie
evidence of the truth of the statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sale including but not limited to reasonable Trustee
and attorneys fees b to ail sums secured bythis Security Instrument and c any excess to the
person or persons legally entitled to It
23 Reconveyance Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Linder shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Insnument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee Trustee shall reconvey he Property
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property but only
if the fee is paid to a third parry such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of the fee is
perntted under Applicable law
24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason orcause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of the Property the
successor trustee shall succeed to all the title power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
ApplicableLaw
2S Area and Location of Property Dther the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Properly is located within an incorporated city or village
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NON-UNIFOR  COVENANTS. Bo rower and Lender further covenant and agr e as fo lo : 
22. Acceleration; Re edies. Leoder shall gjve ootite to Borrower prior to aCC1!leration follo ing 
Borr rts breach of any covtDant or agree Dt in this Seeurlty Instru ent (but 001 prior to 
acceleration under Seetion 18 uoless Apptic:able Law provides otherWise). The notice sball specify: (3) 
the defa lt; (b) the action required to cure the defa lt; (c) a date. oot less than 30 days from the date 
the notice is given to Borro er, by hich tbe. default U5t be cured; and (d) that failure to clD'e the 
def 1alt on or before dle date specified in the notice ay ru lt in acceleration of the s s secured by 
this Security lnstrunIent and sale of the Pr rt . The notice s ll further inf(} l Borrower of the 
right to reinstate alter acceleration and the right to bring a court .action to .assert the DOn-existence of 
. a default or any otller defense of orrower to acceieratiOJl and sale. If the efault i  ot cun  on r 
before the date specified in the Dotice, ender at its option. ay require immediate pay ent in fuD of 
an sums secured by tbis Security Instru ent without further demand and ay invoke the power of 
sale and any other remedies penoitted by Applicable Law. Lender shall be entitled to coDed all 
expemes incurred in pursuing the re edies pro"ided in this Seetion 22, including, but not limited to, 
n:asonable attorneys' fees and costs of title e"ideoce. 
If e:nder iDvokes the po er f s l , ender s ll te r s  rustee 10 acCJte ritten 
notice f t  cc rrence f 311 e e t f efa lt ~  r e er's election to calISe the r ert  10 e 
sold,. and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county hi which allY part of the Property is 
located. . Lender or Trustee shall ail copies of the notice a~ prescribed by pplicable a  to 
Borrower and to otber persons prescribed by Applicable Law. Trustee sbaU ~ve public notice of sale 
to the persons and in the mannct prescribed hy Applicahle Law. After tire time required by 
ppJic:;d)le La , Trustee. ithout deJDand Oil orro er, shall sell the Property at public auction to 
the bidtest bidder at the time and place aDd under the ter s designatefl in the DO~ of sale in CIte or 
ore parcels and in any order Trustee deter ines. Trustee ay postpcne sale of all or any parcel of 
t~ Property by publk announcement at the time and place or auy previously scheduled sale.. Lender 
01" itS design!!!! may purchase the Property at aay 5lIle. 
rPStee s ll eli er t  t  cdl r r stee's ee  t;:OJ1veying t e r ert  it t u  
COTena t Ol" arra t  I e resse  01' i lie . 'l'he recitals i  t e r stee's ee  shaD e ri a facie 
evidence f the truth f the state ents ade therein. rustee shan apply t  proceeds of t  sale in 
the following order. (8) to aU expeuses of the sale. indudiDg. but not limited tOr reasonable Trustee's 
aod attorneys' tRS; (b) to all sums secured by.this Security Instrument; and (c) any excess to the 
persOD or per50DS legally entitled to It. 
23. cou~. pon pay ent of all su s secured by this Security Instru ent, Lender shall 
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security IIlSttUDlCnt and aU notes 
evidencing debl secured by this Security InstrumeDt to Trustee. Trustee shall reconvey [he Propeny 
without warranty to the persou or persons legally entided to it. Such person or persollS shall pay any 
recordation costS. Lender may cbarge such person or persoJlS a fee for reconveying the Property, but only 
if the fee is paid to a !bird party (such as the Trustee) for services rendered and the charging of the fee is 
permitted under Applicable Law. 
24. Substitute TrtlStee. Lender ay, for any reason or cause, fro  ti e to ti e :re ove Trustee and 
appoint a successor ttustee [0 any Trustee appointed hereunder. Without conveyance of lhe Property, the 
s ccess r tr stee shall succee  t  aU t e title, po er and duties conferred upon r stee he'r~in and by 
Applicable Law. . . . . . 
. . 
25. Area and Loation or Property. Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in· area or the 
ProPectY is Wcatcd within an incorporated citY or YiUage. 
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained is this
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 T I  .  t    t  t  s  t  t i  in t is 
it  I strument  i   ider t      itb it. 
itnesses: 
-----------------------~~) 
-B o  
-----------------------(~) 
_______ ~ ____ (Seal) 
-Borr lllC  -B rrowe  
---------------------" (~) -----------------------~~) 
- 4! Iwer -  
----------------------(~) -----------------------(~) 
.D m> er - rr r 
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known or proved to me to be the personswho executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to
me that hetshethey executed the ante
In witness whereof Y have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written
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 ,bef  . 
a Notary Public in and for said county and Sfnce, personally appeared 
GREGORY . NSHAW, 1\ ~EP~ ES1!'A"f."1rcAl--' 
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PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER
THIS PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER is made this 27TH day of
JUNE 2007 and is incorporated into and shall be
deemed to amend and supplement the Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the
7 Security instrument of the same date iven by the undersigned the Borrower to
secure BorrowersNote to
HOIMCOMING5 FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMSCOMINCS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
the Lender of the same date and covering the Property described in the Security
Instrument and located at
3980 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
The Property includes but is not limited to a parcel of land improved with a dwelling
together with other such parcels and certain common areas and facilities as described in
COVENANTS CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
the Declaration The Property is a part of a planned unit development known 8s
SOUTEAS BOISE LAKEWOOD SUSDIVISI
Name of Planned Unit Development
the PUD The Property also includes Borrower interest in the homeowners association or
equivalent entity owning or managing the common areas and facilities of the PUD the
Owners Association and the uses benefits and proceeds of Borrower interest
PUD COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the Security
Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A PUD Obligations Borrower shall perform all of Borrowersobligations under the PUDs
Constituent Documents The Constituent Documents are the s Declaration Iii articles of
incorporation trust instrument or any equivalent document which creates the Owners
Association and iii any bylaws or other rules or regulations of the Owners Association
Borrower shall promptly pay when due all dues and assessments imposed pursuant to the
Constituent Documents
MULTISTATE PUD RIDER Single Family FannieMaeFreddie Mac UNIFORM IN T
Form 3150 1101 WWWfi610snoo8j r 0473793036




    
I   I    i   "thi     
J , , d i  i rp rate  i t   ll  
    e t  ,   rl,J , r ri   (the 
"Security Instru ent-) f t  s  t , given y t  undersigned {the • Borrower"} to 
s re rr wer's t  to 
ECO INGS IAL,  (F/KjA Ed  r4  IiORK, C.) . 
(the "l ") f h~  t   D ri  t e r rty ri  i  t  rit  
nstru e t  located t: 
4 0 O    
,   
[Property r ] 
 r rt  i l , t i  t li ite  t ,  ~1 f l  i r  ith  lli , 
t t r ith t r $ ch r ls  rt i   r   f iliti ,  ri e  i  
'l" , I I S J  'l' I 'l'I  
(the "Declaraiion"). e r rty is a part f a ~  it v l t  as 
OUTHEAST I / E  B I Isr 
[Na     l t] 
{the "PUD"}. he roperty also includes orrower's interest in the ho eo ners association or 
equivalent entity o ning or anaging the co on areas and facilities of the  {the 
"Owners ")  e s. ts    rrower's i t. 
 . I  iti  t  t  t   t   i   it  
Instru ent. orro er and Lender further covenant and agree as follo s: 
.  fi ti ,  ll f  ll  rrower's ga ions   UO's 
t  t .  ~C s, u t ents"   til O lB ti n: (i ) rti l   
i c r r ti n, tr st i str t r a  iv l t c e t ic  cr t s t  rs 
Association~ and (iii) any by-iaws or ather rules or regulations f the ners ssociation. 
orro er shall pro ptly pay, hen due. all dues and assess ents i posed pursuant t  the 
 t . 
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S Property Insurance So long as the Owners Association maintains with a generally
accepted insurance carrier a master or blanket policy insuring The Property which is
satisfactory to Lender and which provides insurance coverage in the amounts including
deductible levels for the periods and against loss by fire hazards included within the term
extended coverage and any other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and
floods for which Lender requires insurance then iLender waives the provision in Section 3
for the Periodic Payment to Lender of the yearly premium installments for property insurance
on the Property and iiBorrowersobligation under Section 5 to maintain property insurance
coverage onthe Property is deemed satisfied to the extent that the required coverage is
provided by the Owners Association policy
What Lender requires as a condition of this waiver can change during the term of the
loan
Borrower shall give Lender prompt notice of any lapse in required property insurance
coverage provided by the master or blanket policy
In the event of a distribution of property insurance proceeds in lieu of restoration or
repair following a loss to the Property or to common areas and facilities of the PUD any
proceeds payable to Borrower are hereby assigned shall be paid to Lender Lender shall
apply the proceeds to the sums secured by the Security Instrument whether or not then due
with the excess if any paid to Borrower
C Public Liability Insurance Borrower shall take such actions as may be reasonable to
insure that the Owners Association maintains a public liability insurance policy acceptable In
form amount and extent of coverage to Lender
D Condemnation The proceeds of any award or claim for damages direct or
consequential payable to Borrower in connection with any condemnation or other taking of all
or any part of the or the common areas and facilities of the PUD or for any
conveyance in lieu of condemnation are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender Such
proceeds shag be applied by Lender to the sums secured by the Security Instrument as
provided in Section 11
E LendersPrior Consent Borrower shall not except after notice to Lender and with
Lenders prior written consent either partition or subdivide the Property or consent to i the
abandonment or termination of the PUD except for abandonment or termination required by
law in the case of substamial destruction by fire or other casuahy or in the case of a taking
by condemnation or eminent domain ii any amendment to any provision the Constituent
Documents if the provision is for the express benefit of Lender iii termination of
Professional management and assumption of self management of the Owners Association or
0A any action which would have the effect of rendering the public liability insurance coverage
maintained by the Owners Association unacceptable to Lender
F Remedies It Borrower does not pay PUD dues and assessments when due then
Lender may pay them Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this paragraph IF shall became
additional debt of Borrower secured by the Security Instrument Unless Borrower and Lender
agree to other terms of payment these amounts shall bear interest from the date of
disbursement at the Note rate and shall be payable with interest upon notice from Lender to
Borrower requesting payment
lni ial
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8. r erty I r .  l g  t e ners i tion i t i , it   r ll  
t   r,  "ma r" r "blan t" licy ring th     
satisfactory to Lender and hich provides insurance coverage in th9 a ounts (including' 
deductible levels), for the periods, and against loss by fire, ha:lards included ithin the ter  
"extended coverage, ~ and any other hazards, including, but t li ited to, earthquakes and 
l ,  ich r i  i , ; til l r ives  i ion i  tion  
for the erIodic ay ent t  le r f ~he yearly pre iu  install ents f r property insurance 
 t  r rty;  (ii) rrower's li ti  r ction  t  i t in r rty i s r c  
 n' the r erty s ed s ied  t  t nt   i   i  
r i  y t  r  i ti  li . ' 
t r r ir    ition f t i  iver   ri  t  t r  f t  
l . 
orro er shall give Lender pro pt notice of any lapse in required property insurance' 
coverage provided by the aster or blanket policy. 
I  the t   i t i ti   t  i   i  li   t ti  r 
repair following a loss to the Property. or to co on areas and facilities of the PUD, any 
proceeds payable. to Borrower are hereby assigned' and shall be paid to lender_lender shall 
apply the proceeds to the su s secured by the Security Instru ent, hether or not then due, 
it  t  s, if y, i  t  rr er. 
. lie i ility I rance_ rr r H t  llch ti     r l  t  
ns re  e   i      l    
for , a ount. and e:xtent f coverage to Lender. 
. onde nation. The proceeds of any a ard or clai  for da ages, direct or 
tial, l  t   i  ti  it   . ti   t  t i  f ll 
r  t   Property         D,  r,  
conveyance in lieu of conde nation, are hereby as~i9ned and shall be paid to Lender. Such 
r  D  li   r t  t   r   t  rit  I tr t  
provided in Section 11. 
. Lender's rior onsent. orro er shall not, except aft$( notice to- Lender and it  
nder's ri r ritt  ent, it r rtiti  r i i  t  r rt  r t t : til t  
t r t r i ti  f t  O, ,e t f r t r t r i ti  r ire   
l  i  t   f t nti l tr ti   fir  t t r lt  r i  t   f  t i  
by conde nation or e inent dOlTlain; (ii) any a end ent to any provision of the "Constituent 
ocu ents" if the provision is for the express benefit of Lender; (iii} ter ination of 
professional anage ent and assu ption of self- anage ent of the wners Association; or 
(iv, any action whiCh would have the effect of rendering the pub.lie liability insurance coverage 
aintained y t e rs ss ci ti  cc t l  t  lender. 
. i s. It rr r s t y pun s  ss ss ts ~h  e. t  
Lender ay pay the . ny a ounts disbursed by lender under this paragraph F shaD beco e 
additional debt f orro er secured by the ecurity Instru ent. nless orro er and Lender 
agree to other terms of payment, these amounts shall bear interest from the date of 
disburse ent at the Note rate and shall be payable, ith interest, upon notice fro  Lender to 
Borro er requesting pay ent. ~
JnitiaJs('~ . 
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FIXEDIADJUSTABLE RATE IdDER
LIBOR OneYear Index As Published Is The Wall Street JvurnA Rate Caps
THIS FIXEDADJUSTABLE HATE RIDER is made this 27TH day of JLT 2007
and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument of the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure Borrowers FixedAdjustable Rate Note the
Note to HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender of the same date and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN BORROWERSFIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE NOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERSADJUSTABLE INTEREST RAPE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAXIMUM RATEBORROWER MUST PAY
AI3DlT10lVAL COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made In the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A ADJUSTABLE HATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The Note provides for an initial fixed interest rate of75000 Io The Mote also
provides for a change in the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate an the
first day of JULY 20x2 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date on which my initial fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDIADJUSTA13LE RATE RIDER WSJ OneYear LIBOR Single Family
Fannle Mae Uniform Instrument
Form 3187 6101
Wolters Kluwer Financial Servi
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! DJ S  E  RI  
(LmOR e-Year Inde  (As lished n  H t t o mal)-  ps} 
I  I D/ADJUST  R  I  is  t i    f .ruNE,  
, d i  i r r t  i t   ll      l t  
ortgage, Oeed of rust, or Security eed (the ·Security Instru ent", of the sa e date given 
y the rsi ed ("Borro er'" t  s c r  orrower's ixed/Adjusta l  t  ote (the 
"N te")  ' I GS nr I ,  IF/KIA r-m Q  I  
'I' , I C _ } 
("le er") f t  s  t   c erins t  r rty scri d i  t  c rity I str t 
 loc ttl  t:   I I   
I , 1   
{Propert  ] 
     E  ROWER'S   
    I  .   I I   
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MThe Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollardenominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in The M11 Street
Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the data 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Gate the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding
TWO AND ONE FOURTH percentage points
2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest oneeighth of one percentage point0925 Subject to the
limits stated in Section 4D below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
i next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full
on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
D ILtmits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than
12S000 or less than2500U Thereafter my adjustable
interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Date by more than
two percentage points from the rate of Interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000 9b
E Effective Date ofChanges
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date l will pay the amount
i of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the ChangeDate until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
IF Notice of Changes
i The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
interest Late to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective date of any change The notice will include the amount of my monthly
payment any Information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any Question i may have regarding the notice
B TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BORROWER
1 Until Borrowersinitial fixed Interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall
read as follows
Initials
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest In Borrower As used in this
Section 18 interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Properly including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
i by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrument if Borrower fails to pay these sums
prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without furtherno ice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section 131 above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the Security instrument shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest Borrower As used in this
Section 18 interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or arty part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred for if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option if a Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate the intended
transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender
reasonably determines that Lenderssecurity will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement in this
Security Instrument Is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee
as a condition to Lenders consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower In writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
Initials
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which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower
faits to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S NING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained
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Lot 12 Block 8 in Lakewood Unit No 15B according to theplat thereof filed in Book 56 of Plats at Pages 5104
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and 105, r  f  ounty, I aho. 
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BOISEIDAHO08130 11A2A A
ppii Iq g ape p ry
RECORDEDREQUEST OF
LSaTITLE AGENCY INC 110074819
What ftcordMaul tv
EX@G tivoTmstee Sen bees LLC
2256 ion Ontario Street Saute 400
Butbank Cali is 915043 20
Svace AboveThis Line ForRecordeeUse
TSNoID72MSCjgq7qqNC
Loma No 379MM
APPOIlYT1t ZNT OF SVCCSORTRUSIIrE
KNOWALLKIMBY THIM PRESENTS
An fieglantorsGREGORYARENSHAW AN UNMARI MANsadPIONEER nrz COMPANYOF
ADACOUNTY isthoroateeand M MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSM1 INC
SOLELYAS NOMINEE FORHOMECOMIMSMNANCIAL LLCFWA110NECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCALIMITED LIABILITYCOMPANY is thebeneficiary under that cfttain Deedof Trust dated
6127100 and recorded on7l3rMBook Page as Insa maentNo 107095032 andreecorded records of Ada
County Idaho
The tmdershpwed who is the pcescnt beneficiary ender said Deed ofTrust desires to appoint a new irnstee in the
place and avad of theadltrusteein med above
NOW 773FREFM in view ofthepremises the undersigned hereby appoints PIONEER TITLE CONTA NY
OFADACOUNTYdba MONJEERMWER TAUSMSERVICIISC1O ExomdycTnmtce Services LLCat
2255 North Ontario SmetSuiteBurba4 California 915043120 as successor trustee undersaid Deed of
Trust to haveall the powers ofacid original trustee effccc fxMhwith
INW1TNFSSFIEREOF the undermped beneficiaryhas hereunto set his hand if the undersigned is ei






On VI 2014 beforeme Sally Beltran a NotaryPublic personally appeared Doom Fitton who proved to me on
the basis ofsadifackay evidence to be thepwoaswhose nemme ishre subscribed and sworn to the within
itruisma t and admowledged to ire that Wshefthey executed the same in ldslhcrAheir wIthorized aWaeityiesand
alt by his nkheir 4pameson the inArmnent thepersousor the entity upon behalfofwhikh thepawns
acted cwcsnted the kmnn rent
I ccttifyunder ofperjwy uuaderthe Iaws of theState ofCalifornia that the foregoing pmaglraph isun sad
conM
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exeCutive ru t  rvic s,  
5 North  i' t, ui   
r nk,. lifomia 1504-3120 
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 l  MEN  ESE : 
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, I .)  I I  I lll   is t  ~ r t t: «t i  f r st ate  
fl: 12OOO. mad ~  1312007, , o. 3S tru  . ,  -recorde .    
~.Idaho.· . 
, ' 
he under.dgned. ho is the present beaefici<uy IDlder said eed of :rnst des.ircs t  appoint a ne  trustee In the 
place nd~ oftbc original1rusteenmned above; , 
NOW~ 'IlIEREFOllE, in vie  o(tbe pre ises, the llI1der$igncd ben:by appoints PI EE  TITLE MP  
J' DA-COm.'T   PI N  LENDER RIJST.£E E  /  wtiv  rlls .;  r i s,  li  
2251; orlb ntario Street, Suitc400 Burbank, CallfotOia 91504-3120, as successor 1rWtee under said eed of 
r st. t   ll t  ers f ,lid: ri i l tr st , cft'ectivo furlhw£t . 
I  ITNESS'WHEREOF, dt~ rsign  d'iciaJY b  t  t is ; i  t  i  .i  Ii . 
~.it bas~:ted iIs corporate na e to Qc signed and affiXed hereunto by its duly authorizetf officel(s). 
c:¢ /10/  
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANA ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HMEBY GIVEN that PIONEERTITLECOMPANY OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENIWER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Thufte under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trost executedby GREGORYARENSHAW ANLIMIARREMMAN as
Grantor to PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor of A4ERS
MORTGACBELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELYASNOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOM NOS FINANCIAL
NEIVMY INCALHATTED LIABIIYCOMPANY as Bentsficiary dated 6127200
recorded 7132001as Instrumnent No107095032 andreecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held byMORTGA4E
Ex r RomeREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Dyed ofTryst covers real property
situated insaid County describing land therenas follows
LOT 12BLOCK S IN LAKEWOOD UNITNO15 ACCORDING ToTHE PLAT
TREOFFWW IN BOOK 56 OFPLATS AT PAGES5104 ANDS105RECORDS OF
ADACOUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee herebygives ubtice that breach of the obligation for which suchtrawfer is security
has ocredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated627007 The nature of such beach bemg
Failure to pay the monthly payment due5112010 ofpriumipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent hatal lments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advancedbybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is786630as of8102010
All deHagwncies are now due together with unpaid add seeming uxes assessments twstee
fees attmey feescosts and advances made to protect the security associatedwith this
foreclostme The unpaid principal balance of236500 together with Interest thereon at the
ement rate of75per annum from 4112010 untR paid
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The TtlI5tee hereby gives notice that a:breach of1he obligation for hich such transfer is sc;Curity 
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PIONEER THE COWANYOF ADA COUNTY DBAPIONEER LMERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBYF CUTIVETSTEESERVICES AS ATTORNEY INFACT
State orCal I S
County of
on8f10fz0 meS41yWrzu Notary Public pmonallyappeamd Carlo Mapo vho pmaved tome on tie
basis ofsuds ovidam to bethe persons whose same isartsubgedto thewithinitserumentand
xtmowledged to me tbgWsheftitey cmeauWlthe same in hisiherhtieir authaiized capadVies and that by
hislbektheiaalguativesmthe insttmnem thepamousorthe a ntky upon behalforwhich thepmsm acted
exatedthebRumeut
Ica tifyder penally ofpmjmynndw the laws of the Stateof California that the foregoing paragraph is true ad
Signature Seal SALLY BELTRAM
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The declarant whose signature appears below states that he IS over the age of eighteen 18
years is employed In Riverside County California acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services
is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2030 he personally served the Notice
of which the annexed is a true copy by depositing In the United States Mail a copy of such Notice
In a seated envelope sent Certified Mail with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to
the person named at the addresses below
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7113 8257 1474 54135002
TSN ID220315C
OccupsnlsfTenants
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BOISE 10 837066427




746 E BRIDGEWATER CT
BOISE 10 837066424








Nnoiary Publie California x
ftiversida County
AA Gomm Ea Tres tiac82012
Su cri ed and swam to or affirmed before me on this day ofSeAl month
1 year by Anthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared before me
Page iX11
tOQ
Signature of Notary Sea of Notary
PLF 03537
000397
FFID   MAI  






WalZ AflidaYit Ii: 1812796 
il tchI :  
  Uf  ) 
 ~ lV ~lD  ) 
 l r t,  i t r  r  l , t t  t t  Is r t   f i t  (1 ) 
yearsj is employed In BJverside County, Californlaj acting on behalf of ExeclJtiVe Trustee Services; 
f  t  rt  t  t  it i  ti n; a t t  t , 1 ,  ll  r  t  ti , 
of hiCh the annexed Is a true copy, by depositing in t  njted tates all a copy f such otice 
I  " l  l , t tIfi  il, ' it  t  i ,  l  i   t  
t  rson(s)  t t  r  l . ' 
dar penalty of perjury that the foregoing Is true and correct. 
x.~~~~~~ __________ ~ ________ __ 
 
13 2571474'5413 9 
 #: 1 -220315-C 
ORY .RE  
    
I , 10 -6421 
·711   1474   
 fl.: 1O-22031 -C 
  EOWNER'S 
I I  
   D  
I . 10 6-52  
  U  ) 
   ) 
   
,  #: ID-22 -C 
a 1SlTena t  
  I I   
El ,  -642  
, 3 5  
 #: D-220315-C 
D #158 EOWNER'S 
 . 
    
I E..  -641  
3   
 #: D- -C 
lA   EOWNER'S 
OCIATIO  
1   I   
I , (D 6 6-64  ' 
lWC:riP.ed  s orn t  (or affirm~d) f r    t is It.( y f J~. (m th), 
20iP (year), by nthony o ez, proved to e on the basis of satlsfa~ory evidence to be 
the person ho appeared before e. ' " 










The declarant whose signature appears below states that he is over the age of eighteen 18
years is employed in Riverside County California acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services
Is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2010 he personally served the Notice
ofwhich the annexed is a true copy by depositing in the United States Mail a copy of such Notice
FirstIn a sealed envelope sent Class with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to the
personsnamed at the addresses below




TSN ID220315C TSN ID220395C TSN fD220315C
GREGORYA RENSHAW OccuparbTenants LAKEWOOD PARKHOMEOWNERS
480 S PIMMIT PL 3480 S PMAMIT PL ASSOCIATION





TSN P ID220315 pLEa
LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS LAKEWOOD 158 HOMEOWNERS commission 182500
ASSOCIATION
386 E FAJR13ROOK DR
ASSOCIATION




BOISE ID 837065279 BOISE ID 637066424 MY Comm Expires 0c 8 2012
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Subwribed and sworn to or affirmed before me on this day of month
e year byAnthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared befor me
Signature of Notary Sea of Notary




I I  f I I  
  ervIces 
r   U I  ' ) 





i atchlD:  
III1III1 
Waiz Aifitlavlt II:: 1812451 
 darant, s  si t r  rs lq , st t s t t  is v r t   f i t  (1 ) 
years; is e ployed in Riverside County, California; acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services; 
Is not a party to the ithin action; and that on ugust 2.7,2010, he personally'served the oticEl, 
of which the annexed is a true copy,- by depositing in the United States ail a copy of such Notice 
i   l  l , t i  l ss, it  t  r i ,  l  i  r  t  t  
erson{s) ll     ~ l . 
 lt  f rj r  t t t  f r i  i  tr   rr t. 
ony  
.  
 #: ~D-220315-C 
 . ~IAW 
3480  I I   
e. 10 0-6427 
2239131645 
 #: 1D-22.0315-C 
l   EOWNER'S 
I I  
86  J B I<  
. 10 ()6.S279 
  I I  
   
6  
 #: I -22031 -C 
ccupantslT enants 
  I  l 
, 10 -642  
 
 If:; 10-2 315-C 
 #158 EOWNER'S· 
I I  ' 
45  I  1 
I . 10 -6424 
 
 #: J -2203 -C 
\..A O  '  
 
   cr 
I , 10 8 6-642  
) 
) 
. u~r.l ed  orn ~ (or ffir ) f r  e a  t is /0  f J"~ (month), 
;W/t2 (ye r),  t  , roved t   n t  i  f tl f t ry i  t   
the rs  ho re  fol'e . 
~ ____ -...,----_---_ (Signature f t2!r ) (Seal f otary) 
1.00 





NOTICE IS HERE13Y GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor Trustee Viii on 212912010 at
100 PM recognized local tirne In the lobby of Pioneas Tile Company of Ads County located at
8151 West Rifleman Street Bolse ID 4704 void sell at public auctions to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States all payable at the time of sale the foilowing described real property
and personal property situated in the County of Ada State of Idaho and described as foilows LOT 12
BLOCK S IN LAKEWOOD UNIT NO 168 ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK as
OF PLAT AT PAGES 5104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for purposes of compliance with Section 90113Idaho Code the Trustee has been informed
that the address sometnes associated with said real property Is3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE Idaho 83709
5r it
Said sale will be made wiftut cgyenak or riant3i regarding title possession or encumbrances
aato ssfy the obligation secured byandO3ursuafib16thefoideroftale conferred in the Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAV AN UNMARRIED MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the benefit and security of HERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FIWA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Benefnc ay dated 12712007 recorded 713 as Instrument No 107055032 and re
recorded records of Asia County Idaho ttie beneficial Interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARENAMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 461506AIDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS OBLIGATION
The Default for which this sale Is to be made is the failure to paywhen due under peed of Trust
and Note dated 612712007 The monthly payments for Principal interest and Impounds if applicable of
147656 due per month from510101hrough 1212912010 and all subsequent payrnentsuntil the date of
sale or reinstatement The principal balance owing as of this date on the obligation secured by said Reed




· ' , 
,S. o,: I  -220315-  
n' o,: 0 7938 8 
.P.N.: 1.eR512S6 04SO 
, " 
.j ',.1. 
;' ;, i7.A:~': . ,i ),',',' 
NOT~E;~~i~(J~TEE'S SALE 
~': 
  EB   at,  mL    NJ  cou t  es 
        rustee, w "  121.29120   
: 0  (reecgnized focal time). In t e: l  f l Mr etl. a  f a ounty. l t  t 
 G$  I  t, f.," 10 837 , wI's i   ti ,  tfl  i  idder, f r ~h, i  
l flll y f t e its  tates, ll y l  t t  ti  f s l . t  f ll i  scri  r l r rty 
 r l r rt , it t  i  t  t  f a, t t  f I ho,  ri   f ll s:  , 
 81   I  .1SB,     meREOF_ I  I   56 
 , TS     5.    , I . ' 
 Tru~tee haS  k l  f  r  rtic l r scri ti  f t e v  r f r c  r l 
r rty, t f r r  Qf c lr c  it  ti  6().113 I  de, t  r t  as  i f t  
that 1he address sometimes associated ith said real pro~rty Ie:' 3.480 T  I IT L  
I E, kl  6 .;', ' i, i :,0: 1~';:' "): " , 
~:' • j""; .... ::,/:'!\::. t. . . . 
i   WiN   ithout Q af,lt Q ,W;~ ~atdi  title, i  r r  
to satisfy the obligation secured by andllurs~alib:tc) thifROWet':o1 sale conferred' in the eed of rust 
 :  . AW,  IED' M . s r t rs. t  I  I  
 F NJ  TY, as TrUStee. for the benefit and security of ~MERS" T A E 
I  f  l  , C,.   Q   I  
A I l, U  (FII<J  I  I I  , I C.)  1 I eO I I I  
,  fi i r ,  e127~OfJ7,  /3 2007,   . 9   -
recorded t records of ~da ounty, Idaho, the beneficial Intere5t in hich is presenDy held by T A E 
I   ,  •• ' 
THE AB VE RANT RS ARE :NAMED TO, C PLY ITH SECTION 45-1506(4)(A), IDAH  
O .  I  I  -MAO    ,'  F(  T, Saf  
RESPONSJBLE FOR THIS OSlIGATIONi' " , 
, 
he efault for hich this sale Is to be ade is the failure to pay When due, under Deed f rust 
and NolEt dated 612112007. The onthly pay ents for Prlnclpa~ Interest and JrnpoLlf1d$ (If appllc:able) of 
1476.56, due per onth fro  51112010'through 1212912010, and aU 5ubsequent payments until the date of 
sele or reinstate ent The principal balance owing as of this date 011 the obligation secured by said Peed 





,   





All delinquent amounts arrr nowdue together with accruing late charges and Intere4t unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trustei4 fees attomey fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the security associated with fft foreclosure The 8enaftiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to
be sold to satisfy said obligation
Dated 825090 PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUME SERVICES By
Bxec v Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact
Doe Ortegaaulharized signatory
CQExecrative Trustee Services LLC
2266 r Ontaflo Street Smite 400 Butank






.S. o.: 1 - 2031 -C 
o  o.: 0 9 6 
.P.N.: 1..eR5125G 0450 
 t' t  e ow:due.  i  I   r ee,  ~t,  
 r i  t . ts, tr t i.'$ f , tt rney's f ,   tnQ t   t  r t t 
t  rit  i t  it  this f l $ljte.  ~eneflc a  Je t  t  ll   t  t t t  t  
   ti   i tion. -
; 12~/2010  Il      
 I   USTE  I e   
~As_meylnF'ct 
Oe  rteg&,: l crl  i t r  
tO, e Cuti  r st  r i s, l  . 
'. ,~~j51},~:.9ntaIiO t, U   wb k, 
h,-, . U'" ,6W~a'·g.1504-3120 





Mortgage foreclosure is a legal proceeding whewa Lender Wrminates is borrower interest
In property is sodsfy unpaid debt secured by the property This can mesa that when it
homeowner gets babin l oa 3 or her mortgage pnymcat the lender Forces A sale of the
homeon wbich tote mortgage loan b besed
Some individuals or businessesntaysa they can save your tame FromtecloaaiYou
should be taudous about such claim It is important that you understand all the terms of
a plan to rileyou frommortgage foreclaarrrs iltd hiaw It wilt affect you It mayresult
in your losing valuable equky that you may have In your home
Ifpossible you should consultMth an attartitov or financial professional to find out what
other options you tray have Do not delay seeking advice becaim the longer you gait
the flgseroptdyns youmay bate
You may find helpful information online One excellent source is Cho Department of
Housing and Urban Derelopmeut HUD webdte wbkb can be fount at
Wtplwwwh slgovforecl sureftdexctm JM Alsomaixtatus au its WObtteA lint Of
approved houslag cogmselurswhoranprovide free Information to aswbt homeowners with
Scandal problems Another good source of iaiormtion is foumd at the 0Mce of the
AttorneyGanatrsalswebsite at htipmvw24tate3dtt W
Ender Idaho lase you hvoflue 5 days to rescind or audo cerbcontracts or agreements
that relate to 0ansforring interests in property or money in a foreclosure situation An
attermy or tmmdal professional can tell youmore abet d ds option
PLF 03541
000401
on  EQvomD    
- ortgnge foredotate u # Jepl ro~ whel'e.a lender ter fDatt4 a b(tn·D1n!r'.iD~rtst 
iu r rt  t.o satisfy Ricl t ~K1U"ed  tIIf l'Op9rt . b en .. 1II1!jlD t t aou a 
hOJlltlO'WDlfr g .... behind oa bts or u IBOl:tzage paYJdC'Dt.!; the JenM .. flJJ'ees • sal. t tJuo 
hOJll4l OIlWlrkh the ortp". loan is b8$d. 
rnn~ tndirid ab  $Utl1$ftS may.slly e  eo "SAW"  home .t &  foreckl$r.re..  
shollid btt tlIutious about $lIelJ CJAiIM. If Is J pol'tftllt Ulllt 10U uDdenhtu41 .11 lIMo ter s ., 
a plan to "ftSClle'f YOIl fro  ortpgt' tOl"1MlIo.iun aqd JJv  It Dl aitect you. It ay nmlt 
I  w Iosfq alu i  equity t at YOil y b Yl'1  yOUI' hom~. 
If pG$Sihl~ ;you $~  Clonsult -with lUI attol"llo:r or mlllDd.tt1 prltlealoua.- to iIDd out ftat 
tber duos  mar b .  ' ela  SHJd :g 1~ .. eta_ t e l er 01l w ft, 
t e h"tir OP~DS  3l y •• 
o  y IbJd el f l i for ation ull  ••. One e;r;cen. t sOUJ'(:e 1s tbe Rl'tDM t ·of 
BousiD;  Ul'bAU  ..... p eDt (B ) eh$Jte bic:'h CAll be r d t 
"hffp:IIl'f'fnv.11mt'lov/tOl'ftlos~cJeLetm". I1l.i'D ~~so aha 1l1ns oll1h l'tb$Uf • U.s  f1l 
apPJ1l,," housfDg ~QJI,.wn. who ('.an provid& tree IDforuaatfoD to .,f5t l141meownen itll 
1Iau al problelll$, Dotber lOUd 1IOIIn:. of ill1o .doD is found ., tn. Oftker f the 
.ttorn.y 6aeral'$ Wfbslte At "http://mrnr2..it1lteJd.ul8jI'·. 
U er Ida  Jaw,  ..-ve Jiv  (5) llrs t  l't!$dud OI'lI11do cl'l"Ialn c mn.c:ts r pee ats 
1bAt t  m tr'IQIJerrlna lilfenfl$ tt PMlpert  01' JDODY   tel'ede l" tltu- h,p. .An 

















• T(ti5ttr. Qe»S'oa ,w 
FID viT OF M.i.1NGAND_ 
" i 
~ Bob BodIne, eing dDty.swo  ays: Tnatl am  a1izFn of he Uniied ~~ erU rsofa~  J5klent 
afAda~afltli!haand_ajIBJtyfDihe~ ' .... 'od1Dinlflsll!tal:hal 0-'1f 
D<:/lwhnd _l!fTrust!!Il'JtSck;TIra;mrt~W~_lDlB.7Il2. 
-:nat:l •. acapyof1beau~tbed n /Ifoti't:eqj~-and Notfa41I~sSaleonap;3.J"'tSlaf 
!and dEsaibedil the i!11cdJed Notlr:e ojT:"i!Sree'sSaleJn aco place Oil 1!1e da!i:!s L"ldTcated !leIow: 
.r'A1tanpt; 3t;~o w~:R'f'Omd= :rlQ;cc:,. on 9-8 y2DW 
rAtberopt; )?,C?':~ ±& g.).\ r> "'"' on q~ \J .-2010 0 ~ 
3""JiJ;faiflOlti %'&'O( on ,"\.:...30 .. :zaJj) 0 ~ 
AMkThm:1 ~5Q~tbesaid 0 Nalia: r;f~nd DNotir:eofh'1J$!;~St:;Jeonan ad'cit 
t\crJtpantmthe pr.!fii3esdesaihed in theNuliJ:e ar7rasi'.1:e':sSall: hr deJiwm:!g1.'O :ara.1 ~: 
____ ~~----__ ---------+----------------~~oa-----------------
Boba0dfu2 
SfAT.E OflDAHO J 
(l}fJNlYOfJ!.DA. }: 
Ontms~dayof ~ ]n.the~af40j§b$~me~Notaryp...Ebiic...,PetSCInaHy 
~~ ~ KnoWn Ot:~fQmefObe*1im:']Je:rSOtI.who.s!:.name:1s~tDi:hewitb.ln 
rusilttmf:n;; ~ bs1Dg ft'Il n(Efi'r!;td'mv stI!im'l\. declared tbattbe:staternefl!Stheranaetrl.iq..iilruf' 
CiCknowIedgecfmmeinats/be ~ti'Jesame. llflNJ"fNi3Snli3v~C1i:: ... 1 bave he.t-eonm setmy ha.'1d and 









NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Suc cessQr Trustee will on122010 at
100 Pict recognized local time In the lobby of Pioneer Trtte Company of AdaCounty kmateil at
8151 West RMem n Streat Boise ID W04 will sell at public aucdorr to ft highest bidder for cash M
lawful money of the United States all payable at the Ume of sale the following described real property
and personal property situdted in the County of Ada State of Idah6 and described as follows LOT 12
BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNIT KO f 6 ACCORXNG tq THE PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 56
OF IPLAT8 AT PAGES 5944 AND 510f ECORDSF16ACiUI ry IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for purposes ofcompliance wAth Section 69113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been Informed
that the address sometimes associated with said real property Is480 SOUTH P1MMtT PLACE
1BOISE Idaho 83706 F S I
Said sale will be madewithout couerrant wprrranty regarding title possession or encumbrances
to saffsfy the obligation secured by amoursOahr U 64bWeiof sate conferred inthe Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHA1dF1 AN UNMARR180 MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the benefit and security of MERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REOSTRA71ON SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FAVA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A 1 MITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated627007 recorded732007 as Instrument No 107495032 and re
recorded records of Ada County Idaho the beneficial interest In which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE4AMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 451506A IDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS OBLIGATIOK
The Default for wtrich this sale is to be made IIii falluiie to pay when due undor Deed of Trust
and Note dated627007 The monthly paymoots fi PW6blpa1ritereat and Impounds if applicable of
147656due per month from 6112010 th 1 J zfgrid aU subsequent payments until the dateof
sale or reinstatement The principal batarwing as of this date on the obligation secured by Bald Deed






.S. o.: 10 ·22 6--C 
 .: 0 9 8  
.P.N.: 1-6R51 e&e SO . 
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N T{tE" OF TROS E'S ' 
~, 
I   S  . t t, ONE~  i       
I  L   I  the dUly appointed uccess!;)f rustee, 1(iiI1 on 1212912010 at 
: 0 M (recogni  l l ti e), In t  I e  f i r r.ue  f  O t , Ioe t d t 
8151 4ISt lfte 4ln 1rwt, oise,l  63704. will sell !!It public auction, to the highest bfd<:lf)r, for C3$h, In 
lawful oney of the Unlt~ Slaws. all payable at the' ti e of sale, tile follOWIng described real pil:1petty 
and personal property, situated in the ounty t da, ~e f IdahO •. and descrlbed S$ follOW$: L  12, 
L  81  AKEVV~ IT N . 1S~,ACC.OI:Wt~ 19l1.i  l  T F, FJLE  I   58 
 S   10   Si0S, ~ COJW~ 'OF'~A OUNTY, . , 
 t    l  Of   f I r i i    c  oo  l 
property, but fa' purposes of compliance with Section 60'-113 Idaho Code, the Trustee has been Informed 
mat the, addl'eS$ sometimes associated With said real proP,erty,I$:'.3480 SOUTH P1MM1T PLACE 
,   • ' .. i ;"', \.~;. ,I. :" 
J' • • ~ • ..~:. • . ".' ..... . 
sai  $ale ill be ade it t cOYenant.or, ~~tY reg~rding title, ~jo  r encu brances 
to satisfy the obligation .sectJred by an"'u~\t:t6 thi~R'Owe(of Selle conferred In 'the eed of Trust 
executed by: e Y A. NSHA~ A  A IED ' , 'as grantors. tc PI EE  TITl  
'    l ,  stee,   ~~l    "M S"  
I- I  GISTRATI  e . r .,     lt'l  . 
I I . l.  (FIKJ  f~  I I  , I C.) 'LI I  I Bllll  
, as enetieiary, dated 612712007, recorded 7/312007, ss Instru ent o; 107096032 and re-
 I    ty, ,  i i l i   i  1$ l  l    , 
  , I C" ' 
   ,k   ' I  I  - 506(4)(A}, I  
E.  I  I  "M   Y. E.   ,  
'   I  U J Nf' '. , . 
. , ,', . 
, The Oefilult for which tflis $ale Is to be ade I~ ~~ faiki.~'_to pay when due, under Deed of Trust 
and ote dated 612712007. TI;le onthly lpaym~tsl1Q(pr(Ij91JR;iI; '1~erest and I pounds (if appliCable) of 
476.5 ,  r t  fr  6/11201 0 h~ ~1~~W; W au slJb$eqUent pay ents until tM date, of . 
.ale or reinstate ent The principal ba(a~~oWlng as of ihis, date Of'! the obligation secured by said eed 











All delinquent amounts are nowdue together with accruing late charges and Interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments truste@ fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the security assaolaated with this foreclose The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause tie trust property to
be sold to sad said obligation
Dated 1252010 PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OFAI3A COUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES By
Fxecutiv Trustee Services AsAttorney In Fact
DesOrtegaauthodzed signatory
CIOSxecutive Trustee Services LLC
22North Ontario Street Suite 404 Burbank
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All delinquent a ol,fnts are now\due. together with accruing late charges, and interest, unpaid 
:and accruing taxes, SGSeSSments, trus~'$ fees, attorney's fees, and any a ounts advanc«l to protect 
the security associated ith thl$ foredOSt;lt&. The, Benaflctary elects to ~elI or cause the trust property to 
be sold to satisfy said bligation.' . 
ated: 8125 2010 I  I    D   
      
.. .., •. ~~--'lnF~ 
.~~f' ' :,' ;::'''~b~~,,~'rt~a,''~UthOriZed signato~ , 
JO.'ExeC:utive n.l t  i s, t  
I " ;~~ OrPl,<;) ~    0 nk, 
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: ~e U a: (7 ) 30- 727 
PLF 03544 
V Idaho Statesman
Thi iiisNiTs tp 771V9VF Yslly
IDAxa3YAYivANG4Y
PO Sox 40 Boise ID 837070040
LEGAL PROOF OF PUBLICATION
0 C vs e
A AdNWr 0u frAdcn I AMOtWR I Cdi I LFnn
116673 000052305ti LEGAL NOTICE 37708930PimerWl 5770 1 2 50
Attention Michelle Valdez
ASAP
3210 EL CAMINO REAL SUITE200
IRVMNE CA 92823
LEGAL MVCE
NOTICE OF TRUSTWS SALE
TSNo0220335C loan Noy 0473793638
1LPNM61156604W
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
dtra PIONEER LENDER TRUb7 E SERVICES the duly ap anted Successor
Trustee will on 122010 at 1 00 1M recognized to turf inthe Mobty
of Pioneer Ttle Company of Ada Coury located at 8151 Vkst Rifleman
Street Balse ID 83704 w11I sell atpublic auction to the highest bidder for
cash in Iawfld money of the United States all payable at the of sak the
following described raid propstV and personal piWerty situated in the
County of Ada Stake of Idaho and describeed as fidws lOT 12 BLOCK 8
INLOD UNIT NO 15B ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THERE FILED IN
BOOR 56 OF PLATS 4T PAGb 104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF AbA COUN
TY IDAHO The Trustee has no knowledge tt a more particular descrVion of
the above referenced regal property but fur purposes of cortlplance with
Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been informed that the address
sometimes associated with said real property is 34A0 SOUTH PIMMIT
PLNGE 80133 Idaho 83706 Said sale will b
1
made without covenant or
vnrrartgl reprding title possession or encumbrances to satisfy the obilga
tion secured by and pursuant to the power of sale conferred in the Deed of
Trust executed GREGORY A RE1tVAW AN UNMARRIED MAN aseranb rs to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as TrLmtee for the
dECOMINGS RNANCiAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
as Beneficiary dated627007 recorded73ZO07 as Inslru
07095032 and recorded records of Ada Couft Idaho the
Iterest In which is presertiV held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
ON SYSTEMS INC THE ABOVE OFANTORS ARE NAMED TO
COMPLY WITHI SECT1t3N 4 153 4 IDAHO CODE NO REPRESEi TATiON
IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR NOT PRESENTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS OSUGATION The Default for which this sale is to be made is the failurte
to pay when due under Deed of Trust and Note dated527007 The
monkhiv prents for Principal Interest and impounds dif applicable of
147656 lute per month from512010 through 1229010 and all subsequentpaym rts until ft date of sale or reinskatemeriL The jx noRal bal
ance ovon as of this date on the obiiga6on secured by said Dedd of I rust is
23650 pbs accrued interest at the rate ct 75 per annum from
412010 Ail delinquent amounts are new due together with accruing latecnarges and Interest unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees atinrn Ys fees and any amounts advanced to protect the security as
sociated with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the
trust prope ty to be sold to satisfy said obfigation bated82501 PIO
NEER TiTLI COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES By Executive Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact Dee Ortega
authorized gnat C fxecu ye Trustee 5eNces LLC 2255 North Oita
to Street Sate 40 ktardt California 915049I2 Sale Line 724 731




sworn deposes and says That
she is the Principal Clerk of The
Idaho Stetesman
ewspapstpMted and
publishedat Solso Acle County
State of Idaho and having a
general circulationtherein and
which said ntewspapar has beets
continticoyand uninterruptedly
pubtshed in said County during
aperiod of twatve consecutive
months prior to the first
publication of the notice acopy
of which is attached hereto that
said notice was published in The
Idaho talesman In conformity
with Section 60106 Idaho
Code as amended for
4 insertions
Sening issueof 1011512010






On this5day ofNovember 1n the
year of2010 before meaNotary
Pubkpersonally appeared
before me TinaBartlett knownor
identified to me to be the person
whose name subscribed to the
yrithhin Instrument and being by
first duly swom declared that the
statements therein are true and
adtnowledged to me that she
executedthe same
A
Notary Publh jaa o
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.S. o.: JDo. 20315·C u.  .! 1 . 6 
M.N.! 0l-SR5125615Q415O 
"(  T1.. 1 , i   
om, DPO$U  ys; 'fil t 
 i5!  i i l l    
 I !e!IITIs , nfBily 
I18wspapet rint   
li  ~ B i ., kJa t , 
i l fldaho,  ll1  
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 t  eo.1 8,Id  
Cl , 3$ o, r. 
 l rtiD a 
6eginning issue of: 10/1 $I2010 
lfl  i  f: J 6i21l 0 
  ) 
I  I   I  ttJat., ON ~ Ill      
b  I   STE  l  t  ill  poi t  Ctl!$S r 
Trustee, il on 1.212912010 at 1:00 PM (recognized local time). In.lfll~ Icbh  
f Ioneer tl  o pany of da ourtY, loCated t Bt  West: lfte an 
.st t ol ~, 10 , lll. ll tpubll  3 tic , t  t  ilZhest i r, f  
ush, In bMfiif c  f t  ite  st t s, all l  t the1ime f ., t  
follo ing described r~aI Pl:"op~ and personal JTQPerty, situated in the 
o tv Of , t!I:  f I ,  scrib   fOIIcWs: l  ,L   
 AAEWOOO l.flI  .      EREOt A O I  
K   l  A  GES ~104  5,   M I.l4· 
V. I .  t    ow e~  d   ti l r ripti  rl 
t  o  ~ e  re l P!'o~. t fer ~es· f DlTlpl  it  
 50-113  , t/1       int .ddres  
ti es cei t  it  s i  ril l r rt  I : f!O  tr  I I  
AC  BOISE. lia  4 ilJ  Wil  e  i t   
wa ~ remi18 title, possession or em:u mnces to sati~ the obIJga~ 
tla  r '"   ~rs  t  t  r f l  f rr  i  t   c:J 
r t ereCLtea by:  . ENSHAW~  I  ,  
~~~rs~=~~~~~MJ~[ ~c~5fffcY'R~~~6~o~~ .s~ 
lEMS INC. SOLELY IS NOMJI4EE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAl, LLC I COUNTY OF AOA) 
IF/KiA. HOM I  A NClAl l ORK, C.l  I  I I I  
COMPANY
l 
as Benefidary. dated 6/21/2007, recorded 7/3/2007, as Instru. On Ihis 5 day Qr November in the 
ment No. 107095032. and re-reeorded I records f da ounty. Idah0J. t  }'6ar 0'.2010 berore me, a Notary 
berefitiaJ In   k  s rtl'l    B. v  ::~::~~:~;r=:!mor 
REGlSTRATKJ  , C ••  MO  GR     idenlifllldlometobe1hI1l~l'$Qn 
 wrrn ll0  5- 506l4)(A), Q .  ENTA I  ~.rlarne~Ubscri t l  
    ,  ARE T,  E   WI1hio 1n5lJlJtl'fel1t,  i   
I  B 11 .  e t  i  Uii  l  i     i   il r  . l t l  a rn, l  t I  
t   Whl!  . r  f r st  t  t  6/27/2007.  ems llarvin ,ll  
oitnti Pi!}ments fa' Principal Inrerest and I pounds (if appllc able) of cllO l  t   l t  
47 .56, au!! r t  fr  5/1/£010 t r  2/2912010,  all sI -. tlK!#lnall1ll. 
sequent payments lIltil the date CIt sale or reilmtement. The ,P!'1nci.l!'1 bal- . . 
 \1A111I  d t i  ~ .te 00 l:It  li ti   v i  tt  f  t i$ ~~,.. 
$236,25 :00 P' ' r  i t r t t 1tt  r t  d 7.!)1J6 r m  fr  I 
4/1/2010. M deinquenl: a cunts are now due, together itll aecruing late . 
charges,·  I t r t, ~ai  ri  r i  t s, t , trYste 's -NOtaryPU llcfOrlU81lo" 
, tcm~  f ,  iI/l'f t  w  t  t t t  rt  s· 1 lcli  t a l$e I ilhQ 
ed t  'Iritfi t i  fcra l r .  6 fi i r  l ts. t  ll r c lIS  t  ~nl;"" 
tr t !OJ)e~ t   l  tD ti f  i  rl 3li . D t d: ;2.512()'LO I ·· ·~.,..,~~6rt~reG: 
 I lE   [)\  5  I    ~4fi. '-~""f,:rr"lfA{.., ~.... IJ~ Ie 
I  v &cllti  r t  rvices,.  tt r  I  t  rt a, "oJ. ........... \~ ~ ~. L-T 41./ 
authaized sf~1U /O Executiv   S JVlee  l    rtar· I ~ ~.. ~ ....... . 
[0 st t dI:  0 Stir-bank, aliornia 91504-3120 Sale Line: (714) "]3t} E l:~ ,," o"i.Jo,.R  +'- -: 
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EGAL NOila:: 
. NonC  OFTR~  $AU. 
.S. N .: 1D- 2OS1!i-C Loa. No..: 4nT9l1536 ' 
,A.P.N.: l-6R5125 80450 
NOTICE IS HEREBY ~ 1I1at. PIONEER nnE COMPAH't' OF AOA COUNTY 
dhit PI~ LENDER TRUSTEE. SERVICES tile dub: appointed 5ucc=or 
Trust9t!, will en 12/29,12010 at 1;00 PM rreco~ b:al1im!:),1It iii., !abby 
of I'IoncI!t Tille ~~!!i!IIY of Ada Ca~, lQCated at 8151 west RIfleman 
Slrl!llt, 8oise, I) 8J704, will sail at 1I11lJ1Jt: auc\1oll, to 1fle hlehast bidtIer. lor . 
cash, in /Mi 1lIllIle)' of tile lJIliled Stab!&. aQ IItMIbk! ate 1he lime of sale. lite 
folloWit!s described nmI properly alii! PGmnii prwertY, situmd ill lire 
COtriV.ot Ada, atate of idahO, add d~ as fOlloWs: 101' 12, BLOCK 8 
IN lJI~OD UNJr 1'10. ·l!i!r.ACCCfIOlNG TO THE. flAT ntEREOf"fIUl> IN 
8OOl( '56 Of fLATS AT .t'INI:S 5104 AND 510S. ·H£COJIDS Of AU/\ COllI'!-
lY, IDAHO. Tho TMtee 1m no knowIedse at a more partic!dar dI~ d 
1IHi above t*raneod "',' 'pnJp~ 'IM fQl (IU~ of ~ IIo1IIl 
Section eo.1l3 Id$1o CoiM, the TruStee h8$ lleetl informed INt the adlfie!s 
somE!lklles lISSOClated wiII'I said real ~ Is: 3480 SOUTH PIiIMIT 
PLACE 8OISE. Idaho 83706 saiiI siie IItiII ~ made wiIhout oouell2l1t·ar 
WIIrran(y "'Pooling 1IIIe; pgsses$lon or llIICUt$Iln;eS 111 ~ 1hJ IIbIIaa-
tlon seQJred ~ llur$\IIIlt to Ihe P!!~ of sale cllIIlerred in tI!.u Deed af 
TCII51 el(CC • GREGORY A RfNSH.\W, AN UNMRRIED M.\N. IS 
J!I'IIIItor$. to TJTlE COMPANY OF /lIJA COIJN'N, . for \he 
liefJeflt and wi:uriti of 'IYIER$' MORTGAGE ElECTlONIC N SYS-
~l we .• SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS u.c 
(f /1(//\ HOMECOWIGS FiNANCIAl. NEJWQTlK, INCJ A lMT£D • 
COMPANY. as BBlleII~. da!ed,612712007. rlCOfdeii 71312007. IS h5\n.1" 
fIlIII\t Na. 107005032 and rfO'l'c:cIlI'ded , records of Ada CoUnlY.~ .... tl! 
benefIeiaI interest ill whj;h Is sendY- held by 'lItORTGAGE EtE~ .HIJI ..... 
REGlSTAATlON SYSlEN$. r/C'~1HE AIIOVE GRANTOJlS m IWoIED TO • 
COMPLy WITH SECTION 45-1506(4XA), IlAHO COO£. NO REPRESENTAnoN ' 
IS MI'D£ MT 1llEY ARE. OR ARE NOT. PIlE~y RESPONSIBLE fOR 
THIS OfllJGAlDII. Tha ~1IIlit for WIlich Ibis ~1I1s to b8 maiIe Is 1tIe fBlure 
m'pa when *', llIlder Deed cf Trust III1d Nute dated 61Vf2001. The ~ fur Prindpal, Intm:lt arid ImIIOUIIdi [If applicable) 01 1476 .. eli! per 'month frll/l'l 5{l12D10 tITrough 12129/2010, and ail suII· 
sequent JlIIYII12nIS 1hIti11h1l dllte of $:lit or ~ l11e P!in~aI bal-
. ooce owln!t ~ of lhi, dahl on the obIi~OQ _ed by said Deed Of T I\I5t is 
S236.250~A plus accrued interest lit 1IIe rate. of 7.f)" per anmm from 
4/1/2010. JIll delktquent atrnIunls aro IIOW 4ue. tog.r Wi\II aecruing late 
~. and Qtll$t. .d alld ~g taxes. assessri1en1J. ~s 
fees, attllrney's lees, aIId 2llI amounts advani:ad .10 pr!!tect tile ll!eurily as-
soclDtOO willi -this b'eclo$Ure. The B8IIVIici!Jry eJects W sell 01" eause 11!8' 
, trust i)rooertv 10 bu saId to satisfy saki obIg3tIClI1: Dated: 8125/2010 pro.. 
NESrTru ·COMPIINY OF M>ACOl.lNTY .aJiI PIONEER LENDEt! TRUSleE 
3ERVICES By Executive Tn>m1a Suticll9 '~AlIIlmey In Fact Dee: Orjep. 
',au1horl~ed si!mataY C/O ExeGUINe T_ SolriiclJ$. lle '2255 NortI1 0IQr. 
:io Street, SQI:e 400 Burbri. CiJIifomla 91504r3120 Sal, liIe: (714) 730-
l2727 ASN'ft 3708930 I'lIII. Oct. 15.2t.29. Nov. S. 20JO 







JONM STEELE ISB 1911
RUL4FT STEELE LAW OFFICES






INT7EDISTRICTCOURT OF THE FOURTHJUDICIALDISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO INAND FOR TIIE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual





ADA MUNRECORDER J DAVID HA9ARR0 AMOUNT 1600 3
NISE IDAHO 120110 114AM
INC a Utah Corporation
DEPUTY Un Sao r Ip
RECORODREQUEST OF
Delaware Limited Liability Company
RunOA SM in 0i159
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVrNpursuant to Idaho Code 5505 that the above entitled
action was commenced an the 6th day of December 2010 in the above entitled District Court of
the Fourth Judicial District of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Ada by the Plaintiff
against the abovenamod Defendants and that the complaint alleges Breach of Fiduciary Duty
breach ofIdaho Residential Mortgage Practices Act Breach of Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention
LIS PENDENS Page I of 2
PLF 03547
LIS PENDENS
COLONIAL FIRST LENDING GROUP
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware CorporationEXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
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action as c nune ce  o  t e t  a  f ece er 201 , i  the above-entitled is1rict rt f 
t  rt  J i i l istri t f t  t t  ~  I , i   f r t  pt  f .  t  l i tiff 
against the above-na ed efendants, and that the co plaint alleges Breach of Fiduciary uty. 
r  f Ida  si ti l ortgage r tices t, r  f I  i i l r  r ti  
I   - Page 1 of2 
  
Act Breach ofCovenant ofGood Faith and Fair Dealing Unjust Enrichment Acting in Concert
Negligence Tortious Interference with Contract WrongH Foreclosure Slander of Title and
Fraud located at 3480 S Pimmit Place Boise in the County of Ada State of Idaho and more
particularly described in Exhibit A attached hereto and made apart hereof

























LISPEiNDENS Page 2 of2
PLF 03548
000408
ct. Breach of Covenant of ood Faith and Fair ealing. njust Enrichment, cting in Concert, 
Negligenc~, Tortious Interference ith ontract, rongfuJ Foreclosure, Slander of Title, and 
raud, l t  at  . i it lace, i  i  t  nty f da, State f I  and r  
particularly described in xhlbit "A" attached hereto and ade a part hereof. 
 t i  t   f  10. 
U  &   I S. L  
Br. J~jfnl 
ttorney for laintiff 
   ) 
l   l.'l'  f T    <gtt day of ece ber 2010. 
lJ(cQ~m \::..~rob6~ 
t r  li  f r t  t t  f I  
. Residing at: ~p:A . 
 ~ssi  ires 3..,..\0'\ - \3 





Fat 12 Block 8 us r akvmod Utit No 1SA according to the plat thereof filed in Book So of Plat at Pages 5104






" l ' 
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282363 _ 
E.X:lDBI  A 
Lot J 2, Block g ill Lakewood Unit No. 15S, nccordint{ to the plat thereof, filed in Book 56 of Plat.; at Pages 5104 





Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank CA 915043120
AoA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 100 1
BOISE IDAHO 081032011 0459PM
DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
smPlMEDdmQUMOF 11111111 I111111111 1 1111I1N1 1 1RECDHAE RLQIIEST F
LSI TITLE COMPANY 062668
LamNo0473793635
TSNo 1D220315C
RESCISSION OF NOTICE OF DEFAULT
VMEREAS Notice of Default and election to sell was recorded on 08132010 as
Instrument No 110074820 Mortgage records ofAda County Idaho tmder the terms of a Deed
of Trust executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN to PIONEER
TIUS COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for NIERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOM1NlFOR HM ECOMNGS
FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIIv1M
LIABIL COMPANY as Beneficiary Recorded0732007 as Instrument No 10709503
Records ofAda County Idaho
NOW THEREFORE the undersigned does hereby rescind cancel and withdraw said notice of
default provided however that such rescission emcellatiori and withdrawal Ibe deemed
only an election withoutprejudice not to proceed with sale of the property covered by said deed
of tftm pursuant to said notice and shall in no way jeopardize or impair any of the right
remedies or provisions secured to the bexificiary under said deed of trust not modify or alter in
any respect any of the agreements conditions or obligations thereof
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES
AmbarLara Authorized Officer
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES by Executive Trustee Services as AttorneyinFact
Staff of California
County of Las Angeles
On
vh
l I I before me ShanonDeArmanDavis Notary ublk personally appeared Ambar Lars
who pro d to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose naate isare subscribed to the
within instrument and acknowledged to me that beshe they executed the same is hisiherlt3ecir authorized
capacityeand that by himbertheir sipattue on the instrumnt the pemns or the eutity upon behalf or
which the personsacted execute thehem
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
collect
SHAN014 DFARWNVIS
Commission 1763309ti Notary Publio Calitomifftot Angeles County
5haaoaDeArnn glav9 MyCamm OecS20t1
PLF 03550
000410
-------', ... .... 
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 , C.,   MINEE  OM I  
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x s f da ty, I . 
 IlEREFO~ the undersigned doeS hereby rescind, cancel and ithdra  said notice of 
f lt r i d, r, t t s  r s issi , can ll ti n  it r l shall  '  
only an election, ithout prejudice, not to proceed ith sale of the property covered by said deed 
f 'trust, rs t t  s i  ti ,  s n i    j r i  r i ir  f t  ri t, 
re edies or provis1ons :secured to the beneficiary under said deed of trust, not odiiY or alter in . 
 r s t a  f t  r ts, c : iti s r li ti s t r of. . 
          
smtVlCFS rzf 
./~ tn4 
 . uthorize  ic  
          
VI ES~  ti  st  r i s,  t mey~i - a.  
state  ) t nUa 
t   os Bgdes . 
 <t:J ( { (I before e, SllanoD D~' Arman-Davis NOtary ~l  personally appeared A bar Lara, 
 o~  t    t  ~ f ti f t r  ~ dence t   t  ClSOO(S) s  :n me(s) islas:e ri  t  t  . 
ithin Instru ent aDd ac le e  to e that he/s el 1I1"y e ec te  the sa e in. bisl erllhcir a t rize  
capacityfJes). and that by hislbcr/their i~s) on the jnstrumcllt .tho peISO.Il(s), or tho entity upon behalf or 
hich the pei'aon(5) tu:ted, CXea1te tJa., .iJ:l$tnnntmt, . 
1 certify under penalty of perjury under the Ja~ of the State of alifornia thaf the foregQ~g paragraph is true and 
~~ .. 
. . -~ 
S ON DE'ARMAN·DAVIS 
~ 
issi  #  
a • .,: . Notary P1JbIiC • CoUratnla f 
2 " • LOll $  . i 








A 0 3 2611
RI rOPHER 0RICHOA
IN TICDISTRICT COURT OP THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OFSYJANKYMEN
THE STATE OF IDAHO INAND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENS 4W an individual
PWt1df4 Case No CVOC IyT
vs
COLONIAL FIRST LLWNDT qCGROUp
INC aUtahCorporation
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
DelawareCorporation EXECUTIVE
TRtUSTE SERVICES LLC aDelaware
Limited Liability Company DOES 1V
and ABCCORPORATION IV
Defendants
Heariag on Defendants Homecomings HERS and Executive Motion for Judgment on the
Pleadings was held on kme29 2011 Plaintifwas represented by Jon Steele and Defendants by
Miohaci Roe FolloWiD8 additional briefmg this motion is now before the
court for decision
FACTS AND ftOCFDtRALBACKCROVND
Platiff Gregory Renshaw has brought suit again various banking entities including
Deefmdants Colozual First Lending Gmup Inc Colonial Homecomings FivanGfaI LLC
0Iomecoimngs Mortgage Electronic Registration System Inc HERS and Executive Trustee
Services LLC Executive
In 2007 Mr Renshaw contacted Colonial about refinancing his home located at
Pimmit PI Boise First AM Campl 112 Colonial recommended Mr Renshaw o taiT




MOTION TO DISMISS DRFOR
SU Dv ARY JUDGMENT
PLF 03552
000412
-- ~ A)4===j~:3'eC : 
AU'J ~ 3 2011 
. CHAm(J~Her; 0. RtCH.CIert 
e), JANIN  l(OAaEH 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIcr OF OeliUT'l 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1N At'ID FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
GREGORY RENSHA , an individual, 
Plaintiff: 
VS. , 
COLONIAL FI T LENDING GROUP, 
mc., a Utah otpOrationj 
 J lAL, lC, a 
l   ili  ompany;. 
ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
I T A I  ,l e.,  
Delaware Corporation; EXECUI'IVE 
USTE  SERV1CES~ tc} a ela are 
ite  i  y;  · V, 




AND ORDER DEFENDANT'S 
OTION TO Dlli ffiS OR FOR 
SUMM:AR.Y JUDGIv.IENT 
Hearing on Defendants Homecomings, MERS and Executive Motion for Judgment on the 
Pleadings was held on June 29, 20n. Plaintiff was represented by Jon Steele and Defendants by 
Miohael Roe. Following additional brief g, this motion is now before the 
court for decision. 
FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw .bas brought suit against various banking entities including 
Defendants Colonial First Lending Group. Inc. (Colonial); Homecomings Financiall LLC 
(Homecomings); Mortgage Electronic Registration Systcm~ Inc, (lYJERS); andt Executive Trustee 
Servicc:;~ LC (Executive). 
In 2007. Mr. Renshaw contacted Colonial about refmancing his home located a _._':). 
EI'VEv 
Pi mit PI., Boise. First Am. Compi., -n12. Colonial recommended Mr. Renshaw 0 t~~an 
through Homecomings. Colonial iB Homccomings' authorized mortgage broker and gentAy~,O» l011 
1 ~B~~~:-========~ 
PLF 03552 
116 On April 17 2007 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a Good Faith Estimate
This document estimated Renshawsinterest rate would be 7375 and his loan origination fee
would be236250 Id128 Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income and he
was subsequently approved for the loan On June 27 2007 Renshaw went to Pioneer Title Co
Pioneer to close the loan Id 131 Vilrile there Rmshaw signed a Residential Loan
Application Incest Only Period Adjustable Rate NoteFLcedAdjustable Rate Rider and Dead
of Tmst The Loan Application stated that Renshaws monthly income was 5404 but
Renshaw now claims his monthly income was only1463 Id 13436 Renshaw claims
Colonial and Homecomings intentionally misrepresented his income in order to generate
additional lean fees Id The Loan Application also states it is a conventional mortgage but
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage Id P738 The Note set interest at 75
and set his monthly payments at147656 Icy Ex 5 Renshaw was also charged318961 in
loan origination fees IdEx 8
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender Renshaw is the borrower Pioneer is
the ttvsteo and AMS is acting solely as a nonee for Lender Id Ex 7 The deed further
states HERS is the beneficiary under this security instrument Id Rmshaw claims that
sometime between June 27 2007 andAugust 2010 theNote and Deed of Trust were sold andor
transferred to various entities and these transfers were not disclosed to him Id 147 Renshaw
also allcgcs these sales transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County
Mr Renshaw failed to male his scheduled payments beginning May 2010 and in August
hewas served with a Notice ofDefault Notice of TrusteesSale and Debt Validation Notice
1d Fk 9 10 11 These documents state that MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is the
Tmvee Id The Notice ofDefault and Notice of TrusteesSale were executed by Executive as
attorney in fact for Pioneer Mem in Supp ofMationforJudgment Ex E ThereafterRenshaw
seat several qualified written requests to Defendants M Ex 12 Renshaw claims he never
received a straight answer to these requests
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by
Defendants Homecomings MFRS andExecutive Defendants also ask the Court to take judicial
notice ofExhibits C through F in its Memorandum in Support ofMotion
LEG0S1ArgDARD
A claim for relief shall earrtain a shout and plain statement of the claim showing the




116. On April 17, 2007. Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a "Good Faith Estimate." 
TIns document estimated Renshaw's interest rate would be 7.~75% and his loan origination fee 
would be $2,362.50. Id. t 1[28. Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income, and he 
was subsequently approved for the loan. On June 27, 2007, Renshaw went to Pionl;lerTitle Co. 
(Pioneer) to close the loan. Id" 131. Vt'1rile there, Renshaw· signed a Residential Loan 
Application. Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note, Fb:edl Adjustable Rate Rider, and Deal 
of Trust. The Loan Application stated that Renshaw's monthly income was $5AOOt but 
Renshaw now clai s his onthly ~co e was only $1,463. Id .• 1[34-36. Renshaw claims 
Colonial and Homecomings intentionally misreprf;lsented his income in order to generate 
additional loan .fees. Id. The Loan Application also states it is, a "conventional mortgage," but , 
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage. Id.,137-38. The. Note set interest at 7.5%, 
and set his monthly payments at $1,476.56. Id.. Ex. S. Renshaw was also charged $3,189.61 in 
l a  ri i ati  fees. Id., x. 8. 
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender, Renshaw is the borrower. Pioneer is 
the trustee and MERS is IJacting solely as a nominee for Lende.r'" Id, Ex. 7. The deed fUrther 
states, "ME ... ~ is the beneficiary l.tD.der this security instrument." l . Renshaw clalms that 
sometime between June 27, 2001, and.August2010, the Note and Deed. of Tntst were sold and/or 
transferred to various entities and these transfers were not disclosed to him. ld, 147. Renshaw 
also alleges these sales, transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County. 
Mr. Renshaw failed to make his scheduled payments beginning May 2010, and in August 
he was $ClVed with a Notice of Default, Notice of Trustee's Sale lL""ld Debt Validation Notice. 
ld., EX. 9. 10, 11. These documents state that MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer js t11e 
Trustee. [d. The Notice o!Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale were executed by Executive as 
attorney in fact for Pioneer. Mem. in Supp. of Motion for Judgment" Ex. E. Thereafter Renshaw 
sent several qualified written requests to Defendants. [d., Ex. 12. Renshaw claims he never 
received a straight answer to these requests. 
Currently before the Court is a Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings brought by 
Defendants Homecomings, MERS and E"ecutive. Defendants also ask: the Court to take judicial 
notice ofExhibifs C through F in its Memorandum in Support of Motion. 
LE AL STANDARD 
A claim fOT relief shall contain a short and plain statement of the claim showing the 
pleader is entitled to rc~et; an<l a demand for judgment for the reliefhe seeks. Idaho R. Civ. P. 
2 
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8a12011 Mach averment of a pleading shall be simple concise and direct No technical
forms ofpleading or motions are requiired IdahoR Civ P8e12011
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12c allows it party to move for judgment on the
pleadings zR0P 10c states acopy of any written instmment which is an exhibit to a
pleading is a part thereof for all purposes On a 12cmotion the moving party admits all the
allegations of the opposing partys pleadings and concomitantly admits the untrst of its own
allegations which its adversary has denied Sterling a doom 111 Idaho 211 212 723 P2d
755 736 1986 A motion for judgment on the pleadings will only be granted when the
pleadings fail to state a cause of action Bowman v Bohns 36 Idaho 162 210 P 135 1922 If
matters outside the pleadings are considered by the court the motion shalll be treated as one for
suns ary judgment Idaho R Civ P 12c2011
Armysis
Before addressing the merits ofDefendants motion the Court will consider Defendants
request to havejudicial notice taken of exhibits C throughF in it Memorandum for Judgment on
the Pleadings These exhibits consist qfthe Deed ofTrustNotice ofDefault PioneersLimited
PowerofAttorney and other documents allegedly given to Plaintiff
The only facts which a courtmay properly consider on amotion to dismiss for failure to
state a claim are those appearing in the complaint supplemented by such facts as the court may
Properly judicially u0tice Hellfckson v Jenkins 118 Idaho 273 276 796P2d 150 153 Ct
App 1990 However because a court considering a motion to disraiiss has no right to hear
evidence ard since judicial notice is merely a substitate for the conventional method of taking
evidence to establish facts the court has no right to take judicial notice of anything with the
possible exception of facts of common knowledge which controvert averments of the
complaint Id
Defendants argue that because these exhibits are public records the Court may properly
take judicial notice of them The Court believes the statement inHellicluDn is controlling in this
case The Hallirkson Courtsstatement that only fasts of common knowledge should be
judicially noted when considering a motion to dismiss is directly on point The information
contained in Defendants exhibits is not facts of common knowledge The Court therefore





8(a)(1) (2011). '"Each averment of a pleading shall be simple, concise, and direct. No technical 
forms of pleading or motions are required.1t Idaho R. Civ. P. 8( eXI) (20 11). 
Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 12(c) allows a party to move for judgment on the 
pleadings. 1.R.C'p. HJ(c) states, U a copy of any 'Written instrument which is an exhibit to a 
pleading is a part thereof for all PUlposes." On a 12( c) motion, the moving party "admits all the 
allega.1i s of the opposing at"tfs pleadings and concomitantly admits the untm.th of it  own 
allegations hich its adversary has denied.f ' Sterling v. Bloo , 111 Idaho 211, 212, 723 P.2d 
55, 15  ( 86). A motion for judgment on the pleadings 'will only be granted when the 
pleadings fan to state a cause of action. Bowman v. Bohney, 36 Idaho 162,210 P. 135 (1922). If 
tt rs tsi  t  l i s are consi red  t  ourt, t  ti  slmll  tr ted as  f t 
! 
summ r  j t ~d . iv, . 12(c) (2 11). 
NALYSiS 
efore addressing the erits of efendants' otion, the CQurt ill consider efendants' 
request to have judicial notice, taken of exhibits c through F in it Memorandum. for Judgment on 
t  l i s. es  i it  i t of t  e  f r st, otice f f lt, i eer's i it  
 f tt ,   t  ll l  i  t  l intif . 
.'Th~ l  f ts ic   rt  r rl  c.onsider  It ti  t  is iss f r f il r  t  
state a ciaim are those appearing in the complaint, supplemented by such facts as the court may 
properly judicially notice.u Hellickson v. J.enkins. 118 Idaho 273, 276~ 796 P.2d 150, 153 (Ct. 
App. 1990). However1 because a court considering a motion to dismiss "has no right to hear 
evidence; and since ju.dicial notice is merely a substitute for the conventional. method of taldng 
evidence to establish facts, the court has no right to take judicial notice of anything, with the 
possible exception of facts f co on lmowledge hlch controvert aver ents f the 
c l int." Id. 
Defendants argue that because these exhibits are public records, the Court may properly 
take judicial notice of them. The Court believes tI~o statement in Hellichon is controlling:in this 
case. The Hellickson Court's statement that only ('.t'ru::ts of common knowledge" sho~d be 
judicially noted when considering a motion to dismiss is direc.tly on point. The infotmation 
contained in Defendants' exhibits is not facts of common knowledge. Tho Court therefore 
denies Defendants' request to take judicial notice of these exhibits. 
L Unjust Enrichment 
3 
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In COUnt V of his Amended Complaint Plaintiff claims Homecomings was unjustly
enriched by the payment of fees and other charges associated with obtaining the loan Plaintiff
claims that on April 17 2007 Colonial gave him agood fai estimate which outlined possible
finance charges he may incur First lm Compl 127 after obtaining the loan Plaintiff was
charged 685 by Homecomings for a Iender loan charge Id 141 At the hearing on this
Motion PAaintiffs counsel argued that this amount was higher than the amount stated in the
good faith esthmge Therefore Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain
this money
A prima facie case of unjust enricbment consists of three elements 1 there was a
benefit conferred upon the defendant by the plaintiff 2 appreciation by the defendant of such
benefit and 3 acceptaucer ofthe ben it under circumstances that would be inequitable for the
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereofVderford
Ca Inc a Knudson 144 Idaho 547 555 165 P3d 261 272 2007 The doctrine of unjust
enrichment does not operate to rescue a party from the consequences of a bargain which turns
out to be a bad one George v Tanner 103 Idaho 40 43 696P2d891 894 1985
Plaintiff paid Homecomings 685 and in return got a loan for 236 Plaintiff has
not alleged this was anything other than a bargained for exchango While Plaintiffbas stated the
685 charge was higher than the amount disclosed in the estimate the estimate was not a binding
contract The estimte explicitly states the fees listed are estimateszctuai charges may be more
or Iess First rim CampL Ex 1 Beca Plaintiff received value from Homecomings it wasLse
not inequitable for Homecomings to charge Plaintiff a lender loan charge Plaintiffhas therefore
failed to allege cis indicating Homecomings accepted the benefit under circumstances maldng
it inequitable forHomecomings to retain the benefit Count Vofhdnti fs Amended Complaint
is therefore dismissed
U Breach ofContract
In CO VII Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Mate and Deed ofTrust
Ia order to survive a motion to dismiss plaintiff must allege that s valid contract existed
between himself and defendant and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that
contract lndependmf school I3ist ofBoise City V HrmisFamily Ltd partneership 150 Idaho
583 588249P3d382 387 2011
Plaintiff has shown he entered into a contract with Homecomings First rim Compl Ex




In Count V of his Amended Complaint Plaintiff claims Homecomings was unjustly 
enri<:hed by the payment of fees and other charges associated with obtaining the .loan. Plaintiff 
claims that on April 17~ 2007, Colonial gave him a ';good faith estimate» which outlined possiblo 
finance charges he may Incur. FirJIt A . Compf., 127. After obtaining the loan, Plaintiff was 
charged $685 by Homecomings for a "lender loan charge," ld., '41. At the hearing on this 
otion. Plaintiff'  counsel argued that this amount was. higher than the amount stated in the 
good faith estimate. Therefore, Plaintiff claims it would be unjust for Homecomings to retain 
t is oney. 
"A prima facie case of unjust enriclnnent consists of three elements: (1) there was a 
benefit conferred upon ~e defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such 
benefit; and (3) acceptance ofthe benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the 
defendant to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff for the value thereof.u Vanderford 
Co.. Inc. v. Knudson.. 144 Idaho 547 ~ 558, 165 P.3d 261. 272 (2007). l'The doctrine of unjust 
eorlchment does not operate to rescue a party from the consequenoes of a bargain whi"ch turns 
out to be 11 bud one'" eorge v. Tanner, 1081daho 40.43.696 P.2d 891~ 894 (1985). 
Plaintiff paid Homecomings $685 and in return got a loan for $236,250.00. Plaintiffhas 
not alleged this as anything other than a bargained for exchange, hile laintiffhflS stated the 
$685 charge was higher than the amount disclosed.in the estimate, the estimate was not a binding 
contract The estimate explicitly states. "the fees listed are estlmlrtes--actual charges may be more 
'Or l s." irst A . o l., it. . e use Plaintiff received value from HomecomingsJ it was 
not mcquitable for Homecomings to charge Plaintiff a lender loan charge. Plaintiff has therefore 
failed to allege filets indicating Homecomings accepted the benefit und~ cirCIDl1stances maldng 
it inequitable for Homecomings to retain the benefit. Qmnt V of Plaintirr s Amended Complaint 
is therefore dismissed. 
ll. Breach of Contract 
In Count vn Plaintiff claims Homecomings has breached the Note and Deed of Trust. 
In order to survive a motion ~ dismiss, plaintiff must allege that a valid contract existed 
between himself and defendant, and that defendant engaged in conduct that violated that 
contract Independent School Dist. of Bot:re City v. Harris Family Ltd. Pwtnership, 150 Idaho 
583, ~8 ~ 249 P.3d 382,387 (201 1). 
PIaintiffhas shown he entered into a contract with Homecomings. First Am. Compl.~ Ex. 
5. Plaintiff also claiins Homecomings does not have the right to initiate foreclosure of his 
4 
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Property Id 16978 Plaintiff also claims Homecomings illegally scheduled a foreclosure sale
Id 152 Viewing all facts in Plaintiffsfavor Plaintiff has alleged the necessary elements for a
breach of contract action Homeconiings Motion is therefore denied as to CountVII
M Breach of Covenant of Good Faith and Fair Dealing
In Count VIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings breached its covenant ofgood faith and fair
dealing
The implied covenant of good faith rewires0nly that the parties perform in good faith
the obligations imposed by their agreement Jones v ficrOn Technology Inc 129 Idaho 241
247 923 P2d 486 492 Ct App 1996 The implied covenant of good faith is violated only
when a party violates nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract Id internal
quotationwitted
As stated above Plaintiff ha sufficiently alleged a breach of contract clain Plaintiff has
therefore also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of the implied covenant of good
faith Homecomings Motion is denied as to Count M
M Negligence
In Count IX Plaintiff claims Homecomings MFRS and Executive negligently
commenced foreclosure againstPlaiutiff home
The elements of a common law negligence action are 1 a duty recognized by law
requiring the defendant to confonnz to a certain standard ofconduct 2 a breach of that duty 3
a causal connection between the defendants conduct and the resulting injury and 4 actual loss
or damage Black CMon Racquetball C1 k Inc v Idaho First Nat Batik NA 119 Idaho
1715176 804P2d 904 904 905 1991
Plaintiff has alleged Defendants owed him a duty to provide certain notices and to not
wrongfully foreclose on his property Plaintiff has also alleged Defendants breached these
duties and as a result Plaintiffsuffered injury Taldng all ofPlaintilrs allegations as true he has
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligence Defendants Motion is therefore denied as to
CountlK
Y TortiQus Interference with Contract
In Cow X Plaintiff claimsMFRS is not a party to the Note or Deed of Trust and that




property. Iii., 169-78. Plaintiff also claims Homecomings illegally scheduled a foreclosure sale. 
Id., ,52. V:iewing all facts in Plaintiffs favor~ Plaintiff has alleged the necessary elements for a 
breach of contract action. Homecomings' Motion is therefore denied as to Count VII. 
m Breach of Covenant of Good Faith Ilnd Fair Dealing 
In Count VIII Plaintiff claims Homecomings breached if.s covenant of good faith. and fair 
dealing. 
The implied covenant of good faith "requires only that the parties peJ:fonn in good fuith 
the obligations imposed by their agreement." Jones v. Micron Techna/cgyJ Inc.; I291daho 241, 
247 t 923 P.2d 486~ 492 (Ct. App. 1996). ~'The implied covenant of good faith is violated only 
when Q. party vioJates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the contract" Id. (internal 
quotation omitted). 
As stated above, Plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a breach of contract claim. Plaintiff has 
therefore also sufficiently pleaded a cause of action for breach of t~e implied covenant of good 
faith.. o ' ti  i    t  Count VTII. 
IV. egligence 
In Count IX Plaintiff claims Homeconringst MERS and Executive negligently 
co enced foreclos re a i st l intiffs h . 
"The elements of a common. law negligence ~ction are (1) a duty, recognized by law, 
requiring the defehdan1 to conform to a certain standard of conduct; (2) a breach of that duty; (3) 
a ca1.1$.1l. connection between the defendanfs conduct and the resulting injury; and (4) actual loss 
Or damage.u Black Ca1tJlO71 Racquetball Club, Inc. v. Idaho Fir3t Nat. Bt1nk. NA., 119 Idaho 
171~ 75-176, 804P.2d 900, 904- 905 (199 ). 
Plaintiff bas alleged Defendants owed him a duty to provide certain notices and to not 
wrongfully foreclose on his property. Plaintiff has also a1I~ged Defendants breached these 
. . 
duties. and as a result PIairitiff suffered injury. Taking all ofPlaintiff"s allegations as true, he has 
sufficiently stated a cause of action for negligence. Defendants' Motion is theref,?re denied as to 
Count IX. 
v. TortioD.5IlDt fcrenee with Contract 
In Count X Plaintiff claims MERS is not a PartY to the Note or Deed of Trust, and that 
MBRS intentionally interf red With the Note and Deed of Trust 
"5 
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Tortious interference with contract has four elements 1 the existence of a contract 2
knowledge ofthe contract on the part of the defendant 3 intentional interference causing a
breach of the contract and 4 Iury to the plaintiff resulting fton the breach Bybee v
Isaac 145 Idaho 251 259 178P3d 615 624 2048 It is well established law in Idaho that a
party cannot tortiously inteecre with its own contract 1enkars v Boise Cascade Corp 141
Idaho 233 243 108 P3d 380 340 2005 Thm ka claim for tortuous interference with
contractual relations requires proof that the defendant is a stranger to the contract MCC
COMbtrction Co aJUBEngineers Inc 145 Idaho 719 72418 P3d 844 849 2048
The Deed of Trust explicitly states that HERS is the nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors The Deed of Trust also states that MFRS is the beneficiary under this Security
Instrument First Am CamPl 1Vae AMS role in this case is stilt not completely clear
it is clear that IMS was not a stranger to this contract and MFRS played some role in rslatim
to PlaintiTs Deed of Trust Because a party to a contract cannot tortiously interfere with his
own contract Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upoil which relief can be granted Count X of
Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore dismissed
YI Wrongful Ruredosum
In Count XI Plaintiff claims Homecomings MFRS and Executive commenced
foreclosure proceedings in violation of Idaho law and IDLERS Membership Rules Plaintiff
claims that neither Homecoming nor MMS has an interest in theNote or heed ofThst
The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1 that the
case presents definite and concrete issues 2 that a real and substantial controversy exists and 3
that there is a present need for adjudication Noll V Cenarrusa137Idaho 748 Sol 53 P3d
1217202002
Plaintiff fails to allege that his home has been foreclosed on While he does allege
Defendants sent him a Notice ofDefault and Notice of Trustees Sale it appears the trustees
sale was never conducted Until Plaintiff can claim his home has been foreclosed on his claim
of Wrongful foreclosure is not ripe for adjudication Count XT of Plaintiffs Complaint is
therefore dismissed
VII Slander ofTitle
In Count XIIPlaintiff claims Homeeorlings MFRS and Executive caused a cloud to be




"Tortious interference with contract has four elemellts: (1) the existence of 11 contract; (2) 
knowledge of·the contract on the part of the defendant, (3) intentional interference causing a 
breach of the contract; and (4) injury to the plaintiff reslllting from the breach." Bybee v. 
Isaac, 145 ldaho.251, 25~~ 178 P.3d 616,624 (2008). "t is well established law in Idaho that a 
party cannot tortiously interfere with its own contract." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp" 141 
Idaho 233, ~43, 108 P.3  380, 390 ( 005). Thus, ~'a claim for tortuous interference with 
contractua1 relations requires proof that the defendant is a stranger to t11e contract. tt eO 
CC1I3truction Co., v. J·U·B Engineers, Inc., 145 Idaho 7191 124.184 P.3d 844,849 (2008). 
The eed of Trust explicitly states tha.t MERS is the no inee for Lender and Lender's 
successors. The Deed of Trust also states that U1v.lERS is the beneficiary under this Security 
Instrument.~ Fir~t Am. Campl.,17. While MERSt role in this case is still not completely clear, 
it is clear that MERS' was not a stranger to this contract and MERS played some role in relation 
to Plain&s Deed of Trust. Because a party to a contract cannot tortioosly interfere with his 
own contract, Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. Count X of 
l i tif '  l i t i  t  i i ed. 
VI. r f l For cl re 
I  t I l i tiff clai s ec i s. E  a  ec ti e c enced 
foreclosnre proceedings in violatiQn of Idaho law and 1v1ERS Membership Rules. Plaintiff 
clai s that neither o eCDllling nor ERS has an interest in the ote or Deed ofT.rust. 
'toy'he traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to. prove 1) that the 
caseprcsents definite SlJd concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) 
that there is a present need for adjudication." Noll 'V. Cell4rrusa,137 Idaho 79-8, 801, S3 P.3d 
1217, 1220 (200 ). 
Plainti f fails to allege that his ho e has been foreclosed o . While he does allege 
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. U.ntil Plaintiff can claim his home has be~ fore.closed on, his claim 
of wrongful foreclosure is not ripe for adjudication. COWlt XI of Plaintiff's Complaint is 
therefore dismissed. 
VII. Slander of Title 
In Count XU Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive caused a. cloud to be 
plaeed on the ti1le of his property by instltuting fOl'ecl(jSure. 
G 
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Slander of title requires proof of four elements 1 publication of a slanderous
statement 2 its falsity 3 malice and 4 resulting special damages 1ycphetgrs a1Iaide
138 Naha 392 396 P3d 317 321 21037Then itemss of special damages are claimed they
shall be identified bycategory anti the specifle dollar amount may be stated Idaho R Civ P
9 10
Plaintiff in this case has failed to allege the fourth element of a slander of title claim
Plaintiffs complaint only states that as a proximate cause of this slander of title Renshaw has
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial This fails to meet the requirements of
IRCP9that plaintiff id Itify the category of special damages The Court finds that
Plaintiffhas failed to state a claim for Slander ofTitle Count XU ofhis Complaint is therefore
dismissed
VM Fraud
InCOW X91 Plaintiff claims Homecomings MFRS and Executive defianded him by
knowingly maltingmaterial false statements offact
Tha elect Mts of fraud M 1 a representation 2 its falsity 3 its materiality 4 the
speaker knowledge about its falsity or ignomce of its truth 5 his intent that it should be
acted upon by the person and in the manner reavonab conternplated 6 the hearers ignorance
Of its falsity 7 his reliance on the representation 8 his rights to rely thereon 9 his
consequent and proximate injury Jenkins 141 Idaho at 239 108P3d at 386
In his Complaint PIaintiffalleges Defendants made the follolving false statements
1 That MFRS is the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
2 That hMS has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
3 That Homecomings has tbeauthority to foreclose onRenshawsproperty and
4 That Executive has the authdrity to foreclose on Rennshawsproperty
first Am Compl1135 Plaintiff also claims he relied on the truth of these statements to his
detriment However the Court has been unable to find any allegation of haw Plaintiff relied on
these statements Plaintiff has not alleged what actions he took as a result of these statements
Plaintiff has failed to state a cause of action for fraud because he has failed to allege any facts






"Slander of title requires proof of four elements: (1) publication of a slanderous 
statement; (2) its falsity, (3) malice; and (4) resulting special damages." McPheters v. ]."'Y.laile, 
138 Idaho 391, 395t 64 P.3d 317, 321 (2003). When items of special damages are claimed" they 
shall be identified by category and the specific dolIar amount may be stated. Idaho. R. Civ. P. 
9{g) (2010). 
Plaintiff in this c8:se has failed to allege the fourth element of a slander of title claim. 
Plaintiff's complaint only states that "as a proximate cause of this slander of title, Renshaw has 
suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial." This fails to meet the requirements of 
I.R.CP. 9(g} that plaintif  identify the category of special damages. The Court finds that 
Plaintiff has failed to state a claim. for Slander, of Title. Count XII of his Complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
vm. Fraud 
In Count xm PJajntiff claims Homecomings, lVIERS and Executive de:fi .. auded bim by 
i l  ki  a ~aI l  t t t  f ct. 
Th~ elements of fraud ate: "(1) a representation; (2) i~ falsity; (3) its materiality; (4) the 
speakers knowledge about i~ falsity 01' ignorance of its b."I.lth; (5) his intent that it should be 
acted upon by the pemon and in the manner reasonably contemplated; (6) the hearers ignorance 
of it3 raisity; (7) his reliance on the representation; (8) his rights to rely thereon; (9) hi~ 
consequent and proximate injury." Jenkins~ 141 Idaho at 239, 108 P.3d. at 386. 
In his Complaint, Plaintiff alleges Defendants made the following false statements: 
1. That ERS is the beneficiary of the eed ofTtust; 
2. That'MERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property; 
3. That Homecomings has the' authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property; md 
4. That Executive has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
First Am. Ccmpl., 113S. Plaintiff also claims he relied cn the truth of these statements to his 
. . 
detriment. However, the Court has been Wlable 'to find any allegation of how Plaintiff relied on 
. . 
the3e statements. Plaintiff has not ~eged what actions he took as a result of these statements. 
PIahiliff has failed to state a cause of action for fraud because he has failed to allege any facts 
suggesting that he relied upon these statements. Count xm ofPIai.ntifrs Complaint is therefore 
dismissed. 
IX. Unjust Enrlchment 
i 
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In Count XIV Plaintiff claims Ijomecotnings MGRS and Executive will be unjustly
enriched by the payment of fees and by the equity in Plainti rs home
The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1 that r
case presents definite and concrete issues 2 that a real and substantial controversy 4rAists aad 3
that there is a present need for adjudication Noa137 Idaho at 80I 53P3d at 1220
Plaintiff fails to allege his home has been foreclosed on ile he does allege
Defendants sett him a Notice of Default and Notice of TrusteesSale it appears the tmstees
sale was never conducted Plaintiff only claims these Defendants will be unjustly enriched if
foreclosure occurs Until such time Plaintiff camtot claim that Defendants have been unjustly
enriched Count XIV of Plaintiffs Complaint is therefore dismissed
X Idaho COUSnmer PrOteCtion Act
In Count XVI Plaintiff claims 1lontecomings MM and Executive violated the Idaho
Consumcr Protection Act ICPA 48603 and4M03C
A person violates the ICPA when he engages in any act or practice which is misleading
false or deceptive to the comumer IC 48603172010 A person also violates the ICPA
when he engages in any act or practice ivhich is unconscionable TC 48603C 2010 All
claims under the ICPA must be brought within two years from the date the cause of action
accrued IC 48619 2010
Plaintiff closed his loan on June 27 2007 Because a cause of action under the 1CPA
must be brought within two years any claims under this section relating to the original loan
documents are barred by the statute of imitations
While Plaintiff does trot specifically allege the actions that constitute the violation ofthe
ICPA it is possible to read Plaintiffs complaint as suggesting that violations also occurred in
2010 For example Plaintiff has alleged that none ofthese Defendants had the right to initiate
foreclosure on his home The Court finds this allegation if taken as true is surfcient to state a
claim under either TC 48503 or 486030 Defendants Motion is therefore denied as to
Count XVI
XI RESPA
In Count XVII Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Real Estate Settlement




In Count XN Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive wiJI be tt:qjustly 
emiched by the payment of fees and by the equity in Plaintlif.$ home. 
'''The traditional ripeness doctrine requires a petitioner or plaintiff to prove 1) that the 
case presents definite and concrete issues, 2) that a real and substantial controversy exists, and 3) 
that there is a present need for adjudica.tion." Noh,137 Idaho at 801,53 P.3d at l~O. 
Plaintiff fails to allege his home has been foreclosed on. W11ue he does allege 
Defendants sent him a Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale, it appears the trustee's 
sale was never conducted. Plaintiff only claims these Defendants will be unjustly enriched if 
foreclosure occurs. Until such time, Plaintiff cannot claim that Defendants have been unjustly 
enriched. Count XIV ofPWntiI '  Comp,I int is therefore dismis ed. 
x. IWlho onsumer Protection ct 
In Count XVI Plaintiff claims Homecomings, MERS and Executive violated the Idaho 
n e  r tc:   (I  ) §§ -  n  8-6 . 
A person violates the rep A when he engages in any act or practice which is misleading, 
false, or deceptive to the nsmn r. Le. § 48-603(17) (2010). A person also violates the tCPA 
hen he engages i  any act or practice which is unconscionable. I.e. § 48-603C (2010). ,All 
claims weIer tbe ICPA must be brought within two yem ¥om the date the cause of aciion 
accrued. le. § 48-619 (2Q1 ). 
Plaintiff closed rus loan on June 27. 2007. Because a cause,of action 1lIlder the ICPA 
must be brought within two years, any claims under this section relating to the original loan 
documents are batted by the statute of limitations. 
While Plaintiff does not specifically allege the actions that constitute the violation ofllie 
ICPA, it is possible to read Plaintiffs. complaint as snggesting that 'lliolations also occurred in 
2010. For example, Plaintiff has alleged that none of these Defendants had the right to initiate 
foreclosure on his home. The Court finds this allegation, if taken as true, is sufficient to state a 
claim under either Ie. § 48-603 or § 48-603C. Defendants' Motion is therefore denied as to 
Count XVI. 
XI. RESPA 
In Count xvn Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Real Estate Settlement 
Procedures Act (RESP A) by failing to properly r~spond to two qualified written requests. 
8 
PLF 03559 
Etrery servicer of a federally related mortgage has a duty to respond to qualified written
requests firm the borrower relating to the servicing ofthe loan 12USC 2GD5e1A
Plaintiff courplains that he made two qualified written requests to Homecomings and
Hcmiecmnings failed to respond in accordance withRSPA Assuming these facts are true his
allegation is sufficient to state a claim for a violation of RESPA Homecomings Motion is
therefore denied as to Count XVII
ML AkUng and Abetting
In comet XVIlI Plaintiff claims MlS and Ejecutive had knowledge of Homecomings
fraud And the two entities provided substantial assistance to Homecoming to achieve the fraud
As stated above Plaintiffhas failed to properly plead a cause of action for fraud because
he has not alleged how he relied on any of Defendants false statements Because plaintiffs
fraud claim has been dismissed it is also prow to dismiss his claim that WERS and Executive
aided Homecoming in committing fraud Count XVUJ of Plaintifscomplaint is therefore
dismissed
tt
In CountPlatitiffclaims Homecomings violated the Home Affordable Modification
ProgramRAW
Federal Courts appear to be in agreement that RAW doers not create a private right of
action See Marks v BalkafAmerica XA 2410 WL 2572988 D Ariz 2014 Boyd v US
Bark iVa ex rel Sasso dames Vortg loan Trust Series 20031 2011 WL 1374986 ND111
2011 Manabal v Sierra pacific Mortg CO Inc 2410 WL 2574161BDCal 2010
Because HAW does not create a private right of action Plaintiff has failed to state a
claimunderHAMP Count XIX ofPlaintifFs complaint is therefore dismissed
CONCLUSION
Defendants Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings is granted in part and denied in gait
Defendants Motion is herebygeedas to counts V X XI XIl XM XW XVM and XIX of





Every servicer of a federally related mortgage has a duty to respond to qualified written 
requests fi"Olll the borrower elanng to the servicing ofllie loan.. 12 U.S.C. § 2605(e)(1)(A). 
Plaintiff complains that he made two qualified writt~ requests to Homecomings and 
Homecomings failed ·to respond in accordance with RESP A. Assuming these facts are trueJ this 
allegation is sufficient to state a claim for a violation of RESPA. Homecomings' Motion is 
therefore denied as to Count XVII. 
XII. Aiding and Abetting 
In count xvm Plaintiff claims MERS and E."tflcutive had knowledge of Homecomings 
fraud. and the two enti~es provided substantial assistance to Homecoming to achieve the fraud. 
As stated above, Plnintiff has failed to properly plead a cause of action for fraud because 
he has not aD.eged bow he relied on any of Defendants' false state ents. Because Plaintiff's 
fraud cJai  has been clismis8e~ it is also proper to dis iss his clai  that MERS and Executive 
  i  i  ud. Count XVIII of Plaintiff's complaint is therefore 
dimnissed. 
XIII. HAMP 
In Count XIX Plaintiff claims Homecomings violated the Home Affordable Modification 
r ra  (R MP). 
Federal Courts appear to be in agreement that RAMP does not create a private right of 
action. See Marks v. Bank of America, N.A.. 2010 WL 25i29Sa (D. Ariz. 2010); Boyd y. U.S. 
Bank. N.,A., ex reI. SaJco Aames Mertg. Loan Trust, Series 2003-1 f 2011 WL 1374986 {N.D.1I1. 
2011); Manabat v. Sierra PadficMortg. CD" Inc' J 2010 WL2574161 (B.D. Cal. 2010). 
Because H MP does not create a private right of action, Plaintiff has tailed to state a 
clrum under.RAMP. Count XIX ofPlaintifrs complaint is therefore dismissed. 
CONCLUSION 
Defendants' Motion for .Judgment on the Pleadings is granted in part and denied in part. 
Defendants' Motion is hereby granted as t() counts V, X, XI, XU. XIII, xrv, xvrn and XIX of 
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Stephen Kenyon Clerk
Appeal from the District Court of the First Judicial District ofthe State of Idaho
Kootenai County Hon Lansing L Haynes District Judge
The district courts orders granting the motion to dismiss and denying the motion
to compel are affamed
Vermont R Trotter CoeurdAlene pro se appellant
Routh Crabtree Olsen PS Bellevue Washington and Fulbright Jaworski
LLP Minneapolis Minnesota for respondents Joshua Schaer argued for Bank of
New York Mellon and ReconTrust Company Robert J Pratte argued for
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
HORTON Justice
Vermont Trotter Trotter is a homeowner in default on his home loan ReconTrust the
trustee appointed by the beneficiary of the deed of trust notified Trotter of the default and
initiated a nonjudicial foreclosure on the deed of trust pursuant toIC 451505 Upoureceiving
notice of the trusteessale Trotter sued ReconTrast Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc MERS and Bank of New York Mellon Trotterscomplaint alleged that none of the
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defendants had standing to initiate a foreclosure under IC 451505 BankofNew York filed
a motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim pursuant toIRCP12b6onthe grounds that it
had complied with all statutory requirements to foreclose and that standing is not a requirement
of nonjudicial foreclosures underIC 451505 Thedistrict court granted the motion
On appeal Trotter argues that before any party may initiate a nonjudicial foreclosure
underIC 451505 it must affirmatively demonstrate its standing to foreclose by proving it has
an interest in both the deed of trust and the promissory note it secures Additionally Trotter
asserts that MFRS was never the true beneficiary of the deed of trust and therefore lacked the
authority to assign it to Bank of New York Consequently he argues Bank of New Yorks
appointment of ReconTtust as successor trustee was invalid and neither ReconTrust nor Bank of
New Yorkhas standing to foreclose We affirm
Y FACTUAL ANDPROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
In June of 2005 Vermont Trotter executed a Note and a Deed ofTrust in which MERS
was the named beneficiary as nominee for the lender Countrywide Home Loans Inc The deed
of trust was recorded on June 24 2005 The deed of trust encumbers real property located at 512
South 14th Street in CoeurdAlene This is Trotter primarypersonal residence
According to the district court N ERS executed a Corporation Assignment ofDeed of
Trust that was recorded in Kootenai County on August 24 2009 The effect of this assignment
was to name Bank ofNew York Mellon as the beneficiary under the deed of trust Bank ofNew
York Mellon then recorded an Appointment of Successor Trustee naming ReconTrust as the
successor trustee The same day ReconTrust also recorded a Notice of Default ReconTrust
executed a Novice of Trustees Sale on or about September 2 2009 which set the date of the
trustees sale as January 11 2010 Trotter acknowledged receipt of the Appointment of
Successor Trustee Notice ofDefault and Notice ofTrustees Sale
Prior to the scheduled trustees sale Trotter filed a complaint requesting declaratory and
injunctive relief asserting that Bank ofNew York may not foreclose until it demonstrates it has
legal standing to do so and alleging that he has not been provided with any document showing
how Bank ofNew York became the beneficiary on the deed of trust or whether it owns his loan
Additionally Trotter alleged in the complaint that his loan was placed in a loan trust that may
F The termSankofNew York is used to describe the defendants as a group except where the context indicates it
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have been insured against borrower default He contends that if the trust received payment on an
insurance policy there may not be a default that would permit foreclosure The district court
issued a temporary restraining order TRO which cancelled the sale scheduled for January 11
2010 and enjoined any sale of the property through January 22 2010 The district court issued a
second TRO on February 5 2010 cancelling the rescheduled trusteessale and ordering Bank of
New York not to reschedule the salewithout further order of the court
Bank of New York then filed a 12b6motion to dismiss Trotter opposed the motion
and moved the court for an order to compel Bank of New York to fully comply with his
discovery requests The district court denied Trottersmotion to compel and granted the motion
to dismiss The court found that 1VIERS was the beneficiary under the deed of trust and that
i14ERS had properly assigned its rights as beneficiary to Bank of New York pursuant to IC
451502 The court thus found Bank ofNew Yorksappointment of ReconTrust as successor
trustee valid under IC 4515042and therefore as a matter of law that ReconTrust was
vested with the powers of the original trustee The court denied Trottersmotion to compel as
moot and vacated the restraining orders Final judgment was entered for Bank of New York and
Trotter timely appealed Trotter was represented by counsel in the district court but on appeal
he has proceeded pro se Trotter requests a declaratory judgment that Bank of New York and
ReconTrust tack standing to foreclose Bothparties request attorney fees
IISTANDARD OF REVIEW
Appeals frorn an order ofsummeryjudgment are reviewed de novo and this Court
standard of review is the same as the standard used by the trial court in ruling on a motion for
summary judgment Curlee v Kootenai Cniy Fire Rescue 148 Idaho 391 394 224 P3d
458 461 2003 citations omitted Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings
depositions and admissions on file together with the affidavits if airy show that there is no
genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of lawIRCP56c Under this standard disputed facts are construed in favor of the
non moving party and all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the record are drawn in
favor of the nonmoving party Curlee143 Idaho at 394 224P3d at 461 There theevidence
reveals no disputed issues ofmaterial fact then only a question of law remains over which this
Bank ofNew York filed a 12b6motion but also asked the district court to take judicial notice of several
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Court exercises free review Lockheed Martin CoiT v Idaho State Tax Comm n 142 Idaho
790 793 134P3d 641 644 2006 However the adverse party may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials in the pleadings but must set forth specific facts showing there is a
genuine issue for trialIRCP56e Therefore when this Court reviews an order granting
summary judgment conclusmy assertions unsupported by specific facts are insufficient to raise
a genuine issue ofmaterial fact precluding suiYmxzaryjudgment Maf eci v CoeurDWene School
Dist No 271 150 Idaho 740 744 250 P3d 791 795 2011 citing Goodman v Lothrop 143
Idaho 622 627151P3d 818 823 2007
This Court exercises free review over interpreting a statute meaning and applying the
facts to the law TFP VC v Dakota Co 141 Idaho 326 331 109 Pad 714 719 2005 Pro se
litigants are held to the same standards and rules as those represented by an attorney Twin Falls
Cray v Coates 139 Idaho 442 445 80P3d 1043 1046 2003
III ANALYSIS
A The district court properlygranted Bank ofNew Yorksmotion to dismiss
The district court granted Bank of New Yorksmotion to dismiss after it considered the
statutory requirements for a nonjudicial foreclosure set out inFG 451502 through 1515 the
Idaho Deed of Trust Act or the Act Trotter claims that the district court examined the wrong
issue in this case His contention is that a party must have standing to initiate a nonjudicial
foreclosure Trottersarguments related to this issue can be summarized as 1 in order to initiate
a nonjudicial foreclosure on a deed of trust the foreclosing party must first prove that it has
standing to initiate foreclosure under the statute and 2 MERS despite being named as the
beneficiary on the deed oftrust had no authority to assign its interest in the deed of trust to Bank
ofNew York because it is only a nominal beneficiary Thus Trotter argument is not that the
procedural requirements under the Deed of Trust Act were not satisfied but that before a party
may make use of those procedures it must demonstrate its right to use them Trotter also
references the allegation in his complaint that the sale of his promissory note to a securitized
loan trust may have liquidated his loan obligation and thus eliminated the possibility of
default on his part We review only the first argument because the others are not supported by
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1 A trustee is not required to prove it has standing before foreclosing on a deed of trust
Trotter argues that before a party may foreclose under the Act it must establish its
standing to foreclose by proving that it is the current owner of the note and mortgage At oral
argument before this Court Trotter also suggested that a trustee may not initiate nonjudicial
foreclosure proceedings under the Act unless it has authorization from the beneficiary We
disagree While it is true that a party must have standing before it may invoke thejurisdiction of
a corm the foreclosure process in the Act is not a judicial proceeding Fed Horne Loan Mortg
Corp v Appel 143 Idaho 426n1 137P3d 429 433 n1 2006 Insteadtheprocedures to
foreclose on trust deeds outside of the judicial process provide the expresslane alternative to
foreclosure in the judicial system and strip borrowers of protections embedded in a judicial
foreclosure Id Thus as an alternative that is outside the judicial process the Act sets forth
all of the requirements to foreclose on a deed of trust
This Court interprets statutes according io their plain and express meaning and when
they are unambiguous this Court gives effect to the legislatures clearly expressed intent
Kootenai Hosp Dist v Bonner Cnty Bd ofConynrs 149 Idaho 290 293 233 P3d 1212 1215
2010 Trotter asks the Court to find a standing requirement in the Act without providing a
textual basis or citing to controlling precedent However nothing in the text of the statute can
reasonably be read to require the trustee to prove it has standing before foreclosing Instead
the plain language of the statute makes it clear that the trustee may foreclose on a deed of trust if
it complies with the requirements contained within theAct
The Act states that a deed of trust executed in conformity with this act may be
foreclosed by advertisement and sale in accord with the procedures it descnties IC 45
1503lThose procedures are set forth inIC 451505 which states that the trustee may
foreclose a trust deed byadvertisement and sale if fourrequirements are met
1 The trust deed any assignments of the trust deed by the trustee or the
beneficiary and any appointment of a successor trustee are recorded in mortgage
records in the counties in which the property described in the deed is situated and
2 There is a default by the grantor or other person owing an obligation the
performance of which is secured by the trust deed or by their successors in
interest with respect to any provision in the deed which authorizes sale in the
event ofdefault of such provision and
3 Trotter cites no controlling cases regarding IC 451503 1505 or 1506 The only Idaho cases cited are In re
Wilhelin 407 BR 392 Ban1m D Idaho 2009 and In re Sheridan No 0824381TTM2009 wL 631355 Bankr
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fi i r    i t t f  s ss r tr ste  r  r r  i  rt a  
records in the counties in hich the property described in the deed is situated; and 
(2) There is a default by the grantor or other person owing an obligation the 
erfor ance f ich is secured  the trust deed r  their sucCesS9fS i  
interest ith res e t t   r isi p i  t   ic  t rizes l  i  t  
event of default of such provision; and 
3 rotter ites no t lling ases re i  I.e. §§ -15 , -15 , r -15 .  l  a   it   I  e 
il lm, 07 .R. 2 (Bankr. . Idaho ) a d In re ri ll. . - 0 1-TLM,  WI.  (Ba r. 
. Idaho ar. 12. 2009). federal bankruptcy cases that are inapplicable in the context of nonjudicial foreclosure. 
 
  
3 The trustee or beneficiary shall have a filed for record in the office of the
recorder in each county wherein the trust property or some part or parcel is
situated a notice of default identifying the deed of trust by stating the name or
names of the trustor or trustors and giving the book and page where the same is
recorded or a description of the trust property and containing a statement that a
breach of the obligation for which the transfer in trust is security has occurred
and setting forth the nature of such breach and his election to sell or cause to be
sold such property to satisfy such obligation
4 No action suit or proceeding has been instituted to recover the debt then
remaining secured by the trust deed or any part thereof or if such action or
proceeding hasbeen instituted the action orproceeding has been dismissed
IC 451505 Additionally once the notice of default has been recorded the trustee must give
formal notice of the trusteessale to parties specified in the statute SeeIC S 451506 These are
the only requirements that precede foreclosure We hold that pursuant to IC 451505 a
trustee may initiate nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings on a deed of trust without first proving
ownership of the underlying note or demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has
requested or authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings
The record confirms that the Appointment of Successor Trustee Notice of Default and
Notice of TrusteesSale complied with the statutory requirements and were recorded as specified
in the statute and the district court found that the defendants met the requirements ofIC 45
1505 and 451506 Because there is no statutory requirement for the trustee to prove standing
before initiating a nonjudicial foreclosure on a deed of trust we affirm the district courtsorder
dismissing Trottersclaims
2 The Court declines to review the remainder ofTrottersarguments
Trottersarguments that a MERS had no authority to assign the deed of trust to Bank of
New York and b his loan obligation may have been satisfied by an insurance policy thereby
precluding foreclosure are not supported with relevant legal authority
The Idaho Appellate Rules require an appellant to support its contentions with citations
to the authorities statutes and parts of the transcript and the record relied uponIAR35x6
Thus it is well settled that an issue on appeal will not be considered if it is dot supported by
propositions of law authority orarBowies y Pro Indiviso Inc 132 Idaho 371 376
973 P2d 142 147 1999 quoting State v Zichko 129 Idaho 259 263 923 P2d 966 970
1996 Even where an issue is explicitly set forth in the pantysbrief as one of the bases for




(3)    f  l   (a) lI   l'  i   f    
 i   COlUlt  i  t  tr t erty,   rt  rcel, i  
it t d,  ti   f lt i tif i  t    tr t  t ti  t   r 
na es f t e tr st r or tr st rs and giving t e  a  a e ere t e sa e is 
recorded, or a description of the trust property, and containing a state ent that a 
  t  li ti  f r i  t  tr f l' i  t t i  curit   cur ed, 
 tti           t  l      
s l  s c  r ert  t  satisf  s c  li ati  ... 
(4)  ti n,            
r i i  s r   t  tr st d, r  rt t ereo.t: r if s  ti  r 
r i    i tit t , t  ti  r r i    i i ed. 
Ie. § -15 . iti ll ,  t  ti  f efal.lit s  r rded, t  tr st  st i  
l ti   t  t tee's l  t  ties i i  i  t  t t t .  .e. § -1 .   
I 
t  l  tc re~l1en s t t r  l ure.  l  t t, t t  I.e. § 45-1505, a 
tr stee y i itiate j icial f recl s re r cee i s  a ee  f trnst it t first r i  
r i  f t  rl i  t  r tr ti  t t t   f tr t fi i r  ~ 
r st  r t ri  t  tr st  t  i itiat  t s  r di gs. 
  i  t t t  i t t   t , ti   f ult,  
tice f r stee's ale c lie  it  t e stat t r  re ire e ts a  ere rec r e  as s ecifie  
in the statute, and the district court found that the defendants et the require ents of Ie. §§ 5-
  -15 . s  t  i   t t t  i t  t  t t  t   t i  
 tia         ll t, e nn  t  m.rrt's !' 
dis issing rotter's clai s. 
.  t li e  t  yi  t  i   tter's ts. 
Trotter's argu ents that (a) l\1E.RS had no authority to assign the deed of trust to ank of 
e  ork, and (b) his loan obligation ay have been satisfied by an insllrance policy, thel'eby 
precluding foreclosure. are not supported ith relevant legal authority. 
 I  llate les r ir   ll t t  s rt its t ti s "with it ti s 
to the authOlities, statutes and parts of the transcript and the record relied upon." lA.R. 35(a)(6). 
~ it is "well settled" that an issue on appeal ill not be considered if it is "not supported by 
propositions of la , authority, or argument." o les l-'. ro Indiviso, Inc., 132 Idaho 371, 376, 
 .2d .  (19 ) (quoting t t  v. i ,  I a  , ,  .2d ,  
(1996)). Even here an issue is "explicitly set forth in the party's brief' as one of the bases for 
appeal, if it is "only entioned i  passing and not SUPPOlted by any cogent argu ent or 
6 
  
authority it cannot be considered by this Court Dawson v Cheyovich Family Trust 149 Idaho
375 38283 234P3d 699 70607 2010 citing Inama v Boise Cnty ex rel Bd ofComrnrs
138 Idaho 324 330 63P3d 450 456 2003
Trotter has not provided any controlling precedent to support his assertion that SRS as
the lendersnominee could not assign its interest in the deed oftrust Rather his argument relies
on two memorandum decisions from theUSBanluuptcy Court for the District of Idaho that are
inapplicable here Those cases are related to standing in bankruptcy proceedings and whether
MERS met the statutory constitutional and prudential requirements to bring a motion in
bankruptcy court See Sheridan 2009 WL 631355 at 4 Wilhehn 407BR at 398 Neither case
supports Trotter assertion that under Idaho law HERS could not assign its interest in the deed
oftrust
In addition to the lack of cited legal authority Trotter does not point to any Language in
the deed of trust itself that would support his argument that MERS is not the beneficiary The
record on appeal does not include the deed of trust and therefore it cannot be considered on
appeal Chisholm v Idaho Dept of Water Res 142 Idaho 159 162 125 P3d 515 518 2005
However the district court found that VIERS was the beneficiary named in the deed of trust
Because it is the appellants burden to produce a record demonstrating error if a party
appealing an issue presents an incomplete record this Court willpresume that the absent portion
supports the findings of the trial courtState v Willoughby 141 Idaho 482 488 211 P3d 91 97
2009 citations omitted We therefore presume that the deed of trust supports the district
courts fording that iMERS could assign its interest to Bank ofNew York Because Trotter has
not presented any argument or authority supporting his claim that 1WRS had no authority to
assign the deed of trust he has waived the issue
Trotter also mentions in his initial brief that summary judgment was not appropriate
because his loan obligation may have been satisfied by insurance payments after it was
securitized and placed in a mortgage loan trust In support of this assertion of error Trotter cites
no legal authority but instead refers the Court to the allegations inhis original complaint This is
insufficient to satisfyIAR35a6Because he mentions this argument only in passing and




t orit , t      ."  .   t,   
375,382-83,234 .3d 699, 706-07 (2010) (citing L-za a v. oise nty. ex rei. d. o!Com 'rs, 
 I a  , , 63 .3d450,  (2 03». 
r tter  t r ide   tr lli  r t t  rt i  serti  t t .MER , s 
t  l nder's i , l  t sign. it  i t t i  t    u t t r, i  t li  
 t  mn i i   t  .S. kr t  Ollrt  t  i t i t   t t  
inapplicable here. hose cases are related to standing i  bavkruptcy proceedings and hether 
lYlERS et the statutory, constitutional, tm.d prudential require ents to bring a otion in 
 rt.  eri an,   55,  *4; i lm,  .R.  8.   
SUppOlts Tr~tter's rti  t t r I  l , M  l  t i  it  i t r t i  t   , . 
 t. 
I  addition to the lack of cited legal authority, rotter does not point to any language in 
the deed of trust itself that would support his argu ent that : ERS is not the beneficiary. The 
record on appeal does not include the deed of trust, and therefore it cannot be considered on 
appeal. hishol  v. Idaho ep't f ater es., 142 Idaho 159, 162, 125 P.3d 515, 518 (2005). 
e er, t e istrict c rt f  t at M  W3.<! t e e eficiar  a e  i  t e ee  f tr st 
s  it is t  pellant's r  t  r   r r  str ti  rr r, if "a rt  
li   iss  r s ts  i l t  r r , t is rt ill r s  t t t e. s t rti  
ts  i i     ourt."  . i hby, 7  , 8,  .3d ,  
(2009) (citations o itted). e therefore presu e that the deed of trust supports the district 
urt's fu i  t t '  l  ssi  its i t r st t   f  r . s  r tt r s 
not presented any argu ent or authority supporting his clai  that l.\1ERS had no authority to 
i     t,     . 
r tter als  e ti s i  is i itial rief t at s ry j e t as t a r riate 
because his loan obligation ay have been satisfied by insurance pay ents after it as 
securitized and placed in a ortgage loan trust. In support of this assertion of error, rotter cites 
no legal authority, but instead refers the ourt to the allegations in his original co plaint. This is 
insufficient to satisfy lA.R. 35(a)(6). ecause he entions this argu ent only in passing and 
ithout supporting argtUnent or authority, the argu ent is aived and e decline to consider it. 
 
  
B The issue ofwhether to compel further discovery is moot
An issue is moot when it does not present a real and substantial controversy that is
capable of being concluded through judicial decree of specific relief Ameritel Inns Inc v
Greater Boise Auditorium DW 141 Idaho 849 851 119P3d 624 626 2005 The district court
dismissed Trotterscase with prejudice Because we affirm the district courtsdismissal the
motion to compel presents no controversy in which the district couiId grant relief Therefore the
issue ismoot
C Bank of New York is entitled to attorneyfees
Under IC 12121 the prevailing party may be awarded attorney fees when this Court
is left with an abiding belief that the appeal has been brought or defended frivolously
unreasonably or without foundation Karlson v Han2s 140 Idaho 561 571 97P3d 428 438
2004 IRCP54eXI Here Bank of New York is the prevailing party and Trotters
arguments were not supported by relevant authority He cited neither Idaho cases related to the
Deed of Trust Act nor persuasive authority that addresses analogous issues instead relying on
cases applicable to judicial proceedings and thus irrelevant to the dispute before us As such his
appeal was without foundation Therefore we award Bank of New York costs and attorney fees
IV CONCLUSION
We affirm the district courtsorders granting Bank ofNew Yorksmotion to dismiss and
denying Trottersmotion to compel Costs and attorney fees on appeal to Bank ofNew York
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ORDER GRANTING IyPART AND DENYWG IN PART MOTIONS FOR
SUMVIAiiYJUDGMENT
In this matter both parties moved for partial sumpmy juegm0nt The plaintiff
moved for sunniiary judgment on the basis that defendant lacked statutory authority to
maintain anon judicial Foreclosure defendant failed to comWly with IC 451505 prior
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ORDER GR.<\NTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART OTIONS FOR 
S Mi}fARY JUDGMENT 
In this matter both parties moved for plll'tial summary judgment. The plaintiff 
moved for sDllllllary judgment on the basis that defendant lacked statutory authol'hy to 
maintain anon-judiciul foreclosure. defendant ""(iled to comply with I.C. § 45~150S prior 
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to initiating the foreclosure And defendant is nest the meal party in interest The defendant
moved for su mrmary judgmert on threc issues defendant properly proceeded with the
foreclosure defendant has complied with RAMP wid defendant is the pruper party in
interest
LVIERS INTRODUCTION
Transfers of real property have traditicxvally required a publie proclamation of the
transfer ofownership with a ntetnorialf2a6on of the transfer The historical and long
obsolete method was by livery of seisin where the parties to the transaction would enter
the property and the transferor would physically hand over dirt to the transferee in the
presence of witnesses Recordation oftitle in the loll system the United States inherited
from Engtish common law dates to the DQmcsday Hook a prrtject completed in 1087
although it did not includc alt counties in England Historically land transfers must
involve the government in some way Currently land hwsren arc recorded pursuant to
the tawsof the State of Idaho and the other United States In an attempt to strtmm ine
mortgage transfers for invefsand speculators tine Mortgage Electronic Registration
System MFRS was created jWersvrp Inc u Romedne 8NY3d90 861 ht132d I
NY2006 MIRS is a private corporation rorined bymembers who trade titles within
the system by various means
The creation of MFRS and the dilficuldes encountered during foreclosures in
which HERS trans tare involved have created probletm tar courts around the country
There is a split of authority on some of the issues presented by this ease After a carerul
esaminatiionofthe documents reflecting the chain of title in this case an analysis of the
Who statute on mist deed foreclosures and the persuasive authority fecund in case law
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to injtinting the tOl'ec!osr.:re and defendant L'i nor the J'eal party in In(crest. The defendant 
moved for Sllln UI'i' jucigrncnt ()ll three issues: detendul'U properly proceeded with {he 
rorecklsure. defendnnt has co plied with HAMP, ruld defendant is (he proper party in 
interest. 
[\tIERS I TI  
Transfel's ofrel.lI property have tI"~ditit>nully requit~d 4 public procla ation of the 
(nmsfer of ownership with a memoriali1.atioll of the transfer. The hlstoric~I and 1011g 
s lete etll  as y HYe11 f 3eisin~ here t e ptIrties to tl'le tra sacti  l  enter 
t  r rt   t  tr.msf l' r l  y3i nll   r irt t  t  tr sf r  i  t e 
r s  fwit ss s. r ti  ' ftitl  i  t  legal s st  t e it  t t s i rit  
fro  nglish co on la  dates to toe o esday Book, a prQiect co pleted in lOa7~ 
although it did not include all cQunties in England. HIstorically. land trllllSfel's ust 
i l e the er e t in so e ay. mmtly. land b'rul8r~~ tlrc l'ecorded pursuant to 
tIle la s of the State of ldalto, and the other nited States. In an atte pt to stl'e'Jrnline 
mortgllge transfers for investo~ t.\lid speculatorsi the ortgage Electronic Registration 
Syste  (MERS) Wtl~ created.lvf.er.1f)rp, inc. v. Ro cllnfll 8 .YJd 90,861 N.E.2d 81 
(N. Y. 6). ERS is a private c r ration fun e  by e bers ho tra e titles ithin 
dre  y VariOlls n . 
The creation of ERS and the difficultLes encountered during foreclosll~ in 
which MERS u'aosrers lll'e involved have created problem.1 far courl.<J around the country . 
. here is tl split ofauthoritJ on so e of the issues presented by this easc. fter a !:.In:ful 
e;(aminaiion of the dOCW~lents retleding the chain oftitle in lIlis cas¢, an analysis ofthe 
Idaho statute on U1.lst deed foreclosures. and the pemll~:dve nutbolity found in case la  
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ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN P RT MOTIONS FOR 
S ARY J G ENT 
PLF 03573 
from other states or the rederal courts it appears that Mi etLife the detc11danE in this
actisn ices no have the ability to foreclose on the plaintiffs property at this tittle
tvictLife does not nowhave an rccorded beneficial interest in the real property at issue
although it probably now has the beneficial interest of the truA deed ttt issue For that
reason partial suininruy jUdgme1t farthe plaintiffis appropriate for the reasons set forth
below
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On October 1 2006 the plaintifr Virgil Ralph Ralph executedia note Note in
the aniount of5023200 payable to firstHod Home Loans a division of Fira
Tennessee Bank NAFirst HoriDn The Note contains no referent e to MERE This
note was secured with a Reed of Trust on the real property located at 908 A Serect
Rupert Who83350 The Deed ofTrust identifies Ralph as the borrower First Horizon
as the Lender Land Title and Escrow as the Trustee aad MERS as the beneficiary
The Deed ofTrust further states TIte beneficiaryofthis Security instrument is
MERS solely as the nominee for Lender and Lendees successors and assigns and the
successors and assigns ofMERSFurther in the Deed of Trust It states Borrower
widerstands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by
Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to coMply with law or custom
MFRS as norninec for Lender and Lenders successors and assigns has the tight to
exercise Any or all of those interests including but not limited to die right to foreclosure
and sell the Property and to take any action required of Lender including but not limited
to role hiS and csncelling this Security histtument
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from orher sl.ates or tbe lectern! CQlU'[S. it np ears [hat MetUfe, die detendunt in Ihis 
action. does m)t have the ability to f{)recl(}~ on the plaintiff's property at this time. 
MctLife does 1101 now htwe any recorded beneficittl intel'est inlhc rea! property at issue, 
a.l111oug.~ it probablY now hus the beneticial intel'est of the ~:USl. deed III issue. for l·hat 
reason arti l summlll'Y jtL nl tor t  plahltiff is I1PPl"Opriat~ for the reuso  set f rlh 
below. 
PRO('· l~  I  
On October I, 20061.he praintif'f~ Virgil Ralph (Ralph), elCecuted'!l note (Note) in 
the amount of$50, 23200 payable to First orizon Bo e Loans, a division of FirHl 
ennessel: ank .A. (Fir;!t orizon), he ote contains no referen(.'e to S. TIus 
te as sec re  it  a Dee  f r st on {he real r ert  l cate  at   treet. 
Rupert, [dano 83350. The Deed of Trust identifies Ralph as lhe '~borroweJ''', First orizon 
as the "Lender, Land TItle and Escrow as the "Truste~', and MERS as the "beneficiary". 
he eed of t-ust further ~tntes "The beneficiary· of this Security ImJtrurnent is 
E  (solely as the no inee for ender and ender's successors ~nd assigns) and me 
nl rs  a s  S}' urtlwr  the eed l'  it sl.ate3 "Bo t'OW 1" 
understands and agrees that l'vlERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by 
Souower in this Security Instrument, btlt, if necessary to comply with law or custom~ 
MERS (as 11omim:e for Lender alld Lendel'~s successors and assigns) has the right; to 
exercise any or all of those interests, including, but not limited to. the right lO foreclosure 
and seJIU1C Pl'Opcrly; and 10 rake rJnyaction required of Lcndt:r including. but not fimited 
lOt releasing and cance ling this S~'tl rIY Il'Is rW'!'l t." 
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ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOT1QNS FOR 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 03574 
Ralph Failed to reale the paymcnts required ender the Note begiming on
November I2On February 23 2009 aii assign meat of the E7e0dorrrust was
executed by MFRS assistant secretary MiehatlFisher to MetLife The language of the
assignment mus that For vaiue received the undersigned corporation hereby grants
assignsand transfers to MetUrbIome Moans a division orkletLife BankNA all
beneficial interest under that certain Deed ofTrust together withtheProrraissory Note
secured by scud I3red of Trust and also nil rights acettrrd or to accrue under said Deed of
Trust This assignment w g recorded in Minidokd County on March 4 2009
A Notice of Default was nreparcd by Lynn Darlitt oPTrattrrtation title and
Escrow on March 3 2444 and recorded on Mph 4 2009 A Notice of TrusteesWe
was also prepared by Lynn Darling ofTratasnadan Title and Escrow on March 3 2009
which set a foreclosure sale date of July 16 2009OOn March 4 2003 an Appointment of
Successor Trustee was recorded in Minidoka Cotmty in which Michael FisherotMetLife
appointed Transnation Title and Escrow as the successor trustee
The scheduled foreclosure date was postponed multiple times At some point
Proceedings were begun on a HAMP loaxt modification On Marsh 26 2410 a Verified
Cornplairtt was filed by RalphAn Order ConfirmingTemporary Restraining Order was
entered oil April 20 2010 effectively staying the foreclosure sale On June 3 2011 the
defendant MetLife filed a Motion for Summary Judgment And For Release OfOrder
Continuing Tempoiary Restraining Order On June 6 201 I the plaintiff Ralph filed a
Motion for Summary Judgment This Order is in response to those motions
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Ralph failed to make the payments required uudel' the Note bcgituling on 
Nove ber 1, 2008. 011 February 23, 2009 all us ig.l'unent of the D ed of Trost was 
executed by E S assistant secreta I')' k-hacl Fishel' to etLife. The language of tl1c 
assign ent 'suites tha.t "For value received, the undersigned corporation hereby grants, 
assigns. and transfers [0 etLif-e Ho e Lonns, Il. division of Met ife Bank J .A. aU 
beneficial interest under {hat certait1 Deed ofTl'ust. .. together with the Promissory Note 
r   aid Dt .. -ed fTI'1.1S1  r  nil ri ts nccl'uCti or (0 (cr  r .s. i  ed of 
rust. ,. i  ssign t WlLCJ  j  i i a t    , 009. 
   f ult  p e    rting fTrallsn ti  11tle  
r~  011 aro  , 0(}9  r r   areh . 09.  tice f- r ste 's Sale 
s ls  r r    rli  f1'l'alls tlo  itl  a  s r i?  ru-c  ,20  
hich set a fo~losure sale date of July 16,2009. On arch 4) 2009 ~ ppoint ent, of 
Successor rustee as recorded in inidoka ounty ii'l hich ichael FisherolPMetUfe 
 r  tle    t   e. 
The 3Chedl.lled foreclosure Qate was postponed multiple times. At some point 
pr i s ere e     l an IficatI .  arc  . 0  u erifie  
Complaint was filed by RalpIl. An Ol'der Cont1rming TemponlfY Restraining Order was 
entered 011 April 20, 2010 effectively staying the forecJoaure sale. On JUlle 3,2011, the 
defendallt. etl..ife. filed a otion for u a!'y Judg ent nd or elease f rder 
Continuing Temporury Resfraining Order. all June 6, 2011 the plaintiff, Ralpb? filed a 
otion for Su ary Judgnlent. Thill rder is in respol1se [0 tho:;e otions. 
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A Summary Dudgniettt Stwzdard
Sunimwy judgment is prolmr ifthe plWingsdepositions and ablissiorts on
tile toviber with the affidavits many show that there is no genuine issue as to any
matettial fact and unit the moving party is entitled to judgment as a watter Of law
IRCP56c Beano Inc tt Green Willow ryw l33 Idaho 283 1999 The court must
Ilberilly construe all disputed racts in favor of the non moving party and draw all
reasonable inferences and conclusions supported by lbe record in favor of theparty
opposing the motion biter v Aveelm 119 Idaho 539 541 1999 if conlictiang
infrencsarc possible sununary judgment should be detued Only if there is no genuine
issue ofmaterial fact after the affidavits pleadings and depositions have been construed
in the light must favorable to thenonmuvirg party should surnmary judgment be
armed Loomb v CityofF 119 Idaho 434 1991
B 11detirlant Laclo Statutory Authority to Maintain a Non Judicial Foreclosure
UnderIC451505 the trustee nay fwmctose a trust deed if The trust deed any
assignrtzents of the trust deed by the beneficiary ate recorded in mortgage records
in counties in which the property described in the deed is situated The only recorded
assignment ofdx frost deed is by Mortgage ElectronicRqistration Systems Inc
MFRS to MetLife rank NA dated February 23 2OG9 That document purports tct
transfer all beneficial interest MFRS had to MetLikc
ir order to comply with 1C 451505lthen MFRS must have been the
beneficiary of the trust deed and must have had a beneficial interest to transfer Ilte
definition ofbeneficiary underIC451502 is the person named or otherwise
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A. &.mmary .JudgDlen  Staud:lrd 
SUfl'n uj' judgment is proper '''if the pleadings, depositions, and admissi ns on 
tIle. together with the affiduvits, iran)" show that there is no genuIne issue as to any 
atmial fact and I..Iulllhe moving patty i$ entitled to judg ent tIS a matter of law," 
I.R.C.P. 56(c); SCf)'fIQ. 1m:. v. Gr~l!ll illow 1"1'11.';1, 133 Idaho 283 (1999). The (.'(Jtu't ust 
nber~lly COflstrue nil disputed facts in favor oHl1e non-tnQving party. and dl'll all 
teosoll.!lbZe inferences and conclusions supported by the record in favor of the- party 
opposing the motion. BmfZ v, S&ldl1!e(Jk.~. J 19 Idaho 539, 541 (1999). If conflicting 
inR:l'ences aloe possible, .summary judgment should be delued. Only if there IS no genuine 
issue of rnmeriaI fact after the affidavits. pleadings. and depositions have ooell construed 
in the light ost favorable to thenon~movir.gparty ShOL1!d sum ary judg ent be 
warde . i.r . ;l tJjHCliley, i 1da   (1 1). 
. Defettdant acks Statutory uthority to nintilin II on-Judicial Foredosure 
Under I.e. 45-] 505(1) the trustee may foreclose a trust deed if I'The trust deed~ any 
nm ts f  lrust e   ... the e efidar  .. , are re~orded in mortgage records 
in counties in whi¢b the property described in the deed is situated". The only recoltfed 
Q.')signment of the trust deed is by ortgage Electronic Registration Systems. inc. 
(MERS) to MetLifu Bank, N.A. dated Februnry 23, 2009. 1'hat document purports t£) 
ttansfer a l beneficial interest ERS bad to etUfe. 
In-order 10 co ply with I.e. 45-IS05(J) the , MERS mLlSt have been the 
beneficiary of the t1'llst d ed and must have l1ad a beneficial intereSl to transfer. '111e 
ddinilion ofbe tidW')' under I.e. 4 -1 .5 2( 1) is ~'t.he person named or otherwise 
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desigfiaated in a trust deed as the person rcr whose benefit a trust deed is given or his
successor in interest and who shalt not be the tnistee While Idahosstatute allows a
designated beneficiary and MI ERS is given the title henefciaryunder the deed or trust
in no way is it theparty whose benefit the trust deed is given rhis is because the tender
is retaining all the hallmarks of the beneficiary and the lw3guat a in the dec limits what
i IERS is This interpszLation ofIC45 1502 is similar to drat of a fedeaal district
courtsinterpretation ofORS 867051 an Oregon stntuiu nearly identical to IC 45
1502when applying identical MFRS language in a dead oftrust Hooker v Nortinv rr
Trur Services Inc 2011 WL 2119103DOr May 25 201 IIn one case in tan Idaho
District bankruptcy courtcoamsel for MFRS has concealed that it is not an economic
benefciW as it will receive no value from the foreclosed property or collect money
under the note In re Sher hfan No 032033I TLM BkrtcyDldahoMli12 2009
Under that concession it is difficult to see any be nefet that MIRRS mcelves from the deed
Oftrust Pursuant toIC451502 the real beneficiary under thus deed oftrust is the
lender First HorizonNo Loans a Iii vision ofFirst Tennessee DankNAfirst
Horizon and any of its assigns
The specific language of the deed of trust states that BIERS holds only the legal
title in the deed of trust not the equitable title This language clearly states that MFRS
has no beneficial interest in the deeduftmst There is also nothing in the deed oftrust to
suggest that MFRS has authority to transfer the Noto In re W11hek 407131392
BankrD Idaho 2009 As such flee only interest HERS wocapable ofassigning was
its 1eg4 interest in die deed oftrust This is the only interest that MFRS was capable of
assigning when it recordedthe February 23 2009 Assiannzent of Deed of Trust While
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desi nllted in a trust deed as the persoo for whose benefit a truST. deed is given, or his 
suc es or in inlerest. <lnd who shalt not be lhe tn/ste n, While: Idaho's statute allows a 
designated beneficiary, and ERS is given the 6tle "beneficiary" undeJ' the deed of trust, 
iat 110 ~'9.y is it the· party hose benefit the tl'ust det.-d is given. This is becau:le tile Iender 
is retaining aU thl! hall arks ofrhe beneficiary and [he uU1guage ill tile deed li its what 
ME  is. bi  i t l' reultio[l of I.C. 5 .. 1502(1) is si ilar to rll'clt of a t' deml district 
courI's interpretation ofORS 86.70S{ I). an regon statute nc!trly identical to te. 45· 
I  S02( J).  ppl i  i f l E  l lm    e  f tr st. er . orthw(!.rl 
Tr~fee &Jrvil.:es.lllc., 2011 ?lL 2119]03 (D.Or. ay 25, 201 I). In one case in nn td~tho 
i tJi t kr t~  COUI't. ouns l f r E  b  d  t t it is t  "etX>:tlo ic 
beneficiary" as it will receive no value from the foreclosed prop~y or collect molley 
under the note, In re Sh(tt'Mcin. No. 08-20381-TLM (Bkl'tey.D.Idaho March 12. 2009). 
nder that concession, it is difficult to see -any benefit that E S !"eCeives fro  the deed 
of tr st. l'Suant t  I.e. S-1 02(n the·r~l e eficiar  wl er t is ee  f tr st is t e 
le er, irst Qrizon Home u s,  Di isi  f irst ennessee Ba  .A. (First 
)  OilY f its a . 
The specific lal1guage of the deed oftru.'1t states that MERS holds only the legal 
title i~ the deed 0 f' trus~ not the equitable title. TIllS language clearly states that  ERS 
has 110 beneficial interest in the deed of tnlSt. There is also nothing in the deed OfU'U8% to 
!nI sest that MERS has authority to transfer the ote. In re ilhelm, 407 B,R. 92 
(BankI·. 0, rdaho 2009). As suc~ tile only internt MERS as capable of assigning was 
its legal interesl j~ the deed of trust. This is the only interest that MERS WOolS capable of 
t1SSigning when it recorded the February 23, 2009 Assigliment of Deed of Trust. hile 
Page ticl' t 1 
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this may be autlicicnt to tallow far nonudt3 foreclosure in some states under 1d317o
larw the assignment ofthe bnneticial interest orcrlultable title in the deed oftrus trust
be recorded prior to iridating a nonjudic al foreclosure Once again ibis same conclusion
was reached by a fi deral district coast when applyingM86735lan Oregon statute
nearly identical to IC451505 Hooker 2011 WL 2119103 at 3
This interpretation of the statute is also in line 8vith the Iongstanding rule that the
security fnllowsthe note Booke 2011WL11903at 4 citing Carpenter V I ngyan
83 US 2712711372 Translating lie securitywitnout the note is a legal nullity Id If
the defendantsinterpretations of s abilities was correct MFRS would be able to
trnnsfer thedcd oftrust to an infinite nunibcrofpwlies without any public record
However these transfers absent a simultaneous transfer of the note result in nothing
inure than an infinite number oflegal nutlitie under federal and Idaho law Icy IC45
1505lTlhe language in the deed ortrust regardingMP does not expressly or
implicitly grant HERS that authority to transfer any intemst in the not In re Wilhelm
407BR 392 Bankr D Idaho 2009 So even ifw1ERS was capable of transferring a
beneficial interest in the deed of trust a Iegal nullity wouldarise It appears that MetLife
is now dw bolder of the note However MetLlfe conceded it could not prove the date of
the transfer
The defendant has cited case law fromdi1th6t have reached
varying conclusions In Games v Counliywlde Home Loans Am 192 CalApp41 149
CalApp2011 a court found that HERS had authority to foreclose on behalfof the
note holder because of the authority gnuited to it under the Deed ofTrost While the
language in that Deed of Trust isAntical to the language found in the current Deed of
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tbjs ay be sulli l t t  <'dl  tor l1on~lu~Hciltl f r l r  i  S(l e st~\tes, ulldcr Jdtlho 
"tw t  assi !611me t f t  b..:. e-ticillI jn[eres~. 01" eq it l  title, i  the d of trust m t 
t-..e recorded prior to inititlting a nOl'l-:fudicial fOJ'eck>:mre. nce again this same conclusion 
as l"euehed by a reder<ll district COll!t hen applying ORS 86.735(1). an regon stalUie 
arly i ti l t  I.e, . ~r50S(t). okt!"  t l..  ~\t *3, 
is i t r r Mi ll f t e st t t  is ufs  i  li  Witll tIle I st nding r le t t t e 
security folJo\\o'S the note. H()()lcll}~ 2011 L 2119! 03 at "'4 citing: CarpenlfJ}, v, [.(mgan, 
RJ u.s. 271,274 ( I &72). J'anstel"ring t11e security Hhollt tbe note is a legal nuJUty .. ld. If 
the efendant), interpretation ofJ\,fBRS's a ilities as correct, !VIE S ould e able to 
t.ro sf r t  ~d f tr t t   illfi it  mOcr f "~i es Wlth t allY li  r cord. 
o ever, these transf<:ra. ~bsent Do si ultaneous transfer of the note. result in nothing 
mo    i it   fl : IflutliU ifU  l   . t!.: l.e.45-
1505(1). Ile language in the deed oftrlJst regllI'ding ERS does not expres:dy, 01' 
ln li itl ,  ME  ¢   t  r~n   j t l'eSt j   ote. 111  i l , 
407 B.R. 392 (Bankr. O. Idaho 2009). So even ifMERS was capable oftransferrillg a 
beneficial lllterest in the <3eed of trust, a Ieg1l1 nullity ould arise. It appears that etLife 
is no  the holder OftllC note. o ever. etLife conceded it could not prove the date of 
t e tra . 
 efe t as citt..>d euse la  fro  d.it1~l'entjurisdict1ons tbat  r  
varying conclusions, In o es )./, COW1/rywide o e Loarts. Inc.. 192 CaI.AppA1h 1149 
(Cal.A p. 2 1 J), a court found t"Jat MERS a  al.lth lilY to foreclose on be lf f rl1e-
note holder because of the a t  grll.l1ted to illm er tl,e eed  ru . hile t e 
lang118ge in that Deed ofTrusl. is identical to tbe language fOU11d in the current Deed of 
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TrzK the issues are very diffloetRather the current issue is similar to that faund in
Dable a California BtuAruptcy case drat distinguished Gomel In re Doble No I0
1 1296MM13 BkrtcySDCaIApril 14 2011 Dobfe brat court bund MI RE bad no
statutory authority to assilm the beneficial biterest of the deed of tru9t under ident
deed of trust language Id
This court is not deciding whetherMkRS does or dues not have the authority to
foreclose on1thalfof the note holder Rather dii i court mu determine whether a
beneficiary as defined under ldabo law has tare ability to foreclose prior to recording its
betietieial interest in the property Hypothetically aisunling this court was to adopt the
Games interpretation ofMEAS authority Meta ifewould have been able to forcclosc on
the property on the behalf of First Horizon as MFRS was capable of assigning it
norninee status to Mefl ife Yet under Idaho law MetLif would be unable to foreclose
on its own behalf until its beneficial interest wawa Lecorded fit Minidoka County As this is
not the present issue Garner is inapplicable in this situation
mother case cited by the defense is a federal district court decision applying Utah
laver Powle Y Revionfr4rl GampaVNA2011 WL 839863D Utah March 10 2011
In that decision the court found that in applying Utah law identical Dccd of Trust
language made MERS the benciciary and as such MER5wasable toti that
beneficial interest to another bank Id FoYUrhighlights the struggle of the courts ovor
IVIER5 Utah courts looking at the saute trust deed language have cone to tite opposite
conclusion of this court and the cases cited in this order This court finds the reasoningin
Wifhelm Ilooker Dvblr and Sheridun more perstiasivc In re Wfihelm 407 BR39
Sraluffhe Idaho ReaFrtate Cminnission N Nurdlltl 135161to 630 20101 ccinsidcring unpuliiislied
epWms as an cxample not as bincling precedent fs appropiine
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rust. tIl  i s s ar  Y l'Y dirtt"'Ter.t, f r t!~e cun' t issue is sin1il r to t at t~Hm  iti 
bie. u alif l' i  B!uL~nl tC  c se ch r i ti i  (Jome.1. T  l'  ohle. o.1 0-
1 I 29 -  (Bk~y,S.D.CaJ. l' I14, 01 I)I.-In f  th c"Ul'f fo  E S had no 
t t t r  t ri  t  sign '  nefi i  in t f t  deed f trust r identical 
  II"J t ~ge. Ie!. 
This court is not deciding. hether WIERS does. Dr d()e$ not. have the lluthOl'ity to 
  bt:hal   t   older.  th s rt llst t r i  r  
fi i r , s fi  l!l1der rclWlO l .  tlt  .Il ilit  t  f r l s  ri r t  r r i  it  
bel1.eficial interest in I:Ile property. ypotbetically, ao;slIming this co\.1rt was to adopt the 
o  llt  R  t ority. etLife-      tb e 10se  
1he prope11y on the behalf of First crizon, as rvtERS as capable ,of nssig.,ing it.'i 
mi  t t  t  tLi . t D r  l , tLife l   l  t  l  
on 'it:; o n behalf until its beneficial interest W!1$ L'CcOJ-dcd hI inidoka ounty. s this is 
   s e~ om s  ica le   ft J.1ti . 
Another c.ase cited by the defense is a federal di.'l;trict court decision applying Utah 
law, Fo le]" v. cDl1!ru.il Co pany, .A .• 1Q t 1   (D. ta  arc  I Q, 2011), 
In t t i i ll. t  c rt ou~ t t i  l i  tah Ja . ide ti l ee  f rllst, 
la uage a  E  (he eneficiary,  s , R..'; a  a le  tl"Msfer tb  
beneficial interest to !lnothet· bank. Jd. FOl'lll!!1' highlights the struggle of the courts over 
M S. tah courts looking at the :!:~11'l.e irust deed language have come to the opposite 
conclusion of this court and the cases cited in t11Is order. This court finds the reasoning"in 
il l . Ho /c , Do le, ani! ida  ore p u 5i ~. In re il l ,  .R. 3 2 
I SI'!Jlofllle IdQho HlltU &Iatll Comm£5.rio/l ". NrJl'tillllg. JJS Idaho 630 (2001) (collsidering unpublished 
opinions as an eXl1mple, not as bindill~ prr:eedel1!, is appl'OpI'Urtc). 
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Bankr D Idalio 2000 looker ij Norlhwest Trumea Serviet Inc 2011 W1 2119103
DOrMay25011 In re Doble Nit 10 12 6Mll3 BkrtcSDCalApril 14
2011 ht re 3kor lclan No082038113krtcyDdiioMarch 12 2009 An
imtautt reason is the conflicting tongktage in the deed orirust injecting NI1 RS into the
transaction Essentially INIERS wanta to limit its status oft one hand but pin rill the rights
of a bcneficiary or the renderifsomething goes wrong on the other There is no good
reason to allow iV ERS to define itself in a conflicting manner to the detriment aFOic
graritor of the deed of trust or Potentially to the lender or in derogation of the Ialaho
statute
Additionally neitrpa argued the Statute ofFrauds However to be an agent
for the pwposes ofa transfer of real property the authority of the agent must be in
writing EC95434The a to MFRS hi the decd of bust poses o
problem on this issue Nothing in the deed of trust suggestsMrRS itzelf has the authoricy
to sell or assign the beneficial interest Thus it is not clear how MERS could purport to
transfer First Horizon beneficial interest in the deed of trust to MetLife
There is also nothing In the record showing how MERSsactions were necessary
to comply vMh law oreustom as the language in the deed of trust descibes Commercial
convenience does not equal necessity and the law in Idaho can be followed In re
Su1r448BR814 324 Bankr SD Cal 2011 A bit of work by First Horizon does
not make the transaction impossible
As there isno recorded assignment froir First horizon the letider wider the deed
of trust that hol the beneficial interest to the defendant Met LIN Hotne Lamis a
Page 9 o r 1 f




( llkr. D. fdaho 2() 9); H(7() fff" J1. Nol'l est 1i-uslef! Servic s, 1m:., 2 ll WL 21] 9 IOJ 
( .Or. ay 25,20  J); flu'e Doble, Nt). to-11296- MI3 ( krtcy.S.D.Cal. pril 14, 
201 ); In I'd She idt1fl. o. 08-20381-TLM ( 3krtcy.D.ldltho ur h 12, 20 9). A  
important reason is t e conflicti  lang~ulge in {he deed ftc st i jecting·tvlERS intt} t e 
transaction, Esselltial!y MERS wants to limit its status on one hand but gain all the right" 
of a b¢neneiary or the lender if somethjng goes wrong on the other. There is no Boad 
r son t  ll  M . t  fi  it lfi  a confli ti  n er t  t  etri!l1l: i oftbe 
grantOt' ofthe deed f trust, or potentially to the len<kr. or in derogation ofthe Jdaho 
statute. 
dditioJlaUy. n~itber party argued the tatute of Frauds. o ever. to be an agent 
f r t  urposes f  tr sf l' f r l rO (:rl),. t  t rit  f t  t st  i  
. Le. §9- 05(4).  ambiguoiJsTailguageas CO MERS in the deed Oftl'USt poses a 
proo1em on this issue. Nothing in the deed of trust suggests ERS i1selfhas the authority 
to sell or assign the beneficial interest. Thus, it is not clear ho  ERS could purport to 
 rst ri on's  j tere  i       j . 
r  is l  t i  i  t  r Ol'  i   S's tion&) r  r  
to co ply with ra  or eu.'ltom, as the language in the cL..'>f!d of trust describes. o ercial 
co~ ~nce es not l ssit .  t e l  i  Ida   e f ll . In rrt 
dllJZtfr,  .R. .8 4 (Bftnkr. .D. l. 2 l).  it f r   irst orizon es 
not a e Ibe transa tion i p i l . 
As thel'C is no recorded assign ent from FirsL Horizon. the lender under the deed 
of trust that h lds the be eficial interest, to the defendant., et Lite Olne LoallS~ il 
Page 90fJt 
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division of Met Life Sank NA tom iLife the defendant lacks statutory authority to
proceed witha nonyudiciat ibreclosure at this time
CMLffeNat I ComplianceIC 451105
Since MetLfie was incapable of initiating a non judicial foreclosure they are
incapable ofcomplying with IC451505
D Summary Judgment Denied as to the RAMP Issue
There is no evidence in the record to determine at which time MetLife became the
IwIder of tlhe note and thus the beneficiat of the deed of trust As such the court is
unable to determine at what point in tittle lVMeWfe became capable ofinitiating HAMP
proceedings with the plaintiff Summary judgment on the matter is tlius inappeopriato at
this tinhe
CONCLGiSION
Plalydfrs motion forpartial summary judgment isgranted because of defendants
lack ofstatutory authority to foreclose Defeuda alls motion for partial surmnary judgment
fs denied regarding statutory compliance and HAMP compliance
1T IS SO ORDERED
Dated 1
Signed
Jon i3rody Dtstri J p
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division orMet Lij~ Bank, .A. (MeI He). the defendal1t tacks statutor  authority tel 
pl'  it   on..,j [ f'o  t this li e, 
. clLif4: o  n ~mplinD  .C. - 5 !i 
i  el H~ s i l  r i iti ti   -j i iul f r l ure, t ey r  
i.ll(!apa l  (co pl i  it  I.e. 5·1 0 . 
. n lU3  .   85   H   
    i     t r  L   t if.!  t  
l101der f th  te,  t s t  neficiary f t   f tr st.  cbt t  rt i  
l'lll l  t  t r i  t t i t i  tim  Me1Lif   l   i i ti ti   
i  it  t  l intif : r  j t  t  tt  i  th  i r i te t 
this till,e. 
U  
I.olntifl"s ti  f r rti J s nutr  j"Lldgmelll is r t  Co. s  f fendant's 
Jack of statutory authority to foreclose. efendarl.t's otion for pa..11:ial swr.rnary judg ent 
is i  r r i  st t t l'Y lia   NvI  li . 
I     
t : r{IO( II 
: -+lP~:Pl-l,)j~.r..;...4J",l\'\..lL-+---
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
8010 Garza DcPaty Clerk for the CountyotNinidoka do hereby certify that
flnhejydrayot 2011 tiled the orioit3al and caused to be
served a true mid correct cony of the above and foregoingdocucnent ORDER
GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART SUMMARY JUDGMENT to each of
thepersons as Fisted below
Laura E Burri
Ringert Law Chartered
455 S ThirdStreetPOBox 2773
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CERTIFICA  OF SERVI  
r, SantI)!) Garza. Deputy Clerk for the County orMinidoka. do hCI"ehy cel·tify tIlat 
on 1be ---1..0.-. duy of fu~ 14 d· , 20 II. r filed [he origitull and cI.msed to be 
served a. true and correct copy of (he above and foregoing docmnent:  
GRANTI  I  P   ENYI  I  PA   JUDG toeal!h of 
the perso s as listed below: 
Laur.a E. urri 
i b~rt  rt r  
4SS . ird treet, .O.  2  
i e, I  1 -  
l .  
 l  ervi ~ bro. 
475 Polk Street 
 aU ,  8  
~ U.S. ail, Postage Prepaid 
__ Hand f)eflvery 
__ Overnight. ail 
i  acsi il  
-.L. U.s. Mail. Postage Prepaid 
_ Hand Delivery 
_.Overnight ail 
 csi il  
   STR   
:~..-\i. ........ iS 
' nt  Garza 
Deputy Clerk 
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Sent Tuesday February 14 2012455 PM
To Heidi Emery
Cc Karissa Armbrust KArmbrust@runftsteelecom
Subject RE Expert Witness
That works Thank you
Prom Heidi Emery maiitohemery@TitleOneCorpcom
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012 323 PM
To Jon Steele
Cc Karssa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Lets plan on next Wednesday here at my office on River Street from 200 to400 if that works for you
Now serving Eastem Idaho Clickhere to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TMeOne Corporation P 208 4897265
1101 W River St Suite 201 F 2082875322
Boise Idaho 83702
tawrTitleOnewrpjx
NOTICE This electronic transmission contains information which maybe confidential or privileged The Intormatlon is intended to be for the use of the individual or
entity named above tf you are not the Intended recipient please be aware that any disclosure copying distribution cr use of the contents of this information is
Qrohlbited IFou received this electronic transmission in error please noWy the sender and delete Mecopy received
From Jon Steele jmailtoJSteelegrunftste lecom
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012 215 PM
To Heldl Emery
Cc Karissa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Thanks Heidi i would like to meet with you next Monday Tuesday orWednesday at your convenience any time any
location that fits your schedule I would like to have two hours with you for our first meeting
From Heidi EmerymalItohemgU0Tit e0rteCgM com1
Sent Tuesday February 14 2012 200 PM
To Jon Steele
Cc Karlssa Armbrust
Subject RE Expert Witness
Hello Jon
I have received approval from my company and confirmed that it is not a conflict of interest for me to work with you as an
Expert Witness Please let me know when you will need me and approximately how much time will be involved Thanks
Now serving Eastern IdahoClickhere to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TitleOne Corporation
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NOTICE This electronictransmission contains information which may be confidential or privileged The information Is Intended to be for the use of the individual or
entity named above If you are not the intended recipient please be aware that any disclosure copying distribution or use ofthe contents of this information is
prohibited if you received this electronic transmission in error please notify the sender and delete the copy you received
From Jon Steele ruriftsteelecom
Sent Friday February 10 2012 317 PM
To Heidi Emery
Cc KArmbrustdd3runftsteelecom
Subject RE Expert Witness
H Heidi
Thanks for the update
From Heidi Emery fmailtohemerCaTitl OneCoroco l
Sent Friday February 10 2012 817 API
To Jon Steele
Subject RE Expert Witness
Hello Jon
1 am still out on medical leave until Monday but Ijust checked my emails from home so I wanted to get back to you on this
to let you know 1 received it Do you have any idea when you may need me to testify July 11 2012 at the Ada County
Courthouse If you are able to assist I will need an expert report from you no later than March 10
On Monday I will talk to our legal counsel and the President of TitieOne and get back to you Thank you Thank you I
talked to your mom earlier this week and sent her my fee agreement today Talk to you next week
Now serving Eastern IdahoCliheria to meet the team
Heidi Emery
Treasure Valley Title Team Leader
TitieOne Corporation P 208 4897265
1101 W River St Suite 201 F 2082875322
Boise Idaho 83702
mrAifWTitIe0neGoigor
NOTICE This electronic transmission contains Information which may he confidentialor privileged The information is intended tobe for the use of the individual or
entity named above Ifyou are not the intended recipient please be aware that any disclosure copying distribution br use of the contents of this information Is
prohibited Iyqureceived this eleebunic transmission in errorplease notify the sender and delete the copy you received
From Jon Steele mailtoJSteeleCwrunftsteelecom
M




I enjoyed meeting your mother this am I am confidentwe can solve the Walker lawsuit Hopefully quickly
As I mentioned to you I would like to retain you as an expert witness in a district court case challenging a home
foreclosure Attached is the districtcourt decision which addresses Mr Renshawshomeowners claims As of now the
lawsuit alleges that the defendants Homecomings MERS and Executive Trustee Services have
1 Breached the contract
2 Breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
3 Negligently commenced foreclosure
4 Breached the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
5 Breached RESPA by failing to respond to a qualified written response
Colonial First Lending Group is no longer a defendant Mr Renshawschallenge does not ask for a free house Mr
Renshaw admits owing the money But not to Homecomings His loan was assigned at least several times And each of
PLF 03585
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I enjoyed eeting your other this a . I a  confident e can solve the alker la suit. opefully, quickly. 
As I entioned to you. I ould like to retain you as an expert itness in a district court case challenging a ho e 
foreclosure. ttached is the district court decision hich addresses r. enshaw's (ho eo ners) clai s. As of now) the 
la suit alleges that the defendants (Ho eco ings, ERS and Executive Trustee Services) have 
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. reached RESP  by failing to respond to a qualified ritten response. 
olonial First Lending roup Is no longer a defendant. r. enshaw's challenge does not ask for a free house. r. 
ensha  ad its o ing the oney. ut not to o eco ings. is loan as assigned at least several ti es. nd each of 
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LhedeMndants admit they have no financial interest in Mr Renshawsloan Mr Renshawscontention is and the
defendants admit that they have no interest of any kind in Mr Renshaw loan The lawsuit asks for a jury to determine
Mr Renshawsclaims Ass you snow all of these issues are swept under the rug in a nonjudicial foreclosure
I will ask the court to allow me to also claim slander of title as the recorded docs cloud the title This issue of MERS
commencing foreclosures is a hot topic Attached is a cope of the Trotter decision which was just published last Friday
Trotter approves of the lenders foreclosure but declines to reach the ultimate issue of whether MFRS has the authority
to foreclose and whether Trotters loan was paid in subsequent transfers Also attached is a decision from the Fifth
District Twin Falls that denies the lender the authority to foreclose as the MER5 assignment was not recorded
Iwould like to retain you as an expert on several issues
1 The documents that are and are not recorded on this loan
2 Whether the recorded docs cloud the title
3 The process ofobtaining title insurance on foreclosed property
4 Your understanding MER5
There are plenty of details but this is the case in a nutshell Please let me know if you are available for this assignment
Thanks
Jon MSteele
Runft Steele LawOffices PLLC
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MERS ServicerID Results Pa 1 of 1
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1 record matched your search
MIN 100662604737936361 dote Date 0627007 MIN Status Active
Servicer GMAC Mortgage LLC Phone 800 7664622
Waterloo IA
If you are a borrower on this loan you can click here to enter additional information and
display the Investor name
Return to Search
For more information about MERS pleasego towwwmersingcl
CopyrightO 2012 by MERSCORPHoldings rnc
btfpsV vvvwmersserviceridorgtsists archI PLF 03588
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JON M STEELE ISB 1911
JOHN L RUNFT ISB 1059
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise Idaho 83702
Phone 208 333 9495
Fax 208 343 3246
Email JSteele@runftsteelecom
Attorneys for Plaintiff
CHRISTOPHER D RICH Clerk
By JAMIE RANDALL
DEMnr
IN THE DISTRICTCOURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICTOF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OFADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE
COLONIAL FIRST LENDINGGROUP
INC a Utah Corporation HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC a Delaware Limited
Liability Company MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC a Delaware Corporation
EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company DOES
IV and ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
TO HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC AND THEIR
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD
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PLEASE TAKENOTICE that in support ofPlaintiffsMotion to Amend Complaint and
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw hereby requests that the
Court take judicial notice of the following documents and facts described below pursuant to Rule
201 of the Idaho Rules ofEvidence IRE
Request No 1 Exhibits 1 15 ofPlaintiffsFirst Amended Complaint and Demand for
Jury Trial consisting of the following
Exhibit 1 Good Faith Estimate
Exhibit 2 Good Faith Estimate Itemization
Exhibit 3 Borrower Signature Authorization
Exhibit 4 Uniform Residential Loan Application
Exhibit 5 Interest Only Period Adjustable Rate Note
Exhibit 6 FixedAdjustable Rate Rider
Exhibit 7 Deed ofTrust
Exhibit 8 HUD 1 Settlement Statement
Exhibit 9 Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed ofTrust
Exhibit 10 Notice ofTrustees Sale
Exhibit 11 Debt Validation Notice
Exhibit 12 October 15 2010 Qualified Written Request from Renshaws
attorney Jon M Steele
Exhibit 13 November 3 2010 Letter from GMAC Mortgage
Exhibit 14 November 11 2010 Qualified Written Request from Renshaws
attorney Jon Steele
Exhibit 15 November 19 2010 Letter from GMAC Mortgage
The same documents are attached to Plaintiffsproposed Second Amended Complaint
The contents of these exhibits are facts which are not subject to reasonable dispute as the
contents are capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy
cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201d
Request No 2 Attached hereto as Exhibit 15a is a true and correct copy of the
Defendants Rescission of the Renshaw Notice of Default recorded on August 3 2011 in Ada
County Idaho
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The same document is attached to Plaintiff s proposed Second Amended Complaint The
contents of this exhibit are facts which are not subject to reasonable dispute as the contents are
capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned IRE 201dand 901b7
Request No 3 Attached hereto as Exhibit 79 are true and correct copies of 47 Notices of
Default and Elections to Sell Under Deed of Trust all executed by Defendant Executive Trustee
Services LLC on behalf of Defendant Homecomings and MERS and recorded in Ada County
Idaho during the period from March 17 2009 to June 11 2011
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Notices of Default because they are
not subject to reasonable dispute as they are capable of accurate and ready determination by
resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b and 901b7
Request No 4 Attached hereto as Exhibit 80 are true and correct copies of 39 Notices of
Default and Election to Sell Under Deeds of Trust all executed by Defendant Executive Trustee
Services LLC on behalf of Defendant Homecomings and MERS and recorded in Canyon
County during the period from February 26 2009 to July 12 2011
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Notices of Default because they are
not subject to reasonable dispute as they are capable of accurate and ready determination by
resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201band901b7
Request No 5 Attached hereto as Exhibit 81 is a true and correct copy of the Order
Granting in Part and Denying in Part Motions for Summary Judgment dated August 10 2011 in
the case ofRalph v Met Life Minidoka County District Court Judge Jonathan Brody
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The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Order because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE201d
Request No 6 Attached hereto as Exhibit 82 is a true and correct copy of the Order
Adopting Report and Recommendation in Armacost v HSBC Bank USA et al Judge Lodge
United States District Court District of Idaho Case No10CV00274EJLLMB
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Order because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE201d
Request No 7 Attached as Exhibit 83 is a true and correct copy of the Judgment and
Opinion in Veal v Wells Fargo Bank NA et al United State Bankruptcy Appellate Panel for
the Ninth Circuit BK No 09 14808
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Judgment and Opinion because it is
not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201d
Request No 8 Attached hereto as Exhibit 84 is a true and correct copies of Defendant
MERS website page concerning Bankruptcy and Foreclosure and Defendant MERS Rules of
Membership 8 Required Assignments for Foreclosure and Bankruptcy
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of these excerpts from the website of
Defendant MERS because they are not subject to reasonable dispute as they are capable of
accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be
questioned IRE 201b
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 4
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Request No 9 Attached as Exhibit 85 is a true and correct copy of the Memorandum
Decision and Order in Adams v USA Judge B Lynn Winmill United State District Court
District of Idaho Case No403CV00049BLW
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the decision because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201d
Request No 10 The statutes programs and policies enacted and implemented federally
and in Idaho concerning home foreclosure including the following
a Idaho Code Title 45 Chapter 15 Trust Deeds
b Idaho Consumer Protection Act
C Idaho Financial Fraud Prevention Act
d Idaho Residential Mortgage Practice Act
e Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
f Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act
g Home Affordable Modification Program and
h Joint Statement of the Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group attached as
Exhibit 86
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of these statutes programs and policies
because they are not subject to reasonable dispute as they are capable of accurate and ready
determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE
201d
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Request No 11 Attached as Exhibit 87 is a true and correct copy of the Rule 53
Corporate Disclosure in the case of In re MFRS Litigation United States Judicial Panel on
Multidistrict Litigation MDL No 2119 Dkt No 3 filed on October 5 2009
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Transfer Order because it is not
subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201d
Request No 12 Attached as Exhibit 88 is a true and correct copy of a news release from
the United States Department of Justice concerning the Federal Government and State Attorney
Generals reaching a 25 Billion Agreement with Five Largest Mortgage Servicers to Address
Mortgage Loan Servicing and Foreclosure Abuses
The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis news release because it is not subject
to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
Request No 13 Attached as Exhibit 89 is a true and correct copy of the Executive
Summary of MultistateFederal Settlement of Foreclosure Misconduct Claims from the National
Mortgage Settlement website
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of this Executive Summary because it is not
subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to
sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
Request No 14 Attached as Exhibit 90 is a true and correct copy of the Fact Sheet
Mortgage Servicing Settlement from the National Mortgage Settlement website
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The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis Fact Sheet because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
Request No 15 Attached as Exhibit 91 is a true and correct copy of the Consent
Judgment from the case of United States of America v Residential Capital LLC et al in the
United States District Court for the District ofColumbia and certain attachments
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of the Consent Judgment and provided
attachments because it is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready
determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE
201d
Request No 16 Attached as Exhibit 92 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary
of State Viewing Business Entity page for Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc from
the Idaho Secretary of State website
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of this Viewing Business Entity page
because it is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination
by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
Request No 17 Attached as Exhibit 93 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary
of State Certificate of Withdrawal of Residential Funding Corporation dated October 10 2006
from the Idaho Secretary of State website
The Court is requested to take judicial notice of this Certificate ofWithdrawal because it
is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort
to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
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attachments because it is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready 
detennination by resort to sources hose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned.  
01(d). 
Request o. 16: ttached as Exhibit 92 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary 
f tate ie in  siness tit  a e f r rt a e lectr ic e istrati  ste s, I c. fr  
     i . 
he ourt is requested to take judicial notice f this ie ing usiness ntity page 
because it is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready detennination 
by resort to sources hose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. IRE 201 (b). 
equest o. 17: ttached as Exhibit 93 is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Secretary 
f tate ertificate f ithdra al f esi e tial i  r ration ate  ct er ,  
r  t e da  t   t t  it . 
 rt is re est  to t e ju icial tic   t is rtificate  ithdra al se it 
is not subject to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready detennination by resort 
to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. IRE 201 (b). 
ES   J  I  - age 7 
Request No 18 Attached as Exhibit 94 is a true and correct copy of the About Us page
taken from the Executive Trustee Services website
The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis website page because it is not subject
to reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
Request No 19 Attached as Exhibit 95 is a true and correct copy of a document entitled
Residential Foreclosure in Idaho Basics and Traps for the Unwary
The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis document because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
DATED this ltD dayofMarch 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
J M STEELE
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 8
000456
Request No. 18: Attached as Exhibit 94 is a true and correct copy of the About Us page 
t   t  ti   r  bsite. 
he ourt is requested to take judicial notice f this ebsite page because it is not subject 
t  r l  i t   it i  l   r t   r  t r i ti   r rt t  sour  
 r  t r o bl   estioned. I  0 I (b). 
equest o. 19: ttached as Exhibit 95 is a true and correct copy of a docu ent entitled 
si ti l r l s r  i  I : si s  r s f r t  ary. 
The ourt is requested to take judicial notice of this docu ent because it is not subject to 
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources 
hose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned. I  201 (b). 
~ 
 t i  ilL>  f ar  2. 
 &    I ,  
BY:_-'~~-r:',--A __ tl----, ..... Ch;t_-+T-i--P':....w....-"4-~_ ~EEiE'~ 
 & Steele a  ffices, P  
E EST F R J L ICE - age 8 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this I0day ofMarch 2012 a true and correct
copy ofthe foregoing REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE was served upon opposing
counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701









REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 9
000457
I   I  
 r i  r  rtifi  t t  t i   Lo-t:!.day f r  12, a tr  an  rr t 
copy of the foregoing S  F  J I I  TI E, as served upon opposing 
counsel as follo s: 
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ES   J  I  - Page 9 
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And Wbe Recorded Mail To
Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Stream Suite 400
Burbank CA915043 20
ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 100 1
BME IDwFa 0810312011 4459PM
DEPUTY Bonnie Oherbillig
CORDEWaeRE MQ
h l INiI11NI iNIIfNIiBNNII Ituscosn nxhhQUsr OF
LS1 TrrLE COMPANY 111 062668
LoanNoX73793636
TSNo ID220313C
10fl47 C1 Vt 3t
RESCISSION OF NOTICE OF DEFAULT
WHEREAS No ice of Definit attd election to sell was recorded on OS1I3120I0 as
Insuument No 11007482 Mortgage records ofAda County Idaho under the terms of a Deed
ofTwat executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN to PIONEER
TITTLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HONMCOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FIVA HOMECOMMOS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A L1TuLtM
LIABITITY COMPANY ft I3eencEdery Rwo ded 0710312007 ass instrttri cnt No 107095032
Records ofAdaCounty Idaho
NOW TIMMOREthe undersigned doeshbyrescind cancel and witlidraw said notice of
default provided however that such rescission cancellation and withdrawal sball be deemed
only an clectiaal vhthoat prejudicenot to proceed with sale ofthe prop atycovered by said deed
of trash pursuant to said notice and shall in no way jeopardize or impair any of the right
remedies or provisions secured to the beneficiary under said deed oftrust nor modify or alter in
anypctanyod2e agreements conditions or obligations thereof
PIONEERTME COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY dbaPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES
Amber Lars Authorized Officer
PIONEERTITLECOMPANY OFADACOUNTYdbaPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES byExecutive Trustee Services as AttomeyinFact
state of Calibrate
Countyof Les Anples
On CJ 1 E before one ShanosDeArmauDavis Notwy Public Person0y appeared Ammar lara
wimpro to me onthe basis ofsoisAwtM evidence to be the persons whose names isiare subscribed to the
within hnsruzueut and acknowledged to me that hehhel they executed the same in hisiha their authorized
capacityiesX and that by Mvherthei Agnate on tlhe insbcat the pzrson or tha entity upon behalf or
which Wpersonsacted exechhte the iamwnent
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And When Recorded Maii To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC





AOWRECORDER J DAN NA11AN1110 AMODU too 2
ONE IDAHO 03f20f00 041PM
RMN0IST IIIff fflf111iNilfll ll
Pioneer
1@96320i@
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by MELISSA LEE
BOHNENKAMP ASINGLE WOMAN as Grantor to ALLIANCE TITLE ANDESCROW as
Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDERHOMEC0 FINANCIAL LLC FKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC asBeneficiary dated13020 7 recorded
2l007 as Instrument No 107015779 and rerecorded official records ofAdaCounty
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 41 IN BLOCK 7 OFCHAMPION PARK SUBDIVISION NO 2ACCORDING TO
THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 89 OF PLATS AT PAGEs10374
THROUGH177 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer issecurity
has occurred under the peed of Trust Note dated13020 7 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 122008ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1054988as of3172009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of3111996together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6875per annum froth 112008 unfit paid





~ .. __ ... -'--" - -.:.-" ...... 
AOA COUN1'Y ft . AVID N V RRO AMOUNT UD 2 
BOIS  I  03I2III 9 Ot01  
DEPutY ftllld,Jennmgs UIIIUDIBlIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII~111 
RECORDED -REQUEST Of 109032010 
r ia  st  y: 
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  r  U o! 
i  r t  rvi s,  
/o ti   r i ,  
  ri  tr et, i   
nk, l  ] -31  
(8 ) 6()"160  
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I  I   I  t t I    VI , , is t  
ccess r r stee er t e ee  f r rlmsfer i  r st e ec te   I   
,  I  , as rantor. to I  I   , as 
rustee, in favor of "ME S"  I  IST A I  S S S, I C., 
S LEL  S i EE F R LE E  OMECOMfNGS FI I L. LL  (FiKlA 
EC I S FI CI L ET R . I C.), as Beneficiary, dated 1/30/2007, recorded 
21112007. ~ Instrument No .107015719 and re~recorded • official records of Ada County, 
, t  fi i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l   O   
IS I  T . I .. Said eed of rust covers real property situated in said 
ty, cri i  l  t =i   ll s: 
  I    0' I  .r  I I I  . , I   
 FFI I  P  F, FI  I   89 F P S  P  (5) 10,374 
 0,377, I I     TY, I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of lhe obligation for hich such transfer is security 
as cc rre  er t e Dee  f r st ote dated 1/3012007. e at re f s c  reac  ei : 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1211/2008 of principal, interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll t    i i  t t  t  t nu   itio s  
i  e   t. 
is t s $10,549.88  3/1712009 
ll linquencies   , t t  it  i   i  t s. t , t tee's 
f s, tt r ey's fe s, sts  s a e t  r t t t  s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
foreclosure. he Wlpaid principal balance of $311,199.36 together ith interest thereon at the 
rre t t  .875% er  m 11112008 till' i . 
And that the Beneficiary ejects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
State of California I S
County of Los Angeles
On3172009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
E the basis of sadstbctory evidence to be thepersonswhose name islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thathesheth y executed the same inhiserhheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiseMmirsignatures on the instrument the personsor the entityupon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instrument








THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBTAND ANYINFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04002
000462
      EL   
   
l -ln919-  
7472552231 
ated: 311712009 
   RVI St   I   ERVI S, 
  I   
y: ee rtega. authorized signatory 
State of alifornia } 8.S. 
  os eles } 
On 311712009 belbrc me, Patricia Babb otary Public personally appeared Dee C. nega who proved to e on 
t  asis f fa t l  idence t   t  J'$on(s) s  ame(s) War  ri  t  !  it i  i slJ'U C l  
acknowledged to me that be/she/lbey executed the same in bis/herhheir authorized capilcity(ies), and that by 
hislber\their signaturc(s) on the instrument !he person(s}, or the entity upon behalf or wh~h the person{s) acted, 
oxeeuted the instrument. 
I certifY under penalty of perjury under the Jaws orlbe State of California that the li>regDing paragraph Is true and 
correct. 
~~:--- #a--ignlltu~~ (Se l) 
t icia a  
A .. • PAtRlClI'.lABB r:; CClmm1&S1on;l 16313\6 
- NDlDIY PUbiC· atlfoU"tla ! 
Los AAgales couolV 
Mycomm.~esDec 18,2009 
THIS ICE IS TTE PTING TO LECT     INF TION 




And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Leader Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 915043120 ADA XURTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 6D 2
818 2601600 WN IDAHO N12M 0431IM
DVWT hnnieObabiilig 111111111111111it Hill III
Loam No 0475829073 RECORDED REQUEST OF 109945340
TSNoID178814C
11101M
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed oforTransfer in Trust executed by TRAVIS BROWN and
TEGAN BROWN HUSBAND AND WIFE asGrantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor of
MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS
NOMINEE FOR HONIECOrE GsFINANCIAL LLCFKIAIiOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK NC as Beneficiary dated 101242 07recorded 10290 7as
Instrument No107147457 kid rerecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the
beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
UGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said DeedofTrust covers real property situated in said
Countydescribing land therein as follows
LOT 16 OF SYCAMORE DRIVE SUBDIVISION NO 3ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 10 OF PLATS AT PAGES529
OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 101242 07 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 of principal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terns and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is133119as of41162009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of31167598together with interest thereon at the
current rate of725per annum from 12112008 until paid




eeording equested By: 
And hen Retorded ail To: 
1 P r Lender Tr t  Services, LL  
clo Executive  Services, LL  
SS orth ntari  Street. Suite 400 
r ank, Calif i  -  
(8 8) -1  
an o.: 04  
.S. o.:ID·178814·  
r ADA wum ftECOBDER J. DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 6.00 2 
IOlSE IDAHO DfI2tlOl 04:37 P  
DUm lonnie Oberbillig 1IlllllllllllllllllllllllEIIIIIIII 
RE E-REQUEST OF 199045340 
Plweer 
      EL   
   
TI E IS E E  I E  that PI EE  LE E  TR STEE SERVI ES, LL . is the 
Successor Trustee under the eed of or Transfer in Trust executed by T IS BR  and 
    I E. as r tor, to I  NE, as r st e, i  fa r f 
" E "  I  I I  TE S. I C., L L   
I   OMECOMINGS I I ,  ( IKJA H I  
FI I  ..J C.). as eneficiary. dated 1012412007, recorded 1012912007, as 
Instru ent o .107141457\00 re·recorded, official records of da ounty, I , the 
fi i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l     
REGISTR I  S S S, I  .• Said eed of rust covers real property situated in said 
nty,     : 
    I  I I I  . , I    
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF,FILED IN BOOK lO OF PLATS AT PAGE(S) 529, 
I I  S   , I . 
he mstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 1012412007. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll s t s a e   fi iar  rs t t  t  t rms  iti s f 
said deed f trust. 
his a t is $13~11.39 as f 1 1 612009 
AU delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure.. The Wlpaid principal balance oU3 J 1,675.98 together itb interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.25% per annu  fro  121]12008 til paid. 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California
County of Los Angeles
On 48712009 before me Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appealed Dee C Ortega who proved to the on
the basisofsatisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose name isaresubsenbed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same in hlslherthei authorized c epaaityiesand that by
hisberltheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor Yihich the personsacted
executed the instrumem
1 certify under penally f pcury under the taws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and





mJa 01783787Motory Publio CaUfotry7
Lo nAneI County
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THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION





    I   EL   
   
10-t 78814-C 
0475829073 
ated: 1171200  
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES. LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES. 
 f  I   
:  rte a. a t rize  si at r  
State of Calif orilla } s.s. 
 r  ngelu }. 
On 411712009 before e, yron Ravelo NotaI)' Public persona!ly appeared Dee C. rtega who proved 10 me on 
!   s tisfaclory idenu 10  t  rson(s)  ame(s) is/are ubscribed t  t  it i  i t t  
acknowledged to me that hclsbellbey cxcc:uted the same in bislberltheir authoriud capacity(ies}, and that by 
mSl1ler\lheir signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity uptln behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
exeeuted the illstnl ent. 
1 ecnity under pcna~ f . ry under the laws of the State of California that !:he foregoing paragraph is true and 
correct 
i&nature -+-;:..........;=--=.;+-~~+-_____ (Seal) 
t.9YJlON ,. .... VEl.O 
Com l.1fon # J 143187 
Notary Public • CCI/Ifoll'llo I 
o. Angele, CountV • . ;;:~~ 
THIS ICE IS fEMnI  O LECT A E T   INF TION 




And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 444
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REMDEO REQUEST OF 01lAl111N1i 11l111l
Pioneer 189045342
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE 1S HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed bySTEPHEN D FORREST
AN UNMARRIEDMAN as Grantor to FIRST AMERICAN TITLE as Trustee in favor of
MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELYAS
NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINAITCI NwcI117 INC as riurficiauy dated
41U2006 recorded4192006 as Instrument No I06060384 and rerecorded official records
ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 1 IN BLOCK 9 OF WESTLAND ACRES SUBDIVISIONACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 13 OF PLATS AT PAGE 871 RECORDS OFADA
COUNTY IDAHO
EXCEPTING THEREFROM THE NORTH 25 FEET OF THE WEST 125FEET
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated4112006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 12009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is502744as of4162009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
fbmclosure The unpaid principalbalance of1160 894together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6125 per annum from 122008 until paid
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"ME " '  I  I I  , I C., L L   
  WaE I"..flNG  mANCIAL ET\VO~. I C .• as Beneficia&-y. dated 
11 112 ,  11912006,    .I 06060   -  •   
f  nty. I . t  fi i r  i t r st i  i  i  r s ntl  l    
ELECTRONIC REGISTRA Tl  SYSTE S, INC.. Said Deed of Trust covers real property 
   ty,     s: 
 lI       I I I , I    
  F.         ,    
TY, . 
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 411112006. he nature of such breach being: 
ail re t  a  t e Ollthly a e t e 11/2 09 f ri i l, i terest nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s s t s s a a ce   fi i r  rs t t  t  t nns a  c iti n.e; f 
i   f tr t. 
is t s $5,027.44   /16f200~ 
ll delinquencies are no  due; together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect th~_~~ity asso~iated ith this 
~losure. he unpaid principal. balance 0($116,018.94 together ith interest thereon at the 
currenl rate of6.125% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 









PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLG BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
State OfCafifora4 S
County of Los Angeles
On41712409 beforeme Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose narnesisare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshethey executed the same in hisertheir authorized eapacityiesand that by
hibcAtheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the fin








THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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the basis of satisfactory evidence 10 be the person(s) hose name(s) is/are subscribed to the ithin instru ent and 
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isJhentheir signature(s}  t e i str e t t e erson(s), r t e e tk   e alf r bic  t e erson(s) acle , 
  j ,c:rnu-m 
I certify under fpeljul1' nder tbe la s ofthe Slate of alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
t. 
Signalllll~lL.-::\.JJ.A4-~:..J.. ________ (Seal) 
YRON  
OmmiSSIon", :1 3757 
otary ubftc • glrtomra I 
to. Angel_ County _ 
IS  ]  P   I'      
      E. 
  
Recording Requested Sy
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trust executed byPATRICK E TILMAN
and RALENA LTILMAN HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in
favor of HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated 101202 05
recorded 1012612005 as lnstruentNo1051613 andreecorded official records of Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HEREWITH
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 101202 05 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1033364 as of4J2212009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances trade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of3199000 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6375per annum from 12111200 until paid




• • '"-4 
? ~ Re~ordj c eqaested By: 
 n cor  il o; 
Pi r r Tr t  ervices,  
clo ti   ervi es, L  
22   t ri  Street. i   
urbank, li  -  
(8 8) -1  
 o.: 425&  
.s. o.:ID-J978S4-  
AMOUHr 9.0  
        
   
I  I   I  t t I    I , , i  t  
ss r r st  r t e  f r r sf r i  r st t  y I  . I  
and RALENA L. TIL AN, HUSBAND AND W1F~ as Grantor, to TITLE ONE, as Trustee. in 
favor of HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL NET ORK. INC., as Beneficiary, dated 10/2012005. 
r r  /2612005, s I stru. .. ent .! 05161391 a  re-recor ...- , ffi i l r r s f  
nty. ,  fi       l    
ELE T I  EOlST  n  S STE S. I C .. Said eed of Trust covers real property 
t    ty, cri i     : 
     
he Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is seCurity 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 10/2012005. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due ]lJ12009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU s s t s s a   fi i r  rs t t  t  t r s  iti s f 
sai  ee  f tr st. 
is  is $10,33 .64  f4J  
ll elinquencies are  due, t gether ith ai  a  accr i  ta es, assess e ts, tr stee's 
tees, attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal baJance ofS319,900.00 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of6.375% per annu  fro  12/112008 until paid. 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
j By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
I
State ofCalifornia
County of Los Angeles
On 41222009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega whoproved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose name istare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that helshehhey executed the saute in hishertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hivbcss their signatures on the instrument the perscmsorthe entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed The instrument






THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION




I   EFAUL   EL TI  T  SELL  




P10NEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES. 
  I   
y:  rt ga. t ri  i t r  
tareorc.Ufomia } 5.S. 
cO.Jli  r  ll  } 
n 412212009 before e. Patricia abb otary Public personally appeared ee C. rtega bo proved to e on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) hose name(s) is/are subseribed to the ithin inslnl ent and 
acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same in hislherltheir authorized c:apac:ity('leS), and that by 
hislhcntheir signaCIlre(s) on the instru ent !he pr:rson(s), or tbe entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) acted, 
executed Ihe instru ent 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by PATRICK L DUKE A
SINGLEMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATO TITLE ESCROW INC
as Trustee in favor of MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS
INC SOLELY ASNOMINEEFOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 211812004 recorded 2232004 as InstrumentNo 104019942 and re
recorded official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently
held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust
covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOTS 1 2 3 4 AND 5 IN BLOCK 26 OF DUNDEESECOND SUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK I OF FLATSE
AT PAGE 28 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated218004 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due21009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is47291 as of4292009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of9858835together with interest thereon at the
current rate of 1025per annum from 1112009 until paid




/' ADA C utrrf RECORDE  J. DAVID flAVARRC A r I.I1II 2 "' 
10ISE IDAHO M11Df a.:z PM 
ecordiD  Requested By; :~foE~lIft~!lr Of 11 1111111111111111111111111111 
A~ - 109050316 
nd hen ecol'ded ail To: 
i r r t  Services,  
c/o cuti  r t e ervices, t  
 rth ri  treet, uit  400 
rbank, li  S() ..31  
( 8) 60-16 0 
Loan o.: 7419653555 
.S. o.:lD-179787-  
      L   
   
I  I   I  t at I    I , tC, is the 
ccess r r stee er the eed f r ra sfer in rust executed y I  1. L .  
I  ,  ntor,   ANSNAT(ON  & S  I C .• 
as Trustee, in favor of "MERS'f T E ELE T I  EOIST  nO  S STE S, 
l C., S LEL  AS NOMrN'EE F R LE UER EC rl'f S Fr ' Ci L ET RK, 
I C., s fi i r . ate  , r r  12 120 . s I str t o .10   re-
recorded; official records of Ada County. IDAHO, the beneficiary interest in which js presently 
l     I  n  , C .. i     
c ers real r ert  sit ate  in sai  t , escri i  land t erei  as f ll s; 
L TS It 2, 3, 4 AND 5 I  BL C  Z6 F EE SEC  S B I ISI , 
I    I I   , I E  I   1  P  
  ,    , . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obJigation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed ofT rust ote dated 2118/2004. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 2/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds aqd subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU s s t s s a   fi iar  UI3ua t t  t  t r s  itions f 
s  eed  t. 
his t is $4,729.41   12912 09 
ll elinquencies are  e, t gether ith ai  a  accr i  ta es, assess e ts, tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
fore . Th  unpaid principa  Jance o $98,5 .35 t get er ith terest t ere n t t e 
current rate of 10.25% per annu  fro  1/112009 unti1 paid. 
nd that the e eficiar  elects to seJl r cause the trust r ert  to e s l  to satisf  sai  
o i . 
PLF 04010 





PIONEER UNDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
I
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California
County of Los Augeles j
On429009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
I the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persons whose name islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same In hisertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hislbefttlieirsignature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed the instrument









t THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
t OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04011
000471
      ELL  
   
l -179787-  
 
ated: 412912009 
I  LENDE   I ,   I   I , 
  I   
: e  .  i t r  
Stlllte of all1'oraia 1 8.S. 
t   s DgcIes ) 
n 4129/2009 before e, Patri(;ia abb Ohlry Public personally appeared ee C. rtega ho proved 10 e on 
t : as;, f satisfactory i (;c t   t  mm(s) s  amc(s) l f  i  10 t  il j  i t t  
~nowl &C  t   t t ls /t  t  t  s  i  iSlher/their t ri  apaeity(ies).  t t  
hislhetUheir sIgnOlW"C(a) on the inslnlrntnt the person(s). or the entity upon behalf or which the pCfson(s) acted. 
excQ!fed the instru ent. 
I certifY er penally f srj ry under the la s f Ihe tate f alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
correcl 
~~~ __ ::..-_______ (Seal) 
IS FFICE S I I G  ECT     I F IO  
I E  I L E S    . 
LF 04011 
irdingRequested By
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAiTDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by BRENT A HASKELL and
JANETTEK HASKELL HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to LAND AMERICA
TRANSNATION as Trustee in favor ofMMMORTGAGE F3MMONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOh ECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWOR
INCas Beneficiary dated51712007 recorded523007 as InstrumentNo 107073797 and
reecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 9 IN BLOCK 4OF CELESTL4L VILLAGE PFIASE I SUBDMSION
ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 89 OF PLATS
PAGES 10214 THROUGH 10219 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated5172067 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due21009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is648383as of51182009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of184000together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625 per annum from12009until paid




O::~C4Irding t  By: 
,/ A  hen Recorded ail To: 
Pioneer L nder Tr stee Services, L  
clo Executiv  Tr t e Services, L e 
SS orth tari  Stre t, uit  400 
rbank, alif r i  91 ·  
( 8) 60-  
 o.:  
.S. o.:1D-183 -  
........ _ ........ - "-". ' .. _-- .... 
   ND   EL   
   
TI E IS E E  NE  that PI EE  LE E  T STEE SERVI ES, LL , is the 
ss r r st  r t   f r l sf r i  r st t     ll.  
  lL,   ,  ntor.   I  
SNA TION,  t e,    " ERS"  ELECTRO  
OI TRA nO  T , C .•      
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC (FIKJA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWO~, 
C.),  fi i ry,  117120 .  /2312007,  wn o . 1 1  
re-recorded , fficial rec r s f a t . I , the e eficiar  i terest i  ic  is 
tl  l     O  , C .. i   
 r t r  r l r rt  it t  i  i  ty, ri i  l  t i   o s~ 
L T 91  BLOCK 4 F CELESTIAL VILLAGE PHASE 1 S B SI N, 
I    I I   ll Ft I  I      
   ,    , I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofllie obligation for whlch such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 511712001. The nature of such breach being: 
Failme to pay the onthly pay ent due 21112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds  s s t i st ll ents ue t r ft r; lus l t  r s; t t r ith 
all s se e t s s a a ce  y e eficiar  rs a t to t e ter s a  c itions f 
i  ee  of tru t. 
i  a ount is $6,483.83 as f1812009 
AU delinquencies are DOW due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee t s 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advam:es ade to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance ofS184.000.00 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.625% per annmn from 11112009 Wlnl paid. . 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
4
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia S 5
County of Les Angeles
On S11 2009 before me Patricia Babb Notary public personally appeared fleeC Ortega who proved to meon
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose names Were subscribed to thewithin instrutnent and
acknowledged to me that hatshehhey executed the same inhiserth i authorized capacityWand that by
hiseMelrsignature on the ltrstrument the personsorthe entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
exocnted the instrument
i certify under penalty of perpuy under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signature Seal PAWXK SA




THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
PLF 04013
000473
~" ... " 
,.".,. 
  FA L   I   SELL  
   
I -183426-  
0473638260 
Dated: 511812009 
I .   I ,   XECUTIVE  ERVI ES, 
S IT  I  F  
y:  t , t i  i t r  
State of alifornia } s.s. 
  o   } 
On 5/1 81.2009 before me, Patricia Babb Notaxy Public per30llally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to me OIl 
t  asIs f satisfut r  e i e ce t  e fbe erson(s} lwse a e(s) is/are s scri e  t  t o it i  inslrUM01lt a  
acknowledged 10 me that he/9belthey executed the sa e in hielb.erltheir au1horized capacity(ies). and that by 
biS/bentbeir signature(s) on tb8 mstru ent the person(s). or the entity UpOfl behalf or hich the person(s) a(:te(I, 
~d the Instru ent. 
1 certifY under pc1lallY ofpcrjwy under tbe laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is tnae and 
correct. 
s_~ (Se l) 
THIS OFFICE IS TTE P ING O E   E T AND N  INF TION 
INED R.L E S  R T P P . 
PLF 04013 
RecordingRequested By
nd WhenRecorded Matl To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive TrusteeServices LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
MTWORK INC1 as Beneficiary dated12212006 recorded1282006as Instrutuent No
4 106195979 andreecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in
which Is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as
follows
NOTICE IS HEREBY GrVENthat PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by EDWARD DEHNE AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to STEWARTTITLE as Trustee in favor ofMERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
LOT16 AND 17 INBLOCK 17 OF HYDE PARK ADDITION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 1 OF PLATS ATPAGE 19RECORDS
OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated122006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due412009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is70023 as of71152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of2080 0together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7375 per annum from3112009 until paid
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AECOfIDED- REQUEST OF 109885818 
ioneer 
      L   
   
on  I   IVEN t at I    RVICES~ LC~ is t  
uccessor rustee under the eed of ox ransfer in rust executed by BO  ,  
I  AN~ as rantor, to S  I , as rustee, i  favor ofl' S" 
  I  , C.,    
   I IAL,  (FIKIA   
)mT , I C.), s t1 i r . t  21 2/ 0 , r r  211812006,  I tr m t  
1.106195979 and re-recorded, official records of da ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in 
which Is presently held by ORTGAGE ELECTR IC RE ISTR TI  S STE S, I C .• 
Said Deed ofTntSt ~overs real property situated in said County. describing land therein as 
follows: 
 4i  ,       m ,    
FFICI L PL T 1'BERE F, FILE  I  B  1 F' PL TS T P E 19, REC R S 
  TY, I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of th~ obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust ote dated 1211212006. The nature of such breach being: 
il r  t   t  t l  e t e /112009 f ri i l. i ter st nd/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
l t  a ce      t  t s  itions  
s i   f tr st. 
is t is S1.700.23 s f /1 5/2009 
ll elinquencies are  , t t  ith aid  a ing ta . t , t tee' 8 
fe s, tt mey's fe s, costs and a vances a  to rote t t e s rity ss i t  it  t is 
forecl s re. he unpaid principal balance of$208,OOO.OO together ith interest t ere  at t e 
cwrent rate of1.37S% per annu  fro  3/112009 unti1 paid. 










PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS AT rORNEY IN FACT
By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
state ofCalifornia S
County of Los Angeles I
On7132009 befbre me Myron Ravelo Notary Public persomily appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to tneoo
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose names isare subscribed to thewithin iinstrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same inhisertheir anthorined capacityicsand that by
hisiherltheir signature on the instrument the persansorthe entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed thePnshvmerrt









THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
PLF 04015
000475
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PI   S  S RVI S, t   I  mUSTER SERVI ES, 
 T  I  f 
:  a ,  i t r  
State of CaUConna } s.s. 
t  01 os eleS } 
On 1I1YlO09 before me, Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to me-on 
 i    ideace  e  rson(s) s  e( ) /are   1:b   trwn t  
ac le e  t  e t at elshcJthc  e ec te  t e sa e- i  jslher/their aut rize  capacity(ies), a  t at by 
hislher\their signature(s} on the instru ent the person(s). ortbe entity upon behalf or hich tbe person(s) acted. 
executed tile lnstru ent. 
I c nity er e al f erj r  der t  jaW! f t  tate f alif r ia t t t e f re i  ara ra  is tr e a  
correct. 
Signature -±T\:z'-\;7.-I~-"""":::::r-------(Sw) r'· t· --: ·t:t~~:~vru;· +1 
CmrnllllOft # 7 l l1 i otary PubJlc • lirornl  I 
J ~OI Angflle. C:~n I 
4 • •• ~==c ... 
InS I E IS ATTE PTING TO LECT     I F TIO  




1 And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneei Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC
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AECRDE REQUETOFD IIIIIII II111t I I
Pioneer 169085314
NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer inTrust executed by ANNA MJONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATiON as Trustee in
favor ofHERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY
AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC asBeneficiary dated 101912006 recorded
10120 6as Instrument No 106161665 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 22 IN BLOCK 4OF WATERBURY PARKSUBDIVISION NO 2 ACCORDING
TOTHE OFFIOALPLATTHFMOF FILED IN BOOK 64 OF PLATS AT PAGES
6481 AND 6482 AND AMENDED BY AFFIDAVIT RECORDED SEPTEMBER81994
AS INSTRUMENT NO 940813 AND FURTHER AMENDED BYAFFIDAVIT
RECORDED OCTOBER 3 1994 AS INSTRUMENT NO 94088536 RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 10920 6 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the wontWy payment due412009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said decd oftrust
Thisamount is583475 as of71512009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of S13875000together with interest thereon at the
current rateof7125oper annum from312009 until paid




eordi   y: .. 
.J nd hen eeotded ail o: 
i er r  rvi s,  
/o ti   ervi es, t  
SS  t ri  tr et. i  4  
r ank, li m 91S -3  
(8 8) 0~ 16  
 o.:  
.S. o.: -l,6126-C 
r ~ 
 COUNTY REC RDER J. DAVID NAVARRO AMO  1.011 2 
BOISE 11M 1m 0'l11AJllJ9 02~3  PM 
DEPUTY Bunnie OberlJiJrla 1IIIIRDIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIlim 
~1~~~!DED-flEUUEST Of 109085014 
      L   
  B.U~  
I  I   I  t t I    l l . is t  
uccessor rustee under the eed. of or ransfer in rust executed y   J ,  
 ,  tor, t  1YlERI  NATI ,  t e, i  
 f I'M S"  l  I I  , C.,  
    I  I IAL,  (FIKI A 
I  l ' I  K, I C.),  fi i r , t  /912006, r r  
 0I11120~ as I str e t  n  a  re-recorded • fficial rec r s f a nty, 
I . t e e eficiar  i terest i  ic  is resentl  el    I  
I I  , I C .. aid eed f rust covers real property situated i  said 
nty. CllO     s: 
         . , I  
  ICI   ERE ,         
6481 AND 6482, AND E E  B  FFI  vrr REC R E  SEPTE BER 8, 1994 
 I  . 94081396,     I  vrr 
  3,1994  I  . 94088536,    
TY, D . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has oocurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 10/912006. The nature of such breach being: 
aUure to pay t e monthl  a e t due 411/2009 f principal, i terest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; pius late cbarges; together ith 
all s se e t swns a a ce  by e eficiar  rs a t to the tenn.s and c itions f 
 e  t . 
i  unt i  $5,834.75 s f7/15120  
ll elinquencies are  due, t et er ith ai  and accr i  ta es, assess e ts, tr stee's 
fee , tt rney's fe , sts  ances a e t  r t t t e s rit  iate  ith t is 
forecl s re.  ai  ri ei al alance f  t 38,75 .00 t et er it  interest t ere  at t e 
current rate of 7.125% per annu  fro  3/112009 until paid. 
nd that t e e fi iar  elects t  s ll r ause the trust r rt  t  e s l  t  s tisf  s i  
o li ti . 











PIONEERDLNDRTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
692
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCshfornia 8s
County of LosAngeles
On71512009 before meMyron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepemonswhose names isiare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that WsheAhey executed the same in hillhertheir authorizedcapacityiesad that by
hiseritheir signotare on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalfor which the persoasacted
executed meet








THIS OFFICE I5 ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT ADEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
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I -186126-  
7471132589 
ated: /1512009 
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSlEE SERVICES, 
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT 
y: ee' rtega. authorized signatory 
State ofCsJirorJda } SA 
 1)1  ~  } 
n 711512009 before o, yron avelo otary Public porsonally appeared ee C. rtega ho proved to e on 
the basis f satisfactory e iden" to be the person(s} hose 1lIUDe{1I) Ware sl1bscribod to the ithin instru ent and 
aclmowledged to me 1hat heJsheJtbey executed the same in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
hiBlber\their sigooture(s) on the mmumellt the person(s), or the entity upon behalf or whicb the persou(s) avted. 
executed • Mento 
 Jjt u  penalty of ~ under the la s of the State of allfu ia Ihal the foregoing paragraph is hue and 
correct. 
IIIS OFFICE IS Tf I G  LECT  EBT AN   INF TION 




And When Recorded MailTo
Pionger Lender Trustee Services LLC
CoExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




ADA COUNTY RMUR J DAM NAYMN ANDUK 6D0
IOU IDAHO 07120109 034 FM
UMEDEQog
Pioneer 109985012
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trofte under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byANNA MJONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATIONTITLE AND
ESCROW INCas Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
EGMIMATION SYSTEMS WC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKIAHOMECOMINGSFINANCINETWORKINCas Beneficiary dated 1019f2006 recorded101f2 06 as InstrunientN 106161698 and
reMorded official records ofAda County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said Coun describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 rNBLOCK 1 OF STRATE SUBDIVISIONACCORDING TO THEOltF1CIAL
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK62 OF PLATS AT PAGES 6196 AND 6197
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 10192 06 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is58490as of7152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attomey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principsl balance of 1417500 together with intmat thereon at the
current rate of7125perartnum from312009until paid





Recording eq sted By: 
• r ADA COUNTY Rmom J. DAVlII HAVAflRO AMOUIfT 6.1ID 
, 
Z 
~  hen Recorded all To: 
Pi .er L er Tr t e Services. L  
c/o Executive Tr t e Services, LL  
22SS rt  ntario Stre t, Suite 400 
rbank, alifumi  -  
(8 8) 260-16 0 
B R IDAHO 07120109 02:  PM 
I1EPUf'( BmmiB O~8dJ;lIiI 




Loan No.! 7471133041 
T.8. No.:ID-18612S-C 
    I   EL   
   
TI E IS EREB  I E  that PI EE  LE E  TR STEE SERVI ES. LLC, is the 
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by   J ES. AN 
l  ,  r ntor, t  lU  I  I.   
RO . I C.,  t e; i  r f" E S" O O I  
REG1S1P..ATI  , INC .•      
 I IAL,  (FIKIA '. E O  FINANCIA1I NETWORK, 
C.),  fi i ry. t  /9/2006,  0 111200 ,  tr mcntNa".106   
re--l'ecorded , official records of da ounty, I l:I , the beneficiary interest in hich is 
r tl  l    I  I  n  . I C.. i   
    rt  i   i  u ty, ri   i   ll s: 
  I      I I I N,    FFICIAL 
 F, I  I          97, 
   , . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed ofTmst ote dated 10/912006. The nature of such breach being: 
ail re to a  t e t l  a e t due 4/112009 f ri ci al, i terest and/or 
i polUlds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
s i   f tr st. 
his t is $5,884.90 s  /1512009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents. trustee's 
fees, att rney's fees, c sts and a vances ade t  rotect t e sec rit  ass ciate  ith t is 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $141,750.00 together ith inte.rest thereon at the 
cmre t rate f  .12 % er an  fro  3/112009 u til p . 









PIONEER LENDER TRUSEESERVICES LLC BY EXECUTTVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ZC
By Dee Ortega authorized sigttatory
Stale of California 35
County of Los Angeles
On 71152009 before me Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to me on
tho basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose a m blare subscribed to the widliin instrument and
acknowledged to me that helshehhey executed the same inhlserltheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hisr dwir signature on the instrument the penonsor the entity upon bchalf ocwhich the persons acted
executed the inaruiltent
Y certify under ahy ofpenury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct 1 d
Sea MYRON ttAVilb
Myron eke Canmlalorn0 1763767
i Notary Public Califomia
Lot Ange1w County
Mer 2Q141t
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04019
000479
  F   L I   EL   
   
I -18612S-  
7471133041 
Dated: 711512009 
I   RUSTEE ERVI .   I   SERVICES. 
 IT  I   
y:  t . t i  i n t  
State of California } s.s. 
   e  } 
n 7/1512009 befure e, yron Ravelo otuy Public personally appeared Dee C. rtega ho proved to e on 
tho basis f satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) hoso na e(s) ia/are subscribed to the ithin instru ellt and 
acknowledged to e that helshelthey executed the sa e in hlslherltbeir auth.orized capacity(lcs), and that by 
hislhcr\their signature(s) on the ln3trurnelIUhe person(s). or !he entity upon behalf orwhicb the pmon(s) acted, 
executed the Insuument. 
I certify under tty ofpCljury under the laws of the State of CalIfomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
correct 
IS ICE IS ATTE PTING TO LU   E T   I F TION 
OBTAINED ILL E S   T P . 
PLF 04019 
Recording Requested By
ADA CGUFY RECORDER 1 DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT SO Z
And WhenRecorded MallTo B015i IDAHO07299 034 P9
Pionefk Lender Trustee ServicesLLC DEPUTY WeOberbift
clo Executive Trustee Services LLC Pioneer
RECORDED RE41NiOF
109085014
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Heed of or Transfer in Trust executedbyANNA M JONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Granior to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION as Trustee in
favor of MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY
AS NOMINEE FORLENDERHOMECOU NGS FINANCIAL LLCFKA
HOMECOMINGS F1NAIVC NETWORK INC asBcnefiiciary dated 10920 6 recorded
10112006 as Instrument No806161665 and reecorded official records of AdaCounty
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
r Cowxly describing land therein as follows
LOT 22 IN BLOCK 4OF1WATERBURYPARKSUBDIVISIONNO 2 ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIALPLAT T 9 E4F FILED IN BOOK 64 OF PLATS AT PAGES
6481 AND 6482 AND AMENDED BY AFFIDAVIT RECORDED SEPTEMBER9 1994
AS INSTRUMENT NO 940318AND FURTHER AMENDED BYAFFIDAVIT
RECORDED OCTOBER31994 AS INSTRUMENT NO 94088536 RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTY IDAHO
Tine Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 1019006 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay themonthly payment due412009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is583475 as of7152009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1387500 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 per annum from312009 until paid




ecordi  eq st  Dr. .. 
.J  n ecor  all To: 
i er L r t  Servic~ Ltc 
/  cuti   ervices.  
  t ri  Street, Suite 400 
ur nk. alif  -  
(8 8) 60-16  
oan o.: 7471132589 
.S. o.:ID-1S6126-  
r ~ 
ADA COUNT  RECDRDEFI J. DAVI  NAVARR  A r U  2 
80lSE IDAHO 07/2DJ(J9 02:8  PM 
DEPUl'Y _Ie Gbarbimg 111111110111111111011611111111 
AECOltDED- REQUEST OF 1"'9°85014 
Pioneer '" '" 
      L   
   
I  I   T  t at I    ERVI . ac, is the 
mx:essor rustee under the Deed f r ra sfer i  rust executed y   J N S,  
IE  , as ran1or, to L E l  T S TI , as Trustee, in 
f r f '· S"  I  I I  YSTEMS> I C.,  
S I EE F  LE E  E MI S FI IAL. LL  (FIKIA 
 l N IAJ. , I C.), as e eficiary, dated 101912006, rec r e  
1011112006. as I str e t  n S and re-recorde , officia1 rec r s f a ounty, 
I . the fici ry interest i  hich is resentl  held by  I  
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS~ INC .. Said Deed of Trust COver.l real property situated in said 
1.Ult , nOi  l  t i   1l : 
  I    F WATERBUR I- I{ I I I  .l, I  
  I I   HER O ,    '      
'4   ,    I I    8,1  
  . 081896,      
  , 1 94   . 3 36,    
TY, . 
The Trustee hereby gives noUce that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed ofT rust Note dated 10/912006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 4/112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all t swns   iciary rs t t  t  tenns  itions  
sai  ee  of tr st. 
is a ount i  $5,834.75  f /1 SJ2009 
ll deUnquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fe s, tt r ey's fe s, costs and a vances ade to rotect the s rit  ss i t  it  this 
foreclosw-e. he unpaid principal balance of$138,750.00 together it  interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7. I2S% per annmn from 3/1/2009 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause tho trust property to be sold to satisfy said 















State of California S
County of Los Angeles I
On MR2009 before one Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswbose names islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me thatbelsbetheyexecuted the same inhiserAheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hisberltheir signature on the Instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons acted
executed nsbumcrrt
I certifyI penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true andcorrect
Myron SealdMYRON RAVELOCommlaeton 1763767
of Notary Pubve coillwnta
s
yAAngelossCCowtyvrdsiZ 4411
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
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7471132589 
Dated: 7/lS/2009 
I    I .   I   I , 
 'I ORNEY IN  
: 'Ortega, t ri d. i t  
State of allfomia } s.s. 
 r os a J  } 
On 711512009 before me, yron Ravelo Notary Public petlonally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to me OIl 
t  asis  s u t t  idence t    rson(s) bose ~me(s) islar   t  b     
acknowledged to e that lIe/sheltbey executed the sa e in hislherllheir authorized capac.!ty(les), and that by 
his/her\tbefr slgnature(s) on Ole insttumC'llt the persQn(s). or the entity upon behalf or which the p::rSOn(s) acted, 
executed 'nstru cnl 
I ti Y pen~ ofF~ury under the laws of tile State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
correcL 
IS FFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO LECT  EBT   INFO TION 




And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pionler RuderTrustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
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NOME DAM 07120109 0224 PM
LEPMIDREQUESTOF ili ti irillI Il iiliUll f
Maser J6308512
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed byANNA M JONES AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION TITLE AND
ESCROW INC as Trustee in favor ofHERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS lNCSOLELYASNOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC F1KAHOMECOMINGS FINANCT NETWORK
INCas Beneficiary dated 101912006 recorded 1011112006 as instrument N106161698 and
reecorded official records of Ada County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently bold byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK I OF STRATE SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE OMCIAL
PLAT TIMREOFFILED IN BOOK 62 OF PLATS AT PAGES 6196 AND 6197
RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred tinder theDeed ofTrust Note dated 10920 6 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is588490as of7152009
i All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1417500 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 per annum from312009 until paid
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::om-REQUEST OF le9985e12 
      EL   
   
I  I   I  t t I    I , , i  t  
 st       f r i  t t     S.  
 ,  ntor,      
O , C.,  t e,    ''ME ''   
I  1  , I C .•      
 I ,  (FIKJA  NANCI~ ORK~ 
I C.), as e eficiar , ate  10/912006, rec r e  10/1112006, as I str e t a'.1061616  a  
re-teeorded • fficial rec r s f a ty, I , t e e eficiar  i terest i  ic  is 
nU  he     O  n  , C •• i   
 r s  ers    i   t ,  l    U s: 
  I   1   I I I , I   Il  FFICI  
 HE ,           7, 
   , . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occUlTed under the eed ofTl11st ote dated 101912006. The nature of such breach being: 
il r  t   t  t l  t  1112009 f ri i l, i t r t nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent i.nstaUments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
ll t wns   fi i r  r t t  t  t r s  itions f 
 d  fr 1. . 
i  t is $5. 84.90·   11 512009 
ll delinquencies are no  due. together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
forc I08UI'c. he 1D1paid ri i l alance f$141 ,75 .00 t t r ith i terest t r  t t  
c rre t rate f .12 % er a  fr  /112009 til ai . 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia S
Cmmty of Los Angeles
On 71VA04 bcfbmme Myron 1s avelo Notary PublicpMUyappeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the bask ofsatisfactory evidence in be thepersonswhose names Ware subscribed to ftwithin instrument and
aelatowledged to me thatheshehhey executed the same In hlAodtheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserltheir signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the serumem





Los Angeles Coln ly
txKr11Yw9 Les 26lQ1t
THIS OFFICE ISATTEMPTING TO COLLECT ADEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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I)a~; /151.2009 
PI EE  LE ER TR STEE SE I ES, LLC  E EC TI E T STEE SE I ES. 
  I   
y:  rt . t ri  si t r  
State of California } 8.S. 
cOUJIty.r 1M DgOles } 
On 7/)$/200') befure me, yron R.avelo Notary Public personaUy appeared Pee C, Ortega who proved to me on 
t e is  ti f t r  i e  to  t  erlSon(lI) s  me(s) is/ rc ri  t  the it i  i tr t  
acknowledged to me that helshe!they executed the same In hlslherltheir authorized capacity(ies). and ahat by 
hlsJher\their signature(s) OJI the iDstnnnent the persOll(S), ortbe entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
t  t  insttml'l nt. 
I certifY und e alty ofpeljwy under the laws of the State of California that the f'oregoin3 paragraph is true and 
ooncct 
···,··············1 I@MYRONRAVEL  I commllaloft # 6 11 
i otQl'f ublic· alifornia I 
I ot ngel., ounly i 
J. • ~ 0 ""~=ei2!-'U. 
Sign.~'!::::...:...J.Jd.~~~ ________ {SeaI) 
IS FFICE IS ATTE PTING  LECI'  EBT   INF TION 




And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





ADA CORY RECDRDER L DAVID IIAVAIRD AMUNi 600 2
BOISE IDAHO 0712NII010PM
11DEPUTY 8 berBl I1f loinREMlpgAE I 111111111loinIIIII2iRDED E4tIP8T OF
Plspear 199OW816
4185 IF
NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deedof or Transfer in Trust executed by STEPHEN R LLATS and
JENNIFER L LLATS HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY
OF ADACOUNTY as Trustee in favor ofMERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTrEMS tNC SOLELYAS NOMIIN lFOR LENDER
KOhSCOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFIUAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNMVORK
INCas Beneficiary dated31512007recorded31612007 as Instn mentNd 10703253 and
reecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
Presently hold by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 151NBLOCK 5 OF ROSELEAF SUBDIVISIONNO 2 ACCORDING TOTHE
FLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 93 OF FLATS AT PAGES 11111 THRU 11113
RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note elated 31152007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due412009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by benefiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is79168as of71M009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fwA attorneys fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 23033760together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65per annum from312009until paid
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DEPUTY lonnie OberbllU, til 1IIIIIIIInlllllllllillflllill 
~~~~:ED-Reaum OF 1090850  
O"05!tQ'J If 
      L   
   
on  I   I  t t I    RVI ,  is t  
        i      B. A   
 . A .   I ,  tor,  I  I   
  ,  t e,   f" S"  I  
 E , I C ••   EE   
HOMECO INGS FINANCIAL. LLC (FIKJA HO ECO INGS FINANCI~ NEnVORK. 
C.),  fi i ry.  115120 ,  /161 07>  ru  . 07038253  
-record d , i i l    nty. I , t  fi i r  i t t i  i  i  
presently held by T E ELE T I  E 1ST TI  S S S, I C .. Said eed 
of rust covers real property situated in said ounty, describing land therein as follo s: 
  I   S  F I I I  . , I    
P  ,      P       
S COUNTY,I . 
.. The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 3/1512007. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 4/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
s i   f tr t. 
his a unt is $7,791.68   /1 512 09 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
~ attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $230,337.60 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.5% per annum from 31112009 until paid. 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
obliga . 
PLF 04024 





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC 13Y EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
a
By Dec Ortega authorized signatory
State of California SS
County of Los Angeles
On7152009 before me Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared pee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the ptrsouswhose name Ware subscribed to the widen instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same inhiscrltheir authorized capecityiesand thatby
hislherltheir signstvre on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
executed the instrument
I certify under pygalt ofpeLry under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and






THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION




, __ ......... _r ~ _ 
+ 
" 
I   FA L   EL TI   EL   
  T 
I -186128-  
7473115954 
ated: 7/1512009 
PI   S  SERVI S,  BY TI  S  SERVICES, 
  I   
: ee rte a, a t rize  signatory 
State .f California } s.s. 
   u  } 
On 7/1SJ2009 before me, yron lUvelo Notary Public personally appeared Def C. Ortega woo proved to me 011 
t  blWs f satisfact r  e idence t  be t e erson(s) se ame(s) are s scri e  t  t e ithi  i str\l e t a  
ackaowledged to e that he/sheltbey exeouted the sa e in bi~ltbelr authorized capacity(ios). and 1hat by 
bWher\their sigpature(s) on the instrument the persDn(s), or tho entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
executed 1fte iastrument. 
I certifY under p ofpeIjmy under the laws of the- Stato of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
correct. 
Signa._"'1Ic-:7~"=-'..t-¥~ _________ · (Seal) 
j._ .. , .. ,., .......•. 
@ amtON Vli.O ~ mmIaIon " 1 6 87 f I Nofaly Pub/II:! • CQlltoltllo I J LOt AngelN County r 
;z 0 P , •• ~we"'26.201' J ••• 
THIS FFICE IS AI P lNG O LECT  T   INF TION 
INED L E USE  FOR T T P . 
PLF 04025 
Recording Requested By
And When Recorded MailTo
Pioneer TenderTrustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC









P1 9 0 II1 lf 8
NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICEIS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
SuccessorTWAunder the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed byRITAWEAVER AN
UNMARRIED WOMAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION TYTLE AND
ESCROW INC asTruster in vorofM RSMOPTGAGEELECTRONI
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated 811012006 recorded
81152006as Instruinent No 106131913 andreecorded official records ofAdaCounty
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
SEE ATTACHED EXHIBIT A
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Dote dated 81102006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment clue4112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is545520asof7172009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney ees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of14970756together with interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from312009 until pail
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I  I   I  t at I    I , ~ is t  
ccessor rustee lUlder the ee  f r ra sfer i  r st eJrecuted y I  AVER.,  
l  ,  tor.    IT   
, I C.,  r tee, i  filvor f "JyfER " ORTGAG  TRONIC 
l  TEMS~ C't  . S    
o. I  I I  , I C.,  fi i t . t  6. r r  
151 6.  I tr inent  .  re-record , ffi i l r r    ty. 
I , t  fi i r  i terest i  i  i  r s tl  l    I  
I I  . I C .. i   f r st rs r l r rt  sit t  i  s i  
ty. t;:     : 
 'I B   "AU 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has oocurred under the eed of rust Note dated 8/1012006. he nature of such breach being: 
il r  t   t  t l  t d  1112009 f ri i al, i t r st nd/or 
i Wl s  s s t i st ll ts  t r ft r; l s l t  r s; t t r it  
ll s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  the tenns a  c iti s f 
   t t. 
s   $5,455.20  7/1712009 
ll li e ies   . t t  it  Wlpai   i  t s, s t , t tee's 
f s, tt rney's fees~ sts  a ces  t  r t t t e s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
f recl s re. e ai  ri ci al ala ce fS149,70 .56 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
e1U1'ftlt rate of 6.75%% per annu  fro  3/112009 until paid. 
And that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
  





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Rgaie Solano authorized signatory
State of CalfficAls S S
County of Los An des
On 71174409 beforeme Dee C Ortega Notary Public personally appeared Rosalie Solaro who proved to meon
thebasis ofsMbf Mry evidence to be the personswhosenamsisare subscribed to thewithin instrument and
aebowledged to me thathesWdmy executed the same in hisAwAheir authorized capaeityiesand that by
hisfh Ilieir signatures on ttte lustrutnent the petsanslorthe eatity upon behalfor which the persons acted
executed the instmtoent





Dee C Ortega Notary Public Caltfomic
Los Angeles County
THISOF1E1CEISATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBTAND ANYWORMATION




    I   EL   
   
- -  
 
ated: /1712009 
PIONEER LENDER lRUST.EE SERVICES. LLC B  EXECUTIVE 1R STEE SER ICES. 
    
t t  f lj ja } s.s.. 
c tm  O   uge1c:s } 
n 7/1712009 before e, ee C. rtega otary Public personally appeared Rosalie Solano ho proved to e on 
tho basis fsatlsfactor  e iden" t  be the person{s) hose name(s) is/are subscribed to the it i  i str e t and 
acknowledged to me thathelgbe/they executed the same in hislherltheir au1horized capaclty(ies). and that by 
hislher'\their silJllature(s) OJ) the Instrument the person(s), ortbe entity upon behalf or wbleb !he pmon(s) acted. 
:ec t  t  m trumo t. 
I certify under pma11y ofpeljmy under the Jaws ofthc State of Califomill tlutt the fwcgoing pmgraph is true and 
correct. 
s~ aC;YZ;-
 . rtega 
~' •••• '~O •• t •••••• 
&E . ORT GA 
• ~ O i sion .. t>72 5  l 
I olQ'ry ublic· allfo fa f 
I ..... ~;;;;;~;.o.l 
(Se l) 
IllS mCE IS TTE P I   ECT     INFORMATIO  




SEE EXHIBIT Am ATTACKED
E79TBIT All
A part of Lot 6 of the RANRIN TRACT StJHDMSION according to the official
i plat thereof filed in Book 7 of Plats at Page 33 records of Ada CountyIdaho described as follows
i Beginning at the Wartheast corner of Lot 6 ofthe Rankin Tract thence
i Westerly along the North boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 600o feet to theREAL POTW OF EGZNNMGi thence
westerly along the North boundary of Lot 6 a distance of Moo feet thence
Southerly and parallel to the East boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 1266
feet more or less to the South boundat7 of Lot 6 thence
Easterly along the South boundary of Lot 6 s distance of 6oo feet thence
North aad parallel to the East boundary of Lot 6 a distance of 1266 feet









· It) -.2ot2Dlj- e 
SXS;:rSI'l' " ir 
SEE EXHI I  II  It ATT HE  
IXHIBI  " " 
 rt f L t 6 of t  A KI  TRACT SUBD:rv:rS.ION', accordi  t  t  of icial. 
plat thereof, filed in Book 7 of Plats at page 33. records of Ada county. 
Idaho, described a.s follo s: 
gi i  t "the l!1ortbeast. c r r of t  f I:he nki  ract; t  
sterl  l  t  rt  r  f t   i t  f 60. 0  t  t  
EAJ., INT  aEGI m ; t  
esterl  along t  orth boundary f t 15 a ista ce f 60.00 feet... thence 
QUtherly and r ll l t  t e ast boundary f ot 6 a ista ce f 1.26.62 
et; r   11!E>s,  t  t  c :y f t ; t  
Easterly along the South boundary of Lot 6 a distance ot 60.0 fee~; thence 
rt  an  r ll l t  t  ast c dax  f t 6 a ist  f 25. 2 f t, 




Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
do Executive Trustee Services LLC





ADA COUNTY RIMER J DAVID NAVAHO Amoull 800 2
BOISE IDAHO 08111109 0429PM
OEPU4YVkMARta i1 tt flfl QQNNRRii s yy
RECORrDEQ REQUEST QPFtnee
NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TOSELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS MREBYG1VfiN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICESLLC is the
SuccessorTrus ee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by KURTTGEYERAND
CYNTHIA J GEYER HUSBAND ANDWIPE as Grantor to TITLEONE as Trustee in favor
ofMORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCAS NOMINEE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALLLC FIKAHONIECOMNGS FINANCIALNETWORK
INCALIAdl7EI3LIABI111YCOMPANY asBeneficiary dated9182007 recorded
91202007as Instrtnatent No107131845 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHO the benef ciary interest in wbich ispresently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGIS FRAT10N SYSTEMS INC Said Deal of gust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 6 IN BLOCK 3 OF RESUBDICMION OF LOT 9AND A PORTION OFLOT 10
WADOWPLACE ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN
BOOK 25 OF PLATSAT PAGES 1548 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADACOUNTy
IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated9182007 The natureofsuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 51112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is488816as of8162009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances trade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of 1202602 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof6375 per annum from4112009 until paid




". ADA C lMY "ICOftOEft J. DAVID HAVAMO AMOUNT tao 2 "' 
Retordi  eq sted y: 
80JSE !DAIIO D8I JGII 04:2  PM 
DEPUTY VlcIUIJIn . 
RECOROED-REQUEST OF II illlllllDJlngUllDUlIlllR 
 n eeorded ail IJ: 
i er r  erviees, t  
cl  &ecuti  t e Services.  
22  rth t ri  Street, Suit   
rbank, Ii m 915 -  
( 8) -1  
a  o.:  
.S. o.:ID·209 -  
PIo r 189993916 
        
   
TI E IS HERE  IVE  that PI EE  LE E  T STEE SERVI ES. , is the 
ccess i r stee er t e ee  f r ra sfer i  r st e ec te     EY R  
CYNTHIA] GEYER, HUSBAND AND ~ as Grantor, to TITLE ONE, as Trustee, in favor 
    , C.,    
l O  lNAN~  (FIKJA M l  I I  , 
C.)  IM TED IABll.JTY A Y,  fi i ry,  11812007,  
9/20/2007, as lnstnu:nent o .101131845 and re-recoroed, official records of da ounty, 
I . t  fi lm  i t t i  hi  i  tl  l    'I  
E IST TIO  S STE S. I C.. Said eed of Trost covers real property situated in said 
ty, i i  l  t i   f ll : 
L T 6 I  BL C  3 or RES B MSI  or L T 9   P RTI  F L T 10, 
MEADOW , I    I I   , I  I  
BOOK2S OF PLATS AT PAGE(S) 1548, omcw.. RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY, 
I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 911812007. The JJature of such breach being: 
ail re to a  t e t l  a e t e / W  f ri ci al, intetest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together it  
an subsequent swns advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tcnns and conditions f 
i  e  tmst 
his a nt is $4, 88.16  l6l2 09 
ll delinquencies are no  du~ together ith tmpaid and accming taxes7 assess ents. trustee's 
fees. attomey's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated ith this 
fore l s r . he unpaid princi l balance of $ , 60.22 t et er ith interest t ere  at t e 
curre t rate f 6.37 % p r a  fro  /112 09 u til i . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
PLF 04029 





PIONEER UNDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYEXECUUVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
dwar mwaa authoHzatary
State ofCatiforaia
County of Los Angeles
On862009 before me Christine E Gomez Schwab Notarypublic personally appeared Edward Siriwan who
proved to nee on the basis ofsadsbewry evidence to be the person whosemmne islare subscribed to the wlthia
instrument and acknowledged to me chat helsheltyexecuted the same in hislhedtheir authorized capacityiesand
thatby hiA altheir sign Wmson the instrun tthe personsor gw entity upon behalf or which the persons
acted executed the iuslnunent





7@Kotaly E6daFLSChW7ak 1851121U3tic Cdltarbs CarlySOMMM72201a
THIS OFFICE ISATIEW ING TO COLLECT ADEBT AND ANYINFORMATION





I   FA   L I   SELL  
   
I -209563-  
0475510855 
Dated: 81612009 
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC B  EXECUTIVE 1R STEE SERVICES. 
 lT B    
~ 
State of atilonda } 8.8. 
OlUlt   s D l  t 
OD 81612009 befOre me, Christine E. Gomez.Sc:bwab Notary Pub]ic persOJlally appeared Edward 8iriwan who 
proved to me on the 00sis f1f satlsthctory evidence tD be tJae person(s) hoso na e(s) is/are subscribed to the ithin 
insfruOlCllt and acknowledged to me 1hat helshe/tlrey executed the same in hi!llborItheir audlori2.ed capaeity(ies). and 
that by hDlher\t1teJr signatme(s} on the instrument Ihe person(s). or1hc entity upon behalf or wbich the person{s) 
acted. execu1ed the mslrllm.ent. 
I certifY under penally of perjwy unde':' the laws of the State ofCalifomia that the mgoing paragraph is true and 
correct 
(Seal) 
THIS OFFICE IS ATI'EMPTING TO O LEtt  DEBT AND  INF TION 




And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
App COUNTY fiCOflf3ER J DAIS NAOiR O At110Utfl 690Burbank California 915043120
S I 2801600
BOISE IDAHO 11123 1043AN
DEPIlr BtntnieOberaiflig
ROMDEDREQUEST OF III IIlIII lI III qI IIIII f
LoanNo 0427662440 Pianeer t69t3ii21
TSNoW233115C
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by JOSHUA E EDWARDS
and KANDICEM EDWARDS HUSBAND AND WIFE asGrantor to ALLIANCE TITLE
ESCROW CORP asTrustee in favor of VIERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated42012006 recorded
42112006 as Instrument No 106061754 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deedof Trust comers real property situated in said
County descrnbingland therein as follows
LOT2 IN BLOCK 40 OF HIDDEN SPRINGS SUBDIYISION 4TH ADDITION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLATTIMREOF FILED IN BOOK91 OF PLATS
AT PAGES10699OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAOAO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated42012006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 12112008 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedof trust
This amount is30097asof1182009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attoniey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of28433912together with interest thereon at the
current rate of5875 perannum from 112008until paid




;. ecording eq st  y: .. . 
f ;- a  en etorded m1 To: 
Pi er r r t  Services.  
c/o ti   ervices,  
22SS  t ri  tr et, it   
r ank, l  9 -  
(818) 60-16 0 
r~--~--------------------------~, 
ADA eOU fY ReC RD  J. DAVID NAVARR  ArnOUNT 6,00 2 
BOISe I D Jm9'10:43AM 
DEPUTY BGllnle hrhiJIIg 
RECOR D-REQUE  OF 11I111111I~IIHllllnlllllllllll.J 
 o.: 1  
.S. o.:ID- S~C 
l r 10~1 11  
        
   
I  IS  l  that PI   S  S I S, , is the 
 t   t   f  f r i  t t    .  
 I  . ,   I .  r t r, t  I  I  & 
 RP.,  t e,    tiME "   
OI  n  , ., L L   01Vl    
HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL NET O),U{, INC., as Beneficiary, dated 412012006, recorded 
4121/2006, as Instrwnent No .1060617S41md re-recorded > official records of Ada County, 
, t  fi i  i t t i  i  i  tl  l     
E IST TI  SYSTE S, l C .. Said eed of Trust covers real property situated in said 
t , escribing    : 
L T 2 I  L  40 F I E  SPRI S S IVISI  4T  ITI , 
I    I I   HE , n.  I   91   
 E( ) 0,699,  S   TY, HAO. 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such. transfer is security 
has occurred weIer the Deed of Trust Note dated 412012006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112008 ofprincipaJ, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; p.lu$ late charges; together with 
ll s s t swns a anced    t   t s  Qnditions  
sai  ee  f tr st. 
his t is $30,097.30  f 111812009 
U linquencies are  , t et er ith unpaid  a r in  ta s, ss ss ts, tr stee's 
fees, attomey's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
fore . The Wlpaid principal alance $284,33 .12 together it  interest  t t e 
current rate of5.87S% per annu  fro  11/112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California
County of Los Angeles
On l 1812009 before meCHRIS R HERRERA Notary public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the permnswhose names isam subscribed to the within
ostument and acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same In hiOertheir authorized capaaityiesand
that bybisherltbeir signature on the mstivment thepersonsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons
acted executed thekLument
I certify under penalty of pedury under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct




Notary PUlrilo California s
Los Apgeles Coonlyamycomntxplres Sep 28 20t3
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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I -2 1S..c 
0427662440 
I>ated: 11/1812CH)9 
I    .     I . 
 I'  I   
y: ee rte a, authorized signatory 
tatv of alIfQrnia } s.s. 
!JlIDt  r os  } 
n 11/1112009 before e, IS .  otaI}' Public personally appeared ee . rtega ho proved 
t  e  t  sis f s tisf t r  idence t  e t  erson(s) hose e(s) /~ s s ri  t  t  it i  
lnsttument and acknowledged to e that he/she/they executed tile sa e In hislher/tbeir allthorized capacity(ies). and 
that by lJisIlJer\tbeir lIignature(s) on dle instru ent the person(s), or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) 
, e  t  instrumen . 
I c:ertifY under penalty of perjury under the laws oribe State of California !bllt the foregoing paragraph is true and 
comJOt. 
s~<-. -~ ~-----= (Se l) 
I  .  
_ 
tmRIS . MfRRERA 
Ilmmisslon # 1886588 
~,.; otifY ublic - alif r ia z 
lI!' l  ~O·J8S u t  I 
J" •• _ .Ml :0:": ID'~~' !'K 2J}~'! 
ms FFlCE IS TTE P I   E      I  
INE   E S    . 
LF 04032 
Recording Requested By ADA COUNTY RECOROM J DAVID RAUMO
A111OVE 600 2
HillfGA1i0611Oif10 02i6M
iffllfllili111vil1ililiilUlil lDEPUTY 110 am
And When Recorded Mail Tv RDEDREAUEST OF 118008457
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC Flow
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE ISHEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTIME SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed of or Transfer in Trust executedbyRYAN S SCHOENFELD
and AMYL SCHOENFELD HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee in favor ofHERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYbIEMSINCSOLELY ASNO7AENEEFOR LEiNIEER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKIAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC asBeneficiary dated 11 312006 recorded 11182006 as InstrumentNo 106176274andreecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 6 IN BLOCK S OF CAMELOT 110 SUBDr9ISIONACCORDING TO THE
PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 27 OFPLATS AT PAGE 16761677 RECORDS OF
ADA COUNTYSTATE OF IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated11312006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due912008of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary purstant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1964670as of123020 9
All delinquencies are now due togetherwithunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 11744813 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof625per annum from 8f112008 until paid
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    I   EL   
   
 I    t t I   E  I , tC, i  t  . 
Successor rustee UDder the eed of or ransfer in rust executed by  S. S F L  
  . FEL ,   I E.  r ntor. t  I  I  
   UNTY.  7  f r f "ME "  I  
i  YST S, C.,   OMINEE  u  
I  I IAL,  ( fK1A I  I I  RK. 
.),  fi i r ,   Jl3/2 6~  1 8/2006,  t o.1 0617627vmd 
re-recorde , fficial rec r s f  ty. I , the e eficiar  i terest i  ic  is 
tl  l     I T I  , C .. i   
f r st c ers real r ert  sit ate  i  sai  County~ escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s: 
 (j I  W 8   NO.1 UBDIVISION, I    
PL T T E E F FILE  I   27 F PL TS T P E 167.-1677, E S F 
 TY,    
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occmred under the eed of Trust ote dated 111312006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure t   t  t l  e t  /112008 f ri i l. i t r st nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
 s s e t s a ce    ursuant t   nns  tions  
said deed of trust. 
his a ount is $19,64 .70 s f 213012009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with \1npaid and accruing taxes) assessments, trustee's 
fees, attom.ey·s fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $117,448.13 together ith interest thereon at the 
CU1Tent rate of .62 % per a wn fro  81112008 til p i . 
And that the Beneficiary elects to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 










PIONEER LENDER TRUSEESERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Ms Angeles
On 1213020Q4 before me CHRIS R HERRERA Notary Publicpersonally appeared Doe C Ortep who proved
to me on thebasis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhale narne f3fare subscribed to the within
instrument and acknowledged to me thathelshetheyexecuted the scene In hislhertheitauthorized capachylesand
that byhisetitheirsignatures on the Mstrument the person4or the entity upon behalf orwhich the persons
acted executed dre instrument
I certifyunder penally ofperjury under the laws of the State of California the the foregoing paragrapb is to o and
correct




i 1 Notary patio Caltignka i
Los Angeles Couety
Mytlomm Exphes se 28 2013
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBTAND ANYINFORMATION









    ECTI   EL   
   
I -235450-  
7411517037 
ated: 1213012009 
I   RUSTEE I ,   I   RVI S, 
  I   
:  t . t ri  i t r  
State of CaUforni_ } 8.S. 
)' 01 Lo  a c.s } 
n 1213012009 before e, C RIS R. ERRER  orary Public personally pc~ ee C. 011ep ho proved 
 e   asis       crson(s) oso me(s) Is/ o 6 e    JJ 
instru ent and acknowledged to e Chat helshelthey exewted the same In hlslberltheir authorized capacity(ies), ad 
that by hlsJher\their slgnature(s) on the Instrument the person(s), or the entity IIpon bella1! or which the person(s) 
ted,. c at  th  i tnun t. 
I certify under penall;y ofperju1j' under the laws of the Slate of California tlmt ilie fo~going paragraph is truo and 
~orrect. 
Si nature ~-:. q ~ 
I  .  
_ (Seal) 
CHRIS R. HERRERA 
Commillllon II 186856~ 
otuy Pubic· CalifornIa ~ 
Loa Angeles County ~ 
MyCamm. ExPIres S. 28 2013 
IS FFICE IS TE P I   LECT     INFODI ION 
I E  Rt  BE S  F   . 
PLF 04034 
ADA COUNTYRECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT600 2
FUSE M MO0 0404PM
p N ryq nip gyp pltecordidng Ytequestedy DEPUTYC ESREQUSTOF 1111111MRIM11011111 1map 111111P
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110004018
And enRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICESLLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by PAUL SEBESTA as
G ant to STEWART TITLE as Trustw infavorofMERSMORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMINEEFOR LENDER
HOMECOhIINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC asBeneficiary darted3f2OO6 recorded
360006 as Iasttument No 106034684 andreecorded official records ofAda County
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County descnbingland therein as follows
LOT 19 INBLOCK 6OF MLDSTOINYE MEADOWS SUBDIVISIONNO 5
ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT TIIMOFFILED IN BOOK74 OF PLATS
AT PAGE 76347615 RECORDS OF ADACOL31riTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which swl transfer is security
has occurred undo the Deed of Trust Notes dated32006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due6l2009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thaeaftr plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is967285as of132010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1439I036together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6 per annum fromS12009 until paid




flDA COUHlY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVA RO AMOUNT $.0  2 
saSE IDAHO 01/14110 04:1l  
~~~~~~~~  a= Il!HlllmIIlllDllmIHllnmlgBII.~ 
LSI TITLE EJ04C INC. 11Il004018 
nd Whtm ecorded ail o: 
i   IDS  erlrices"  
/o ti   rvices,  
 t  t i  tr et, it   
ur nk, li  -  
(8 8) ()"16  
a  o.: 7427366661 
.S. o.:JD- 669-  
on         
   
I  I   I  t t I    VI S. C~ i  1  
r r t  r t   f r r f r i  r t t    BESTA,  
. ratttnt~   ,  stee.   f'' ERSn   
l T.  TE S, C.,   l    
h MI  m I  , I .. as e eficiary, ate  3/312006, rec r e  
31612006, as Instt tne t o .1060346  and re.-recorded • fficial rec r s f a ty, 
I . the beneficiary interest i  hich is presently held by  I  
OIS1' I  S S S, I C.. Said eed of rust covers real property situated i  said 
tyt esmoi g    s; 
L T 19, I  L  6 F FIELDSTONE E S S MSI . 5, 
l    I I   'l'HEREO ,       
  14- ,    UNT , B . 
he rustee hereby gives notice t t a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of mst ote dated 31312006. The nature of such breach being: 
llllt'e t   t  t l  t  1112009 f ri i al, i terest nd/or 
i o s a  s se e t i stall e ts e t ereafter; lus late c ar es; t et er it  
U t s   i i  rs t t  t  t   itions  
   t t. 
his t i  $9~672.8S   113 2010 
ll linquencies r   t t et er it  i   r i  t . t . tr st 's 
fees, atlDmey's fees, c sts and advances ade t  protect the securio/ ass ciate  it  t is 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance f $143 ,910.36 t et er ith interest thereon at the 
cmre t rate f 6% er annu  fro  51112009 lDltiJ i  
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the 1rust prolJertY to be sold to satisfy said 
li ti . . 
PLF 040  









County of Los Angelm
00113 10 befasme Sally Beitran Alotaty Public pemnally appeared Carlo bUpo who peed to the onTse
basis ofsadSfactosy evidence to be thepersonswhose naMesWm subscribed to thewitltfn instrumentand
aclntwdgedto me that Wshefiitey execuud The Mae in hislheditir auUtizzedcapacltyesand last by
hfs111erltheir Sigaamureson she hwtrument the persojorthe etrthy upon beWarwhich thepersons acted
executed the Insa nent






THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMiMGTO COLLECTA DEBTAND ANYINFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL HEUSED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04036
000496
OTICE-OF-   I   EL   
   
l -236669..c 
 
ated: l/ 31lO  
PI EE  LE E  T STEE SE I ES, LLC  E E TI E lRUS  SERVI ES, 
  I   
} .s. 
ODDt   s J 
On 1/1312010 before e, Sally Beltran Notary PubUc personally appeared Carlo Mapo ho ~  to me on '!he 
buis of.atisfactoJy evidence to be Ibe pmon(s} hose namt(~) IsIaro subsc,n'bed to the itbln inatrll ent and 
aclmowtedged to me that M/SheIthey executed 1be same in hislberJtheir authoxmd ~(iesh and that by 
hlsI.her\their siguatun(s) on the iDstmmeutthe peISOD{s). 01" tile mtfty upon beba1f af which the pe-r5OJ1(s) acted, 
exewtcd theiDsll'um«lt. 
I certifY onderpeuaJty ofp8ljwy UDder the laws of the Slatt: ofCaIifomfa that the io:egomg paragraph i& true and 




Commlllllon 1# 77085 i NotctIY ublic • :Onlornkt I 
I.Cl Ntg"let :ouniV 
J. ..... }:Y~~e:~2JuJ 
IS ICE IS PTlNG  LLEcr     I F TIO  
INE  I  B  S  -T T . 
PLF 04036 





LSI TJTLEAGENCY INC 110007293
And WhenRacorded M99To
pioneerIWderTreeServices ILC
cloBxecWvc Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED10F TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN thatPIONEER LENDERTRUaSUE MVICLS LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed oforTransfer in Trustmoutea by STEPHEN E LAATS and
JENNWRLLARTS HUSBAND ANDWIFE asQtor to PIONEER TITLE COAPANi
OF ADACOUNTY as TWstee in favor ofMEREMORTGAGEBLECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY ASNOMINEE FOR
LFNI7ERHOMECOMMIS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOWCOMINGS FINANCIAL
NMVORK INC1 asBeneficiary dated31512007recorded 3M2007 as InstrumMt No
107439253 andreecorded official records ofAda County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest i m
which is presently heldby MORTGAGEELECTRONIC RECIISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed ofTrust covers rest property situated insaid Countydescribing laudtherein as
follows
LOT15 Rq BLOCK 5OF ItOSELW SUBDIVlGSYONNo 2ACCORDING TO THE
PLATTIMMOFFIXAST BOOK 93 OF PLATS AT PA4GRS 11111TJjRV 11113
RECORDS OFADACOUNTY1DAJ10
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligatkni for which such transfer is seemity
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 311512007 Tilenature of such Breachbeing
Failure to pay the sx ondily payment date 51112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all sibsequeut sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuantto theterms and conditions of
skid dc4 oftrust
This amount is1805422asof11222010
All delinquencies ire now true together with uripaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect do security associatedwfth this
foreclosam Theunpaid principal balance of2303 75 torpther with interest i areon at the
current rate of65per annum from 4112009until paid





~ ... " ..  coulol1  ECOIWER J. CAVIl)   8DO : 
. BClISEIO HOot125/ 0 5:00P  
It e ldi  equ sted By: ~gr=~OF 1OIIIBIm.I IUIIIDl.II~Dllmml 
LSI TITLE A E Y INC.  
 lalUlltee r e  ail : 
P  tend  rustee . L  . 
· /o "ExecUtive t.  rvices,.  
SS'  tirl  treet, $   
nk. J o  -312  
(8-18),2f3o.;160  
"toan·No.:  
.S. o.:ID-23743S-  
  ~      IlND~ 
. ·O  . 
B      . STE  SER.VICE ~ ,   
·  r st          execuWd   .   
· BNN1li'BR . A ,   l , 8$ Grantor,   l  MPANY 
  TY.  ru .   f" S"  E  
I  S.mc..   1m  
E D MECOMINGS lN~C1AL,  (F/KJA MECO I   
ETW t .1  fi i ry, t  /15/). ,  11612 .  ttuInc::nt  
.10703,8253 and ze..recorded J ofticlal Iecords of da owlty. I O. the beIlefieiary interest in 
' i  i  r tl  l    I  GI T I  ,I C •. 
i    r t' xs t al i rt  it t  i  i  tjt .. d s riQiD  Jana.th reia  
fbR s: . . . 
  IN   'Rosi1EA:F IVI I  O. ,  tj'  
HEREO , lLED IN      E  l1111. .Q: U ' l ' 
RECQRDS f)F ADA COUNTY, IDAHO. -. . . 
he 1iusteehereby lives notice that a breach of the obli&ation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred ~ the need DfTtuSt ote dated 311512007. The.natm.e of suO.b. breaCh ~g: 
r     m thl  t u    l.  nd/or 
i   S t i st ll ents  t ft r; l s l t  s; t t  it  
.  ~trent':m   Y- f  tJrSuaDtto  t as . s  
at .4ee4 l 
 t  $18,05 .22 s.oflf22l 010 
ll delinquencies It'e no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
ee~ ttorJley's , t     t  t t the rit  ~ ociat  itJ1 b ~ 
f recl soro.  ai  Pri ci al ala ce f $230,331.60 t &ether it  interest 'there  at t e 
mmt r t   .5% r  fr  /1 20 9 til id. . . . 
nd.tbat the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the tr st property to be sold to satisfy.~d. 







PIONEER MMERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
FYCato sua authorized sigaa my
state ofCawobi S
Cogoty of Los Aageles
OnIO2MO bdacomeSally Beltran Napery Public personally eppeadCarloMagno who proves to mo aa the
basis ofwdsftqwy evidence to be the perswhose nano WmsabWAWto 6withinkwneat and
admmdgedto methathdsWtbeyexecuted the same in hiadserhheit ant mimed copacityiesandatby
i rlthok s4mbuaon the ia mmt thepownsorihe entity upoa behalfor whwh thepews arced
cmded the k6mmleut
1 p y ofpemljmy under the laysof the Scats ofCal ifmniathat theforegoing paragraph is true sad




um M etes County
MYUct42MI
THISMICE I5 ATTEMPTING TO COUECTADMANDANYIWORMAITON





.. . . 
'. 
    LECTION  E~U  
   
. . - -C . 
 . 
. d: 1/l2I2010 
I .:LF:NDE   I , t     I , 
M! l   
St t  l alU' tJIi } 8.s. 
Olfll Y r  i es } 
n l~I  betbm e, SaUy e1tra1J otary ~b)icpmonally ~ arlo 3gno ho JIl'O'"Cl to e on !he 
. sis f  e i eDce t   t  erson<.> ose ame(s) blare su seribed t  the iJbi  bIsIrum t. D  . 
~d ed-t   dJatheli ellhey t  t  s;un  I  islh rlt fr uthoriz  apac:ity(ies),  .. by 
hisIber\theii ~$) on the Dtrumetlt the person(s). orlhe entity upon beWf or wbkh 1hepe,son(s) acted; 
executed die JmimuneDt. . . . 
I ~ enaJ1y oCperjur.rlmder 1he laws of the S1afB of Ca1ifilmia. 'lbat the foregoing para,ghrph is ~ and 
~. . 
 OrFlCE S t   LLE   EBT  1'lNFORMAn · 
. BT~       ~IJ.RPO E. 
  
ADA COUNTY RECORDERJ DAMD NAVARRO AMOUNT 800 2
BdSEWHO01l27MC 04PM
IEeCOrdittgRegrtestetly DEFUTYVicki AABsnx RECORDEDEOOF Mill11111111101 11111110111LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 1100DBOi
And WhenRecordedTo
PtmLender Trustee Services LL
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICKOf DEFAULT ANDELECTIOX TO SELF UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NONE IS IIEREBY 61VW that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTIt SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the peedarTme inTrust exeqtCdby LORRAINE E DEAL
AN UNMARRIED W4It AN as 4raritor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATIONas Trusted in
favorofMBAs MQiTOk6EELECIi6M REGfSTRAUONSYSUMS INCSOLED
ANOMINEE FORLENDER fir COMINGS WWANTCLALILC FIKIyL Ii01uECOIvTGS
AINANCIAL NETWORK INQ as Beneficiary dated92812007 recorded1020 7 as
hitrunvotNo17137005 ersd recartied offraial records ofAda Couxrty IDAI40 the
benet intorest iiiwhich is pros y load by MORTOACI ELECTRpNIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSaid Deed ofTrust covets roal property situated iiisaid
County describing 1atherein asfollows
LOT IO IN SLOG O J OAN VILLAGESUBD10NACCORDING TO7W
OFFICIALPLATlIi0FFILED IN BOOR 9200PLATSA PAGF 1fl9b1
TIIR17 10963 Cf3ItDSOFkWIDA96
Thy Trustee mbygWesnotice that a breachof ttie obligawn for vvltichsuc transferis security
hasoMcdmidst ifieDeed ofTrostNotedated92812007 ThO nature ofsuch breach being
fafiure to pay tSie i ioirthlypaymentdu 10l20 8ofprincipal interestanddr
irapoundsandsubse4u insWhn6ntstsduethereafter plus late chargegtogetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by benefibiary pursuant tolmc urns and conditions of
4aiddee oft t
This anaounn ist3327719asofl20010
All delinquencies aremdoe iogetheiv ithaiadccruing cesa sesssnenfs irustce
feesatbyfees costs a dhdimces madetoprotect the reyAssociated vyith thip
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balazxbe i211together with interestth i op n at the
iota of7operatuiurlr fiod912008 until paid




.' .. ,." .~ .-. 
AOA COUNTY RECOI'WERJ. CAViO NAVAR O AMOUNT 6.0D ~ 
BOI  IDAHO 01121110 ~P  . 
~~~~~OF lIlDJlIlBllmlllllllllfDRIIIIIIlIIIBI .. 
LSI TI lE A ENCY INC. l100D80 3 
r..ri~ o.::041572194  







. Ic,E'oif'D   ctI N  sELL ·  
. . ...~, .. : ··DEED OF· TRUST . , '. .' : "': . .. : . . . . . . 
onC  is ~y' GI'VEN~ ~ O  n  mUSTER ER~cES;' L~,'~  
Succe.sSQr ~, ~~the ~ 'or or TraQsfer in Trust ~  by L RR I E.;B: SEAL. 
 l  .wOM : $ Grantor,. to· b l  R NSNATION, as TrUst~ in 
favor'of"~" ~QR.r.OAOE:E~6NIC EGISTRATION SYSTEM~, I C.; BVi 
S : I    HOME i  FINt1.NCL"\L. LC fKf;".HOY.ECO~UNGS 
. FlN~CIAL NETWO~ ~b,), ~ Ben~ficlarYt dated 912812007, reeqrded lO12J2001; ~ ' .. 
. . ~ent-No .1071~7QOS ana 1'e'-tW9tdCci "officiai recqrds of Ada C9untY; J HO.:the. . 
. benefiCiarY. interest iIi which is prcs~y b.e~d by MORTOAOB ELECTRON.IC .:. ' 
.. :, ~GIST.R:AUON SY~TEM~~ lNP~:. Said Deed of Trust .covei:1J r~ prl5perty. sitUated. i;J.' said 
ounty~ ot  ~~ ~n ~fol s: ". . .. ,-, . . . '. '. " . 
 10  ~ O~~' 0) JA'WA  I  UBD~Ol'f, CO~  1'0 TIJE 
Cl~ L l':nlER$OF, rI  I  K Z:QF LATS'AT pAGE($l 0 6f' 
TURU 10963, RE(::f.)RDS OF-ADAiCQUN'rY, IDAHO. . . ' . 
. . ,~···~~i~~bi·~·~tice·~a~ach·~ftheO~ligati~nfor~eh'S:Whtr~~1sse.cur~ 
:. " ..... has' omed wldei- th~'DecXl ofrtust Note'dated 912812007. 'I'he. nature of StaCh breach being: ' . 
• I' • • r '. • ... !: I.' .:..... ~ " .:' • ~ ..'. ~. • • • : 
Fail-ure to ply' t1;ie irioo.thly paymenfdue 10/1/2008 :of.pnnclpai, interest. and/Or 
impounds aD(hl1b~eqUeitt ins tments 'due thereat't.er; pJUs late Charges;,together ith 
all mbseqllent SI,UllS advanced by ljeneficiary pursuant to· the terms ~ eoriditions of 
ijlaid -deea ~. . . ... . .' " .' , 
" i  am01l11t.is.s.33.Zn.19-as l261201O. . 
. :AI1 <Ieli~ueii~ies ~noW.d~~:'t~gQtliet·With··un~d arid'~Crumg ~;:8jsCs8ments, tnmee's 
. fee.s. ~ttOtno'y's f~es~ ~~ !;Ui.d ad~ances Diad'e:to pro1e.ct the 'Se~ty.~sOci~ted with t;hi.s .. 
. '.' r~C?~~. The unpaid principal b}uance.of$Zll,-119.03 og~ wjth.interest'th~eon at the 
'.' 
. I.-
' .. ' :. cutrelit rate of 6.15%· per.tw.iuJll from 9/11200~ until pai.4. . '.' 
• '. ~: • ;0'1 • .,' '. '1 '. • .' .~ ." • • • -' • f 
. , ,.:., :And tfutt·~~·~~ti¢~ elects to 8~li or ca~e the ~ pr~eity io be ~old,~ satisfY said 
't.~ ati' • . , ..... . 
.. , 
~D lg on. .. ".: , . . ,. . . . 
1 •• ': 
.. ',' 
. :. 
, .' , . 
", : 




;',"' .' ~ " '0 '. ': 
. '. . '. 4 .' ' 0:," • ~ • 
, . ~ , " 
PLF 04039 





PIONEER MMERTRUSTEESERYICESLCBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES
AS AWORtrTEYW FACT
By ZeeCdrtega authorizedsignatory
State ofC lffirsls S
Cmutyof hs Angeles j
Ott d26J2010 baforemeCMUS RINotary Public personally appeared Doet Omega Wfio pravad ip
me on the basis ofsatisfaetnry evidence to bbthepersonsw o anatM ialare subscribed tb thbwtthiu instvmcnt
andcbo agedto me thatheslaftoy axecuted Eire aame In htslterheir autlrarized rspeoityfes and thetby
hislli eit aig Canres oAlhe lnbiutaent the persansorthe entity upon behalf or which tine persons acted
executed thein6f11rtneak





s Notary public Catttornia
tpaMutesCain ly
M Comm Expkes3228013
TWOFFiCEISAlRTRW ING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
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6NE~~ER'rRUS~ ERVI . LC'  x ctmv  ~US~~'SER~IcES~ 
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• • : .... ',of '. 
, ::r> o . Q*ga, ll'Ut ri  ignatory , 
. .: 
t;tte of ridrronda i S:S: ' , ' " , , 
OnIn~,Gf ~ eles 1 :, ': ., ,.. , 
n ]12612011) ~~~ ~ <;:~S . l.m~· otary Public ~onaliy appe.tred ee :C. Ort,eg~: Ylllo proved t9 
   ~  ~ry ~!lG  t -~ ~ p rs n(s)'whose ame(s} i&Ia o ha  o e i1hin tru e  
and .• w~io me tttat·hel~ ~ d thp same In hfslherftheir authorized capacHy(i09), and th.,by 
~ 8~S~ oiHho Inslnnnent the Pe1'SOO(s}. orihe entity ~ behalf or hich the person(s) acted; 
. ,exeoutcd tile blsttu:n.lent. . : . .' . 
. ,,I cemty tmder.~ f p~rjury under the- la s of.tho tate of alifo ia 1hit tile foregoilig pllflliu~ is. true'and 
,'cOrr t.· '. ' , 
Si~~;"e ~." -== . (~l) 
, ,<;mUS R.I~R.A ' 
' .. " ,'. .... 
'. ' . '. " .:., 
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, , .' , , 
" . 
" " ::~~~',6FFlCE'iS'~~~~lNG T  ~ LE~ ~ E T ~'~ I F I ':" 
,',' .' ,':' Onl'AINED wiLL BE USED FOR THArt PURPOSE. :" ,: " , . ... , 
..... 
," .. " : ' 
.. , 
..' .. 
PLF 0404  
ADCOUNTY RECORDER J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
BOB9EIDAH001 nt 0427AM
Recording IRe aested B XPUTrVida AAlleny RECORDEDQUESTOP 111IIiIiIB1 @1A11 n0
L31 TITLE AGENCY INC 190008084
AndWhen Reeord9 dMail To
PioneerLeieMet Trustee ServicesC
cbIxecative TnrsteeServices LL







NOICE 18 HEREBYGIYI N that PIONEERTEATIfiRTRUSTEE SERVICESILC iA the
S ccrsso iustee tinder beDeed oforTr er in Trust a tmftd bySHERYL ABLOUT AN
V M RRMWOMA14 as Gramoi to FMELITYNATIONAL TITLE INS COMPA
CALIFORNIA CORP as Trustee in favorofNEWMORGAGEELECTRONIC
RMSTRAION 1 14DiC SOLELY ASN0v1grEOtLM4DER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALLLCFKHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK
INC1LMTED LIABILITY COMPANY asBeneficiary dated 1 2007 recorded452007
as Instrment No jO704367and rcrecorded ofRcfal records ofAdaCou t T13AHO t1w
benef6i igwhich tly held byMORTGAGE tLECT ONIC
REGISTRAITONSYSTEMS INC Said DeedofTrustcwv real prosy situated i4 sald
6our6 6sis ing laud therein as follows
1OTINBL CKOFROTIFS TONMONESAT RIVMTOYNT SUBDWISIO14
ACC0 1gOTO THEOFF tUPLATTHMkQFFILLEDW BOOK 79 OFPLATS
AT PAGFS8374AND 8373OFIC3ALRECOliD5FAUACOITIVTY C
Elie Trustee hereby gives notice tWa breachofthe obligation for whfch such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 11812607 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the nnoztkily Payment due412003ofprincipal fntexeptmQr
impounds anc dui sip uentitrssriiments duetlrereaRer plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by teiL fiewy pumar to the germs aindc6 i s of
saiddeexloftrust
ThiWADui t isdS673SQasof26010
Ail are riaw due togAei with unpaid and abiruirigtaxis assesstnents trustee
fees attortreyta fees costs and advances made toprotettiesecurity associated frith this
forec1dTheunpaid principal baiandeof15208577togetber with interestthereonat the
muent rat of6375per annum from32009 until paid
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PIONEERLENMER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLCBYEXECiUTra TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS TTORNEY IN FACT
ByiDeeQ00ega authorized signatory
Stateofc4rotnis
Comity of J om Angeles 1
On U2620f0 before CHRISItHEletERA Notary Public peisanaliy appeareilD oC Ortega who provedm
me an thebasis ofsadsmyeWi3enc0tobe thepenons vhose nam islaro sabomibed to theWjdiin iaehvment
and lci nc lbdged t6 me Chet helsltehhey executed die some in Wdleedthpir authorized capa cityieaand lhaf by
hislhe Wwir SlFaatmsaat instsament the permsor the entity upon behalf or which the petsansacted
exesatedttseims4rument








TM FFr10E ISAtTEMPTIlYC TO COLLECTADEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BEUSEDFORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04042
000502




ICE  D   LECTiON  S   : 
" "   usT. 
,' ... ' 
i1J..231631-G 
1  , 
ated: 1120/2010 ' 
: .. 
,,' 
I0NEER, n . . Im I , LCBYEXECUTIVE ' '  ERVI S: 
 AIT ' '   , 
, . 
L"'~" . . , " ' 
" , 
:' ' ~:, Orteg . t  gn~r  
State or <::ailtorld. ,rrs.s.', , 
c a~  ~ B s. };, "', . ,.." 
n 112612Qio· befoiC'~; CHRIs,R.' ~RA. 'Notary' Public penonaHy appeared-9~  Orte~ wHo proved to 
e o  ~e'1)asfs fs:i~ O~tO'b8 tlJj' person(iJ), whoSe ame(s) i!/are su scri e  t  the ' llhi  inStru t 
and acknowledg"ed to e that helshe/thay eXecuted Ihe sa e ill hisJherJtb!lir authOrtzed eapaclty(1es), and thai bY 
, i~ir igD ~s) cm,lhe ~ent t  l'riOn(s), r1 e en1U¥, UPon e alf r ~hi  t e ~{s) act~d,: 
exei:ured'the kIsIruInent. , '. , " " .. ' , 
, I certify Un~ Fenaity afperjury tIIldei" the im of the' Sta~ ot California 1ftat the. foregoing pai'agraph Is true and 
, ·COlTeCt. -, '. ,',,' , ' .' . : .. .. _ , _' . ' " 
Signatore ~' 
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ADA COUNTYRECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AVKXW604 2
BOISE IDA14001281 09iAM
IteCOrdilxgRequested By RECORDEDREQUMOP i 011110111111IN111110111N
L81 TITLE AGENCY INC 110008289
And WhenRecorded MailTo
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
c10 Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY G V EN that PIONEER LENDER 71WSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Dced of or Transfer inTrust cxeouted byDONALD C NELSON
AN UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION as Trustee in
favor of HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC asBeneficiary dated 512512005
rewrded 51312006 asListritunent No 1065514 mand rcoHed official rwcords of Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary intwest in whacb is presety held by RESIDENTIAL
FUNDING COMPANY LLC FKA
RESIDENTIAL FUNDING CORPORATION Said Deed ofTrust covers kraal property situated
in said County describing land therein as Wows
LOT 5 OF LOCUST PARKSURDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT
TFIFREOFFILED IN BOOK 29 OF PLATSAT PAGE 1783 RECORDS OFADA
COUNTY STATE OFIDAHO AMENDEDHYAFFIDAVIT RECORDED OCTOBER
18p 1974 AS INSTRUMENT NO 903104
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated525006 The nattue of such breach being
Failure to pay thenwnthly payment due 10112 08ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installmmls due thereaft plus We charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is2948735wof11262010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trastee
kets attvraey fees costs and advances made to protect the secaority associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of25611407together with interest thereon at the
current rate of525per annum from912008 until paid
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I  I   I  t t I   TRU  ERVI S, t , is t  
r r t  r t  Q  f r r f r i  r t c .t     N. 
 l  . as r ntor, t  l  ANSNATION~ as r st . i  
favor f I  J T  BTWO~ I C., as eneficiary, ate  512512006, 
cor  131 2 .  w .. stI me t  . 608651  an e·recorded. i i l e    
ounty. I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by ESI E TI L 
 A Y. U.   
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The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such ttansfer is security 
bas occmred under the eed of rust ote dated 512512006. he ~ of such breach being: 
aUurc to a  t e mo t l  a e t e 101112008 f rl ci al. i terest and/or 
i s a  s se eAt iP.stall ents e t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
ll t s   i i  r t t  t  t   itions  
i   f tn.l5t. 
his t is $29,487.3S as  lJ2612010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, "together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
:fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l s r .  i  ri l l alance f $256,11 .07 t et r it  i terest t r  t t  
·.current ra.te of 5.25% per annu  fro  9/112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell Or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
i . 
PLF 04  





PIMERLENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYMCUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
CIL
By Dec C Ortega midwrized signatory
State of Califormis
County of IAm Angeles
On M20010 before me CHRIS R fiER UNotary Public personally appearedDee C Ortega who proved to
me on the beWs of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhomnames Ware subsarthed to the within instrument
and acknowledged to me thathelshelthey executed the same inhiserth i authorized capacltyiesand that by
hiserlthair signature on the instrument theperson ordte entity upon behalfor which the persons acted
executed tho instrwoent




F CHMS R HERRERACommission 1868666
holly public Coulomia
Los Angeles County
My Comm Expirss t28019
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
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ION ER   I ,   EXECUTIV  1  I , 
  I   
/ ~ 
G..c..~ 
: e . rt a, authori  i t r  
tate of alilonria } s.s. 
mit  f LwI D l  } 
ar. 1/2612010 beforlllllCt IS R. HER.l{ERA otary Public perscmaUy appeared Dee . rtega ho proved to 
e on tho basis f satisfi:lctoty ~vident\': to be the person(s) hose na e(s) aro subscribed to the ffiUn mstrwnent 
a  ackno ledged to e that. hefshclfhey executed the sa e in hillhcrltheir authorized ~iOJ), and.1bat by 
islber\tJmr ipature(a)  t  i tr Cllt lb, erso11(s), r 1he atit   lf r i  t  rson(s) t d. 
exccutl:d the insb'llment. 
J certifY undet penalty of perjl1lj' under the la s oftllo State of california that the foregoing paragraph is tnl.e and 
c rrect. 
 I  IS Tf   ECI'      
I    , S   HA  . 
PLF 040  
ADACOUNiI RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
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8016EKW4001 1149AMRecordingRequested By DEPUTYVb1dA Nbn
RECOfWEME0jAsr0F 11111HIM1111A1110101111111
FIRST AMERICANTITLEAND 110018
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cloExecutive Trustee Services LLC






NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY CIIVEV thatPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Tnistee under the Deed of orTransfer inTrust executed by JUSTIN W AYERS AND
MELISSA L AYERS HUSBAND ANDWIFE as Grantor to TItANSNATION TITLE
ESCROW INC as Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEM INC MFRS AS NOMINEE FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated629006 recorded 61302006 as Instrument No
106105898 andreecorded official records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in
which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as
follows
LOT20 IN BLOCK 1 OFWESTPOINTE SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 91 OF PLATS AT PAGES 10630 THRU
10633 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated629006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 3112008 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is4395436as of128010
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance o38784822together with interest thereon at the
current rate of7125 per annum from 21 2008 until paid
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The rustee hereby gives notice that a. breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of Trust ote dated 6n912006. The nature of such breach being: 
ail re to a  t e t l  a e t e 31112008 f ri ci alt i terest and/or 
i p s  t i t ll t   t r ft r; l s l t  r s; t 1 r it  
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e ter s  c iti s f 
i   f tr t. 
is untjs $43,95 .36   128 2010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
fees, EUtollley's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l r .  i  ri i l alance f$387.84 .22 t t r it  i terest t r  t t  
c rre t rate f 7.125% er annu  fro  21112008 lUlu1 paid. 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
. 
  





F MST AMERICANTITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
ByDee C Ortega authorized signatory
State arCalifornia S 3
County of Los Angeles
On12M010 beforeme CHRIS R HERRERA Notary Publicpersonally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name islare subscribed tothe within instrument
W aclmowledged to me thathesbeitheyowouted the same inhisboneirauthorized capacityies and that by
hiserltheir signatures out the inshutaent the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the pemnacted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signature Q Seal
CHRIS R MUMRA CHRIS H HERRERA
Commtesion Iaaes80
zNotary Public California z
Los Angeles County
Comm Expires Sep 2 2013
TMS OMCE ISATtIMP INGTO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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ated: /28/ 010 
IR      
. y: De~ . rtega. authorized signatory 
t te .  lif r i  ) s.s. 
 f   } 
 1/28120 I 0 ef re e, I  .  tar  lic ers all  a eare  ee . rte a  r e  t  
  t . i   ti f t r  i <:e t   t  rson(s) ose ame(s) i / r  ~r  t  1I1c it i  i tr t 
and ackno ledged to e that helsbe/thcy executed the sa e in hislherhheir authori;r,ed capacity(ies), and Ibat by 
islher\tbeir i nature(s} n  tr m  Il  er.son(s).     l    o etsOn(s} , 
e ec te  t  i str e t. 
I e rtif  r l1f f rj r  er t  Ja s f t o t t  f calIf r i  t t t  f r i  m'Bgra  i  tr   
rr t. 
I  ~...< ~~ 
lS . H.ERRERA 
(Se l) 
L· . · · · . :!H~~~~ ~~~;B' bl . 
. H01I'1' lic. ill l  i 
LO$ lIIIsJes allnty , ~ 
Comm. EXpires Sop 2 2G13 
lBS ()IilpfCE S TI'EMPTING       IO  
I E       . 
  
ADA CDUNTYRkCOADER 3 DAVIDNAVARRO AMUNT600 2
BOSElDAHOD3l MO 03C2PM
Recording Requested By RECORDEDQUESTIOr III1II1MI D111l1l0IIII11111A
LSI T17LE AGENCY INC 11009064
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOVICEOF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trusteeunder theDeed of or Transfer inTrut executed by PAUL T MAUERMAN
A MARRIED MANAS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to STEWART
TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
S tSTEtYIo IN SOLELY ASdaPIlMEFORLEIdDER F1iO3N ECOMINGv FITNANCIAL
NETWORK INC A CORPORAJ IUNN as Beneficiary dated11712005 recorded11129005
as Instrument No 105180936 andreofficial records of AdaCounty IDAHOthe
beneficiary inhwest in which is presently heldbyMORTGAGES ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trait covers real property situatedinsaid
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 10 IN BLOCK8 OF THE FARM SUBDIVISIONNO 3 ACCORDINGTO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 77 OF PLATS ATPAGE0889
RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed of TrustNote dated 111172005 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 112009ofprincipal Interest andor
impomuls and subsequent lnstallinents due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent stuns advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is519283 as of32010
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees admuey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of943196 togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of7625 per annum from1020 9 until paid
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he rustee hereby gives notice that a "reach f the obligation for hicb such transfer is security 
as cc rre  er t   f r st te ate  1/17/2005. e at re f s c  reac  ei : 
ailmeto pay the onthly paym~t due 111112009 of principal, interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent installments due thereafter~ plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to t e tenns and conditions f 
i    tru . 
i  t i  $5,192.83  0( 1212010 
AU delinquencies are no  due. together ith unpaid and accruing taxes. assess ents, trustee' s 
fees, attomeys fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
f recl s re.  ai  ri ci al ala ce f $94,319.61 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
cmrent rate of 7.6215% per annu  fro  10/112009 until paid. 
 t at t e e eficiar  elects to sell r ca se t e tr st r ert  to be s l  t  satisf  sai  
li ti . . 
  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
By Dee C Ortega authorized signatory
State of Caiifernis I S
Comlq of LosAngeles
00 beforomoCHRIS R HERRERA blotmy Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to
mean the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose namt start subscribed to thewithin instrument
and acknowledged to me that helsha they executed the sumo in bisllrerlthoir authorized capacityiosland tat by
hislh fflwtrsignature on the instrument dte pesonsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons acted
wcaadthe instrument




CkRIS R H@rtRERACommlSaton 0 1868568
z sm Notary PlAv Calfcrnta
Los Afrgetes eftnty
My ComRl Ea esSap 20013
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA VEBTANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL 13E USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04048
000508
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t d: 1212010 
10  .  I ,   I   I , 
  I  F  
: ~  . rtega t a t rize  si at r  
t te f lifo na } B.S. 
dmy r s ngeJH } . 
On 312120 11) bcfor~~, IS .  Notary ublic penooally appcarcd ec . ltep he. proved to 
roo p t o ai  f ti f t r  id ~ t   t  rson(s) s  ame(s) islEU't ll n'  t  t  il i  i tn D m 
and ackno ledged tu e that heJsho/they executed tJu, sa o in bi&lhm-/thoir authorlzed ca~lty(ics), and that by 
hiw'her\tbeit signature(s) on tbe insIIu cnt die per3011(S), or the ontity IlPOI! bohalf or hich the person(s) acted. 
6XKUted t : m t cQt 
I t1it,r r aa1l1 f rjur  r t  J s f fil  t t  fCalif mi  t t th  f r i  ragraph i  tr   
rr ct. 
(S l) 
IS       D     
  B     . 
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Pioneer Leader Trustee Services LLC






NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE ISHEREBYGTM that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee lender the Deed ofor Transfer inTrustexeciited byJOHN E DOMMEand
VONNIM DOMME HUSBAND AND WIFX as Grantor to TITLEONECORD as Trustee in
favor ofMMMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY
AS NOMINEE FOR LENDERHOWCO1V MOS FINANCLaI11CpyjA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated212008recorded
2119008 as InsknritNo108019013 and rerocodedofficial records ofAdaCounty
IDAHO thebezmeiiciary interest in which is presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers meal property d uatdin said
Cotmtyy describing lard therein as follows
LOT 19 INBLOCK 20OP THOUSAND SPRINGSSUHIIVtSXONNO5ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT TMMFFILED IN BOOK79 OF PLATSA PAGE8334 THROUGH8536OFFICIAL kECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrusteehereby gives notice that a breachof the obligation for which such transfer is semsmty
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated21008 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the mmthly payment due 12112009ofprincipal interestandor
impounds and subsequent instaliments due thawder plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent stuns advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeedtrust
This amount is1158032as of382010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments truatce
fees attornWs fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated wft this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of3054788togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of7 perannum from 112009until paid




ADd heu Recorded Mail Tn: 
Pioneer Lender Tl'\lBt e Servicest LLC 
c/o Exectiti e Trustee Serv ~. LtC 
· 2SS'North OntariO, Stre t, Suite 40  
Burbank, California 91504-3120 
( 18) 260-  
Loan o.: 0476587969 
T.S. o.:·JD..240464-C 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER J. DAVID NAVAR O AMOUNT 6. 0 :I 
WISE IDAHO 03110110 03:34AM 
~~=~~sOF IDllllmlllUWHllIllllllllllrmlDBUllilDlDI 
LSITITL£ AGSr4ev INC. 110021461 
I   uL   I   ELL  
  T 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC. is the 
ccesSOJ r t  \m r t   f r r f r i  rust -execUted      
VONNI·M DOMME, HUSBAND AND ~ as Grantor, to Tl'I'LEONE CORP, as Tru3tee, in 
favor of "MERS" ORTOAGE ELECTRONIC REOISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC.t SOLELY 
S I EE F  LE B MECOMIN S FlNA.NCIAL, LL  (Fff.JA 
EC l S,FI CI L ET RK, I C.). as Beneficiary, dated 211212008. recorded 
211912008) as Instru.mcnt No .I 08019013 and re-recorded, official records of,Ada County, 
,  ~fici   i   i  ntl  l    I  
OlS U  S STE S! I .. Said eed of rust iXJVWS real property situated in said 
nnt . cri i  n  1h   s: .. 
·L T tl I  L  20 F T S  SP I S SUBDMSION O.'S, I  
W THE omCIAL PLAT THEREOF, FILEDlN BOOK'" OF PLATS.AT PAGE(S) 
$   8536, Icw.. R S   , I . 
1'he.1'mstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhicll such transfer is security 
has oc:ClU'red under the Deed of Trust Note dated 2112/2008. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to paythc onthly pay ent chM? 121112009 ofprlnclpal. interest and/or 
impounds and sub5equent instalbnents due thereafter; plus 1ate charges; together with 
ll s se ent s ms advanud  e ficiar  pursua t 10 t e ter s  itions f 
i  ed· of tr . . 
his a ount i  $11,58 .32 as f 3181201 0 
All deJinquenc:ies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assc$Sments, trustee's 
:fees- attomet's feea, costs and adYances ade to protect the secarity associated ith this 
foreclosm:e. he.  prlnc,ipal balance of $3OS,437.8S·together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 1% peranmnn fro  11/1 2009 tU paid. 









PIONEFA LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYEXECiT VE TRUSTEE SERVICES
ASMTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeC Ortega authorzed sigatory
State ofCaUfornim I as
Cwmtyof US And
OnW010 before me CHitIB R HERRERA Notary Public gersmmUy appeaiedDee COrtega who proved to
ate an the basis ofaatisotory evidence to be thepmonswhose nameshiare aubseribrA to gmWitWm inatnMent
and ackwwlcdged to me thathcshethey executed the same inhherMeji suthariwd aapaetmand tbat by
hs C14beirsgaetW sva the JuMment tbapersamsorthe entity upon behalfor tvhM thepawactedexecuted the lvi trnt








commmy Expires 442 21041
TMS OFFICIO IS AT EMINGTO COLLECT A DEBTANDANY NFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THATPURP08r
PLF 04050
000510
OTIC   .  N  ELECTION T  SELL  




PIONBERLENPER 1RUSTEB SERVICES~ LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTBE SERVICES, 
 AI  1  P  ' 
y:  . rtega t t ori  i nat  
SfateolCaUlomia } s. . 
ouDt  r u.  .... } , ' 
011 3/8/20 10 before me, eHR.IS R. HERRERA No1ary Public pe1'SCDlllly appeate4Dee c. Ortega who proved to 
me on the basis of uttafa¢tOJy evidence 10 be the pcrson(s) hose lIaDle(8) ware Jubscrtbe<l to die within ~ent 
and ack;no,rlad&cd 10 me that hclshe.lthey executed the same in hlsIIlerltbeii authorized ~Ie$}, mid chat by 
hislhel\their $lplture(s) Olllhe inatzument thepemm(s), 01' the entity upon behalf or whidl ~ poraoa(s) ac;ted,. 
exec:uted the ilJlrumenl. ' 
I certify undor ponalty ofperjmy under the laws of the Sf:a.te of CaJifomia that the foregoing paragntpb is' true IIDd 
comet. 
(Seal) 
THIS OFFIcE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANJ)"ANY:lNFORMATION 
INED ILL BE USED FOR THAT P OSE. 
," . 
PLF 04050 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT900 2
BOISE 10MO0031110 0425PM
Reco6Requtsied By OEPUTYNLWa OftoRECORDEDREQUMTOF III11B sp y p pqB@11019111111 111111 1appINb
w L81 MILEAGENCY M 110029201
dWhenRecordedMA31 Te
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LSC
CoExecutive Trustee Services l LC




NOTICE OIF DEWAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS 10RMyMGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE StXVICES PLC is the
SwcdsmTrusteeund r the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byRICHARD FOWLER
A20 BRINDY1IER HUSBAND AND WIFE as GmtortoALLI JNCETTrLas
Trustee in favorOfMORTGAGE LOTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS
NOzHCCOItiK7GFNtA LLC FIKIAH21 CJ1l4IttC
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as BeneflwA ry dated
23007oorded2128007asInstiumentNo 197029436 andxeofficialrecords
ofAda CountyJDAHO Ilie beneficiary interestinwhich is presentlyheld byMORTGAG9
EIIROITICRFQ1STItAT10 SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers reatproperty
situated in saidCounty describing landtfreinas follows
LOT 15THBLOCK 1OF iWLE CREEKSURDIVISKONNO6ACCORDING TO
TIKE
OFFICIALMAT TEMREOE FILED IN BOOK 83OFPLArS ATPAGES 916E AND
9165FFICIALRECORDS OF ADWCOUNWY IDAHO
The Trustee hereygives notice that abreach of the obliganforwhich suclrtransfeir is secMty
hass occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated2123407 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the montIaly payment due9112009 ofprincipalandor
impautids aW s1jbse4uent installmentsdue thereafter plus We charges together witli
allsubsequent sutras advanced by beaefWary pursuant to the terMssaW oonditidits of
saideoftiust
Thisamttis5fi427asof3f253t310
Eill delincluencisarenow clue together with unpaid and accruitxg taxes assessments ttustae
fbs attojmvs eosts and advancesmade to protect 1 e securityasiated with this
foreclosetreFh unpaid principal balance of18386579together with interest thereon at the
current xate of675per armum from 1112009 undI paid
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PXUN EIt LENDER TRUSTEE SEPWTF ES LLC BYPTRUSTEEE ViC S
AS ATTQ Y II1TACT
By Dee COfiega authWzedsigiiatary
Spite of L liSoroia Tis
On326Zblaforeme CHJS3t I3ILAPtibJfo persoriaiiy appeared Dee tags who proved to
uaoon the basjsafsatisitvey evidence 1sX5eth personsvvlt6se earree iaiattasubstxltdM the with9n iustrsmxtint
and aoknii1ekdged to methat heAheft6ycWcutedsame inhiscdtheir authorized tipigtyCws and that by
hiscAftrsignature oritfinshvmeAt thepersonsjor the entity upon behalfor vhicb the personsacted
ezedodit instrmticnt
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4 LS1 TITLE AGENCY INC 110029212
And When kie orde Mmr1To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LX





NOTICE OF DEr4AUftAND ELECTIONTOSUNIjER
DEEP OF RUST
N011C IS HEREHYG1VENghat PIONEER LENDERTRVS7EESERVICESLLCis the
SuccessorTbmtee under ilm DeedoforTransfer in Trusteitedby JEFIMY R k8ZAR
ANDMONIQiKBZARHIJ9B NDAND WIFE as Grantor to TITLjNE
C4RP Nns Trustee iirhdfMORTGAGEMEMONICRLGTSTtATIQN
creIIGAS1E1JAiJllCOr1AICSFISP17CTiET7VOR I1C
CORP AT101 as I enefici dated 82If2003 ie owed82003as Instmment Nq
103147137 aWreecorded f ai ecoicls iif AdaComity IDAHO the bet dficisjnteiesst in
whiehispress ly held biy1VIatOAGEELECTRONIC REC3ISTIAT10N8YSTWS1NC
Said of Trust covers real property aituated in SaidCoublydescri ing land therein as
LOT4BLOCK 1 URbMA ICATCHER SVBDTM101 A0MRP1Nqr0THE
OFFICiLPLATMnOFFWMOWOFPLATSAxWES9d39 AND
8640 ANDASMEEDBYSURVEYORSAFFIDAVIT 1MCORDED AUGUST 31
i0oO
AS INSTRITMMINT NO 160069940 OPPICIAL RECORDS OF ADACOi2dkWAIIO
Tlie Txi ee4eby s natiGo t qT a breachoftheolahWlon for Which such tratu ferissity
Iias oacreiidertiaeDeed dfTrastNofjdated92112003 lie nature otsuchbrea being
Fame topaythe monthly payment clue 1112Q09 ofprincilaal interest al3dtax
ftnmdsandsiegueiAInstafte6 thereaft plus latetogether with
albsequent suins by benefzciaiy pierwmttoflzeand conditions of
gat devil of trmt
Phis amount i 38798 asl3fl201
Alldel quencleslax now duetog tlierwrunpaid snei accfuiiz taxes assessiinerits trustee
fees atEcx ysfeWcostsanddanMMat0prgtectsemi assoaiaiedwith this
farecloste Thg irupari1 principal balance ofSS48967fogitlic vitti inteesftliex ari ae the
curient40a5321per anumffrvm612009 until paid
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT6002
SOME IDAHO 03031110 049MM
R ieOtetlagR cjgested I3y RECORDEDQUESTCF 116111uB11i11UlIPRWICg1F dII
LSI TITLE AGENCYINC 110029206
dWhen Rccusded mail To
Pioneer Lender tmaeeServicesLLC
cFxem ffve Trustee EervrcesIC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICnISHEREBYGW Nthat PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES i i C is the
SuucessorTr steeelw4a theDeed of orTransfer inTrmtexecutea by JAMES ERYAN AND
VIOLA P RYAN ifUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to CHICAGOTMINSUIt d
COQ k AA WSSOURICORP as Trustee in4vor ofMORTGAGEELEC1kOMC
FMISMAnONSYSTEM INC ASNOMNM FOROMIECOMNOS FWANCIAL
LLCFWAHt MECOWNGS FINANCIAL NET ORF INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COWANY04 Beneficiary403230U7recorded4612007asInstrument 14o 107048930
acidmrecardad bfcial recordsCounty IDAHO lie bmieiciaryinterest in which is
presai ly el byMORTGAGE ELECTX0NIC REOISTRATIOATSTEMS INC Said Deed
of7iust covkrsrealproperty situatedWsaidCbunty desaribing laud theme as10llov0r
LOT110 IN BLOCK OF STJ RISEVALLEY SXJBIIVISION PRASE 4
ACCOINdToREOMCTALPST
THEtWf o FILED IN BOOK 73OF PLATS AT PAGES7604 THROUGH7609
PPIiCIAL RFCORDS OFADACOUNTY
Thermtaa beicby gives hotice that a breach of laiobligatiou for which such transfer is security
1ta occiredun erth DeedofTxmtNote dated323007 The nattue of such bresedi being
Failure to pay themonthly payment dive 11112009of principaliperestandlor
impoundsandsubsequent inst4llineuts itue theriraf pluslatch rgervtogether with
all atubsequent sums advancedbybenefioiary pursuant to the teims and conditions
U14 doo oftrust
This am6uhtis1605370as of31262010
Aildelinqumcies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments tie
fees attorney feels costs and advances made to protect the security associatedwithis
foredcourer The ynpaidprih Opal bd mce of3823320together with interest liereon at the
ciRre it jate67per annum fmm 101112009 until paid
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Om l fidoio before mi CIS li HEItRtERA Ndtary Public pawnaIyippear dDa COnwhopioKdto
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RDA COUNTY RECORDER LDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT600 2
WEIDAH004N611D IMIAM
ReeOxtligg Requested By RDEDREQESTOF 11111IM13111111lM1JU 11111101
LSi TITLE A 19NCY INC 110030325
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 19 HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by JOHN STANLEY AND
LYNN STANLEY HUSBANDAND WIFE as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee m
favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE
FOR H0NTCOOMJ90S FINANCIAL NETWORK INC ACORFORATIONas BowfioiAry
dated 91152006 recorded9200 6 as InstrumentNo106150700 andreecorded official
records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary Interest in which is presently holdby
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real property situated insaid County describing land therein as follows
LOT 25 IN BLOCK 1 OF TIBURON MEADOWS SUBDTYISION ACCORDING TO
THE
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILETIN BOOK 91 OF PLATS AT PAGE 10789 10791
AND ANIEMDED BY PROPERTY LINE ADJUSTMENT SURVEY NO6966
RECORDED
JULY6 2005 AS INSTRUMENT NO 105090581 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY
IDAHO
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote 911512006 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment dote 1212009 of principal interest andor
impotmds and subsequent Wslallments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is589210as of3120 0
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fensattdrney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1766179togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of7625per annum from 11I2009 until paid





A    J. I   OUNT 6,00 2 
ootSE IDAHO 04105110 t1:55A  
il rdin   y: ~~6~~glf k F IHIIH.mll~~lmnll llllmll.lmDI 
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 OMEC ING  1 t\.. I  . I .  ORPORATION, s enefici!!..ty, 
ate  911 512006, r <m  9/2012006~ s I str ut o .   re-recor d , ffi i l 
records ,?f da ot ,l . t e e eficiar  i terest i  hich is mentl  el  by 
   , I eN i    t  
r l r rt  sit t  I  i  nty, s ri i  l  t r i  s f ll s: 
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 , 
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 M N     J   . 96 , 
 
 , S  I  . lOS 0581t    T , 
I  
he TYUStee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
b s n  r t   f mst ote"dated 0.  t r  f s  r  ing! 
il r  t   t  t l  t u  21112 09 f ri i l. i t r t nd/or 
i un s a  s se eqt install e ts e t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
all ,subsequent su s advlmced by beneficimy pursuant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
S   $6,892.10  3131i2010 
Il lhi ricles r   , t t r it  i   tni t s, ss ents, tTUst e's 
fees, att6mey's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l s r .  i  ri i l l  f $176,61 .79 t t r it  i t r st t r  at t  
c rre t rate of7.6251'At er annu  fro  111112009 tmtn paid. 
 t t t  e fi iar  l ts t  s ll r s  t  tr t r rt  t   s l  t  ti f  s i  
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee COrtega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia
County of LmAmples
On3170 0 before meCHRIS R HMWRA Notary Publio personally appeared beo C Ortega wha proved to
me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose natne blare subsenbedto the within instrmnam
ad acknowledged toMe that WsheAhey executed the same Inhisk their authorized cspa Wzcs and dW by
blsibetlthelt signatures on the insWmtettt the personsor the entity upon behaifor which thepmsonactedexecuted The instrument






Not Public Cal fofcsl
Lros Angeles county
M Comm Ex lms Se 919 3
THISOFIICE IS ATI MPTINGTO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
PLF 04058
000518
I   FA L   L I   SELL  





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVrCES. 
 lT l   
y:  . ,  i t  
State of CaUfonfa } s.s. 
t  r 1  ageles } • 
On 3/31120 1 0 before mo, emus R. HERRERA Notary Public. personally appeared DCI:! C. Ortega. who proved to 
e on tlI  basis f satisflll:t r  e idence t  flo the person{s) hose amo(s) is/are subscnbed t  t e lr:biD mstrvmont 
and aclcnowl~ to me Ibat helshel1bey executed tho same In hWherltheir aulhorizc:d capacity('ICS). and 1f1at by 
b1sIhcMJelt signatart(s) on rhe Instrurnem die peraon(a). or the entity upon bellalf or which the pcrson(s} acted, 
~ecuted tho instrument. . 
I t:crdfy under penaIf¥ ofpe3jury under the laws of the State of Califomlfl that 121e foregoing ~b is true and 
c r.rect . 
(Seq]) 
@ 
CHRIS R. ellRf 4 
CommlHlotl -# 18118588 
Notary PubUc - C.lffomlil 
L'O& AnpJ8S CoulIIy 
My Coml'lt. &P/nll Sep 28. 2013 
THIS ,OFlilCE IS ATl'E PTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFOR ATION 
" OBTAINED ILL BE USE  FOR THAT PURP S . 
PLF 04058 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER JDAVIDWAVARRO AMOUNT800 2
BOISE IDAHO05MAD 0828M9
Aiectird Requested RECOD DPIIililali
LSt TITLE AGENCYINC 11004881E
And When RecordedMalt To
Pioneer Title Company of AdaCounty
dba Piiioneer Lender Trustee Services
do Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TOSELL
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS BEREBYGYVEN that PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDecd ofor
Trander in Trust executed by PEGGY DAWNBREEN A MARRIED WOMAN AS HER
SOLE AND SEPARATEESTAiB as Grantor to PIONS TITLE CONTANIVtFADA
COUNTY as Trustee m favor ofMORTGAGE LICTRONICRESGISTRA71ON SYSTEMS
INCASNOMINEE FOR HONMCOMINGS FINANCIALLLCFWAHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated
411212007 xecmd41192007 aiInstrument No 107055705 and rerecorded official records
of AdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary Merest inwhich Ispresmily hold by MORTGAG8
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrast covers real property
situated in said County403ingland therein as foIlovm
LOT 254 OFTHE HIGHLANDS UNIT NO 6ACCORDING TOTHETHEREOF
FILED INBOOK 15 OF PLATS AT PAGE 1010 AND 1011RECORDS OF ADA
COUNTY IDAHO
TheThmWe hereby gives notico that abreach ofthe obligation for which such ttansfer Is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 4I22007 The naWre of such Breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 7112009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together wM
all subsequent sums advanced bybameficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is229680 as of51812010
All delinquencies are now clue together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmadetoprotect the security associatedwith this
foreclosurc Theunpaid principal balance of22237950together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6875per annum from6112009 until paid
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ransfer in rust executed by P   EE ,  lE   S E  
 .   TAT ;  rdDt t, t  IONEER. I B MP i'l'Y OF  
.  , in i O  EL~CTRON C GISTR TI  $. 
.. .   ME O  IAL, . (F/KJA  
 , C.) ~ I   A Y,  efic. r . t  
n2l200 . J'eCorded J 9 2007.lUiI tr t  .107055   --reco . i i l  
  ty, I , t  i i  intere t i  i  I  n: entl  el   rO B 
TRo Ic IS I  S S & l C .. Said eed of rust ~ real ptoperty 
sit t  i  sai,d ty, descn'biug Ja  t erei  as oUows:. . 
 6      . ,   HE'PLAT, , 
I  I          1,    
, m . 
he rustee hereby gives notioo that a breach of the obligation for hich such traMfer is security 
b   ~~ t    t t  ~ /1 1 .  tu  ~ tire~ ing: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent 4ue 7/1/2009 of principal, interest and/or 
lDlpOUnds and subsequent.install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU s s t s s   enefi i r  rs t t  t  terrru;  ' iti s f 
  f1m t. 
is   $22,968.02   /18120   
ll eli e cies are no  due, t et er it  unpaid and acCruing ta es, assessments~ tr stee's 
tees, attorney's t:ees, costs and adVaIl(;CS . ade·to Pl'o~ the security associated ith tbis . 
re.  \Ulpai  rie  a ~  $22 ,318.50  1      
current rate f 6.375% per annwn fro  61112009 until paid. 








PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICESBYFJMCUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
4
ByDee C Ortega arithofized signatory
Sate ofCaliferIs 4S
Counq of Lot Angeles
On51842024 before meCMUS ILMRMA Notary Public perseaa Ry appeared DeeC Ortega whoproved to
me on tobobofsatisfaabnry evidence to be thepenonswhosename Islam subsetsbed to thewffldn lnsdnameag
wd acknowledged to me thatheshalthey executedthe same inhieftrifeir Authorized capecityjesand thatby
hherlmeirsignon on the fift rent the personslof the entity upon behalf orwhich the person acted
execattaed fthustnanest
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0.0 Sf) afl010 . f  t, HRIS 1t HE RERA ~ li  O!Iall  pe!l1' ci  . t   ill  t  
e on the bui8 or satisfactory evid6nce tG be tit" person(s) wh"oso ~e(s) iWre mbscl'l'beii to the wi1Ji.in InsCnnnont 
IIIId ackno ledged to o that helsbolthey executed the sa e in hisIberI1b.eir authori2ed cBpacity(ies). aJJd 1hat by 
~1Iir sigDacure(s) on the inMrument the perscn(s), or tile entity upon behalf or bich the person(s) acted, 
ac u«  the· instmmellt . 
I certifY under penalty of perjuxy under the Ia.ws of11te State of CalIfornia lhat the foregoiDg paragtaph is we and 
cOl1'eCt. 
HlS.OFFICE I  1TEMP11NG  LLEcr      
   S    S . 
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And WhenRecordedMail To
Pioneer Title CompanyofAda County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trusteeender the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed byJAMES T RYANAND VIOLA P RYAN HUSBAND AND
WIFE as Granter to CWCAGO TITLE INSVRCECOMPANY AMISSOURI CORP as
Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCAS
NOMINEE FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FWAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITEDLIABILITY COMPANYas Beneficiary dated 312312007
retarded 41612007 as Instrument No1070493 andreecorded officialrecords ofAda
County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently Held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said heed of Trust covers real pmperty
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 110 INBLOCK 2 OF SURPRISE VALLEY SUBDIVISION PHASE4
ACCORDINGTO THE OFFICIAL PLAT
THEREONF11 IN BOOK 73OF PLATS ATPAGES7604 THROUGH 7609
OFFICIAL RECORDS OF ADACOUNTY
IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 31232007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the numbly payment due112009 of principal interest andor
impounds aril subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
ail subsequent sums advanced bybcnefieiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is2402173 asof61812010
All delinquencies are nowdue togetherwith unpaid and accruing rtes assessments trustee
fees attnrrrey fees costs and advances made to protect the securityassociated wfth this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of38233320 togetherwith interestthereon at the
cnrreat rate of675per annum from 1020 9until paid
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ET K, I .  LI ITE  LI ILIT  PANY. as eneficiary. dated 312312001, 
co  /612 .  s t rne t  .107048930  ~record d , ' l    
ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  
I  IS I  TE , I .. aid Deed of rust covers real property 
 i   ty ~ ri  l    s: 
  I  :!  I   I I I  ..  , 
   I I   
F, ILED       AGE(S) (}   , 
I     , 
I . . 
The T1'UStee hereby gives ooticc that a breach of the obJigirtion fur hich such. transfer is security 
h~ occurred un.der the Deed of Trust Note dated 3/2312007. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly pay ent due I1n12009 of principal, interest and/or 
~pounds and subsequent instalhnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll s s t s s a 8Il£C   e cfici I  rs t t  t  t r s  itions f 
   t. 
is t i  524.02 .73   1 812010 
ll deHnquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assesSblents, trustee's 
fees. a;ttorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associ~ ith this 
f r l s r .  i  ri cipal la ce f $38 , 33.20 t et er it  i t r st- t ere  t t  
current rate of 6.1S% per annu  fro  101112009 until paid. 
 t t t  e iciary l t  to ll  se t e trust t  t   l  t  ti  i  
li ti . 
 0  
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PIONEER TITLECOMPANYOF ADA COUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVETRJSME SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dec C Ortega mAo4zed sigmtory
State ofCalitorrda S
County of Los Angels
On61821110 betoreme Cwbo Zacmias Notary Public perscm8Ily appemedDee C Ormp who proved to me on
fbo basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whoso oameismesubsc ed to thewfthhrstamant and
acitnowhedged to sae that beftefhsyexecutedthe saute k hWhmftheir authorized capadK1cs and that by
histhertthcir signature on the io mant thepersonsorenthy upon behalfor which the personacted
executed the 3nstrinneuL
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ft 6118!lO 1 0 before e. oline Zaclllias otary Public persQnllUy appeared ee C. rtega ho proved to e OIl 
th" basis f satisfactoty ~videm:e 'tc beth.e person(s) hos\) oame(s) ware Subscribed to the iIhin fIlstturnont and 
k l  t  me t t hefsheJthey e¥eC\1te  t  s m  in isJ erI1hoir t ri  capadty(ie&~  ! at  
Jdslher\thcrir signature(s) on the mtra ent theperson(s), or1be entity upon bebaIf or which the person(s) acted, 
e   lnsIrum JJf. 
 ~  lt  perjU!  IUlder t  11lW3  t  t t   c.lifom a tb t 1h  ci  ara tap  i  t   
~e~ . 
s_~ Zacarias (Seal) 
Of lN  l/\CARIAS 
~ 
com i io  # 9  
:(. . Notary public· Calilarllla I 
2!: M nll~le.  
My Comllt. ElC ires D.c 2t 2013 
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TSNoID253776C
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
REEDOF TRUST
NOTICE ISHEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under theDeed of or
Transfer in Trust exerted by MELANIE ANNENEWBERN AND SCOTTERIC NEWBERN
WIFEAND HUSBAND asGrmorto STEWART TITLEas Trustee in favor ofMFRS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated112112006
recorded1129006 as Instrument No10andreecorded official records of Ada
County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is presently held by GMACMORTGAGE
LLC FKAGMAC MORTGAGECORPORATION Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 4 IN BLOCK 3 OF ROAN MEADOWS SUBDIVISION NU2ACCORDING TU
THE OMCIALPLAT T73EREOF FILED INBOOK 26 OF PLATSAT PAGE 1f58
1659 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the heed ofTrost Note dated 111202006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 5if1010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is844020as of862010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attome3es fees costs and advaac nnade toprot the security associated with this
forecosure Theunpaid principal balance of225633together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6per annum from4112010 until paid
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  l I 4,  (FIKlA   
K, I C.)  Ihtn  I I I  A . as efi i ry, t  J 1121 200 , 
 1129 2006, DS  o . 06186666  -record d ,     
ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  , 
LLC FKA GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said Deed of Trust covers rea1 property 
   t . ri     s: 
 , I      S I I I  O. , I  O 
OFFl l L HEREOFt LED ND 2 0FPLATSATPAGEl6 8~ 
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The Trustee hereby gives notice thai a ·breach of the obligation for hich such transfer js security 
has occurred under the Deed of Trust J'lote dated 11/2112006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due :,/lflOlO of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all 8\looequent sums adv-mced by beneficiary pl.IrSuant to the terms and conditions of 
sai  ee  ()f trust. 
his t is $8, 40.20 as f /612010 
ll delinquencies are no  e, t et er ith Wlpai~ Iin4 ~cr ng ta es, assess e ts, tr stee's 
fees. attornets fees, costs and advan~ made· to ~~~ the security associated ith this 
fureclosure. he 1.Dlpaid principal balailce of $225,62 .33 together it  interest t ere  at the 
CUtrent rate of 6% per annu  fro  41112010 until paid. 









PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DEA PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE




County of Los Angeles
On862010 beforeme ConineZacarias Notary Public personally appeared Dee C fUp who proved to me on
the basis ofsstisMYevidence Ge be the perton whose name islare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged tome thathesheth yexecuted the same in hisertheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiaftldbsignature on the instrument the persousor the entity upon behalf or which the pamonsacted
executed the instrument
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y:  . a, uthorize   
State of'CaUtorDIa } s.s. 
.  01 t ngeles } .. :: . 
On 81612010 berore me, Corine Zacarias NotQry Public persoaally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved to me on 
tho basis of satisflIctory evidenlle to be the per~OtI(s) hose Dune(s) Is/are rubsc:ribed to the ilhin instnnnent and 
acknowJec!ged to me that hcltheJthey executed the same In blslher/tbeir authorized cas:ru:ity(je,,). and that by 
bislhct\tbcir sigaature(s) OJ! the insbUment the per3on(s). or tbe entity upon behalf or whieb the person(s) acted, 
""ecuted the instrument. 
I certifY under penalty of perjury under the laws olthe State ofCalifomia that the foregoing paragraph is tnlo and 
comet. 
... ,. .... , 
Tms OFFICE IS TTEMPTING. TO C LLECT A DEBT AND AN  INF R TION 
OBTAINED ILL BE USE  FOR T T PURP . 
'" 
PLF 04064 
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NoTicEOFDEFAULT AND ELErTXON TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVENthat PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OFADADBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deedofor
Transfer in Trust executed by PHILLIPJ BANDY ANDMELISSAS BANDY HUSBAND
AMWIIEas Otantud to TiTLEONE ORPORATION as trustee iu favor
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NONIINEJE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FAUAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NEWOM INCALMITED LIABILITYCOMPANY as Beneficiary dated11200 6
recorded 1 11292006 as hubv nent No 106186874 andreecorded official records ofAda
Comm IDAHOthe benmWary1nterest in which is presently heldbyMORTGAGE
ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMSINC SaidDeedof Trust covers real property
sltasted in saidCounty describiug land therein as follows
LOT 17 INBLOCK1 OFBRROOKWOODSUDDIVTSIONNO 1ACCORDDJNG TOT E
OFFICIAL FLIT THMOFFILMIN BOOK 79 OF PLATS ATPAGES 8483
THROUGHSMAND AS AMENDEDBYANAFFIDAW RECORDED JANUARY 31
2800 AS INSMUMENT NO 188887383 OMCIAAL RECORDSOFADACOQ
WAHO
The trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such tansfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 11120CM Themature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 51lf20i0 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments duo thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sturnss advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This wimi tt is1123467as of811012010
All delinquencies are now due togetherwit unpaid and accruing taxes assomnents trustee
hes attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclowe The unpaid principal balance of3640004 togetherwith inleresIt thereon at the
current rateof637Wper annm from 41120 0until paid
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T RK. l C.)  I I  I I I  , as Emeficlaty. ate  1112012006, 
:rec0l  129/ 006J  Instrum t  .10   -recorded :to i ial  f  
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0  & I TR  . 0000 , FJi'lCI    .  OUNTY, 
ID O.-
 ~c hereby i es ti  t at.  reac  f t  li ti  f r i  s  transf r i  security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 1112012006. The nature of suoh bleach being: 
. ail re t  a  t e ondily a e t due 511120io fprincipaI, i terest an4'or 
i pounds and subsequent iDsbiJlmcnts due thereafter, plus late charges;.. tpgetber ith 
all s se e t sums advanced  e eficiar  rs a t to the ter s a  c iti s f 
   1r S . 
his amolintis $11,234.67 as of8J10l20JO 
ll eli q~ are no  due, to~ether .ith unpaid and accruing taXes. assessments. trustee's 
fees_ tt m fs ~ sts  e s  t  r t t t  s rit  ss l tl'  '9Iit  t is . 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $364,000.00 together ith interest thereon at the 
cmrent rate of 6.375% per annu  fro  41112010 until paid. 
nd tOOt the Beneficiary elects to sen or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 









PIONEERMUCOMPANYOF ADA COUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS TTORNEYINFACT
State ofCal RWAIa
County of Lom
XVIOaol 1 beforeme Salty Beltran Notary P b is posmonaRy aged Carlo Magna who pmved tome on the
basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose names iwl xe subscnbed to the within bolrument and
ackuwledged to me that helWwld ey executed the same in hislltetfteir aut wrtzed capedqiesjad titer by
WhaWmir sigoseare on the ittsdruaaent the peseanAor the entity uponbehalf or which the pasonsacted
eaecatedae instr naent
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On 8/1012010 1:iefo.re . il)' eltru t r  'll lic OlSOll8Il  pp$td rl  q o 'Wb  ro  t  1  
i ; f a ti .f t rY i e  11) ~ t  mon(s.) s  e(s) isIBr  r:i  t  tb  it i  iostr t IIIl  
ackIwwled&ed to e tbat helshe:Ithey executed the saD1tt in bi&lheritfulir authorized capacil;y{tes). enct tbat by 
lri4Iherid1eh'sipamre(s)  1hoinstnm\CD thc non(s). tb  n   lf i   mon(s) t d, 
x uted t  blstmment.. . . 
I certify under poualV ofpe:rjury und~ the laws of1he SQte ofCaUforma"lhat the fotegoing paragraph is !rue and 
:::~~--:: (Seal) ~11yB~ 
ms m  'I l      Nn  I ' 
   lJSE    . 
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NOCEOFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS EBY GNEN that PIONEER TrnXCOMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Tivstee under theDeed ofof
Transfer in Trust exeeated by GREGORYARENSHA1iVANLWWARIUMMAN as
or toPICP TITLECONVANY 01 ADA COIRV as TieWteahYofKam
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEM INC SOLELY ASNOMINEE
FORHOMECOMINGS F NANCIAL LLCFKAHONECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCAIl19MLIABILITY COWANYesBewficiary dated 612712007
mcordead71320 27 as InstrnmentNo 107095032 andrecorded official recorids ofAda
CountyIDAHO the beneficiwy interest inwhich ispresently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trustcovers feat property
situated in said County descabingland theaeian as follows
LOT 12BLOCK S IN LAKEWOOD C1N1 NO TSB ACCORDING TOTPLAT
THEREO FILED INBOOK 56 OF PLATSATPAGES 104ANDSIDSRECORDS OF
ADA COUNTY I0DAH0
TheTrustee hereby gives notice 1hat dbreach ofthe obligation for which such ft nn dbr is security
has occurred trader the Deed of Trust Nato dsteed 6127200 Thenature ofsuc breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 5mono ofpdncipal interest andor
impounds and subsegumt iasta8ments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuuaw to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amorat is786630 as of8102010
AH delimPenciesare nowdue together with unpaid andacingtaxes assessneut trustee
fees attrec Ws feescosts and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of236ZSO00togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of75pea annum from4112010 witilpaid
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Reeonfillg equ ste  By: ~~~1"~~~'te~~1g IlIlUIDllmllllllllllumnnlllllYI 
LSI TIiLEAGENCV INC. 11007<4820 
nd Whe.a horde  ail o: 
icm t Trtle  f  nty 
 Pioneer n r r t  ervi  
lo ti  rustee ervices,  
 ort  t ri  tr et, ui   
n nkJr m  -  
(818) 260-1600 
Loan o.: 04737~3636 
.S.~ ~~2 09 -C 
O'f:ICE       R· 
~nOFTRUS  
on  I  HER  IV   I  .m.E      
 H   .    rust  1Uld«    r 
  ItIS  cu    . ENSHA w~  UNMAR1UED t  
Gnutr.«.  IONEER  MP  OF  comm.  'iiS"..ee, in:fcrvUl  "MERS1' 
 I  I I  STEMS. I C.,  S· ' I B . 
 l  1  •.  (FIKJA M   
, .) LIMITED J lll COMP Y,asBenefi i ty.dated6l271200  • 
.l'e(:orde  13 200 .  u   .   -recorde .    ' 
ty, I . t  fi iar  i t r t i  i  .i  .res . tl  l    
l  I I  . I C •. i  e  f rusf. rs r l r rt  
i  i   9 nty. esc "bing  er i   110'0w: . 
01." U,.  8 J  UNIT .lSB,   HE  
EIU:OI',Fn..m I        5104 -5105,   
 lJ 't , DABO. 
The Trustee hereby gives nOtice that a:breadl oftbe obligation for hich sWlh transfer is security 
s c nrr  un r t e e  f r st ote at  /27/ 001. e t r  f s d! r  ei g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 51112010 of principal, interest and/or 
'impounds and subsequent insta1hnents due thereafter; pIus late eba:rges; together with 
ll s s t s s   fi i r  urs nt t  t  t r s  itions f 
i  e  oftro t. 
his unt is $7.866.30   11 012010 
AD de1inqueneies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, 1rustee's 
fees~ attomey's fees, costs and advances ade to prote~ the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance oi$236,2S().OO1ogetbcr ith hiter~ thereon at the 
co J1t rate o .5% er num fro  4/1 2010 until i '. 
n  that the e ficiar  elects t  ll r se 'the trust r rt  to  l  to ti f  i  
li ti . 
LF 04067 





PioNmTrrLE COMPANYOF ADA couNwDBA PioNmR LENDERTRIsm




On nW010 me Sour Be11rm Notary PubbrpmonaW ppeared CaroMepo whopsmd to me on the
basis of evidenaa to be tba petsonswhosemuIWMsubbed to the within fnsmtand
admawiedged tome that lWsheoycmcu ed the same inWsslhert rmiff rued opwiViesl odmby
hislhe 34PWreson thz ko tvmmt thepemamislorthe entity upon behalfor whieb the pastatsacted
e ommsed the femurneut





Qatnmini 3 177 7086
Notary Pubikr Callfomta
Los Anpatem Countyr i9sObtJQ2011
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IONEER. TITLE    COU TY  IO EE  H B 'l'RUSTEE 
S VI    STEE S VI ,  TIO NEY  ACT 
HIS   EMPTING  OLLECT A D B   N¥'JNFORMATION 
BTAINED WlLL    THAT . 
F  
Recording Requested y
And When Recorded M411 To
PionvTitleCompany of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
co Executive TrustsServices LLC
2255 North Ontario Street SWte400
Burbank California 915043120
818 2601800
AOA COUNTYRECORDERJDAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1800 3
BOISEIDAHO102119 IIA9 M
RREQUWTOF II11II1111imimmimmm




NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTIONT SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IHMBYGWEN snot PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee undertheDe d ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by BRENTN JOHNSON AMARRIEDKWASHIS SOLE AND
SEPARATE PROPERTY as Gmator to TITLBONECORPORATION as Trostev inwvor of
ME12S MORTGAGEELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELYA5
NOMINEE FORHOMECOMMOS FINANCIALNETWOK INCA CORPORATION as
Amafiieisry dated1012006 10fded 11192006 as Instrument No 106009907 and rerecorded
official records ofAda County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is presently held by
MORTOAGE ELECTRONIC REOISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers
real property slt akd in said County describnlaud therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT AATTACIDAND MADEAPART
The Trustcohemby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such ttmfer is securityhas omrrcdunder the DeedTrost Note dated1020 6 The nahm of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due612010 ofprimipW intmVst andl
impounds and subsequent instal mains duetltafWrplus lata charges together with
all subsequentmeusbybenchdary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is896259as of102010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accming taxes assessments trustee
fees attonzey fees costs and advances made to protect the comity associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of26547 togeti r with interest thereon at the
current rate of501per annum from5If2o19 imtiil paid




Pl:JA COUNTY FlI!CORDER J. OA\IIO NAVARFtO AMOUr.rI'16.00 a 
BOISE IDAHO 1111211111 11;49AM 
~~~~~g.~~g IIDIHllmlllllllllllWlIllIl1 
lSI TITlE AGENCY INC. l100S8I!85 
. " 3~1J~ .' .' . 
I   FAULT.  IQ  O ELL·  , .. 
   
on  IS _B  IV  ~ PI  11 B PA  F  , T DB:  
PI EEk LE E  TR STEE SERVI ES. is the Successor Trustee under tbe:Deed of or 
ri sf r i  r st t   ENT' . J   ARRIED MAN.AS I    
SEPARATE PROPERTY, as Grantor, to mLBONE CORPORATION, as Trustee, infa-';Ol of 
"MERS"  I  QI I  . I C., OLELY-AS . 
NO 1NEE F RH9MBCOMIN S FI CI L BTWOR , INC  CORPORATION, as 
Bene ciary,  1.0120 , recorde  I]9/2006~  ~  .10 ·  e-  
,official records of Ada County, IDAHO~ the beneftclaly interest in which is presently held by 
G OO I  GI I  .1 C;. i   f· r stcov tS 
l o/ Situ te  i  i  t . escn1mlg l n  t ci' i   Oll s: 
 I  "AtI'ATT~CHED    ART'OF 
The T~hercby gives notice that a breach of the obligation tor· which such tianSfer is 'security 
has ~llTCd uiKler the Deed' ofTnist Note dated Itl OI200~~ The nature of such breach being: 
FiUh~e to,pay the onthly pay ent due 61112010 f principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent instaUments due thereafter; plus late chlU'ges; together with 
an subsequent sums' advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and Conditions of 
. said deed of trust . 
This a nt i~ $8,962.S9·as  0(20 2 10 
All delinquencies are now due. toge_ with unpaid. and accrwng tax~ a:ssesSmetlts, '_e' 8 
fees, auorney"'s fees, costs arid ~van~s ~ 10 protect the ~t  associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid prin. b~anee of $265,264.70 togetlicr with interest thereon a,t the 
eurrent:a1e ofS.Ol~ per annu  from~/112019 until paid. 









PIONEER TITIX COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeCOrtegaauthorized sigmto ry
steno ofCttlE Mis S
County of144 Angeles
On 201 2jQb before meCorlue lac Om Notary Public pmsoually appearedDee C Ortega who
proved to meon the bads ofsrttfis wtmy evldeAce to be the peracatsmoose names blare subscribed to thewld
iaentttmrtt mW a8mowledgai tome 1hathaeftheyerceauted the aame inhistierlthelr authorized capueityirsand
that by hislherUbeir slgnahtre on the atstrumentihe pasoasorthe entity upon behalf which the persan
aeted eaceMod the instrument
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1O- 01-C 
 
t : 0120/201  
, .. 
r;  I LE      I    
'    'I 8  .   rrORN    
:  . t a. t ri  i nat r  
State r'~i. } oS. 
aa  f, :r.o. .qeJes } 
b  CJc.-+ -20, 16it> be~eme. Corinrt Z~ Notaty Public ~Iyappean;d~ C, Ortega who ' 
proved to ~ on the basis f satisfac ry evid.el\ce to be LIle penon(s) .~'~($} hll~ subscribed to ~ ithin 
fnsIrum~ ~ dal l cd t  e thath~eIthoy x c t  ibo IIUDO i  ~lt ol  t ri  apacityfltS).  
thai by bislher\thtfr af;natureCs) on the Instru ent the pcmm(s). or the entity upon behalf or hkh the person(s) 
IICte , Cl[ec:Utecl fbi! iJl Itmn.c t. . . . . 
I itify IUlder e alt  f )*.j r  er t e la s f t o tate f alif r ia t at t  ~goi  r r  is tr e a  
~r ect. ' 
" .. 
U,S OIl' I  18 MPTING       TI  





Rtitastndc 3 ctFGoe SnIvtcNa to theaielglatiia tatin 18aak
Lot la6i 3atCchre I a3in Satultviaioax Wa 4BCeotdsag in the0048i plat tbxto mea in18001993 ofP1aia at1ar 10478 met 179Official records aAd Coupty Ydebo





ID .. 2S900t-C 
EXHIBIT A 
~.1211t Bleek 3 olO:ll!J'.a Ba8bI Subd!YIaioB.No. ... eccord.iQI' to the oliicfaI pIat1llerelt OloIlja:&!X'k 
. 92 ~.1IIlgos If1!l78 _l~. 0Jficial nlCardsot Ada~. TdIbo. . '.. " 
AllItIlrhowRofrecord III: . 
Lot U in'Bloak: 3 otCo~nesm SubdIvlstOl1 Na.~ ~g o tbeoflkSai ,lRt1.bctto!. fiWfnBoo"k 
. ?3 atPfat$ at Pagel ((KI78 ~ 10979. Otfioial ~ rsl Ada. Cmmty.ldabo. 
PLF 04071 
ADACOUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1300 2
RecordingRequested By aorsE IDAHO 02912011 4457PM
DEPUTY Vicki Allen
AaxlWhen Xmrded MallTo sDn OF Ilillllal filillll l l l1tILUYtUBIfAt1iQ 135TOar
PioncerTitle Cmpany ofAdaCounty LSi TrrLE AGENCY INC 111012698
dba Pioneer Lmder Trustee Samces
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OFDEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICEIS REBYGI1Mq that PIUNEERMUECOMPANYOF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Tranferin Trust executed by STEVEHURDAND LINDA HURD HUSBAND AND WIFE as
Grantor to FIRSTAMERICAN TITLE as Trustee irifavor ofMERS MORTGAGE
BLECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMMFOR
RFMOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWO1tIC INC A CORPORATION as Bctaeficiary dated
611312006 recorded 6116200 as tustrurnont No106096485 andreecorded official records
of AdaCounty IDAHOthe benefciarylaurest in which ispresently held by GMAC
MORTGAGE LLC FKA GMAC MORTGAGECORPORATION Said Deed ofTnist covens
real property situated in said County descnIAg landereia as follows
LOT4 IN BLOCK 33 OF ROCMUNWTONSUDDIVI9IoNNU15 ACCORDING TO
THE
PLAT THMEOFFILLED IN BOOK 92 OF PLATS AT PAGES 10949 AND 10950
RECORDS OF ADACOUNTY IIDABO
Tice Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which suchtrfer is security
Baas occurred under the Deedof Trust Note dated 611312006 Thevat of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the taaontWy payment due 711f2010 ofprincipal interest anft r
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all hubsequennt sums advanced by beneficiary pursuaatto the term and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is1296249asof24011
All dehngwmcies are now due Together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advmwesmade to protectthe security associated with this
foreclosum Theunpaid principal balanceof21833895 together with interest thereon at the
cw rm t rate of3375 per mmum from612010until paid




. , . 
eeording ll tt  y; 
Dd JJeu Jteeorded aIl To: 
i e r I  o p  f  nty 
 iODe l' en  l'r B  servi  
lo ti   ervices,  
  i  treet, i   
nk.  -3  
( 8) 60-16 0 
oan o.: 0423859532 
.S. o.:ID-27S8S9·  
ADA  REC E  hrist r D. Ric  A OUNT 13.0() 2 
80lSE IDAHO 02l09J 01  04:57 PM 
 Vlcl</ ll  
Sb"plJflle ElelltNl.u;I! :n:«urdlng 
1lJ!CORDEb-.R!QVlt$l' J" 
LSI IT  A ENCY IN  
I alllll ~111III ~111~1111~lllnml m l l lllll lll 
11 0 2698 
   ND'ELECTION  L   
   
IS·H:B EBY"OIVEN t  IO  TITL       
.    I ,   :ces       t 
r osferi  r st t      I  .   I , s 
. O tor, t   I  ,  t e, in'  f "ME " O  
E   , C.,   INEE  
HOMECOMINGS FI I  TWO~ I .  PORATION, as eneficiary, dated 
I 006~ r r  1 612006.  In tr me t o .   r -record d , ffi i l r r  
f  t , I , t  eneficiary 'interest i  ic  is rese tl  el    
, l.   O   I . i    ru  er  
  t ate   i  nty. cribin   therein  s: 
 I   .0J' KHAMP  B I JSION O.l , I   
 . 
 ERE , l » 1          , 
 J'  , H . 
The Trustee hereby gives nOtice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has oamrred under the eed ofTmst ote dated 611312006. The nature of such breach being: 
ailate to pay the monthly pay ent due 7/taOlO f principal. interest and/or 
. i pounds and u~t install ents due thereafter; plus:late charges; together ith 
ll Subseque t  a ce   fi i r  rsuant t  t  t nDs  itions f 
i    tr t. 
' o t is $12t962.49  2l4120 1 
All delinquencies are now du~ together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents,1rUsteers 
~ r ey's fe , t   ances a  to t  the  t  it  t is 
forec1osure. The unpaid priDcipal balance of$21 8.33 8.95 together ith interest thexeon at the 
ur ent rat  f .3 5% e  annwn fr  /112010 til i . 
And that' ~e Beneficiary elects· to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
~ igatio~ . 
LF 04072 
r





PIONEER rrAANYOF ADA COUNTY DBAPIONEERLENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES E TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDa i M authorized sipatory
Stale of California a
County of LosAngeles
on gAP before me CMUSX HEIM A otaryPublic personally appeared Donna F
who proved to me oak the ba b of satisfactory evidence to be theFersonswhoseuantesisare subaczibed to the
within inswnaent and admowiedged to me thathesh lwaecrned the some In hislhedtheiratutorized
c esand mat byhistrmeks3pouon the instrument dw person or the eadty uponbeEsifor
which the persons aced esecuaad the insttL








MY ttammWra Sig 26 2 3
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  VI ES~     
t t  C aliforul  } s.s. 
v f  f s a eW } 
Os J kILt m  , emuS:R,. RRER  N t  li  ll  a!l  itton 
ho prtMId to e on fhe biW ofsatistactory ,vidence to b4= the llet5on(s)whosc ll31lte(.) is/.r08ubacribed to the 
" iIbl  i s1lume t a  ackn le e  to  thld elshelthey 6Xecuted tll  S8Il'te I  bisl e tbeir utl:torized 
apadty(ie$).  th t  is/hettlheir iguarure(s)  t  i tr t the erson(s). r t  ll t  1>ehalf r 
hlch 1he person(s) ~, ex~lJted the 1Dsttwnent. 
 certi:lYunder pcnalty ofpcrjury 1!lIder the la s of the State of alifonlia that the fin'e80ing p!UlJ&IDph. is true and 
~ , . 
H    'ITEMPTIN  O'COLLECT    lNFORMATI  
l:  l     mATPlJRPOSE. . 
  
ADA COUNTYRECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1600 3
RecordingRequested By BOISE IDAHO 022212011 027PM
DEPUTY Bonnie Oberbillig
And WhenRecorded M01 To aWoM1Qirso
Pion Title Compatry ofAda County istTMECOMPAN 111016068
dba Pioneer LeaderTrustee Services
e Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOWAAIY OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deedofor
Transfer in Trust executedbyDAVIDM HICKS ANDREBECCALHICKS HUSBAND
AND WIFE as Gmntor to PIONEER TITInECOINLPANY OF ALFA MUNTIY as Trustee in
favor ofMOATGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCAS NOMINEE
FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated10520 7
recorded1062 07 as InstrumentNo 107142043 and rerecorded official records ofAda
County IDAHO the bewficlary interest in which is presently held b GMACMORTGAGE
LLC FKA
QMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in
said County describing land therein as follows
aNMIT AATTACHED HEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note elated 1011512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due2l010 of principal interestandor
impounds and subsequent iustailm6nts due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and rendition of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is1833384as of210411
All delinquencies are riow due togetherwithunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
feesattorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of13899537togetherwith interest thereon at the
currentrate of625 per mumm from12014 until paid
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 hOD.  al  : 
ioneer'iltle an  f da t  
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(818) 260-1600 
 o.: 0  
.8. Q.:ID-24838S·  
  O  ri  . l ll  16. 0  
  21221 011 2:07  
 i  illi  
~:;."~;~~ IIDIIIIII~ WIIIIiI ~11~111111111I111111~URIII 
LSI ITLE   
  :P       
   
       MP N      
   I ,   UCCe380r       
r sf r i  r st t   I  . I    . ru  lID B  
 Im as rantor. to I  n.E ~M   D  CO ; as r stee, i  
  R    , C., '   
 I  I I .  (FIKIA I  I I  
, I C.)  I I  I I I  A Y, as e eficiary, ate  1011 5/2007, 
 011612 07,  e t  .107   - c . fficia     
ounty, I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  T E. 
  
G O  RATI . i    r t r  r l r rt  it t  i  
 ty, ri   i   s: 
SEE EXHIBIT  I'   
he rustee hereby gives notice 1bat a breach of die obligation for hich such transfer is security 
 .rr  r t   f r st t  dat  /1512 .  t r  f s  r  i g: 
r  t       11120   i al. ndlor 
i s and s se e t install e ts e t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er it  
U U ~    t   t     co iti ns  ' 
i  .  t . 
i  t i  $18,333.84  f2l18J2011 
ll elinquencies are n  ~ t et er it  ai  a  accr i  ta es. ssessments, tr stee's 
lee$, attomey's ~ costs and advances ade to pEotect tho security associated ith this 
l .  i  i oi J la ce  $138,99 .37 t t  it  i t t t  t t  
 t   .625% per lUlDurn fro  11112010 until paid. 
ADd that the eneficiary l~ to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 











PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTY DBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DeeCOrtega authorized signatory
State ofCaflfors 1 S
County of Los Aaples
On 4 before me CHATS RMMRA Notary Public personally appeared Doe C
Orwp who prayed to me on the oasis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whose nantesIslare subscribed
10 the within inshunterrt and aclmowledged tome thathesbeJthey axeouted the same im bish their authariud
capacityi and that by lhieAtheit signs ureson the instrument thepenonsortheentity upon behalf or
which the personsacted executedthe instrument




rA CHRIS it HERRt RACowrsniadon Id8666S
Notarytaltlle cautenaa
Los AnWea County
MYOPUM Se 28 2013
THISOF1HICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION




    LECTIO   sEL   
   
J .. S-C 
1 il2  
ated: 2118f2011 
I   A      I    
    I .  'I    
: Qee . rte a. a t rize  si at r  
t m  Iifonda } os. 
OUQ .    l In } 
On ~} ill Ltt before e. emus R..HER.RER.  otary Public ~rsonally appeared ee e. 
o.rmga  ov  t    t  1?asis  tia lwt  u i :o t   t  rson( )  ame(s) b  SIl s l  
to  it i  uslnJment  ~owledg   e  belshclthey o 1ed  Salm n islhOl'ltb  thorize , 
capacity(JeI). end that by qi&lher\tilcit siguatUr'e(s) on lb. iDsUumellt the pe:son(s}, or tho entity upon behalf or 
bl   rson(s) d, uecut  t e ins t. 
I certify ID1der penalty of perjury under the laws oftlle State of CaUfomla that the foregoing paragrapJl is true and 
t. . 
(SeW) 
BIS oma IS TTE P I   E     . .F I  
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTIONTOSELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HERESY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COWANY OFADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is theSuccessor Trustea mWer the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by SHAUN D FICKES ANDDXANNE B FICKES HUSBAND
ANDWWas Orantor to TITLE01 as Trustee in favor ofMSSMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR
HOWCOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A CORPORATION as Beneficiary dated
3124006 recorded 313012006 as Instrument No 106048408 and rcrecorded official records
ofAdaCounty IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which ispresently held byUS Bank
NationalAssociation as Trustee RFMSI 2006SA2By ResideaW Funding LLC fife Residential
Funding Corporation Attomey4nFact Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated insaid
County describing land thmvin as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK I OF FOKTAILSUBDIVISION ACCORDING TOTBX OFFICIAL
PLATTBEREOP FILED INBOOK 73 OFPLATS ATPAGES 7563 AND 7584
OFFICIALRECORDSOF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Thistee hereby gives notice that abreach of theobligation for which such transfer is security
has owirred under the Deed of TrustNote dated32412006 The nature of such breach being
Failureto pay the monthly payment due 111112010 ofprincipal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent installments dire thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the teams and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is1840436as of3122011
Ail delinquencies an nowdue together with mapaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney few costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
fareclosare TheUnpaidprincipal balance of54803561 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of6per annum from 102010 until paid
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 rust  r  i e  ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s  tr f r i  c rit  
has occurred under the Deed of Trust ote dated 312412006. The na~e Qf such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 111112010 Qf principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent instaU en1s due 1b.ereaftcr; plus late charges; together ith 
an subsequent S1JI!)S advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
   t. 
is Ol1 t s $18,40 j6   12120  1 
Il eli e cies are  e, t et er it  'UD.paid a  ~rui  ta es, assessments, tr stee's 
fees, attorneyts fees, costs and advances ade tQ protect the security associated ith ibis 
foreclo~. The' unpaid principal balance ofS480.356.l5 together ith interest thereon at the 
t t  f % r  frOJrl 0/112010 tU i . 










PIONEER TITLECOIvTIANYOF ADA COUNTYDBA PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTTVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByCarloMwoAwdsipatory
stab offallibmia e SSCounty of Los Aug I
0 mgbafora a ShamDeAu iDavis Notary Public patscm k appeared Carlo
Magao wh puvvedtome onffie basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persoruswhosemme islare subscnhed
tD the within instrrmrent and acknowledged to rue that helsliMky executed the same in luslherhhelr authorized
cspadVkiland that by bislherNtheir signatumonskstrvntthepamsorthe entity upon behalfor
whialr the persons acted mmutod the fostrument
I certify undm2finatity of perjury under the laws ofthe State ofCalifornia that ihe foregoing paragraph is true lad
cm ar
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE LS IMMY GIVEN thatPIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEERLIMER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deedofor
Transferm Trust executed byDAN B BEVINSAND JUDI L BEMSHUSBAND AND
WIFE as Grantor to LANDAMERICA TRANSNATION as Trustee in favor ofHERS
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMINEE
FOR HON EECONMOS FINANCIAL LLC F1KAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCA LIMI W LIABUMYCOMPA1vY as Beneficiary dated 31112007
recorded3162007as InstrumentNo 107038240 and rerecorded official recordsof Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary iutemst in which is presently heldby GMAC MORTGAGE
LLC FKAGMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said Deedof Trust covers real property
situated in said County desedbing land therain as Follows
LOT 10 IN BLOCK 6 OF CANDLELIGHT SUBDIVISIONNO2 ACCORDING TO
THEOIFICL4L PLAT THEREOF FILEDIN BOOK 63 OF PLATS ATPAGES 6345
AND 6346RECORDS OF ADACOUNTY IDAHO
The Thrstee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is seemity
has occurredunder the Deed of TrustNote dated 31112007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 1120f0of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
AUsubsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed of trust
This amount is782454as of312011
All delkuluencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
few attornoysfees costs and advances made to protectthe security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of20214547together with interest thereon at the
current rate of3per anmrm rout 1012 10 untll paid
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The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
 e rr  r t   f r t t  t  / 2007.  tm' . f  r  ing: 
FailUle to pay the niotrthly pay ent due 11/1J2() 1"0 of principal, interest and/or . 
i ponnds and sub~quent install ents due thereafter; plus late clwges; together ith 
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e ter s a  c iti s f 
said deed of trust. . 
This a ount is $7,824.54 as of31312011 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's feCSt costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
. foreclosure. '!he unpaid principal balance of$202.145.47 together ith interest thercop. at the 
current rate of 3% per !UlJlUlll from 1011120] 0 until paid. 
nd that 1he eneficiary elects to seU or cause the trust prcperty to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
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PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTP2
SERVICESBYWECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
State oCaufareia I S
Cfluty04 LOS AM I
on I before me Shaaoa1ArmanDavis rotary Public petsmlty appewedWo
MAW pr ved tome on thebasis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name isamsubscribed
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher 0 PJch AMOUNT9300 2
BOISE IDAHO 041912011 11458PM
DtPUTY Vicki Allen
Su7 0 RwItaoettaaarr u Ef t
LSI TITLE COMPAN 111032691
NOTICEOFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is the Successor Tnistee under the Deed ofor
Transfer inTrust executedby KELLY J OLIVER AN UNMARRIEDWOMANASHER
SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor of
HOMECORMOS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated0522005 recorded
0592005as Instrument No 105458169 andreecorded official records of Ada County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said Deed of Trust cmrasr8 real
property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 19 IN BLOCK 6OF CROSSROADS SUBDIVISION NO4 ACCORDINGTTHE
OMCIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED INBOOK 73 OF PLATS AT PAGE 7519 7520
RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is srity
has occun under the Deed ofTrustNote dated05212005 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failureto pay themonthly payment due 1 2009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments clue thereafter plus late charges togodwwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and cmditions of
said deed oftust
This amount is3919156as ofApr 15 201
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and truing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances madeto protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of S1516994 together with interestthereon at the
current rate of611per annum from 12012008until paid
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05/0912005, as Instru ent o. 105058169 and re-recorded. official records of da ounty, 
I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presentlyhe1d by. Said eed of Trust CQVetS real 
property situated in said County. describing land therein as follows: 
 8, I     DS.S BDM I  . , I  O  
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   , . 
 r ste  r  i s ti  t t Il Qreac  f t  li ti  f r i  s cl:i tr sf r is ecurity 
 ccurred   ~   t   5/021200 .      i : 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent insta.1ltnents due thereafter; plus late cllarges; tog~thet itb 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
i    r st. 
This a ount is $39,191.56 as of pr 15, 2011 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
feea. attorney's feest costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $151,699.49 together ith interest -thereon at the 
current rate of 6.11 % per annum. from 1210112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
P  04081 




Dated Apr 15 2011
PIONEER TITLECOMPANYOF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTFVE TRUSTEE MERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
z6iz
By Dee C Ortega Authwrized Signatory
State of California S
County ofmAngelis
On Apr 1 s201 I before me ShanonDeArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared Des C Ortega who proved
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persan w1ma natnesisaresubscribed to the within
instrument and aclawwledged to me thatheshcAhey executed the same inhiserth irauthorized capacitylesand
that by hialheritheir signature an the iasttvtnent the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons
acted executed the instrument
I certify under peWty of perjury under the Imn of the State ofCalitbmin that the foregoing paragraph is true andcorrect
Sigpariva Sea CUrnmfsso 176303
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ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 1300 2
Boise IDAHO 0412012011 082DAM
DEPUTY Randy Jennings
RE QcRS0
RFXORDfi13RRQI74T01 111111111110 111111 IN111111111111111
L81 TITLE COMPAN 1032748
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GrVLN that PIONEER TITLE COMPAN OF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by LISAM FREDERICK AND STEPHENM FMERICK
WIFE AND HUSBAND asGrantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee infavor ofMERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTR MON SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FWA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY asBeneficiary dated 111212006
recorded113012006 as InstrumentNo 106187568 andrecorded official records of Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which ispresently held by Said Deed of Trust
covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT229 IN BLOCK 12 OF dORDANSLANDING UNIT NO 5B SUBDIVISION
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 57OF PLATS
AT PAGE 5253 5254 RECORDS OTADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated 11V2112006 The nature of such breach being
Failureto gay themonthly payment due 122010of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to theisand conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is1043437as of Apr 16 2011
All delinquemcies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of1994842together with interest thereon at the
current rate of688 perannfrom 11 01 2010 until paid
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The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
b   r t    t t  t  12 6.  t     i g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 121112010 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and s se e t i stall e ts due t ereafter; l s late c ar es; t et er ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to ~ terms and conditions of . 
i    t t 
is t i  $10,434.37 s f r ,  
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
f s, ttorney's f s, sts  s  t  r t tili  s curit  ss i t  it  t is 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $199,484.42 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.88% per annum fro  11/0112010 until paid. 
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Dated Apr 18 2011
PIONEER TITLE CONTAN OF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEER LENDER TRUSTER
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORMY IN FACT
ByMeC OrtegaAuthorized Sipatoty
State or Callrerala l S
County or Los Angeles j
On j
al
j I I beforeme Shanon DeArmanDavis Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega
who prov to e on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the personwhose name isere subscribed to the
within instrument and actmowledpri to nee that ltelahetttey executed the awe In 1tisJhafteir authorized
capaeityle4 and That by hivberltheir sigrtature on the instrument the personsorthe endly upon behalf or
which the personsacted executed the instrument
1 catify under parkahy of perjury wWor the laws ofthe State or Callfornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
SHANON DARMAN
stgl Ore CommI1S1011 r 783309
o DdAnnamDavis Notay put40 Caltorklic I
Los Anaelee County
tvlYCcntr13r4esDc 2ttl
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNff dba
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Truer inTrust executed by KANDIHALL AND ROBERTHALL WIFEAND
HUSBAND asCrrantor to ALLIANCE TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC A LINKFED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated05142007recorded
0522007as Instrurneat No 107073022 official records of AdaCounty IDAHO the
beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said Deed ofTrust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 51 IN IBLocK S OF PARAMOUNT SUBDMSION NO 6 ACCORDING TOTHE
OFFICIAL PLAT TRIEREOFFILED IN BOOKK 92 OFPLATS ATPAGES 11033
THROUGH11035OFFICIAL RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which siich transfer is security
has occurred under the Deedof TrustNote dated 051142007 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1120 0ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
Thisamount is 138220 as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The urVaid principal balance of22981743 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625per annum from 100120 0until paid
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• Recording Reqnested By: 
ADA COUNTY  hristopber . ich T 3.00 2 
BOISE IDAHO 0 /20/201  0&19  
DE UTY andy Jennings 
nd he  e rde  a l T : =:~:.c:~;;;~~ 11~lmIIIIUI"lllnllllmIIllIIIIIRn. 
LSI TITLE PAN 032742 Pion er Lender Trust e , LLC 
c/o Executive rustee i , LC 
22SS orth ntario Str et ite 4 0 
urba ,  9IS04~3120 
(800}66S-3932 
Loan .:  
.S. o.:JD. 6-C 
II 0" 5".2 vi' 
    I     
   
I    I E  t at  n     lJItrrTI  
PI EE   S  S I S, is the Successor rostee undel' the eed of or 
TraJ'lS'iW in Trust executed by "'KAN I LL'"  "'ROBE T LL", IFE  
.  Gr t r. t  IANCE I ,  r t , i  f r f "ME "  
I  I I  ,l .,  S I   
I GS I I ,  (FIKJA I  I I  . 
I C.)  LIMmI  LIAB1LlTY C P . as Beneficiary, dated 05/1412007, recorded 
0512212007, as Instrument No . 107073022 t official records of da County, IDAHO, the 
beneficiary interest in which is presently held by. Said Deed of Trust covers real property 
situated in said County, describing land therein as follows: 
   BLOC  8   WIS  . ,    
l I   H F, I  I       E( ) 1,0 3 
 1l~035, omclA     TY, I . 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation f r hich sUch tnmsfer is security 
   t  d '     5/14 .2001.  t     i : 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 111112010 ofprincipaJ, :interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent instalbnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU s se e t s s a a ce  by e eficiar  rs a t to t e tenns a  c iti s f 
i    tr t. 
This a ount is $13,822.80 as of Apr 16,2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee'lS 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to pr~et the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $229~8 t 7.43 together wit11 interest thereon at the 
current rate of6.25% per annu  fro  1010112010 until paid. 
 t at t e e eficiar  elects t  seU r ca se t  tr st r ert  t  e sol  to satisf  sai  
obligation. 
PL  04085 





PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee C Ortega AuthaddSignatory
State Of Califorala S
Cougo of Los Angoles
On Jq l l xfiure me ShanonDeArmunDavis Notary public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved
to me on a basis of satisfactory evidence to be ilte person whose naene istare subscribed to the within
instrument and ad mowledged to me that helshdthey executed the same in hislheritheir authorized capucity and




ofpeT oettify under f p rjury under the laws of tiers State of California that the foregoing paragaph is true and
correct PT
SHANOaAgMADA
Siaature SOW Commission 1763809
S on DdAnnanDavi m Notary Public Calltornlo
Los Angd4 Counly
rrKeRWwDag320
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I ,  I   I ,   I   
By: ee C. rtega, uthorized Signatory 
t te o calif Tula } B.S. 
allt; f s ngeles } 
 1l{ (<;(Itl. Jei"ure e, Shanon e'Annun-Davis otary Public personally appeared ec C, rtega ho proved 
to e on tAe basis of satisfaCtory evidence to be the petion(s) hose name(s) Islare subscribed lCJ 1he f1hin 
i str e t a  ackn le e  t  e tllat elshc/t e  e ec te  t e sa e i  lrisl erlt eir a tb rlxe  capacity(ies), a  
!bat by hislher\tbeir signarure(s) on the insb'wnent!he persou(s), or tbe entity upon behalf or hich the pemm(s) 
acted. xecut d e instrument. 
I c rti/Y o r of erjUl')' r t  l s f the t t  f lif r ia t t t  f r irl  r gr  is tr   
CO~ 
j+"« a be. e e •••• ". '/I 6 • t 1 
H N OIf'AIlMAN.D VIS 
l$sl  # 783309 
~,,;  ~bI Q • clJtOl lQ ! J O$ ngel .. l  -
- O:·mm. ~0ec::3.20n 
D •••• • Pfl_ ., CQ" 4 Q 4>"'V', JJ 
   MP        RMA I  
 I      . 
PL  04086 
RecordingRequested By
And When Recorded Mad To
Pioneer Tender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC
7255 North Ontario Street Suite 400




ADACOUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT1301E 2
BOISE IDAHO 0412012011 0841AM
DEPUTY Randy Jennings
F IIII IIl1 IHII III ill I IIiH III Ililll l lxac0xnrnRMr 3s OF
LSi TITLE COMPAN 11103204
OF DEFAULT ANDELECTIONTO SELLUNDER
REED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER TITLECOMPAN OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by MARKD HAYDEN AND THERESA A HAYDEN
HUSBAND AND WIDE as Grantor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in favor of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INCA DELAWARE CORPORATION as Beneficiary dated112006recorded
121042006 as Instrument No 106189416 andreecorded official records ofj4mA County
IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is presently held by Said Deed of Trust covers real
property situated in said County describing Iand therein as follows
LOT 1 IN BLOCK 5OF HOWELL TRACTSUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 64 OF PLATS ATPAGE 65726373
RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO LOT 1 BLOCK 5 BOOK 64 OF PLATS PAGE
65726573
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 1112212006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 12M2010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sutras advanced by beacficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is831647 asofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid andaccruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protectthe security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of160987together with interest thereon at the
current rate of625per annum from 11012010 until paid
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 i:   i 'Jr .   3.00  
80l  I  /  9:~1  
" . O PUl   i  
nd hen e e  ail : ::::~ 1IIIIIW~UIIlmml~IIIIWllllllllllllnllllllll 
e  L  ust~ ,  
/o i e ruste  ,  
2  rt   , te  
k,  1504-3t20 
(800)-665-3932 
 .: .3605  
 .S. o.: ID-26348 -C 
L I TITL   11032804 
llOH3~'? 
NOTICE    LECTION    
D    
    t t        
  S  ,          
  r  t   *MAR   EN'"  "'THERES   *. 
  F ,  t r,    ,  ,    
 I ,  (F/KJA I   ' . 
I C.)   RATI , as eneficiary t dated 11/22/2006, recorded 
210412006,  [ st e t .   -re orde . i i l s  A'JJp,. ty. 
I , t e e eficiar  i terest in ic  is rese tl  held . ai   f r st c ers real 
r ert  sit ate  i  sai  Ountyf escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s; 
 l~      f I I ,   m  
I I   ,         ,,(;5 , 
   TY, .  ,  ,      
-6 . 
 r st   i e  ti  t t    t  li ti   i   t  i  : nt  
   t    t t  t  .  t     i g: 
il r  t   t e t l  a e t  121112010 f ri i l, i t r st nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus ]ate charges; together ith 
ll t m    nefi i r  r t t  t  t r   iti  f 
i    t. 
is a t is $8,316.47 as f pr 16, 2011 
ll eli ue cies are  due, t et er ith unpaid and ccr i  ta.",es. assessments, tr stee's 
fees. att rney's fees, c sts and advances ade 10 r tect the security associate  ith t is 
foreclosure. e unpaid principal balance f $160,960.87 t et er it  i terest t ere  at the 
current rate of 625% per annu  fro  I 110112010 until paid. 
 t at the e eficiar  elects: to sell r ca se the tr st r ert  to e s [  to satisfY sai  
obUga1ion. 
  






PIONEERTITLECOWAN OF ADACOUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
z
By Dee C Ortega Authorized Signatory
State ofCalifornia
Coantp of Los Apples
on J j beforeme ShanonDeArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared
Dee Cpgawhaavedto me on the basis ofsaftcWy evidence to be the personwhose nmesIslamaect
subs enbed to thewithin ina mi i rat and acknowledged to me that hNl bddiey executed the same In hlslherAheir
suihorized egwitylasand that by hMoflthok slgoature on the Instrumentthe persansor the entity Upon
behalf or which the person acted executed the Instrument
I certify underpaWof pmjmy under the Eaves of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing lmragmph is true and
correct
SHANON DFARMANVIS
signature g Co 1743304
anonDeArmanE7avis
a Notary Peibllc Cowty
iC
LosAngeleou3nt2ypCcM 1T
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D- 63482wC 
7471360503 
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I  ruL  MP    OUNT   I   1  
I S,  I   l t   I   
:  . t , t iz  i t  
state of alifornia } s.s. 
ol¢)'   ngeles } 
On t.f J r k"  II befcn e, Sbanon e'Annan·Da"is otary ublic Pltson~ appefll'ed 
ee . MP hO~ed to e on the basis f sa1fsfactory evidence to be the person(s) hose llIIIQe(s) istlare 
subscn'bed to t e it i  I strument and ackno ledged to e t at belsheAhey eteculC  the sa e i  bWherJtheit 
authorized capacily(les), and that by bialber\their sigmlture(s} on the insIm cnttbe pcrson(s), or the enril¥ Upml 
l rwbich.1  8l'SOll(s) t d,. t  t  i lnmlc t. 
I cmify under p ofpOJjary Wlder the laws Gf (he SUIte of Cnllfomla thlI! the foregoing paragraph is truo and 
comet. 
 E'ARMAN·DAVi3 
omtl'\bslon '# 8~ 9 
I t~ \i l((: • CQllfQrnlQ j 
l  Angeles ounty -
J •• ~ •• ~?:r~~~~u.l 
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Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC





ADA CQt3AlN RECORDER Christopher D Rich AMOUNT 134U 2
BaIsE IDAHO 06212011 0140PM
DEPUTY Sonnie tberbillig
II1DGgIibL1RRQUSr OF IIIIN 11MI III IN IN 11111M111111111
LSI TIRE COMPAN 111036526
NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN flx t PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Trarssfer in Trust executed by CHUSTOPHER
BATTEN A SINGLE MAN as Grantor to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor of
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC ADELAWARE CORPORATION as
Beneficiary dated06172003 recorded062312003 as InstrumentNo 103102854 and re
recorded official records ofAdaCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently
held by Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein
as follows
LOT 19 W BLOCK 2 OFWUMBROOK SUBDIVISIONNO 3ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED Ui BOOK 85 OF FLATSATPAGES9525 AND
9526 OFFICIAL RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
hasocredunder theDeed ofTrustNote dated 0611712003 The nature of such breach being
Failure to paythe monthly payment duo 102010of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequentinstallmensclue thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pwsuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is103653as ofApr 27 2011
All delinquencies are now due togOwwithunpaid and acening taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances shade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of1345512togetlnt with interest thereon at the
current rate of650 per arm from09120 0until paid




-_ .......... __ .......... . 
Recording Requested By: . 
nd D e   : 
A OUNTY  ristopher O. i   3.00  
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ioneer ender rustee ,  
c/o xee tive rustee i ,  
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on     tha    mU  , ,   
 r :rtee  t e e    n      · RISTOP E  
 'I *,  I  , s r t r, t  I  , s r st e, i  f .v r f 
I S I I  , I .   A I ,  
Beneficiary, dated 06/1712003. recorded 06/23/2003, as Instru ent o .103102854 andJ;&-
rec r e , fficial rec r s f a t . I , t e beneficiBIY i terest i  ic  is rese tl  
held by. aid eed of rust covers real property situated i  said ounty, describing land therein 
 : 
 8lN    lLD  M . , "l    
I I  1' F, I  IN  8S  P   AGE(S)   
9526, I I     T , I . 
1'he T.mstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
 ccurred  t  e  m t t  t  .  t     ei g~ 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 101112010 of principal. interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent su s advanced y e eficiar  plll'suant to the ter s and c iti s f 
i   f1 St. 
his a ount is $10,365.33 as of pr 27, 2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, togc:ther ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, 'b'uslec's 
fee~ attorney's fees, costs IIlld advances made to protect the security associated with tb1s 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $134,551.52 together with interest thereon at the 
CUIl'Cnt rate f . 0% er annum :fro  09/0112010 til aid. 
 t t t  fi iar  J t  t  ll r  't  tr t r rt  t   l  t  ti f  ai  
obligation. 
PL  9 
r





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTOIMY IN FACT
Sipatory
State ofCallrorals S
County of Lon Amides
On Apr 29 2011 before meShanon rWrmauDavis NotaryPublic personally appeared Carlo Magnowho proved
tome on the basis ofsatisWoryevtdemce to be the persan whose flame islare subscnlmd to the within
instrwnent and admowkdged to me that helshelthoy executed the same in hlslherfteir authorized capacisand
that by hWher4hdr sigaatura on the instrument thepownsor the entity upon behalf or which the person
acted executed the instrument
I oa under p of per loader the laws of the Stara of Calitbmia that the tbregoing paragraph is true and
crorrect
SHANONWARRJEWAS
cgnature Comrnla5lan 1783809 h
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! pr 29, 2011 
   , t     , 
 RNEY  f 
n pr . 2t>11 ef re o, hanon De' Annan- a is tar  lic ers all  appefUed carl   ho proved 
to me: OD t e ub f.mfisfaetor  e'lidc ce t  ot . PeJ3Oll(iI) se name{s) Is/are &ubsmbe  t  t e it i  
l S1rUment  ckna 1edgeci1   t t / ltbe  lt Cltt  11u,  i  ~r!their t lzt  apacity(ies),  
1IIat by ia/ er\tbcinignature(s) 011 the instnunent the J*SOll(s), rtbe entity upon he alf r hich t e pcrson(s) 
aed. : t  t  i tr t. 
I ccriify under p of pw, under tho la a of lito Stato of california that the fafegoing paragrapb i& true and 
me  
mS   ~I GTO   B    I I  
Amm ~LBEUSEDFORTHATPURPO ~ 
 90 
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And When Recorded Mall To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
c16 Ftecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
I3urbauVCA915043120
80066 932
Loan No 741384 0 6
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LS TITLE COMPANY 1
NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS I3EREBYGIVEN thatPIONEM LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee tinder the Deed of orTransfer In Trust executed by1ERMYBEAL A
SINGLEMAN as Grantor to LAWYERS TITLE OF TREASURE VALLEY as Trustee in
favor ofHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNEWORK INC A as Beneficiary
dated 3PM002 recorded 0410212002 w Instrame ntNo 102039246 and rerecorded official
records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by Deutsche
Bank Trust CompanyAmericas as Trustee Said Deed ofThat covers real property situated in
said Courity describing land therein as follows
TEE SOUTH HALF OF LOT B INBLOCK 13 OF TITS AMENDED PLAT OF
NYANVILIKS SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILED INBOOK 5OF PLATS ATPAGE 232 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breachofthe obligation for wWch such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated032612002 T w nature ofsuch breach being
Failureto pay themonthly payment due 1112411 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent surns advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is515649as ofMay 13 2011
All delinquencies are nowdue togetherWith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of8057833 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of738 per annum from120120 0until paid
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  H    I EER   . ,   
ccess r r stee u er t  ee  f r ra sfer i  r st e ec te   JEREMY .  
I  , s r t r. t   E  I     t s r st e, i  
& r f I O  I I  ETWOlU(, I   CORPORA nON, s ficiary, 
t  03126(2 0 , r o r  /0212()()4 as I ttu .e t Q • 10203924   r -reo r  • ffi i l 
   nty, .       ntl     
   e ica   .    rus   I'8J   i  
 nt , ing  m   s: 
H  soum     l   J HE    
MANVILLE'  I I I , I    I I   , 
lI   S     2t    UNTV~ . 
 r ste  r  i  ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r hi   tr f r i  soo rlt  
 m:r  r t   f r st t  t  31261200 . ' he t r  f s  r  ing: 
ailure 10 pay the .onthly pay ent due 11112011 of principal. interest and/or 
i s  t i t ll t   t r ft r, l  l t  r s; t t r it  
all s s t sw s ati am:e   fi i r  rs t t  t  ter s a  c iti s f 
  trnst. 
is t is $5.156.49 s f  ,  
ll eJi e cies are  , t t r wit  Wl i   r i  "ta es, ssessments, tr ste 's 
fees. attorney's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
forecloS1l1'e. The unpaid prlMipal balance of $80,S78.33 together with interest thereon at the 
cmrent ra1e of7.38% per annu  no  1210112010 Wltil paid. 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
obligation. 
  




DaW May 16 2012
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC By EXEOJTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Signataty
State ofC Kerala S
CMAY of Lot Ange
On May 16 2011 before me ShanonDeArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared CarloMagno who proved
to me on the basis ofsatisfactory evidence tobe thepon whosena6msubacnbedto the wAla
hm ment and acknowledged to me thathalshatlteytxeouted rile acme in hislhcrtheir authorized capacityiesadd
Oat byhiskerltheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity npoa bobatf or which rho persons
acted executed the insbvmca
1 cortify under Jlyof perjtu der the laws ofthoState of CMtramia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
comet
saANCat DVARMAN0m 11
cammiasin t7assaaSited Holmtubllo Caiffornia
ShaDeArmanDavis Los Angeles Coeinty
MvCcyrilrogfi32011
TINS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION
OBTAPiiElb WJU HE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04092
000552
I         
   
I  110 035150 
7413841016 
ted: ay 16,2011 
PI EER R.'I E  S E  S I St t  Y CUTIVE S  S l St 
S TI IN  . 
On ay 16,2011 before e, Shamm De'AmlDn-DIl-fls Notary Public persOnally appoared Carlo agno who proved 
t    1110 i   a tia .;t  idence t   t  craon(s) s  mne(s) isIlw ubscribed t  t o ithin 
instnuucmt and ackno lcdg«l 10 e t t heJsh~ey executed the alUne i  hWhcr/their authorized ~apaclty(ies), and 
tbat by hislher\tbeir signature(s) 011 the instrument lIle person(s), or ilia entity upon behalf OJ' which tho person(s) 
a , e\lt  di  i stru cot. 
=~=""'law"f"'_ of~1haI""'_"'p""""" .... "" 
~ (1 ~~"';~~ 
Si~ . ~ ( ComrnlesiCln # 17~~SQ;' ! 
Shanon De'Arman-D m lIIotary PtJbllc • Co.lllornlc • 
a: ~   O(J /V -
ve~'i'JV!\.I'=lM'1:"~~3.2011 t ...,........ ... _ ... >lX>rR~·~·~ 
HI    'I         
IN D ILL B     E. 
PL  04092 
Recording Requested By
And WhenRecorded Mari To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
clo Executive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank CA 91504 3120
8006653932
ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher D Racb AMOUNT1300 2
BOISE IDAHO 062212019 0239PM
DEPUTY YckfAllen
SimplMe Fleebude a s 11111111 IN InlolllllNlII11llllll1111111RECOROWRHQ111srOF
LSI TITLE COMPANY 111050584
LoanNo 0470036104
TSNo11272470C
NOVICEOFDEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUSS
NOTICE IS HEIt ZY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY 015 ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LL3iDPTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deedof or
Trarwk in Trust executed by DAVID EVANICH AND STAGYEVANICH HUSBAND
AND WIFE as Grantor toTITLE ONE as Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYXrEM8 INC AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC ACORPORATIONasBeneficiary dated 0910112006 recorded 091112006
as Instrument No 106146215 and rerecorded LoanModification093020 9as lnstrumentNo
109111642 in BookXX Page XXofficial records ofAda County IDAHO the beneficiary
interest in which is presently held by Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing landthercin as follows
LOT 12 IN BLOCK 4 OF COLONIAL ESTATESNO3 SUBDIVISION ACCORDING
TO TAE OFFICIALPLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 46 OFPLATS ATPAGES
3778 OFFICIAL RECORDS OFADACOUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breech ofthe obligation for which suchtrransfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated0912006 The nature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 9l2010 ofprmcipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the teens and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is103078as ofJun 20 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with ratrpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
fnvclosuxe The unpaid principal balance of14800643 togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of25per annum from 081012010 until paid
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ioneer ender rustee ervices,  
/  ti e ruste  r i ,  
 ort  t ri  tr et,. it   
,  504·3120 
(I00}-66S-3932 
 o.:  
.S. o.:ID·212~70-C 
I OrO 4~2S'1 
6  
OTICE  EFAULT      
  T 
I   REB     11 B  OF    
 ENDER  , s   r s       
Trans£e.r i  rust exec:uted by oItDA V1D  lCH*  "ST C  VANI *, S  
 ,  t r. t  nn  .  t e, i      
 ST MS~ ., S  B . O   
, I .  P RATI , as eneficiary. dated 09/0112006, recorded 0911112006, 
 s e  o.   -m:   o fiea  913012009  I nt . 
t 09111642, i  ook , age XX~ official records f da OlUlty, I , the beneficiary 
.interest in hich is presently held by. Said eed oi rust covers real property sitoated in said 
t . ri i  l  t re1   f ll ; . 
 II    P   O.3 D MSI t  
 H  I   , a J)    '  AGE(S) 
3778, FFI I  S F  , I . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
 rr  ~rth    t t  t  910] 2006.  t r    r  i : 
ail re t  a  the t l  a e t e 9/112010 f rlnci al, i terest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent instalbnents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e terms and c iti s f 
   t. 
This a ount is $10,307.18 as ofJun 20,2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due. together ith unpaid and accruing taxes. assessments, trustee~s 
:fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
forecl s re.  i  ri ci al ala ce 0[$1 8. 06.43 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t  
currcntrate f 2.25% per annu  fro  08/0112010 lmtil paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
lia ti n. 
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Dated Jun 21 2011
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By CarloMa o Authorized Signatory
State orCallforais S
County of Los Angeles
On Am21 2011 beforemeShanon DdArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared Carla Magno who proved
to me an the basis ofsatisfactory evidence tobe the persan whose names issubscribed to thewithin
instrument and acknowledged to me that helsheslteyexecuted the sam in hislhertheir authorized cspachyiesand
that bybislterltheir signature on the inshumentthe penonsor the entity upon behalf orwhich thepersons
acted executed the Irma mein




signature Seal i a Natuty public Colliamic
ShanonDeArmanDavis tot AngeLm County
Ctxtvrl ec32t1f1
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: }un 21) 2011 
I  I          
I     , S I    
late f allfomia . } .s. 
Cowty of Los ADleles } 
n Jon ,  hefOR o, banOil e'AnuIiUl-DavJs otaIy ublic ers all  appoared arlo agno ho prOVed 
t   o  ~ sis f s tisf t t  Videnc4 t   t  eI9OB(s) s  . e(s) islaro s s ri  t  t  it i  
instru ent and acknowledged to e !hat helshe/they cxealted thelllame In hislber/thefr au1horizl:d oap~ity(jes). and 
that by .~Jr signaturo(s) on the mstrumenttbe penon(s), or the entity upon behalf or which the person(s) 
t d, tBcl t  instnun nt. 
I certiiY underTiorpeljury under !he laws ofthc State of Califomla. that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
COJrcct. ). \\ {1. $HANON DE'ARMAN--OA'II$ 
~~ OmtnlstiCltl "If. 83J 9 
SIgna  • .. . (Seal) j R otary P"blle • alifornia ! 
banonDe'Annan- avis 1 . Loa Angeles County -'h. n n~~mv~t-2Jn t . , 
HI  FFI   MPTING  ECt     i  
BTAINED WIL      URP E. 
PL  094 
Recording Requested By
And WhenRecorded MallTo
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC





ADA COUNTY RECORDER Christopher DRich AMOUNT4300 2
aasE iMAtio 07122011 0345PM
DEPIFfY Bonnie Oberbiilig
R1rXoR
rQaeT 11 111111 1 Rill 1111111111I f11FCOIIDEbRFt14TOF
LSI TITLE COMPANY 1110654
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GWEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer in Trust executed by BRADLEY EDUNCAN ANDDIANA MDUNCAN
HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Trustee in favor of
HOIvMCOMINOSFINANCIAL LLCFJKJA HOMECOMINGSFINANCIALT NETWOMI
INC A DELAWARE CORPORATION as Beneficiary dated022007retarded
0292007 as InstrumentNo 107019829 andreaccorded official records of Ada County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently field byUS Bank National Association as
Trustee forRASC 2007KS3 Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said County
describing land therein as follows
LOT 4 IN BLOCK 1 OF DOECREEK SUBDIVISION ACCORDING TO THE
OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK49 OF PLATS AT PAGES4000 AND
4001OFFICIAL RECORDS OFADA COUNTY IDAHO LOT 4 BLOCK 1 OF
DOECREED SUBDIVISIONBOOK 49PAGES400 AND 4401
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated02212007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 9112010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is158084 as ofJul 11 2011
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaidand accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of13860120together with interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from08120 0until paid




Retording Requested By: 
ADA COUNTY RECORDER Clu"lstopher . Rich AMOUNT 13.00 2 
BOISE IO HO 07/12 2011 03:45 PM 
DEP\JTY Bonnie Oberblllig . 
nd hen Recorded ail To: 
Pioneer ender Trustee Ser ices, LLC 
clo Executive rustee Se ice , t  
225S North Ontario Street, Suite 400 
lltbank) C  91504-3120 
:! ~~:;.;,~:~~ III UI~ 11111I mlalllllllllllll~RJI 
LSI TITLE COMPANY 111055814 
800. 65.3932 . 
L  .: 7472711290 
.S. o.:ID- -C 
IC         
   
Oll  l   IV  t at E  rmB     a 
I EE  E   I 1 is the uccessor rustee under the eed f or 
Transfer in Trust executed by LE  E   I   . 
  I , s r t r, t  I E  I , s r st . i  f r f 
ME I GS FINP.~CL4L.  (F/KJ  I S Fl I ..L RK, 
I .)  EL RE P TI 7 as eneficiary, dated 0210212007, recorded 
02l09fl007. as Instru ent N<l . 107019829 and re-reoorded. official records of da ounty. 
I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by .S. Bank NatiOllal ssociation as 
r st  f r  . i  e  f r st rs r l r rt  sit t  i  s i  ty, 
describing land therein as follo s: 
  I      MSI , I    
  , J        AGE(S)   
4001, OJrFlCIAL RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY7 IDAHO. LOT 4, BI,.OCK 1 OF 
E EE  S I ISI ,  49, PAGE(S) 400  4001. 
The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obJigation for hich such b'anSfer is security 
s rr  r t   f r st t  t  2/02n .  t r  f s  r  ing: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 91112010 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together witb 
aU subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
said deed b.'u:.t.· . 
is t is $15,808.45 s f Jul I1t  
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee~ s 
fees, attomey's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
forecloSUIe. The unpaid principal balance of $ I 38,601 .. 20 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of6.75% per annum from 08/01/2010 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be so1d to satisfy said 
obligation. 
PLF 04095 




Dated M 11 2011
pIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTY dba PIONEERSENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ew
3y Carla Magno Authotiztd Signatory
SWO ofCalifornia 1S
County of Loa Aageles
On Jul 11 2011 before me Sbanon DdArmanDavis Notary Public personally appeared Cado Magno who proved
to me on thobasis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persoa whose name istare subscribed to the within
instrument and adimawledged to me that helshehhey executed The same in hisiterhheir authorized capaeityiesand
that by htOcAtbe r siguares on the instrument the penonsor the artily upon behalfor which the persons
acted executedibe tnstiument





Signature Sca i Notary Public callfcnla
SharonleArnsanDavis Los Angales County
C r32017
TMOFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYINFORMATION




I E  LT  I  O   
  S  
I - -C 
1472711290 
at : 1ul 11, 2011 
PI  I       l L   
I S  f  S  VI ES~     
tate Of alifemia r s.s. 
County of Los Aageles } 
On Jul 11. 2011 before m.e, Shanon e' rnlan-Davlll otary Public personally appearvd ~arto agno who proved 
t    t  i  f ti f t I  i e t   t  erson(s)  ame(~) I / r  ri  t  t  it i  
ins1lUIDCnt aud acknowledged to me mat heJsheJthey executed the same In bislherlth.eir authorIzed capacity(tes). and 
'!hat by J:dslber\theJr I/gnatlU'e(s) on the fns1rument the person(s), or the etitIty upon behalf or which the person(s) 
acted, executed 1IIe instrument. 
I certify under penalt)" otpeljury under the laws oftlte State ofCalifomia that the foregoing paragrapb is '1ruc::llnd 
COlTecf. .. J" n 
Signature ~.• ~ 
benon De'Anna -Da is 
(Seal) 
SHANO'" DE'AR ,A,'t-DN/ & 
Comml&ll  # 1783309 
i< t r   - Cd!lDr lo. I 
Ii Oll I\o ol" ouniV J.i 
1 •• 'w •• ~~~ge~~V 
InS I  I  I       A.1'lf  I I  









NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICEIS BEREHY GnTN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LEC is the
Successor Tmttee der the heed of or Trmmfer in Trust executed by fSAEEL L
MAGALLANESAMARRIED PERSON AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as
Grantor toTANSNATTON TITLE ESCROW INCasISnrstee in favor ofMERV
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTW INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FOR LENDER lEOIutBCOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWOM INC as BcruScimy dated
3t241006recorded492006 as Instrument No 200624317 andmrecorded official records of
Canyonqty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC 1tEGISTRATTONSYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofThat coves seal property
altuated in aid County describing lead therein as follows
srvee 25MBLOCK3OF OODFSTAI21432CANYONL3NIPY
MAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIALPLATYIIFDIN BOOK34 011
PLATSAT PAGE39 RECORDS OFSAMCOUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of tha obligation for which such1ruaftr is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTnist Note dated 312412006 The nahae ofsuch breach being
Fniha to pay thetuoutbly Paymentdue 12112008 of principal interest andor
Impounds and submqueut installments due theroafCer pins late charges togedrer with
all subsequent sums advanced by bunafidary puFwxmt to the terms and conditions of
said deed ofttust
This amount is563526as of2b12009
All dalingroerie arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments tnrstee
feesattorney fees coats and advances made to Protect the security assocreted with this
loomThe unpaid principal balance of14274294together withinterest thcreoa at 1126
current rate of 8625 per annual item11112008 WA paid














Recording Rativeakd BY 0
And WhenRecordedMxfl To oil
Pioneer Lender Trustee Ser94LLC
coEncutiwe Trustee Serviees LLLC
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ReeonliD; Beqllested By: ...., 
m <'" m -<> ADd When R eQrded Mail To: , ~". ::3 Pioneer Lender Trustee Services. tc 
i~ 
= 
c/o Exeeu1ive Trust e Services, C 
I"" ::0 :D 
-~ '''I 2255 NoI1h OnIariD Street, Suite 40() c:n \") .:;:. 
Burbank. California 9rS04-3120 :tJ 
. ~:-:: ""0 
0 
(a18) 260-1600 ::3 TIl , <:> S ..... ~ '~~J 
I ;;0 (h N 
Loan NtI.: 742789 203 . o-i W I'I!. J.O.i1ID-159t{-C :;0 -:J ( ~~I 
ICE F   E ION   ER 
EE   S  
I  IS HEREB  GIVEN th4t I EER E . S  S I . LL , is the 
Successor 1'rustee under the Deed of or ransfer i  rust cx:ecuted by IS BEL L. 
G IL ES, RRlE PB S , SmS S LB  SEP R TEPR PBRT , as 
GrlD1Ot, to TRANSNA1!ON nTI..B at; BSCRO . INC., 83 Txu&1zc, in _r of"MBRS" 
ORT GE EJ..ECTR.ONlC E IST TION S STBMS. I ., S LEL  S I EE 
FOR LENDER. HOMECO INGS FINANCIAL NET ORK, INC., as BcncficiaIy, dated 
31241lOO6.recorded 41312006. as IDSInImeDt o .200624317 and :rc-rt:an'ded , official recoxds of 
C<m),Dn Coanly.lDAHO, the beneticim:y interest III which is presmtly held by MORTGAGE 
ECI'Ro IC lt Ol 11  S . I  •• id e  f nm ~ ~ r rt  
situated in soid Coum;y, deBCribing laud thcrel.u lIS follows: 
LOT 25 IN BLOC  3 F MAPLEW  ESTATES NO. , ' COlJNT . 
mAHO,ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLATTBEREOF, FlLED IN BOOKU or 
PL TS T P E 39, E S F 8 lD NTY. 
The TIUStec hereby giYe3 notice that!l breach of the obligationibr whleb such transfer is security 
haa occ:med under the eed of nast ote dated 3124/2006. he nature of such breach being: 
Failure 10 pay the JJlOl1thly ~ymeDt due 121112008 ofprincipaJ. interest and/or 
Impounds and subsequoal installments due tberoafter; plus late charges; together with 
aU SUbseqllCDt sums advanced by bunofi.ciary pumumt to the terms and condiIions of 
sai   of1nJSt,. 
Thill a ouo1 is $5.635.26 as ofm6fJO~ 
All deliDquencie$ maow duo. together with unpald and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fi:cB, atIoJ:tley's fees, costs and ac1vam:os IlIIIde to protect the security ass~ated with this 
foreelosuro. TheUDpBid principal balaDcecfS142,792.94 togetherwithin~ therecn at 1he 
wrn:al rate of 8.625% per annum fto  111112008 until paid. 

















PIONEER LENDER IRUSTBEWRVICES LLCBY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
ASATTORNEY 1N FACT
Lc
By Dee mega authorized signatory
Slkals ofCalMorais
Conntyef L6sAngeks
On 2Q6a009 before mPaukkBabb blemry Fuoueparsomidy eprpoared DeeQOftis who proved 10 we On
the basis ofsatidwk ryavideace Lobe tbeWanswhose nunisles sabmori6edto iho witbia inslrament and
actreawkdpd to me dmt hekbeilhey ateeuted ibn amain bisf afteir au abedeapecityWXand dratby
hisAtrilsieit igpatore 6n2 a knamaeashepersano theadty upon behaKor Whkh the persons ailed
mceaated the iustrarawL






MVanm WbolCea a1 2649
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT A DEBT ANDANY iT1IiORMATION
OBAINEDW LJ BE USED FOR THATPIURIrOSE
PLF 04098
000559
... .- ..",....... .. 
ICE F   I    E  
 F US  
ID- -C 
0  
ated: 2/ 612009 
PI EBR E E  TRUSlE SE l ,    S   • 
.AS TI  I  F C  
 ..... f . Ifwnla } 5.5. 
COlIIIty or Los AapIes ) 
n 21.i16f2009 bet1uv D1W, hlriciaii it NCiary Publie penODlliiy &p'pC8I'CU v. c. onea- ho provc'; IU mill (til 
1110 bMIs of saJistacIory ~viclell~e ID be Ibs per_(s) hase ulllDll(s} iJlaR Illbsllrlbccl. to lhc ilhin inl1n1rncnt and 
acbDwkdacG UI e !hat helslleI!bey ~e~ed 1ht. sameiJIllislherllhuir IIlIIhorfzcd eapacIty(lcs). and dlat by 
hislha\lheinipat1lR(s) 6I\tbe losIrumentlhepmoa(~). orlhll CDIlIy upon behalf' or whidI tIJ~ ~crsua(a) IIded. 
cCClll  t  DsIrumllllf. . 
J aertllY1IIIIIfr ptIIahy ofpOl'jllf}' UIIder !he 'laws oflhe Stat.! of CaIi1'ornia 1bat IIII~ t'lJrci1linJ ~ is truo and 
CCJrRCt. 
JD  »"I  IS P I   ll.      JNli'ORMATlO  





Fiorreer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC












NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trustexecuted byTAKE ROSS GOEN
MARRIED MAN AS HIS SEPARATE ESTATEas Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLE as
Trustee in favor ofMORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS
NOMINEE FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated
422006 recorded 5112006 as Instrument No 200632814 andreecorded official records of
Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust Covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SFX EXHIBfT AATTACHED
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated412 The nature of such breech being
Eadum to pay the monthly payment due 12112008 ofprincipal interest andor
impoundsand subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is387223as of 31102009
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attootney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of8249898together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65per annum from 112008until paid
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      .  , ,   
r r t  WI r t    r r f r i  ro t t   J   H  
I    I   TATE, as ra tor, t  I  InE. as 
, i     I OI l  YS~ C.,  
    K. C.,  efici8l: .  
12212006,  11 2006.    .2006328   f -record .    
 ty, I fI , t  fi i r  i t r t i  i  is r tl  l    
ELE 1 I  RE ISTR TI  S STE S. I C .• Said Deed afTrust covers real property 
it t  i  i  ty, ri i  l  t r i   f ll s: 
EE I   'I  
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 4J2?../2006. The nature of such breach being: 
F il re t   t  t l  t  21112008 f ri i l. i t r t nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all s se e t su s advanced by beneficiary"pursuant to the ter s and c iti s f 
i     
 t  $3.872.23  l/l0I20 9 
ll li ies r   . t t r it  i   r i  t xes. ss ss nts. tr ste 's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade 10 protect the sccuri1y associated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of$82.498.98 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.5% per annu  fro  11/112008 until paid. 
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By DeeOrtega authorized signatory
Slate of California S
County of Las Angeles
On3112009 beforemePatricla Babb Notary Public pemonally appeared DeeC Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsadfactory evidence to be the personswhose namosMn subscnUd to the within instrument and
acknowledged tome thathes el ey executed the some is bisiherlWairwhoriared capaclWas and that by
WwWtbeirsignature on the instrument rite personsor Ilia entity upon behalfor which the person acted
ctmarted the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws ofthe State ofCalifornia that theforegoing paragraph is true and
correct
si seal rnjRtwS
itch Hebb Commds en 0 1631316 z
e Mmy Public t ot8ocrda t
Los Angeten Counhl
t tan
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYEIWOR1V11AnON
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHATPURPOSE
PLF 04100
000561
  u      N  
   
I ~ -C 
 
: 11012009 
   .     . 
 TIORNSY   
By~ ee rtega) authorized signatory 
t  f I ' oia } 8.8. 
UJlly f o  agela } 
n 311012009 bcfoR e, atrIcia abb otary ublic personally appeared ee . rtega  proved Co e on 
   tisfactory e ce l)   erson(s) s  amc(s) isIare acnDe   bc  e t  
ac le e  t  e tbathclsheltbcy eltec te  t e sa e in: lsl "JtheIr authorize  capaclty(Jes).  IIlar  
m:i&er\dleir i nature(s)  l  i tr rrt th  erson(s). r tll" Dlit   lf r i  til  elWn($) ~ed. 
e ;:ute i tr mt. 
I ~if  er caall  f erJ r  er the hl il ftb  t t  f anf mia t t t o f re i  ant n  is tr e  
rr t. 
(Se l) ............. *1 
IS          INF MATI  
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Aud When RecordedMail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC 4 w
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400 n m x Q
Burbank California 915043120 m C c
818 2604600 y 01
LoanNo 042867854 z sn s
TSNoID195248C
NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS IdEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is tho
Successor Trustee under theDeed of or Transfer in Trust executed byHAZEL LOVISE
CAMPBELL AN UNMARRIED PERSON as Gmutor to STEWART TITLE as Trustee in
favor ofMFRSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELY
ASNOlPTEE FORLENDERH0NMCOMINGS FlIgANCIALNETVORK1NC as
Beneficiary dated51712006 recorded 512312006 as InstrumentNo 200639460 and rerecorded
official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held
byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust
covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
THE EAST50 FEET OF THE SOUTH 170 FEET OF BLOCK 19 OF AMENDED PLAT
OFYALE PARKADDITION ACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILED IN BOOK 4 OTPLATSAT PAGE 46 RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY
IDAHO
Tire Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed of Trust Note dated51712006 The nature of such breachbeing
Installment of Principal and Interest plus impounds andoradvances which became
due on512008plus late charges and all subsequent installments of principal interest
balloon payments plus impoundsandoradvances and late charges that become
payable
This amount is1030177as of3200 9
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and aceruiug taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of822930 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof675perannum from4412008until paid
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eneficlaty, dated S/17fl006. recorded 512312006, as Instru ent o .200639460 and re-recorded 
• official records of anyon ounty. I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held 
by  ELE T I  IS I  S S S.l C •• Said =1 of rust 
covers real property situated in said ounty, descn"bing land therein as follo s: 
  SO     .        
  p .,ADDm , lI l    mCI   F, 
I  I    FrL    (;,    T , 
. 
he rustee hereby gives notice t t a breach f the obligation for hich suclt tnmsf r is security 
b    t   f t t  t  /1712 .  t     i : 
Install ent of Principal and lnterest plus i pounds and/or adwnces hich beca e 
due on 51112008 plus late charges, and all subsequent install ents of principal, interest.. 
balloon pilyments. plus impounds and/or advances and late charges that become 
payable. 
Tb.is a olJtlt is $] 0,301.77 as of 312012009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and tICC1'IliDg taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees. costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith thls 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $82,293.02 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.15% per annum from 4/112008 until paid. 

















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY0MCUTCVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DegOrtega autiwrized signatory
sateotCalifornin SS
Corntyof LosAngeles
On 320x1009 before me PatriciaBabb Notary Public pwsonaHy appeared Dee C Ortega who pnoved to me on
the basis ofmdsfwwy evidence to be thepersooswhose names islare stuhmbed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to me that hetsheilmy cxeau W the same in hisiberJtlieir aa6orked capacityiesand that by
bislhertd signatures on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the persons acted
executed thek1wumeut
1 certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State ofCalifornia that the tbmgokg paragraph is ime end
correct
Seal





TmOmcE IS ATTEMPTING Td COLLECT ADEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04103
000564




ICE  T  IO    E  
   
ID- -C 
86 8544 
a : 120120 9 
1Q B . E E  S  I , t   EXECUTI E S  I , 
S    
By: Dee Ortega. authorlzed signatory 
st t t ftBf r la } s.s. 
Cnnt.1 of Los ngeles ) 
n 312OJ2009 before e, atricia. ~abb otmy ublic pcrsonany appeared ea . rtega lio proved to e OIl 
the basis of satisfactory evideoee to be the persoD(S) whO!le na e(s) is/are subscribed to the wilhin lrlslnu mt and 
Kkno 1edscd to e that hefshel!hoy execute4 tho sa e In bislharJtbeir authorized c;apacily(Ies). and.1bat by 
hislber\their signature(s} OD the instrum~t the person(s), or tb.e entity upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
c lJllc  t  iDsIru .ent. 
I certify undor penalty of perjmy under the Jaws of the State ofCatifom~ that the foregoing paragraph ill true and 
t. 
HIS C    O      I  




And When Recorded MailTo
Pioneer Lender TrusteeServices LLC















NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
SuccessorTrustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed byROBERT ALSETH AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Truster in favor of
HERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS
NOMINEEFOR LENDER HOh ECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCas Beneficiary
dated12212005 recorded12412005as Instrument No 20083820 andreecorded official
records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held by
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Dead of Trustcovers
real property situated in saidCounty describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED HEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer issecurity
has oceuned under the Deed of Tmst Note dated 1211212005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 11112009 ofprincipal interest andor
hnpounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the termsdconditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is5437161 as of3020 9
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorneyfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1106694togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of68155 per annum from 12112008 until paid
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"ME S"   Ol lRA I  ,l C., L   
I EE F R LE ER MEC I S FI CI L ET RK, I C., as Beneficiaxy, 
t  21 21200 , r r  2l14t OSJ s I str t  .200583820  r -recorde , ffi i l 
records of anyon COWlty. I O> the beneficiary interest in hich is present1y held by 
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he rustee hereby gives notice tbat a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 12{1212005. The nature of such breach being: 
il r  t   t  t l  e t   f ri i l, i t r st nd/or 
.impounds  s s t i st ll e ts ~  t r ft r; l s l t  r s; t t r it  
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  the ter s and c iti s f 
said deed oftmst 
is t s S4.3n.61  01 13012009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together Ith unpaid md accruing taxes; assess ents, trustee's 
fees) attomey's fees, costs and advanc:es ade to protect the> se4:urity associated lth this 
fore l . e i  ri i l lance Ull 0, 16 .94 t t  ""it  i t t t  t t o 
c1.lITeJ1t rate of 6.8155% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
li ti . 
  





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUME TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Z
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of Caltfornis S
County of Los Angeles
OrL 3130209 before meMyronRaveio Notary Public personally appeared Dee G Mega wbo proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name islare subscribed to the within hWrumeut and
acknowledged to me thathelshvIlmy execated the same in hiAcrltheir autbedzed capaeityksand that by
hisibe ftir signalure on dLe instrment1personsof the entity upon behalf or which the personsacted
exerutsd the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury coder the laws of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct n I l I
Signature
THL4OFFICE IS ATTEMP77NG TO COLLECT A DEBTANDANY INFORMATION




NOTICE OF DEF T N  E I  TO S  NDER 
DEE  F TR S  
ID-178581-C 
7426642146 
atett 313012 09 
I EER LE DER TRUSTEE S I , I C B  E TIVE STEE S I , 
S TTORNEY 1N F T 
By: Dee Ortega , authorized signatory 
tate f calif r ia } 8.S. 
County of Los Angeles } 
On.313012009 before me, Myron Ravelo Notary Public personalty appeared Dec C. Ortega woo proved to me on 
tho basis of satisfactoly evidence tD be the pemm(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the wi1hin instrumont IUld 
acknoWledged to me that lIe1shelthey ex~d tbe same in hlsIherJtheir authorized capacity(ics). 8IId that by 
hislber\thcir sigmdure(s) OIl the InsUUment the person(s), or the entity upon behalf or which the person(s) 1K.ted. 
ex.etutri t e ills11'Ulnelll 
I certify UDder penalty of perjuty under !he laws of the State of Califomia tllat the foregoing paragraph is b'ue and 
c:orr~ 
Sisnaturer'-.,c~r...---¥-_________ (Seal) 
IUS I  I  . E PTI   L      I P R I  
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NOTICE OFDEFAULT ANDELECTION TOSELF UNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEMYGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer inTrust executed byPAUL D DEDA and
ESTFLITAA DEDA HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to LANDAMERICA
TRANSNATION as Trustee in favor of MERS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated 81282006 recorded
8296as InstrumentNo 200670527 andreecorded official records of Canyon County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 1 INBLOCK 3 OF STERLING MEADOWS NO I CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAY THEREOFFILED IN BOOK 36OF PLATS
AT PAGE 15 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated828006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payment due 21162009 of principal interest andJor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togethex with
all subseq ww auras advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and cumdltions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is594428as of41172009
All dermwencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the securityassociated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of18291138togetherwith interest thereon at the
current rate of675per annum from112009 until paid
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8/2912006, as IDStnm;leut o .200670527 and re-recorded , official records of Canyon County. 
I , 1he beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  I  
I I  s, I C .. i   f r t r  r l r rt  it t  i  i  
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The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach. of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
. has occurred under the eed of rust ote dated 8/28/2006. The nature of such breach being: 
ail re t  y t e t l  a e t e 211flOO9 f ri cipal. i terest a / r 
.i pcmnds a  s se e t i stall e ts e t ereafter; plus late c rges; together it  
ll bsequent s m    fi i r  rs t t  t  t r   CQt1dltions  
   t. 
is wxt s $5,944.28   1 712009 
ll elinque cies are  e, t et er it  ai  a  accr i  ta es, assess ents, tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principm balance of $] 82,911.38 together ith .interest thereon at the 
current rate f 6.75% per annmn fro  1/112009 until paid. 
nd that 1he eneficiary ejects to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 

















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Ley Dee Ortega authorized signatory
i State of California S s
County of Las Angeles
On4172009 beforeme Myron Ravelo Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be theperswhosemuWare subscribed to the within instrpntant and
acknowledged to me thatheeht y executed the same in hisdserAheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hislbmairsignature on the instrument file personsor the aatity upon behalf or which thepersosacted
i executed the heshvment
I certify rmder pea Qo perjury under the hays of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct i
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OWlty Gf Los ngeles } 
0.4n1J2009 before e, yron avelo otary ublic pClSOllally appeared ee . rtep ho proved 10 e on 
th~ basis ofsati5i'acfuJy evidence to be theperson(s) hosename(s) is/are subscribed to tho ithin instmment and 
aclato Jedged 10 e that halsbelt.ltey executed the sa e In hislherltbeir authorized tapacity(ie:s), and 1hat by 
islhcntb.eiT ai naturc(s)  t e l smJ t the enon(s), r t e entit   b lf r b ~ th~ cmm(s) t . 
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LoanNo 7471677575 C7st rm
TSNoID199411C
NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OFTRUS
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed byANGEL AMBPJZ AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLEONE as Trustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 12172006recorded 1211 U2006 as Instrument No 2006097790 and
rerecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 12 BLOCK 1 ROYAL MEADOWSSUBDIONNO2 CANYON COUNTY
IDASO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 38 OF
PLATS AT PAGE S 49RECORDS OFAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred cinder the Deed of TrustNote dated 12172006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due112009 of principal interest anwor
impounds and subsequent installments clue thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is901039 as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs andadvances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of13220041together with interest thereon at the
current rateof6875 perannum from 12112008 until paid
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INC.). as Beneficiary, dated 121712006, recorded 12111f2006, as ImtrumentNo .2006097790 and 
r .-reoorde  , icial r r    ty, I . t  fi i r  i t t i  hich i  
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC •. Said Deed 
of rost covers real property situated in said ounty, describing land therein as follo s: 
L T 12, L  1, L E S SUB1>lVISION .2,  T , 
I H  I    I I   F, I  I   0  
   (8) ,   SAID  
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is seeurlty 
s ocmlI.Ted mder t  ee  f r st te ate  21712006. e at re f s c  reac  eing: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1/112009 of principal. interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent instaIJments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary purswmt to the tenns and conditions of 
ai   f t. 
i  t i  $9,010.33  f 1221.2009 
All delinquenci~ are now due. together with unpaid and ac:crumg taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney'S fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The UJJp8id principal balance ofS132,200.41 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.875% per annu  fro  12/112008 until paid. 


















PIONEER LE1VIERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angles
ondP11nm beforeme Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved t3o me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persons whosenames islare subscribed to thewithin instr unant and
admwiedged to me that helshdfficy executed the same in hislheritheir authorizedcapacityiesand that by
hislbeMair sipozre on the butrument thepersonsorthe entity upon behalf or which thepersons acted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury under the taws ofthe State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
sill lCt sew l9ATRIe4age6




THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBTANDANY INFORMATION
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By: Dee Ortega, authorized signatory 
tate f Jiforllla } s.s. 
ounty." Los ngeles } 
On 4iZ1.12OO9 before e, Patricia aob otary Public pellIonal1y appeared ee C. rtega ho proved to e on 
Ibe asis f sUlsf.lct r  ovideIl(:e t  e t e Pllrscn(S) se ame(s) islare sa scri e  t  t e it l  inSCnunmt  
acknowledged 10 e thai: helshelthey executed the SlIDe in bWherltheir authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
bislber\tbeir slgnature(s) on the instru ent the ~on(s).. or the entity upon behalf or hicb the person(s) aGt8d, 
cxeout~ tha iustrwnent. . 
J certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of tho State of CalifOIIlia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
COJTeCt. 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO FELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by TIMOTHY S KRAMER
A MARRIEDMAN AS HIS SOLEAND SEPARATEPROPERTY as Grantor to PIONEER
TITLE COMPANY as Trustee in favor ofHERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEEFOR LENDER
I3oMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCIKIAHOiNEC MINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated352007recorded 31912007 as InstrumentNo 2007017009 and re
recorded official records of CanyonCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is
presently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACFMHEREWITH
TheTrustee hereby gives native that a Breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurredunder theDeed ofTrustNote dated 3152007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monWy payment due 1 12009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
Thisamount is21706 as of422009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs mid advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of 65548074 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of60per annum from 1212008until paid
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I .). as eneficiary, dated 3/512000, recorded 3/9fl007, as Instru ent o .2007017009 and re-
IeCOrded • official records of Canyon County. IDAHO, the beneficiary interest in. which is 
presently held by T E ELE T I  E IST TI  S STE S, I .. Said eed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said County, describing land therein as follows: 
 mm   HED I  
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a ~ of the obligation for vVlrich such transfer is security 
bas oCCUlTed Ull f t  e  f r st te t  /5 2007.  t r  f s  r  i g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal. interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installmems due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary j)\lt8uant to the terms and conditions of 
s i   f tr st 
his a ount is $21,270.61 as of 412212009 
AU delinquencies are now duf; together with Ullpaid and accruing taxes. assessments. trustee's 
fees~ attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he 1lIlpaid principal balance of $655,480.74 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.0% per annu  fro . 121112008 until paid. 



















PIONEER LMDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Bybee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCali OMIR S
County of Las Angeles
On42712009 before mePatricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee G Ortega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory cvidmw to be thepersonswhosesname istwe aabscribed to thewithin instrument and
acknowledged to me thatheshelthey executed the same inhislherthei authorized capacltpies and that by
hislertthsigneze on hhe Instmment thepersoosortheentity upon behalforwhich thepmzonsacted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty of perjury wider the laws of the State of Cobfoznia that the foregoingParagraph is true and
connect
Signna Seal
wa Babb PATRICIA WS
Comvftlmh 0 1831318
Now Pubsc CoN Maw
t ox Angeles Counly
IytyCamm6ptrecDec1t2t19
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEM TMG TO COLLECTA DEBT AND ANYMORMATION
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7472963578 
at : 412212009 
PI . ENDER S  , LC    VI ES~ 
S I  I   
By: Dee Ortega, authoriz.ed signatory 
1ate cf 3Ufomlll } .S. 
Couaty of Los Angeles } 
n 4f.22flOO9 00f0re 1'110, PatrIcia Babb otaIy Public personally appeared ee C. rtega who proved to .oll 
the basis of aatisfackHy cvlderu:e to be the pcrson(s) hose name(s) is/are tiubscribed. to the ithin insfru ent and 
acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed 1be: same in bislherltheir aulhorized capaclty(ies), and 1hat by 
histher\thcir aignature(s) on !he 11llltn1menl the person(s). or the I7lltity upon behalf or which the 'P=Soo{s) acted. 
 b lnsllU1n t. 
I ~ under penalty ofpcrjury under the laws of the State of CaDfomia Ibat the foregoing paragraph is true and 
COD'~t. 
·~ 'ci   
I  I  I  1 EMP IN   Ecr     lNFOR l  
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EXHIBIT A 
1'111 No.: ZIJI1JUI4J4 
UIlIBlt  
11» HovtiD& ~'bqs. pa;oat ofnml PftlPCItYaSIIRto til .. Na~ QuWrafiJla ~ Q\:IIr1Bt',*,ll4 
NWl14). SdcIl32. "~5 NOdIt" llaIIp S Weilr,1Jobb ~ C/ioym COIIlIl1 tdlho. W1amm 
partlwllII'ly rIeIcribed. .. ~u.e.: . 
COMMENCJNGat1llN«r6QGuCv cmaerGlIll4SC400Q Ut8Dl:e_,tb~ ... or 
"!fordIaufQlIIa1Id'otDe~ ~. 
NtrtI 47'."" est. 33UO asat,.e.l'OmrOJ'B~ dtea c  ....... 1Iadc: 
.... N ... Bae, 
Hutti .. ....,..., .. W_~"'1.oo-.1o ibNonhut .... tI.at~ ..... 'Iiaai'OIIiia 
W'G'tQ.,1JeIdIJltnlllnltllmD-»11W4tlGd1tb1g-~ ... or ...... ..,.r-mr. ....... .--at .. _ "")IIr •• h ... "~lIuofuliNarllleutQlmrieroNlll 
N ....... attttt 
.... w .. ""Eut.m.l1r.t.1Oo*~wII& ........ 1d' ............ Co-
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And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer LenderTrustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC






NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by KAREN L PEARSON A
MARRIED PERSONAS HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Crantor to
ALLIANCE TITLE as Trustee in favor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONS SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFIHOMECOZGSFrNAi3CIAEN18VORK
INCas Beneficiary dated IMl2006 recorded 1 U2912006 as Instrument No 2 0695038 and
rerecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO ttxbeneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTOAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXMBIT A ATTACHEDHEREWITH
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that abreach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed ofTrustNote dated 1112112006 The nature of such breach being
Failure tv pay the monthly payment due 1112009of principal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is I0as of41222009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs aril advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principalbalance of29438785together with interest thereonat the
current rate of7375 peram from 121112008 until paid
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Recording Requested By: :J. ;9, !"\J .. ' .. ,5.1 "--. :s ~O r' Ir" 
nd heD Recorded ail T : w·=; -. ['~1 "Ii ::tI Pion er Lender Trust e Se jce , t  (,:) ;. • -0 --I r-~ r ::0 ~ 
c/o Executive Trost e S ~ LLC Id ); N 1"11 
2255 North ntario Stre . Suite 400 '!i!:' co 
(':) ' t,::! 0 
Burbank, alifornia 91504-3120 \ !I :;:Q '1-. ~"n ." 10 
::3 m (818) 260-1600 t;) I ") (:!I 
~ b! ...... oa  N .: 7471769182 ~ "0 .c 
r~~ en T.S. .:J .1 412-C I .:~ 
I I i-< 
I        E  
ED  S  
I  I   I E     S  ) iLe, is t  
ccess r rustee er t e ee  f r r sf r i  rust e ec te   .A.RE  . ,  
R I  , S  .   , as Grantor. to 
I NC  I , s r st , i  fa r f "ME "  I  
I I  , I .,  S I    
I S FI I ,  (FTI<IAHO E lvfiNGS Fr t.'l I L lrrWOR , 
I C.), as eneficiary. dated 1112112006. recorded 1112912006, as Instru ent o .200695038 and 
re--recorded ~ fficial rec r s f a  t , I , the e eficiar  interest i  hich is 
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INC_ Said Deed 
ofTIUSt covers real property sitllated in said ounty, describing land therein as follo s: 
 HI I   'I B  I  
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
b s rr  r t  e  f r st t  t  . e t r  f s  r ch. ing: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter;. plus late charges:; together with 
an subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
i    st. 
his a ount is $}0,447.70 as of412212009 
All delinquencies ute now due, together witb unpaid and accming tucs. assessments, 1rustee's 
fees, attorney's fees~ costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The tmpaid principal balance of 5294,337.85 together ith interest thereon at the 
CllrreJ1t rate of7.375% per ann n fro  121112008 until Jm,id. 




















PIONEER LEMER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
f2v
By Gee Ortega audwflzed sigrultarf
state ofCalifornia S
County of Lee AReim s
on4222004 before roe Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega whograved to we an
the basis of satis0wovy evidence to be the personswhose nma Ware subscribed to the within instrumw and
acknowledged to me thathefshdtheywu ted the same in Wslhertheir authorized capaeityiesand drat by
hiserltheir signature on the instsameatthe personsorthe entity upon bohalfor which theper9on acted
executed the instrument






@ t ICI Pdtc Caufangq r
LasAngola County
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t : 1221 009 
I  NDE   I ,   I   I , 
    
y: Dee rtega. authorized signatory 
t  IlJU'oll ia } s.s. 
ounty of a ngela } 
On 412212009 befor~ 11111, atricia a  tar  lic ers all  Il eare  ee . rte a  pro e  t  Ille o  
t o ai   tl faetor  i e t   t  a (s)wbose a e{s) isI  i  t  b  it i  iDSCru ent  
ackDo ledged to e tbathelshcfthey ~uted the &am~ i  hist er/their a t orit  ~ty(i s). and that y 
hislh.er\their signature(s) on the iDsnumeot the person(s), or the entity upon behalf orwblclt thepeJ'lon(s) acted, 
  t. 
I cel1ifYunder penalty of p«jury UDder the la s of the State of CalifomJa that the furegoine ]lBnlgrapb is true and 
COi1Cct. 
ignatule~=;::~ 
p. 'I a  
(Seal) J*' ..••• e •• • • 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICEIS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by AARONM SOMMER
andDENICEM SOMME1 HUSBAND AND WIFE asGrantor to STEWART TITLE as
Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY AS NO11dAXEE FOP LENDER IOMMECOMIXGS FINANCIAL LLCFIKA
HOMECOINGSFINANCIAL NETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated 3112007recorded
321007as Instrument No 2007014862 midrecorded official recordsof Canyon County
IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich ispresently held byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrustcovers real property situated insaid
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 28 INBLOCK 14 OF FALL RIVERESTATESSUMMONNO 3
ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 36 OF PLATS
AT PAGE 1 RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such uansfer is security
bas Occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 311512007 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1112009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tetras and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
Thisamount is1090239as of422009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing farces assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclasme Theunpaid principal balance of245033together with interest thereon at the
current rateof700perannurn from 122008until paid




And When RecordedMail To i 7I fc C
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive Trustee Services LLC n
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 40C
Burbank California 915043120
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eo ("> 0 
(818) 260-1600 
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ICE    I     
   
 IS       . , i   
1.I ce sor ruste  er t  e   r !.tllSfe   rust t     l\.o! . 
 I   ER,   ,  . t   a  
r stee, i  fa r f "MER " E I  I I  MS~ I ., 
  Ma-tEE R  H N  l I ,  (F/KJA 
OMECOMINGS  1 RK,. I C.), s i i , t  /16/2007.  
3121fl007. as Instru ent No .2007019862 and re-reoorded , official rooords of Canyon County. 
IDAHO. the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
OI I  , I  .. i   f r st co etS r l r rt  it t  i  i  
County, descrlbing land therein as follows: 
L T 28, I  BL C  14 F F LL RI ER EST TES SUBDIVIS10N .3, 
     F,       
T P . E 1, E S F  T , I . 
e r stee ere  i es tice t at a reac  f t e li ati  f r ic  s c  tra sfer is securit  
h  oc     ,rr  t   6 .      i g: 
Failure 10 pay the onthly pay ent due 1/112009 of principal, interest andfor 
UnpolDlds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenns and c:onditions of 
i   f tr st. 
his a ount is $10,902.39 as of4/2212009 
All delinquencies are new due~ together with unpaid and accnrlng taxes, assessmen1s, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. The wpaid principal bolance of $245,240.33 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.00% per annum from 12/112008 until paid 




















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE MVICES LLC BYEXECJTV TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee ktega authorized signatory
State of Callfarnia S
County of Los Angeles j
on 4f2J9 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public persaaally appeared DecC Ortega who proved to me on
thebasis of satis bdary evidence to be the persvnswhose asane isaresubserlbed to Me within Instrument and
acknmledged to me that helsheldrey executed the same inbisedtheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hislbarltheir signatures on the Instrument the persousjor the amity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed die Instrument
I certify under penalty ofpciury under the lays of the State ofCaliforniathat Meforegoing paragraph is true and
correct
Signato mil 41C W0eaea
peric Babb Corotr690n 1631314
A dowYtblo costowa
Los A vvin cmwdy
MyCtxrirrr Esrpf9at7oC 1a 2017
TMS OFFICE IS ATTEWTINGTO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYIN
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04118
000579
.. ... ... 
.... t'" 
.. • I • 
NOTICE F DEF ULT ND ECf  TO S L DER 
EE  F S  
I -199413-C 
7472894211 
a : 4/2212 09 
PI EER E E  R STEE SERVICES, LLC  XECUTIVE S EE S I S, 
S TI' E  I  F  
By: Dee Ortega, authorized signatory 
tate f aUI'ol'Dill } s.s. 
Coanfy or LOll Angeles } 
OR 4I22l2009 before e, Pamela abb otary Public personally appeared ee . rtega ho proved to e on 
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be tile pmcn(s) whose Dame(s) is/are subscribed to Ole within Instrume1Jt and 
acknowledged to me that belshe/they extcuted the same in bislherltheir aulhorized "PlIciiy(i.es). and that by 
bi~eJr slgnalure{s) OD the Instrument the pemn(s), or the entity upoll behalf or whicb the pcrson(s) acted. 
x wt  the Instru ent. 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRi 9TEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by ANGEL AMBRIZ AN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grai tar to TITLE ONE as Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FAKLIA IiOMECOMI NaS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Beneficiary dated 121712006 recorded1212006as InstrumenntNo 2006097790 and
reecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest inwhich is
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as foIlowv
LOT 13BLOCK 1 ROYAL MEADOWSSU DIVISIONNO 2 CANYON COUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFZICTALPLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 30 OF
PLATS ATPAGE 849 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated 121712006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthlypayntdue12009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is901038asof41222009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes asseamen trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated withthis
forealoTheaidprincipal balance of13220041 together with interest thereon at the
current rateof6975per annum from 121112008 until paid
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on         
  S  
I  I  E  O    E  US  . , s  
 ruste  WId r  e    ra  i  rust te    BRJZ~  
R I  . as r ntor, t  I  , s r t , i  f r f" E "  
  , .,  S I    
I  I I ,  (F~J  HO E ING  I l  K., 
I C.), as Beneficiary, dated 121712006, recorded 12/1112006. as Instru ent o .2006097190 and 
re--re<:orded t official records of Canyon County, IDAHO. 'the beneficiary interest in hich is 
presently beld by ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S, INC_ Said Deed 
of Trust covers real pl"opertysituated in said County, describing Jand therein as follo s: 
L T 12, BL C  1, R L E S S B I ISI  .2, C  COUNTY, 
    mCIAL  REOF~      
PLATS AT PAGE (8) 49, RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY 
 .ruste  r  i s ti  t at  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s c  tr sf r is s rit  
 re    e    t   .      i : 
ail re t  a  t e t l  ayme t e 11112009 ofprincipal~ i terest and/or 
impounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent su s advanced by benefroiary pursuant m the tcnns and conditions of 
i   fc t 
is a t is $9,010.38 as f 412212009 
ll delinquencies are no  due., together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $132,200.41 together ith interest thereon at the 
cmrent rate of 6.&75% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid. 
nd that the Beneficiary elects to sen or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS AWORNEY IN FACT
By Dec Ortega authorized signatory
State of Califorais SS
County of Los Angeles
on42m before mePatricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of sadsA ctM evidenceto be the peasonswhosenames istare subscribed to thewithin instmineut and
acknowledged to me that helshefthey executed the same Inhislherftheir authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserth i dpatureson the instrument the personsjor the entity upon behalfor which the pcmcAaei
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the Stab of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Patncfa Babb Cotrlmisslon 1631916
a v cart
Low AradwNNconastestz
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT ADEBTAND ANYINFORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USEDFORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04120
000581
..... ~, .. . 
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at : 4 2212 09 
I B . E E  S  I ,   I  S EE I , 
 ITO  1N c:f 
By: Dee Ortega • tntthorized signatory 
e tCanrDl1lia } s.s. 
CDURty of Los Angeles } 
On 4I22l2OO9 befon, e, Patricia Babb olaty Public personally appll:ared Dee C. rtega who proved fD e on 
the basls of sat\sIiIctory vI~ to be the persoo(s) hose name(s) is/are subscribed to the ithin insttwnent and 
aclcnowledged to me that helshelthey executed the same In bislherltheir autlmized capacity(lt'S}, and lhat by 
hislher\thair signature(s) 0.0 !he instrument the person(s). or !he en~ !lpOD behalf or which the pc:ISon(s) acted, 
execuwd the instru ent. 
I certilY under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Slate ofCaJifol'nla that tho foregoing pantgraph is true and 
 
 I   IE I         









Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC r
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS 14BREBY GIVEN that PIONEERLENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under theDeed ofor Transfer inTrust executed by TIMOTHYS KRAMER
A MARRIEDMAN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to PIONEER
TITLE COMPANY as Trustee in favor ofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
140MECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC FIKIA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INCas Beneficiary dated352007 recorded3912007 as InstrumentNo 2007017009 and re
recorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBTf A ATTACKED BEREG97l W
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for winch such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 3152007 The nature of such breach being
FO to pay the monthly payment due 1111009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is21706 as of422009
Ail delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing takes assessment trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of65548074together with interest thereon at the
current rate of60per annum from 1212008 until paid
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ICE    I     
   
I  IS HE  I E  at   S  . , lS  
ces r r st   t  e    ra   r s  t   l Ii  . , 
 I  N~  I     T . as ra t r, t  I  
I  . as rustee, in fa r f "ME " O  I  
 ,I C"   I    
HO I  I I , tc (FrKJA : ECO lNGS T 'AN l  TWO~ 
I C.), as eneficiary, dated 3/S/20fY1. rec r e  3/912007, as Instru ent o .2007017009 and re--
recorded. official records of anyon mmty. I , the beneficiary interest in hich is 
pJ'escntly held by ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S, INC .. Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said ounty, describing land therein 8$ follo s: 
 B IT  H  HEREWITH 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for hich such transfer is security 
bas OCCIIlTed under the eed of rnst ote dated 3/S/20ffl. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 111/2009 of principal. interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; pltlS late charges; together with 
all s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e ter s a  c iti s f 
   t. 
is t i  $21,270.61 s f 12212009 
All dellnquencies are now duet together with UDpaid.and accruing tax~ assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the secUI'ity associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $655,480.74 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 6.0% per annu  fro  12/112008 until paid. 


















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega attihwixeu signato
state ofCalifomla S
County of lms Angela
On4rW9 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public personally appeared Dee COrtega who proved to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be thepersonswbaao narnes iafare 3ubscrlbed to thewithin instrument and
acknowledgedto me thatheshelthey executed the same in hiAer ttelr e0torized capacityies and that by
hcrUheir signatures on the instrument the personsjor the entity upon behalf or whichthe personsacted
executed the instrument
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of tic tareofCaliforniathat the foregoing paragraph is true and
conect
gi Seal3 era
tticia Babb FA1RICiA flABD
cara ttdon 0 1631316
1 No ay PubRa CtdffOUN Angeles CcU
lNyCarmnt3YKtsee1BZa64
TMsOFFICE IS ATTEI TING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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I  LENDER TR STEE I . t   E E IVE S E  I , 
S ATTORNEY I  C! 
By: Dee Ortega. authorized signatory 
Stale of alifonia } s.s. 
count.)' of Los Angeks } 
ll4l.22JlOO9 cIOl'e o, tricia  t r  lic: pCl'SIll1aUy r  ec . tt   r  t  e  
t  sis f ti fil tOl}' i II t  e di  rson(s) hos  me(9) i l t  s s ri  t  t  it i  imtnl c t  
. acknowledged to me that helshelthey executed 1be same in bislherltheir aulborlzed capacity{ics), and tJ1I4 by 
hliilher\tbeir sjgnature(s) on tho inslrument the person(s). or the ~ upon behalf or which the person(s) acted, 
t  t o I str t. 
I certify undor penalty ofperjwy under the laws of the State ofCaJifomia Ibat the foregoing paragraph Is true and 
COll t. 
::::;Z&!!e!:::::e!~~~~:::::.. ____ (Seal) 
HIS  I  I'. MP I   L  ~    I  
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Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC












NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELEMON TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERLENDERlRUSTUSERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee underthe Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by KARENL PEARSON A
MARRIED PERSON AS HER SOLEAND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
ALLIANCETITLE as Trustee in vor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONS SYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOl1FMO FINANCIAL ImoWORK
INCas Beneficiary dated112112006 recorded 1112912006 as lnstrur mt No 200695038 and
reecordedofficial records of Canyon County IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
of Trust covers real property situated in said COMMdescribing land therein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT A ATTACHED FMREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe oRation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated112112006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due112009 of principal interest andlor
impounds and subsequent insWhuonts due thereafter phslatecharges togetber with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is104477 as of422409
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
feesattorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of29438785together with interest thereon at the
czar t rate of7375per aunum from 12112008 until paid
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c/o Executive Trustee Services. LLC I 1--1' > N IT! 
225S North Ontario Street, Suite 400 ;: c:' ... ~ co 
~ 
I ,;::1 -<-~ 0 
Burbank, California 91504-3120 
:= 
~r; I im :n:: -0 c 
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I     CTION   E  
  S  
I  IS  I E  t at IONEER LENDER TRUSTEE , , is t  
ccess r rustee er the ee  f r l'ansfer i  rust e ec te  y  . ,  
R IF  , S     . s t , to 
IANC  I . s rust , i  favor f "MER "  I  
I I  , I .,  S I E   . 
I  FINANCIAL~  (FII<JA MINGS I I  N~T ORK, 
INC.). as Beneficiary, dated 1112112006" recorded 1112912006, as lnstmment No .200695038 and 
re-rerorded. official records of Canyon County, IDAHO, die beneficiary interest in which is 
presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS. INC_ Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said County, descn"bing land therein as fonows: 
 I I    IlE l II 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security 
b s rr  r t   f r st t  t  1121/20 .  t r  f s  r  eing:: 
Failure to pay the rnonthly payment due 1/112009 of principal, iIUerest and/or 
impounds and subsequent iruitoJ1m.ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
an subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
said deed of trust 
is a t is $lO, 47.70 as f 122/ 009 
All delinquencies are now due, toge1her with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees. costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $294,387.85 together with interest thereon at the 
current rate of7.375% per annu  fro  121112008 wrt.i.l paid. 


















PIONMILENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
7 r
By Dee OTwga authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia I S
Couety of tas Angeles j
On422009 before me Patricia Babb Notary Public persorWlf appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
she basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the persons whose mmesisamsubscribed to the withinkmcntand
aclmowWged to me ThathesWthey executed the same in hisfierftheir authorized capacityimland thatby
hillwAheir signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed the huo umea
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M    
By: ee rtega. authorized signatory 
tate  ftfomfa } .s. 
CO\Ulty of 1.01 ADgeles } 
n 4I22l2OO9 before e, Patricia abb otary Public ~1y appeared Ow C. rtega ho proved to e on 
the ba$is of satisfactory ,widcn~ to be the person(s) whose name(s) Ware sub3c:ribed to the within instrument and 
ackno lc<lged ~ e that heI!heJthey execl1t~ tho sa e in bislherl1:heir autltori?ed capacity(i .. ). and that by 
hl.slher\thelr signature(s) on the instru ent the pcrson(s), OJ'the emity upon behalf Ot hich the person(s) acted, 
ClCecute  t  inmment. 
I certify under penalty of perjury under the Jaws of tho StIrtI: of California that the foregoiOl:paragnqili I! tru~ and 
ct. 
J .••..••...•• igDaturc~~ :ia  (Seal) 
 m E  I      i'l)   
 I      E. 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by AARON M SOMMER
and DEVICEM SOMMER HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to STEWART TTTLE as
Trustee in favor of MERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY ASNOMFOR LENDER HOM13COMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIVA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALNETWORK INC as Beneficiary dated31612007 recorded
32I007as Instrument No 2007019862 andreecorded offmial records ofCarryon County
IDAHO thebeneficiary interest in which is presently hell byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers Teat property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 28 INBLOCK 14 OF FALL RIVER ESTATES SUBDIVISION NO 3
ACCORDINGTO THEOFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 36 OF PLATS
AT PAGE 1 RECORDS OFCANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated3162007 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12009of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuantto the terras and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1090239as of41222009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of 24524033 together vft interest thereort at the
current rate of700per arrnum from 1212008 until paid
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ICE  T  IO    ER 
  S  
. , 
I  IS  I E  that  E E  S  . , is t  
ccess r rustee l.lllder the ee  f r ra sf r i  rust e te     E  
and NI   S E ., S   IF , as rantor, to S  IT , as 
Trustee. in favor of "MERS" ORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTE S, INC., 
S  S OlvflNEE F   E I S FI I L, tc (FIKl  
I  I I  , I .h s e fi i r , ate  /16120 , r r  
3f2112007. as I str e t  .200701  and re-recorde . official. rec r s f an  nty. 
I . the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  I  
O  n  , ..    r s  aJVers r l  t ated   
County, describjng land therein as follows: 
01'18, I      I   I I I  . , 
     ,    '   
  ,    T , I . 
The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for bich such transfer is security 
 rr  r t   f r t t  t  /16/2007.  t r  f s b r  eing: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of 
i   f Cr t. 
This 81D0lUlt is $10,902.39 as of 412212009 
All delinquencies are now due, together with unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and ad1lances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. The wpaid principal balance of $245 ,240.33 together with interesl1hereon at the 
current rate of 7.00% per annu  fro  121112008 until paid 




















10NNEEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized sipatory
State ofCaHPornia S
County of Las Angela J
Oa4n2am before one Patricia Ab Notary Public personally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persmswhose name isare subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to ma that behhetltey executed the same in hislhenRheir authorized capacity100anti hat by
hisA cridjair sknature on the hatrim at the persansjorthc entity upon behalfor wbirh thepersonsacted
executed tJte intent
I certify under penalty ofperjury under the laws of the State ofCalifornia that the foregoing paragraph is tree and
correct
Signa z c Seal d AA1910A BASH
Latricia CQMMbn163r316
Nntory PLIM CoNomin
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMnING TO COLLECT ADEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
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NOTICE F DEF LT ND EC ION TO S L NDER 
EED F R S  
t -l99413-C 
7472894211 
at : 412212009 
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC BY EXECUTIVE TR STEE SER ICES, 
 TT RNEY IN T 
By: Dee Ortega, authorized signatory 
tate of alfornia } s.s. 
County of Los Angeles ) 
On 4I22f2OO9 before me, Patricia Babb NotaI}' Public personally appeared Dee C. Ortega who proved t!» me 011 
the bElSis of satisfildory evidence to be the person(s) bose name(s) is/are subsaibtd to the ilbin instru eut: aDd 
acknowledged to me lIlBI be/shelthey executed the $ilme in hislberftheir aulborized apacity(ie&), mltt that by 
bislbfIJ'thoir signaturc(s) on !be instrument the person(s). or'thc enti\.y upDn behalf or wbich the pel'S01l(s) acted, 
exewtod the Instrument. 
I certify under ~ of peljury under the laws of the State ofCil1ifomia that the foregoing paragriIph is true and 
correct. 
TIllS FFI E IS TtEMPTI  T  LLE T  EBT  Y I FORMATI  
I  ILL B  ED F   PU POSE. 
PLF 04128 
recording Requested By
AndWhen Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
co Executive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS FIBREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSEESERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by JOSEPH A HEIDT and
VICKI LHEIDT HUSBAND AND WIFE as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as
Tsustee in favor ofMFRS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
SOLELY ASNOM D EIaFORTENDERHOWECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORKINC
as Beneficiary dated 711712006 recorded 712112006 as Instrument No 200659285 and re
recorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held byMORTGAQE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 BLACK 3BRtARWOODSUBDIVISION NAMPA CANYON COUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT TIMEOF FILED INBOOK 15 OF
PLAT AT PAGEs14 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that abreach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has ocetured under the Deed of Trust Note dated 711 712006 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due3l2009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This anaourrt is547739as of624009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of12457099together with interest thereon at the
current rate of700per annum from2112009until paid
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'    
I   H5REBY 1 E  t at   RUSTEE , .   
 rust   t e e             
I I  l ,   I , as rantor, te l  RATI . as 
wstee, in favor of "ME S"  I  OIS  I  S S S, I C., 
 S NO lN' E  L  J.I M COMINGS  RK. .) 
as Beneficiary. dated 7/1712006, recorded 1/2112006, as Instrument No .200659285 and re-
recorded J official recorda of anyon ounty, I . the beneficiary interest in hich is 
presently held by MOftTGAOE 'ELECTRONIC REOISTRATION SYST.SMS, INC.. Said Deed 
of Trust covers real property situated in said ountyt descn'bing land therein as follo s: 
L T S, LO  3. RiARW OD S MSI N, P , A Y  TY, 
IDAHO, ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT 1"lIEREOF, FILED IN BOOK 15 OF 
PLAT ATPAGE(s) 14, RECORDS OF SAlD COUNTY. 
The Trustee hereby gives natice that a breach of the obUgatiQO for which such transfer is security 
s ccum:  er t e ee  f l'USt te ate  7./1712006. e at re f such reac  ei g: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 3/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges~ together ith 
all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant ta the tenns and conditions of 
i    t. 
This amount is $5,477.39 as of 612412009 
All delinquencies are now due7 together with unpaid and accru.ing taxes. assess ents. trustee's 
feest attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of $124,570.99 together ith interest thereon at the 
current rate of 7.00% per annu  fro  21112009 until paid. 
And that the Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy srud 
obligation. 
PL  9 
14
r





PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
ASATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
5utr of Caliroraia SZ
County of Los Angeles I
On62412004 beforemeMyron Ravelo Notary Public peMnally appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to me on
the basisof satisfactoryevidence to be the personswhose names Ware subscribed to the within instrument and
admowlsdged to ate thathelshethey executed the same in blAerltheir authorized capacityiesand that by
himberttheir signature on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalfor which the personsacted
executed the instrument
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t : 1 4/2909 
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 I  I   
y: .be~ rtega, a.~thorized signatory 
Sblbl f c nf mb } 8.s. 
Ollltt  f  n el  } 
n 6124J2009 before e, yron Ravelo otat}' Public PUJOnalIy appeared ee C. rtega ho proved to e on 
the basis of satismctory evidepec to 5e the person(s) Wh03C na e(s) is/are subsm'bcd to the ithin iDstru ent and 
ad o lodged to me Ibat he/shelthey executed the sa e in hislhcr/!heir aulhorized capacity(ies). and Ihat by 
islh r\t ir sipature(s)  t  i str t t  erson(s), r \:be tit   lf r i  t  rson(s) t . 
~ec: e   tnImen1. 
I cmtfy und aJty of • under the la s of tile tate of alifornia that the foregomg paragraph Is w  lII1.d 
l:OlT . 
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NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTTO SELLUNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executed by KINLEYMFAVINGER
3RAMARRIED MANAS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
STEWART TITLE as Trustee infavor of MFRS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSIMM INC SOLELY AS NOMIRSEE FORLENDI
HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC FWA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC asBeneficiary dated 612512007 recorded 61292007 as InstrumentNo 2007045475 and
reecorded official records ofCanyon County MAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently heldby MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATIONSYSTEMSINC Said Deed
of Trustcovers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK2 OFMOONSTRUCKWEST SUBDIVISIONACCORDING TO
TRE OFFICIAL FLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 34 OF PLATS ATPAGE 42
RECORDS OF CANYONCIDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of theobligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurredunder the Deed ofTrust Note dated 612512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 51112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent instalhnents due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent Burns advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the teens and conditions of
said deed rftrust
This amount is1287990as of872009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
Bees attorney feescosts and advancesmade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosmre The unpaid principal balance of334together with interest thereon at the
ewrent rateof650perafrom4112049 until paid
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    LECTION    
   
I         , .   
<:ces  r st       r       .  l . 
J .,  I     -S   l  T .  tor, t  
S  I I.B, as rustee, in1favor of ".MER,S"  I  
I  n  YSTEMS, I .,   IN   NDER 
I  I I ,  (ffKJ  I  ·1N I  . 
INC.). as Beneficiary. dated 612512007, recorded 612912007, as Instru entNo .2007045475 and 
:re-recorded • fficial records f Qul  ounty, ID , the beneficiary i terest i  hich is 
presently held by T E ELE T I  E ISTRA nON S STE S. I  .. Said eed 
f rust c ers :real r ert  sit ate  i  sai  ty, describing land t erei  as follo s: 
 , I  8 l  I,-iS   I I I , I   
H FFI ALPLATTHER )F1LEDJNB OK340F ATSA ~ 
   OUNTY, . 
 r st  r  i s ti  t t  r  f t  li ti  f r i  s  tra sfer is s rit  
has cc rre  er t e ee  fTEtlst ate ate  612512007. e at re f s c  reac  ei : 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 51112009 of principal. interest and/or 
i potmds  t i St lb t   reafter~ l  l t  r es; t t r it  
ll s s t sw s   eficilll'J" rs t t  t e t rms  iti s f 
  of trus  
is n t is $12,879.90   Sn12009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, to~ether ith 1.D!paid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, com and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
f recl sure. e tm ai  ri ci al ala ce f $334.i653.40 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
CUl'lent rate f 6.50% per annmn (ro  41112009 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 

















PIONEER TENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
signatory
StateofCatlrornia S
County of LosAn m
On672009 beforeme Christine E GomezSehwab Notary Publicpersonally appeared Carlo Magno who
proved m me on the basisof satisfactory evidence to be thepersonswhose nart due subscribed to the within
inswartent and acknowledged to me that he 4md cy executed the same in hfa terftheir authorized capaeityiesand
that by hisAherltheir signatures on the instrament the personsortheentity upon behalf or which the parsons
acted executed tine instrumem
I certify under penalty ofperjtuy under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing patagrraph istrue and
corrat




THIS OFFICE ISATTENYPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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OlDl  f  ll lIS} 
n anJ2009 ef re e, (:.hristine . omez-Schwab tar  lic monall  apPClIfed aRe agno  
proved to me on 1he basis of ~tlsfactOJ)' evidmcc to be the person(s} w!wse name(s) ware subscribed to the ithin 
insttument and aelmo ledged to e iliat 1Wsh£hhay executed the sa e itt blslhedrheir authorized capacity(ies), and 
that by higJber\their signalUre(s) on the instnJment the pelSon(lI). or theenrily upon behalf or whidl tho pmson(s) 
;t , c 1  th  i t nt. 
I certiJY under peDalt)' of perjlll')' under tho la s oflbe State of alifamia that the foregoing paragraph is txue and 
rrect. 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
an Idaho limited liability company asTrustee by Quality Loan Services as Attorney in
Fact is the duly appointed Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust dated 611712005
executed by RICK SEDILLO AN UNMARRIED MAN as Trustor to secure certain
obligations in the amount of152000in favor of MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC as Beneficiary recorded 61272005 as Instrument No 200536360
official records of CANYON County Idaho beneficial interest has been assigned to
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc describing land therein as follows
SEE LEGALATTACHED
There is a default by the Grantor or other person owing an obligation the
performance of which is secured by said Trust Deed or by their successor in interest
with respect to provisions therein which authorize sale in the event of default of such
provision to wk
Promissory Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 61112009 PAYMENT OF
PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER
WITH LATE CHARGES IMPOUNDS TAXES ADVANCES AND ASSESSMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust has executed and
delivered to said Trustee a written declaration of default and demand for sale and has
deposited with said Trustee such Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing
obligations secured thereby and has declared and does hereby declare all sums
secured thereby immediately due and payable and has elected to cause the trust
property to be sold Said sums being the following
The unpaid principal balance of16997036together with interest thereon
at the current rate of47500 per annum from6112005 until paid plus all
accrued late charges escrow advances attorney fees and costs and any
other sums Incurred or advanced by the beneficiary pursuant to the
PLF 04133
17
Recording Requested By rt tr
And When Recorded Mail To r C
rn
Quality Loan Service Corp ofWashington F jy cn 4V
2141 5th Avenue
San Diego CA92109 I
TSNo I 9313841
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I  I   I   i r r r st  rvic s, l  
an Idaho li ited liability co pany, as Trustee by uality Loan eNices, as ttomey in 
Fact.. is the duly appointed uccessor rustee under a eed of rust dated 611712005 
t   t  ILLO,  I  ,  r t r t   t i  
     $152,000.00,      
 , C.,      
l O , I C.,  fi i r , r r  1271 005,  I tr t . 60. 
ffi i l r r  f  nty, I o, fi i l i t r t   i  t  
rt  l ctr ic istr ti  yst s, I c., scri i  l  t r i  s f ll s: 
1tSEE   
r  is  f k  t  r t r r t r rs  i   li ti , t  
perfor ance of hich Is secured by said Trust eed, or by their successor in interest, 
ith respect to provisions therein hich authorize sale in the event of default of such 
i i , t  it: 
r i sory m Sr : I     / /    
PRINCIPAL A  INTEREST AND ALL S BSE E T PAY E TS. T ET E  
I  TE , I , ,   . 
y reason of such efault, the eneficiary under said eed of rust has executed and 
li r  t  i  r t   ritt  d r ti  f f lt   f r l ,   
deposited ith said rustee such eed of rust and all docu ents evidencing 
obligations secured thereby and has declared and does hereby declare all su s 
r  t r y i i t l    l    l t  t   t  tr t 
r rt  t  e s l . ai  s s i  t  f ll Wi : 
The unpaid principal balance of $169,970.36 together ith interest thereon 
t  t r t   .7500 % per annu  fro  611/2009 until paid. plus all 
accrued late charges, escro  advances. attorney fees and costs. and any 




terms and conditions of said deedoftrust
To find out the amount you must pay or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure or if
property Is in foreclosure for any anther reason contact
Quality Loan Service Corp Of Washington
2141 5Avenue
San Diego CA 92101
Tel Reinstatement Line 619457711 x3704
Toll Free 866 6457711
Dated 91512009
By Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC an Idaho limited liability company
asTrustee by lity Loan Services as Attorney to Fact
Tarb Donzella Vice President
State of California
ss
County of San Diego
Qn before meA Adams a Notary Public personally appeared Tara
Dona la o proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons
whose romesisare subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me that
helshelthey executed the same in hisertheir authorized capacityVeNs and that by
hisherth i signatures on the instrument the personsor theentity upon behalf of
which the person acted executed the instrument
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws oftheStat o California that the
foregoing paragraph is true and correct
WITNESS m hand and official seal A ADAMSy Commission IF 1820M G
zis IYtary Public CaliforniaSan Diego CountyLMyComm expim pct 28 M12Signature 11W IV
If you have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may have been released of personal
liability forthis loan in which case this fetter is intended to ecercise the note holdersrights against the real
property only
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FOR THATPURPOSE
As required by few you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on your credit record
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 fm  t t  t  t , r t  rr  f r t t  t  f r l re. r if 
r rt  I  i  f r l r  f r  oth r r on, t t: 
lit   r i  r . f i t  
 tb  
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l:  i e: 19 .. 645-77   
ll r : (8 ) -- 71  
t : /151200  
: Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, lL  an Idaho li ited liability co pany, 
 t  ~lity  ar i ,  tt  in t 
~'tI~· ~ l: lla, A"S4~8R( 
  li i  ) 
) SS. 
t  f  i  ) 
On qhcltrm f r  e, . s  t r  lic, r ll  r  r  
nz~la,~ve  to e on the basis of satisfactory evldence to be the person(s) 
 na e(s) islare s scri  t  t  it i  i tr t  l  t   1 at 
helshelthey executed the sa e in his/her/their authorized capacity{les), and that by 
i J er/their i ture( )  t  i tr t t  erson(s), r t  tit   lf f 
ic  t  rson(s) ct , t  t  i tr t. 
I certify under L V  J  under the la s of 1he.~tateof. alifornia that the 
foregoing paragraph is true and correct. .. 
l     l l. 
~nmu,  t\.~ 
If YQu  r I l   i r  I r  r t ,     r l  f r l 
li ility f r t is l  In ic  c s  t is l tt r is i t  to xercise t  t  lder's ri ts i st t  r l 
propert~ l . 
          I  
 ill     . 
s required by la , you are hereby notified that a negative credit report reflecting on YOUI' credit f"eCQrd 






COMMENCING at the East Quarter corner ofSection 11 Township 3 North Range 2 ftat
of an Bobo meridim in CowartC0U kbbo lhence running
West it distaMtca of 102 feet to the KUL POINT Of BEGINNING thence
i conffnuing
West a dlaiance of 816 feat tb 8 P01114 AMC running
Soruth a distance Of 190 foal 10 4POInC lbonce running
East a distance of 815 feat to a palyd thence running
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coExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer inTrust executed by PERRYSPIVEY and
SUSANNE SPIVEY HUSBAND AND WIFE as Granto4 to TITLEONE CORPORATIOON as
Tmstee in favor ofHOMECOMIN1 FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS
FINAISICrlLNEiWORK INCas Beneficiary dated362007 reewded31212007 as
Instrument No 2007017383 andreecordedofficial records of CanyonCounty IDAHO the
beneficiary interest inwhich is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT ZBLOCK 2 DELAWARE PARK SUBDMSIONNO1AT THE COLONIES
CANYON COUNTY IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILED INBOOK 29 OF PLATS ATPAGES49 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY LOT
2BLOCK2DELAWARE PARK SUBDIVISIONNO 1BOOK 29 PAGE 49
TheTrustee hereby givesnotice dot a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust dote dated 3162007 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment duc712009ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deedoftrust
This amount is753422 as of 11152009
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessmea trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 14069312 together with interest thereon at the
current rate of70per anmun from6200until paid
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I  IS  I  that 10   S  S I S, , is the 
ss r r st  r t   f r r sf r i  r st t    I   
S S E SPIVEY, S   1FE, as rantor, to TITLE E P TION, as 
rust . i  f r f ECOMINGS I I L, t  (F/KJA I  
I N IAL NET , ll'fc'), as eneficiac-y, ate  /612007, reCOlded 311212007, as 
Instru ent o .2007011383 and re·recorded • official records f anyon County~ I , the 
 f t  i   i  tl      
I  nO  , I C.. i   fT. t t  r l t  it t  i  i  
ty,  l    : 
 2,  ,   I  O.1   I , 
 , I , I    n1Cl   F, 
       AGE(S) ,    .  
~  ,    . ,  1',  . 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such lransfer is security 
s cc n-e  tm er t e ee  f mst Note t  /6 2007.  at re f s c  reac  ei : 
ilm  t   t  t l  t e /112009 f pri i l. i t r t nd/or 
i pounds a  s se e t i stall ents e t ereafter; lus Jate c ar es; t et er it  
aU subsequent su s advanced by beneficJary pursuant to the tenus and conditions of 
i    t t. 
is t  S7 ,634.22   1 5 2009 
AU delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing1axes, assessments, trustee's 
fees. tt rney's fees, c sts  s a e.t  r t t t  s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $140.693.12 together with interest thereon at the 
rr t rate f .0% r a num fr  /112009 WltiJ ai . 
nd t at the eneficiary elects to seU or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEESERVICES LLC BY EXECIMWTRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Bp Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State Of Csufornla BS
Countyof Lae Aageles
On I IMM09 before meCHRIS IL HERRERA Notary Public personally appeared Dec C Ortega who proved to
me an the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the pwanswhose narne Ware subscribed to the within 1pstnu t
wdacimawledged tome thatheshetbt@y executed the same in hislhcdciraudxmizedeapacityiesand that by
hisAterMwir signatures an the Instrument the personsor the entity upon belmir or which theperson acted
executed the instroment









TMS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANYINFORMATION
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at d: 11512009 
I    I ,   ECUTIVE  I . 
  I   
y: ee rtega ~ authorized signatory 
e o  c.uro1'lli  } s.s. 
o  r os n" ) 
n 11lSJ2009 before m~. IS R.  otary ublic persona1ly apJIeared ec: . ortega ho proved 10 
 o     th  m:    Che er.lon(s} s  me(s) illi: crl ci    m. t lment 
a  acbo ledged to e that he/sheJthGy cxcc::u.tcd the sa e in hlsIhcrfUl.cir authorized eapacity(ies), and that by 
bislhmrhelr ai ature(s) o  the i str e t t e perIlDl1(s}, r t e e tit  upon ehalf r hich t e erson(s) acted,. 
~  s nun t. 
I certify meier penally crt per,jury under the la s of the State of alifornia 1hat !be foregoing PlIrag1'3ph ill true and 
e :t t. 
Signatln ~ A: ~ :: ~ (Seal) 
HR:I  . HE  
HI    f         
      . 
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee wider the Deed ofor Transfer in Trust executedby BRUCE A
PENDLETON AN UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to FIDELITYNATIONAL MLE
INSURANCECOMPANY as Trustee infavor ofMIRRS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC aOLELY ASNOMINEE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCasBeneficiary dated 11192005 recorded
1111012005 as Instrument No 200575479 andreecorded official records of Canyon County
IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said
County describing land therein as follows
LOT 4 BLOCK6 AUTUIVLN BREEZE SUBDIVISIONNO 2CANYONCOUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDING TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT WHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 28 OF
PLATS AT PAGES4RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated 11192005 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 71112009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed ofWit
This amount is72111 as of1162009
All delinquencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessmerrts trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of13355887together with interest thereon at the
current rate of825 per annum from 61112009 until paid
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I     t t    . , i  1he 
r rustee un r t  e   r ra f r i  r t t    . 
t  l  . as ra t r, t  I I  I  lTI  
 ,  ,   " E S"   
I I  , I  .• S   I    
I GS I I  , lNC.~ as e eficiary, ate   V9/200S, rec l' e  
,    .200   ·recor d 1     t . 
I , the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by  I  
l  I  , I C .. ai   f mst c ers real r ert  sit ate  i  sai  
County, describing land therein as follows: 
 ,  , M..~  I I I  . ,  , 
I , I    I I   TH , I  I     
PLATS AT PAGE(S) 4, RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY. 
he rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
b s rr  r t   f r t t  lhrt  1/912005.  t r  f  r  ~ 
ail re t  a  t e t l  a e t e 71112009 f ri ci al, i terest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
allsub6equeJrt sums advanced by beneficiary pmsuant to tbe lerms and conditions of 
i    trust. 
i  t is $7,721.11  f 1116/2009 
ll delinquencies are no  due, togetber ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments. trustte's 
f s, ttorney's f s. t     t  r t t t  ecurit  soci t  it  t i  
foreclosure. The unpai<i principal balance oU133,658.87 together with interest thereon at the 
curren1 tate of 8.25% per annwn from 61112009 until paid. 



















PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY TAT FACT
e60c
By Doe Ortega authorized signatory
State of California S
County of Los Angeles
on 111162009 bema CIT US K HERRLRANoPublic personally appeared lice C Ortega who proved
to me on thebasis of satisfactory evidence to be the personswhose name islamsubscribed to the within
htstrument andacimowicd to me that hel4wAbey executed the same in his berltheic authorized cap witylesl and
that byhiseNheirsignature on tie insl umeot the pozonslox the entity upon behalf orwhich thepersans
acted executed the hsemnL







COM EXPIresSe 26 2013
THIS OMCE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
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JD~232934-C 
1 3227 
: 1 1612009 
 E  S E  ,     , 
S TI  IN  
y: ee rtega J authorized signatory 
tate  li or ia } s.s. 
at  f  gela } 
On 1111612009 efore e, HRI  R. BR BRA otary lic ers all  a ece  De  . rt   r e  
t  e  t  asis f satisfact r  e~ideJJee t  e t  erson(s) bose ame(s) is/rue s scrl e  t  t e it i  
instru ent aad acknowledge(! to e tbat he/sbeltiJey GlCecuted the sa e In htslber/thcir authorized eapacity(ies), and 
that by bislher'ldtolr signature(s) en tlJe msbUment Ihe pmon(s),. or 'flo entity upon behalf or which the puson{s) 
t , o t  t  InslnImenL 
I certify under pena~ ofpeljury under the la s of tho State of alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true lIIld 
m:ct. 
Siguature ~ ~ ~ .. - (Seal) 
 . B  
 FFICE  fE I        I  
TA1  I    OR  SE. 
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NOTICEOF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of or Transfer in Trust executed by SHOTZY FRIEDLEY A
TARRIEDMAN WHO ACQUIREDTITLB AS A SINGLE MAN as Grantor to FIDELITY
NATIONAL TITLE INS COMP ACALIFORNIA CORP as Trustee in favor ofMFRS
MORTGAGEELECT ONiC REGISTlA71 N SMSTElA INC SOLELY AS NOivMEE
FORLENDER HOMECOMINGSFINANCIAL LLC FWAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCas Beneficiary dated 121202006 recorded32007as Insmunent No
2W7015329 and rcrecorded official records of Canyon County IDAHO thebeneficiary
Interest in which ispresently heldby MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing
land therein as follows
LOT 7 INBLOCK3 OF FAIROAKS ATINDIANA SUBDIYIS10NACCORDINGTO
THE OFFICIAL PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 19 OF PLATS AT PAGES45
ANDAS AMENDED BYAFFIDAVIT RECORDED OCTOBER 120995 AS
INSTRUMENTNO 9528724 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrustNote dated12200 6 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due2l009 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus Iste charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is1331225as of1125009
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of11259890together with interest thereon at the
current raft of75 per annum from12009 until paid
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       S  VI ES~ ,   
 ruste               
MAR I    l  I E   I  .  r tor. t  J I  
I  I  I . P.,  I I  P '3 s r st e, i  f r f IIME " 
 R I  EGISTRATIO  YSTEl'...tS.l ' ., I.   tyUNE  
   l I ,  IKJ    
ET RK,. I ., as eneficiary, dated 1112012006. recorded 31212007, as Instrmnent o 
.200701$   -l'econk  , i i l r r    ty, I . t  i i  
[nterest in which is presently held by ORTGAGB ELECTRONlC REGISTRATlON 
EM. . I .. i   f r t rs r l r rt  it t  i  s i  OUIlty. ri i  
   : 
      l    IV ION,   
 mC[    t        AGE(S) , 
       , 1' ,  
 . 1 4,     TY, . 
he rustee hereby gives notice 1hat a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
       te  212012006.      ing: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 2/1 (2009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pounds and subsequent insta.l1ments due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU s s t s s a a ce   fi i r  lll'S\Ja t to t  t nns a  iti s f 
   st. 
is a ount is $13,312.2S as f 11125f2009 
ll delinquencies are IlOW due) together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments. trustee's 
fees, aCtomey's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security 8$SOClated ith this 
foreclosure. he unpaid principal balance of$112,598.90 together ith interest thereon at the 
curre.ntrate of 7.15% per annu  fro  11112009 until paid. 




















PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dee Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia j S
County of LosAngmWes j
On 159 betas meCHMS R HERURA Notary Public persAyappeared Dee C Ortega who proved
to me an the basis ofsatisfactory evidenco to be the par mswhose namesWere subscribed to the within
instru moat and acknowledged tome thatheshelthey executed the same in hisiherRheir authorized capzcity m and
that by hialherktheir signatures on tho instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf or which thepersons
acted oxecmW the instrument
I certify under penalty ofpc4 y under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is tnuend
correct




Notary Pualkt calt nia
Los Anaskes cwiy
myCCmIa lees Sea 282A13




---------- - - -
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~ 468..c 
3  
t : 1/2512009 
I    I .   I   I . 
 I    
y: ee rtega, authorized signatory 
tllte  i  } s.s. 
ounty f os DgeIa } 
 J l!JSf2009 ofore Ine, RlS . RE  lal  ljc ersomdly a eare  Oec . rte a b  r e  
t  1M CD t  .a$js f ti f ctOJ)' l m:  t   t : ~( ) os  me(!) is/tir  ri  t  t o it i  
inS1lU1nem IQd aclmc 1edged to e that helsbe/they execnted the sa e in hislherfthelr authorized capaci~ies). and 
t Dl  bisJher\t ir si naturo(s} 00 t e i str e t t  e1'SOIl(S). r t  Clltit  c  lf r i  t o rson(s) 
t d, euted ~  i t. 
I certify er pOlt8lty f erjury lIJItier the la s f the tate f alifornia that the forcgcing paragraph. is tnm IIRd 
t. 
(8m) 
CtllUS . RE A 
CINIII'IIisIIo~ II  
Gl  b ic • Cilffat l  
Las nval., COuIII, 
Mv l m. Jrltl p 8. 111  
   'l'        INF  
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN thatPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer in Trztexecuted by JAKE ROSS G011N
MARRIEDMAN AS HIS SEPARATEESTATE as Grautor to TRANSNATION TITLE as
Trustee in favor ofM MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC ISTRAMON SYSTEMS INC
SOLa ASS NOMINEEFOR LENDERHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NET4VOI2 fiVr
as Beneficiary dated 412212006 recorded 51112006 as Instrument No 2006328I4 and re
recorded official records of CanyonCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covets real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
THESOUTH 75 FEET OF LOT 7 IN BLOCK 2 OF GOLDSSUBDIVISION CANYON
COUNTY IDAHOACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN
BOOTS 2OF PLATS AT PAGE8 RECORDS OFSAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed ofTrust Note dated 412212006 Thenature of such breachbeing
Failure to pay themorrtHy payment due 10112 09ofprincipal interest andor
imipomrds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thismount is38906as of1412010
All delinquencies are now due together with unsaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
feesatornefs fees costs and advancesmade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of8135740together with interest thereon at the
current rate of65per annurn from9112009 until paid
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Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC t ZE
c4accutive Trustee Services LLC
2255 NorthOtriario Street Suite 400 w
BumCalifornia 915043120 X to o
818260161Dd
LossNo 0428056006 ca CO
TSNoID236765C o
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOFTRUST
000603
·. . ' . .. ". 
rdiB  e  y: 
D  e  ec r e  il o: 
l   I1lSt  rvi s,  
ldExecutivc  r i s,  
~S  t  nt i  t c\ it   
urbank, l  -31  
(8 8) 60-1600 
an o.:  
.S. o.:JD.. S..c 
'Cj1)/QGQ 30 ( 
t~ m '" :sac::o 
~ 
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 (    t t f    ERVI S. , i  t  
SuccesSDt rustee under the eed of or ransfer in rust executed by J  SS OOH , 
RRIE   S IS SEP R TE A~ a3 rantor. to T S Tl  TITLE, as 
t .  m  f" ERS" MORT  I  I TI  , I ., 
LEl.Y  I    B l  I I  TWORK, INC,. 
 fi i ry, t  6,  /112006t  t t  . 1   re-
corded • i i l    ty, , t  fi i  i t t i  i b i  
presently held by  I  IS I  S S S, l C_ Said eed 
fT1'IJSt r  r l t  it t  i  i  ty, ri i  l  t i   ll s: 
T E S T  75 FEET F L T 7 I  BL CK:% F OLDtS S I ISI ,  
TY, D , l    1 1  F7   
OK:!     ,    fY. 
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which suCh transfer is security 
has occurred UDder the Deed ofTrnst Note dated 412212006. The nature of such breach being: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 1011/2009 of principal, interest andlor 
i pounds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
ll t    fi i r  r t t  t  t r s  iti  f 
i    t t. 
is amou t is $3>890.86 as flf14!2  
All delinquencies are now due, together with 'UIlp8id and accnJing taxes, assessments, tnlstee; s 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and d~s ade to protect the security associated ith this 
f r l r . e i  ri ipal la ce f $81.357.40 t t r 'Wit  interest t r  t "the 
cummt rate of 6.5% per annum fro  91112009 until paid. 
d t t t  fi i r  le ts t  s ll r s  t  tr st r rt  t   s l  t  ti f  s i  
li ti . 
J 
  





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVETRUSTESERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By signatory
stete of Callfomm s
County of Las tinge
On14f2070 beforemeSally eliran Notary Public personally appeared Carlo Magna who proved to me on flee
basis of satisfactory evidence to be the pwsonswhose names istam subserlbed to the widiin kts ument and
acknowledged to me that betsheldley executed the same inzisfwAair arthoridcapacayiesand That by
hiwbcAtheg signsure on theWtruomwthe parsonsor the entky upon beluilforwhich thepersonsacted
cwcutad thehmirmovat
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    L:E~CTION    
   
1I).. -C 
0560  
: 41.2  
  rR  I . tc ~y  lRUST E . 
 I    
} .s.. 
OURty  o  AJIIC } 
00 1114/2010 befure o,. ally Beltran otary Public pel'SOnall~, appeared arlo agno ho proved to .e OJ] 1hc 
basis of satisfaetoty evidence to be the person(s) h<e na e(s) i5laro subscribed 1J) the ithill instnuneal and 
l  t   t i h l b l'llle  t  ab   i  hi&lhedtheir ldhorized apacity(i s). IIll  111""  
IUslber\dleir signature(s} on the u.a1mment the person(s). or the entity upon behalf «which the person(s) acted, 
.xe te   i trumlltn . 
I cc:rtify 1IJlder penally ofpeIjmy under the la s f the tate of O:ilifomia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
~ct ~ 4!, 
- ~~M4f1thk=:= (~ 
In  FFICE         I R  






Aid Wlica Regarded Mail To M z
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC n ca
co llxecutiVeTrustee Services LLC i z
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 440





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deed of orTransfer inTrust executed by ROBERT ALSETHAN
UNMARRIED MAN as Grantor to TITLEONE CORPORATION as Trustee in favor of
MERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS
NOMRIEE FOR LEI11ERH0MEC0TAD4GS FWANCAL NETWOM INC as Bcn6acary
dated122005 recorded 1211412005 as InstrumentNo 200583820 adreecorded official
records ofCanyonCounty IDAHO the beneficiary interest inwhich is presently heldby
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said DeedofTrust covers
real property situated In said County describing landtherein as follows
SEE EXHIBIT ATTACHED HEREWITH
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer issecurity
has occurred under the Deed of TrustNote dated 1211212005 The nature of such breach being
FaDure to pay the monthly payment due2112009 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said decd oftrust
This amount ist651502 as of342010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect thesecurity associatedwith this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of1100489 together with interest thereon at the
currcut rateof6816perannum from12003 until paid
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I         , . s  
 r st  w,..der     ra    t    lI,  
l  . s r t r, t  I  RATI N, s r st e, i  f r C)f 
"MB I1    . C., I..   
IN   END  O ECor.,,1INO  IN I  RK., I ., as eneficiary. 
t  12112/2005, rec r e  1211412005, as I str e t  .2{)OS83320 I:Uld re-rewrded J fficial 
r s u  t . , 1he fi i r       l   
   ,  ..   m   
real property sit ate  i  sai  County~ escri i  la  t erei  as f ll s: 
 mmI   TI'AClIED  
e r stee ere  i es tice t at a reac  f t e li ati  f r ic  s c  tra sfer is s c rity 
  l.ll'ldert     t   5.      i g: 
il  t   t  t l  t  112 09 prioci l. i t t ndIor 
Dnpo <b  t i t ll t   t r after; l  l t  r s; t s tb r it  
ll s se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs a t t  t e ter s a  c iti s f 
 e  m l 
i  t i  $16051 .02  f31412010 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith 1Ulpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
f s, tt mey's f s, t     t  r t t t  rit  i t  it  t i  
fmeclosure. The unpaid principal balance of $110,048.90 together ith interest thereon at the 
c.urrent rate of 6.816% per annu  fro  11112009 until paid. 
 t at t  fi i r  l ts t  s ll r s  t e tr st r ert  t   s l  t  s tisf  s i  
li ti . 
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PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Z4rtl
ByDec G Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCalifornia S
County of Lop Angelo
Oa342010 before areCHRIS R HERRERA Notary Public personalty appeared Dee C Ortega who proved to
tae an due basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persons whosenames idam subscribed to thewithin instrument
and ulmawledted to me that helsheRhey executed the sauce in hislherAtheir authorized capacityIesandby
hisaeeaeir signature on the insk meat the personsor the entity upon behalf or which the person acted
executed the kml rude ea








My CommExpires Sep 283
TAIS OFFICE 1S ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT AND ANYMORMATION





-NQTICE  E T  E ION   ER 
   
I -240349-C 
7426642146 
Dated: . 3 412010 
PI EER LENDER S EE , LC  I E S E  , 
S I  I   
By: Dec C. rtega, authorized signatory 
l te  liFornia } A 
Cooni)' of Ln' Angeles } 
0Jl314J2010 before IIlC, RIS I.. E E  olaty PuhliG personally appeared. ee . rtega ho proved to 
~ on lbc ba$Is of satisfactmy cvi4cnee to be the person(s) hose name{l!) isfara subscribed to the ithin Instru ent 
and acknowledged to me that hclshe/lhcy executed the same in hislhcrltheir authorized capaclty(ics). and that by 
~ signatutc(s) on the instrmnent the person(s), or the entity upon behalf or which the persou(s) amcd. 
executed the In!trumcnt. 
I certit)r uader penally of pcrjuty under the laws of the State of Califomia that the foregoing paragraph is vue and 
~ 
HI  I  I  I        INFOR TI  
I  I      POSE. 
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NOTICEOF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
w
Pmording Requested By A a FaQ SCR
WhenRecarited Mail To r
Pioneer Leader Trustee Services LLC M m
clo Executive Trustee Services LLC 7
2255 North Ontario Street Suite 400
Burbank California 91504 3120 a
818 2601600
LoanNo 0473427524 P T cn
No
NOTICE IS I IEREGIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deal of orTramsfor in Trust executed by ENRIQUE PEREZ A
MARRIED MAN AS HIS SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY as Grantor to
TiIANSNATION TITLE wTrustee in favor ofMORTGAGEELECTRONIC
icEGiSTtIAi10SYSTEFria INC ASNihiIIEFORHOvTECt3MR3vSrTdiiAi
LLCFKIAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABULITY
COMPANY asBeneficiary dated 411712007 recorded43012007 as Instrument No
2007029703 and rerccorded official records of Canyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary
interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRAnON
SYST JA4S INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in mid County describing
land fhherein as follows
LOT3 IN BLOCK 60FNEW KARCHER ESTATES NO 2 SUBDIVISION NAMPA
CANYON COUNTY IDAHOACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF
FILEDIN
BOOK 17 OF PLATS AT PAGE 32 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under theDeed of Trust Note dated4117200 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1212009 of principal interact andor
impou Ws and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all Subsequent aums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This anwunt is513374asof 312212010
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and aceruing taxes assessments trustee
fees att6mey fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid principal balance of14456771 togetherwith interest thereon at the
curreaut iateof625V9 per annum from 11I2009 until paid















Rec  Clll 1  y: 
ADd  eon1  n o: 
i r n   ervi s, e 
/  t   ~, t  
SS   t,   
k, li  -3  
(8 ) ()..160  
a  o.: 1  
T.S. No.:ID-24162S..c 2D (002 ( ]9 
onCE      L   
   
I  IS H REBY I  that PI   S  VI ~ , is the 
Successor Trustee UDder the eed of or Transfer in rust executed by E I E PEREZ,  
lB    I     PERTY, as rantor, t  
R  , as ,  a~r    
REGIS RATION MS. mc.,  Ob-fiNEE  Orv2EC MINGS FINANCI L. 
 (p/Kl  I S l I  TWO~ I C.)  I I  l n..I  
ANY,  fi i ry, t  007. r r  130120 1,  I tr t  
.2001029703 and re-recomed , official records of anyon ounty. I , the beneficiary 
t     t      ISTRATI  
S~S, I C.. Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated in said Countyp describing 
l  1her m s f ll s: 
L T J I  BL C  60F E  RC ER EST TES .2 S B I lSI , P , 
 NTV~ ,    I   F, 
I . I  
      , S   TY. 
he l'U;Stee ere  i es tice t t  r  f t  li ti  f r ic  s  tr sf r is s rit  
bas occuned under the eed of rust ote dated 411712007. he nature of such breacb being: 
ailure to pay the onthly pay ent due 12/112009 of principal, interest and/or 
i pomds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together it  
l.s n a  s s   z       Ons  
i   f tr t. . 
is mount is $6,133.74  31 t2  
ll delinquencies are no  duet together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assess ents, trustee's 
f s., ttOrn y's fe . sts  a ces  t  r t t tlr  rio/ i t  it  t is 
foteoloSure. 'hc unpaid principal balance U 144,567.71 together it  interest thereon at the 
current i to f 6.25% per ~tl  fro  111112009 until paid. 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or causo the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
im. 
  





PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
ASATTORNEY IN FACT
2Q
By DeeC Ortega authorized signatory
StAte S
County of L ARplics
on3Zto beforeme CMSR HERRERA Natant Public patumeW appeared Dee COrtega who proved to
me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the persouswhose names islare subscribed to11tD widtln hatrLc
and a4now1edgedto me dumbelshehhey executed the same in hislheritheir authorized capwhylesand thatby
hhcrtheirSipauueson the instmmaa theperson9or the entity upon behalfor which the petsansacted
executed the instrument







i Notary Public Cslltntnia
Los Anpetas County
Gann EVW3 Sep 28 2913
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 OF  
- 4162S .. C 
47342'1524 
. t : 1221201  
I    VI ES~   I   I , 
 I  .I   
: ee . rt , a t rize  sj at r  
tateofca.fornia } s.s. 
OUDIJ D  os. ngeles } 
On 3/22120 10 befure e, HRIS R. RRE~ otary Publio personal.Iy appeared Dee C. rtega ho proved to 
e  die asis f'satislket J  e Menre to be- t e eDon(!) se Ila e(s) is/are s scri e  t  lbe j!:hln instrume.at 
and IlClmnwIedged to 1M that helshclthey exowted the sa e in hislhedtheir authorized capacity(les). aIld that by 
hi!lhm.he.ir $ipature(s) OD 1he instrument Ihe pcrscm(s), or the entity upoo behalf or which the JlCt'SQIl(s) aeted. 
  n n nt. 
J 1:enil1 utrder penzthy of perjury under the la s of the late of alifornia Chat the foregoing pmagraph Is true 8I1d 
iTo t. . 
i t re ~.~.ee ~ (Seal) 
.. ll  . B B .  
   f l   ECf      
      . 
  
kerAwding Requested By
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
cExecutive TrusteeServices LLC











NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE ISHEREI7Y GIVEN that PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC is the
Successor Trustee under the Deedof or Transfer inTrustexecutedby KELLY MCREYNOLDS
AND QUINCYMCREYNOLDS HUSBAND AND WIFEAS JOINT TENANTS as Grantor
to AROMLANDTITLE as Trustee infavor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC AS NOAGNEE FOR HOMECOMINGSF1NANCIAS
LLC FIYJAHOMECOMNUSFINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITEDLIABILITY
COMPANYas Beneficiary dated 111012008 recorded129008 as Inshusaent No
2006005041 andreecorded official records ofCarryon County IDAHOthe beneficiary
interest inwhich Is presently held by MORTGACrE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property situated In sold County describing
land therein as follows
SEZEXIMBIT A ATTACHED BZREWITFI
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer Is security
has occurred ruiner the Deed of Trust Note dated 111012008 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due12010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges togetherwith
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is113199as of482010
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accr taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of3436850together with interest thereon at the
current rate of5875per annurn from 1210049 until paid
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  EREBY  [ B    I , ,   
Uccess r m t  r t   f r r f r i  r t t      
 I  ~   I ,  J I t , as tantor, 
 CHBR  ,  ,    O   
 , .,  MI   lVl-EC I  INA CI L, 
 (FIKI  OMECOMINGS NANCIALNETWO~ ] C.)  I I  I IU  
ANY,  fi i r , t  08, r r  129/2008,  I tr m t  
.2008   r -recorde . Dffici l r r  f n  ty, I , t  fi i r  
interest in hich is presently held by G  I  IS I  
lE , I C •• Said eed of rust ~oversreal property situated insald ounty. deSClribing 
el   : 
E HI    HE H 
The Trustee bereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
b  rr  und r t   f r t t  run  . e t r  f  r  i g: 
il r  t   t  t l  t  1112010 f ri i l, i t r st ndlor 
i s a  s se e t i stall e ts e t ereafter; l s la1e c ar es; t et er it  
all subsequont su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions of 
i    t. 
 m m   $11,3 9.19   181201 0 
ll delinquencies are no  due. 10gether itb. unpaid and accruing taxe9~ assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with this 
f recl s re.  ai  ri ci al ala ce 0/$343)685.30 t et er it  i terest t ere  at t e 
current rate of 5.875% per annum fro  12/112009 until paid. 




















PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES
AS ATTORNEY IN PACT
ByDeeC Ortega authorized signatory
State ofCallfarnle 95
County of Los Angeles
On 4122010 beforeme Corine Zacmias Notary Public pmsonaiiy appeared DeeG Ortega whoprod to me on
the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the geasonswhosenanws isiste subscribed to thewAitt instmm mt and
alma wledged to me that lWahchhey executed the same in hislhorlibeirauthOrl2ed capacityiesand thatby
bbAWtheirsigaatvre oat the instrwrtent the pemonsor the entity upon behalf or which the persousacted
executed the instrument





z R Notary Pubile CafNornla
Los etas Gounly
N CO Fspiias Dec 21 x013




~ . . 
,-
        
D   
- -C 
 
: /3  
.   ,   lT   . 
    
By: Dee C. Ortega f authorized signatory 
t  aJU'omIa } as. 
t  f os l s } 
 1812010 f r  e, ri c a arias t r  li  onall.  r  ~  C. rt  b() roved t    
tho basil of IlIItisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) irllUo subs«ibed to the ~in 1n$trument and 
ackno le e  t   tiat bellbelt  exl!Cllteci t  sa e i  hirrIherJtbelr authorf:zed cap~ity(ies), and t t by 
hblher\their sJgnature(s) on fle instrument the person(s), or the o.ntity UPOD behalf or hich the persOIJ(s) acted, 
  I &tm c . 
I eertit'J w or lt  f tjUTY under 1he l s f t  l t  f lifmnia t t t  foregmu  nlll'  is tru   
n et. 
HI    'I EMPTI         



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a li¥HlriD;UltiHefll!I·IJ~! mi I :~ .. ~: 
a r~fi~ll~wpl!fii~N~-~f igl- I~ . 
! ~r';~!i~li rfl!t~~ it!I~ll;l~ tl ' 
s.. • I !t.~'1 r'."illi!! I~ 
-~j'''11f Bll,i nli i 
Ii ~li~I~!! !i;'l~fii.B !t-it. !ltnl.l ; " rflbttllll!r I! rl ~r .-t ~ ~ ~ 
tfl !1,-!iJi 'fil!i! Hi'i JI,I iIi, 
l ~ ri'-I It, , Itl  t~~J i1 ~ 
fi' il!ill~~ l,nl i lila IP, : · ,; !~r~ f ~:i i IHt e. _ ~ 
~s trf~!' Eir ~ I!R II ~ Q 
II 1mb ~iJ! f Ji~1 n i J ".,. 
L1i!! itli j fIJI n i! ~ 
~!!!!J t~t' I.I!J i!! J ~ 















2253 North Ontario Street Suite 400
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LoanNo 7471506766
TSNoID23313C
NOTICE OFDEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SEUUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY 01111EN that PIONEER TITLECOWANY OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIERLENDER TRUSTEESERVICES is the Sumasar Trustee wdar the Deed of or
Traosfar in Tnast executed by CLETE MILLER ANUNMARRIEDMAN as Grantor to
STIEWARTTITLE as Trustee in favor ofMMMORTWEELECTRONIC
REGISTRATIONSYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOU NE FOR LENDER
HOMECOMINGS FINANCE LLC FACIA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK
INC as Benefcihtydated1152006recorded112212006 as InstrumentNo200693249 and
re4acm4ad official records ofCanyon County IDAHO thebenefclary interest In which is
presently hold byMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed
ofTrust covers real property satuatsd in said Ccunnty describing14 d mrein as follows
SEEEXBMffA ATTACHED HEREWITH
TkeTrustee hereby gives notice that abresch of the abligafl an for which such ftw0br is security
hasocredunder the boed ofTrust Note dated 111152006 The nature of such breachbcng
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1l2409of principal Interest a nNor
impounds wd subwquad installments due tlsmibar plus late charges logelherwith
all subsequad sum admuxbyenefic7pm uattt to the terms and conditions of
said deed of trust
This aawunt is 53265836as of7122010
All delingmdes are nnw date together with unpaid and accruing taassessments wttstec
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the securityassociated with this
formclosare Theunpaid principal balance of20779448togetherwith interest thl reoxxat the
eurxtYnt rateof725per annum from 12V2004until paid






2.010 JuJ 7 P  2 29 ,Reevrdiai Requested By~ 
a . heD corded Mall : 
Pioneer Title 'Company of Ada County 
 ione l en r ruStee i ices ' 
/o xecutive JUSt e crvi c t  
55 rt  t i  t t, it   
Burb , lifornia  .. 3120 
(818) 260-1600 . , 
ILLIA  . RST 
NYON TY E OE  
YJ_Cr_ 
~ LSI TilIe.Agency 1l1li. 
y e NOT INC SAL! 
Fee'18.00 
1iU"QTIIOIiIQII1'_IIVSIIIPIlI'U 
lAm .:  
.S. o,:1D-23 36~C 
121a 80tl "f'- 2r1D 11.o1.2? 
      ELL,  
   ' 
I  I  y'GIVE  t t I  I  MP    ' a  
IQNE1m.   I . is the SUQCeSSOl' rustee 1'sIKb'the  f or 
ransfer i  rost e ec te   Ef  l .  . lB  , as Orantor~ t  
stEWA  l'I'L& as msteej i  favor Of'lMBRS'1 RTOAQE I  
., BQ I ' B .l .,   Ml BE   
I S I ANCIAL,  (F/K  I O   . 
INC.).. as Benefi,cl8ry~ dated 1111512006, recorded 1 tl22l2~ as Instrument'No .200693249 arid 
~ f fficial rec nts f e  ounty. I t t e beDeficlElt)' in1erest i  ic  is 
presently hold by ORT(JAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRA110N SYSTE~~ 'INC .• SUiDeed 
of rusl covers real properly situated in. said ounty, descnl1ing Itmd thereip as fo1lo s: . 
 IBIT   I  ' 
ThTJ'UStee hereby gives notice that a ~h of the obJigaticm. for hkh such traD$fcr is security 
s ccurred r t  ne  f r st t  t  1 1512006.  tyr  f s  r  eing: 
Failure to pay the ' onthiy pay ent duo 11112009 of princlpal. m'terest anaIor 
impo1mds and subsequent instal~ts ~ thereafter, plus late charges; loge1J1er with 
all subsequent sums advaneed by,beneficiary plIl'SUattt to the ter s and conditions, of 
9id deed oi"trust. . 
 mo   $32,658.36   112 201 0 
All delinqUeneies are now duet together wi1h unpaid _ accruing taxes, assessments. mfec's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and advances made to protect the sccurity'aamated with this 
~closure.  P i ' ri i l l  f $207.790.08 t t r it  i t r t t er on 'at t  
CUlKDt rate of.7.2S% per annu  fro  121112003 until paid. 
And that the eneficlary elects to 'sell or cause the trust property 10 be sold to ·satisfy said 
Obligation. ' . 
. '. 
PL  04152 
s
w




PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES BY EXECVrMTRUSTEE SERVICESAS AWORNEY IN FACT
By Doe C Ortega authorized signatory
Suss of Caitlbrn 5
Coon of Los Anplo
on7030 boforameCMSA MRRERA Notary Public personally appearedDeeC Otago who proved to
ate on thebasis of sodsbmwy bvndonce to be thepawXswhoseImesWowmbsedW to thewhhin lnsttwrlt
4wjmvwWSW to me that belsttelthoy executed the same to his4wAheir aatitardarted cpeCityl sandBw by
wbeevftir sipaire on the instrument the personsor the grdyupon bebaVor witich thepem msacad
executed ttleinst um





d Notary Public eallbraia
Lao RapelwC4Wtll
M Lamm E Etas Se 28 2815





   AND LECTION  SE   
   
 .. 33136..c 
1  
ate : 1212010 
 fIl,B         
  EClJTIVE  ,  Tf    
: e  . 6rt p) Il t ri d. l llt r  
1ate alllarala } SoS. 
eo1llRJ  ot lIIIC tII } . 
-00 1212 10 ef Rl , anus It.. HBItR  t r  ll  monaJI  r   . rtop  tuV  t  
_ 00 tho basis uf satisfactory tyjde:n~ t  be the pe:rsoa(a) hosollQ:Jnc(a) islaro $DbscHbed t  dto lthJn Instrun10nt 
11ld ~~ to e that h~eItho,y txecuted tho sa e tn blilbcrldlelr IU1bodzecI ~apacJl)'(les). a  iDat b)' 
1I1s1her\tb1ir" lpature(s)  t  i str t t  encm(s). r 1be etItity \l ea h 1t r . hic:  tba raon(s) te . 
!lf  abe m name.t. . 
J ~ w er penqlly f~ under the la s f the State f auto ia uw foregofng patIglIIpb is 1n.l, IIIld. 
corNe1.. . 
 f   I'E PTIN   I' .DEBT    





ta da gpmo riot cgwrieroaatostmgod































NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OFTRUST
NOTICE 1S HEMYGIVEN that PIONEER TTTLECO11dfANYOF ADA COUNTYDBA
PIOMR LM4DER TILI VSERVICES is the Successor Trustee undax the Deed of or
Traodar is Trust executed by JESUSNAt3UElirOAND LUZ A BAEZHUSBAND AND
WF1 asfirto ESCROW WORKS as Trustee infavor ofMERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY ASNOMMS FOR
HOMEWWOS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A CORPORATION asBmficlary dated
12312005 recorded12912005 as Insir went No584829 and mrec kW official
recordsof Canyon County IDAHOthe benatiiciary laterast inwhich is presently held by
MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed ofTrustcovers
reel property situated In said Countydescribing laid therein as follows
SEEHWrAllAI TACHED ANDMADE A PART OF
IleTurusW hereby gives nodee that a breach of the obligation forwhich sash treasfer issecurity
hasamurred wader the Deed ofTrust Note dated 1211312005 The nature of such breach being
Fazfure to pry the monthly payracK clue 12112009ofprincipal interest andor
impowuls and snbsequent installments duemiller plus Iate charges togetherwith
all wAvequmt srmoms advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the two and conditions of
said deed of trust
This amount is5178401 as of9112010
All delinquendes are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing taxes assesmae u trustees
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of 20675610 together with Werest thereon at time
eurrent rate of4591 per annum from 112009until paid





 " eordillg quest  : 
8 a    6, 
Dd Whell ReeonIed aD : 
ioneer itle o pany f da. ounty 
 e  e e  s  ices 
  1iustee ,  
   eet,   
urb~ lifornia 4-312  
(81 ) 60-1SQO 
ILlIA  H. HURST 
 C TV  
fJ'fcMcl:.IugbRn 
~lSInlllt~1no. 
1)p&.NOT I C .ou; 
..... $16.m 
~Y~."'I/NI'UR.f1 
OID .:  
.S. o.:lD- 21S97oC 
        
 '  
 I  EREB   1bat  l OMPANY     
IONBBR BN B . RUSTEE VICBS# i  t o  r st  ~ t   f  
aafe  in m t t     ~O    EZ~   
~  Grantor, t   .  , i    tiME "  
 I I  y~~ mc.,   MINEB  
ECOMINGS   I   RATI N,  .ndary~ t  
21 JJ200s, r r  21 912 0 , s I strum t  .200S34828 . re-re 0rcJe4 , ffi i l 
xec r s f a  Ountyl I , 't e e efICiar  int rest i  i  i.s presently el   
   , C •• i      
real property situated i  said County~ describing land therein as foUo s: 
 EXHIBIT "A" 1 B       
The Mtee hereby glv.es notice that a breacll of the obligation fQf hich such traDsfer is security 
bas occurred under the Deed of Trust ote dated 12113/2005. The nature of such breach being: 
, Failure to pay the onthly payment de 121112009 of principal, Interest and/or 
i polUlds and subsequent install ents due thereafter; plus late charges; together ith 
aU subsequent sums a a ce  by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions f 
   b t. 
i  t i  17,584.01  f9/112010 
ll dc1i:nquencles are no  due, together ith lUlpaid and accming taxes, a.uessmems, trustee's 
fees, attora.ey's fees, costs and advanceS nlade to protect the security associated ith this . 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balam:e of $206,156.10 together ith mterest thereon at the 
cm    .591 % per annu  fro  111112009 until paid. 










PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY DBA PIONEER IMDER TRUSTIM
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By DGo C Ortega authanmd signatory
State ofCaiitbroia I a
County of LosAnples
to 41inolo bdmmeCoafte Zemarias Notary PublicpcmUyappeared Doe COfftp WIM graved to me cat
tine bests ofdoryovidertGeto bathe perronswhoao namesMare sabscAmd to thewhin instrument and
aclmewledged to rwthat hofteAtmyexecuted the same itehislhwAb authaarind capack@sjandaby
bise tearspmwon the inabrumm thepmsmslorOw eilftY upon behsTor vhich thepemon acted
owe wd the iesu meoL






t CommatDec 21 2013
TMOFFICE IS ATTEMffING TO COLLWrA DEBT AND ANY INFOWTI N




I         
   
J - 21S97 .. C 
1 6825 
: /2010_ 
I  I       I  LENDER EE 
I   I E S  I .  f B B  I   
-Q~ 
;.,,~ 
: ec . rte a, t ome  siJDat r  
ta.  c.H ond  } s.s. 
ounty or os ADgIIa }. 
On 9 lJ2010 - etore e, rble qcarias otar  lic: ersorudly apJIeansd ec . rte  wbo pro e  t  e on. 
the basIi t~ ovidenceto wibe ~s) whose Dame(s) Wan; subscribed to the witbiD instru ent IUJd 
ac:knowJ~ed to mo U hoIsheithey executtd tile sa e iuhisfllerhlu:ir BUthorized capac:~iea). and that by 
isJhentbefr signallln{S)OlI tlto ip,s1rwneDt the ersan(s). rthc entil  11pOII ebalfoiwhfc  the mon(lJ) Ktl: . 
execine  I  ~ 
r certif./ under penaJty of peljary andllr·the bws of1be Slate of Cal1tbmla that 1he foregoin, paragraph ia true and 
C(l[l'eGt. 
-THIS mC  18 FI'I   LLEC'    .  INroRMATION 
 D..      SE. 




ASE tltAtgsrtaYfhe8aatiiwaef Qasster oftw Qaaeiarottlie EtaurtbOart of
AtSm9bwgkmW fSer s7 7bweat 4 No t6 2 u p3WaakHolwMati lhmCar
adC1 CxwyKCb nyrdohdouiWaMIMU
CCMMCD c at ftmtkwed anradeN otbo dQaadwufmvOwttqudw




Foos a vwrmdlfwSmith boeadaey Mw erlbommNoraAQWarw arthe
SeatihraaQaattar ttdteMoea ot16ditoalL OBDISlltyMf3eharaa
Wem a VmpnrzWwdtba akni nid11et baundasy goo a hems of 180 6Awe
Bwt oea Bas t6a bsmidary oEllebgid 1VoNbaaatQuartea tttba
s4urr4jm witdktwftof h4mmwtetetsnpdatIndsWagbQnnhryono iUdAveatttofC4MmAMmba bana
Sou aslbWwtbanndary litgtWWmAveaaesdMnaf1dA gets titenrA




D UparCdI ... BIhdJlwedQabf e£ ........ ' lIIIrfWor1 l  ~0I'Ifa t Qauc.r f 
... 8aIatIaMiIIt~of'SIeti61Ii1t ..... ...,,, ~"'3  .... aor.MerJdllna"h Ry 
ofOdlJMl,ea.r;,u.",_.Jdalio,~ '" ~ 
CQMBlINCDI'G __ $Ii Soa.fhllit .,..-.rlfleNfII'IIItMt Qa-rtw ar .......... QuJlrier 
....... l1t TIl1t'IIIiJJp .. N ....... JWCB· ....... c..v-Coutf.ld blUld 
".~ . 
1'fcIra .... u. tttbnuulaq Innfdltt*", lMrC_C~or ........... urt -. 
d ....... tJll3O:t.t; dwace 
DIt ................... ltlItJa fI 1adu7 hot1 ....... Hordleut qmr-oft lt 
...... I8l't«. IIfa-. .rlf5 AIIIt  tlto ~ J'OJl'I'1' 07.8EG.,.NlNG; Cbt •• 
'NIJrtl .. lllOprd!l'dll tJJealbraid w.t 1Nr11III8I]I'lbaa ..... dCe 0(  lttf:I .... Cf 
....... 1In paraDaI 'II'IJII1h SiJatII .... "1 TIIIe"lfN2IId  ....... u r", .... 
~-QtIuIar. d ...... .,"G$ _ mort..- ..... CD. pala. J. ta West boutIal'7 DIHI or 
JIdoA-.... c:.k1welJ..r.ws". tlsa  
oatII •• i edlJell1l., IIhUtld40 rial1 .. ~QfltlO _ ~ 





NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HERESYGIVEN that PIONEERTnUCOWANYOF ADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trusteeder theDeed of or
Transftr in Trust emWed by ANTHONYR WARDAND KATHERINEMCOLEWARD
i SBAiNDAND FIFE as toALIJANCE11TI AESuCORT as Tmf
favor ofMERSMORTGAGE ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMSINCSOLELY
ASNOUNEE F47RHOMECOMIi GS FINANCIALNETWORK IWC A CtDRPORATIOM
asBetaoiary dated 7ldJ2006 recorded 711212000 as Instrument No 2MS5871 and ro
wowdedofdalrecords ofCanyon Courpy IDAHOft benefidW Interest inwhich is
presentlyheld byUSBaaNational Association as Trustee for RPM 200697 By Residential
Funding LLCizResidentialFdingCarporationAttomayinFsa Said Deed ofTrust
covers realproperty situated in m dd County describing landbutin as follows
LOT I INBLS11 OF ROYALMEADOWS SUBDIVISION NO 4ACCORDING TO
TIIR
DFROALPLATTWREOFFUIN BOOK 32OF PLATS ATFACES3
OFFICIALRECOMOF CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee haebygluts notice that abreach of the obligadon forwhich sorb ftwA r is security
has occwed under the Deed of TrustNote dated762006 The nature ofsnbrawh being
FaRu re to pry tho monthly payment due312010ofprincipal intcrust mndlor
inipvumds and subsequent installmtitsdue tbereaaft plus Iats d1w9es together with
all subsequentmmadvana d by laeneficidry pursuant to the terms and conditionsof
said deedofUWL
Thisamounti142737 as of 1 010
Alldelinquawi s arenow due tdgedwwith unpaid andcertmgtaxes ossessm uts trash
few attorneysfees crests and advmcxs made to protect the security associated with dbis
foreclosure Thetgmid l tirici b4bmofS12807159tagatherwith inwsttbereonat the
current rate of675per annum from2112010until paid










PioneerI atCompany ofAdCattrny a o e r
dbaPioneer Leader Trustee 3erviers TYPOONo sae
ch ExeadveTrustee Service LLC e6 y er




1le.rdlBg Re'4 ..... By: 010051838 RECORDED .. , 2010 ov 5 P  1213 ... . . 
. And WlaeJl ecorded 'MaD o: 
Pioneer TItle o pany of da ounty 
elba PlOD el' eader rust e Ser;ke  
clo cutive Tnutce vi~ LC 
22SS ~ h 0I11arl0 Street, ite 400 
urbank. alifornia 91504-3120 
(818) 260-1600 ' 
WILLIAM H. HURST 
CANYOM CNTVReCORDER 




 .: 0 1 
.S. o.:JD- 60061-C; 
\P9"9(Ctl: 
      .  
   . 
ICE IS B   t t  ITLE MP    'I'   
I    I . is t · ss r IUStCe under t · ee  f r ' 
fe  i  ms  xecut   mo  .    NIC  ARD~ 
li,JS   WIFE. as Gr..utoi~ t  LLIANCB TITLE & SCROW P7  r~t in 
J r f "MB D 'fv.[OR1GAO  I I  I I  B 8, I .,  
 MINE  OR N  cI  . N .  ORPORATI N, 
.  nefici ry,. t  161 .0f1', n: r cI / J ~ lu tt aleDt  .2OO65S871  e-
. recor , ftldBl Rccm:1s (  nty.lDA ~ the eficia:ry ~ I  i  i  
preseDtly held by U.~. Baak: atiomd AssociatiOQ as Truswe for RFMSJ 200681 By: esidential 
Funding. c ika csidentiaI Funding ~on. ttorney-in-Fact. Said eed of rust 
covm ~ property situated in said ~11nty) describina ~ therein as follo s: . 
 lI  LOCK    S  . ,   TID " . . 
OF~ T· HER , iLEn    lf  PAGE(8) , 
I I  ECORDS   VlI , II . 
he T111Stee hereby givel notice that a'brcac:h of the obUpdon for hich snc:b transtor is ~ty 
J1as ccurr«i 8r the ee  f r st te t  /612 0 . e ~ fmeh reac  ing: 
,F~1  P.AY the c>nthly P4y ent ~ 31l12O~O of ~ ipterest and/or 
Uxipeuada and su~quent, instaJlm~1S due thereafter; plualate chatgea; topthcr.with 
all subsequent sums. advanced by benetlciiry pursuant to:the:ter s and conditions of 
said decd·oftrust. ' . . ' . . 
his a OUDti&$14,273.77'u oft tMOIO 
. .. 
ll cleJDiqUCBdes ate  e, ~gethet it  ai  mr~c uio  taxeS~ .assess ents, trustee's 
foes. attorney', fees, casts and ~~9 made tQ protoot the security aisociated with this' 
.fori:closure; The Ubpaid principal Unce f$I28,011.59 w etber it  I 1erest th r  t t  
ourtent rate of6.15% P.el annu  fto~ 2/112010 Wlfil paid. 
 thittho lkDficiary ~t~ t  seU ar s  t  tr st r rt  t   s l  t  sa.tlsfy sai  
obUgatioii . " 
PLF 04158 





PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTYABAPI7N 3RR LENDEILTRUSTR8
SERVICES BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
flyVG0rLapsuoridsignatory
State01Calliore14
County of Loo Afteles
Ott i2mi o befmmeCMSIt NLURHRANaAxry Public pamomalty rasedDeeC
QaYuba gravedtomeorrtbe basis ofadafitctoty evIdun to be ttue parsons whose aarnes islsro subscribed
to the wAin idsl m at sod admowledgad to ma thathasherttioymmded the same tohislherAtir authorized
capaq4iesastd tBat krir hislitealtheir tattuesan theinattmt thepelsonsortheentity bohstFnr
which date persan acted ox dthe instrument
I ca tify under pa shy ofporjury under the Iaws OfAC Stake DfCatifornia that tIM ibm8aing paragraph iatma and
corm
sgila m






M timmeFx s Se 2B 7k13
THYS OMCE ISATIEMiMNGiTOCCf7LECTADEWAND ANYWORMATION







NOTICE F     L  
;    
m-1 ~C 
429402621 
,Dat : 112 2010-
'      D  ~IONEE  R EE 
    .  'I   c:r " 
8 : Dee C. Ortega, ~orizcd signatory 
 .. ,.Ca~ ,} 8.8., 
uatJ t ~ ... ~} . 
n //640/0 ' beiinme, CHRis R. HEJUUiR,A ow, Mlic pmdDa1ly apptued ee C, 
Orte!a wbo proved 10 me on1he basis ofaan.factcry ~Ideftce to be the pmon(s) whose name{a} fslare ~ed 
  idI. iastrumcmr aa6 ectne 1edpl ~ o  ~ ",fCUte  UI   111 l erltbo  IIIl  
capactt,Y(icia). ancllhat br billher\thelr sipldure(s) on tho inmunent the petSoD(s). or tile omlty Upcm e alf o  
Irlc:h" Orson(s' &rt II, e ecute  t o f sInt ont. . 
 onfJ)' w  onal" f~  rb~ l  of1fte .  l r ia 1hlIt ho f()regoi & II'8Jl'II" b s' rue  
orrect. ' 
's~Ca '":p~' 
IUS:R. HERR  
(Seal) 
I  FFICE  1TE PTING  OlLECT  BT   INFOR TI  
,  wn.      . 
  
T3 ID11420771NH
NOTICE OF DEFAULT Aldo ELECTION TO SELL UNDER DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer Title Company ofAda County Alba Pioneer
Lender Trustee Services asTrustee is the duly appointed Successor Trustee under a Deed ofTrust
dated W312007 executed by PAULG ANTRIM A MARRIED MAN as Tnrstorto secure certain
obligations in the amount of13440000 in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FMAHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary recorded 812812007 as
Instrument No 2007069377 official records ofCANYON County Idaho beneficial Interest has been
assigned to Nationstar Mortgage LLC describing land therein as follows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK a Of VIRGINIA PARK SUBDIVISION NO1 AT THE COLONIES ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 31 OF PLATS AT PAGE 13 RECORDS OF
CANYON COUNTYIDAHO
There is a default by the Grantor or other person owing an obligation the performance ofwhich is
secured by sald Trust Deed or by their suCcassor to interest with respect to Provisions therein which
authorize sale in the event of default of such provision to unit
Promissory Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 11N12010 PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
INTEREST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER WITH LATE CHARGES IIYIPOUNDS
TAXES ADVANCES AND ASSESMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust has executed and delivered to said
Trustee a wrdten declaration of default and demand far sale and has deposited whin said Trustee such
Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing obligations secured thereby and has declared and does
hereby declare al sums secured thereby immediately due and payable and has elected to cause the trust
property to be sold Said sums being the fallowing
The unpald principal balance of1306489together with Interest thereon at the currard
rate of 78750 per annum from 11H12010 until paid plus all accrued late charges
escrow advances attorney fees and costs and any other sums Incurred or advanced by
the beneficiary pursuant to the terme and conditions ofsaid deed of trust
To find out the amount you must pay or to arrange for payment to stop foreclosure or if property is In
foreclosure far any other reason contact
Quality Loan Service CorpOfWashington
C10 Quality Loan Service Corporation
2141 a Avenue
San Diego CA 92191
Ted Reinstatement Line 8196467711 x3704













Quality Loan Service Corp ofWash Rion
CQualtiy Loan Service corporation 7
2141 rAvenue RCD
San Diego CA 82101
000621
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer Title Co pany of Ada County dba Pioneer 
  r i   t ,     :ess r  Ufl  iii    
dated 812312007 executed by L  I ,  I  , as rost rt  secure certain 
Oblfg ti  I  lI1  t f $134.40 .00, i  f  f  I  I I  
, I C.,  I   I  I I .  (fIKJ  I  
I I  , I .,  I I  I I I  .  fi i r , r r  1,  
I tr t . 0693n, ffi :i l r r  f  nty, I o. fi i l I t r t   
i  t  tlc t r rt  . ri I  l  t r i   f llo s: 
 , I   3  I '   i I I  O.1   I S, I  
  I I   .         ~   
 TY, . 
here Is a default by !J1a rantor or other person o ing an cbllgaticn. the perfor ance f hich is 
  i  t , r   c :e  In i t t it  t t  p i i  t i  i  
t ri  l  i  t  t f f lt. af sUC  r i i . t  WIt 
r i r  t  r h: I     /1    I I   
I   U.  .  I   s., IMPOU , 
.   SS . 
By reason of such efault. ttle Beneficiary under said eed of Trust has executed and deHvered to saJd 
r t   riU  Jaratic  f f lt   for le,   it  WltI'I i  r t   
 f llI t  D t  i i  Il tf  r  t r   s l r    
e~  cl l r  aD  r  t r  i i t l    PElyaibl    la t  t   t  Ul.I$t 
r rty to be s l . aid su s being 1tJ& fol1c ing: 
 i  ri i l l  f $130~540.89 t .tll r Hh. I t r t t r  t t  rrent 
 01 .8750 % r  fro  111112010 til i , l s ll aCCNed l t  c r es, 
scr  V c s, tt r y feel a  c .ts. arid y t r . rns I c rr el r v c  by 
t e fi i r  r t t  tb  t r s  iH a f i  .  f t. 
o find out the a ount you ust pay, or to arrange for pay ent to stop foreclosure, or if property is In 
f r or s r  for  t r r s n, t ct: 
uailly Loan ervice orp. f asbJrJGIDn 
ClO uality Loan Service orporation 
 Sill  
 i o,  0  
l: t i : -64~7   












W PlOneeff tle Company of Ada Counter dba
Ptonser LenderTrust Services as Truet3ee
By quality Loan Service CorpofWashington





county of San Diego
on before me SPerez a Notary Public personally appeared RodneyMcCurnsey who
proved to meon thebasis of satistactory evidence to be theparson whose namesisiare subscribed
to thewittrnirrsfrument and a ged to me that herlshelthey executed the some in hialherthei
authorized capecityiesand that by hWherRheir signature on the instrument the pemonsathe
entity upon behalf of wtrich the personsacted executed the instrument
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the WM of the State of Califamfa that the foregoing
paragraph is true andwrreet
WITNESS myhand and otficiel seal
jCAMfARYAHEL rez ra spa er r aaaca
Eyou have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may Have been released of personal
liability for this loan in which case this letter is intended to exembe the note holdersrights againstthe real
property only
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLETADENT ARID ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL
13E USED FOR THAT PURPOSE
As required by law you are hereby notified chat a negative credit report reelecting on your credit record




.. . . . 
l t  of. caJJfomfg ) 
)s . 
 f:  It  ) 




On J falill f r  , B. p r   ct r  lic, rsonaDY Jl r   Um   
r v  t    1tJe sis f s tisf ct ry vi c  t  be t  erson(s) s  ame(s) ls/ r  subst:rlb~ 
t  t  fthln In tr t  cknowledged til e t t helsheJthey executed t  sa e in bi$lherltheir 
8uthcmed eap&city(ias). Bnd titet by hlslher/thelr slgnature(s) en the Jnstru ent the person(s). at the 
tit   1le l  f Illdl t  erson(s) t d. X cJte  t  i tr t 
I certify under PENAL TV OF PERJURY under the laws of the Slate of California {hat the fcregolng 
    co r c . 
VVlT     f al l. 
signature ~/ (Seal) 
B. AIZ Y 
If yeu ha\le prevIously been discharged thrQugh bankruptcy, y(lU ay have been reIeasec;l of per$Onat 
HabDily fer !his loan in which asse this letter la intended to exercl&e the n01e hctder's rights against the real 
 ly. 
   l Pll   L ECT  B  N   I J  I  r  
B  use    . 
As re41uired by law. you are hereby notified that a ~ credit report reftecl2ng on your erectlt reccrd 





dba Pioneer Lender TmOw ScrOces
do Executive Tnxft Services LLC
2255 Xm Ontario Street SWW 400












NOnCE OF DEFAULT AMErWrn0NTOSELLUER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN batPIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTYDBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the SuccessorTnstca under titsDeedofor
Transfer in Trost executed byCALVIN HRAY ANDKAREN LRAYHUSBAND AND
VAM as Cmm r to TITLEONF as Trustee in fsvtrofHERSMORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INCSOLELYAS NOWM4EEFOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANC AI LLC FWAHOMECOMNGS FIlyANCIALNETwom
INCA LIMIMLIABILITYCOMPANY asBenefidaay dated 121212006 recorded
117120asbmtumentNo 2007iKltl249 andretardedofficial records of CaayanCounty
IDAHO thebeneficiaryInt restin which isprescatiy heldbyGMAC MORTGAGE LLC FICA
GMAC MORTGAGE CORPORATION Said DeedofThst coven tea psmpaq situated in
said Coudy descdbnlardminas follovm
PLEASESUATTALDXXWlA
The Tmstee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is NaMty
hasoccurred under the Deed ofTrust Mote dated1221006 Therveof snobbtenchbeing
Fame to pay themonthly payment due812010 ofprincipal interest andlor
impounds and sttbsegasat insWbm is due thereafter plus lags charges togetherwith
all subsquent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuanf to the terms and conditions of
said decdoftrust
This amountisas of128MI 1
All delinquencies are now due together with aWmd and accruin taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees casts and advances made toprotect the security mociated whit this
foree camThe unpaidprincipalbalance of9651248together with interest thereon at the
ement rate of625per annum from712010 until paid




.. 1'  O  
011 feb 2  1  
Dd Il a HDr  IDI o~ 
i eer ItleCo ari  f da t  
  .  rustee e vi  
  rustee ervices, u.c 
S North ri  treet, uite  
ba l', cali  1504-3120 
(8 ) 6 ·  
IS O  
N ON 'iY  
Y~ 
~LSI1iIIe~llVrall. 
iype NOT INC SAlE 
FlNIS11.1IO 
~Y_"'8iIII'IJFIl.E 
tom o.:  &34  
.8. o.:lD- -C 
TI    ND LECTION  IJ., NDER 
   
    t tPI B  mLB      
   I S, i  fh~  rustee U - he    
ra sfer i  t St e ec te    IM B     AY; lID  ;pm 
WIFE,  Gnu1t:ot",   ~  e, i  avor  "MB SIt  
. I  I I  , C~ Fl..   MIN  . 
I  NAN~  (FIKI I  IN I  ETWORK, 
I C.)  IMITED LI ILIT  P , IS eneficiary,. dated 1212112006, recorded , 
J2I2Off1, s h1strument  .2 000  a  re-recordc , fti i l ree r s f' an o  ty, 
I , the be:neficlaty,lntcreJt i  ic  is presently bcl  by  . U  K  
G AC ORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said DeedofTl'llSt eOVelS.real pmpertI situated in 
 unty. scribing n  therein  U ws: . 
S  SEE TtACHED EXJIIBIT t'A!' 
The rustee hereby gives notice 1hat a breach of Ihe obligation for hich sud! transfer is seeurity 
has occurred under the ee4 of rust Note dated 1212112006. The nature 01 snell breach being: 
ailute t  pay the onlbly pay ent due 81112010 f ri ci al, i terest a / r 
iulpounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; pl-qa late charges; togelher ith 
all subsequent su s advaneed by beneftciary pursuant tD the tenDS and coud.itiona of 
 e   t t. 
his a ount is-SS,963.S4 as f 112812011 
AD delmqueDCies are now due,. together ith 1IDp2id and accruiDa taxes, assess ents, tnJstCe's 
~ att rney's fee.s~ Closts.and advances ade t  protect t e sea rlt  associate  ith t is 
~. The unpaid principal balanco ()fS96,512.98 together ith interest thereon at the 
cutteDtraie f .2 % r  fr . /112010 1iJ. i . 
nd:that the eneficiary elects 10 sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satmfy said 
obUgatiou. ' , 
  




PIONEERTITLECOMPANYOF ADA COUNTY DBATIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESBYEXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
yDatCOrtega authmm sigpatY
teofCslifaarnia 1 S
Caaav of LosAngcM j
bofara mos CURISFLHERRERA Nda 7Pebllcpetswdly appmvdDo C
CMega Nebo proved to mtan tie basis of satisfactory avideto be Ihe peismKs whmmmesWarenmnlwd
to the within htstrnmeutand adM0V4edFd toBW ttzebdshdthey oxecuted theservo ishislhedvxisd
capwayissland that byh9aierisignatures oat the kwmatcpmsomsor the attyvpoaiaeftaif ac
WW the persons actedoxeodft issdvautaL







Caanu6 ExPltee e 46Tt116
THIS OMCEA3AnEMPMTOCOLLECT A DEBTANDANYWORMATION
OBTAINED WALL BEUSEDFOR THATPURPOSE
PLF 04163
000624
ICE O~·.DEFAULT  I     
EED F S  
ID-270993..c 
0 1 71 
a : 128J2011 
l EER'In' B  F   -PIONEER . S  
I ES  BXEcunvE S EE , S Tr B  Cf 
By: Dec C. Ortega, autbcri2ed ignatory 
Sbtte.r c.&roml. } s.s. 
caaai7 f OlA" J 
On «Ahl o c ~ emus R. J{ B , otary ubllepemx1a11  pparecI cI . 
Odega who Pro* to me-.on lM basil of sndsfactOlY ovideuce to be lhepes$Gn(s) wlullle namc(s) Ware subscribed 
to the widIio fnIfrIamtmtan.d~sed tome ~htlahrJthey oxeClltlld thasamo in~1IUtIIorized 
capacity(les). and. that by histllmlheir siguatmc(s) on '!bo instrummt fhc ~}. or Ib" entity'" behalf 01: • 
whidllbe persaa(s) acted, executed tho ~ . 
I c1l'!ifY1IJldm' pemlIr.y ofpe!jury under 1b.'I .. ofm. State ofCalifcmiatJiattbe f'cmI&oing paragraph is 1m1l: and 
m&:t. 
(Seal) 
I  FFI  IS ~M TING  L      INFO I  
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And When Recorded MallT t7 W 70
Quality Loan Service Corp ofWashington
ClO Quality Loan Service Corporation
m i
73
2141 a Avenue v








NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELL UNDERDEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT Pioneer Tide Comparhy of Ada County dba Pioneer
LanderTrustee Services as Trustee is the dulyapposed Successor Trustee under a Deed of Trust
dated 812112007 executer by PAULG ANTRIM A MARRIED MAN as Tevstor to secure certain
obligations in the amount of13440000in favor ofMORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INC ASNOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS rINANC AL LLc FNA HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary recorded 82812007 as
Instrument Nu 2007059377 official records ofCANYON County Idaho beneficial interest has been
assigned to Nationsfar Mortgage LLC describing land therein as fellows
LOT 5 IN BLOCK 3 OF VIRGINIA PARK SUBDIVISION NO1AT THE COLONIES ACCORDING
TO THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 31 OF PLATS AT PAGE 13 RECORDS OF
CANYON COUNTY IDAHO
There is a default by theGrantor orother person owing an otAga6ton the perbrmeme of which is
secured by Sato Trust Deed or by their successor in interest with respect to provisions therein which
aulharize sate in the event of default of such provision to wit
Promissory Note Breach FAILURE TO MAKE THE 111l2010 PAYMENT OF PRINCIPAL AND
INTOMST AND ALL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS TOGETHER WITH LATE CHARGES IMPOUNDS
TAXES ADVANCER ANDASSESSMENTS
By reason of such Default the Beneficiary under said Deed of Trust has executed and delivered to said
Trust a written declaration of default and demand for sale and has deposited with said Trustee such
Deed of Trust and all documents evidencing obligations secured thereby and has declared and does
hereby declare all sums secured thereby Immediately due and payable and has elected to causes the trust
property to be sold said sums being the following
The unpaid principal balm mas of 13OA4089together YM Interest thereon at the current
rate of78750 per annum from 1112010 until paid plus all aocrue d late charges
escrow advances attorney fees and costs and any othersurns incurred oradvanced by
doe beneficiary pursuant to the terms and condltiona ofsaid deed of trust
To find out the amount you must pay or toarfor payment to stop foreclosure or 1i property is in
foreclosure for any other reason contact
Quality Loan Service Corp OfWashington
WO Quality Loan Service Corporation
2141 liAverme
San Diego CA M01
Tel Reinstatement Line 0104457711 x3704
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ice           
Ice I   I  T T Hmeef llfe o pany of da ounty dba ioneer 
 8f  l    • i  U'l  l  poJnte         
 J23J2 07 uted    I ,  I  N,  ru Dr   a l  
li ti  I  Ol  t f $134,4 0.00, I  f r f  I  I I  
, i C.,  OMiN   Ni I  FI I , C (fiKJ  i  
I I l. , I C.)  I I  I I I  Y,  ficiary, r r  1281 ,  
 o. 377.     ty, r ., i i l i t    
ssi  t  tic t r rt  , ri i  l  t erei   foll s: 
 .     I I   l l  O.1   I S.  
  fFI I l.  , I  I        .,   
 . . 
There is a default by ttle Grantor or oiler person owing an oblIgation, the perfor ance of which is 
r   s id r t , r  t ir r i  I t r st, it  r t t  l'O'li iO  t r i  i  
tnorl  l  i  t  t f f lt f  rQVi$i . t  it 
lHa  ot. a :   e 'llt  11 12010   Ilel   
INTEREST AND AlL SUBSEQUENT PAYMENTS, TOGETHER ITH LATE CHARGES, IMPOUNDS, 
es, Y S  . 
 r  f uch f lt, ff'le fi i r  r i   f r t  t   li r  t  i  
rustee a ritt  cl r ti n 01' f ult and de and for sale, and s sit  ith s l  r stee s c  
 f r t  all l  i i  ll li  B~ t r    et r    
hereby declare all au s secured thereby I ediately due and payable and has elected to cause the tNst 
nfl rl  t  e l . Said  i  t  f 1l l : 
he unpaid principal ball nee of $13Q.$40.89 togattler with Interest Ihemm lit th" current 
raIe  .8750 % per annum from 111112Q10 until paid, plus an 8CCrQed late charge" 
warow advances, attorney tea tUld costs. and any other sums inclll18d or advanced by 
the fi i ry r t t  t  t r s  itions f l i   f tr t. 
To find out the a otlnt you ust pay. or to arrange for pay ent to stop foreciosllr8, or If property is In 
   r t ti$ ,  
uality Loan Service Corp. f ashington 
C/  Uty oan rvice r r tlDn 
 ,ill venue 
an iego,  12101 
l: instate ent U a: 8 9-64 -7711 x3704 












By Pioneer Title Company ofAda County dbe
Pioneer LanderTrustee Services as Trlrstee






County of San DIM
5s
On i fit L11 before me B Perez a Notary Public personally appeared Rodney MaCurnsey who
to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person whose narnesIslare subscribed
tofwIthin Instrument and acknowledged to me that helshetheyexecuted the some In hielbefteir
authorized c8pacttytesand that by hWhedtheir signatures on the instrument the personsor the
entity upon behalf of which thepersonsailed executed the instrument
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws ofthe State of California that the foregoing
paragraph Is true and correct
WITNESS my hand and official seal
B PEREZ
Caffiff1wmrao19MIM3




Ityou have previously been discharged through bankruptcy you may have been released of personal
lability for this loam In which case this letter is Inteto exercise the note holder rights against the real
property only
THIS OFFICE 13 ATTEMPTING TO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION OBTAINED WILL
BEUSED FOR THAT PURPOSE
As required by taw you are hereby notifted that a negative credit repot reflecting on your credit record





•• I " 
Dated: ,t~ \ \1 
S  f: 9Jif9 J  ) 
) $5-
 r;  iego ) 
By: Pioneer Title Co pany of Ada County dba 
l .  IKI ar ta  r ic a  rlJ$  
y: lit   r i  orp., fWa&hingtoll, 
• i t  Corporatio  It  ~ rney.frl-fa t !1 .' 
.1 --r-'JI ,fl;( 
:.r_ I?~ 
n I f?,llll before et . erez  otary ublic, personally appeared odney ~ ms  ho 
prov&f    1  i  f ti f t  i  t   t  erson(s)  ame(s} I /  i  
t  the it i  I !Jt t  ~knClWl$    1hat elsh Jth y t  t  a  I  i!!lherithei  
authorized ospecly(les). and tI'Iat by hislherJlheir slgnature(s) on the inalru ent the parson{s). or tile 
  lf r 'oWllc   erson(a) ct , a c:    
J certify r Al V  J  under the la s of1he tate f catlf r l  t t the foregoing 
 1$ rw  r ct. . 
    ffi i l al. 
 ~ ./ (S l) 
S. z Y 
.PE  
Onmissllll No. 1903663 
ROTAII\' lJDUC· t:ALfCIItU 
8M IlIEGOCootfiY 
n. 
If you have previously been discharged ttlloogfl bankruptcy. you mav have been released of perso"al 
liability fer this loan In hich case this Jetter is Intended to exercise the note holder's right. against the real 
r rt  . 
I  I  IS I f        I   I  
    . 
s required by la , you are hereby notified that a negatiVe cre<1it report reflecting On your credit record 




Flo TWOCompany ofAda Coumty
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
Ceb Executive Trustee Services LLC
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Fae37Btl0
seuarosraaee
NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NO IS HEREBY GIVEN thA PIONEER TITLECCtMliMy OF ADA COUNTYDRA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEESERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofar
Transfer in Tntst executed by CALVIN H RAYAND KARENLRAYHUSBAND Am
iiiE as Letar to TITiEONES as Trager ui favor ui ivMRS MORTCst1GE
ELECTRONICRsISTRAMM SYSTEMSINC SOLELY ASNOMMEE FOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FWA HO14IECOM MOS FINANCIALNE WORK
INCA LIIt41El7LIABILITY COMPANY asBeneficiary dated1221006mcorded
212007 as Instrument No and rerecordedoffudid records of CamyvaCou
IDAHO the benelidary interest in which ispresently heldby OMAIC MORTGAGE LLC FKA
GMAC MORMAGECORPORATION Said Deed of Tract covers real property situaftdm
said Countydescriibing landtherein as frdlowx
PMASE SEE ATTACHEDMrrA
The Trustee hereby gives notice that abreach of the obligation for which such umisfa is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 12121f2006 The natureofsuch breacelog
Fanfre to pay themonthly payawddue812014ofpcipari interest andlor
kvounds and sntbsecluent installr mb due tbercd plus late charges together with
AU subsequent sumsadvsrnned by bcmficiary pursuant tea the tam and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amountis59634as of 11282011
Ali delinquemes arenow dtw together with turpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees aftoraWs feescosts and advances made to protect the sou city associated with this
fvmiosumThe unpaidprincipal balaeee of965128togeflwith interest duum at the
current rate of625per ann from 7f112010 until paid
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Pi<m=' It1e ri  f  nty 
 i r r r t  ervle  
c/o a:uti   Servi ~ t  
SS  nt rio tr t uit  400 
al'~ l  -  
(8 8) -16 0 
I  'fAMAJ4OT  
CANYO  NT'f ftOE  
BY r.tJkwm 
ReqllBlart.SllllleJ\A8flCV lIlI:. 
, 'I'YPt NOT 11'I  SAI.  
.... $28.110 
ZUC'JJlllNi1CAU.Y_."SIIIJ'UfUI 
IRan No.:  g  
.S. o.:JD..270993..c 
I     I     
   
oncE    at   OMPANY    B  
I    I , U ~ r m tco U r1b    o  
ransfi:r i  rust executed by I       AY; S  ~ 
WUh,  On-.w.to ,  'I .:a ,  rtist~ In f VOf of"ME Sn GA B 
 EGISTRATION TB S, .,   IN   
I  I I ,  (FIKI  ME ING  l L\  'fWORIC, 
I C.)  1Ml'l'ED I I I  . s fl i ryt t  2l21a006.rec r  • 
1/21200 ,    .2007000249 and re-reoorded 7 offidiU recoros 01 Canyon CouJJty, 
I . t  efici r  i t J st i  i :is rese tl  l   G  ,  .  
G AC ORTGAGE CORPORATION. Said Deed ofTllISt covers real property situated in 
 ty. i     oUQWs: . 
LEAS   t  EXHIBIT "A~' 
The Trustee hereby gives nDtice that a breach oftbe obligation for which such traDsfer is securiV 
lias oecmed under the Deed ofTIUSt Note dated 12.12112006. The nature of such breach Wns: 
aiWo t   t  t l  a ment e 81112010 f rincipal, i terest / r 
impounds a  su seq e t i st Um.ents e thereafter; 1~ late c ar es; t et er it  
a  o D   \t$l(:ec;l  ene6.oiar  Plll'SUIUlt to  ter s  i s f· 
i  ed  t t. 
1'his o t s·$5,96 .54   If28J20l1 
D li ncies r   ~ t et er Wit  uu i   mi S t , t . tr tCe's 
s,. ~s s,. costs  a es a  t  t  t e eamit,   t  bI  
bed sme. he unpaid principal balance Qf$96,S12.98 t getber it  i terest thereon at the 
CW'1'eJlt r t  f .2 % er um fro  11 2010 til i . 
:tbat the e ficiar  le ts to s ll r a se t  tr t r rt  t   s l  t  satIsfY s i  
obligatiOD. . '. . 
PLF  





PIONT LECOMPANY OF ADA CDtYNWDBAPONEER LFNDERTRUSM
SERViCEBBy EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVicEs AS ATTQ1t1eY ilk FACT
B1 DeeComega emt wdwd sipatm7
We ftout4ru I Ss
CmutyofI4sAmgeles
pn beforeme CMUSRHMUMA NotaryPubpetsat 4agnaeared nee Q
omega opravodtofsatishmywito be thepefmswhoseaam ishm sabsa1bed
to twithinjumtand we mcmkdpd to me tba WshdMay mcatcd the same in hislhetfteirwxbxand
napacit and drat by hb herhhelr signab ontoiatstrmal thepemnslor the UpOmbehatf or
WwoMe psrsoa pUjA executed dtabou














 0"DEFA       
   
D- 1 3.C 
1  
t d: 1281.2011 
IONEER TITLE I'N  MJ  OUNTY BA· PI . ENDER TRUSTEE 
I S Y c   ERVICES)  IORNE  IN <:  
y:  . Ortega, authorize  signatory 
stltufCIIUronall. t as. 
outy 01 'Los .pla } 
O  pi bhl II  , HRl  . ER.RBRA  ublic rsonalJy pp l1IIIDa C. 
Ortega • '.Proved to JIlC·D]l the basis of salid'actory IIYideDce to be 1he perSm(s) whose name(s) kIaR II.'Ibserlbed 
t  1he iIhin iD~  aclcnl)Wtedged t   th t belsheltba  ~ tIM! $ZIlD1 ill lU!IIhcrIIl.efr.aU1bori:r.ed 
capacity(ies). and that by hislhm\1hefr slgnduJc($) 0Il1ho instnHnen1 the pez8on{s). or the dy uPo.n dW   . 
wJdc* tho pcrson(lI) acttII, exec\lted the iDstnunent. . 
I cc:rtHY 1IIldarpcna1tJ ofpe1juty underllwla s of1he StateofCatifamla1liat the oregoiD,paragnplt fa 1rUO IIIl  
ect 
HI  J l  I  n. I   OLLECI'    NY INF An  
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And When Recta Aed Mail To
pioneer Tide Company ofAda County
dbaePioneer Lender Trustee Services
co E3ecutiveTrustee Services LLC
2255 North Ontano Street Suite40













NOVICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOUCE IS HOWZY G VENthat PIONEERTITLECOWANY OF ADA COUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTES SERVICES is the Suecessur Trustee under the Deed of or
Transfer inTrustexerted byROBERTIRLWWD AND SHARONLRUMMLD
HUSBANDAND WIFE as Grantor to TRANSNATION TITLEas Trustee in favor of
HERS MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REOISTRATIoN SYSTEMS 1144 SOLELYAS
NOSFOR140MECOMMOS FINANCIALNETWORK INC A CORPORATION as
Beneficiary dated 2123006 recorded 212812006 w Instnunent No 200614391 and rerecorded
official recordsofCauyan County IDAHOthe beneife ary imterest inwhich is presently held
by DEUTSCHE BANKTRUST COMPANY AMERICAS AS TRUSTEE for RALI 2006QS3
BYRESIDENTIAL FUNDINGCOMPANY LLC FKA RESIDENTIAL FUNDING
CORPORATION AS ITS ATTORNEYIN FACT Said DeedofTrustcovers realproperty
situated in said Comfy demibing lead therein as follows
LOT 11 INBLOCK 2 OFGRIMMU1RST ESTATES SUBDIVISION CANYON
COUNTY
IDAHOACCORDING TEX THEPLAT FELED IN BOOK17 OF PLATSAT PAGE 19
AND AMMM EDBY AFFIDAVIT RECORDEDMARCH14979 AS MSTRUNMW
NO
35W1 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby givesnotice that it breach ofthe obligation for which such trmtsfer is security
Inns occurred under theDeedofTmst Note dated 212312006 The nature ofsuch breachbeing
Failure to pay themouthly payment due 101112010 of principal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installcacnts due thereafter plus lets ebarges together vmh
all subsequent smEns advanced by bone Am7 pursuant to the temmand conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is875126as of 1131201
All delinquawks are now due together withw4Wd and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the seourity associated with this
foreclosure Tlye unpaid principal balance of198463together with interestthereon at the




E E  
Ree r i equested 8 : 11     
a  Jaea ecord   : 
P~j~eC~m&mC~ 
aPi . r rT1't1Stee ices 
/o x  NSte  , t  
SS  t ri  t,  00 
Jlurbank, lif r i  -312  
(8 ) 60-160  
IS  
ON NTY  
! J. nlnII 
~U8IIDT lS! Tille l'geIIay /no. 
TypiI NOT INC BIlLS 
,,'13.DO 
~y_.y$llll'l;lU! 
an o.:  
.S. o.:ID-2 S273-C 
T         
   
on   EREB  OI  t t .1TI1..  MP      
l BB  S E ,   llCC $S01' r st       
IlS ' i   JCeCUted   E. UMFlEL .   . MFlE , 
  ~  r t r, t  I  ,  t , i  f r  
"ME "   GI T A IO  , INC~ a   
OMINEE  :HO INGS I I  , I .  RATI N,  . 
Bendicia:ly~ dated 212312006, Ie¢Orded 2J2812006, as Iostnunent o .200614391 and Ie-recorded 
3 official records of Canyon County, IDAHO, the beneficiary interest in which is presently held 
by E TSC E B  TR ST C P  ERIC S S TR STEE tOt R LI 2006 S3. 
: I  O A Y, .  I TI   
lI t   'I NEY- - 1.   f m  en l rt  
it t    lln1 , scribi  lan    ll s: 
    1  EENHU   l I I ,  
TY7 
I , I  HE   IL  I   1     19, 
 END   Ir  4,U79  IN MENT 
. 
8S6431    OUNTY. 
The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for hich such tmnsfer is security 
ha  e n  r t   f ru t t  t  .  t r  f  r  i g: 
Faihue to pay the onthly payment due 101112010 ofptittcipal, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due tbeteafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subsequent s ns advaw:ed by beneficiary PumJant to the tenns and conditions of 
   t. 
his a ount is $8,151.26 as f 11311201) 
All delinqu.ent:its are now due, together with unpaid and acCflling taxes. assessments. trusreets 
fees, aUomey7s fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated with thl$ 
forec:Iosme. he unpaid prlncipal baJancc fS198, 148.63 together it  i t r st t ere  at the 




And that the Efteficiaqelects to sett or cause the trust propertyto be sold to satisfy said
obligation





PIONEERTI E ANY OF ADA COUNTYDBAPIONEER LEERTRUSM
sl1tVICES Y TRUSTEE SERVICES AS A3TORNEEY IN FACT
ByDhFmFiTft mAhorized signatory
sate ofcaliformia
C amty of ImAAdel
on A b6lbm meCHRIS iL MERRMU NotmyPublic pensomb appearedDoomFidm
who prowl to we on0 basis ofand abcwyeridemo to be the pmaooswlmwmeysfafeere mbscribad tothe
wMk bsw maemt aad aehaawleiEged to me thatbdib Etltey mcuted the someiisJise ftdr awhmji ed
capecatykshand dWby hiWhesi gig s on the isatrumetn thepeaso oraqtyupwbeita or
which the peraoao act executed the b5buma t
Icaunder penslyof perjury under she hard ofthe State a CaliforniaAthe fampingparagraph is tree and
correm






Comm na SM 29 2018
TBIS OlrFICE ISA777 MPTING TOCOLLECTA DEBTAND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED SILL BEUSED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04171
000632
. nd that the Benc.tkiaty elects to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
li tion. 
       U  
   
N -C 
 
ated: 11 2011 
      ENDE . RUSTEE 
 ,  I    
 .. t .. C Califtlrai  } s.s. 
ouaty.r Lot nae!M } 
011 ;\ /J /LI be.fbnt e, R I  R. H RBRA otary Puhli~ personally q ear mta itton 
ho ptOYCd to _  the uis r satisfactoty 6Videacoto bo1hc oII(s) hose:name(s) Wme subscribod t  tho 
ithin fDs1rumetla o  dc.nowlodpl t   1hat hclshcIthI;  execute  d:I. SlIDe io hlslherltheir uJboriJ  
capacity(fa),. and lbatby bfrlbor'fltar :dgnature(s) 08 tho ilIslrument tho pmon{$). or tim emit)' upon behalf or 
bi lz tho ISOJl(s) ctod, OlteeUted1b  instrvrIent 
I cerIifjt under poaally ofperjuJ}l WIder Ibo lawS otthe Stale ofCa1if'omia CUt the foregoing pamgrapb Is Que and 
c met. 
::- (Se1ll) 
H IS A. QERAE  
C mmI.,lal'l 11 & 8 &8 
Not-1'1 PubII; • Cl1Ifor1.la 
ot pgll •• Ounty 
a . III S 28,2011 
HIs m  IS T1'E         
l E  WI     II  . 
  
Rwrdbg11 equested 11y RECORDED2011 Feb 9 PM 4 IS
CHRISYAMMOTO
And WenReeptdXnH To CANYON CWN RECORDER
9YM are
Piorteear Title Carttpany Oftda Cowrty Rstor f raa ma
dba Pi aLendor TrusteeServices we svue
edoEu veTxostic ServicesLLC
2255 North Ovftm Street Suits 400




NOTICKOF DEFAULT ANID ELEC71ON TO SEUUNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOf10EISHEREBY OWEN thatPIONEER TITLECOMrANY OF ADA Cl7Ub TY DBA
PIONEER LENDERTRUSTGE SERVICSs is the SuccessorTrustee under the DeedofOr
TrinsfGriuTrusta mted byLEONAIM SMOSKOWI1ZAND CliRISTY A MOSKOWITZ
HUSBADAND Fr asGrantor to 1RANASNA11ON T1TiEa3TTustea in TdVio of
WMkMORTGAGEELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS P TC SOLELY AS
NOSFOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIVA HMIECOMINGS
reINANCIAL NETS OM INCyALZRMLIABIIJTYCONrlPANYasBeneficiary dated
125P2006 recorded 1 22 loo as Instnunent No 2006101092aadreecadofficial
records ofCanyonCou1DAHOthe besetciary intrest in which is presentlybbdby
tschsi Bank Trust Company Americas as Trustee forBALI200754BYRFSIDMC7AL
1 Cy1Nb1NG COMPANY LLCFKARlSIDMMAL FUNDING CORPORATION AS ITS
ATTORNEYIFACT Said Deed ofTrust cmerrs realpropertysituvIted in said Caunty
desc fling land therein as follow
LOT181N BLOCK4 OFRAIN7REEVIIL LGZNO2SURDlYMON CANYON
COUNTY IDAHO ACC41WING TO THE OFF10AL 2IAT i7nOFFILED ITT
BOOK29 OFPLATSAT PAGE20 RECORDS OFSAID COUNTY
Tha Trustee hers gives notice that a breach of the obligation fwr which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated12512006 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure tQ pay the monthly payment due102010oprincWlntcrestandlor
lmpouads said subsequent installments due theredte plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to be terms and rpnditlow of
saUedoftrust
This amountis652788as of2412011
All delinquencies are riow due ftether with unpaid and accruing taxes assesstrmwb trustees
Pets attomcyfees casts and advances made to protecUbc secwa wdatxd witharia
foradosurebaunpaid principgl balanee of11270486tog6theiwith irAerwt thereon at the
currantratedf675l4perarmum from 90010uutilpaid
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oan'No.: '  
-,..S. o.:ID- 1 -  
, , I E'  L   cTI   ELL,  
: ' ' 'DE D   " 
, ' 
" 
oTICE   GIV  t t   ~    t'J N't  J)  
'   RUSTE  lC~   sorTr tec:    f or-' ' 
aDsm Ii,TIUSt ~ted  EO~~ · SKOWl1Z  J!   QSKOWrr,z, . 
, ~J) ,AN1>~ s ra tor, 10 T NSNATIO"'NTm.E~.-Trusf.ee:. i ihv r. f 
. ''ME.RS''    TE~ we:. L   
, O!VDNEE - 'P1 l ,  (F KJ  QMEco i  
FI I  W RK, l C.)'  IMITED U IU  OMPA Y, 6$ enefic;iaxy, dated, 
, 2l15120 ;l'eCOf e  2J22/2006. s I str rnent  .200610109l'and'~recordea, .. ffi i l . 
'recgrds ofCaDyo~,Comity:, IDAHO, the beneficiary interest in hich is presently:~d by 
, DeutschO ank Trost o pany ericas as rastee for R LI 2007QS4 : RE;SIDEN.TJAL ' 
, FuNbINO ANY" ,  ESIDENTIA   RPORATION~   
 TIoRNEY-lN-FACT. i   fl111st over  r l roperty'situated i  ~d trt 
tibin     l ows: , 
..   I  :40  ~'V1ILAG  O.2 BDJY.ISI ,  
, JDAH~ ORDI  to  ICI  PJ 'l'HEREOF, .1LE  iN 
',       ;   AID~:' . . 
: . The r.tUStee hereby gh,es notice that a breach of the obJigation, f9~ \vmch such lraimf'er:is security 
• oc:curted mUer the Deed of Trust Note dated 121l5120.06. 'The.nature of $~,~ach ~ng: " 
~1D'  t   t  t l  t  011/201 0 fprinciPaJ • .int~st d/ r 
'. i pouitds and subsequent instalI ellts due thereafter; pius tate charges; toge,thet lrith 
all #ubsequent su s advan<:ed by beneficiary pursuant to:the ter s and ~ditions of 
, ai deed'oftrust.. ' " , : 
, ' JUS J  $6t~27.8g li  t?t:Zl4I2011 
r 
All deliuttuen<:ies ~ dOW due. tOgether with unpaid and ~ taxes,' asses.srrienfs, trustee's, 
fees, ttomey's,fees. costs ~  dv~  a e t  r tectt c security associate  it  this: ' 
.. orecl~e; 'ne ai  pri i 8J. la ce f$112.70 .86 t et r' it  int rest tbereq  t t  
. umnt)atc:'of 6.7S% r'ann  fr  /1nOHhmtil i9. 
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" '.. ':'~ ~ t e e etiti  l t  t  ll r a~~ t e tt t ~ to e l  t  s ti  i  
',', , . 'obligatibn, " . . , 
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IA T P 1 AYY AAA 9L L A UN R UNDER SER
SERVICE Y TRUSTEE SERVICESAS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By authorized sigtiattxty
a a0m11forids S
An O efaxe CHRiS It ttA I3otayPetbllc parstitxelly appeatBd Uoa
proviadoa me on the oasis ofsatlsfscoasyevidence to be the per9aaawhaleamei asabseribcd to the
tivltlt insti miand admowWSO to me that helsheftbey arecnted ttte same is hisfmhheir authott
cap Y109smidtat byhtq lA wir si potsuu on 15e aumtent thepmjarthecrupwhehWar
v hk4t tha persons acted ecnted tlse lnstcmnent
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And Wken Recerded NlaiLlo
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coEvMTnzteeServices LLC














NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERTTIIECOMPANY OFADA COUNTY dba
PIONURLENDERTRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Ttarder inTrust executed bymoTHY S KRAMER A MARRIEDMAXAS 1us SOLE
ANDSEPARATE PROPERTY asOrsator to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY as Trudtc in
firor ex iv ERS MAORTIAGEETCaRf3NIWREG3TPATIOIN StiT1INC SOW1044
ASNOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFK1AHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIALNETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANYas Beneficiary dated
0307recorded0392007 as InstnmmaNo2007017009 and rerecorded official
records ofCanyon County IDAHO the bormficiaryr interest in which Is presently held by Said
Deed ofTrust covers realty property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEEE3WMIT A
The Tmstee hereby givesnotice that a breach of the obligation forwhich suchtrandfer is security
has occarred under the Deed of TrttstNote dated031052007 The nature ofsuch breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 1112010 of principal interest awYar
Impounds and mbsequeat mstaUmn dire thereafter plus late ebargm together with
ail subsequent Saari advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
Bald deed oftrust
Thisaumut is245356as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid andcedingtaxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to protect the security associatedwith this
fo nciosure The unpaid principal balance of125537 togetherwith interest thereon at ttw
current rate of3Wle per annum from until paid





l> • • eeordlag equested y: 
1  r  " SG 
Dd IleD ROrded M~il,To: 
i e r r ruste  r i s,  
elo ~Trustee ,  
 t  t ri  t, t   
r nk,.  04-3120 
(800)-665-3932 
I  O 
CANYON CNTY RECORDER 
rl't  8_ 
~1IisQ IAlTiIIa~ 
'TWleNOT INC SALE 
I'M.ls"oa -= __ U.VRliCOIlIlEI1_'SIIIPU'U' 
 o.: 9 3578 
.S. o.:1D- 7777J..c 
I         
   
1      I LE      
I MCE   S  ,   W e8SOl' st       
ransfer i  r st e eo te  y *TlMOTIl  . E *,  I  N,  HIS  
  l ,  ari t,    A Y,  stee.  
av  o(ft),m S" GAG  LE T ONIC EGISTRATION YSTEMS, C., LELY 
 I   I  I I .  (FIKJA I  
I I  , I C.)  I I  U I I  MPANY~ as e efi.dar , ate  
3IOSflD01,  3/ 9/2007,  I tru c:nt o •   - orded ~ :fficial 
r r s f  nty. I , t  eneficiary i ter st i  i  i  r s ntl  l  y. i  
eed of m!d covers real property sinmted i  said ounty. describing land t =i  as follo s: 
 XlDB   
o lllSIee r  i  ti  t t  ro  f ~ li ti  f r il:  s!re  tr sf r i  s rit  
 eu   t  e  TnISt t  t  3105/2007.  t   s   i g: 
il  t   t  t l  t  1/112010 pri cipalr i t t nd/o  
i pounds and BUb!lequent insta1lments due thereafter; plus late charge:s; together ith 
U JUbse t sums  ." fi i r  r t t  t  t. r &  iti  f 
s i    st. 
i  mount is $24,535.S6  f r .  
ll li e ies r   e, t t r it  i   aco!uing t lt s, ss mnents. tr ste 's 
feca. attomay1s fees, c sts and IIdvances ade to r tect the security associated ith t is 
. foreelosure. he unpaid principal balance f $~25,lS3. 73 together it  interest thereon at the 
current :rate of 3.(}O't18 per annu  fro  until paid. . 
 t at t e fi i r  olects t  s ll Of s  the tr st r rt  t   s l  t  mtisf  s i  
li ti n. 
  
y





PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTY dbaPIONEER LEER TRUSTEE
SERVICES LLCBY EXECUTIVE TRUSM SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
Bar Dee C Ortega AlAorized Signatory
State ofCdVarmia
Coof Los Aupla
On 4jjqI j beforeme Shanou DeArntanDaviallotvy Public pexsmdV appeared Dde C Ortegawbo proved
Iera an thebasis of satisfactory ovidence to be the pessoo Whose ameWWI sabstaftd to the within
instrument and acknowledged to the that helshw1boy exomd the same in hislhorttheir authorized rcpacityiesaced
Met by hiskaNthetr signawre on the instrument the personsor the enflty vpsm behalf or whmthe persona
aded executed the insavraent
I certify under penny of pmjurynderthe laws vfilto State of California that the foregoing psragraph is true and
SHAWON 9i6ARMAMD AWS
SISM are 5 MacyUND
ShmmEWArmiMvis Los Angetea troanly
CaTdYG fec80it
THOS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT A DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILLBE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
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I ,   I  USTEE I ,   I   
y: ee (.;. rtega. uthorized ignaiory 
s t.  aliI'oraia } s.s. 
ouaty e  3 lIg.. } 
 tfirl J /I baforo me. Shanon De' Annan-Davis NOW)' Public ,personaii)' appeared Dee C. Orteaa who proved 
to 1IIC oi:t 1hC sis f s tisf t ry i o t  o t  ersOll(s) bo= 1HIID~s) j~'aro subscribe  t  I o itlJl  
i tm t q  lIdm le  tD m  t t / belth,  xecute  t   ill i!ll'horft cir l tlwri  capacity(les). n  
Chat by bis.rlez\thelr sigllllt1Ira(s) on tho instru etlt tile person(s). or the omit)' lIpM bohalf or tm  tho llCrsou(s) 
a ell, e ec te  the insIrumellt. 
I emily lUlder pen of perjUl'Y. ndcr tlle laws Qf1l10 State of ~ifgnlia 1tIM tIM fonaoin& paragraph Is true and 
correct. 
I  J'l          
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JD-27777 1 ~C 
EXHIBIT A 
E HIBlT  
The foH ing dllSCribes a parcel t)fm.' propeny situarJlln tbe ortItesast oarterdtboN rthweIt 
Querlw (N~1I4 NWII4). SeQlon n. TawnJhip' NGrdI. Rangt S Wel:t, Qobe MtridiaD,.. Canyoa 
CoIlAly Jdaho. being ore pardotJlarly dcsodbed as 1bIJows: 
MMENCING.t t  orell Qa_rtetconereraw ullo" j tbeau...., dto rtbrI  U. 
o f Nortll nttCl,uarterttflbtt ordm4SlQm1er, 
attdlW '1' 41jf West. 133.80 l~ to tIIe 01NT OF EGlNNlNGt u.o..~,al", 
..w ~rJ,.lf~ . 
·8ort1a.,. r4opt  .... l4'1.IO~ta1HNortllaatl$l'a L"of1.ah .. 1IIIIofUCd'_1' IMd1a 
 ... .,J)eedlllmu e.t N~ 911".. tha. Blanc IIe~ Ihof .......... 
,.eel.  .... uicndo. f II'" DIet WlIgpaillllel1ritfa Ute IaItedy u_ r .. l(ortlIeM1 
urceufdl, Na..-wed quarter, 
9ldtI  69' .,.. Eut., J1 A1 fM , 10 Ibbdonec lm wtdt dtt eartiP fdlt"'tIIIM C0-
op c..1; ..... ce.llmI.cana1 aaterJI.ae. 
lIdi fd 04' 18" ~ lft034 ~ ...... coafilS'lflg ... aI  -.t tlhtetlUl reet, t!"'I. 
fupIIt CIIIrYC: to .. teft,.ltaring. mfiIIs o(<<JO.tIG fotS, Ii rtnla!ll1e fIf ij" Q' 3;;" .. fMilll 
........ byal!1tord baarllll. SaIdli.e'W 4S'" last, 82.1UIGt;iflmecI.,..._5IIh1 
elllltoJllae.lIloq.lLw tIIfGDeJ tftla lllJlottrly fllO'otftct tflMlt 1 a"",,""'  NOJ1l1 a.' 
QuaftW. 
ur", lf 09' .. ,t. W .... (i7!.l1 fttt. to !he ' JNT F CJNNlf(G. 
stl8JltC ro  OOnnD WITH  COIIhIItm ICC_ e o t ttluc ntteea 111ft (IS', eMIt 
.we,  •• ~ cRrlbe eom.ru.m: 
OMlUl'l' lNG lit ~Norl  wnIr anItI' .rAid s.cM31IlhetH:e -.1IM 'ffl dterl11i11t 
.f"'Nortk~ IIIIl'fI td'tbeNltrillw_qw..lUrt 
l'otdI39" ' 1" W., moo teet. t  I'" POINl" or 1JEGINlfJNG~ ile .. 
Snut" oW' W 9" Ea8l. lllUlJ .... O fuPOI   I . 
PLF 04176 
RecordiagRquested By
And When RetwtdMafi T4
Pioneer Lender Tnestea Services LLC
clo Executive Trustee SomicesLLC














NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND lELEUTIONTOSELLUNDER
DEED OFRUS
NOTICE ISHE1IEBYOMEN lbat PIONEER TITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTY dbn
PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Tiansfa inTrust executed by LEONARD S MOSKOWITZ AND CMUSTY A
MOSKOWIT MJSBAND AND WIass Grantor to
TRANSeINA ITLEy asL Trustee7G Qo ofliiY11 OR M LiLEIM0NIC REOIST eMOO 8Y8aLI2C
SOLELYASNOMINEE FOR HONMCONUNGS FINANCIAL LLC F1KA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC ALIMITIi1LIABILITYWaANY as
Beneficiary da d 1211512006 recorded122006as Instrument No 2006101079 and re
recorded official records ofCanyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary interest in which is
presently held by Said Deed ofrustCovers real prope dy situated in said County describing
land dzrda as follows
LOT 6 IN BLOCK 6 OF NADLANDPARKDIVISIONNO 3CANYON COUNTY
IDAHO ACCORDINGTO THE OFFICIAL PLAT TIEREOF MLED INBOOK 28 OF
PLATSAT PAGE 21 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation forwhich such transfer is wcusity
has occurred udder the Deed of Trost Note dated 1211512006 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 101112010 ofprincipal interest andor
impormds aced subsequent instalbnents due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
Thisamount is967425 as ofApr 16 2011
All lincpuencies are now due together withunpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fits g ttuueysfees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosulre Theunpaid principal balance of11088622together with interest thereon at the
cutaeat rate of675x6per annum from 0910120I0until paid
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nd ID eCbrdeil ail o: 
i D r ender ru t e i ,  
010 ti e rustee erviees,.LLC 
SS orth ntari  t, t   
lllbankt   .. 3120 
(800}66S-393  
CHRIS YAMAMOTO 
  D  
~BI'CIWA 
Bsquialor LSI TlIIe O JIY 
TypiIlIIor INC me 
Fo.$U.oa 
I!I.ICJlIIIllIWI:IOU.r_evSlM'lfte 
oa  o.:  
.S. o.:1D-275412-C 
    LECTIO   EL   
  TR T 
  EREBY GIV  th        s 
   ,    J'UStee      
r sfer i  r st e ec te  y "'LEONAR  . I ·  "'CHRIS  . 
ITZ·. HU   1FB, as Grantor, to SNATION 'ITI'LE~  e, 
iii CaY-or fttMEP~ I MORTO."' .. GEE ECTRONlC P..EQISTRATI N S STEM8. N ., 
  I   ME MI  I ,  (FIK/A 
  , ] C.)  I ITED U llJ  COMPAN .  
ofi l t . te  1 , r r  2/2212006. s I str t o •   11> 
e rded t i i l s  Uy ll ounty~ ,  f    i   
presently hold by. aid eed f Trust covers real property situated i  said ounty, describing 
 therein  : 
T'     MI   SUBDMSJON . ,  T . 
,    mCl   HER .F1      
  El!,   m . 
 rustee ere  givea notice t t a leac  f the obligation for bie  ncb tra sfer is aecu.rity 
s rr  n rtb  ee  f rust t  t  .  DaNt  f s  r  ei g: 
ibJr  t  :PAY t  t l  t   f ri i al, i t r t nd/or 
i pounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all subseq1JeJ1t su s advanced by beneficiary pUf3uant tQ the ter s and c iti s f 
i   fwst. . 
1hisa ount Is $91674.2S as of pr 16,2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, lIJ;tomey's fees, com aDd advances made to protect the security associated with this 
foreeJosme. The unpaid principal balance of S 11 0,886.22 together \\lith interest thereon at the 
cuaent rate of 6.15% per annu  fro  09/01/2010 until paid. " -, --~_.. ",!O>,.-" "., __ - , 
nd that the eneficiary elects to sell or (lanse tllc trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
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PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADA COUNTYdba PIONEERLENDER TRUSY E
SERVICF4 BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
ByDeeC OrtcV6 Authorized Signatory
Stns ofCWvb a a
County of Las Angola
OitApaj j UE 1 before ate SEiamn DeArmanDais Notary PublicPYWcamd DeeCOdvdwpto me an the basis of satisfactory evidence to be thepamnswhose nam isImattbiMbeed
to cite with imstrment and acknowledgedto me thatbelshehhay exacated the same inhisltmWmksu8tudzed
cat aaityusand thatby bisAaftair signOurc an the hob unent the persons orthe entity upon behalfor
which thepasaztmeted executed the inshnrnent
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Da d: r 8,  
   . 
      FI ER.  USTE  
I ES,    .     
. y: ee . rtega, uthorized ignatory 
iate  aJlf'eJ'JlI  } s.s. 
lltJ  os lI e1es } 
n~ li t 2.Jl/, ef re me, hano  e'Annan.Oavl$ afar  lle personally app~arW. P o c. 
rtega who roveti t  il o  tho asis f satiafttct r  e i e ce t  e !hIS erson(s) so lIIIJD.e(s) It/ant au scribe  
t  th  itbin ia5trtnn Dt  lIOknc leds  t   11I8C btI&h.lt e  o :ttt  Ib   i  bislhcrltheh- a tbori c  
capaGity(Ja). and that by hisJhor\dtair s.igtump'c{s} on the lDstrument dlopmon(s), or 'the eJl1it)' upon behalf or 
ltkb. dl.pCfSGl'I(s) act ,  ; trum t. !:!: nderiili~aky f ctiut  er o I.aw8 I) he lt  fomia tbQ o o csOiDB ngra b la rue  
t SHANON l)E'AAMAA-D VI$ 
S'--'~O V:\... ( a lllllOn " l1t13l09 
"eo-- - -' - _ otary pUblIc. Call'OIn1o I 
SIuIfum Do'Annan-Davis t lot l  county I 
1" Motcr.mm.&ce"eOec!.2011 J. •• c • ...... , ....... i.e 5 • 
.. _ •. _ ....... ~~ ... ~... ·-H\rlf~:~ik-lse-~~ .... eti~~·'".M~t. MI_~ .. ·~~ ......... -.~-..."...,. .......... t--. __ • • ••••. ~ .. ~, ........ 
HI  FFIC          l J n  
      URPO E. 
-, 
  
Re4rding R quested By
And When Recorded Mail To
Pioneer Lender Ttusteo Services LLC
do Executive Trustee Services LLC













NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEEDOFTRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dha
PIONEERLENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Txaasfer inTr m executed by TIMOTHY S KRAMER A MARRIEDMAN AS His SOLE
AND SUARATE PROPERTY asCnauttor to PIONEER TITLECOMPANY as Trustee in
fhsor ofOMEP MORTGAGEELECTRONIC REZISTRATIO SYSTMUS INC SOLELY
AS NONMEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FIKAHOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL NETWORK INC AUM1TED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneftiary dated
03105x007recorded 031092047as Instrwncm No 2007017009 andtorec rded official
recerds vfCanyon County IDAHO the beneficiary interest is which is presently held by Said
Deedof Trustcovers real property situated in said County describing land therein as follows
SEE EXIBBIT A
TheTrustee hereby gives notice that abreach of the obligation for wWch such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note datcd0310512007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay themonthly payjAent due 11312010 of principal interest andor
impoundsand subsequent installtnendue dmaftplus late charges togeta with
W1 subsequent sums advatnce dby beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is2453556as ofApr 16 2011
All delinquencies no now due together with unpaid and accruing taades assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advancesmade to Protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid pdnelpalbalance of2515373togetherwith interest tl l mn at the
current rateo1300per annum from until paid
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.S. o.:ID-2 ml-C 
   .A      
-   
      1TI'     lJm  b  
   .   UCCCSS01' IUstu      
r nsf r i  rust e ecme   ·Tl 01l1  . ER·,  I  ,  lS  
 .F.PARATB T , as Gr ntor. t  I  I  A Y, s r st e, i  
av  -MBRSII ORTa.'~G   .G TRATION BM f [  ••  
 MINE  .  I ,  (FIKJA  
I I  , I C.)  l  l ll.l  A Y, as nefici ry, t  
03IOSI2007·, recorded 03/09120r:n~ as I str ent o . 2007017009 and re-recorc1ed, officlal 
records of Canyon CO'UlUyt I O$ the beneficiary interest in hich is presently held by. Said 
eed f r st covetS real r ert  sit ate  i  sai  ty. describing la  t erei  as follo s: 
 lU l   
The Trustee hereby gives notke that a breach of the obligation for hich such transfer is security 
bas occurred under the eed ofTIUSt ote dated 0310512007. The nature of such breach being: 
ailure to pay the onthly paynient due 111112010 of principal, interest audlof 
i pounds and subsequent i:nstaUments due thereafter; plus !ate chugesj together it  
aU s s t s s d.  fi i r  rs t t  t  t r s a  iti s f 
   t. 
i  t i  $24~S3S.56  f r ;  
ll li i s are  c$ t l r it  i   QCfui  t xes. ~c:ntst trust~1 s 
fees. attomey~s ~, c sts a  a a ces a e t  pr tect t  sec rit  ass ciate  it  t i  
. f recl s re.  ai  ii el al aJauee f $$25, 153. 73 t et er it  nt~ hreo  at t e 
current rate f 3.00% per anmun fro  until paid. . 
And that the Benefioiary' elects to sell ot cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
obligation. 
l   





PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dbas PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICESLLC BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Dcm C OrrsgkAutiortui SignWwory
State ofCaliforaua
Ceooiy of Gas Angola Z
ov qjc j j Imo mehaanoa DeAratmDavisN Publi parsonaily appo WDoe C tm pwbo proved
to me an the basis ofsatisfactory evidence to be the parsons wbosewomm Wmesubscribed to the within
is ftment awl acknowledged to me thatheWthey accented the same In histerltheir authorized eepa itylesand
that by ltlslheRftfr slgastars on die instn nmtepamsor the antityupon behalforvAkh thepersons
actedwwcnted the instrument
I eartify under p ofperjury der tha lmm of the Stela of California that the fasegoing p avaph Is five and
axrect
6Ccm1i4MONDEARINAItBAY15laskm017a3m
SijptBtprC saf a N010fy P0110 California
Sharron DdAraaaaBevis LosAngeles Cauaty
Coanrtf t79G320ti
TMOFFICE IS ATMNPMGTO COLLECTA DEBT ANDANY INFORMATION
OBTAINEDWILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
PLF 04180
000641
        
   
JD-277771-C 
1 6  
 1TI'      b.    
VI ES,.   I   S I S, S I B  I  F  
: ets . o wg~ tlI ia.ed i ator  
t. Dl .lil!WJti  } s.s. 
oaa J  Lo  Dze. ) , 
OIl tJl.ff Ilf beforo o, ShBIIOJl e' Arman-Da is otafy Publie personally appoar;d. ee . Ottep bo proved 
to e on thO basil f sarisfactoljl' evIdence fD be me person{s) bosomone(s) isfara BUbscr!bcd 10 Ibo ltllin 
instrument nd le e  t  e Chat eIsIwIth.y cxecur  t  sa B I  islher/t oir t ri  ca city(les),  
faat by blsJbel\fbe1r sfgDatu~s) Oil: the instnlrnot the pedon(a). or the onIityupcm ~tf or wbich tho person(a) 
. execute   wltr nt. 
 cedl   P fperjW'1 dcr tl,_11lWS of the Slate of alifornia 1Ilat tho foregoing paragraph Is true and 
co rect 
BISom  tEM TIN        l iORM  
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CatmV Idaho being mare panicubrly described u follows
combI NCIChEGat the North Quarter cornerGrAM tieedoo 134 the nts elanrg tba Northerly in
of sererMcQaftrter ofthaNwwest Quarter
NorW4747W934233AO feet to thePO3NFOFBEGINKIMdiemmodw tibgalong
old Nardreriy line
NorMW47 Wat4347 00 fo4to life Moritnamt corner0Ast cnlWo pmelrteserbW to
Warowly DOW IcrltenreatNamd 93 TA21 theape lang tyre Eaatetly line otarddoertaf
parcdfteal libeexianslalfofirltCae GfgiarraSarrgth tbntFa9lerlylaaatifrid iYartbrani
Qmrkrrdt fbrNehwed7narter
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plrttl 04 illZf 201191tketi titptCe aoAlteuiag atoftg sttdbCfrteettNtRr 714 f1t0AjA
tmicove to iaaMIbolftan 44Afloes a cat aal an uiU3ZI 33 flail bi06
i11 mded by dw4bealiuZ ScoA0SoiG BL76 rbMvdeggt ftWd
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Irlh000044Wewr dti3M2tint lenheQIPii0PRXCVCMQ
WMCTTOAMTOGXTIMRWtUl st ammotamm emaemoof Wing Ilfkwm feet I l each
aide f the ralkwfug describe oeefterthmt
COtlIiY1l lKIAtCrat MoNerth Quarter carter of said Seodo t3Zt t wow alaag OsNoctwly no
efsaid Karthesm Qtrsrlerof theNartbsreQa rter
frW47111V42399fcei toMePlt rrOF REGVM1NGi iheacr
RnWhW49Buff MURtitto tanPONTOFfi MngG
PLF 04181
000642
I - 17 I·e 
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EXHIBlT  
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Pioneer LaWer Trustee Services LLC
cloExecutive Trustee Services LLC
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NOTICE OF DEFAULTAND ELECTION TO SELL UNDkR
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEERTITLE COMPANYOF ADACOUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is theSessorTrustee under the Dead of or
Transfer in Trust executed by LEONARD SM0SK0g7ZAND CMSTY A
MOSKOWITZ HUSBAND AND WIFE a Unnator to TRANSNATION TME as Trustee
in favorME IMORTGAOFfMONIC F801STIRATION3YSTLAItSNC
SOLELYASNOMINEE FOR ROAMCOMU40S FINANCIAL LLCFKIA
HOMECOMMOS FINANCIALNETWOM INGA LIMITEDLIABILITY COMPANY as
Beneficiary dated 1211512006 recorded122212006 as harm lent No 2006101079 and re
recorded official records of Canyon Coemty IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is
presently heldby Said Dead of Trust covers real property situated in said County describing
laud therein as follows
LOT d IN BLOCK 5 OF MWLAND PARK SUBDIVISION140 3 CANYON COUNTY
IDAHOACCORDING TO THE OMCIAL PLAT THEREOFFILED INBOOK 28 OF
PLATS AT PAGE21 RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach ofthe obligation forwhich sub transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed ofTrust Note dated 12115I200G Theuatat of suchbreach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due10112010 of principal interest wWor
impounds and subscgt a ttsWhnents due ftnatter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybeneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is967425 as ofApr 1f 2011
All delinquencies are nowdue together withunpaid andaccruing taxes assessments trustee
Ears attorneyfees cons and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure Theunpaid pnineWbceof11088522together with interest thereon at site
current rateof675per annum from09112010until paid
vawvWwiai w AaMICw4tmss av av
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 o.:  
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       E  
   
       MPA..7tf     . 
i    I ,   UC(lcssor    ~c1   
r f r i  ru$ t   "'LEONAR  . OSKOWITZ·  "'CHRISTY . 
KOWITZ"',   IP , lIS Grant r, t  lRA I  1TIL ,  r t , 
IJ  of'~" GE ELE-CTR I  -EOISTR.ATION SYSTB~..st lNC., 
  I   H ME ING  I ,  {FIK/A 
ING  I I  ORK. I C.)  I l B  I I I  ANY, as 
fi i r. . t  6.  21221200 ,  Instrum   .200610   e.-
recorded. • fficial recOrdB af anyon ounty, I , the beneficiary interest i  ic  is 
presently el  . aid eed f r st ea ers teal property situated i  sai  ounty, descnDing 
Ja .r   s: 
 (; I   (j  ID   M l  NO.3,  TY, 
I , B I    Fn I   F, I  I     
   Zl,   m . 
he r stee ere  gives notice t at a reac  f the li ati  f r hich such tra sfer is sec rit  
as cc rre  er the eed f r st te dated 1211512006. e nature f s dl reac  eing: 
aiIuret  a  t e t l  a e t due 101112010 ofprincipa1~ mterest and/ r 
i s  s sequent instalhne ts  thereafter; l s l t  fleJi t ect r it  
an subsequent SI11'JlS advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the tenDs and conditions of 
   t. . 
lbis a ount is $9,674.25 as of pr 16,2011 
ll delinquencies are no  due, toge1her ith unpaid and acauing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, att:omey's fees, costs and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
forecJosum. The unpaid prineipal balance of $110,886.22 together ith interest thereon at the 
cmreat rate of 6.75% per annwn :fi:om 09/0112010 until paid. 
_r_._ .. -... ~_." ...... --_~_4~~ ... ~ ....... ~..,..-iiIIM ... _._ .... R'~ ."' .... ~ .... ~ .... \~I~~~~~?:~.~~~ .... &,_._"'-._.~ ~ 
nd that the eMficiary eleats to sell or cause the trust property to be sold to satisfy said 
li ti . 
  
M




Dated Apt 18 2011
PIONMR TITLECOMPANY OFADA COUNTY dbuPIONEER LE14DER TRUSTEE
SERVWU BY EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
By Ike C OrtegaAuthtizedSigniry
State ofCalllfarala S
Cenutt y of Los Angeles
014pa4 I t L6 al l before meSItaamDeArm nDavis 14ctary Public personWl y appcmrcd Dec C
O tega who proven to ate on the basis ofsattOwtoty evWenceto be thepersonswhose names Ware sttbscriw
to the within instrnaoentand acknowledged to me that hdsheffiW executed thesame in hislhWtheir sutha bW
cspacitymand that by hidhaflthairspatwaan the inum mencthe petsot or the entity upon hehalf or
which the persons actedeaeeaw the kat mc3t
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PioncerLendCt Trustee Services LLC
do Executive Tex Service LLC














DANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE 13 HEREBY GrVEN that PIONEERnnECOMFAW OF ADACOUNTY dba
PIONEERIM4D TRUSTEE SERVICES is theSueccssar Tmstee trader theDecdof or
TzmAr in Trust mcuted by ADRML DELGADILLO ANUNMARRIEDMAN AND
MERCEDES LDELOADILLO ANUNMARMED WOMMas Grantorto PIONEER
TITLE as Trustee in favor ofMIERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS INCSOLELY AS NOMINEE FORHOMECOMINGS F24ANCIALLLCtIK1A
HOhMWMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC ALlbff BD LIABILITY COMPANYm
Beneficimry dated 09t27M007 recvrded 09120007as IntrumentNo 2007065810 and re
reeordofficial records ofCanyon CountyIIa4Oobeneficiary i in which is
pertlyheld by Said Decd of Trustcovers real property A urated in saidCounty describing
land therein asfollows
LOT 12BLOX3KINGHORNFIIMST ADDITION NAMPA CANYON COUNTY
IDAHOACCORDING TOTHE
OIF OAL FLAT FILED INBOOK 15 OF PLATS PAGE4 RECORDS OF SAID
COUNTY
The Trustee hereby givesNotice that a breads of the obligation for which such transfer issecurity
has occurred under the Decd ofTrust Note dated 09127200 Thubraofsuch breachbefit
Fair topay themonffily paymatdue 111120 0 ofprincipal interest andlor
impoumand subset insdimeata due thereafter plus late charges together with
all sulmqua t sums advaneed by beneciary pursuant to the terns and conditions of
aiddead oftrust
This anwont is1145313 as of3un 15 2011
All debmquenms arenew due togetherwith mpaidand accruing taxes a mm men trustees
fees attomees rtes costs and advances made toat security associated with this
foreclonze Theunpaid principal balance of1280594togetherwith interest thereon atthe
current rate of75WtlYo per annum Rom 1010112410 until paid





 ,. ~gR.estedBy: 
0      
Kd When ecanted n o: 
o~ niier rustee ,  
c/o e ti e mstee rvices,  
Z S rt  t ri  ~ it   
urbank..  -3120 
(80 )-665-393  
CHRIS YA A T  
NY~ TY E E  
a D ea 
~~LSlTIUII~ny 
T7P' NOT I  SALE 
Fee$13.1lD 
~Y_II\'IILWILI<U 
oa  .:  
.S.~~:u)-2774~ 
~mtEgbt EFAULT  ~ O     
   
 IS  I  b I  TITLB PANY     
IONEER. LENDER.  .   c e o  rust  'Wlde   e    
rusfer i  r st executed  "A IAN . ·  11I    
t ERC B  . GADILLO. t  R.IF  MANt s r tor, t  I  
~ as Tl'IlStee, in filvor ofliM S" O B l  IS I  
B .1 .,  S    lNA CIAL. U,  (F I  
MECOMINOS I I  , I .)  lMlTE  I I I  ANY, as 
fidary, cd0912712007~: eco dc  128120 .85 IIStrUDlentN . S  r -
corded •  s r ,a  nty. DAH , the f e  nterest  lU   
r sently held . aid eed f rust covetS real property aituated i  said olmty. scri i  
 I   t : 
 U,BLOCK , I  JRS  m , ,  NTY, 
I , I    
FJ'JCJALP  I  I     ,  ,   I  
Y. 
 mstee hereby i es n tice t at a breach oftbe li ati  f r bich s c  transfer is security 
has oceurred UDder the eed f rust otcdafed 0912712(J(Y1. he nature ofsucb breach being; 
ailure to pay the onthly;a,ment duD 111112010 of principal, illtete$t and/or 
i pounds and subsequent instaJl1nents duo h~ plus tate ebarzesj together ith 
aU subsequent SUQJS advaaced by benettclmy pursuant to the: terms and conditiOlll of 
sai  e   t. 
1his8DlOUDtis$ll,453J3 asofJun 15,2011 
All de.tinquencles are now due. together with lZllp8id ami accndsg taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, atlo ey', fees, eom and advances ade to protect the security associated ith this 
:lbreclorure. The uupldd prinoipal baIaDce of S 128.05&.94 t<lSether ith interest thereon at the 
e ne trate 1.~ r a  fro  10101/2010 til id. 
An<! that the eneficiary elects to sell or eausc the trust property to be sold to satisfY said 
obJigation. 
  




DobdL Jun 16 2011
PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYdba PIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE




inI162011 b4mma ShanonDeAem bavisNobly PEWputty appearad Carlo h1gW who proved
to we on the basis ofsadsftlatory Mceee to be froperman whomm ttm3hammbffitd to ft within
hoWunant sadackAOWledgcd to ma did helsb l bay oxe04 dwsamo in hiafbedthck a doiaod cgcttyeiegX and
flat byWked ftmturcson the halms mW OW personslor thmsadly upon behalf orwhich thepavot s
Actedeamehfedtheies nmea
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" 
ated: o  IGt  
       .   
  EXECUTIVE TRUST B ,     
Br.~~ 
la  f caUfon a } 8.s. 
Cotmty f 1M _ele  J 
On lUll 16, 2011 before o. Shanon Pe'AJ an-Davll otary PubJk. pencnally appeared arlo Magno ho proved 
11) 11'10 (dl it_ sil s  IJI &c Jjt evid nce   t1:Ie nHm(a) oso ane(s) isIant subscribe   tf o 1  
insIrwneBI aad.ada\owledged to e that hdsheltbey ex.eaJtcd tlto HmO in hill.herltheir a~ tmpaIllty(les), and 
1bat b)' hfa/IIet'IdWr slpaturc(s) ott 'the ins uDerd ~ penon(s). or the malifl upoa behalf or hich $. pmon(l) 
tGteCt. oxecut d thcia tmmel1t. 
 c tit' \lIlder cnaky f Jjar  un r t  l ws uftk l b!  Jif ia t t 1M rcgolq ra r  Is tru   
~.~ ~.~=~=1 lt n  dAlmaa-DJV1s j H f  bi c • ¢al orn  I 
!' Mi~SfJl •• ;:~~g 
,. •••• Q •• " I = .. ,. ~ 
.- p"':. 
m  m   TTEMPTING       INF M  
BTAINE  wn.      E. 
  
Recording Requested By
And When Recorded Mall To
Pioneer LawTruaw er im LLC
cFaceeudve TrusteeServices LLC













NOTICEOF DEFAULTANDELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE ISHEREHYGIVEN thatPIONMTITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTY dW
P1f3NEER UNDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee ender the Deedofor
Transfer inTwist executed by MARILYNNUTF A SINGLE WOMAN asGmtor to
PIONEER TITLE as Trustev infavor ofMORTGAGE BLECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSlIIJCSOLDY 1stNOSFlRHMFClllj3ifNA111AiF11R
INC ACORIORATIONas Bezwficiary dated06192recorded 0612412006 as Instrument
No200648610 andreecorded official records ofCanyon County IDAHOthe beneficiary
merest in wbich is preseady herd by Deutsche Hank Trust Comfy Americas as Truaee Said
Deed of Trustcovers real property situated is said County describing lead therein as follow
LOT 14XXICK IFORT SOWSSUBDWISION ACCORDING TO THE PLAT
TAEREOFFILED IN WOK 23 OF PLATSPAGEM RECORDS OF CAI9YON
COUNTYMAHO
The Treustee hereby gives notice bat a breed ofthe obligation for which such tra Oer issecurity
hasoccurred under the Deed ofTANotes dated 061152006 Thenature of such breach being
Failure to gay the monthly payment due12011 of prim1pal Werestancr
impounds and subsequent installments duo thereafter plus late charges togedher with
AH subsequutt sutrns advanced by beneficiarypunrmant to tho terms and conditions of
saiddeed oftrust
This amount is746215as ofSun21 2011
All delinquencies are now due togetherwith unpaid and accruing Mm assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advernm made to pmtwt the security associated with leis
foreclosure 7U unpaid principal balance of12049896togetherwith interest Oncou at the
current irate of 7 Sper annum from 121012010until paid






ecer iD  e este  : 
1  
RECORDED 
tl      1  
 .e  ee rde  ai  : 
e  ender stee Serr eea,  
/o Ete ti c t e" i ,  
SS C11h iarlo 1r t, ite  
utbaok,~91S04-  
(8OO)- 65w3932 
l  MAMOT  
CANYON CNTY REC R ER 
BY' CJ\taulIGhrrn 




 o.: 1 9 
.S. o.:ID  l S  
OTICE       ~E  
   
  ER B    IONEER.      ba 
ION . LEN .  , s   ~ o      
r f l' i  nDtexec: t   I  lT,  l O B ,  rant r, t  
 .  e. .  f B E   
YSTEMS, INC., S LEI..  .&..8 OMlNEB FOR. OMECOMINGS FIN..A.NC!.AT. NETWO~ 
  O PORATIO .  neficiary,  6/1912006,  0 006,  fu:r D  
o •   r -n:c:ord d , i i l  f  OUIlt , , t  tld r  
. intetest i  hic  is presently held y eutsche Bank rust ompaay ericas as rustee. aid 
 fTlUSt r  r l r rt  sitn t cl in i  ty. son" i  lan  t r i   f llows; 
 I!, BLOCK I, P  MEADOWS UBDIVI J , I   m   
H    BOO    ,  18,   N  
TY. ID . 
The rustee hereby gives notice that a breach of1he obligation for hich such trmlSfer is sccurily 
has occ:urred under the eed of rust N~to {)ated 0611912006. he.nature of such breach kiDS: 
Failure to pay the onthly pay ent due 11112011 ofprlncipaJ, interest and/or 
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together with 
all SQbsequent sums ad\-anced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s md conditions of 
   t. 
This a ount is $7,462.15 as of]un 21,2011 
U elirtquenaes are DOW due, t et er it  ai   "QUi  taxes, assessments~ tr stee's 
fees, attorney's fees, costs and Jdvrmces ade to proted. tho security a&SOC3ated ith this 
foreclosure. The unpaid principal balance ofSl20,498.96 together ith interest thereon. at the 
cur.rent rate of 7.63~ per annum fto  12/011201 0 1.Dltil paid. 
 that t e e eficiar  elects to sell r ea se 1he U'ust r ert  t  be sol  t  satisf  s i  
obligation. 
 186 




Dated Jun 21 2011
PIONEERTHE COMPANYOF ADA COUNTY dbaPIONEER LENDERTRUSTEE
SERVICES BYEXECUTIVETRUSTEE SERVICES AS ATTORNEY IN FACT
EyCarlo h8m Audwd ed Sipatory
State of Camorale j aS
County of LowAngeles
on Jen210 1 bef mme Sally Beltran Notary Public personally appeared Carlo Mapo who proved tome on the
basis of sstisfaeurry eridenze to be thepersoosWIme namesWarn aibscslbed to the within Instrument ertd
malmtewledgod to methathelsdtielt W011W th same hib19UlIlwk who rlmdmpacttyie4turd thmby
Blslmeir s1patmm on the inetrtmtent thepersansorthe a l ty upon bebalf orwbich thepersmsact4
exUtted the ettt
1 MrBfy Under pmahy 04e4ary under theors of the Sh tc of Califomiathat the foregoing paragraphis utte atd
MWt
MAN
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ted: u 1,  
l . ITLE     PI . .  
 yEX rI   I ,  I l  P  
~ 
B : ~o%Bsno, uthorl2ed Signatory 
bl. of alifon.. J s.s. 
OUDIy  1M ugela J 
HIS JI  I  T EM I   I..E r    rtf-y INFORMATIO  
l      11I  mtrOSE. 
  
Recording RegMtedDr
And WbmRecorded MWI To
Mooeer Lender Trustee Services LLC
coExoc five Trustee Services LLC
















NOTICE OF DEFAULT ANDELECTION TO SELLUNDER
DEEDOF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBYGIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OFADA COUNTY dba
PION1IE1t LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee smiler theDeed ofor
Transfer kTrust executed byALVCVETTTER AN UNMARRIEDWOMAN asGrantor
to LANDAMWCA TRANSNATION as Trustee in favorofMEIN MORTGAGE
ELACTIANIC FEQSTRATION SySEM INC SOLEEYASNOTEFOR
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKAHOMECOMINGSI1NANCIALNEIVORK
INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated014212007 recorded
Ol t7as Irubutnent No 2007001074 acid remorded officW records of Canycm County
IDAHO the bemliclary interest inwhich is presently heldby Said Dead ofTrustwvcrs real
property situated in said County describing laud dwdn as follows
LOT 13 IN BLOCK 2OFKINGSVIEWESTATES SUSIyrMO N No 1 CANYON
COUMrY IDAHOACCORDING TOTHE OFFICIAL PLAT THMOFFILED IN
BOOK
37 OF PLATS AT PAGE 15 RECORDS OF SAID COITM
The TYuatee hereby gives notice that a breach of theobligation for which such transferis security
lies occurred under theDeedof Twat Note datod01107 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due 121120 0 ofprincipal interestanor
impounds andsubseenttinstallments date thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced bybenclidary pursuant to tile terns and conditions of
said deers of trust
This amount is1143492as of Jul 11 2011
All delinquencies arenow due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney feescosts and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of149899 together vdth interest ereou at the
current rate of635per anmsm from11011201 until paid
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:a  hen  aU o: 
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fll C  RECORCER 
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Q/o e ut   ervi es,  . 
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   Orv  PI B  B   O    
E R.   I ,     1Uld  l   f  
 in t t   • ALVA  YBTI'B *,   .  O ntor. 
t  ERlC  I ,  r t e, I  f r f "M RS1t  
B E l'RO !  R GIS  Y 1'm.(..8, C.) BL   OMINEB  
I  I IAL,  (F/ fA B l  Fl I  TW , 
l C.)  I I  I I I  ANY .. as e enciaEy. t  1/02120 . r r  
0110412001, as1nstn1mentNo. 2001001074andre-recorded, official recotds ofCanyan County, 
I .1  neficiar  i terest i  it;  is r s tl  l  . i  e  f r st covers r l 
r ert  Aituatcd In sai  ounty, escri i  lan  therein as fallo s: 
  I   1 F.KJNGSVlEW  BDMSlO  O. It  
N'lY. I , I    I I   EREO . I  I  
 
     6,   I  OUNTY. 
The 'Iiustect hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation fot which such transfer is security 
has oconrred under the ee4 ofT.tust ote dated 0110212007. The nature of such bteach beiag; 
il r  10 1b  t l  t e 21112010 f ri i l, i t r st nd/or 
i p s a  subsequent i stall ents ue thereafter.: l s late 4;ha1'gt:S; togeU1er it  
ll m se e t s s a a ce   e eficiar  rs t fA> th  terms a  c itions f 
 d  tr . 
is unt 1s $11,434.92   t ,  . 
ll delinquencies are no  due, together ith UIlp8id and accruing taxes,. assess ents, trusteets 
~ t rney's . st   ~  t   t  Utit   t   
r l .  aid i i l l  $149~899.99 o~r wit  tere  thereon  t  
c rr t r t  f .7S~ r nu  ft  1101 20 0 til i . 
n  that t e e eficiar  elects t  sell or ca se the 1nI8t r ert  t  be s l  t  satisf  sai  
. 
F  




Dated Jut 11 2011
PIONEERTITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PTOMER LENDERTRUSTEE







on Sol 11 Zot I before meShsnonDaAmmnDavis Notary Public personally appeared Carlo Mega who proved
tome os fife hasis ofsatisM yevidence to ba thepersonwhoseuwsIMn subsen Ato Om within
hts meat mud aclmowisd to me that itAboAhey executed the same in himberAli authorized capacityiesand
that byftkwsiguatma an the lnstrnttluml cpmun or fire andty upon behalforwhirls the pam ms
SC14 cxeeutat the kDOMMA
I certiiy under penft ofperjury tmdar ttse fetus ofthe State ofCatlfotaia that the fceegotag paragraph is uua eta
SHMONOEARMAN4018
CdRH11tSPIW 17aaQ
SireA sw Notary fubnc caHtotntq
SheaanTWAmmnDavit Lot Angelas county
t1ec2a11
TWSWWIIS ATTEMPTING TOCOLLECT AIEST AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSL
PLF 04189
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t d: l lll,  
       IONE -   
  fl   ERVICES~  'I    
: l  Magno, utlwrlzed i t  
t  f df'OI1Il  } s.s. 
OlJDty r o, plel } 
On lui 11, 2011 before me. Sbanon D~'AJman.Da.vfJ Notary Public personally appeared carlo ap wlto proved 
to c OIl Ute baiia of satisfactory evidence to be the pel'SClll(s) lloso nlllM{_} ~ subsen'bed 10 1he tlflln 
.bWnuneat _ tu:lmowJcdg-ed to Ill~  bMltelthcy executed the sa e in hiSlberlthcir authorized c:upaclU'{ies). and 
tbat by .~ir sipature(s) on tlIe InslrmneJd 1bc pmon(s~ or tJtc ao.tily upon behalf onvJiich .. person(s) 
acted, e c ed 1he .Ins1rmnent. 
I certif)' IdlOO penalty ofperjury under tile laws ottJtCl Slato of CaU!omia lbaethc rGN$o.iIIe parapph il1lUo and 
cosrect. 
1F- ~fA 
b~1\ De' rma --Davis 
ca ) 
Jr_-.... =... NAN  E'AlMAff.DAVlG 
_ OrnmlUIon tI 1783309 
I M tor  PubliC· CallJ ml  J J l a GlO"; l  M 
' ••• bl~~rf~~J.l 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JDDICIAL DISiRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MINIDOKA
Virgil Ralph
Plaintiff
V CASE NO CV 2090200
Met Life Home Loans a division of Met
Life Bank NA
Defendants
ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOTIONS FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT
In this matter both parties moved for partial summary judgment The plaintiff
moved for summary judgment on the basis that defendant lacked statutory authority to
maintain anonjudicial foreclosure defendant failed to comply with ICMI51505 prior
Page I of 11
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R ER R TING IN P RT AND E ING IN P RT OTIONS F R 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
In this mnt.ter both parties moved for partial summary judgment. The plaintiff 
moved for summal'y judgment on the basis that defendant lacked statutory authority to 
"/ " . 
" I 
maintain anon-judiciuJ roreclosure, defendant failed to comply with I.e. § 4S~150S prior 
Page 1 of II 
ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOTIONS FOR 
SU MARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 04190 
to initiating the loreclosure and defendant is not the real party in interest The defendant
moved forsunimaryjudg ienton three issues defendant properly proceeded with the
foreclosure defendant hits complied with RAMP and defendant is the proper party in
interest
MFRS INTRODUCTION
Transfers of real property have traditionally required a public proclamation ofthe
transfer ofownership with a memorialixation of the transfer The historical and longs
obsolete method was by livery of seisin where the parties to the transaction would eater
the property and the transferor would physically hand over dirt to the transferee in the
presen e of witnesses Recordation of title in the legal system theUnited I irtheritcd
from English common law dates to the Domesday Book a project completed in 1087
although it did not include all counties in England Historically land transfers must
involve the government in some way Currently land transfers are recorded pursuant to
the laws of the State of Idaho and the other United States In an attempt to streamline
mortgage transfers for investors and speculators the Mortgage Electronic Registration
System HERS was treatedMNsorp Inc v Romaine 8NY3d90 861NE2d8I
NY2006 MFRS is a private corporation formed by members who trade titles within
the system by various means
The creation ofMERS and the difficuhics encountered during foreclosures in
which MFRS transfers fine involved have crevted problems for courts around the country
There is a split ofauthority on some ofthe issues presented by this case After a careful
examination of the documents reflecting the chain of title in this case an analy sis of the
Idaho statute on trust deed foreclosures and the persuasive authority found in case law
Page 2 of I l




to initiming tbe fOl'eclosure and defendant is n(lt the real party in inleresl. The defcndcUlt 
moved for summary judgment on thre~ illsucs: defendant properly proceeded with Ihe 
foreclosure. dctend~mt has complied with HAMP. and defendan1 is (he proper party ill 
interest. 
E  INT I  
Tnmsfers of real property have traditionally l"equil'ed a public proclamation of the 
tl'llnsl~r ofownership with a memorializlltion of the transfer. The historical and 1MB 
J t  t   by li ry f seisin, r  tbe rti  t  t  !!'!l ti  l  nt r 
t e r ert  all  t  IJ' st r r uld. si ll  n  r irt t  t e tr sf r  i  the 
pre~nce of itnesses. ecordation of title in the legal syste  the nited St!ltes in rite  
from English common law dates to the I)(>mesday Book, a project completed in 1081, 
although it did not jnclude all counties in England. istorically. land transfcl'S ust 
involve the govern ent in so e My. Currently. land transfcrs are recorded pursuant to 
the la s of the tate of IdallO. and the othex nited States. In an atte pt to stl'r:arnJine 
ortgage transfers for investor,s and speculators, the ortgage Electronic Registration 
Sy~ienl (MERS) a:f created. el'sorp, Inc. v. R() aine, g .Y.3d 90,861 .E.2d 8.1 
(N.Y. 2006). ERS is a private corporation formed by e bers who trade titles within 
(he s st  by various e . 
The creation of MERS and the diffil..'U!lies encolllltered during foreclosures in 
which MERS Iransfers lU'e involved have cn.'8ted pmblcll1s for courts around the cOlml1'y. 
The!'e: is a splil of authority 011 some of {he issues pl"esented by this case. After a c81'efuJ 
examination of the documents reflecting the chuin of title in this case. an analy:o;is oflhe 
Idaho statute on tl'ust deed foreclosures, and the persuasive authority found in case law 
Page 2 oflJ 
ORDER GRANTING TN PART AND DENYING IN PART MOTIONS fOR 
SU MARY JUDGMENT 
PLF 04191 
from ether states or the federal courts it appears hat Metlit tite defendant in this
action does no have the ability to foreelose oil flit plaintiffsproperty at this time
MetLife does not now have any recorded beneficial interest in the real property at issue
although it probably now has the beneficial interest of the rtvst deed at issue For that
reason partial summaryludgment for the plaintiff is appropriate for the reasons set forth
below
PROCEDURAL HISTORY
On October 1 2406 the plaintiff Virgil Ralph Ralph executed a note Note in
the amount of50 23200 payable to First Horizon Flame Loans a division of First
Tennessee Bank NAFirst Horizon The Note contains no referencc to MFRS This
note was secured with a Deed ofTrust an the real property located at 908 A Street
Rupert Idaho 83350 The Deed ofTrust identifies Ralph as the borrower First I crizon
as the Lender Land Title and Escrow as the Trustee and MFRS as the beneficiary
The Deed of Trust further states The beneficiary of this Security Instrument is
MFRS solely as the nominee for Lender and benderssuccessors and assigns and the
successors and assigns ofMERS Further in the DeedofTrust it states Borrower
understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title to die interests granted by
Borrower in this Security instrument but if necessary to comply with law or custom
MFRS as nominee for Lender And Lenderssuccessors and assigns has the right to
exercise any or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure
and sell the Property and to take any action required of bender including but not linzited
to relestsing and cancelling this Security instrument
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ti·om ulher slutes or the fcderul COllrts, it appr;.'afs [hal MetLife, the defundulll in this 
action, does 1101 hi.we the ability to foreclose on (he plaintiff's property at thi.s time. 
MctLiie docs not now have any recorded beneticial interest in the real propeny at issue, 
although it probubly now has the benel"icial intel'est of the trus! deed at issue, For that 
reason partial summal'Y jlldg enl fOJ' the plaintiff is appropriate tor the reasons set forth 
below. 
PROCEDUl~AL I  
On October 1,2006 the plainritr. Virgil Ralph (Ralph), executed a note (Note) ill 
tile at110unt of$50, 232.00 payable to Fil"st orizon Ho e Loans, a division of First 
ennesSf1:e a  .A. (First OIizon), e te c tai s  refere ce t  E S. is 
note was secun..~ with a Deed of Trust on the real property located at 908 A Slreet. 
upert, idaho 83350, he eed of rust identifies alph a.s the "borro er", Fit'st Horizon 
as the "Lender. Land Title and Escrow as the "Trustee", and MERS as the "beneficiary", 
The Deed of Trust further states "The beneficlary ofthis Security lnstrument is 
MERS (solely as the nominee for Lender and Lender's successors flI'ld assigns) and the 
SliCCesSOrs and ssi ns f RS." urther i  t e eed o1'1'l"l.I3t it states "Borrower 
understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by 
Borrower ill this Security lnstrument., but, if necessary (0 comply with law 01' custom, 
MERS (as 110minee for Lender and Lel1del"s successors and assigns) has the right; to 
exel'cise any or all of those interests, including, but ilot limited to, the right to fOl'eclosure 
and selllhe Property; and to rake any action required of Lender including. but not limited 
lo. l' lt.'asing and ca.ncelling this Security Instru !' 
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Ralph failed to make the payments required under the Note beginning on
November 1 2008 On February 23 2009 an assignment of the Deed or Trust was
executed by MFRS awsistant secretary Michael Fisher to MetLife The language of the
assignment states that For value received the undersigned corporation hereby grants
assigns wYJ transfers to MetLife Home Loans a division of MetLife BankNA all
bene icial interest under that certain Deed of Trust together with the Promissory Note
secured by said Deed ofTrust and also all rights Accrued or to accrue under said Deed of
Trust This assignment was recorded in Minidoka County on March 4 2009
A Notice ofDefault was prepared by Lynn Darlingof1ransnation Title and
rowon March 3 2009 and recorded on March 4 2009 A Notice of Trustees Sale
was also prepared by Lynn Darling of Transnation Title and Escrow on March 3 2009
which set a foreclosure sale date of duly 162009 On March 4 2009 an Appointment of
Successor Trustee was recorded in Minidoka County in which Michael Fisher of MetLife
appointed TramnationTitle and Escrow as the successor trustee
The scheduled foreclosure date was postponed multiple times At some point
proceedings were begun on a RAMP loan modification On March 26 2010 a Vcrified
Complaint was filed by Ralph An Order Confirming Temporary Restraining Order was
entered on April 20 2010 effectively staying the foreclosure sale On dune 3 2011 the
defendantMctiifefiled a Motion for Summary Judgment And Ior Release OfOrder
Continuing Temporary Restraining Order On June 6 2011 the piaintifE Ralph filed a
Motion for Summary Judgment This Order is in response to those motions
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Ralph rniled to make ~lC puyments reqllil'ed under the Note begiruling on 
November I, 2() 8. On February 23, 20 9 nn as ignmenl of the Det.'tf ofTl'lIs~ was 
executed by MERS uMsistant secretary Micha~1 Fishel' to MctUfe. The language oflhe 
assignment states Ihat "For value received, the undersigned corporation hereby grants, 
assigns,. and (TanSfel's to MetLife Horne Loans, a division of etLife Bank, N.A. all 
beneficial interest under [hat certain Deed ofTrust...togethcr with the Promissory Note 
secured b)1 said eed of rust and also all rights accruod or 10 accrue under said eed of 
rust." 'Dli  as.~ignmellt  recOI'  i  i i  t   r  4, 20{}9. 
 otice of efault as prepmed by ynn arling of Trans nation itle and 
Escrow on arch 3,2009 and recorded on arch 4,2009,  otice of'Trustee's Sale 
was also prepared by Lynn Darling ofTl'ansnalion Title and Escrow on arch 3. 2009 
which set a foreclosure sale date of July 16,2009, On March 4.2009 an Appointment of 
uccessor rustee as recorded In inidoka ounty in hich ichael isher of'" et ife 
te  J:'"dm."Ilation itle   88   e. 
The scheduJed forecIosure date was postponed ultiple times. At so e point 
proceedings ere begun on a H P loan odification. n arch 26,2010 tl erified 
Clmlpiaint was tiled by Ralph. An Order Confil'ttling Temporary Restraining Order wac; 
enten.'d on Apri120, 2010 effectively staying the foreclosure sale. On June 3, 2011, the 
defe a t, etLife, filed a otion tot Su a!'y JudgIllent And Fol' Release f I'der 
Continuing Temporary Restraining Order. On June 6, 2011 the p!ail1ti~ Ralph, filed II 
Motion tor Summary Judg ent. This Ordel' is in response to those motions. 
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ANALYSIS
A Seminary Judgment Standard
Summary judgment is proper ifthe pleadings depositions and admissions on
file together with the affidavits if any show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and dint the moving party is entitledtojudgment as a matter of law
IRCP56cScr na Inc v Green 6ylllow Jrush 133 Idaho 283 1999 The court must
liberally construe all disputed acts in favor of the non moving party and draw all
reasonable hiterences and conclusions supported by the record in favor ofthe party
opposing the motion Bonav541dweakY 119 Idaho 539 541 1999 1 f conflicting
hilbrencc are vssible summary judgment should be denied Only if there is no genuine
issue ofmaterial fact after the affidavits pleadings and depositions have been construed
in the light most favorable to the nonmoving party should summaryjudg ent be
Awarded Loom P City rtfHaile 119 Idaho 434 199 1
B Defendant Lacks Statutory Authority to Maintain a Nan Judicial Foreclosure
Under IC 451505 the trustee may foreclose a trust deed if The trust deed any
assipments ofthe trust deed by the beneficiary are recorded in mortgage records
in counties in which the property described in the deed is situated The only recorded
assignment of the trust deed is by Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
M1 RS to MetLife BankNA dated February 23 2009 371at document purports to
transfer all beneficial interest MFRS had to MetLife
In order to comply with IC45 1505lthen MFRS must have been the
beneficiary of the trust deed and must have bad a beneficial interest to transfer The
definition of beneficiary underIC45 1502 is the person named or otherwise
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A. Summary .Judgment Standard 
Summary judg ent IS propel' "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on 
file, together with the affidavits, if allY, show thut there is no genuine isS"ue as to tilly 
aterial fa.:t an  Uml the moving pat1y is entitled to judgme  as a mat er of law." 
I.R.C.P. 56(c); Scanel. Inc. v. reen Willo  Trusl, 133 Idaho 283 (1999). The court ust 
liberally construe all disputed f.'lC('S [n favol' ofthe non. oving party, and dra  all 
reasonable inferences and conclusions sUPpoJ1ed by tbe recOl'd ill favor OftJll! purr)' 
opposjng the motion. Bonz \/, .~/dwl!(Jlc.y, I J 9 Idaho 539, 541 (1999). 1 f conflicting 
illf-et'ences are }.'06s1ble, summary judgment zhould be denied. Only if there iSllO genuine 
issue of aterial fuct after the affidavits. pleadings. and depositions have been construed 
in rbe light most fa.vorable to the non-moving party should summary judgment be 
a . omis v. il tJ/ ailey. J    (199]). 
. fe a t acb t t t r  llt rit  tu llintai  R o ..Ju icial r l s re 
Underl.C. 45-1505(J)tbe trustee may foreclose a tnlst deed if "The trust deed, any 
a. si~rnments  the trust e   ... the fi iar  ... are recorded in mortgage records 
in counties in which the property described in the deed is sitlla.ted't, The only recorded 
assignment of the trw,t deed is by ortgage Eledronic Registration Systems. Inc. 
(MERS) to MetLife Ban~ N.A. dated February 23,2009, Th<1t doc\lmenL purpol'lS to 
1.J'8Il.~fer uU beneticial interest ERS had to t it , 
In order to co ply with I.e, 4 - 505{ t) the , ERS must have b en the 
beneficiary of the trust d ed and must have 11ad a beneficial interest to transfer. 'llle 
definition of beneficiary under I. C. 45-! 502( 1) is lethe person named or otherwise 
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designated in a trust deed as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given or his
successor in interest and who shall not be the trustee While Idahosstatute allows a
designated beneficiary and MGRS is given the title beneficiary under the deed of trust
in no way is it the party whose benefit the trust deed is given Chis is because die lender
is retaining all the hallmarks of the beneficiary And the language in the deed limits what
MERS is This interpretation ofIC 451502 is similar to that of a federal district
courtsinterpretation ofORS867051an Oregon statute nearly identical to IC45
1502 when applying identical MFRS language in a deed oftrust Itvoker Y Northwest
TrusteeServices Inc 2011 WL 2119103 DOr May 25 2011 In one case in an Idaho
District bankruptcy court counsel for MERS has conceded that it is Ikri an Gamic
beneficiary as it will receive no value from the foreclosed property or collect money
under the mote In re Sheridan No 0820381LMBkrtcyDIdahoMarch 12 2009
Under that concession it is difficult to see any benefit that MERS receives from the deed
of trust Pursuant to 1C451502 the real beneficiary under this deed of trust is the
lender First Horizon Plome Loans a Division ofFirst Tennessee Bank NA first
Horizon and any of its assigns
The specific language of the deed of trust states that MFRS holds only the legal
title in the deed of trust not the equitable title This language clearly states that MERS
has no beneficial interest in the deed of trust There is also nothing in the deed of trust to
suggest that MFRS has authority to transfer the Noto In re Wilhelm 407 BR392
13ankr D Idaho 2009 As such the only interest MEWS was capable of assigning was
its legal interest in die deed of trust This is the only interest that MFRS was capable of
assigning when it recorded the Febnwry 23 2009 Assignment of Deed of Trust While
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designaLed in 8 trust deed as the persun rOl' whose benefit u. trWJt deed is given, or his 
suc esSOI' in interest, and who shall not be the trustee", While Idaho's statute allows a 
designated beneficisl'Y.l1ud ERS is given the title "beneficiary" undel'the deed of trust, 
in no ny is it Ute party whose benefit the lrust deed is given. This is becallse lite f nder 
is I'etllining all the haU arks of file beneticiary and the language in the deed li its what 
 is. i  i t r r t ti  ofI.e. 45-1502(1) is si il r to that ofa federal district 
CO"UTt's interpretation of RS 86,705( J), an regon statute nearly identicallo I.e. 45· 
J 502(]),  pl i  i ti l E  l  i    of tr st. Ho e}' v. rt st 
TJ'ustee Ser'llice.~·, Int'", 2011 L 2119103 ( . r. ay 25,2011). In one case in an Idaho 
istJict bankruptcy C(}urt, counsel for ERS has conceded that it is not an "economic 
beneficiary" as it will receive no value from the foreclosed property or coHect money 
under the note. In Fe Sh~r;dQn. No. 08-2038 [·'rLM (Bkl't.cy.D.ldaho arch 12. 2009). 
nder that concession, it is difficult to see any benefit that ERS receives fro  the deed 
ftnlst. rs a t t  r.c. - 502(1}, t e real e eficiar  er t is ee  f tr st is t e 
lender, irst Ol'izon Ho e oans, a ivision f irst ennessee ank .A. (First 
)    its B.'1ign . 
The specific language of the deed oftruat states that MERS hOlds only the legal 
title in the deed of h'llst. not the equitable title. This language clearly stales lIlat ERS 
has no bt .. netlcial intel'est in the deed of tnlSt. here is also nothing in the deed of trust to 
su gest that ERS bas a t rity to transfer the Note.ll1l'f! ilh l , 407 B.R. 392 
(Bankr. D. (daho 2009). As such. the only interest MERS was capable ofnssigning was 
il.S legal interesl in the deed of trust. This is the only interest that MERS was ca.pable of 
assigning when it recorded the Febru(ll'Y 23. 200s} Assignment of Deed of Trust. While 
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this may be sufficient to allow for non judicial foreclosure in some states under Idaho
law the assignment of the beneficial interest or equitable title in the deed of trust must
be recorded prior to initiating a non judicial foreclosure Once again this same conclusion
was reached by a federal district court when applying ORS 867351an Oregon statctte
nearly identical to IC451505lHooker 2011 WL 2119103 at 3
This interpretation of the statute is also in line with the longstanding rule that the
security follows the note Ilookcu 2011 WL 2119103 at 4 citing Carpenter Y Longun
83US271 274 1872 Transferring the security without the note is a legal nullity Id If
the defendantsinterpretation ofMERSsabilities was correct MFRS would be able to
trnnsfer the deed oftrust to an infinite nualbor of parties without any public record
However these transfers absent a simultaneous transfer of the note result in nothing
more than an infinite number of legal nullities under federal and Idaho law ld IC45
1505 The language in the deed of trust regardingMERS does not expressly or
implicitly grout MFRS that authority to transfer any interest in the note In re Wilhelm
407BR 392 Bankr D Idaho 2009 So even ifMERS was capable oftransferring a
beneficial interest in the deed of trust a legal nullity would arise It appears that MetLife
is now the holder of the note However MetLife conceded it could not prove the date of
the transfer
Ilse defendant has cited case law from different jurisdictions that have reached
varying conclusions In Croones v Counhy ide Bome Loam Inc 192CalApp4 1149
CalApp 2011 a court found that MFRS had authority to foreclose on behalf of the
note holder because of the authority granted to it under the Deed of Trust While the
language in that heedof Trust is idcnilical to the language found in the current Dead of
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this may be .'iuffici~nt t() allow Ibl' non~jlldiciul ft)reclosure in some st .. lI..eS, under Iduho 
law the as ignment of (he beneticinl interest. or equitable title, in the de d of trust must 
be recorded priol' to i iti ti  a nOlt~.iudicial fOJ'eclosUl'c. Once again this same conclusion 
was rcuched by a federal district court hen applying ORS 86.73S{ I), un Oregon stalute 
nrly i nti al t  I.e. 5-1505(1). OQ er, 201 t L 2119103 at "'3. 
This interpretaCion of the statute is 111so in line ith the longstanding rule that the 
security follo s the note. I-I()IJ!c'T)~ 2011 L 2119103 at *4 ciling: Carpenlel' II. Longan, 
83 U.S. 271,274 (1872). Transferring the security without the note is a legal nullity. Id. If 
t  fendant's i t r r t ti  f ERS's iliti s s rrectt E  l   l  t  
trnnsfei the deed oftl'Llst to all infinite number ofptutics ithout any public record. 
However, these transfers. absent fl stmultaneous transfer of the note, result in nothing 
r  t   i i it  r l l llities  f r l  I  l .l : I.e. 5-
1505(1). The language in the deed of trust regarding ERS does not expressly. or 
i plicitly. grant E S that authority to transfer any interest in the note. In re ilhel , 
407 B.R. 392 (Bankr. .ldaho 2009). So even if ERS WlS capable of transferring a 
beneficial interest in the deed of trust, a legal nullity would arise. It appears that etLife 
is now the holder of the note. However, etl.ife corx:eded it could not prove the date of 
t e tra sfer. 
The defendant has cited case la  fro  difl'erentjurisdictions that have reached 
varying conclusions. In Gomes v. CounlJ"Ywide /lome Loans. Inc .• ) 92 Ca1.App.4th I 149 
(Cal.App. 201 J). It court found that ERS had autoorily to foreclose on behalf of the 
note holdcl' because of the a t rity granted to it under the D ed of r lit. hile the 
language in that Deed of Trus( is idf..·nlical to the language found in the current Deed of 
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Trust the issues are very different Rather the current issue is similar to that found in
Doyle a California Bankruptcy case that distinguished Goines b re Duble No 10
11296MM13 BkrtcySDCal April 14 2011 In Doyle that court Found MFRS had no
statutory authority to assign the beneficial interest of the deed o trust under identical
deed of trust language d
This court is not decidin8 whether MFRS does or does not have the authority to
foreckwe on b4haifof the note holder Rather this court must determine whedter a
beneficiary as defined under Idaho law has the ability to foreclose prior to recording its
beneficial interest in the property ypothetically assuming this court was to adopt the
Gower itirpretation of MFRS authority MetLiie would have been able to foreclose on
the property on the behalf ofFirst Horizon as MI RS was capable ofassigning its
nominee status to MetLife Yet under Idaho law Mellife would be unable to foreclose
on its own behalf until its beneficial interest was recorded in Minidoka Coun As this is
not the present issue antes is inapplicable in this situation
Another case cited by the defense is a federal district court decision applying Utah
law Fowler v Recontrua7 Company NA 2011 WL 839863 D Utah March 10 2011
In that decision the court round that in applying Utah law identical Deed of Trust
language made MGRS the beneficiary and as such MFRS was able to transfer that
beneficial interest to another bank Id Bowler highlights the struggle of the courts over
MFRS Utah courts looking at the same trust decd language have come to the opposite
conclusion of this court and the cases cited in this order This court funds the reasonings in
Wilhelm1Doyle undSheridan more perscwsive litre Wilhelm 407138392
171alfiflhe Idaho Reel Evateeinninisston it Nardling 135 Idaho 630 2061conside unpublished
opinions as an example not as binding precedent Is appropmiete
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Trust. the is ues are very dif erent. Rathel' [he cur ent issue is similar C ) tha.t Ihund in 
DoblC!, a Califomia Bl.l ll t y case chat distingui hed Gomes. In ret /Joble, No, 10-
1  296-  ( krtcy,S.D,CaJ. Apl'il 14.201 I)I. In Doble thElt court round E  had 110 
statutory authority t  assign the beneficial interest of the deed oftl'US( under j ntical 
deed f .r t l nguage, I  
his court is not deciding hether E S does. t)r does not, have the authol'ity to 
los   ehalf  t  not  older. t el' t i  rt ll  eter i e th r a 
beneficiary. Il.'f defined uDder Idaho law. has the ability to foreclose prior to recording its 
beneficiaJ interest ill the property. Hypothetically, assuming this court was to adopt the 
(Jme,<; illterpl'eta1ion f E  thority. ct ire l    l  W f r l s   
the property on the behalf of First Horizon. as MERS was capable of'assigning it'i 
i  t t  t  t i . t   l . tLife l   l  t  l  
on its o n behalf until its beneficial interest as l'ccorded ill inidoka County, s this is 
t t e res t iss e, GtJmes is i li l  i  t is sinl ti n. 
Another case cited by the defense is a federal district court decision applying Utah 
law. Fowler v. Becon/rust C()mpany, MA .• 201 I WL 839863 (D. Utah March 10.2011). 
In that d i i , t e c rt fo  that in l i  tah l , ide tical e  of1'1'1.I8t 
language ade E S t e b fi i r .  as s , ERS as a le t  tl'a .'tfer t at 
benefICial illtercsllo another bnnk..ld /"'(}w/er highlights the struggle of the courts over 
MERS. Utah courts looking at the same trust deed language have come to the opposite 
conclusion oflhis COlII't and the cuses cited in this order. This court finds the reasoning in 
ilhel , HOOKer, Dob/e, £Ind Sheridan ore persuasi e. III re ilhel . 4 7 B.R. 392 
I SlujTrJj'lhe Idaho Ileal E.fla/I! CfJlllml,t.flon I', Nord/bIg. JJ5 Idaho 630 (2001) (con$ioel'ing unpubll'lhed 
opintons as an exmnp[~. not liS bind!ll" precedent, Is appl·olllillte). 
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Bunkr D Idaho 2009 Hooker Y Northwesl7 usree rvices hic 2011 WL 119103
DOr May 25 201 In re1oble No 10 11296MM I3 13krtcySDCalApril 14
201 1 In rvSherldan No 0820381 TLM BkrtcyDIcis lto March 12 2009 An
important reason is the conflicting language in the deed of trust injecting MFRS into the
tansaction Essentially MFRS wants to limit its status on one hand but gain all the rights
ofa beneficiary or the lender if something goes wrong on the other There is no good
reason to allow MERS to define itself in a conflicting manner to the detriment of the
grantor of the deed of trust or potentially to the lender or in derogation of the Idaho
statute
Additionally neither party argued the Statute of Frauds However to be an agent
for the purpows of a transfer of real property the authority of the agent must be in
writing IC y95054The ambiguous language as to MFRS in the deed of trust poses a
problem on this issue Nothing in the deed of trust suggests MGRS itself has the authority
to sell or assign the beneficial interest Thus it is not clear how M RS could purport to
transfer First Horizon beneficial interest in the deed of trust to MetLife
There is also nothing in the record showing how MERSsactions were necessary
to comply with law orcustom as the language in the deed of trust describes Commercial
convenience does not equal necessity And the law ut Idaho can be followed In re
rlazar 448 BR 814 824 BankrSD Cal 2011 A bitofwork by First Horizon does
not make the transtiction impossible
As there is no recorded assignment from First Horizon the lender under the deed
of trust that holds the beneficial interest to the defendant Met Life Nome Loans a
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( nnkr. D. Idaho 2( 9)~ Ho le!!!" v. NOl'lhwes[ Trustee Sel'vicf!.r, Inc., 201  WL 21 9103 
( .Or. May 25.2011 ); 111/'1! /Jo"'e, No.1 0-1 ) 296-  13 (Bkrtcy.S.D.Cal. April 14. 
20 1); In rcSh ri clff. o. 08-2 ·  ( krtcy.D.Jduho nrch 12, 20 9).  
il11portanll'eason is the conflicting language in the deed oftrtlst injecting ERS into the 
transaction. E.~elltiaHy MERS wanis to limit its status 011 one hWld but gain all tlte rights 
of a beneficiary or the lender if so ething goes rong on the otJlet·. There is no good 
I'c s  t  ll   t  fi  it elfin a onfli ti  r t  t  detri t oftbe 
rn t r f t e de  f tr st, r tenti ll  t  t  l er, r i  r ti  f the I  
statute. 
Additionally, neither party argued the Statute of Frauds, However, to be an agent 
f r t e r ses fa tra sfer f real r ert , the a t l'it  ftlle a e t st be in 
writing. te. §9~505(4). The ambiguous language as to MERS in the deed oftl'ust poses a 
pl'ol)le  on this issue, othing in the deed of trust suggests ERS itself has the autbority 
to seI! or assign the beneficial interest. Thus, it is not clear how ERS could purport to 
 irst rizon's  terest i    Oft 8t tn i . 
Thel'C is also nothing in the record showing how ERS's actions were necessary 
to co ply idl la  or custo , as the language in the deed of trust describes. o erciul 
convenience does t e l ne it . a  the la  III Idaho u  e f ll , I  rlt 
SClluzar. 448 B.1t 814. 824 (Bankr. S,D. Cal. 2011). A bit of work by First Horizon does 
not ake tbe lransnction i pos i l , 
As there is no recorded assi n enf ft'Ont Fil'st oriz . the lender under the deed 
of lrusllhat holds the beneficial interest, to the defendant, et Life Ho o L()LIns. a 
llage 9 ofll 
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division of Met Liie BankNA MetLife the derdidant lucks statutory authority to
proceed with a non judicial foreclosure at this time
C MetLife Not In ComplianteIC 451505
Since Metlif was incapable of initiating a non judicial foreclosure they are
incapable of complying withIC 451505
D Summary Judgment Denied as to the HAMP Issue
There is no evidence in the record to determine at which time MetLife became the
holder of the note and thus the beneficiary of tic deed of trust As such the court is
unable to determine at what point in time MetLife became capable orinitiatingIAMP
proceedinswith the plaintiff Summary judgment on thematter is thus inappropriate at
this tine
CONCLUSION
Plaintiffsmotion for partial summary judgment is granted because of defendants
lack of statutory authority to foreclose Defendant motion for partial summary judgment
is denied regarding statutory compliance and RAMP compliance
IT IS SO ORDERED
Dated 11I1
Signed 43onhan Brody Distri 3 dge
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dlvisiol1 of et Lili! ank, .A. ( eILile). the de{~ldanl lack:-! slarutm'Y !luthority () 
pl'll c d ith  Ol]hjudic l f l r  at t is ti e. 
, t i   I  omplian~c .e. -  
i  el Life  i l  f i iti ti   -:l icia.l f r closure. t y r  
  l  it  I.e. · 5. 
. r  t i  ItS t    bs  
  110      t r i  t i   t  c  1  
l r f t  te,  t  t  efi i !'  f the  f U'liSt.  ch, t  rt i  
w1llblc t  eter i e at hat i t i  ti e et ife beca e ca a le fi i1iati  H l~ 
proceedings ith the plaintiit: Su ary judg ent on the atter is tl1U.~ inappropriate at 
this time. 
I  
laintiffs ti  f r ti l  j nL i  r t    fendant's 
lack of statutory authority to foreclose. efendant' 8 otion for partial su ary judg ent 
fs denied regarding statutory co pliance and H P co pliance. 
IT IS  E  
l>aIed: ~ if) ( tI 
Signed: -+fP~III4~~"'--+~:z'WLT.,----
Page JO orB 
ER TING IN P RT AND E ING I  P RT OTIONS  
S R ,l E T 
PLF 04199 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
1 Santos Gaia Deputy Clerk for the Couity ofMinidoka do hereby certify that
as thefigday of s Zp11 tiled the original tend caused to be
served a true and correct copy of lie above and foregoing document ORDER
GRANTING IN PARTAND DENYING IN PART SUMMARY IUDGMENIto each or
the persons as listed below
LauraE Burri
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455 S Third Street PU Box 2773
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT











On February 9 2011 United States Magistrate Judge Larry M Boyle issued a
Report and Recommendation DktNo 19 in this matter Pursuant to 28USC
636b1the parties had fourteen days in which to fie written objections to the Report
and Recommendation No objections were filed by the parties
Pursuant to 28USC 636b1Cthis Court may accept reject or modify in
whole or in part the findings and recommendations made by the magistrate judge
Moreover this Court shall make a de novo determination of those portions of the report
which objection is made Id In UnitedStates v ReynaTapia 328F3d 1114 1121 9th
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 r r  , , ite  t tes a istrate J  arr  . le iss   
rt  ti  (DIct . ) i  t is tt r. rs a t t   .S.C. § 
636(b)(1), the parties had fourteen days in which to fIle written objections to the Report 
a  ec e ati .  jections ere filed  the arties. 
s t t  2  .S.C. § 636(b)(1)(C), this ourt "may accept, reject, or odify, i  
hole or i  part, the fmdings and reco endations ade by the agistrate judge." 
Moreover, this Court "shall make a de novo detennination of those portions of the report 
hich objection is ade." [d. In nited States v. Reyna-Tapia, 328 F.3d 1114, 1121 (9th 
ER OP I  EP T   I - 1 
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Cir 2003 the court interpreted the requirements of 28USC636b1C
The statute 28USC 636b1Cmakes it clear that the district judge
must review the magistrate judgesfindings and recommendations de novo
if objection is made but not otherwise As the Peretz Court instructed to
the extent de novo review is required to satisfy Article III concerns it need
not be exercised unless requested by the parties Peretz 501 USat 939
111 SCt 2661 internal citation omitted Neither the Constitution nor the
statute requires a district judge to review de novo findings and
recommendations that the parties themselves accept as correct See
Ciapponi 77F3d at 1251 Absent an objection or request for review by
the defendant the district court was not required to engage in any more
formal review of the pleaproceeding see also Peretz 501 USat
93739 111 SCt 2661 clarifying that de novo review not required for
Article III purposes unless requested by the parties
See also Wangv Masaitis 416F3d 993 1000 n13 9th Cir 2005 In this case no
objections were filed so the Court need not conduct a de novo determination of the Report
and Recommendation
THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Report and
Recommendation Dkt No 19 shall be INCORPORATED by reference and
ADOPTED in its entirety
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED
1 DefendantsMotion to Dismiss Dkt No 5 is GRANTED IN PART AND
DENIED IN PART All of Plaintiffs claims except his pair Debt Collection Practices
Act for an unfair or unconscionable practice under 15USCSection 1692f based on
the Defendants authority to enforce the note are DISMISSED Plaintiff shall be
GRANTED leave to file an amended complaint setting forth any additional facts that
would support his claims for relief against Defendants under 15USCSection 1692f
within thirty 30 days of the date of this Order Failure to file an amended complaint
may result in the dismissal of this action without prejudice
ORDERADOPTING REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 2
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ir. 2003), the court interpreted the require ents of28 .S.c. 636(b)(1)(C): 
 t t  [2  .S.C. § 36(b)(1)(C)]  it cl r t t t  istri t j  
t  t  i  j dge's fm i s  t   v  
if j ti  is de, t t otherwise. s t  r tz ourt ~ "to 
 t     r i  t  ti f   ill cerns, it  
t  i  l  r t   t  arties." retz,  .S. t 9, 
 .C .  (inter  i ti  it ed). i  t  ti  or t  
t t t  r ire   i tri t j  t  r view,  vo, fm i   
reco endations that the parties the selves accept as correct. See 
iapponi, 77 F.3d at 1251 ("Absent an objection or request for revie  by 
 f dant,      i    i    
f r l r i  f t  l  r ding."); s  ls  r tz,  .S. t 
937-39, 111 S.Ct. 2661 (clarifying that de novo revie  not required for 
rticle TIl r ses less re este   t e arties) .... 
  v. aitis,  .3d 3,  & .13 (9t  ir. 005). I  t is case,  
objections ere filed so the ourt need not conduct a de novo deter ination f the eport 
and eco endation. 
, I  I    that the eport and 
n (Dk  . )       
P  i  its ti t . 
   : 
1. efendant's otion to is iss (Dkt. . ) is  I    
I  I  . ll f l i tiff's lai s t is F ir e t lle tio  r tices 
ct for an unfair or unconscionable practice under 15 .S.C. Section 1692f(6) based on 
t e efe a ts' a t rity t  e f rce t e te are I I . lai tiff s all e 
 leave to file an a ended co plaint setting forth any additional facts that 
ld s rt is claims for relief a ai st efendants er  .S.C. ection 692f( 6) 
ithin thirty (30) days of the date ofthis rder. Failure to file an a ended co plaint, 
a  res lt in the is issal ft is action itho t rej ice. 
E  ADOP ING EP    10 -  
LF 042  
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DATED March 2 2011
L
orable Edward J Lodge
U S District Judge
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2. Plaintiff  ti  for ntr  of Default Judg ent ( kt. No. 17) is DENIED. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT








Case No 10CV274 EJLLMB
REPORT AND
RECONIlYIENDATION
This case has been referred by presiding District Judge Edward J Lodge to
undersigned Magistrate Judge Larry M Boyle for all pretrial matters Dkt 18
Currently pending is a Motion to Dismiss Pursuant toFRCP12b6made by
Defendant Northwest Trustee Services Inc NWTS Dkt S and Motion for Entry of
Final Default Judgment Dkt 17 against the other Defendant HSBC Bank USA National
Association The Court has reviewed the motions the parties briefing and arguments as
well as all ofthe referenced documents and finds that oral argument will not further aid
the decisional process on this motions The Court therefore enters the following Report
and Recommendation that DefendantsMotion to Dismiss be granted in part and denied in
part and PlaintiffsMotion for Entry of Final Default Judgment be denied
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 1
PLF 04204
000667
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This case has been referred by presiding istrict Judge Ed ard J. Lodge to 
rsi e  a istrate J  rr  . le f r ll r tri l tt rs. (D t. 8). 
Currently pending is a otion to is iss Pursuant to F.R.C.P. 12(b)(6) ade by 
Defendant Northwest Trustee Services, Inc. (N TS) (Dkt. 5) and otion for Entry of 
Final efault Judg ent (Dkt17) against the other efendant, S  ank S , ational 
Association. The Court has reviewed the motions, the parties' briefmg and arguments, as 
ll s ll f the r fer  t ,  finds t at r l r t ill t f rther i  
the decisional process on this otions. The Court therefore enters the following Report 
a  ec e ation that efe ant's otion t  is iss  ra te  in art a  e ie  in 
part, and laintiff's otion for ntry of inal efault Judg ent be denied. 
P RT  I  -  
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BACKGROUND
The following facts are taken from PlaintiffsComplaint Dkt No 1 and attached
exhibits and documents ofpublic record attached to DefendantsMotion to Dismiss of
which the Court takes judicial notice
In February 2007 David and Angela Carlyle executed a Deed of Trust on a
residential property in McCall Idaho hereafter the Property to secure a 1 million
loan the Note used to purchase the property Wells Fargo Bank National Association
Wells Fargo was the lender and the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust See Cmpit 2
5 6 Ex 1 The Property consists of two parcels Parcel l is located in Adams County
and Parcel 2 is located in Valley County The Deed ofTrust was duly recorded in both
counties on February 14 2007 See Crnplt Exh 1
A description of each of the documents attached to both PlaintiffsComplaint and
to Defendants Motion to Dismiss are listed in chronological order in Attachment 1 to this
Report and Recommendation Plaintiff does not dispute the authenticity ofthe documents
or that they were filed when and where they purport to have been Plaintiff also
specifically requests that the Court take judicialnotice of the documents attached to
Defendant Motion that were not also attached to the Complaint See Plaintiffs
Objection to DefendantsMotion to Dismiss sic Pursuant to FRCP12b6Dkt 8
pp 2 3 The Court will take judicialnotice of the public record documents filed with the
Valley and Adams County Recorders offices See Lyon v Gila River Indian Community
626F3d 1059 1079 9th Cir 20 10 Courts may take judicial notice of facts whose
existence is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose
accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned Lee v City ofLos Angeles 250F3d 668
888 89 91h Cir 2001 court may take judicial notice of matters of public record
Branch v Tunnell 14 F3d 449 4549Cir 1994 court may take judicial notice of
documents central to allegations in complaint whose authenticity is not at issue Fed R
Evid 201 See also Horne v Potter 329 FedAppx 800 2010 WL 3245149 2 11Cir
20 10 affirming trial court taking judicial notice of public document on motion to
dismiss
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 2
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 f ll i  f t  r  t  fr  laintiff's l i t ( t. .1) and tt  
xhibits, a   f li  r  t  t  fendant's  t  i  f 
i   rt  i l otice. I 
I  r r  07, i   l  rl l  t  a  f r st   
r i nti l r rt  i  all, I  (her ft r "the roperty"), t  r   $1 illi  
 (th  "Not ") used to purchase the property. ells Fargo ank, ational ssociation 
("Wells ") as the lender and the beneficiary of the eed of Trust. See Cmplt, ~~ , 
,  & x. 1. e r ert  c sists f t  arcels - arcell is l cate  i  a s t  
and arcel 2 is located in alley ounty. he eed f rust as duly recorded in both 
counties on ebruary 14, 2007. See mplt, xh. 1. 
I  description f each f the docu ents attached to both laintiff's o plaint and 
to efendants' otion to is iss are listed in chronological order in ttach ent 1 to this 
eport and eco endation. laintiff does not dispute the authenticity of the docu ents 
r t t t  ere file  e   r  t  r rt t   n. l i tiff ls  
i i ll  t  t t t  t t  j i i l ti   t  e ts tt  t  
efendant's otion that ere not also attached to the o plaint. See laintiff's 
bjection to efondant's otion to is iss [sic] Pursuant to F.R.C.P. 12(b)(6), kt. 8, 
.  - .  rt ill t  j i i l tice  t e li   e ts ile  it  t e 
alley and da s County Recorders offices. See Lyon v. Gila River Indian Community. 
 .3d ,  (9th i . ) ("Courts  t  ju i ial ti   a ts  
existence is capable of accurate and ready deter ination by resort to sources hose 
rac  t re l   ti ."); Lee v. ity of Los Angeles, 250 F.3d 668, 
8-89 (9th ir. ) (court a  ta e judicial tice f atters f lic record); 
ranch v. ll, 4  3d 4 ,  (9 th ir.  ) (court  ta e j i i l tice f 
docu ents central to allegations in co plaint hose authenticity is not at issue); Fed. . 
Evid. 201. See also orne v. Potter, 329 Fed.Appx. 800,2010 L 3245149. *2 (11 th Cir. 
2010) (affirming trial court taking judicial notice of public docu ent on otion to 
i s). 
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The Carlyles defaulted on the Deed ofTrust on or around April 2009 See Cmplt
112 3 Exh 5 Wells Fargo then on July 23 2009 1 appointed DefendantNorthwest
Trustee Services Inc NWTS as successor Trustee to Pioneer Title on the Deed of Trust
and 2 assigned the Deed of Trust ogether with note or notes therein described or
referred to the money due and to become due thereon with interest and all rights
accrued or to accrue under said Deed of Trust to HSBC Bank USA National
Association as Trustee for Wells Fargo Asset Securities Corporation Mortgage Pass
Through Certificates Series 20074 Current Beneficiary Motion to Dismiss Exhs
2 3 On that same date NWTS as successor Trustee executed aNotice of Default
stating that the Current Beneficiary declared the Deed of Trust in default and intends to
sell the property to satisfy the obligation Cmplt Exh 5 Motion to Dismiss Exh 4 On
October 9 2009 NWTS issued a Notice of TrusteesSale ofthe Property which was to
be held on February 8 and 9 in the respective counties Motion to Dismiss Exh 5
Shortly thereafter on or about October 23 2009 Plaintiff Bret Armacost
purchased the Property from the Carlyles Cmplt Exh 2 Purchase and Sale
Agreement Plaintiff alleges that he entered into the Purchase and Sale Agreement
with the Carlyles in order to provide asset protection pending discovery of the identity
and location of the present creditor orNote Holder or agent thereof ofthe original Note
andDeed ofTrust to attempt negotiations with the holder of the Note Cmplt 13 The
Carlyles actually transferred the Property by Warranty Deed however to a commercial
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The arlyles defaulted on the eed of Trust on or around April 2009. See Cmplt, 
" 2,3; Exh. 5. ells Fargo then, on July 23,2009, (1) appointed Defendant orth est 
r  Services, Inc. ( TS) as successor Tr t  to Pioneer Titl  on t   of Tr st 
an  ( ) ssi  t   of t "[t]ogethe  i  n t  or n t s t erei  descri  or 
referred to, the oney due and to beco e due thereon, ith interest, and all rights 
r  r t  c r  r s i   f rust" t   a  SA, ati al 
Association "as Trustee for ells Fargo Asset Securities Corporation, ortgage Pass-
r  ertificates, eries -4 ("Curre t e eficiar ")." ti  t  is iss, s. 
,3.    te, S,   tee, t   ce f f l  
t ti  t t t  t fi i  l  t    t i  lt  i t  t  
sell the property to satisfy the obligation. plt., xh. 5; otion to is iss, xh. 4. n 
ctober 9,2009, TS issued a otice of Trustee's Sale of the Property hich as to 
 ld  r r    th i  t  r s ti e ti s. ti  t  is iss, . . 
rtl  t r ft r,  r t t r , , l i tiff ret rmacost 
rchase  the r ert  fro  the arl les. e ptt., .  ("PlU'chase a  ale 
Agreemenf'). Plaintiff alleges that he entered into the Purchase and Sale Agree ent 
with the Carlyles in order "to provide asset protection pending discovery of the identity 
and location of the present creditor or Note Holder, or agent thereof, of the original Note 
and Deed of Trust" to attempt negotiations with the holder of the Note. Cmplt.,' 3. The 
arlyles a t lly transferred the roperty y arranty e , ho r, to a co ercial 
e tit , Second entures est, Inc. See lt., E . 3. 
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The Trusteessale apparently did not go forward in February 2010 and NWTS
issued asecond Notice of Trusteessale dated February 1 2010 for the sale to be held on
June 3 and 4 2010 Cmplt Exh 6 On June 1 2010 Second Ventures Inc transferred
its interest in the Property by Warranty Deed into Plaintiffsname so that he could
represent himself in the preservation ofhis interest Id 14 Exh 4 Plaintiff filed this
action pro se against Defendants on the same date Cmplt Dkt 1
Plaintiff alleges that Defendants violated the FairDebt Collection Practices Act
FDCPA15USCA 1962 et seq by foreclosing on the Property through the trustee
sale andormaking false representations in connection with their foreclosure efforts
without standing or authority to do so Plaintiff also seeks a Declaratory Judgment that
Defendants have no legal or equitable rights in the Note or mortgage for purposes of the
foreclosure and no standing to execute the foreclosure Defendant NWTS now moves to
dismiss this action pursuant to Fed R Civ P 12b6arguing that Plaintiff has failed to
state a claim against it under the FDCPA Dkt 5
Defendant HSBC Bank failed to appear The Clerk entered Default against this
Defendant on September 7 2009 Dkt 16 Plaintiff filed a Motion for Entry of Default
Final Judgment against HSBC Bank on November 19 2010 Dkt 17
MOTION TO DISMISS
A Standard of Law
A Rule 12b6motion to dismiss tests the sufficiency of a partys claim for relief




  :10-c - -  - B t 1  Filed 02/09/11  4 f  
he rustee's sale apparently did not go for ard in ebruary 2010, and  
i    t   ruste 's l  t  br r  ,2010, f r t  l  t  b  l  on 
June 3 and 4,2010. plt., xh. 6. n June 1,2010, Second entures, Inc. transferred 
 i  i  t      i  laintiffs e,  t t  l  
"represent hi self in the preservation f his interest." J ,  & xh. . l i tif   t  
action pro se against efendants on the sa e date. mplt., ( kt. 1). 
l i ti  lle e  t t e ts i l t  t  i  t ll ti  ti  t 
(F CPA). 15 .S.C.A. §§ 1962 et seq., by foreclosing on the Property through the trustee 
l , ndlor i  l  t ti s i  ti  it  t i  l  ff rts, 
ithout "standing" or authority to do so. Plaintiff also seeks a eclaratory Judg ent that 
efendants have no legal or equitable rights in the ote or ortgage for purposes of the 
re s        r .      
is iss t is tion rs a t t  . . i . . 2(b)(6) r i  t t l i tiff s f ile  t  
state a clai . a ai st it er t e  . (Dkt. ). 
Defendant HSBC Bank failed to appear. The Clerk entered Default against this 
efendant on Septe ber 7,2009. (Dkt. 16). Plaintiff filed a otion for ntry of efault 
Final Judg ent against S  ank on ove ber 19,2010. (Dkt. 17). 
IO   IS ISS 
. ta ard  a  
 ule 12(b)(6) otion to dis iss tests the sufficiency of a party's clai  for relief. 
hen considering such a otion, the ourt's inquiry is hether the allegations in a 
P   TION -  
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pleading are sufficient under applicable pleading standards Rule 8aof the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the minimum pleading requirement which is that the
plaintiffprovide only a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is
entitled to relief and givingthe defendant fair notice ofwhat the claim is and the
grounds upon which it rests Bell Atlantic Corp v Twombly 550US 544 555 127
SCt 19552007
When reviewing a motion to dismiss a district courtmust accept as true all
non conclusory factual not legal allegations made in the complaint Ashcroft v Igbal
129SCt 1937 1950 2009 Erickson v Pardus 551 US 89 2007 Based upon these
allegations the court examining a complaint for sufficiency of information must draw all
reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff See Mohamed v Jeppesen Dataplan Inc
579F3d 943 949 9th Cir 2009 Howeverthreadbare recitals of the elements of a
cause of action supported by mere conclusory statements do not suffice Igbal 129
SCt at 1949
After any conclusory statements have been removed the court must then analyze
the remaining factual allegations in the complaint to determine if they plausibly suggest
an entitlement to relief Delta Mech Inc 345 Fed Appx at 234 While a complaint
attacked by a Rule 12b6motion to dismiss does not need detailed factual allegations a
plaintiffs obligation to provide the grounds of his entitlement to relief requires more than
labels and conclusions and a formulaic recitation of the elements of a cause of action will
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lea i  are sufficie t er applica le lea i  standards. le 8(a) f t e ederal 
ules f ivil rocedure sets forth the ini u  pleading require ent, hich is that the 
plaintiff provide only a "short and plain state ent of the clai  sho ing that the pleader is 
nti  t  elief,"  "giv[ing]   i    t t  ... l i  i   t  
grounds upon hich it rests." ell tlantic orp. v. T o bly, 550 .S. 544, 555, 127 
.C . 955(200 ). 
 r i i   ti  t  is iss,  istri t rt st t s tr  ll 
-c cl sory, fact al (not le al) alle ati s a e i  t e c plaint. s cr ft v.Iqbal, 
129 S.Ct. 1937, 1950 (2009); rickson v. ardus, 551 .S. 89 (2007). ased upon these 
allegations, the court exa ining a co plaint for sufficiency of infor ation ust dra  all 
reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff. See oha ed v. Jeppesen ataplan, Inc., 
 .3d ,  (9th i . 09). r, "[t]hreadbare it l   t  l t   
cause of action, supported by ere conclusory state ents, do not suffice." Iqbal, 129 
.Ct. at 1949. 
fter  l s r  st t ts   r d, t  rt st t  l ze 
the remaining factual allegations in the complaint "to determine if they plausibly suggest 
an e title e t to relief." elta ech., I c., 45 e . . at . "While a c lai t 
attacked by a Rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss does not need detailed factual allegations, a 
plaintiff's obligation to provide the grounds of his entitle ent to relief requires ore than 
labels a  conclusions, a d a or laic re tation f the ele ents f  s     
not d ." Iq l, 29 . t. at 49 (citing l , 50 .S. t 5). In iti , 
REP RT N  RE E ATION - 5 
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faactual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level
on the assumption that all the allegations in the complaint are true even ifdoubtful in
fact Pwombly 550USat 555 In sum a parry must allege enough facts to state a
claim to relief that is plausible on its face Id at 570 Igbal 129 S Ct at 1949
In discussing this standard a recent Tenth Circuit Court ofAppeals opinion stated
that the mere metaphysical possibility that some plaintiff could prove some set of facts
in support of the pleaded claims is insufficient the complaint must give the court reason
to believe that this plaintiff has a reasonable likelihood ofmustering factual support for
these claims Robbins v Oklahoma 519F3d 1242 1247 10th Cir 2008 In this way
whilespecific facts are not necessary a plaintiffmust allege enough facts to give the
defendant fair notice ofwhat the claim is and the grounds upon which it rests
Erickson v Pardus 551US 89 2007 per curiam internal citation omitted
Generally with respect to Rule 12b6motions the Court may not consider any
evidence contained outside the pleadings without converting the motion to one for
summary judgment under Fed R Civ P 56 and allowing the non moving party an
opportunity to respond See Fed R Civ P 12bUnited States v Ritchie 342 F3d 903
907908 9thCir 2003 A court may however consider certain materials documents
attached to the complaint documents incorporated by reference in the complaint or
matters ofjudicial notice without converting the motion to dismiss into a motion for
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"[f1actual allegations ust be enough to raise a right to relief above the speculative level, 
on the asswnption that all the allegations in the co plaint are true (even if doubtful in 
fact)." Twombly, 550 .S. at 555. In sum, a party ust allege "enough facts to state a 
clai  to relief that is plausible on its face." Id. at 570; Iqbal, 129 S. ct. at 1949. 
In discussing this standard, a recent Tenth ircuit ourt of ppeals opinion stated 
t t "th  r  t si l ssibilit  t t s  l i tiff l  r  s  s t f f ts 
in support of the pleaded clai s is insufficient; the co plaint ust give the court reason 
to believe that tllls plaintiff has a reasonable likelihood of ustering factual support for 
these claims." Robbins v. Oklahoma, 519 F.3d 1242, 1247 (10th Cir. 2008). In this way, 
while "[s]pecific facts are not necessary," a plaintiff must allege enough facts to "give the 
t  ice  at  ... clai  is and the grounds upon hich it rests." 
Erickson v. ard us, 551 .S. 89 (2007) (per curiam) (internal citation o itted). 
Generally, with respect to Rule 12(b)(6) motions, the Court may not consider any 
evidence contained outside the pleadings ithout converting the otion to one for 
su ary judg ent under Fed. R. Civ. P. 56, and allo ing the non- oving party an 
opportunity to respond. See ed. . iv. . 12(b); nited States v. itchie, 342 .3d 903, 
907-908 (9th ir. 2003). "A court ay, ho ever, consider certain aterials- docu ents 
attached to the complaint, documents incorporated by reference in the complaint, or 
atters of judicial notice- ithout converting the otion to dis iss into a otion for 
su ary judg ent." Id at 908 (citing Van Buskirkv. CNN, 284 F.3d 977, 980 (9th Cir. 
REPORT  RE E TION - 6 
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2002 Barron v Reich 13 F3d 1370 1377 9thCir19942 James Wm Moore et al
MooresFederal Practice 123423ded1999
B Discussion
Plaintiff alleges that Defendant NWTS violated two provisions of the FDCPA
First Plaintiff alleges Defendant wrongfully facilitated an eminent foreclosure sale of
Plaintiffs property by filing and causing to be filed foreclosure documents into the
public record without standing to do so in direct violation of the Note Deed of Trust and
15USC 1692f This section of the FDCPA proscribes generally unfair or
unconscionable means ofcollecting or attempting to collect any debt Id
Next Plaintiff alleges that Defendant NWTS in the capacity ofa third party debt
collector executed a power of sale foreclosure without standing under the terms of the
Note and Deed ofTrust in violation of 15USC 1692e0 This provision
specifically prohibits the use ofany false representation or deceptive means to collect
or attempt to collect any debt or to obtain information concerning a consumer
Defendant NWTS argues that PlaintiffsComplaint fails to state a claim for relief
as a matter of lawunder the FDCPA primarily because Defendants had the right to
execute a nonjudicial foreclosure on the Property under both the Deed of Trust and the
Idaho nonjudicial foreclosure statutes IC 451502 et seq Defendant further argues
that most federal courts have held that the FDCPA does not apply to enforcement of
security interests such as in the context of anonjudicial foreclosure See Motion to
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2002); arron v. Reich, 13 F.3d 1370, l377 ( t  Cir.19 4); 2 James m. re et al., 
oorels Federal ractice § 12.34[2] (  ed.19 9)). 
B. isc ssion 
Plaintiff alleges that efendant S violated t o provisions of the F P A. 
irst, l intif  al  t r ngful  f cil  an "e i ent" f  sal  of 
l intiff'  r rt  "b    causi  t   fi    i t  t  
li    t i  t   so i  i t ti  f t  te,  of rust" n  
15 .S.C. § 692f. i  ti   t   i  rall  f i  r 
unconscionable eans of collecting or atte pting to collect any debt. Id 
Next, Plaintiff alleges that Defendant N TS, "in the capacity of a third party debt 
collector executed a po er of sale foreclosure ithout standing under the ter s of the 
t    f r st" i  i l ti  f  .S.C. § 692e(1O). i  r i i  
specifically prohibits "[tJhe use of any false representation or deceptive eans to collect 
or atte pt to collect any debt or to obtain infonnation concerning a consumer." 
efenda t  ar es t at laintiff's laint fails t  state a clai  f r relief 
as a matter of law under the FDCPA primarily because Defendants had the right to 
execute a non-judicial foreclosure on the roperty under both the eed f rust and the 
Ida  -judicial foreclosure t t t , .e. § 45-1502 et seq. efendant further argues 
that ''most federal c t " a e el  that t e  does n t a ly t  e force ent f 
se rity interests, such as in the context of a non-judicial foreclos r . See otion t  
Dismiss, (Dkt. 5), p. 11 (citing Hulse v. Ocwen Federal Bank, FSB, 195 F. Supp.2d 1188 
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D Or 2002 Jordan v Kent Recovery Services 731 F Supp 652 65758 D Del
1990 Regardless Defendant argues further that because it complied with the Idaho
nonjudicial foreclosure statute it was well within its legal rights to foreclose on the
Property and Plaintiff has failed to state any fact ofa false or misleading practice or
unconscionable means of collecting adebt that would be actionable under the FDCPA
Id
As discussed fully below this Court agrees that the FDCPA generally does not
apply to nonjudicial foreclosure actions However there is an exception in the context of
enforcing a security interest which would include a nonjudicial foreclosure action a
claim for which PlaintiffsComplaint adequately pleads and Defendantsmotion to
dismiss failed to address For the foregoing reasons it is recommended here that the
Court grantDefendantsmotion in part and deny the motion in part at this time consistent
with the following Report and Recommendation
1 Non judicial foreclosure proceedings are not debt collection
generally under the FDCPA
Congress enacted the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act FDCPA to eliminate
abusive debt collection practices by debt collectors to insure that those debt collectors
who refrain from using abusive debt collection practices are not competitively
disadvantaged and to promote consistent State action to protect consumers against debt
collection abuses 15USCA 1692 In furtherance of this goal the FDCPA requires
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( . r. 2002); Jordan v. ent ecovery Services, 731 F. Supp. 652, 657-58 ( . el. 
1990)). egardless, efendant argues further, that because it co plied it  the Idaho 
non-judicial foreclosure statute, it was well within its legal rights to foreclose on the 
Property, and Plaintiff has failed to state any fact of a false or misleading practice, or 
unconscionable eans f collecting a debt, that ould be actionable under the  A. 
Id 
As discussed fully below, this Court agrees that the FDCPA generally does not 
apply to non-judicial foreclosure actions. o ever, there is an exception in the context f 
enforcing a security interest, hich ould include a non-judiciaI foreclosure action, a 
l i  f r i  laintif:fs l i t t l  l   f ndant's ti  t  
is iss f ile  t  r ss. r t  f re i  r s s, it is r  r  t t t  
Court grant efendant's otion in part and deny the otion in part at this ti e consistent 
t  e  t  dati . 
. -j i i l ore los r  i s  t "debt ll tion" 
l   t e A. 
Congress enacted the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act (FDCPA) "to eliminate 
a sive ebt llection ra tices  e t ll t r , t  ins re that those t llectors 
who refrain from using abusive debt collection practices are not competitively 
disadvantaged, and to pro ote consistent State action to protect consu ers against debt 
lle tion a es." 15 .S.CA. § 1692. In furtherance ofthis goal, the FDCPA requires 
d prohibits certain activities by "debt c lle " that are done"in on ith the 
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collection of any debt 15USC 1692c prohibits certain communications 1692d
prohibits harassment or abuse 1692e prohibits false or misleading representations
1692f prohibits unfair practices 1692g requiring validation of debts
A central issue in this case is whether or not Defendantscomplained ofactions
whichall relate to instituting nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings on the Property
constitute debt collection activities under the FDCPA Courts conflict on this issue in
general Cf Brown v Morris 243 Fed Appx 31 3536 5th Cir 2008 finding that a
foreclosure action is notper se debt collection under the FDCPA and no error injury
instruction thatordinarily the mere activity of foreclosing under a deed oftrust is
not the collection of a debt within the meaning of the FDCPA unless other actions are
taken beyond those necessary to foreclose under the deed of trust and were taken in an
effort to collect a debt brackets in appellate order and Heinemann v Jim Walter
Homes Inc 47FSupp2d716 722DWVa1998 sameaffd 173 F3d 850 4th
Cir1999 with Wilson v Draper Goldberg 443 F3d 373 4thCir2006concluding
z Courts deciding this issue have also looked to the definition of a debt collector
versus debt collection activity Numerous district courts in this Circuit have held that
the FDCPA does not apply to nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings since a debt collector
for the purposes ofthe Act does not include the consumer creditors a mortgage
servicing company or an assignee of a debt as long as the debt was not in default at the
time it was assigned Allen v United Financial Mortgage Corp 2010 WL 1135787 6
n 7NDCal 2010 quoting Suetos v BankofAm NatlAssn No097272010US
Dist LEXIS 20538 1112ED Cal Mar 8 2010 internal quotations omitted These
cases relying on the definition ofdebt collector do not apply in this case because the
allegations of the Complaint and the documents filed with DefendantsMotion establish
that Defendants interests in the Deed ofTrust clearly arose after the debt was in default
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col ection of any debt." 15 .S.C. § § 1692c (prohibits certain communications), 1692d 
(prohibits harass ent or abuse), 1692e (prohibits false or misleading representations), 
I 692f (  unfair practices) & 1692g (requiring validation of debts). 
A central issue in this case is whether or not Defendant's complained of actions-
hich all relate to instituting non-judicial foreclosure proceedings on the Property -
stit t  "de t ollection" cti itie  r t  DCP A. 2 rt  confli t o  t i  i  i  
general. Cf Brown v. Morris, 243 Fed. Appx. 31,35-36 (5th Cir. 2008) (finding that a 
foreclosure action is not per se debt collection under the FDCP A and no error in jury 
instruction that "[o]rdinarily, the ere activity f foreclosing ...    f t i  
t t e c llecti  f a e t it i  t e ea i  f t e [ PA] less t er acti s are 
  s         t,      
effort to collect a debt" (brackets in appellate order» and eine ann v. Ji  alter 
o es, Inc., 47 F.Supp.2d 716,722 (D. .Va. 1998) (sa e), affd, 173 F.3d 850 (4th 
ir.1 9 ), th lson .  & Goldberg, 443 F.3d 373 (4th Cir. 2006)(concluding 
2 Courts deciding this issue have also looked to the defmition of a "debt collector," 
ersus "debt c llecti " acti it . u erous istrict c rts in this irc it a e eld t at 
"the FDCPA does not apply to non-judicial foreclosure proceedings since a debt collector 
for the purposes of the Act does not include the consumer's creditors, a mortgage 
s r icing c , r an ssignee f  t, s long as the t as not in fa lt t the 
time it was assigned." Allen v. United Financial Mortgage Corp, 2010 L 1135787, *6 
n. 7 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (quoting Suetos v. Bank of A . Nat'/ Ass 'n, No. 09-727,2010 U.S. 
Dist. LEXIS 20538, *11-12 (E.D. Cal. Mar. 8,2010) (internal quotations omitted». These 
cases relying on the definition of "debt collector" do not apply in this case because the 
allegations ofthe Co plaint and the documents filed ith ef ant's otion est lish 
that Defendants' interests in the Deed of Trust clearly arose after the debt was in default 
and presu ably for the purpose of instituting foreclosure a ti s. 
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that actions surrounding foreclosure proceedings including eviction notice required by
statute could be considered attempt to collect a debt under FDCPA
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has not decided the issue but the majority of
district courts in this Circuit hold that the FDCPA does not apply to the enforcement ofa
security interest such as anonjudicial foreclosure proceeding See egHulse v Ocwen
Federal Bank FSB 195 F Supp2d 1188 1204 D Or 2002 Izenberg v E7S Servs
LLC 589FSupp2d1193 1999 CD Cal 2008Mansour v Cal Western
Reconveyance Corp 618FSupp2d1178 1182D Ariz 2009 Odinma v Aurora Loan
Services 2010 WL 2232169 12ND Cal 2010 Gwin v Pacific Coast Financial
Services 2010 WL 1691567 6SDCal 2010 but see Allen v UnitedFinancial
Mortgage Corp 2010 WL 1135787NDCal 2010 noting disagreement among courts
and declining to dismiss claim for FDCPA on motion to dismiss where defendant failed to
acknowledge or address contrary position
The case most often cited in this district in support of this position appears to be
Hulse v Ocwen Federal Bank FSB 195 F Supp2d 1188 1204 D Or 2002 in which
the plaintiff made a claim that the defendant bank violated the FDCPA by wrongfully
instituting foreclosure proceedings without a real interest in the deed of trust See id at
See generally Maynard v Cannon PC650FSupp2d1138 1141 D Utah
2008 discussing split between courts as to whether or not FDCPA applies to foreclosure
actions Allen v United Financial Mortgage Corp 2010 WL 1135787NDCal 2010
same
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that actions surrounding foreclosure proceedings - including eviction notice required by 
statut  - l  e co si r  atte t to coll ct a debt u r FDCPA).3 
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals has not decided the issue, but the majority of 
i tri t t  i  t i  ir it l  t t t   do s not apply to t  enf r t of a 
security interest such as a non-judicial foreclosure proceeding. See, e.g., Hulse v. Ocwen 
Federal Bank, FSB, 195 F. Supp.2d 1188, 1204 ( . r. 2002); lzenberg v. ETS Servs., 
LC,  .S p .2d 193,  ( . . al. 008); our . l- ester  
Reconveyance Corp., 618 F.Supp2d 1178, 1182 (D. riz. 2009); din a v. Aurora Loan 
Services, 2010 L 2232169, *12 (N.D. Cal. 2010); win v. Pacific Coast Financial 
r i ,   7, *6 (S.D. l. 10);   e  .   
ortgage Corp., 2010 L 1135787 (N.D. Cal. 2010) (noting disagreement among courts 
 li i  t  i is  l i      ti  t  i i   t il  t  
ledge r r  tr r  ition). 
he case ost often cited in this district in support of this position appears to be 
ulse v. cwen Federal Bank, FSB, 195 F. Supp.2d 1188, 1204 (D. r. 2002), in hich 
the plaintiff made a claim that the defendant bank violated the FDCP A by wrongfully 
 foreclos re rocee ings ith t  re l teres  i  t e   t.  i .  
3 See generally Maynardv. Cannon, P.e., 650 F.Supp.2d 1138, 1141 (D. Utah 
2008) (discussing split between courts as to whether or not FDCP A applies to foreclosure 
actions); Allen v. United Financial Mortgage Corp., 2010 L 1135787 (N.D. Cal. 2010) 
(sa ). 
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1204 In essence similar to this case the plaintiff was not challenging the debt but
instead the lawful owner of the right to foreclose on the trust deed Id
The District ofOregon confronted with this issue on cross motions for summary
judgment held that the activity of foreclosing on the property pursuant to a deed of trust
was not the collection of a debt within the meaning ofFDCPA Following the Fourth
Circuit Court of Appeals in Heinemann v Jim Walter Homes Inc 47FSupp2d716 D
W Va 1998 affd 173 F3d 850 4th Cir 1999 the District ofOregon reasoned
Foreclosing on a trust deed is distinct from the collection of the obligation to
pay money The FDCPA is intended to curtail objectionable acts occurring in
the process ofcollecting funds from a debtor But foreclosing on a trust deed
is an entirely different path Payment of funds is not the object of the
foreclosure action Rather the lender ifforeclosing its interest in the property
Id 1204 Accordingly the district court in Hulse held that the plaintiff could not
maintain a claim under the FDCPA based on alleged actions made in pursuit of the
actual foreclosure Id
The FDCPA does not define the collection ofany debt Many courts holding that
foreclosure actions are not debt collection find support for Congresssintent to make
this distinction clear in the statute definition of a debt collector See eg Gray v
Four Oak Court Association Inc 580FSupp2d883 88788 DMinn 2008 Subject
to certain enumerated exceptions the FDCPA defines a debt collector as
91nterestingly this position has been called into question by another decision also
issued by the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals Wilson v Draper Goldberg PLC
443F3d 373 376 4th Cir 2006citingRomea v Heiberger Assocs 163 F3d 111
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1204. In essence, si ilar to this case, the plaintiffwas not challenging the debt, but 
instead "t  lawful owner of the right to foreclose on the tr t de d." Id 
The District of Oregon confronted with this issue on cross- otions for summary 
judg ent held that the activity of foreclosing on the property pursuant to a deed of trust 
as not the collection f a "debt" ithin the eaning ofFDCP A. Following the ourth 
Circuit Court of Appeals in Heinemann v. Jim Walter Homes, Inc., 47 F.Supp.2d 716 (D. 
. a. 1998), affd, 173 .3d 850 (4th ir. 1999), the istrict of regon reasoned: 
Foreclosing on a trust deed is distinct from the collection of the obligation to 
pay oney. The FDCPA is intended to curtail objectionable acts occurring in 
the process of collecting funds fro  a debtor. ut, foreclosing on a trust deed 
is an entirely different path. Pay ent of funds is not the object of the 
foreclosure action. Rather, the lender ifforeclosing its interest in the property. 
Id 1204. ccordingly, the district court in Hulse held that the plaintiff could not 
maintain a claim under the FDCPA "based on alleged actions made in pursuit of the 
actual foreclosure." Jd 4 
The FDCPA does not defme "the collection of any debt." Many courts holding that 
foreclosure actions are not "debt collection" fmd support for ongress's intent to ake 
this distinction clear in the statute's definition of a "debt collector." See, e.g., Gray v. 
Four Oak Court Association. Inc., 580 F.Supp.2d 883, 887-88 (D. Minn. 2008). Subject 
to certain e u erated e ti , the P  defines a "debt c ll t r" a : 
4Interestingly, this position has been called into question by another decision also 
issued by the Fourth Circuit Court of ppe ls, ilson v. Draper & Goldberg, P.L.L. c., 
443 F.3d 373,376 (4th ir. 2006)(citing Romea v. Heiberger & Assocs., 163 F.3d 111, 
16 (2d Cir.1 ); Sha iro & einhold v. Zartman, 823 P.2d 120, 124 (Colo. 1992»). 
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Anypersonwho uses any instrumentality of interstate commerce or the mails
in any business the principal purpose ofwhich is the collection ofany debts
or who regularly collects or attempts to collect directly or indirectly debts
owed or due or asserted to be owed or due another For purposes ofsection
1692f of this title such term also includes any person who uses any
instrumentality of interstate commerce or the mails in any business the
principal purpose of which is the enforcement ofsecurity interests
Id 1692a And so the argument goes if debt collection generally included the
enforcement of a security interest the language specifying so for the purposes of
1692f would be surplusage and such a construction would violate a long standing
canon of statutory construction that terms in a statute should not be construed so as to
render any provision of that statute meaningless or superfluous Beek v Prupis 529
US494 506 120SCt 1608 1617 2000
This Court is persuaded by the reasoning and agrees with the its sister district
courts that a nonjudicial foreclosure action generally does not constitute a debt
collection activity under the FDCPA This Court disagrees however that actions to
enforce a security action including a nonjudicial foreclosurecan never be actionable
s Section 1692f specifies that taking or threatening to take any nonjudicial
action to effect dispossession or disablement ofproperty ifA there is no present right to
possession of the property claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest
B there is no present intention to take possession of the property or C the property is
exempt by law from such dispossession or disablement constitute unfair practices under
this section of the FDCPA
The Idaho statute governing mortgage foreclosures and other liens draws a
similar distinction between debt recovery and enforcement ofa security interest See IC
6101 There can be but one action for the recovery of any debt or the enforcement of
any right secured by mortgage upon real estate which action must be in accordance with
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[  Jny person  u s any instru entality of i t r t te co r  or the mails 
in any business the principal purpose of hich is the collection of any debts, 
or ho regularly collects or atte pts to collect, directly or indirectly, debts 
o d or due or asserted to be o  or due another .... For pur s of sectio  
1692f(6) of this title,C] such tenn also includes any person who uses any 
instru entality of interstate co erce or the ails in any business the 
principal purpose f hich is the enforce ent of security interests. 
Id § 1692a(6). And so the argument goes, if "debt collection" generally included the 
enforce ent of a security interest, the language specifying so for the purposes of 
§1692f(6) would be surplusage, and such a construction would violate a "long standing 
  statut r  t  t t  i   t t  l  t  t     
render any provision of that statute meaningless or superfluous." Beck v. Prupis, 529 
.S. 494, 506, 120 S.Ct. 1608, 1617 (2000).6 
his ourt is persuaded by the reasoning and agrees ith the its sister district 
courts that a non-judicial foreclosure action generally does not constitute a "debt 
collection activity" under the F P . This ourt disagrees, ho ever, that actions to 
f rce  s rit  tion-i l i   -judicial f reclosure-can r  ti l  
5 Section 1692f( 6) specifies that ''taking or threatening to take any nonjudicial 
action to effect dispossession or disable ent of property if (A) there is no present right to 
possession of the property claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest; 
(B) there is no present intention to take possession of the property; or (C) the property is 
exempt by law from such dispossession or disablement" constitute unfair practices under 
this section of the F P . 
6The Idaho t t te governing ortgage foreclosures "and t r lie " dra s  
si ilar distinction between debt recovery and enforce ent of a security interest. See I.C. 
§ 6-101 ("There can be but one action for the recovery of any debt, or the enforce ent of 
a  right secured by ortgage upon real estate hich a tion ust be i  a cordance ith 
the provisions of this cha te .") 
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under the FDCPA This Court finds an exception to this general rule stated in 1692f
ofthe Act as discussed below See also Montegomery v Huntington Bank 346F3d693
7000161h Cir 2003 noting exception for a security enforcer under 1692f 15
USC 1692iavenueprovision applicable in case of an action to enforce a security
provision
Accordingly to the extent Plaintiffs Complaint attempts to make a claim under
the FDCPA other than under 1692f Defendantsmotion to dismiss should be
granted See Hulse 195FSupp2dat 1204 fording that allegations ofwrongful
foreclosure activity including filing notice of sale without beneficial interest in deed of
trust falsely stating appointment as trustee and that plaintiff failed to make payments fail
to state a claim under 1692flGwin 2010 WL 1691567 6SDCal 2010 filing
notices ofdefault and oftrusteessale not debt collection activities within the scope of
1692e
2 Section 1692f applies to the enforcement of a security instrument
including nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings and the record is
insufficient to establish that Defendant had the right to institute the
foreclosure proceedings on the Property as a matter of law
Several courts recognize that 1962f6is one provision in the FDCPA that does
The Court notes that in this case the Notices ofTrusteesSale bore obvious
disclaimers identifying the sales as AN ATTEMPT TO COLLECTA DEBT See
Cmplt Exh 6 Motion to Dismiss Exh 5 However the statement does not
automatically trigger the protections FCDPA just as the absence of such language does
not have dispositive significance Gburek v Litton Loan Servicing LP 614F3d 380
386 n 3 7th Cir 2010 citing Lewis v ACB Bus Servs Inc 135F3d389 400 6 Cir
1998
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under the FDCP A. his ourt fmds an exception to this general rule stated in § 1692f( 6) 
of the ct, as discussed below. See also ontego ery v. untington Bank, 346 F.3d 693, 
00-01 (6th rr. 03) (n ti  ti  f r a security nf r r r § 1692f(6»; 15 
.S.C. § 1692i(a)(I)(venue provision applicable in case of an action to enforce a security 
rovision). 
ccordingly, to the extent laintiff's o plaint atte pts to ake a clai  under 
t   t r t  r § 692f(6), f ndant's ti  t  i i  shoul   
granted. See Hulse, 195 F.Supp.2d at 1204 (fmding that allegations of wrongful 
 cti i        f   i    
trust, falsely stating appoint ent as trustee and that plaintiff failed to ake pay ents, fail 
to state a clai  under § 1692f(I»); Gwin, 2010 L 1691567, *6 (S.D. Cal. 2010) (ftling 
notices of default and of trustee's sale not "debt collection" activities ithin the scope of 
§ 92eV 
2. ti  92f(6) lies t  t  f rce e t f  s rit  i str t, 
including nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings, and the record is 
insufficient to establish that efendant had the right to institute the 
foreclosure proceedings on the Property as a atter ofla . 
r l rts r ize t t § 1962f( 6) is one provision in the F P  that does 
7 he ourt t , t t in this , the otices f r t e's le re ious 
disclaimers ide fying the s les as "AN Tffi P     T." ee 
plt., E . 6, otion to is is , . . , the st t e t "does t 
automatically trigger the protections FCDP A, just as the absence of such language does 
not have dispositive significance." Gburek v. Litton Loan Servicing, LP, 614 F.3d 380, 
386 n. 3 (7th Cir. 2010) (citing Lewis v. A B Bus. Servs., Inc., 135 F.3d 389, 400 «(ilh ir. 
1 98»). 
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apply to the enforcement ofa security interest See egChomilo v Shapiro
Nordmeryer Zielke LLP 2007 WL 2695795 3D Minn 2007 Jordan v Kent
Recovery Services Inc 731FSupp 652 657 D Del 1990 James v FordMotor
Credit Co 47F3d 961 962 8thCir1995 citing to Jordan and finding that
repossession companies are generally not subject to the FDCPA except for section
1692f See also Statements ofGeneral Policy or Interpretation StaffCommentary on
the Fair Debt Collection Practices 44 53 FedR g 50097 1988 December 13 1988
If a party falls only within the security interest provisions of the definition then they
are subject only to this provision 1692f and not the rest of the FDCPA
The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act prohibits a debt collector from using any
unfair or unconscionable means to collect or attempt to collect any debt 15USCA
1692f Among other conduct this section specifically prohibits a debt collector from
flaking or threatening to take any nonjudicial action to effect dispossession or
disablement of property ifthere is no present right to possession of the property
claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest 15USCA
1692fa
Courts also disagree on limiting the applicability ofthe FDCPA in the context of a
debt collector enforcing a security interest to only 1692f claims Seeeg
Katlenback v Richards 464F3d 524 5th Cir 2006holding that aparty who satisfies
section 1692asgeneral definition of debt collector is a debt collector for the entire
FDCPA even if only enforcing a security interest This issue is not presented in this case
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apply to the enforcement of a security interest. See, e.g., Chomilo v. Shapiro, 
Nord eryer & Zielke, LLP, 2007 L 2695795, *3 ( . Minn. 2007); Jordan v. Kent 
Recovery Services, Inc., 731 F.Su p. 652, 657 ( . Del. 19 0); Ja s v. Ford otor 
Credit Co., 47 F.3d 961, 962 (8th Cir.1995) (citing to Jordan and fmding that 
repossession companies are generally not subject to the FDCPA except for section 
1692f(6». See also Statements o/General Policy or Interpretation Staff Commentary on 
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 53 Fed.Reg. 50097 (1988) (December 13, 1988) 
("If a party falls only within the security interest provisions of the definition, then they 
"are    t   [§ 1692f(6)] and not the rest of the FDCPA.,,)8 
The Fair Debt Collection Practices Act prohibits a "debt collector" from using any ~ 
"unfair r c sci a le ea s t  c llect r atte t t  c llect a  ebt."  .S.C.A. 
§ 1692f. Among other conduct, this section specifically prohibits a debt collector from 
"[t]aking or threatening to take any nonjudicial action to effect dispossession or 
disablement of property if ... there is no present right to possession of the property 
claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest ... "  .S.CA. 
§ 692f(6Xa). 
8COurtS also disagree on limiting the applicability of the FDCPA in the context of a 
debt collector enforcing a security interest to only § 1692f(6) claims. See, e.g., 
Katlenback v. Richards, 464 F.3d 524 (5th Cir. 2006)(holding that a party who satisfies 
section 1 92a(6)'s general defmition of "debt c ll tor" is a debt c llector for the e tire 
FDCPA even if only enforcing a security interest). This issue is not presented in this case 
because there are no facts alleged suggesting that Defendant( s) meet the general 
defmition of "debt colle tor." 
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Plaintiff does not specify which section of 1692f he claims Defendant violated
He lists 1692f generally Broadly construing both the allegations ofhis Complaint and
the Act the Court is ofthe view that Plaintiffs allegations that Defendant lacks
standing to institute the foreclosure actions could equate to a claim that Defendant took
nonjudicial action to effect dispossession of property with no present right to
possession of the property claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest
AccordRiordan v Jaburg Wilk PC 2010 WL 3023292 4DAriz 2010
citing McMillan v Collection Professionals Inc 455F3d 754 76364 7th Cir 2006
see also Clark v Capital Credit Collection Services Inc 460 F3d 1162 1176 9th
Cir 2006Remedial nature ofFDCPA requires liberal construction by the courts
Accordingly the Court reviews the sufficiency of the Complaint under 15USCA
1692f
Plaintiff makes two claims as to how Defendantslack standing to foreclose on
the Property First Plaintiff suggests that Defendants violated the FDCPA because
Wells Fargo transferred its beneficial interest in the Deed of Trustbefore it appointed
NWTS as the successor trustee and before assigning the Deed ofTrust to Defendant
HSBC Bank see Cmplt 19 and thusneith r Defendant receive its intere
assignmentppoi t by a party authorized to transfer it under the Deed of Trust see
Cmplt 119 13 14 Plaintiffssecond basis for the claim is that neither Defendant is in
possession of the required instruments Note and Deed of Trust the instruments of
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Plaintif  does not specify which section of § 1692fhe clai s Defendant violated. 
He lists § 1692f generally. Broadly construing both the allegations of his Complaint, and 
the ct, the ourt is of the vie  that Plaintiff's allegations that Defendant "lacks 
standing" t  i tit t  t  f r cl ure acti  could equate to a clai  that Def nt took 
nj di i l acti  to eff t i i . .. of property ... [with] no present right to 
possession of the property claimed as collateral through an enforceable security interest .. 
. . . "  i  v. r  & ilk, P.C, 2010 L 3023292, *4 (D. Ariz. 2010) 
(citing McMillan v. Collection Projessionals Inc., 455 F.3d 754, 763-64 (7th Cir. 2006); 
  l  . i  i  & Collection Services} Inc., 460 F.3d 1162, 1176 (9th 
Cir. 2006)(Remedial nature ofFDCPA requires liberal construction by the courts.) 
Accordingly, the Court reviews the sufficiency of the Co plaint under 15 U.S.C.A. 
§ 692f(6). 
Plaintiff makes two claims as to how Defendant(s) "lack standing" to foreclose on 
the rt . t, i  ests t at e a ts late    s  
ells Fargo "transferred" its beneficial interest in the Deed of Trust before it appointed 
TS as the successor trustee and before assigning the eed of Trust to efendant 
S C a , see lt., 1f 9, a d t , either efenda t received jts i eQ'lst 
(assignment/appointment) by a party authorized to transfer it under the Deed of Trust, see 
.... . 
C lt., 1f 1f 9, 13, 1 . Plai tiffs second basis for the claim is that neither efendant is "in 
possession of the required instruments Note and eed of Trust, the instruments of 
evidence of an obligation and authority to enforce that obligation." Cmplt., 1f 14(c) & (d). 
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As such Plaintiff alleges the Defendants had no legal right or standing to foreclose on
the property Id
a Plaintiffs allegations that Wells Fargo lost authority to transfer
its interest in the Deed of Trust are insufficient as a matter of
law
Wells Fargo as the original lender and beneficiary to the Deed of Trust was
clearly vested under the Deed ofTrust with the authority to remove the Trustee appoint a
successor trustee and assign the Deed of Trust The question presented however is
whether PlaintiffsComplaint sets forth sufficient allegations to challenge Wells Fargo
ongoing authority or to establish for the purposes of this motion that Wells Fargo
somehow lost its authority prior to making the assignment or appointment The Court is
of the opinion that it is not
Plaintiffs specific allegation is that
Wells Fargo NA not a party to this action lost all authority right of
enforcement and beneficial interest rights when the Note and Deed of Trust
were released for processing under the standard banking procedures for
negotiable instruments pursuant toUCC 3203 Transfer oflnstruments Rights
Acquired by Transfer
Id
Defendantsmotion to dismiss does not address Plaintiff apparent allegation that
Wells Fargo lost its rights to transfer under the Deed ofTrust However the Court finds
that Plaintiffsallegations are too vague to meet the minimal pleading requirements of
FedR Civ P 83 and do not give Defendant notice of the basis for the claim alleged
Plaintiff alleges that the documents were released for processing but cites a Uniform
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As such, Plaintiff alleges the Defendants had no legal right or "standing" to foreclose on 
the property. Id. 
a. Plaintifrs allegations that ells Fargo lost authority to transfer 
its i t r st i  t   of r st are i suffi i t as a atter of 
law. 
ells argo, as the original lender and beneficiary to the eed f Trust, was 
clearly vested under the Deed of Trust with the authority to remove the Trustee, appoint a 
successor trustee and assign the Deed of Trust. The question presented, however, is 
whether Plaintiff's Complaint sets forth sufficient allegations to challenge Wells Fargo's 
ongoing authority, or to establish, for the purposes of this motion, that ells Fargo 
so eho  lost its authority prior to aking the assign ent or appoint ent. he ourt is 
      t. 
Id 
l i tif 's i    t: 
Wells Fargo, N.A., not a party to this action, lost all authority, right of 
e f rce e t a  e eficial i terest ri ts e  the te a  ee  f r st 
ere released for processing under the standard banking procedures for 
negotiable instruments pursuant to Dec 3-203 Transfer of Instruments; Rights 
cq ire   ransfer .... 
Defendant's motion to dismiss does not address Plaintiff's apparent allegation that 
ells argo lost its rights to transfer nder the eed f Trust. e er, t e rt finds 
that Plaintiff's allegations are too vague to meet the minimal pleading requirementS of 
Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(3), and do not give Defendant notice ofthe basis for the claim alleged. 
Plaintiff alleges that the documents were "released for processing" but cites a Uniform 
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Commercial Code provision adopted by Idaho as IC 283203 which discusses the
transfer ofa negotiable instrument for the purpose ofgiving to the person receiving
delivery the right to enforce the instrument IC 2832031 PlaintiffsComplaint
provides no clear factual statement as to how Wells Fargo processing of documentation
amounted to an intentional transfer of its interest or otherwise may have resulted in Wells
Fargos loss of its interest in the Note or Deed ofTrust
Without sufficient allegations to the contrary the record is clear that Wells Fargo
as the original beneficiary to the Note and the Deed ofTrust had the right under the Deed
ofTrust to assign its interest in the Deed ofTrust remove the Trustee and appoint a
successor trustee Any claim to the contrary is not sufficiently plead in Plaintiffs
Complaint
Without setting forth any factual basis or belief supporting his theory that the
original beneficiary lost the authority clearly delegated by the Deed ofTrust Plaintiff
cannot maintain his claim under the FDCPA on this basis
Plaintiff argues in response to the Motion to Dismiss that this fact is in doubt
because Defendant did not file some document proving the authority of the individual
signature on behalf ofWells Fargo in the Assignment of the Deed of Trust or the
Appointment of Successor Trustee See Objection to Motion to Dismiss Dkt 8pp 3
4 PlaintiffsComplaint does not contain these allegations nor would they state an
independent claim Plaintiffmakes no affirmative allegation and appears to contend that
he is entitled to pursue a claim to discover whether or not the person signing the
document had the authority to act for Wells Fargo The pleading standard is not an
onerous one but it does require more than a mere speculative suggestion that a fraudulent
act may have been committed See also Fed R Civ P 9b
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Co ercial o  provision, adopt  by Idaho as I.e. § 28- - 3, which disc sses the 
transfer of a negotiable instru ent "for the purpose of giving to the person receiving 
delivery t  ri t t  enf  t  i strument." I.e. § 28-3-203(1). Plaintiffs Complaint 
provides no clear factual state ent as to how ells Fargo's processing of docu entation 
a ounted to an intentional transfer of its interest, or other ise ay have resulted in ells 
argo's l   it  i t r t i  t  t  r  f r st. 
Without sufficient allegations to the contrary, the record is clear that Wells Fargo, 
as the original beneficiary to the ote and the eed f rust, had the right under the eed 
of Trust to assign its interest in the Deed of Trust, remove the Trustee and appoint a 
successor trustee. Any claim to the contrary is not sufficiently plead in Plaintiff s 
plaint.9 
ithout setting forth any factual basis or belief supporting his theory that the 
original beneficiary lost the authority clearly delegated by the eed of Trust, Plaintiff 
t  s      s i . 
9plaintiff r ues in r se t  the otion t  is iss that t is fa t is i  t 
because Defendant did not file some document proving the authority of the individual's 
signature on lf f ells argo in the ssign ent f the ee  f rust r t e 
Appointment of Successor Trustee. See Objection to otion to Dismiss, (DIet. 8), pp. 3 -
4. Plaintiff's Complaint does not contain these allegations, nor would they state an 
independent claim. Plaintiff makes no affirmative allegation and appears to contend that 
he is entitled to pursue a claim to discover whether or not the person signing the 
docu ent had the authority to act for ells Fargo. he pleading standard is not an 
onerous one. but it does require ore than a ere speculative suggestion that a fraudulent 
act ay have been co itte . See also F . . Ci . P. (b). 
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b The record is insufficient at this time to determine as a matter of
law that PlaintiffsComplaint fails to state a claim for relief
based on Defendant lack of possession of the Note
In his Complaint Plaintiff also claims that because HSBC did not have actual
possession of the Note signed by the Carlyles it did not have standing to foreclose and
the foreclosure is void as a matter of law Plaintiffs Objection to Motion to Dismiss at
p 4
Plaintiffsclaims are similar to the showme the Note defense to foreclosure that
is the subject ofmany judicial decisions in both federal and state courts nationwide 10
By way of background
Generally a mortgage loan consists of a promissory note and security
instrument usually a mortgage or a deed of trust which secures payment on
the note by giving the lender the ability to forecloseon the property Typically
the same person holds both the note and deed oftrust In the event that the note
and the deed of trust are split the note as a practical matter becomes
unsecured The practical effect of splitting the deed of trust from the
promissorynote is to makeit impossible for the holder ofthe note to foreclose
unless the holder of the deed of trust is the agent of the holder of the note
Without the agency relationship the person holding only the note lacks the
power to foreclose in the event of default The person holding only the deed
of trust will never experience default because only the holder of the note is
entitled to paymentofthe underlyingobligation Themortgage loan becomes
ineffectual when the note holder does not also hold the deed of trust
10Plaintiffsallegations thatDefendants lack standing refers to the claims made
in the bankruptcy context Specifically foreclosing entities file a motion for relief from
the automatic bankruptcy stay in order to foreclose on the debtorsproperty In those
cases the bankruptcy generally courts have required to the foreclosing entity to produce
the original Note to prove sufficient interest in the debtorsestate to have standing to seek
the relief from the stay See egIn re Wilheim 407BR 392 Bkrptcy D Idaho 2009
In re Sheridan 2009 WL 631355 Bkrtcy D Idaho 2009 In reJacohson 402BR354
BkrtcyWDWash 2009 In re Box 2010 WL 2228289 5 Bkrtcy WDMo2010
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.   i  ff  t  ti  t  t r i    tt r f 
  laintiff's l i  f il  t  t t   l i  f r r li f 
  fendant's l   i   t  t . 
I  i  l int, l i tiff l  l i  t t  "HS  i  t  t l 
i   t  t  i   t  rlyl s, it i  t  t i  t  f r l   
the foreclosure is void as a atter of law." laintiff's bjection to otion to is iss, at 
.4. 
laintiff's s     "sh    te"    t 
is t  s j t f  j i i l isi s i  t  f r l  st t  rts ti n i e. 1o 
  f r nd: 
e erall , a rt a e l a  c sists f a r iss r  te a  securit  
i tr t, ll   rt a  r    tr t, i  r  t  
the note by giving the lender the ability to foreclose on the property. Typically, 
t e  r  l s t  t e te   f tr t. I  t  t t t t  t  
 t    tr t  lit, t e t ,   ti l tt   
s r d.  r ti l ff t f s litti  t   f tr st fr  t  
pro issory note is to ake it i possible for the holder of the note to foreclose, 
less t e l er f t e ee  f tr st is t e a e t f t e l er f t e te. 
ithout the agency relationship, the person holding only the note lacks the 
er t  f recl se i  t e e e t f efault. e ers  l i  l  t e ee  
 tr st ill er rie ce f lt s  l  t e l r  t  t  i  
entitled to pay ent of the underlying obligation. he ortgage loan [beco es] 
i effect al e  t e te l er [doesI t als  l  t e ee  f tr st. 
IOPlaintiff's allegations that efendants "lack standing" refers to the clai s ade 
in the tc  t. if l , re s  ies ftle      
the auto atic bankruptcy stay in order to foreclose on the debtor's property. In those 
cases, the bankruptcy generally courts have required to the foreclosing entity to produce 
t e ri i l te t  r e s fficie t interest in t  btor's st te t   st i  t  s  
the relief fro  the stay. See, e.g., In re ilhei , 407 B.R. 392 (Bkrptcy. . Idaho 2009); 
In re Sheridan, 2009  631355 (Bkrtcy. . Idaho 2009); In re Jacobson, 402 .R 354 
(Bkrtcy. .n. ash. 2009); In re Box, 2010 L 2228289, *5 (Bkrtcy. .D. o. 2010). 
   n  -  
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Bellistri v Omen LoanServicing LLC 284SW3d619 Mo Ct App 2009
Debtors or their representatives across the country are defending residential
foreclosures with a great degree ofsuccess particularly in the bankruptcy context with
the argument that the foreclosing entity must have possession of both the note and the
deed of trust to have the authority to foreclose on the Property
The issue is one of state law Plaintiffs claim is based on the Uniform
Commercial Code provision which specifies persons entitled to enforce a negotiable
instrument adopted by Idaho as IC 28330 Such persons include
itheholder of the instrument ii anonholder in possession ofthe instrument
who has the rights of a holder or iii a person not in possession of the
instrument who is entitled to enforce the instrument pursuant to section
283309 or 283418 A person may be a person entitled to enforce the
instrument even though the person is not the owner of the instrument or is in
wrongful possession of the instrument
Id Under the Uniform Commercial Code one becomes a holder of a negotiable
instrument either by transfer or negotiation but both require obtaining possession of
the instrument See Bank ofNYv Raftogianis 10A3d236 2010 WL 5087866 3NJ
Super Ch 2010 A person not in possession of the instrument therefore must fall under
one of the exceptions referenced inIC 283301iii to be entitled to enforce the
instrument
Section 283309 appears to be misnumbered or an outdated reference and was
intended to be 283308 addressing the circumstances under which a person not in
possession of an instrument may enforce an instrument that has been lost destroyed or
stolen persons not in possession of a lost or stolen instrument See IC 283301
Uniform Commercial Code Comment
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elli tri . cwe   ervicing, LC,  .W.3d  ( . t. p. 009). 
e t rs, r t eir re resentatives, acr ss t e c tr  are efe i  resi ential 
foreclosures, with a great degree of success particularly in the bankruptcy context, with 
t  r  t   ti  t  i  f  t  t    
deed of trust to have the authority to foreclose on the Property. 
  i    t t  l . laintiff's l i  i      
Co ercial Code provision hich specifies persons entitled to enforce a negotiable 
nt,     .C. § -3-3 .   l e: 
(i) the holder of the instru ent, (li) a nonholder in possession of the instru ent 
 s t  ri ts f  l r, r (iii)  ers  t i  ssessi  f t e 
i t t  i  titl  t  f  t  i t t t t  cti  
-3-30  r -3- 18(4).  ers  a  e a ers  e title  t  e f rce t e 
i tr t  t  t  r  i  t t  r f t  i tr t r i  i  
l s i   t  i t nt. 
Id. nder the nifor  o ercial ode, one beco es a "holder" f a negotiable 
instru ent either by "transfer" or "negotiation," but both require obtaining possession of 
t e i t t.  k f  . ft i i ,  ,3d23 ,   , *3 (N.l 
Super Ch. 2010).  person not in possession of the instru ent, therefore, ust fall under 
 f t e ions ere   .e. § 28-3-301(iii) to be entitled to enforce the 
in ent. II 
llSection 28-3-309 appears to be isnu bered or an outdated reference, and as 
intended to be § 28-3-308 addressing the circu stances under hich a person not in 
possession of an instrument ay enforce an instru ent that has been lost, destroyed or 
st len ers ns not in possession   lost r e  ins .  .e. § 28-3-301, 
niform o ial ode t. 
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Defendant suggests that it qualifies as a person not in possession of a negotiable
instrument but otherwise entitled to enforce it underIC 283301iii Defendant sets
forth no explanation or argument establishing this fact as a matter of law Rather
Defendant argues further that there is no requirement under Idaho law that it produce the
Note or to do anything else beyond that which is specifically articulated in the Idaho
Trust DeedActIC 451502 et seq in order to conduct a nonjudicial foreclosure
The Court agrees that the procedural requirements Defendant must meet to
foreclose on the Property are those set forth in Idaho Trust Deed Act id See Roos v
Belcher 79 Idaho 473 321 P2d 210 1958 Moreover there is no separate requirement
under Idaho law that Defendant produce the original Note and Deed of Trust in order to
do so As Defendant points out several courts in other jurisdictions have dismissed a
similar claim on this basis See Chilton v Fed Mortg Assn 2009 WL 5197869ED
Cal 2009 Ernestherg v Mortgage Investors Group 2009 WL 160241 D Nev
2009Finding allegations that defendantsfailure to produce note insufficient to
invalidate foreclosure Putkkuri v Recontrust Co 2009 WL 32567 S D Cal 2009
same Wayne v HomEq Servicing Inc 2008 WL 4642595 D Nev 2008Defendant
loan servicer not required to produce original of note copies of note and deed of trust
were sufficient to establish its interest
This Court does not believe however that the inquiry ends with Defendants
compliance with the Idaho nonjudicial foreclosure statute Liberally construing
Plaintiffscomplaint as this Court must Plaintiff is not challenging Defendants
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efendant suggests that it qualifies as a person not in possession of a negotiable 
t t  r  ti  t  f  i  r I.C. § 28~3-301(iii). f t sets 
f rt   l ti  r r t tabli i  t i  f t   tt r of l w. t r, 
efendant argues further that there is no require ent under Idaho la  that it produce the 
t , r t   t i  ls   t t i  is s cifi ll  rti l t  i  t  I  
t  t, .C. §§ -1  t seq., i  r r t  t  ~ dici l f r cl sure. 
 rt r  t t t  r r l r ir t  f t t t t  
f r l s  00 t  r rt  r  t  t f rt  i  I  r t  t, i   s v. 
Belcher, 79 Idaho 473, 321 P.2d 210 (1958). oreover, there is no separate require ent 
r I  l  t t f t r  t  ri i l t    f r st i  r r t  
 s . s efe a t i ts t, se eral c rts i  t er j ris ictions a e is isse  a 
si ilar clai  on this basis. See Chilton v. Fed ortg. Ass'n, 2009 L 5197869 (E.D. 
al. 09); rnestberg v. ortgage Investors roup,    (D. e . 
2009)(Findiog allegations that defendant's failure to produce note insufficient to 
invalidate foreclosure.); Putkkuri v. Recontrust Co., 2009 L 32567 (S. D. Cal. 2009) 
(sa e); ayne v. o Eq Servicing, Inc., 2008 L 4642595 (D. ev. 2008)(Defendant 
loan servicer not required to produce original of note; copies of note and deed of trust 
er  s fficie t t  st lish its i t r st.) 
This ourt does not believe, ho ever. that the inquiry ends ith efendant's 
c liance ith the Idaho -judicial foreclos re stat te. iberall  c str i  
laintiff's co plaint, as this ourt ust, laintiff is not challenging efendant's 
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procedure he is challenging Defendantsright to initiate the procedure One could not
reasonably contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not
otherwise possessed The question remains whether Defendantsright or authority to
foreclose on the Property remains
There appear to be two sub issues that may be diapositive on this point The first
issue regards whether or not Idaho requires that a foreclosing entity be in possession of
the Note in order to have the right to enforce the Deed ofTrust Volumes including two
bankruptcy decisions from this district have been written on this topic espousing a view
consistent with Plaintiff s position that possession of the Note is a requirement to its
enforcement See In re Wilheim 407BR 392 Bkrptcy D Idaho 2009 Denying
motion for relief from stay to institute foreclosure on basis that movant who could not
prove status as holder ofNote and Deed ofTrust lacked authority to foreclose necessary
to establish standing In re Sheridan 2009 WL 631355 Bkrtcy D Idaho 2009Holding
movant lacked sufficient financial interest to seek a stay to foreclose on property where
movant could not show it had possession of the Note see also Laboissiere v GUIC
Mortgage 2010 WL 2836107 2Noting thatIC 45911 is in accord with In re
Jacobson 402BR 354 Bkrtcy WDWash 2009 which held that assignment ofa
deed oftrust was insufficient to confer standing because security follows the obligation
secured rather than the other way around In re Box 2010 WL 2228289 5 Bkrtcy
WDMo 2010 Possession of the note insures that this creditor and not an unknown
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r  - he is challenging Defendant's right to initiate the procedure. One could not 
'--------------------------------
reasonably contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not 
other ise possessed. he question re ains hether efendant's right or authority to 
f   t  r rt  ains. 
There appear to be two sub-issues that may be dispositive on this point. The first 
issue regards whether or not Idaho requires that a foreclosing entity be in possession of 
the Note in order to have the right to enforce the Deed of Trust. Volu es, inclucting two 
bankruptcy decisions from this district, have been written on this topic espousing a view 
consistent with Plaintiff's position that possession of the Note is a requirement to its 
enforcement. See In re Wilheim, 407 B.R. 392 (Bkrptcy. D. Idaho 2009) (Denying 
ti   li  r  t  t  i tit t  l   i  t t t  l  t 
prove status as holder of Note and Deed of Trust lacked authority to foreclose necessary 
to establish standing.); In re Sheridan, 2009 L 631355 (Bkrtcy. D. Idaho 2009)(Holding 
ovant lacked sufficient fmancial interest to seek a stay to foreclose on property here 
a t ld t  it  ss on  e ote.);  s  issiere . MAC 
ortgage, 20lO  2836107, *2 (Noting that I.e. § -911 s in  th  e 
Jacobson, 402 B.R. 354 (Bkrtcy. .O. ash. 2009), which held that assignment ofa 
deed of trust was insufficient to confer standing "because security follows the obligation 
s r , rather than the other ay ar ."); In re Box, 2010 L 2228289, *5 (Bkrtcy. 
.D. . 20 ) ("Possession of the note insures that this cre it r, and not an kno n 
one, is the one e titled to exercise rights under the deed fo tr t, a d that the t r ill 
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not be obligated to pay twice USBankNationalAssociation v Ibanez 458 Mass 637
NE2dMass2011 decided on state law grounds Some authority exists also
rejecting the position but as discussed above these decisions tend not to analyze whether
or not the foreclosing entity must hold the note only whether or not the note mustbe
produced prior to conducting a nonjudicial foreclosure See egMansour v Cal
Western Reconveyance Corp 618 F Supp2d 1178 1181DAriz 2009 Again the
Court is not able to conclude that Plaintiff s complaint is limited to this procedural claim
The second issue relevant here concerns Defendant contention that it obtained
the authority to foreclose on the Property based on the recorded Assignment of Deed of
Trust from Wells Fargo to HSBC Bank Motion to Dismiss Exh 3 There are two views
on the consequence of the assignment of the Deed of Trust
Regarding assignments the first view is that without the assignment of the debt
the assignment of the security is a nullity See Laboissiere v GMACMortgage 2010 WL
2836107 D Idaho quoting In re Jacobson 402 BR 359 367 Bkrtcy W D Wash
2009Having an assignment of the deed is not sufficient because the security follows
the obligation secured rather than the other way around See also Restatement Third
Property 54Reporters Note Transfer ofthe mortgage also transfers the obligation
Comment c citing In re Hurricane Resort Co 30BR258 Bkrtcy DFla 1983Hill v
Favour 84P2d 575 Ariz 1938 Domarad v Fisher Burke Inc 76CalRptr 529
Cal Ct App1969 dictum Hamilton v Browning 94 Ind 242 1883 Pope Slocum
v Jacobus 10 Iowa 262 1859 Van Diest Supply Co v Adrian State Bank 305NW2d
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t  l  t  y t i e."); u. S. ank ational ssociation v. Ibanez,  ass. 37, 
_N.E.2d_{Mass. 11) (deci e   state la  rounds). o e authorit  exists als  
rejecting the position, but as discussed above, these decisions tend not to analyze whether 
 t t   ti  t l   ote, l   r t t   t  
r ce  ri r t  c cti  a -judicial f recl sure. See, e.g., ansour v. al-
ester  ec vey ce rp,  . upp.2d 78, 181 (D. riz. 009). ain, t  
rt is t a le t  c cl e t at lai tiff's c lai t is li ite  t  t is r ce ral claim. 
      f ndant's  t   
t e a t rit  t  f recl se  t e r ert  ase   t e rec r e  ssi e t f ee  f 
      k.   i , . .     
 t  e  t  i t  t    r t. 
egarding assign ents, the first vie  is that ithout the assign ent of the debt, 
the assign ent of the security is a nullity. See Laboissiere v. AC ortgage, 2010 \VI., 
 (D. I ) (quoting I  re J c s n,  .R. ,  (Bkrt . . . s . 
2009) ("[H]aving an assign ent of the deed is not sufficient, because the security follo s 
the obligation secured, rather than the other ay around.''). See also estate ent (Third) 
t , § 5.4, Reporters' Note, Transfer of the mortgage also transfers the obligation, 
Co ent c (citing In re urricane Resort Co., 30 .R. 258 (Bkrtcy. . Fla.1983); ill v. 
a r,  .2d  (Ariz. 8); o rad . isher & Burke, Inc., 76 Cal.Rptr. 529 
(Cal. Ct. pp.1969) (dictu ); Hamilton v. Browning, 94 Ind. 242 (1883); Pope &  
v. J c s, 0 Io a 2  (18 9);  iest ly . v. rian t te k,  .W.2d 
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342Minn1981Kluge v Fugazy 536NYS2d92NYAppDiv1988 Miller v
Berry 104NW311SD1905
The second view is that the assignment of the security also assigns the debt unless
there is an indication of the parties intent not to assign the debt See Restatement Third
Property Mortgages 54b1997 This approach is adopted by the Restatement
Third Property Mortgages 54b1997 The Restatement section in its entirety
states
a A transfer of an obligation secured by a mortgage also transfers the
mortgage unless the parties to the transfer agree otherwise
b Except as otherwise required by the Uniform Commercial Code a transfer
of a mortgage also transfers the obligation the mortgage secures unless the
parties to the transfer agree otherwise
c A mortgage may be enforced only by or on behalfof a person who is
entitled to enforce the obligation the mortgage secures
Restatement Third Property Mortgages 54b1997
12 Among the gems and freeofferings of the late Professor Chester Smith
ofthe University ofArizona College ofLaw was the following analogy
The note is the cow and the mortgage the tail The cow can survive without
a tail but the tail cannot survive without the cow
Best Fertilizers ofArizona Inc v Burns 571P2d 675 676 Ariz Ct App 1977
reversedon other grounds 570P2d 179 Ariz 1977 see also Carpenter v Longan 83
US271 21LEd 313 1872
But even under the well established principal that the assignment of the security
without the debt renders such assignment a nullity common law recognizes the parties
intent otherwise controls See Merritt v Bartholich 26NY44 45NY1867 Noting
that the incident shall pass by the grant of the principal but not he principal by the grant
ofthe incident unless such was the intent of the parties The Reporters Note to the
Restatement commentary nonetheless recognizes substantial authority to the contrary
holding that an assignment of the mortgage security without the obligation is a nullity
and distinguishes the Restatement approach See Restatement Third Property 54
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342 ( inn.1981); luge v. Fugazy, 536 .Y.S.2d 92 ( .Y. pp. iv.1988); iller v. 
er y,  .W. 11 (S.D.1905).12 
The second view is that the assign ent of the security also assigns the debt unless 
there is an indication of the parties' intent not to assign the debt. See Restate ent (Third) 
r erty, t a  § 5.4(b) (1997). This approach is adopted by the estate ent 
{T ) roperty, t a  § 5.4(b) (1997). The Restate ent section in its entirety 
states: 
(a)  tra sfer f a  li ati  sec re   a rt a e als  tra sfers t e 
ortgage unless the parties to the transfer agree other ise. 
(b) xcept as other ise required by the nifor  o ercial ode, a transfer 
of a ortgage also transfers the obligation the ortgage secures unless the 
es     r i . 
(c) A ortgage ay be enforced only by, or on behalf of, a person ho is 
titl  t   t  li ti  t  t  c r s. 
st t t (Thir ) r rty, ortgages § 5.4(b) (1997).13 
12   "ge s"  "free s"    es   t  
of the niversity of rizona ollege of La  as the follo ing analogy. 
he note is the co  and the ortgage the tail. he co  can survive ithout 
 il,  t   t ive ith   . 
Best Fertilizers of Arizona, Inc. v. Burns, 571 P.2d 675, 676 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1977), 
reversed on other grounds, 570 P.2d 179 (Ariz. 1977); see also Carpenter v. Longan, 83 
.S. ,  .Ed.  (18 2)). 
13But even under the well established principal that the assignment of the security 
without the debt renders such assign ent a nullity, co on law recognizes the parties' 
intent otherwise controls. See Merritt v. Bartholich, 26 N.Y. 44, 45 (N.Y. 1867) (Noting 
that "the incident shall pass by the grant of the principal, but not he principal by the grant 
f the inci e t" nless "such as the intent of the parties.") The Reporters' Note to the 
Restatement commentary nonetheless recognizes substantial authority to the contrary, 
holding that an assign ent of the ortgage (security) without the obligation is a nullity, 
and distinguishes the Restatement approach. See Restatement (Third) Property, § 5.4, 
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Idaho Code 45911 states that fthe assignment of a debt secured by mortgage
carries with it the security This provision appears to codify the common law rule
regarding the result to the security ofan assignment of the debt but does not address the
reverse There does not appear to be any Idaho state court case law on this point of
assignment
In this case the only reference to Defendants interest in the Note itself is a generic
statement that the Assignment ofDeed ofTrust also included the note or notes
referenced in the Deed ofTrust Under the common law and the Restatement Third
Property 54approach such an evidence of intent to assign the note might be sufficient
to conclude that a valid assignment occurred as between Wells Fargo and HSBC Bank
the assignor and assignee See United Home Loans Inc v McGinnis 71BR 885 889
n 1WDWash 1987citing Geffen v Paletz 312 Mass 43 48NE2d133 1942 59
CJSMortgages 359 1949where there is something to indicate that such was the
intention of the parties an assignment ofamortgage will carry the debt with it as where
the assignment purports to assign the mortgage note GSNelson DAWhitman
Real Estate Finance Law at 366 2d ed 1985 fi the assignment also mentions that
the debt is being transferred the transfer is unquestionably complete
Whether the Assignment of Deed of Trust in this case is sufficient to allow
enforcement of the Note against the debtor in view of the Uniform Commercial Code
requirements for negotiable instruments however is yet another question
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Idaho Code § 45-911 states that "[t]he assignment of a debt secured by mortgage 
carries with it the security." This provision appears to codify the common law rule 
regardi  the result to t e security of an assignment of the debt, but does not address the 
reverse. There does not appear to be any Idaho state court case law on this point of 
assignment. 
In this case, the only reference to Defendants' interest in the Note itself is a generic 
state ent that the Assign ent of Deed of Trust also included the "note or note( s)" 
referenced in the Deed of Trust. Under the common law and the Restatement (Third) 
r perty, § 5.4 approach, such an evidence of intent to assign the note might be sufficient 
to conclude that a valid assignment occurred as between ells Fargo and HSBC Bank:, 
the assignor and assignee. See United Home Loans, Inc. v. cGinnis, 71 B.R. 885, 889 & 
n. 1 {W.D. Wash. 1987)(citing Geffen v. Paletz, 312 Mass. 43,48 (N.E.2d 133 (1942); 59 
.J.S. ortgages § 359 (1949)(''where there is so ething to indicate that such as the 
intention of the parties, an assignment of a mortgage will carry the debt with it, as where 
the ssi e t rports to ssi  the rtgage ote"); .S. s  & D.A. Whitman, 
Real Estate Finance Law, at 366 (2d ed. 1985) ("[i]fthe 'assignment' also mentions that 
the debt i  being transferred ... the transfer is unquestionably complete.")). 
hether the ssign ent f eed f rust i  t is case is s fficient to allow 
enforcement of the ote a ainst the debtor i  view f the niform e ial ode 
requirements for negotiable instruments, however, is yet another question. 
Reporters' Note, Transfer of the mortgage also transfers the obligation, Comment c 
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Because Defendant arguments on Motion to Dismiss focused on 1 denying the
application of the FDCPA to its actions en totale or alternatively 2 asserting its
compliance with the Idaho nonjudicial foreclosure statutes Defendant did not address in
its Motion to Dismiss the countervailing case law on the requirement that it be a holder of
the Note or the issue of the validity of the assignment as a matter of law or attempt to
reconcile what appears to be two competing and conflicting bodies of law important
issues of Idaho law impacting residential home foreclosures
Based on the record before the Court it may well be that the Assignment of the
Deed ofTrust indicates sufficient intent on the part ofWells Fargo to also assign the Note
and to otherwise establish Defendant authority to foreclose on the Property under Idaho
law However the Court is reluctant to recommend this fording on the record on a
motion to dismiss without any statement of such from the Defendant briefing on the issue
as to the adequacy of the assignment under Idaho law or without having been provided a
copy of the Note which the Court would be required to construe in part in dete a
valid assignment thereof See egJPMorgan Chase Co v Casarano 2010 WL
3605427 5 Mass Land Ct 2010 finding lost promissory note not negotiable
instrument and reviewing assignment under general contract terms
Accordingly it is recommended that Defendantsmotion to dismiss be denied in
part with respect to the claim brought pursuant to 15USC 1692f
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 25
PLF 04228
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Because Defendant's arguments on otion to Dis iss focused on (1) denying the 
application of the FDCPA to its actions en totale, or alternatively, (2) asserting its 
co pli e it  t e I ho non- i l forecl sure statutes, f ndant did not ad ress i  
its ti  to is iss t e countervailing case law on t e require ent that it be a hol er of 
the Note, or the issue of the validity of the assign ent as a atter of law, or atte pt to 
reconcile at ap ears to be t o c eti  an  conflicti  b ies of law - important 
i  fI  l  i ti  si nti l  f l ures. 
Based on the record before the Court, it ay well be that the Assign ent of the 
Deed of Trust indicates sufficient intent on the part of ells Fargo to also assign the Note 
and to otherwise establish Defendant's authority to foreclose on the Property under Idaho 
la . o ever, the ourt is reluctant to reco end this fmding on the record on a 
motion to dismiss without any statement of such from the Defendant, briefmg on the issue 
as to the adequacy of the assignment under Idaho law, or without having been provided a 
copy of the Note which the Court would be required to construe, in part, in detennining a 
a id ent t f. , .g., g  hase & Co. v. Casarano, 2010 L 
3605427, *5 (Mass. Land Ct. 2010) (fmding lost promissory note not negotiable 
instru ent and reviewing assign ent under general contract tenns). 
ccordingly, it is reco ended that efendant's otion to dis iss be denied in 
part with respect to the clai  broug t rsua t to 15 .S.C. § 1692f(6). 
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MOTION FOR ENTRY OF FINAL DEFAULT JUDGMENT
Also pending is Plaintiff s Motion for Entry ofFinal Default Judgment Dkt 17
against non appearing Defendant HSBC Bank USA National Association under Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 55b2Under this Rule a court may enter a default judgment
against a party who is not a minor incompetent or in military service where the clerk
under Rule 55ahas already entered the partys default based upon failure to plead or
otherwise defend the action A plaintiff is not entitled to entry ofdefault as a matter of
right a court has discretion whether or not to enter a default judgment Lau Ah Yew v
Dulles 236 F2d415 9thCir1956 A district court may consider the following factors
in exercising its discretion to enter a default judgment including 1 the possibility of
prejudice to the plaintiff 2 the merits ofplaintiffs substantive claim 3 the sufficiency
ofthe complaint 4the sum ofmoney at stake in the action 5 the possibility of a
dispute concerning material facts 6 whether the default was due to excusable neglect
and 7 the strong policy underlying the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure favoring
decisions on the merits Eitel v McCool 782F2d 1470 1471 1472 9thCir1986
In considering the sufficiency of the complaint and the merits of the plaintiffs
substantive claim facts not relating to damages alleged in the complaint generally are
deemed to be true by virtue of the defendantsdefault Geddes v United Fin Group 559
F2d 557 560 9thCir1977 A defendant is not held to admit facts that are not
wellpleaded or to admit conclusions of law Nishimatsu Constr Co LTD v Houston
NatlBank 515F2d 1200 1206 5thCir1975 holding that allegations concerning
REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION 26
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TI  FO  ENTRY OF FINAL DEFAUL  JUDGMENT 
Also pending is Plaintiffs Motion for Entry afFinal Default Judgment (Dkt. 17) 
agai t non-appearing ef ndant H  Bank USA, National Association under Federal 
Ru1e of Civil Procedure 55(b)(2). Under this Rule, a court ay enter a default judg ent 
against a party ho is not a inor, inco petent, r in ilitary service here t e clerk, 
under Rule 55(a), has already entered the party's default based upon failure to plead or 
t r is  f  t  ction.  l i tiff is t ntitl  t  ntr  of ef lt s a tt r f 
right; a court has discretion whether or not to enter a default judg ent. Lau Ah Yew v. 
Dulles, 236 F.2d 415 (9th Cir.1956). A district court ay consider the following factors 
in exercising its discretion to enter a default judgment, including: "(1) the possibility of 
prejudice to the plaintiff, (2) the merits of plaintiffs substantive claim, (3) the sufficiency 
of the complaint, (4) the sum of money at stake in the action, (5) the possibility ofa 
dispute concerning material facts, (6) whether the default was due to excusable neglect, 
and (7) the strong policy underlying the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure favoring 
decisions on the erits." Eitel v. cCool, 782 F.2d 1470, 1471-1472 (9th Cir.1986). 
In considering the sufficiency of the complaint and the merits of the plaintiffs 
substantive claim, facts not relating to damages alleged in the complaint generally are 
deemed to be true by virtue of the defendant's default. Geddes v. United Fin. Group, 559 
F.2d 5 , 560 (9th Cir.1977).  defendant is not held to a it facts that are not 
well-pleaded or to ad it conclusions of law. Nishimatsu Constr. Co., LT . v. Houston 
Nat'l Bank, 515 F.2d 1200, 1206 (5th Cir.1975) (holding that allegations concerning 
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existence and terms ofa contract did not support liability where allegations were
contradicted by actual contract As a result where the allegations in a complaint are not
well pleaded liability is not established by virtue of the defendantsdefault Id
In light of the foregoing and considering the factors above in view of the Courts
recommendation regarding the appearing DefendantsMotion to Dismiss the Court is of
the view that default judgment should not be entered against HSBC Bank at this time
Several claims and allegations in the Complaint are not well plead The one surviving
claim does so in part due to the Courts obligation to construe apro se complaint
liberally As such HSBCBanks liability may not be established by default See id
Similarly the claims and arguments against both Defendants are the same and the
Courts conclusion that PlaintiffsComplaint fails to state a claim for relief in part
applies equally as against both named Defendants
Further considering another important factor Plaintiffwill not likely suffer
prejudice at this time because the appearing Defendantsauthority to foreclose on the
Property is predicated upon the non appearing Defendantsauthority and both issues
must be fully litigated and resolved with or without the appearance of HSBC Bank This
fact further supports the Courtsdecision not to enter default judgment at this time as it is
likely that the results against each defendant may be inconsistent and lead to finthey
litigation whichwill be inefficient given the narrow issues presented in this case
Finally the strong policy in favor offavoring decisions on the merits point toward
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existence and ter s of a contract did not support liabilit  where allegati s were 
contradicted by actual contract). s a result, here the allegations in a co plaint are not 
"w ll- leaded," li bilit  is not establi  by virt  of t  defendant's default. I  
I  li t of t  f r going an  c si ri  t  f ct r  above i  vi  f t  Court's 
r c ndati  r gardi  t  appearing efendant's ti  t  i iss, t  ourt i  f 
the vie  that default judg ent should not be entered against  ank at this ti e. 
Several claims and allegations in the Complaint are not well plead. The one surviving 
claim does so in part due to the Court's obligation to construe a pro se complaint 
liberally. s such, SBC Bank's liability ay not be established by default. See id 
Si ilarly, the clai s and argu ents against both Defendants are the sa e, and the 
Court's conclusion that Plaintiff's Complaint fails to state a claim for relief, in part, 
e  l   st t   t . 
Further, considering another i portant factor, Plaintiff will not likely suffer 
prejudice at this ti e because the appearing efendant's authority to foreclose on the 
Property is predicated upon the non-appearing Defendant's authority -   s  
ust be fully litigated and resolved ith or ithout the appearance of S  ank. This 
fact further supports the Court's decision not to enter default judg ent at this ti e as it is 
likely t at the res lts a inst h defendant ay e inconsistent d lead to furt er 
litigation, which will be inefficient given the narrow issues presented in this case. 
Finally, the strong policy in favor offavoring decisions on the merits point toward 
the Court declining to enter default judgment against a non-appearing defendant in this 
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case For the foregoing reasons it is recommended that PlaintiffsMotion for Entry of
Final Default Judgment against HSBC Bank be denied
RECOMMENDATION
Consistent with the foregoing REPORT
IT IS HEREBY RECOMMENDED
1 DefendantsMotion to Dismiss Dkt 5 be GRANTED IN PARTAND
DENIED IN PART
2 PlaintiffsComplaint alleging any claim for relief under the Fair Debt
CollectionPractices Act other than for anunfair or unconscionable practice
under 15USC 16920 based on the Defendants authority to enforce
the Note
3 PlaintiffsMotion for Entry ofFinal Default Judgment Dkt 17 be
DENIED
4 Plaintiff be granted leave to file an amended complaint setting forth any
additional facts which would support his claims for relief against
Defendants under 15USCA 1692f within 30 days of the date of any







DATED February 9 2011
41ora arryM Boyle
United States Magistrate Judge
PLF 04231
000694
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case. For the foregoing reasons, it is recommended that Plaintiff's otion for Entry of 
Final fault Jud  agai t SBC n  be denied. 
RECOMMENDA I  
i t t it  t  f r goi g PORT, 
I  I   OM NDED: 
1. fendant's  t   ( t. )   I  A T  
 I  T; 
2. laintiff s l i t ll i   l i  f  li f  t  i  t 
Collection Practices Act other than for an unfair or unconscionable practice 
  .S.C. § 1692f(6) based on the efendants' authority to enforce 
 ; 
3. Plaintiff's otion for Entry afFinal efault Judg ent (Dkt. 17) be 
; 
4. Plaintiff be granted leave to file an a ended co plaint setting forth any 
additional facts hich ould support his clai s for relief against 
efenda ts   .S.C.A. § 1692f(6) within 30 days of the date of any 
 ing t is rt  ti . 
DATED: February 9, 2011. 
&;;~A!3toYle 
United States agistrate Judge 
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ATTACHMENTI
Exh Descriptionparties Recorded date Recorded date
Valley County Adams County
Cmplt I Original Deed ofTrust 214007 214007
MtD 1 214010
Beneficiary Wells Fargo NA
Trustee Pioneer Title
Mtd 2 Appointment of Successor 73020 9 172010
Trustee Northwest Trustee
Services Inc
Executed by Beneficiary Wells
Fargo NA on
Mtd 3 Assignment ofDeed ofTrust 73020 9 172010
to HSBCExecuted by
Beneficiary Wells Fargo NA
on
Cmplt 5 Notice of Default by 73020 9 932009
Northwest Trustee Services
Inc dated July 23 2009 with
HSBC Bank USA NA as





Mtd 4 Notice ofDefault by 73020 9 1172010
Northwest Trustee Services
Inc dated July 23 2009 with
HSBC Bank USA NA as





CmpIt 2 Residential Real Estate
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AI ACHMENT 1 
Exh. escription/parties Recorded date ecorded date 
Valley County Adams County 
plt. 1 ri i al ed f rust, 2/141200  2/1412007 
MtDl 211412010 
eneficiary: lls r   
r stee: i r itl  
td2 i t f sor /3 /2 09 1/7/  
 - t t  
ervices, . 
 y efi i  l  
r    
td3 i      /3 12009 11712010 
t  t   
fi i r  lls r   
on 
    l   /3 12009 /312009 
rt est  rvi s, 
Tn .  l  , 09,  
  A,   
ruste      
ritie  rp, ortga  
s-  , 
 -4 ("Cu re  
e iciary") 
td4 otice  e t  /3012009 17/2010 
orth est r st  r , 
I .  J  , , t  
 a  ,  s 
rustee for ells ar  sset 
Securities orp, ortgage 
Pass- hrough ertificates, 
eries 7-4 ("Current 
Be fi iary'') 
Cmplt  Reside tial eal state 
ontract date  0/4/2009, 
S le : arlylses 
u : Bret rmacost 
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Mtd 5 Notice ofTrustees Sale dated
10920 9by Successor
Trustee Northwest Trustees
Services Inc sale to be held
28010and29010
Cmplt 3 Warranty Deed conveying 1272009 1282009
property to Second Ventures
West Inc executed by
Carlyles 12 2009
Cmplt 6 Notice ofTrusteesSale dated
21010 by Successor Trustee
Northwest Trustees Services
Inc sale to be held632010
and642010
Cmplt 4 Warranty Deed conveying 612010 5210 0
property to Bret Armacost
executed by Donald Perry
President Second Ventures
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td5 ti  of ruste 's Sale d t  
10/912009  Succ ssor 
   
ervices, Inc.; al  t   held 
21812010 nd /9/2010 
tt3 rr nty  conv yi  121712009 121812009 
r erty  eco   
st, I c. ex c t  y 
 /_1  
lt  ti  f r ste 's l  t  
1112010  sor  
  ervi s, 
I c.; l     13120 I 0 
 /412010 
t  arra t  ee  c e i  1112010 12112010 
r rt  t  r t r t, 
t   l  erry, 
i nt,  re  
t, .   , 0. 
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ON APPEAL from the United States Bankruptcy Court for Arizona Phoenix
THIS CAUSE came on to be heard on the record from the above court
ON CONSIDERATION WHEREOF it is ordered and adjudged by this Panel that the
judgment ofthe Bankruptcy Court is REVERSED
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Date June 10 2011
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Appellants
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AMERICAN HOME MORTGAGE SERVICING
INC WELLS FARGO BANK NA as
Trustee for Option One Mortgage
Loan Trust 20063 Asset Backed
Certificates Series 2006 3 and
its successor andor assignees
Appellees
1
Argued and Submitted on June 18 2010
at Phoenix Arizona
Filed June 10 2011
Appeal From The United States Bankruptcy Court
for the District of Arizona
Honorable Randolph J Haines Bankruptcy Judge Presiding
Appearances Trucly D Pham of John Joseph Volin PC argued
for Appellants Howard Richard Veal Jr and Shelli
Ayesha Veal and Kevin Hahn of Malcolm Cisneros
while not formally consolidated these two related appeals
were heard at the same time and were considered together This
single disposition applies to both appeals and the clerk is
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argued for Appellees American Home Mortgage
Servicing Inc and Wells Fargo Bank NA as
Trustee for Option One Mortgage Loan Trust 20063
Asset Backed Certificates Series 20063 and its
successors andor assignees





A AHMSIsProof of Claim and the Veals Claim Objection
B Wells Fargo Relief from Stay Motion and the Veals
Response 7
C Joint Hearing on the Claim Objection and the Relief
from Stay Motion 10
III DISCUSSION 11
A Standing in Mortgage Cases 12
1 Constitutional Standing 12
2 Prudential Standing 13
3 Prudential Standing and the Real Party in Interest
Doctrine 14
4 Real Party in Interest Status and Its Policies
15
B The Substantive Law Related to Notes Secured by Real
Property 17
1 Applicability of UCC Articles 3 and 9 17
2 Article 3 of the UCC and the Concept of a Person
Entitled to Enforce a Note 20
3 Article 9 and Transfers of Ownership and Other
Interests in a Promissory Note 24
C Wells Fargo Lack of Standing to Seek Relief from the
Automatic Stay 27
1 Standing to Seek Relief from Automatic Stay 27
2 Wells Fargo Argument Regarding Standing 30
3 Wells Fargo Lack of a Connection to the Note
32
D AHMSr s Lack of Standing 7b File Proof of Claim 37
1 The Lack of Findings on Central Issues 39
2 Analysis of the Record and AHMSIsStatus as a
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I INTRODUCTION
In the first of these two related appeals debtors and
appellants Howard and Shelli Veal the Veals challenge the
bankruptcy courts order granting relief from the automatic stay
under 362d to appellee Wells Fargo Bank NA as Trustee
for Option One Mortgage Loan Trust 20063 Asset Backed
Certificates Series 20063 Wells Fargo In the second
appeal the Veals challenge the bankruptcy courtsorder
overruling their objection to a proof of claim filed by appellee
American Home Mortgage Servicing Inc AHMSI This proof of
claim relates to the same obligation that is the focus of Wells
Fargos motion for relief from the automatic stay
In each appeal the issue presented is whether the appellee
established its standing as a real party in interest to pursue
the relief it requested With respect to Wells Fargos request
for relief from the automatic stay we hold that a party has
standing to seek relief from the automatic stay if it has a
property interest in or is entitled to enforce or pursue
remedies related to the secured obligation that forms the basis
of its motion with respect to AHMSIsproof of claim we hold
that a party has standing to prosecute a proof of claim involving
Unless specified otherwise all chapter and section
references are to the Bankruptcy Code 11 USC 1011532 all
Rule references are to the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy
Procedure Rules 10019037 and all Civil Rule references are
to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
2The bankruptcy court had jurisdiction under 28 USC
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1 a negotiable promissory note secured by real property if under
2 applicable law it is a person entitled to enforce the note as
3 defined by the Uniform Commercial Code
4 Applying these holdings in the relief from stay appeal we
5 determine that the record does not support the bankruptcy courts
6 finding that Wells Fargo had standing We thus REVERSE the
7 bankruptcy courts relief from stay order In AHMSIsclaim
8 objection appeal the bankruptcy court did not make findings
9 necessary to determine AHMSIsstanding as a person entitled to
10 enforce the Veals obligations so we must VACATE the claim
11 objection order and REMAND for further proceedings
12 II FACTS
13 The Veals do not dispute that in August 2006 Shelli Veal
14 executed a promissory note the Note in favor of GSF Mortgage
15 Corporation GSF To secure her payment obligations under the
16 Note Ms Veal also executed a mortgage the Mortgage in favor
17 of GSF covering certain real property located in Springfield
18
JIllinois the Property19 On June 29 2009 the Veals filed a chapter 13 bankruptcy
20 The Veals listed AHMSI on their Schedule D as a secured creditor
21 This schedule submitted under penalty of perjury stated that
22 the Veals owed AHMSI 15058692 the Veal Loan and that
23 AHMSI held security on the Property securing that indebtedness
24 At no point did the Veals schedules ever list the Veal Loan as
25 disputed The Veals similarly referred to AHMSI as a secured
26 creditor in their chapter 13 plan and in their amended chapter 13
27 plan At the time this appeal was submitted the Veals had not
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1 A AHMSIsProof of Claim and the Veals Claim Objection
2 On July 18 2009 AHMSI filed a proof of secured claim In
3 the proof of claim AHMSI stated that it was filing the claim on
4 behalf of Wells Fargo as Wells Fargos servicing agent
5 In addition to an itemization of the claim amounts AHMSI
6 attached the following documents to the proof of claim
7 1 a copy of the Note showing an indorsement from GSF
8 to Option One
9 2 a copy of the Mortgage
10 3 a copy of a recorded Assignment of Mortgage
11 assigning the Mortgage from GSF to Option One Mortgage
12 Corporation Option One and
13 4 a letter dated May 15 2008 signed by Jordan D
14 Dorchuck as Executive Vice President and Chief Legal Officer
15 of AHMSI addressed to To Whom it May Concern the
16 Dorchuck Letter
17 On its face the Dorchuck Letter states that AHMSI acquired
18 Option Ones mortgage servicing business
19 The Dorchuck Letter is just that a letter and nothing
20 more Mr Dorchuck does not declare that his statements are made
21 under penalty of perjury nor does the document bear any other of
22 the traditional elements of admissible evidence No basis was
23 laid for authenticating or otherwise admitting the Dorchuck
24 Letter into evidence at any of the hearings in this matter
25 Indeed the Veals objected to its consideration as evidence
26
27 3The Veals stated in a memorandum filed with the bankruptcy
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On November 5 2009 the Veais filed an objection to AHMSIs
proof of claim Approximately a month later the Veals filed a
memorandum of points and authorities in support of their claim
objection Among other objections the Veals contended that
AHMSI lacked standing According to the Veals AHMSI needed to
establish that it was authorized to act as servicing agent on
behalf of Wells Fargo and that either AHMSI or Wells Fargo had
to be qualified as holders of the Note within the meaning of
Arizonas version of the Uniform Commercial Code The Veals
argued that the proof of claim exhibits did not establish any of
these necessary facts
On November 19 2009 AHMSI filed its opposition to the
Veals claim objection The opposition contained no legal
argument and virtually no evidence Almost a page long the
opposition simply rehashed the contents of AHMSIsproof of
claim AHMSI also attached to the opposition duplicate copies of
some of the same documents that it had previously attached to the
proof of claim again without any apparent compliance with the
rules of evidence as AHMSI provided no declaration
authenticating any of the documents attached thereto
continued
evidence of anything The bankruptcy court did not rule on this
objection
The Veals also argued that there were several defects in
the chain of mortgage assignments between GSF and Wells Fargo
but the Veals emphasized that the key defect was the failure to
establish that either AHMSI or Wells Fargo qualified as the
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B Wells Fargo Relief from Stay Motion and the Veals
Response
Meanwhile on October 21 2009 Wells Fargo filed a motion
for relief from stay to enable it to commence foreclosure
proceedings against the Property Wells Fargo alleged in the
motion that it was a secured creditor pursuant to a first
priority mortgage None of the three exhibits attached to the
motion however directly supported this allegation its first
exhibit was a copy of the same Mortgage that AHMSI attached to
its proof of claim its second exhibit was an itemization of
postpetition amounts due and its final exhibit was a copy of the
Veals Schedules A and D Wells Fargo submitted no other
documents with its motion As a result Wells Fargo presented no
evidence as to who possessed the Note and no evidence regarding
any property interest it held in the Note
On November 5 2009 the Veals responded to the relief from
stay motion They argued that Wells Fargo lacked standing to
prosecute the relief from stay motion and that Wells Fargo was
not the real party in interest The Veals also submitted no
evidence with their response rather they relied on the absence
of evidence submitted in support of the relief from stay motion
5The Veals did refer the bankruptcy court to documents
available on the website of the Securities Exchange Commission
supposedly related to the alleged securitization of the Veal
Loan but there is no indication in the record whether the
bankruptcy court actually looked at or considered these
documents
These documents had they been properly authenticated might
have filled some but not all of the gaps in the evidence For
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1 Wells Fargo did not file a written reply in support of its
2 relief from stay motion It did however file two separate
3 papers each entitled Notice of Supplemental Exhibit The
4 first notice filed on November 10 2009 attached a single
5 exhibit a copy of the same Note that AHMSI had attached to its
6 proof of claim The second notice filed on February 1 2010
7 contained two exhibits a a copy of the same assignment of
8 mortgage that AHMSI had attached to its proof of claim and b a
9 copy of a subsequent assignment of mortgage dated November 10
10 2009 after the date of filing of the relief from stay motion
11 assigning the rights under the Mortgage from Sand Canyon
12 Corporation formerly known as Option One Mortgage Corporation to
13 Wells Fargo Neither of these assignments were authenticated
14 These assignments were important They purported not only
15 to transfer the Mortgage to each named assignee but also to
16 transfer other rights as well The purported assignment from GSF
17 to Option One for example stated that it assigned not only the
18 Mortgage but also the notes and obligations therein described





23 PSA for a securitization trust The PSA identifies and
24
appoints Option One as servicer for the trust assets and
identifies Wells Fargo as trustee of the trust Further the
25 schedules attached to the PSA appear to identify the Veal moan as
one of the trust assets Thus the PSA had it been properly
26 authenticated and admitted would have tied both Option One and
Wells Fargo to the Veal Loan The PSA did not however identify
27 AHMSI in any capacity including its alleged role as successor
28
servicer or subservicer of the Veal Loan The PSA is similarly
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F all rights accrued or to accrue under such Mortgagei
The purported assignment from Option One to Wells Fargo was
Ildifferent however and more limited It purported to transfer
the following described mortgage securing the payment
of a certain promissory note s for the sum listed
below together with all rights therein and thereto
all liens created or secured thereby all obligations
therein described the money due and to become due
thereon with interest and all rights accrued or to
accrue under such mortgage
Thus unlike the assignment from GSF to Option One the
purported assignment from Option One to Wells Fargo does not
contain language effecting an assignment of the Note While the
Note is referred to that reference serves only to identify the
Mortgage Moreover unlike the first assignment the record is
devoid of any indorsement of the Note from Option One to Wells
Fargo As a consequence even had the second assignment been
considered as evidence it would not have provided any proof of
the transfer of the Note to Wells Fargo At most it would have
been proof that only the Mortgage and all associated rights
arising from it had been assigned
6This contractual assignment of the Note was superfluous
given the indorsement on the original note See Uniform
Commercial Code 3204
7One might argue that the clauses in the assignment which
follow the italicized appositive phrase are broad enough to pick
up the Note and thus effect a transfer of it They do after
all purport to transfer all rights therein and thereto
all obligations therein described and the money due and to
become due thereon with interest But given the carve out of
the Note at the beginning of the sentence the relative pronouns
therein thereto and thereon more naturally refer back to
the obligations contained in the Mortgage itself such as the
obligation to insure the Property and not to an external
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C Joint Hearing on the Claim Objection and the Relief
from Stay Motion
After several continuances of each matter on February 3
2010 the bankruptcy court held a joint hearing on the Veals
claim objection and Wells Fargos relief from stay motion
Neither party presented evidence at the hearing and the courts
Local Rules prohibited them from presenting live testimony at
this initial hearing unless the court had ordered otherwise See
Bankr D Ariz R 90142a Indeed the bankruptcy court
referred to the hearing on the relief from stay motion as a
preliminary hearing thereby indicating that a subsequent
evidentiary hearing would be set if necessary See Bankr D
Ariz R 40011i2
continued
referring to the Note but not explicitly making it the object of
the transfer as the initial assignment from GSF did the words
were made to curl back and pick up the Note just because the
Mortgage mentioned the Note among its many terms Although the
clauses might be sufficiently vague to permit parol evidence to
clarify their intended meaning no such evidence was offered or
requested
BBankr D Ariz R 90142a provides
Beatings on Contested Matters
a Initial Hearing without Live Testimony
Pursuant to Bankruptcy Rule 9014 all hearings
scheduled on contested matters will be conducted
without live testimony except as otherwise ordered by
the court If at such hearing the court determines
that there is a material factual dispute the court
will schedule a continued hearing at which live
testimony will be admitted
9Bankr D Ariz R 4001i2provides
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Both parties presented oral argument after which the
bankruptcy court ruled from the bench The bankruptcy court
overruled the Veals claim objection and granted the relief from
stay motion The court found that the documents presented
adequately reflected Wells Fargos standing and the court stated
that the issue of who qualified as holder of the note was
irrelevant According to the bankruptcy court At minimum they
Wells Fargo have demonstrated they are an assignee of the debt
and the mortgage has apparently been assigned to them
Notwithstanding this statement the bankruptcy court made no
findings regarding AHMSIs standing generally or more
specifically regarding whether AHMSI had established that it was
Wells Fargo authorized agent
The Veals timely appealed both orders
III DISCUSSION
The Veals challenge Wells Fargo standing to seek relief
from the stay and AHMSIsstanding as a real party in interest
with respect to the proof of claim it filed Standing is a legal
issue that we review de novo Wedges Ledges of Cal Inc v
City of Phoenix 24 F3d 56 61 9th Cir 1994 Kronemyer v Am
Contractors Indem Co In re Kronemyer 405 BR 915 919 9th
9continued
2 Relief may be granted or denied at the
preliminary hearing based upon the affidavits
declarations and other supporting documentation
filed as part of the motion or objection if the
opposing party affidavits declarations and
supporting documentation fail to establish the
existence of a material issue of fact that
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1 Cir SAP 2009
2 A Standing in Mortgage Cases
3 A federal court may exercise jurisdiction over a litigant
4 only when that litigant meets constitutional and prudential
5 standing requirements Elk Grove Unified Sch Dist v Newdow
6 542 US 1 11 2004 Standing is a threshold question in
7 every federal case determining the power of the court to
8 entertain the suit Warth v Seldin 422 US 490 498 1975
9 See also Arizona Christian Sch Tuition Org v Winn 131 S Ct
10 1436 1442 2011 City of Los Angeles v County of Kern 581
11 F3d 841 845 9th Cir 2009
12 1 Constitutional Standing
13 Constitutional standing requires an injury in fact which is
14 caused by or fairly traceable to some conduct or some statutory
15 prohibition and which the requested relief will likely redress
16 Winn 131 S Ct at 1442 Sprint CommcnsCo v APCC Servs
17 Inc 554 US 269 273 74 2008 United Food CommlWorkers
18 Union Local 751 v Brown Grp Inc 517 US 544 551 1996
19 Both Wells Fargo and AHMSI satisfy the relatively minimum
20 requirements of constitutional standing they each have shown
21 injury in fact causation and redressability Injury in fact is
22 shown with respect to Wells Fargo by the automatic stay
23 prohibition on its right to exercise its alleged remedies against
24 the Veals and with respect to AHMSI by the effect of claim
25 allowance procedures on its ability to receive a distribution
26 from the Veals estate Causation exists by the simple fact that
27 neither Wells Fargo nor AHMSI may exercise their nonbankruptcy
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1 redressability exists in each case because the relief requested
2 if appropriate would address and remedy the claimed injury
3 2 Prudential Standing
4 Even though wells Fargo and AHMSI may meet the
5 constitutional minima for standing this determination does not
6 end the inquiry They must also show they have standing under
7 various prudential limitations on access to federal courts
8 Prudential standing embodies judicially selfimposed limits on
9 the exercise of federal jurisdiction Sprint 554 US at 289
10 quoting Elk Grove 542 US at 11 County of Kern 581 F3d at
11 845
12 In this case one component of prudential standing is
13 particularly applicable It is the doctrine that a plaintiff
14 must assert its own legal rights and may not assert the legal
15 rights of others Sprint 554 US at 289 Warth 422 US at
16 499 Oregon v Legal Servs Corp 552 F3d 965 971 9th Cir
17 2009
18 Here the Veals allege that neither Wells Fargo nor AHMSI
19 have shown they have any interest in the Note or any right to be
20 paid by the Veals They seek to invoke prudential standing
21 principles which generally provide that a party without the legal
22 right under applicable substantive law to enforce an obligation
23 or seek a remedy with respect to it is not a real party in
24 interest Doran v 7Eleven Inc 524 F3d 1034 1044 9th Cir
25 2008 If the Veals contention is correct as to AHMSI and Wells
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3 Prudential Standing and the Real Party in Interest
Doctrine
This formulation of the prudential standing doctrine
however conflates somewhat with the real party in interest
doctrine found in Rule 7017 While at least one prominent
authority maintains that the third party standing doctrine and
the real party in interest requirement are legally distinct 6A
Charles Alan Wright Arthur R Miller Mary Kay Kane Federal
Practice and Procedure Civil 1542 3d ed 2010 another
authority succinctly summarizes the practical distinction
Generally real parties in interest have standing but not every
party who meets the standing requirements is a real party in
interest 4 Moores Federal Practice g 170 at p1715 3d
ed 2010 footnotes omitted
As a result if neither Wells Fargo nor AHMSI is a real
party in interest we need not parse the remaining differences
between standing and real party in interest status We thus
concentrate on real party in interest status and whether Wells
Fargo or AHMSI met their burden of demonstrating that they
ORule 7017 incorporates Civil Rule 17 and is applicable
here through Rule 9014
Some cases have suggested that Civil Rule 17a requiring
the real party in interest to prosecute federal civil
litigation in its own name can effectuate the prudential
limitation on thirdparty standing See eg Dunmore v United
States 358 F3d 1107 1112 9th Cir 2004 In re Haves 393
BR 259 267 Bankr D Mass 2008 However whatever the
practical result of Civil Rule 17s application the two remain
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qualified as real parties in interest
4 Real Party in Interest Status and Its Policies
Civil Rule 17a starts simply An action must be
prosecuted in the name of the real party in interest Although
the exact definition of a real party in interest may defy
articulation its function and purpose are well understood As
stated in the Advisory Committee Notes for Civil Rule 17
In its origin the rule concerning the real party in
interest was permissive in purpose it was designed to
allow an assignee to sue in his own name That having
been accomplished the modern function of the rule in
its negative aspect is simply to protect the defendant
against a subsequent action by the party actually
entitled to recover and to insure generally that the
judgment will have its proper effect as res judicata
Notes of Advisory Committee on 1966 Amendments to Rule 17 See
also UHaul Int Inc v Jartran Inc 793 F2d 1034 1039
9th Cir 1986 The modern function of the rule is
simply to protect the defendant against a subsequent action by
the party actually entitled to recover and to insure generally
that the judgment will have its proper effect as res judicata
quoting Advisory Committee Notes to the 1966 amendment of Civil
Rule 17
11 In all of its various aspects the standing issue is an
inherently factual inquiry into the nature of the rights
asserted see egSprint 554 US at 27173 and the party
asserting that it has standing bears the burden of proof to
establish its standing Summers v Earth Island Inst 555 US
488 129 SCt 1142 1149 2009 the movant bears the
burden of showing that he has standing for each type of relief
sought Bennett v Spear 520 US 154 16768 1997 Hasso v
Mozsaai In re La Sierra Fin Servs Inc 290 BR 718 726
9th Cir BAP 2002 These cases require that the movant bear
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1 In this regard most real party in interest inquiries focus
2 on whether the plaintiff or movant holds the rights he or she
3 seeks to redress See Moores sutra 170 Was for
4 example the plaintiff a party to the contract sought to be
5 enforced Did it have some other interest in the contract
6 But in some cases statutory or common law recognizes
7 relationships in which parties may sue in their own name for the
8 benefit of others In these cases real party in interest
9 doctrine potentially alters results it allows these third
10 parties to sue in their own name on actions in which they may not
11 have the ultimate or direct personal stake in the matter A
12 guardian for example may sue on behalf of his or her ward even
13 though the recovery is solely the wards Civil Rule
14 17aC A bailee may sue in its own name for damage to
15 goods entrusted to it even though it does not own them Civil
16 Rule 17aD Even assignees for collection may under
17 certain circumstances sue in their own name on their assignor
18 debt See Sprint 554 US at 284 dictum Staggers v Otto
19 Gerdau Co 359 F2d 292 294 2d Cir 1966 Kilbourn v Western
20 Sur Co 187 F2d 567 571 72 10th Cir 1951
21 Real party in interest doctrine thus melds procedural and
22 substantive law it ensures that the party bringing the action
23 owns or has rights that can be vindicated by proving the elements
24 of the claim for relief asserted It also has another key
25 aspect as the Advisory Committee Notes acknowledge if the party
26 bringing the action loses on the merits it ensures that the
27 person defending the action can preclude anyone from ever seeking
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1 B The Substantive Law Related to Notes Secured by Real
2 Property
3 Real party in interest analysis requires a determination of
4 the applicable substantive law since it is that law which
5 defines and specifies the wrong those aggrieved and the redress
6 they may receive 6A Federal Practice and Procedure 1543 at
7 48081 In order to apply Rule 17a properly it is
8 necessary to identify the law that created the substantive right
9 being asserted See also id 1544
10 1 Applicability of UCC Articles 3 and 912
11 Here the parties assume that the Uniform Commercial Code
12 UCC applies to the Note If correct then two articles of
13 the UCC potentially apply If the Note is a negotiable
14
15
This discussion owes much to a pending commentary of the
16 Permanent Editorial Board for the Uniform Commercial Code See
John A Sebert Draft Report of the PEB on the UCC Rules
17
Applicable to the Assignment of Mortgage Notes and to the
18 Ownership and Enforcement of Those Notes and the Mortgages
Securing The March 29 2011 available at
19 http extranetalio gdirectory filesPEBReportnMortgage
20
tesCirculationDr ftdflast visited June 10 2011
As all fifty states have enacted the UCC citations to the
21
UCC in this opinion will be to the official text when discussing
22 general propositions Specific state enactments will be cited
when applicable
23
L9Even if the Note is not a negotiable instrument and
24 thus Article 3 would not directly apply it may be appropriate
consistent with the principles stated in 11022 now 1
25
103 for a court to apply one or more provisions of Article 3 to
26 the writing by analogy taking into account the expectations of
the parties and the differences between the writing and an
27 instrument governed by Article 3 Comment 2 to UCC 3104
See also Fred H Miller Alvin C Harrell The Law of Modern
28 Payment Systems 103b2003
17
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1 instrumentl Article 3 provides rules governing the payment of
2 the obligation represented by and reified in the Note
3 Article 3 however deals primarily with payment obligations
4 surrounding a negotiable instrument and the identification of
5 the proper party to be paid in order to satisfy and discharge the
6 obligations represented by that negotiable instrument As will
7 be seen Article 3 does not necessarily equate the proper person
8 to be paid with the person who owns the negotiable instrument
9
10 15See UCC 3102 This Article applies to negotiable
11
instruments The term negotiable instrument is defined in
UCC 3104ato mean
12 an unconditional promise or order to pay a fixed amount
of money with or without interest or other charges
13 described in the promise or order if it
14
1 is payable to bearer or to order at the time
it is issued or first comes into possession of a
15 holder
2 is payable on demand or at a definite time
15 and
3 does not state any other undertaking or
17
instruction by the person promising or ordering payment
18 to do any act in addition to the payment of money but
the promise or order may contain i an undertaking or
19 power to give maintain or protect collateral to
secure payment ii an authorization or power to the
20 holder to confess judgment or realize on or dispose of
collateral or iii a waiver of the benefit of any law21
intended for the advantage or protection of an obligor
22
16Article 3 carries forward and codifies venerable
23 commercial law rules developed over several centuries during
which negotiable instruments played a much different role in
24 commerce than they do today As stated by Grant Gilmore Article
3 is not unlike a museum of antiquities a treasure house
25
crammed full of ancient artifacts whose use and function have
26 long since been forgotten Grant Gilmore Formalism and the Law
of Negotiable Instruments 13 Creighton L Rev 441 461 1979
27 His following quotation is apt and often repeated
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Nor does it purport to govern completely the manner in which
those ownership interests are transferred For the rules
governing those types of property rights Article 9 provides the
substantive law 17 UCC 9109a3 Article 9 applies to
a sale of promissory notes e Article 9 includes
rules for example governing the effect of the transfer of a
mote on any security given for that note such as a mortgage or a
deed of trust As a consequence Article 9 must be consulted
to answer many questions as to who owns or has other property
interest in a promissory note From this it follows that the
determination of who holds these property interests will inform
the inquiry as to who is a real party in interest in any action
involving that promissory note
As a result this opinion examines the relevant provisions
17Unlike Article 3 Article 9 is a relatively recent
innovation which attempts among other things to regularize
nonpossessory financing It was last completely revised in 1999
although there are currently amendments to that version being
offered for adoption by the states
18UCC 9109a3states that Article 9 applies to any
sale of a promissory note which is defined in 9102a65
as an instrument that evidences a promise to pay a monetary
obligation or does not evidence an order to pay In
turn an instrument under Article 9 is defined as a negotiable
instrument or any other writing that evidences a right to the
payment of a monetary obligation is not itself a security
agreement or lease and is of a type that in ordinary course of
business is transferred by delivery with any necessary
indorsement or assignment UCC 910247
19See UCC 9203g The attachment of a security interest
in a right to payment or performance secured by a security
interest or other lien on personal or real property is also
attachment of a security interest in the security interest
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1 of Article 3 and Article 9 as they apply to the Veals Note and
2 Mortgage as each Article may provide substantive law that shapes
3 the relevant real party in interest inquiry
4 2 Article 3 of the UCC and the Concept of a Person
5 Entitled to Enforce a Note
6 Article 3 provides a comprehensive set of rules governing
7 the obligations of parties on the Note including how to
8 determine who may enforce those obligations and to whom those
9 obligations are owed See UCC 3 102 Miller Harrell supra
10 102 Contrary to popular opinion these rules do not
11 absolutely require physical possession of a negotiable instrument
12
lin
order to enforce its terms Rather Article 3 states that the
13 ability to enforce a particular note a concept central to our
14 standing inquiry is held by the person entitled to enforce
15 the note UCC 3301
16 A thorough understanding of the concept of a person
17 entitled to enforce is key to sorting out the relative rights
18 and obligations of the various parties to a mortgage transaction
19 In particular the person obligated on the note a maker in
20 the argot of Article 3 must pay the obligation represented by
21 the note to the person entitled to enforce it UCC 3 412
22 Further if a maker pays a person entitled to enforce the note
23 the makers obligations are discharged to the extent of the
24 amount paid UCC 3602a Put another way if a maker makes
25 a payment to a person entitled to enforce the obligation is
26 satisfied on a dollar for dollar basis and the maker never has
27
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to pay that amount again Id See also UCC 3602c
If however the maker pays someone other than a person
entitled to enforce even if that person physically possesses
ithe
note the maker signed the payment generally has no effect
on the obligations under the note The maker still owes the
money to the person entitled to enforce Miller Harrell
supra 16036biiand at best has only an action in
restitution to recover the mistaken payment See UCC 3418b
At least two ways exist in which a person can acquire
person entitled to enforce status To enforce a note under
the method most commonly employed the person must be the
holder of the note UCC 33011
The concept of a holder is set out in detail in UCC
1201b1Aproviding that a person is a holder if the
person possesses the note and either ithe note has been made
payable to the person who has it in his possession23 or ii the
The 2002 Amendments to Article 3 provided a limited
exception for notes transferred without notice to the maker UCC
3602b See 2 James J White Robert S Summers Uniform
Commercial Code 1612 at 146 5th ed 2008
22 Another method is uncommon and does not require possession
of the note Under UCC 3301iii a person may be a person
entitled to enforce the note if among other things the person
cannot reasonably obtain possession of the instrument because the
instrument was destroyed its whereabouts cannot be determined
or it is in the wrongful possession of an unknown person or a
person that cannot be found or is not amenable to service of
process UCC 3309a The burden of showing these
factual predicates is on the person attempting to enforce the
negotiable instrument Here however the Note is not alleged to
be lost or stolen
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Inote is payable to the bearer of the note This determination
requires physical examination not only of the face of the note
abut also of any indorsements
The Veals contend that only a holder may enforce the Note
or seek relief from the automatic stay to enforce it Their
analysis is incomplete for Article 3 provides another way in
which an entity can become a person entitled to enforce a
negotiable instrument This third way involves the person
attaining the status of a nonholder in possession of the note
who has the rights of a holder UCC 3301ii This
definition however seems at odds with itself one can
legitimately ask how a person who is not the holder of a note
possesses the rights of a holder
23 continued
such This concept of identification begins with the issuance of
a note to a payee To be covered by Article 3 the note must be
negotiable which generally means the note must have words of
negotiability that is the note must be initially payable to
the stated payee or order The two words or order have come
to mean that the person identified for purposes of holder
status generally needs to be identical with the last listed
indorser on the note assuming the note has not become a bearer
instrument
So if A makes a note payable to B or order and B indorses
the note to C C is a holder if C is in possession If D steals
the note from C D is not the holder even if he forges Cs
indorsement The process of transfer is called negotiation
which UCC 3201a defines as a transfer of possession
whether voluntary or involuntary of an instrument by a person
other than the issuer to a person who thereby becomes its
holder
24This would include checking to see if any purported
allonge was sufficiently affixed as required by UCC 3204a
See In re Weisband 427 BR 13 1920 Bankr D Ariz 2010 In
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1 The answer to this question involves a combination of
2 history and practicality NonUCC law can bestow this type of
3 status such law may for example recognize various classes of
4 successors in interest such as subrogees or adminstrators of
5 decedent estates See Comment to UCC 3301 More commonly
6 however a person becomes a nonholder in possession if the
7 physical delivery of the note to that person constitutes a
8 transfer but not a negotiation Compare UCC 3201
9 definition of negotiation with UCC 3203a definition of
10 transfer Under the UCC a transfer of a negotiable
11 instrument vests in the transferee any right of the transferor
12 to enforce the instrument UCC 3203b As a result if a
13 holder transfers the note to another person by a process not
14 involving an Article 3 negotiation such as a sale of notes in
15 bulk without individual indorsement of each note that other
16 person the transferee obtains from the holder the right to
17 enforce the note even if no negotiation takes place and thus
18 the transferee does not become an Article 3 holder See
19 Comment 1 to UCC 3203
20 This places a great deal of weight on the UCCs definition
21 of a transfer UCC 3203a states that a note is
22 transferred when it is delivered by a person other than its
23 issuer for the purpose of giving to the person receiving delivery
24 the right to enforce the instrument As a consequence while
25 the failure to obtain the indorsement of the payee or other
26 holder does not prevent a person in possession of the note from
27 being the person entitled to enforce the note it does raise
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of a right to enforce the possessor of the note must demonstrate
both the fact of the delivery and the purpose of the delivery of
the note to the transferee in order to qualify as the person
entitled to enforce
3 Article 9 and Transfers of Ownership and Other
Interests in a Promissory Note
The transfer concept is not only bound up in the
enforcement of the makers obligation to pay the debt evidenced
by the note but also in the ownership of those rights Put
another way one can be an owner of a note without being a
person entitled to enforce This distinction may not be an
easy one to draw but it is one the UCC clearly embraces While
in many cases the owner of a note and the person entitled to
enforce it are one and the same this is not always the case and
those cases are precisely the cases in which Civil Rule 17 would
require joinder of the real party in interest
25 The converse is also true one can be a person entitled
to enforce without having any ownership interest in the
negotiable instrument such as when a thief swipes and absconds
with a bearer instrument See Comment 1 to UCC 3301 The
ability of a thief to legitimately obtain payment on bearer
instruments such as bearer bonds has factored in literature and
film focusing on the dark side of humanity See eg F Scott
Fitzgerald The Great Gatsby ch 9 1925 part of Gatsbys
downfall connected with the theft or falsification of bearer
bonds Die Hard Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp 1988 thieves
masquerading as international terrorists seek to steal a highly
valuable trove of bearer bonds Beverly Hills Cop Paramount
Pictures 1984 friend of protagonist is murdered for stealing
bearer bonds from a drug operations kingpin
Bearer bonds in the United States but not internationally
were essentially eliminated in 1982 by the imposition of high tax
penalties on their issuance See Tax Equity and Fiscal
Responsibility Act of 1982 Pub L 97248 47109 96 Stat 596
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This distinction further recognizes that the rules that
determine who is entitled to enforce a note are concerned
primarily with the maker of the note They are designed to
provide for the maker a relatively simple way of determining to
whom the obligation is owed and thus whom the maker must pay in
order to avoid defaulting on the obligation UCc 3602a
c By contrast the rules concerning transfer of ownership and
other interests in a note identify who among competing
claimants is entitled to the noteseconomic value that is the
value of the makers promise to pay Under established rules
the maker should be indifferent as to who owns or has an interest
in the note so long as it does not affect the makers ability to
make payments on the note Or to put this statement in the
context of this case the Veals should not care who actually owns
the Note and it is thus irrelevant whether the Note has been
fractionalized or securitized so long as they do know who they
should pay Returning to the patois of Article 3 so long as
they know the identity of the person entitled to enforce the
Note the Veals should be content
Initially a note is owned by the payee to whom it was
As well as any indorsersobligation to pay See UCC 3
415 a
27To reemphasize the oft overlooked point Article 3 is
sufficiently flexible to allow a single identified person to be
both the person entitled to enforce the note and an agent for
all those who may have ownership interests in a note This point
reflects the view that so long as the maker obligation is
discharged by payment the maker should be indifferent as to
whether the person entitled to enforce the note satisfies his
or her obligations under the law of agency to the ultimate
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issued If that payee seeks either to use the note as collateral
or sell the note outright to a third party in a manner not within
Article 3 Article 9 of the UCC governs that sale or loan
transaction and determines whether the purchaser of the note or
creditor of the payee obtains a property interest in the note
See UCC 9109a3
With very few exceptions the same rules that apply to
transactions in which a payment right serves as collateral for an
obligation also apply to transactions in which a payment right is
sold outright See UCC 9203 Rather than contain two
parallel sets of rules one for transactions in which payment
rights are collateral and the other for sales of payment rights
Article 9 uses nomenclature conventions to apply one set of rules
to both types of transactions This is accomplished primarily by
defining the term security interest found in UCC
1201b35to include not only an interest in property
that secures an obligation but also the right of a purchaser of
a payment right such as a promissory note Cf UCC 1
201b35 The term security interest also includes any
interest of a consignor and a buyer of accounts chattel paper a
payment intangible or a promissory note in a transaction that is
subject to Article 9
Here neither AHMSI nor Wells Fargo was the initial payee of
the Note Due to this fact each was required to demonstrate
2That is it transfers a note in a manner not contemplated
by Article 3
29Article 9 explicitly incorporates definitions found in
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facts sufficient to establish its respective standing See note
11 supra In this regard facts that would be sufficient for
AHMSI are different from those that would be sufficient for Wells
Fargo As to Wells Fargo it had to show it had a colorable
claim to receive payment pursuant to the Note which it could
accomplish either by showing it was a person entitled to
enforce the Note under Article 3 or by showing that it had some
ownership or other property interest in the Note As to AHMSI
as it sought a distribution from the estate in payment of the
Note it had to show that it was a person entitled to enforce
the Note or was the agent of such a person
C Wells Fargo Lack of Standing to Seek Relief from the
Automatic Stay
Wells Fargo sought relief from the automatic stay to
foreclose on the Property The automatic stay however prevents
all proceedings relating to a foreclosure sale Mann v ADI
Invs Inc In re Mann 907 F2d 923 92627 9th Cir 1990
As a result to take any action other than filing a proof of
claim Wells Fargo had to seek relief from the stay
1 Standing to Seek Relief from Automatic Stay
Under 362d the bankruptcy court may grant relief from
the automatic stay onrequest of a party in interest The
Bankruptcy Code does not define the term party in interest
Status as a party in interest under 362d must be
determined on a casebycase basis with reference to the
interest asserted and how that interest is affected by the
automatic stay Kronemyer 405 BR at 919 quoting In re
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1 Our prior precedent is appropriately lenient with respect to
2 standing for stay relief This Panel said in Kronemver that
3creditors may obtain relief from the stay if their interests
4 would be harmed by continuance of the stay Kronemver 405 BR
5 at 921 Collier uses a similarly expansive statement Any party
6 affected by the stay should be entitled to seek relief
7 3 Collier on Bankruptcy 1 362072 Henry Sommer and Alan
8 Resnick eds 16th ed 2011
9 This test expands or contracts to match the interests sought
10 to be asserted A servicer for example might be delegated all
11 its principal rights or it could simply be asserting its
12 separate right to be paid out of the mortgage payments Cf
13 CWCapital Asset Mgmt LLC v Chicago Props LLC 610 F3d 497
14 500 01 7th Cir 2010 The servicer is much like an assignee
15 for collection who must render to the assignor the money
16 collected by the assignee suit on his behalf minus the
17 assignee fee but can sue in his own name without violating
18 Rule 17a In re Haves 393 BR 259 267 Bankr D Mass
19 2008Servicers are parties in interest with standing by
20 virtue of their pecuniary interest in collecting payments under
21 the terms of the notes and mortgages they service In re
22 Woodberry 383 BR 373 379 Bankr DSC 2008 In either
23 event the servicer has standing to request some relief from the
24 automatic stay
25 But Kronemver does not precisely address the discrete issue
26 presented here whether Wells Fargo interests are harmed by
27 the continuance of the stay The answer to that question
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1 generally and the specific nature of the nonbankruptcy rights
2 Wells Fargo seeks to vindicate
3 Relief from stay proceedings such as the one brought by
4 Wells Fargo are primarily procedural they determine whether
5 there are sufficient countervailing equities to release an
6 individual creditor from the collective stay One consequence of
7 this broad inquiry is that a creditors claim or security is not
8 finally determined in the relief from stay proceeding Johnson
9 V Riahetti In re Johnson 756 F2d 738 74041 9th Cir 1985
10 Hearings on relief from the automatic stay are thus handled in
11 a summary fashion The validity of the claim or contract
12 underlying the claim is not litigated during the hearing
13 Grella v Salem Five Cent Say Bank 42 F3d 26 33 1st Cir
14 1994 We find that a hearing on a motion for relief from stay
15 is merely a summary proceeding of limited effect First
16 Fed Bank v Robbins In re Robbins 310 BR 626 631 9th Cir
17 BAP 2004
18 As a result stay relief litigation has very limited claim
19 preclusion effect in part because the ultimate resolution of the
20 parties rights are often reserved for proceedings under the
21 organic law governing the parties specific transaction or
22 occurrence Stay relief involving a mortgage for example is
23 often followed by proceedings in state court or actions under
24 nonjudicial foreclosure statutes to finally and definitively
25 establish the lenders and the debtors rights In such
26
27 3OAn obvious exception to this paradigm occurs when the
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circumstances the concern of real party in interest
jurisprudence for avoiding double payment is quite reduced






















motion for relief from the stay the expedited hearing schedule
362e provides and because final adjudication of the parties
rights and liabilities is yet to occur this Panel has held that
a party seeking stay relief need only establish that it has a
colorable claim to enforce a right against property of the
estate United States v Gould In re Gould 401 BR 415 425
n14 9th Cir BAP 2009 Biggs v Stovin In re Luz Intl
Ltd 219 BR 837 842 9th Cir BAP 1998 See also Grella
42 F3d at 32
2 Wells Fargos Argument Regarding Standing
Although expansive this principle is not without limits
In granting Wells Fargos motion for relief from stay the
bankruptcy court found that Wells Fargo had established a
colorable claim based on two of Wells Fargo exhibits 1 a
copy of an assignment of mortgage from GSF the original lender
to Option One the GSF Assignment and 2 a copy of an
assignment of mortgage from Sand Canyon Corporation formerly
known as Option One Mortgage Corporation to Wells Fargo the
Sand Canyon Assignment According to the bankruptcy court
whoever possessed or held rights in the Note was irrelevant
30 continued
movantsproof of claim in such cases the doctrine that
security depends on the debt it secures controls and with the
debt disallowed the movant normally cannot pursue the real
property security outside of bankruptcy See 4 Richard R
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1 A bankruptcy courts determinations regarding stay relief
2 are reviewed for an abuse of discretion Kronemyer 405 BR at
3 919 The abuse of discretion test involves two distinct
4 determinations first whether the court applied the correct
5 legal standard and second whether the factual findings
6 supporting the legal analysis were clearly erroneous United
7 States v Hinkson 585 F3d 1247 1261 63 9th Cir 2009 en
8 Banc
9 If the court failed to apply the correct legal standard
10 then it has necessarily abused its discretion Cooter Gell
11 v Hartmarx Corp 496 US 384 405 1990 This prong of the
12 determination is considered de novo Hinkson 585 F3d at 1261
13 62 If the court applied the correct legal standard the inquiry
14 then moves to whether the factual findings made were clearly
15 erroneous Id at 1262 Under Hinkson factual findings are
16 clearly erroneous if they are illogical implausible or without
17 support in inferences that may be drawn from the record Id at
18 1263 See also Rule 8013
19 Against these high standards the Veals pursue two different
20 arguments Initially they argue that the GSF Assignment is
21 invalid because it bears an undated notarial acknowledgment
22 They also argue that the Sand Canyon Assignment is invalid
23 because it was not executed until after the Veals filed for
24 bankruptcy and after Wells Fargo filed its relief from stay
25 motion See In re Maisel 378 BR 19 2122 Bankr D Mass
26 2007 denying relief from stay because movants standing was
27 dependent on an assignment of mortgage dated after the filing of
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3 Wells Far os Lack of a Connection to the Note
The Veals first argument would seem to require a factual
investigation of the circumstances under which the Mortgage and
the subsequent assignments were signed But we need not remand
for that determination The Veals have a second argument and it
has merit They assert that as a matter of law the bankruptcy
court applied an incorrect legal principle in determining that
Wells Fargo had an ownership or other property interest in the
INote The Veals argue that had the bankruptcy court applied the
correct test it would have found that wells Fargo had not
established such an interest and thus its asserted rights under
Ithe Mortgage did not constitute a colorable claim to enforce a
right against property of the estate
The key to this argument is that under the common law
generally the transfer of a mortgage without the transfer of the
obligation it secures renders the mortgage ineffective and
unenforceable in the hands of the transferee Restatement
Third of Property Mortgages 54cmt e 1997 in general
a mortgage is unenforceable if it is held by one who has no right
to enforce the secured obligation As stated in a leading
real property treatise
When a note is split from a deed of trust the note
becomes as a practical matter unsecured Restatement
Third of Property Mortgage 54 cmt a 1997
Additionally if the deed of trust was assigned without
the note then the assignee having no interest in the
underlying debt or obligation has a worthless piece of
paper
31 It does not of course affect the obligations which have
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4 Richard R Powell Powell on Real Property 372 2000
Cf In re Foreclosure Cases 521 F Supp 2d 650 653 SD Ohio
2007 finding that one who did not acquire the note which the
mortgage secured is not entitled to enforce the lien of the
mortgage In re Mims 438 BR 52 56 Bankr SDNY 2010
Under New York law foreclosure of a mortgage may not be
brought by one who has no title to it and absent transfer of the
debt the assignment of the mortgage is a nullity quoting
Kluge v Fugazy 536NYS2d 92 93 NY App Div 1988
In this case Illinois law governs the issues related to the
Mortgagesenforcement and Illinois follows this rule
Illinois courts treat a mortgage as incident or
accessory to the debt and an assignment of a mortgage
without the note as a nullity In order for the
Illinois courts to enforce a mortgage assignment
the assignor must assign the underlying debt secured by
the mortgage debt It is axiomatic that any attempt to
assign the mortgage without transfer of the debt will
not pass the mortgagees interest to the assignee
Yorke v Citibank In re BNT Terminals Inc 125 BR 963 970
Bankr ND Ill 1990 citing Krueger v Dorr 161 NE2d 433
32 The Mortgage contains a choice of law provision which
states that the law of the state where the real property is
located applies to this Security Instrument The Property is
located in Illinois so this clause would require application of
Illinois law to issues concerning enforcement of the Mortgage
This choice of law provision is consistent with the common
law See Restatement Second of Conflict of Laws 229 As
will be seen later the Note is governed by the law of Arizona
See note 41 infra The application of different choice of law
rules to the Note and the Mortgage is consistent with the common
law Issues which do not affect any interest in the land
although they do relate to the foreclosure are determined on
the other hand by the law which governs the debt for which the
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44041 Ill App Ct 1959 Moore v Lewis 366 NE2d 594 599
Ill App Ct 1977 Commercial Prods Corp v Briecrel 242
NE2d317 321 Ill App Ct 1968 and Lundy v Messer 167
NE2d 278 279 Ill App Ct 1960
This rule appears to be the common law rule See eg
Restatement Third of Property Mortgacre 54 1997
Carpenter V Lonqan 83 US 271 274 75 1872 The note and
mortgage are inseparable the former as essential the latter as
an incident An assignment of the note carries the mortgage with
it while an assignment of the latter alone is a nullity
Orman v North Alabama Assets Co 204 F 289 293 ND Ala
1913 Rockford Trust Co v Purtell 183 Ark 918 1931
While we are aware that some states may have altered this rule by
statute that is not the case here
33The Restatement also sets up a general presumption that
the transfer of a mortgage normally includes an assignment of the
obligation it secured Id 54b Except as otherwise
required by the Uniform Commercial Code a transfer of a mortgage
also transfers the obligation the mortgage secures unless the
parties to the transfer agree otherwise But as we have
previously noted see text accompanying note 7 supra the
mortgage assignment to Wells Fargo did not also assign the Note
we are aware of statutory law and unreported cases in this
circuit that may give lenders a nonbankruptcy right to commence
foreclosure based solely upon their status as assignees of a
mortgage or deed of trust and without any explicit requirement
that they have an interest in the note See eg Cal Civil
Code 29241 a trustee mortgagee or beneficiary or any
of their authorized agents may conduct the foreclosure process
2924b4 a person authorized to record the notice of default
or the notice of sale includes an agent for the mortgagee or
beneficiary an agent of the named trustee any person designated
in an executed substitution of trustee or an agent of that
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As a result to show a colorable claim against the Property
Wells Fargo had to show that it had some interest in the Note
either as a holder as some other person entitled to enforce
or that it was someone who held some ownership or other interest
in the Note See In re Hwana 438 BR 661 665 CD Cal 2010
finding that holder of note has real party in interest status
None of the exhibits attached to Wells Fargo papers however
establish its status as the holder as a person entitled to
enforce or as an entity with any ownership or other interest in
the Note
Not surprisingly Wells Fargo disagrees It argues that it
submitted documents in support of its relief from stay motion
which established a colorable claim against property of the
1 34continued2009 WL 32567 at 2 SD Cal Jan 5 2009 Production of the
original note is not required to proceed with a non judicial
foreclosure Candelo v NDex West LLC No 081916 2008 WL
5382259 at 4 ED Cal Dec 23 2008 No requirement exists
under the statutory framework to produce the original note to
initiate non judicial foreclosure San Diego Home Solutions
Inc v Recontrust Co No 08cv1970 2008 WL 5209972 at 2 SD
Cal Dec 10 2008 California law does not require that the
original note be in the possession of the party initiating
non judicial foreclosure But see In re Salazar BR
2011 WL 1398478 at 4 Bankr SD Cal 2011 valid
foreclosure under California law requires both that the
foreclosing party be entitled to payment of the secured debt
and that its status as foreclosing beneficiary appear before the
sale in the public record title for theproperty We
express no view of the interaction of these statutes and real
party in interest requirements under Civil Rule 17
Ultimately the minimum requirements for the initiation of
foreclosures under applicable nonbankruptcy law will shape the
boundaries of real party in interest status under Civil Rule 17
with respect to relief from stay matters As a consequence the
result in a given case may often depend upon the situs of the
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estate In this regard it cites In re Robbins 310 BR 626
631 9th Cir BAP 2004 which in turn cites Grella 42 F3d at
32 However neither Robbins nor Grella dealt with a challenge
to the movants standing which as we have said is an
independent threshold issue Simply put the colorable claim
standard set forth in Robbins does not free Wells Fargo from the
burden of establishing its status as a real party in interest
allowing it to move for relief from stay as this is the way in
which Wells Fargo satisfies its prudential standing requirement
In particular because it did not show that it or its agent
had actual possession of the Note Wells Fargo could not
establish that it was a holder of the Note or a person entitled
to enforce the Note In addition even if admissible the
final purported assignment of the Mortgage was insufficient under
Article 9 to support a conclusion that Wells Fargo holds any
interest ownership or otherwise in the Note Put another way
without any evidence tending to show it was a person entitled to
enforce the Note or that it has an interest in the Note Wells
Fargo has shown no right to enforce the Mortgage securing the
Note Without these rights Wells Fargo cannot make the
threshold showing of a colorable claim to the Property that would
give it prudential standing to seek stay relief or to qualify as
a real party in interest
Accordingly the bankruptcy court erred when it granted
Wells Fargos motion for relief from stay and we must reverse
35As indicated above see note 22 supra there is no
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1 that ruling
2 D AHMSIsLack of Standing to File Proof of Claim
3 AHMSIsproof of claim presents similar issues but in a
4 different context An order overruling a claim objection can
5 raise legal issues such as the proper construction of statutes
6 and rules which we review de novo as well as factual issues
7 such as whether the facts establish compliance with particular
8 statutes or rules which we review for clear error Campbell v
9 Verizon Wireless In re Campbell 336 BR 430 434 9th Cir
10 BAP 2005 Heath v Am Express Travel Related Servs Co In re
11 Heath 331 BR 424 42829 9th Cir BAP 2005
12 The Veals contend that AHMSIspurported claim as opposed
13 to any security for that claim is subject to objection under
14 Article 3 of the UCC If correct their nonbankruptcy objection
15 provides a sufficient basis for disallowance of the claim
16 502b1 When ruling on such an objection the bankruptcy
17 court makes a substantive ruling that binds the parties in all
18 other proceedings and may finally adjudicate the parties
19 underlying rights As stated in Katchen v Lando 382 US 323
20 1966
21 The bankruptcy courts have summary jurisdiction to
adjudicate controversies relating to property over
22 which they have actual or constructive possession
23 Id at 327 quoting Thompson v Magnolia Petroleum Co 309 US
24
1471
481 1940 Courts have adopted this characterization of
25 the effect of claim objection proceedings under the somewhat
26 different and more expansive jurisdictional structure in place
27 under the 1978 Bankruptcy Code EDP Med Computer Sys Inc v
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IlHome Loan Mortcf CoR 143 F3d 525 52930 9th Cir 1998
MBank of Lafayette v Baudoin In re Baudoin 981 F2d 736 742
11 5th Cir 1993
Consistent with this view orders in claim objection
proceedings have been given issue and claim preclusive effect
As stated in Katchen
The normal rules of res judicata and collateral
estoppel apply to the decisions of bankruptcy courts
More specifically a creditor who offers a proof of
claim and demands its allowance is bound by what is
judicially determined and if his claim is rejected
its validity may not be relitigated in another
proceeding on the claim
382 US at 334 citations omitted In short a claims
objection proceeding in bankruptcy takes the place of the state
court lawsuit or other action because such actions are
presumptively stayed by the operation of 362
The Veals challenge AHMSIs status as the real party in
interest to file a proof of claim with respect to the Note This
argument stands on somewhat different grounds than the similar
objection to Wells Fargos stay relief Unlike a motion for
36The process of course is sufficiently flexible to allow
bankruptcy courts in appropriate cases to defer to nonbankruptcy
courts to liquidate and settle the parties claims and
contentions See eg Sonnax Indus Inc v Tri Component
Prods Corp In re Sonnax Indus Inc 907 F2d 1280 1286 2d
Cir 1990 Goya Foods Inc v Unanue Casal In re
Unanue Casal 159 BR 90 96 D PR 1993 affd 23 F3d 395
1st Cir 1994 Busch v Busch In re Busch 294 BR 137 141
n4 10th Cir BAP 2003 collecting cases Truebro Inc v
Plumberex Specialty Prods Inc In re Plumberex Specialty
Prods Inc 311 BR 551 55758 Bankr CD Cal 2004
The bankruptcy court however has exclusive jurisdiction
over the estate property that will be distributed on such claim
28 USC 1334 and exclusive jurisdiction over the
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relief from the stay the claim allowance procedure has finality
as 502b1explicitly directs a bankruptcy court to disallow
a claim if a legitimate nonbankruptcy law defense exists Again
unlike motions for relief from the automatic stay there will be
no subsequent determination of the parties relative rights and
responsibilities in another forum The proceedings in the
bankruptcy court are the final determination As a result Civil
Rule 17s policy of preventing multiple liability is fully
implicated
AHMSI apparently conceded that Wells Fargo held the economic
interest in the Note as it filed the proof of claim asserting
that it was Wells Fargo authorized agent Rule 3001b permits
such assertions and such assertions often go unchallenged But
here the Veals did not let it pass they affirmatively questioned
AHMSIsstanding In spite of this challenge AHMSI presented no
evidence showing any agency or other relationship with Wells
Fargo and no evidence showing that either AHMSI or Wells Fargo
was a person entitled to enforce the Note That failure should
have been fatal to its position
1 The Lack of Findincrs on Central Issues
The filing of an objection to claim initiates a contested
matter subject to the procedures set forth in Rule 9014 See
Advisory Committee Notes accompanying Rule 3007 In contested
matters a bankruptcy court must make findings of fact either
37 The Advisory Committee Notes accompanying the original
version of Rule 3007 promulgated in 1983 in relevant part state
that he contested matter initiated by an objection to a claim
is governed by rule 9014 The Advisory Committee Notes
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1 orally on the record or in a written decision See Rule 9014c
2 incorporating Rule 7052 which in turn incorporates Civil Rule
3 52 These findings must be sufficient to enable a reviewing
4 court to determine the factual basis for the courtsruling
5 Vance v Am Hawaii Cruises Inc 789 F2d 790 792 9th Cir
6 1986 Although the bankruptcy court here overruled the Veals
7 objection to AHMSIsproof of claim it did so without making any
8 findings or even any statements regarding the factual basis for
9 the courtsconclusion that AHMSI had standing to file the proof
10 of claim It simply held that being an assignee or agent of
11 the assignee of the Mortgage was sufficient
12 Even when a bankruptcy court does not make formal findings
13 however the BAP may conduct appellate review if a complete
14 understanding of the issues may be obtained from the record as a
15 whole or if there can be no genuine dispute about omitted
16 findings Gardenhire v Internal Revenue Serv In re
17 Gardenhire 220 BR 376 380 9th Cir BAP 1998 revd on
18 other grounds 209 F3d 1145 9th Cir 2000 citing Vance 789
19
20
38Civil Rule 52a1provides in relevant part
21 a Findings and Conclusions
22 1 In General In an action tried on the facts
without a jury or with an advisory jury the court must
23 find the facts specially and state its conclusions of
law separately The findings and conclusions may be
24 stated on the record after the close of the evidence or
25
may appear in an opinion or a memorandum of decision
filed by the court
26
39Given the lack of documentation provided in response to
27 the Veals objection it is not surprising that the bankruptcy
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F2d at 792 Magna Weld Sales Co v Magna Alloys Research
Pty Ltd 545 F2d 668 671 9th Cir 1976 See also Jess v
Carey In re Jess 169 F3d 1204 1208 09 9th Cir 1999
Swanson v Levy 509 F2d 859 86061 9th Cir 1975 After
such a review however when the record does not contain a clear
basis for the courts ruling we must vacate the courts order
and remand for further proceedings See eg Alpha Distr Co
y Jack Daniel Distillery 454 F2d 442 45253 9th Cir 1972
Canadian Comm1 Bank v Hotel Hollywood In re Hotel Hollywood
95 BR 130 13234 9th Cir BAP 1988
We have conducted such a review of the record and we have
found nothing in the record that establishes AHMSI standing to
file the proof of claim Neither party offered any testimony
either by way of declaration or by way of live testimony of
witnesses to support their respective positions on these
contested factual issues None of the documents attached to the
parties papers show that AHMSI was the servicing agent of Wells
Fargo let alone a servicing agent of a person entitled to
enforce the Note
When debtors such as the Veals challenge an alleged
servicer standing to file a proof of claim regarding a note
governed by Article 3 of the UCC that servicer must show it has
an agency relationship with a person entitled to enforce the
note that is the basis of the claim If it does not then the
servicer has not shown that it has standing to file the proof of
90See text accompanying note 7 above In addition the
documents presented especially the Dorchuck Letter are subject
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1 claim See eg In re Minbatiwalla 424 BR 104 10811
2 Bankr SDNY2010 Hayes 393 BR at 26670 In re Parrish
3 326 BR 708 72021 Bankr ND Ohio 2005
4 The bankruptcy court here apparently concluded as a matter
5 of law that the identity of the person entitled to enforce the
6 Note was irrelevant Its analysis followed the Mortgage instead
7 of the Note We disagree In the context of a claim objection
8 both the injuryinfact requirement of constitutional standing
9 and the real party in interest requirement of prudential standing
10 hinge on who holds the right to payment under the Note and hence
11 the right to enforce the Note In re Weisband 427 BR 13 18
12 19 Bankr D Ariz 2010 See also UHaul 793 F2d at 1038
13 holding that real party in interest is the party to whom the
14 relevant substantive law grants a cause of action In other
15 words Wells Fargo or AHMSI as Wells Fargo servicer must be a
16 person entitled to enforce the Note in order to qualify as a
17 creditor or creditorsagent entitled to file a proof of claim
18 Otherwise the estate may pay funds to a stranger to the case
19 indeed the primary purpose of the real party in interest
20 doctrine is to ensure that such mistaken payments do not occur
21 2 Analysis of the Record and AHMSIs Status as a
22 1 Person Entitled to Enforce the Note
23 Here Shelli Veal apparently signed the Note in Arizona
24 Given the lack of a choice of law clause in the Note Arizona law
25 would presumptively govern who has rights to enforce the Note
26
27 4For the purpose of determining who is the real party in
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Under Arizonasuniform adoption of the UCC a notesmaker has a
valid objection to the extent that the claimant is not a person
entitled to enforce the Note Ariz Rev Stat Ann 473301
As stated before AHMSI presented no evidence as to who possessed
the original Note It also presented no evidence showing
indorsement of the note either in its favor or in favor of Wells
Fargo for whom AHMSI allegedly was servicing the Veal Loan
Without establishing these elements AHMSI cannot establish that
it is a person entitled to enforce the Note The Veals would
thus have a valid claim objection under 502b1
Citing Campbell 336 BR at 432 AHMSI essentially argues
that the Veals are estopped or have waived their standing
arguments They point to admissions in the Veals bankruptcy
schedules and their chapter 13 plan which both list AHMSI as a
secured creditor with a lien on the Property
We disagree What these writings evidence is far from clear
Ion this record In addition to the conclusion AHMSI advances
41 continued
rules determine which state substantive law applies 6A Federal
Practice and Procedure at 1544 Arizona applicable choice
of law statute provides in relevant part that in the absence of
an agreement between the parties Arizona version of the UCC
applies to transactions bearing an appropriate relation to the
state of Arizona Ariz Rev Stat Ann 471301 2011 The
Veals who are the makers of the Note reside in Arizona and
apparently executed the Mortgage and the Note in Arizona The
Mortgage bears a notarial acknowledgment with a Notarys stamp
showing that the Notary is commissioned in Maricopa County
Arizona These uncontested facts evidence a sufficient
relationship with Arizona to justify application of Ariz Rev
Stat Ann 471301 See Barclays Discount Bank Ltd v Levy
743 F2d 722 724 25 9th Cir 1984 applying Californias
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1 they might also tend to show 1 that AHMSI was the current loan
2 servicer but not a person entitled to enforce the Note 2
3 that AHMSI was the holder of the Note 3 that AHMSI was the
4 only entity currently dunning the Veals for payment on the Note
5 or 4 that someone had highjacked the payment stream and up
6 until the claims objection the Veals had been duped
7 Campbell on which AHMSI relies stands for the unremarkable
8 proposition that the bankruptcy court may give evidentiary weight
9 to sworn statements in the debtorsschedules Campbell 336
10 BR at 436 Campbell does not say that a debtorsschedules are
11 necessarily and finally determinative of all facts contained
12 therein Id This argument may also be an attempt to win an
13 argument not present in this appeal nothing in the record
14 indicates that the bankruptcy court made any findings of the sort
15 AHMSI asserts based on the contents of the Veals schedules or
16 plan Nor is it our role to make such findings
17 AHMSI further argues that Campbell and Heath validate the
18 manner in which it filed its proof of claim and thus it is
19 entitled to the evidentiary benefits of Rule 3001f Rule
20 3001fprovides that an otherwise compliant proof of claim is
21 prima facie evidence of the validity and amount of the claim
22 AHMSI asserts that since its proof of claim met the standards set
23 forth in Campbell and Heath the Veals had the burden of
24 production of documents to sustain their objection As a
25 consequence according to AHMSI the Veals failure to offer any
26 evidence to counter the validity of AHMSIsclaim meant that the
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1 Neither Campbell nor Heath dealt with claim objections based
2 on lack of standing As noted above standing is an independent
3 threshold issue in all federal civil litigation Warth 422 US
4 at 498 County of Kern 581 F3d at 845 As indicated
5 previously the plaintiff or movant bears the burden of proof
6 with respect to its own standing see note 11 supra and AHMSI
7 did not meet that burden here
8 Moreover under a careful reading of the entirety of Rule
9 3001 standing is a prerequisite to the evidentiary benefits set
10 forth in Rule 3001f On its face Rule 3001fsays that a
11 proof of claim is prima facie evidence of the validity and amount
12 of the claim if it is both executed and filed in accordance with
13 the Rule and Rule 3001b requires that a claim be executed by
14 the creditor or its authorized agent Simply put if a claim is
15 challenged on the basis of standing the party who filed the
16 proof of claim must show that it is either the creditor or the
17 creditors authorized agent in order to obtain the benefits of
18 Rule 3001f Instead of obviating standing requirements Rule
19 3001 conditions the availability of the presumptions contained in
20 Rule 3001fupon the creditor first satisfying the standing
21 requirement contained within Rule 3001b To hold otherwise
22 would undermine the requirements of both constitutional and
23 prudential standing and the important principles those
24 requirements safeguard
25 In sum the bankruptcy courtsorder overruling the Veals
26 claim objection must be vacated and this matter remanded to allow
27 the bankruptcy court to render findings on the disputed factual
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1 entitled to enforce the Note and of AHMSIsalleged
2 authorization to service the Veal Loan may necessitate an
3 evidentiary hearing but we leave that decision to the bankruptcy
4 court
5 IV CONCLUSION
6 For all of the foregoing reasons the bankruptcy courts
7 order granting wells Fargos relief from stay motion is REVERSED
8 and the order overruling the Veals claim objection is VACATED
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REQUIRED ASSIGNMENTS FORFORECLOSURE BANKRUPTCY
Section 1 a With respect to each mortgage loan which shall mean a loan
secured by a mortgage deed of trust or security deed any such instrument is referred to herein as
a Security Instrument for which the note owner or the note owners servicer has decided to
i initiate foreclosure proceedings whether judicial or non judicial or ii file a Proof of Claim
or file a Motion for Relief from Stay in a bankruptcy Legal Proceedings and for which
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc referred to herein as MERS is the mortgagee
beneficiary or grantee of record as applicable the note owner or the note owners servicer shall
cause a MERS Certifying Officer also known as a Signing Officer to execute an assignment
of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note owners servicer or to such other party
expressly and specifically designated by the note owner The Member agrees and acknowledges
that MERS has the authority to execute such assignment of the Security Instrument in accordance
with the immediately preceding sentence The assignment of the Security Instrument must be
executed notarized witnessed if applicable and be in recordable form and comply with all
applicable laws regulations and rules
b The Member agrees and acknowledges that when MERS is
identified as nominee as a limited agent of the note owner in the Security instrument MERS as
nominee is the mortgagee beneficiary or grantee as applicable in the Security Instrument on





    &  
t  . (a) ith respect to each ortgage loan, hich shall ean a loan 
s r    rt ,  f tr st r s c rit   (any s  i str t is r f rr  t  r i  s 
 "Sec rit  I strument"), f r i  t  t  r r t  t  ner's s r i r s i  t : 
(i) i itiate foreclosure r i , t r j i i l r -judi i l r (ii) fil   r f f l i  
r file  tion f r li f fr  t  i   r t  ("Leg l r i s"); a  f r ic  
ortgage l tr i  istr ti  st s, I . ( r f rr  t  r i  s "MER ") is t  rt e, 
beneficiary or grantee f record (as applicable), the note o ner or the note o ner's servicer shall 
cause a  ertifying fficer (also kno n as a "Signing fficer") to execute an assign ent 
f the Security Instru ent fro  S to the note o ner's servicer, or to such other party 
expressly and specifically designated by the note o ner. The e ber agrees and ackno ledges 
that ERS has the authority to execute such assign ent of the Security Instru ent in accordance 
it  t e i e iatel  rece i  se te ce. e assi e t f t e ec rit  I str e t st e 
executed, notarized, itnessed (if applicable) and be i  recordable for  and co ply it  all 
applicable la s, regulations and rules. 
(b) The e ber agrees and ackno ledges that hen E S is 
identified as no inee (as a li ited agent) of the note o ner in the SecU1ity Instru ent, ERS, as 
i ee, is t e rt a ee, e eficiru , r ra tee (as a licable), i  t e ec rit  I str e t  
l    or e t    r. 
vFebruary2012  
  
c The Member servicing a mortgage loan registered on the MFRS
System shall be responsible for processing foreclosures in accordance with the applicable
agreements between such Member and the note owner and all applicable laws regulations and
rules
d The authority to initiate foreclosures and file Legal Proceedings in
the name of MERS granted to a Members Certifying Officers under such Members MERS
Corporate Resolution is revoked for actions initiated on or after July 22 2011 the effective date
of this Rule theEffective Date Effective September 1 2011 the Member whose Certifying
Officer initiates a foreclosure in MERS name could be sanctioned by MERS pursuant to Rule 7
provided however if the Member voluntarily dismisses such foreclosure or withdraws the filed
Legal Proceedings within 21 days of filing the action no sanction shall be levied
ei The note owner or the note owners servicer shall cause the
Certifying Officer to execute the assignment of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note
owners servicer or to such other party expressly and specifically designated by the noteowner
before initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings and promptly send the
assignment of the Security Instrument in recordable form for recording in the applicable public
land records
ii Notwithstanding subsectionei in states in which the law does
not require the party initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings to also be the




( c) he e ber servicing a ortgage loan registered on the ERS® 
st    le    i     e 
ts t     t  t    ll li le l , l ti s  
. 
(d)  t rit  t  i iti t  l s re   il  l i  i  
t e   : ER  t  t   ber's ti ing ice    ber's  
r rat  l ti  is r e  f r ti  i itiate   r ft r l  , , t  ff ti  t  
f t is l . (the "Effective t "). ff ti e t r ,  II, t  r s  rtif in  
fficer i itiates a f recl s re i  ' a e c l  e sa cti e    rs a t t  le , 
r ide  e er, if t e e er l taril  is isses s c  f recl s re r ith ra s t e file  
e al r cee i s it i  21 days ftili  t e acti n,  sa cti  s all e le ie . 
(e) (i) he note o ner or the note o ner's servicer shall cause the 
rtif ing ffic r t  te t  si t  t  rit  I tr t fr   t  t  t  
er's ser icer, r t  s c  t er art  e ressl  a  s ecificall  esi ate   t e te-o ner 
before initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing egal roceedings and pro ptly send the 
assign ent f the ecurity InstlU ent (in recordable for ) for recording i  the applicable public 
 r s. 
(ii) ot ithstanding subsection (e)(i), in states in hich the la  does 
not require the party initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing egal roceedings to also be the 
Oltgagee, beneficiary, or grantee f record (as applicable), the note o ner or the note o ner's 
vFebl1lary2012  
  
servicer shall cause the Certifying Officer to execute the assignment of the Security Instrument
from MERS to the note owners servicer or to such other party expressly and specifically
designated by the note owner either before or promptly after initiating foreclosure proceedings
or filing any Legal Proceedings and promptly send the assignment of the Security Instrument in
recordable form for recording in the applicable land records provided however until MERS
has identified and MERSCORP has published a list of states that do not require an executed
assignment of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note owners servicer or to such other
party expressly and specifically designated by the note owner before initiating foreclosure
proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings the note owner or the noteowners servicer shall cause
the Certifying Officer to execute the assignment from MERS to the note ownersservicer or to
such other party expressly and specifically designated by the note owner before initiating
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO
TIMM ADAMS et al
Plaintiffs
V







The Court held oral argument on March 14 2008 to address a number of
counsels concerns including plaintiffs motion to amend and DuPontsrequest to
extend the existing deadlines by three months At the conclusion of the argument
the Court took the matters under advisement The Court has now decided to grant
in large part the motion to amend but will relegate the new claims to the bullpen
and not try them during the Bellwether Trial The Court will not alter the
dispositive motion deadline or the trial date The Courts rulings are set forth in
greater detail below
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MOTION TOAMEND
1 Standard of Review
The Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure state that leave to amend shall be
freely given when justice so requires SeeFedRCivP15a2Nevertheless
the Court may deny leave to amend due to undue delay bad faith or dilatory
motive on the part ofthe movant repeated failure to cure deficiencies by
amendments previously allowed undue prejudice to the opposing party by virtue
of allowance ofthe amendment and futility of amendment Leadsinger Inc v
BMGMusic Pub 512F3d522 532 9th Cir 2008quoting Foman v Davis 371
US 178 1962 When futility is the reason for denying a proposed amendment
the Court must explain why the complaint could not be saved by any amendment
Id
A Idaho Consumer Protection Act Claim
DuPont alleges that plaintiffs are attempting to add a claim under the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act ICPA and that the attempt is futile However
plaintiffs made their ICPA claim in prior complaints and its language is altered
only in the most insignificant way in the Proposed Third Amended Complaint
DuPont essentially seeks to dismiss this claimunder Rule 12b6and must file a
Memorandum Decision and Order Page 2
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of allo ance of the a end ent, [and] futility of a endment." Leadsinger Inc. v. 
B  usic Pub., 512 F.3d 522, 532 (9th ir. 2008)(quoting Farnan v. avis, 371 
.S. 178 (1962». hen futility is the reason for denying a proposed a end ent, 
the ourt ust explain hy the co plaint could not be saved by any a end ent. 
l . 
.  s er ion ct  
t leges t at ffs          
onsu er Protection ct (ICPA), and that the atte pt is futile. o ever, 
plaintiffs ade their I P  clai  in prior co plaints, and its language is altered 
l  i  the st insig ificant ay in the r se  ir  ende  lai t. 
uPont essentially seeks to dis iss this clai  under ule 12(b)(6), and ust file a 
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motion pursuant to that Rule to seek dismissal of this claim
B Fraud Claim
DuPont argues that the fraud claim contained in Count XV lacks specificity
under Rule 9b This Rule requires fraud allegations to contain an account of the
time place and specific content of the false representations as well as the
identities of the parties to the misrepresentations Swartz v KMPG LLP 476F3d
756 764 9th Cir 2007 If the proposed amendment is not detailed enough to
meet this standard it should not be rejected outright unless it could not possibly
be cured by the allegation of other facts Id
Here the proposed amendment contains a sufficiently detailed list ofthe
content of the false representations it lists nine instances of fraudulent
concealment and misrepresentation However there are no allegations identifying
the time and place of the misrepresentations and nothing describing the specific
identities of the parties to the misrepresentations This lack ofspecificity renders
the fraud claim insufficient under Rule 9b Nevertheless this deficiency is not
necessarily beyond cure Plaintiffs point to new information that they recently
received in discovery that would allow them to plead the fraud claim with more
particularity See Plaintiffs Reply Briefat p 12 The Court will therefore give
them an opportunity to provide more detail Swartz 476F3d at 764 The Court
Memorandum Decision and Order Pae3
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will require plaintiffs to file a new proposed fraud claim identifying time place
and parties
C Negligence Against DuPont Claim
In Count XVI plaintiffs allege that DuPont assumed and breached a duty to
test treat and mitigate the damage Oust caused to their crops and fields DuPont
recognizes that if it voluntarily undertakes to perform an act having no prior duty
to do so it has a duty to perform the act in a non negligent manner See Coghlan
v Beta theta Pi Fraternity 987P2d 300 312 IdSupCt 1999 Dupont asserts
however that plaintiffs complaint fails to articulate in what way or how DuPont
allegedly initially undertook the helpful acts See Dupont Response Briefat p 11
The Court disagrees The complaint alleges that DuPont promised to assist
growers in mitigating continuing and future damages See Proposed Third
Amended Complaint at 1162 The complaint also alleges that DuPont represented
that it would assist growers in preventing future damages by providing technical
assistance remedies technical information concerning effects cures and the
findings of its own tests and investigation 153gThese allegations are
sufficient to plead a cause of action for assumption of a duty under Idaho law
Paragraph 1538 is not in Count XVI but is part of the preceding Count and is
incorporated by reference into Count XVI The complaint is confusing in that the paragraph
with themost detail is not contained in the Count itself Plaintiffs are saved here by the
requirement that the complaint be read liberally
Memorandum Decision and Order Page 4
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will require plaintiffs to file a new proposed fraud claim identifying time, place, 
 arties. 
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In Count I, plaintiffs allege that uPont assu ed and breached a duty to 
test, treat, and itigate the da age ust caused to their crops and fields. uPont 
recognizes that if it voluntarily undertakes to perfor  an act, having no prior duty 
to do so, it has a duty to perfor  the act in a non-negligent anner. See oghlan 
V. Beta theta Pi Fraternity, 987 P.2d 300312 (Id.Sup.Ct. 1999). Dupont asserts, 
however, that plaintiffs' complaint "fails to articulate in what way or how DuPont 
allegedly initially undertook the helpful acts." See Dupont Response Briefat p. 11. 
The Court disagrees. The co plaint alleges that uPont pro ised to assist 
gro ers "in itigating continuing and future da ages." See roposed hird 
Amended Complaint at, 162. The co plaint also alleges that DuPont represented 
that it ould assist gro ers in preventing future da ages by providing "technical 
assistance, re edies, technical infor ation concerning effects, cures, and the 
findings of its o n tests and investigation." , lS3(g).1 These allegations are 
sufficient to plead a cause of action for assu ption of a duty under Idaho la . 
1 Paragraph I 53(g) is not in Count I, but is part of the preceding Count, and is 
incorporated by reference into Count XVI. The co plaint is confusing in that the paragraph 
ith the ost detail is not contained in the ount itself. Plaintiffs are saved here by the 
requirement that the co plaint be read liber ll . 
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Accordingly the Court will allow plaintiffs to add a claim for negligence against
DuPont as asserted in Count XVI
D Concerted Action Claim
Plaintiffs claim in CountXVII that DuPont and the Government engaged in
concerted action and hence are jointly and severally liable The Government
argues that the claim is futile under Doe v Cotter Biological Inc 852FSupp 909
DIdaho 1994 and Horner v Sanitap Inc 141 P3d 1099IdSupCt 2006 In
both cases however the courts rested their decisions on a lack of evidence of
concerted action Doe 852FSupp at 91516 holding that numerous undisputed
facts in the record lead this court to conclude that as a matter of law defendants
were not acting in concert or as agents ofone another Horner 141 P3dat 1104
holding that defendants were plainly not acting in concert with one another
In contrast this case is not yet at the stage where factual determinations can
be made Plaintiffs complaint must be assumed true It alleges that DuPont and
the Government did act in concert That is sufficient for the Rule 15aanalysis If
discovery does not provide evidence to support this claim a motion under Rule 56
may include reference to Doe and Horner but those cases are not relevant now
The Government argues that Idaho law requires the parties acting in concert
to intend to commit a tort as opposed to intend to commit an act that resulted in a
Memorandum Decision and Order Page 5
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Accordingly, the Court ill allow plaintiffs to add a claim for negligence against 
Du ont as asserted i  ount XVI. 
D. rt  ti  l i  
Plaintiffs clai  in Count XVII that DuPont and the Govern ent engaged in 
concerted action and hence are jointly and severally liable. The overn ent 
argues that the claim is futile under Doe v. Cutter Biological Inc., 852 F.Supp. 909 
(D.Idaho 1994) and Horner v. Sani-top, Inc., 141 P.3d 1099 (Id.Sup.Ct. 2006). In 
 es, r,    i        f 
concerted action. Doe, 852 F.Supp. at 915-16 (holding that "numerous undisputed 
facts in the record lead this court to conclude that, as a matter of law, defendants 
ere t ti  i  rt r s ts f  t r"); orner, 141 P.3d at 1104 
(holding that defendants "were plainly not acting in concert with one another}". 
I  c trast, t is case is t et at t e sta e here fact al eter i ati s ca  
be ade. Plaintiffs' co plaint ust be assu ed true. It alleges that uPont and 
the Government did act in concert. That is sufficient for the Ru1e 1S(a) analysis. If 
discovery does not provide evidence to support this clai , a otion under ule 56 
ay include reference to Doe and r, ut those cases are not relevant . 
The Government argues that Idaho law requires the parties acting in concert 
to intend to co it a tort, as opposed to intend to co it an act that resulted in a 
Memorandum Decision and Order - Page 5 
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tort The Court disagrees The term acting in concert is defined to include
pursuing a common plan or design which results in the commission of an
intentional or reckless tortious act See Idaho Code 68035 They must
pursue a common plan The common plan must result in a tort But there is no
requirement that they pursue a commonplaya to commit a tort that phrase is not in
the statute and the Court declines the invitation to insert it there The allegations
in the proposed amendment are therefore sufficient
The Government argues next that if the claim is allowed Idaho law requires
that potentially liable third parties be joined and the extent of their liability
litigated The Government asserts that this process will add delay and complexity
to the case The Court disagrees that third parties need be joined Whatever fault
is allocated to those third parties will inure to the benefit of the Government by
reducing its fault accordingly and the Government will not be liable for their fault
Thus the Government is not prejudiced because potentially liable third parties are
not joined
Of course the trial is longer than it would have been ifthe Government did
not pursue other causes of crop damage as a defense but the Government was
pursuing that defense even before the concerted action claim was proposed All
along the Government has alleged that any crop damage was due to factors outside
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The overn ent argues next that if the clai  is allo ed, Idaho la  requires 
that potentially liable third parties be joined and the extent of their liability 
litigated. The Govern ent asserts that this process will add delay and co plexity 
to the case. The ourt disagrees that third parties need be joined. hatever fault 
is allocated to those third parties ill inure to the benefit of the overn ent by 
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Thus, the Govern ent is not prejudiced because potentially liable third parties are 
t join . 
f urse t e trial is longer  it ld e e   the ern ent  
not pursue other causes of crop da age as a defense, but the overn ent as 
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its control So the concerted action claim merely adds the time and complexity
associated with proving and defending against the allegation that the
Government and DuPont acted in concert While that expansion of the case may
affect when the issue is tried a matter discussed more below it is not a reason to
deny entirely the amendment under the liberal provisions ofRule 15a
The Court has examined the Governmentsother arguments and finds them
without merit Accordingly the Court will allow the plaintiffs to amend their
complaint to add a concerted action claim
E Spray Drift Language
DuPont claims that new allegations about spray drift should be rejected
However the Court recognized in an earlier decision that spray drift had been
alleged in earlier versions ofplaintiffs complaint The new allegations simply add
some detail about a theory of liability already pled Accordingly the Court will
authorize amendments to add the new spray drift language
F Damage Years
The Court has resolved this issue in an earlier decision and will not revisit
that here These amendments will be permitted
G Prejudice Bellwether Trial
In summary the Court will grant in part the motion to amend allowing all
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Government and DuPont acted in concert. hile that expansion of the case may 
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deny entirely the a end ent under the liberal provisions of ule 15( a). 
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DuPont clai s that new allegations about spray drift should be rejected. 
However, the Court recognized in an earlier decision that spray drift had been 
alleged in earlier versions of plaintiffs , co plaillt. The ne  allegations si ply add 
so e detail about a theory ofliability already pled. ccordinglYt the Court ill 
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In su ary, the Court will grant in part the otion to a end, allowing all 
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amendments with the exception of the fraud claim which must be redrafted to
accord with Rule9b The Courts central concern is how these additional claims
will affect theBellwether Trial
In the Third Case Management Order the Court held that the Bellwether
trial is intended to be small and manageable To keep it that way the Court forbid
any further changes to the Bellwether Plaintiffs and any further expansion of the
loss fields crops and years for the Bellwether Plaintiffs Other existing claims
would be placed in the bullpen awaiting a future trial
The Court stated that it was reluctant to allow any further amendments of
legal theories but did extend the deadline By recognizingplaintiffs rights under
Rule 15a the Court was not backing away from its stated commitment to nail
down the claims in the Bellwether Trial and keep it small and manageable Thus
timely proposed amendments are permitted if authorized by Rule 15abutwill be
relegated to the bullpen if they expand the Bellwether Trial
The claims for concerted action Count XVII and negligence against
DuPont Count XVI would expand the Bellwether Trial and its associated
discovery and trial preparation beyond the small and manageable proceeding
envisioned by the Court For that reason those claims and the fraud claim in
Count XV if amended to pass muster under Rule9bwill be relegated to the
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The claims for concerted action (Count XVII) and negligence against 
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envisioned by the ourt. For that reason, those claims (and the fraud clai  i  
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bullpen to be tried at some later date
FIELD IDENTIFICATION ISSUES
At oral argument DuPonts counsel asked plaintiffs to provide them with a
description identifying the location of the quarter section for each loss field for the
Bellwether plaintiffs Plaintiffs can provide this information by April 11 2008
The Court will so order
DISCOVERY DEFICIENCIES
About a year ago DuPont filed amotion to compel asserting that plaintiffs
answers to the Questionnaire were deficient The Questionnaire sought
information on a fieldbyfield basis While plaintiffs kept records on a fieldby
field basis for their sugar beet crops they generally did not do so for their other
crops For those other crops plaintiffs did not provide a narrative answer to the
Questionnaire but instead produced documents such as invoices delivery tickets
contracts and storage records From those records plaintiffs asserted DuPont
could derive answers to the questions on harvest data Plaintiffs argued that such a
response was permitted by Rule 33d
However plaintiffs later conceded that for many questions the answers
could not be found in their documents The Court therefore held that much of their
document production was not authorized by Rule 33d because those documents
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"b l en" t  b  t   so  l t r date. 
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At oral argument, DuPont's counsel asked plaintiffs to provide them with a 
scripti  i tif i  t  l ti  f t  rt r ecti  f r eac  l  fi l  f r t  
Bell ether plaintiffs. Plaintiffs can provide this infor ation by pril1l, 2008. 
  ill  r er. 
  
About a year ago, DuPont filed a otion to co pel, asserting that plaintiffs' 
answers to the Questionnaire were deficient. The Questionnaire sought 
infonnation on a field-by-field basis. hile plaintiffs kept records on a field-by-
fiel  asis f r t eir s ar eet cr s, t e  e erall  i  t  s  f r t eir t er 
crops. or those other crops, plaintiffs did not provide a narrative ans er to the 
Questionnaire but instead produced docu ents such as invoices, delivery tickets, 
contracts, and storage records. Fro  those records, plaintiffs asserted, uPont 
could derive answers to the questions on harvest data. Plaintiffs argued that such a 
res onse as itted  le (d). 
o ever, plaintiffs later conceded that for any questions, the ans ers 
c ld not be found in their . he ourt therefore  at uch f their 
document production as not authorized by ule 33( d) because those docu ents 
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failed to contain an answer to the interrogatory questions DuPont sought to
compel answers arguing that if they did not get the answers up front the nearly
500 depositions would be lengthened immensely
The Court did not grant that motion noting that the establishment of a
Bellwether Trial would vastly reduce discovery including the number of
depositions required The Court held thatifdefendants believe the document
production is insufficient they are free to seek summary judgment on that basis
See MemorandumDecision docket no 272 atp 10 The Court also left it open
for DuPont to complain later about the failure to provide answers once the
discovery focused on the Bellwether Plaintiffs was underway
DuPont has now raised that complaint again A month ago DuPont sent
detailed letters to plaintiffs identifying over2000 deficiencies in the answers
provided by the four Bellwether Plaintiffs The majority of the deficiencies
numbering about 1300 of the2106 total involve plaintiffs failure to provide
fieldbyfield data To highlight just a few examples the deficiency letter for the
Funk plaintiffs points out that they failed to provide fieldspecific 1 seed
information for the 2002 crop 2 planting dates for various fields in 2001 2002
and 2003 and3 harvest dates and yields for many different crops for 2001 2002
and 2003 DuPont asks the Court to order plaintiffs to either 1 provide fieldby
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See Memorandum Decision (docket no. 272) at p. 10. The Court also left it open 
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discovery focused on the Bellwether Plaintiffs was underway. 
u ont has no  raised that co plaint again.  onth ago, u ont sent 
detailed letters to plaintiffs identifying over 2,000 deficiencies in the ans ers 
provided by the four ellwether Plaintiffs. The ajority of the deficiencies-
 t    ,106 tal- involve plaintiffs' failure to provide 
field-by-field data. To highlight just a few examples, the deficiency letter for the 
Funk plaintiffs points out that they failed to provide field-specific (1) seed 
information for the 2002 crop; (2) planting dates for various fields in 2001, 2002, 
and 2003~ and (3) harvest dates and yields for any different crops for 2001,2002, 
and 2003. DuPont asks the Court to order plaintiffs to either (1) provide field-by-
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field narrative answers or2 state fieldbyfield that they do not know the answer
or have the information for the specific deficiencies identified in the letters
Plaintiffs respond that the information does not exist and they provide
nothing in addition to the responses they filed previously The plaintiffs do not
take issue with any single deficiency that alleges a failure to provide fieldspecific
answers by arguing for example that the documents they produced do in fact
contain field specific answers or that the deficiency is inaccurate in some other
respect Plaintiffs also do not request more time to provide the data Indeed this
case is now more than four years old and DuPont has been requesting this
information from the beginning even though fact discovery does not end for
another two months it would entirely unjust to allowplaintiffs at this late date to
suddenly provide fieldbyfield data Plaintiffs have admitted the data does not
exist and it is time now to confirm that admission prohibit any further
supplementation on this issue and move on
Thus for each deficiency alleging that plaintiffs have not produced field
specific answers the Court finds that plaintiffs do not know the answer and do not
have documents containing the answer This will shorten the inquiry at the
depositions because for at least1300 ofthe deficiencies DuPont will not need to
inquire further as plaintiffs have now admitted having no answers to provide
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take issue with any single deficiency (that alleges a failure to provide field-specific 
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contain field-specific ans ers or that the deficiency is inaccurate in so e other 
respect. laintiffs also do not request ore ti e to provide the data. Indeed, this 
case is now more than four years old, and DuPont has been requesting this 
i or ti   t  i i  - even though fact discovery does not end for 
another t o onths, it ould entirely unjust to allo  plaintiffs at this late date to 
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exist, and it is time now to confirm that admission, prohibit any further 
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Thus, for each deficiency alleging that plaintiffs have not produced field-
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have documents containing the answer. This will shorten the inquiry at the 
de sitions because for at least ,3 0 f the d ficie i s, uPont ill t ee  to 
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The other deficiencies are mainly over minor matters that can be clarified in
depositions For example about 250 deficiencies seek clarification ofalleged
differences between an answer and the documents provided However DuPont
does not identify the precise documents that conflict with an answer making it
difficult for plaintiffs to answer the deficiency These matters will have to await
depositions for clarification as will the other deficiencies as well
STANDL iG AFFIDAVITS
The standing affidavits provided by plaintiffs contain the information
required by the Court Moreover the field identification resolution discussed
above should resolve DuPontsrequest for more specificity in the affidavits For
all these reasons the Court rejects DuPont challenge to the standing affidavits
SCHEDULE
DuPont seeks to extend the fact discovery deadline from June 8 2008 to
September 8 2008 DuPont points out that perhaps 100 depositions need to be
taken and that it will be impossible to take them all by June 8 2008 Moreover
DuPont argues the sheer mass of other discovery also warrants an extension
The Court disagrees The Court has strictly circumscribed the Bellwether
Trial by limiting it to just four plaintiffs and by relegating the newly amended
claims to the bullpen The Court has also resolved the majority of the discovery
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above should resolve DuPont's request for ore specificity in the affidavits. For 
all these reasons, the Court rejects DuPont's challenge to the standing affidavits. 
 
DuPont seeks to extend the fact discovery deadline from June 8, 2008, to 
September 8, 2008. DuPont points out that perhaps 100 depositions need to be 
taken, and that it ill be i possible to take the  all by June 8, 2008. oreover, 
uPont argues, the sheer ass of other discovery also arrants an extension. 
he ourt disa rees. he rt as strictl  circu scribed the ellwether 
Trial by limiting it to just four plaintiffs, and by relegating the newly-amended 
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deficiencies by its rulings above which will lessen the scope of the inquiry at the
depositions
For these reasons the Court is not willing to extend the deadlines However
the Court would allow the parties to agree to continue to take depositions past the
June 8 2008 date and agree to extend the expert deadlines on the understanding
that the deadline for the filing ofmotions November 15 2008 and the trial date
February 9 2009 will not be extended That however would be a matter
between counsel as the Court is not willing to extend the latter two deadlines
t
NOWTHEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion to amend
Docket No 340 is GRANTED IN PART AND RESERVED IN PART It is
reserved to the extent it seeks to add Count XV the fraud claim and plaintiffs shall
file on or before April 25 2008 an amended Count XV that contains the detail
required by Rule9bieallegations identifying the time and place of the
misrepresentations and the specific identities of the parties to the
misrepresentations It is granted in all other respects
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the claims for concerted action Count
XVII and negligence against DuPont Count XVI and the claim for fraud
Count XV if it is properly amended will not be tried in the Bellwether Trial but
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deficiencies by its rulings above, which will lessen the scope of the inquiry at the 
depositions. 
or these reasons, the ourt is not illing to extend the deadlines. owever, 
the Court would allow the parties to agree to continue to take depositions past the 
June 8, 2008, date, and agree to extend the expert deadlines, on the understanding 
that the deadline for the filing of motions (November 15,2008) and the trial date 
(February 9,2009) ill not be extended. That, ho ever, ould be a atter 
t  l  t  t i  t illi  t  t  t  l tt  t  adli es. 
ORDER 
 F  I  IS  , that the otion to a end 
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reserved to the extent it seeks to add Count XV, the fraud claim, and plaintiffs shall 
ile   ore l , ,   t  at    
required by ule 9(b), i.e., allegations identifying the ti e and place of the 
isrepresentations and the specific identities of the parties to the 
isrepresentations. It is granted in all other respects. 
IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED, that the claims for concerted action (Count 
ll) and negligence against uPont (Count I) - and the clai  for frau  
(Count ) ifit is rope ly a ended - ill not be tried in the ellwether rial but 
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will be relegated to the bullpen to be tried at some later date
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that for each deficiency listed in DuPonts
letters to plaintiffs see Exhibit I to Memorandum docket no 405 Exhibits G
H Ito Hansen Affidavit DocketNo 407 alleging that plaintiffs have not
produced fieldspecific answers the Court finds that plaintiffs do not know the
answer and do not have documents containing the answer
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that DuPontsrequest for a threemonth
extension of deadlines is DENIED
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that plaintiffs provide defendants with a
description identifying the location ofthe quarter section for each loss field for the




DATED March 21 2008
Horle B Lynn Winmill
ChiefU S District Judge
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ill  l t  t  t  "b ll en" t   tri d t so  l t r date. 
I  I   ED, that for each deficiency listed in uPont's 
letters to plaintiffs, see Ex;hibit I to e orandu  (docket no. 405) & Exhibits G, 
, & I to ansen Affidavit ( ocket No. 407), alleging that plaintiffs have not 
produced field-specific ans ers, the ourt fmds that plaintiffs do not lrno  the 
      i   nswer. 
IT IS F T E  E ED, that uPont's request for a three- onth 
i     I . 
I  IS F  , that plaintiffs provide defendants ith a 
description identifying the location of the quarter section for each loss field for the 
ell ether plaintiffs on or before pril 11, 2008. 
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JOINT STATEMENT OF THE MORTGAGEFORECLOSURE
MULTISTATE GROUP
It has recently come to light that a number of mortgage loan servicers have
submitted affidavits or signed other documents in support of either a judicial
or nonjudicial foreclosure that appear to have procedural defects In
particular it appears affidavits and other documents have been signed by
persons who did not have personal knowledge of the facts asserted in the
documents In addition it appears that many affidavits were signed outside of
the presence of a notary public contrary to state law This process of signing
documents without confirming their accuracy has come to be known as robo
signing We believe such a process may constitute a deceptive act andoran
unfair practice or otherwise violate state laws
In order to handle this issue in the most efficient and consistent manner
possible the states have formed a bipartisan multistate group to address
issues common to a large number of states The group is comprised of both
state Attorneys General and the state bank and mortgage regulators Currently
49 state Attorneys General have joined this coordinated multistate effort
State bank and mortgage regulators are participating both individually and
through their Multistate Mortgage Committee which represents mortgage
regulators from all 50 states Through this process the states will attempt to
speak with one voice to the greatest extent possible At the end of this
statement is a list of the participating states
Our multistate group has begun inquiring whether or not individual mortgage
seivicers have improperly submitted affidavits or other documents in support
of foreclosures in our states The facts uncovered in our review will dictate
the scope of our inquiry The Executive Committee is comprised of the
following Attorneys General Offices Arizona California Colorado
Connecticut Florida Illinois Iowa New York North Carolina Ohio Texas
and Washington and the following state banking regulators Maryland Office
of the Commissioner of Financial Regulation New York State Banking
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In compliance with Rule 53 of the Rules of Procedure of Judicial Panel on Multidistrict
Litigation Defendants GMAC Mortgage LLC Executive Trustee Services LLC and Homecomings
Financial LLC make the following disclosures
R
1 GMAC Mortgage LLC is a wholly owned indirect subsidiary of GMAC Inc No
publicly held corporation owns more than 10 of the stock of GMAC Inc However General Motors
ZCompany a publicly held corporation is the beneficiary of a trust that owns more than 10 of the
Z stock of GMAC Inc
L7
2 Executive Trustee Services LLC is a wholly owned indirect subsidiary ofGMAC Inc No
4
publicly held corporation owns more than 10 of the stock of GMAC Inc However General Motors
Company a publicly held corporation is the beneficiary of a trust that owns more than 10 of the stock of
GMAC Inc
3 Homecomings Financial LLC is a wholly owned indirect subsidiary of GMAC Inc No
publicly held corporation owns more than 10 of the stock of GMAC Inc However General Motors
Corporation a publicly held corporation is the beneficiary of a trust that owns more than 10 of the stock of
GMAC Inc
DATED October 1 2009
OFFICIAL FILE COPY
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Litigation, efendants  ortgage, LL , Executive Trustee Services, LL , and o eco ings 
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FOR IL 1MCDIATERELEASE Thursday Felutwry g aoea
Federal Government and State Attorneys General Reach 25Billion Agreement with Five Largest Mortgage
Servicers toAddressMortgage Loan Servicing and Foreclosure Abuses
25BiWonAgreementProuidesHoineoomer Relief New Protections Slaps Abuses
WASHINGTONUSAttorney General Eric Holder Department of Housing and Urban Development HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan lawnAttorney General Tom
Millet and ColoradoAttorney General John W Suthers announced today that the federal government and 49 stateattorneys general have reached a landmark 25billion
agreementwith the nationslive largest mortgage servicers to address mortgage loan servicing and foreclosure abuses The agreement provides substantial financial relief
to homeowners and establishes significant new homeowner protections for the future
The unprecedented joint agreement is the largest federal state civil settlement ever obtained and is the result of extensive investigations by federal agencies including the
Department of Justice HUD and theHUD Office ofthe Inspector General HUD0IGand state attorneys general and state banking regulators across the country The
joint federalstate group entered into the agreement with the nationsfive largest mortgage servicers Bank ofAmericaCorporation JPMorgan Chase Co Wells Fargo
Company Citigroup Inc and AllyFinancial Inc forroerlyGMAC
This agreement the largest joint federal state settlement everobtained Is the insult ofunprecedented coordination amongenforcement agencies throughout the
government said Attorney General Holder It bolls mortgage servicers accountable for abusive practices and requires them tocommit more than 20lnfion towards
financial relief for consumers Asa result struggling homeowners throughout the country will benefit from reduced principals and refinancing of theirloans The
agreement also requires substantial changes inhow servicers do business whichwill help to ensure the abusesof the past are not repeated
This historic settlement will provideimmediate relief to homeowne forcing banks to reduce the principal balance onmany loans refinance loans forundtor
borrowers and paybillions ofdollere tostates and consumers said HUD Secretary Donovan Banks must follow the laws Any bank that hasn done so should be held
accountable andshould take prompt action to correct its mistakes And it will not end with this settlement One of the most important ways thissettlement helps
homeowners is that it forces the banks to cleanup their acts and fix the problems uncovered duringour investigations And it does thatbycommitting them to major
reforms in howthey service mortgage loans Thesenew customer service standards are in keeping with the Homeowners Bill ofRights recently announced byPresident
Obamaasingle straightforwardset of commonsense rules that families can count on
This monitoredagreement holds the banks accountable it provides badly neededrelief tohomeowners and It transform the mortgnge servicing industry so now
homeowners said IowaAttGeueialholer
This settlementhas broad bipartisan support fromdie states because tha attorneys general realize that the partnership with the federal agencies made it possible to
achieve favor terms andconditions thatwould have been difficult for the states or the federal government to achieve an their own said Colorado Attorney General
Sutbers
Thejoint federal state agreement requires servicers toimplement comprehensive new mortgage loan servicing standards and to commit 25billion to resolve violations of
ante and federal low These violations include servicers useofrobosigned affidavits in foreclosure proceedings deceptive practices in the offering oftoad
modifications failures to offer nomforeclosure alternatives before foreclosing onborrowers with federally insured mortgages and filing improper documentation in
federal bankruptcycourt
Under the terms ofthe agreement the servicers are required to collectively dedicate 2obillion toward various forms offinancial relief to borrowers Atleast 10billion
will go toward reducingthe principal onloans for borrowers who as ofthe date ofthesettlement are either delinquent or atimminent risk ofdefault and mve moreon
their mortgages than theirhomes are worth Atleast 63 billion will go toward refinancing loons forborrawers who arecurrent on their mortgages butwho rovemore on
their mortgage than their homes am worth Borrowers who meetbasiccriteria will he eligible for the refinancing which will reduce interest rats for borrowerswho are
carrrentivpaying much higher rafts orwhose adjustable rate mortgagesare due tosoon rise tomuchhigher rates Up toy billion will go towards other mm ofrelief
Including forbearance ofprincipol forunemployed borrowers anti blight programs short sales and transitional assistance benefits for service members who are forced to
sell their homeat alms as a result of a Permanent Change in Station order and other programs Because servicers will receive onlypartial credit for everydollar spent on
some ofthe required activitiesthe settlement willprovide direct benefits to borrowers in excess of 2obillion
Mortgageaenricem are required to fulfill these obligations within three years To encourage sen icers toprovide relief gtdckly there are incentives for reliefprwided
within the first la months Senicemmust reach Try percent oftheir targets within the first two years Servicers that misssettlamemttargets and deadlines will be required
topay substantial additionalcash amounts
Inaddition tothe 2obillion in financial relief forborrowers the agreement requires the serviters to pay5 billion in rash tothe federal and state governments iS
billion ofthispaymentwill be used toestablish a Borrower Payment Find toprovide cash payments toborrowers whose homes were sold or taken in foreclosurebetween
Jani2ooS and Dec 3L 2011 andwho meet othercriteria This program Is separate from the restitution program currentlybeing administered by federal banking
regulators to compensate those who suffered direct financial harm as a result ofwrongful servicer conduct Borrowers will not release anyclaims in exchange for a
payment The reamining 3Sbillion of the g billion payment will go to state and federal governments to beused to repay public funds lostas a result ofservicer
misconduct and totuad housing counselors legalaid and other simdarpublieprograms determined by the state attorneys general
The5 billion includes a tbillion resolution ofa separate investigation into fraudulent and wrongful mnductby Bankof America and various Comilaywide entities
related to the originationand underwriting of Federal HousingAdmfnistration FHAinsured mortgage loans and systematic inflation ofapprafsol values concerning
these loans from Jan L 2003 through April 30 2009 Payment of5no millionofthis 1 billion will be deferred topartially fund a loan modification programfor
Countrywide borrowers throughout the nation who are underwater on their mortgages This investigation was conducted by theUS AttorneysOfficefor the Eastern
District ofNew York with the Civil Division Commercial litigation Branch ofthe Department ofJustice HUD andHUD010The settlement also resolves an
investigation by the Eastern DistrictofNew York the Special Inspector General for the Troubled Asset Relief ProgramSIGTARP and the Federal Housing Finance
Agency Ordure ofthe Inspector General FHFAOIG into allegations that Bankof America defrauded the Home AffordableModification Program
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Thejoint federalstate agreement requires the mortgage servicers to implementunprecedented changes inhow they service mortgage loans handle foreclosures and
ensure theaccuracy of information provided in federal bankruptcy court Theagreement requires newservicing standards whichwil prevent foreclosure abuses of the
past such as robosigning Improper documentation and lost paperwork and create dozens of new consumerprotections The new standards provide for strictoversight
of foreclosure processing Including thirdparty vendors and new requirements to undertakeprefiling reviews of certain documents filed inbeokraptcycourt
Tire new servicingstandards make foreclosure a last resort by requiring servicers to evaluate homeowners for other lass mitigation options first In addition banks will he
restricted from foreclosingwhile thehomeowmris being considered fora loanmodification The new standards also include procedures and timelines forreviewing loan
modification applications and give homeowners the right to appeal denials Servicers will also be required to create asingle point of contact for borrowers seeking
information about their Irons andmaintain adequate staffto handle calls
The agreementwill also provide enhanced protections for service members that go beyond those required by theSer icemembers Civil ReliefAct SCRA Inaddition the
four servicers that bad notpreviously resolved certain portions ofpotential SCRA liability have agreed to conduct a full review overseen by the Justice Departments Civil
Rights Division to determine whether anyservicemembers were foreclosed on in violation of SCRA since Jan1 2006 The servirers have also agreed to conduct a
thorough review overseen by the Civil Rights Division to determine whether any servieemember from Jan1 2008 to the present was charged interest in wags of 6
on their mortgage after a valid request to louver the interest rate in violation of the SCRA Servicars will be required to make payments to any servicemember who was a
victim of awrortgftd foreclosureor who was wrongfully charged a higher interest rate Thiscompensation for servicemembes is is addition to the 25billionsettlement
amount
The agreementwill he filed as a consent judgment im theUS District Court for the Districr of Columbia Compliance withthe agreement will be overseenby an
independent monitor Joseph A SmithJr Smith has served as the north Carolina Commissioner of Banks since 2oo2 Smith is also the former Chairman of the
Conference of State Banks Supervisors CSBS Themonitor will oversee implementation of theservicing standards required bythe agreement impose penalties of upto
1 miffiau per violation or up to 5million for certain repeat violations and publish regalarpublic reportsthat identify any quarter inwhich a scrvicarfell short of the
standards imposed In the settlement
The agreementresolves certain violations of chill lawbased onmortgage loan servicing activities The agreementdoes notprevent state and federal authorities from
pursuing criminal enforcement actionsrebated to this or other conductby theservicers The agreement does notprevent the government frompurdshingwrongful
securitization conductthat wilt bethe focus of the new Residential blartgageBacked securities Working Group The United States also cetains its funauthority to recover
losses and penalties caused to the federalgovernment when a bank farled to satisfy underwriting standards ona government insured orgovernmentenarunteed loan The
agreement does not prevent any action by individual borrowers whowish to bring their own lawsuits State attorneys general also preserved amongother things all
claims against theMortgage Electronic Registration Systems MERS and all claims brought by borrowers
Investigations were conducted bytheUS Trustee Program of the Department of Justice HUDOIG HUDsFHA state attorneys general offices and state banking
regulator from throughoutthe country theUS Attorneys Office for the Eastern District of NewYork theUS AttorneyOffice for theDistrict of Colorado the Justice
DepartmentsCivil Division theUSAttorneys Office for the Western District ofNorth Carolina the US Attorneysoffice for the District of South Carolina theUS
Attorney Office for the SartheDistrict of New York SIGTARP and FHFA0IG The Department of Treasury the Federal Trade Commission the ConsumerFinancial
Protection Bureau theJustice Departmentstrvil RightsDivision the Board ofGovernors of the Federal Reserve System the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation the
Office of the Comptroller of theCurrency the Department of Veterans Mfairs and theUS Department of Agriculture made critical contributions
Fox moreinformation about themortgage servicing settlement go to r5nv ifatinnal klortgageSettlementxoin To find your state attorneygenerals wehsite go to
uwwNAAGorgandclick on The Attorneys General
The joint federal state agreement is part ofenforcement effortsby President Barack ObamasFinancial FraudBnforcementTask Force President Obama established the
interagency Financial Fraud Enforcement Task Force to wage an aggressive coordinated and proactive effort to investigate and prosecute financial crimes The task force
includes representatives fmm a broadrange of federal agencies regulatory authorises inspectors general and state and local law enforcementwho working together
bring to bear a powerful array ofcriminal and civil enforcement resources The task farce is working to improve efforts across the federal executive branch and withstate
and local partners to investigate and prosecute significant financial crimes ensure just and effective punishment for those who perpetrate financial crimes combat
discrimination in the lending and financial markets and recover proceeds for victims of financial crimes For more information about the task force visit
wwnvstopfvaudgo
x2186 Attorney General
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North Carolina Departmentof ustice
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF MULTISTATE
FEDERAL SETTLEMENT OF FORECLOSURE
MISCONDUCT CLAIMS
The settlement between the state attorneys general and the five leading
bank mortgage servicers will result in approximately 25 billion dollars in
monetary sanctions and relief The settlement represents the largest financial
recovery obtained by the attorneys general except for the 1998 Master Tobacco
Settlement The accord will enable hundreds of thousands ofdistressed
homeowners to stay in their homes through enhanced loan modifications It
will also fund payments to victims of unfair foreclosure practices and provide
support for housing counseling and statelevel foreclosure prevention programs
In addition to the monetaryallocations the settlementwill require
comprehensive reforms of mortgage loan servicing The mandated standards
will cover all aspects of mortgage servicing from consumer response to
foreclosure documentation To ensure that the banks meet the new standards
the settlement will be recorded and enforceable as a court judgment
Compliance will be overseen byan independent monitorwho will report to the
attorneys general and the court
The settlement follows ten months of intensive negotiations between the five
banks and a coalition of state attorneys general and federal agencies including
the Departments of Justice Treasury and Housing and Urban Development The
investigation began in October 2010 following revelations of widespread use
of robosigned affidavits in foreclosure proceedings across the country State
attorneys general formed a workinggroup to investigate the problem and to
confront the banks about the allegations The major mortgage servicing banks
soon acknowledged that individuals had been signing thousands of foreclosure
affidavitswithoutreviewing the validity or accuracy of the sworn statements
Several national banks then agreed to stop their foreclosure filings and sales
until corrective action could be taken
While the robosigning issue received the most attention other servicerrelated
problems were identified including deceptive practices in the offering of loan
modifications for example telling consumers that a loan modification was
imminent while simultaneously foreclosing The performance failures resulted
in more than just poor customer service Unnecessary foreclosures occurred due
to failure to process homeowners requests for modified payment plans And
where foreclosures should have been concluded shoddy documentation led to
protracted delays This misconduct threatened the integrity ofthe legal system
and had a negative impact on communities and the overall housing market
All 50 state attorneys general determined that the compliance and performance
failures prevalent in mortgage servicingwere a high priority lawenforcement
and consumer protection matter A bipartisan Negotiating Committee made up
of eight attorneys general led the settlement negotiations The Committee had
extensive discussions with a wide variety ofstakeholders including investor
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The settlement between the state attorneys general and the five leading 
bank ortgage servicers ill result in approxi ately $25 billlon dollars i  
onetary sanctions and relief. The settle ent represents the largest financial 
rec er  tai e   t e att r e s eneral e ce t f r t e  aster acco 
ttl nt.  cc r  il  l   f t  f i  
r  t  st  i  t ir  t r   l n odifi ti s. It 
ill also fund pay ents to victi s of unfair foreclosure practices and provide 
support for housing counseling and state-level foreclosure prevention progra s. 
In addition to the monetary allocations, the settlementwHl require 
co prehensive refonns of ortgage loan servicing. The andated standards 
will cover all aspects of mortgage servicing.. from consumer resp.onse to 
foreclosure docu entation. To ensure that the banks eet the ne  standards, 
the settle ent ill be recorded and enforceable as a court judg ent. 
lia ce ill e ersee   a  i e e e t it r  ill re rt t  t e 
tt  l  t  rt. 
he settle ent follo s ten onths of intensive negotiations bet een the five 
banks and a coalition of state attorneys general and federal agencies, including 
the Departments of Justice, Treasury, and Housing and Urban Development. The 
investigation began in October 2010 follOwing revelations of widespread use 
of "robo-signed" affidavits in foreclosure proceedings across the country. State 
attorneys general formed a working group to investigate the problem and to 
confront the banks about the allegations. The ajor ortgage servicing banks 
soon acknowledged that individuals had been signing thousands of foreclosure 
affidavits without.reviewing the validity or accuracy of the sworn statements. 
Several national banks then agreed to stop their foreclosure flIings and sales 
l e on   . 
hile the robo-signing issue received the ost attention, other servicer-related 
problems were identified, including deceptive practices in the offering ofloan 
odifications (for exa ple, telling consu ers that a loan odification as 
imminent hile si ultaneously foreclosing). The performance failures resulted 
in ore than just poor customer service. nnecessary foreclosures occurred due 
to failure to process ho eo ners' requests for odified pay ent plans. nd 
where foreclosures should have been concluded, shoddy docu entation led to 
protracted delays. This misconduct threatened the integrity of the legal system 
and had a negative impact on communities and the overall housing market. 
All SO state attorneys general determined that the co pliance and performance 
failures prevalent in mortgage servicing ere a high priority la  enforcement 
and consumer protection matter. A bipartisan Negotiating Committee, made up 
of eight attorneys general led the settlement negotiations. The Committee had 
extensive discussions with a wide variety of stakeholders, including investor 
groups, state banking examiners, bankruptcy attorneys, consumer groups and 
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legal aid attorneys The assistance and cooperation of state banking regulators and the Conference
ofState Banking Supervisors was particularly helpful in developing expertise The attorneys
general also partnered with federal authorities in order to benefit from their expertise and
investigations A working relationship with federal agencies was particularly important because
national banks assert that state officials have no authority to investigate their banking practices
The negotiations focused on robo signing and mortgage servicingmisconduct The resulting
settlement addresses the primary goals of the attorneys general to provide immediate relief to
enable struggling homeowners to avoid foreclosure to bring badly needed reform to the mortgage
servicing industry to ensure that foreclosures are lawfully conducted and to penalize the banks
for robo signing misconduct The settlement imposes monetary sanctions on the banks while
providing immediate and continuing relief to homeowners Full litigation of the states claims
would likely have takenyears at a time when the foreclosure crisis requires immediate relief for
homeowners And adjudication of state based robo signing claims may have led to civil penalties
but could not have yielded the amount and scope of the relief obtained in this settlement
The settlementwas not intended to address issues related to mortgage loan securitization or the
concerns of investors The settlement does not release securitization claims so private parties
and government officials are free to pursue those claims Nor does the settlement provide any
immunity or release for criminal conduct
SUMMARY OF KEY SETTLEMENT TERMS
I Relief for Struggling Homeowners
The settlement requires the five banks to allocate a total of17 billion inassistance to borrowers
who have the intent and ability to stay in their homes while making reasonable payments on their
mortgage loans At least 60 percent of the 17 billion must be allocated to reduce the principal
balance of home loans for borrowers who are in default or at riskof default on their loan payments
Manyhomeowners particularly in states like Florida Arizona Nevada and California have
negative equity in their homes and have no realistic ability of refinancing or selling their homes or
to build equity Principal reductions will also yield lower payments and will give homeowners a
fair opportunity to preserve their homes
In addition to principal reductions the banks must allocate funds approximately52billion for
other forms of homeowner assistance These options include the facilitation of short sales which
allow houses to be bought and sold when the mortgage balance exceeds the value of the property
Another program is unemployed payment forbearance which will defer payments for homeowners
who are between jobs Other options for funding include relocation assistance for homeowners
facing foreclosure waiving of deficiency balances and funding for remediation of blighted
properties
II Refinancing ofUnderwater Homes
To assist homeowners who are not delinquent on their payments but cannot refinance to lower
rates because of negative equity the banks mustoffer refinance programs totaling at least 3
billion The banks will be required to notify eligible homeowners of the availability of these
programs To be eligible a borrower must be current onmortgage payments have a loan to value
ratio in excess of 100 and must have a current interest rate in excess of525 The refinanced
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legal aid attorneys. The assistance and cooperation of state banking regulators and the Conference 
of State Banking Supervisors as particularly helpful in developing expertise. The attorneys 
general also partnered ith federal authorities in order to benefit fro  their expertise and 
i sti ations ..  rki  r l ti s i  it  f r l agenci s s particularl  i rt t bec s  
national banks assert that state officials have no authority to investigate their banking practices. 
The negotiations focused on robo-signing and ortgage servicing isconduct. The resulting 
settlement addresses the primary goals of the attorneys general: to provide immediate relief to 
enable struggling ho eo ners to avoid foreclosure; to bring badly needed refor  to the ortgage 
servicing industry; to ensure that foreclosures are lawfully conducted; and to penalize the banks 
for robo~signing isconduct. he settle ent i poses onetary sanctions on the banks hile 
providing i ediate and continuing relief to ho eowners. Full litigation of the states' clai s 
l  li l   t  rs, t  ti   t  f r l s r  risis r ir s i i t  r li f f r 
ho eo ners. nd adjudication of state-based rob a-signing clai s ay have led to civil penalties 
t l  t  i l  t  t   f t  r li f o t i  i  t i  settle ent. 
The settle ent as not intended to address issues related to ortgage loan securitization or the 
concerns of investors. The settlement does not release securitization claims, so private parties 
and govern ent officials are free to pursue those clai s. or does the settle ent provide any 
t   lease   ct. 
   I   
I. lieff r tr lin  rs 
  res   s  ocat     $17 io   ta ce  ers 
who have the intent and ability to stay in their ho es while aking reasonable pay ents on their 
mortgage loans. At least 60 percent of the $17 billion must be allocated to reduce the principal 
balance of ho e Joans for borro ers ho are in default or at risk of default on their loan pay ents. 
any ho eo ners, particularly in states like lorida, rizona, evada and alifornia, have 
negative equity in their homes and have no realistic ability of refinancing or selling their homes, or 
to build equity. rincipal reductions ill also yield lo er pay ents and ill give ho eo ners a 
 ty  res e th r . 
In addition to principal reductions, the banks ust allocate funds, approxi ately $5.2 billion, for 
other for s f ho eo ner ssist . hese tions include the f ilitatio  f s rt s les hich 
aJIow houses to be bought and sold when the mortgage balance exceeds the value of the property. 
Another program is unemployed payment forbearance, which will defer payments for homeowners 
ho are bet een jobs. ther options for funding include relocation assistance for ho eo ners 
facing foreclosure, waiving of deficiency balances, and funding for remediation of blighted 
prope tie . 
II. Refinancing of Underwater omes 
To assist homeowners ho are not delinquent on their payments but cannot refinance to lower 
rates because of negative equity, the banks ust offer refinance programs totaling at 1east $3 
billion. The banks will be required to notify eligible homeowners of the availability of these 
programs. To be eligible, a borrower must be current on mortgage payments, have a loan to value 
ratio in exce s of 100%, and ust have a current interest rate in excess of 5.25%. The refinanced 
rate must reduce onthly payments by at least $100. 
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I11 Mortgage Servicing Reforms
A major component of the settlement is the comprehensive reform of mortgage servicing
practices The new standards will prevent mortgage servicers from engaging in robo signing and
other improper foreclosure practices The standards will require banks to offer loss mitigation
alternatives to borrowers before pursuing foreclosure They also increase the transparency of the
loss mitigation process impose time lines to respond to borrowers and restrict the unfair practice
ofdual tracking where foreclosure is initiated despite the borrowersengagement in a loss
mitigation process
Specific new servicing standards include
Information in foreclosure affidavits must be personally reviewed and based on competent
evidence
Holders of loans and their legal standing to foreclose must be documented and disclosed to
borrowers
Borrowers must be sent a pre foreclosure notice that will include a summary of loss
mitigation options offered an account summary description of facts supporting lendersright
to foreclose and a notice that the borrower may request a copy of the loan note and the
identity of the investor holding the loan
Borrowers must be thoroughly evaluated for all available loss mitigation options before
foreclosure referral and banks must act on loss mitigation applications before referring loans
to foreclosure ie dual tracking will be restricted
Denials of loss mitigation relief must be automatically reviewed with a right to appeal for
borrowers
Banks must implement procedures to ensure accuracy of accounts and default fees including
regular audits detailed monthly billing statements and enhanced billing dispute rights for
borrowers
Banks are required to adopt procedures to oversee foreclosure firms trustees and other
agents
Banks will have specific loss mitigation obligations including customer outreach and
communications time lines to respond to loss mitigation applications and eportals for
borrowers to keep informed of loan modification status
Banks are required to designate an employee as a continuing single point of contact to assist
borrowers seeking loss mitigation assistance
Militarypersonnel who are covered by theService members Civil Relief Act SCRA will have
enhanced protections
Banks must maintain adequate trained staffto handle the demand for loss mitigation relief
Application and qualification information for proprietary loan modifications must be publicly
available
Servicers are required to expedite and facilitate short sales of distressed properties
Restrictions are imposed on default fees late fees thirdparty fees and force placed
insurance
IV Monitoring and Enforcement
The settlement with each bank will be incorporated into a Consent Judgment that will be submitted
to a federal judge for approval Compliance with the servicing standards and financial obligations
of the banks can be ultimately enforced through court process Civil penalties may be assessed for
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III. t  ervi i  ef r  
A major component of the settlement is the comprehensive reform of mortgage servicing 
practices. The new standards will prevent mortgage servicers from engaging in robo-signing and 
other i proper foreclosure practices. The standards ill require banks to offer loss itigation 
alternatives to borrowers before pursuing foreclosure. They also increase the transparency of the 
]055 itigation process, i pose ti e lines to respond to borro ers, and restrictthe unfair practice 
of "dual tracking;' here foreclosure is initiated despite the borrowers engage ent in a loss 
i  r ss. 
ecif   ervi i  t  l e: 
• Information in foreclosure affidavits must be personally reviewed and based on competent 
vi nce. 
• l   l   t i  l l st ndi  t  f l  t  t   i l  t  
borro ers. 
• Borrowers must be sent a pre-foreclosure notice that will include a summary ofloss 
itigation options offered, an account su ary; description of facts supporting lender's right 
to foreclose, and a notice that the borro er ay request a copy of the loan note and the 
i tit  f t  i t r l i  t  l n. 
• Borro ers ust be thoroughly evaluated for all available loss itigation options before 
foreclosure referral, and banks ust act on loss itigation applications before referring loans 
 r ; .e. "du  king" i   t . 
• Denials ofloss mitigation relief must be automatically reviewed, with a right to appeal for 
borro ers. 
• Banks ust i ple ent procedures to ensure accuracy of accounts and default fees, including 
regular audits, detailed monthly bflling statements and enhanced billing dispute rights for 
rr r . 
• a s are re ire  to a t rocedures t  ersee f recl s re fir s, trustees a  t er 
. 
• a s ill a e s ecific loss itigation li ati s, i cl in  c st er treac  a  
co unications, ti e lines to respond to loss itigation applications, and e-portals for 
ro ers to ee  infor e  f loa  ication . 
• anks are required to designate an e ployee as a continuing single pOint of contact to assist 
borro ers see i  loss itigation assista ce. 
• ilitary personnel who are covered by the Service members Civil Relief Act (SCRA) will have 
a ced r t . 
• Banks must maintain adequate trained staff to handle the demand for loss mitigation relief. 
• Application and qualification information for proprietary loan modifications must be publicly 
available. 
• Servicers are required to expedite and facilitate short sales of distressed properties. 
• Restrictions are imposed on default fees. late fees, third-party fees, and force-placed 
insura . 
IV. onitoring and Enforcement 
The settlement with each bank will be incorporated into a Consent Judgment that will be submitted 
to a federal judge for approval. Compliance with the servicing standards and financial obligations 
of the banks can be ultimately enforced through court process. Civil penalties may be assessed for 
violations of the Consent Judg e t. 
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Thebanks performance of their obligations under the settlement will be overseen by an
independent Monitor The Monitor will employ a staff ofprofessionals to review the banks
compliance The Monitor will issue periodic reports to the attorneys general including notices of
any potential violations
The banks will report on their compliance in the form of agreedupon metrics and outcome
measures Included among the compliance metrics are testing for proper documentation of
foreclosures loss mitigation offers and proper evaluation of loan modification applications There
will also be testing to ensure that borrowers account information is accurate and that any fees are
properly assessed and are not excessive If banks fail to remedy violations they are subject to civil
penalties of up to 5 million from the court
V Payments to Foreclosure Victims
Approximately15billion of the settlement funds will be allocated to compensation to borrowers
who were foreclosed on after January 1 2008 These borrowers will be notified of their right to
file a claim Borrowers who were not properly offered loss mitigation or who were otherwise
improperly foreclosed on will be eligible for a uniform payment which will be approximately
2000 per borrower depending on level of response Borrowers who receive payments will not
have to release any claims and will be free to seek additional relief in the courts Borrowers may
also be eligible for a separate restitution process administered by the federal banking regulators
Vl Payments to the States
The remaining settlement funds approximately25billion will be paid to the participating states
The funds may be distributed by the attorneys general to foreclosure relief and housing programs
including housing counseling Iegal assistance foreclosure prevention hotlines foreclosure
mediation and community blight remediation A portion of the funds may also be designated as
civil penalties for the banks robosigning misconduct
VIIRelease ofClaims
The proposed Release contains a broad release of the banks conduct related to mortgage loan
servicing foreclosure preparation and mortgage loan origination services Claims based on
these areas ofpast conduct by the banks cannot be brought by state attorneys general or banking
regulators
The Release applies only to the named bank parties It does not extend to third parties who may
have provided default or foreclosure services for the hanks Notably claims against MERSCORP Inc
or Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS are not released
Securitization claims including claims of state and local pension funds and including investor
claims related to the formation marketing or offering ofsecurities are fully preserved Other
claims that are not released include violations of state fair lending laws criminal Iawenforcement
claims of state agencies having independent regulatory jurisdiction claims of county recorders for
fees and actions to quiet title to foreclosed properties Of course the Release does not affect the
rights of any individuals or entities to pursue their own claims forrelief
4 PLF 04309
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The banks' perfor ance of their obligations under the settle ent will be overseen by an 
in ependent onitor. The onit r ill employ a staff of professi als to review the banks' 
compliance. The onitor will issue periodic reports to the attorneys general, including notices of 
any potenti l violations. 
The banks ill report on their co pliance in the for  of agreed-upon metrics and outco e 
easures. Included among the co pliance etrics are testing for proper docu entation of 
f reclosures; l ss iti ati  offers an  r er eval ati  ofloan odificati  applications. T ere 
will also be testing to ensure that borrowers' account information is accurate and that any fees are 
properly assessed and are not excessive. If banks fail to remedy violations, they are subject to civil 
penalt  f u  t  $5 ill  f  t  court. 
.  t    
pproxi ately $1.5 billion of the settle ent funds ill be allocated to co pensation to borro ers 
who were foreclosed on after January 1, 2008. These borrowers will be notified of their right to 
file a clai . orro ers ho ere not properly offered loss itigation or ho ere other ise 
i properly foreclosed on ill be eligible for a unifor  pay ent, hich ill be approxi ately 
$2000 per borrower depending on level of response. Borrowers who receive payments will not 
have to release any claims and will be free to seek additional relief in the courts. Borrowers may 
also be ellgible for a separate restitution process administered by the federal banking regulators. 
I. ts  e  
The remaining settlement funds, approximately $2.5 billion, will be paid to the participating states. 
The funds ay be distributed by the attorneys general to foreclosure relief and housing progra s, 
including housing counseling. legal assistance, foreclosure prevention hotlines. foreclosure 
ediation, and co unity blight re ediation.  portion of the funds ay also be designated as 
i il lties  the s o- i i  i uct. 
II. elease  laims 
The proposed Release contains a broad release of the banks' conduct related to mortgage loan 
servicing, foreclosure preparation, and mortgage loan oIigination services. Claims based on 
these areas of past conduct by the banks cannot be brought by state attorneys general or banking 
re . 
The Release applies only to the named bank parties. I t does not extend to third parties who may 
have provided default or foreclosure services for the banks. otably. clai s against ERSCORP, Inc. 
or ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc. (MER J are ot released. 
Securitization claims, including claims of state and local pension funds, and including investor 
claims related to the formation, marketing or offering of securities, are fully preserved. Other 
claims that are not released include violations of state fair lending laws, cri inal law enforce ent, 
claims of state agencies having independent regulatory jurisdiction, claims of co\.mty recorders for 
fees, and actions to quiet title to foreclosed properties. Of course, the elease does not affect the 
rights of any individuals or entities to pursue their own claims for relief. 





FINANCIAL RELIEF FOR HOMEOWNERS
The servicers will be required to dedicate 20 billion to various forms of reliefto
borrowers
Principal reduction At least 10 billion will be dedicated to reducing
principal for borrowers who as of the date of the settlement owe more on
their mortgages than their homes are worth and are either delinquent or at
imminent risk ofdefault
Refinancing At least 3 billion will be dedicated to a refinancing program
for borrowers who are current on their mortgages butwho owe more on
theirmortgages than their homes are worth All borrowers who meet basic
eligibility criteria will be eligible for the refinancing which will reduce
interest rates forborrowers who are currently payingmuch higher rates or
whose adjustable ratemortgages are due to soon rise to much higher rates
Otherforms ofrelief Servicers will be required to dedicate up to 7billion
to other forms of relief including forbearance of principal for unemployed
borrowers anti blight programs short sales and transitional assistance
benefits for service members who are forced to sell their homes at a loss as
a result of a Permanent Change in Station and other programs
To encourage servicers to provide relief quickly there are incentives for relief
provided within the first 12 months and additional cash payments required for
any servicer that fails to meet its obligation within three years
Servicerswill receive only partial credit for every dollar spent on some of the
required activities so the settlement will provide directben fits to borrowers in
excess of20 billion
PAYMENTS TO STATE ANDFEDERAL GOVERNMENTS
In addition to the 20 billion of financial relief for homeowners the servicers
will make 5 billion in cash payments to the states and federal government Of
the 5billion
Payments to Foreclosed Borrowers Through the settlement a15billion
Borrower Payment Fund will be established to provide cash payments to
borrowers whose homes were sold or taken in foreclosure between and
including Jan 1 2008 and Dec 31 2011 and who meet other criteria This
program is distinct from but complimentary to the restitution program
currently being administered by federal banking regulators to compensate
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he s r icers ill be re ired to dedicate $20 billion to arious forms f relief t  
b r e . 
• incip l re ti . t least $10 billion ill e icate  to re cing 
principal for borrowers ho, as of the date of the settle ent, o e ore on 
their ortgages than their ho es are orth and are either delinquent or at 
i inent ris   d . 
• efinancing. t least $3 billion ill be dedicated to a refinancing progra  
 rro ers ho  rre t   tga es  ho e re  
their ortgages than their ho es are orth. ll borro ers ho eet basic 
eligibility criteria ill be eligible for the refinancing, hich Hlreduce 
i terest rates f r rr ers  are c rre tl  a i  c  i er rates r 
 j t le t  rtgages   t   is  t   i  t . 
• ther forms afrelief. ervicers ill be required to dedicate up t  $7 billion 
t  t er f r s f relief, i cl i  f rbeara ce f ri ci al f r e l e  
borro ers, anti-blight progra s, short sales and transitional assistance, 
ts  r  ers   b  l        
a res tilt f a er a e t a e i  tati n, a  t er r ra s . 
To encourage servicers to provide relief quickly, there are incentives for relief 
r i e  it i  t e first  t s -  it l    r 
any servicer that fails to eet its obligation ithin three years. 
r i r  ill r i  l  rti l r it f r r  ll r t   f t  
required activities, so the settle ent will provide direct benefits to borrowers in 
 f $20 illi n. 
  T    V RN TS: 
I  dditi  t  t  $20 illi  f fi i l r li f f r eowners, t  servi r  
ill ake $S billion in cash pay ents to the states and federal govern ent f 
t  $5 illi n: 
• Pay ents to Foreclosed Borrowers. Through the settlement, a $1.5 billion 
rr r y t  ill  stablis  t  provi  c s  ts to 
r     sol  or t  i  f r cl r  bet  an  
i cl i  Jan.!, 200  an  c. 1,2011, and  eet other criteria. This 
program is distinct from, but complimentary to, the restitution program 
currently being administered by federal banking regulators to co pensate 
t  o suff  dir ct fi ncial har  as a result of r ngful servi r 
conduct. 
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State andfederal payments The remaining funds willgoto state and federal governments to
be used to repay public funds lost as a result of servicer misconduct fund housing counselors
legal aid and other similar purposes determined by state attorneys general The funds
corning to the federal governmentwill primarily be allocated to the FHA Capital Reserve
Account with portions also going to the Veterans Housing Benefit Program Fund and to the
Rural Housing Service
FINANCIAL OBLIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL SERVICERS
NEW SERVICING STANDARDS
Servicers are agreeing to implement extensive newservicing standards designed to correct the
kinds of conduct that harmed consumers duringrecentyears
Stop many past foreclosure abuses such as robo signing improper documentation and lost
paperwork through new mortgage servicing standards
Require strict oversight of foreclosure processing including of thirdparty vendors
Impose new standards to ensure theaccuracy of information provided in federal bankruptcy
court including pre filing reviews of certain documents
Make foreclosure a last resort by requiring servicers to evaluate homeowners for other loan
mitigation options first
Restrictbanks from foreclosing while the homeowner is being considered for a loan
modification
Set procedures and timelines for reviewing loan modification applications and give
homeowners the right to appeal denials
Create a single point ofcontact for borrowers seeking information about their loans and




INSTITUTION PAYMENTS and 0 erPragrams
Ally Financial Inc 110 million 200 million
Bank ofAmerica Corp 324billion 858billion
including EDNYFHA
origination settlement
Citigroup Inc 415 million 179billion
JP Morgan Chase Co 108billion 421 billion
Wells Fargo Co 101 billion 434 billion
000782
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• State and federaT payments. The re aining funds will go to state and federal governments to 
be used to repay public funds lost as a result of servicer isconduct, fund housing counselors, 
legal aid, and other similar purposes determined by state attorneys general. The funds 
coming to the federal govern ent will primarily be allocated to the F  apital eserve 
Accou t, ith portions also going to the Veterans Housing enefit Program Fund and to the 
Rural ousing Service. 
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Servicers are agreeing to i ple ent extensive new .servicing standards, designed to correct the 
kinds of conduct that har ed consu ers during recent years. 
• Stop many past foreclosure abuses, such as rob a-signing, improper documentation and lost 
paperwork through new mortgage servicing standards. 
• equire strict oversight of foreclosure processing, including of third-party vendors. 
• Impose new standards to ensure the accuracy of information provided in federal bankruptcy 
court, including pre-filing reviews of certain docu ents. 
• ake foreclosure a last resort, by requiring servicersto evaluate ho eowners for other loan 
mitigation options first 
• estrict banks fr  f recl si  ile t e e er is bei  co si ere  f r a l a  
difi ti n . 
• Set procedures and timelines for reviewing loan modification applications, and give 
ho eowners the right to appeal denials. 
• Create a single point of contact for borrowers seeking information about their loans and 
adequate staff to handle calls. 
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BENEFITS TO SERVICEMEMBERS ANDVETERANS
The settlement contains a number of provisions designed both to protect servicemembers rights
under the Iaw and to provide them significant additional benefits
Wrongful foreclosures To resolve allegations of liability that have notpreviously been
settled Chase Citi Wells Fargo andAlly have agreed to conduct a full review overseen by
the Department of Justices Civil Rights Division to determine whether any servicemembers
were foreclosed on in violation ofthe Servicemembers Civil Relief Act SCRA since January 1
2006 Ally Citi Wells Fargo will be required to provide any servicemember who was a victim
of a wrongful foreclosure as a result of a violation of the SCRA with a payment equal to the
servicemember lost equity plus interest and an additional 116785 or an amount provided
for thesame violation under the review conductedby the banking regulators whichever is
higher To ensure consistencywith an earlier settlement JP Morgan Chase will provide any
servicemember who was a victim of a wrongful foreclosure as a result of a violation of the
SCRA either his orher home free and clear of any debt plus compensation foradditional harm
or the cash equivalent of the full value the home at the time of sale plus compensationfor
additional harm The compensationf rservicemembers wrongful foreclosed on is in addition
to the 25billion settlement amount
Interest Charged in Excess of 6 To resolve allegations ofliability that have not previously
been settled Citi Wells Fargo and Allyhave also agreed to conduct a thorough review
overseen by the Department ofJustice Civil Rights Division to determine whether any
servicemember from January 1 2008 to the present was charged interest in excess of6
on their mortgage after a valid request to lower the interest rate in violation of the SCRA
Servicers will be required to provide any servicemember who was wrongfully charged interest
in excess of6 with a payment equal to a refund with interest of any amount charged in
excess of 6 plus triple the amount refunded or 500 whichever is larger This compensation
for servicemembers is in addition to the 25billion settlementamount
PCS orders Under the Department of defensesHomeowners Assistance Program HAP
certain service memberswho are forced to sell their home at a specified loss due to a
Permanent Change in Station PCS may be partially compensated for the loss in their homes
value However under the governing statute for HAP only certain PCS servicemembers are
eligible for benefits Under this settlement all of the participating servicers will provide
mandatory short sale agreements and deficiencywaivers to certain servicemembers who are
currently ineligible for HAP
Veterans Housing Benefit Program 10 million will be paid into the Veterans Housing Benefit
Program Fund throughwhich the Department of Veterans Affairs guarantees loans provided
on favorable terms to eligible veterans In addition except where prohibited by statutory
requirements veterans with VAguaranteed mortgages will be eligible for relief provided
throughthe servicers 20 billion consumer reliefobligations
Foreclosure Protectionsfor Servicemembers Receiving Hostile Fire ImminentDanger Pay
For loans secured by servicemembers when they were not on active dutythe SCRA prohibits
servicers from foreclosing on active duty servicemembers without first securing a court
order The settlementextends this protection to all servicemembers regardless ofwhen their
mortgage was secured who within nine months of the foreclosure received Hostile Fire
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BENEFITS TO S I E BERS  E : 
he s tle ent contains a ber of provisions designed both to rotect ice ' rights 
under the la  and to provide the  significant a itional fits. 
• rongful foreclosures. To resolve allegations of liability that have not previously been 
settle . ase. iti, ells ar , a  lly a e a reed to c duct a full re ie ; overseen  
the epart ent of Justice's ivil ights ivision, to deter ine hether any service e bers 
ere foreclosed n in iolation f the icemembers  e ief ct (S ) since  , 
2006. lly, iti, ells argo ill be required to provide any service e ber ho as a victim 
of a rongful foreclosure as a result of a violation of the S  ith a pay ent equal to the 
service e ber's lost equity, plus interest, and an additional $116,785 or an a ount provided 
for the same violation under the revie  conducted by the banking regulators, hichever is 
higher. To ensure consistency ith an earlier settle ent, JP organ hase ill provide any 
ser icemember ho as a icti  f a r f l foreclosure as a res lt f a i lati  f the 
 the  is  her e free  lea    t 1us   tional  
or the cash equivalent of the full value the ho e at the time of sale plus co pensation for 
additional har . he co pensation for .servicemembers rongful foreclosed on is in addition 
to e $25 llion e  t. 
• Interest harged in xcess f 6%. o resolve allegations of liability that have not previously 
been settled, Citi, ells Fargo, and lly have also agreed to conduct a thorough revie , 
overseen by the epart ent of Justice's ivil ights ivision, to deter ine hether any 
r i r, r   ,  t  t  nt,   i t t i    % 
 t eir rt a e, after a ali  re est t  l er t e i terest rate, i  i latio  f t e . 
ServicerS ill be required to provide any service e ber ho as rongfully charged interest 
i  ess f % ith  e t l t   r f , ith i t r st, f  t r  i  
excess of 6% plus triple the amount refunded or $500, whichever is larger. This compensation 
  s   i    $25 lio  t  nt . 
• P S orders. nder the epart ent of Defense's o eo ners' ssistance Progra  (H P), 
rt in s r ice rs  r  f r  t  s ll t ir  t  s ifie  l ss  t   
Permanent Change in Station (PCS) may be partially compensated for the loss in their home's 
value. o ever,. under the governing statute for HAp, only certain PCS service e bers are 
eligible for ben"efits. nder this settle ent, all of the participating servicers ill provide 
andatory short sale agree ents and deficiency aivers to certain service e bers ho are 
currently ineligible for HAP. 
• t r s si  fit r r . $10 illi  ill  i  i t  t  t r s si  fit 
Program Fund through which the Department of Veterans Affairs guarantees loans provided 
on favorable ter s to eligible veterans. In addition,except here prohibited by statutory 
reqUirements, veterans with VA-guaranteed mortgages will be eligible for relief provided 
through the servicers' $20 billion consu er relief obligations. 
• oreclosure rotections for Service e bers eceiving ostile Fire / Imminent anger Pay. 
r l a s sec re   service e ers e  t e  ere t  acti e duty, t e  r i its 
servi r  fr  f r l i   acti  t  servi r  it t fir t securi  a court 
rder. e settle ent e te s t is r tecti  t  all service e bers, re ar less of e  t eir 
mortgage was secured, who within nine months of the foreclosure received Hostile Fire/ 
I inent anger ay and ere stationed a ay fro  t eir ho e. 
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CLAIMS RESOLVED
While resolving certain violations of civil law based on the banks mortgage loan servicing
activities the United States and the state attorneys general preserved authorities in a number of
areas
Criminal authorities The United States and the state attorneys general can still pursue
criminal enforcement actions
Securities claims The agreement does not prevent the United States from pursuing action
against the banks related to misrepresentations of the quality of loans that were packaged
into mortgagebased securities or the conduct that is thefocus ofthe new Residential
Mortgage Backed Securities WorkingGroup The states have also preserved their rights to
bring actions related to securitization activities and MERS
Loan Origination claims The United States retains its full authority to recover losses and
penalties caused to the federal government when a bank failed to satisfy underwriting
standards on a government insured or governmentguaranteed loan with the exception
of certain faulty origination practices by Bank of America on FHAinsured loans These
claims were resolved for 1 billion as part ofthe settlement FHA retained its administrative
authority to recover its actual losses when Bank of America submits an FHA loan for
insurance review in the future
Borrower claims The settlement does notprevent any claims by individual borrowers who
wish to bring their own Iawsuits
ENFORCEMENT
Compliance with the settlementwill be overseen by Joseph A Smith whowill serve as Monitor
in enforcing the consent judgment As North Carolina banking commissioner since2002 Smith
oversaw implementation of a leading foreclosureprevention program he has also served as
Chairman of the Conference of State Banks Supervisors and was PresidentObama nominee to
serve as Director of the Federal Housing Finance Agency The Monitor will oversee implementation
ofthe extensive servicing standards required by the settlement impose penalties of up to 1
million perviolation or up to 5 million for certain repeat violations and publish regular public
reports that identify anyquarter inwhich the Servicer fell short of the standards imposed in the
settlement The settlementwill be filed as a Consent Judgment in the United States District Court
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 OLVED: 
ile resol i  certai  i lati s f ci il la  ase   t e anks' rt a e l a  servici  
ctiviti s,     t  t  tt    ut ri  i  a r  
areas. 
• ri inal authorities. The nited States and the state attorneys general can still pursue 
  cti ns. 
• Securities clai s. he agree ent does not prevent the nited States fro  pursuing action 
against the banks related to isrepresentations of the quality of loans that were packaged 
 -base  curi     t t  e,  f   si nti l 
ortgage- acked Securities orking roup. The states have also preserved their rights to 
    curi  ti e   S. 
•   .  it  t t  t i s it  ll t Olit  t   l  -an  
lties -ca s  t  t  f r l r t    f il  t  satisf  er riti  
standards on a govern ent-insured or govern ent-guaranteed loan, ith the exception 
f certain faulty origination practices  ank of erica on -insured loans. hese 
clai s ere resolved for $1 billion as part of the settle ent. F  retained its ad inistrative 
a t rit  t  rec er its act al l sses e  a  f erica s its a   l a  f r 
i  i  i  t  t re. 
•  l i s.  s ttl t s t r t  l i s  i i id l rr rs  
ish     l it . 
E T: 
o pliance ith the settle ent ill be overseen by Joseph . ith, ho ill serve as onitor 
in enforcing the consent judg ent. As North Carolina's banking co issioner since 2002, S ith 
oversa  i ple entation of a leading foreclosure-prevention progra ; he has also served as 
Chair an of the Conference of State Banks Supervisors and as President ba a's no inee to 
ser e as irector f t e e eral si  i a ce e cy. e it r ill ersee i le e tati  
of the extensive servicing standards required by the settle ent; i pose penalties of up to $1 
illion er i latio  (or  to: $5 illion f r certain re eat i lations); a  lis  re lar lic 
reports that identify any quarter in, hich theServicer fell short of the standards i posed in the 
settle ent. The settle ent will be filed as a Consent Judg ent in the United States District Court 
for the District of Columbia and remain in effect for three-and-a-halfyears. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA









WHEREAS Plaintiffs the United States of America and the States of Alabama Alaska
Arizona Arkansas California Colorado Connecticut Delaware Florida Gcorgia Hawaii
Idaho Illinois Indiana Iowa Kansas Louisiana Maine Maryland Michigan Minnesota
Mississippi Missouri Montana Nebraska Nevada New Hampshire New Jersey New Mexico
New York North Carolina North Dakota Ohio Oregon Rhode Island South Carolina South
Dakota Tennessee Texas Utah Vermont Washington West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming
the Commonwealths of Kentucky Massachusetts Pennsylvania and Virginia and the District of
Columbia filed their complaint on March 12 2412 alleging that Residential Capital LLC Ally
Financial Inc and GMAC Mortgage LLC collectively Defendant violated among other
laws the Unfair and Deceptive Acts and Practices laws of the Plaintiff States the False Claims
Act the Financial Institutions Reform Recovery and Enforcement Act of 1989 the
PLF 04314
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, l i tif , t  it  t t   ica  t  t t   l a, l , 
i a, s, li i , l , cti t, l , l i , e r i , aii, 
Idaho, illinois, Indiana, Io a, ansas, ouisiana, aine, aryland, ichigan, innesota, 
ississi i, iss uri, ta a, e ras a, e a a, e  a s ire, e  Jersey, e  e ic , 
New York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Ver ont, ashington, est Virginia, isconsin, yo ing, 
the Co on ealths of entucky, assachusetts, Pennsylvania and irginia, and the istrict of 
Colu bia filed their co plaint on arch 12,2012, alleging that Residential Capital, LLC, lly 
FinanciaL Inc., and  ortgage, LL  (collectively, "Defendant") violated, a ong other 
la s, the nfair and eceptive cts and Practices la s of the Plaintiff States, the False lai s 
ct, the Financial Institutions efor , ecovery, and nforce ent ct of 1989, the 
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Servicemembers Civil Relief Act and the Bankruptcy Code and Federal Rules of Bankruptcy
Procedure
WHEREAS the parties have agreed to resolve their claims without the need for
litigation
WHEREAS Defendant by its attorneys has consented to entry of this Consent Judgment
without trial or adjudication of any issue of fact or law and to waive any appeal if the Consent
Judgment is entered as submitted by the parties
WHEREAS Defendant by entering into this Consent Judgment does not admit the
allegations of the Complaint other than those facts deemed necessary to the jurisdiction of this
Court
WHEREAS the intention of the United States and the States in effecting this settlement
is to remediate harms allegedly resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendant
AND WHEREAS Defendant has agreed to waive service of the complaint and summons
and hereby acknowledges the same
NOW THEREFORE without trial or adjudication of issue of fact or law without this
Consent Judgment constituting evidence against Defendant and upon consent ofDefendant the
Court finds that there is good and sufficient cause to enter this Consent Judgment and that it is
therefore ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED
I JURISDICTION
I This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to 28
USC 1331 1345 1355aand 1367 and under 31USC 3732a and b and over
Defendant The Complaint states a claim upon which reliefmay be granted against Defendant




er ice e ers i il elief ct, a  t e a r tc  e an  ederal les fBanlcr tc  
r ; 
EAS, t  ti    t  l  t i  l i  it t t   f r 
liti ti n; 
EAS, f nt,  its tt r ys, s s t  t  tr  f t is s t J t 
it t tri l r j i ti    i   f t r l   t  i   l i  t  t 
t i  t   itt   t  rti s; 
, efe a t,  e teri  i t  t is se t Judg ent, es t ad it t e 
allegations of the Co plaint other than those facts dee ed necessary to the jurisdiction of this 
rt; 
ERE S, the intention of the nited States and the States ill effecting this settle ent 
is to re ediate har s allegedly resulting fro  the alleged unla ful conduct of the efendant; 
AND HEREAS, Defendant has agreed to waive service of the complaint and summons 
and hereby ackno ledges the sa e; 
 F , ithout trial or adjudication of issue of fact or la , ithout this 
se t J e t c stit ti  e ide ce a ainst efe a t, a   c se t f efe ant, t e 
Court finds that there is good and sufficient cause to enter this Consent Judgment, and that it is 
t erefore , m ,  : 
.  
1. This Court has jurisdiction over the subject atter of this action pursuant to 28 
.S.C. §§ , , 35 (a), a  , a  er 1 .S.C. § 32(a) a  (b), a  er 
efendant. The Co plaint states a clai  upon hich relief ay be granted against efendant. 




2 Defendant shall comply with the Servicing Standards attached hereto as Exhibit
A in accordance with their terms and Section A ofExhibit E attached hereto
III FINANCIAL TERMS
3 Payment Settlement Amounts Defendant shall pay into an interest bearing escrow
account to be established for this purpose the sum of1096284 5which sum shall be added to
funds being paid by other institutions resolving claims in this litigation which sum shall be
known as the Direct Payment SettlementAmountsand which sum shall be distributed in the
manner and for the purposes specified in Exhibit B DefendantsPayment shall be made by
electronic funds transfer no later than seven days after the Effective Date of this Consent
Judgment pursuant to written instructions to be provided by the United States Department of
Justice After Defendant has made the required payment Defendant shall no longer have any
property right title interest orother legal claim in any funds held in escrow The interest
bearing escrow account established by this Paragraph 3 is intended to be a Qualified Settlement
Fund within the meaning of Treasury Regulation Section146881 of the US hiternal Revenue
Code of 1986 as amended The Monitoring Committee established in Paragraph 8 shall in its
sole discretion appoint an escrow agent Escrow Agent who shall hold and distribute funds as
provided herein All costs and expenses of the Escrow Agent including taxes if any shall be
paid from the funds under its control including any interest earned on the funds
4 Payments to Foreclosed Borrowers In accordance with written instructions from
the State members of the Monitoring Committee for the purposes set forth in Exhibit C the
Escrow Agent shall transfer from the escrow account to the Administrator appointed under
PLF 04316
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II.  R S 
. efe a t s all c l  ith t e er icing ta ar s, attac e  eret  as ibit 
, in rda ce ith their ter s  ti    i it , tt  r t . 
m.  S 
. ay e t ettle e t ts. efendant shall pay into an interest bearing escro  
accountto be established for this purpose the su  f $ 109,628,425, hich su  shall be added to 
f s ei  ai   ther i stit tio s res l in  clai s i  t is litigatio  (which s  s all e 
kno n as the "Direct Pay ent Settle ent ount'') and hich su  shall be distributed in the 
anner and for the purposes specified in Exhibit B. efendant's pay ent shall be ade by 
electronic funds transfer no later than seven days after the ffective ate of this onsent 
Judgment, pursuant to written instructions to be provided by the United States Department of 
Justice. fter efendant has ade the required pay ent, efendant shall no longer have any 
property right, title, interest or other legal clai  in any funds held in escrow. The interest 
bearing escro  account established by this Paragraph 3 is intended to be a ualified Settle ent 
Flmd within the meaning of Treastlry Regulation Section 1.468B-l ofthe U.S. Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended. The Monitoring Committee established in Paragraph 8 shall, in its 
sale discretion, appoint an escro  agent ("Escro  gent")  l    i t    
provided herein. ll costs and expenses f the scro  gent, including taxes, if any, shall be 
paid fro  the ftmds under its control, including any interest earned on the funds. 
. Pay ents to oreclosed orro ers. In accordance ith ritten instructions fro  
the State e bers of the onitoring Co ittee, for the purposes set forth in Exhibit C, the 
Escro  gent shall transfer fro  the escro  account to the d inistrator appointed under 
3 
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Exhibit C148981392500 theBorrower Payment Amount to enable the Administrator to
provide cash payments to borrowers whose homes were finally sold or taken in foreclosure
between and including January 1 2008 and December 31 2011 who submit claims for harm
allegedly arising from the Covered Conduct as that term is defined in Exhibit G hereto and
who otherwise meet criteria set forth by the State members of the Monitoring Committee The
Borrower Payment Amount and anyother funds provided to the Administrator for these purposes
shall be administered in accordance with the terms set forth in Exhibit C
5 Consumer Relief Defendant shall provide185000of relief to consumers
who meet the eligibility criteria in the forms and amounts described inParagraphs 18 of Exhibit
D and15000of refinancing relief to consumers who meet the eligibility criteria in the
forms and amounts described in Paragraph 9 of Exhibit D to remediate harms allegedly caused
by the alleged unlawful conduct ofDefendant Defendant shall receive credit towards such
obligation as described in Exhibit D
IV ENFORCEMENT
6 The Servicing Standards and Consumer Relief Requirements attached as Exhibits
A and D are incorporated herein as the judgment of this Court and shall be enforced in
accordance with the authorities provided in the Enforcement Terms attached hereto as Exhibit E
7 The Parties agree that Joseph A Smith Jr shall be the Monitor and shall have the
authorities and perform the duties described in the Enforcement Terms attached hereto as
Exhibit E
8 Within fifteen 15 days ofthe Effective Date of this Consent Judgment the
participating state and federal agencies shall designate an Administration and Monitoring




ibit  $1,489,813,925.00 (the '<Borrower a e t t") t  e e d inistrator  
r ide ash e ts t  rro ers s  es r  fi ll  s l  r t  i  f re los re 
t ee   i l i  r  ,   e er , ;  it l i s f r nn 
lle l  isin  r  t e ere  t (as t t t  i  med  i it  reto);  
ho t er ise eet criteria set forth  t e tate e ers f t  it rin  ittee. he 
Borro er Pay ent ount and any other funds provided to the d inistrator for these purposes 
ll  i istere  i  e ith t  t  t rth i  i it . 
. s er elief. efendant shall provide $185,000,000 f relief to consu ers 
ho eet the eligibility criteria i  the for s and a ounts described i  aragraphs 1-8 f xhibit 
D, and $15,000,000 ofrefmancing relief to consu ers who eet the eligibility criteria in the 
for s and a ounts described in Paragraph 9 of Exhibit , to re ediate har s allegedly caused 
 t e lleged tml f l t  f nt. f t ll r i e r it t ards  
obligation as described in xhibit . 
.  
. The Servicing Standards and Consu er Relief Require ents, attached as Exhibits 
 and , are incorporated herein as the judg ent of this Court and shall be enforced in 
r  it  t  t rities r ide  i  t  f rce t nus, tt  r t  s i it . 
. The Parties agree that Joseph . S ith, Jr. shall be the onitor and shall have the 
authorities and perfor  the duties described in the nforce ent er s, attached hereto as 
ibit . 
. ithin fifteen (15) days f the ffective ate f this onsent Judg ent, the 
participating state and federal agencies shall designate an Administration and onitoring 
Co ittee (the "Monitoring Co ittee")      r s.  
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Monitoring Committee shall serve as the representative of the participating state and federal
agencies in the administration of all aspects of this and all similar Consent Judgments and the
monitoring of compliance with it by the Defendant
V RELEASES
9 The United States and Defendant have agreed in consideration for the terms
provided herein for the release of certain claims and remedies as provided in the Federal
Release attached hereto as Exhibit F The United States and Defendant have also agreed that
certain claims and remedies are not released as provided in Paragraph I 1 of Exhibit F The
releases contained in Exhibit F shall become effective upon payment of the Direct Payment
SettlementAmount by Defendant
10 The State Parties and Defendant have agreed in consideration for the terms
provided herein for the release of certain claims and remedies as provided in the State Release
attached hereto as Exhibit G The State Parties and Defendant have also agreed that certain
claims and remedies are not released as provided in Part N ofExhibit G The releases
contained in Exhibit G shall become effective upon payment of the Direct Payment Settlement
Amount by Defendant
VI SERVICEMEIYBERSCIVIL RELIEF ACT
11 The United States and Defendant have agreed to resolve certain claims arising
under the Servicemembers Civil ReliefAct SCRA in accordance with the terms provided in
Exhibit H Any obligations Lmdertaken pursuant to the terms provided in Exhibit H including
any obligation to provide monetarycompensation to servicemembers are in addition to the




onitoring o ittee shall serve as the representative f the participating state and federal 
agencies in the ad inistration of all aspects of this and all si ilar Consent Judg ents and the 
onitOling of co pliance ith it by the efendant. 
. S  
.  ite  tates  f t e r , i  si r tion f r t  t r s 
provided herein, for the release of certain clai s, and re edies, as provided i  the Federal 
l , tt  t   i it .  it  t tes  t e l   t t 
certain clai s, a  re e ies are t released, as r ide  i  ara ra  11 f i it . e 
releases c tained i  i it  s all ec e effective  a e t f t e irect a e t 
ttl t o t  f t. 
. The State Parties and efendant have agreed, in consideration for the ter s 
provided herein, for the release of certain clai s, and re edies, as provided in the State elease, 
attached hereto as xhibit . he tate arties and efendant have also agreed that certain 
clai s, a  re e ies are t release , as r ide  i  art  f i it . e releases 
contained in Exhibit G shall become effective upon payment of the Direct Payment Settlement 
ount by efendant. 
I. ERVICEM lVffiERS    
. The nited States and efendant have agreed to resolve certain clai s arising 
  ce e bers  l   (" CRA") i  r  it  t  t r  r i  i  
Exhibit . ny obligations l dertaken pursuant to the ter s provided in Exhibit , including 
any obligation to provide onetary co pensation to service e bers, are in addition to the 
obligations tmdertaken pursuant to the other ter s f this onsent Judg ent. nly a pay ent to 
5 
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an individual for a wrongful foreclosure pursuant to the terms ofExhibit H shall be reduced by
the amount of any payment from the BorrowerPayment Amount
VII OTHER TERMS
12 The United States and any State Partymay withdraw from the Consent Judgment
and declare it null and void with respect to that party if the Defendant does not make the
Consumer ReliefPayments as that term is defined in Exhibit F Federal Release required
under this Consent Judgment and fails to cure such non payment within thirty days of written
notice by the party
13 This Court retains jturisdiction for the duration of this Consent Judgment to
enforce its terms The parties mayjointly seek to modify the terms of this Consent Judgment
subject to the approval of this Court This Consent Judgment may be modified only by order of
this Court
14 The Effective Date ofthis Consent Judgment shall be the date on which the
Consent Judgment has been entered by the Court and has become final and non appealable An
order entering the Consent Judgment shall be deemed final and non appealable for this purpose if
there is no party with a right to appeal the order on the day it is entered
15 This Consent Judgment shall remain in full force and effect for three and onehalf
years from the date it is entered the Term at which time the Defendants obligations under
the Consent Judgment shall expire except that pursuant to Exhibit E Defendants shall subunit a
final Quarterly Report for the Iast quarter or portion thereof falling within the Term and
cooperate with the Monitors review of said report which shall be concluded no later than six
months after the end of the Term Defendant shall haveno furtherobligations under this




 i i i l   f l l  t t  t  t   i it  ll    
the a ount f any pay ent fro  the orro er ay ent ount. 
II.   
12.  it  t t    t t  rt   it   t  t t 
   l    t             
s r li f ts (as t t t r  is fi  i  i it  (Fe r l lease)) r ir  
under this onsent Judg ent and fails to cure sllch non-pay ent ithin thirty days of ritten 
   rty. 
13.    uri          
e f rce its teI s. e arties a  j i tl  see  t  if  t e teI S f t is se t J g ent, 
s j t t  t  r l f t is urt. is s t J t   ifi  l   r r f 
 rt. 
4.  ffe ti e t  f t i  t t ll  t  t   i  t  
onsent Judg ent has been entered by the ourt and has beco e final and non-appealable. n 
order entering the onsent Judg ent shall be dee ed final and non-appealable for this purpose if 
there is no party ith a right to appeal the order on the day it is entered. 
. his onsent Judg ent shall re ain in full force and effect for three and one-half 
years fro  the date it is entered ("the er "), at hich ti e the efendants' obligations under 
t e se t J e t s all e ire, e ce t t at, rs a t t  i it , efe a ts s all s mit a 
fin l rt rl  rt f r t  l st rt r r rti  t r f f llin  it i  t  r   
erate ith t  nitor's r i   i  r rt, i  ll  l   l t r t  i  
t s ft r t e   t  r . f t ll   f rt r ligations r t is 
onsent Judg ent six onths after the expiration of the Ter , but the ourt shall retain 
 
  
jurisdiction for purposes of enforcing or remedying any outstanding violations that are identified
in the final Monitor Report and that have occurred but not been cured during the Term
16 Except as otherwise agreed in Exhibit B each party to this litigation will bear its
own costs and attorneys fees associated with this litigation
17 Nothing in this Consent Judgmentshall relieve Defendant of its obligation to
comply with applicable state and federal law
18 The parties further agree to the additional terms contained in Exhibit I hereto
19 The sum and substance of the parties agreement and of this Consent Judgment
are reflected herein and in the Exhibits attached hereto In the event ofa conflict between the
terms of the Exhibits and paragraphs 1 18 of this summary document the terms of the Exhibits
shall govern
SO ORDERED this day of 2012




jurisdiction for purposes f enforcing or re edying any outstanding violations that are identified 
in the final onitor Report and that have occurred but not been cured during the Ter . 
. Except as other ise agreed in Exhibit B, each pm.ty to this litigation ill bear its 
 ts  tt r ' f  i te  it  t is litigati . 
. ing in is s t   ie e efendant  ts   
co ply with applicable state and federal law. 
. e rties f rt r r  t  t  iti l t l s t ine  i  i it I r t . 
. he su  and substance of the parties' agree ent and f this onsent Judg ent 
 le t  i   i  t  i its tt  r to.  t  t   fli t t  t e 
ter s of the xhibits and paragraphs 1-18 of this su ary docu ent, the ter s of the xhibits 
shall govern. 
  is __ day of _______ "  
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Deputy Enforcement Director
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The provisions outlined below are intended to apply to loans secured by owner occupied
properties that serve as the primary residence of the borrower unless otherwise noted
herein
1 FORECLOSURE ANDBANKRUPTCY INFORMATION AND DOCUNrENTATION
Unless otherwise specified these provisions shall apply to bankruptcy and
foreclosures in all jurisdictions regardless ofwhether the jurisdiction has a
judicial nonjudicial orquasijudicial process for foreclosures and regardless of
whether a statement is submitted during the foreclosure or bankuptcy process in
the form of an affidavit sworn statement or declarations under penalty of perjury
to the extent stated to be based on personal knowledge Declaration
A Standards for Documents Used in Foreclosure and Bankruptcy
Proceedings
Servicer shall ensure that factual assertions made in pleadings
complaint counterclaim cross claim answer or similar
pleadings bankruptcy proofs of claim including any facts
provided by Servicer or based on information provided by the
Servicer that are included in any attachment and submitted to
establish the truth of such facts POC Declarations affidavits
and swom statements filed by or on behalf of Servicer in judicial
foreclosures or bankruptcy proceedings and notices of default
notices of sale and similar notices submitted by or on behalf of
Servicer in nonjudicial foreclosures are accurate and complete and
are supported by competent and reliable evidence Before a loan is
referred to nonjudicial foreclosure Servicer shall ensure that it has
reviewed competent and reliable evidence to substantiate the
borrowersdefault and the right to foreclose including the
borrower loan status and loan information
2 Servicer shall ensure that affidavits sworn statements and
Declarations are based on personal knowledge which may be
based on the affuant review ofServicer books and records in
accordance with the evidentiary requirements of applicable state or
federal law
I Servicer shall ensure that affidavits sworn statements and
Declarations executed by Servicersaffiants are based on the
affuantsreview and personal knowledge ofthe accuracy and
completeness of the assertions in the affidavit sworn statement or
Declaration set out facts that Servicer reasonably believes would
be admissible in evidence and show that the affiant is competent
to testify on the matters stated Affiants shall confirm that they
have reviewed competent and reliable evidence to substantiate the
PLF 04330
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t    
e r isions tline  l  r  i t  t  l  t  l s s r   r- i  
r rties t t s r  s t e ri r  r si  f t  rr er l ss t r ise t  
r in. 
I. S    I l\,I I   1Ji\II I . 
less ise cifi ,  s ns l  l     
f reclosures i  ll j ris ictions r r l   t r t  j ris i tio    
j icial, -judicial r quasi-judicial process for foreclosures and regardless f 
t r  t t t i  itt  ri  t  f r l s r  r kr t  r cess i  
t e f r  f  ffi it, s m st t t r l r ti s r lt  f rj r  
(to the extent stated to be based on personal kno ledge) ("Declaration"). 
. tandards for ocu ents sed in oreclosure and ankruptcy 
Proceedings. 
1. Servicer shall ensure that factual asseltiolls ade in pleadings 
(co lai t, c terclai , cr ss-clai , a s er r si ilar 
pleadings), bankruptcy proofs of clai  (including any facts 
r ide   r i r r   i f r ti  r ide   t  
er icer t at are i cl e  i  a  attac e t a  s itte  t  
establish the tmth of such facts) (''PO ''), l r ti , ffi vit , 
ari  s rn state e ts fIle   or 011 behalf f ervicer in judicial 
forecloSlu'es or bankmptcy proceedings and notices of default, 
tices f s l   si il r tices s itt   r  lf f 
Servicer in non-judicial foreclosures are accurate and co plete and 
 t   t t  lia le i .   l  i  
referred to non-judicial foreclosure, ervicer shall ensure that it has 
revie ed co petent and reliable evidence to substantiate the 
n- er's f lt ri  t  ri t t  f r l s , i l i  t  
rrower's l  t t   l  i f r ti n. 
. ce  l    ff vits,  ,  
l r ti s r  s   rs l l e, i    
  t  ffiant's i  Servicer's   r s,  
accordance ith the evidentiary require ents of applicable state or 
 . 
3. er icer s all e s re t at affi avits, s r  state e ts a  
eclarations executed by Servicer's affiants are based on the 
affiant's re ie  a  ers al le e f t e acc rac  a  
co pleteness of the assertions in the affidavit, s orn state ent or 
l r ti n, s t t f ts t t r i r r s l  lie es l  
be ad issible in evidence, and sho  that the affiant is co petent 
to testify on the atters stated. ffiants shall confir  that they 
a e re ie e  c ete t a  relia le e i e ce t  s sta tiate t e 
  
borrowersdefault and the right to foreclose including the
borrower loan status and required loan ownership information If
an affiant relies on areview ofbusiness records for the basis of its
affidavit the referenced business record shall be attached if
required by applicable state or federal law or court rule This
provision does not apply to affidavits sworn statements and
Declarations signed by counsel based solely on counsel personal
knowledge such as affidavits of counsel relating to service of
process extensions of time or fee petitions that are not based on a
review of Servicer books and records Separate affidavits sworn
statements or Declarations shall be used when one affiant does not
have requisite personal knowledge of all required information
4 Servicer shall have standards for qualifications training and
supervision of employees Servicer shall train and supervise
employees who regularly prepare or execute affidavits sworn
statements or Declarations Each such employee shall sign a
certification that he or she has received the training Servicer shall
oversee the training completion to ensure each required employee
properly and timely completes such training Servicer shall
maintain written records confiiming that each such employee has
completed the training and the subjects coveredby the training
5 Seivicer shall review and approve standardized forms of affidavits
standardized forms of sworn statements and standardized forms of
Declarations prepared by or signed by an employee or officer of
Servicer or executed by a third party using apower of attorney on
behalf of Servicer to ensure compliance with applicable law rules
court procedure and the terms of this Agreement the
Agreement
6 Affidavits sworn statements and Declarations shall accurately
identify the name of the affiant the entity ofwhich the affiant is an
employee and the affrants title
7 Affidavits sworn statements and Declarations including their
notarization shall fully comply with all applicable state law
requirements
8 Affidavits sworn statements and Declarations shall not contain
information that is false or unsubstantiated This requirement shall
not preclude Declarations based on information and belief where
so stated
9 Servicer shall assess and ensure that it has an adequate number of
employees and that employees have reasonable time to prepare
verify and execute pleadings POCs motions for relief from stay




rr er's f lt  t  ri t t  f r l se, i l i  t  
rrower's       ti n.  
 ia  e      e        
ffi vit, t  r f r  i  r r  ll  tt  i  
r ir   li l  st t  r f r l l  r rt r l . is 
isi   t l  t  i it ,  t t t   
l r ti  i   l  l l   nsel's r l 
 (suc   t        
, t i   ti ,   titi s) t t  t    
  rvicer's s  r s.  ff vits,  
t t t  r l r ti  ll     ffi t  t 
have requisite personal kno ledge of all required infor ation. 
. r i  ll  t   li i ti s, t i i   
r i i   l s. r i r ll tr i   r i  
l e s  r l rl  r r  r t  ffi its, s r  
state ents or eclarations. Each such e ployee shall sign a 
certificati  t at e r s e as recei e  t e trai i g. er icer s all 
erse  t  t i i  l ti  t    i  l e  
r erl  a  ti el  c letes s c  trai i g. er icer s all 
aintain ritten records confil ing that each such e ployee has 
lete  t  tr i i   t  s j ts r   t  tr i i g. 
S. r i r s ll r i   r  st r i  f r s f ffi vits, 
standardized fonns of s orn state ents, and standardized fonns of 
l r ti s r r   r i    l e  r ffi r f 
r i r, r t    t ir  rt  si   r f tt r   
behalfofServicer, to ensure co pliance ith applicable la , niles, 
rt r re,  t  t r  f t is gree t ("the 
gree ent"). 
. i i ,  ts     
i tif  t   f t  ffi t, t  tit  f i  t  ffi t i   
e ployee, and the affiant's title. 
. ffidavits, s orn state ents and eclarations, including their 
t ri ti n, s ll f ll  l  it  ll li l  st t  l  
re ire ents. 
. ffi a its, s r  state e ts a  eclarati s s all t c tai  
infonnation that is false or unsubstantiated. his require ent shall 
not preclude eclarations based on infor ation and betief here 
 t t d. 
. ervicer shall assess and ensure that it has an adequate nu ber of 
e ployees and that e ployees have reasonable ti e to prepare, 
verify, and execute pleadings, poes, otions for relief fro  stay 
("MRS"), ffi its, s r  st t ts  l r ti s. 
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10 Servicer shall not pay volume based or other incentives to
employees or thirdparty providers or trustees that encourage
undue haste or lack of due diligence over quality
11 Affiants shall be individuals not entities and affidavits sworn
statements and Declarations shall be signed byhand signature of
the affiant except for permitted electronic filings For such
documents except for permitted electronic filings signature
stamps and any other means of electronic or mechanical signature
are prohibited
12 At the time of execution all information required by a form
affidavit sworn statement or Declaration shall be complete
13 Afants shall date their signatures on affidavits sworn statements
or Declarations
14 Servicer shall maintain records that identify all notarizations of
Servicer documents executed by each notary employed by
Servicer
15 Servicer shall not file a POC in a bankruptcy proceeding which
when filed contained materially inaccurate information in cases
in which such aPOC may have been filed Servicer shall not rely
on such POC and shall a in active cases at Servicersexpense
take appropriate action consistent with state and federal law and
court procedure to substitute such POC with an amended POC as
promptly as reasonably practicable and in any event not more
than 30 days after acquiring actual knowledge of such material
inaccuracy and provide appropriate written notice to the borrower
or borrowerscounsel andb in other cases at Servicers
expense take appropriate action after acquiring actual knowledge
of such material inaccuracy
16 Servicer shall not rely on an affidavit of indebtedness or similar
affidavit sworn statement or Declaration filed in a pending pre
judgment judicial foreclosure or bankruptcy proceeding whicha
was required to be based on the affiants review and personal
knowledge of its accuracy but was not b was not when so
required properly notarized or c contained materially inaccurate
information in order to obtain a judgment of foreclosure order of
sale relief from the automatic stay or other relief in bankruptcy In
pending cases in which such affidavits sworn statements or
Declarations may have been filed Servicer shall at Servicers
expense take appropriate action consistent with state and federal
law and court procedure to substitute such affidavits with new





. erviceI' shall not pay volu e-based or other incentives to 
loyees  t i -part  i   trustees t t a e 
tm  st  r la  f  ilige  r lity. 
. ffiants s ll  i i i ls, t titi s,  ffi its, s r  
state ents and eclarations shall be signed by hand signature f 
t  ffia t (exce t f r nnitte  l tr i  fili gs). r  
docu ents, except for per itted electronic filings, signature 
sta ps and any other eans f electronic r echanical signature 
are r i ited. 
. t the ti e of execution, all infonnation required by a for  
ffi vit, s r  st t t r l r ti  s ll  l te. 
. ffiants shall date their signatures on affidavits, s om state ents 
r l r ti . 
. er icer s all ai tai  rec rds t at i e tif  all tarizations f 
Servicer docu ents executed by each notary e ployed by 
n'i r. 
. er icer s all t file a  i  a a r tc  r cee i  ic , 
 file , t i  t ri ll  i r t  i f r ti . I  s 
i  i  s       fil d, r i r s ll t r l  
on such  and shall (a) i  active cases, at ervicer's expense, 
t  r riat  ti , istent it  t t   f r l l   
c rt r ce re, t  s stit te s   ith a  a e e   as 
pro ptly as reasonably practicable (and, in any event, not ore 
t a   a s) after ac iri  act al le e f s c  aterial 
inaccuracy and provide appropriate ritten notice to the borro er 
or borrower's counsel; and (b) in other cases, at Servicer's 
expense, take appropriate action after acquiring actual kno ledge 
f s  t ri l i r y. 
. r i r s ll t r l    ffi it fi t lless r si il r 
affidavit, s am state ent or eclaration filed in a pending pre-
judg ent judicial foreclosure or bankruptcy proceeding hich (a) 
as required to be based  the affiant's revie  and personal 
kno ledge of its accuracy but as not, (b) as not, hen so 
required, properly notarized, or (c) contained aterially inaccurate 
infonnation i  order to obtain a judg ent f foreclosure, order f 
sale, relief fro  the auto atic stay or other relief in bankruptcy. In 
pending cases in hich such affidavits, s orn state ents or 
l r tions    fil , r i r shall, t ervicer's 
expense, take appropriate action, consistent ith state and federal 
la  and court procedure, to substitute such affidavits ith ne  
ffida its  r i e r ri t  ritt  ti  t  t  rr r r 
OlTO er's l. 
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17 In pending postjudgment presale cases in judicial foreclosure
proceedings in which an affidavit or sworn statement was filed
which was required to be based on the affiantsreview and
personal knowledge of its accuracy but may not have been or that
may not have when so required been properly notarized and such
affidavit or sworn statement has not been refiled Servicer unless
prohibited by state or local law or court rule will provide written
notice to borrower at borrowersaddress of record or borrowers
counsel prior to proceeding with a foreclosure sale or eviction
proceeding
18 In all states Servicer shall send borrowers a statement setting forth
facts supporting Servicersor holdersright to foreclose and
containing the information required inparagraphsIB6items
available upon borrower request LB 10 account statementIC2
andIC3ownership statement andIV13 loss mitigation
statement herein Servicer shall send this statement to the
borrower in one or more communications no later than 14 days
prior to referral to foreclosure attorney or foreclosure tnrstee
Servicer shall provide the Monitoring Committee with copies of
proposed form statements for reviewbefore implementation
B Requirements for Accuracy andVerification of BorrowersAccount
Information
1 Servicer shall maintainprocedures to ensure accuracy and timely
updating of borrower account information including posting of
payments and imposition of fees Servicer shall also maintain
adequate documentation of borrower account information which
may be in either electronic or paper format
2 For any loan on which interest is calculated based on a daily
accrual or daily interest method and as to which any obligor is not
a debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding without reaffirmation
Servicer shall promptly accept and apply all borrower payments
including cure payments where authorized by law or contract
trial modification payments as well as non conforming payments
unless such application conflicts with contract provisions or
prevailing law Servicer shall ensure that properly identified
payments shall be posted no more than two business days after
receipt at the address specified by Servicer and credited as ofthe
date received to borrower account Each monthly payment shall
be applied in the order specified in the loan documents
3 For any loan on which interest is not calculated based on a daily
accrual or daily interest method and as to which anyobligor is not
a debtor in a bankruptcyproceeding without reaffirmation




1 . In pending post-judg ent, pre-sale cases injudicial foreclosure 
rocee ings in hich  a fidavit    a  filed 
ich as re    ase  n t  ffi nt's   
pers al le  f its ra  t  t  , r t t 
 t ,   i , een l  t i ,  ch 
fidavit r rn  as  ee  r - ile , , less 
prohibited by state or local la  or court nlle, ill provide ritten 
tice  e  t rrower's dre s    rrower's 
c sel ri r t  rocee ing ith a f reclos re sale r e ictio  
proceeding. 
.  ll ,    ers   t  t  
facts supporting ervicer's or holder's right to foreclose and 
t i ing t e i for atio  r ire  i  r r s I.B.6 (items 
available upon borro er request), lB.1 0 (account statement), LC.2 
 I.C.3 (owners i  t tement),  IV.B.13 (loss iti ti  
state ent) herein. Servicer shall send this state ent to the 
  e r  ions     s 
prior to referral to foreclosure attorney or foreclosure tmstee. 
Servicer shall provide the onitoring o ittee ith copies of 
proposed fOl  state ents for review before i ple entation. 
. Require ents for ccuracy and erification of Borrower's ccotmt 
. 
. er icer s all ai tai  r ce res t  e s re acc rac  a  ti el  
updating of borrower's account infor ation, including posting of 
ts  i siti  f f s. r i r s ll ls  i t i  
adequate documentation of borrower account infOlmation, which 
  i  it r l tr i  r r f r at. 
. r  l   i  i t r t i  l l t     il  
accrual or daily interest ethod and as to hich any obligor is not 
a debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding ithout reaffinnation, 
ervicer shall pro ptly accept and apply all borro er pay ents, 
including cure pay ents (where authorized by la  or contract), 
trial odification pay ents, as well as non-confor ing pay ents, 
unless such application conflicts ith contract provisions or 
prevailing la . Servicer shall ensure that properly identified 
a e ts s all e ste   re t a  t  si ess a s after 
receipt at the address specified by Servicer and credited as f the 
date received to borrower's aCCOlmt. Each monthly payment shall 
be applied in the order specified in the loan docu ents. 
. For any loan on hich interest is not calculated based on a daily 
accrual or daily interest ethod and as to which any obligor is not 
a debtor in a bankruptcy proceeding ithout reaffir ation, 
Servicer shall pro ptly accept and apply all borro er confor ing 
-  
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payments including cure payments where authorized by law or
contract unless such application conflicts with contract provisions
or prevailing law Servicer shall continue to accept trial
modification payments consistent with existing payment
application practices Servicer shall ensnare that properly identified
payments shall be posted no more than two business days after
receipt at the address specified by Servicer Each monthly
payment shall be applied in the order specified in the loan
documents
a Servicer shall accept and applyat least two non conforming
payments from the borrower in accordance with this
subparagraph whenthe payment whether on its own or
when combinedwith a payment made by another source
comes within 500 of the scheduled payment including
principal and interest and where applicable taxes and
insurance
b Except forpayments described inparagraph1Ba
Servicer may post partial payments to a suspense or
unapplied funds account provided that Servicer1
discloses to the borrower the existence of and any activity
in the suspense or unapplied funds account 2 credits the
borrowersaccount with a full payment as of the date that
the funds inthe suspense or unapplied funds account are
sufficient to cover such full payment and 3 applies
payments as required by the terms of the loan documents
Servicer shall not take funds from suspense or unapplied
fiends accounts to pay fees until all unpaid contractual
interest principal and escrow amounts are paid and
brought current or other final disposition of the loan
4 Notwithstanding the provisions above Servicer shall not be
required to accept payments which are insufficient to pay the full
balance due after the borrower has been provided written notice
that the contract has been declared in default and the remaining
payments dueunder the contract have been accelerated
5 Servicer shall provide to borrowers other than borrowers in
bankruptcy or borrowers who have been referred to or are going
through foreclosure adequate information on monthly billing or
other account statements to show in clear and conspicuous
language
a total amount due
b allocation of payments including a notation if any payment





pay ents, including cure pay ents (where authorized by la  or 
c tract), less s c  a licatio  c flicts ith c tract r isions 
or prevailing la . Service!' shall continue to accept trial 
ification ts iste t ith i ti  t 
a lication ractices. er icer s all ensure t at r erl  i e tifie  
a e ts ll e sted o re t a  t o siness s ter 
receipt at the address specified by Servicer. Each onthly 
payment shall be applied in the order specified in the loan 
. 
a.      t ea t  - Ol ing 
pay ents fro  the borro er, in accordance ith this 
subparagraph, hen the pay ent, hether on its o n or 
hen co bined ith a pay ent ade by another source, 
co es ithin $50.00 of the scheduled pay ent, including 
ri ci al a  i terest a , ere a lica le, ta es a  
. 
. t f r e ts ri  i  r r  I.B.3.a, 
r i r  st tti l ts t   s s s  r 
unapplied funds account, provided that Servicer (1) 
is loses t  t  rr r t  iste e    ti it  
in the suspense or unapplied funds account; (2) credits the 
borrower's account ith a full pay ent as ofthe date that 
t e f ds i  t e s s e se r a lie  f s acc t are 
f i ie t t    ll ent;  (3) lie  
pay ents as required by the ter s of the loan docu ents. 
Servicer shall not take funds fro  sllspense or unapplied 
funds accounts to pay fees lmtil all unpaid contractual 
interest, principal, and escro  a ounts are paid and 
brought current or other [mal disposition of the loan. 
. t ithsta i  t  isi s , r i  ll t  
required to accept pay ents which are insufficient to pay the full 
balance due after the borro er has been provided ritten notice 
t at t e c tract as ee  eclare  i  efa lt a  t e re ai i  
pay ents due under the contract have been accelerated. 
. ervicer shall provide to borro ers (other than borro ers in 
bankruptcy or bon'o ers ho have been refened to or are going 
through foreclosure) adequate infonnation on monthly billing or 
other account state ents to sho  in clear and conspicuous 
language: 
. t tal a t e; 
. ll ti  f y ents, i l i  a t ti  if  t 
has been posted to a "suspense or unapplied funds 
"; 
PL  04334 
C unpaid principal
d fees and charges for the relevant time period
e current escrow balance and
f reasons for any payment changes including an interest rate
or escrow account adjustment no later than 21 days before
the new amount is due except in the case of loans as to
which interest accrues daily or the rate changes more
frequently than once every 30 days
Statements as described above are not required to be delivered with
respect to any fixed rate residential mortgage loan as to which the
borrower is provided a coupon book
6 In the statements described in paragraphsIA18 and IIIBLa
Servicer shall notify borrowers that they may receive upon written
request
a A copy of the borrowerspayment history since the
borrower was last less than 60 days past due
b A copy of the borrowersnote
C If Servicer has commenced foreclosure or filed a POC
copies of any assignments of mortgage or deed of trust
required to demonstrate the right to foreclose on the
borrowers note under applicable state law and
d The name ofthe investor that holds the borrowersloan
7 Servicer shall adopt enhanced billing dispute procedures including
for disputes regarding fees These procedures will include
a Establishing readily available methods for customers to
lodge complaints and pose questions such as by providing
tall free numbers and accepting disputes by email
b Assessing and ensuring adequate and competent staff to
answer and respond to consumer disputes promptly
C Establishing a process for dispute escalation
d Tracking the resolution of complaints and
e Providing a tollflee number on monthly billing statements
8 Servicer shall take appropriate action to promptly remediate any
inaccuracies in borrowers account information including
a Correcting the account information
b Providing cash refunds or account credits and




c. tm i  ri i al; 
.     t  l t ti  ri d; 
.   l ce;  
f. reasons for any pay ent changes, including an interest rate 
  t j t nt,  l t  t     
t e e  a t is e (exce t i  t e case f l a s as t  
i  i t t rues il   t  t    
fr ntl  t   r   ys); 
t t t   ri   r  t r ir  t   li r  it  
r s t t   fi e  r t  r si ti l rt  l  s t  i  t  
rr r is r i    k. 
. I  t  st t ts s ri  i  r r s lA.I8  Ill.B.l. , 
ervicer shall notify borro ers that they ay receive, upon ritten 
st: 
.   f t  rrower's t i t r  i  t  
bon-o er as last less than 60 days past due; 
.  copy f the borrower's note; 
c.  cer  e e      , 
copies of any assign ents of ortgage or deed of trust 
re ire  t  e strate t e ri t t  f recl se  t e 
borrower's note under applicable state la ; and 
.   t  i t  t t l  t  rrower's l n. 
. ervicer shall adopt enhanced billing dispute procedures, including 
f r i t  r r i  f s. e  r ce res ill i l e: 
. t li i  r il  il l  t  f r t rs t  
l e c lai ts a  se esti s, s c  as  r i i  
toll-free nu bers and accepting disputes by e ail; 
. ssessing and ensuring adequate and co petent staff to 
a s er a  res  t  c s er is tes r ptly; 
c. Establishing a process for dispute escalation; 
. Tracking the resolution of co plaints; and 
. Providing a toll-free nu ber on onthly billing state ents. 
. Servicer shall take appropriate action to pro ptly re ediate any 
inaccuracies in borro ers' account infor ation, including: 
. orrecting the accm.mt infot ation; 
. Providing cash refunds or account credits; and 




9 Servicers systems to record account information shall be
periodically independently reviewed for accuracy and
completeness by an independent reviewer
10 As indicated in paragraphIA18Servicer shall send the borrower
an itemized plain language account summary setting forth each of
the following items to the extent applicable
a The total amount needed to reinstate or bring the account
current and the amount of the principal obligation under
the mortgage
b The date through which the borrowersobligation is paid
C The date of the last full payment
d The current interest rate in effect for the loan ifthe rate is
effective for at least 30 days
e The date on which the interest rate may next reset or adjust
unless the rate changes more frequently than once every
30 days
f The amount of any prepayment fee to be charged if any
g A description of any late payment fees
h A telephone number or electronic mail address that may be
used by the obligor to obtain information regarding the
mortgage and
i The names addresses telephone numbers and Internet
addresses of one or more counseling agencies orprograms
approved by HUD
httpwwwudgovofficessglsfhrsc
11 In active chapter 13 cases Servicer shall ensure that
a prompt andproper application of payments is made on
account ofa pre petition anearage amounts and b post
petition payment amounts and posting thereof as of the
successful consummation of the effective confined plan
b the debtor is treated as being current so long as the debtor is
making payments in accordance with the terms ofthe then
effective confirmed plan and any later effective payment
change notices and
C as of the date of dismissal ofa debtorsbankruptcy case
entry of an order granting Servicer relief from the stay or
entry of an order granting the debtor a discharge there is a




a e cies. 
. ervicer's syste s to record account infonnation shall be 
periodically independently revie ed for aCClu-acy and 
letenes    i e e e t r i er. 
10.  i icat  i  r ra  LA.l8, r i r ll  t  rr r 
a  ite ize  lai  la a e acc t s ar  setti  f rt  eac  f 
t  ll i  it , t  t  t t li l : 
. he total a ount needed to reinstate or bring the account 
rr t,  t  tmt  t  ri i l li ti  tm r 
t e rt a e; 
. e ate t r  ic  t e rrower's li ati  is aid; 
c. The date of the last full pay ent; 
. he current interest rate in effect for the loan (if the rate is 
effective for at least 30 days); 
. e ate  ic  t e i terest rate a  e t reset r a j st 
(unless the rate changes ore frequently than once every 
 ays); 
f. e a t f a  re a e t fee t  e c ar e , if a y; 
.  escri ti  f a  late a e t fees; 
.  tele e er r electr ic ail a ress t at a  e 
used by the obligor to obtain infolTIlation regarding the 
rt ;  
i. The na es, addresses, telephone nu bers, and Internet 
addresses f one r ore counseling agencies r progra s 
approved by  
(http://www.hud.gov/officeslhsg/sfhlhccJhcs.cfin). 
1. In active chapter 13 cases, Servicer shall ensure that: 
. prompt and proper application of payments is made on 
account of (a) pre-petition an-earage a ounts and (b) post-
petition pay ent a ounts and posting thereof as of the 
successful consu ation f the effective confirmed plan; 
. t e e t r is treate  as ei  c rre t s  l  as t e e t r is 
aking pay ents in accordance ith the ter s of the then-
effecti e c fir e  la  a  a  later effecti e a e t 
change notices; and 
c. as of the date of dis issal ofa debtor's bankruptcy case, 
e tr  f a  r er ra ti  er icer relief fr  t e stay, r 
entry of an order granting the debtor a discharge, there is a 
reconciliation of pay ents received with respect to the 
-7 
  
debtors obligations during the case and appropriately
update the Seivicerssystems of record In connection with
such reconciliation Seivicer shall reflect the waiver of any
fee expense or charge pursuant to paragraphs IIIBIcJ or
IIIB1d
C Documentation ofNote Holder Status and Chain of Assignment
1 Servicer shall implement processes to ensure that Servicer or the
foreclosing entity has a documented enforceable interest in the
promissory note and mortgage or deed of trust under applicable
state law or is otherwise a proper party to the foreclosure action
2 Servicer shall include a statement in a pleading affidavit of
indebtedness or similar affidavits in court foreclosure proceedings
setting forth the basis for asserting that the foreclosing party has
the right to foreclose
3 Seivicer shall set forth the information establishing the partys
right to foreclose as set forth inIC2 in a communication to be
sent to the borrower as indicated inIA18
4 If the original note is lost or otherwise unavailable Servicer shall
comply with applicable law in an attempt to establish ownership of
the note and the right to enforcement Servicer shall ensure good
faith efforts to obtain or locate a note lost while in the possession
of Servicer or Servicersagent and shall ensure that Servicer and
Servicers agents who are expected to have possession ofnotes or
assignments ofmortgage on behalf of Servicer adopt procedures
that are designed to provide assurance that the Servicer or
Servicersagentwould locate a note orassignment ofmortgage if
it is in the possession or control of the Seivicer or Servicersagent
as the case may be In the event that Servicer prepares or causes to
be prepared a lost note or lost assignment affidavit with respect to
an original note or assignment lost while in Servicerscontrol
Servicer shall use good faith efforts to obtain or locate the note or
assignment in accordance with its procedures In the affidavit
sworn statement or other filing documenting the lost note or
assignment Servicer shall recite that Servicer has made a good
faith effort in accordance with its procedures for locating the lost
note or assignment
5 Servicer shall not intentionally destroy or dispose of original notes
that are still in force
b Servicer shall ensure that mortgage assignments executed by or on
behalf of Servicer are executed with appropriate legal authority





d tor's ligations m'ing the s   a r liat ly 
update the Servicer's systems of record. In connection with 
ch re i , r c   re lect  e    
fee, e e se r c ar e rs a t t  ara ra s III. Rl. c.i r 
m.B.1.d. 
. ocu entation f ote, older tatus and hain of ssign ent. 
. ervicer shall i plement processes to ensure that ervicer or the 
foreclosing entity has a docu ented enforceable interest in the 
r iss r  t   rtgage (or  f tr st) er lica le 
state la , or is other ise a proper party to the foreclosure action. 
. ce   include     i g,   
ndebtedness  la  ida its in m1 re los re s 
setting forth the basis for asserting that the foreclosing party has 
the rigllt to foreclose. 
. ervicer shall set forth the infor ation establishing the party's 
right to foreclose as set forth in LC.2 in a co unication to be 
     icate   lA.I8. 
. If the original note is lost or otherwise unavailable, Servicer shall 
co ply ith applicable la  in an atte pt to establish o nership of 
t  t   t  ri t t  f r t. r i r s ll s r   
t  f         e   i  
 r i r r ervicer's t  ll r  t t r i r  
ervicer's agents  are expected to have possession f notes r 
i ts  rt a   lf  rvi I' t r res 
that are designed to provide assurance that the Servicer or 
Servicer's agent ould locate a note or assign ent of Olt gage if 
it is in the possession or control of the Servicer or Servicer's agent, 
as the case ay be. In the event that ervicer prepares or causes to 
be prepared a lost note or lost assign ent affidavit ith respect to 
an original note or assign ent lost hile in ervicer's control, 
Servicer shall use good faith efforts to obtain or locate the note or 
assi e t i  acc r a ce it  its r ce res. I  t e affi avit, 
s orn state ent or other filing docu enting the lost note or 
ssi ent, r i r s ll r it  t t r i r s    
faith effort in accordance ith its procedures for locating the lost 
note or assign ent. 
S. Servicer shall not intentionally destroy or dispose of original notes 
  till i  r e. 
6. ervicer shall ensure that ortgage assign ents executed by or on 
behalf of Servicer are executed ith appropriate legal authority, 
accurately reflective of the co pleted transaction and properly 
ackno ledged. 
-  
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D Bankniptcy Documents
1 Proofs ofClaim POC Servicer shall ensure that POCs filed
on behalfofServicer are documented in accordance with the
United States Bankruptcy Code the Federal Rules of Bankruptcy
Procedure and any applicable local rule or order bankruptcy
law Unless not permitted by statute or rule Servicer shall
ensure that each POC is documented by attaching
a The original or a duplicate of the note including all
indorsements a copy of any mortgage or deed of trust
securing the notes including if applicable evidence of
recordation in the applicable land records and copies of
any assignments of mortgage or deed of trust required to
demonstrate the right to foreclose on the borrower note
under applicable state law collectively Loan
Documents If the note has been lost or destroyed a lost
note affidavit shall be submitted
b If in addition to its principal amount a claim inchides
interest fees expenses or other charges incurred before the
petition was filed an itemized statement of the interest
fees expenses or charges shall be filedwith the proofof
claim including any expenses or charges based on an
escrow analysis as of the date of filing at least in the detail
specified in the current draft ofOfficial FormB 10
effective December 2011 Official Form B 10
Attachment A
C A statement of the amount necessary to cure any default as
of the date of the petition shall be filed with the proof of
claim
d If a security interest is claimed in property that is the
debtors principal residence the attachment prescribed by
the appropriate Official Formshall be filed with the proof
ofclaim
e Servicer shall include a statement in a POC setting forth the
basis for asserting that the applicable party has the right to
foreclose
f The POC shall be signed either by hand or by appropriate
electronic signature by the responsible person under
penalty ofperjury after reasonable investigation stating
that the information set forth in the POC is true and correct
to the best of such responsible persons knowledge
information and reasonable belief and clearly identify the




. m t  ts. 
.   1  ("PO ").     poe   
 lf f er        
nited States ankruptcy ode, the Federal ules of ankmptcy 
r r ,   li le l l r l  r r r ("bankm t  
l "). less t er itte   stat te r lUle, er icer s all 
 t t  poe i  t   tt ching: 
.     icate   te,  l  
i r ts;     rt  r   tnlSt 
sec ri  t e tes (inclu i , if a licable, e i e ce f 
recordation in the applicable land records); and copies of 
any assign ents of ortgage or deed of trust required to 
str t  t  ri t t  f re los   t  rrower's t  
 li l  t t  l  (colle ti l , "Loan 
c e ts"). If t  t    l t r stroyed,  l t 
  l   i . 
. If, i  a iti  t  its ri ci al a unt, a clai  i clu es 
i t t, s, es,  t   i   t  
  ,  ze     st, 
fees, expenses, or charges shall be filed ith the proof of 
clai  (including any expenses or charges based on an 
escr  a al sis as f t e ate f fili ) at least i  t e etail 
specified in the cuU'ent draft of fficial For .  10 
(effective ece ber 2011) ("Official  ann  10") 
tta  . 
c.  state ent of the a ount necessary to CUl'e any default as 
f t  t  f t  tition ll  file  ith. t  r f f 
i . 
. If a sec rit  i terest is clai e  i  r ert  t at is t e 
debtor's principall'esidence, the attach ent prescribed by 
the appropriate fficial or  shall be filed ith the proof 
 i . 
. Servicer shall include a state ent in a poe setting forth the 
basis for asserting that the applicable party has the right to 
l se. 
. he poe shall be signed (either by hand or by appropriate 
electronic signature) by the responsible person under 
penalty f peIjury after reasonable investigation, stating 
  r      poe     
t  t e est f s c  res si le erson's le e, 
infor ation, and reasonable belief, and clearly identify the 




2 Motions for Relief from Stay MRS Unless not permitted by
bankruptcy law Servicer shall ensure that eachMRS in a chapter
13 proceeding is documented by attaching
a To the extent not previously submitted with a POC a copy
of the Loan Documents if such documents were previously
submitted with a POC a statement to that effect If the
promissory note has been lost or destroyed a lost note
affidavit shall be submitted
b To the extent not previously submitted with a POC
Servicer shall include a statement in an MRS setting forth
the basis for asserting that the applicable party has the right
to foreclose
C An affidavit sworn statement or Declaration made by
Servicer or based on information provided by Servicer
MRS affidavit which term includes without limitation
any facts provided by Servicer that are included in any
attachment and submitted to establish the truth ofsuch
facts setting forth
i whether there has been adefault in paying pre
petition arrearage or post petition amounts an
MRS delinquency
ii if there has been such a default a the unpaid
principal balance b a description of any default
with respect to the pre petition arrearage c a
description of any default with respect to the post
petition amount including if applicable any
escrow shortage d the amount of the pre petition
arrearage if applicable e the post petition
payment amount ffor the period since the date of
the first postpetition or pre petition default that is
continuing and has not been cured the date and
amount of each payment made including escrow
payments and the application of each such
payment and g the amount date and description
ofeach fee or charge applied to such pre petition
amount orpost petition amount since the later of the
date of the petition or the preceding statement
pursuant to paragraphIIIBLa and
iii all amounts claimed including a statement ofthe
amount necessary to cure any default on or about
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l r. 
. otions f r elief fr  ta  ("MRS"). less t er itte   
r t  l , r i r ll r  t t   i   t r 
 r i  is t   tt ching: 
.  t  t t t r i l  itt  it   poe,   
f t   ts; if s  ts r  r i sl  
itt  it   poe,  t t t t  t t ff t.  t  
pro issory note has been lost or destroyed, a lost note 
affi a it s all e Sl.lb itte ; 
.  t e e te t t re i sl  s itte  it  a poe, 
Servicer shall include a state ent in an S setting fOlth 
t  sis f r sserti  t t t  li le rt  s t  ri t 
t  l . 
c.  affi avit, s r  state e t r eclarati  a e  
Servicer or based on infor ation provided by Servicer 
("MRS ffi avit" (whic  t r  i l s, it t li it ti , 
any facts provided  ervicer that are included ill any 
       f  
facts) setting forth: 
. t r t r  s   f lt i  i  r -
petition arrearage or post-petition a otmts (an 
"MRS eli e c "); 
ii. ift ere as ee  s c  a efault, (a) t e ai  
principal balance, (b) a description of any default 
it  r s t t  t  re- titio  rr r , (c)  
escri ti  f a  efa lt it  res ect t  t e st-
petition a ount (including, if applicable, any 
s r  s rtage), (d) t  t f t  r - titi  
arrearage (if applicable), (e) the post-petition 
payment amount, Cf) for the period since the date of 
the first post-petition or pre-petition default that is 
continuing and has not been cured, the date and 
a OllUt of each pay ent ade (including escro  
pay ents) and the application of each such 
pay ent, and (g) the a ount, date and description 
     li  t   - titi  
a ount or post-petition a ount since the later of the 
date of the petition or the preceding state ent 
pursuant to paragraph ill.B.I.a; and 
111. all a ts clai e , i cl i  a state e t f t e 
a Olmt necessary to cure any default on or about 
  f  . 
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d All other attachments prescribed by statute rule or law
e Servicer shall ensure that any MRS discloses the terms of
any trial period or permanent loan modification plan
pending at the time of filingof a MRS or whether the
debtor is being evaluated for a loss mitigation option
E Quality Assurance Systems Review
Servicer shall conduct regular reviews not less than quarterly of a
statistically valid sample of affidavits sworn statements
Declarations filed by or on behalf of Servicer in judicial
foreclosures or bankruptcy proceedings and notices ofdefault
notices of sale and similar notices submitted in nonjudicial
foreclosures to ensure that the documents are accurate and comply
with prevailing law and this Agreement
a The reviews shall also verify the accuracy of the statements
in affidavits sworn statements Declarations and
documents used to foreclose in nonjudicial foreclosures
the account summary described inparagraphIB0the
ownership statement described in paragraphIC2and the
loss mitigation statement described in paragraph IVB13
by reviewing the underlying information Servicer shall
take appropriate remedial steps if deficiencies are
identified including appropriate remediation in individual
cases
b The reviews shall also verify the accuracy of the statements
in affidavits sworn statements and Declarations submitted
in bankruptcy proceedings Servicer shall take appropriate
remedial steps ifdeficiencies are identified including
appropriate remediation in individual cases
2 The quality assurance steps set forth above shall be conducted by
Servicer employees who are separate and independent of
employees who prepare foreclosure or bankruptcy affidavits
sworn statements orother foreclosure or bankruptcy documents
3 Servicer shall conduct regular pre filing reviews ofa statistically
valid sample of POCs to ensure that the POCs are accurate and
comply with prevailing law and this Agreement The reviews shall
also verify the accuracy of the statements in POCs Servicer shall
take appropriate remedial steps if deficiencies are identified
including appropriate remediation in individual cases The pre
filing review shall be conducted by Servicer employees who are





. ll t r tt ts r s ribe   st t t , nIl , r l . 
. Servicer shall ensure that any S discloses the ter s of 
a  trial eri  r el a e t l a  ification la  
pending at the ti e f filing of a S or hether the 
t r i  i  l t  f r  l  iti ti  ti n. 
. l  s   vi . 
1. Servicer shall conduct regular revie s, not less than quarterly, of a 
t ti ti ll  li  l   ffi it , r  t t ents, 
eclarations flled  or  e alf f ervicer i  judicial 
f re los re  r r t  r i s  tice   f ult, 
tices f sale a  si ilar tices s itte  i  -judicial 
foreclosures to ensure that the docu ents are aCCUl"ate and co ply 
ith prevailing la  and this gree ent. 
. he revie s shall also verify the accuracy of the state ents 
 f vits,  t t nts, s  
docu ents used to foreclose in non..judicial foreclosures, 
t e acc t s ar  escri e  i  ara ra  LB.l , t e 
o nership state ent described in paragraph I.C.2, and the 
l ss iti ati  state e t escri e  i  ara ra  IV.B.13 
 revie ing the underlying infor ation. ervicer shall 
t  r ri t  r i l t  i  fi i ie  r  
identified, including appropriate re ediation in individual 
. 
. The revie s shall also velifythe accuracy of the state ents 
i  ffi its, am st t ts  l r tions s itted 
in bankruptcy proceedings. Servicer shall take appropriate 
r i l st s if fi ie cies r  i tifi , i l i  
appropriate re ediation in individual cases. 
. he quality assurance steps set forth above shall be conducted by 
r i r l e s  r  s r t   i e e t f 
e ployees ho prepare foreclosure or banknlptcy affidavits, 
s om state ents, or other foreclosure or bankmptcy docu ents. 
. r i r s ll t r l r r -filin  r i s f  st tisti ll  
valid sa ple f poes to ensure that the s are accurate and 
comply with prevailing law and this Agreement. The reviews shall 
also verify the accuracy of the state ents in POCs. Servicer shall 
take appropriate re edial steps if deficiencies are identified, 
including appropriate re ediation in individual cases. The pre-
filing revie  shall be conducted by Servicer e ployees ho are 
se arate a  i e e e t f t e ers s  re are  t e 
a lica le s. 
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Servicer shall regularly review and assess the adequacy of its
internal controls and procedures with respect to its obligations
Lander this Agreement and implement appropriate procedures to
address deficiencies
11 Tmut PARTYPROVIDER OVERSIGHT
A OversightDuties Applicable to All ThirdParty Providers
Servicer shall adopt policies and processes to oversee and manage
foreclosure firms law firms foreclosure trustees subservicers and other
agents independent contractors entities and third parties including
subsidiaries and affiliates retained by or on behalf of Servicer that
provide foreclosure bankruptcy or mortgage servicing activities
including loss mitigation collectively such activities are Servicing
Activities and such providers are ThirdParty Providers including
1 Servicer shall perform appropriate due diligence ofThirdParty
Providers qualifications expertise capacity reputation
complaints information security document custody practices
business continuity and financial viability
2 Servicer shall amend agreements engagement letters or oversight
policies or enter into new agreements or engagement Ietters with
ThirdParty Providers to require them to comply with Servicers
applicable policies and procedures which will incorporate any
applicable aspects of this Agreement and applicable state and
federal laws and rules
3 Servicer shall ensure that agreements contracts or oversight
policies provide for adequate oversight including measures to
enforce ThirdParty Provider contractual obligations and to ensure
timely action with respect to ThudParty Provider performance
failures
4 Servicer shall ensure that foreclosure and bankruptcy counsel and
foreclosure trustees have appropriate access to information from
Servicersbooks and records necessary to perform their duties in
preparing pleadings and other documents submitted in foreclosure
andbankruptcy proceedings
5 Servicer shall ensure that all information provided by or on behalf
of Servicer to ThirdParty Providers in connection with providing
Servicing Activities is accurate and complete
6 Servicer shall conduct periodic reviews of ThirdParty Providers
These reviews shall include
a A review of a sample of the foreclosure and bankuptcy
documents prepared by the ThirdParty Provider to provide




4. Servicer shall regularly review and assess the adequacy of its 
internal controls and procedures ith respect to its obligations 
un  s r t,  i ple e t iate e res  
res  icie e . 
ll. HIRD-PART  I E  I . 
. versight uties pplicable to ll hird-Party roviders. 
  t licies  rocesses t  erse    
ore los re ir ,  , reclosure t t , icers  t er 
agents, independent contractors, entities a  tbird parties (including 
s si iaries a  affiliates) retaine   r  lf f er icer t at 
provide foreclosure, bankruptcy or ortgage servicing activities 
(including loss mitigation) (collectively, such activities are "Servicing 
ti iti s" a  s ch r iders are "Third-Party r i ers"), i g: 
. r i r s all rf r  r ri t  e iligence f ir -Party 
Providers' qualifications, expertise, capacity, reputation, 
co plaints, infor ation security, docu ent custody practices, 
business continuity, and financial viability. 
. r i r ll  r t , t l tt r , r r i t 
policies, or enter into new agreements or engagement letters, with 
Third-Party Providers to require them to comply with Servicer's 
applicable policies and procedures (which will incorporate any 
applicable aspects of this gree ent) and applicable state and 
l   . 
. ervicer shall ensure that agree ents, contracts or oversight 
policies provide for adequate oversight, including easures to 
enforce Third-Party Provider contractual obligations, and to ensure 
ti ely action ith respect to Third-Party Provider perfor ance 
i s. 
. r  all   cloSUT      
foreclosure trustees have appropriate access to infor ation fro  
Servicer's books and records necessary to perfor  their duties in 
preparing pleadings and other dot:ument!! submitted in foreclusure 
and bankruptcy proceedings. 
. Servicer shall ensu.re that all infonnation provided by or on behalf 
of Servicer to Third-Party Providers in connection ith providing 
Servicing Activities is accurate and complete. 
. Servicer shall conduct periodic revie s of Third-Party Providers. 
  all i l e: 
. A review ofa sa ple of the foreclosure and bankruptcy 
docu ents prepared by the Third-Party Provider, to provide 
for co pliance ith applicable state and federal la  and 
-  
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this Agreement in connection with the preparation of the
documents and the accuracy of the facts contained therein
b A review of the fees and costs assessed by the ThirdParty
Provider to provide that only fees and costs that are lawful
reasonable and actually incurred are charged to borrowers
and that no portion of any fees or charges incurred by any
ThirdParty Provider for technology usage connectivity or
electronic invoice submission is charged as a cost to the
borrower
C A review of the ThirdParty Providersprocesses to provide
for compliance with the Servicerspolicies and procedures
concerning Servicing Activities
d A review of the security of original loan documents
maintained by the ThirdParty Provider
C A requirement that the ThirdParty Provider disclose to the
Servicer any imposition of sanctions or professional
disciplinary action taken against them for misconduct
related to performance of Servicing Activities and
f An assessment ofwhether bankruptcy attorneys comply
with the best practice of determining whether a borrower
has made apayment curing any MRS delinquency within
two business days of the scheduled hearing date of the
related MRS
The quality assurance steps set forth above shall be conducted byServicer
employees who are separate and independent of employees who prepare
foreclosure or bankruptcy affidavits sworn documents Declarations or
other foreclosure or bankruptcy documents
7 Servicer shall take appropriate remedial steps if problems are
identified through this review or otherwise including when
appropriate terminating its relationship with the ThirdParty
Provider
Servicer shall adopt processes for reviewing and appropriately
addressing customer complaints it receives about ThirdParty
Provider services
Servicer shall regularly review and assess the adequacy of its
internal controls andprocedures with respect to its obligations
under this Section and take appropriate remedial steps if





t is gree e t in c ection ith t e re aration f t e 
t , a d the racy  the a ts t ine  t i ; 
b.  re ie   t e fees  ts   t e i -Part  
r ider to rovide t at ly fees a  c sts t at are la f l, 
reasonable and actually incurred are charged to borro ers 
 that  rtion   fe  r r es i cuned   
ird-Part  r ider f r tec logy sa e, c ectivity, r 
l t i  i ice is i  is arged   st t  t  
r; 
c.  revie  ofthe hird-Party Provider's processes to provide 
for co pliance ith the Servicer's policies and procedures 
concerning ervicing ctivities; 
.  revie  f the security f original loan docu ents 
i t ine   t  i -Pa t  i r; 
e.  require ent that the Third-Party Provider disclose to the 
er icer a  i siti  f sa cti s r r fessi al 
disciplinary action taken against the  for isconduct 
r late  t  rf r a ce  r i ing ti iti ;  
.  t  t r r t  tt r s l  
ith the est practice f deter ining hether a borro er 
s e  t ri    li  it i  
t o business days f the scheduled hearing date f the 
 . 
The quality assurance steps set forth above shall be conducted by Servicer 
e ployees ho are separate and independent of e ployees ho prepare 
foreclosm-e or banlcuptcy affidavits, s orn docu ents, eclarations or 
other foreclosure or bankruptcy docu ents. 
. Servicer shall take appropriate re edial steps if proble s are 
i e tifie  t r  t is re ie  r t er ise, i cl ding, e  
appropriate, ter inating its relationship ith the Third-Party 
i r. 
8. Servicer shall adopt processes for reviewing and appropriately 
addressing custo er co plaints it receives about hird-Party 
 rvi s. 
9. r i r all r l rl  r i    t   f it  
internal controls and procedures ith respect to its obligations 
under this Section, and take appropriate re edial steps if 




B Additional Oversight ofActivities by ThirdPartyProviders
1 Servicer shall require a certification process for law firms and
recertification of existing law firm providers that provide
residential mortgage foreclosure and bankruptcy services for
Servicer on a periodic basis as qualified to serve as aThirdParty
Provider to Servicer including that attorneys have the experience
and competence necessary to perform the services requested
2 Servicer shall ensure that attorneys are licensed to practice in the
relevantjurisdiction have the experience and competence
necessary to perform the services requested and that their services
comply with applicable rules regulations and applicable law
including state law prohibitions on fee splitting
3 Servicer shall ensure that foreclosure and bankruptcy counsel and
foreclosure trustees have an appropriate Servicer contact to assist
in legal proceedings and to facilitate loss mitigation questions on
behalf ofthe borrower
4 Servicer shall adopt policies requiring ThirdParty Providers to
maintain records that identify all notarizations of Servicer




1 The provisions conditions and obligations imposed herein are
intended to be interpreted in accordance with applicable federal
state and local laws rules and regulations Nothing herein shall
require a Servicer to do anything inconsistent with applicable state
or federal law including the applicable bankruptcy law or a court
order in a bankruptcy case
2 Servicer shall ensure that employees who are regularly engaged in
servicing mortgage loans as to which the borrower or mortgagor is
in bankruptcy receive training specifically addressing bankruptcy
issues
B Chapter 13 Cases
In any chapter 13 case Servicer shall ensure that
a So long as the debtor is in a chapter 13 case within 180
days after the date on which the fees expenses or charges
are incurred file and serve on the debtor debtor counsel
and the trustee a notice in a form consistent with Official
Form B10 Supplement 2 itemizing fees expenses or




. iti l i t  ti itie   i -Pa t  i . 
. Servicer shall require a certification process for la  fir s (and 
r rtific ti  f isti  l  finn r i rs) t t r i  
 Oitga  s    r   
r i r,   ri i  i ,  lifie  t  r    ir ·Part  
r ider t  ervicer, i cl i  t at att r e s a e t e e erie ce 
 ete ce  t   t  r i  t d. 
. i  ll  t t tt s  li  t  ti  i  t  
relevant jurisdiction, have the experience and co petence 
ecessar  t  erf r  t e ser ices re este , a  t at t eir ser ices 
co ply with applicable rules, regulations and applicable law 
(including state la  prohibitions on fee splitting). 
. er icer s all e s re t at f recl s re a  a r tc  c sel a  
f re los re tr t    r ri t  r i r t t t  si t 
i  legal proceedings and to facilitate loss itigation questions on 
l    r. 
. r i r ll t li ie  r iri  ir -Part  r iders t  
i t i  r rds t t i tif  ll t ri ti s f r i r 
t  t    t  l   t  i -Pa t  
r vi er. 
ill. TCY. 
. eral. 
. The provisions, conditions and obligations i posed herein are 
intended to be interpreted in accordance ith applicable federal, 
state and local la s, niles and regulations. othing herein shall 
r ir   r i r t   t i  i i t t it  li le t t  
or federal la , including the applicable bankruptcy la  or a court 
r r i   r t  s . 
. er icer s all e s re t at e l yees  are re larl  e a e  i  
servicing ortgage loans as to hich the bon-o er or Oltgagor is 
i  r t  r i e tr i i  s cifi ll  r ssi  la t  
s. 
. Chapter 13 Cases. 
1. I  a  c a ter 13 case, en'icer s all e s re t at: 
.  l  as t e e t r is i  a c a ter 13 case, it i   
days after the date on hich the fees, expenses, or charges 
 , le    e btor, btor's sel, 
  st       s t   
Form BID (Supplement 2) itemizing fees, expenses, or 
charges (1) that ere incurred in connection ith the clai  
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after the bankruptcy case was filed 2 that the holder
asserts are recoverable against the debtor or against the
debtorsprincipal residence and3 that the holder intends
to collect from the debtor
b Servicer replies within time periods established under
bankruptcy law to any notice that the debtor has completed
all payments under the plan or otherwise paid in full the
amount required to cure any pre petition default
C If the Servicer fails to provide information as required by
paragraph IIIBLa with respect to a fee expense or charge
within 180 days of the incurrence of such fee expense or
charge then
i Except for independent charges Independent
charge paid by the Servicer that is either A
specifically authorized by the borrower or B
consists of amounts advanced by Servicer in respect
of taxes homeowners association fees liens or
insurance such fee expense or charge shall be
deemed waived and may not be collected from the
borrower
ii In the case of an Independent charge the court may
after notice and hearing take either or both of the
following actions
a preclude the holder from presenting the
omitted information in any form as
evidence in any contested matter or
adversary proceeding in the case unless the
court determines that the failure was
substantially justified or is harmless or
b award other appropriate relief including
reasonable expenses and attorneys fees
caused by the failure
d If the Servicer fails to provide information as required by
paragraphs I1IBLa orIIIBLband bankruptcy law with
respect to a fee expense or charge other than an
Independent Charge incurred more than 45 days before the
date of the reply referred to in paragraph IIIBLb then
such fee expense or charge shall be deemed waived and
may not be collected from the borrower
e Servicer shall file and serve on the debtor debtorscounsel
and the trustee a notice in a form consistent with the current




ft  t  t    il , (2) t t t  l  
asserts are rec era le a ai st t e e t r r a ai st t e 
ebtor's  i nce,  (3)    i  
 l t   btor. 
b. r i r r lie  it i  ti  ri  stabli  n r 
r t  l  t   ti  t t t  bt r s l t  
l       t r    l   
t r ir  t  r   r - titi  f ult. 
c. If the Servicer fails to provide infor ation as required by 
paragraph m.B.I.a with respect to a fee, expense or charge 
ithin 180 days f the incurrence f such fee, expense, or 
rge, t , 
1. t  i t  ("Indepen t 
r ") i   t  r i r t t is it r (A) 
specifically authorized by the borro er or (B) 
sists f ts   r i r i  r s t 
 t s, ners i ti  s, lie s  
i r ,  f e,  r r  ll  
ee e  ai ed   t  c llecte  fr  t e 
rr er. 
. In the case of an Independent charge, the court ay, 
after notice and hearing, take either or both f the 
follo ing actions: 
(a) preclude the holder fro  presenting the 
o itted infor ation, in any for , as 
e i e ce i  a  c teste  atter r 
r r  r i  ill t  , l  t  
COUlt      
substantially justified or is har less; or 
(b) a ard other appropriate relief, including 
reasonable expenses and attorney's fees 
s   t  f il r . 
d. If the Servicer fails to provide infor ation as required by 
paragraphs ffi.B.l.a or III.B.l.b and bankmptcy law with 
respect to a fee, expense or charge (other than an 
Independent Charge) incurred ore than 45 days before the 
date f the reply referred to in paragraph III.B.l.b, then 
such fee, expense or charge shall be dee ed aived and 
ay not be collected fro  the borro er. 
.   le  e  e btor, btor's el, 
  s   tice   r  ste t t    
raft f fficial r  lO (Supplement 1) (effective 
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December 2011 of any change in the payment amount
including any change that results from an interest rate or
escrow account adjustment no later than 21 days before a
payment in the new amount is due Servicer shall waive
and not collect any late charge or other fees imposed solely
as a result of the failure of the borrower timely to make a
payment attributable to the failure ofServicer to give such
notice timely
IV LossAlmGAT oN
These requirements are intended to apply to both governmentsponsored and
proprietary loss mitigation programs and shall apply to subservicers performing
loss mitigation services on Servicersbehalf
A LossMitigation Requirements
1 Servicer shall be required to notifypotentially eligible borrowers
of currently available loss mitigation options prior to foreclosure
referral Upon the timely receipt of a complete loan modification
application Servicer shall evaluate borrowers for all available loan
modification options for which they are eligible prior to referring a
borrower to foreclosure and shall facilitate the submission and
review of loss mitigation applications The foregoing
notwithstanding Servicer shall have no obligation to solicit
borrowers who are in bankruptcy
2 Servicer shall offer and facilitate loan modifications for borrowers
rather than initiate foreclosure when such loan modifications for
which they are eligible are net present valueNPV positive and
meet other investor guarantor insurer and program requirements
3 Servicer shall allow borrowers enrolled in a trial period plan under
prior HAMP guidelines where borrowers were not pre qualified
and who made all required trial period payments but were later
denied a permanent modification the opportunity to reapply for a
HAMP or proprietary loan modification using current financial
information
4 Servicer shall promptly send a final modification agreement to
borrowers who have enrolled in a trial period plan under current
HAMP guidelines or fully underwritten proprietary modification
programs with a trial payment period and who have made the
required number of timely trial periodpayments where the
modification is underwritten prior to the trial period and has
received any necessary investor guarantor or insurer approvals
The borrower shall then be converted by Servicer to a permanent




I .  MITIG IO . 
ece ber 2011) f any change in the pay ent a Olillt, 
i l i    t t r s lts fr   i t r st r t  r 
r   j t ent,        
    t i  . r  hal   
 t ll t  l t  r  r t r f s i s  sol l  
  lt  t  il   t   ti l  t    
t ttri t l  t  t  f il r   r i r t  i   
tice ti ely. 
ese re ire e ts are i te e  t  a pl  t  t  vern ent-s s re  a  
proprietary loss itigation progra s and shall apply to subservicers perfor ing 
l s  iti ti  ices  ervicer's alf. 
.  itigati  i ts. 
1.      ti  t  l e e s 
f c rre tl  a aila le l ss iti ati  ti s ri r t  f recl s re 
felTal.         i  
li ti n, r i r ll l t  rr ers f r ll il l  l  
ificati  ti s f r ic  t e  are eli i le ri r t  referri  a 
     ta     
r i  fl ss itig ti  li ti s. e f r i  
not ithstanding, Servicer shall have no obligation to solicit 
rr ers  are i  a r tcy. 
.   er  ta   c   ers 
  itiate s    a  i   
i  t   li i le  t t l  (N ) iti   
eet t er i est r, arantor, i s rer a  r ra  re ire e ts. 
. r i r s ll ll  rr ers or  ll  i   tri l ri  l  r 
prior  guidelines (where bOlTowers ere not pre-qualified) 
a   a e all re ire  trial eri  a e ts, t ere later 
denied a per anent odification, the opportunity to reapply for a 
 r r ri t r  l a  ificatio  si  rr t fi i l 
i nn ti . 
. Servicer shall pro ptly send a final odification agree ent to 
borro ers ho have enrolled in a trial period plan under current 
R  i elines (or f ll  lm er ritten r rietar  ificati  
progra s ith a trial pay ent period) and ho have ade the 
required nu ber of ti ely tria] period pay ents, where the 
odification is under ritten prior to the trial period and has 
r i   ss r  i st r, r t r r i s rer r ls. 
he borro er shall then be converted by Servicer to a per anent 
ification  ti   t  fi l ification t , 
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consistent with applicable program guidelines absent evidence of
fraud
B Dual Track Restricted
1 If a borrower has not already been referred to foreclosure Servicer
shall not refer an eligible borrowers account to foreclosure while
the borrowerscomplete application for any loan modification
program is pending if Servicer received aa complete loan
modification application no later than day 120 of delinquency or
b a substantially complete loan modification application missing
only any required documentation of hardship no later than day
120 of delinquency and Servicer receives any required hardship
documentation no later than day 130 of delinquency Servicer
shall not make a referral to foreclosure of an eligible borrower who
so provided an applicationuntil
a Servicer determines after the automatic review in
paragraphNG1that the borrower is not eligible for a
loan modification or
b If borrower does not accept an offered foreclosure
prevention alternative within 14 days of the evaluation
notice the earlier ofi such 14 days and iiborrowers
decline of the foreclosure prevention offer
2 If borrower accepts the loan modification resulting from Servicers
evaluation of the complete loan modification application referred
to in paragraphNB1verbally in writing includingemail
responses or by submitting the first trial modification payment
within 14 days of Servicer offer of a loan modification then the
Servicer shall delay referral to foreclosure until a if the Servicer
fails timely to receive the first trial period payment the last day for
timely receiving the first trial period payment andb if the
Servicer timely receives the first trial period payment after the
borrower breaches the trial plan
3 If the loan modification requested by a borrower as described in
paragraphIVB1is denied except when otherwise required by
federal or state law or investor directives if borrower is entitled to
an appeal under paragraph IVG3Servicer will notproceed to a
foreclosure sale until the later of if applicable
a expiration of the 30day appeal period and
b if the borrower appeals the denial lwtil the later of if
applicable i if Servicer denies borrower appeal 15 days
after the letter denying the appeal ii ifthe Servicer sends
borrower a letter granting his or her appeal and offering a




c siste t it  a lica le r ra  i eli es, a se t e i e ce f 
fraud. 
.   t . 
. If a borro er has not already been refelTed to foreclosure, Servicer 
s ll t r f r  li i le rr wer's t t  f re los re ile 
t e rrower's c lete a licati  f r a  l a  ification 
 is i   i  i  (a)  l t  l  
ificatio  li ti   l t r t     li , r 
(b) a s sta tiall  c lete l a  ificati  a licati  (missi  
only any required docu entation of hardship ) no later than day 
120 of delinquency and Servicer receives any required hardship 
c e tati   later t a  a   f eli ency. er icer 
shall not ake a referral to foreclosure of an eligible borro er ho 
s  r ide  a  a licati  til: 
. ervicer detennines (after the auto atic revie  in 
a  .G.l)      le   
a  i ti ,  
.  rr r  t t  ffere  f r l s r  
r ti  lt r tive it i   s f t  l ti  
notice, the earlier of (i) such 14 days, and (ii) borrower's 
li  f t  f r l s r  r ti  ff r. 
. If rr r ts t  l  ification r sulti  fr  ervicer's 
evaluation f the co plete loan odification application referred 
to in paragraph .B.l (verbally, in riting (including e-mail 
responses) or by sub itting the first trial odification pay ent) 
it i   s  ervicer' s e    l  i i ti , t  t  
er icer s all ela  referral t  f recl s re til (a) ift e er icer 
fails ti ely to receive the first trial period pay ent, the last day for 
ti l  r i i  t  first tri l ri  nt,  (b) if t  
Servicer ti ely receives the first trial period pay ent, after the 
rr r r es t  tri l l n. 
. If the loan odification requested by a bon'o er as described in 
paragraph N.B.l is denied, except hen other ise required  
federal or state la  or investor directives, if borro er is entitled to 
an appeal under paragraph N.G.3, Servicer will not proceed to a 
foreclosure sale until the later of (if applicable): 
. expiration ofthe 30-day appeal period; and 
. if the borro er appeals the denial, until the later of (if 
applicable) (i) ifServicer denies borrower's appeal, 15 days 
after the letter denying the appeal, (li) if the ervicer sends 
borro er a letter granting his or her appeal and offering a 
l a  ificati n.  a s after t e ate f s c  ffer, (iii) 
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if the borrower timely accepts the loan modification offer
verbally in writing includingemail responses or by
making the first trial period payment after the Servicer
fails timely to receive the first trial period payment and
iv if the Servicer timely receives the first trial period
payment after the borrower breaches the trial plan
4 If after an eligible borrower has been referred to foreclosure the
Servicer receives a complete application from the borrower within
30 days after the Post Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation Letter
then while such loan modification application is pending Servicer
shall not move for foreclosure judgment or order of sale or if a
motion has already been filed shall take reasonable steps to avoid
a ruling on such motion or seek a foreclosure sale IfServicer
offers the borrower a loan modification Servicer shall not move
for judgment or order of sale or if a motion has already been
filed shall take reasonable steps to avoid a Ailing on such motion
or seek a foreclosure sale until the earlier ofa 14 days after the
date of the related offer of a loan modification andb the date the
borrower declines the loanmodification offer Ifthe borrower
accepts the loan modification offer verbally in writing including
email responses or by submitting the first trial modification
payment within 14 days after the date of the related offer of loan
modification Servicer shall continue this delayuntil the later of if
applicable A the failure by the Servicer timely to receive the
first trial period payment and B ifthe Servicer timely receives
the fast trial period payment after the borrower breaches the trial
plan
5 If the loan modification requested by a borrower described in
paragraph MBA is denied then except when otherwise required
by federal or state law or investor directives if borrower is entitled
to an appeal under paragraphWG3Servicer will notproceed to a
foreclosure sale until the later of if applicable
a expiration of the 30day appeal period and
b if the borrower appeals the denial until the later of if
applicable i if Servicer denies borrower appeal 15 days
after the letter denying the appeal ii if the Servicer sends
borrower a letter granting his or her appeal and offering a
loan modification 14 days after the date of such offer iii
if the borrower timely accepts the loan modification offer
verbally in writing includingemail responses or by
making the first trial period payment after the failure of
the Servicer timely to receive the first trial period payment




if t e rr er ti el  acce ts t e l a  ificati  ffer 
(verbally, i  riting (including e-mail responses), or by 
aking the first trial period pay ent), after the Servicer 
fails ti el  t  recei e t e first trial eri  a ent, a  
(iv) if the Servicer ti ely receives the first trial period 
nt, ft r t  rr r r  t  tri l l n. 
4. , t   li i le OlTo    re  t  l r , t  
r i r r i es  lete li ti  fr  t  rr r it i  
30 days after the ost eferral to oreclosure olicitation etter, 
then hile such loan odification application is pending, Servicer 
s all t e f r f recl s re j e t r r er f sale (or, if a 
otion has already been filed, shall take reasonable steps to avoid 
 r ling  s  tion), r s   f r l s r  s l . If r i r 
fers     i ti ,  l    
f r jud e t r r r  l , (or, i   ti   lr   
file , s all ta e reas a le ste s to a i  a ruli   s c  otion), 
r seek a foreclosure sale until the earlier f (a) 14 days after the 
date of the related offer of a loan odification, and (b) the date the 
 es e  ication .    
accepts the loan odification offer (verbally, in riting (including 
e-mail responses) or by SUb itting the first trial odification 
ent) it i    t  t  t   t  l t   fl  
ificati , er icer s all c ti e t is ela  til t e later f (if 
li ble) (A) e lu'    r    e  
flrst tri l ri  ent,  (B) ift  r i r ti l  r i es 
the fIrst trial period pay ent, after the borro er breaches the trial 
l n. 
S. If t  l  ific ti  r st    n-o er s ri  i  
r r  N. .4 is i , t , t  t r is  r ir  
by federal or state la  or investor directives, if bon-o er is entitled 
to an appeal under paragraph N.G.3, ervicer ill not proceed to a 
foreclosure sale until the later of (if applicable): 
. expiration of the 30-day appeal period; and 
. if the borro er appeals the denial, until the later of (if 
applicable) (i) if Servicer denies borrower's appeal, 15 days 
after the letter denying the appeal, (ii) if the Servicer sends 
rr r  l tt r r ti  is r r l  ff ri   
loan odification, 14 days after the date f such offer, (iii) 
if t  n- r ti l  ts t  l  ific ti  ffer 
(ver all , i  ritin  (includin  e-mail res onses), r  
aking the first trial period payment), after the failure of 
the Servicer timely to receive the first trial period payment, 
and (iv) if the Servicer ti ely receives the flrst trial period 
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payment after the borrower breaches the trial plan
If after an eligible borrower has been referred to foreclosure
Servicer receives a complete loan modification application more
than 30 days after the Post Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation
Letter but more than 37 days before a foreclosure sale is
scheduled then while such loan modification application is
pending Servicer shall not proceed with the foreclosure sale If
Servicer offers a loanmodification then Servicer shall delaythe
foreclosure sale until the earlier of i 14 days after the date of the
related offer of loan modification and ii the date the borrower
declines the loan modification offer If the borrower accepts the
loan modification offer verbally in writing includingemail
responses or by submitting the first trial modification payment
within 14 days Servicer shall delay the foreclosure sale until the
later of ifapplicable A the failure by the Servicer timely to
receive the first trial period payment and B if the Servicer timely
receives the first trial period payment after the borrower breaches
the trial plan
7 If the loan modification requested bya borrower described in
paragraph IVB6is denied and it is reasonable to believe that more
than 90 days remains until a scheduled foreclosure date or the first
date on which a sale could reasonably be expected to be scheduled
and occur then except when otherwise required by federal or state
law or investor directives ifborrower is entitled to an appeal under
paragraph IVG3aServicer will not proceed to a foreclosure sale
until the later of ifapplicable
a expiration of the 30day appeal period and
b if the borrower appeals the denial until the later of if
applicable i if Servicer denies borrower appeal 15 days
after the letter denying the appeal ii if the Servicer sends
borrower a letter granting his or her appeal and offering a
loan modification 14 days after the date ofsuch offer iii
if the borrower timely accepts the loan modification offer
verbally in writing includingemail responses or by
making the first trial period payment after the Servicer
fails timely to receive the first trial period payment and
iv if the Servicer timely receives the first trial period
payment after the borrower breaches the trial plan
If after an eligible borrower has been referred to foreclosure
Servicer receives a complete Ioan modification application more
than 30 days after the Post Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation
Letter but within 37 to 15 days before a foreclosure sale is




pay ent, after the borro er breaches the trial plan. 
6. If, ft   li i l     f lT  t  f cl sure, 
Servicer receives a co plete loan odification application ore 
than 30 days after the ost eferral to oreclosure olicitation 
tter, t  t   s f   l  sal  i  
scheduled, then hile such loan odification application is 
pending, Servicer shall not proceed ith the foreclosure sale. If 
r i r ff r   l  difi ti n, t  r i r ll l  t  
foreclosure sale until the earlier f (i) 14 days after the date f the 
l t  f  fl  difi ti n,  (ii) t  t  t   
li  t  l  difi ti  ff r. lft  OlTO er t  t  
loan odification offer (verbally, in riting (including e-mail 
responses) or by sub itting the first trial odification pay ent) 
it i   ays, ervicer s all ela  t e f recl s re sale til t e 
later of (if applicable) (A) the failure by the Servicer ti ely to 
recei e t e first trial eri  a ent, a  (8) if t e er icer ti el  
es  Irs   r  nt,     
t  tri l l n. 
7.  t  l  ific ti  r t    rr r ri  i  
 rv.B.6 s    s   l    
t    i  til  l  re los re t   t  Irst 
date on which a sale could reasonably be expected to be scheduled 
and occur, then, except hen other ise required by federal or state 
law or investor directives, if borrower is entitled to an appeal under 
paragraph N.G.3.a, ervicer ill not proceed to a foreclosure sale 
until the later of (if applicable): 
. expiration of the 30-day appeal period; and 
b. if the bOlTo er appeals the denial, until the later ofCif 
applicable) (i) ifServicer denies borrower's appeal, 15 days 
after the letter denying the appeal, (ii) if the Servicer sends 
borro er a letter granting his r er appeal a  offering a 
loan modification, 14 days after the date of such offer, (iii) 
if t  rr er ti ely ts the l  ification ffer 
(verbally, in writing (including e-mail responses), or by 
aking the first trial period pay ent), after the Servicer 
fails timely to receive the first trial period payment, and 
(iv) if the ervicer ti ely receives the first trial period 
pay ent, after the borrower breaches the trial plan. 
8. If, after an eligible borro er has been referred to foreclosure, 
Servicer receives a co plete loan odification application ore 
tha  30 a s fter the st f rral t  reclosure li itation 
etter, t ithin  to 15 days before a foreclosure sale is 
scheduled, then Servicer shall conduct an expedited revie  of the 
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borrower and if the borrower is extended a loan modification
offer Servicer shall postpone any foreclosure sale until the earlier
of a 14 days after the date of the related evaluation notice and b
the date the borrower declines the loan modification offer If the
borrower timely accepts the loan modification offer either in
writing or by submitting the first trial modification payment
Servicer shall delay the foreclosure sale until the later of if
applicable A the failure by the Servicer timely to receive the
first trial period payment andB ifthe Servicer timely receives
the first trial period payment after the borrower breaches the trial
plan
9 If after an eligible borrower has been referred to foreclosure the
Servicer receives a complete loan modification application more
than 30 days after the Post Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation
Letter and less than 15 days before a scheduled foreclosure sale
Servicer must notify the borrower before the foreclosure sale date
as to Servicersdetermination if its review was completed or
inability to complete its review of the loan modification
application If Servicer makes a loanmodification offer to the
borrower then Servicer shall postpone any sale until the earlier of
a 14 days after the date of the related evaluation notice and b
the date the borrower declines the loan modification offer If the
borrower timely accepts a loan modification offer either in writing
or by submitting the first trial modification payment Servicer
shall delay the foreclosure sale until the later of if applicable A
the failure by the Servicer timely to receive the first trial period
payment andB if the Servicer timely receives the first trial
period payment after the borrower breaches the trial plan
10 For purposes of this sectionIVBServicer shall not be responsible
for failing to obtain a delay in a ruling on a judgment or failing to
delay a foreclosure sale if Servicer made a request for such delay
pursuant to any state or local law court rule or customary practice
and such request was not approved
11 Servicer shall notmove to judgment or order of sale or proceed
with a foreclosure sale under any of the following circumstances
a The borrower is in compliance with the terms of a trial loan
modification forbearance or repayment plan or
b A short We or deedinlieu of foreclosure has been
approved by all parties including for example first lien
investor junior lienholder and mortgage insurer as





borro er , if t e rr r is e tended  l  ification 
ffer, er icer s all st e a  f reclos re sale til t e earlier 
of (a) 14 days after the date of the related evaluation notice, and (b) 
t e  the e  ines the  ficatio  . f  
rr er ti el  acce ts t e l a  ificati  ffer (either i  
riting or by sub itting the first trial odification pay ent), 
r icer s ll l  t  f re los re s l  til t  later f (if 
applicable) (A) the failure by the ervicer ti ely to receive the 
first tri l ri  t,  (B) if t  r icer ti l  r i s 
t e first trial eri  a e t, after t e rr er reac es t e trial 
plan. 
. If, ter  li i le     t  l , t  
Servicer receives a co plete loan odification application ore 
than 30 days after the Post eferral to Foreclosure Solicitation 
etter and less than 15 days before a scheduled foreclosure sale, 
r i r t tif  t  rr r f r  t  f re l s r  l  t  
 t  rvicer's  (if    l ted) D  
inability to co plete its revie  of the loan odification 
application. If Servicer makes a loan modification offer to the 
rr r, t  r i r ll t   l  til t  rli r  
(a) 14 days after the date of the related evaluation notice, and (b) 
e        r.   
borro er ti ely accepts a loan odification offer (either in riting 
r  s itti  t e first trial ificati  ay ent), er icer 
ll l  t  l s  l  lmtil t  l t   (if li l ) (A) 
t  f il r   t  r i r ti l  t  r i  t  fITst trial eri  
pay ent, and (B) if the Servicer ti ely receives the first trial 
ri  nt, ft r t  rr r r s t  tri l l n. 
0. r r s s f t is s cti  IV.B, r i r s ll t  r s si l  
for failing to obtain a delay i  a ruling on a judg ent or failing to 
ela  a f recl s re sale if er icer a e a re est f r s c  elay, 
pmsuant to any state or local law, cOllrt ntle or cllstomary practice, 
and such request as not approved. 
1. Servicer shall not ove to judg ent or order of sale or proceed 
ith a foreclosure sale under any of the follo ing circu stances: 
. The borro er is in co pliance ith the ter s of a trial loan 
ificati , f r earance, r re a e t lan; r 
h.  rt sal   -in-lie  f f    
approved by all parties (including, for exa ple, first lien 
investor, jlmior lien holder and ortgage insurer, as 
pplicable),  r f f f  r fi i    
provided to ervicer. 
-  
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12 If a foreclosure or trustees sale is continued rather than cancelled
to provide time to evaluate loss mitigation options Servicer shall
promptly notify borrower in writing of the new date of sale
without delaying any related foreclosure sale
13 As indicated in paragraphIA1S Servicer shall send a statement to
the borrower outlining loss mitigation efforts undertaken with
respect to the borrower prior to foreclosure referral Ifno loss
mitigation efforts were offered or undertaken Servicer shall state
whether it contacted or attempted to contact the borrower and if
applicable why the borrower was ineligible for a loan modification
or other loss mitigation options
14 Servicer shall ensure timely and accurate communication of or
access to relevant loss mitigation status and changes in status to its
foreclosure attorneys bankruptcy attorneys and foreclosure
trustees and where applicable to courtmandated mediators
C Single Point ofContact
I Servicer shall establish an easily accessible and reliable single
point of contact SPOC for eachpotentially eligible first lien
mortgage borrower so that the borrower has access to an employee
of Servicer to obtain information throughout the lossmitigation
loan modification and foreclosure processes
2 Servicer shall initially identify the SPOC to the borrower promptly
after a potentially eligible borrower requests loss mitigation
assistance Servicer shall provide one or more direct means of
communication with the SPOC on loss mitigation related
correspondence with the borrower Servicer shall promptly
provide updated contact information to the borrower if the
designated SPOC is reassigned no longer employed by Seivicer
or otherwise not able to act as the primary point of contact
a Servicer shall ensure that debtors in bankruptcy are
assigned to a SPOC specially trained in bankruptcy issues
3 The SPOC shall have primary responsibility for
a Commimicating the options available to the borrower the
actions the borrower must take to be considered for these
options and the status ofServicer evaluation of the
borrower for these options
b Coordinating receipt of all documents associated with loan
modification or loss mitigation activities
C Being knowledgeable about the borrowers situation and





. If a foreclosure or trustee's sale is continued (rather than cancelled) 
to provide ti e to evaluate loss itigation options, Servicer shall 
r tl  tif  OlTo er i  riti  f t e e  ate f sale 
(without delaying any related foreclosure sale). 
. s indicated in paragraph I.A.18, Servicer shall send a state ent to 
t  n·  tli in  l s  iti ti  f t  t  it  
res ect t  t e rr er ri r t  f recl s re referral. If  l ss 
tiga io    ere   ,  l   
t r it t t  r tt t  t  t t t  n- r d, i  
li l ,  t  rr r s i li i l  f r  l  ific tio  
r t er 10s5 itigation ti s. 
. er icer s all e s re ti el  a  acc rate c icati  f r 
access to relevant loss itigation status and changes in status to its 
foreclosure attorneys, bankruptcy attorneys and foreclosure 
trustees and, here applicable, to court- andated ediators. 
. Single Point of ontact. 
1. ervicer shall establish an easily accessible and reliable single 
point of contact ("SPOC") f r  t ntially- li i l  first lie  
rt a e rr er s  t at t e rr er as access t  a  e l ee 
f Servicer to obtain infor ation throughout the loss itigation, 
l  ific ti   f r l s r  r sses. 
. r i r s ll i iti ll  i tif  t  ~  t  t  rr er r tl  
after a potentially-eligible borro er requests loss itigation 
assistance. Servicer shall provide one or ore direct eans of 
c icati  it  t e  011 l ss iti ati -relate  
correspondence ith the bOlTo er. Servicer shall pro ptly 
provide updated contact infor ation to the borrower if the 
designated ~  is reassigned, no longer e ployed by ervicer, 
or other ise not able to act as the pri ary point of contact. 
. Servicer shall ensure that debtors in bankmptcy are 
assigned to a  specially trained in bankruptcy issues. 
. he  shall have pri ary responsibility for: 
. o unicating the options available to the borro er, the 
s    e   ere    
tions a  t e stat s f ervicer's e al ati  f t e 
OlTo er f r t  ti s; 
. oordinating receipt of all docu ents associated ith loan 
modification or loss mitigation activities; 
c. eing kno ledgeable about the borrower's situation and 
current status in the delinquency/imminent default 
resolution process; and 
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d Ensuring that a borrower who is not eligible forMHA
programs is considered for proprietary or other investor
loss mitigation options
4 The SPOC shall at aminimum provide the following services to
borrowers
a Contact borrower and introducehimselfer as the
borrowersSPOC
b Explain programs for which the borrower is eligible
C Explain the requirements of the programs for which the
borrower is eligible
d Explain program documentation requirements
e Provide basic information about the status ofborrowers
account including pending loan modification applications
other loss mitigation alternatives and foreclosure activity
Notify borrower ofmissing documents and provide an
address or electronic means for submission of documents
byborrower in order to complete the loan modification
application
g Communicate Servicersdecision regarding loan
modification applications and other loss mitigation
alternatives to borrower in writing
h Assist the borrower in pursuing alternative non foreclosure
options upon denial of a loan modification
i If a loan modification is approved call borrower to explain
the program
j Provide information regarding credit counseling where
necessary
k Help to clear for borrower any internal processing
requirements and
1 Have access to individuals with the ability to stop
foreclosure proceedings when necessary to comply with the
MHA Program or this Agreement
5 The SPOC shall remain assigned to borrowersaccount and
available to borrower until such time as Servicer determines in
good faith that all loss mitigation options have been exhausted
borrowersaccount becomes current or in the case of a borrower
in bankruptcy the boixower has exhausted all loss mitigation





. suri  t at a n- er  is t eli i le f r  
progra s is considered for proprietary or other investor 
l ss iti ti  ti s. 
.  ~  shall, at a i i , r i e t e f ll i  services t  
borro ers: 
. t t OlT r  i tr  imself7herself s t  
r ower's ; 
.      n-  i  li ible; 
c. xplain the require ents f the progra s for hich the 
 i  li i l ; 
d. l i   t ti  i nts; 
.  i     t   rrower's 
ccOlmt, i l i  i  l  ifi ti  ppli ati ns, 
other loss itigation alternatives, and foreclosure activity; 
f. otify borro er of issing docu ents and provide an 
  l t  s  s    
 rr er i  r er t  c lete t e l a  ificati  
application; 
. o unicate Servicer's decision regarding loan 
ificati  a licati s a  t er l ss iti ati  
alternatives to borro er i  riting; 
. s      l  -  
ti s  i l f  l  ifi ti ; 
. If a loan odification is approved, call bOlTo er to explain 
the progra ; 
j. rovide infonnation regarding credit counseling here 
ssary; 
k. elp to clear for borro er any internal processing 
re ire e ts; a  
L Have access to individuals with the ability to stop 
foreclosure proceedings when necessary to comply with the 
 r gra  r t is gree e t 
. The SP~C shall re ain assigned to borrower's account and 
a e  e    i e   ne   
 fait  t at a1110ss itigatio  tions a e ee  e a ste , 
er's t es re t , in t e ase  r e  
in bankmptcy, the borro er has exhausted all loss itigation 
tions f r ich t e n' er is te tially eli ible a  as 
li . 
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6 Servicer shall ensure that a SPOC can refer and transfer a borrower
to an appropriate supervisor upon request of the borrower
7 Servicer shall ensure that relevant records relating to borrowers
account are promptly available to the borrower SPOC so that the
SPOC can timely adequately and accurately inform the borrower
of the current status of loss mitigation loan modification and
foreclosure activities
8 Servicer shall designate one or more management level employees
to be the primary contact for the Attorneys General state financial
regulators the Executive Office ofUSTrustee each regional
office of theUSTrustee and federal regulators for
communication regarding complaints and inquiries from individual
borrowers who are in default andorhave applied for loan
modifications Servicer shall provide a written acknowledgment to
all such inquiries within 10 business days Servicer shall provide a
substantive written response to all such inquiries within 30 days
Servicer shall provide relevant loan information to borrower and to
Attorneys General state financial regulators federal regulators the
Executive Office of theUS Trustee and each US Trustee upon
written request and if properly authorized A written complaint
filed by a borrower and forwarded by a state attorney general or
financial regulatory agency to Servicer shall be deemed to have
proper authorization
9 Servicer shall establish and make available to Chapter 13 trustees a
tollfree number staffed bypersons trained in bankruptcy to
respond to inquiries from Chapter 13 trustees
D Loss Mitigation Communicationswith Borrowers
1 Servicer shall commence outreach efforts to communicate loss
mitigation options for first lien mortgage loans to all potentially
eligible delinquent borrowers other than those in bankruptcy
beginning on timelines that are in accordance with HAMP
borrower solicitation guidelines set forth in the MHA Handbook
version 32Chapter II Section 2regardless of whether the
borrower is eligible for a HAMP modification Servicer shall
provide borrowers with notices that include contact information for
national or state foreclosure assistance hotlines and state housing
counseling resources as appropriate The use by Servicer of
nothing more than prerecorded automatic messages in loss
mitigation communications with borrowers shall not be sufficient
in those instances in which it fails to result in contact between the
borrower and one ofServicers loss mitigation specialists
Servicer shall conduct affirmative outreach efforts to inform




. cer l            
to an appropriate supervisor upon request f the borro er. 
. ervicer shall ensure that relevant records relating to borrower's 
t r  r tl  il l  t  t  rrower's ~C, s  t t t  
~  ca  ti el , a e atel  a  acc ratel  i f r  t e rr er 
    l  i ti n,  i ti ,  
ore los re cti iti s. 
. r i r ll i t   r r  t l l l ees 
t   t  ri r  t t f r t  ttorne s r l, st t  fma i l 
l t r , t  ti  ice  .S. t e,  i l 
ffice f t  u.s. r t e,  f r l r l t r  f r 
co unication regarding co plaints and inquiries fro  individual 
borro ers ho are in default and/or have applied for loan 
ificati s. er icer s all r ide a ritte  ac le e t t  
  iries    s.  l    
s sta ti e ritte  res se t  all s c  i iries it i   a s. 
ervicer shall provide relevant loan infor ation to borro er and to 
ttorne s eral, st t  fi i l r l tors, f r l r l t rs, t  
ive ice   .S. ,   .S. ste   
ritte  r t  i  r rl  t ri d.  ritte  l i t 
file    rr r  fOIwarde    st t  tt r  r l r 
financial regulatory agency to Servicer shall be dee ed to have 
proper authorization. 
. Servicer shall establish and ake available to Chapter 13 tmstees a 
toll-free nu ber staffed by persons trained in bankruptcy to 
respond to inquiries fro  hapter 13 trustees. 
. Loss itigation o w1ications ith OlTO ers. 
I. cer   e      
itigatio  tions f r first lie  rt a e l a s t  all te tiall  
eligible delinquent borro ers (other than those in bankmptcy) 
e i i   ti eli es t at are i  acc r a ce it   
borro er solicitation guidelines set forth in the B  andbook 
rsi  .2, t r II, ti  .2, r r less f t r t  
bon-ower is eligible for a HA P modification. Servicer shall 
r i  rr ers it  tices t t i lu e t t i f r ti  f r 
national or state foreclosure assistance hotlines and state housing 
counseling resources, as appropriate. he use by Servicer of 
t i  re t a  rerec r e  a t atic essa es i  l ss 
itigation co unications ith borro ers shall not be sufficient 
 s      ls  l      
borro er and one of Servicer's loss itigation specialists. 
ce  l   r     nn 
eli e t sec  lie  rr ers (other t a  t se i  ankruptcy) 
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about the availability of payment reduction options The foregoing
notwithstanding Servicer shall have no obligation to solicit
borrowers who are in bankruptcy
2 Servicer shall disclose and provide accurate information to
borrowers relating to the qualification process and eligibility
factors for loss mitigation programs
3 Servicer shall communicate at the written request of the borrower
with the borrower authorized representatives including housing
counselors Servicer shall communicate with representatives from
state attorneys general and financial regulatory agencies acting
upon a written complaint filed by the borrower and forwarded by
the state attorney general orfinancial regulatory agency to
Servicer When responding to the borrower regarding such
complaint Seivicer shall include the applicable state attorney
general on all correspondence with the borrower regarding such
complaint
4 Seivicer shall cease all collection efforts while the borroweriis
making timely payments under a trial loan modification or iihas
submitted a complete loan modification application and a
modification decision is pending Notwithstanding the above
Servicer reserves the right to contact a borrower to gather required
loss mitigation documentation or to assist a borrower with
performance under a trial loan modification plan
5 Servicer shall consider partnering with third parties including
national chain retailers and shall consider the use of select bank
branches affiliated with Seivicer to set up programs to allow
borrowers to copy fax scan transmit by overnight delivery or
mail or email documents to Seivicer free of charge
6 Within five business days after referral to foreclosure the Servicer
including any attorney or trustee conducting foreclosure
proceedings at the direction ofthe Servicer shall send a written
communication Post Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation Letter
to the borrower that includes clear language that
a The Seivicer may have sent to the borrower one or more
borrower solicitation communications
b The borrower can still be evaluated for alternatives to
foreclosure even if he orshe had previously shown no
interest
C The borrower should contact the Seivicer to obtain a loss
mitigation application package




about the availability f pay ent reduction options. he foregoing 
not ithstanding, Servicer shall have no obligation to solicit 
rro ers ho are in a r tc . 
. er icer s all isclose a  r ide acc rate i for ation t  
borro ers relating to the qualification process and eligibility 
factors for loss itigation progra s. 
. icer ll nllmi t , t t  itte  est  t  n- r, 
ith t e rr er's a t 01ized re rese tati es, including si  
l r . r i r ll icate ith r r t ti es fro  
state tt r e s ral  fin i l re lat ry ies ti  
  ritten l i t filed  t  rro er  for arded  
t e t t  tt m  l  ina i l re lat ry  t  
r i r. he  r i  t  t e rro er r r i  ll  
co plaint, Servicer shall include the applicable state attomey 
general on all correspondence ith the borro er regarding such 
co plaint. 
. r icer l  ase   orts    (i)  
aking ti ely pay ents under a trial loan odification or (ii) has 
sub itted a co plete loan odification application, and a 
ica io  i  s di g. ithsta n   , 
r i r r s r s t  ri t t  t t  rr r t  t r r ir  
loss itigation docu entation or to assist a borro er ith 
or ance   t i l l  i ication lan.. 
. i  ll i  t i g it  t i  rti , i l in  
ti l i  r t il r ,  ll i r t    l t  
branches affiliated ith ervicer, to set up progra s to allo  
borro ers to copy, fax, scan, trans it by overnight delivery, or 
ail r e ail c e ts t  er icer free f c ar e. 
. it i  fi e tlSiness a s after referral t  f recl s re, t e er icer 
(including any attorney (or trustee) conducting foreclosure 
proceedings at the direction of the Servicer) shall send a written 
co unication ("Post efen-al to Foreclosure Solicitation Letter") 
t  t  rr r t t i ludes l r l  t t: 
.  r i r   t t  t  rr r  r r  
 oli  i ti ; 
.  OlTo   till   f  l   
foreclosure even ifhe or she had previously sho n no 
i terest; 
c.  r  l    er  t  t i    
itigation application package; 
. The borro er ust sub it a loan odification application 
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to the Servicer to request consideration for available
foreclosure prevention alternatives
e Provides the Servicerscontact information for submitting
a complete loan modification application including the
Servicerstoll free ntunber and
f Unless the form of letter is otherwise specified by investor
directive or state law or the borrower is not eligible for an
appeal under paragraph IVG3astates that if the borrower
is contemplating or has pending an appeal of an earlier
denial of a loanmodification application that he or she
may submit a loanmodification application in lieu of his or
her appeal within 30 days after the Post Referral to
Foreclosure Solicitation Letter
E Development of Loan Portals
1 Servicer shall develop or contract with a thirdparry vendor to
develop an online portal linked to Seivicersprimary servicing
system where borrowers can check at no cost the status of their
first lien loan modifications
2 Servicer shall design portals that may among other things
a Enable borrowers to submit documents electronically
b Provide an electronic receipt for any documents submitted
C Provide information and eligibility factors for proprietary
loan modification and other loss mitigation programs and
d Permit Servicer to communicate with borrowers to satisfy
any written communications required to be provided by
Servicer if borrowers submit documents electronically
Servicer shall participate in the development and implementation
of a neutral nationwide loanportal system linked to Servicers
primary servicing system such as Hope LoanPort to enhance
communications with housing counselors including using the
technology used for the Borrower Portal and containing similar
features to the Borrower Portal
4 Servicer shall update the status of each pending loanmodification
on these portals at least every 10 business days and ensure that
each portal is updated on such a schedule as to maintain
consistency
F Loan Modification Timelines
I Servicer shall provide written acknowledgement of the receipt of
documentation submitted by the borrower in connection with a




t  t e er icer t  re est c si erati  f r a aila le 
foreclosure prevention alternatives; 
. Provides the Servicer's contact infor ation for sub itting 
 l t  l  ification li ti n, i l i  t  
rvicer's -fre  um er;  
f. less t e f nn f letter is t er ise s ecifie   i est r 
ve         l le   
l r r r  IV.G.3.a, t t  t t i  t  rr r 
is t l ti  r s i   l f  rli r 
denial f a loan odification application, that he or she 
ay sub it a loan odification application in lieu of his or 
er a eal it i   a s after t e st efenal t  
 l  t r. 
. evelop ent f oan ortals. 
. Servicer shall develop or contract ith a third-party vendor to 
l   li  rt 11inke  t  ervicer's ri r  rvi i  
syste  here borro ers can check, at no cost, the status of their 
r  ie   i . 
. ervicer shall design portals that ay, a ong other things: 
. e ers   ts l ctronical y; 
. rovide an electronic receipt for any docu ents sub itted; 
c. rovide infor ation and eligibility factors for proprietary 
l  ification  t r l  itigati  r r ;  
. r it r i r t  icate it  rr r  t  ti f  
a  ritte  c icati s re ire  t  e r i e   
Servicer, if borro ers sub it docu ents electronically. 
3. Servicer shall participate in the development and implementation 
of a neutral, nation ide loan portal syste  linked to Servicer's 
pri ary servicing syste , such as ope oanPort to enhance 
co unications with housing counselors, including using the 
teclmology used for the orro er ortal, and containing si ilar 
   OlTo e  rt l. 
. Servicer shall update the status of each pending loan odification 
 t ese rtals at least e er   si ess a s a  e s re t at 
each portal is updated on such a schedule as to aintain 
consistency. 
.  ific ti  i li s. 
1. r i r s ll r id  ritte  l t f t  r i t f 
docu entation sub itted by the bon-o er in connection ith a 
first lie  l  ification li ti  it i   si ss ys. I  
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its initial acknowledgment Servicer shall briefly describe the loan
modification process and identify deadlines and expiration dates
for submitted documents
2 Servicer shall notify borrower of any known deficiency in
borrowersinitial submission ofinformation no later than 5
business days after receipt including any missing information or
documentation required for the loan modification to be considered
complete
3 Subject to sectionIVB Servicer shall afford borrower 30 days
from the date of Servicersnotification of anymissing information
or documentation to supplement borrowerssubmission of
information prior to making a determination on whether or not to
grant an initial loan modification
4 Servicer shall review the complete first lien loan modification
application submitted byborrower and shall determine the
disposition of borrower trial orpreliminary loan modification
request no later than 30 days after receipt of the complete loan
modification application absent compelling circumstances beyond
Servicers control
5 Servicer shall implement processes to ensure that second lien loan
modification requests are evaluated on a timely basis When a
borrower qualifies for a second lien loan modification after a first
lien loan modification in accordancewith Section Zed ofthe
General Framework for Consumer ReliefProvisions the Servicer
of the second lien loan shall absent compelling circumstances
beyond Servicer control send loan modification documents to
borrower no later than 45 days after the Servicer receives official
notification of the successfiil completion of the related first lien
loan modification and the essential terms
6 For all proprietary first lien loan modification programs Servicer
shall allow properly submitted borrower financials to be used for
90 days from the date the documents are received unless Servicer
learns that there hasbeen a material change in circumstances or
unless investor requirements mandate a shorter time frame
7 Servicer shall notify borrowers of the final denial of any first lien
loan modification request within 10 business days of the denial
decision Thenotification shall be in the form of the non approval
notice required in paragraphNG1below
G Independent Evaluation ofFirst Lien Loan Modification Denials
1 Except when evaluated as provided in paragraphs IVB8or
IV139Servicersinitial denial ofan eligible borrower request




its initial ackno ledg ent. Servicer shall briefly describe the loan 
odification process and identify deadlines and expiration dates 
 i  ts. 
. ervicer shall notify borro er f any kno n deficiency in 
n- wer's   f tion,  l    
business days after receipt, including any issing infor ation or 
t ti  r ir  f r t  l  ifi ti  t   i r  
l te. 
3. Subject to section IV.B, Servicer shall afford borro er 30 days 
fro  the date f ervicer's notification f any issing infor ation 
 t    r ower's i i   
i f r ti  ri r t  i   ter i ti   t r r t t  
ra t au i itial l a  ificati . 
. et'Vicer s all re ie  t e c lete first lie  l a  ificati  
li ti  itt     ll t r i  t  
is siti  f rrower's trial r reli i ar  l a  ificati  
t  l t  t   s t  i t  t  l t  l  
ificatio  a licati n, a se t c elli  circ sta ces e  
rvicer's trol. 
5. Servicer shall i ple ent processes to ensure that second lien loan 
ificatio  r t  r  l t    ti l  i .   
borro er qualifies for a second lien loan odification after a first 
lie  l  i ic ti  i   ith ti  2.c.i  t  
e eral ra e r  f r s er elief r isi s, t e er icer 
ofthe second lien loan shall (absent compelling circmnstances 
e  ervicer's c trol) se  l a  ificati  c e ts t  
  ater   s t   r    
notification of the successful co pletion of the related first lien 
 ica    enti  . 
6. For all proprietary first lien loan odification progra s, Servicer 
s ll ll  r rl  s itte  rr er fma i ls t   s  f r 
 a s fr  t e ate t e c e ts are recei e , less er icer 
learns that there has been a aterial change in circumstances or 
less iu est r r ire ents t   s rt r ti e fr e. 
. Servicer shall notify borrowers of the final denial of any first lien 
loan modification request within 10 business days of the denial 
decision. The notification shall be in the for  of the non-approval 
notice required in paragraph IV.G.1 belo . 
. Independent valuation of First ien oan odification enials. 
. xcept hen evaluated as provided in paragraphs IV.B.S or 
IV.B.9, Servicer's initial denial of an eligible borrower's request 
for fn'st lien loan odification follo ing the sub ission f a 
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complete loan modification application shall be subject to an
independent evaluation Such evaluation shall be performed by an
independent entity or a different employee who has not been
involved with the particular loan modification
2 Denial Notice
a When a first lien loan modification is denied after
independent review Servicer shall send a written non
approval notice to the borrower identifying the reasons for
denial and the factual information considered The notice
shall inform the borrower that he or she has 30 days from
the date of the denial letter declination to provide evidence
that the eligibility determination was in error
b If the firstlien modification is denied because disallowed
by investor Servicer shall disclose in the written non
approval notice the name of the investor and summarize the
reasons for investor denial
C For those cases where a first lien loan modification denial
is the result of an NPV calculation Servicer shall provide
in the written non approval notice the monthly gross
income and property value used in the calculation
3 Appeal Process
a After the automatic review in paragraphNG1has been
completed and Servicer has issued the written non approval
notice in the circumstances described in the first sentences
of paragraphsIVB315orIVB7except when
otherwise required by federal or state law or investor
directives borrowers shall have 30 days to request an
appeal and obtain an independent review of the first lien
loan modification denial in accordance with the terms of
this Agreement Servicer shall ensure that the borrower has
30 days from the date of the written nonapproval notice to
provide information as to why Servicersdetermination of
eligibility for a loan modification was in error unless the
reason for non approval is 1 ineligible mortgage 2
ineligible property 3 offer not accepted by borrower or
request withdrawn or4 the loan was previously modified
b For those cases in which the first lien loan modification
denial is the result of an NPV calculation if aborrower
disagrees with the property value used by Servicer in the
NPV test the borrower can request that a full appraisal be
conducted of the property by an independent licensed




c lete l a  dificati  applicati  s all e subject to a  
independent evaluation. Such evaluation shall be perfor ed by an 
independent entity or a different e ployee ho has not been 
i l  it  t  rti l r l  difi ation. 
. i l ti e. 
.   t Lie  l  i   i  f  
i t r view, r i r all   ritt  on-
     ti    r 
   l nn  i red.   
s ll i f r  t  rr r t t  r s  s  s fr  
t e ate f t e e ial letter ecli ati  t  r i e e i e ce 
t t t  li i ilit  t r i ti   i  IT r. 
b.   t  i     l  
 i st r, r i r s ll is l s  i  t  ritt  n-
l ti  t    t  i t   i  t  
   nial. 
c.      t   i  i  
is the result of an PY calculation, Servicer shall provide 
i  t  ritt  - r l ti  t  t l  r  
i c e a  r ert  al e se  i  t e calc lati . 
. eal r cess. 
. fter t e a t atic re ie  i  ara ra  IV.G.l as ee  
co pleted and Servicer has issued the ritten non-approval 
ti ,   rc sta ce       
of paragraphs N.B.3, IV.B.5 or IV.B.7,except hen 
other ise required by federal or state la  or investor 
directives, borrowers shall have 30 days to request an 
appeal and obtain an independent revie  of the first lien 
         
this gree ent. Servicer shall ensure that the borro er has 
 a s fr  t e ate f t e ritte  -a r al tice t  
provide infor ation as to hy Servicer's deter ination of 
li i ilit  f r  l  ificatio  s i  rr r, l ss t  
reas  f r -a r al is (1) i eli i le rt a e, (2) 
ineligible property, (3) offer not accepted by borro er or 
re est it r , r (4) t  l a  s r i sl  ifi . 
.  t ose    t e irs  lie  a   
denial is the result of an PY calculation, if a borro er 
disagrees ith the property value used by Servicer in the 
NPY test, the borrower can request that a full appraisal be 
conducted of the property by an independent licensed 
appraiser (at borro er expense) consistent ith H P 
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directive 1015 Servicer shall comply with the process set
forth inHAMP directive 1015 including using such value
in the NPV calculation
C Servicer shall review the information submitted by
borrower and use its best efforts to communicate the
disposition of borrower appeal to borrower no later than
30 days after receipt of the information
d IfServicer denies borrower appeal Servicers appeal
denial letter shall include a description of other available
loss mitigation including short sales and deeds in lieu of
foreclosure
H General Loss Mitigation Requirements
1 Servicer shallmaintain adequate staffing and systems for tracking
borrower documents and information that are relevant to
foreclosure loss mitigation and other Servicer operations
Servicer shall make periodic assessments to ensure that its staffing
and systems are adequate
2 Servicer shall maintain adequate staffing and caseload limits for
SPOCs and employees responsible for handling foreclosure loss
mitigation and related communications with borrowers and
housing counselois Servicer shall make periodic assessments to
ensure that its staffing and systems are adequate
3 Servicer shall establish reasonable minimum experience
educational and training requirements for Ioss mitigation staff
4 Servicer shall document electronically key actions taken on a
foreclosure loan modification bankruptcy or other servicing file
including communications with the borrower
5 Servicer shall not adopt compensation arrangements for its
employees that encourage foreclosure over loss mitigation
alternatives
5 Servicer shall not make inaccurate payment delinquency reports to
credit reporting agencies when the borrower is making timely
reduced payments pursuant to a trial or other loanmodification
agreement Servicer shall provide the borrower prior to entering
into a trial loanmodification with clear and conspicuous written
information that adverse credit reporting consequences mayresult
from the borrower making reduced payments during the trial
period
7 Where Servicer grants a loanmodification Servicer shall provide
borrower with a copy of the fully executed loan modification




ir ti  -1 . ervi r s ll l  it  t  r ess s t 
forth in R  directive 10-15, including using such value 
   l ulation. 
c. r i  ll i  t  i ti  itt   
         
disposition ofbon-ower's appeal to borro er no later than 
 s ft r r i t f t  i f r ti n. 
d.  r i  i  rrower's al,  ervicer' s l 
i  l    ri    i  
 i ti n,      i    
foreclosure. 
. l  iti ti  i nts. 
1.  al    t f      
 ts       
foreclosure, loss itigation, and other ervicer operations. 
r i r ll  ri i  t  t  r  t t it  t ffi  
and syste s are adequate. 
. er icer s all ai tai  a e ate staffi  a  casel a  li its f r 
s and e ployees responsible for handling foreclosure, loss 
itigati   r late  i ti s it  rr ers  
si  c selors. er icer s all a e eri ic assess e ts t  
r  t t its t ffi   t  r  te. 
3. Servicer shall establish reasonable ini u  experience, 
e cati al a  trai i  re ire e ts f r l ss iti ati  staff. 
. Servicer shall docu ent electronically key actions taken on a 
foreclosure, loan odification, banlouptcy, or other servicing file, 
i l i  i ti s it  t  OlT er. 
5. r i r ll t t ti  rr t  f r its 
employees that encourage foreclosure over loss mitigation 
ti s. 
6. Servicer shall not ake inaccurate pay ent delinquency reports to 
credit repolting agencies when the borrower is aking ti ely 
reduced pay ents pursuant to a trial or other loan odification 
r ent. r i r s ll r i  t  rr r, ri r t  t ri  
into a trial loan odification, ith clear and conspicuous ritten 
i f r ati  t at a erse cre it re rti  c se e ces a  res lt 
fro  the borro er aking reduced pay ents during the trial 
ri . 
. here r i r r ts  l  ifi ti , r i r s ll r i  
rr er it    f t e f ll  te  l  ifi ti  
agree ent ithin 45 days of receipt of the executed copy fro  the 
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borrower If the modification is not in writing Servicer shall
provide the borrower with a written summary of its terms as
promptly as possible within 45 days of the approval of the
modification
8 Servicer shall not instruct advise or recommend that borrowers go
into default in order to qualify for loss mitigation relief
9 Servicer shall not discourage borrowers from working or
communicating with legitimate nonprofit housing counseling
services
10 Servicer shall not in the ordinary course require a borrower to
waive or release claims and defenses as acondition of approval for
a loan modification program or other loss mitigation relief
However nothing herein shall preclude Servicer from requiring a
waiver or release of claims and defenses with respect to a loan
modification offered in connection with the resolution ofa
contested claimwhen the borrower would not otherwise be
qualified for the loan modification under existing Servicer
programs
11 Servicer shall not charge borrower an application fee in connection
with a request for a loanmodification Servicer shall provide
borrower with a prepaid overnight envelope or pre paid address
label for return of a loan modification application
12 Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agreement and to
minimize the risk ofborrowers submitting multiple loss mitigation
requests for the purpose of delay Servicer shall not be obligated to
evaluate requests for loss mitigation options from aborrowers
who have already been evaluated or afforded a fair opportunity to
be evaluated consistent with the requirements of HAMP or
proprietary modification programs orb borrowers whowere
evaluated after the date of implementation of this Agreement
consistent with this Agreement unless there has been amaterial
change in the borrowersfinancial circumstances that is
documented by borrower and submitted to Servicer
I Proprietary First Lien Loan Modifications
Servicer shall make publicly available information on its
qualification processes all required documentation and
information necessary for acomplete first lien loan modification
application and key eligibility factors for all proprietary loan
modifications
Servicer shall design proprietary first lien loan modification
programs that are intended to produce sustainable modifications




borro er. lft e odification is not in riting, ervicer shall 
i  t  rr r it   itt    it  t r s,  
tl   si l , it i     t  l  t  
ifi ti . 
. er icer s all t i str ct, a ise r rec e  t at rr ers  
 t    li   l   lief. 
. r  l        
i ti  it  l iti ate -pr fit i  eli  
serVIces. 
0. Servicer shall not, in the ordinary course, require a bOlTower to 
  e           
 l  i ic tio  a   t  l  iti ti  lief. 
r, t i  r i  ll r l  r i r fr  r iri   
aiver or release f clai s and defenses ith respect to a loan 
i    t  t   l    
te  l i ,      t r   
lifie  f r t  l  ification r i ti  r i r 
s. 
1. er icer s all t c ar e rr er a  a licati  fee i  c ecti  
      if ti . r  all  
rr r it   r -paid r i t l  r r -pai  r ss 
     a  ication li ti n. 
. Notwithstanding any other provision of this Agree ent, and to 
ini ize the risk of borro ers sub itting ultiple loss itigation 
re ests f r t e rpose f elay, er icer s all t e ligate  t  
evaluate requests for loss itigation options fro  (a) borro ers 
 a e alrea  ee  e al ate  r aff r e  a fair rttmit  t  
be evaluated consistent ith the require ents f  or 
r rietar  ificatio  r ra s, r (b) rr ers  ere 
evaluated after the date of i ple entation of this gree ent, 
c siste t it  t is ree e t, less t ere as ee  a aterial 
change in the bOlTo er's financial circu stances that is 
e ted  rr r  itted t  rvi r. 
1. r rietar  irst i  a  ific ti . 
1. r i r ll e li l  il le i f r ti  011 its 
qualification processes, all required docu entation and 
infor ation necessary for a co plete fIrst lien loan odification 
application, and key eligibility factors for all proprietary loan 
i . 
2. Servicer shall design proprietary first lien loan odification 
r ra s t at are i te e  t  roduce s stai a le ifications 
according to investor guidelines and previous results. Servicer 
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shall design these programs with the intent of providing affordable
payments for borrowers needing longer term or permanent
assistance
Servicer shall track outcomes andmaintain records regarding
characteristics and performance of proprietary first lien loan
modifications Servicer shall provide a description ofmodification
waterfalls eligibility criteria andmodification terms on a
publiclyavailable website
4 Servicer shall not charge any application or processing fees for
proprietary first lien loan modifications
Proprietary Second Lien Loan Modifications
Servicer shall make publicly available information on its
qualification processes all required documentation and
information necessary for a complete second lien modification
application
2 Servicer shall design second lien modification programs with the
intent ofproviding affordable payments forborrowers needing
longer term or permanent assistance
3 Servicer shall not charge any application or processing fees for
second lien modifications
4 When an eligible borrower with a second lien submits all required
information for a second lien Ioan modification and the
modification request is denied Servicer shall promptly send a
written non approval notice to the borrower
K Short Sales
1 Servicer shall make publicly available information on general
requirements for the short sale process
2 Servicer shall consider appropriate monetary incentives to
underwater borrowers to facilitate short sale options
3 Servicer shall develop a cooperative short sale process which
allows the borrower the opportunity to engage with Servicer to
pursue a short sale evaluation prior to putting home on the market
4 Servicer shall send written confirmation of the borrowersfirst
request for a short sale to the borrower or his or her agent within
10 business days of receipt of the request and proper written
authorization from the borrower allowing Servicer to communicate
with the borrowersagent The confirmation shall include basic
information about the short sale process and Servicer




hall si  t   it  t  i t t f i i  f l  
a e ts f r rr ers eedi  l er ter  r er a e t 
ssistance. 
3. er icer s all trac  tc es an  ai tai  rec r s re ar i  
characteristics and perfor ance of proprietary first lien loan 
ifi ti s. r i r s n r i   scri ti  f difi ti  
t rf l , li i il  ri ,  c  r s,   
blicly- il l  site. 
4. r i r ll t r   li ti  r r i  f  f r 
r rietar  first lie  l a  ificati s. 
J. r p11et r   i   ifi ti s. 
1. Servicer shall ake publicly available infor ation on its 
alificati  r cesses, all re ire  c e tati  a  
infor ation necessary for a co plete second lien odification 
a licati n. 
. Servicer shall design second lien odification progra s with the 
intent of providing affordable pay ents for borro ers needing 
l r t r  r r t ssistance. 
. Servicer shall not charge any application or processing fees for 
 ie  i . 
4. hen an eligible borro er ith a second lien sub its all required 
    ie  l     
odification request is denied, Servicer shall pro ptly send a 
litte  - l ti  t  t e r. 
. rt l . 
. Servicer shall ake publicly available infor ation on general 
r ire e ts f r t  s rt s l  r ss. 
. er icer s all c si er a r riate etar  i ce tives t  
underwater borrowers to facilitate short sale options. 
. Servicer shall develop a cooperative short sale process which 
allows the borrower the opporhmity to engage with Servicer to 
pursue a short sale evaluation prior to putting ho e on the arket. 
. cer   tte  ll1nation   rrower's r  
request for a short sale to the borro er or his or her agent ithin 
10 business days of receipt of the request and proper written 
authorization fro  the borro er allo ing ervicer to co unicate 
ith the n- er's t. e fil ation s ll i lude si  
infor ation about the short sale process and ervicer's 
r ir ts,  ill st te l rl   s i sl  that t  
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Servicer may demand a deficiencypayment if such deficiency
claim is permitted by applicable law
5 Servicer shall send borrower at borrowersaddress of record or to
borrowersagent timely written notice of any missing required
documents for consideration of short sale within 30 days of
receiving borrower request for a short sale
6 Servicer shall review the short sale request submitted byborrower
and communicate the disposition of borrowersrequest no later
than 30 days after receipt of all required information and third
party consents
7 If the short sale request is accepted Servicer shall
contemporaneously notify the borrower whetherServicer or
investor will demand a deficiency payment or related cash
contribution and the approximate amount of that deficiency if such
deficiency obligation is permitted byapplicable law Ifthe short
sale request is denied Servicer shall provide reasons for the denial
in the written notice If Servicer waives a deficiency claim it shall
not sell or transfer such claim to a thirdparty debt collector or debt
buyer for collection
L Loss Mitigation During Bankruptcy
1 Servicer may not deny any loss mitigation option to eligible
borrowers on the basis that the borrower is a debtor in bankruptcy
so long as borrower and any trustee cooperates in obtaining any
appropriate approvals or consents
2 Servicer shall to the extent reasonable extend trialperiod loan
modification plans as necessary to accommodate delays in
obtaining bankruptcy court approvals or receiving full remittance
of debtorstrial period payments thathave been made to a chapter
13 trustee In the event of a trial period extension the debtor must
make a trial period payment for each month of the trial period
including any extension month
3 When the debtor is in compliance with a trial period or permanent
loanmodification plan Servicer will not object to confirmation of
the debtorschapter 13 plan move to dismiss the pending
bankruptcy case or file a MRS solely on the basis that the debtor
paid only the amounts due under the trial period or permanent loan
modification plan as opposed to the non modified mortgage
payments
M Transfer of Servicing of Loans Pending for Permanent Loan Modification





Servicer ay de and a deficiency pay ent if such deficiency 
clai  is per itted by applicable law. 
5. r  shal     or ower's  f r r   t  
borrower's agent ti ely ritten notice of any issing required 
docu ents for consideration of short sale ithin 30 days of 
i  n'ower's  r   ale. 
6. er icer s all re ie  t e s rt sale re est su itte   rr er 
and co unicate the disposition of borrower's request no later 
than 30 days after receipt of all required infor ation and thlrd-
party c sents. 
7. If t e s rt sale re est is accepted, er icer s all 
conte poraneously notify the borro er hether Servicer or 
investor ill de and a deficiency pay ent or related cash 
tri ti   t  r i t  t f t t fi i ncy, if s  
deficiency obligation is per itted by applicable law. lfthe short 
l  r t i  ni d, r i r ll r i  r  f r t  i l 
i  the ritten notice. If ervicer aives a deficiency clai , it shall 
t s ll r tr sf r s  l i  t   t ir -part  t ll t r r t 
  ti . 
L. s  itiga i   tcy. 
1. er icer a  t e  a  l ss iti ati  ti  t  eli i le 
borro ers on the basis that the borro er is a debtor in bankruptcy 
so long as borro er and any trustee cooperates in obtaining any 
appropriate approvals or consents. 
. Servicer shall, to the extent reasonable, extend trial period loan 
odification plans as necessary to acco odate delays in 
obtaining bankruptcy court approvals or receiving full re ittance 
of debtor's trial period pay ents that have been ade to a chapter 
 tr stee. I  t e e e t f a trial eri  e te sion, t e e t r st 
ake a trial period pay ent for each onth of the trial period, 
i cl i  a  e te si  t . 
. hen the debtor is in co pliance ith a trial period or pennanent 
loan odification plan, ervicer ill not object to confIr ation of 
the debtor's chapter 13 plan, ove to dis iss the pending 
bankruptcy case, or me a RS solely 011 the basis that the debtor 
paid only the amounts due under the trial period or pennanent loan 
odification plan, as opposed to the non- odified ortgage 
t . 
. ransfer of Servicing of oans Pending for Per anent oan odifIcation. 
. rdinary ransfer of Servicing fro  Servicer to Successor 
icer r r i r. 
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a At time of transfer or sale Servicer shall inform successor
servicer including a subservicer whether a loan
modification is pending
b Any contract for the transfer or sale of servicing rights shall
obligate the successor servicer to accept and continue
processing pending loan modification requests
C Any contract for the transfer or sale of servicing rights shall
obligate the successor servicer to honor trial and permanent
loan modification agreements entered into by prior servicer
d Any contract for transfer or sale of servicing rights shall
designate that borrowers are third party beneficiaries under
paragraphs IVMLband IVMLeabove
Transfer of Servicing to Servicer When Servicer acquires
servicing rights from another servicer Servicer shall ensure that it
will accept and continue to process pending loan modification
requests from the prior servicer and that it will honor trial and
permanent loan modification agreements entered into by the prior
servicer
V PROTECTIONS FORMMITARY PERSONNEL
A Servicer shall comply with all applicable provisions of the
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act SCRA 50USCAppx 501 et seq
and any applicable state law offering protections to seivicemembers and
shall engage an independent consultant whose duties shall include a
review of a all foreclosures inwhich an SCRAeligible servicemember is
known to have been an obligor or mortgagor and b a sample of
foreclosure actions which sample will be appropriately enlarged to the
extent Servicer identifies material exceptions from January 1 2009 to
December 31 2010 to determine whether the foreclosures were in
compliance with the SCRA Servicer shall remediate all monetary
damages in compliance with the banking regulator Consent Orders
B When a borrower states that he or she is or was within the preceding 9
months or the then applicable statutory period under the SCRA in active
military service or has received and is subject to military orders requiring
him or her to commence active military service Lender steal l determine
whether the borrower may be eligible for the protections of the SCRA or
for the protections of the provisions ofparagraph VF If Servicer
determines the borrower is so eligible Servicer shall until Servicer
determines that such customer is no longer protected by the SCRA
1 if such borrower is not entitled to a SPOC route such customers to
employees who have been specially trained about the protections




. t ti e f tra sfer r sale, ervicer shall i f r  s ccess r 
r  (inclu   ubservicer) t r a l  
i i ti  i  ending. 
. ny contract for the transfer or sale of servicing rights shall 
li t  t  s ss r servi r t  cc pt  ti  
processing pending loan modification requests. 
c. ny contract for the transfer or sale of servicing rights shall 
li t  t   er i  t  r t i l  r t 
loan odification agree ents entered into by prior servicel". 
d. ny contract for transfer or sale of servicing rights shall 
esi ate t at rr ers are t ir  art  e eficiaries er 
 V.M.l.b  V.M.l.e, v . 
2. Transfer of Servicing to Servicer. hen Servicer acquires 
r    t  rvi er, r  l    t 
ill acce t a  c ti e t  r cess e i  l a  ificati  
requests fro  the prior servicer, and that it ill honor trial and 
per anent loan odification agree ents entered into by the prior 
r i r. 
. I   ILI  ONNEL. 
. Servicer shall co ply ith all applicable provisions of the 
Service e bers ivil elief ct (S RA), 50 .S.c. ppx. § 501 et seq., 
and any applicable state la  offering protections to service e bers, and 
ll   i t lt t  tie  ll i l   
review of (a) all foreclosures in which an SCRA-eligible service e ber is 
kno n to have been an obligor or ortgagor, and (b) a sa ple f 
foreclosure actions (which sa ple ill be appropriately enlarged to the 
extent Servicer identifies aterial exceptions), fro  January 1,2009 to 
 , 0  mr    re los re    
co pliance ith the S . Servicer shall re ediate all onetary 
da ages in co pliance ith the banking regulator onsent rders. 
. hen a borro er states that he or she is or as ithin the preceding 9 
months (or the then applicable statutory period under the SCRA) in active 
ilitary service or has received and is subject to ilitary orders requiring 
hi  or her to co ence active ilitary service, Lender shall deter ine 
whether the borrower may be eligible for the protections of the SCRA or 
for the protections of the provisions of paragraph .F. If Servicer 
deter ines the borro er is so eligible, ervicer shall, llltil ervicer 
deter ines that such custo er is no longer protected by the SCR , 
1. if s  rr er is t titled t   , r t  s  st ers t  
employees who have been specially trained about the protections 
 t e e  to re d t  ll  rrower's ti , r 
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2 if such borrower is entitled to a SPOC designate as a SPOC for
such borrower a person who has been specially trained about the
protections of the SCRA Servicemember SPOC
C Servicer shall in addition to any other reviews it mayperform to assess
eligibility under the SCRA i before referring a loan for foreclosure ii
within sevendays before a foreclosure sale and iii the later ofA
promptly after a foreclosure sale and B within three days before the
regularly scheduled end of any redemption period determine whether the
secured property is owned by a servicemember covered under SCRA by
searching the Defense ManpowerData Center DMDC for evidence of
SCRA eligibility by either a last name and social security number or b
last name and date ofbirth
D When a servicemember provides written notice requesting protection
under the SCRA relating to interest rate relief but does not provide the
documentation required by Section 207b1ofthe SCRA 50 USC
Appx 527b1Servicer shall accept in lieu of the documentation
required by Section 207b1of the SCRA a letter on official letterhead
from the servicemember commanding officer including a contact
telephone number for confirmation
I Addressed in such a wayas to signify that the commanding officer
recognizes that the letter will be relied on by creditors of the
servicemember a statement that the letter is intended to be relied
upon by the Servicememberscreditors would satisfy this
requirement
2 Setting forth the full name including middle initial if any Social
Security number and date of birth of the servicemember
3 Setting forth the home address of the servicemember and
4 Setting forth the date of the military orders marking the beginning
of the period of military service of the servicemember and as may
be applicable that the military service of the servicemember is
continuing or the date on which the military service of the
servicemember ended
E Servicer shall notify customers who are 45 days delinquent that if they are
a servicemember a they may be entitled to certain protections under the
SCRA regarding the servicemember interest rate and the risk of
foreclosure andb counseling for covered servicemembers is available at
agencies such as Military OneSource Armed Forces Legal Assistance
and a HUDcertified housing counselor Such notice shall include a toll
free number that servicemembers may call to be connected to a person
who has been specially trained about the protections of the SCRA to
respond to such borrower questions Such telephone number shall either




. i   rr r i  title  t   ~C, i t    s ~c f r 
 rr r  r     i ll  tr i  t t  
protections f the  ( ervice e ber OC). 
. ervicer shall, in addition to any other revie s it ay perfor  to assess 
li i ilit  r t  A, (i) f r  r f rri   l  f r f r l r , (ii) 
it i  se e  a s ef re a f recl s re sale, a  (iii) t e later f (A) 
tl  t   l Slrr  l   (B) it i  t  s  t  
r l rl  s l   f  r ti  ri d, t r i  t r t  
sec re  r ert  is e   a ser ice e er c ere  er   
r i  t  e s   ata t  (D )  i   
 li i ilit   it r (a) l t   i l curit  ber, r (b) 
 e    . 
. e  a ser ice e er r i es ritte  tice re esti  r tecti  
under the  relating to interest rate relief, but does not provide the 
c e tati  re ire   ecti  07(b)(I) f t e  (50  
x. § 527(b)(1 )), Servicer shall accept, in lieu of the docu entation 
re ire   ecti  07(b)(1) f t e A, a letter  fficial letter ea  
  r i ember's  ic     
t l  r f r fIr ti : 
1. ress  i  s    s t  si if  t t t  i  ffic r 
rec izes t at t e letter ill e relie    cre it rs f t e 
service e ber (a state ent that the letter is intended to be relied 
upon by the Service ember's creditors ould satisfy this 
requirement); 
. Setting forth the full na e (including iddle initial, if any), Social 
Security nu ber and date of birth of the service e ber; 
. Setting forth the ho e address of the service e ber; and 
. Setting forth the date of the ilitary orders arking the beginning 
f the period f ilitary service f the service e ber and, as ay 
be applicable, that the ilitary service of the service e ber is 
continuing or the date on hich the ilitary service f the 
r  d. 
. Servicer shall notify custo ers ho are 45 days delinquent that, if they are 
a ser ice e er, (a) t e  a  e e title  t  certai  r tecti s er t e 
S  regarding the service ember's interest rate and the risk of 
f r l s r ,  (b) tms li  f r r  s r i 'e e bers is il l  t 
agencies such as ilitary ne Source, r ed Forces egal ssistance, 
and a HUD-certified housing counselor. Such notice shall include a toIl-
free nu ber that service e bers ay call to be connected to a person 
ho has been specially trained about the protections of the se  to 
respond to such borrower's questions. uch telephone nu ber shall either 
connect directly to such a person or afford a caller the ability to identify 
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him or herself as an eligible servicemember and be routed to such
persons Servicers hereby confirm that they intend to take reasonable
steps to ensure the dissemination of such tollfree number to customers
who may be eligible setvicemembers
F Irrespective ofwhether a mortgage obligation was originated before or
during the period of a servicemember military service if based on the
determination described in the last sentence and subject to Applicable
Requirements a servicemember military orders or any letter complying
with paragraph VD together with any other documentation satisfactory
to the Servicer reflects that the servicemember is a eligible for Hostile
FireImmin nt Danger Pay and b serving at a location i more than 750
miles from the location of the secured property or ii outside of the
United States then to the extent consistent with Applicable Requirements
the Servicer shall not sell foreclose or seize a property for a breach of an
obligation on real property owned bya servicemember that is secured by
mortgage deed of trust or other security in the nature of a mortgage
during or within 9 months after the period in which the servicemember is
eligible for Hostile Fire Imminent Danger Pay unless either i Servicer
has obtained a court order granted before such sale foreclosure or seizure
with a return made and approved by the court or iiif made pursuant to
an agreement as provided in section 107 of the SCRA 50USCAppx
517 Unless aservicemember eligibility for the protection tinder this
paragraph can be fully determined by a proper search of the DMDC
website Servicer shall only be obligated tinder this provision if it is able to
determine based on a servicemember military orders or any letter
complying with paragraphVDtogether with any other documentation
provided by or on behalf of the servicemember that is satisfactory to the
Servicer that the servicemember is a eligible for Hostile FireImminent
Danger Pay and bserving at a location imore than 750 miles from the
location of the secured property or iioutside of the United States
G Servicer shall not require a servicemember to be delinquent to qualify for
a short sale loanmodification or other loss mitigation relief if the
servicemember is suffering financial hardship and is otherwise eligible for
such loss mitigation Subject to Applicable Requirements for purposes of
assessing financial hardship in relation to i a short sale or deed in lieu
transaction Servicer will take into account whether the servicemember is
as a result of apermanent change ofstation order required to relocate
even ifsuch setvicemember income has not been decreased so long as
the servicemember does not have sufficient liquid assets to make his orher
monthly mortgage payments or ii a loan modification Servicer will take
into account whether the servicemember is as a result of his or her under
military orders required to relocate to a new duty station at least seventy
five mile from his or her residencesecured property or to reside at a




i - r erself as a  eli i le ser ice e er a  e r te  t  s c  
persons. Servicers hereby confir  that they intend to take reasonable 
st s t  s r  t  iss i ti  f s h t ll-free r t  st ers 
   le r rs. 
. Irres ecti e f et er a rtga e li ati  as ri inate  ef re r 
ri  t e ri    mcemember's ilit r  rvi , if,   t  
t r i ti  s ri  i  t  l st s t ce  s j t t  lic l  
equire ents, a service ember's ilitary orders (or any letter co plying 
it  r r  . ), t t r it   t r t ti  ti f t r  
t  t e ervicer, reflects t at t e ser ice e er is (a) eli i le f r stile 
Fire/Imminent anger Pay and (b) serving at a location (i) ore than 750 
iles fr  t  l ti  ft  s r  r rt  r (ii) tsi  f t  
nited tates, then to the extent consistent ith pplicable equire ents, 
t e r i r n t ll, f r l ,  i   r rt  f r  r    
ligation  r l r rt     s r i r t t is s r   
ortgage, deed of tmst, or other security i  the nature of a ortgage, 
ri , r it i   t s ft r, t  ri  i  i  t  s r i r is 
eligible for ostile ire/I inent anger ay, unless either (i) ervicer 
s t ined  rt r r r te  f re  l , f r l ure, r i re 
with a retum made and approved by the court, or (ii) if made pursuant to 
an agree ent as provided in section 107 of the S  (50 .S.C. ppx. § 
517). Unless a service ember's eligibility for the protection "under this 
paragraph can be fully deter ined by a proper search of the  
site, r i r s ll l  e ligate  u r t is r ision if it is l  t  
eter i e, ase   a ser ice ember's ilitar  r ers (or a  letter 
l ing it  r r  .D), t t r it   t r t ti  
r ide   r  lf f t e s r i r t t is s tisf t r  t  t  
Servicer, that the service e ber is (a) eligible for ostile Fire/Imminent 
Danger Pay and (b) serving at a location (i) ore than 750 iles fro  the 
location of the secured property or (ii) outside of the United States. 
. Servicer shall not reqttire a service e ber to be delinquent to qualify for 
a short sale, loan odification, or other loss itigation relief if the 
servicemember is suffering financial hardship and is otherwise eligible for 
such loss itigation. Subject to pplicable Require ents, for purposes of 
assessi  fma cial ar s i  i  relati  t  (i) a s rt sale r ee  i  lie  
transaction, Servicer ill take into accotmt hether the service e ber is, 
s  r s lt f  r t  f st ti  r r, r ir  t  r l t  
e e  if s c  ser ice ember's i co e as t ee  ecreased, s  l  as 
the service e ber does not have sufficient liquid assets to ake his or her 
onthly Oltgage pay ents, r (ii) a loan odification, ervicer ill take 
into account hether the service e ber is, as a result of his or her under 
ilitar  r ers re ire  t  rel cate t  a  t  stati  at least se e t  
five ile fro  his or her residence/secured property or to reside at a 
location other than the residence/secured property, and accordingly is 
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unable personally to occupy the residence and a the residence will
continue to be occupied by his or her dependents or b the residence is
the only residential property owned by the servicemember
H Servicer shall not make inaccurate reports to credit reporting agencies
when a servicemember who has not defaulted before relocating under
military orders to a new duty station obtains a short sale loan
modification or other loss mitigation relief
V1 RESTRICTIONS ON SERVICING FEES
A General Requirements
All default foreclosure and bankruptcyrelated service fees
including third party fees collected from the borrower by Servicer
shall be bona fide reasonable in amount and disclosed in detail to
the borrower as provided in paragraphsIB10 andVIB1
B Specific Fee Provisions
Schedule of Fees Servicer shall maintain and keep current a
schedule of common nonstate specific fees or ranges of fees that
may be charged to borrowers by or on behalf of Servicer Servicer
shall make this schedule available on its website and to the
borrower or borrower authorized representative upon request
The schedule shall identify each fee provide a plain language
explanation of the fee and state the maximum amount ofthe fee or
how the fee is calculated or determined
2 Servicer may collect a default related fee only if the fee is for
reasonable and appropriate services actually rendered and one of
the following conditions is met
a the fee is expressly or generally authorized by the loan
instruments and not prohibited by law or this Agreement
b the fee is permitted by law and not prohibited by the loan
instruments or this Agreement or
C the fee is not prohibited by law this Agreement or the loan
instruments and is a reasonable fee for a specific service
requested by the borrower that is collected only after clear
and conspicuous disclosure of the fee is made available to
the borrower
3 Attorneys Fees In addition to the limitations in paragraphVIB2
above attorneys fees charged in connection with a foreclosure
action orbankruptcy proceeding shall only be for work actually
performed and shall not exceed reasonable and customary fees for
such work In the event a foreclosure action is terminated prior to




a le ers all  t  cc  t e resi e ce a  (a) t e resi e ce ill 
continue to be occupied by his or her dependents, or (b) the residence is 
t  l  r i ti l r rt    t  ervi ber. 
. Servicer shall not ake inaccurate reports to credit reporting agencies 
hen a service e ber, ho has not defaulted before relocating tmder 
t      t  t ti n, t i   r  sale,  
difi tion, r t r l ss iti ti  r lief. 
I.    S. 
. r l ir ts. 
1. ll default, foreclosure and bankruptcy-related service fees, 
including third-party fees, collected fro  the borro er by Servicer 
l    ,   unt,    t il  
t e rr er as r i e  i  ara ra s I.B.1O a  I.B.!. 
. cifi   r i i . 
1. Schedule of Fees. Servicer shall aintain and keep current a 
schedule of co on non-state specific fees or ranges of fees that 
a  be charged to borro ers  r on behalf f ervicer. ervicer 
l     i    t     
borrower or borrower's authorized representative upon request. 
The schedule shall identify each fee, provide a plain language 
l ti  f t  f ,  st t  t  i  t f t  f  r 
    at   t r i . 
. ervicer ay collect a default-related fee only if the fee is for 
reasonable and appropriate services actually rendered and one of 
t e f ll i  c itions is et: 
. t e fee is e ressl  r e erall  a t rize   t e l a  
instru ents and not prohibited by la  or this gree ent; 
. the fee is per itted by la  and not prohibited by the loan 
instru ents r t is ree ent; r 
c. the fee is not prohibited by la , this gree ent or the loan 
instruments and is a reasonable fee for a specific service 
requested by the borrower that is collected only after clear 
and conspicuous disclosure f the fee is ade available to 
e r. 
. ttorneys' Fees. hl addition to the li itations in paragraph LB.2 
above, attorneys' fees charged in connection ith a foreclosure 
action or bankruptcy proceeding shall only be for ork actually 
perfor ed and shall not exceed reasonable and custo ary fees for 
such ork. In the event a foreclosure action is tenninated prior to 
the final judg ent and/or sale for a loss itigation option, a 
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reinstatement orpayment in kill the borrower shall be liable only
for reasonable and customary fees for work actually performed
4 Late Fees
a Servicer shall not collect any late fee or delinquency charge
when the only delinquency is attributable to late fees or
delinquency charges assessed on an earlier payment and
the payment is otherwise a fall payment for the applicable
period and is paid on or before its due date or within any
applicable grace period
b Servicer shall not collect late fees ibased on an amount
greater than the past due amount ii collected from the
escrow account or from escrow surplus without the
approval of the borrower or iiideducted from any regular
payment
C Servicer shall not collect any late fees for periods during
which i a complete loan modification application is under
consideration iithe borrower is making timely trial
modification payments or iii a short sale offer is being
evaluated by Servicer
C ThirdParty Fees
1 Servicer shall not impose unnecessary or duplicativeproperty
inspection property preservation or valuation fees on the borrower
including but not limited to the following
a No property preservation fees shall be imposed on eligible
borrowers who have a pending applicationwith Servicer
for loss mitigation reliefor are performingunder a loss
mitigation program unless Servicer has a reasonable basis
to believe that property preservation is necessary for the
maintenance of the property such as when the property is
vacant or listed on a violation notice from a local
jurisdiction
b No property inspection fee shall be imposedon a borrower
any more frequently than the timeframes allowed under
GSE or HUD guidelines unless Servicer has identified
specific circumstances supporting the need for further
property inspections and
C Servicer shall be limited to imposing property valuation
fees egBPO to once every 12 months unless other
valuations are requested by the borrower to facilitate a
short sale or to support a loan modification as outlined in




reinstate ent, or pay ent in full, the borro er shall be liable only 
for reasonable and Cllsto ary fees for work actually perfor ed. 
4. ate ees. 
a. Servicer shall not collect any late fee or delinquency charge 
e  t e l  eli e c  is attri ta le t  late fees r 
delinquency charges assessed on an earlier pay ent, and 
t  t is t r is   full t f r t  li le 
period and is paid on or before its due date or ithin any 
ppli l  r  eriod. 
b. Servicer shall not collect late fees (i) based on an a ount 
r t r t  t  t  ount; (ii) ll t  fr  t  
escr  acc ll t r fr  escr  s r l s it t t e 
approval f the borro er; or (iii) deducted fro  any regular 
y ent. 
c. Servicer shall not collect any late fees for periods during 
hich (i) a co plete loan odification application is under 
consideration; (li) the borro er is aking ti ely trial 
odification pay ents; or (iii) a short sale offer is being 
l t   r i r. 
. ir -Part  s. 
1. Servicer shall not i pose 1mnecessary or duplicative property 
inspection, property preservation or valuation fees  the borro er, 
including, but not li ited to, the follo ing: 
. No property preservation fees shall be imposed on eligible 
rr ers  e  i  li ti  ith r i r 
for loss itigation relief or are perfor ing under a loss 
itigati  r ra , less er icer as a reas a le asis 
to believe that property preservation is necessary for the 
aintenance of the property, such as hen the property is 
  iste    latio  c  r    
j ris i ti ; 
. o property inspection fee shall be i posed on a borro er 
a  re fre e tl  t a  t e time frames all e  er 
 or  guidelines unless Servicer has identified 
specific circumstances supporting the need for further 
property inspections; and 
c. ervicer shall be li ited to i posing property valuation 
fees (e.g., P ) to once every 12 onths, unless other 
valuations are requested by the borrower to facilitate a 
short sale or to supp0l1 a loan odification as outlined in 
paragraph IV.G.3.a, or required as part of the default or 
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foreclosure valuation process
2 Default foreclosure and bankruptcyrelated services performed by
third parties shall be at reasonable market value
3 Servicer shall not collect any fee for default foreclosure or
bankruptcyrelated services by an affiliate unless the amount of the
fee does not exceed the lesser of a any fee limitation or allowable
amount for the service under applicable state law and b the
market rate for the service To determine the market rate Servicer
shall obtain annual market reviews of its affiliates pricing forsuch
default and foreclosure related services such market reviews shall
be performed by a qualified objective independent thirdparty
professional usingprocedures and standards generally accepted in
the industry to yield accurate and reliable results The independent
thirdparty professional shall determine in its market survey the
price actually charged by thirdparty affiliates and by independent
third party vendors
4 Servicer shall be prohibited from collecting any unearned fee or
giving or accepting referral fees in relation to thirdparty default or
foreclosure related services
5 Servicer shall not impose its own markups on Servicer initiated
thirdparry default or foreclosurerelated services
D Certain Bankruptcy Related Fees
1 Servicer must not collect any attorneysfees or other charges with
respect to the preparation or submission of a POC or MRS
document that is withdrawn or denied or any amendment thereto
that is required as a result of a substantial misstatement by
Servicer of the amount due
2 Servicer shall not collect late fees due to delays in receiving full
remittance ofdebtors payments including trial period or
permanent modification payments as well as post petition conduit
payments in accordance with 11USC 1322b5that debtor
has timely as defined by the underlying Chapter 13 plan made to
a chapter 13 trustee
V1I FoRcEPLACED INSURANCE
A General Requirements for Force Placed Insurance
Servicer shall not obtain forceplaced insurance unless there is a
reasonable basis to believe the borrower has failed to complywith
the loan contractsrequirements to maintain property insurance
For escrowed accounts Servicer shall continue to advance
payments for the homeownersexisting policy unless the borrower




f recl s re al ati  r cess. 
. efault, foreclosure and bankruptcy-related services petfonned by 
t ir  rti  shall  t r l  r t l e. 
. r i r ll t ll t  f  f r fault, f r l r  r 
ankruptcy-relate  services  a  affiliate less t e a t f t e 
fee does not exceed the lesser of (a) any fee li itation or allo able 
01.mt r t  r i   li l  t t  l w,  (b) t  
    ervi e.  t r    te, r  
shall obtain annual arket revie s of its affIliates' pricing for such 
f lt  f r l re-r l t  ervi es;  r t r i  shall 
be perfOl ed  a qualified, objective, independent third-party 
r f i l i  r r   t r  nerall  t  i  
the industry to yield accurate and reliable results. The independent 
third-party professional shall detennine in its arket survey the 
price actually charged by third-party affiliates and by independent 
t i  t  r . 
4. ervicer shall be prohibited fro  collecting any unearned fee, or 
giving or accepting refelTal fees in relation to third-party default or 
-  rvi s. 
. er icer s all t i se its  ar -ups  er icer i itiate  
-part  t  l ure-  ervi s. 
. rt in r t  l t  . 
1. Servicer ust not collect any attorney's fees or other charges ith 
r s t t  t  r r ti  r s issi  f  poe r  
docu ent that is ithdra n or denied, or any a end ent thereto 
t t is r ir ,   r lt   t ti l is t t e t  
  e  . 
. Servicer shall not collect late fees due to delays in receiving full 
re ittance of debtor's pay ents, including trial period or 
per anent odification pay ents as ell as post-petition conduit 
e ts i  rda ce ith  .S.C. § 1322(b)(5), that debtor 
has ti ely (as defIned by the underlying Chapter 13 plan) ade to 
   m . 
II. O C - CED I S . 
. eneral equire ents for orce- laced Insurance. 
1. ervicer shall not obtain force-placed insurance unless there is a 
reasonable basis to believe the borrower has failed to comply with 
the loan contract's requirements to maintain property insurance. 
r r e  t , r icer ll tinue t   
pay ents for the ho eowner's existing policy, unless the borrower 
or insurance co pany cancels the existing policy. 
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For purposes of this section VII the term force placed insurance
means hazard insurance coverage obtained by Seivicer when the
borrower has failed to maintain or renew hazard or wind insurance
on such property as required of the borrower under the terms of the
mortgage
2 Servicer shall not be construed as having a reasonable basis for
obtaining force placed insurance unless the requirements ofthis
section VII have been met
3 Servicer shall not impose any charge on any borrower for force
placed insurance with respect to any property securing a federally
related mortgage unless
a Servicer has sent by firstclass mail a written notice to the
borrower containing
i A reminder of the borrowersobligation to maintain
hazard insurance on the property securing the
federally related mortgage
ii A statement that Servicer does not have evidence of
insurance coverage of such property
iii A clear and conspicuous statement of the
procedures bywhich the borrower may demonstrate
that theborrower already has insurance coverage
iv A statement that Servicer may obtain such coverage
at the borrower expense if the borrower does not
provide such demonstration of the borrowers
existing coverage in a timely manner
V A statement that the cost of such coverage may be
significantly higher than the cost of the
homeowner current coverage
vi For first lien loans on Servicerspiimary servicing
system a statement that if the borrower desires to
maintain his or her voluntary policy Servicer will
offer an escrow account and advance the premium
due on the voluntary policy ifthe borrower a
accepts the offer of the escrow account b provides
a copy ofthe invoice from the voluntary carrier c
agrees in writing to reimburse the escrow advances
through regular escrow payments d agrees to
escrow to both repay the advanced premium and to
pay for the future premiums necessary to maintain
any required insurance policy and e agrees




r r  f t i  secti  II, t  t r  "forc - l  i surance" 
ea s azar  i s ra ce co era e tai e   Servicer e  t e 
r r  f i  t  i t i  r r  r  r i  i  
  r ert   r quir  f t  rr r r t  t r  f t  
rt ge. 
2. er icer s all t e c str e  as avi  a reas a le asis f r 
obtaining force-placed insurance lIDless the require ents ofthis 
ti  II   et. 
3. r i r hall t i   c r    rr r f r f r -
lace  i s ra ce it  res ect t  a  r ert  securi  a federall  
r l t  rt  l ss: 
a. r   ent,  -cla  ail,      
rr r taining: 
i.  re inder f the borrower's obligation to aintain 
hazard insurance on the property securing the 
federally related ortgage; 
11.  t  r     e ce  
insurance coverage of such property; 
iii.  clear and conspicuous state ent of the 
procedures by which the borrower ay de onstrate 
that the bOlTo er already has insurance coverage; 
IV.  state ent that Servicer ay obtain such coverage 
t t e rrower's s  ift  rr r s t 
de     rrower's 
existing coverage in a ti ely anner; 
v.  state ent that the cost of such coverage ay be 
significantly higher than the cost f the 
ho eowner's current coverage; 
VI. For first liellioans on Servicer's plirnary servicing 
s ste , a state e t t at, if t e rr er esires to 
maintain his or her voluntary policy, Servicer will 
offer an escrow account and advance the premium 
due on the voluntary policy if the bOlTower: (a) 
accepts the offer of the escrow account; (b) provides 
a copy of the invoice fro  the voluntary carrier; ( c) 
agrees i  riting t  rei burse t  r  ances 
through regular escro  pay ents; (d) agrees to 
escro  to both repay the advanced pre iu  and to 
pay for the future pre iums necessary to aintain 
any required insurance policy; and (e) agrees 
r icer s ll anage the es r  a nt in 
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accordance with the loan documents and with state
and federal law and
vii A statement in the case of single interest coverage
that the coverage may only protect the mortgage
holders interest and not the homeownersinterest
b Servicer has sent by first class mail a second written
notice at least 30 days after the mailing of the notice under
paragraphVIIA3that contains all the information
described in each clause of such paragraph
C Servicer has not received from the borrowerwritten
confirmation of hazard insurance coverage for the property
securing the mortgage by the end of the 15day period
beginning on the date the notice under paragraphVIIA3b
was sentby Servicer
4 Servicer shall accept any reasonable form ofwritten confirmation
from a borrower or the borrowersinsurance agent of existing
insurance coverage which shall include the existing insuu
policy number along with the identity of and contact information
for the insurance company or agent
5 Servicer shall not place hazard or wind insurance on a mortgaged
property or require a borrower to obtain or maintain such
insurance in excess of the greater of replacement value last
known amount of coverage or the outstanding loan balance unless
required by Applicable Requirements or requested by borrower in
writing
6 Within 15 days of the receipt by Servicer of evidence of a
borrowersexisting insurance coverage Servicer shall
a Terminate the force placed insurance and
b Refund to the consumer all forceplaced insurance
premiums paid by the borrower during any period during
which the borrower insurance coverage and the force
placed insurance coverage were each in effect and any
related fees charged to the consumersaccount with respect
to the force placed insurance during such period
7 Servicer shall make reasonable efforts to workwith the borrower
to continue or reestablish the existing homeowner policy if there
is a lapse in payment and the borrower payments are escrowed





cc r   t  l   an  i  st  
 r l l w;  
Vll.  statement, in the case of single interest coverage, 
that the coverage ay only protect the ortgage 
older's i t    o eowner's i t rest. 
. r i r s s nt,  first- lass ail,  secon  ritt  
notice, at least 30 days after the ailing of the notice under 
 II.A.3.a t t t i  ll t  i ti  
ri  i   l  f  r graph. 
c. r    i    rr r  
confIr ation of hazard insurance coverage for the property 
ecuri         IS-da  r  
beginning on the date the notice lmder paragraph II.A.3.b 
s s t  ervicer. 
. er icer s all acce t a  reas a le f r  f ritte  c fir ati  
fro  a borro er or the borrower's insurance agent of existing 
insurance coverage, hich shall include the existing insurance 
policy nu ber along ith the identity of, and contact infor ation 
f r, t  i r   r t. 
. Servicer shall not place hazard or ind insurance on a Oltgaged 
property, or require a borro er to obtain or aintain such 
insurance, in excess of the greater of replace ent value, last-
 a t f c era e r t e tsta i  l a  ala ce, less 
required by Applicable Requirements, or requested by borrower in 
riti . 
. it i   s f t  r i t  r i r f i e ce f  
borrower's existing insurance coverage, Servicer shall: 
. er i ate t e f rce- lace  i s ra ce; a  
. efund to the consu er all force-placed insurance 
pre iu s paid by the borro er during any period during 
which the borrower's insurance coverage and the force 
placed insurance coverage ere each in effect, and any 
related fees charged to the consumer's account with respect 
to the force-placed insurance during such period. 
. icer  a e  ts   th   
t  c ti e r reesta lish t e e isti  eowner's lic  ift ere 
is a lapse i  pay ent and the borro er's pay ents are escro ed. 
8. Any force-placed insurance policy must be purchased for a 
r i ll  re s le ri . 
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9 No provision of this section VII shall be construed as prohibiting
Servicer from providing simultaneous or concurrent notice of a
lack of flood insurance pursuant to section 102eof the Flood
Disaster Protection Act of 1973
VIII GENERAL SERVICERDUTIES AND PROHIBITIONS
A Measures to Deter Community Blight
1 Servicer shall develop and implement policies and procedures to
ensure that REO properties do notbecome blighted
2 Servicer shall develop and implement policies and procedures to
enhance participation and coordination with state and local land
bank programs neighborhood stabilization programs nonprofit
redevelopment programs and other anti blight programs including
those that facilitate discount sale or donation of lowvalue REO
properties so that they can be demolished or salvaged for
productive use
3 As indicated inIA18Servicer shall a inform borrower that if
the borrower continues to occupy the property he or she has
responsibility to maintain the property and an obligation to
continue to pay taxes owed until a sale or other title transfer action
occurs andb request that if the borrower wishes to abandon the
property he or she contact Servicer to discuss alternatives to
foreclosure under which borrower can surrender the property to
Servicer in exchange for compensation
4 When the Servicer makes a determination not to pursue foreclosure
action on a propertywith respect to a first lien mortgage loan
Servicer shall
a Notify the borrower ofServicers decision to release the
lien and not pursue foreclosure and inform borrower about
his or her right to occupy the property until a sale or other
title transfer action occurs and
b Notify local authorities such as tax authorities courts or
code enforcement departments when Servicer decides to
release the lien and not pursue foreclosure
B Tenants Rights
1 Servicer shall complywith all applicable state and federal laws
governing the rights of tenants living in foreclosed residential
properties
2 Servicer shall develop and implement written policies and




.  i i   t i  ecti   all  co str   r hi iti  
ervicer fr  r vi i  si lta e s r c c rre t tice f a 
lac  ffl a  i s ra ce rS\la t t  secti  l02(e) f t e l  
i t  t ti  t f 73. 
III.  ER I  I   ROHIBITI S. 
. easures to eter o unity light. 
1. er icer s all e el  a  i le e t licies a  r ce res t  
r  t t  r lti   t  li t d. 
2. Servicer shall develop and i ple ent policies and procedures to 
 rti i ti   r i ti  it  st t   l l l  
a  r ra s, ei r  stabilizati  r ra s, r fit 
redevelop ent progra s, and other anti-blight progra s, including 
  ta       l -value  
propelties so that they can be de olished or salvaged for 
r tive e. 
3. s i icate  i  lA.18, r i r ll (a) i f nTI rr r t t i  
the borro er continues to occupy the property, he or she has 
responsibility to aintain the propelty, and an obligation to 
c tinue t  a  ta es e , til a sale r t er title tra sfer acti  
r ;  (b) r t t t i  t  rr r i  t   t  
r rty,  r s  t t r i r t  iscuss lt r ti es t  
foreclosure under hich borro er can surrender the property to 
r i r i   f r ti . 
4. hen the ServiceI' akes a deter ination not to pursue foreclosure 
action on a property with respect to a first lien ortgage loan, 
i  all: 
. otify the borro er of Servicer's decision to release the 
lie  a  t rs e f recl s re, a  i fOl  n' er a t 
his or her right to occupy the property until a sale or other 
title tra sfer acti  cc rs; a  
. tif  l cal a t rities, s c  as ta  a t rities, c rts, r 
code enforce ent depart ents, hen ervicer decides to 
release the lien and not pursue foreclosure. 
. ts' i ts. 
. Servicer shall co ply ith all applicable state and federalla s 
er i  t e rig ts f te a ts living i  foreclose  resi e tial 
r rties. 
. Servicer shall develop and i ple ent ritten policies and 
procedures to ensure co pliance ith S1.1ch la s. 
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ICY GENERALPROVISIONs DEFINITIONS AND IMPLEMENTATION
A Applicable Requirements
1 The servicing standards and any modifications or other actions
taken in accordance with the servicing standards are expressly
subject to and shall be interpreted in accordance with a
applicable federal state and local laws rules and regulations
including but not limited to any requirements of the federal
banking regulators b the terms of the applicable mortgage loan
documents c Section 201 ofthe HelpingFamilies Save Their
Homes Act of 2009 andd the terms and provisions of the
Servicer Participation Agreement with the Department of Treasury
any servicing agreement subseivicing agreement under which
Servicer services for others special servicing agreement mortgage
or bond insurance policy or related agreement or requirements to
which Servicer is a party and by which it or its servicing is bound
pertaining to the servicing orownership of the mortgage loans
includingwithout limitation the requirements binding directions
or investor guidelines of the applicable investor such as Fannie
Mae or Freddie Mac mortgage orbond insurer orcredit enhancer
collectively the Applicable Requirements
2 In the event of a conflict between the requirements of the
Agreement and the Applicable Requirements with respect to any
provision of this Agreement such that the Servicer cannot comply
without violating Applicable Requirements or being subject to
adverse action including fines andpenalties Servicer shall
document such conflicts and notify the Monitor and the
Monitoring Committee that it intends to comply with the
Applicable Requirements to the extent necessary to eliminate the
conflict Any associated Metric provided for in the Enforcement
Terms will be adjusted accordingly
B Definitions
In each instance in this Agreement in which Servicer is required to
ensure adherence to or undertake to perform certain obligations it
is intended to mean that Servicer shall a authorize and adopt
such actions on behalf ofServicer as may be necessary for Servicer
to perform such obligations and undertakings b follow up on any
material noncompliance with such actions in a timely and
appropriate manner and c require corrective action be taken in a
timely manner of any material non compliancewith such
obligations
2 References to Servicer shall mean Ally Financial hie and its
subsidiaries and affiliates Residential Capital LLC and GMAC




IX.  VISIONS, I I I ,  I T TI N. 
. lic l  ir ts. 
.  s rvi i  st r s   ifi ti s r t r ti s 
t  i   it  t  r i i  t r   l  
j t t ,  ll  i t r r t  i  r  ith, (a) 
applicable federal, state and local la s, rules and regulations, 
i l i , t t li it  t ,  r ire e ts f t  f r l 
i  r l t rs, (b) t  t r s f t  li l  rt  l  
nts, (c) t     l i  ies  i  
 t  9,  (d) t  t r   r isi s f t  
Servicer Participation Agree ent with the Depart ent of Treasmy, 
 r  r e ent,  er     
r i r r i  f r t rs, i l r i i  r ent, rt  
or bond insurance policy or related agree ent or require ents to 
hich Servicer is a party and by hich it or its servicing is bound 
pertaining to the servicing or o nership f the ortgage loans, 
i l i  it t li itatio  t  i ents, i i  i cti s, 
r i est r i elines f t e a lica le i est r (suc  as a ie 
ae r r i  ac), rtga e   i rer,  r it r 
(colle ti l , t  "Applicable ir ts"). 
2. I  t e t   fli t t  t  r ir t   t  
Agreement and the Applicable Requirements with respect to any 
r i i   t is re t  t t t  r i r t l  
without violating Applicable Requirements or being subject to 
adverse action, including fines and penalties, Servicer shall 
c e t s c  c flicts a  tif  t e it r a  t e 
onitoring o ittee that it intends to co ply ith the 
lica le ire e ts t  t  t t ss r  t  li inat  t  
conflict. y associated etric provided for in the nforce ent 
er s ill  j t  cordingly. 
. efi iti s. 
1. I   i t  i  t is r t i  ic  r i r i  r ir  t  
e s re a ere ce t , r erta e t  erf r  certai  li ati s, it 
is ntended     al : (a)   t 
s h ti s  lf f r i r s  e ss r  f r r i r 
to perform such obligations and undertakings; (b) follow up on any 
aterial non-co pliance ith such actions in a ti ely and 
appropriate anner; and (c) require con'ective action be taken in a 
ti ely anner of any aterial non-co pliance ith such 
obligations. 
. efere ces t  er icer s all ea  lly i a cial, Inc., a  its 
subsidiaries and affiliates esidential apital, LL , and  
t ,   l  ude rvicer's ess rs  
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assignees in the event of a sale of all or substantially all of the
assets of Servicer or of Servicers divisionsor major business
units that are engaged as a primary business in customer facing
servicing of residential mortgages on owner occupied properties
The provisions ofthis Agreement shall not apply to those divisions
or major business units of Servicer that are not engaged as a
primary business in customerfacing servicing ofresidential
mortgages on owner occupied onetofour family properties on its




i       l   l  r tanti l  l  oft  
ss ts f r i r r f ervicer's ivision(s) r j r si ss 
nite ) t r     ri r   i  t -  
servicing of residential Oltgages on o ner-occupied propelties. 
The provisions of this gree ent shall not apply to those divisions 
or ajoT business units f ervicer that are not engaged as a 
ri r  i  i  llSt er-f i  rvi i  f r i ti l 
rt a es  er- cc ie  e-t -fo r fa il  r erties  its 









1 Any amount of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount that is not
distributed pursuant to Paragraph 2 shall be distributed as follows
a Federal Payment Settlement Amount The Escrow Agent shall distribute
91177700the Federal Payment Settlement Amount to the United
States in accordance with instructions to be provided by the United States
i Of the Federal Payment Settlement Amount6840904170
shall following payment of any amounts owed as a result ofresolutions
pursuant to 31 USC 3730d and subject to 28USC 527 Note
be deposited for losses incurred into FHAs Capital Reserve Account
the Veterans Housing Benefit Program Fund pursuant to 38USC
3722cas being incident to housing loan operations or as otherwise
directed by the Department ofVeterans Affairs and as directed by Rural
Housing Service Department of Agriculture in accordance with
instructions from the United States The United States intends that such
deposits conform with the Miscellaneous Receipts Act and other law
ii The Federal Payment Settlement Amount includes resolution of the
following Qui tam actions i75000from the claims in United
States ex rel Lagow v Countrywide Financial Corp et al Civil
ActionNoCV092040EDNYii45000from those
claims in United States ex rel Bibby et al v JPMorgan Chase et
al No 211 cv00535RHLRJJNDGa that are expressly
released by the United States in this litigation iii95000
from those claims in United States ex rel Szymonjakv
PLF 04373
000845
I    
1.  t f t  ir t t ettl t tmt t t is t 
i t i t  t t  r r   shall  ctistribute   f ll s. 
a. e er l y e t ettle e t ount. e scr  e t s all istri te 
$911,777,917.00 (th  "Fed l t ttl t t") t  t   
tates i  acc r a ce it  i str cti s t  e r i e   t e ite  tates. 
l.     tt  unt, $684,090,417.00 
hall,     Wl     r sult f l  
rs t t   .S.c. § 730( d),  s j t t   .S.C. § 527 (Note), 
 sit  f r l ss s i rre  i t  A's it l s r  nt, 
t  etera s i  fit r r   (purs t t   .S.C. § 
3722(c)(3), as being incident to housing loan operations) or as other ise 
directed by the epart ent of eterans ffairs, and as directed by ural 
ousing Service, epart ent of griculture, in accordance ith 
   te  .  te   t    
deposits confor  ith the iscellaneolls eceipts ct and other la . 
11. e r l t ttl t Otmt i l s r s l ti  f t  
f llo in  q i t  ti : (i) $75, 00, 00 fro  t  l i s i  it  
States ex reI. Lagow v. Countrywide Financial Corp .• et al., Civil 
ction o. V-09-2040 (E.D.N.Y.); (ii) $45,000,000 fro  those 
claims in United States ex reI. Bibby et at. v. JPMorgan Chase et 
aL, o. 2:11-cv-00535- -RJJ (N.D. a.) that are expressly 
released by the United States in this litigation; (iii) $95,000,000 
from those claims in United States ex reI. Szymoniak v. 
LF  
SEALED Civ No 0 10cv1465DSCand in United States
ex rel SMoniak v SEALED Civ No 310cv575WDNC
that are expressly released by the United States in this litigation
iv65000 from the claims in United States ex rel Mackler v
Bank of AmericaNAet al 11CV3270 SLTEDNYand
v6187500from the claims in United States ex rel Harris v
JPMorgan Chase Co et al Civil Action No 1010068GAO
DMass Following payment of any amounts owed as a result of
resolutions pursuant to 31USC 3730d and subject to 28USC
527 Note these amounts shall be deposited into FHAs Capital Reserve
Account and the Veterans Housing Benefit Program Fund pursuant to
38USC 3722cas being incident to housing loan operations or
as otherwise directed by the Department of Veterans Affairs in
accordance with instructions from the United States The United States
intends that such deposits conform with theMiscellaneous Receipts Act
andother law
b State Payment Settlement Amounts In accordance with written
instructions from each State Attorney General the Escrow Agent shall
distribute cash payments in the total amounts set forth in the attached
Exhibit B1
L Each State Attorney General shall designate the uses of the funds
set forth in the attached Exhibit B1 To the extent practicable
such funds shall be used forpurposes intended to avoid




[SE ], iv o. O:1O-cv-01465 ( .S.c.) and in nited States 
ex reI. Szymoniak. v. [S LED]. iv o. 3:10-cv-575 ( .D.N.C.) 
t at are ex ressl  release   t e ite  tates i  t is liti ation; 
(i ) $6,5 0,000  t  l i  i  i d t   reI. ckl r . 
ank of erica. .A.. et al., l1- -3270 (S ) (E.D.N.Y.); and 
(v) $6,187,500     i   x I. r i  . 
J.P. r  s  & o.,  l., i il  . -1006 -G  
( . ss). ll i  t f  ts  s  r sult f 
r l ti s r tt   .S.C. § 3730(d), and subject to 28 .S.C. § 
527 (Note), these a ounts shall be deposited into F A's apital eserve 
ccount and the eterans ousing enefit Progra  Fund (pursuant to 
38 .S.C. § 3722(c)(3), as being incident to housing loan operations) or 
as other ise directed by the epart ent of eterans ffairs, in 
rdance it  i t tio s  t e ite  t t . e ite  t t  
intends that such deposits confor  ith the iscellaneous eceipts ct 
 t r l . 
. t    .   t  itte  
instmctions fro  each State ttorney eneral, the Escro  gent shall 
istribute  e ts   t  ts   i    
ibit -1. 
i. Each State Attorney General shall designate the uses of the funds 
set forth in the attached Exhibit B-1. To the extent practicable, 
such funds shal1 be used for purposes intended to avoid 
re e ta le fore los r s, to a eliorate the ffects f the 
B-2 
PLF 04  
foreclosure crisis to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent
and prosecute financial fraud cr unfair or deceptive acts or
practices and to compensate the States for costs resulting from the
alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendants Such permissible
purposes for allocation of the Rinds include but are not limited to
supplementing the amounts paid to state homeowners under the
Borrower Payment Fund funding for housing counselors state and
local foreclosure assistance hotlines state and local foreclosure
mediation programs legal assistance housing remediation and
anti blight projects funding for training and staffing of financial
fraud or consumer protection enforcement efforts andcivil
penalties Accordingly each Attorney General has set forth
general instructions for the funds in the attached Exhibit B2
ii No more than ten percent of the aggregate amount paid to the State
Parties under this paragraph 1b may be designated as a civil
penalty fine or similar payment The remainder of the payments
is intended to remediate the harms to the States and their
communities resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the
Defendant and to facilitate the implementation of the Borrower
Payment Fund and consumer relief




foreclosure crisis, to enhance la  enforce ent efforts to prevent 
and pr sec te fi ancial fraud, or tmfair or decepti e acts or 
practices and to co pensate the States for costs resulting fro  the 
alleged unla ful conduct of the efendants. Such per issible 
purposes for allocation of the funds include, but are not li ited to, 
s le e ti  t e a ts ai  t  state e ers lm er t e 
orro er Pay ent Fund, funding for housing counselors, state and 
l l l  ssi t  tIi s, t t   l l l  
mediation programs, legal assistance, housing remediation and 
anti-blight projects, funding for training and staffing of financial 
fra  r c s er r tecti  e f rce e t eff rts, a  ci il 
lti . r ingly,  tt r  r l 'l s t f rt  
         -2. 
ii. No ore !.han len pt::rcent of the aggregate a ount paid to the State 
Parties under this paragraph 1 (b) ay be designated as a civil 
penalty, fme, or si ilar pay ent. The re ainder of the pay ents 
is inte   iate the s t  t e tes  t  
communities resulting from thc alleged unlawful conduct of the 
Defendant and to facilitate the i ple entation of the Borrower 
Pa ent und  c s er r f. 
2. f the irect Pa ent ettle e t t, $1,579,813, 25.00 s all e 
distributed as follo s: 
B-3 
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a In accordance with written instructions from the State members of the
Monitoring Committee the Escrow Agent shall make available
148981392500to the Administrator to provide cash payments to
borrowers whose homes were finally sold or taken in foreclosure
between and including January 1 2008 and December 31 2011 who
submit claims arising from the Covered Conduct and who otherwise
meet criteria set forth by the State members of the Monitoring
Committee Any amounts made available hereunder remain a part of
the Qualified Settlement Fund until distributed to borrowers and shall
be administered in accordance with the terms set forth in Exhibit C
b In accordance with written instructions from the State members of the
Monitoring Committee the Escrow Agent shall distribute
15000to theNational Association of Attorneys General
NAAG to create and administer the Financial Services and
Consumer Protection Enforcement Education and Training Fund
Such Fund shall be used to pay for expenses and training relating to
the investigation and prosecution of cases involving fraud unfair and
deceptive acts and practices and other illegal conduct related to
financial services or state consumer protection laws Illustrative
examples include but are not limited to travel costs associated with
investigation litigation or settlement of financial services or consumer
protection cases expert witness and consulting fees training




. ill accor  i  rit  i str ti  fr  t  Stat  e r  f t  
 itt e, t  cr   shal  k  avail l  
$1,489,813,925.00 t  t  i i tr t r t  r vi  c s  pay t  t  
    ll  l   t  i  f  
t   i l i  Januar  ,2    ,2011;  
ll it l i  ri i   t   onduct;   t r i  
 r   t        it ri  
Committee. Any amounts made available hereunder remain a part of 
 l ie  e e t  ti  t  t  e s  l  
 istere    t       t . 
.   t  tte  ons       
onitoring o ittee, the Escro  gent shall distribute 
$15,0 0,000.00 t  t  ti l ss i ti  f ttorne s r l 
(N ) t    ister  "Finan  ices  
s r r t tion f r t, ti   r i ing nd." 
Such Fund shall be used to pay for expenses and training relating to 
the investigation and prosecution of cases involving fraud, unfair and 
ece tive acts  ractices, a  t er ille al c ct relate  t  
fina i 1 r ices r t te r r t ti  la . Illustr ti  
exa ples include, but are not limited to, travel costs associated ith 
investi ati , litigatio , r settle ent f fina cial ser ices r c s er 
protection cases; expert itness and consulting fees, training 
progra s, G onsumer rotection onferences, information 
B-4 
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exchanges public education campaigns and other uses The State
members of the Monitoring Committee shall develop rules and
regulations governing the Financial Services and Consumer Protection
Enforcement Education and Training Fund in a separate memorandum
of understanding after this Consent Judgment has been entered
c In accordance with written instructions from the State members of the
Monitoring Committee the Escrow Agent shall distribute a total of
10000 to the members of the Executive Committee and the
Ameriquest Financial Services Fund AMFSF for reimbursement of
costs and attorneys fees incurred during the investigation of this case
and the settlement negotiations and for subsequent expenditures as
authorized by each Attorney General Such payments shall be made as
designated by the Iowa Attorney General as the Chairman of the
Executive Committee and shall be made to the State Attorneys
General ofArizona California Colorado Connecticut Delaware
Florida Illinois Iowa Massachusetts North Carolina Ohio
Tennessee Texas and Washington and the Maryland Department of
Labor Licensing and Regulation and the Ameriquest Financial
Services Fund The authorized representatives ofeach state attorney
general the Maryland Department ofLabor Licensing and Regulation
and the AMFSFwill provide a letter to the Escrow Agent directing




exc anges, public educati  campaigns, an  t er uses. T e tate 
e bers of the onitoring o ittee shall develop rules and 
r l ti  r i  t  i i l er i  an  r r t ti  
nforce ent, ducation and raining und in a separate e orandu  
fuu r t i  ft r t i  t t   tered. 
.       t  t   f t  
onitoring o ittee, the scro  gent shall distribute a total of 
$10,000,0 0.00      e i    
eri est i a cial er ices  ("AMFS ")  i t f 
costs and attomeys fees incurred during the investigation of this case 
and the settle ent negotiations and for subsequent expenditures as 
authorized by each ttorney eneral. Such pay ents shall be ade as 
designated by the Io a ttorney eneral as the hair an of the 
xecutive o ittee, and shall be ade to the State ttorneys 
General of Arizona, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
Florida, lllinois, Io a, assachusetts, orth Carolina, hio, 
Tennessee, Texas, and ashington and the aryland Department of 
Labor, Licensing and Regulation and the eriquest Financial 
Services Fund. The authorized representatives of each state attorney 
general, the Maryland Department of Labor, Licensing and Regulation 
and the AMFSF will provide a letter to the Escrow Agent directing 
ho  each separate pay ent should be ade. 
B-5 
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d In accordance with written instructions from the State members of the
Monitoring Committee the Escrow Agent shall distribute
65000to the Conference of State Bank Supervisors CSBS
CSBS shall use15000to establish the State Financial
Regulation Fund a fund to be managed and used by CSBS to support
and improve state financial regulation and supervision From the
balance CSBS shall transfer1000per state to the state financial
regulators who have signed this Consent Judgment Where multiple
agencies within a single state claim regulatory jurisdiction CSBS shall
transfer that state funds as provided in an agreement between or
among those regulatory agencies In addition state financial
regulators may at their discretion enter into an agreement with CSBS
for the management and disbursement of all or a portion of the funds
paid to them If for any reason a state financial regulator elects to
forego receipt of their transfer payment or in the case of a participating
state where the state financial regulator declines to sign this Consent
Judgment such funds shall revert to the State Financial Regulation
Fund
3 Any interest earned on fiends held by the Escrow Agent may be used at the
discretion of the State members of the Monitoring Committee to pay the costs
and expenses of the escrow or the costs and expenses of administration including
taxes or for any other housing related purpose
PLF 04378
000850
. I  accor  i  ri  i t  f  th  Stat  r  of t  
onitoring o ittee, the scro  gent shall distribute 
$65,0 0,000.00 t  t e fere ce f tate a  Supervis rs ( ). 
 l   $15, 00, 00 t  st bl  t  "Sta  i  
egulation Fund," a fund to be anaged and used by S S to support 
a  i r e state fma cial re lati  a  supervision. r  t e 
ala ce,  s all tra sfer $1,000, 00 er state t  t e state fI a cial 
regulators ho have signed this Consent Judg ent. here ultiple 
i s it i   si l  st t  l i  r l t r  j ris i ti ,  s ll 
transfer that state's funds as provided i  an agree ent bet een or 
a ong those regulatory agencies. In addition, state financial 
regulators may, at their discretion, enter into an agreement with CSBS 
for the anage ent and disburse ent f all or a portion f the funds 
i  t  t . If, f r  r s n,  st t  fIn i l r l t r l ts t  
forego receipt of their transfer pay ent or in the case of a participating 
t te here t  t te fma i l r l t r li  t  i  t i  s t 
Judg ent, such funds shall revert to the State Financial Regulation 
Fund. 
3. ny interest earned on funds held by the scro  gent ay be used, at the 
discretion f the tate e bers ft e onitoring o ittee, to a  the costs 
and expenses f the escro  r the costs and expenses f ad inistration, including 
ta"{es, or for any other housing related purpose. 
B-6 
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4 Notwithstanding any implication to the contrary in any of the provisions of
Exhibit B2 all instructions therein shall be subject to the provisions of paragraph
1biand1biiof this Exhibit B ifand to the extent any amounts are paid into
a fund or escrow account established by a State Party that is not an integral part of
the government of such State it is intended that such fund or account be deemed a
Qualified Settlement Fund within the meaning of Treasury Regulation Section
1468B1 oftheUSInternal Revenue Code of 1986 as amended To the extent
that any state designates anypayments hereunder as a civil penalty such state
shall provide the Defendantsupon request such information as is reasonably




4. ot ithstanding any i plication to the contrary in any of the provisions of 
Exhibit -2, all instructions therein shall be subject to the provisions of paragraph 
I.b(i)  I.b(ii) oft.1i  i it . I  an  t  t  ext t any atnmmt  ar  pai  i t  
a fund or escro  account established by a State Party that is not an integral part of 
t  t   tate,   i  t  f       
li i  ttl t  it i  t  i   ur  gul ti  cti  
.468B-l   .S.     986,  nded.    
t at a  state esi ates a  a e ts erelm er as a ci il enalty, s c  state 
shall provide the efendant(s), upon request, such infor ation as is reasonably 



































































. ,. LLOCATION' •. S  
· 
I  
AK $3,2 6,839  $13,580,374 
L $25,30 ,692  $4,858,276 
AR $12,830,241  $60,852,159 
Z $97,784,204  $1,947,666 
 $410,576,996  8,4 2,528 
 $50,170,188  $9,575,447 
 $26,102,142  572, 10, 27 
DC $4,433,081  $11,174,579 
E 57,913,923  $57,368,430 
FL $334,073,974  $107,642,490 
 $99,365,105 B $92,783,033 
ill $7,911,883  $29,253,190 
IA $14,651,922  $66,527,978 
ID $13,305,209 I $8,500,755 
I  $105,806,405  $31,344,349 
I  $43,803,419  $2,886,824 
KS $13,778,401  $41,207,810 
 $19,1 8,220  $134,628,489 
 $21,741,560  $21,951,641 
 $44,450,668  566,525,233 
 $59,6 7,470  $2, 52, 40 
E $6,907,023  $54,242,749 
I $97,209,465 W  530,191,806 
 $41,536,169  $5,748,915 









The Court awards the State of Alabama a judgment in the amount of25305692which
shall be paid by electronic transfer to the Office of the Attorney General Of this amount
the Court awards253069 dollars in civil penalties or 10 of the total as defined by
and in accordance with Code of Alabama 1975 81911 for misconduct relating to the
banks robo signing in violation of AlabamasDeceptive Trade Practices Act The
remaining amount shall be used by the Attomey General at his sole discretion for costs
of investigation and litigation for law enforcement efforts to prevent and prosecute
financial fraud andorfor public protection purposes such as to defray the operating cost
of any function of the Attorney GeneralsOffice that protects citizens whether through
investigation representation regulation mediation prosecution victims assistance or
consumer education concerning consumerrelated financial or other crimes or at the sole
discretion of the Attorney General to be used for housing programs housing counseling
legal assistance foreclosure prevention hotlines foreclosure mediation and investigation
of financial fraud or other wrongdoing overseen by any division of the Attorney
GeneralsOffice
In addition the Attorney General may distribute any amount from the funds at his sole
discretion to other governmental entities or charitable organizations whose eleemosynary
purposes benefit those affected by the aforementioned misconduct
ALASKA
Alaskaspayment of328683900shall be to the State ofAlaska and delivered to the
Office of the Attorney General 1031 West 4th Avenue Suite 200 Anchorage Alaska
99501
UAMM
1 State Payment Settlement Amounts Consent Judgment Ex B Paragraph 1bi
Arizonasshare of the State Payment Settlement Amounts Funds provided under this
Consent Judgment and any interest thereon shall be made payable to the Office of the
Arizona Attorney General The Attorney General shall direct the use ofthe Funds in
Arizona The Funds shall be used forpurposes intended to avoid preventable
foreclosures to ameliorate the effects of the foreclosure crisis to enhance law
enforcement efforts to prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts
orpractices and to compensate the State for costs resulting from the alleged unlawfhl
conduct of the Defendants Such permissible purposes for allocation of the funds
include but are not limited to supplementing the amounts paid to state homeowners
under the Borrower Payment Fund fitnding for housing counselors state and local
foreclosure assistance hotlines state and local foreclosure mediation programs legal
assistance housing remediation and anti blight projects funding for training and staffing
of financial fraud or consumer protection enforcement efforts and civil penalties
PLF 04383
000855
I B  
 
e rt a ar s t e tate of la a a a j e t i  t e a Olmt of $25,30 ,692, ic  
l   i   l  t f  t  t  f  f  y eneral. f t i  ount, 
the Court a ards $2,530,569 dollars in civil penalties (or 10% of the total) as defined by 
 i  r  it   f l a, 1975, §8-1 ·  f r is t r l ti  t  t  
' - i i  i  i l ti   l ama's ti   r ti  t.  
r i i  t ll    t  tt rn  eral, t i  l  i cretion, f r t  
f investigation and litigation, for la  enforce ent effOlts to prevent and prosecute 
i i l , nd/or  li  t ti  s,   t  f  t  o erati  c t 
  f ti  f t  tt m  neral's ffi  t t r t ts iti ns, t r t r  
investigation, representation, regulation, ediation, prosecution, victi s' assistance, or 
s r ti  r i  sumer-r l t  fi i l r t r ri s, r, t t  s l  
discretion f the ttorney eneral, to be used for housing progra s, housing counseling, 
legal assistance, foreclosure prevention hotlines, foreclosure ediation and investigation 
of financial fraud 01' other rongdoing overseen by any division of the ttorney 
neral's ffi e. 
I  addition, the ttorney eneral ay distribute any a ount fro  the funds, at his sole 
discretion, to other govem ental entities or charitable organizations hose elee osynary 
oses t s      s  
 
1a a's t $3,286,83 .00 l       las a     
ffice f t e ttorne  e eral,  est t  e e, ite , c ra e, las a 
99501. 
ARIZONA 
1. State Pay ent Settle ent ounts, onsent Judg ent x. . Paragraph l(b)(i) 
rizona's share of the State Pay ent Settle ent ounts ("Funds") provided under this 
onsent Judg ent, and any interest thereon, shall be ade payable to the ffice f the 
rizona ttorney eneral. The ttorney eneral shall direct the use of the Funds in 
rizo . e unds s ll e s  f r urposes intended t  i  r e ta le 
foreclosures, to a eliorate the effects of the foreclosure crisis, to enhance la  
enforce ent efforts to prevent and prosecute fmancial fraud, or unfair or deceptive acts 
r practices and to co pensate the tate for costs resulting fro  the alleged unla ful 
conduct of the efendants. Such per issible purposes for alIocation of the funds 
incl e, t are ot limited t , s le e ting the a ounts aid t  state ho eo ners 
under the orrower Pay ent Fund, ftmding for housing counselors, state and local 
foreclosure assistance hotlines, state and local foreclosure ediation progra s, legal 
assistance, housing re ediation and anti-blight projects, funding for training and staffing 
offmancial fraud or consu er protection enforce ent efforts, and civil penalties. 
PLF 04383 
The Attorney General shall deposit the Funds with the State Treasurer and the Funds
shall be held in a separate Court Ordered Trust Fund account and all interest thereon
deposited into that account and used only for the purposes set forth herein
2 Executive Committee Payment Consent Judgment Ex B Paragraph 2c
Any funds paid to the Office of the Arizona Attorney General as reimbursement for
attorneys fees and costs for serving on the Executive Committee and any interest
thereon shall be deposited into the consumer fraud revolving firnd pursuant toARS
44153101 and used for the purposes set forth therein
F419 ARM
For the payment to the State of Arkansas as provided in Paragraph T113 of the Consent
Judgment and it accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 1 b ofExhibit B to the
Consent Judgment Attorney General Dustin McDaniel directs that the total anticipated
sum of Twelve Million Eight Hundred Thirty Thousand two hundred and fortyone
dollars12830241 be paid to the State of Arkansas Office ofthe Attorney General
and delivered to Carol Thompson Chief Financial Officer to then be distributed by the
Attorney General to the following entities for the following purposes
1 To the Arkansas Development Finance Authority to fund programs that provide to
Arkansas residents down payment assistance financial literacy andmortgage and
foreclosure counseling tax credit assistance rental assistance lowinterest
financing land acquisition new construction rehabilitation construction and
reconstruction the sum of Nine Million dollars9000
2 To the Arkansas Access to Justice Commission to provide equal access to justice
to Arkansas residents affected by the mortgage and foreclosure crisis the sum of
TwoMillion dollars2000
3 To the University of Arkansas School of Law to support its legal aid clinic which
provides legal representation to low income Arkansans the stun ofFive Hundred
Thousand dollars5000
4 To the University of Arkansas at Little Rock School of Law to support its legal
aid clinic which provides legal representation to low income Arkansans the sum
ofFive Hundred Thousand dollars5000
And to the Arkansas Treasury the remaining funds for fees costs and the costs of
investigation and pursuit of this matter the sum of Eight Hundred Thirty Thousand two




   shal  i  t   i  t  t t  r surer and th   
l   l  i   separ t   r r  r t  cc lm  n  l  i t t r  
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2. Executive Co ittee Pay ent, Consent Judg ent Ex. S, Paragraph 2(c) 
 f s ai  t  t e ffice f t e riz a tt r e  e eral as rei rse e t f r 
attorneys fees and costs for serving on the xecutive o ittee, and any interest 
thereon, shall be deposited into the consu er fraud revolving ftmd pursuant to .R.S. § 
4-1531.01   r t     rein. 
ARKANSAS 
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J t,  it r  it  t  r isi s f r r  . (b) f i it  t  t  
Consent Judg ent, Attorney General Dustin cDaniel directs that the total anticipated 
Sll  of T elve illion, Eight undred Thirty Thousand, t o htmdred and forty-one 
dollars ($12,830,241) be paid to the State of Arkansas Office of the Attorney General 
(and delivered to arol Tho pson, hief Financial fficer) to then be distributed by the 
tt r  r l t  t  f ll i  titi s f r t  f ll in  r s s: 
1. To the rkansas evelop ent Finance uthority to fund progra s that provide to 
rkansas residents do n pay ent assistance, fmancialliteracy and ortgage and 
foreclosure counseling ,tax credit assistance, rental assistance, lo -interest 
fin i , l  uisiti n,  str ti , r ilit tio  str ti ,  
reconstruction, the su  f ine illion dollars ($9,000,000.00); 
.  t e rkansas ccess t  J stice issi  t  r ide e al access t  j stice 
t  rkansas r i t  ff t   t e rtgage  f re los re ri i , t    
o illion dollars ($2,000,000.00); 
3.  the niversity f rkansas chool f a  to suppod its legal aid clinic, hich 
provides legal representation to lo -inco e rkansans, the sum of Five tmdred 
housand dollars ($500,000.00); 
4. To the niversity of rkansas at Little Rock School of La  to support its legal 
aid clinic, hich provides legal representation to lo -inco e rkansans, the su  
of Five U1ldred Thousand dollars ($500,000.00); 
nd, to the rkansas Treasury the re aining funds for fees, costs, and the costs of 
investigation and pursuit f this atter, the su  f ight undred hirty housand, t o 




Thepayment to the California AttorneyGeneralsOffice shall be used as follows
a Ten percent of the payment shall be paid as a civil penalty and deposited in the
Unfair Competition Law Fund
b The remainder shall be paid and deposited into a Special Deposit Fund created for
the following purposes for the administration of the terms of this Consent
Judgment monitoring compliance with the terms of this Consent Judgment and
enforcing the terms of this Consent Judgment assisting in the implementation of
the reliefprograms and servicing standards as described in this Consent
Judgment supporting the Attorney General continuing investigation into
misconduct in the origination servicing and securitization of residential
mortgage loans to fund consumer fraud education investigation enforcement
operations litigation public protection andorlocal consumer aid to provide
borrower relief to fund grant programs to assist housing counselors or other legal
aid agencies that represent homeowners former homeowners or renters in
housingrelated matters to fund other matters including grant programs for the
benefit of California homeowners affected by the mortgageforeclosur crisis or
to engage and pay for third parties to develop or administer any of the programs
or efforts described above
COLORADO
1 State Pavment Settlement Amounts Consent Judgment Ex B Paragraph1bi
The first10Million paid to the State of Colorado pursuant to Ex B11biand any
interest thereon shall be held in trust by the Colorado Attorney General and used for
future consumer protection and antitrust enforcement and education efforts The
remainder ofthe funds paid under this provision and any interest thereon shall be held in
trust by the Colorado Attorney General and used for programs relating to foreclosure
prevention loan modification and housing and for future consumer protection and
antitrust enforcement and education efforts
2 Executive Committee Payment Consent Judgment Ex B Paragraph2c
The funds paid to the State of Colorado under Ex B 2c and any interest thereon
shall be held in trust by the Colorado AttorneyGeneral for the following purposes First
these funds and any interest thereon shall be used for reimbursement of the state actual
costs and attorney fees incurred in this matter The remaining funds and any interest
thereon shall be held in trust by the Colorado Attorney General and may be used for
programs related to foreclosure prevention loan modification and housing and for future
consumerprotection and antitrust enforcement and education efforts
CONNECTICUT
The Escrow Agent shall pay up to 2million of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount




A I I  
   t  ali   eneral's f  shal   u   f l s: 
)  t  t  t hall  ai    ci il lt  an  deposited i  t  
f i  tit   und; 
)  i  hall  i   it  i t   peci l it  cr t  r 
 l  r es: f r  i i h'   t  t r  f t i  ent 
Judg ent; it ri  c lia ce it  t e ter s f t is sent J e t a  
enforcing the ter s of this onsent Judg ent; assisting in the i ple entation of 
t  r li f r r s  s r i i  st r s s scri  i  t is s t 
Judg ent; supporting the ttorney eneral's continuing investigation into 
i t i  t  ri i ation, rvici ,  ecuriti ti   i ti l 
rt a e l ans; t  f  c s er fra  e cation, i esti ati n, e f rce e t 
operations, litigation, public protection and/or local consu er aid; to provide 
bonower relief; to fund grant progra s to assist housing counselors or other legal 
aid agencies that represent ho eo ners, for er ho eo ners, or renters in 
housing-related atters; to fund other atters, including grant progra s, for the 
benefit of alifornia ho eo ners affected by the ortgage/foreclosure crisis; or 
to engage and pay for third parties to develop or ad inister any of the progra s 
r ff rts ri  ove. 
 
. State Pay ent Settle ent A ounts. Consent Judg ent Ex. B. Paragraph l(b)(i) 
The first $1.0 illion paid to the State of Colorado plU'suant to Ex. B, , 1 (b )(i), and any 
i terest t r , s ll e l  i  tmst  t  l r  tt r  r l  s  f r 
t r      ce    . e 
r i r f t e fun s i  r t is r isi ,   i terest t r , s ll  l  i  
trust  the lorado ttorne  e eral a  se  f r r ra s relati  t  f recl s re 
prevention, loan odification and housing and for future consu er protection and 
titnlst f rce t  ti  ff rt . 
2. ti e ittee t, ns t J e t . , r r  (c) 
he funds paid to the State of olorado under x. , 1 2( c), and any interest thereon, 
shall be held in trust by the Colorado Attorney General for the following purposes. First, 
these funds, and any interest thereon, shall be used for rei burse ent f the state's actual 
costs and attorney fees incuned in this atter. The re aining funds, and any interest 
thereon, shall be held in tnlst by the olorado ttorney eneral and ay be used for 
programs related to foreclosure prevention, loan odification and housing and for future 
s e  protection a  a itrust orce ent  on e . 
 
he s r  gent s ll pay up to $2.2 illion of the irect ent ttle ent lll1t 
payable to the State of onnecticut pursuant to paragraph l(b) of xhibit  of this 
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Consent Judgment to provide immediate assistance to Connecticut residents seeking to
avoid foreclosure by funding housing counselor positions through the Connecticut
Housing Finance Authority andorthe Department of Economic and Community
Development and by funding positions and other support to facilitate and expand the
Judicial Branchsforeclosure related programs All of the remaining Direct Payment
Settlement Amount payable to the State of Connecticut pursuant to paragraph 1bof
Exhibit B of this Consent Judgment shall be disbursed at the written instruction of the
Office ofthe Attorney General after consultation by the Office of the Attorney General
with the Office ofPolicy and Management and appropriate officials of the State of
Connecticut as may be required by Connecticut law
The Escrow Agent shall pay any Direct Payment Settlement Amount payable to the
Office of the Attorney General pursuant to paragraph 2cofExhibit B ofthis Consent
Judgment to the Attorney GeneralsConsumer Protection Fund which funds shall be
expended to fund protection and education of consumers including without limitation
legal assistance to Connecticut citizens seeking to avoid foreclosure grants to nonprofit
legal aid organizations assisting Connecticut citizens seeking to avoid foreclosure
funding to support implementation of this Consent Judgment by the Office of the
Attorney General and for any other purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosures
and to ameliorate the effects of the foreclosure crisis
DELAWARE
The amount of7913200will be paid to the Delaware Department of Justice by wire
transfer or certified check payable to the State of Delaware Consumer Protection
Fund which shall be used in the sole discretion of the Delaware Department of Justice
exclusively for the following purposes related to consumer protection efforts to address
the mortgage and foreclosure crisis financial fraud and deception and housing related
conduct 1 investigations enforcement operations litigation and other initiatives
conducted or overseen by the Delaware Department of Justice Fraud Division including
training and staffing 2 the Delaware Automatic Residential Mortgage Foreclosure
Mediation Program or any successor program and 3 grants or other aid to agencies and
organizations approved by the Delaware Department of Justice for consumer assistance
consumer education credit and housing counseling mediation programs legal assistance
training or staffing If the payment is made by certified check it shall be delivered to
Delaware Department of Justice
Fraud Division Consumer Protection Unit
820 N French Street
Wilmington Delaware 19801
ATTN Ian RMcConnel Division Chief
DISTRICT ofCOLUMBIA
The payment for the District ofColumbia shall be paid to theDCTreasurer in




Consent Judg ent to provide i ediate assistance to Connecticut residents seeking to 
v i  f r l r   f i  ho si  counselor positi  thr ugh t  Connecticut 
si  i a ce t rit  and/or t e epart e t of cono ic an  ommunity 
evelop ent and by funding positions and other support to facilitate and expand the 
Judicial Branch's foreclosure related programs. All of the remaining Direct Payment 
Settle ent A ount payable to the State of Connecticut pursuant to paragraph 1 (b) of 
x i i   f t i  o sent  shal   i  at t  ri  i structi  f t  
ffice of the ttorney eneral after consultation by the ffice of the ttorney eneral 
it  the ffice f olicy a  anage ent and appropriate officials f the State of 
ti t    i   ti t l . 
he scro  gent shall a  any irect ay ent ettle ent ount payable to the 
ffice of the ttorney eneral pursuant to paragraph 2( c) of Exhibit B of this Consent 
   t  eneral's   nd, i  f  shal   
expended to fund protection and education of consu ers, including, ithout li itation, 
legal assistance to Connecticut citizens seeking to avoid foreclosure, grants to non-profit 
legal aid organizations assisting Connecticut citizens seeking to avoid foreclosure, 
fimding to support i ple entation of this Consent Judg ent by the ffice of the 
Attorney General, and for any other purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosures 
  l      tU'  i i . 
 
The amount of $7,913,923.00 will be paid to the Delaware Department of Justice by wire 
tra sfer r certifie  c ec  a a le t  t e "State f ela are - s er r tection 
Fund", which shall be used in the sole discretion of the Delaware Department of Justice 
exclusively for the follo ing purposes related to consu er protection efforts to address 
the mortgage and foreclosure crisis, financial fraud and deception, and housing-related 
conduct (1) investigations, enforce ent operations, litigation, and other initiatives 
conducted or overseen by the Delaware Department of Justice Fraud Division, including 
training and staffmg, (2) the ela are uto atic esidential ortgage Foreclosure 
ediation Program or any successor program, and (3) grants or other aid to agencies and 
organizations approved by the ela are epart ent of Justice for consu er assistance, 
consu er education, credit and housing COllnseling, ediation progra s, legal assistance, 
training, or staffing. If the payment is ade by certified check, it shall be delivered to: 
elaware epart ent f Justice 
Fraud i isi , s er r te tion it 
820 . re c  reet 
ilmingt , elaware 19801 
: Ian . c l, ivision ief 
IS   IA 
The pay ent for the istrict f Columbia shall be paid to the "D.C. re urer" in 
accordance with instmctions provided by the Office of the Attorney General for the 
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District of Columbia The payment shall be used by the District of Columbia
Government subject to appropriation for one or more of the following purposes 1
mortgage related or foreclosure related counseling 2 mortgage related or foreclosure
related legal assistance or advocacy 3 mortgage related or foreclosurerelated
mediation 4 outreach andorassistance to help current and former homeowners secure
the benefits for which they are eligible under mortgagerelated or foreclosure related
settlements or judgments 5 enforcement work in the area of financial fraud or
consumer protection
FLORIDA
Ofthe payment identified in Exhibit B1 that Defendants are making to settle this matter
with the Attorney General State of Florida Departmentof Legal Affairs 10 is to be
paid to the State of Florida as a penalty the remainder shall be held in escrow by the
escrow agent for subsequent disbursement as directed in writing by the Florida Attorney
General for purposes consistent with Exhibit B paragraph lbiof this consent judgment
GEORGIA
The State Settlement Payment Amount to Georgia shall be paid to the state treasury to the
credit ofthe general fund and shall be available for appropriation by the General
Assembly for any purpose permitted by state law including to the extent practicable but
not limited to those purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosures to ameliorate
the effects of the foreclosure crisis to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent and
prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices or to compensate
Georgia for costs resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendants
HAWAII
The monies are to be held in trust for the benefit of homeowners and others in the State of
Hawaii who are have been or may be affected by mortgage loan proceedings This
includes but is not limited to those who have been subject to foreclosure are in
foreclosure are at risk of foreclosure have delinquent mortgage loan payments have
negative equity in their homes have lost their homes due to foreclosure have been
unable to refinance their mortgage loans or are leasing a dwelling affected by
foreclosure The monies shall be used for housing and financial counseling public
education mediation dispute resolution and enforcement of laws and agreements
protecting the rights of homeowners and lessees The monies shall be used only for
thesepurposes The monies shall be deposited into an administrative trust account to be
administered by the Attorney General of the State of Hawaii who as custodian shall have
sole discretion to make determinations as to the amounts and the purposes for which the




i tri t f olumbia.  pay nt shall b  u  b  t  i tri t of Colu bi  
overn ent, subject to appropriation, for one or ore of the follo ing purposes: (1) 
t -r l t   f l -rel t d counseling, ( ) rt -r l t d or for cl ur -
r l t  l gal assistanc  r advocacy, (3) rt age-rel t  or f reclosure-r l t  
ediation, (4) outreach andlor assistance to help current and for er ho eo ners secure 
t  fit  r i  t  are li i l  u r ortgage-r l t  r f l -r l t  
ett  r j nts, ( ) enf r nt r  i  t  ar  f f i l fr ud or 
 rotection. 
I  
ft  t i tifi  i  i it -  t t f ts r  i  t  settl  t is tt r 
ith the ttorney eneral, tate f lorida, epart ent f egal ffairs, 10% is to be 
paid to the State of Florida as a penalty; the re ainder shall be held in escro  by the 
escrow agent for subsequent disburse ent as directed in writing by the Florida Attomey 
General for purposes consistent with Exhibit B, paragraph lb(i) ofthis consent judgment 
I  
The State Settlement Payment Amount to Georgia shall be paid to the state treasury to the 
credit of the general fund and shall be available for appropriation by the eneral 
sse bly for any purpose per itted  state la , including, to the extent practicable but 
t li ite  t , t s  rposes i te de  t  i  t l  l s; t  li t  
the effects of the foreclosure crisis, to enhance law enforce ent efforts to prevent and 
prosecute fmancial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices, or to compensate 
r ia f r sts r s lti  fro  t  lle  l f l t f t  f ts. 
II 
e nies e t  e  i  trust   t  ners  s n e ate  
a aii ho are, have been, or ay be affected by ortgage loan proceedings. This 
includes, but is not limited to, those ho have been subject to foreclosure, are in 
foreclosure, are at risk of foreclosure, have delinquent ortgage loan pay ents, have 
negative equity i  their ho es, have lost their ho es due to foreclosure, have been 
unable to refinance their mortgage loans, or are leasing a dwelling affected by 
foreclosure. The onies shall be used for housing and financial counseling1 public 
education, mediation, dispute resolution, and enforcement oflaws and agreements 
protecting the rights of ho eo ners and lessees. The onies shall be used only for 
these purposes. he onies shall be deposited into an ad inistrative trust account to be 
a inistered by the ttorney eneral f the tate f ii, ho as st ian s ll a e 
s le iscretion to a e deter inations as to the a unts a d the urposes for hich the 




Pursuant to Idaho Code 486065the money paid to the State of Idaho as identified in
Exhibit B1 of the Consent Judgment shall be remitted to the consumer protection fund
ILLINOIS
The fiends allocated to the Attorney General of Illinois shall be expended in the sole
discretion of the Attorney General primarily for programs to avoid foreclosure and
ameliorate the effects on homeowners of the foreclosure crisis including without
limitation the funding of legal assistance housing counseling administrative oversight
for the funded programs by the Attorney General or others to support law enforcement
efforts to prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair and deceptive acts or practices
and for such other purposes as directed by the Attorney General
INDIANA
Pursuant to the terms of the Consent Judgment entered into between the a United States
of America and the State Parties and b the Defendants the State of Indiana will accept
and use its cash payments identified in Exhibit B1 as follows
1 The cash payment shall be made to the Office of the Indiana Attorney General
2 A portion of the cash payment will be used for existing and new programs of the
Attorney General including but not limited to
a Consumer protection services and unfair and deceptive acts and practices
investigations enforcement litigation training outreach education and related
purposes
b Homeowner protection services investigations enforcement litigation training
outreach education and related purposes regarding mortgage lending and
foreclosures
e Financial fraud protection services investigations enforcement litigation
training outreach education and related purposes
d Education and training of counselors facilitators attorneys investigators and
other stakeholders regarding the terms of the settlement
3 To carry out the purposes ofparagraph two 2 finds may be deposited in the
following fund accounts and other related fund accounts as necessary
a Homeowner Protection Unit Find




rs a t t  I a  e § 8- 06(5), t   i  t  t  t t  fIdaho, as i ntifi  i  
i it -1 f t  t nt, shall  r itt  t  t  r r t ti  f nd. 
 
he funds allocated to the ttorney eneral of Illinois shall be expended, in the sole 
i r ti   t  tt r  ral, ri ril  f r r r  t  i  f r l r   
rate  f   ers f t   i is,   
li itation, the funding of: legal assistance, hO~lsing counseling, ad inistrative oversight 
for the ftmded progra s by the ttomey eneral or others; to support la  enforce ent 
eff rts t  re e t a  r sec te fi a cial fra  r fair a  ece ti e acts r ractices; 
and for such other purposes as directed by the ttorney enera1. 
I I  
rs a t t  t e tenDS f t e se t J e t e tere  i t  et ee  t e (a) ite  tates 
of erica and the State Parties; and (b) the efendants, the State of Indiana ill accept 
 s  its s  ts i tifie  i  i it -1 s f ll s: 
. The cash pay ent shall be ade to the Office of the fudiana Attorney General. 
.  portion of the cash pay ent ill be used for existing and ne  progra s of the 
ttorne  e eral, i clu ing t t li ite  t : 
. s er r t ti  s r i s  f ir  ti  ts  r tices 
in esti ati s, e f rce e t, liti ati , trai i , treach, e cati , a  relate  
r s. 
.  t ti  i , i ti ti , nt, liti ti , t i i , 
outreach, education, and related purposes regarding mOligage lending and 
ore . 
C. Financial fraud protection services, investigations, enforce ent, litigation, 
training, outreach, education, and related pmposes. 
d. Education and training of counselors, facilitators, attorneys, investigators, and 
t er sta e lders re ar i  the ter s f t e settle e t. 
. To carry out the purposes of paragraph t o (2), ftmds ay be deposited in the 
following fund accounts and other related fund accounts as necessary: 
. o e ner r te tion it ~m  
. ns  ees  e e ts Wld 
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c Identity Theft Unit Fund
d Real Estate Appraiser Licensing Fund
e Telephone Solicitation Fund
f Consumer Assistance Program Fund
4 A portion of the cash payment will be used for a combination of existing and new
programs created or administered by the Indiana General Assembly and state executive
branch agencies including but not limited to
a Housing counseling foreclosure prevention legal assistance foreclosure
mediation victim assistance and related purposes
b Settlement conferences court facilitator services and related purposes
c Land banks and related purposes
d Homeowner and renter energy assistanceprograms such as the Lower Income
Hoosier EnergyAssistance Program with priority given to homeowners
e Workforce and job training programs to assist unemployed and underemployed
state residents in increasing income to avoid foreclosure and obtain affordable
housing
f Neighborhood stabilization programs and community blight remediation
programs
g Law enforcement efforts and programs to prevent and address financial
consumer mortgage lending and mortgage foreclosure fraud
h Foreclostue prevention and assistance programs for militaryservice members and
veterans
5 The Attorney General may allocate and designate up to ten percent ofthe cash
payment as a civil penalty or fine
6 The Attorney General shall allocate the cash payment among the identified
purposes at his discretion based on the terms of the settlement
IOWA
The Escrow Agent shall distribute the funds according to written direction received from




. I ntit  f  i   
. l st t  r is r i si   
. l  oli it ti   
f.   r   
. A portion of the cash pay ent will be used for a co bination of existing and new 
progra s created or ad inistered by the Indiana eneral sse bly and state executive 
r  nci , i l i  t t li it  t : 
.  O\.ills ,  nti n, l sistance,  
diati n, i ti  ssistance,  r l t  r s. 
. ttl t f r s, rt f ilitat r rvi s,  r l t  r s. 
. a    lat  s. 
d. o eo ner and renter energy assistance progra s such as the o er Inco e 
oosier Energy ssistance Progra , ith priority given to ho eo ners. 
e. orkforce and job training progra s to assist une ployed and undere ployed 
 e ts  re  e      e 
i . 
f. eighborhood stabilization progra s and co lmity blight re ediation 
. 
g. La  enforce ent efforts and progra s to prevent and address fmancial, 
consu er, ortgage lending, and ortgage foreclosure fraud. 
h. orecloslU'e prevention and assistance progra s for ilitary service e bers and 
etera s. 
5. The ttorney eneral ay allocate and designate up to ten percent oftbe cash 
a e t as a ci il e alty r fme. 
. The ttomey eneral shall allocate the cash pay ent a ong the identified 
purposes at his discretion based on the te lS f the settle ent. 
 
he scr  ge t s all istribute t e f s acc r ing t  ritten irecti  recei e  fro  
the ttorney e l f . e t ll e d, t t  le i ti   t  
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Attorney General of Iowa for any use permitted by law or this Consent Judgment
including but not limited to
1 Purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosures to ameliorate the effects of
the foreclosure crisis to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent and prosecute
financial fraud and unfair or deceptive acts or practices and to compensate the
State ofIowa for costs resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the
Defendant Such permissible purposes for allocation of the funds further include
but are not limited to supplementing the amounts paid to homeowners raider the
Borrower Payment Fund funding for housing counselors state and local
foreclosure assistance hotlines state and local foreclosure mediation programs
legal assistance housing remediation and antiblight projects funding for training
and staffing of financial fraud or consumer protection enforcement efforts and
civil penalties
2 Investigative and administrative costs in connection with the matters addressed
herein including costs incurred before and after the signing of this Consent
Judgment
3 Public education relating to consumer fraud mortgage housing and financial
issues and for enforcement of Iowa Code section 71416 as referenced in Iowa
Code section 71416A
4 Any other lawful purpose
KANSAS
The Kansas Attorney General shall dedicate not less than 25 percent of any cash payment
to the State of Kansas for the followingpurposes 1 supporting the Attorney General
ongoing investigation and prosecution of suppliers in the housing and financial sectors
who violate the law 2 resolving consuuner complaints filed with the Attorney General to
prevent foreclosures and remedy mortgage servicing abuses suffered by Kansas
consumers and 3 defraying the investigative administrative and consumer education
costs associated with this settlement including but not limited to the dedication of
additional staff to monitor compliance with its terms The remainder of any cash
payment to the State of Kansas that is not dedicated to the above purposes shall be
designated as a civil penalty and shall be deposited to the State General Fund for
appropriation by the Legislature
KENTUCKY
The Office of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Kentucky hereinafter the
Attorney General and the Commonwealth respectively shall direct the payment of
1998220to the Commonwealth in a manner consistent with the terms of the Consent
Judgment to which this Exhibit B2 refers such that any funds distributed by the




ttomey eneral f Io a, for any use per itted by la  or this Consent Judgment, 
i l i  but ot li i  to: 
) r s s i t  t  avoi  r t l  f r cl sures, to ameli r t  t  eff ts f 
the foreclosure crisis, to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent and prosecute 
financial fraud and unfair or deceptive acts or practices, and to co pensate the 
t t  f I  f r t  r sulti  fr  t  all  nlawful c t of th  
efendant. uch per issible purposes for allocation f the funds further include, 
t r  t li it  t , suppl nti  t  a t  i  t  ho eo r  l.Ul  t  
rr er ay e t nd, f i  f r si  c unselors, state an  l cal 
foreclosure assistance hotlines, state and local foreclosure ediation programs, 
l l sistance, i  r i ti   nti- li t r j cts, f i  f r tr i i  
a  staffi  f fi a cial fra  r c s er r tecti  e f rce e t eff rts, a  
i il nalti s. 
) t   i i t t    ti      
herein, including costs incurred before and after the signing of this Consent 
ent. 
3) ublic education relating to consu er fraud, ortgage, housing and fmancial 
issues and for enforce ent ofIo a ode section 714.16, as referenced in Io a 
 s ti  14.16A. 
)  t r l f l r s , 
S S 
he ansas ttorney eneral shall dedicate not less than 25 percent f any cash pay ent 
to the State of ansas for the follo ing purposes: 1) supporting the ttorney eneral's 
ongoing investigation and prosecution of suppliers in the housing and financial sectors 
ho violate the la ; 2) resolving consumer co plaints filed ith the ttorney eneral to 
prevent foreclosures and remedy mortgage servicing abuses suffered by Kansas 
consu ers; and 3) defraying the investigative, ad inistrative and consu er education 
c sts ass ciate  ith t is settle e t, i clu in  t t limited t  the e icati  f 
additional staff to monitor compliance with its terms, The remainder of any cash 
payment to the State of Kansas that is not dedicated to the above purposes shall be 
designated as a civil penalty and shall be deposited to the State eneral Fund for 
a r riation  the egislature 
E T  
The Office of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth ofKentncky (hereinafter, the 
~'Attorney General" and "the Commonwealth," respectively) shall direct the payment of 
$19,1 8,220 to the o on ealth in a anner consistent ith the terms  the Consent 
Judgment to hich this Exhibit B-2 refers, such that any funds distributed by the 
Attorney General shall be used for purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosUl'es, 
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to ameliorate the effects of the foreclosure crisis to enhance law enforcement efforts to
prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices to address
the collateral consequences of such conduct and to compensate the Commonwealth for
costs resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendants Such payments
shall include
i 5048220 in agency restricted fluids to directly compensate the Office ofthe
Attorney General for the reasonable costs of investigation and litigation of the
alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendants and to finance within the Office of
the Attorney General ongoing consumer protection actions including but not
limited to actions addressing any conduct similar to the alleged unlawful conduct
of the Defendants by any entity not released by the State Release
contemporaneously executed with this Consent Judgment any civil and criminal
investigations emanating from any allegedly improper conduct not released
pursuant to the State Release perpetrated by any Defendant or any other person or
entity investigations and potential litigation pertaining to MERS or any related
entity involving mortgage assignments in the Commonwealth and claims of fraud
or improper conduct relating to the pooling of marketing of or sale of any
securities product involving or containing mortgage related payment streams and
ii 145000 to be distributed at the express direction of the Attorney General to
agencies organizations or entities to avoid preventable foreclosures to ameliorate
the effects of the foreclosure crisis to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent
and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices to address
the collateral consequences of such conduct and to compensate the
Commonwealth for costs resulting from the alleged unlawful conduct of the
Defendants including but not limited to the following
a TheKentucky Housing Corporation for purposes including but not limited
to mortgage assistance to Kentucky homeowners down payments andor
closing costs assistance for qualifying homebuyers state and local foreclosure
prevention and mediation programs housing rehabilitation and anti blight
projects
b The Kentucky Homeownership Protection Center to provide homeownership
and mortgage related credit counseling to Kentucky consumers
c The four federally funded civil legal aid service organizations within the
Commonwealth to provide housing related legal assistance to low income
consumers
d The CommonwealthsUnified Prosecutorial System UPS to support and
sustain new and ongoing investigations and prosecutions relating to the
foreclosure crisis and consequential criminal conduct plaguing local




t  eli  t  f   t  f r cl r  crisis, to enhan  l  enfor nt ef r  to 
prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices, to address 
t  ll t l c   suc  conduct, and t  c t  t  Co on alt  f r 
costs resulting fro  the alleged unlawful conduct of the Defendants. Such pay ents 
shall include: 
i) $5,048,220 in agency restricted fi.mds to directly co pensate the ffice ofthe 
tt y r l f r t  r sonabl  t   i ti ti  a  liti ti   t  
alle e  la f l c ct f t e efendants, an  t  fI ance, it i  t e ffice of 
the ttorney eneral, ongoing consu er protection actions including, but not 
li ited to, actions addressing any conduct si ilar to the alleged unla ful conduct 
f t  f ts  n  ntit  t r l s   t  t t  l s  
conte poraneously executed ith this onsent Judg ent; allY civil and cri inal 
investigations e anating fro  any allegedly i proper conduct not released 
pursuant to the State Release perpetrated by any Defendant or any other person or 
entity; investigations and potential litigation pertaining to  or any related 
e tit  i l i  rt a e assi e ts i  t e ealth; a  clai s ffra  
or i proper conduct relating to the pooling of, arketing of, or sale of any 
securities product involving or containing ortgage related pay ent streams; and 
ii) $14,150,000 to be distributed at the express direction ofthe ttomey eneral to 
i s, r i tions r titi s t  i  r t l  f r l s r s, t  li r t  
the effects of the foreclosure crisis, to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent 
and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices, to address 
t e lIater l s e ces f s  t,  t  s t  t  
o on ealth for costs resulting fro  the alleged unla ful conduct f the 
efe t , i l i , t t li ite  t , t  f ll i g: 
a. he entucky ousing orporation, for purposes including, but 110t li ited 
to, ortgage assistance to entucky ho eo ners, do n pay ents and/or 
closing costs assistance for qualifying ho ebuyers, state and local foreclosure 
prevention and ediation progra s, housing rehabilitation and anti-blight 
r je ; 
b. The Kentucky Ho eownership Protection Center, to provide ho eownership 
and ortgage-related credit counseling to entucky consu ers; 
c. he four federally-funded civil legal aid service organizations ithin the 
o on ealth, to provide housing-related legal assistance to lo  inco e 
c ; 
d. The Co onwealth's Unified Prosecutorial Syste  ("UPS"), to support and 
sustain new and ongoing investigations and prosecutions relating to the 
foreclosure crisis and consequential cri inal conduct plaguing local 
co unities throughout the l ; 
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e The CommonwealthsDepartment ofFinancial InstitutionsDFI to assist
in regulatory and educational efforts targeting financial services institutions
subject to DFIsjurisdictional oversight and consumers purchasing products
and services from such institutions
f The CommonwealthsDepartment of Public Health to support and maintain
consumer safety and injury prevention programs including but not limited to
lead abatement programs affecting low income individuals or communities
and
g Within the discretion of the Attorney General any otherorganization or entity
substantially able to implement manage develop or support any program
consistent with the aims ofthis settlement
Funds directed to any agency organization or entityby the Attorney General pursuant to
the terms of this paragraph shall be appropriated administered and expended consistent
with the terms ofKRS Chapter 48 as applicable
LOUISIANA
Said payment shall be payable to the Louisiana Department of Justice Consumer
Enforcement Fund and shall be used for investigation ofmortgage and foreclosure
matters consumer protection law enforcement and education litigation funds public
protection reimbursement of costs and fees associated with the investigation of this
matter ensuring compliance under the terms of this agreement federal and state
regulations or for any other purpose at the direction of the Attorney General as
permitted by state law
MARYLAND
The settlement amount of5969747000shall be paid for the benefit of the citizens of
the State ofMaryland ofwhich the maximum of 10 or596974700shall be paid to
the Office of the Attorney General ofMaryland as a civil penalty to be deposited in the
General Fund of the State ofMaryland The balance of53727300shall be held in
trust pursuant to paragraph Lb ofExhibit B to the Consent Order to be disbursed only as
directed by the Office of the Attorney General ofMaryland and to be used only for
housing and foreclosurerelief purposes and for related investigations and enforcement
activities These purposes and activities may include but are not limited to the provision
of housing counseling legal assistance criminal or civil investigations of fraud related to
housing and the securitization ofmortgage loans enforcement activities foreclosure
prevention foreclosure remediation restitution and programs to address community





,  onwealth's rt t  i i l I tit ti  ("DFI"), t  ssist 
in regulatory and educational efforts targeting financial services institutions 
ll j t t  FI's j is ictional i t,   i  t  
 r  i.-o   ; 
f.  onwealth's rt t  li  alth, t  rt  i t i  
c s er safet  a  i j r  re e ti  r ra s, i cl i  t t lirrrite  t , 
   f t      uniti s; 
and 
. it i  t e iscreti  f t e tt r e  e eral, a  t er r a izati  r entit  
t ti ll  l  t  i l nt, age, l   t   
ste t t      t l ent. 
s ire te  t   ncy, r i ti  r ntit   t  tt r  r l rs t t  
 s  s    r ri t , ste     
ith t  t r s f  t r , s li l . 
I I  
aid pay ent shall e payable to the ouisiana epart ent f Justice onsu er 
f rce t lm   ll   f r i e ti ti  f rt a   f r l r  
atters, consu er protection la  enforce ent and education, litigation funds, public 
t ti , i rs t  t    i t  it  t  i ti ti   t i  
atter, e s ri  c lia ce er t e ter s f t i  a ree ent, fe eral, a  state 
regulations, or for any other purpose, at the direction f the ttorney eneral, as 
nnitt   st t  l . 
 
he settle ent a Olmt of$59,697,470.00 shall be paid for the benefit of the citizens of 
the tate f aryland, f hich the axi u  f 10%,01' $5,969,747.00, shall e paid to 
the ffice ofthe ttorney eneral of aryland as a civil penalty to be deposited in the 
e eral  f t e tate f ar la . e ala ce f $53,7 7,723.00 s all e el  i  
trust pursuant to paragraph l.b. of Exhibit  to the onsent rder, to be disbursed only as 
ire t   t  ffice f t  ttorne  r l f r la   t   s  l  f r 
housing and foreclosure-relief pmposes and for related investigations and enforce ent 
ti iti .  rposes  ti ities  i l , t r  t li ite  t , t  r i i  
f si  c seli , le al assista ce, cri i al r ci il i esti ati s ffra  relate  t  
sing  t  riti ti   rtga e l s, f r t ti iti , f r l r  
prevention, foreclosure re ediation, restitution, and progra s to address co unity 
blight or to fund other progra s reasonably targeted to benefit persons har ed by 




Payment to Massachusetts the Payment shall be payable to the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts and directed to the Office of the Attorney General and shall be used
consistent with this paragraph to provide consumer and community relief to remedy the
alleged unfair and deceptive acts and practices that gave rise to this Consent Decree
allocated as follows
a 4 million shall be paidas a civil penalty pursuant to GL c 93A 4
b 10million shall be paid as costs and attorneys fees pursuant to GL c 93A 4
c 15 million shall be used for the administration of the terms of this Consent
Judgment monitoring compliance with the terms of this Consent Judgment and
enforcing the terms of this Consent Judgment assisting in the implementation of
the relief programs and servicing standards as described in this Consent
Judgment and supporting the Attorney General continuing investigation into
misconduct in the origination servicing and securitization of residential
mortgage loans and
d the remainder of the Payment shall be used to establish the Consmner and
Community Foreclosure Relief Fund the Fund which shall be used in the sole
discretion of the Attorney General to fund or assist in funding programs intended
to avoid preventable foreclosures mitigate the effects of foreclosures on
borrowers and communities provide compensation to borrowers other persons
and communities arising out of alleged unfair or deceptive acts or practices that
gave rise to the Consent Decree andor enhance law enforcement efforts to
prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices The
Fund may further be used to provide consumer education outreach local
consumer aid funds consumer protection enforcement funds and public
protection funds or for other uses permitted by state law
1ViAINE
Funds paid to the Maine Bureau of Consumer Credit Protection shall be deposited in the
nonlapsing dedicated account authorized to accept funds from any public or private
source as described in 14 MRS 61124to fund the Bureau foreclosure prevention
program Amounts paid to the Maine Attorney General shall be used to fund foreclosure
diversion programs including the Bureau of Consumer Credit Protection foreclosure
prevention program and to legal aid organizations for direct legal services to consumers
in support of foreclosure prevention efforts to defray the costs of the inquiry leading





lVlASS C S  
t t  tt  ("th  ay nt") shall be payable to the o on ealth of 
ss s tts  ir t  t  t  ffi  f t  tt r  neral, an  shall  used, 
consistent ith this paragraph, to provide consu er and co unity relief to re edy the 
l  f i   pti    r t  t t   t   ent cree, 
allocated as follo s: 
) $4.4 illi  ll  i    i il lt  t t  .L. c. 3A, § 4; 
) $1.0 il  ll  i     tt     .L. . A, § 4; 
) $1.5 i      t  d i i t t        
Judg ent, onitoring co pliance ith the ter s f this onsent Judg ent and 
enforcing the ter s of this onsent Judg ent, assisting in the i ple entation of 
t e relief r ra s a  servici  sta ar s as escri e  i  tms se t 
Judg ent, and supporting the ttorney eneral's continuing investigation into 
isc ct i  t e ri i ati n, servici g, a  securitizati  f resi e tial 
t a  ;  
d) the re ainder of the Pay ent shall be used to establish the onsumer and 
it  r l r  li f  ("the ") i  ll  ed, i  t  l  
discretion f the ttorney eneral, to fund or assist in funding progra s intended 
to avoid preventable foreclosures, itigate the effects of foreclosures on 
borrowers and co unities, provide co pensation to borrowers, other persons 
and co unities arising out of alleged unfair or deceptive acts or practices that 
 ise    , nd/or    t   
prevent and prosecute fmancial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices. he 
d  f rt r   t  r ide r ti , tr , l l 
consu er aid funds, consu er protection enforce ent funds, and public 
r t tio  f  r f r t r  r itte   t t  l . 
MAI  
Funds paid to the aine Bureau of Consu er Credit Protection shall be deposited in the 
nonlapsing, dedicated account authorized to accept funds fro  any public or private 
s rce s ibe  in   § 6112(4) to fund the ureau's foreclosure prevention 
r r . ounts paid to t e aine ttorne  e ral s ll e s  t  f  f r l s r  
iversion rogra s including t e ureau f nsu er t ction's foreclosure 
prevention progra  and to legal aid organizations for direct legal services to consu ers 
in support f foreclosure prevention efforts, to defray the costs f the inquiry leading 
hereto or for other uses pennitted by state la  at the sale discretion of the ttorney 




Payment shall be forwarded at the direction of the Michigan Attorney General Said
payment shall be used for attorneys fees and other costs of the inquiry leading hereto
and other uses as are consistent with state law and this consent judgment
NUNNESOTA
The State ofMinnesota shall use the funds paid pursuant to Exhibit B1 Minnesota
Direct Payment Funds to provide restitution to Minnesota residents who were harmed
by Defendantsorigination servicing or foreclosure practices The Minnesota Direct
Payment Funds shall be deposited into an interest bearing escrow account The
reasonable expenses of the escrow account and for developing administering and
implementing the restitution plan including the expenses ofsettlement administration
and independent claims review may be paid with Minnesota Direct Payment Funds
After full and fair restitution has been paid to individuals harmed byDefendants
practices as set forth above any amount remaining shall be deposited into the State of
Minnesota General Fund Defendant shall provide to thesettlement administrator
retained by the Minnesota Attorney General to administer the Minnesota Direct Payment
Funds theSettlement Administrator all information already in its possession and
readily available that is reasonably necessary for the administration of the Minnesota
Direct Payment Funds within a reasonable time after receipt of the request for the
information Information pertaining to individual borrowers who may be eligible for
payments under the Minnesota DirectPayment Funds including names and other
identifying information and information necessary to verify or corroborate claims for
restitution ofMinnesota borrowers shall be provided to Minnesota so long as such
information is used solely for the purpose of contacting eligible borrowers responding to
inquiries from borrowers regarding their eligibility for Minnesota Direct Payment Funds
andorcomplying with tax reporting and withholding obligations if any Appropriate
information security protocols including prior borrower authorization where applicable
shall be utilized to ensure the privacy of borrower information and compliance with all
applicable privacy laws
MISSISSIPPI
The settlement payment for the State ofMississippi in the amount of1358037400
shall be distributed to the Mississippi Attorney General for disbursements in accordance
with the terms of the Consent Judgment to which this Exhibit refers
MISSOURI
The Escrow Agent shall pay39583212to the State of Missouri
a 38583212to the State ofMissouri Office of the Attorney General and
b1000to the state of Missouri Office of the Attorney General to the credit of





ay ent shall be for arded at the direction f the ichigan ttorney eneral. aid 
pay ent shall be used for attorneys' fees and other costs of the inquiry leading hereto, 
and other uses as are consistent ith state la  and this consent judg ent. 
MI  
e  t t   innesota ll s  t  f s i  r t t  i it -1 ("Minnesota 
Direct Pay ent Funds") to provide restitution to innesota residents who were hanned 
by efendant's origination, servicing, or foreclosure practices. he innesota irect 
Pay ent Flmds shall be deposited into an interest-bearing escro  account. The 
r s le e ses f t  s r  t  f r l i , i ist ri ,  
i ple enting the restitution plan, including the expenses f settle ent ad inistration 
 indepe de t l i s r i ,   i  it  innesota irect t ds. 
fter full and fair restitution has been paid to individuals har ed by efendant's 
ra tices s s t f rth ,  t r i i  s ll  sit  i t  t  t t  f 
innesota eneral Fund. efendant shall provide to the settle ent ad inistrator 
retaine   t  innesota ttorne  r l t  i ister t  hmes ta ire t t 
Funds (the "Settlement Administrator") all infor ation already i  its possession and 
readily available that is reasonably necessary for the ad inistration ofthe innesota 
irect a e t s, it i   reas a le ti e after recei t f t e re est f r t e 
infor ation. Infor ation pertaining to individual borro ers ho ay be eligible for 
pay ents under the innesota irect Pay ent Flmds, including na es and other 
identifying infor ation and infor ation necessary to verify or corroborate clai s for 
r tit ti   innes ta OlTo r , ll  r ide  t  inne t   l    
infor ation is used solely for the purpose of contacting eligible borro ers, responding to 
i iries fro  rr ers r r ing t ir li i ilit  f r innes ta ire t t s, 
and/or co plying ith tax reporting and ithholding obligations, if any. ppropriate 
i r tio  it  t l , i l i  i   t i ti  e li l , 
shall be utilized to ensure the privacy of borro er infor ation and co pliance ith all 
applicable privacy la s. 
S  
he settle ent pay ent for the tate f ississippi in the a ount f $13 ,580.3 74.00 
shall be distributed to the ississippl ttorney eneral for disburse ents in accordance 
ith t  t r s ft  s t J t t  i  t is i it r f rs. 
 
The Escro  gent shall pay $39,583,212 to the State of issouri: 
a. $38,583,212 to the State of issomi ffice of the ttomey eneral and 
b. $1,000,000 to the state f issouri ffice f the ttorney eneral to the credit f 
the erchandising Practices Revolving Fund for advocacy of consu ers 
-1  
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impacted by the practices addressed in this Consent Judgment for the
investigation and prosecution of persons involved in unfair deceptive and
fraudulent practices related to financial services and for such other purposes as
authorized by law
MONTANA
Pursuant to 1bof Exhibit B to the foregoing Consent Judgment the sum of
4858276 shall be distributed to the state consumer protection account for the Montana
Department of Justice according to wire transfer instructions to be provided by the
Montana Attorney General Office to the Trustee
The sum of45000 shall be for civil fines costs and fees pursuant to Mont Code Ann
3014143
The remaining funds shall be used at the sole discretion of the Attorney General of
Montana for purposes intended to avoid preventable foreclosures to ameliorate the
effects of the foreclosure crisis and to enhance law enforcement efforts to prevent and
prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices These purposes include
but are not limited to funding for housing counselors state and local foreclosure
assistance services state and local foreclosure mediation programs legal assistance and
funding for training and staffing of financial fraud or consumer protection enforcement
efforts
NEBRASKA
The Nebraska Attorney General on behalf of the State ofNebraska directs that
Nebraskasportion of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount pursuant to Exhibit B
Paragraph1bof the attached Consent Judgment be distributed to the following to be
used for any purposesallowed pursuant to said Consent Judgment State of Nebraska
Cash Reserve Fund 11000
NEVADA
Funds shall be directed to the Nevada Attorney General to be deposited into an account
and used for the following purposes avoidingpreventable foreclosure ameliorating the
effects of the mortgage and foreclosure crisis in Nevada enhance consumer protection
and legal aid efforts enhance consumer financial and housing counseling
assistance including economic education andor instruction on financial literacy for the
benefit of Nevada residents enhance law enforcement efforts to investigate prosecute
and prevent financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices at the sole discretion of
the Attorney General The aforementioned account shall be interest bearing and all





i acted by t e ractices ad resse  i  this Co sent Judgment, f r the 
i ti ti  a  r secution f r  i l  in unfair, deceptive and 
fraudulent practices related to financial services, and for such other purposes as 
authori d by l w. 
 
Pursuant to , I (b) f i it  t  t e f re i  sent J dg ent, t e su  f 
$4,858,276 shall be distributed to the state consu er protection accOlmt for the ontana 
epart ent of Justice, according to ire transfer instructions to be provided by the 
  eneral's  t  t  nlStee. 
   $45 ,0 0 ll   i il m s, t   f  t t  nt.  n. 
§ -1 -1 . 
The re aining funds shall be used, at the sale discretion of the Attomey General of 
t a,   i t  t  i  t l  l res, t  li t  t  
effects of the foreclosure crisis, and to enhance la  enforce ent efforts to prevent and 
prosecute financial fraud, or unfair or deceptive acts or practices. These purposes include 
t r  t li ite  t , f i  f r i  l r , t t   l l f r l r  
ssist  s r i s, st t   l l f r l s r  i ti  r r s, l l ssistance,  
funding for training and staffmg of financial fraud or consu er protection enforce ent 
efforts. 
 
 ra  ttom  r l,  l   t  t t   e , ire t  t t 
Nebraska's portion of the Direct Pay ent Settle ent A ount, pursuant to Exhibit B, 
aragraph (l)(b) of the attached onsent Judg ent, be distributed to the follo ing, to be 
s  f r  rpose(s) llo e  rs t t  s i  s t J t: t t  f r s -
 e e  (11 0). 
 
Funds shall be directed to the evada ttorney eneral to be deposited into an account 
and used for the following purposes: avoiding preventable foreclosure, ameliorating the 
effects of the ortgage and foreclosure crisis in evada, enhance consu er protection 
and legal aid efforts, enhance consu er fmancial and housing counseling 
assistance including econo ic education andlor instruction on financial literacy for the 
benefit of Nevada residents, enhance law enforce ent efforts to investigate, prosecute 
and prevent financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or practices at the sole discretion of 
the ttorney e eral. he af re e tione  acc t s all be interest bearing and all 
accrued interest shall stay with the account for the above enumerated purposes. 
E  PS IRE 
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The funds received by the New Hampshire Attorney General pursuant to this agreement
shaU be deposited in the consumer escrow account at the Department of Justice and used
at the sole discretion of the New Hampshire Attorney General for the protection of
consumers in the State of New Hampshire The permissible purposes for allocation ofthe
funds include but are not limited to funding forhousing counselors state and local
foreclosure assistance programs state and local foreclosure mediation programs legal
assistance funding for training and staffing of financial fraud andorconsumer protection
enforcement efforts supplementing the amounts paid to state homeowners under the
Borrower Payment Fund and civil penalties
NEW JERSEY
New Jersey plans to apply its share of the settlement proceeds for its attorneys fees
investigation costs and other expenses related to the investigation and resolution of this
matter as well as on one or more of the following programs Affordable Housing Local
Planning Services Developmental Disabilities Residential Services State Rental
Assistance Program Homelessness Prevention Shelter Assistance Community Based
Senior Programs Mental Health Residential Programs Social Services for the Homeless
andorTemporary Assistance forNeedy Families
NEW YORK
The State Payment Settlement Amount forNew York set forth in Exhibit B1 to this
Consent Judgment New York Settlement will be paid to the Office of the Attorney
General ofthe State ofNew York NYOAG by certified check payable to the State of
New York Department ofLaw and deposited by theNYOAG in an account that may be
used as determined by the NYOAG to address matters relating to housing lending
mortgage defaults foreclosures or the mortgage crisis including without limitation
consumer assistance investigation enforcement operations litigation public protection
consumer education or local consumer aid and forpenalties costs fees or any other use
permitted under law The New York Settlement shall be disbursed by the NYOAG in its
sole discretion and at its direction consistent with the terms of this Consent Judgment The
certified check shall be delivered to
New York State Office of the Attorney General
120 Broadway 25 Floor
New York New York 10271 0332
Attn Scott Wilson SeniorAdvisor and Special Counsel
NEWMEXICO
Funds allocated to the Attorney General of the State ofNew Mexico shall be expended
inthe sole discretion of the Attorney General primarily for programs to avoid
preventable foreclosures and ameliorate the effects on homeowners of the foreclosure
crisis including without limitation funding for housing counselors establishment of a




e funds recei e   t e e  a s ire tt r e  e eral rs a t to t is a ree e t 
shall be deposited in the consu er escro  account at the epart ent of Justice and used 
t t  s l  is r ti  f t   s ir  tt r  r l f r t  r t ti  f 
consu ers in the tate f e  a pshire. he per issible purposes for allocation f the 
f  i l e, t r  t li it  t , f i  f r i  l r , t t   l l 
f recl s re assista ce r ra s, state a  l cal f recl s re e iati  r ra s, le al 
i ,     t f   i l  ndlor   
enforce ent efforts, supple enting the a ounts paid to state ho eo ners under the 
  nd,  i i  lt . 
  
e  Jersey plans to apply its share of the settle ent proceeds for its attorneys' fees, 
i esti ati  c sts a  t er e e ses relate  t  t e i esti ati  a  res l ti  f t is 
atter as ell as on one or ore of the follo ing progra s: ffordable otlsing, ocal 
l i  r i s, l t l is ilities si ti l rvi s, t t  t l 
ssista ce r ra , elessness re enti , elter ssista ce, it  ase  
 , e  l  i ti l ,     l ss, 
nd/or r r  ssista ce f r  ilies 
  
e t te t ttl t t   rk, t t  i  i it -1 t  t i  
Consent Judg ent ("N ew York Settlement''), will be paid to the Office of the Attorney 
l  t  t t     ("NYO ") by certified check payable to the tate of 
 r , rt t f   sit   t   i   t t t   
sed, as eter i e   t e , t  a ress atters relati  t  si , le ding, 
rt a  f lt . f r l r s, r t  rtga  ri i , i l i  it t li itati  
s r ssist , i sti ti n, f r t r ti s, liti ti , li  r t ction, 
 ti ,  l l  i ,   lti , t , s,   t   
nnitt  r l . e  r  ttl t ll  is rs   t   i  it  
sole discretion and at its direction consistent ith the ter s of this onsent Judg ent. he 
ie     er  : 
  t t  ice  t  tt r  l 
 r a ay, th l r 
 ,   71-0332 
ttn.: tt ils , i r is r  i l s l 
  
Funds allocated to the ttorney eneral ofthe State of e  exico shall be expended, 
i  t  sale is r ti  f t e tt r  ral, ri ril  f r r r s t  i  
e ta le re los re   li rat  t  t   e ners  t  re los re 
crisis, i cl i  it t li itati , f i  f r si  c sel rs, esta lis e t f a 
state foreclosure assistance hotline, state and local foreclosure ediation progra s, legal 
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assistance for homeowners facing foreclosure funding for administrative oversight for
and coordination of funded programs by the Attorney General and to enhance law
enforcement efforts to prevent and prosecute financial fraud or unfair or deceptive acts or
practices
NORTH CAROLINA
For the payment of settlement funds pursuant to Paragraph III 3 of the Consent
Judgment and in accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 1 b of Exhibit B to the
Consent Judgment North Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper sets forth the following
funding allocations for the State of North Carolinassettlement payment and directs the
Escrow Agent to pay said funds as follows
574million to be allocated as civil penalties payable to the Civil Penalty and
Forfeiture Fund pursuant toNC Gen Stat 115C4572 and Article 9 Section 7
of the North Carolina Constitution
306 million to the North Carolina Housing Finance Agency for distribution as
follows a192million to be allocated to housing counseling providers to
ensure that North Carolina homeowners receive the benefits due under this
Consent Judgment and to ensure the availability ofhomeownership and
foreclosure prevention counseling services inNorth Carolinab 1147 million
to be allocated to legal services providers in North Carolina for legal
representation and assistance to North Carolinians in foreclosure or other housing
or lendingrelated matters
69 million to the Conference of District Attorneys of the North Carolina
Administrative Office of the Courts to administer a program of grants among the
prosecutorial districts in North Carolina for the purpose of expanding prosecution
of lending and financial crimes and expanding prosecution and investigative
abilities in those areas and obtaining training relating to lending and financial
crimes
287 million to the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation to expand its
accounting and financial investigative ability and its expertise to investigate
financial and lending crimes
478 million to the North Carolina Department of Justice to enable its Consumer
Protection Division to hire attorneys investigators financial accountants and
other specialists and staff as needed in order to increase its efforts to investigate
and pursue cases related to financial fraud and unfair or deceptive trade practices
in mortgage lending and financial services and to assure public awareness of
consumers eligibility for reliefunder the Consent Judgment and address




ssist  f r rs f i  f r l sure, ftm i  f r ad i istr ti  rsi t f r 
and coordination of funded progra s by the ttorney eneral, and to enhance la  
f t f t  t  t  t  fm cial  or f ir or cepti  act  or 
ti s. 
  
 t  t  ttl t f  t t  r r  III (3)  t  ent 
J t  i  r  it  t  r isi s f r r   (b) f i it  t  t  
se t J dg ent, rt  ar li a tt r e  e eral  er sets f rt  t e f ll i  
f i  ll ti  f r t  t t  f rt  arolina's ttl t t  ir t  t  
r  t t   ai  f   f ll s: 
• $5.74 illion to be allocated as civil penalties payable to the ivil Penalty and 
    .C. n. tat. § -4 7,2   , cti   
    tit ti ; 
• $30.60 io  t     i    r i Lrib ti   
follows: (a) $19.12 million to be allocated to housing counseling providers to 
       f     
se t J ent, a  to e s re t e a ailabilit  f e ers i  a  
foreclosure prevention counseling services in orth arolina; (b) $11.47 illion 
t   ll t  t  l l s r i s r iders i  rt  r li  f r l l 
representation and assistance to orth arolinians in foreclosure or other housing 
 i -relate  r ; 
• $6.69 i    ere   s ct torne s   0l1   
inistrative ffice f t e rts t  a i ister a r ra  f ra ts a  t e 
prosecutorial districts in orth arolina for the purpose of expanding prosecution 
f le i  and fi a cial cri es, a  e a i  r sec ti  a  i esti ati e 
abilities in those areas, and obtaining training relating to lending and financial 
; 
• $2.87 illion t  t e rt  ar li a tate rea  f I esti ati  t  e a  its 
accounting and financial investigative ability and its expertise to investigate 
fina   e ing ; 
• $4.78 illion t  the rt  r li a e art ent f J stice t  le its s er 
Protection ivision to hire attorneys, investigators, financial accountants and 
ther s i lists  st ff as e e  in r r t  increase its ff rts t  i estigate 
and pursue cases related to financial fraud and unfair or deceptive trade practices 
in ortgage lending and fmancial services, and to assure public a areness of 
consu ers' eligibility for relief under the onsent Judg ent and address 
cons er need f r i f r ati ; 
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86million to the general fund of the State of North Carolina as compensation
for costs and economic losses sustained by the State due to mortgage fraud and
foreclosure misconduct It is anticipated that an additional 1 million will be
paid to the general Rind of the State ofNorth Carolina in the form of attorneys
fees
To the extent there are finds remaining or unallocated under the allocations set forth
above the Escrow Agent is directed to distribute such funds to the North Carolina
Housing Finance Agency for it to distribute consistent with the purposes outlined above
IfNorth Carolinassettlement payment amount is reduced forunanticipated reasons the
individual allocations set forth above will each be reduced by the corresponding
percentage amount
NORTHDAKOTA
The settlement payment to the State ofNorth Dakota shall be paid to the NorthDakota
Attorney General and shall be used in the Attorney General discretion to fund housing
remediation projects designed to create more affordable and available housing or lodging
in areas where more housing or lodging is needed including creating available housing or
lodging for personnel in law enforcement emergency response et cetera and to
compensate the state for attorneys fees and costs resulting from the alleged unlawful
conduct of the Defendants
OHIO
Ohiosshare of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount shall be distributed and delivered
to the office of the Ohio Attorney General and shall be placed in the following two
finds
9078303 in the Attorney General Court Order Fund pursuant to section
10911of the Ohio Revised Code The funds shall be transferred distributed
disbursed or allocated for the purposes described in ParagraphIbiofExhibit
B of the Consent Judgment including the costs of the Ohio AttorneyGeneral in
administering this settlement and fund Interest or other income earned on this
account shall also be transferred distributed disbursed or allocated for the
purposes described inParagraph1biofExhibit B of the Consent Judgment and
for the costs of the Ohio Attorney General in administering this settlement and
fund
2 000shall be placed in the Consumer Protection Enforcement Fund
created pursuant to section 134551 of the Ohio Revised Code The funds shall be





• $8.6 illio  t  t  r l f  f t  t t   rt  r li   ti  
f r c sts a  ec ic l sses s stai e   t e tate e to rt a e fi:aud a  
f r l r  i ct. (It i  ti i t  t t  dditi l $1 illi  ill  
paid to the general fhnd of the tate f orth arolina in the for  f attorneys 
f es.) 
     lmd  i i    r     
, t   t i  i t  t  i t i t    t  t  t  li  
si  i   f r it t  istri t  sist t it  t  r s s tli  bove. 
  arolina's t      r  sons,  
individual allocations set forth above ill each be reduced by the corresponding 
 otmt. 
  
 ttl t t t  t  t t  f rt  ta ll  i  t  t  rt  t  
ttorney eneral, and shall be used, in the ttorney eneral's discretion, to fund housing 
i ti  jects i  t  t   l   il l  i   l i  
i  areas ere re si  r l i  is eeded, i cl i  creati  a aila le si  r 
     f ent,  ,  tera,   
e s t  t  st t  f r ttorney's f s  sts r s lti  fr  t  ll  l f l 
   nts. 
io's    re     l   te   l  
    e  tt r  r l,  l    i     
fiU1ds: 
1. $90,7 3,033.00       lm    t  
09.1 1  t  i  i  e.  f  ll  tr f rr , i tri t d, 
disbursed, or allocated for the pluposes described in Paragraph l(b)(i) of xhibit 
B of the Consent Judg ent, including the costs of the hio ttorney eneral in 
ad inistering this settle ent and fund. Interest or other inco e earned on this 
t ll l   tr f rr , i tri t , i r d, r ll cate  f r t  
purposes described in aragraph 1 (b)(i) f xhibit  f the onsent Judg ent and 
 t e t   t  i  tt m  l i  i ist i  t i  ttl t  
f . 
. $2,000,00 .00 s ll  lace  i  t  s r r t ti  f r t  
created pursuant to section 1345.51 of the hio evised ode. he funds shall be 




1 Payment Servicers shall make available a total sum of TwentyNine Million
Two Hundred FiftyThree Thousand One Hundred Ninety Dollars2953190for
payment to the State of Oregon allocated as follows
a Four Million Dollars4000 shall be deposited into the Oregon Department
of Justice Operating Account established pursuant to ORS 180
b TwentyFive Million Two Hundred FiftyThree Thousand One Hundred Ninety
Dollars2553190shall be deposited into the General Fund with a
recommendation to the Oregon Legislative Assembly that such funds be used for
housing and foreclosure relief and mitigation as set forth in this Consent
Judgment
PENNSYLVANIA
TheAttorney General of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Attorney General
directs that the State Payment Settlement Amount as that tern is used in Exhibit B of
this Consent Judgment Settlement Amount be distributed to the Office ofAttorney
General to be allocated by the Attorney General at her sole discretion to the Office of
Attorney General and the Pennsylvania Department ofBanking to further their respective
educational and law enforcement purposes and the balance to be allocated by the
Attorney General at her sole discretion to appropriate programs that help Pennsylvania
homeowners avoid foreclosure The amount timing and manner of the allocation of the
Settlement Amount shall be at the sole discretion of the Attorney General
RHODE ISLAND
The Rhode Island Attorney General shall receive all state government designated fiends
paid under this agreement Said funds shall be held in separate accounts and must be used
solely formortgage foreclosure related issues andor consumer education outreach
training or related consumer issues as determined by the Rhode Island Attorney General
SOUTH CAROLINA
With respect to the State of South Carolinaspayment said payment shall be used by the
South Carolina Attorney General for a consumer protection enforcement fiend consumer
education fund consumer litigation fund local consumer aid fund or revolving fund for
consumer restitution including the administrative costs thereof for attorneys fees and
other costs of investigation and litigation for reimbursement of state agencies for cy pres
purposes or for any other uses not prohibited by law The South CarolinaAttorney
General shall have sole discretion over the distribution of the funds
SOUTHDAKOTA
Said payment steal l be used by the Attorneys General for attorney fees and other costs of




1.1 ayment. ervi rs shall  avail l  a total su  of nty- i  illi  
  ift -Thre     i t  ll  ($29,253,190) f r 
t t  t  t t  f regon, all cate  as f ll s: 
(a) Four illion ollars ($4,000,000) shall be deposited into the regon epart ent 
f J stice erati  cc t esta lis e  rs a t t   180.180. 
(b) T enty-Five illion T o undred Fifty-Three Thousand ne undred inety 
 ($25,253,190) al   p sit  i   r l    
ti  t  t   i l ti  bl  t t     f r 
si   f r l s r  r li f  iti ti  s s t f rt  i  t is s nt 
g ent. 
 
he ttorney eneral of the o on ealth of Pennsylvania ("Attorney eneral") 
    t tt  nt,   rm       
   ("Se tle e  "),  i tri t  t  t  ffi   tt r  
ral, t   ll t   t  ttom  r l, t r s le is r ti , t  t  ffic  f 
ttorney eneral and the Pennsylvania epart ent of anking to further their respective 
ti l  l  f r t r s s;  t  l  t   ll cate   t  
ttorney eneral, at her sole discretion, to appropriate progra s that help ennsylvania 
ners i  f re l r .  nt, ti i ,  r  t  ll ti  f t  
ettle e t t s all e at t e s le iscreti  f t e tt r e  e eral. 
  
The hode Island ttorney eneral shall receive all state govern ent designated funds 
ai  er t is a ree e t. aid f s s all e el  i  se arate acc ts a  st e se  
l l   ortgage oreclosure late  issues /or  ti , t , 
tr i in  r r l t  s er iss es s t r ined  t e e Isl  ttorn  r l 
lI   
ith respect to the State of South Carolina's pay ent, said pay ent shall be used by the 
outh arolina ttorney eneral for a consu er protection enforce ent ftmd, consu er 
education fund, consu er litigation fund, local consu er aid fund, or revolving fund; for 
consu er restitution, including the ad inistrative costs thereof; for attorneys' fees and 
other costs of investigation and litigation; for reimbursement of state agencies; for cy pres 
purposes; or for any other uses not prohibited by la . The South Carolina ttorney 
e al s H e e is ion er e io  f the fu . 
  
Said payment shall be used by the Attorneys General for attorney fees and other costs of 
investigation and litigation, or to be placed in, or applied to, the consumer protection 
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enforcement fund consumer education or litigation to defray the costs of the inquiry
leading hereto or may be used to fund or assist in funding housing counselor programs
foreclosure assistance personnel foreclosure mediation programs legal assistance and
funding for training and staffing of financial fraud or consumer protection enforcement
efforts civil penalties or for other uses permitted by state law at the sole discretion of the
Attorney General
TENNESSEE
The settlement amount of412078100 shall be paid for the benefit ofthe citizens of
the State ofTennessee of which the maximum of 10 or412078100shall be paid to
the general Rind of the State of Tennessee as a civil penalty The remaining
37087290shall be paid to the Office of the Attorney General of Tennessee and shall
be used for purposes consistent with applicable provisions of the consent judgment as
directed by the Office of the Attorney General including funding foreclosure prevention
counseling other housing and legal assistance programs related compliance
investigative enforcement and education purposes or to fund other programs reasonably
targeted to housing or tenant issues
TEXAS
Said payment to the State of Texas in the amount of One Hundred ThirtyFour Million
Six Hundred TwentyEight Thousand Four Hundred EightyNine Dollars
13462848900shall be allocated as follows
A TenMillion Dollars10000forcivil penalties pursuant to Tex Bus
Com Code 174cpaid to the State of Texas for deposit to the judicial fund
pursuant to Texas Government Code 4020 7
B One Hundred TwentyFour Million Six Hundred TwentyEight Thousand Four
Hundred EightyNine Dollars1246 848900paid to the State ofTexas for
deposit into the General Revenue Fund pursuant to Texas Government Code
40409band404097c
UTAH
The Attorney General of the State of Utah directs that the Utah portion ofthe State
Payment Settlement Amounts as that term is used in Exhibit B of this Consent Judgment
be distributed to the State of Utah to be further allocated as determined by the Utah State
Legislature
VERMONT





e f rce e t f nd, c s er e cati  r liti ation, to defray t e c sts fthe i uir  
l i  hereto, r y b  ed t  f  or si t i  f i  si  el r programs, 
f r l s r  assistan  rsonnel, f r l s r  di ti  r r s, l al assistan  and 
f i  f r trai i  a  staffm  f fi a cial fra  r c s er r tecti  enf rce e t 
ff rts, civil lti   r ot r s r itt   t t  l w, t t  sol  i r ti  f t  
 r l 
 
 ttl  ml  f$41 ,2 7,810.00 l   i  f r  f  f    
  f e,    i  f %, r $4,120,781.00, shall  i  t  
t  r l fim  f t  t t  f ss  s  i il nalty.  r i i  
$37,0 7,029.00 ll  i  t  t  f i   t  tt  r l    ll 
be used for purposes consistent ith applicable provisions of the consent judg ent as 
directed by the ffice f the ttorney eneral, including funding foreclosure prevention 
counseling, other housing and legal assistance progra s, related co pliance, 
i esti ative, e f rce ent, a  e cati  r ses, r t  f  t er r ra s reaso abl  
     es. 
 
ai  a e t t  t e tate f e as i  t e a t f e lm re  irt -Four illi , 
Six undred enty-Eight housand, Four undred ighty-Nine ollars 
($134,628,489.00) l     s: 
.  illion llars ($10,000,000.00) f r i il lti  r t t  . . & 
. e § 7.4 (c) ai  t  t e tate f e as f r e sit t  t e j icial f  
t t  e as t  §402.007; 
. ne tmdred enty-Four illion, ix tmdred enty-Eight ho"l.Isand, FmU' 
undred i t -Nine llars ($124,628,4 9.00) i  t  t  t t  f s f r 
deposit into the eneral evenue Flmd pursuant to Texas overn ent ode 
§404.09 (b) a  §404.09 (c). 
 
The ttorney eneral of the State of tah directs that the tah portion of the State 
Pay ent Settle ent A Olmts, as that ter  is used in Exhibit B of this Consent Judg ent, 
be distributed to the State of tah to be further allocated as detet ined by the tah State 
e is . 
E O T 




The State Payment Settlement Amount forVirginia totaling66525233shall be
provided to the Virginia Attorney General fordeposit to the Attorney Generals
Regulatory Consumer Advocacy Litigation and Enforcement Revolving Trust Fund the
Revolving Fund Amounts deposited to the Revolving Fund maybe used for costs of
the Attorney General associated with his consruner protection advocacy and enforcement
efforts and other delineated purposes permitted by State law
WASHINGTON
The State of Washington will use its share of the State Payment Settlement Amount as
follows
1 Ten percent will be designated as a civil penalty
2 No more than 5 million will be used to compensate the State for its costs and
fees to date for costs of monitoring and enforcing the terns ofthe settlement and
for enforcing RCW 1986 the Consumer Protection Act
3 The remaining amount will be used for purposes intended to avoid preventable
foreclosures or ameliorate the effects of the foreclosure crisis As permitted by the
Consent Judgment such uses may include
a supplementing the amounts paid to state homeowners under the Borrower
Payment Fund
b funding for housing counselors
c Rinding for state and local foreclosure assistance hotlines
d founding for state and local foreclosure mediation programs
e funding forcivil legal assistance or
f funding for housing remediation and anti blight projects
The State ofWashington will convene a committee of public and private stakeholders
who are experienced in foreclosure assistance mortgage lending civil legal services or
housing related issues to determine how best to use the funds As required by the
Consent Judgment the Attorney General will exercise his discretion over the final
disposition of the funds in accordance with the purposes as set forth in the Consent





 t t  t ettl t t f r ir i i  t t li  $66,525,233 shall  
r i e  t  t e ir i ia tt r ey e eral f r e sit t  t e tt r e  eneral's 
egulatory, onsu er dvocacy, itigation and nforce ent evolving T11.1st Fund (the 
"Re  l.m "). ts e site  t  t e evol i  Flm  ay e use  f r costs f 
the ttorney eneral associated ith his consumer protection advocacy and enforce ent 
ff rts  t r li t  r s  r itt   t t  l w. 
I  
he tate of ashingtoll ill use its share f the tate ay ent ettle ent ount, as 
follows: 
1. en percent ill be designated as a civil penalty. 
.  re t a  $5 illi  ill e se  t  c e sate t e tate f r its c sts a  
f  t  t , f r t   it ri   f r i  t  t n   t  ttl ent,  
 f   9.86,    t. 
.  r i i  t ill  s  f r r s s i t  t  i  r t l  
foreclosures or a eliorate the effects f the foreclosure crisis. s pennitted by the 
t nt,    i lude 
. s l ti  t  ts i  t  st te ners r t  rr r 
 d; 
. ftm i  f r si  s l rs; 
. fu     loc  oreclosure  ; 
. tmdi   t t   loc l l l.1fe i ti  ; 
. i   i il l l i t ;  
f. funding for housing re ediation and anti-blight projects. 
he tate f ashington ill convene a co ittee f public and private stakeholders 
ho are erienced i  foreclosure ssist , rtgage le i , i il le al s r ices r 
housing related issues to detet ine ho  best to use the funds. s required by the 
onse t t, the ttorney e r l ill rcise is is r tion er t  fi l. 
is siti  f t e ftmds in a rdance ith the rposes s s t f rt  in the s t 
Judgment and will provide instmctions to the Escrow Agent accordingly. 
ES  IR I I  
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Settlement payments to the State ofWest Virginia in the amount of574891500shall
be placed in trust and used at the discretion ofthe Attorney General solely for consumer
protection piuposes including but not limited to direct payments restitution consumer
education legal services credit or bankruptcy counseling and education housing
counseling conflict resolution programs and costs associated with implementing court
orders
WISCONSIN
Money owed to the State of Wisconsin shall be made payable to Attorney General State
ofWisconsin and may be used forany purpose permitted under the Consent Judgment
as solely determined and directed by the Attorney General
The Escrow Agent shall distribute the amount constituting the State Payment Settlement
Amount for the State of Wyoming to the Attorney General of the State ofWyoming as
trustee to hold and distribute such amount pursuant to WyomingStatute 91
639aiexclusively for the purpose of addressing mortgage and foreclosure
matters in the State ofWyoming by providing grants or other aid to agencies and
organizations approved by the Attorney General of the State ofWyoming for mortgage
and housing related consumer assistance consumer education credit counseling




ttl t t  t  t  t t  f t ir i i  i  t  t f$5,748,91 .00 shall 
be placed in trust and used at the discretion of the ttorney eneral solely for consu er 
r t ti  ur s s, i l i  t t li it  t , ir t nts, r stitution, s r 
cation, l l ervi s, r it r r t  eli   cation, i  
counseling, conflict resolution progra s, and costs associated ith i ple enting court 
orders. 
I  
      i  l      ' tor  eral, t t  
f isconsin, , and ay be used for any purpose per itted under the onsent Judg ent, 
s s l l  t r i   ir t   t  tt r  ral. 
WYOMING 
he scro  gent shall distribute the a ount constituting the tate ay ent ettle ent 
t f r t  t t  f i  t  t  tt r  r l f t  t t  f ing, s 
tr t , t  l   i tri t   nt, t t  i  t t t  § -1-
39(a)(i), l i l  f r t  r s   r i  rt   f r l r  
atters in the tate of yo ing, by providing grants or other aid to agencies and 
r a izati ns a r e   t e tt r e  e eral f t e tate f i  f r Olt a e 
and housing related consu er assistance, consu er education, credit cotmseling, 









1 The Borrower Payment Amount shall be administered under the direction and
control of the State members of the Monitoring Committee in the following manner
2 Within ninety 90 days of the Effective Date of this Consent Judgment the State
members of the Monitoring Committee shall choose and retain a Settlement Administrator the
Administrator to administer the distribution of cash payments to individual borrowers under
this and all similar Consent Judgments with other servicers concerning the Covered Conduct the
Related Consent Judgments All costs and expenses of the Administrator including taxes
shall be paid from the Borrower Payment Amount
3 Defendant shall provide to the Administrator all information already in its
possession and readily available that is reasonably necessary for the administration of this and
the Related Consent Judgments within a reasonable time after receipt of the request for
information Defendant is ordered herein to provide such information under 15USC
6802e1A5and8 of the GrammLeach Bliley Act Stich information pertaining to
individual eligible Borrowers including names and other identifying information may be
provided to individual states but only if the information is used solely for the purpose of
contacting eligible Borrowers responding to inquiries from Borrowers regarding their eligibility
or concerning the award of borrower payments under this Consent Judgment andorcomplying
with tax reporting and withholding obligations if any The Administrator shall utilize
appropriate information security protocols to ensure the privacy of Borrower information and
otherwise comply with all applicable privacy laws After the completion of the Borrower
Payment process the Administrator shall provide a report to each Defendant identifying which




1.  rr r Pay nt mmt shal  b  ad i i t r  u r th  dir cti  an  
contr l f t e State e ers f t e it ri  ittee i  t e f ll i  anner. 
. ithin ninety (90) days ofthe Effective ate of this Consent Judgment, the State 
e bers of the onitoring o ittee shall choose and retain a ettle ent d inistrator ("the 
d inistrator") t  d i ist r t  istri ti  f s  ts t  i i i l rr rs r 
this and all si ilar onsent Judg ents ith other servicers concerning the overed onduct (the 
"Relate  t t "). ll costs and expenses of the d inistrator, including taxes, 
ll  i   t   t t. 
3. efendant shall provide to the d inistrator all infor ation already in its 
possession and readily available that is reasonably necessary for the ad inistration of this and 
the Related Consent Judg ents, within a reasonable ti e after receipt of the request for 
i f r ti . efe a t i  r r  r i  t  r ide  i f r ti  r  .S.C. § 
6802(e)(1)(A), (5) and (8) of the ra -Leach- liley ct. Such infor ation pertaining to 
individual eligible orro ers, including na es and other identifying infor ation, ay be 
provided to individual states, but only if the information is used solely for the purpose of 
contacting eligible Borrowers, responding to inquiries from Borrowers regarding their eligibility 
or concerning the award of borrower payments under this Consent Judgment, and/or complying 
ith ta  re rting a d ithholding ligati s, if a . he d inistrat r s all tilize 
a r riate information s rity protocols t  e s re the privacy f orro er information  
other ise co ply ith all applicable privacy la s. fter the co pletion of the Borrower 
Payment process, the Administrator shall provide a report to each Defendant identifying which 
borrowers have received payment. In addition, Defendant may request from the Administrator 
PlF 04404 
such interim reports as may be deemed reasonable by the State Members of the Monitoring
Committee Interim reports necessary to insure that Borrowers will not receive duplicate
payments by virtue of litigation the foreclosure review required by federal banking agencies or
otherwisehereby are deemed reasonable Defendant shall warrant to the State Members of the
Monitoring Committee at the time of supplying information to the Administrator that the
information is complete and accurate to the best of its knowledge and capability
4 The Administrator shall permit reasonable onsite inspection by the State members
ofthe Monitoring Committee on the premises of the Administrator to monitor administration of
this and all Related Consent Judgments
5 As a condition to receipt of any payments pursuant to this process borrowers
must agree that such payment shall offset and operate to reduce any other obligation Defendant
has to the borrowers to provide compensation or other payments However borrowers shall not
be required to release or waive any other right or legal claim as a condition of receiving such
payments
6 Any cash payment to individual borrowers awarded under the terms of this
Consent Judgment is not and shall not be considered as forgiven debt
7 The purposes of the payments described in this Exhibit C are remedial and relate
to the reduction in the proceeds deemed realized byborrowers for tax purposes from the
foreclosure sale of residential properties owned by the borrowers allegedly resulting from the




s  i t ri  r rt     e  r l   t  t t  r  f t  it ri  
o ittee. Interi  reports necessary to insure that on'o ers ill not receive duplicate 
pay ents by virtue of litigation, the foreclosure revie  required by federal banking agencies or 
t r     sonable.  shal   t  t  t     
 tte   t    suppl i    t   t t t  
i f nn ti  is l t   r t  t  t  st f its l   apability. 
.  i i tr t r ll r it r l  it  i ti   t  t t  r  
   ttee     t    it r d i i t ti   
  l    ts. 
5. s a condition to receipt of any pay ents pursuant to this process, borro ers 
ust agree that such pay ent shall offset and operate to reduce any other obligation efendant 
as t  t e rr ers t  r ide c e sati  r t er a e ts. e er, rr ers s all t 
be required to release or aive any other right or legal clai  as a condition of receiving such 
. 
6.  s  e t t  i i idual rr ers r e  r t e t r   t is 
onsent Judg ent is not and shall not be considered as forgiven debt. 
7. he purposes of the pay ents described in this xhibit  are re edial and relate 
to the reduction in the proceeds deemed realized by borrowers for tax purposes from the 
foreclosure sale of residential properties owned by the borrowers allegedly resulting fro  the 









Any Servicer as defined in the Servicing Standards set forth in Exhibit A to this
Consent Judgment hereinafter Servicer or Participating Servicer agrees that it will
not implement any of the ConsumerRelief Requirements described herein through
policies that are intended to i disfavor a specific geography within or among states that
are a party to the Consent Judgment or iidiscriminate against any protected class of
borrowers This provision shall not preclude the implementation of pilot programs in
particular geographic areas
Any discussion of property in these Consumer Relief Requirements including
any discussion in Table 1 or other documents attached hereto refers to a 14 unitsingle
familyproperty hereinafter Property or collectively Properties
Any consumer relief guidelines or requirements that are found in Table 1 or other
documents attached hereto are hereby incorporated into these Consumer Relief
Requirements and shall be afforded the same deference as if they were written in the text
below
For the avoidance of doubt subject to the Consumer Relief Requirements
describedbelow Servicer shall receive credit for consumer reliefactivities with respect
to loans insured or guaranteed by the USDepartment of Housing and Urban
DevelopmentUSDepartment of Veterans Affairs or the USDepartment of
Agriculture in accordance with the terms and conditions herein provided that nothing
herein shall be deemed to in any way relieve Servicer of the obligation to comply with
the requirements of the USDepartment of Housing and Urban DevelopmentUS
Department of Veterans Affairs and the USDepartment of Agriculture with respect to
the servicing ofsuch loans
Servicer shall not in the ordinary course require a borrower to waive or release
legal claims and defenses as a condition of approval for loss mitigation activities under
these Consumer Relief Requirements However nothing herein shall preclude Servicer
from requiring a waiver or release of legal claims and defenses with respect to a
Consumer Relief activity offered in connection with the resolution of a contested claim
when the borrower would not otherwise have received as favorable terms or when the
borrower receives additional consideration
Programmatic exceptions to the crediting available for the Consumer Relief
Requirements listed below may be granted by the Monitoring Committee on a caseby
case basis
To the extent a Servicer is responsible for the servicing of a mortgage loan to
which these Consumer Relief Requirements may apply the Servicer shall receive credit
for all consumer reliefand refinancing activities undertaken in connection with such
PLF 04407
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 li f  
ny ervicer as defIned in the ervicing tandards set forth in xhibit  to this 
onsent Judg ent (hereinafter "Servicer" or "Participating Servicer") agrees that it ill 
t i le e t a  f t e s er elief e ire e ts escri e  erei  t r  
policies that are intended to (i) disfavor a specific geography ithin or a ong states that 
are a party to the onsent Judg ent or (ii) discri inate against any protected class of 
rr rs. is r isi  s all t r l e t  i l t ti  f il t r r s i  
 i  s. 
ny discussion f property in these onsu er elief equire ents, including 
any discussion in able 1 or other docu ents attached hereto, refers to a 1-4 unit single-
f il  r rt  (her i ft r, "Pr rty" r ll cti ely, ''Properties''). 
 r r li f i lines r r ire e ts t t r  f  i  l   r t r 
docu ents attached hereto, are hereby incorporated into these onsu er elief 
Require ents and shall be afforded the sa e deference as if they ere ritten in the text 
low. 
r t e a i a ce f t, s ject t  t e s er elief e ire e ts 
described belo , Servicer shall receive credit for consu er relief activities ith respect 
t  l a s i s re  r r t   t  .S. rt t f si   r  
evelop ent, .S. epart ent f eterans ffairs, or the .S. epart ent f 
griculture in accordance ith the ter s and conditions herein, provided that nothing 
erei  s all  ee e  t  i  a   relie e er icer f t e ligation t  c l  it  
the require ents of the u.S. epart ent of ousing and rban evelop ent, .S. 
Depart ent of Veterans Affairs, and the U.S. Depart ent of Agriculture with respect to 
t  i i   h l . 
ervicer shall not, in the ordinary course, require a borro er to aive or release 
legal clai s and defenses as a condition of approval for loss itigation activities under 
these onsu er elief equire ents. o ever, nothing herein shall preclude ervicer 
fro  Tequiring a aiver or release of legal clai s and defenses ith respect to a 
Consu eT Relief activity offered in connection ith the resolution of a contested clai , 
 t e er   ise  e        
e   iona  r ti . 
Progra atic exceptions to the crediting available for the onsu er elief 
Requirements listed below may be granted by the onitoring Committee on a case-by-
 i . 
To the extent a Servicer is responsible for the servicing of a ortgage loan to 
which these Consu er Relief Require ents ay apply, the Servicer shall receive credit 
for all consu er relief and reflnancing activities undertaken in connection ith such 
  
mortgage loanby any of its subservicers to the same extent as if Servicer had undertaken
such activities itself
1 First Lien Mortgage Modifications
a Servicer will receive credit under Tablet Section 1 for firstlien
mortgage loan modifications made in accordance with the guidelines set
forth in this Section 1
b First liens on occupied Properties with an unpaid principal balance
UPB prior to capitalization at or below the highest GSE conforming
loan limit cap as of January 1 2010 shall constitute at least 85 of the
eligible credits for first liens the Applicable Limits
c Eligible borrowers must be at least 30 days delinquent or otherwise
qualify as being at imminrisk of default due to borrowersfinancial
situation
d Eligible borrowers pre modification loantovalue ratio LTV is
greater than 100
e Post modification payment should target adebttoincome ratio DTI
of31 or an affordability measurement consistent with HAMP
guidelines and a modified LTV of no greater than 120 provided that
eligible borrowers receive a modification that meets the following terms
i Payment of principal and interest must be reduced by at least 10
ii Where LTV exceeds 120 at a DTIof31 principal shall be
reduced to a LTV of 120 subject to a minimum DTI of25
which minimum may be waived by Servicer at Servicerssole
If a Servicer holds a mortgage loan but does not service or control the servicing
rights for such loan either through its own servicing operations or a subservicer
then no credit shall be granted to that Servicer for consumer reliefand refinancing
activities related to that loan
1
Servicer may rely on a borrowersstatement at the time of the modification
evaluation that a Property is occupied or that the borrower intends to rent or re
occupy the property
2
Consistent with HAMPDTI is based on firstlien mortgage debt only For non
owneroccupied properties Servicer shall consider other appropriate measures of
affordability
3





 l      er  t  t      ervi r h  rt  
s c  acti ities itself. * 




. r i r ill r i  r dit r able 1, ecti  1, f r fir t-lie  
rt  l  ifi ti s  i  r  it  t  i li s set 
f rt  i  t i  ecti  . 
b. irst liens on occupied l roperties ith an unpaid principal balance 
("U ") prior to capitalization at or belo  the highest S  confor ing 
 l      ,  I  ll ti   l  5%  t  
eligible credits for first liens (the "Applicable i its''). 
c. li i le rr ers st e at least  a s eli e t r t er ise 
alif   i  t i mine t i   f lt  t  rrower's i i l 
sit ation. 
d. Eligible borro ers' pre- odification loan-to-value ratio ("LTV") is 
  %. 
e. Post- odification pay ent should target a debt-to-inco e ratio (UO I"i 
f 31 % (or  ff r ilit  r t i t t it   
i eli es) a  a ifie   3 f  reater t a  %, provided that 
eligible borro ers receive a odification that eets the follo ing ter s: 
1. Pay ent of principal and interest ust be reduced by at least 10%. 
ii.    20% t  O  %, principal shall be 
re      %, subject to a ini u  DTI of 25% 
(which ini u  a e aived by ervicer at ervicer's sole 
If a Servicer holds a ortgage loan but does not service or control the servicing 
rights for such loan (either through its o n servicing operations or a subservicer), 
then no credit s all be granted to that Servicer for consu er relief and refinancing 
a ities relate  t  at . 
ervicer ay rely on a borro er's state ent, at the ti e f the odification 
l ti , that  r rt  is c pied r that the rr er i te s t  r t r r -
y t e . 
onsistent ith R P, OTI is based on fIrst-lien ortgage debt only. For non-
o ner-occupied properties, Servicer shall consider other appropriate easures of 
ilit . 




discretion provided that for investorowned loans the LTV and
DTI need not be reduced to a level that would convert the
modification to net present value NPV negative
f DTI requirements may be waived for first lien mortgages that are 180 days
or more delinquent as long as payment of principal and interest is reduced
byat least 20 and LTV is reduced to at least 120
g Servicer shall also be entitled to credit for any amounts of principal
reduction which lower LTV below 120
h When Servicer reduces principal on a first lien mortgage via its
proprietary modification process and a Participating Servicer owns the
second lien mortgage the second lien shall be modified by the second lien
owning Participating Servicer in accordance with Section 26below
provided that any Participating Servicer other than the five largest
servicers shall be given a reasonable amount of time as determined by the
Monitor after that Participating ServicersStart Date to make system
changes necessary to participate in and implement this requirement
Credit for such second lien mortgage writedowns shall be credited in
accordance with the second lien percentages and cap described in Table 1
Section 2
i In the event that in the first 6 months after ServicersStart Date as
defined below Servicer temporarily provides forbearance or conditional
forgiveness to an eligible borrower as the Servicer ramps up use of
principal reduction Servicer shall receive credit forprincipal reduction on
such modifications provided that i Servicer may not receive credit for
both the forbearance and the subsequent principal reduction and ii
Servicer will only receive the credit for the principal reduction once the
principal is actually forgiven in accordance with these Consumer Relief
Requirements and Table 1
j Eligible modifications include any modification that is made on or after
ServicersStart Date including
i Writeoffs made to allow for refinancing wider the FHA Short
Refinance Program
ii Modifications under the Making Home Affordable Program
including the Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP
Tier 1 orTier 2 or the Housing Finance AgencyHardest Hit Fund
HFA Hardest Hit Fund orany other federal program where
principal is forgiven except to the extent that state or federal funds





i cretion),  t f r -o ne  l ns,    
I     t   l  ul    
ificati  t  et rese t al e (''NP '') egative. 
f. I re ire e ts a  e ai e  f r fIrst lie  rt a es t at are  a s 
or ore delinquent as long as pay ent f principal and interest is reduced 
   0%     t  t  %. 
. r i r ll l   title  t  r it f r  t  f ri i l 
re cti  ic  l er  el  %. 
.  r i r r s ri i l   first lie  rt  i  its 
proprietary odification process, and a ruticipating ervicer o ns the 
second lien ortgage, the second lien shall be odified  the second lien 
i  rti i ti  r i r i  r  it  ti  .c.i l , 
provided that any Participating Servicer other than the five largest 
servicers shall be given a reasonable a ount of ti e, as deter ined by the 
onitor, after that aiiicipating ervicer's Stal1: ate to ake syste  
changes necessary to pruticipate in and i ple ent this require ent. 
     tgage te-downs l     
accordance ith the second lien percentages and cap described in Table 1, 
ti  . 
1. In the event that, in the first 6 onths after Servicer's Start Date (as 
i  low), i  t r ril  ides rbea a   iti l 
forgiveness to an eligible borro er as the Servicer ra ps up use of 
principal reduction, Servicer shall receive credit for principal reduction on 
such odifications provided that (i) Servicer ay not receive credit for 
both the forbearance and the subsequent principal reduction and (ii) 
Servicer ill only receive the credit for the principal reduction once the 
ri cipal is act all  f r ive  i  acc r a ce it  t ese swner elief 
ire e ts  le . 
J. Eligible odifIcations include any odifIcation that is ade on or after 
ervicer's tart ate, i cl i : 
1. rite-offs  t  ll  f r r fma in  l.mder t   rt 
efinance Progra ; 
ii. odifications under the aking Home Affordable Program 
(including the o e Affordable odifIcation Progra  ("HA P") 
ier 1 or ier 2) or the ousing Finance gency ardest it Fund 
("HF  ardest t '') (or any other federal progra ) here 
principal is forgiven, except to the extent that state or federal funds 
paid to Servicer in its capacity as an investor are the source of a 
rvicer's t . 
-3 
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iii Modifications under other proprietary or other government
modification programs provided that such modifications meet the
idelines set forth hereino
2 Second Lien Portfolio Modifications
a Servicer is required to adhere to these guidelines in order to receive credit
under Tabte 1 Section 2
b A writedown of a second lien mortgage will be creditable where Such
write down facilitates either aa first lien modification that involves an
occupied Property for which the borrower is 30 days delinquent or
otherwise at imminent risk ofdefault due to the borrower financial
situation or b a second lien modification that involves an occupied
Property with a second lien which is at least 30 days delinquent or
otherwise at imminent risk of default due to the borrower financial
situation
Two examples are hereby provided Example 1 on a mortgage loan at 175 LTV when a Servicer
in its capacity as an investor extinguishes 75 of principal through the HAAe Principal Reduction
Alternative PRA modification in order to bring the LTV down to 100 if the Servicer receives
2810 in PRA principal reduction incentive payments from theUS Department of the Treasury for




Received Allowable Settlement Credit
175 LTV to 140LTV 105 35LTV 030 2450 35G LTV 105 100
140 LTV to 115 LTV 1L30 25LTV 045 1370 25LTV 1130100
115 LTV to 105 LTV 630 10LTV 063 370 10 LTV4630 100
105 LTV to 100 LTV None no credit below 105 LTV 500 5 LTV 100
Total 12810 14690
Example 2 on a mortgage loan at 200LTV when a Servicer in its capacity as an investor
extinguishes 100 of principal through a HANDPRAmodification in order to bring the MW down to
100 if the Servicer receives 3560 in PRA principal reduction incentive payments from Treasury
for that extinguishment then although the Servicer would have funded 6440 in principal reduction







200 LTV to 175 LTV 80 5LTV750 050
175 LTV to 140 LTV 105 35LTV 030 245035LTV 105 100
140LTV to 115 LTV 1130 25LTV 045 1370 25LTV 1130 100
115LTV to 105 LTV 63010LTV 63 37010LTV630100





iii. ificati s er t er r rietary r t er er e t 
i ti  r r s,  t t suc  i  t t e 
gui li s s t f rt  erein.4 
. eco   011   
4 
a. r i r is r ir  t  r  t  t s  i li s i  r r t  r i  r dit 
 l  , t  . 
b.  rite-d  f a secon  lie  rt a e ill e cre ita le ere suc  
rit -d  f ilit t  it r (a)  fir t li  ifi ti  t t i l e   
occupied ropcrty for hich the borro er is 30 days delinquent or 
       Lo ~ or ower's f i l 
it tion; r (b)  eco  li  ifi ti  t t i l   i  
roperty ith a second lien hich is at least 30 days delinquent or 
s          or ower's i l 
i tion. 
o el(a ples are hereby provided. xa ple 1: on a ortgage loan at 175% , hen a ervicer 
(in it.'! it  a.'!  i stor) ti is  $75  i i l t  t  MP illCi l ti  
ltema i e C'PR ") ica          I %, f    
$28.10 in  ri i l r w:ti  i ti  t  fr  t  .S. rt t  t  r r  far 
t t ti i t, t  t  ice   l i  $46.90 f ri i J r ti  f r r it  t  
s e   : 
MP-PM ive  
LTV Reductlon Band: ceJved: llo a   dit: 
175% LT  to 140% LT  $10.50 ( 5%  '" $0.30) $24.50 «3 % .$IO.50) '" $1.00) 
140% LTV to I 15% lTV SllJO ( 5% '" SO.45) SI3.70{(25% LTV-$11.30)" $1.(0) 
 15% T  to 05%  $6.30 (10% T  '" 50.63) $3.70 (l0% TV-56.30) * $1. 0) 
5%  to 00"/0  oneill  it cl  05% ) $5. 0 ( '%  • $U}O) 
Total! $28.10 $46.90 
xa ple 2:  a rt a e loan at 200% , hen a er icer (in its ca acit  as all i est r) 
e tinguishes $1 0 f ri ci allhr b a AMP-PRA ification i  r er t  ri  t e LTV  t  
00%, if the Servicer receives $35.60 in PR  principal reduction incentive pay ents fro  Treasury 
for that extinguish ent, then although the Sefvil;tlf wuuld have funded $64.40 in principal reduttion 
011 that loan, the Scrviccr lIlfLy clai  $55.70 of principal reduction for credit undei' these onsu er 
ief Re re : 
R M -PR  Inl.'entive o t 
LTV e tion a : ecei e : lowable le e t i : 
200% LTV to 175% T  $7.50 ( 5% Tv .. $030) $8.80 (2 % TV-$7.50) .. $0.50) 
5% LTV to 1 0% T  $10.50 (35% LT  * $0.30) $24.50 «35% LT  -$ 1 0.50) ., S1.00) 
140% LT  to 115% T  $11.30 (25% TV· $0.45) :813.70 ({ So/, TV-$1l.30)" $ LOU) 
It 5% LTV to 105% LTV $6.30 (1 % LTV .. $0.63) $3.70 «100/, TV-$6.30)· $1.00) 
105% LTV to 100% T  one (no cre it belo  1 5% LTV) $5.00 ( '%  • $l.OOl 
t l: 535.60 $55.70 
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c Required Second Lien Modifications
i Servicer agrees that it must write down second liens consistent
with the followingprogram until its Consumer Relief Requirement
credits are fulfilled
1 A writedown of a second lien mortgage will be creditable
where a successful first lien modification is completed bya
Participating Servicer via a servicer proprietary non
HAMP modification process in accordance with Section 1
with the first lien modification meeting the following
criteria
a Minimum 10 payment reduction principal and
interest
b Income verified
c A UPB at or below the ApplicableLimits and
d Post modification DTI between 25 and 31
2 Ifa Participating Servicer has completed a successful
proprietary first lien modification and the second lien loan
amount is greater than5000UPB and the current monthly
payment is greater than 100 then
a Servicer shall extinguish and receive credit in
accordance with Table 1 Section 2iii on any
second lien that is greater than 180 days delinquent
b Otherwise Servicer shall solve for a second lien
payment utilizing the HAMP Second Lien
Modification Program 2MP logic used as of
January 26 2012
c Servicer shall use the following payment waterfall
i Forgiveness equal to the lesser ofa
achieving 115 combined loantovalue
ratio CLTV or b 30 UPB subject to
minimum forgiveness level then
ii Reduce rate until the 2MP payment required
by 2MP logic as of January 26 2012 then
5
Consistent with HAMP DTI is based on firstlien mortgage debt only For non






. i  c  i  ifi ti ns: 
i. ervi  a r  t t  t   c  li  co si t t 
ith the follo ing progra  until its onsu er elief equire ent 
r its r  f lfill d: 
.  rit -do  f  s  li  rt  ill  r it l  
here a successful first lien odification is co pleted by a 
Participating Servicer via a servicer's proprietary, non-
 ifi ti  r ss, i  r  it  cti  , 
ith the fIrSt lien odification eeting the follo ing 
criteria: 
a. ini u  10% pay ent reduction (principal and 
i terest); 
. I c e erified; 
c.  PB at or belo  the pplicable Li its; and 
. - c  Is  5%  %. 
2. If a Participating Servicer has co pleted a successful 
proprietary first lien odification and the second lien loan 
a ount is greater than $5,000 P  and the current onthly 
a e t is reater t a  $10 , t e : 
. r i r s ll ti ish  r i e r it i  
accordance with Table 1, Section 2.rn on any 
second lien that is greater than 180 days delinquent. 
. , icer  e    ie  
t tilizin  t    ie  
odification Progra  ("2MP") logic "llsed as of 
Ja ar  , . 
c. Servicer shall use the following pay ent waterfall: 
i. Forgiveness equal to the lesser oi(a) 
achieving 115% co bined loan-to-value 
ra io ("CLT ") or (b) 30% PB (subject to 
inimu  forgiveness level); then 
ii. Reduce rate lmtil the 2 P pay ent required 
by 2 P logic as of January 26,2012; then 
onsistent ith P, T! is based on first-lien 0l1gage debt only. For non-
o ner-occupied properties, Servicer shall consider other appropriate easures of 
ilit  . 
-5 
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iii Extend tern to 2MP Tenn greater of
modified first or remaining second
d Servicer shall maintain an 10product option
consistent with 2MP protocols
d Eligible second lien modifications include any modification that is made
on or after Servicer Start Date including
i Principal reduction or extinguishments through the Making Home
Affordable Program including 2MP the FHA Short Refinance
Second Lien FHA2LP Program or the HFA Hardest Hit Fund
or any other federal program except to the extent that state or
federal Rinds are the source of a Servicerscredit claim
ii Second lien writedowns or extinguishments completed under
proprietary modification programs are eligible provided that such
writedowns or extinguishments meet the guidelines as set forth
herein
e Extinguishing balances of second liens to support the future ability of
individuals to become homeowners will be credited based on applicable
credits in Table 1
3 Enhanced Borrower Transitional Funds
Servicer may receive credit as described in Table 1 Section 3 for
providing additional transitional funds to homeowners in connection with
a short sale or deed inlieu offoreclosure to homeowners for the amount
above1500
4 Short Sales
a As described in the preceding paragraph Servicer may receive credit for
providing incentive payments for borrowers on or after ServicersStart
Date who are eligible and amenable to accepting such payments in return
for a dignified exit from a Property via short sale or similar program
Credit shall be provided in accordance with Table 1 Section 31
b To facilitate such short sales Servicermay receive credit for extinguishing
second liens on or after Servicer Start Date under Table 1 Section 4
c Short sales through the Home Affordable Foreclosure Alternatives
HAFA Program or any HFA Hardest Hit Fund program or proprietary
programs closed on or after ServicersStart Date are eligible
d Servicer shall be required to extinguish a second lien ownedby Servicer
behind a successful short saledeedinlieu conducted by a Participating
Servicer provided that any Participating Servicer other than the five





iii. te  telm t  "2MP erm" (greater f 
ie  rs   i  cond). 
. er icer s all ai tai  a  I/O r ct ti  
i t t it  !v1P r t l . 
. li ible  lie  i ications i l   i ic tio  t t i   
 r after ervicer's tart ate, including: 
1. ri i l r ti  r ti ish e ts t r  t  i   
fforda le r ra  (inClllding P). t e  rt efma ce 
Second ien ("FH 2 P'') Progra  or the   ardest it Fund 
(or any other federal program), except (to the extent) that state or 
 fu    ce   ervicer's i  l i . 
ii.  lie  rite-do ns r ti is e ts leted r 
proprietary odification progra s, are eligible, provided that such 
rite-do ns r e ti is e ts eet t e i elines as set f rt  
i . 
e. xtinguishing balances f second liens to support the future ability of 
i i iduals t   rs ill  r it  s   li le 
it  in l  I. 
.  r e  r o  s 
ervicer ay receive credit, as described in able 1, ection 3, for 
providing additional transitional funds to ho eo ners in connection ith 
    -in-lieu        
above $1,500. 
.   
a. s described i  the preceding paragraph, ervicer ay receive credit for 
r i in  i ce ti e a e ts f r rr ers  r after ervicer's tart 
ate ho are eligible and a enable to accepting such pay ents in return 
for a dignified exit fro  a Property via short sale or si ilar progra . 
re it s all e r ide  i  acc r a ce it  a le , ecti  3.1. 
.  facilitate s c  s rt sales, er icer a  recei e cre it f r e ti is i  
 liens  r ft r ervicer's t rt ate r l  , ti  . 
c. Short sales through the o e ffordable Foreclosure lternatives 
(HAF A) Program or any HF A Hardest Hit Fund program or proprietary 
progra s closed on or after Servicer's Start ate are eligible. 
d. Servicer shall be required to extinguish a second lien o ned by Servicer 
i   s ssf l s rt s l /dee -in-lieu te    rti i ti  
Servicer (provided that any Participating Servicer other than the five 
largest servicers shall be given a reasonable a ount of ti e, as deter ined 
D-6 
  
by the Monitor after their Start Date to make system changes necessary to
participate in and implement this requirement where the first lien is
greater than 100 LTV andhas a UPB at or below the Applicable Limits
until ServicersConsiuner ReliefRequirement credits are fulfilled The
first lien holder would pay to the second lien holder 8 ofUPB subject to
a2000 floor and an8500ceiling The second lien holder would then
release the note or lien and waive the balance
5 Deficiency Waivers
a Servicermay receive credit for waiving deficiency balances if not eligible
for credit under some other provision subject to the cap provided inthe
Table 1 Section 5i
b Credit for such waivers of any deficiency is only available where Servicer
has a valid deficiency claim meaning where Servicer can evidence to the
Monitor that it had the ability to pursue a deficiency against the borrower
but waived its right to do so after completion of the foreclosure sale
6 Forbearance for Unemployed Borrowers
a Servicer may receive credit for forgiveness of payment of arrearages on
behalf of an unemployed borrower in accordance with Table 1 Section 6i
b Servicer may receive credit under Table 1 Section 6iifor funds
expended to finance principal forbearance solutions for unemployed
borrowers as a means of keeping them in their homes until such time as
the borrower can resume payments Credit will only be provided
beginning in the 7th month of the forbearance under Table 1 Section 6ii
7 AntiBlight Provisions
a Servicer may receive credit for certain anti blight activities in accordance
with and subject to caps contained in Table 1 Section 7
b Any Property value used to calculate credits for this provision shall have a
property evaluation meeting the standards acceptable under the Making
Home Affordable programs received within 3 months ofthe transaction
8 Benefits for Servicemembers
a Short Sales
i Servicer shall with respect to owned portfolio first liens provide
servicemembers who qualifyfor SCRA benefits Eligible
Servicemembers a short sale agreement containing a
predetermined minimum net proceeds amount Minimum Net
Proceeds that Servicer will accept for short sale transaction upon
receipt of the listing agreement and all required thirdparty




 t  it r, ft r t ir t rt t  t   s st  s ss r  t  
participate in and i ple ent this require ent) here the fIrst lien is 
  00%          c  , 
til rvicer's sum r li f ire e t r its r  f lfill .  
first lie  l er l  a  t  t e sec  lie  l er % f B, s ject t  
 $2,0 0 l    $8,5 0 ili . e  li  l  l  t  
leas     ie     . 
S. eficiency aivers 
a. ervicer ay receive credit for aiving deficiency balances if not eligible 
for credit under so e other provision, subject to the cap provided in the 
 ,  .i. 
. re it f r s c  ai ers f a  eficie c  is l  a aila le ere er icer 
s  li  fi i  l i , i  r  r i r  i e t  t  
onitor that it had the ability to pursue a deficiency against the bono er 
t i e  its i t t    ft r l ti   t  f re los re ale. 
6. Forbearance for ne ployed orro ers 
a. ervicer ay receive credit for forgiveness of pay ent of alTearages on 
lf f  l  rr er i  r  it  le I, ti  .i. 
. r i r  r i e r it r l  , ti  .ii., f r f s 
expended to fInance principal forbearance solutions for une ployed 
rr ers     i  t  i  t ir  til  ti   
the borro er can resu e pay ents. redit ill only be provided 
beginning in the 7th onth of the forbearance under able 1, Section 6.ii. 
7. nti- light Provisions 
a. Servicer ay receive credit for certain anti-blight activities in accordance 
ith and subj ect to caps contained in Table 1, Section 7. 
b. Any Property value used to calculate credits for this provision shall have a 
property evaluation eeting the standards acceptable under the aking 
Ho e Affordable progra s received within 3 onths of the transaction. 
. ts  ce e ers 
. t es 
I. Servicer shall, with respect to owned portfolio first liens, provide 
service e bers ho qualify for  benefits ("Eligible 
Service embers") a short sale agree ent containing a 
re eter ined i i u  et r cee s a t ("Minimu  et 
ce s") that Servicer ill accept for short sale transaction upon 
recei t f t e listi  a ree e t a  all re ire  t ir -part  
approvals. he ini u  et Proceeds ay be expressed as a 
-7 
  
fixed dollar amount as a percentage of the current market value of
the property or as a percentage of the list price as approved by
Servicer After providing the Minimum Net Proceeds Servicer
may not increase the minimum net requirements above the
Minimum Net Proceeds amount until the initial short sale
agreement termination date is reached not less than 120 calendar
days from the date of the initial short sale agreement Servicer
must document subsequent changes to the Minimum Net Proceeds
when the short sale agreement is extended
ii Eligible Seivicemembers shall be eligible for this short sale
program if a they are an active duty filltime status Eligible
Servicemember b the property securing the mortgage is not
vacant or condemned c the property securing the mortgage is the
Eligible Servicemembersprimary residence or the property was
his or her principal residence immediately before he or she moved
pursuant to a Permanent Change of Station PCS order dated on
or after October 1 2010 d the Eligible Servicemember
purchased the subjectprimary residence on or after July 1 2006
and before December 31 2008 and e the Eligible
Servicemember relocates or has relocated from the subject
property not more than 12 months prior to the date of the short We
agreement to a new duty station or home port outside a 50mile
radius of the Eligible Servicemember former duty station or
home port under a PCS Eligible Servicemembers who have
relocated maybe eligible ifthe Eligible Servicemember provides
docuunentation that the property was their principal residence prior
to relocation or during the 12month period prior to the date of the
short sale agreement
b Short Sale Waivers
i If an Eligible Servicemember qualifies for a short sale hereunder
and sells his or her principal residence in a short sale conducted in
accordance with Seivicersthen customary short sale process
Servicer shall in the case of an owned portfolio first lien waive
the additional amount owedby the Eligible Servicemember so long
as it is less than25000
ii Servicer shall receive credit under Table 1 Section 4 for
mandatory waivers of amounts under this Section 8b
c With respect to the refinancing program described in Section 9 below
Servicer shall use reasonable efforts to identify active servicemembers in





fIxed dollar a ount, as a percentage f the ClUTent arket value f 
the propelty, or as a percentage of the list price as approved by 
ervicer. ft r r vi i  t  i i  t roceeds, ervi r 
ay not increase the ini u  net require ents above the 
    lmtil t  i i l short sal  
agreement termination date is reached (not less than 120 calendar 
days fro  the date ofthe initial short sale agreement). Servicer 
st c e t s se e t c a es t  t e i i  t r cee s 
 t      xt nded. 
II. li i le er icerne ers s all e eli i le f r t is s rt sale 
progra  if (a) they are an active duty full-ti e status ligible 
Service e ber; (b) the property securing the ortgage is not 
aca t r c e ned; (c) t e r ert  sec ri  t e rt a e is t e 
Eligible Service ember's pri ary residence (or, the property as 
is r er ri ci al resi e ce i e iatel  ef re e r s e e  
pursuant to a Per anent hange of Station ("PCS") r r t   
or after October 1, 2010; (d) the Eligible Service e ber 
purchased the subject pri ary residence on or after July 1, 2006 
and before ece ber 31, 2008; and (e) the Eligible 
Servicemember relocates or has relocated ti·om the subject 
r rt  t r  t   ths ri r t  t  t  f t  s rt sale 
a ree e t t  a e  t  stati  r e rt tside a -mile 
radius of the Eligible Service ember's fonner duty station or 
e rt r  . li i le r ice e bers   
relocate  a  be eli i le ift e li i le er ice e er r ides 
documentation that the property as their principal residence prior 
to relocation or dlU"illg the 12-month period prior to the date of the 
rt le r t. 
. rt ale ai ers 
i. If an Eligible Sel'vice e ber qualifies for a short sale hereunder 
and sells his or her principal residence in a short sale conducted in 
accordance with Servicer's then customary short sale process, 
Servicer shall, in the case of an o ned portfolio first lien, aive 
the additional amount owed by the Eligible Servicemember so long 
as it is les  t a  $250,0 0. 
ii. Servicer shall receive credit lmder Table 1, Section 4, for 
t r  aivers f ts nder t is tion S.b. 
c. ith respect to the refInancing ro ra  s ri  i  ti   l , 
Servicer shall use reasonable efforts to identify active service e bers in 
its ned p rtfolio ho ould lif  d to s li it those in ividuals f r 




a Servicer shall create a refinancing program for current borrowers
Servicer shall provide notification to eligible borrowers indicating that
they may refinance under the program described herein The minimum
occupied Property eligibility criteria for such a program shall be
i The program shall apply only to Servicerowned first lien
mortgage loans
ii Loan must be current with no delinquencies in past 12 months
iii Fixed rate loans ARMS or 110s are eligible if they have an initial
period of 5 years or more
iv Current LTV is greater than 100
v Loans must have been originated prior to January 1 2009
vi Loan must not have received any modification in the past 24
months
vii Loan musthave a current interest rate of at least 525 or PMMS
100 basis points whichever is greater
viii The minimum difference between the current interest rate and the
offered interest rate wider this programmust be at least 25 basis
points or there must be at least a 100 reduction in monthly
payment
ix Maximum UPB will bean amount at orbelow the Applicable
Limits
x The following types of loans are excluded from the program
eligibility
1 FIWVA
2 Property outside the 50 States DC and Puerto Rico
I Loans on Manufactured Homes
4 Loans for borrowers who have been in bankruptcy anytime
within the prior 24 months
5 Loans that have been in foreclosure within the prior 24
months
b The refinancing program shall be made available to all borrowers fitting
the minimum eligibility criteria described above in 9a Servicer will be
free to extend the program to other customers beyond the minimum
eligibility criteria provided above and will receive credit tinder this




. fi i  r r  
a. ervi r s all r t  a refi nci  r gra  f r curr nt bon·o ers. 
Servicer shall provide notification to eligible borrowers indicating that 
t ey y r fm  r t  r r  descri d herein. e i i  
occupied Propelty eligibility criteria for such a progra  shall be: 
i.  r r  hall ppl  nl  t  Servi r-o  fir t li  
 l ns. 
ii. Loan ust be current ith no delinquencies in past 12 onths. 
lll. Fixed rate loans, S, or IIOs are eligible if they have an initial 
ri      ore. 
IV.      %. 
v. oans ust have been originated prior to January 1, 2009. 
i. a  st t a e recei e  a  ificati  i  t e ast  
t s. 
i .           .25 %   
+ 100 basis points, hichever is greater. 
i .   fer         
offered interest rate tmder this progra  ust be at least 25 basis 
points or there must be at least a $100 reduction in monthly 
nt. 
IX. axi u  UPB ill be an a ount at or belo  the pplicable 
i its. 
x. he follo ing types f loans are excluded fro  the progra  
li i ilit : 
1. lWVA 
. r lt  t i e t e  t t , ,  it  i  
3. oa s  anufacture  o es 
4. Loans for borro ers ho have been in bankruptcy anyti e 
it i  t e rior  ths 
5. Loans that have been in foreclosure ithin the prior 24 
onths 
b. The refmancing program shall be made available to all borrowers fitting 
the ini u  eligi ility criteria des ribed above in 9.a. r icer ill be 
free to extend the progra  to other custo ers beyond the ini u  
eligibility criteria provided a ove and ill re i e cre it tmder this 
gree ent for stIch refinancings, provided that such custo ers have an 
D-9 
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LTVofover 80 and would not have qualified for a refinance under
Servicersgenerally available refinance programs as of September 30
2011 Notwithstanding the foregoing Servicer shall not be required to
solicit or refinance borrowers who do not satisfy the eligibility criteria
under 9a above In addition Servicer shall not be required to refinance a
loan under circumstances that in the reasonable judgment of the Servicer
would result in Troubled Debt Restructuring TDR treatment A letter
to the United States Securities and Exchange Commission regarding TDR
treatment dated November 22 2011 shall be provided to the Monitor for
review
c The structure of the refinanced loans shall be as follows
i Servicer mayoffer refinanced loans with reduced rates either
1 For the life of the loan
2 For loans with current interest rates above525 or PMMS
100 basis points whichever is greater the interest rate
may be reduced for 5 years After the 5 year fixed interest
rate period the rate will return to the preexisting rate
subject to a maximtmn rate increase of05 annually or
3 For loans with an interest rate below525 or PMMS
I00 basis points whichever is greater the interest rate may
be reduced to obtain at least a 25 basis point interest rate
reduction or 100 payment reduction in monthly payment
for a period of 5 years followed by05 annual interest
rate increases with a maximum ending interest rate of
525or PMMS 100 basis points
ii The original term of the loan may be changed
iii Rate reduction could be done through a modification of the
existing loan terms or refinance into a new loan
iv New term of the loan has to be a fully amortizing product
v The new interest rate will be capped at 100 basis points over the
PMMS rate or525 whichever is greater during the initial rate
reduction period
d Banks fees and expenses shall not exceed the amount of fees charged by
Banks under the current Home Affordable Refinance Program HARP
guidelines





 of over 80%, and ould not have qualified for a refinance under 
ervicer's nerally-avail l  r fi  r r  a   ept r 0, 
 1. t it st i  t  f r going, ervi r s ll not b  requir  t  
solicit or refinance borro ers ho do not satisfy the eligibility criteria 
r .a ove. I  ddition, ervi r shall t  r ir  t  r fi  a 
loan under circu stances that, i  the reasonable judg ent f the erviceI', 
ould result in roubled ebt estructuring ("T R'') treat ent.  letter 
to the nited States Securities and Exchange Co ission regarding T R 
treat ent, ate  e er , 1, s all e r i e  t  t e it r f r 
revie . 
.  re        l s: 
1. rvi I'        it er: 
.   fe   n; 
.     i    .2 %   
+ 100 basis points, hichever is greater, the interest rate 
  r  f r  rs. fter t   r fi  i t r st 
rate period, the rate ill return to the preexisting rate 
subject to a axi um rate increase of 0.5% annually; or 
.  a s t   te    .2 %  S + 
100 basis points, whichever is greater, the interest rate may 
be reduced to obtain at least a 25 basis point interest rate 
reduction or $100 pay ent reduction in onthly pay ent, 
for a period f 5 years, follo ed by 0.5% annual interest 
rate increases ith a axi u  ending interest rate of 
.2 % r S + 100 basis points. 
ii. he original ter  f the loan ay be changed. 
iii. ate reduction could be done through a odification of the 
e istin  loa  ter s r refinance i t  a e  l a . 
IV. e  ter  of the loan has to be a fully a ortizing product. 
v. The ne  interest rate ill be capped at 100 basis points over the 
S rate  .25%, ichever is reater, ri  t e i itial rate 
tio  i . 
d. anks fees and expenses shall not exceed the a ount of fees charged by 
anks under the current o e ffordable efinance rogra  ("HARP") 
ideline . 
e. he progra  shall be credited under these onsu er elief equire ents 
s foll : 
D-lO 
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i Credit will be calculated as the difference between the preexisting
interest rate and the offered interest rate times UPB times a
multiplier
ii The multiplier shall be as follows
1 If the new rate applies for the life of the loan the multiplier
shall be 8 for loans with a remaining term greater than 15
years 6 for loans with a remaining term between 10 and 15
years and 5 for loans with a remaining term less than 10
years
2 If the new rate applies for 5 years the multiplier shall be 5
f Additional dollars spent by each Servicer on the refinancing program
beyond that Servicersrequired commitment shall be credited 25 against
that Servicersfirst lien principal reduction obligation and 75 against
that Servicer second lien principal reduction obligation up to the limits
set forth in Table 1
10 Timing incentives and Payments
a For the consumer relief and refinancing activities imposed by this
Agreement Servicer shall be entitled to receive credit against Servicer
outstanding settlement commitments for activities taken on or after
Servicer start date March 1 2012 such date the Start Date
b Servicer shall receive an additional 25 credit against Servicer
outstanding settlement commitments for any first or second lien principal
reduction and any amounts credited pursuant to the refinancing program
within 12 months of ServicersStart Date eg a100 credit for Servicer
activity would count as125
c Servicer shall complete 75 of its Consumer ReliefRequirement credits
within two years ofthe ServicersStart Date
d IfServicer fails to meet the commitment set forth in these Consumer
Relief Requirements within three years of Servicer Start Date Servicer
shall pay an amount equal to 125 of the unmet commitment amount
except that if Servicer fails to meet the two year commitment noted above
and then fails to meet the three year commitment the Servicer shall pay an
amount equal to 140 of the unmet threeyear commitment amount
provided however that ifServicer must pay any Participating State for
failure to meet the obligations of a state specific commitment to provide
Consumer Relief pursuant to the terms of that commitment then
Servicersobligation to pay under this provision shall be reduced by the
amount that such a Participating State would have received under this




1. Credit ill be calculated as the difference bet een the preexisting 
i t r t   t  f  i t  ti   ti   
ultipli r. 
11.  lti li r all   f ll s: 
1. If the ne  rate applies for the life f the loan, the Ultiplier 
shall   f r l s it   r i i  t r  r t r t   
years, 6 for loans with a re aining ter  between 10 and 15 
years and 5 for loans ith a re aining ter  less than 10 
rs. 
2. If the ne  rate applies for 5 years, the ultiplier shall be 5. 
f. dditional dollars spent by each Servicer 011 the refinancing progra  
e  t at ervicer's re ire  c it e t s all  cre ite  5% a ai st 
that Servicer's first lien principal reduction obligation and 75% against 
t at ervicer's sec  lie  ri ci al re cti  li ati n,  t  t e li its 
    . 
. i i , I ti ,  t  
a. r t e c s er relief a  refma ci  acti ities i se   t is 
gree ent, Servicer shall be entitled to receive credit against Servicer's 
  t ents  ties     
Servicer's start date, arch 1,2012 (such date, the "Start ate"). 
b. Servicer shall receive an additional 25% credit against Servicer's 
tst i  s ttl t it e ts f r  flISt r s  lie  ri i l 
reduction and any a Olmts credited p~u'suant to the refinancing progra  
it i   ths f rvicer's t rt ate (e.g.,  $1.00 r it f r r icer 
t   t  $1.25). 
c. Servicer shall complete 75% of its Consumer Relief Requirement credits 
ithin t  ears  the ervicer's t rt t . 
.  r icer f il  t  eet the it e t t fOlt  i  t s  s er 
ReliefRequil"e ents within three years of Servicer's Start Date, Servicer 
shall pay an a ount equal to 125% of the un et co it ent a ount; 
except that if Servicer fai1s to meet the two year commitment noted above, 
and then fails to meet the three year commitment, the Servicer shall pay an 
a ount equa1 to 140% of the un et three-year co it ent a ount; 
provided, ho ever, that ifServicer ust pay any Participating State for 
failure to meet the obligations of a state.specific commitment to provide 
nsu er ief pursuant to the ter s f that c , t e  
Servicer's obligation to pay under this provision shall be reduced by the 
a ount that such a articipating tate ould have received under this 
provision and the Federal pOltion of the payment attributable to that 
·ll 
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Participating State The purpose of the 125 and 140 amounts is to
encourage Servicer to meet its commitments set forth in these Consumer
ReliefRequirements
11 Applicable Requirements
The provision of consumer reliefby the Servicer in accordance with this Agreement
in connection with any residential mortgage loan is expressly subject to and shall be
interpreted in accordance with as applicable the terms and provisions of the Servicer
Participation Agreement with the USDepartment of Treasury any servicing
agreement subservicing agreement under which Servicer services for others special
servicing agreement mortgage or bond insurance policy or related agreement or
requirements to which Servicer is a party and by which it or its servicing affiliates are
bound pertaining to the servicing or ownership ofthe mortgage loans including
without limitation the requirements binding directions or investor guidelines of the
applicable investor such as FannieMae or Freddie Mac mortgage or bond insurer
or credit enhancer provided however that the inability of a Servicer to offer a type
form or feature of the consumer reliefpayments by virtue of an Applicable
Requirement shall not relieve the Servicer of its aggregate consumer relief obligations
imposed by this Agreement ie the Servicer must satisfy such obligations through
the offer of other types forms or features of consumer reliefpayments that are not




arti i ti  tate.  r s  f t  25%  40% ts is t  
 ervi r      f rt  i  t   
li f ui nts. 
 L li l  ir ts 
he provision of consu er relief by the Servicer i  accordance ith this gree ent 
i  ti  it   r si ti l Olt  l  is r ssl  s j t to, a  shall  
i t r r t  i  r  ith, s pli l , t  t r s  r isi s f t  r i r 
rti i ti  t it  t  .S. t t fTreas1U"Y,  ervi i  
r ent, s  s r i i  r t r i  r i r s r i s f r t rs, s ci l 
servicing agree ent, ortgage or bond insurance policy or related agree ent or 
require ents to hich Servicer is a party and by hich it or its servicing affiliates are 
bound pertaining to the servicing or o nership f the ortgage loans, including 
ithout li itation the require ents, binding directions, or investor guidelines of the 
applicable investor (such as annie ae or reddie ac), ortgage or bond insurer, 
or credit enhancer. provided, ho ever, that the inability f a Servicer to offer a type, 
f r  r f t r  f t  s r r li f ts  irt  f  lic l  
equire ent shall not relieve the Servicer of its aggregate consu er relief obligations 
i s   t is r nt, i.e., t  r i r t ti f   li ti  t r  
the offer f other types, for s or features f consu er relief pay ents that are not 









Menu Item Credit Towards Settlement Credit Cap
Consumer Relief Funds
1 First Lien Mortgage
Modification
PORTFOLIO LOANS
i First lienprincipal LTVU 175 100Write
forgiveness modification down Credit























1 Where applicable the number of days of delinquency will be determined by the number of days a loan is
delinquent at the start ofthe earlier of the first or second lien modification process For example if a borrower
applies for a first lien principal reduction on February 1 2012 then any delinquency determination for a later second
Hen modification made pursuant to the terms of this Agreement will be based on the number ofdays the second lien
was delinquent as of February 1 2012
2 Credit for all modifications is determined from the date the modification is approved or communicated to the
borrower However no credits shall be credited unless the payments on the modification are current as of 90 days
following the implementation of the modification including any trial period except if the failure to mace payments
on the modification within the 90 day period is due to unemployment or reduced hours in which case Servicer shall
receive credit provided that Servicer has reduced the principal balance on the loan Eligible Modifications will
include any modification that is completed on or after the Start Date as long as the loan is current 90 days after the
modification is implemented
3 All minimum and maximum percentages refer to a percentage of total consumer relief finds
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enu Ite  
onsu er elief unds 
.    
ifi ation] 
I   
.  ie   
r ivenes   
. rgiveness  rbeara ce 
ts  sting 
odifications 
 1 
r dit  tt  
 </= %: $1. 0 -
=$l.OO i  
> %: $1. 0 tc-
do n=$0.50 redit (for only 
t e rti  f ri ci al 
f r i  r %) 
$1.00 rite- =$0.40 
it 
r dit  
i i  0% 
f r i t i  
ods3 ( i  
c   uc  
by .5% f 
er ll r 
relief funds for 
 
refinancing 
progra  credits 
  
i   
required) 
 2.5% 
1 here applicable, the nu ber of days of delinquency ill be deter ined by the nu ber of days a loan is 
delinquent at the start afthe earlier ofilie first or second lien odification process. For exa ple, if a borrower 
lies for a first lien rincipal re ti  n hr r  I, , t e   linque  t r i ti  f r  lat r s  
lien odification ade pursuant to the ter s of this gree ent ill be based on the nu ber of days the second lien 
as delinquent s of nlaty , . 
2 re it for all ifications is et r ined fro  the date t e ification is a roved or nnmicated t  the 
borrower. However, no credits shall be credited unless the payments on the odification are current as of90 days 
follo ing the i ple entation of the odification, including any trial period, except if the failure to ake pay ents 
on the o ification ithin the 90 da  period is due to une ployment or re ce  r , i  hich case r icer ll 
receive credit provided that Servicer has reduced the principal balance on the loan. Eligible odifications ill 
include any odification thaI is co pleted on or after the Start ate. as long as the loan is current 90 days after the 
o ification is imple e . 
3 ll ini u  a d a i u  percentages refer t  a percentage of total c ns er relief fimd . 
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Enforcement Terms
A Implementation Timeline Servicer anticipates that it will phase in the
implementation of the Servicing Standards and Mandatory ReliefRequirements
ithrough ivas described in Section C 12 using a grid approach that
prioritizes implementation based upon ithe importance of the Servicing
Standard to the borrower and iithe difficulty of implementing the Servicing
Standard In addition to the Servicing Standards and any MandatoryRelief
Requirements that have been implemented upon entry of this Consent Judgment
the periods for implementation will be a within 60 days of entry of this
Consent Judgment b within 90 days of entry of this Consent Judgment and c
within 180 days of entry of this Consent Judgment Servicer will agree with the
Monitor chosen pursuant to Section C below on the timetable in which the
Servicing Standards and Mandatory ReliefRequirements i through ivwill be
implemented In the event that Servicer using reasonable efforts is unable to
implement certain of the standards on the specified timetable Servicer may apply
to the Monitor for a reasonable extension of time to implement those standards or
requirements
B Monitoring Committee A committee comprising representatives of the state
Attorneys General State Financial Regulators the USDepartment of Justice
and theUSDepartment ofHousing and Urban Development shall monitor
Servicerscompliance with this Consent Judgment the Monitoring Committee
The Monitoring Committee may substitute representation as necessary Subject
to Section F the Monitoring Committee may share all Monitor Reports as that
term is defined in Section D2 below with any releasing party
C Monitor
Retention and Qualifications and Standard ofConduct
1 Pursuant to an agreement of the parties Joseph A Smith Jr is appointed
to the position ofMonitor under this Consent Judgment If the Monitor is
at any time unable to complete his or her ditties under this Consent
Judgment Servicer and the Monitoring Committee shallmutually agree
upon a replacement in accordancewith the process and standards set forth
in Section C of this Consent Judgment
2 Such Monitor shall be highly competent and highly respected with a
reputation that will garner public confidence in his or her ability to
perform the tasks required under this Consent Judgment The Monitor
shall have the right to employ an accounting firm or firms or other firms
with similar capabilities to support the Monitor in carrying out his or her
duties under this Consent Judgment Monitor and Servicer shall agree on
the selection of a Primary Professional Firmwhich must have adequate
capacity and resources to perform the work required under this agreement
PLF 04426
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f t  
. I ple entation i eline. Servicer anticipates that it ill phase in the 
i ple entation of the Servicing Standards and andatory Relief Require ents 
(i) through (iv), as described in ection .12, using a grid approach that 
prioritizes i ple entation based upon: (i) the i portance of the Servicing 
t r  t  t  rr er;  (ii) t  iffi lt  f i l ti  t  ervi i  
tandard. I  a iti  t  t e er ici  ta ar s a  a  a atory elief 
i t  t t   i l t   ntr   t i  nt g ent, 
t  ri s f r i le t ti  ill e: (a) it i   s f ntr  f t is 
onsent Judg ent; (b) ithin 90 days of entry of this onsent Judg ent; and (c) 
it i    f tr  f t i  t udg ent. r i r ill r  it  t  
    ecti  , low,   t     
Servicing Standards and andatory Relief Require ents (i) through (iv) ill be 
i ple ented. I  the event that ervicer, using reasonable efforts, is tillable to 
i ple ent certain of the standards on the specified ti etable, Servicer ay apply 
t  t e it r f r a reas a le e te si  f ti e t  i le e t t se sta ar s r 
ts. 
. onitoring o ittee.  co ittee co prising representatives of the state 
ttorne s r l, t t  i i l l t r , t e .S. rt t  ti , 
and the .S. epart ent f ousing and rban evelop ent shall onitor 
rvicer's liance it  t i  t t (the ''Monit01ing itte "). 
he onitoring o ittee ay substitute representation, as necessary. ubject 
to Section F, the onitoring o ittee ay share all onitor eports, as that 
ter  is defined in Section 0.2 below, with any releasing party. 
. it r 
ete tion  lifications  t r  f ct 
. Pursuant to an agree ent of the parties, Joseph A. S ith IT. is appointed 
to the position of onitor under this onsent Judg ent. If the onitor is 
t  ti e a le t  lete is r r uties r t is s t 
Judg ent, ervicer and the onitoring o ittee shall utually agree 
upon a replace ent in accordance ith the process and standards set forth 
in ti   f t is s t J t. 
2. c  o it r s all e i l  c ete t a  i l  res ecte , ith a 
reputation that ill gamer public confidence in his or her ability to 
perfor  the tasks required under this Consent Judg ent. The onitor 
shall have the right to e ploy an accOlmting fir  or firms or other film(s) 
ith si ilar capabilities to support the onitor in carrying out rus or her 
duties under this Consent Judgment. onitor and Servicer shall agree on 
the selection of a "Primary Professional Fir ," hich ust have adequate 
capacity and resources to perform the work required under this agreement. 
LF  
The Monitor shall also have the right to engage one or more attorneys or
other professional persons to represent or assist the Monitor in carrying
out the Monitor duties under this Consent Judgment each such
individual along with each individual deployed to the engagement by the
Primary Professional Firm shall be defined as a Professional The
Monitor and Professionals will collectively possess expertise in the areas
ofmortgage servicing loss mitigation business operations compliance
internal controls accounting and foreclosure and bankruptcy law and
practice The Monitor and Professionals shall at all times act in good faith
and with integrity and fairness towards all the Parties
3 The Monitor and Professionals shall not have anyprior relationships with
the Parties that would undermine public confidence in the objectivity of
their work and subject to SectionC3ebelow shall not have any
conflicts of interest with anyParty
a The Monitor and Professionals will disclose and will make a
reasonable inquiry to discover anyknown current or prior
relationships to or conflicts with any Party any Partysholding
company any subsidiaries ofthe Party or its holding company
directors officers and law firms
b The Monitor and Professionals shall make a reasonable inquiry to
determine whether there are any facts that a reasonable individual
would consider likely to create a conflict of interest for the
Monitor or Professionals TheMonitor and Professionals shall
disclose any conflict of interest with respect to any Party
c The duty to disclose aconflict of interest or relationship pursuant
to this Section C3 shall remain ongoing throughout the course of
the Monitor and Professionals work in connectionwith this
Consent Judgment
d All Professionals shall comply with all applicable standards of
professional conduct including ethics rules and rules pertaining to
conflicts ofinterest
e To the extent permitted under prevailing professional standards a
Professionalsconflict of interest may be waived bywritten
agreement of the Monitor and Servicer
f Servicer or the MonitoringCommittee may move the Court for an
order disqualifying any Professionals on the grounds that such
Professional has a conflict of interest that has inhibited or could
inhibit the Professional ability to act in good faith and with




The onitor shall also have the right to engage one or ore attorneys or 
t er r fessi al ers s t  re rese t r assist t e it r i  carr i  
out the onitor's duties under this onsent Judg ent (each such 
i ivi ual, l  it   i i i l l  t  t  eng g t  t  
ri  i l inn, hal   m    "Profess ").  
onitor and Professionals ill collectively possess expertise in the areas 
of ortgage servicing, loss itigation, business operations, co pliance, 
i ter al c ntrols, acc unti , a  f recl s re a  ankr tc  la  a  
practice. he onitor and Professionals shall at all ti es act in good faith 
 it  i t rit   f ir ess t r s ll t  ruti s. 
. The onitor and Professionals shall not have any prior relationships ith 
t e arties t at l  er i e lic c fi e ce i  t e jecti it  f 
their ork and, subject to Section .3(e), below, shall not have any 
conflicts of interest ith any Party. 
(a) e it r a  r fessi als ill iscl se, a  ill a e a 
reasonable inquhy to discover, any kno n current or prior 
relationships to, or conflicts with, any Party, any Party's holding 
co pany, any subsidiaries f the arty or its holding co pany, 
ir t r , ffi r ,  l  fil . 
(b) The onitor and Professionals shall ake a reasonable inquiry to 
deter ine whether there are any facts that a reasonable individual 
ould consider likely to create a conflict of interest for the 
  i l .    s l  
disclose any conflict of interest with respect to any Party. 
(c) he duty to disclose a conflict f interest or relationship pursuant 
to this Section .3 shall re ain ongoing throughout the course of 
e nitor's  e '   t  th  
s t nt. 
(d) ll Professionals shall co ply ith all applicable standards of 
professional conduct, including ethics rules and rules pertaining to 
f   t t. 
(e) To the extent permitted under prevailing professional standards, a 
Professional's conflict of interest ay be aived by ritten 
agree ent f the onitor and ervicer. 
(t) Servicer or the onitoring Committee may move the Court for an 
order disqualifying any Professionals on the grounds that such 
e    ict  interest   te    
inhibit the Professional's ability to act in good faith and ith 
i t rit   fairness t ards ll rti s. 
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4 The Monitor must agree not to be retained by anyParty or its successors
or assigns for a period of 2 years after the conclusion of the terms of the
engagement Any Professionals who work on the engagement must agree
not to work on behalf ofServicer or its successor or assigns fora period
of 1 year after the conclusion of the term of the engagement the
Professional Exclusion Period Any Firm that performs work with
respect to Servicer on the engagement must agree not to perform work on
behalf of Servicer or its successor or assigns that consists of advising
Servicer on a response to the Monitor review during the engagement and
for a period of six months after the conclusion of the term of the
engagement theFirm Exclusion Period The Professional Exclusion
Period and Firm Exclusion Period and terms of exclusion maybe altered
on a casebycase basis upon written agreement of Servicer and the
Monitor TheMonitor shall organize the work of any Firms so as to
minimize the potential for any appearance of or actual conflicts
MonitorsResponsibilities
5 It shall be the responsibility ofthe Monitor to determine whether Servicer
is in compliance with the Servicing Standards and the Mandatory Relief
Requirements as defined in SectionC12 and whether Servicer has
satisfied the Consumer ReliefRequirements in accordance with the
authorities provided herein and to report his or her findings as provided in
SectionD3 below
b The manner in which the Monitor will carry out his or her compliance
responsibilities under this Consent Judgment and where applicable the
methodologies to be utilized shall be set forth in a work plan agreed upon
by Servicer and the Monitor and not objected to by the Monitoring
Committee theWork Plan
Internal Review Group
7 Servicer will designate an internal quality control group that is
independent from the line of business whose performance is being
measured the Internal Review Group to perform compliance reviews
each calendar quarter Quarter in accordance with the terms and
conditions ofthe Work Plan theCompliance Reviews and satisfaction
of the Consumer ReliefRequirements after the Aend of each calendar
year and in the discretion of the Servicer any Quarter andB earlier of
the Servicer assertion that it has satisfied its obligations thereunder and the
third anniversary of the Start Date the Satisfaction Review For the
purposes ofthis provision a group that is independent fiom the line of
business shall be one that does not perform operational work on mortgage




. e it r st a ree t t  e retai e   a y arty, r its s ccess rs 
 ssigns,   i     t  t  l i   t  t   t  
e ent.  r f i l   r   t  t t r  
    al  fServicer,     ssigns, f r  ri  
   t  t  l i   t  t nn  t  t (th  
"Profess   r ").  ir  t t rf r s r  it  
respect to ervicer on the engage ent ust agree not to perfor  ork on 
l   rvi er,  it    ssigns, t t i t   i i  
er icer  a res se t  t e nitor's re ie  ri  t e e a e e t a  
    i        lID   
t (the "Fir  l si  eriod").  r f ssi l l si  
  nn  ri d,       l  
 a case-by-case asis  ritte  a ree e t f er icer a  t e 
it r.  it r s ll r i  t  r  f  ir s s  s t  
ini ize the potential for any appearance of, or actual, conflicts. 
onitor's si i ties 
. It shall be the responsibility f the onitor to deter ine hether ervicer 
i  i  lia  it  t  r i i  t   t  t  li  
e ire e ts (as efi e  i  ecti  .12) a  et er er icer as 
satisfied the onsu er elief equire ents, in accordance ith the 
t rities r i  r i   t  r rt i  r r fi i   r i e  i  
 .3, l . 
6. he anner in hich the onitor ill carry out his or her co pliance 
si il e      ,  li l ,  
t l ies t   tiliz  s ll  s t f rt  i   r  l  r   
    i r,        
ittee (the '"Work lan''). 
  o  
. r i r ill si t   i t m l lit  tr l r  t t is 
independent fro  the line of business hose perfor ance is being 
easured (the "Internal Review Group") to perfor  co pliance reviews 
each calendar quarter ("Quarter")  a ce th    
conditions ofthe ork Plan (the "Compliance evie s")  on 
f t e s er elief e ire e ts after t e (A) e  f eac  cale ar 
year (and, in the discretion f the ervicer, any uarter) and (B) earlier f 
the Servicer assertion that it has satisfied its obligations thereunder and the 
third anniversary of the tart ate (the "Satisfaction eview"). or the 
rposes f t is r isi ,  r  t t is i t fro  t  li  f 
business shall be one that does not perfonn operational ork on ortgage 
s r i i ,  lti at l  r rts t   ief is  ffi r, i f it 
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Executive Chief Compliance Officer or another employee or manager
who has no directoperational responsibility for mortgage servicing
The Internal Review Group shall have the appropriate authority privileges
andknowledge to effectively implement and conduct the reviews and
metric assessments contemplated herein and under the terms and
conditions of the Work Plan
9 The Internal Review Group shall have personnel skilled at evaluating and
validating processes decisions and documentationutilized through the
implementation of the Servicing Standards The Internal Review Group
may include non employee consultants or contractors working at
Servicersdirection
10 The qualifications and performance of the Internal Review Groupwill be
subject to ongoing review by the Monitor Servicer will appropriately
remediate the reasonable concerns of the Monitor as to the qualifications
or performance of the Internal Review Group
WorkPlan
11 Servicers compliance with the Servicing Standards shall be assessed via
metrics identified and defined in Schedule E1 hereto as supplemented
from time to time in accordance with Sections C12 andC23 below the
Metrics The threshold error rates for the Metrics are set forth in
Schedule E1 as supplemented from time to time in accordance with
SectionsC12 andC23 below the Threshold Error Rates The
Internal Review Group shall perform test work to compute the Metrics
each Quarter and report the results of that analysis via the Compliance
Reviews The Internal Review Group shall perform test work to assess the
satisfaction of the Consumer Relief Requirements within 45 days after the
A end of each calendar year and in the discretion of the Servicer any
Quarter andB earlier ofi the end of the Quarter in which Servicer
asserts that it has satisfied its obligations under the Consumer Relief
Provisions and iithe Quarter during which the third anniversary of the
Start Date occurs and report that analysis via the Satisfaction Review
12 In addition to the process provided under Sections C23 and 24 at any
time after the Monitor is selected the Monitor may add up to three
additional Metrics and associated Threshold Error Rates all of which
a must be similar to the Metrics and associated Threshold Error Rates
contained in Schedule E1bmust relate to material terms of the
Servicing Standards or the following obligations of Servicer i after the
Servicer asserts that it has satisfied its obligation to provide a refinancing
program under the framework of the Consumer Relief Requirements




Executive, hief o pliance fficer, or another e ployee or anager 
 as  direct erati al responsibilit  f r rt a e servicing. 
8.  I t r l i  r  s ll  t  appropri t  uthority, ri il s, 
   ff cti l     t  r  and 
tri  t  t l t  r i   cl r t  t r  n  
iti s f t  r  lan. 
9.  I t r l i  r  ll  r l skill  t v l ti   
validating processes, decisions, and docu entation utilized through the 
i ple entation f the ervicing tandards. he Internal evie  roup 
ay include non-e ployee consultants or contractors orking at 
ervicer's ir ti n. 
lO. e alificatio s a  erf r a ce f t e I ter al e ie  r  ill e 
subject to ongoing revie  by the onitor. Servicer ill appropriately 
re e iate t e reas a le c cer s f t e it r as t  t e alificati s 
or perfor ance of the Internal evie  roup. 
ork Plan 
11. ervicer's li  it  t  r i i  t r  ll   i  
trics i tifi   fine  i  l  -1 r t  (as s l t  
fi'o  ti e t  ti e i  acc r a ce it  ecti s .12 a  .23, el , t e 
"Metrics").    tes  e      
chedule -l (as supple ented fro  ti e to ti e i  accordance ith 
ti s .12  .23, l , t  "Thres l  rr r tes").  
Internal Review Group shall perfor  test work to co pute the etrics 
each uarter, and report the results of that analysis via the o pliance 
e ie s. he I ter al e ie  r  s all erf r  test r  t  assess t e 
satisfaction of the onsu er elief equire ents ithin 45 days after the 
(A)  f  le dar r (an , i  t e is r ti  ft  r i r,  
uarter) and (B) earlier of (i) the end of the uarter in hich Servicer 
asserts that it has satisfied its obligations under the Consu er Relief 
Provisions and (ii) the uarter during hich the third anniversary of the 
Start ate occurs, and report that analysis via the Satisfaction evie . 
. In addition to the process provided under Sections .23 and 24, at any 
ti e after the onitor is selected, the onitor ay add up to three 
additional etrics and associated hreshold rror ates, all of hich 
(a) ust e s ilar t  t e etlics  ate  res ld n'  tes 
c ntained in le -I, (b) st relate t  at i l t s t e 
Servicing Standards, or the following obligations of Servicer: (i) after the 
Servicer asserts that it has satisfied its obligation to provide a refinancing 
progra  lmder the fra e ork of the Consu er RetiefRequire ents 
("Frame ork"), to provide notification to eligible borro ers indicating 
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that such borrowers may refinance tinder the refinancing program
described in the Framework ii to make the Refinancing Program
available to all borrowers fitting the minimum eligibility criteria described
in 9a of the Framework iii when the Servicer owns the second lien
mortgage to modify the second lien mortgage when a Participating
Servicer as defined in the Framework reduces principal on the related
first lien mortgage as described in the Framework ivwith regard to
servicerowned fast liens to waive the deficiency amounts less than
25000 ifan Eligible Servicemember qualifies for a short sale under the
Framework and sells his or her principal residence in a short sale
conducted in accordance with Servicersthen customary short sale process
or v without prejudice to the implementation of pilot programs in
particular geographic areas to implement the Framework requirements
through policies that are not intended to disfavor a specific geography
within or among states that are a party to the Consent Judgment or
discriminate against any protected class of borrowers collectively the
obligations described in i through v are hereinafter referred to as the
Mandatory ReliefRequirements c must either i be outcomesbased
but no outcomebased Metric shall be added with respect to any
MandatoryRelief Requirement or iirequire the existence of policies
andprocedures implementing any of the MandatoryRelief Requirements
or any material term of the Servicing Standards in a manner similar to
Metrics513Eandd must be distinct from and not overlap with any
other Metric or Metrics In consultation with Servicer and the Monitoring
Committee Schedule E1 shall be amended by the Monitor to include the
additional Metrics and Threshold Error Rates as provided for herein and
an appropriate timeline for implementation of the Metric shall be
determined
13 Servicer and the Monitor shall reach agreement on the terms of the Work
Plan within 90 days of the Monitor appointment which time can be
extended for good cause by agreement of Servicer and the Monitor If
such Work Plan is not objected to by the Monitoring Committee within 20
days the Monitor shall proceed to implement the Work Plan In the event
that Servicer and the Monitor cannot agree on the terms of the Work Plan
within 90 days or the agreed upon terms are not acceptable to the
Monitoring Committee Servicer and Monitoring Committee or the
Monitor shall jointly petition the Court to resolve any disputes If the
Court does not resolve such disputes then the Parties shall submit all
remaining disputes to binding arbitration before a panel of three arbitrators
Each of Servicer and the Monitoring Committee shall appoint one




that such borro ers ay refinance under the refmancing progra  
described in the Fra ework, (ii) to ake the Refinancing Progra  
available to all borro ers fitting the ini u  eligibility criteria described 
i  .a f t  r ework, (iii)  t  r i r s t  s  li  
rt age, t  if  t e sec  lie  rt a e e  a artici ati  
Servicer (as defined i  the Fra ework) reduces principal on the related 
first lien ortgage, as described in the Fra e ork, (iv) ith regard to 
s r i r-o ne  first li s, t  i e t  fi i  Ol.mts l ss t  
$250,000 if an ligible Service e ber qualifies for a short sale under the 
r r   ll  i  r r ri i l r i  i   rt l  
conducted in accordance ith ervicer's then custo ary short sale process, 
or (v) ithout prejudice to the i ple entation of pilot progra s in 
artic lar e ra ic areas, t  i le e t t e ra e r  re ire e ts 
through policies that are not intended to disfavor a specific geography 
it i  r a  states t at are a art  t  t e se t J e t r 
discri inate against any protected class of borro ers (collectively, the 
li ti s s ri  i  (i) t r  (v) r  r i ft r r f rr  t  s t  
"Manda  l  "), (c) must either (i) be outcomes-based 
(but no outco e-based etric shall be added ith respect to any 
andatory Relief Requirement) or (ii) require the existence of policies 
and procedures i ple enting any of the andatory Relief Require ents 
or any aterial ter  f the ervicing tandards, in a amer si ilar to 
etrics 5.B-E, and (d) ust be distinct fro , and not overlap ith, any 
other etric or etrics. In consultation with Servicer and the onitoring 
o ittee, Schedule -l shall be a ended by the onitor to include the 
additional etrics and Threshold Error Rates as provided for herein, and 
  i eline  e    ic l   
. 
13. Servicer and the onitor shall reach agree ent on the ter s of the ork 
Plan within 90 days of the onitor's appointment, which time can be 
te e  f r    r t  r i r  t  it r. If 
such ork Plan is not objected to by the onitoring Committee within 20 
days, the onitor shall proceed to i ple ent the ork Plan. In the event 
that Servicer and the onitor cannot agree on the ter s of the ork Plan 
ithin 90 days or the agreed upon ter s are not acceptable to the 
onitoring Co ittee, Servicer and onitoring Co ittee or the 
onitor shall jointly petition the ourt to resolve any disputes. If the 
rt es t r lve  i t , t e  the rties ll it ll 
remaining disputes to binding arbitration before a panel of three arbitrators. 
ach of Servicer and the onitoring o ittee shall appoint one 
r itr t r,  t ose t o r itrators s ll i t  t ir . 
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14 The Work Planmay be modified from time to time by agreement of the
Monitor and Servicer If such amendment to the Work Plan is not
objected to by the Monitoring Committee within 20 days the Monitor
shall proceed to implement the amendment to the Work Plan To the
extent possible the Monitor shall endeavor to apply the Servicing
Standards uniformly across all Servicers
15 The following general principles shall provide a framework for the
formulation of the Work Plan
a The Work Plan will set forth the testing methods and agreed
procedures that will be used by the Internal Review Group to
perform the test work and compute the Metrics for each Quarter
b The Work Plan will set forth the testing methods and agreed
procedures that will be used byServicer to report on its
compliance with the Consumer ReliefRequirements of this
Consent Judgment including incidental to any other testing
confirmation of state identifying information used by Servicer to
compile state level Consumer Relief information as required by
SectionD2
c The Work Plan will set forth the testing methods andprocedures
that the Monitor will use to assess Servicer reporting on its
compliance with the Consumer Relief Requirements of this
Consent Judgment
d TheWork Plan will set forth the methodology and procedures the
Monitor will utilize to review the testing work performed by the
Internal Review Group
e The Compliance Reviews and the Satisfaction Review may include
a variety of audit techniques that are based on an appropriate
sampling process and random and riskbased selection criteria as
appropriate and as set forth in the Work Plan
f In formulating implementing and amending the Work Plan
Servicer and the Monitor may consider any relevant information
relating to patterns in complaints byborrowers issues or
deficiencies reported to the Monitor with respect to the Servicing
Standards and the results of prior Compliance Reviews
g The Work Plan should ensure that Compliance Reviews are
commensurate with the size complexity and risk associated with




4. e r  la  a  e ifie  fr  ti e t  ti e  a ree e t f t e 
it   rvi r.   t t  t  r  l  i  t 
j t  t   t  it ri  itt  it i   ys, t  it r 
l    i  t      lan.  t  
extent possible, the onitor shall endeavor to apply the ervicing 
t r  if r l  r  ll rvi rs. 
15.  ll i  l i i le  ll r i   f e ork  t  
  t   l n: 
(a) The ork Plan ill set forth the testing ethods and agreed 
procedures that ill be used by the Internal evie  roup to 
rf r  t  t st r   t  t  tri s f r  uarter. 
(b) The ork Plan will set forth the testing ethods and agreed 
procedures that ill be used by Servicer to report on its 
liance it  t  s r li f ir ts f t is 
onsent Judg ent, including, incidental to any other testing, 
fir ti   t t -i tif in  i f r ti    r i r t  
compile state-level Consumer Relief information as required by 
ti  .2. 
(c) he r  la  ill set f rt  t e testi  et s a  r ce res 
that the onitor ill use to assess Servicer's reporting on its 
co pliance with the Consu er Relief Require ents ofthis 
onsent Judg ent. 
(d) The ork Plan will set forth the methodology and procedures the 
onitor ill utilize to revie  the testing ork perfonned by the 
I ter al e ie  r p. 
( e) The Co pliance Reviews and the Satisfaction Review ay include 
a variety of audit techniques that are based on an appropriate 
sa li  r cess a  ra  a  ris -base  selecti  criteria, as 
appropriate and as set forth in the ork Plan. 
(t) I  for ulating, i ple enting, and a ending the ork Plan, 
Servicer and the onitor ay consider any relevant infor ation 
relating t  atter s in c laints  rr ers, iss es r 
deficiencies reported to the onitor ith respect to the Servicing 
t r s,  the r s lts f ri r lia  i s. 
(g) he r  l  s l  s r  t t liance i s r  
co ensurate ith the size, co plexity, and risk. associated ith 
the Servicing Standard being evaluated by the etric. 
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h Following implementation of the Work Plan Servicer shall be
required to compile each Metric beginning in the first fiill Quarter
after the period for implementing the Servicing Standards
associated with the Metric or any extension approved by the
Monitor in accordance with Section A has run
MonitorsAccess to Information
16 So that the Monitor may determine whether Servicer is in compliance with
the Servicing Standards and Mandatory ReliefRequirements Servicer
shall provide the Monitor with its regularly prepared business reports
analyzing Executive Office servicing complaints or the equivalent
access to all Executive Office servicing complaints or the equivalent
with appropriate redactions ofborrower information other than borrower
name and contact information to complywith privacy requirements and
if Servicer tracks additional servicing complaints quarterly information
identifying the three most common servicing complaints received outside
of the Executive Office complaint process or the equivalent In the event
that Servicer substantially changes its escalation standards orprocess for
receiving Executive Office servicing complaints or the equivalent
Servicer shall ensure that the Monitor has access to comparable
information
17 So that the Monitor may determine whether Servicer is in compliancewith
the Servicing Standards and Mandatory ReliefRequirements Servicer
shall notify the Monitor promptly if Servicer becomes aware of reliable
information indicating Servicer is engaged in a significant pattern or
practice of noncompliance with a material aspect ofthe Servicing
Standards or Mandatory ReliefRequirements
18 Servicer shall provide the Monitor with access to all work papers prepared
by the Internal Review Group in connection with determining compliance
with the Metrics or satisfaction of the Consumer ReliefRequirements in
accordance with the WorkPlan
19 If the Monitor becomes aware of facts or information that lead the Monitor
to reasonably conclude that Servicermay be engaged in a pattern of
noncompliance with a material term of the Servicing Standards that is
reasonably likely to cause harm to borrowers or with any of the Mandatory
ReliefRequirements the Monitor shall engage Servicer in a review to
determine if the facts are accurate or the information is correct
20 Where reasonably necessary in fiilfilling the Monitorsresponsibilities
under the Work Plan to assess compliance with the Metrics or the
satisfaction of the Consumer ReliefRequirements the Monitor may
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analyzing xecutive ffice servicing co plaints (or the equivalent); 
cess t  ll ti  ffice s r i i  l i ts (or t  ui alent) 
(with a r riate re acti s f rr er i f r ati  t er t a  rr er 
  t t i for ti  t  l  it  ri  r uirements); d, 
if Servicer tracks additional servicing co plaints, quarterly infor ation 
identifying the three ost co on servicing co plaints received outside 
f t  ti e ffic  l i t r ess (or t  uivalent). I  t  t 
that Servicer substantially changes its escalation standards or process for 
receiving Executive Office servicing co plaints (or the equivalent), 
ervicer shall ensure that the onitor has access to co parable 
nn ti . 
. So that the onitor ay deter ine hether Servicer is in co pliance ith 
t  r i i  t r s  t r  li f ir nts, r i r 
shall notify the onitor pro ptly if ervicer beco es a are of reliable 
i for tio  i i ti  r i r i   i   i ifica t tt r  r 
practice of nonco pliance ith a aterial aspect f the Servicing 
t r s r t r  li f ir t . 
. Servicer shaH provide the onitor ith access to all ork papers prepared 
by the Internal evie  roup in connection ith deter ining co pliance 
ith the etrics or satisfaction of the onsu er elief equire ents in 
a ce    . 
.   t    f   nn      
to reasonably conclude that Servicer ay be engaged in a pattern of 
nonco pliance ith a aterial ter  of the Servicing Standards that is 
reasonably likely to cause har  to borro ers or ith any f the andatory 
li  i t , t  it  ll  i  i   i  t  
  e     e or   ct. 
. here reasonably necessary in ftdfilling the onitor's responsibilities 
under the ork Plan to assess co pliance ith the etrics or the 
satisfacti  f t e smner elief e ire ents, t e it r a  
request infor ation fro  Servicer in addition to that provided under 
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Sections C1519 Servicer shall provide the requested information in a
format agreed open between Servicer and the Monitor
21 Where reasonably necessary in fulfilling the Monitorsresponsibilities
under the Work Plan to assess compliance with the Metrics or the
satisfaction ofthe Consumer ReliefRequirements the Monitor may
interview Servicersemployees and agents provided that the interviews
shall be limited to matters related to Servicerscompliance with the
Metrics or the Consumer Relief Requirements and that Servicer shall be
given reasonable notice of such interviews
MonitorsPowers
22 Where the Monitor reasonably determines that the Internal Review
Groupswork cannot be relied upon or that the Internal Review Croup did
not correctly implement the Work Plan in some material respect the
Monitor maydirect that the work on the Metrics or parts thereof be
reviewed by Professionals or a third party other than the Internal Review
Group and that supplemental work be performed as necessary
23 If theMonitor becomes aware of facts or information that lead the Monitor
to reasonably conclude that Servicer maybe engaged in a pattern of
noncompliance with a material terra of the Servicing Standards that is
reasonably likely to cause harm to borrowers or tenants residing in
foreclosedproperties or with any of the Mandatory Relief Requirements
the Monitor shall engage Servicer in a review to determine if the facts are
accurate or the information is correct Ifafter that review the Monitor
reasonably concludes that such a pattern exists and is reasonably likely to
cause material harm to borrowers or tenants residing in foreclosed
properties the Monitor may propose an additional Metric and associated
Threshold Error Rate relating to Servicer compliance with the associated
term or requirement Any additional Metrics and associated Threshold
ErrorRates a must be similar to the Metrics and associated Threshold
Error Rates contained in Schedule E1 b must relate to material terms of
the Servicing Standards or one ofthe Mandatory Relief Requirements
cmust either i be outcomesbased but no outcomebased Metric shall
be added with respect to any MandatoryRelief Requirement or ii
require the existence ofpolicies and procedures required by the Servicing
Standards or the Mandatory ReliefRequirements in a manner similar to
Metrics 513E and d must be distinct from and not overlap with any
other Metric or Metrics Notwithstanding the foregoing the Monitor may
add a Metric that satisfies ac but does not satisfy d ofthe preceding
sentence if the Monitor first asks the Servicer to propose and then
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shall be li ited to atters related to Servicer's co pliance ith the 
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22.    onabl  t r      
roup's ork cannot be relied upon or that the Internal Re"ie  Group did 
t rr tl  i l t t  r  l  i  s  t ri l r spect, t  
onitor ay direct that the ork on the etdcs (or parts thereof) be 
ie e   i l    t i  t  t  t  t  t l i  
roup, and that supple ental ork be perfor ed as necessary. 
3.   t    f   nn      
to reasonably conclude that Servicer ay be engaged in a pattern of 
a     m   r     
reasonably likely to cause har  to borrowers or tenants residing in 
foreclosed properties or with any of the andatory Relief Require ents, 
t  it r s ll  r i r i   r i  t  t r i  if t  f ts r  
accurate or the infor ation is correct. If after that review, the onitor 
reasonably concludes that such a pattern exists and is reasonably likely to 
cause material harm to borrowers or lenants residing in foreclosed 
properties, the onitor ay propose an additional etric and associated 
Threshold Error Rate relating to Servicer's co pliance ith the associated 
tenn r r ir nt.  iti l etrics  ss i t  r s l  
 ates (a) st e la  t   etrics   res ld 
 t  t ine  i  le ·1, (b) t l t  t  t i l t s  
the Servicing Standards or one of the andatory Relief Requirements. 
(c) ust either (i) be outco es-based (but no outco e-based etric shall 
be added ith respect to any andatory elief equire ent) or (li) 
require the existence of policies and pmcedures n:qLlireu by lhe Servicing 
Standards or the andatOly elief equire ents, in a anner si ilar to 
etrics 5.B-E, and (d) must be distinct from. and not overlap with, any 
other etric or etrics. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the onitor ay 
add a etric that satisfies (a)-(c) but does not satisfy Cd) of the preceding 
sentence if the onitor first asks the Servicer to propose, and then 
i le t,  orrective ction Pla , as rm . b l , f r the at ri l 
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term of the Servicing Standards with which there is a pattern of
noncompliance and that is reasonably likely to cause material harm to
borrowers or tenants residing in foreclosed properties and the Servicer
fails to implement the Corrective Action Plan according to the timeline
agreed to with the Monitor
24 IfMonitor proposes an additional Metric and associated Threshold Error
Rate pursuant to SectionC23 above Monitor the Monitoring Committee
and Servicer shall agree on amendments to Schedule E1 to include the
additional Metrics and Threshold Error Rates provided for in SectionC23
above and an appropriate timeline for implementation of the Metric If
Servicer does not timely agree to such additions any associated
amendments to the Work Plan or the implementation schedule the
Monitor may petition the court for such additions
25 Any additional Metric proposed by the Monitor pursuant to the processes
in SectionsC12C23 orC24 and relating to provision VIIIB1ofthe
Servicing Standards shall be limited to Servicersperformance of its
obligations to comply with 1 the federal Protecting Tenants at
Foreclosure Act and state laws that provide comparable protections to
tenants of foreclosed properties 2 state laws that govern relocation
assistancepayments to tenants cash for keys and 3 state laws that
govern the return of security deposits to tenants
D Reporting
Quarterly Reports
1 Following the end of each Quarter Servicer will report the results of its
Compliance Reviews for that Quarter the QuarterlyReport The
Quarterly Report shall include i the Metrics for that Quarter ii
Servicersprogress toward meeting its payment obligations under this
Consent Judgment iii general statistical data on Servicersoverall
servicing performance described in Schedule Y Except where an
extension is granted by the Monitor Quarterly Reports shall be due no
later than 45 days following the end of the Quarter and shall be provided
to 1 the Monitor and 2 the Board ofServicer or a committee of the
Board designated by Servicer The fast Quarterly Report shall cover the
first full Quarter after this Consent Judgment is entered
2 Following the end of each Quarter Servicerwill transmit to each state a
report the State Report including general statistical data on Servicer
servicing performance such as aggregate and state specific information
regarding the number of borrowers assisted and credited activities
conducted pursuant to the Consumer Relief Requirements as described in




ter  f t e Servici  ta ar s it  hic  t ere is a atter  of 
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additi l tri   r l  rr r t  r i  f r i  ecti  .23, 
above, a  a  appr riate ti eli e f r i le e tati  f t e etric. If 
Servicer does not ti ely agree to such additions, any associated 
a end ents to the ork Plan, or the i ple entation schedule, the 
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25. ny additional etric proposed by the onitor pursuant to the processes 
i  ti s .12, .23, r .24  r l ti  t  r isi  III.B.I f t  
Servicing Standards shall be li ited to Servicer's perfor ance f its 
li ti  t  l  it  (1) t  f r l r t ti  t  t 
oreclosure ct and state la s that provide co parable protections to 
tenants offoreclosed properties; (2) state la s that govern relocation 
assistance pay ents to tenants ("cash for keys''); and (3) state laws that 
govem the return f security deposits to tenants. 
. i g 
v  
1. ollo ing the end f each uarter, ervicer ill report the results f its 
o pliance evie s for that uarter (the "Quarterly eport"). he 
Quarterly Report shall include: (i) the etrics for that Quarter; (ii) 
Servicer's progress to ard eeting its pay ent obligations under this 
onse t J e t; (iii) e eral statistical ata  ervicer's erall 
servicing perfor ance described in Schedule . xcept here an 
extension is granted by the onitor, uarterly eports shall be due no 
later than 45 days follo ing the end f the uarter and shall e provided 
t : (1) the o it ,  (2) the oard icer r  itt e  t e 
Board designated by Servicer. The flrst Quarterly RepOlt shall cover the 
first full uarter after this onsent Judg ent is entered. 
2. Following the end of each uarter, Servicer ill trans it to each state a 
report (the "State Report") including general statistical data on Servicer's 
servicing performance, such as aggregate and state-specific infonnation 
regarding the nu ber of borrowers assisted and credited activities 
conducted pursuant to the onsu er Relief equire ents, as described in 
Schedule . The State Report will be delivered si ultaneous ith the 
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submission of the Quarterly Report to the Monitor Servicer shall provide
copies of such State Reports to the Monitor and Monitoring Committee
Monitor Reports
3 The Monitor shall report on Servicerscompliance with this Consent
Judgment in periodic reports setting forth his orher findings the Monitor
Reports The fast three MonitorReports will each cover two Quarterly
Reports If the first three Monitor Reports do not find Potential Violations
as defined in SectionE1below each successive Monitor Report will
cover four Quarterly Reports unless and until a Quarterly Report reveals a
Potential Violation as defined in SectionE1below In the case of a
Potential Violation the Monitormay but retains the discretion not to
submit a MonitorReport after the filing of each of the next two Quarterly
Reports provided however that such additional Monitor Reportsshall
be limited inscope to the Metric orMetrics as to which a Potential
Violation has occurred
4 Prior to issuing any Monitor Report the Monitor shall confer with
Servicer and the Monitoring Committee regarding its preliminary findings
and the reasons for those findings Servicer shall have the right to submit
written comments to the Monitor which shall be appended to the final
version of the Monitor Report Final versions of each MonitorReport
shall be provided simultaneously to the Monitoring Committee and
Servicers within a reasonable time after conferring regarding the
Monitorsfindings The Monitor Reports shall be filed with the Court
overseeing this Consent Judgment and shall also be provided to the Board
of Servicer or a committee of the Board designated by Servicer
5 The Monitor Report shall i describe the work performed by the Monitor
and any findings madeby the Monitor during the relevant period iilist
the Metrics and Threshold Error Rates iii list the Metrics ifany where
theThreshold Error Rates have been exceeded iv state whether a
PotentialViolation has occurred and explain the nature of the Potential
Violation and v state whether any Potential Violation has been cured In
addition following each Satisfaction Review the Monitor Report shall
report on the Servicerssatisfaction ofthe Consumer Relief Requirements
including regarding the number of borrowers assisted and credited
activities conducted pursuant to the Consumer Relief Requirements and
identify any material inaccuracies identified in prior State Reports Except
as otherwise provided herein the Monitor Report may be used in any
court hearing trial or other proceeding brought pursuant to this Consent
Judgment pursuant to Section J below and shall be admissible in
evidence in a proceeding brought under this Consent Judgment pursuant to




sub ission of the uarterly eport to the onitor. ervicer shall provide 
copies of such State eports to the onitor and onitoring o ittee. 
it r ep rts 
3. he onitor shall report on Servicer's co pliance ith this onsent 
t i  ri i  r rt  etti  f rt  i  r r fi i  (t  " o it r 
eports'').  frrst t ree it r e rts ill each c er t  arterl  
ports. l t  u  t  i     fi  t nti l  
(as defined in Section E.1, below), each successive onitor eport ill 
c er f r arterl  e rts, less a  til a arterl  eport re eals a 
t ti l i l ti  (a  fi  i  ti  .l, elow). I  t     
t ti l i l ti n, t  it r  (b t r t i s t  is r ti  t to) 
sub it a onitor eport after the filiilg of each of the next t o uarterly 
Reports, provided, ho ever, that such additional onitor Report(s) shall 
 li it  i   t  t  t i   t i   t  i   t ti l 
i l ti   rr d. 
4. ri r t  i i   it r rt, t  it r ll f r it  
er icer a  t e it ri  ittee re ar i  its reli i ar  fi i s 
and the reasons for those [mdings. Servicer shall have the right to sub it 
ritte  ts t  t  it r, i  s ll h   t  t  fm l 
version of the onitor eport. inal versions of each onitor eport 
s ll  r i  si lt sl  t  t  it ri  ittee  
er icers it i  a reas a le ti e after c ferri  re ar i  t e 
onitor's findings. The onitor eports shall be filed ith the ourt 
overseeing this Consent Judg ent and shaH also be provided to the Board 
of Servicer or a co ittee of the oard designated by Servicel'. 
5. he onitor eport shall: (i) describe the ork perfor ed by the onitor 
and any findings ade by the onitor's during the relevant period, (ii) list 
the etrics and hreshold rror ates, (iii) list the etrics, if any, here 
t  hres l  rr r t   e  , (iv) t t  t r  
te tial iolation as cc rre  a  e lai  t e at re f t e te tial 
iolati ,  (v) t t  t   t ti l iolati  s  .  
a iti , follo i  eac  atisfacti  e ie , t e it r e rt s all 
report on the Servicer's satisfaction of the Consumer Relief Requirements, 
i l i  r r i  t  r f rr ers i t   r ite  
activities conducted pursuant to the Consu er Relief Require ents, and 
identify any aterial inaccuracies identified in prior State Reports. Except 
as othelwise provided herein, the onitor Report ay be used in any 
court hearing, trial, or other proceeding brought pursuant to this onsent 
J e t ursua t to ion J, ,  s  e a issi le in 
evidence in a proceeding brought under this onsent Judg ent pursuant to 
Section J, below. Such ad issibility shall not prejudice Servicer's right 
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and ability to challenge the findings andorthe statements in the Monitor
Report as flawed lacking in probative value or otherwise The Monitor
Report with respect to a particular Potential Violation shall not be
admissible or used for any purpose if Servicer cures the Potential
Violation pursuant to Section E below
Satisfaction ofPavment Obligations
6 Upon the satisfaction of any category of payment obligation under this
Consent Judgment Servicer at its discretion may request that the Monitor
certify that Servicer has discharged such obligation Provided that the
Monitor is satisfied that Servicer has met the obligation the Monitormay
not withhold and must provide the requested certification Any
subsequent Monitor Report shall not include a review of Servicers
compliance with that category ofpayment obligation
Compensation
7 Within 120 days of entry of this Consent Judgment the Monitor shall in
consultationwith the Monitoring Committee and Servicer prepare and
present to Monitoring Committee and Servicer an annual budget providing
its reasonable best estimate ofall fees and expenses of the Monitor to be
incurred during the first year of the term of this Consent Judgment
including the fees and expenses of Professionals and support staff the
Monitoring Budget On a yearly basis thereafter the Monitor shall
prepare an updated Monitoring Budget providing its reasonable best
estimate of all fees and expenses to be incurred during that year Absent
an objection within 20 days a Monitoring Budget or updated Monitoring
Budget shall be implemented Consistent with the Monitoring Budget
Servicer shall pay all fees and expenses of the Monitor including the fees
and expenses of Professionals and support staff The fees expenses and
costs of the Monitor Professionals and support staffshall be reasonable
Servicer may apply to the Court to reduce or disallow fees expenses or
costs that are unreasonable
E Potential Violations and Right to Cure
A Potential Violation of this Consent Judgment occurs if the Servicer
has exceeded the Threshold Error Rate set for a Metric in a given Quarter
In the event of a Potential Violation Servicer shall meet and confer with
the Monitoring Committee within 15 days of the Quarterly Report or
Monitor Report indicating such Potential Violation
2 Servicer shall have a right to cure any Potential Violation
3 Subject to Section E4a Potential Violation is cured ifa a corrective
action plan approved by the Monitor the Corrective Action Plan is
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action plan approved by the onitor (the "Corrective ction Plan") is 
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accordance with the terms thereof and b a Quarterly Report covering the
Cure Period reflects that the Threshold Error Rate has not been exceeded
with respect to the same Metric and the Monitor confirms the accuracy of
said report using his or her ordinary testing procedures The Cure Period
shall be the first full quarter after completion of the Corrective Action Plan
or if the completion of the Corrective Action Plan occurs within the first
month of a Quarter and if the Monitor determines that there is sufficient
time remaining the periodbetween completion of the Corrective Action
Plan and the end of that Quarter
4 If after Servicer cures a Potential Violation pursuant to the previous
section another violation occurs with respect to the same Metric then the
second Potential Violation shall immediately constitute an uncured
violation for purposes of Section J3provided however that such second
Potential Violation occurs in either the Cure Periodor the quarter
immediately followingthe Cure Period
5 In addition to the Servicersobligation to cure a Potential Violation
through the Corrective Action Plan Servicermust remediate any material
harm to particular borrowers identified through work conductedunder the
Work Plan In the event that a Servicer has a Potential Violation that so
far exceeds the Threshold Error Rate for a metric that the Monitor
concludes that the error is widespread Servicer shall under the
supervision of the Monitor identify other borrowers who may have been
harmed by such noncompliance and remediate all such harms to the extent
that the harm has not been otherwise reinediated
6 In the event a Potential Violation is cured as provided in Sections E3
above then no Party shall have any remedy under thisConsent Judgment
other than the remedies in Section E5with respect to such Potential
Violation
F Conrldentiality
I These provisions shall govern the use and disclosure of any and all
information designated as CONFIDENTIAL as set forth below in
documents including email magnetic media or other tangible things
provided by the Servicer to the Monitor in this case including the
subsequent disclosure by the Monitor to theMonitoring Committee of
such information In addition it shall also govern the use and disclosure
of such information when and if provided to the participatingstate parties
or the participating agency or department of the United States whose
claims are released through this settlement participating state or federal
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concludes that the error is idespread, Servicer shall, under the 
supervision of the onitor, identify other borro ers ho ay have been 
ar e   s c  c lia ce a  re e iate all s c  ar s t  t e e te t 
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. I  the event a otential iolation is eured as provided in ections .3, 
above, then no arty shall have any re edy tmder this onsent Judg ent 
(other than the re edies in Section E.5) with respect to such Potential 
iolation. 
. fi ti lit  
1. These provisions shall govern the use and disclosure of any and all 
infonnation designated as "CO FI ENTIAL," as set forth belo . in 
docu ents (including e ail), agnetic edia, or other tangible things 
provided by the Servicer to the onitor in this case, including the 
subsequent disclosure by the onitor to the onitoring Co ittee of 
h i f nn ti . I  iti , it ll l  r  t    i l s r  
of such infor ation when and if provided to the participating state parties 
or the participating agency or depart ent of the nited States hose 
clai s are released through this settle ent (''participating state or federal 
a e c  hose clai s are release  through t is settle e t"). 
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2 The Monitor may at his discretion provide to the Monitoring Committee
or to a participating state or federal agency whose claims are released
through this settlement any documents or information received from the
Servicer related to a Potential Violation or related to the review described
in SectionC19provided however that any such documents or
information so provided shall be subject to the terms and conditions of
these provisions Nothing herein shall be construed to prevent the Monitor
from providing documents received from the Servicer and not designated
as CONFIDENTIAL to a participating state or federal agency whose
claims are released through this settlement
3 The Servicer shall designate as CONFIDENTIALthat information
document or portion of a dociunent or other tangible thing provided by the
Servicer to the Monitor the Monitoring Committee or to any other
participating state or federal agency whose claims are released through
this settlement that Servicer believes contains a trade secret or confidential
research development or commercial information subject to protection
under applicable state or federal laws collectively Confidential
Information These provisions shall apply to the treatment of
Confidential Information so designated
4 Except as provided by these provisions all information designated as
CONFIDENTIAL shall not be shown disclosed or distributed to any
person or entity other than those authorized by these provisions
Participating states and federal agencies whose claims are released
through this settlement agree to protect Confidential Information to the
extent permitted by law
5 This agreement shall not prevent or in any way limit the ability of a
participating state or federal agency whose claims are released through
this settlement to comply with any subpoena Congressional demand for
documents or information court order request under the Right of
Financial Privacy Act or a state or federal public records or state or
federal freedom of information act request provided however that in the
event that a participating state or federal agency whose claims are released
through this settlement receives such a subpoena Congressional demand
court order or other request for the production of any Confidential
Information covered by this Order the state or federal agency shall unless
prohibited under applicable law or the unless the state or federal agency
would violate or be in contempt ofthe subpoena Congressional demand
or court order 1 notify the Servicer of such request as soon as
practicable and in no event more than ten 10 calendar days of its receipt
or three calendar days before the return date ofthe request whichever is
sooner and 2allow the Servicer ten 10 calendar days from the receipt
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"CONFIDENTIAL" shall not be shown, disclosed or distributed to any 
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Participating states and federal agencies hose clai s are released 
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S. his agree ent shall not prevent or in any ay li it the ability f a 
participating state or federal agency hose clai s are released thrOl.lgh 
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documents or information, court order, request under the Right of 
Financial Privacy ct, or a state or federal public records or state or 
federal freedo  of information act request; provided, ho ever, that in the 
event that a participating state or federal agency whose claims are released 
through this settlement receives such a subpoena, Congressional demand, 
court order or other request for the production of any Confidential 
Information covered by this rder, the state or federal agency shall, unless 
prohibited under applicable la  or the unless the state or federal agency 
would violate or be in contempt of the subpoena, Congressional demand, 
or court order, (1) notify the Servicer of sllch request as soon as 
practicable and in no event more than ten (10) calendar days of its receipt 
or three calendar days before the return date of the request, hichever is 
sooner, and (2) allow the Servicer ten (10) calendar days from the receipt 
of the notice to obtain a protective order or stay of production for the 
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documents or information sought or to otherwise resolve the issue before
the state or federal agency discloses such documents or information In all
cases covered by this Section the state or federal agency shall inform the
requesting party that the documents or information sought wereproduced
subject to the terms of these provisions
G Dispute Resolution Procedures Servicer the Monitor and the Monitoring
Committee will engage in good faith efforts to reach agreement on the proper
resolution of any dispute concerning any issue arising under this Consent
Judgment including any dispute or disagreement related to the withholding of
consent the exercise ofdiscretion or the denial of any application Subject to
Section J below in the event that a dispute cannot be resolved Servicer the
Monitor or the Monitoring Committee may petition the Court for resolution of
the dispute Where a provision of this agreement requires agreement consent of
or approval of any application or action by a Party or the Monitor such agreement
consent or approval shall not be unreasonably withheld
H Consumer Complaints Nothing in this Consent Judgment shall be deemed to
interfere with existing consumer complaint resolution processes and the Parties
are free to bring consumer complaints to the attention ofServicer for resolution
outside the monitoring process In addition Servicer will continue to respond in
good faith to individual consumer complaints provided to it by State Attorneys
General or State Financial Regulators in accordance with the routine and practice
existing prior to the entry of this Consent Judgment whether or not such
complaints relate to Covered Conduct released herein
1 Relationship to Other Enforcement Actions Nothing in this Consent Judgment
shall affect requirements imposed on the Servicer pursuant to Consent Orders
issuedby the appropriate Federal Banking Agency FBA as defined in 12USC
1813qagainst the Servicer In conducting then activities under this Consent
Judgment the Monitor and Monitoring Committee shall not impede or otherwise
interferewith the Servicerscompliance with the requirements imposed pursuant
to such Orders or with oversight and enforcement of such compliance by the FBA
J Enforcement
1 Consent Judgment This Consent Judgment shall be filed in theUS
District Court for the District ofColumbia theCote and shall be
enforceable therein Servicer and the Releasing Parties shall waive their
rights to seek judicial review or otherwise challenge or contest in any
court the validity or effectiveness of this Consent Judgment Servicer and
the Releasing Parties agree not to contest any jurisdictional facts
including theCourts authority to enter this Consent Judgment
2 Enforcing Authorities Servicer obligations under this Consent
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court the validity or effectiveness f this onsent Judg ent. ervicer and 
t e l si  rties r  t t  t st  j ris ictional f ts, 
including the ourt's authority to enter this onsent Judg ent. 
. nforcing uthorities. Servicer's obligations under this onsent 
t ll e f r e le l l  i  t  .S. i tri t rt f r t e 
-1  
  
District ofColumbia An enforcement action under this Consent
Judgment may be brought by any Parry to this Consent Judgment or the
Monitoring Committee Monitor Reportsand Quarterly Reportsshall
not be admissible into evidence by a Party to this Consent Judgment
except in an action in the Court to enforce this Consent Judgment In
addition unless immediate action is necessary in order to prevent
irreparable and immediate harm prior to commencing any enforcement
action a Partymust provide notice to the Monitoring Committee of its
intent to bring an action to enforce this Consent Judgment The members
of the Monitoring Committee shall have no more than 21 days to
determine whether to bring an enforcement action ifthe members of the
Monitoring Committee decline to bring an enforcement action the Party
must wait 21 additional days after such a determination by the members of
the Monitoring Committee before commencing an enforcement action
3 Enforcement Action In the event of an action to enforce the obligations
ofServicer and to seek remedies for an uncured Potential Violation for
which Servicerstime to cure has expired the sole reliefavailable in such
an action will be
a Equitable Relief An order directing non monetary equitable relief
including injunctive relief directing specific performance under
the terms of this Consent Judgment or other non monetary
corrective action
b Civil Penalties The Court may award as civil penalties an amount
not more than 1 million per uncured Potential Violation or ul the
event of a second uncured Potential Violation of Metrics La Lb
or2aie a Servicer fails the specific Metric in a Quarter then
fails to cure that Potential Violation and then in subsequent
Quarters fails the same Metric again in a Quarter and fails to cure
that Potential Violation again in a subsequent Quarter where the
final uncured Potential Violation involves widespread
noncompliancewith that Metric the Court may award as civil
penalties an amount not more than 5 million for the second
uncured Potential Violation
Nothing in this Section shall limit the availability of remedial
compensation to harmed borrowers as provided in SectionE5
c Any penalty or payment owed byServicer pursuant to the Consent
Judgment shall be paid to the clerk of the Court or as otherwise
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which Servicer's time to cure has expired, the sole relief available in such 
 ti  ill : 
(a) Equitable Relief. An order directing non-monetary equitable relief, 
including injunctive relief, directing specific perfor ance under 
the ter s of this Consent Judg ent, or other non- onetary 
corrective action. 
(b) ivil Penalties. he ourt ay a ard as civil penalties an a ount 
t re t  $1 illion r r  t ti l i l ti ; r, in t  
t    re  ti l la   ics l. , l. , 
or 2.a (i.e., a Servicer fails the specific etric in a uarter, then 
fails to cure that Potential iolation, and then in subsequent 
rt r , f ils t   etric i  i   rt r  f il  t  r  
that Potential Violation again in a subsequent Quarter), where the 
fInal uncured Potential iolation involves idespread 
nonco pliance with that etric, the Court ay award as civil 
lties  Olmt t re t a  $5 illio   t   
  ti n. 
othing in this Section shall li it the availability of re edial 
co pensation to har ed borro ers as provided in Section B.S. 
(c) ny penalty or pay ent o ed by Servicer pursuant to the onsent 
J t s ll e i  t  t e lerk f t e rt r s t r ise 
agreed by the onitor and the Servicer and distributed by the 
o t r  : 
B-I5 
  
In the event of a penalty based on a violation of a term of
the Servicing Standards that is not specifically related to
conduct in bankruptcy the penalty shall be allocated first
to cover the costs incurred by any state or states in
prosecuting the violation and second among the
participating states according to the same allocation as the
State Payment Settlement Amount
2 In the event of a penalty based on a violation of a term of
the Servicing Standards that is specifically related to
conduct in bankruptcy the penalty shall be allocated to the
United States or as otherwise directed by the Director ofthe
United States Trustee Program
In the event of a payment due under Paragraph 10 d of the
Consumer Reliefrequirements 50 of the payment shall
be allocated to the United States and 50 shall be
allocated to the State Parties to the Consent Judgment
divided among them in a manner consistent with the
allocation in Exhibit B ofthe Consent Judgment
K Sunset This Consent Judgment and all Exhibits shall retain full force and effect
for three and onehalf years from the date it is entered the Term unless
otherwise specified in the Exhibit Servicer shall submit a final Quarterly Report
for the last quarter or portion thereof falling within the Term and shall cooperate
with the Monitor review of said report which shall be concluded no later than
six months following the end of the Term after which time Servicer shall have no




1. I  the event f a penalty based on a violation f a ter  f 
the Servicing Standards that is not specifically related to 
c ct i  a r tc , t e e alty s all e all cate , first, 
to cover the costs incurred by any state or states in 
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SelViting Standards Quarterly Compliance Metrics 
EXf!~utive summary.,:' "" ., ....... . '(;" • ':. ;',: 0.;" ',\ .::', '''' .. : ... ) 
Sampling: (a) A random selection of the greater of 100 loans and a statlstlcaliV significant sa ple. (b) Sample will be selected from the population as defined in column E 
Review and Reporting Period: Results will be reported Quarterly and 45 days after the end of the quarter. 
Errors Definition: An error is a measurement in response to a test question related to the Servicing Standards that results In the failure of the specified outcome. Errors in response to multiple questions with respect 
to a single outcome would be treated as only a single error. 
Metrics Tested 
Customer is in default, legal standing to 
foreclose, and the loan is not subject to 
active trial. or BK. 
Population Definition: Foreclosure Sales that 
occurred in the review period. 
A. Sample:# of Foreclosure Sales In the 
review period that were tested. 
B. Error Definition: # of loans that went to 
foreciosure sale in error due to failure of 
any one of the test questions for this 
metric. 
Error R te = B/A 
El-l 
Old the foreclosing party have legal standing to 
foreclose? 
2. Was the borrower in an active trial period plan 
(unless the servicer took appropriate steps to 
postpone sale)? 
3. Was the borrower offered a loan modification 
fewer than 14 days before the foreclosure sale 
date (unless the borrower declined the offer or 
the service( took appropriate steps to 
postpone the sale)? 
4. Was the borrower not in default (unless the 
default 15 cured to the satisfaction of the 
Servicer or investor within 10 days before the 
foreclosure sale date and the Servlcer took 
appropriate steps to postpone sale)? 
S. Was the borrower pnoteaed from foreclosure 
bV Bankruptcy (unlessServicer had notice of 
such prote<:tion fewer than 10 diIVS before the 
foreclosure sale date and Servlcer took 

































































































































































































































































































































Program eligibility, all documentation 
received, 011 test, NPV test. 
Based upon personal knowledge, properly 
notarized, amounts agree to syste m of 













by the greater 





Error Rate1 Test Loan 
the Review Period. 
Error Definition: # of loans that were denied a 
modification as a result of failure of anyone of 
the test questions for this metric. 
Error Definition: For question 1. yes; for 
question 2, the # of Loans where the sum of 
errors exceeds the allowable threshold. 
El-2 
Was the evaluation of eligibility Inaccurate 
per HAMP, Fannie, Freddie or proprietary 
modification criteria}? 
2. Was the income calculation Inaccurate? 
3. Were the Inputs used In the deciSion tool (NPV 
and Waterfall test) entered 1n error or 
Inconsistent with company policy? 
4. Was the loan NPVpositive? 
5. Was there an inaccurate determination that 
the documents received were incomplete? 
accounting for contrary 
evidence provided bV the Servicer, does the 
sa ple indicate systemic Issues with either 
affiants lacking personal knowledge or 
Improper notarization? 
2. Verify aU the amounts outlined below against 
the system of record 
a. Was the correct principal balance used 
Was the correct interest amount (and per 
diem) used? 
b. Was the escrow balance correct? 
c. Were correct other fees used? 
d. Was the correct corporate advance 
balance used? 
e. Was the correct l4Ite charge balance used? 
f. Was the sUlipense balance correct? 
g. Was the total Indebtedness amount on 






























































































































































































Accurate stat.m.nt of pre-petition 
arrearage to system of record. 
Customer is in default and amount of 





stated by the 
greater of $50 









by the greater 





Loan PODulation and Error 
Population Definition: POts filed in the 
review period. 
Error Definition: It of Loans where sum of 
errors exceeds the allowable threshold. 
Population Definition: Affidavits supporting 
MRS's filed in the review period 
Error Definition: II of loans where the sum of 
errors exceeds the allowable threshold. 
El-3 
Are the correct amounts set forth in the form, 
with respect to pre--petltlon missed payments, 
fees, expenses charges, and escrow shortages 
or deficiencies? 
1. Verify against the system of record, within 
tolerance if overstated: 
a. the post-petition default amount; 
b. the amount of faas or charges applied to 
such pre-petition default amount or post-
petition amount since the later of the 
date of the petition Of the preced Ing 
statement; and 













































































































































































A. Pre Initiation Population Definition: Loans with a 
Foreclosure referral date in the review period. 
ElTor Definition: # of loans th.tt were referred 
to foreclosure with an error in anyone of the 
foreclosure initiation test questions. 
EI-4 
1. Was the loan delinquent as of the date the first 
legal action was filed? 
2. Was Information contained in the Account 
Statement completed accurately? 
aJ The total amount needed to reinstate or 
bring the account current, and the amount 
of the principal; 
bl The date through which the borrower's 
obligation is paid; 
c) The date of the last full payme nt; 
dl The current interest rate in effect for the 
loan; 
eJ The date on which the Interest rate may 
next reset or adjust; 
f) The amount of any prepayment fee to be 
charged, if any; 
g) A description of any late payment fees; 
and 
h) a telephone number or electronic mall 
address that may be used by the obligor to 






















































































































































Notification sent to the customer supporting 
right to foreclose along with: Applicable 
information upon customers request, 
Account statement information, Ownership 
statement, and Loss Mitigation statement. 
Notifications required before 14 days prior 








Test Loan lation and Error Definition 
Population Definition: Loans with a 
Foreclosure referral date in the review period. 
Error Definition: # of Loans that were referred 
to foreclosure with an error in any one of the 
foreclosure Initiation test questions. 
El-5 
statements 
mailed no later than 14 days prior to first Legal 
Date (II Account Statement; (ii) Ownership 
Statement; and (iii) Loss Mitigation Statement? 
2. Old the OWnership State ent accuntely 
reflect that the servicer or investor has the 
right to foreclose? 
3. Was the Loss Mitigation Statement complete 
and did it accurately state that 
al The borrower was ineligible (if applicable): 
or 
bl The borrower was solicited, was the 
subject of right party contact routines, and 
that any timely application submitted by 































































































































































































































































(Preservation fees, Valuation fees I instrument, within a~plicable requirements. 
and Attorney's 1~s) 
B. Adnerence to customer 
payment processing 
Payments posted timely (within 2 business 
days ofrecelpt) and accurately. 
Amounts over 
stated by the 












With borrower payable default related fees· 
collected. 
ErrDr Definition: II of loans where the sum of 
default related fee errors eu:eeds tile 
threshold. 
* Default r~latl!d fel!5 are defined as any fee 
collected for a default-related service after thE 
Definition: All subject payments 
posted within review period. 
ErrDr o..finition, II of loans with an error In 
anyone of the payment appliCAtion test 
questions. 
EI-6 
1. Was the frequency of the fees collected 
{in excess of wh"t is consistent with stlte 
guidelines or fee provisions In servidng 
stand rds? 
2, Was a ount of the fee collected higher 
than the amount allowable under Ih" 
Servlcer's Fee schedule and for which 
1. 
account number? 
2. Were payments po,ted in the right 
amount? 
'I. Were pro erly identified conforming 
payme~ts posted within 2 business days 
of receipt and .rediteO as of the d te of 
re<eipt? 
4. Did seNicer accept payments within 
$50.00 of the schadulld paymen~, 
Indudlng prindpal and interest and 
where applicable taxe!i and insurance as 
required by the servicing standards? 
S. Were partial payments credited to the 
borrower's account as of tOle date that 
the funds cover a full payment? 
6. Were payments posted to rrincipal 










































































































































































































waived fees. (l.b.ll.C} 
D. Late fees adhere to 
guidance 
updating the Servlcer's 
systems of record in connection with the 
reconciliation of payments lIS of the date of 
dismissal 01 a debtor's Chapter 13 
bankruptcy case, entry of an order granting 
Servicer relief from the stay under Cha pter 
13, or entry of an order granting the debtor 
a discharge under Chapter 13, to reflect the 
waiver 01 any fee, expense or charge 
pursuant to paralV"phs III.B.l.c.l or III.B.1.d 
of the SerVicing Standards (within applicable 
tolerances). 
late fees are collected only as perm itted 
under the Servicing Standards (within 
applic:able tolerances). 
Amounts over 
stated by the 
gneatel' of $50 





S% Population Definition: All accounts where in-
line recondliation routine is completed within 
review period. 
Error Definition: # of loans with an error in 
the reconciliation routin .. resulting in 
overstated amounts remaining on the 
borrower account. 
Population Definition: Alilat .. fees collected 
within the review period. 
Error Dellnltlon: # of loans with an error on 
anyone f the test questions. 
El-7 
1. Were all required waivers of Fees, 
expense or charges applied and/or 
corrected accurately as part of the 
reconciliation 1 
1. Was a late fee collected with respect 
to a delinquency attributable solely to 
late fees or delinquency charges 










































































































































































































B. Customer Portal 
Is periodic third party review process in 
place? Is there evidence of remediation of 
identified issues? 
a customer pornl. N 
review of a vendors providing 
Foreclosure Bankruptcy, loss mitigation and 
other Mortgage services. 
Error Definition: Failur@ on anyone of the 
test questions for this metric. 
testing revie  of Customer 
Portal. 
El-8 
oversight policies and procedures 
demonstrating compliance with vendor 
oversight provisions: (1) adequate due 
diligence procedures, (Ii) adequate 
enforcement procedures (1If) adequate 
vendor performance e luation 
procedures (Iv) adequate remedlatfon 
procedures?3 
2. Is there evidence of periodic samplin  and 
testing of foreclosure documents 
(including notices of default and letters of 
reinstatement) and bankruptcy 
documents prepared bv vendors on behalf 
ofthe servicer? 
3. Is there evidence of periodic sampling of 
fees and costs assessed by vendors to; (i) 
substantiate services were rendered (ii) 
fees are in compliance with servicer fee 
schedule (III) Fees are compliant with state 
law and provisions of the servicing 
standards? 
4. Is there evidence of \lendor scorecards 
used to evaluate vendor performance that 
include qual!ty metrlcs (error rate etc)? 
5. Evidence of remediation for vendors who 
fail metrics set forth in vendor scorecards 
and/or QC sample tests consistent with 
the servlcer policy and procedures? 
1. Does the portal 














































































































































































































































































































































































































F, Account Status Actlvlty. 
Implement single point of contact ("SPOC"). 
Training and staffing adequacy 
requirements. 
affiants who have personal knOWledge of 
relevant facts and properly review the 
affidavit before signing it. 
System of record electronically documents 
key actlvfty of a foreclosure, loan 












and Error Definition 
review of SPOC program per 
provisions in the servidng standard. 
Population Definition (for Question 41: 
Potentially eligible borrowers who were 
identified as requesting loss mitigation 
assistance. 
Error Definitiotl; Failure on anyone of the 
test questions for this metric. 
loss mitigation, SP~C and Foreclosure Staff. 
Error DefInition: Failure on anyone of the 
test questions for this metric, 
Annual Review of Policy. 
El-9 
Is there evidence of documented policies 
and procedures demonstrating 
compliance with SPOC program 
provisions? 
2. Is there evidence that a single point of 
contact is available for applicable 
borrowers? 
3. Is there evidence that relevant records 
relating to borrower's account are 
availa ble to the borrower's SP~C? 
4. Is there evidence that the SP~C has been 
identified to the borrower and the 
method the barrower may use to contact 
the SP~C has been communicated to the 
borrower? 
1, Is there evidence of documented 
oversight policies and prcx;edure5 
de onstrating effective forecasting, 
capacity planning, training and monitori", 
of staffing requirements for foreclosure 
operations? 
2. Is there evidence of periodic training and 
certification of employees who prepare 
Affidavits sworn statRmants or 
declarations. 
1. Is there evidence of dcx:umented policies 
and procedures suffiCient to provide 
reasonable assurance that affiants have 
personal knowled,e of the matters 
covered by affidavits of indebtednl!Ss and 
1. Is there eVidence of documented policies 
and procedur s designed to ensure that 
the system of recard contains 






















































































































































































































































































































A. Complaint response 
timeliness 
i. loan Modification 
Document Collection time line 
compliance 
5% 
Population Definition: Government 
submitted complaints and inquiries from 
individu l borrowers who are in default 
and/or have applied fot" loan modifications 
received during the three months prior to 40 
d ys prior to the r..vlew period. (To allow for 
response period to expire). 
Error Definition: # of loans that ex~ded the 
required response time line. 
Population Definition: Loan modifications 
and loan modification requests (packages) 
that that were issing documentation at 
receipt and received more than 40 days prior 
to the end of the review period. 
Error Definition: The total # of loans 
processed outside tha allowabk! timelines as 
defined under each tlmellne requirement 
tested. 
EI-IO 
Was written acknowledgment regarding 
complalnt/lnqulres sent within 10 
business days of complaint/Inquiry 
receipt?·· 
2. Was a written response ("Forward 
Progress") sent within 30 calendar days of 
complaint/inquiry receipt?·· 
··receipt= from the Attorney General, 
state finanCial regulators, th. Executiv  
Office for United States Trustees/regional 
offices of the United States Trustees, and 
the federal regulators and documented 
within the Svst.m of Record. 
1. Did tha Sarvicer notify borrower of any known 
defiCiency in borrower's initial submission of 
information, no later than S buslnl!ss days 
after receipt, Including any missing information 
or documentation? 
2. Was the Borrower afforded 30 days from the 
date of Servlcer's notification of any missing 
information or documentation to supplement 
borrower's submission of information prior to 
ma~lng a determination on whether Dr not to 















































































































































































































Appeal tlmellne compliance 




requests (packages) that are denied or 
approved In the review period. 
ElTor Definition: The total II of loans 
processed outside the allowable timelines as 
defined under each timeline requirement 
tested. 
loan 
requests (packages) that are borrower appeals 
in the review period. 
Error Definition: The total II of loans 
processed outside the allowable time line 
tested. 
Population Ol!f1nltlon: Short sale requests 
(packages) that are complete in the three 
months prior to 30 days prior to the end of the 
review period. (to allow for short sale review 
to occur). 
Error Definition: lhe total II of loans 




1. Dld the servlcer respond to request lor a 
modification within 30 days of receipt of all 
necessary do umentation? 
2. Denial Communication: Did the servlcer notify 
customers within 10 da s of denial decision? 
1. Did Servic:er respond to a borrowers request 
for an appeal within 30 days of receipt? 
1. Was short sale reviewed and a decision 
communicated within 30 days of borrower 













































































































































































v. Short Sale Document 
Collection tlmenne compliance 
vi. Charge 
Loss mitigation 
notice of whether or not a 





to any required 
1% 
5% 
and Error Deflnftlon 
Population Definition: Short sale requests 
(packages) missing documentation that are 
received in the three months prior to 30 days 
prior to the end of the review period (to allow 
for short 5ale review to occur). 
Error Definition: The total # of loans 
processed outside the allowable time line 
tested. 
Population Definition: loss mitigation 
requests (packages) that are Incomplete. 
denied. approved and borrower appeals in 
the review period. 
(Same as 6.B.i) 
Error Definition: The # of loss mitigation 
applications where servicer collected a 
processing fee. 
Population Definition: Short sales approved 
In the review period. 
Error Definition: The # of short sales that 
failed anyone of the deficiency test que$tlons 
El-12 
Test 
1. Did the Servicer provide notice of missing 
documents within 30 days of the request 
for the short sale? 
1. Did the servicer assess a 
loss mitigation request? 
pro~esslng a 
1. If the short sale was accepted, did borrower 
receive notification that defiCiency or cash 
contribution will be needed? 
2. Did borrower receive in this notification 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































foreclosure in violation of Dual 
Track Provisions 
b. Failure to 
postpone foreclosure 
proceedlnss in violation of Dual 
Tral:k Provisions 
C. Forced Placed Insurance 
I. Timeliness of notices 
in error. 
Notices sent timely with necessary 
information. 
ii Termination of Force I 'J1mely termination of force 











action date In the review period. 
Error Definition: The # of loans with a first 
legal filed In the review period that failed any 
one of the dual tracking test questiOns. 
Active 
during review period. 
Error Definition: # of active foreclosures that 
went to judgment as a result of failure of any 
one on of the active foreclosure dual track test 
question. 
loans 
placed coverage initiated in review period. 
Error Dafinltion: # of loans with active force 
place Insurance resulting from an error in any 
one of the force-place Insurance test 
questions. 
Population Definition: Loans with 
plac d coverage terminated in review period. 
Error DefInition: # of loans terminated force 
place Insurance with an error in anyone of the 
force- place Insunance test questions. 
El-13 
the 
servicer was in possession of an al:tive, 
complete loan modification package las 
defined by the Servicing Standards) that was 
not declsloned as required by the standards? 
2. Was the first legal commenced while the 
borrower was approved for a loan 
modification but prior to the expiration of the 
borrower accept8~ period, borrower decline 
of offer or while in an active trial 
Did the servicer proceed to judgment or order 
of sale upon receipt of a complete 108n 
modification package within 30 days of the 
Post-Referral to Foreclosure Solicitation 
letter?" 
"Compliance of Dual tracking provlslons 
for foreclosure sales are referenced in 1.A 
1. Did Servicer send all 
letters (ref. V 3a I-vii) notifying the customer of 
lapse In insurance coverage? 
2. Did the otification offer the customer the 
option to have the account escrowed to 
facilitate payment of all insurance premiums 
and any arrearage by the servlcer prior to 
ootaining force place insurance? 
3. Old the servlcer assess forced place Insurance 
when 
Old Servlcer terminate FPI within 15 days of 
receipt of evidence of a borrower's existing 
Insurance coverage and refund the pro-rated 
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Tolerance for I Th rashold 
Measurements I I:rror' Error RaW' I Telt Loen Population and Error Definition I Test 
loan Level Tolerance for Error: This represents a threshold beyond which the variance between the actual outcome and the expected outcome on a single test case is deemed 
reportable 
Z Threshold Error Rate: For each metric or outcome tested if the total number of reportable errors as a percentage of the total number of cases tested exceeds this limit then the 
Servicer will be determined to have failed that metric for the reported period. 
3 For purposes of determining whether a proposed Metric and associated Threshold Error Rate is similar to those contained in this Schedule, this Metric S.A shall be excluded from 
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FEDERAL RELEASE
This Federal Release Release is entered into among the United States ofAmerica its
agencies and departments collectively the United States acting through the United States
Department of Justice and Ally Financial Inc the COMPANY hereafter the United States
and the COMPANY are collectively referred to as the Parties through their authorized
representatives
RECITALS
A The COMPANY is a Delaware corporation headquartered in Detroit Michigan
B The COMPANY is a financial holding and a bank holding company The
COMPANY either through its own operations or through the operations of its affiliates and
subsidiaries serves and during the relevant period served 1 as a participant in the Direct
Endorsement Lender program of the Federal Housing Administration FHA within the United
States Department of Housing and Urban Development HUD 2 as a mortgagee or servicer
formortgages insured or guaranteed by federal mortgage programs administeredby agencies that
include FHA the United States Department ofVeterans Affairs VA and the United States
Department of Agriculture Rural Development 3 as a participating servicer in the Malang
Home Affordable Program MHA includingMHAscomponent program the Home Affordable
Modification Program RAMP ofthe United States Department of the Treasury Treasury and
HUD and as a participant in various state programs of the Housing Finance Agency Innovation
Fund for the Hardest Hit Housing Markets HHF and 4 as an entity that litigates single family
residential mortgage issues inUSBankruptcy Courts in capacities that include commencing and




i  r l l  ("Releas ") is entered into a ong the nited tates f erica, its 
a e cies, a  e art e ts (collecti ely, "the ite  tates"), acti  t r  t e ite  tates 
rt t f J sti ,  ll  i anciaL I . (th  "CO ") (here ft r t  it  t t s 
 t   r  ll ti l  r f rr  t   "the rti "), through their authorized 
entativ s. 
I  
. The W ANY is a Delaware corporation headquartered in Detroit, ichigan. 
. The CO PANY is a financial holding and a bank: holding co pany. The 
C P , either through its o n operations or through the operations of its affiliates and 
subsidiaries, serves, and during the relevant period served: (1) as a participant in the irect 
ndorse ent ender progra  of the Federal ousing d inistration (F ) ithin the nited 
States Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD); (2) as a mortgagee or servicer 
for mortgages insured or guaranteed by federal mortgage programs administered by agencies that 
include FHA, the United States Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), and the United States 
Depart ent of Agriculture Rural Develop ent; (3) as a participating servicer in the aking 
o e ffordable Progra  (MB ) (induding Ns co ponent progra , the o e ffordable 
odification Progra  (H P)) of the nited States epart ent of the Treasury (Treasury) and 
, and as a participant in various state progra s of the ousing Finance gency Innovation 
Fund for the ardest it ousing arkets (H F); and (4) as an entity that litigates single-fa ily 
residential ortgage issues i  u.s. ankruptcy ourts in capacities that include co encing and 
pursuing r s rting litigation c ence  a ai st rtgagors a  ther e t rs. 
  
C The United States contends that it has certain civil claims based on conduct of the
COMPANY and its affiliated entities in servicing of mortgage loans the Covered Servicing
Conduct Such Covered Servicing Conduct encompasses all activities of the COMPANY of
any affiliated entity during or prior to such time as it was an affiliated entity and all of the
current or former officers directors employees and agents of any of the foregoing directed
toward servicing including subservicing and master servicing whether for their own account or
for the account ofothers of mortgage loans for single family residential homeowners which
includes loans secured by one to four family residential properties whether used for investor or
consumer purposes whether in the form ofamortgage deed of trust or other security
instrument creating a lien upon such property or any other property described therein that secures
the related mortgage loan single family residential mortgage loans from and after the closing
of a borrowersmortgage loan and includes but is not limited to the following conduct
1 Deficiencies in performing loan modification and other loss mitigation
activities including extensions forbearances short sales and deeds in lieu of foreclosure setting
the qualifying criteria for any of the foregoing andorsetting the terms and conditions for any of
the foregoing
2 Deficiencies in foreclosing on singlefamily residential mortgage loans or
acquiring title in lieu offoreclosure including the designation and identity of the foreclosing
party the timing offoreclosures transfer of legal orbeneficial ownership to the mortgage loan
andorthe related servicing rights or obligations the charging of any fees the preparation




.   t      rt i  i il l i  e    f  
P  and its affiliated entities in servicing of ortgage loans (the "Covered Servicing 
onduct"). c  ere  ervici  ct e c asses all acti ities f t e MPANY, f 
 ffiliate  tit  ri  r ri r t  s  ti  s it s  ffiliat  ntity,  ll f t  
current or for er officers, directors, e ployees and agents f any f the foregoing, directed 
t ar  ser ici  (inclu i  s  ser ici  a  aster servicing), et er f r t eir  aCcOlmt r 
f r t  t f t rs, f rt a  l s f r si l -f il  r si ti l rs (which 
i l es l s s r   e- t  f r-f il  r si ti l r rti s, t r s  f r i st r r 
r r ses), t r i  t  f r    rt ,  ftm t r t r rit  
instru ent creating a lien upon such property or any other property described therein that secures 
the related ortgage loan ("single-fa ily residential ortgage loans") fro  and after the closing 
f a rrower's rt a e l a  a  i cl es, t is t li ite  t , t e f ll i  c ct: 
(1) Deficiencies in perfor ing loan odification and other loss itigation 
ti iti s, in lu ing t si s, f r r s, s rt s les  s i  lie  f f r l s r , s tti  
the qualifying criteria for any of the foregoing and/or setting the tenns and conditions for any of 
t  f r i ; 
(2) Deficiencies in foreclosing on single-family residential mortgage loans or 
acquiring title in lieu of foreclosure, including the designation and identity of the foreclosing 
party, the ti ing f foreclosures, transfer f legal or beneficial o nership to the ortgage loan 
andlor the related servicing rights or obligations, the charging f any fees, the preparation, 
c te ts, e ec ti , tarizati  r rese tati n f a  c e ts filed ith r s itted t  a 
-2 
  
court or any government agency or otherwise used as part of the foreclosure process including
but not limited to affidavits declarations certifications substitutions of trustees and
assignments and ducaltracking foreclosure and loan modification activities and communications
with borrowers inrespect of foreclosure
3 Other deficiencies in servicing single family residential mortgage loans
relating to
a Collections activity including all contact with borrowers eg
telephone calls letters and inperson visits in respect of such activities
b Practices relating to paying or failing to pay taxes including
property taxes hazard insurance forcedplace insurance and homeowner association dues or
other items provided for in a mortgage loan escrow arrangement including making or failing to
make such payments including obtaining or maintaining insurance and advancing funds to pay
therefor and the creation and maintenance of such escrow accounts
c Use or supervision of vendors agents and contract employees and
their activities in connection with creation and recording of assignments servicing foreclosure
and loss mitigation activities including subservicers foreclosure and bankruptcy attorneys and
otherdefault service providers and pursuit of claims against vendors and other third parties for
failure ofsuch third parties to comply with contractual or other obligations
d Activities related to the executing notarizing transferring or




court or any govern ent agency, or other ise used as part f the foreclosure process (including, 
 t i ite  , f vits, l r ti s, rti , t o s  ,  
ssi nts)  al-tr i  f r los re  l  ificatio  ti iti s,  i ti s 
ith rr ers i  r t  f r l re; 
(3) t er fi ie ies i  s r i i  si le-f il  r si ti l rt  l s 
r l ti  t : 
(a) Collections activity, including all contact ith borro ers (e.g., 
t l  lls, l tt rs,  i - rs  isits) i  r s t f s  ti iti s; 
(b) Practices relating to paying or failing to pay taxes (including 
propelty taxes), hazard instu'ance, forced-place insurance, and ho eo ner association dues or 
t er ite s r i e  f r i  a rtga e l a  escr  arra e e t (includin  a i  r faili  t  
 s  ents), i l i  t i i  r i t i i  i s ra e  i  f s t   
t eref r a  t e creati  a  aintenance f s c  escr  acc ts; 
(c) Use or supervision of vendors, agents and contract e ployees, and 
their activities in connection ith creation and recording of assign ents, servicing, foreclosure, 
 l ss iti ti  ti iti s, i l i  s s r i rs, f r l s r   r t  tt r ys,  
other default service providers, and pursuit of clai s against vendors and other third parties for 
failure of sllch third parties to co ply ith contractual or other obligations; 
(d) ctivities related to the executing, notarizing, transferring or 
recording of ortgages; the obtaining, executing, notarizing, transferring or recording of 
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assignments or activities related to the use of any mortgage registry system including MFRS
and including the transferring of mortgages or assignments using MERS
e Account statements disclosures andorother communications to
borrowers unintentional reporting errors regarding activities that but for this Paragraph would
be Covered Servicing Conduct and unintentional remittance errors that are cured
f Maintenance andplacement of loanlevel and poollevel mortgage
insurance and guarantees hazard insurance flood insurance title insurance and other insurance
related to mortgage loans and related properties including claims activity
g Handling and resolution of inquiries disputes and complaints by or
on behalfof borrowers and frequency and adequacy of communications withborrowers
h Securing inspecting repairing maintaining or preserving
properties both before and after foreclosure or other acquisition of title
i Adequacyof staffing training systems and processes including
maintenance and security of access to records relating to servicing foreclosure banknzptcy
property sale and management and activities related or ancillary thereto
0 Determinations in respect of the appropriate actions of obtaining
value for mortgage loans including whether to pursue foreclosure on properties whether to assert
or abandon liens and other claims and actions taken in respect thereof and whether to pursue a




ssi ts; r ti iti s r l t  t  t  s  f  rt  r istr  system, i l i  E , 
 i l i  t  tr f rri  f rt  r i t  i  S; 
( e)  t te ents, , nd/or r   
rr ers; tmi te ti al re rti  err rs re ar i  acti ities t at, t f r t is aragraph, l  
  r  uct,  i ti l t     r d; 
(f) i te   l t f l -le l  pool~level rt  
i s r   r t s, r  i s r ce, fl  i s r , titl  i s r e,  t r i s r  
l t  t  t  l   l t  rti s, i l i  l i s ctivity; 
(g) andling and resolution of inquiries, disputes and co plaints by or 
on behalf of borro ers and frequency and adequacy of co unications ith borro ers; 
(h) ecuring, inspecting, repairing, aintaining, or preserving 
ties          l ; 
(i) Adequacy of staffing, training, syste s and processes, including 
aintenance a  sec rit  f access t  rec r s relati  t  servici g, f recl sure, a ruptcy, 
r ert  sale a  a a e e t a  acti ities relate  r a cillar  t ereto; 
(j) eter inations in respect of the appropriate actions of obtaining 
value for ortgage loans, including hether to pursue foreclosure on properties, hether to assert 
or abandon liens and other clai s and actions taken in respect thereof, and hether to pursue a 
loan odification or any particular loan odification or other for  of loss itigation; 
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k Acceptance rejection application or reporting of payments made
on behalf of borrowers including the assessment of any fees and placement of the paymentsina
suspense account
1 Obtaining securing updating transferring or providing
promissory notes or endorsements of promissory notes through allonges or otherwise
m Licensing or registration of employees agents orcontractors or
designation of employees as agents for another entity through corporate resolutions or Powers of
Attorney or otherwise
n Pursuing claims post foreclosure including seeking deficiency
judgments
o Eviction notices registrations ofvacant properties and any activity
relating to the sale or disposition of foreclosed or acquired properties including Real Estate
Owned properties including management of such properties and proceedings related to such
properties
p Executing notarizing or recording any documents related to the
sale of acquired properties including the warranty deeds and closing documents





(k) t e, r j ction, li tion, r r rti  f ts  
 lf f rr rs, :incl i  t  s t f  f   l t f t  ayment(s) i   
 unt; 
(1) i i , curing, ti g, sfer ing,   
        l  r t r i e; 
(m) Licensing or registration of e ployees, agents, or contractors, or 
designation of e ployees as agents for another entity, through corporate resolutions or Po ers of 
tt r  r t r is ; 
(n) i  l i  t l , i l i  . i  fi i  
t ; 
(0)  s,    rti s,   ti i  
relati  t  t e sale r is siti  f f recl se  r ac ire  r erties (:includin  eal state 
 r erties), i l i  t f s  r rties  r i s r l t  t  s  
r erties; 
(p) Executing, notarizing, or recording any docu ents related to the 
sale of acquired properties, including the arranty deeds and closing docu ents; 




r Quality control quality assurance or compliance or audit testing or
oversight related to the Covered Servicing Conduct for avoidance of doubt quality control or
compliance reviews associated with the origination sale or securitization of mortgage loans does
not constitute Covered Servicing Conduct
s Reporting certification or registration requirements related to any
of the Covered Servicing Conduct and
t Communications with borrowers with respect to the Covered
Servicing Conduct
4 Deficiencies in the COMPANYsor any of its affiliates participation in
and implementation of the Hardest Hit FundProgram and MakingHome Affordable Program
including all of its component programsegHAMP2MP HAFA UP PRARAMP FHA
HAMP FHA2LP and RDHAMP
D The United States further contends that it has certain civil claims based on the
conduct of the COMPANY and its affiliated entities in originating mortgage loans the Covered
Origination Conduct Such Covered Origination Conduct consists of all activities of the
COMPANY of any affiliated entity during or prior to such time as it was an affiliated entity and
all of the current or former officers directors employees and agents of any of the foregoing
directed toward directly or indirectly originating assisting in the origination of or purchasing




(r) uality control, quality assurance or co pliance or audit testing or 
oversight related to the overed ervicing onduct; for avoidance of doubt, quality control or 
co pliance revie s associated it  the origination, sale, or securitization of ortgage loans does 
t tit t  r  r i i  ct; 
(s) rti , ti i ti   i t ti  ire e ts l t  t   
of the overed ervicing onduct; and 
(t) icati s it  rr ers it  res ect t  t e ere  
Servicing onduct. 
(4) eficiencies in the C PANY's or any of its affiliates' participation in 
 i le t ti  f t  r e t it  r r   i   ffor l  r r , 
i l i  ll  it  t  (e.g., , , A, , -H , A-
, , D- P). 
.  t   t            
conduct of the CO PANY and its affiliated entities in originating mortgage loans (the "Covered 
Origination Conduct"). c  ere  ri i ati  ct c sists f all acti ities f t e 
CO PANY, of any affiliated entity during or prior to such ti e as it was an affiliated entity, and 
ll f t  rr t r f r r ffi r , ir t r , l ,  t  f  f t  f r i g, 
directed to ard directly or indirectly originating, assisting in the origination of, or purchasing 
single-fa ily residential ortgage loans and excludes conduct occurring follo ing the closing of 
-6 
  
the borrowersmortgage loan that is otherwise covered as the Covered Servicing Conduct Such
Covered Origination Conduct includes but is not limited to the following conduct
1 Submitting loans for insurance endorsement and claims for insurance
benefits for FHA loans that the COMPANY or any affiliated entity during or prior to such time
as it was an affiliated entity endorsed or underwrote as a participant in the FHAsDirect
Endorsement Program that failed to meet any applicable underwriting requirements including
those set forth in the applicable version of the HUD Handbook4155 1 as supplemented by
relevantmortgagee letters all as of the time of origination
2 Submitting loans for insurance endorsement or claims for insurance
benefits for FHA loans that the COMPANY or any affiliated entity during or prior to such time
as it was an affiliated entityendorsed or underwrote as a participant in the FHAs Direct
Endorsement Program while failing to implement applicable quality control measures and
3 Other deficiencies in originating single family residential mortgage loans
relating to
a Processing underwriting closing or funding of loans and the
terms and conditions ofsuch loans
b Approving or denying loan applications





the borrower's ortgage loan that is other ise covered as the overed ervicing onduct. uch 
ere  ri inatio  ct i cl es, t is t li ite  t , t e f ll i  c ct 
(1) itti  l s f r i s ra ce rs t  l i s f r i s r  
fits f r  l  t t t e  r  ffiliate  tit  m-i  r ri r t   ti  
as it was an affiliated entity endorsed or undelwrote as a participant in the FHA's Direct 
r t r r  t t f ile  t  e t  lica le r riti  r ir ents, i l i  
those set forth in the applicable version of the  andbook 4155.1, as supple ented by 
relevant ortgagee letters, all as of the ti e of origination; 
(2) ub itting loans for insurance endorse ent or clai s for insurance 
benefits for FHA loans that the CO PANY or any affiliated entity during or prior to such time 
s it as  ffiliate  tit  rs  r r rote s  ruti ipa t i  t  A's ir t 
Endorse ent Progra  while failing to i ple ent applicable quality control meaSlU"es; and 
(3) t er ficiencies i  ri i ti  si le-f il  r si ti l rt  l a s 
r l ti  t : 
(a) Processing, under riting, closing, or funding of loans and the 
t   iti    l ; 
(b) pproving or denying loan applications; 




d Recommendations of particular types of loanproducts loan
features or terms and conditions of any loan
e Valuing the properties used as collateral for such loans including
use of employee independent and vendor management appraisers and alternative valuation
methods such as AVMs and BPOs
f Use of vendors including vendor management companies and
other providers of real estate settlementservices whether affiliated or unaffiliated
g Payment of fees or other things of value in connection with the
making or receiving of referrals of settlement and other services
h Conduct of any vendors used in connection with the origination of
loans including but not limited to closing agents appraisers real estate agents title review
flood inspection and mortgage brokers
i Drafting of loan documents and loan disclosures and the provision
of such disclosures
0 Obtaining and recording of collateral documents relating to loans
including but not limitedto use of trustees or designees on mortgages or deeds oftrust
k Advertising of loans and solicitation of borrowers
1 Licensing registration qualifications or approvals of employees in




(d) ec e ati s f artic lar t es f l a  r cts, l a  
f t r  r t nn   itions f  l ; 
(e) al i  t e r erties se  as c llateral f r s c  l a s, i cl i  
  l , i e t   t i   lt ti e l ti  
    s  ; 
(f) s  f rs, i l i  r t i s  
other providers of real estate settle ent services, hether affiliated or unaffiliated; 
(g) t f f s r t r t i s f l  i  ti  it  t  
i  r r i i  f r f rr l  f ttl t  t r rvi s; 
(h) t f  r   i  ti  it  t  ri i ti  f 
l s, i l i , t t li ite  t , l i  ts, i r , l t t  t , titl  view, 
flood inspection, and Oltgage brokers; 
(i) rafting of loan docu ents and loan disclosures and the provision 
  s ; 
G) btaining and recording of collateral docu ents relating to loans, 
i cl i , t t li ite  t , se f tr stees r esi ees  rtga es r ee s f n st; 
(k) Advertising of loans and solicitation of borrowers; 
(1) ice si , re istration, alificati s r a r als f e l ees i  
ti  it  t  er  ri i ti  ct;  
-8 
  
m Quality control qualityassurance or compliance or audit testing or
oversight related to the Covered Origination Conduct
E The United States further contends that it has certain civil claims based on the
CONMANYsservicing including servicing by any affiliated entity during or prior to such time
as it was an affiliated entity and by any of the COMPANYsorsuch affiliated entities current
or former officers directors employees and agents of loans of borrowers in bankruptcythe
Covered Bankruptcy Conduct Such Covered Bankruptcy Conduct includes but is not limited
to the following conduct
1 Deficiencies in servicing residential mortgage loans forborrowers in
bankruptcy relating to
a The preparation prosecution documentation substantiation or
filing of proofs of claim motions seeking relief from the automatic stay objections to plan
confirmation motions to dismiss bankruptcy cases and affidavits declarations and other
mortgagerelated documents in bankruptcy courts
b Charging and timing of fees and expenses including any fees or
expenses assessed to the borrower due to delay while the bankruptcy court reviews a pending
request for loanmodification or delay by the Chapter 13 trustee to timely remit the borrowers
payments





(m) alit  c ntrol, alit  ass ra ce r c lia ce r a it testi  r 
rsi t r l t  t  t  r  ri inatio  uct. 
.  te   t  s  t        
MPANY's r i i , in  r    liate  ti  lu·       
s it s  ffiliate  tity,    f t  0.MP ANY's r s  ffiliated titi s' rr t 
r fanner fficers, irect rs, e l ees, a  a e ts, f l a s f OlTowers i  a kr tc  (the 
"Covere  r t  nduct").  r  r t  t i l s, t i  t li ite  
t , t  f llo in  t: 
(1) iciencies  r   tga    ers  
bankruptcy relating to: 
(a) he preparation, prosecution, docu entation, substantiation, or 
filin  f r fs f l i , ti s s i  r li f fr  t  t ti  st , j tions t  la  
c finnati n, tions t  is iss a m tc  cases, a  affi avits, eclarati s, a  t er 
ortgage-related docu ents in bankruptcy courts; 
(b) Charging and ti ing of fees and expenses, including any fees or 
expenses assessed to the borro er due to delay hile the bankruptcy court revie s a pending 
request for loan modification or delay by the Chapter 13 trustee to timely remit the borrower's 
payments; 
(c) se or disclosure of escro  accounts, including any advances on 
rr wer's e alf; 
-9 
  
d Account statements disclosures andor other communications to
borrowers including i assessing imposing posting or collecting fees and charges ii
disclosure of fees and charges assessed imposed or posted during the bankruptcy case and iii
collection of undisclosed postpetition fees and charges after the borrower receives a discharge
the COMPANY obtains relief from the automatic stay or the bankruptcy case is dismissed
e Adequacy of staffing training systems and processes relating to
administering and servicing loans for borrowers in bankruptcy
f Use or supervision of vendors and contract employees including
Lender Processing Services Inc bankruptcy attorneys and other default service providers
g Pursuit of or failure to pursue claims against vendors and other
third parties for failure of such third parties to comply with contractual or other obligations and
h Handling and resolution of inquiries disputes or complaints by or
on behalf of borrowers and frequencyand adequacy of communications with borrowers in
bankruptcy
2 Deficiencies in accounting for processing approving and administering
loan modifications forborrowers in bankruptcy relating to
a Charging late fees or seeking arrearages while a trial period
modification plan or permanent loan modification plan is in place and borrower is timely making




(d)  , , nd/or    
r , i l i : (i) essing, i i , ti ,  ll ti    rges; (ii) 
s     es ssed,       ;  (i i) 
ll ti  f is l s  st- titi  f s  r s ft r t  rr r r i s  is r , 
the  obtains relief fro  the auto atic stay, or the bankruptcy case is dis issed; 
(e) dequacy of staffing, training, syste s, and processes relating to 
ad inistering and servicing loans for borro ers in bankruptcy; 
(f) s  r s r isi  f rs  tr t l s, i l i  
e er r cessi  er ices, I c., a r tc  att r e s a  t er efa lt ser ice r i ers; 
(g) r it f r f il r  t  r  l i  i t r   t r 
t i  ties  il r    t i  ti  t  l  it  t t l  t  li ti s;  
(h) li   l ti   i i i , i t   l i t    
on behalf of borro ers, and frequency and adequacy of co unications ith borro ers in 
bankruptcy. 
(2) eficie cies i  acc ti  for, r cessi , a r i  a  a i isteri  
l  ific ti s f r rr ers i  r t  r l ti  t : 
(a) r i  l t  f s r s i  rr r s il   tri l ri  
ificati  la  r er a e t l a  ificati  la  is i  lace a  rr er is ti el  a i  
e ts r t  t r s f t  l  ificati  l n; 
-IO 
  
b Seeking relief from the automatic stay when the COMPANY has
approved a trial period or permanent loan modification plan and borrower is timely making
payments tinder the terms of the loan modificationplan and
c Delays in approving or finalizing the documentation necessary to
the approval of loan modifications for borrowers in bankruptcy
F This Release is neither an admission of liability of the allegations ofthe
Complaint or in cases settled pursuant to this Consent Judgment nor a concession by the United
States that its claims are not well founded
To avoid the delay uncertainty inconvenience and expense of protracted litigation of the
above claims and in consideration of the mutual promises and obligations of the Consent
Judgment the Parties agree and covenant as follows
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1 The COMPANYandorits affiliated entities shall pay or cause to be paid
for the purposes specified in the Consent Judgment the amount specified in Paragraph 3 of the
Consent Judgment Direct Payment Settlement Amount by electronic funds transfer no later
than seven days after the United States District Court for the District of Colombia enters the final
non appealable Consent Judgment the Effective Date of the Consent Judgment pursuant to
written instructions to be provided by the United States Department of Justice The COMPANY
andorits affiliated entities shall also undertake for the purposes specified in the Consent




(b) Seeking relief fro  the auto atic stay when the CO PANY has 
approved a trial period or per anent loan odification plan and borro er is ti ely aking 
pay ents tmder the ter s of the loan odification plan; and 
(c) ela s i  a r i  r fi alizi  t e c e tati  ecessar  t  
t  r l  l  ifications f r rro ers in r tcy. 
. is l  i  it er  is i n  lia ilit   t  lle ti   t  
o plaint or in cases settled pursuant to this onsent Judg ent, nor a concession by the nited 
tes  ts s  t l - mm d. 
o avoid the delay, uncertainty, inconvenience, and expense f protracted litigation ft e 
a e clai s, a  i  c si erati  f t e t al r ises a  li ati s f t e se t 
J ent, t e arties a ree a  c e a t as f ll s: 
   
(1)   nd/or its ffiliated tities ll   t   i , 
f r t  rposes ifi  i  t  t nt, t  t ifi  i  r r   f t  
onsent Judg ent (''Direct Pay ent Settle ent ount") by electronic funds transfer no later 
than seven days after the nited tates istrict ourt for the istrict of olu bia enters the final 
non-appealable onsent Judg ent (the "Effective ate f the onsent Judg ent") pursuant to 
ritte  i str cti s t  e r i e   t e ite  tates e art e t f J stice. e  
andlor its affiliated entities shall also undertake, for the purposes specified in the onsent 
Judg ent, certain consu er relief activities as set forth in Exhibit D to such Consent Judg ent 
-ll 
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and will be obligated to make certain payments the ConsumerRelief Payments in the event
that it does not or they do not complete the Consumer Relief Requirements set forth in Exhibit D
to the Consent Judgment The releases contained in this Release shall become effective upon
payment of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount The United States may declare this Release
null and void with respect to the UnitedStates if the COMPANY or its affiliated entities do not
make the Consumer Relief Payments required tinder this Consent Judgment and fails to cure
such non payment within thirty days ofwritten notice by the United States
2
a Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded
claims below the United States fully and finally releases the COMPANY and any current or
former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such
former affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current
or former director current or former officer and current or former employee of any of the
foregoing individually and collectively from any civil or administrative claims the United States
has ormay have and from any civil or administrative remedies or penalties expressly including
punitive or exemplary damages it may seek or impose based on the Covered Servicing Conduct
that has taken place as of 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and for the
avoidance ofdoubt with respect to FHA insured loans whether or not a claim for mortgage
insurance benefits has been or is in the future submitted under the Financial Institutions Reform
Recovery and Enforcement Act C FIRREA the False Claims Act the Racketeer Influenced and




and will be obligated to make certain payments (the "Consumer Relief Payments") in the event 
that it does not or they do not co plete the Consu er Relief Require ents set forth in Exhibit D 
to the oosent Judg ent. he releases contained in this elease shall beco e effective upon 
pay ent of the irect ay ent ettle ent ount. he nited tates ay declare this elease 
owl a  id ith res ect t  the ite  tates if t e  r its affiliate  e tities  t 
a e t e s er lief ts r ired tm r t is s t J t  f ils t  re 
sllch non-pay ent ithin thirty days of ritten notice by the nited States. 
(2) 
(a) Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 (concerning excluded 
clai s) belo , the nited States fully and finally releases the P  and any current or 
f nner affiliate  e tit  (to t e e te t t e  retai s lia ilities ass ciate  it  s c  
f r er affiliate  entity), a  a  f t eir res ecti e s ccess rs r assigns, as ell as a  c rre t 
r for er director, current or for er officer, and current or for er e ployee f any f the 
foregoing, individually and collectively, fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai s the United States 
has or ay have, and fro  any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties (expressly including 
punitive or exe plary da ages) it ay seek or i pose, based 011 the Covered Servicing Conduct 
that has taken place as of 11:59 p.m., Eastern Standard Ti e, on February 8, 2012 (and, for the 
avoidance of doubt, ith respect to F -insured loans, hether or not a clai  for ortgage 
insmance benefits has been or is in the future submitted), under the Financial Institutions eform, 
ecovery, and nforce ent ct ("FI "), t  l  l i  t, t  t  I l  l1  
Corrupt Organizations Act, the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act, the Fair Credit Reporting 
-  
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Act the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act the Truth in Lending Act the Interstate Land Sales
Full Disclosure Act 15USC 1691dReason for Adverse Action or 1691e
Appraisals sections 502 through 509 15USC 6802 6809 of the Gramm Leach Bliley
Act except for section 505 15USC 6805 as it applies to section 501b15USC
6801bor that the Civil Division of the United States Department of Justice has actual and
present authority to assert and compromise pursuant to 28CFR 045
b Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded
claims below the United States fully and finally releases the COMPANY and any current or
former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such
former affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current
or former director current or former officer or current or former employee of any of the
foregoing individually and collectively from any civil or administrative claims the United States
has or may have and from any civil or administrative remedies or penalties expressly including
punitive or exemplary damages it may seek or impose based on the Covered Origination
Conduct that has taken place as of 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 under
the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act the Fair Credit Reporting Act the Truth in Lending
Act 15USC 1691d Reason for Adverse Action or 1691eAppraisals or the
Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act
c Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded
claims below the United States fully and finally releases the COMPANY and any c urent or




ct, the Fair ebt ollection Practices ct, the mth in ending ct, the Interstate and Sales 
ll s s  t,  .S.C. § 691(d) ("Reas  r  ti ")  § 1691(e) 
("Ap aisals"),     (  .S.C. § 6802-6809) of the ra -Leach liley 
     (15 .S.C. § 05) as it a lies to secti  SOI(b) (1  .S.C. § 
6801(b», or that the ivil ivision of the nited States epart ent of Justice has actual and 
present authority to assert and co pro ise pursuant to 28 .F.R. § .4 . 
(b) ubject to the exceptions in aragraph 11 (concerning excluded 
clai s) belo , the nited tates fully and finally releases the  and any current or 
r f iat  ti  (to    l\.1    tie     
f r r ffiliat  ntity),   f t ir r s ti e s ss rs r ssigns, s ll s  rr t 
or for er director, current or for er officer, or current or for er e ployee of any of the 
foregoing, individually and collectively, fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai s the nited States 
has or ay have, and fro  any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties (expressly including 
punitive or exe plary da ages) it ay seek or i pose, based on the overed rigination 
onduct that has taken place as of 11:59 p.m., astern tandard i e, on ebnlary 8,2012, under 
the Real Estate Settle ent Procedures ct, the Fair Credit Reporting ct, the Truth in Lending 
,  .S.C. § 691(d) (''Reas  f r ers  ti ")  § 1691(e) ("Appraisals"),   
Interstate a    isclos re . 
(c) Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 (conceming excluded 
clai s) belo , the nited States fully and finally releases the P  and any current or 
for er affIliated entity (to the extent the  retains liability associated ith such for er 
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affiliated entity and any of then respective successors or assigns as well as any current or
former director current or former officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing
individually and collectively from any civil or administrative claims the United States has or may
have and from any civil or administrative remedies or penalties expressly including punitive or
exemplary damages it may seek to impose under FIRREA based on the Covered Origination
Conduct only to the extent that
i such claim is A based upon false misleading or
fraudulent representations or a scheme to defraud consisting solely of such a
false misleading or fraudulent representation made by the COMPANY or
affiliated entity as of 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 to
a borrower in connection with the COMPANYsoraffiliated entitysmaking of a
residential mortgage loan to such borrower or B an action pursuant to 12USC
1833ac2inwhich the action is consisting solely of the allegation that the
COMPANY or one of its affiliated entities made a false statement or
misrepresentation or engaged in a scheme to defraud based solely upon such a
false statement or misrepresentation to the COMPANY or another affiliated
entity as of 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 in
connection with the COMPANYsoraffiliated entitysmaking of a residential
mortgage loan to a borrower and
ii A the only federally insured financial institution that was




ffiliat  ntity),    t ir r ti  ll r  r ssigns, s ll   rr t r 
for er director, current or for er officer, and current or for er e ployee of any of the foregoing, 
i i i all  a  c llectively, fr  a  ci il r ad i istrati e clai s t e ite  tates as r a  
e,  fr   i il r i i tr ti  r i  r lties (expre l  i l i  niti  r 
l  ges) it   t  i      t   i i ti  
    t t: 
(i) such clai  is (A) based upon false, isleading or 
fraudulent representations (or a sche e to defraud consisting solely of such a 
false, isleading or fraudulent representation) ade by the P  or 
affiliated entity as of 11:59 p.m., astern Standard i e, on February 8,2012, to 
a borro er i  connection ith the PANY's or affiliated entity's aking of a 
residential mortgage loan to such borrower; or (B) an action pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 
§ 1833a(c)(2) in which the action is consisting solely of the allegation that the 
 r   ts liate  ie  e     
isrepresentation (or engaged in a sche e to defraud based solely upon such a 
f ls  t t t r isr r ntati n) t  t   r t r ffiliate  
entity, as of 11:59 p.m., Eastem Standard Time, on February 8,2012, in 
connection with the CO PANY's or affiliated entity's making of a residential 
rtgage loan   r;  
(ii) (A) the only federally insured financial institution that as 
affecte  y the state e t r isreprese tati  (or sc e e), r  actions ase  
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on incorporating or omitting the statement or misrepresentation orscheme was
the COMPANY or an affiliated entity B the false statement or
misrepresentation or scheme was not made to directed at or part of a scheme to
defraud anyperson or entity other than or in addition to the borrower andorthe
COMPANY or an affiliated entity including but not limited to any other
financial institution as defined in 18USC 20 investors and governmental
entities C the false statement or misrepresentation or scheme or actions based
on incorporating or omitting the statement or misrepresentation or scheme did
not harm any other financial institution as defined in 18USC 20 investors
governmental entities or any other entities other than the COMPANY or an
affiliated entity and Dthere was no material monetary effect on an agency of
the United States
3
a Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded
claims below the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development fully and
finally releases the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
from any civil or administrative claims it has or may have and from any civil or administrative




on, incorporating, or o itting the state ent or isrepresentation (or scheme) as 
t   r a  ffili t  ntity, ( ) t  f ls  state ent or 
i r r t ti  (or scheme)  t  to, ir t  t, r rt   sch  t  
defraud, any person or entity other than or in addition to the borro er and/or the 
NI   r  ffiliat  ntity, i l ding, t t li it  to,  t r 
fi i l i stit ti  (as fi  i   .S.C. § 20), investors, and govern ental 
entities; (C) the false state ent or isrepresentation (or scheme), or actions based 
on, incorporating, or o itting the state ent or isrepresentation ( or scheme) did 
not r  any other financial institution (as defined in 18 .S.C. § 20), investors, 
govern ental entities, or any other entities other than the  or an 
affiliated entity; and (D) there was no material monetary effect on an agency of 
t e ite  tates. 
(3) 
(a) Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 (concerning excluded 
clai s) belo , the nited States epart ent of Rousing and rban evelop ent fully and 
flllally releases the    rre t r f r r ffiliate  tit  (to the t t t  
P  retains liabilities associated ith such for er affiliated entity), and any of their 
respective successors or assigns, as ell as any current or for er director, current or for er 
officer, and ClUTent or for er e ployee of any of the foregoing, i.ndividually and collectively, 
from any civil or ad inistrative claims it has or ay have, and fro  any civil or ad inistrative 
remedies or penalties (expressly including p itive or e e lary da a es) it a  see  r i pose, 
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based on the Covered Servicing Conduct with respect to FHA loans that has taken place as of
1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and for the avoidance ofdoubt with
respect to FHAinsured loans whether or not a claim for mortgage insurance benefits has been or
is in the future submitted Notwithstanding the foregoing inno instance shall this Release
relieve the COMPANY or any affiliated entity from the obligation to remedy upon identification
defects of title or such other problems caused by the acts or omissions of the COMPANY or any
affiliated entity that may preclude FHA from accepting assignment or paying a claim for which
FHA lacks statutory authority pursuant to 12USC 1707aand 1710aBinwhich case
FHA shall reconvey the property back to the COMPANY or the affiliated entity to remedy the
defect in title or such other problem and the COMPANY or the affiliated entity shall convey the
property back to FHA once the defect or problem is cured Further nothing in this Release shall
relieve COMPANY or affiliated entity of any obligation to provide FHA with any and all
mortgage insurancepremium payments that have been or should have been collected plus
interest if any Notwithstanding any other provision of this Release FHA shall calculate the
payment of insurance benefits for any insured mortgage in accordance with its regulations
b Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded
claims below the United States fully and finally releases the COMPANY and any current or
former affiliated entityto the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such
former affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current
or former director current or former officer and current or former employee of any of the
foregoing individually and collectively from any civil or administrative claims it has or may




based on the overed Servicing onduct ith respect to F  loans that has taken place as of 
1:59 .m.,   i e,   ,  (a ,     bt,  
r s t t  A-i s r  l s, t r r t  l i  f r rt  i s r  fits s  r 
is i  t  f t r  submitted). t ithsta i  t  f r oing, i   i st  s ll t is l s  
relieve the P  or any affIliated entity fro  the obligation to re edy, upon identification, 
  e    e s            
affiliate  e tit  t at a  recl e  fr  acce ti  assi e t r a i  a clai  f r ic  
 lac s stat t r  a t rit  rs a t t  12 .S.C. § 707(a) a  § 710(a)(1)(B), i  ic  case 
F  shall reconvey the property back to the C P  or the affiliated entity to re edy the 
defect in title or such other proble  and the P  or the affiliated entity shall convey the 
property back to F  once the defect or proble  is cured. Further, nothing in this Release shall 
relieve P  or affiliated entity of any obligation to provide F  ith any and all 
ortgage insurance pre iu  pay ents that have been or should have been collected, plus 
t,  . ithst       e,  l    
pay ent of insurance benefits for any insured ortgage in accordance with its regulations. 
(b) ubject to the exceptions in aragraph 11 (concerning exchlded 
clai s) el , t e ite  tates f ll  a  fi all  releases t e  a  a  c rre t r 
r  iliated tit  (to t  t t t   t i s li ilities i t  it   
f r r ffiliate  ntity),  ll   t ir r ti  r  r i ,  ll   Cl11Tent 
or for er director, current or for er officer, and current or for er e ployee of any of the 
foregoing, individually and collectively, fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai s it has or ay 
have and fro  any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties (expressly including punitive or 
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exemplary damages it may seek or impose under FIRREA the False Claims Act and the
Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act where the sole basis for such claim or claims is that the
COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entityto the extent the COMPANY retains
liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity or any of their respective successors or
assigns submitted to HUDFHA prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012
a false or fraudulent annual certification that the mortgagee had confoimedto all HUDFHA
regulations necessary to maintain its HUDFHA approval including but not limited to the
requirement that the mortgagee implement andmaintain a Quality control program that conforms
to HUDFHA requirements or complied with and agree to continue to comply with HUD
FHA regulations handbooks Mortgagee Letters Title I Letters policies and terms of any
agreements entered into with the Department under HUDsDirect Endorsement Program For
avoidance of doubt this Paragraph means that the United States is barred from asserting that a
false annual certification renders the COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity to the
extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity liable tinder
the False Claims Act and the other laws cited above for loans endorsed by the COMPANY or its
affiliated entity for FHA insurance during the period oftime applicable to the annual certification
without regard to whether any such loans contain material violations ofHUDFHA requirements
or that a false individual loan certification that this mortgage is eligible forHUD mortgage
insurance under the Direct Endorsement program renders the COMPANY or any current or
former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such
former affiliated entity liable under the False Claims Act for any individual loan that does not




l  ges) it    i   I EA, t  l  l i  t,  t  
  i i       s    r    t  
     r ff ia  ntit  (to      
li ilities i t  it   f r r ffiliat  ntity) r   t ir r ti  r  r 
signs, itt  t  -FH  ri r t  1:59 .m., t r  t r  i ,  r r  ,2  
a false or fraudulent annual certification that the ortgagee had "conform[ ed] to all -F  
re lations ecessar  t  ai tai  its ffiJ -F  approval" (inclu i , t t li ite  t , t e 
re ire e t t at t e rt a ee i le e t a  ai tai  a qualit  c tr l r ra  t at c f r s 
t  -FH  r uir ents), r "complie  it   gree[d] t  ti  t  l  it  -
F  regulations, handbooks, ortgagee etters, itle I etters, policies, and ter s of any 
agree ents entered into ith the epart ent under D's irect Endorse ent Program." For 
avoidance f doubt, this aragraph eans that the nited tates is barred fro  asserting that a 
false a al certification re ers t e  r a  c rre t r f r er affiliate  e tit  (to t e 
t t t   r t ins lia ilities ss i t  it  s  f r r ffili t · tity) lia l  tm r 
the False Clai s ct and the other la s cited above for loans endorsed by the C P  or its 
affiliated entity for F  insurance during the period of ti e applicable to the annual certification 
ithollt regard to hether any such loans contain aterial violations of -F  require ents, 
or that a false individual loan certification that "this ortgage is eligible for lill  ortgage 
insurance under the irect ndorse ent progra " renders the P  or any current or 
f r er affiliate  e tit  (to t e e te t t e  retai s lia ilities ass ciate  it  sllc  
for er affiliated e tity) liable er t e alse lai s ct f r a  i i i al l a  t at es t 
contain a aterial violation of -F  require ents. o ever, this Paragraph does not (i) 
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release bar or otherwise preclude the right of the United States to pursue any civil or
administrative claims or remedies it has or may have or release orpreclude under res judicata or
collateral estoppel theories any civil or administrative remedies or penalties it may seek or
impose against the COMPANY any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns for conduct with respect to the insurance of residential mortgage
loans that violates any laws regulations or other HUDFHA requirements applicable to the
insurance of residential mortgage loans by HUD including but not limited to material violations
of any applicable HUDFHA requirements with respect to an individual loan or loans except if
and to the extent such claim remedy or penalty is based solely on such entitys failure to provide
HUD with an accurate annual certification as described above ii release or otherwise bar the
United States from introducing evidence of any alleged failure to comply with applicable HUD
FHA requirements including but not limited to sufficient quality control underwriting or due
diligence programs in any way including but not limited to for the purpose of proving intent in
connection with any claim that there was a material violationsofapplicable HUDFHA
requirements with respect to an individual loan or loans that would subject the COMPANY or an
affiliated entity to liability under the False Claims Act or any other federal statutory or common
law administrative or judicial claim or iiipermit the COMPANY or its affiliates to offset or
otherwise reduce any potential liability for such claims or remedies byany amount paid under the
Consent Judgment The parties agree that the issue ofwhether and to what extent the United
States may use statistical sampling of individual loans or similar techniques for calculating




release, bar or other ise preclude the right of the nited States to pursue any civil or 
ad inistrative clai s or re edies it has or ay have, or release or preclude under res judicata or 
collateral estoppel theories any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties it ay seek or 
, i   ANY,    ann r f iate  ntit  (to    
 t ins li ilities i t  it   r f iliate  ntity),    t i  
respective successors or assigns, for conduct ith respect to the insurance f residential ortgage 
l a s t at iolates a  la s, re lati s r t er -FH  re ire e ts a lica le t  t e 
i s ra ce f resi e tial rt a e l a s  , i cl i , t t li ite  t , aterial i lations 
f  lica le -FH  r ire e ts it  r s t t   i i id l l  r l s, t if 
 t  t  t t  l i , r  r lt  i   l l    ntity's f il r  t  r i  
 ith an accurate annual certification as described above; (ii) release or other ise bar the 
nited tates fro  introducing evidence f any alleged failure to co ply ith applicable -
 re ire e ts, i cl i g, t t li ite  t , s fficie t alit  c trol, l.mder riting r e 
diligence progra s, i  any a  (including, but not li ited to, for the purpose f proving intent) i  
connection ith any clai  that there as a aterial violation(s) of applicable -FH  
require ents ith respect to an individual loan or loans that ould subject the C P  or an 
ffiliated tit  t  lia ilit  r t e ls  lai s t r  t r f r l st t t r  r  
la  i i tr ti e r ju icial l i ;  (iii) r it t   r its ffiliates t  ffs t  
other ise reduce any potential liability for such clai s or re edies by any a ount paid under the 
onsent Judg ent. he parties agree that the issue of hether and to hat extent the nited 
tates ay use statistical sa pling f individual loans or si ilar techniques for calculating 
da ages or proving aterial violations of -FH  under riting require ents ith respect to a 
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pool of loans is not addressed by the Consent Judgmentand shall be governed by the law of the
relevant administrative or judicial forum of any future dispute Notwithstanding the foregoing in
no instance shall this Release relieve the COMPANY or any affiliated entity from the obligation
to remedy upon identification defects of title or such other problems caused by the acts or
omissions of the COMPANY or an affiliated entity that may preclude FHA from accepting
assignment or paying a claim for which FHA lacks statutory authority pursuant to 12USC
1707aand 1710aBin which case FHA shall reconvey the property back to the
COMPANY or affiliated entity to remedy the defect in title or such otherproblem and the
COMPANY or affiliated entity shall convey the propertyback to FHA once the defect or problem
is cured
4 Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded claims
below for loans that closed before 1 59pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and
are guaranteed by the Department of Veterans Affairs VA the United States fully and finally
releases the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
from any civil or administrative claims it has or may have based on Covered Origination
Conduct that arises underFIRREA the False Claims Act or the Program Fraud Civil Remedies
Act to the extent that they are based on any failure by the COMPANY or any current or former
affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former




l f l s is t r ss   t  s t 1l1d e t  s ll  m   t  l  f t  
r l t i istr ti e r j i i l f r  f  f t r  i t . t ithsta i  t  f r oi g, i  
 i sta ce ll t i  le  li  t     iliate  tit   t  li ti  
 dy,  tif ti n,             
issi s ft   r  ffiliate  tit  t t  r l   fr  ti  
i t  i   l i   i   l  t t t  t rit  t t   .S.C. § 
707(a)  § 710(a)(1 )(B), i  i    ll  t  t   t  t  
  iliate  tit  t   t  t i  titl    t  l   t  
 or affiliated entity shall convey the property back to  once the defect or proble  
s . 
(4) j t t  t  ti s i  r r  11 (conc r i  l  l i s) 
l , f r l a  t t l  f r  1 :59 .m., t r  t r  i ,  r r  ,   
r  r t   t  rt t f t r s ffairs (V ), t  it  t t  f ll   fi ll  
leas  t     Utt t   iliate  tit  (to t  t t t  
C P  retains liabilities associated ith such fanner affiliated entity), and any of their 
respective successors or assigns, as ell as any current or fanner director, current or for er 
officer, and CUlTent or for er e ployee of any of the foregoing, individually and collectively, 
fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai s it has or ay have based on overed rigination 
ct t at ris s er I , t e alse lai s ct, r t e r ra  ra  i il e e ies 
ct t  t e e te t t at t e  are ase   a  fail re  t e  r a  c rre t r fOl er 
affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns, as well as any current or for er 
director, current or for er officer, and current or for er e ployee of any of the foregoing, 
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individually and collectively to conform to all VA regulations necessary to maintain the
authority of the COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity to close VAguaranteed
loans on an automatic basis Nothing in the foregoing shall be interpreted to release the right of
the United States to pursue any civil or administrative claims it has or mayhave or to release
any civil or administrative remedies or penalties it may seek or impose against the COMPANY
any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated
with such former affiliated entity and any oftheir respective successors or assigns based on
Covered Origination Conduct that violates the laws or regulations applicable to the guaranty of
residential mortgage loans by VA with respect to any residential mortgage loan or loans except
if and to the extent such claim remedy or penalty is based on such entitysfailure to provide VA
with an accurate general program compliance certification to implement an effective quality
control plan or to conform to all VA regulations necessary to maintain the authority of the
COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity to close VAguaranteed loans on an
automatic basis
5 Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 concerning excluded claims
below for loans that closed before 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and
are guaranteed by the Department of Agriculture USDA the United States fully and finally
releases the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individuallyand collectively




individually and collectively, to confor  to all  regulations necessary to aintain the 
t rit  f t   r  rr t r f r r ffiliat  ntit  t  l s  A- r t  
l s   t ti  sis. t i  i  t  f r i  shall  i t r r t  t  r l s  t  ri t f 
t  it  t t  t  r   i il r d i i tr ti  l i  it  r  ve, r t  r l  
any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties it ay seek or i pose, against the Jv.lP , 
a  c rre t r f nner affiliate  e tit  (to t e e te t t e  retai s lia ilities ass ciate  
ith such for er affiliated entity), and any of their respective successors or assigns, based on 
r  ri i ti  t t t i lates t  l s r r l ti s li l  t  t  r t  f 
residential ortgage loans by  ith respect to any residential ortgage loan or loans, except 
if and to the extent such clai , re edy or penalty is based on such entity's failure to provide  
ith an accurate general progra  co pliance certification, to i ple ent an effective quality 
c tr l la , r t  c f r  t  all  re lati s ecessar  t  ai tai  t e a t rit  f t e 
 r  rre t r f r r ffiliate  tit  t  l s   - r t  l s   
a t atic asis. 
(5) ject t  t e e ce ti s i  ara ra  11 (concemi  e cl e  clai s) 
below, for loans that closed before 11 :59 p.m., Eastern Standard Ti e, on February 8, 2012 and 
are guaranteed by the Department of Agriculture (USDA), the United States fully and finally 
releases the  and any current or for er affiliated entity (to the extent the 
 retains liabilities associated ith such for er affiliated entity), and any f their 
res ecti e s ccess rs r assi s, as ell as a  c rrent r f r er irect r, c rre t r for er 
officer, and current or former employee of any of the foregoing, individually and collectively, 
fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai s it has or ay have against the CO PANY and any of 
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then respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
based on Covered Origination Conduct that arises under FIRREA the False Claims Act or the
Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act to the extent that they are based on statements made in the
COMPANYsorcurrent or former affiliated entitys application forapproved lender statues in the
Single Family Housing Guaranteed Loan Program Nothing in the foregoing shall be interpreted
to release the right of the United States to pursue any civil or administrative claims it has or may
have or to release any civil or administrative remedies orpenalties it may seek or impose
against the COMPANY any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY
retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their respective
successors or assigns based on Covered Origination Conduct that violates the laws or
regulations applicable to the guaranty of residential mortgage loans byUSDA with respect to any
residential mortgage loan or loans except if and to the extent such claim remedy or penalty is
based on such entitys failure to provide USDA with an accurate general program compliance
certification to implement an effective quality control plan or on statements made in the
COMPANYsor current or former affiliated entitys application for approved lender status in the
Single Family Housing Guaranteed Loan Program
6 Subject to the exceptions described in this Paragraph 6 and in Paragraph
11 concerning excluded claims below the United States Department of the Treasury
Treasury fully and finally releases the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity
to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such formeraffiliated entity and




their respective successors or assigns, as ell as any CloID"ent or for er director, current or for er 
ffi r,  rr t r f r r l e  f  f t  f r i , i i i ll   ll ti l , 
based on Covered rigination Conduct that arises under FIRREA, the False Clai s ct, or the 
r ra  ra  i il e e ies ct t  t e e te t t at t e  are ase   state e ts a e i  t e 
PANY's r rre t r f r r ffiliate  ntity's li ti  f r r  l r tatu  i  t  
i le il  i  a tee  oa  . t i  i  t  i  ll  i t t  
to release the right f the nited tates to pursue any civil or ad inistrative clai s it has or ay 
have, or to release any civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties it ay seek or i pose, 
a ai st t e A , a  c rre t r f r er affiliate  e tit  (to t e e te t t e  
r t i s li ilities ss i t  it  s  f r r ffiliated ntity),   f t ir r s ti e 
rs r i s,   r  ri i ti  t t t i late  t  l  r 
regulations applicable to the guaranty of residential ortgage loans by S  ith respect to any 
residential ortgage loan or loans, except if and to the extent such clai , re edy or penalty is 
based on such entity's failure to provide  ith an accurate general progra  co pliance 
certificati , t  i le e t a  effecti e alit  c tr l lan, r  state e ts a e i  t e 
PANY's r c rre t r f r er affiliated entity's a licati  f r a r e  le er stat s i  t e 
Single Fa ily Housing Guaranteed Loan Progra . 
(6) Subject to the exceptions described in this Paragraph 6 and in Paragraph 
11 (concerning excluded clai s) belo , the nited States epart ent of the Treasury 
("Treasury") fully and finally releases the P  and any current or for er affiliated entity 
(to the extent the  retains liabilities associated ith such for er affiliated entity), and 
any f their respective successors or assigns, as ell as any current or fOl er director, current or 
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former officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and
collectively and will refrain from instituting directing or maintaining any civil or
administrative claims the Treasury has or may have and from any civil remedies or penalties
expressly including punitive or exemplary damages it may seek or impose against the
COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains
liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or
assigns as well as any current or former director current or former officer and current or former
employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively based on the Covered Servicing
Conduct that has taken place as of 1159pm Eastern Standard Time on February 8 2012
finrthermore as of February 8 2012 Treasury is withholding Making Home Affordable servicer
incentive payments from the COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity and upon the
immediately succeeding Making Home Affordable Program incentive payment date Treasury
shall release and remit to the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity all
outstanding Making Horne Affordab Program servicer incentive payments previously withheld
by Treasury Notwithstanding the foregoing Treasury in connection with theMaking Home
Affordable Program reserves the right to continue to perform compliance reviews on the
COMPANYSMaking home Affordable Program activities occurring prior to February 8 2012
to require non financial remedies with respect to such activities and to publicly release servicer
assessments with respect thereto If as the resultof any such compliance review occurring after
February 8 2012 Treasury determines that the COMPANY or any of its affiliated entities have
not adequately corrected identified instances of noncompliance that occurred prior to the date




former officer, and current or for er e ployee f any f the foregoing, individually and 
c lle ti l ,  ill refrain fro  i stit ti , ir ti , r aintaining  i il r 
ad inistrative claims the reasury has r ay have, and fro  any civil re edies OJ penalties 
(expressly including punitive or exe plary da ages) it ay seek or i pose against the 
   rre t r f r r ffiliate  tit  (to t e t t t   r t i s 
lia ilities iated ith ch r  iliated ntity), d   t i  ti  s  
assigns, as well as any current OJ former director, current or former officer, and current or former 
employee of any of the fmegoing, individually and collectively, based on the Covered Servicing 
Conduct that has taken place as of 11 :59 p.m., Eastern Standard Time, on February 8, 2012; 
fi.rrther ore, as of February 8,2012, Treasury is ithholding aking o e ffordable servicer 
incentive pay ents fro  the P  or any current or fm er affiliated entity, and, upon the 
i e iatel  s ccee i  a i  e fforda le r ra  i ce ti e a e t ate, reas r  
shall release and re it to the IvIP  and any current or for er affiliated entity all 
tst i  i  m  ff rdable r r  s r i r i ti  ts r i llsl  it l  
 r sury. t ithsta i  t  f r oing, r r , i  ti  it  t  i   
fforda le r r , r r  t  ri t t  ti  t  rf r  li  r i s  t  
MPANY's aking Ho e ffordable rogra  activities occurring prior to e nuu  8,2012, 
to require non-financial remedies with respect to such activities, and to publicly release servicer 
assessments with respect thereto. If, as the result of any such compliance review occurring after 
February 8, 2012, Treasury deter ines that the CO PANY or any of its affiliated entities have 
not adequately corrected identified instances of noncompliance that occurred prior to the date 
specified ill the first sentence of tills Paragraph and were communicated to COMPANY or any of 
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its affiliated entities by Treasury in a letter dated March 9 2012 Treasury reserves the right to
adjust any Making Home Affordable Program incentive payments made or owed to the
COMPANY or any of its affiliated entities with respect to those identified instances of
noncompliance In addition with respect to instances of noncompliance that occur after
February 8 2012 Treasury reserves the right to exercise all available remedies both financial
and non financial under the Making Home Affordable Program Commitment to Purchase
Financial Instrument and Servicer Participation Agreement as amended between Treasury and
COMPANY or any of its affiliated entities the SPA
7 Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 1 I concerning excluded claims
below the Bureau ofConsumer Financial Protection CFPB fully and finally releases the
COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent such COMPANY retains
liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or
assigns as well as any current or former director current or former officer and current or former
employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively and will refrain from instituting
directing or maintaining any civil or administrative claims the CFPB has or may have and from
any civil remedies or penalties expressly including punitive or exemplary damages it may seek
or impose against the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer or current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
based on Covered Servicing Conduct or Covered Origination Conduct that has taken place prior




its affIliated entities by Treasury in a letter dated arch 9, 2012, Treasury reserves the right to 
adjust any aking o e ffordable rogra  incentive pay ents ade or o ed to the 
 r  f its ffiliat  ntiti s it  r s t t  t s  i ntifI  i st s f 
li . I  diti n, it  r t t  i t  f li  t t r ft r 
 ,2012,   t  i t t  r i  ll il l  i s, t  m i l 
and non-fInancial, under the aking o e ffordable rogra  o it ent to urchase 
inancial Instru ent and ervicer articipation gree ent, as a ended, bet een reasury and 
     f ia   ("the "). 
(7) Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph 11 (concerning excluded clai s) 
l ,  rea      ("CFP ") fully and finally releases the 
P  and any current or for er affiliated entity (to the extent such P  retains 
liabilities associated ith such for er affiliated entity), and any of their respective successors or 
s     rre t  nn  t r,    I r,     
e l ee f a  f t e f re i g, i i i all  a  c llecti el , a  ill refrai  fr  i stit ti g, 
directing, or aintaining any civil or ad inistrative clai s the  has or ay have, and fro  
any civil re edies or penalties (expressly including punitive or exe plary da ages) it ay seek 
or i pose against the C P  and any current or for er affiliated entity (to the extent the 
P  retains liabilities associated ith such for er affIliated entity), and any of their 
r ti  cess rs r i s, s ll s  n-e t r f nn r ir t r, rr t r f r r 
officer, or current or for er e ployee of any of the foregoing, individually and collectively, 
based on overed ervicing onduct or overed rigination onduct that has taken place prior 
to July 21,2011. ot ithstanding the foregoing. the FP  reserves the right to obtain 
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information related to conduct that occurred prior to July 21 2011 under its authority granted by
Title X of the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
8 Subject to the exceptions in Paragraph I 1 concerning excluded claims
below and conditioned upon the full payment of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount the
Federal Trade Commission fiilly and finally releases the COMPANY and any current or former
affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former
affiliated entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current or
formerdirector current or former officer and current or former employee of any of the
foregoing individually and collectively from any civil or administrative claim the Federal Trade
Commission has or may have or civil or administrative remedies or penalties expressly
including punitive or exemplary damages it may seek or impose based on the Covered
Origination Conduct that has taken place as of 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February
8 2012 orbased on the Covered Servicing Conduct that has takenplace as of 1159pm
Eastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 provided however that nothing in this Paragraph
or Release shall be interpreted to release any liability to the Federal Trade Commission relating
to the Covered Servicing Conduct or Covered Origination Conduct of any affiliatedentity that
the COMPANY has acquired on or after November 30 2011 or notwithstanding SectionC3i
of this Release any conduct orclaims involving the privacy security or confidentiality of
consumer information





infonnation related to conduct that occun-ed prior to July 21, 2011 under its authority granted by 
le  t  -Fra  l  t  nn   r t cti  ct. 
(8) j t t  t  ti s i  r r  11 (conc r i  l  l i s) 
belo , and conditioned upon the full pay ent of the irect Pay ent Settle ent ount, the 
ederal rade o ission fully and finally releases the  and any current or for er 
liate  ti  (to      tie     r 
affiliated entity), and any of their respective successors or assigns, as well as any current or 
f nn r ir t r, ClUTent r f r r ffi r,  rr t r f r r l  f  f t  
foregoing, individually and collectively, fro  any civil or ad inistrative clai  the Federal Trade 
o ission has or ay have, or civil or ad inistrative re edies or penalties (expressly 
including punitive or exe plary da ages) it ay seek or i pose, based on the overed 
ri ination ct t at as ta e  lace as f 1:59 .m., aster  ta ar  i e,  e r ar  
, , r ased  t e ere  er ici  ct t at as ta e  lace as f 11 :59 .m., 
Eastern Standard Ti e, on Febmary 8,2012, provided, ho ever, that nothing in this Paragraph 
or Release shall be interpreted to release any liability to the Federal Trade Co ission relating 
to the overed Servicing onduct or overed rigination onduct of any affiliated entity that 
the P  has acquired on or after ove ber 30, 2011, or, not ithstanding Section ,3.i 
f this elease, any conduct or clai s involving the privacy, security, or confidentiality f 
s er i f r ti . 




a Upon the Effective Date of the Consent Judgment the Executive
Office for United States Trustees EOUST and the United States Trustees and Acting United
States Trustees for Regions 1 through 21 collectively with the EOUST the United States
Trustees will consent to and agree to take such steps as may be reasonably necessary to fully
and finally withdraw or facilitate the dismissal with prejudice of pending objections and other
actions by the United States Trustees including all related discovery requests whether formal or
informal and requests for examination under FedR Bankr P 2004 collectively the Discovery
Requests and subpoenas or subpoenas duces tecum collectively the Subpoenas directed to
or filed against the COMPANY its affiliates and employees and officers of the COMPANY and
its affiliates pertaining to the COMPANYsor its affiliates mortgage related claims filed in a
bankruptcy case prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and based on
the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct The United States Trustees further agree not to take any action
to obtain discovery from the COMPANY or any affiliated entity pursuant to any court order
granting such Discovery Requests or with respect to enforcing related Subpoenas pending as of
1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 Upon the Effective Date of the Consent
Judgment the United States Trustees further agree to take such steps as may be reasonably
necessary to fully and finally withdraw or facilitate the dismissal with prejudice ofDiscovery
Requests and Subpoenas directed to or filed against any other party where the discovery was
sought for the purpose of obtaining reliefagainst the COMPANY its affiliates or employees and
officers of the COMPANY or its affiliates andpertains to the COMPANYsorits affiliates
mortgage related claims filed in a bankruptcy case prior to 11 59pm Eastern Standard Time on




(a) pon the ffective ate of the onsent Judgment, the xecutive 
f i   it  t t  stees ("EO ")         
 st       (colle ly,   T, "the   
ste ") ill consent to and agree to take such steps as ay be reasonably necessary to fully 
a  fI all  it ra  r facilitate t e is issal it  rej ice f e i  jecti s a  t er 
acti s  t e ite  tates r stees, i cl i  all relate  isc er  re ests, et er f nnal r 
i f r l,  r sts f r i ti  r d. . nkr. .  (colle ti l , "the is r  
") and subpoenas or subpoenas duces tecu  (collectively, "the Subpoenas"), i   
r file  i t t  , it  ffili t s,  l ee   fficers  t    
its affiliates, pertaining to the PANY's or its affiliates' ortgage-related clai s filed in a 
a r tc  case ri r t  11 :59 .m., aster  ta ar  i e,  e r ar  ,  a  ase   
t e ere  a r tc  ct. e ite  tates r stees f rt er a ree t t  ta e a  acti  
t  t i  is r  fr  t e  r  ffIliate  tit  rs t t   rt r r 
granting such iscovery equests or ith respect to enforcing related Subpoenas pending as of 
11 :59 p.m., astern Standard i e, on Febmary 8, 2012. pon the ffective ate of the onsent 
Judg ent, the nited States rustees further agree to take such steps as ay be reasonably 
necessary to fully and finally ithdra  or facilitate the dis issal ith prejudice f iscovery 
e ests a  e as irecte  t  r file  a ai st a  t er art  here t e isc er  as 
sought for the purpose f obtaining relief against the A Y, its affiliates, or e ployees and 
fficers f t e  r its affiliates, a  ertai s t  t e PANY's r its affiliates' 
ortgage-related clai s filed in a bankmptcy case prior to 11 :59 p.m., Eastern Standard Ti e, on 
 , 12  as   t   t  t, t t t t i  i  t is 
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Paragraph requires the United States Trustee to withdraw or facilitate the dismissal ofDiscovery
Requests and Subpoenas to the extent that relief against another parry other than the COMPANY
its affiliates or employees and officers of the COMPANY or its affiliates is the purpose of such
discovery
b Upon the Effective Date of the Consent Judgment the COMPANY
and its affiliated entities will consent to and agrees to take such steps as may be reasonably
necessary to fully and finallywithdraw or facilitate the dismissal with prejudice of pending
adversary proceedings contested matters appeals and other actions filed by the COMPANY or
its affiliated entities including all Discovery Requests and Subpoenas directed to or filed against
any United States Trustee relating to objections and other actions by the United States Trustees
including Discovery Requests and Subpoenas directed to or filed against the COMPANY its
affiliated entities or employees and officers of the COMPANY or its affiliated entities pertaining
to the COMPANYsor its affiliated entities mortgage related claims filed in a bankruptcy case
prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and based on the Covered
Bankruptcy Conduct The COMPANY and its affiliated entities fuurther agreenot to take any
action to obtain discovery from the United States Trustees pursuant to any court order granting
such DiscoveryRequests or with respect to enforcing related Subpoenas pending as of 1159pm
Eastern Standard Time on February 8 2012
c The United States Trustees fullyand finally release any claims
and will refrain from instituting directing or maintaining any action or participating in any action




 ires t  it  t t  m t  t  it r   ilit t  t  i i l  is  
equests and ubpoenas to the extent that relief against another party, other than the A Y, 
its ffiliat s, r l e s  fficers f t   r its ffiliat s, is t  r se f s  
i ry. 
(b)   e e te   s  ent,   
a  its affiliate  e tities ill c se t t  a  a rees t  ta e s c  ste s as a   reas a l  
ecessar  t  f ll  a  fi all  it ra  r facilitate t e is issal it  rej ice f e i  
adversary proceedings, contested atters, appeals, and other actions filed by the P  or 
its affiliated entities, including all iscovery equests and Subpoenas directed to or filed against 
  tes m t e,   s        s, 
including iscovery equests and ubpoenas, directed to or filed against the A Y, its 
affiliate  e tities, r e l ees a  fficers f t e  r its affiliate  e tities ertai i  
to the C PANY's or its affiliated entities' ortgage-related clai s filed in a bankruptcy case 
ri r t  1 :59 .m., t r  t r  i ,  m r  ,     t  r  
r t  t.    it  ffiliate  titi  f rth r r  t t  t   
action to obtain discovery fro  the nited States rustees pursuant to any court order granting 
such iscovery equests or ith respect to enforcing related ubpoenas pending as of 11 :59 p.m., 
aster  ta ar  i e,  e r ar  ,2012. 
(c) he nited tates rustees fully and finally release any clai s, 
a  ill refrai  fr  i stit ti , irecti  r ai tai i  a  acti  r artici ati  i  a  acti  
by a third party (except that the nited tates nlstees ay participate in an action to the extent 
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ordered by a court provided that the United States Trustees may not seek such a court order
formally or infoimally against the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated entityto the
extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of
their respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
pertaining to the COMPANYsor its affiliated entities mortgage related claims filed in a
bankruptcy case prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February S 2012 and based on
the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct The United States Trustees shall refrain from sharing
information obtained via the Discovery Requests and Subpoenas outside the federal government
unless required to do so under applicable law or pursuant to a court order in support of any
action against the COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the
COMPANY retains liabilities associated with such former affiliated entity and any of their
respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director current or former
officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing individually and collectively
pertaining to the COMPANYsor its affiliates mortgagerelated claims filed in a bankruptcy case
prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February S 2012 and based on the Covered
Bankruptcy Conduct Except as otherwise provided in the Enforcement Terms in Exhibit E of the
Consent Judgment the United States Trustees further agree to refrain from seeking to invalidate
the COMPANYsor its affiliates lien on residential real property including in an adversary
proceeding pursuant to Fed R Bank P 70012and 11USC 506 or to impose monetary
sanctions or other punitive reliefagainst the COMPANY and any current or former affiliated




r r    rt r i  t t t  it  t t s r st s  t s  s   rt r r 
f r ll  r i fOlID lIy), i st t     rr t r f r r ffiliate  ntit  (to t  
t t t   r t i  li ilitie  i t  it   f r r ffiliate  ntity),    
    signs,       r i ctor,    
ffi r,  rr t r f r r l e  f  f t  f r i g, i i i ll   ll ti ly, 
pertaining to the MPANY's or its affiliated entities' ortgage-related clai s filed in a 
m     1:59 .m.,   ,  m  8,2     
t e ere  a r tc  uct. e ite  tates nlstees s all refrai  fr  s ari  
infor ation obtained via the iscovery equests and ubpoenas outside the federal govern ent 
(unless re ire  t   s  er a lica le la  r rs a t t  a c rt r er) i  s rt f a  
action, against the P , or any current or for er affiliated entity (to the extent the 
 ins ia ities  t    liate  ntity),     
 s  i ,     t   t r,    
i r,  Cl.lITent   l e     t  i , i i i ll   ll ti ly, 
pertaining to the MPANY's or its affiliates' ortgage-related clai s frled in a bankruptcy case 
prior to 11 :59 p.m., astern tandard i e, on ebruary 8, 2012 and based on the overed 
a r tcy ct. ce t as t er ise r ide  i  t e f rce e t er s i  i it  f t e 
s t J nt, t  ite  t tes r ste s f rt r re  t  r fr i  fr  s i  t  i lidate 
t e PANY's r its ffiliat s' lie   r si ti l r l r rty, i l i  i   rs r  
proceeding pursuant to Fed. . ank. P. 7001(2) and 11 .S.C. § 506, or to i pose onetary 
sanctions or other punitive relief against the P , and any current or fOlIDer affiliated 
entity (to the extent the P  retains liabilities associated ith such for er affiliated 
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entity and any of their respective successors or assigns as well as any current or former director
current or former officer and current or formeremployee of any of the foregoing individually
and collectively pertaining to the COMPANYsor its affiliated entities mortgagerelated claims
filed in a bankruptcy case after 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 and
based on the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct where the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct occurred
before 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012
d Notwithstanding the foregoing nothing in this Paragraph shall be
construed to be 1 a waiver of any defenses or claims of the COMPANY its affiliates or
employees and officers of the COMPANY or its affiliates against any other party or a dismissal
ofany pending adversary proceedings contested matters appeals and other actions filed by the
COMPANY its affiliates or employees and officers of the COMPANY or its affiliates against
any other party wherein the United States Trustee is a party or otherwise involved 2 a waiver
of any defenses or claims of the United States Trustee against any other party or a dismissal of
any pending adversary proceedings contested matters appeals and other actions filed by the
United States Trustee against any other party wherein the COMPANY its affiliates or employees
and officers of the COMPANY or its affiliates is a party or otherwise involved or 3 a waiver
of or restriction or prohibition on the United States Trustees ability to the extent permitted by
law hiformally or formally in individual bankruptcy cases to seek a cure ofmaterial
inaccuracies in the COMPANYsor its affiliates mortgage related claims filed in a bankruptcy
case and based on the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct but not to impose monetary sanctions or
other punitive reliefagainst the COMPANY or its affiliates in addition to such cure provided




ntity),        signs,        i ctor, 
t   i r,  t  r l     t  going, i i i ll  
and collectively, pertaining to the MPANY's or its affiliated entities' ortgage-related clai s 
filed in a bankruptcy case after 11:59 p.m., astern Standard i e, on February 8, 2012 and 
s   t  r  r t  t r  t  r  r t  t rr  
before 11 :59 p.m., Eastern Standard Ti e, on February 8, 2012. 
(d) ot ithstanding the foregoing, nothing in this Paragraph shall be 
   (1)          PANY, s f a ,  
e ployees and officers of the P  or its affiliates, against any other party, or a dis issal 
f a  pending adversary proceedings, contested atters, appeals, and other actions filed  the 
: , its affiliates, r e ployees and officers f the '  or its affiliates, against 
any other party, herein the nited States Trustee is a party or other ise involved; (2) a aiver 
of any defenses or chu s of the nited States Trustee against any other party, or a dis issal of 
any pending adversary proceedings, contested atters, appeals, and other actions filed by the 
nited States Trustee against any other party herein the PA Y, its affiliates, or e ployees 
and officers of the P  or its affIliates, is a party or other ise involved; or (3) a aiver 
of, or restriction or prohibition on, the nited States rustees' ability, to the extent per itted by 
la , inf r all  r f r all , i  i i idual a r tc  cases, t  see  a c re f aterial 
inaccuracies i  t e PANY's r its ffiliat s' rtga e-r late  l i s file  i   r t  
ase    t  ere  r t  ct, t t t  i pos  t r  ti s r 
t r itive r li f i t t   r its ffiliates i  itio  t   r ; r i , 
ho ever, that this provision shall not constitute a aiver of, or restriction or prohibition on, the 
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COMPANYsor its affiliates ability to dispute whether the United States Trustees have authority
or ability to seek such a clue
10 For the purposes of this Release the term affiliated entity shall mean
entities that are directly or indirectly controlled by or control or are under common control with
the COMPANY as of or prior to 1159pmEastern Standard Time on February 8 2012 The
term control with respect to an entity means the beneficial ownership as defined in Rule 13d3
promulgated under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as amended of 50 percent or more of
the voting interest in such entity
11 Notwithstanding any other term ofthis Release the following claims of
the United States are specifically reserved and are not released
a Any liability arising under Title 26 United States Code Internal
Revenue Code
b Any liability of individuals including current or former directors
officers and employees of the COMPANY or any affiliated entity who have received or receive
in the future notification that they are the target of a criminal investigation as defined in the
United States Attorneys Manual have been or are indicted or charged or have entered or in the
future enter into a plea agreement based on the Covered Servicing Conduct the Covered
Origination Conduct and the Covered Bankruptcy Conduct collectively the Covered
Conduct




MPANY's  it  f ili t ' ilit  t  i t  t  t  it  t t  t   ut orit  
 il      m· . 
(1 ) r t  1.u-poses f t is l se, t  t r  "affiliate  ntity" s all  
tities t t r  ir tl  r i ir tl  tr ll  , r trol, r r  r  tr l it , 
t      i  t  1:59 .m., t  t  i ,   ,2012.  
t  "co trol" it  t t   tit   t  fi i l i  (as i  i  l  -3 
pro ulgated under the ecurities xchange ct f 1934, as a ended) f 50 percent or ore f 
t  ti  i terest i  s  tity. 
(1 ) t ithsta i   t r t r   t i  l se, t  f ll i  l i   
t  it  t t  re cifi ll  r r   r  t r l : 
(a)  li ilit  ri i  r itle , it  t tes  (Inter l 
e ue de); 
(b) ny liability f individuals (including current or for er directors, 
officers, and e ployees of the CO PANY or any affiliated entity) who have received or receive 
in the future notification that they are the target of a cri inal investigation (as defined in the 
ited t t s ttorne s' ual); e  r r  i icte  r r d; r  t r  r i  t  
t r   t   e  t, s      ct,   
rigination onduct, and the overed ankruptcy onduct (collectively, the "Covered 
t"); 
(c) ny cri inal liability; 
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d Any liability to the United States for any conduct other than the
Covered Conduct or any liability for any Covered Conduct that is not expressly released herein
e Any and all claims whether legal or equitable in connection with
investors or purchasers in or of securities or based on the sale transfer or assignment of any
interest in a loan mortgage or security to into or for the benefit of a mortgagebacked security
trust special purpose entity financial institution investor or other entity including but not
limited to in the context of a mortgage securitization or whole loan sale to such entities
SecuritizationInvestmentClaims SecuritizationInvestmentClaims include but are not
limited to claims based on the following all in connection with investors or purchasers in or of
securities or in connection with a sale transfer or assignment of any interest in loan mortgage or
security to into or for the benefit of a mortgage backed security trust special purpose entity
financial institution investor or other entity
i The United States capacity as an owner purchaser or
holder ofwhole loans securities derivatives or other similar investments
including without limitation mortgage backed securities collateralized debt
obligations or structured investment vehicles
ii The creation formation solicitation marketing
assignment transfer valuation appraisal underwriting offer sale substitution
of or issuance of any interest in such whole loans mortgages securities




(d)  lia ility t  t  ite  t t s   t t  t  t  
overed onduct, or any liability for any overed onduct that is not expressly released herein; 
(e)  a  all clai s et er le al r e uitable, i  c ecti  it  
i est rs r rchas rs i  r f s rities r s   t  s l , tr sf r r ssi t f  
interest i   l , t ,  rit  t , i t ,   t  it   t e-  curit , 
tr st, s i l r s  tit , fi i l i stit ti , i st r, r t r tity, i l i  t t 
li ited t  i  t  t t f  rt a  s curiti ti  r le l  s l  t  s  titi s 
(,'Securitization/Inv stment laims"). ecuritizationlInvestment l i s i l e, t r  t 
li ited to, clai s based on the follo ing, all in connection ith investors or purchasers in or of 
securities or in connection ith a sale, transfer, or assign ent of any interest in loan, ortgage or 
security to, into, or for the benefit f a ortgage-backed security, trust, special purpose entity, 
fi i l i stit ti , i st r, r t r tity: 
(i)  ite  t t s' it  s  r, r ser, r 
l r  le l , riti , ri ti , r t r i il r i t t , 
including without li itation, ortgage backed securities, collateralized debt 
obligations, or stmctured invest ent vehicles. 
(ii) he creation, fonnation, solicitation, arketing, 
assign ent, transfer, valuation, appraisal, under riting, offer, sale, substitution, 
f or issuance f any interest i  such hole loans, ortgages, securities, 
, r   in ts. 
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iii Claims that the COMPANY or an affiliated entity made
false or misleading statements or omissions or engaged in other misconduct in
connection with the sale transfer or assignment of any interest in a loan
mortgage or security or in connection with investors or purchasers in or of such
loans mortgages or securities including but not limited to conduct that affected a
federally insured financial institution or violated a legal duty to amortgage
backed security trust special purpose entity financial institution or investor
including the United States or governmental agencyandorthat subjects the
COMPANY or an affiliated entity to a civil penalty orother remedy under 12
USC 1833a
iv Representations warranties certifications statements or
claims made regarding such whole loans securities derivatives or other similar
investments including representations warranties certifications or claims
regarding the eligibility characteristics or quality ofmortgages or mortgagors
v Activities related to the executing notarizing transferring
or recordingof mortgages the endorsement or transfer of a loan and the
obtaining executing notarizing transferring or recording of assignments
vi Obtaining securing updating transferring or providing





(iii) l i s t t t   r  ffiliate  tit   
ls   i l i  t t t   i i ,   i  t  i t i  
ti  it  t  l , t   i t   i t t i   l n, 
rt a e, r sec rit  r i  c ecti  it  i est rs r rc asers i  r f s c  
l s, rt s, r s curiti s, i l i  t t li ite  t  t t t ff t   
f r ll  i r  fi i l i tit ti  r i lat   l l t  t   rtga e-
 curity, m t,   tity,  ti ti ,   
(including the United States), or governmental agency and/or that subjects the 
 r a  affiliate  e tit  t  a ci il e alt  r t er re e  er 12 
.S.C. § . 
(i ) r s t ti s, rr ti s, rtifi ti s, st t ts, r 
l i s  r r i   l  l s, riti , ri ti  r t r i il r 
invest ents, including representations, arranties, certifications or clai s 
regarding the eligibility, characteristics, or quality of ortgages or ortgagors; 
(v) ctivities related to the executing, notarizing, transferring 
or recording of ortgages; the endorse ent or transfer of a loan; and the 
obtaining, executing, notarizing, transferring or recording of assign ents; 
(vi) Obtaining, securing, updating, transferring, or providing 




vii Custodial and trustee functions
viii Intentional or fraudulent failure to pay investors sums owed
with respect to any security derivatives or similar investment
ix Contractual covenants agreements obligations and legal
duties to a mortgage backed security trust special purpose entity financial
institution investor or other entity including the United States
x Covered Origination Conduct except to the extent such
conduct is released in Paragraphs 3b 4 or 5 and
xi Covered Servicing Conduct to the extent the COMPANY
or any affiliated entity engaged in the Covered Servicing Conduct in question not
in its capacity as servicer subservicer or master servicer but in its capacity as the
originator of a mortgage loan or as seller depositor guarantor sponsor
sectuitization trustee securities underwriter document custodianor any other
capacity
The exclusion set forth above in this Paragraph shall not apply to
SecuritizationInvestment Claims based on the following conduct and such claims are included
in what is being released
SecmitizationInvestmentClaims based on Covered Servicing Conduct by the
COMPANY or any current or former affiliated entity where 1 such conduct was




(vii)    ti ns; 
(v ii) I te ti al r fra le t fail re t  a  i est rs s s e  
t  t   curity, ri ti s,  i  t ent; 
(i .) t t l ts, r e ents, li ti   l l 
duties to a ortgage-backed security, trust, special purpose entity, financial 
ti ti , t r,   tit  (includin   t  tates); 
(x) r  ri i ti  t (exc t t  t  t t s  
conduct is released in Paragraphs 3.b, 4 or 5); and 
(xi) r  r i i  t t  t  t t t   
r  ffiliate  tit   i  t  r  r i i  t i  ti  t 
in its capacity as servicer, subservicer or aster servicer, but in its capacity as the 
ri i at r f a rt a e l a  r as seiler, e sitor, ara t r, s sor, 
securitization tlustee, securities under riter, docu ent custodian or any other 
capacity. 
The exclusion set fOlth above in this Paragraph shall not apply to 
Securitization/Investment Clai s based on the foHo ing conduct, and such clai s are included 
i  t is i  r l s : 
ecuritizat onlInvestr ent    ere  r  t   
P  or any current or for er affiliated entity here: (1) such conduct as 
perfor ed by the P  or any affiliated entity in its capacity as the loan 
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servicer master servicer or subservicer whether conducted for its own account or
pursuant to a third party servicing agreement or similar agreement and not in its
capacity as loan originator seller depositor guarantor sponsor securitization
trustee securities underwriter or any other capacity and2 such conduct wasnot
in connection withx the creation formation solicitation marketing sale
assignment transfer offer sale substitution underwriting or issuance of any
interest in securities derivatives or other similar investments or y the sale or
transfer of mortgage loans The claims addressed in this sub paragraph include
without limitation Securitization and Investment Claims that the party seeking to
enforce a mortgage loan against a borrower and homeowner in respect of that
borrowersdefault did not have a documented enforceable interest in the
promissory note and mortgage or deed of trust under applicable state law or is
otherwise not a proper party to the foreclosure or bankruptcy action or claims
based on such partys attempts to obtain such a documented enforceable interest
or become such a properparty
f Any liability arising under Section 8 of the Real Estate Settlement
Procedures Act 12USC 2607 relating to private mortgage insurance with respect to claims
brought by the CFPB
g Except with respect to claims related to the delivery of initial or
annual privacy notices requirements with respect to the communication of non public personal




rvi r, t r r i r r servicer, t r t  f r it   t r 
     r i    i i  r e ent,    i  
it  s l  ri i tor, s ll r, positor, r ntor, s nsor, securiti ti  
tr t , c ritie  r rit r, r  t r pacity;  (2)  t  t 
in connection ith (x) the creation, for ation, solicitation, arketing, sale, 
assi e t, tra sfer, ffer, sale, s stituti n, erwriting, r iss a ce f a  
i t r t i  curiti , ri ti es r t r i il r i t t  r (y) t  l  r 
transfer of ortgage loans. The clai s addressed in this sub-paragraph include, 
ithout li itation, Securitization and Invest ent lai s that the party seeking to 
e  t            
rrower's t  110t e  e te   tere    
pro issory note and ortgage or deed of trust under applicable state law or is 
t r i  t  r r rt  t  t  f r l s r  r r t  ti  r l i  
based on such pruty's atte pts to obtain such a docu ented enforceable interest 
     rty. 
(f) ny liability arising under Section 8 of the eal Estate Settle ent 
e res t,  .S.C. § 2607, relating to private ortgage insurance, ith respect to clai s 
r t  t  ; 
(g) xcept ith respect to clai s related to the delivery f initial r 
annual privacy notices, require ents ith respect to the co unication f non-public personal 
infor ation to non-affiliated third parties, or other conduct required by Sections 502 through 509 
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of the GrammLeach Bliley Act 15USC 6802 6809 any claims or conduct involving the
obligation of a financial institution under Section 501b of the GrammLeach Bliley Act 15
USCs 6801band its implementing regulations to maintain administrative technical and
physical information security safeguards
h Any liability arising under the Fair Housing Act any provision of
the Equal Credit Opportunity Act that is not expressly released in Paragraph 2 of this Release
including any provision prohibiting discriminatory conduct the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act
or any other statute or law thatprohibits discrimination of persons based on race color national
origin gender disability or any other protected status
i Administrative claims proceedings or actions brought by HUD
against any current or former director officer or employee for suspension debarment or
exclusion from any HUD program
0 Any liability arising under the federal environmental laws
k Any liability to or claims brought byi the Federal Housing
Finance Agency iiany Government Sponsored Enterprise including the Federal National
Mortgage Association and the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation except where the
Government Sponsored Enterprise seeks to impose such liability or pursue such claims in its
capacity as an administrator of the Making Home Affordable Program of Treasury iii the
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation whether in its capacity as a Corporation Receiver or




 t  - e - hl  t (1  .S.c. §§ 6802-6809), any clai s or conduct involving the 
obligation f a financial institution under ection 501(b) f the ra - each- liley ct (15 
.S.C. . 801(b»       d inistrative, nical,  
 r  ri  r ; 
(h) ny liability arising under the air ousing ct; any provision f 
t e al re it rt it  ct t at is t e ressl  release  i  ara ra   f t is elease, 
including any provision prohibiting discri inatory conduct; the Ho e ortgage Disclosure Act; 
r  t r st t t  r l  t t r i its is ri i ti  f rs s s   r e, l r, ti l 
ri i , r, is bilit , r  t r r t t  st tus; 
(i) d inistrative clai s, proceedings, or actions brought by  
st  re t   t r, r,    si ,   
l i     ; 
G) ny liability arising lmder the federal environ ental la s; 
(k) Any liability to or claims brought by (i) the Federal Housing 
Finance Agency; en) any Govern ent Sponsored Enterprise, including the Federal National 
ortgage Association and the Federal Ho e Loan ortgage Corporation (except where the 
overn ent Sponsored Enterprise seeks to i pose such liability or pursue such clai s in its 
capacity as an ad inistrator of the aking o e ffordable Progra  of Treasury); (iii) the 
r l e it Insurance r r ti  (whether i  its it    r r ti , i r, r 
onservator); (iv) the overn ent ational ortgage ssociation ("Ginnie ae") arising out of 
  
COMPANYscontractual obligations related to serving as Master Subservicer on defaulted
GinnieMae portfolios including claims for breach of such obligations v the CFPB with respect
to claims within its authority as of the designated transfer date of July 21 2011 that are not
expressly released in Paragraph 7 vi the National Credit Union Administration whether in its
capacity as a Federal agency Liquidating Agent or Conservator vii the Securities and
Exchange Commission viii the Federal Reserve Board and its member institutions ix Maiden
Lane LLC Maiden Lane II LLC Maiden Lane III LLC entities that are consolidated for
accounting purposes on the financial statements of the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York and
the Federal Reserve Bank ofNew York x the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency xi
the USDA except to the extent claims are released inParagraph 5 xii the VA except to the
extent claims are released inParagraph 4xiii the Commodity Futures Trading Commission
and xvi the Inspectors General of such entities
1 Any liability to the United States for the following claims or
conduct alleged against Ally Financial Inc or any of its current or former subsidiaries affiliates
officers directors employees or agents includuig but not limited to Residential Capital LLC
GMAC Mortgage Corporation GMAC Mortgage LLC and GMAC Inc orany other entity or
person
i All claims or allegations based on any conduct alleged in





MPANY's c tract al ligations relate  t  ser i  as aster ser icer  efa lte  
i i  ae rtf li s, i l i  l i s f r r  f s  li ti s; (v) t   it  r s t 
t  l i s it i  its t it    t  i t  t  t   l  ,20  t t  t 
e ressl  release  i  ara ra  7; (vi) t e ati al re it i  i istrati , et er i  its 
it  s  r l , i i ti  t, r servator; (vii) t  riti s  
 i i ; (viii) t  r l r  r   it  r i tit ti ; (ix) i  
 , i  a e  , ai e   ill , lltitie  t t  li t   
ti  s   t  i i l t t t   t  l     rk,  
the ederal eserve ank of e  ork; (x) the ffice ofthe o ptroller of the urrency; (xi) 
t e  (exce t t  t e e te t clai s are release  i  ara ra  ); (xii) t e  (exce t t  t e 
t t l i s r  r leas  i  r r  ); (xiii) t  it  t r s r i  issi ; 
 (x i) t  Ins e tors r l f  titi s; 
(I)  li ilit  t  t  it  t tes f r t  f ll i  l i s r 
t ll  i st ll  i i l, hlc., r  f it  rr t r f r r si i ri s, ffiliat , 
ffi rs, ir t rs, l yees r ts, i l in  t t li ite  t  si ti l pital, , 
 ortgage orporation,  ortgage, LL , and  Inc., or any other entity or 
ers : 
(i) ll clai s or allegations based on any conduct alleged in 




ii All claims or allegations based on any conduct alleged in
United States ex rel Szymoniak v Under Seal Civ No 0 10cv1465DSC
or in United States ex rel Moniakv Under Seall Civ No310cv575
WDNCexcept any such claims that are encompassed by the releases
described inparagraphs 2 to 9 above and not otherwise reserved from these
releases in this agreement and
iii All claims or allegations based on any conduct alleged in
United States ex rel Bibby et al v Wells Fargo Bank National Association Inc
et al CA No 106CV0547ATNDGa
m Anyaction that may be taken by the appropriate Federal Banking
Agency FBA as defined in 12USC 1813qagainst COMPANY any of its affiliated
entities andorany institution affiliated party ofCOMPANY as defined in 12USC 1813u
pursuant to 12USC 1818 and any action by the FBA to enforce the Consent Order issued
against the COMPANY by the FBA on April 13 2011
n Any liability based upon obligations createdby this Consent
Judgment
o The parties agree that notwithstanding any other provision of this
Release the United States retains the right to investigate and sue the COMPANY and any




(ii) l s  le ions s    t   
ite  t t   r I. i  . rUnder al], i . . : -c -0  (D.S.C.) 
 i  ite  t tes  I. Szymoniak . rUnde  al], i . . :10-cv-57  
(W.D.N.C.), except any such clai s that are enco passed by the releases 
     , ,       
releases in this agree ent; and 
(iii) ll l i s r ll ti     t lle e  i  
it  t t   r I. ibby t a1. . lls r  nk, ti l i ti , I . 
t I., .A. . :06-C - -AT (N.D. a.); 
(m) ny action that ay be taken by the appropriate Federal anking 
gency (F A), as defmed in 12 .S.C. § 1813(q), against ANY, any ofits affiliated 
e tities, andlor a  i stit ti -affiliate  party f ANY, as efi e  i  12 .S.c. § 1813(u), 
pursuant to 12 .S.C. § 1818, and any action by the FBA to enforce the Consent rder iSSl.led 
against the P  by the F  on pril 13, 2011; 
(n) ny liability based upon obligations created by this Consent 
Judg ent; 
(0) he parties agree that not ithstanding any other provision of this 
elease, the nited tates retains the right to investigate and sue the  and any 
affiliate  e tit  er I  f r a  c ct, state e ts r issi s that are: 
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W Made or undertaken in connection with either a the
creation formation transfer sale conveyance or securitization of mortgage
backed securities derivatives collateralized debt obligations and credit default
swaps or other similar securities or b the sale or transfer of mortgage loans
ii Made or undertaken by the COMPANY or an affiliated
entity in its capacity as loan originator seller depositor guarantor sponsor
securitization trustee securities underwriter or any capacity other than as loan
servicer master servicer or subservicer in connection with the origination
including Covered Origination Conduct underwriting due diligence quality
control valuation appraisal pledging substitution recording assignment or
securitization ofmortgages whole loans mortgage backed securities derivatives
collateralized debt obligations and credit default swaps or other similar securities
except to the extent such conduct is released in Paragraphs 2c3b 4 or 5 and
not excluded from this Release in Subsections an of this Paragraph 11
iii Made to or directed at federal governmental entities except
to the extent such conduct is released in Paragraphs 2a3a3b4 or 5 and not
excluded from this Release in Subsections anof this Paragraph 11 or
iv Based on Athe failure by the COMPANY oraffiliated
entity to pay investors or trustees any sums received by the COMPANY or
affiliated entity and owedto the investors and trustees with respect to any




(i)      t   (a)  
creation, for ation, transfer, sale, conveyance, or securitization of ortgage-
 curiti s, ri ti s, ize       
, r t r i il r riti  r (b) t  l  r tr f r f rt a  l s; 
(ii)   t   t     iliate  
e tit  i  its ca acit  as l a  ri i at r, seller, e sit r, arantor, s sor, 
sec-witizati  tr stee, sec rities er riter, r a  ca acit  t er t a  as l a  
s r i r, st r s r i r r s servi r, i  ti  it  t  ri i ti  
(including overed rigination onduct), underwriting, due diligence, quality 
tr l, l ti n, raisal, l i g, stitution, r i , sign ent,  
securitization of ortgages, hole loans, ortgage-backed securities, derivatives, 
collateralized debt obligations and credit default swaps, or other si ilar securities 
(except to the extent such conduct is released in Paragraphs 2.c, 3.b, 4 or 5 and 
t l  fr  t is l s  i  s ti s (a)-(n) f t is r r  1); 
(iii)  t  r ir t  t f r l m t l tities (exce t 
t  t  t t  t i  l  i   .a, .a, .b,     t 
excluded fro  this elease in ubsections (a)-(n) of this aragraph 11); or 
(iv) as   (A) t  il r   t    iliate  
entity to pay investors or trustees any su s received by the  or 
affiliate  e tit  a  e  t  t e i est rs a  tr stees it  res ect t  a  
s urit , ri ti s, r si il r i st nt; (B) t  f il r   t   r 
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affiliated entity to disclose that it failed to pay investors or trustees any sums
received by the COMPANY or affiliated entity and owed to investors or trustees
with respect to any security derivatives or similar investment Cthe collection
by the COMPANY or affiliated entity of money or other consideration from loan
sellers with respect to loans that the COMPANY or an affiliated entity had sold to
others or packaged into a security for sale to others or D the failure by the
COMPANY or affiliated entity to repurchase loans to the extent that it had a
contractual obligation to repurchase
The COMPANY and its affiliated entities agree that they have not been released from any
liability under FIRREA for such conduct or statements To the extent that this reservation of
FIRREA claims is inconsistent with any other provision of this Release the reservation of
FIRREA claims shall control This reservation of FTRREA Claims shall not be construed to
otherwise limit any other claim that the United States has against the COMPANY or its affiliated
entities to alter the requirements of FIRREA or to waive any defense available to the
COMPANY or its affiliated entities under existing law
12 For avoidance of doubt this Release shall not preclude a claim by any
private individual or entity for harm to that private individual or entity except for a claim
asserted by a private individual or entity under 31USC 3730bthat is subject to this Release
and not excluded by Paragraph 11
13 The COMPANY and its affiliated entities waive and shall not assert any




affiliated entity to disclose that it failed to pay investors or trustees any su s 
received by the o.   or affiliated entity and o ed to investors or trustees 
it  r s t t   s curity, ri ti s, r si il r i st ent; ( ) t  ll ti  
 t   r ffiliat  tit    r t r i r ti  fr  l  
sellers ith respect to loans that the P  or an affiliated entity had sold to 
t ers r ac a e  i t  a securit  f r sale t  t ers; r ( ) t e fail re  t e 
 r ffiliate  tit  t  r r s  l s t  t  t t t t it   
tr t l li ti  t  r r s . 
The P  and its affiliated entities agree that they have not been released fro  any 
a ity       t t .     s r   
FI  clai s is inconsistent ith any other provision of this elease, the reservation of 
 s  tr l. s   I  s ll     
t er ise li it a  t er clai  t at t e ite  tates as a ai st t e  r its affiliate  
titi s, t  lter t  r ire e ts fFI , r t  ive  fense ila le t  t e 
 r its affiliated entities under existing la . 
(1 ) For avoidance of doubt, this Release shall not preclude a clai  by any 
private individual or entity for har  to that private individual or entity, except for a clai  
asserted by a private individual or entity under 31 .S.c. § 3730(b) that is subject to this elease 
 t luded  r r  . 
(1 ) he P  and its affiliated entities aive and shall not assert any 
defenses they ay have to any cri inal prosecution or ad inistrative action based on the 
F  
Covered Conduct that may be based in whole or in part on a contention that under the Double
Jeopardy Clause in the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution or under the Excessive Fines Clause
in the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution this Release bars a remedy sought in such criminal
prosecution or administrative action Nothing in this Paragraph or any other provision of this
Consent Judgment constitutes an agreement by the United States concerning the characterization
of the Federal Settlement Amount for purposes of Title 26 United States Code Internal Revenue
Code
14 The COMPANYand any current or former affiliated entity as well as any
current or former director current or former officer or current or former employee of any of the
foregoing but only to the extent that the COMPANY and any current or formeraffiliated entity
possesses the ability to release claims on behalf of such individuals or entities fully and finally
releases the United States and its employees from any claims based on the Covered Conduct to
the extent and only to the extent that such individual or entity is released from claims based on
that Covered Conduct under Paragraphs 2 through 9 of this Release and such claim is not
excluded Wunder Paragraph 11 of this Release including for the avoidance of doubt claims by
the entities listed in Paragraph Ik as well as claims under the Equal Access to Justice Act 28
USC 2412 based on the United States investigation and prosecution of the foregoing
released claims Nothing herein is intended to release claims for mortgage insurance or






r  t t t   s  i  l  r i  lt   t ti  t at, r t  l  
r  la s  i  t  ift  t f t  tit ti  r r t  i  i  l  
i  t  i t  t  t  stituti n, t i  l     t i   i i l 
prosecution or ad inistrative action. othing in this aragraph or any other provision of this 
 \.l  t      t   r i  t  t ri  
of the Federal Settle ent ount for purposes of itle 26, nited States ode (Internal evenue 
de). 
(1 ) he P  and any current or for er affiliated entity, as ell as any 
current or for er director, current or for er officer, or current or for er e ployee of any f the 
foregoing, but only to the extent that the  and any current or for er affiliated entity 
ssesses t e a ilit  t  release clai s  e alf f s c  i i i als r e tities, f ll  a  fi all  
r le s s t  it  t tes  its l ees fr   l i s s   t  r  \.l t t  
t e e te t, a  l  t  t e e tent, t at s c  i i i al r e tit  is release  fr  clai s ase   
t t  t    t    t i  le    l i  i  t 
excluded tmder Paragraph 11 of this Release (including, for the avoidance of doubt, clai s by 
t  titie  liste  i  r r  11 (k»,  ll  l i  r t  l ccess t  ti  t,  
.S.C. § 2412 based on the nited tates' investigation and prosecution f the foregoing 
released clai s. othing herein is intended to release clai s for ortgage insurance or 
rtga e ara t  a e ts r clai s f r a e t f r s a  ser ices, s c  as i ce ti e 




a Unallowable Costs Defined All costs as defined in the Federal
Acquisition Regulations 48CFR 3120547 incurred by or on behalf of the COMPANY and
any current or former affiliated entity to the extent the COMPANY retains liabilities associated
with such former affiliated entity any successor or assign as well as any current or former
director current or former officer and current or former employee of any of the foregoing
individually and collectively in connection with
1 the matters covered by the Consent Judgment
2 the United States audits and civil investigations of the
matters covered by the Consent Judgment
3 the COMPANYsand its affiliated entities investigation
defense and corrective actions undertaken in response to
the United States audit and civil investigationsin
connection with the matters covered by the Consent
Judgment including attorneys fees
4 the negotiation and performance of the Consent Judgment
and
5 the payments made to the United States or others pursuant




(a) all a le sts efi e : ll c sts (as efi e  i  t e e eral 
isiti  l ti s,  .F.R § 1.205-4 ) i rre   r  lf ft    
a  c rre t r f r er affiliate  e tit  (to t e e te t t e 011   retai s lia ilities ass ciate  
it    iliate  ntity),    sign,  ll   t   
irector, c rre t r f r er fficer, a  c rre t r f r er e l ee f a  f t e f re i g, 
i i i all  a  c llecti el , i  c ecti  ith: 
(1) t  tt rs r   t  s t J g ent; 
(2) the nited States' audits and civil investigations of the 
atters covered by the onsent Judg ent; 
(3) the NIPANY's and its affiliated entities' investigation, 
defense, and corrective actions undertaken in response to 
the nited tates' audit(s) and civil investigation(s) in 
c ecti  it  t e atters c ere   t e se t 
Judg ent (including attorney's fees); 
(4) the negotiation and perfor ance of the Consent Judg ent; 
 
(5) the pay ents ade to the nited States or others pursuant 
to the onsent Judg ent, 
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are unallowable costs for govermnent contractingpurposes
Unallowable Costs
b Future Treatment ofUnallowable Costs Unallowable Costs will
be separately determined and accounted forby the COMPANY and its affiliated entities and the
COMPANY and its affiliated entities shall not charge such Unallowable Costs directly or
indirectly to any contract with the United States
c Treatment ofUnallowable Costs Previously Submitted for
Payment Within 90 days of the Effective Date of the Consent Judgment the COMPANY and its
affiliated entities shall identify and repay by adjustment to future claims for payment or otherwise
any Unallowable Costs included in payments previously sought by the COMPANY or any of its
affiliated entities from the United States The COMPANY and its affiliated entities agree that the
United States at a minimum shall be entitled to recoup from any overpayment plus applicable
interest and penalties as a result of the inclusion of such Unallowable Costs on previously
submitted requests for payment The United States reserves its rights to audit examine or re
examine the COMPANYsoraffiliated entities books and records and to disagree with any
calculations submitted by the COMPANY or any of its affiliated entities regarding any
Unallowable Costs included in payments previously sought by the COMPANY or its affiliated
entities or the effect of any such Unallowable Costs on the amount of such payments
16 The COMPANY and its affiliated entities agree to cooperate fully and
truthfullywith the United States investigation of individuals and entities not released in this




r  ll l  t  f r rnm t tr cti  r s  
("Una lowa  t "). 
(b)   f l  sts: l   i  
  nn e          ff ia  ntiti s,  t  
  its iliate  titi  ll t   ll l  t  i tl   
      te  t t s. 
(c) reat ent f nallo able osts reviously ub itted for 
ay ent: it i   a s f t e ffecti e ate f t e se t J g ent, t e  a  its 
ffiliate  tities s ll i tif   r   j st t t  f t r  l i s f r t r t r is  
 llo able sts i l e  i  ts r i sl  s t  t   r  f its 
affiliated entities fro  the nited tates. he  and its affiliated entities agree that the 
United States, at a ini u , shall be entitled to recoup fro  any overpay ent plus applicable 
i terest a  e alties as a res lt f t e i cl si  f s c  all a le sts  re i sl -
s itte  r sts f r nt.  ite  t t s r s r s its ri ts t  dit, i , r r -
exa ine the C PANY's or affiliated entities' books and records and to disagree ith any 
calculations sub itted by the P  or any of its affiliated entities regarding any 
nallo able osts included in pay ents previously sought by the P  or its affiliated 
entities, or the effect f any such nallo able osts on the a ount f such pay ents. 
(1 ) he  and its affiliated entities agree to cooperate fully and 
truthfully ith the nited tates' investigation f individuals and entities not released in this 
elease.  reas a le tice, t e  s all enC01..lIage, a  a rees t t  i air, t e 
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reasonable cooperation of its directors officers and employees and shall use its reasonable
efforts to make available and encourage the cooperation of former directors officers and
employees for interviews and testimony consistent with the rights and privileges of such
individuals
17 This Release is intended to be and shall be for the benefit only of the
Parties and entities and individuals identified in this Release and no other party or entity shall
have any rights or benefits hereunder
18 Each party shall bear its own legal and other costs incurred in connection
with this matter including the preparation and performance of this Consent Judgment
19 Each party and signatory to this Consent Judgment represents that it freely
and voluntarily enters into the Consent Judgment without any degree of duress or compulsion
20 This Release is governed by the laws of the United States The exclusive
jurisdiction and venue for any dispute arising out ofmatters covered by this Release is the United
States District Court for the District ofColumbia For purposes of construing this Release this
Release shall be deemed to have been drafted by all the Parties and shall not therefore be
construed against any party for that reason in any subsequent dispute
21 The Consent Judgment constitutes the complete agreement between the
Parties as to the matters addressed herein The Consent Judgment may not be amended except




reasonable cooperation of its directors, officers and e ployees, and shall use its reasonable 
t  t   il le   t  ti    i t rs, i ,  
l ee   i t i   t ti ony, i t t it  t  i ts  i ilege    
. 
(1 ) is l s  is i t  t    s ll  f r t  fit l  f t  
arties a  e tities a  i i i als i e tifie  i  t is elease, a   t er art  r e tit  s all 
a e a  rights r e efits ere er. 
(1 ) ac  art  s all ear its  le al a  t er c sts i c rre  i  c ecti  
it  t is tt r, i l i  t  r r ti   rf nn  f t i  s t J ent. 
(1 )  rt   i t r  t  t i  t t r r t  t t it fr l  
 l t il  t  i t  t  s t t it t    ress  l i n. 
(20) i  l  i    t  l   t  it  t t .  l i  
jurisdiction and venue for any dispute arising out of atters covered by this elease is the nited 
States istrict ourt for the istrict of olu bia. For purposes of construing this elease, this 
elease shall be dee ed to have been drafted by all the arties and shall not, therefore, be 
str  i st  rt  f r t t r s  i   s s t is te. 
(21) he onsent Judg ent constitutes the co plete agree ent bet een the 
arties as to the atters addressed herein. he onsent Judg ent ay not be a ended except 
 ritte  c se t f t e arties. 
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22 The undersigned represent and warrant that they are fully authorized to
execute the Consent Judgment on behalf of the Parties indicated below
23 The Consent Judgment may be executed in counterparts each ofwhich
constitutes an original and all of which constitute one and the same Consent Judgment
24 This Release is binding on and inures to the benefit of the COMPANYs
and affiliated entities successors heirs and assigns
25 The Parties may disclose this Release and information about this Release
to the public at their discretion
26 Facsimiles ofsignatures shall constitute acceptable binding signatures for
purposes of this Release
27 Whenever the words include includes or including are used in this




(2 ) he lmdersigned represent and arrant that they are fully authorized to 
execute the onsent Judg ent on behalf f the arties indicated below. 
(2 )  t t   t  i  unterpa11s,  f i  
stit t s  ri i l  ll f i  stit t    t  s  s t J ent. 
(2 ) i  le  i  i i  n,  i  t  t  efit f, t  PANY's 
and affiliated entities' successors, heirs, and assigns. 
(2 )    s   l se,     e, 
     ti . 
(2 ) Facsi iles of signatures shall constitute acceptable, bineting signatures for 
rposes f t is l s . 
(2 ) henever the ords "include," "includes," or "including" are used in this 










For purposes of this Release the term Covered Conduct means residential mortgage
loan servicing residential foreclosure services and residential mortgage loan origination
services For purposes of this Release the term Bank means Ally Financial Inc aswell as its
current and former parent corporations or other forms of legal entities direct and indirect
subsidiaries brother or sister corporations or other forms of legal entities divisions or affiliates
and the predecessors successors and assigns of any of them as well as the current and former
directors officers and employees of anyof the foregoing For purposes ofthis Section I only
the term Bank includes agents including without limitation thirdparty vendors of the Bank
and the Bank is released from liability for the covered conduct acts of its agents including
without limitation thirdparty vendors This Release does not release the agents including
without limitation thirdparty vendors themselves for any of their conduct For purposes ofthis
Release the term residential mortgage loans means loans secured by one to four family
residential properties irrespective of usage whether in the form of a mortgage deed of trust or
other security interest creating a lien upon such property or any other property described therein
that secures the related mortgage note
For purposes of this Release the term residential mortgage loan servicing means all
actions errors or omissions of the Bank arising out of or relating to servicing including
subservicing and master servicing of residential mortgage loans from and after the closing of
such loans whether for the Banksaccount or for the account ofothers including but not
limited to the following 1Loan modification and other loss mitigation activities including
without limitation extensions forbearances payment plans short sales and deeds in lieu of
PLF 04502
000974
t t  l s  
I.   
r r oses f t is elease, t e ter  "Covere  duct" ea s resi ential rt a e 
l  rvi i , r i ti l f r l s r  r i ,  r i ti l rt  l  ri i ti  
services. For purposes of this elease, the ter  "Bank" eans lly Financial, Inc., as ell as its 
c rre t a  f r er are t c r rati s r t er f r s flega} entities, irect a  i irect 
i i ri s, t   i t  ti s  t  s l l titi s, i i i   f ili t , 
  sors, sors,  i     ,  l      r 
directors, officers, and e ployees of any of the foregoing. For purposes of this Section I only, 
the ter  "Bank" includes agents (including, ithout li itation, third-party vendors) ofthe ank 
and the Bank. is released fro  liability for the covered conduct acts of its agents (including, 
ithout li itation, third-party vendors). This Release does not release the agents (including, 
ithout li itation, third-party vendors) the selves for any of their conduct. For purposes of this 
l , t  t r  "residential rt a  l ns"  l  re   e- t  f r-f il  
i ti l ti , irres ti e  , t  i  t     t ,   t t,  
other security interest creating a lien upon such property or any other property described therein 
that secures the related ortgage note. 
r rposes f t is elease, t e ter  "residential rt a e l a  servicing" ea s all 
ti s, n'OfS r issi ns f t  k, risi  t f r r l ti  t  s r i i  (including 
s s r i i   st r s rvicing) f r si ti l rt a  l a s fr   ft r t  l sing f 
 l , t r f r t e nk's t r f r t  t  t r , i l i , t t 
li ited to, the follo ing: (1) oan odification and other loss itigation activities, including, 
ithout li itation, extensions, forbearances, pay ent plans, short sales and deeds in lieu f 
  
foreclosure and evaluation approval denial and implementation of the terms and conditions of
any of the foregoing 2 Communications with borrowers relating to borrower accounts
including without limitation account statements and disclosures provided to borrowers 3
Handling and resolution of inquiries disputes or complaints by or on behalf of borrowers 4
Collection activity related to delinquent borrower accounts 5 Acceptance rejection
application or posting of payments made by or on behalf of borrowers including without
limitation assessment and collection of fees or charges placement of payments in suspense
accounts and credit reporting 6 Maintenance placement or payment or failure to make
payment of any type of insurance or insurance premiums or claims activity with respect to any
such insurance 7 Payment of taxes homeowner association dues or other borrower escrow
obligations and creation and maintenance of escrow accounts 8 Use conduct or supervision of
vendors agents and contract employees whether affiliated or unaffiliated including without
Limitation subservicers and foreclosure and bankruptcy attorneys in connection with servicing
loss mitigation and foreclosure activities 9 Adequacy of staffing training systems data
integrity or security of data that is unrelated to privacy issues quality control quality assurance
auditing and processes relating to the servicing of residential mortgage loans foreclosure
bankruptcy and property sale and management services 10 Securing inspecting repairing
maintaining or preserving properties before and after foreclosure or acquisition or transfer of
title 11 Servicing of residential mortgage loans involved in bankruptcy proceedings 12
Obtaining executing notarizing endorsing recording providing maintaining registering
including in a registry system and transferring promissory notes mortgages or mortgage
assignments or other similar documents or transferring interests in such documents among and




f cl sure,  val ation, approval, enial, a  i l t ti  of t  t r  and iti  of 
any of the foregoing; (2) o unications ith borro ers relating to borro er aCcOlmts, 
i cl ding, it t li itati n, acc t state e ts a  iscl s res r i e  t  on- ers; (3) 
andling and resolution of inquiries, disputes or co plaints by or on behalf of borro ers; (4) 
ollection activity related to delinquent borro er acc01.mts; (5) cceptance, rejection, 
application or posting of pay ents ade by or on behalf of borrowers, including, without 
li itation, assess ent and collection of fees or charges, place ent of pay ents in suspense 
accounts and credit reporting; (6) aintenance, place ent or pay ent (or failure to ake 
pay ent) of any type of insurance or insurance pre iu s, or clai s activity ith respect to any 
such insurance; (7) ay ent f taxes, ho eo ner association dues, or other borro er escro  
obligations, and creation and aintenance of escrow accounts; (8) Use, conduct or supervision of 
vendors, agents and contract e ployees, whether affiliated or unaffiliated, including, without 
li itation, subservicers and foreclosure and bankruptcy attorneys, in connection ith servicing, 
loss itigation, and foreclosure activities; (9) dequacy of staffIng, training, syste s, data 
integrity or security of data that is unrelated to privacy issues, quality control, quality assurance, 
aUditing and processes relating to the servicing f residential ortgage loans, foreclosure, 
bankruptcy, and property sale and management services; (10) Securing, inspecting, repairing, 
maintaining, or preserving properties before and after foreclosure or acquisition or transfer of 
title; (11) Servicing of residential ortgage loans involved in bankruptcy proceedings; (12) 
btaining, executing, notarizing, endorsing, recording. providing, aintaining, registering 
(including in  re istry s tem), and tra f rring ro iss r  t , rt , r rtgage 
assign ents or other si ilar docu ents, or transfelring interests in such docmnents a ong and 
bet een servicers and o ners, and custodial functions or appoint ent of officers relating to such 
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documents 13 Decisions on disposition of residential mortgage loans including without
limitation whether to pursue foreclosure on properties whether to assert or abandon liens and
other claims and actions taken in respect thereof and whether to pursue any particular loan
modification or other form of loss mitigation 14 Servicing of residential mortgage loans of
borrowers who are covered by federal or state protections due to military status 15 Licensing
or registration of employees agents vendors or contractors or designation of employees as
agents of another entity 16 Quality control quality assurance compliance audit testing
oversight reporting or certification or registration requirements related to the foregoing and
17 Trustee functions related to the servicing ofresidential mortgage loans
For purposes of this Release theterm residential foreclosure services means all
actions errors or omissions of the Bank arising out of or relating to foreclosures on residential
mortgage loans whether for the Banksown account or for the account of others including but
not limited to the following 1 Evaluation of accounts for modification or foreclosure referral
2 Maintenance assignment recovery and preparation of documents that have been filed or
otherwise used to initiate or pursue foreclosures and custodial actions related thereto 3
Drafting review execution and notarization of documents including but not limited to
affidavits notices certificates substitutions of trustees and assignments prepared or filed in
connection with foreclosures or sales of acquired properties or in connection with remediation of
improperly filed documents 4 Commencement advancement and finality of foreclosures
including without limitation any issues relating to standing fees ornotices 5 Acquisition of
title post foreclosure or in lieu of foreclosure 6 Pursuit of pre and post foreclosure claims by
the Bank including without limitation the seeking of deficiency judgments when permitted by




c ents; (1 ) ecisi s  is siti  f resi ential rt a e l a s, i cl ding, it t 
li it ti , t  t   l   rti s, t  t  t   li   
other clai s and actions taken in respect thereof, and hether to pursue any particular loan 
odification or other for  fl ss itigation; (14) ervicing f residential ortgage loans f 
rr ers  are c ere   fe eral r state r tecti s e t  ilitar  stat s; (1 ) ice si  
or registration of e ployees, agents, vendors or contractors, or designation of e ployees as 
a e ts f a t er entity; (1 ) alit  c ntrol, alit  assurance, c lia ce, audit testing, 
rsight, r rti , r rtifi ti  r r istr ti  r ire e ts r l t  t  t  f r oing;  
(17) rustee functions related to the servicing f residential ortgage loans. 
r r ses f t is elease, t e t nn "reside tial f recl s re services" ea s all 
actions, errors or o issions of the Bank arising out of or relating to foreclosures on residential 
ortgage loans, hether for the ank's o n account or for the account of others, including, but 
not li ited to, the follo ing: (1) valuation f accounts for odification or foreclosure referral; 
(2) aintenance, assign ent, recovery and preparation of docu ents that have been filed or 
other ise used to initiate r pursue foreclosures, and custodial actions related thereto; (3) 
Drafting, review, execution and notarization of docu ents (including, but not li ited to, 
affidavits, notices, certificates, substitutions of trustees , and assignments) prepared or filed in 
connection with foreclosures or sales of acquired properties, or in connection with remediation of 
i properly filed docu ents; (4) o ence ent, advance ent and finality of foreclosures, 
including, ithout li itation, any issues relating to standing, fees, or notices; (5) cquisition of 
title post-foreclosure or in lieu of fore c1osure; (6) Pursuit of pre- and post-foreclosure clai s by 
the ank, including, ithout limitation, the seeking of deficiency judg ents hen pennitted by 
la , acts or o issions regarding lien releases, and evictions and eviction proceedings; (7) 
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Management maintenance and disposition of properties in default or properties owned or
controlledby the Bank whether prior to or during the foreclosure process or after foreclosure
and executing notarizing or recording any documents related to the sale of acquired properties
and 8 Trustee functions related to the foreclosure of residential mortgage loans
For purposes of this Release the term residential mortgage loan origination services
means all actions errors or omissions of the Bank arising out of or relating to the origination of
or the assistance in the origination of residential mortgage loans or the purchasing of residential
mortgage whole loans including but not limited to the following 1 Advertising solicitation
disclosure processing review underwriting closing and funding of borrower residential
mortgage loans or lending services including without limitation the charges terms pricing and
conditions of such loans or lending services 2 Approving or denying loan applications 3
Recommendation offering or provision of loan products including without limitation whether
such products features or terms and conditions were appropriate for a particular borrower 4
Valuation of the properties used as collateral for such loans including without limitation use of
employees independent and vendor management appraisers and alternative valuation methods
such as AVMs and BPOs 5 Use referral conduct or supervision of or payment of fees or
other forms of consideration to vendors agents or contract employees whether affiliated or
unaffiliated and whether retained by the Bank borrower or otherwise including without
limitation closing agents appraisers real estate agents mortgage brokers and providers of real
estate settlement services 6 Drafting and execution of residential mortgage loan documents
and disclosures and the provision of such disclosures 7 Obtaining or recording of collateral
documents relating to the origination of residential mortgage loans including without limitation




anage ent, aintenance, and disposition of properties in default or properties o ned or 
controlled by the ank, hether prior to or during the foreclosure process or after foreclosure, 
and executing, notarizing, or recording any docu ents related to the sale of acquired properties; 
and (8) rustee functions related to the foreclosure of residential ortgage loans. 
r r ses f t is elease, t e ter  "reside tial rt a e l a  ri i ati  services" 
 ll cti ns, rr r  r i i   t   ri i  t f r r l ti  t  t  ri i ti  f, 
or the assistance in the origination of, residential ortgage loans, or the purchasing of residential 
ortgage hole loans, including, but not li ited to, the follo ing: (1) dvertising, solicitation, 
iscl s re, r cessi , re iew, er riti , cl si  a  f i  f rr er resi e tial 
rt a e l a s r le i  services, i cl i g, it t li itati , t e c ar es, ter s, rici g, a  
conditions of such loans or lending services; (2) Approving or denying loan applications; (3) 
eco endation, offering or provision of loan products, including, ithout li itation, hether 
such products' features or ter s and conditions ere appropriate for a particular borro er; (4) 
aluation f the properties used as collateral for such loans, including, ithout li itation, use f 
e l ees, inde e e t a  e r a a e e t a raisers, a  alter ati e al ati  et s 
such as s and s; (5) se, referral, conduct r supervision of, or pay ent f fees or 
other fonns of consideration to, vendors, agents or contract e ployees, whether affiliated or 
unaffiliated, and hether retained by the Bank, borro er or other ise, including, ithout 
li itation, closing agents, appraisers, real estate agents, ortgage brokers, and providers of real 
estate settle ent services; (6) rafting and execution of residential ID0l1gage loan docu ents 
and disclosures and the provision of such disclosures; (7) btaining or recording of collateral 
documents relating to the origination of residential mortgage loans, including, without limitation, 
use of trustees or designees on mortgages or deeds of trust; (8) Licensing and registration of 
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employees in connection with origination of residential mortgage loans 9 Quality control
quality assurance or compliance audit testing or oversight related to the origination of
residential mortgage loans and 10 Communications with borrowers related to the origination
of residential mortgage loans
II Release ofCovered Conduct
By their execution of this Consent Judgment the Attorneys General and state mortgage
regulators Regulators that are parties to this Consent Judgment release and forever discharge
the Bank from the following any civil or administrative claim of any kind whatsoever direct or
indirect that an Attorney General or Regulator respectively has or may have or assert
including without limitation claims for damages fines injunctive relief remedies sanctions or
penalties of any kind whatsoever based on arising out of or resulting from the Covered Conduct
on or before the Effective Date or any examination or penalties arising from such an
examination relating to the Covered Conduct on or before the Effective Date except for claims
and the other actions set forth in Section N below collectively the Released Claims
This Release does not release any claims against any entity other than the Bank as
defined in SectionI above
M Covenants by the Bank
1 The Bank waives and shall not assert any defenses the Bank may have to any
criminal prosecution based on the Covered Conduct that maybe based in whole or inpart on a
contention that under the Double Jeopardy Clause in the Fifth Amendment ofthe Constitution or
under the Excessive Fines Clause in the Eighth Amendment of the Constitution this Release bars




e ployees in connection ith origination f residential ortgage loans; (9) uality control, 
lit  sur nce,  lia c  it t ti ,  r i t l t  t  t  i i ti   
i t  t a  s;  (1 )     t  t   
   . 
n. elease f overed ct 
y their execution of this Consent Judg ent, the ttorneys eneral and state ortgage 
t rs ("Regulators") that are parties to this onsent Judg ent release and forever discharge 
    i g:    i t  i ,    ver, i t  
i ir t, t t  ttorne  r l r ul tor, r spectively, s r   r ssert, 
including, ithout li itation, clai s for da ages, fines, injunctive relief, re edies, sanctions, or 
penalties of any kind hatsoever based on, arising out of, or resulting fro  the overed onduct 
 r ef re t e ffecti e ate, r a  e a i ation (or e alties arisi  fr  s c  a  
e a i ati n) relating t  t e ere  ct  r ef re t e ffective ate, e ce t f r clai s 
and the other actions set forth in Section IV, belo  (collectively, the "Released Clai s"). 
i  lease s t r l   l i  i t  tit  t r t  t    
  ti   . 
m. ovenants by the ank 
. he ank aives and shall not assert any defenses the ank ay have to any 
cri inal r sec ti  ase   t e ere  ct t at a  e ase  i  le r i  art  a 
contention that, under the ouble Jeopardy lause in the ifth end ent ft e onstitution or 
under the xcessive ines lause in the ighth end ent f the onstitution, this elease bars 
a re e  s t in s ch cri i al r sec ti . 
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2 The Bank agrees to cooperate with an Attorney Generalscriminal investigation
of individuals and entities not released in this Release For purposes of this covenant
cooperation shall not include any requirement that the Bank waive the attorney client privilege
or any other applicable privileges or protection included but not limited to the attorney work
product doctrine Upon reasonable notice the Bank agrees not to impair the reasonable
cooperation of its directors officers and employees and shall use its reasonable efforts to make
available and encourage the cooperation of former directors officers and employees for
interviews and testimony consistent with the rights and privileges of such individuals
IV Claims and Other Actions Exempted fromRelease
Notwithstanding the foregoing and any other term of this Consent Judgment the
following claims are hereby not released and are specifically reserved
1 Securities and securitization claims based on the offer sale or purchase of
securities or other conduct in connection with investors or purchasers in or of securities
regardless of the factual basis of the claim including such claims of the state or state entities as
an owner purchaser or holder ofwhole loans securities derivatives or similar investments
including without limitation mortgage backed securities collateralized debt obligations or
structured investment vehicles and including but not limited to such claims based on the
following
a the creation formation solicitation marketing assignment transfer offer
sale or substitution of securities derivatives or other similar investments including
without limitation mortgage backed securities collateralized debt obligations




.   r s t  r t  it   tt r  neral's ri i l i sti ti  
f i i idual   titie  t r le  i  t i  l e. r r s  f t i  nt, 
 l           -  le  
r  t r li l  ri ile  r r t ction, i l  t t li it  t  t  tt r  r  
t t i .  l  ti , t  k:  t t  i i  t  l  
  ts , icers  ,  l      t   
a aila le a  e c ra e t e c erati  f f r er irect rs, fficers, a  e l ees f r 
i t r i   t ti ny, i t t it  t  ri ts  ri ile e  f  i i i l . 
. l i s  t  ctions t   leas  
ot ithstanding the foregoing and any other ter  of this onsent Judg ent, the 
follo ing clai s are hereby not released and are specifically reserved: 
. ec rities a  sec ritizati  clai s ase   t e ffer, sale, or rc ase f 
securities, or other conduct i  connection ith investors or purchasers i  or f securities, 
r r less ft  f t l i  f t  l i , i l i   l i s f t  t t  r t t  titi  s 
 r, r s r, r l r f le l s, s riti s, ri ti s r si il r i st ts, 
including, ithout li itation, ortgage backed securities, collateralized debt obligations or 
structured invest ent vehicles, and including, but not li ited to, such clai s based on the 
f ll i : 
(a) the creation, for ation, solicitation, arketing, assign ent, transfer, offer, 
sale or substitution f securities, derivatives, or other si ilar invest ents, including, 
it t li itati , Oltga e ac e  securities, c llateralize  e t li ati s, 
c llateralize  l a  li ati s, r str ct re  i est e t e icles; 
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b representations warranties certifications or claims made regarding such
securities or investments such as representations warranties certifications or claims
regarding origination funding and underwriting activities and including the eligibility
characteristics or qualityof the mortgages or the mortgagors
c the transfer sale conveyance or assignment of mortgage loans to and the
purchase and acquisition of such mortgage loans by the entity creating forming and
issuing the securities derivatives or other similar investments relating to such mortgage
loans
d all servicing foreclosure and origination related conduct but solely to the
extent that such claims are based on the offer sale or purchase ofsecurities or other
conduct in connection with investors or purchasers in or of securities and
e all Covered Conduct but solely to the extent that such claims are based on the
offer sale or purchase ofsecurities or other conduct in connection with investors or
purchasers in or of securities
For avoidance of doubt securities and securitization claims based on the offer sale or purchase
of securities orother conduct in connection with investors or purchasers in or ofsecurities that
are based on any source of law including but not limited to false claims acts or equivalent laws
securities laws and common law breach of fiduciary duty are not released
2 Claims against a trustee or custodian or an agent thereof based on or arising out of
the conduct of the trustee custodian or such agent related to the poolingof residential mortgage
loans in trusts mortgage backed securities collateralized debt obligations collateralized loan
obligations or structured investment vehicles including but not limited to the performance of




(b) r r sentations, rranties, rtifi ti s, r l i   r r i  su  
securit  r i t ents, suc   r sentations, rr nties, ertif  r cl i  
re ar i  ri i ati n, f ding, a  derwriti  activities, a  i cl i g t e eligibility, 
aracteristics, r alit  f t  rt  r t  rt gors; 
(c) t  t sfer, ale, ce,  ssig t  t  l  t ,  t  
purchase and acquisition of such ortgage loans by, the entity creating, for .ing and 
issuing the securities, derivatives or other si ilar invest ents relating to such ortgage 
s; 
(d) ll s r i i -, f r l s r -,  ri i ti -r l t  uct, t s l l  t  t  
t t t t  l i  r    t  ff r, le, r r  f riti , r t r 
t i  ti  it  i t    i    curiti ;  
(e) all overed onduct, but solely to the extent that such clai s are based on the 
r, l ,  as   ri ,         
rchas s    rit . 
For avoidance of doubt, securities and securitization clai s based on the offer, sale, or purchase 
 iti ,  t  t i  ti  it  i e t   rchas  i    riti , t t 
re s    s rce fl , i l i , t t li ite  t , fals  l i s ts r i ale t l s, 
securities la s, and co on la  breach of fiduciary duty, are not released. 
2. lai s against a trustee or custodian or an agent thereof based on or arising out of 
the conduct of the trustee, custodian or such agent related to the pooling of residential mortgage 
loa s in trusts, rtga e bac ed sec rities, c llateralized e t ligati s, c llateralize  l a  
li ati s, or str cture  invest e t e icles, incl i , t t li ited t , t e erfonnance f 
truste  or c s a  functions in s  . 
-7 
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3 Liability based on the Banksobligations created by this Consent Judgment
4 Obligations relating to assurances ofvoluntary compliance entered into between
various states and Wells FargoNA in 2010 2011 and 2012 relating to pay optionARMS
5 Claims raised by the Illinois Attorney General in Illinois v Wells Fargo Co et
al 2009CH26434
6 Claims raised in State ofConnecticut v Acordia Inc X10UNYCV
0704020455Scurrently pending before the Connecticut Supreme Court
7 Claims raised in State ex rel Darrell V McGraw Jr v Acordia ofWest Virginia
Inc et al civil action no 05C115W circuit court of Hancock County
8 Claims raised in State ofNew York v JPMorgan Chase Bank et al Index No
2768012NYSup Ct and any similar claims relating to the same types of acts practices
or conduct set forth in that lawsuit that may be asserted in the future by the Office ofthe New
York State Attorney General against Citigroup Inc CitibankNACitiMortgage Inc Ally
Financial Inc GMAC Mortgage LLC Residential Capital LLC or their parents subsidiaries
or affiliates
9 Claims and remedies raised in State ofDelaware v MERSCORP Inc et al CA
NO6987CS currently pending in the Court of Chancery for the State ofDelaware and any
similar claims relating to the same types ofacts practices or conduct set forth in that lawsuit
in connection with mortgages registered in the MFRS system and loans secured by such
mortgages that may be asserted in the future by the Delaware Department of Justice against
Bank of AmericaNABAC Home Loans Servicing LP JPMorgan Chase BankNAChase




3. i ilit  s   t  ank's li ti s r t   t is sent Judg ent. 
4. li ti s r l ti  t  ss r s fvohmt r  li  t r  i t  t  
various states and ells Fargo, .A. in 2010,2011, and 2012 relating to pay option s. 
. lai s raised by the Illinois ttorney eneral i  Illinois v. ells argo & o.,  
l.,200 - H- 4. 
6. l i  i  i St t  f ti t . cordia. I c., IO- V-
0704020455-S (currently pending before the onnecticut llpre e ourt). 
7. lai s raise  i  State ex ref. arrell V. c raw. Jr. v. cordia f est irginia, 
Inc., et al. (civil action no. 05-C-115  - circuit court f ancock ounty). 
. l i  r i  i  t t  f  r  v. r  s  k, t t., I  . 
768/2012 (N.Y. . t.),   si il r l i s - relating to the sa e types of acts, practices, 
or conduct set forth in that la suit - that ay be asserted in the future by the ffice of the e  
ork State ttorney eneral against itigroup, Inc., itibank, .A., iti ortgage, Inc., lly 
inancial, Inc.,  ortgage , esidential apital, , or their parents, subsidiaries, 
or affiliates. 
9. lai s and re edies raised in State ol ela are v. ERS RP, Inc. et al. (C -
-6987-CS), currently pending in the Court of Chancery for the State of ela are, and any 
si ilar clai s - r l ti  t  t   t  f t , r ti , r t t f rt  i  t t l it 
in connection with mortgages registered in the ERS system and loans secured by such 
ortgages - that ay be asserted in the future by the ela are epart ent of Justice against 
ank of eIica, .A.,  o e oans ervicing, , J organ hase ank, .A., hase 
Horne Finance LLC, E C ortgage Corporation, ells Fargo Bank, N.A., Citigroup, Inc., 
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CitibankNACitiMortgage IncAlly Financial Inc GMAC Mortgage LLC Residential
Capital LLC or their parents subsidiaries or affiliates
10 Claims raised in Commonwealth ofMassachusetts v Bank ofAmerica NA et al
Civ A No 114363 currently pending in the Superior Court of Massachusetts Suffolk
County
11 Claims of any kind that the State of Utah has or may have against anyperson or
entity not released under this Consent Judgment or any right that State of Utah has or may have
to take law enforcement action of any kind against anyperson or entity not released under this
Consent Judgment including anyperson or entity who is or maybe a coobligor with a person or
entity that is released under this Consent Judgment all of which claims rights and actions are
expressly reserved by the State ofUtah
12 Claims against Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc or MERSCORP
INC
13 Claims arising out of alleged violations of fair lending laws that relate to
discriminatory conduct in lending
14 Claims ofstate county and local pension or other governmental funds as
investors whether those claims would be brought directly by those pension or other
governmental funds or by the Office of the Attorney General as attorneys representing the
pension or other governmental funds
15 Tax claims including but not limited to claims relating to real estate transfer
taxes
16 Claims of county and local governments and claims of state regulatory agencies




itibank, .A., iti ortgage, Inc., lly Financial, Inc.,  ortgage , esidential 
apital, ,  i  rents, ubsidiaries,  f il t s. 
0. Clai s raised in Co onwealth of assachusetts v. Bank of A erica, N.A., et al. 
(Ci . . . 1-436 ), rr tl  i  i  t  ri r rt  etts, uff l  
nty. 
11. l i s f  i  t t t  t t  f t  s r   i st  rs  r 
entity not released under this Consent Judg ent, or any right that State of tah has or ay have 
to take la  enforce ent action of any kind against any person or entity not released under this 
onsent Judg ent, including any person or entity ho is or ay be a co-obligor ith a person or 
entity that is released under this onsent Judg ent, all of lllch clai s, rights and actions are 
 e    te  . 
12. Clai s against ortgage Electronic Registration Syste s, Inc. or ERSC RP, 
I . 
13. lai s arising out of alleged violations of fair lending la s that relate to 
i i inat  t  le i . 
14. Claims of state, cotmty and local pension or other governmental funds as 
investors (whether those claims would be brought directly by those pension or other 
governmental funds or by the Office of the Attorney General as attorneys representing the 
pension or other govern ental funds). 
.  l i s, i l i , t t li ited t , l i s r l ti  t  r l st t  tra sf r 
taxes. 
16. lai s of county and local govern ents and clai s of state regulatory agencies 
having specific regulatory jurisdiction that is separate and independent fro  the regulatory and 
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enforcement jurisdiction of the Attorney General but not including claims of Regulators that are
released herein
17 Criminal enforcement of state criminal laws
18 Claims of county recorders city recorders town recorders or other local
government officers or agencies or for Hawaii only where a statewide recording system is
applicable and operated by the state claims by Hawaii and for Maryland where the recording
system is the joint responsibility ofthe counties or Baltimore City and the state claims of the
counties or Baltimore City and the state for fees relating to the recordation or registration
process of mortgages or deeds of trust including assignments transfers and conveyances
regardless ofwhether those claims would be brought directly by such local government officers
or agencies orthrough the Office of the Attorney General as attorneys representing such local
government officers or agencies
19 Claims and defenses asserted by third parties including individual mortgage loan
borrowers on an individual or class basis
20 Claims seeking injunctive or declaratory relief to clear a cloud on title where the
Covered Conduct has resulted in a cloud on title to real property under state law provided
however that neither the Attorneys General nor Regulators shall otherwise take actions seeking
to invalidate past mortgage assignments or foreclosures in connection with loans serviced andor
owned by the Bank For the avoidance of doubt nothing in this paragraph 20 releases waives or
bars any legal or factual argument related to the validity of past mortgage assignments or
foreclosures that could be made in support of claims not released herein including without




t j ris iction  t  ttorne  eral, t t i l i  l i   l t  t t  
r leas  rein. 
. inal     . 
. lai s f t  r r rs, it  r r rs, t  r r ers r t r l l 
r t fficer  r ies (or, f r ii l , r   t t i e r r i  t  i  
le     t , s  i ;   ,    
s st  is t  j i t r s sibilit  f t  ti s r lti ore it   t  st te, l i s f t  
ties r lti re it   t  tate), f r f  r l ti  t  t  r r ti  r r i tr ti  
r ess f rtgages r s f tr st, i l i  ssi ts, tr sf rs,  s, 
r r les   t r t s  l i  l   r t ir tl    l l r t fficers 
 ie   t  t  ic   t  tt r  l  tt s ti   l l 
govern ent officers or agencies. 
. lai s a  efe ses asserte   t ir  arties, i cl i  i i i al rt a e l a  
e s   idua   lass sis. 
. l i s s i  i jtm ti e r l r t r  r li f t  l r  l   titl  r  t  
r  t  r lt  i   l   titl  t  r l r rt  r t t  l ; r i d, 
ho ever, that neither the ttorneys eneral nor Regulators shall other ise take actions seeking 
to invalidate past ortgage assign ents or foreclosures in connection ith loans serviced andlor 
o ned by the ank. or the avoidance of doubt, nothing i  this paragraph 20 releases, aives or 
bars any legal or factual argu ent related to the validity f past ortgage assign ents or 
f recl s res t at c l  e a e i  s rt f clai s t release  erein, i cl i , it t 
li it ti , ll l i s r s r  r r r s  t r   f ti   f t is l se. 
-lO 
  
21 Disciplinary proceedings brought by a Regulator against individual employees
with respect to mortgage loan origination conduct for misconduct or violations under state law
22 Authority to resolve consumer complaints brought to the attention of the Bank for
resolution outside of the monitoring process as described in Section H of the Enforcement
Terms Exhibit E
23 Claims against Bank for reimbursement to mortgage borrowers
a That represent i a fee imposed upon and collected from a mortgage
borrower byBank and retained by Bank which fee is later determined to have been
specifically prohibited by applicable state law an Unauthorized Fee provided that
such determination of impermissibility is not predicated directly or indirectly on a
finding of a violation of any federal law rule regulation agency directive or similar
requirement and ii an actual overpayment by a borrower resulting from a clear and
demonstrable error in calculation of amounts due from said borrower and
b That are subject to the following iare identified in the course of a
mandatory state regulatory compliance examination commenced after the Effective Date
by the Iowa Division of Banking Nevada Division ofMortgage Lending New
Hampshire Banking Department Ohio Division of Financial Institutions or Rhode Island
Department of Business Regulation which examination period is specifically limited to
BanksCovered Conduct beginning on January 1 2011 and ending on January 1 2012
or iiare part of a state regulatory compliance examination that was open or in process




. isci linary r cee ings r t  a e lat r a ai st i i id al e loyees 
ith res t t  rtga e loa  ri i ti  t f r is t r i lations r st t  l . 
. uthority to resolve consu er co plaints brought to the attention of the Bank for 
resolution outside of the onitoring process, as described in Section  of the nforce ent 
er s (Exhibit ). 
. lai s i st a  f r r i rs t t  rt a  rr rs: 
(a) at r r t: (i)  f  i s    lle te  fr   rtga e 
borro er by ank and retained by ank hich fee is later deter ined to have been 
specifically prohibited by applicable state la  (an "Unauthorized Fee''), provided that 
such deter ination of i per issibility is not predicated, directly or indirectly, on a 
fin in  f a i lati  f a  fe eral la , r le, re lati , a e c  irecti e r si ilar 
r ir nt;  (ii)  t l r t   rr r r s lti  fr   l r  
tr l  rr r i  l l ti   ts  fr  i  rr r;  
(b) hat are subject to the follo ing: (i) are identified in the course of a 
andatory state regulatory co pliance exa ination co enced after the ffective ate 
 t e I a i ision f a i , e a a i isi  f rt a e e i g, e  
Ha pshire Banking Depart ent, Ohio Division of Financial Institutions, or Rhode Island 
Department of Business Regulation, which examination period is specifically limited to 
Bank's Covered Conduct beginning on January 1,2011 and ending on January 1, 2012; 
or (ii) are part of a state regulatory co pliance exa ination that as open or in process 
  t  ti  t ;  
0-  
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c That are not duplicative of any prior voluntary or involuntary payment to the





(c) hat are not duplicative of any prior voluntary or involuntary pay ent to the 
ff t  l  rr r  k, t r ir tl  r i ir ctly, fr   t t  t 








Addendum to Federal and State Settlement Agreements
The Federal Parties the State Parties Residential Capital LLC ResCap GMAC Mortgage
LLC GMACM Residential Funding Company LLC Residential Funding and together
with ResCap and GMACM the ResCap Parties and Ally Financial Inc AFI have agreed
to enter into the Consent Judgment Capitalized terms used herein but not defined herein have
the meanings assigned to them in the relevant portion or exhibit of the Consent Judgment
In recognition of the financial situation of the ResCap Parties the agreements of AFI with
respect to the payment of settlement funds in the event the ResCap Parties do not perform certain
obligations and the agreement of the ResCap Parties to establish the ResCap Settlement Loan
Modification Programs set forth below in addition to the terms agreed elsewhere in the Consent
Judgment the Parties agree to the following
I Pursuant to Paragraph 3 of the Consent Judgment the ResCap Parties shall pay a Direct
Payment Settlement Amount of1096284 5by electronic funds transfer no later than seven
days after the Effective Date of the Consent Judgment in accordance with written instructions to
be provided by the United States Department of Justice and in furtherance of such payment AFI
has undertaken the obligations specified in Paragraph 8 of this Addendum including without
limitation entering into the Earmark and Indemnification Agreement
2 In addition the ResCap Parties and AN agree that the United States shall not be
responsible for attorneys fees for the relator in United States ex rel Szymoniak v SEALED
Civ No 010ev01465DSCor in United States ex rel Szymoniak v SEALED Civ No
310cv575WDNCin connection with the settlement of those matters
3 The ResCap Parties and to the extent the ResCap Parties do not perform such
obligations AFI shall be responsible for 2000 in consumer relief as set forth in the
Consumer Relief Requirements credited pursuant to the terms therein and this Addendum
a Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the Consent Judgment or the Exhibits
thereto the ResCap Parties and AFI jointly and severally will be obligated to make
the payments specified in Paragraph 10d of Exhibit D to the Consent Judgment
Consumer Relief Requirements Exhibit H SCRA and Paragraph 7 of this
Addendum in the event and to the extent that the ResCap Parties AFI or their
successors in interest do not complete the Consumer Relief Activities set forth in
Exhibit D to the Consent Judgment provided however that any successor or
purchaser of all or a substantial portion of the assets of the ResCap Parties shall not
be obligated to pay any of the amounts owed by the ResCap Parties or AFI under the
Consent Judgment or the Exhibits thereto
b Notwithstanding the terms of Exhibit D of the Consent Judgment Consumer Relief
Requirements the ResCap Parties shall receive credit toward their Consumer Relief
commitment up to a total of16million for the ResCap Parties out of pocket costs
of contributions to a national borrower portal and partnering with third parties for
PLF 04515
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 t  r l  Stat  ettl t r t  
 r l arties, t  t t  arti s, si nti l apit l  (''Res ''),  ortgage, 
LLC ("G ACM''), Residential Funding Co pany, LLC ("Residential Funding" and, together 
it    , t  "Res  rti "), and lly Financial, Inc. ("AFI") have agreed 
t  t r i t  t  s t J t it li  t r s s  r i  t t fm  herei  v  
t  i  ssi  t  t  i  t  r l t rti   xhi it  t  t udg ent. 
I  rec iti  f t e fi a cial sit ati  f t e es a  arties, t e a ree e ts f PI it  
respect to the pay ent of settle ent ftmds in the event the es ap arties do not perfonn ce11ain 
obligations, and the agree ent of the es ap Parties to establish the es ap Settle ent Loan 
ificati  r ra s set f rt  elow, i  a iti  t  t e ter s a ree  else ere i  t e se t 
nt,  r     ll ing: 
1. Pursuant to Paragraph 3 of the Consent Judgment, the ResCap Parties shall pay a Direct 
    $109,628,425,  l tr i        
days after the ffective ate of the onsent Judg ent, in accordance ith ritten instructions to 
be provided by the nited States epart ent of Justice and, in furtherance of such pay ent, FI 
has undertaken the obligations specified in Paragraph 8 of this Addendu , including, without 
li it ti , t i  i t  t  nn   i i ti  nt. 
2.  iti ,   t es  FI      l    
responsible for attorney's fees for the relator in nited States ex reI. Szy oniak v. [SE LED], 
Civ No. O:10-cv-01465 (D.s.C.) or in United States ex reI. Szy oniak v. [SEALED], Civ No. 
: 1O-cv-575 (W.D.N.C.) in  t   t   t rs. 
. The es ap Parties (and to the extent the es ap Parties do not pelior  such 
li ti s, PI) s ll  res si le f r $200,000,000 i  s r r li f s s t f rt  i  t e 
onsu er elief equire ents, credited pursuant to the ter s therein and this ddendu . 
a. ot ithstanding anything to the contrary in the onsent Judg ent or the xhibits 
t r t , the s  rties  PI, jointly  s rally, ill  ligate  t   
t e a ents s ecifie  i  ara ra  lO.d f i it  t  t e se t J e t 
(Consumer elief equire ents), Exhibit  (S A), and Paragraph 7 of this 
ddendu  in the t d t  t e t t t at t  s  rti s, PI, r t ir 
ess rs in interest  t lete t e s er li  ti ities t rt  i  
Exhibit  to the Consent Judg ent; provided, ho ever, that any successor or 
purchaser of all or a substantial portion of the assets of the ResCap Pal1ies shall not 
be obligated to pay any ofthe a ounts owed by the ResCap Parties or AFI under the 
onse t t r t e ibits t t . 
b. Notwithstanding the terms of Exhibit D of the Consent Judgment (Consumer Relief 
ir nts), the es ap rties s ll re ive r it t ard t ir r lief 
co it ent, up to a total of $1.6 illion, for the ResCap Parties' out of pocket costs 
of contributions to a national bOlTower portal and partnering with third parties for 
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document delivery as contemplated by the servicing standards in Exhibit A of the
Consent Judgment
The releases contained in Exhibits F and G of the Consent Judgment shall become
effective upon payment of the Direct Payment Settlement Amount by Defendant
The United States and any State Party may withdraw fiom the Consent Judgment and
declare it null and void with respect to that party and all released entities if the
Consumer Relief Payments as that term is defined in Exhibit F Federal Release
required under this Consent Judgment are not completedwithin the time specified and
any payment required under Paragraph 10d of Exhibit D to the Consent Judgment is
not cured within thirty days of written notice by the party
4 The ResCap Parties shall establish the following ResCap Settlement Loan Modification
Programs The ResCap Parties and AFI shall conduct nationwide modification programs to be
offered to underwater borrowers with economic hardship on firstlien and secondlien loans
ResCap Settlement Loan Modification Programs
a The ResCap Parties shall solicit in accordance with the ResCap Settlement Loan
Modification Program Solicitation Requirements all borrowers in the owned loan
portfolios of the ResCap Parties AFI and its affiliates with the exception of Ally
Bankowned CMG loans as ofMarch 1 2012 or loans included in asset sales in the
normal course of business where the primary seivicer is a ResCap Party the Loan
Portfolio who meet the Eligibility Criteria for any of the Program Eligible
Borrowers as set forth inmore detail below
b From the date of Entry of the Consent Judgment by the Court until completion of the
Solicitation Requirements or proper denial of the borrower for relief under this
agreement whichever is earlier the ResCap Parties will defer any foreclosure sales
on any Eligible Borrower
c The ResCap Parties will extend offers of relief under the ResCap Settlement Loan
Modification Programs to all Eligible Borrowers in the Loan Portfolio who meet the
Eligibility Criteria for any of the Programs as set forth below
5 The ResCap Settlement Loan Modification Programs shall include the following
a Rate Reduction Refinancing Program RRRP the Rate Reduction Refinancing
Program will offer a restructured mortgage to current borrowers who would benefit
from a refinancing but are currently precluded from refinancing due to a negative
equity position on their property
i The ResCap Parties will offer a Rate Reduction Refinancing to all borrowers in
the LoanPortfolio who meet the RRRP Eligibility Criteria
ii Eligibility Criteria The Eligibility Criteria for the RRRP are the following




c e t eli er  as c te late  by t e servici  stan ar s i  x i it  of t e 
t udg ent. 
c. e releases c tai e  i  i its  an   f t e sent Judg e t shall ec e 
effective upon pay ent of the irect Pay ent Settle ent ount by efendant. 
The United States and any State Party ay withdraw fro  the Consent Judg ent and 
declare it null and void ith respect to that party and all released entities if the 
Consu er Relief Pay ents (as that ter  is defined in Exhibit F (Federal Release» 
re ire  tm er t is se t J e t are t c lete  it i  t e ti e specifie  a  
any pay ent required under Paragraph lO.d of Exhibit  to the onsent Judg ent is 
t r  it i  t irt  s f ritt  ti   t  rty. 
4.   ties all stabli  t  ll i   ttl t  i i ti  
Progra s: The es ap Parties and F1 shall conduct nation ide odification progra s to be 
offered to under ater borro ers ith econo ic hardship on first-lien and second-lien loans 
("Res ap Settle ent Loan odification Progra s"). 
a. The ResCap Parties shall solicit, in accordance ith the ResCap Settle ent Loan 
ificati  r ra  licitati  e ire ents, all rr ers i  t e e  l a  
portfolios of the es ap Parties, FI and its affiliates ith the exception of lly 
-owne       ,       l    
normal COllrse of business where the primary servicer is a ResCap Party (the "Loan 
rtf lio") ho eet the Eligibility Criteria for any of the Progra  ("Eligible 
orro ers"),   t    i  low. 
b. Fro  the date of Entry of the onsent Judg ent by the ourt until co pletion of the 
olicitation equire ents or proper denial f the borro er for relief under this 
agree ent, hichever is earlier, the ResCap Parties ill defer any foreclosure sales 
  igible . 
c. e es a  arties ill e te  ffers f relief er t e es a  ettle e t a  
o ification r r  t  ll li i l  OlTowers i  t e  rtf li   t t e 
li i ilit  riteria f r a  f the r ra s as set f rth el . 
. The ResCap Settle ent Loan odification Progra s shall include the follo ing: 
a. ate eduction efinancing Progra  (" RRP"): the Rate Reduction Refinancing 
rogra  ill ffer a r tr t re  ortgage t  rrent OlTOwers ho ld fit 
fro  a refmancing but are currently precluded fro  refinancing due to a negative 
e ity sitio   their r rt . 
1. The ResCap Parties ill offer a Rate Reduction Refinancing to all borro ers in 
t e oan P rtfolio ho eet the P ligibility riteria. 
11. Eligibility Criteria. The Eligibility Criteria for the RRRP are the following: 
1) The loan was originated prior to January 1,2009; 
1-2 
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2 The borrower is current on his or her first lien and has only been delinquent
30 days once during the past 12 months
3 The borrower current interest rate is greater than or equal to 525
including but not limited to mortgage loans that are interestonly and non
interest only and
4 The borrower LTV is greater than 100 or the borrowersLTV is greater
than 80and the borrowers FICO score is less than 660
iii Offer of Relief Borrowers meeting the Eligibility Criteria will be offered a
modification that includes
1 modification to a new fixed rate mortgage at current conforming rates
Primary Mortgage Market Survey Rate as ofMarch 1 2012
2 minimum payment reliefof at least 100month and
3 no future interest rate increases changes in term or additional costs to the
borrower
iv Credit Credit for the RRRP against the ResCap Parties obligation to provide
Consumer Relief shall be consistent with the crediting set forth in the Consumer
ReliefRequirements in Exhibit D to the Consent Judgment
b Principal Reduction Modification Program CPRMP the PRMP program will offer
Eligible Borrowers a HAMP PRA or a Proprietary PRA modification programs as
follows
i The ResCap Parties will offer a Principal Reduction Modification to all borrowers
in the Loan Portfolio who meet the PRMP Eligibility Criteria
1 For all PRMP Programs payment relief through the reduction in principal
balance will be the first step in the waterfall
2 All borrowers shall have their 1st liens reduced to an LTV of 105 or lower
as set forth below
ii The PRMP Programs are fourfold
1 Underwaterwith Credit Degradation
a Eligibility Criteria The Eligibility Criteria for the Underwater with
Credit Degradation Program are the following
i Must not be an interest Only Loan and
ii The borrower is current and has been 30 days delinquent at least
twice in the past year or 60 days delinquent at least once in the past
year or the borrower FICO score is less than 675 or the
borrowersFICO has reduced more than 10 since origination of
the loan and
iii The loan was originated prior to January 1 2009 and
iv The borrowersLTV is greater than 100
v Borrowers for this programwill not need to have underwriting based
on income
An existing HAMP modification shall not receive principal reduction if such principal reduction would result in




2) he bOlTo er is current on his or her first lien and has only been delinquent 
   ri  t  t  nths; 
3) he borrower's current interest rate is greater than or equal to 5.25% 
(including, but not li ited to ortgage loans that are interest-only and non-
 nly);  
4) he bOlTo er's  is greater than 100% or the bOlTower's  is greater 
 0%  t   I    l   60. 
iii.   lief.  t  t  li i il   ill    
i  t i l s: 
) odification to a e  fixed rate ortgage at current confor ing rates 
(Prima  rtga   r      st, 12); 
) i i  t r li f  t l t $  OO/mont ;  
) no future interest rate increases, changes in ter , or additional costs to the 
rr er. 
iv. Credit. Credit for the RRRP against the ResCap Parties obligation to provide 
onsu er elief shall be consistent ith the crediting set forth in the onsu er 
li f ire e ts i  i it  t  t  s t J ent. 
b. Principal Reduction odification Progra  ("PRMP"): the PR P progra  ill offer 
ligible orro ers a R P  r a roprietary  odification progra s, as 
s': 
1. e es a  arties ill ffer a ri ci al e cti  ificati  t  all rr ers 
  a       li i il  ri ri . 
1) For all P P Progra s, pay ent relief through the reduction in principal 
balance ill be t e first step in the aterfall. 
) ll rr ers s ll  t ir st li s r  t    f 05% r l r, 
  t  l . 
11. e  r ra s r  f rf ld: 
) er ater it  re it e ra ati . 
. li i ilit  it ri . he ligibility riteria for the nder ater ith 
Credit Degradation Progra  are the following: 
1. ust not be an interest nly oan; and 
11. The borrower is current and has been 30 days delinquent at least 
twice in the past year or 60 days delinquent at least once in the past 
r;  the borrower's FI  score is less than 675; or the 
borrower's FICO has reduced ore than 10% since origination of 
t e l ;  
111. he l  as riginated ri r t  J r  , ;  
iv. he borrower's  is greater than 100%. 
. Borro ers for this progra  in not need to have under riting based 
 in . 
I An existing HA P odification shall not receive principal reduction if sllch principal reduction would result ill 
that ification losing d sta ding der R . 
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b Offer of Relief The ResCap Parties shall offer a loan modification to all
such Eligible Borrowers that includes
i Payment relief through the reduction in principal balance being the
first step in the waterfall and
ii Minimum payment reduction of at least 10 and
iii Reduction of principal balance to no more than 100LTV
c Credit Credit for this Program against the ResCap Parties obligation to
provide Consumer Relief shall be consistent with the crediting set forth in
the Consumer Relief Requirements in Exhibit D except that the ResCap
parties will receive 1 credit for principal reduction that results in an
LTV below 100 and 2 credit will be effective 90 days after the
implementation of the modification provided that the borrower is still
current at that time or in the event that borrower liquidates the property
prior to the expiration of the 90 days credit shall be calculated as
provided in Section 4ii of Table 1 to Exhibit D Consumer Relief
Requirements
2 Payment Shock Relief
a Eligibility Criteria The Eligibility Criteria for the Payment Shock Relief
Program are
i The borrower is current and
ii The loan was originated prior to January 1 2009 and
iii The borrowersLTV is greater than 100 and
iv The loan is an interest only loan or other highrisk mortgage product
that will reset resulting in a payment shock to the borrower such
borrowers shall be deemed to be in imminent risk of default
consistent with Paragraph Lc of the Consumer Relief
Requirements
v Borrowers for this programwill not need to have underwriting based
on income
b Offer of Relief For all such Eligible Borrowers the ResCap parties shall
offer a loan modification that includes
i Reduction of principal balance to a maximum of 100LTV
ii Conversion to a fully amortizing fixed rate mortgage
iii A monthly payment that is no higher than the borrowerscurrent
payment achieved through reduction of principal balance
c Credit Credit for this Program against the ResCap Parties obligation to
provide ConsumerRelief shall be consistent with the crediting set forth in
the Consumer Relief Requirements in Exhibit D except that the ResCap
Parties will receive 1 credit for principal reduction that results in an
LTV below 100 and 2 credit will be effective 90 days after the
implementation of the modification provided that the borrower is still
current at that time or in the event that borrower liquidates the property
prior to the expiration of the 90 days credit shall be calculated as
provided in Section 4ii of Table 1 to Exhibit D Consumer Relief
Requirements




b.  f elief.   rt  shal  f    dif  t  l  
 li i l   t t i l s: 
1. Pay ent relief through the reduction in principal balance being the 
first st  i  t  terfall;  
ii.   t    l t %; and 
111. ti  f ri i l l  t   r  t   0 % . 
. redit. re it f r t is r ra  a ai st t e es a  arties li ati  t  
provide onsu er elief shall be consistent ith the crediting set forth in 
t  s r li f ir ts i  i it , t t t t  s  
arties ill recei e (1) cre it f r ri ci al re cti  t at res lts i  a  
 belo  100% and (2) credit ill be effective 90 days after the 
i le t ti   t  ifi ti  r i  t t t  OlTo r i  till 
current at that time, or, in the event that borrower liquidates the property 
i  t  t  i ti   t   ys, it ll  l l t   
r i e  i  ecti  .ii f a le  t  i it  (Cons er elief 
quirements ). 
) t  li f. 
. ligibility riteria. he ligibility riteria for the ay ent hock elief 
a  r : 
1. e rr er is c rrent; a  
ll.  l   ri inat  ri r t  r  ,2009;  
111. e rrower's  is r t r t  %;  
iv. The loan is an interest only loan or other high-risk mortgage product 
that ill reset, resulting in a pay ent shock to the borro er (such 
 l           
ste t  Paragraph I.     l  
Require ents). 
. orro ers for this progra  ill not need to have under riting based 
 i . 
. Offer of Relief. For all such Eligible Borrowers, the ResCap parties shall 
e      : 
i. eduction of principal balance to a axi u  of 1 00% ; 
ii. Conversion to a fully a ortizing fixed rate ortgage; 
llI. A monthly payment that is no higher than the borrower's current 
pay ent, achieved through reduction of principal balance. 
. Credit. Credit for this Program against the ResCap Parties obligation to 
provide onsu er elief shall be consistent ith the crediting set forth in 
the Consu er Relief Require ents in Exhibit D, except that the ResCap 
arties ill receive (1) credit for principal reduction that results in an 
LT  belo  100% and (2) credit ill be effective 90 days after the 
i ple entation of the odification, provided that the borrower is still 
current at that ti e, or, in the event that bon-o er liquidates the property 
prior to the expiration of the 90 days. credit shall be calculated as 
provided in Section 4.ii of Table 1 to Exhibit  (Consu er elief 
equire ents). 
3) Principal eduction for elinquent orro ers 
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a Eligibility Criteria The Eligibility Criteria for the Principal Reduction
for Delinquent Borrowers Program are
i The borrower is at least 30 days delinquent or otherwise qualifies as
being at imminent risk of default due to the borrowers financial
situation and
ii The borrowersLTV is greater than 100
b Offer of Relief For all such Eligible Borrowers the ResCap Parties shall
provide a modification that includes
i Reduction of principal to between 85 LTV and 105LTV
ii If the borrower is in an adjustable rate mortgage conversion into a
fully amortizing fixed rate mortgage
iii Reduction in monthly payment of no less than 30 and
iv Reduction ofmonthly payment to no more than 31 DTI
v Borrowers for this program will need to have underwriting based on
HAMP guidelines
c Credit Credit for this Program against the ResCap Parties obligation to
provide Consumer Relief shall be consistent with the crediting set forth in
the Consumer Relief Requirements in Exhibit D except that the ResCap
Parties will receive 1 credit for principal reduction that results in an
LTV below 100 and 2 credit will be effective 90 days after the
implementation of the modification provided that the borrower is still
current at that time or in the event that borrower liquidates the property
prior to the expiration of the 90 days credit shall be calculated as
provided in Section 4ii of Table 1 to Exhibit D Consumer Relief
Requirements
4 Second Lien Reduction Program
a Eligibility Criteria The Eligibility Criteria for the Second Lien
Reduction Program are the following
i The borrowersfirst lien is modified in accordance with Section 2 of
the Consumer ReliefRequirements or
ii The borrower is 30 or more days delinquent on the second lien
regardless of whether the first lien is delinquent or has been
modified and
iii The borrowers CLTV is greater than 115
b Offer of Relief For all such Eligible Borrowers the ResCap Parties shall
provide a second lien modification that includes
i Reduction of the borrowersCLTV to maximof 115
ii Reduction of principal on the second lien at the top of the waterfall
followed by rate reduction and term extension and
iii Reduction of monthly payment consistent with the methodology
used in the 2MP program
c Credit Credit for this Program against the ResCap Parties obligation to
provide Consumer Reliefshall be consistent with the crediting set forth in




a. li i ilit  rit ria.  li i ilit  rit ri  f r t  ri i l educti  
 l t Oll'   re: 
1.  rr r i  t l t   li t r ot r i  lifi  a  
being at i inent risk f default due to the borrower's financial 
it ation; a  
i. e on-ower's  is reater t a  %. 
b. ffer of elief. or all such ligible on-o ers, the es ap arties shall 
i   i i ti  t t i l s: 
1. ti  f ri i l t  t  5%   05% ; 
n. If the borro er is in an adjustable rate 0l1gage, conversion into a 
ll  rti i  fi  r t  rt ge; 
i. t         %; a  
i . ti   t l  t t    t   % I. 
v. orro ers for this progra  ill need to have underwriting based on 
 guidelines. 
. Credit. Credit for this Progra  against the ResCap Patties obligation to 
provide onsu er elief shall be consistent ith the crediting set forth in 
the Consu er Relief Require ents in Exhibit , except that the ResCap 
arties ill recei e (1) cre it f r ri ci al re cti  t at res lts i  a  
 belo  100% and (2) credit ill be effective 90 days after the 
i le e t ti   t  ifi ti , r i  t t t  rr r i  till 
current at that time, or, in the event that bon'ower liquidates the property 
ri r t  t  ir ti   t   , r it ll  l late   
provided i  ection 4.ii f able  to xhibit  (Consu er elief 
equire ents). 
) ec  ie  e cti  r ra  
a. ligibility riteria. he ligibility riteria for the Second ien 
e cti  r ra  are t e f ll i g: 
1.  rrower's  ie   ied    t    
t  s r li f ir ts r 
ii. e rr er is  r re a s eli e t  t e sec  lie  
regardless of hether the fIrst lien is delinquent or has been 
i ;  
1lI. The borro er's L T  is greater than 115%. 
. Offer ofRetief. For all such Eligible Borrowers, the ResCap Parties shall 
provide a second lien odification that includes: 
i. ion  e rrower's  t  aximum  %; 
n. Reduction of principal on the second lien at the top of the waterfall, 
ollo e   ate e tion  t  t i ;  
iii. eduction f onthly pay ent consistent ith the ethodology 
used in the 2 P progra . 
. Credit. Credit for this Progra  against the ResCap Parties obligation to 
provide Consumer Relief shall be consistent with the crediting set forth in 
tion .c ft e s r lief ire ents i  i it . 
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c Borrowers eligible for both the RRRP and the PRMP will be proactively solicited for
the RRRP In order to put Eligible Borrowers in a sustainable mortgage such
Eligible Borrowers will be asked to provide financial information per HAMP
guidelines in order to be evaluated under the PRMP if the borrower indicates the
RRRP payment is not sustainable
d Notwithstanding the success or failure of the RRRP and the PRMP in putting
borrowers in sustainable mortgages the ResCap Parties shall be obligated to satisfy
the commitment set forth in Paragraph 3 above failure to satisfy the commitment set
forth in Paragraph 3 shall result in an additional payment as set forth in Paragraph 10
of the Consumer ReliefRequirements contained inExhibit D
e In the event that the implementation of the RRRP and PRMP programs results in the
RespCap Parties completing more Consumer Relief than the commitment set forth in
Paragraph 3 as credited pursuant to the Consumer Relief Requirements and subject to
the requirements set forth therein the ResCap Parties shall nonetheless be obligated
to comply with Paragraph 6 including continuing to make offers to Eligible
Borrowers during the solicitation period and satisfy any RRRP and the PRMP offers
that are accepted including continuing to provide modifications or refinancing
consistent with those programs to all borrowers meeting the Eligibility and
solicitationperiod Criteria as contemplated herein
6 Borrower Solicitation Requirements The ResCap Parties will solicit all borrowers in the
Loan Portfolio who meet the Eligibility Criteria for the RRRP or the PRMP as ofMarch 1 2012
as follows
a General Loan Modification Program Solicitation Requirements
i Such solicitation shall commence as soon as reasonably practicable following
the entry of the Consent Judgment and solicitations shall be sent to all Eligible
Borrowers in accordance with the timeline set forth in the ResCap work plan
Any borrower who accepts a modification offer made under the RRRP or
PRMP within 3 months from the date the solicitation commences which shall
be the first calendar day of the month following the date written communication
is first sent pursuant to bior cd below shall receive the modification Further
any borrower who accepts a modification offer made under the RRRP or PRMP
within 180 days of the offer being made shall unless the ResCap Parties have
as of the date of the offer exceeded their obligations under Paragraph 3 by
50000 receive the modification The minimum solicitation period for a
modification offer made under the RRRP or PRMP shall be 3 months from the
date the solicitation commences which shall be the first calendar day of the
month following the date written communication is first sent pursuant to bi or
ci below Upon commencement of this solicitation of any individual Eligible
Borrower ResCap Parties shall complete all of the solicitation requirements
described below until the earlier of the following occurs a exhaustion of
relevant solicitation steps such as attempted Right Party Contact described in




c. OlTowers eligible for both t e P a  t e P ill e r acti el  s licite  f r 
t e . In r r t  ut ligible n-owers in  s st i le rt , s  
ligible orro ers ill e as e  t  rovide ftna cial infor ation er lv1P 
idelines i  rder t  e l at  r the P if t e n-o er indicates t e 
P pay ent is not sustainable. 
d. Notwithstanding the success or failure of the RRRP and the PR P in putting 
rr ers in s stai a le rt a es, t e es a  arties s all e ligate  t  satisf  
the co it ent set forth i  Paragraph 3 above; failure to satisfy the co it ent set 
f rth i  r ra   s ll r s lt in  iti l t s s t f rt  i  r r   
f t e onsu er elief e ire e ts c taine  i  i it . 
. I  t  t t t t e i le e t ti  f t     r r s r s lts i  t e 
esp ap Parties co pleting ore onsu er elief than the co it ent set forth in 
Paragraph 3, as credited pursuant to the Consu er Relief Require ents and subject to 
the require ents set forth therein, the es ap Parties shall nonetheless be obligated 
to co ply ith Paragraph 6 (including continuing to ake offers to Eligible 
Borrowers during the solicitation period) and satisfy any RRRP and the PR P offers 
that are accepted, including continuing to provide odifications or refmancing 
consistent with those progra s to all borrowers eeting the Eligibility and 
s licitati  eri  riteria as c te late  erein. 
. rro er licitation ir ts.  s  rti s ill s li it ll rr rs i  t  
oan Portfolio ho eet the ligibility riteria for the P or the P P as of arch 1, 2012 
 s: 
a. General LOar! odiftcation Progra  Solicitation Require ents. 
1. uch solicitation shall co ence as soon as reasonably practicable follo ing 
the entry of the Consent Judg ent and solicitations shaU be sent to all Eligible 
rr ers i  acc r a ce it  t e ti e li e set f rt  i  t e es a  r  la . 
ny borro er ho accepts a odification offer ade under the  or 
 it i   t s fr  t e ate t e s licitati  c e ces ( ic  s all 
be the first calendar day of the onth follo ing the date ritten co unication 
is first sent pursuant to b.i or c.i below) shall receive the odification. Further, 
any borrower who accepts a modification offer made under the RRRP or PR P 
ithin 180 days of the offer being ade shall, unless the es ap Parties have, 
as f t e ate f t e ffer, e cee e  t eir li ati s er ara ra    
$50,000,000, receive the modification. The minimum solicitation period for a 
i         shall      
date the solicitation co ences (which shall be the first calendar day f the 
onth follo ing the date ritten co unication is first sent pursuant to bj or 
c.i below). pon co ence ent of this solicitation f any individual ligible 
orro er, es ap Palties shall co plete all of the solicitation require ents 
escri e  el  ntil t e earlier f t e f ll i  ccurs: (a) e a sti  f 
relevant solicitation steps (such as atte pted ight Party ontact) described in 
6.b or 6.c below, ithallt success, or (b) proper acceptance or denial of an 
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Eligible Borrower for the RRRP andorPRMP the Borrower Solicitation
PeriodD
ii After the completion of the Borrower Solicitation Period the ResCap Parties
may but shall not be required to make further solicitations of an Eligible
Borrower in respect of the RRRP the PRMP and other modification programs
and the obligation to defer foreclosure sales shall terminate except that the
ResCap Parties will continue to include any loss mitigation or modification
information in notices to such borrowers as required by the Servicing Standards
iii The Borrower Solicitation Requirements shall not apply to solicitations for
modification programs other than RRRP or PRMP which may be conducted
contemporaneously or to solicitations to a particular Eligible Borrower for the
RRRP or PRMP that occur after that particular Eligible Borrower has been
previously solicited in compliance with this agreement through the termination
ofthe Borrower Solicitation Period
iv For the avoidance of doubt loans that are prohibited by law or government
agency insurance programs from receiving principal reduction payments are
excluded from all solicitation requirements
b The ResCap Loan Modification Program Solicitation Requirements for delinquent
borrowers under the PRMP shall include
i Written communication clearly describing or offering programs specific to the
Settlement Loan Modification Programs shall be mailed to each Eligible
Borrower the Solicitation Package The Solicitation Package may also
identify other options potentially available to help the borrower cure any
delinquency and retain homeownership
ii Unless Right Party Contact is achieved in fewer calls The ResCap Parties shall
make a minimum of 4 telephone calls over a period of at least thirty days at
different times of the day following the mailing of the first Solicitation Package
iii Ifno Right Party Contact as defined in Chapter II of the MHA Handbook is
established with the borrower 30 days after mailing of the first Solicitation
Package the ResCap Parties shall send a second Solicitation Package and shall
make a minimum of 4 telephone calls unless Right Party Contact is achieved in
fewer calls over a period of at least thirty days at different times of the day
following the mailing of the second Solicitation Package
iv Ifno Right Party Contact is established with the borrower 30 days after mailing
of the second Solicitation Package the ResCap Parties shall send a third
Solicitation Package and shall make a minimum of 4 telephone calls unless
Right Party Contact is achieved in fewer calls over a period of at least thirty
days at different times of the day following the mailing of the third Solicitation
Package
V Any contact with borrowers whether by telephone mail or otherwise shall 1
advise borrowers that they may be eligible for the Settlement Loan Modification
Solicitation Packages shall be sent to the last address of record and at least one of the first two Solicitation





li ible rr r f r t   nd/or  (th  <lBorrower li it ti  
Period"). 
ii. te  t  l ti   t   li it ti  ri  t   ti  
y, t s ll t  r ir  t ,  f rt r s li it ti s f  li i l  
orro er in respect of the P, the P P and other odification progra s 
 t  li ti  t  f r f r l r  l  ll t r i t , t t t t  
es ap arties ill continue to include any loss itigation or odification 
  ices   ers     r  r . 
111.  rr r li it ti  ir ts s ll t l  t  s li it ti s f r 
ificati  r ra s t er t a   r  (whic  a  e c cte  
conte poraneously) or to solicitations to a particular ligible orro er for the 
P or P P that occur after that particular Eligible orro er has been 
r i sl  s li it , i  lia  it  t is r ent, t r  t  t r i ti  
f   l  ri . 
IV. r t  i a  f t, l  t t r  r i it   l  r r t 
agency insurance progra s fro  receiving principal reduction pay ents are 
l  fr  ll li it ti  r ir ts. 
.   a  i icati   li it ti  ire e ts  li t 
r ers tm     : 
i. ritten co unication clearly describing or offering progra s specific to the 
ttl t oa  ification r r  ll  il  t   li i l  
rr er (the "Solicitatio  ac a e"). e licitati  ac a e a  als  
identify other options potentially available to help the borro er cure any 
li   r t i  rship. 
11. nless ight arty ontact is achieved i  fe er calls, he es ap arties shall 
ake a ini u  of 4 telephone calls over a period of at least thirty days, at 
different ti es f the day follo ing the ailing of the first olicitation ackage. 
iii. If  i t rt  t ct, s fi  i  t r II f t   ook, is 
esta lis e  it  t e rr er  a s after aili  f t e first licitati  
,   ies aH    l    l  
a e a i i  f  tele e calls (unless i t art  tact is ac ie e  i  
fe er calls) over a period of at least thirty days, at different ti es of the day 
f ll i  t  ili  f t  s  li itation ackage.2 
i . If  ight arty ontact, is established ith the borro er 30 days after ailing 
of the second Solicitation Package, the es ap Parties shall send a third 
olicitation ackage and shall ake a ini u  f 4 telephone calls (unless 
ight Party ontact is achieved in fe er calls) over a period of at least thirty 
a s, at iffere t ti es f t e a  f ll i  t e aili  f t e t ir  licitati  
Package. 
v.  c tact it  rr ers, et er  tele e, il r t er ise, s all (1) 
advise bOlTowers that they ay be eligible for the ettle ent oan odification 
2 li it ti  s s ll  s t t  t  l st r ss f r r   t l st  f t  first t  li it ti  




Programs 2 clearly describe the Required Documentation required to be
submitted by the borrower and state what other information the servicer needs
to complete the modification analysis and 3 provide a tollfree telephone
number through which the borrower can reach a Single Point of Contact for any
follow up questions All contact attempts must be documented in the servicing
file
vi If Right Party Contact is established over the phone and the borrower expresses
interest in the Settlement Loan Modification Programs the ResCap Parties shall
send one reactive package with a fifteenday response period If the borrower
does not respond by submitting the Required Documentation the ResCap
Parties shall send another reactive package with a fifteenday response period
vii If Right Party Contact is established and the borrower expresses an interest in
the Settlement Loan Modification Programs the ResCap Parties must send a
written communication to the borrower via regular or electronic mail that
clearly describes the Initial Package required to be submitted by the borrower to
request a HAMP modification The communication should Describe the
income evidence required to be evaluated for the Settlement Loan Modification
Program provide a financial information form substantially similar in content to
the RAMP RMA and if necessary a Hardship Affidavit and include an
Internal Revenue Service IRS Form 4506TEZ or IRS Form 4506T if
necessary
viii The postRight Party Contact communication should also state that during the
Settlement Loan Modification Program evaluation the home will not 1 be
referred to foreclosure or 2 be sold at a foreclosure sale if the foreclosure
process has already been initiated In the communication the servicer must
include a specific date by which the Initial Package must be returned which
must be no less than 15 calendar days from the date of the communication
Electronic mail for this purpose may only be sent to an email address provided
by the borrower when right party contact was made Stich email address must be
documented in the servicing file
ix IfRight Party Contact is established but the borrower does not submit an Initial
Package the ResCap Parties must resend the Initial Package communication
Again the ResCap Parties must include a specific date by which the Initial
Package must be returned which mustbe no less than 15 calendar days from the
date of the second communication If the borrower does not respond by
providing an Initial Package within the required time period set forth in the
second communication the ResCap Parties may determine the borrower to be
ineligible for the Settlement LoanModification Program
X If Right Party Contact is established but the borrower submits an incomplete
Initial Package within the required time period the ResCap Parties must comply
with the notice requirements set forth in the SettlementsServicing Standards If
the borrower does not respond to the notice of incomplete information by
providing a complete Initial Package within the required time period the





rogra s; (2) clearly descri e t e equire  c entati n require  t  be 
sub i  y t  r  and st t  t ot er i f ti  t  sen'i r n eds 
t  l t  t  ifi ti  nalysis;  (3) r i   toll-fre  t l  
er t r  ic  t e rr er ca  reac  a Si le Point f tact f r any 
f ll   stions. ll t t att t  t  doc t  i  t  servi i  
file. 
VI. If ight arty ontact is established over the phone and the borro er expresses 
i t r t i  t  ttl t  ifi ti  rograms, t   arti  shall 
send one reactive package ith a fifteen-day response period. If the borro er 
does not respond by sub itting the equired ocu entation, the es ap 
rti s s all s  t r r ti   it   fift -da  r s s  ri d. 
vii. If i t art  tact i  establis e  a  t e rr er e resses a  i terest i  
 tt    r r s,   rt     
ritte  i ti  t  t  rr r i  r l r r l tr i  il t t 
clearly describes the Initial ackage required to be sub itted by the borro er to 
  R  difi ti n.   hould:   
e          i  
Progra ; provide a financial infor ation for  substantially si ilar in content to 
the HA P R A and, if necessary, a Hardship Affidavit; and include an 
Internal evenue Service (IRS) For  4506 -E  (or I S For  4506-T, if 
es ary). 
viii. he post-Right arty ontact co unication should also state that dUling the 
Settle ent Loan odification Progra  evaluation the ho e ill not: (1) be 
  re;  (2)      l     
rocess s l   i iti t .  t  i ti , t  i  t 
i l e  s ifi  t   i  t  I itial  st  r t r ed, i  
ust be no less than 15 calendar days fro  the date of the co unication. 
Electronic ail for this purpose ay only be sent to an e ail address provided 
by the borro er hen right party contact as ade. uch e ail address ust be 
e te  i  t e s r i i  fil . 
IX.  ig t             
Package, the ResCap Parties ust resend the Initial Package co unication. 
gain, the es ap arties ust include a specific date by hich the Initial 
Package ust be returned, hich ust be no less than 15 calendar days fro  the 
te f the s d i ti . If the n-o er es t r s   
providing an Initial Package ithin the required ti e period set forth in the 
second co unication, the es ap Parties ay deter ine the borro er to be 
ineligible for the ettle ent oan odification rogra . 
x. If ight Party ontact is established but the borro er sub its an inco plete 
Initial ackage ithin the required ti e period, the es ap arties ust co ply 
ith the notice require ents set forth in the Settle ent's Servicing Standards. If 
the rro er oes t res d t  t e notice f i c plete infor atio   
providing a co plete Initial Package ithin the required time period, the 
ResCap Parties ay deter ine the borrower to be ineligible for the Settle ent 
oan odification . 
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xi ResCap Parties are not required to send an Initial Package if as a result of
discussions with the borrower ResCap Parties reasonably determine that the
borrower does not meet the basic eligibility criteria for the Settlement Loan
Modification Programs or the ResCap Parties determine that the borrowers
monthly mortgage obligation including principal interest taxes insurance and
Supplemental is substantially less than 25 of the borrower gross monthly
income Such decision must be documented in the applicable servicing files
xii In addition to meeting these solicitation requirements ResCap Parties shall seek
input from state attorneys general and NGOseghousing counseling agencies
regarding best practices for borrower solicitation and shall partner with those
state attorneys general or NGOs to establish adequate response rates to meet
ResCap Parties solicitation obligations
The ResCap Loan Modification Program Solicitation Requirements for borrowers
eligible for 1 RRRP 2 Under Water with Credit Degradation under PRMP or 3
Payment Shock Relief under PRMP ie borrowers who are not delinquent shall
include
i The ResCap Parties shall issue a Solicitation Package that includes a pre
approved modification agreements for payment reductions andor principal
reductions which the borrower can execute without the ResCap Parties requiring
any further due diligence except in cases where the Rescap Parties are required
to assess borrowers financial distress due to potentially adverse credit issues in
order to determine proper accounting treatment related to Trouble Debt
Restructuring or where borrowers consent is required to mail pre approved
modification agreements
ii The Solicitation Package shall clearly describe the Settlement Loan
Modification Programs and the pre approved modification agreement The
solicitation may also identify other options potentially available to help the
borrower cure any delinquency and retain homeownership Eligible Borrowers
may submit a modification package for review if they want to evaluate
alternative programs thatmay be available
iii If no Right Party Contact as defined in Chapter II of the MHA Handbook is
established with the borrower 30 days after mailing of the first Solicitation
Package the ResCap Parties shall send a second Solicitation Package and shall
make a minimum of 4 telephone calls unless Right Party Contact is achieved in
fewer calls over a period of at least thirty days at different times of the day
following the mailing of the second Solicitation Package
iv If no Right Parry Contact is established with the borrower 30 days after mailing
of the second Solicitation Package the ResCap Parties shall send a third
Solicitation Package and shall make a minimum of 4 telephone calls unless
Right Party Contact is achieved in fewer calls over a period of at least thirty
Solicitation Packages shall be sent to the last address of record and at least one of the first two Solicitation





xi. es ap arties are not required to send an Initial ackage if, as a result of 
discussions ith the borrower, ResCap Parties reasonably deter ine that the 
rr er es t eet t e asic eli i ilit  criteria f r t e ettle e t a  
odification Progra s, or the es ap Parties deter ine that the borrower's 
t l  rt  li ti  (incl i  ri i l i t rest, t xes, i s r  n  
upple ental) is substantially less than 25% f the borrower's gross onthly 
inco e. Such decision ust be docu ented in the applicable servicing files. 
ii. I  a iti  t  eeti  t ese s licitati  re uire ents, es a  arties s all see  
i t  t t  tt  l   (e.g. i  OlU1s li  gencies) 
re ar i  est ractices f r rr er solicitation, a  shall art er it  t se 
 t m   r O's  stabli   r   t   
 rti ' oli it ti  li ti s. 
c. he es ap oan odification Progra  Solicitation equire ents for borro ers 
eligible for (1) P, (2) nder ater ith redit egradation under P P or (3) 
ay ent hock elief lmder  (i.e., borro ers ho are not delinquent) shall 
i cl e: 
1. he es ap arties shall issue a olicitation ackage that includes a pre-
approved odification agree ents for pay ent reductions andlor principal 
r ti s i  t  Ofl'o er  t  it t t  s  rti s r iri  
any further due diligence except i  cases here the escap arties are required 
t  ss ss n· rs' fi i l istr ss  t  t ti ll  rs  r it iss s i  
          
estructuring or here borro ers' consent is required to ail pre-approved 
odification agree ents. 
ii. he li it ti   shall clearly describe the Settle ent oan 
odification Progra s and the pre-approved odification agree ent. The 
solicitation ay also identify other options potentially available to help the 
borro er cure any delinquency and retain ho eo nership. Eligible BOlTowers 
a  s it a ificati  ac a e f r re ie  if t e  a t t  e al ate 
lt r tive r r  t t   il l . 
iii. If no Right Party Contact, as defined in Chapter II of the HA Handbook, is 
established ith the borro er 30 days after ailing of the first Solicitation 
Package, the ResCap Parties shall send a second Solicitation Package and shall 
make a minimum of 4 telephone calls (unless Right Party Contact is achieved in 
fe er calls) over a period of at least thirty days, at different ti es of the day 
f ll i  t e ailin  f t e sec  licitation ackage.3 
i . Ifno ight Party ontact, is established ith the borro er 30 days after ailing 
of the second Solicitation Package, the ResCap Parties shall send a third 
Solicitation Package and shall ake a ini u  of 4 telephone calls (unless 
Right Party Contact is achieved in fewer calls) over a period of at least thirty 
3 icitation a es l be t  the last res  f  a d  e  e   ir   icitation 
ac ages s all be se t ia certified/express ail r ia er ight elivet  ser ice (such as ) ith ret m 
r ceipt/d livery ir ation 
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days at different times of the day following the mailing of the third Solicitation
Package
V Any contact with borrowers whether by telephone mail or otherwise shall 1
advise borrowers that they may be eligible for the Settlement Loan Modification
Programs and 2 clearly describe the Required Documentation required to be
submitted by the borrower and state what other information ifany the ResCap
Parties need to complete the modification analysis
7 Role ofthe Monitor
a Following entry of the Consent Judgment the Monitor shall annually review the
ResCap Parties compliance with this Addendum specifically paragraphs 3 4 5 and
6 to ensure compliance with the Borrower Solicitation requirements and the
commitments made in the ResCap Borrower Relief programs It shall be the
responsibility of the Monitor to verify that the conditions set forth herein have been
satisfied using methods consistent with Exhibit E of the Consent Judgment
Enforcement Provisions The Monitor and the ResCap Parties shall work together
in good faith to resolve any disagreements or discrepancies In the event that a
dispute cannot be resolved the ResCap Parties may petition the Court for resolution
in accordance with Section G of Exhibit E of the Consent Judgment Enforcement
Provisions
b If the Monitor determines that the ResCap Parties have failed to substantially comply
with the material terms set forth herein he or she shall issue a Notice of Non
Compliance to the ResCap Parties detailing those areas of non compliance For
example if the ResCap Parties fail to conduct the Borrower Solicitation activities set
forth in the Borrower Solicitation requirements in all material respects or fail to give
offers of principal reduction or refinancing to borrowers consistent with the terms of
the programs set forth herein such that the Monitor determines that the ResCap
Parties have failed to substantially comply with the material terms of paragraphs 3 4
5 and 6 of this Addendum the Monitor shall detail such failings in a Notice of Non
Compliance
c Notices of Non Compliance shall have the following consequences
i If the Monitor issues a Notice of Non Compliance at the end of the first year of
the Consent Judgment or the second year ofthe Consent Judgment provided no
prior uncured Notice of Non Compliance has been issued with regard to
paragraphs 3 4 5 and 6 of the Addendum the ResCap Parties shall have an
opportunity to cure such non compliance within 90 days of issuance of the
Notice
1 Following issuance of such Notice the ResCap Parties shall submit a
report detailing the steps taken to cure the noncompliance within 120
days of the issuance of such Notice
2 It shall be the responsibility of the Monitor to verify that the ResCap
Parties have cured issues identified in the Notice using methods
consistent with Exhibit E of the Consent Judgment Enforcement
Provisions The Monitor and the ResCap parties shall work together in




days, at different ti es of the day follo ing the ailing f the third olicitation 
ackage. 
v.  c tact it  orro ers, et er  tele e, ail 01' t er ise, s all (1) 
i  rr r  t t t    li i l  f r t  ttl t  ifi ti  
Progra s; and (2) clearly describe the equired oc1.unentation required to be 
s itt   t  rr r  st t  t t r i f r ation, if ny, t  s  
Parties need to co plete the odification analysis. 
. l  f t  it r 
. ll i  tr  f t  s t J ent, t  it r s all nnuall  r i  t  
es ap arties' co pliance ith this ddendu , specifically paragraphs , ,5, and 
, t  r  lia  it  t  rr r li it ti  r ir t   t  
it ts  i  t  s  rr r li f r r s.  l    
nsibil      rif          
satisfied, using ethods consistent ith Exhibit E of the Consent Judg ent 
(Enforcement Provisions). The onitor and the ResCap Parties shall work together 
in good faith to resolve any disagree ents or discrepancies.      
is te ca t e resol ed, t e es a  arties a  etiti  t e rt f r resol ti  
in accordance ith ection  of xhibit  f the onsent Judg ent (Enforce ent 
r visions). 
b. If the onitor deter ines that the es ap arties have failed to substantially co ply 
it  t  t ri l t r s t f rt  rein,  r  ll i   ti   -
liance t  t e es a  arties etaili  t se areas f -c lia ce.  
l ,  t   ties il t  t t   li it ti  ti itie  t 
forth in the Borro er Solicitation require ents in all aterial respects or fail to give 
fers  incipal ti   i i  t   i t t it  t  t s  
the progra s set forth herein such that the onitor deter ines that the es ap 
Parties have failed to substantially co ply with the aterial ter s of paragraphs 3,4, 
5 and 6 of this ddendu , the onitor shall detail such failings in a otice of on-
li . 
c. otices of on- o pliance shall have the follo ing consequences: 
1. If the onitor issues a Notice of Non-Co pliance at the end of the first year of 
the onsent Judg ent or the second year of the onsent Judg ent (provided no 
prior uncured otice of on-Co pliance has been issued ith regard to 
paragraphs 3, 4, 5, and 6 f the ddendum), the es ap arties shall have an 
opportunity to cure such non-co pliance ithin 90 days of issuance of the 
. 
) Following issuance of such Notice, the ResCap Parties shall submit a 
report detailing the steps taken to cure the non-co pliance within 120 
days f the issuance f such otice. 
) It shall be the responsibility of the onitor to verify that the ResCap 
arties have cured issues identified in the otice, using ethods 
consistent ith Exhibit E of the Consent Judg ent (Enforcement 
Provisions). The onitor and the ResCap parties shall work together in 
good faith to resolve any disagree ents or discrepancies. In the event that 
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a dispute cannot be resolved the ResCap parties may petition the Court
for resolution in accordance with Section G of Exhibit E of the Consent
Judgment Enforcement Provisions
3 In the event that the ResCap Parties fail to cure such material non
compliance the Monitor may impose an assessment of up to 15 million
to be paid in accordance with instructions fiom the United States
Department of Justice In setting the size of such an assessment the
Monitor shall take account of the effort made by the ResCap Parties to
comply the level of non compliance and the impact of the non
compliance on borrowers
ii If the Monitor issues a Notice of Non Compliance at the end of the second year
of the Consent Judgment and the ResCap Parties have not cured a prior Notice
ofNon Compliance with regard to paragraphs 3 4 5 and 6 the steps set forth in
subparagraph i13 shall be followed except that the Monitor may impose an
assessment that in combination with the prior assessment if any aggregates
to up to 25 million In setting the size of such an assessment the Monitor shall
take account of the effort made by the ResCap Parties to comply the level of
non compliance and the impact of the non compliance on borrowers
iii If at the end of the third year of the Consent Judgment the Monitor issues a
Notice of Non Compliance there shall be no opportunity to cure and the
Monitor may impose an assessment of up to 25 million In setting the size of
such an assessment the Monitor shall take account of the effort made by the
ResCap Parties to comply the level of non compliance and the impact of the
non compliance on borrowers
Representations and Warranties
a The ResCap Parties agree that in the event of a transformative transaction involving
the ResCap Parties including without limitation a change of control transaction a
sale of all or substantially all oftheir assets or assets that together are material to the
performance of the obligations of the ResCap Parties under the Consent Judgment or
a reorganization or similar transaction including in connection with any legal or
regulatory proceeding a Transfornative Transaction the ResCap Parties will
ensure the continued performance of their obligations under the Consent Judgment
including requiring any successor or purchaser of substantially all the assets or assets
that together are material to the performance of the obligations of the ResCap Parties
under the Consent Judgment of a ResCap Party to honor and perform the obligations
in the case of a purchase or other acquisition of assets to honor and perform the
obligations with respect to those assets under the Consent Judgment
b AFI has entered into with the United States an Earmark and Indemnification
Agreement The executed Earmark and Indemnification Agreement will be
accompanied by an AFI board of directors resolution authorizing AFI to enter into
the Earmark and Indemnification Agreement
c The ResCap Parties and AFI represent and agree that the ResCap Parties have agreed
with AFI that they will not enter into a Transformative Transaction without the




 i t  calID t  r solved, t   rti   titi  t  urt 
 ol ti     ecti   f i i    t  t 
udg nt (Enforce  rovisions). 
) I  t  t t t t  s  rti s f il t  r  s  t ri l n-
co pliance, the onitor ay i pose an assess ent f up to $15 illion, 
t   i  i  c r  it  i tr ti  fi'  t  it  t t  
rt t f J sti . I  s tti  t  si  f s   ssessment, t  
onitor shall take account f the effort ade by the es ap atties to 
co ply, the level of non-co pliance and the i pact of the non-
lia   rr rs. 
11. If the onitor issues a otice f on- o pliance at the end of the second year 
of the onsent Judg ent and the es ap Parties have not cured a prior otice 
f - liance it  r r  t  r r s , ,5  , t  st s s t f rt  i  
subparagraph i.1-3 shall be follo ed except that the onitor ay i pose an 
s t t t i  i ti  it  t  ri r ssessment(s), i  y, r t  
   $25 illi n.  tt       ssessment,   l  
take account of the effort ade by the es ap Parties to co ply, the level of 
non-compliance and the impact of the non-compliance on borrowers. 
iii. If, at the end of the third year of the onsent Judg ent, the onitor issues a 
Notice of Non-Co pliance, there shall be no opportunity to cure and the 
onitor ay i pose an assess ent of up to $25 illion. In setting the size of 
such an assess ent, the onitor shall take account of the effort ade by the 
es a  arties t  c ply, t e le el f -c lia ce a  t e i act f t e 
- a   r . 
8. t ti   ti  
a. he es ap Parties agree that, in the event of a transfor ative transaction involving 
the ResCap Parties, including, without li itation, a change of control transaction, a 
sale f all or substantially all f their assets (or assets that together are aterial to the 
perfor ance of the obligations of the ResCap Parties under the Consent Judg ent) or 
a reorganization or si ilar transaction (including in connection ith any legal or 
regulatory proceeding) (a "Transformative Transaction"), the ResCap Parties ill 
ensure the continued perfor ance of their obligations under the Consent Judg ent, 
including requiring any successor or purchaser of substantially all the assets (or assets 
that together are aterial to the perfor ance of the obligations of the ResCap Parties 
under the onsent Judg ent) of a es ap Party to honor and perfor  the obligations 
(in the case of a purchase or other acquisition of assets, to honor and perfor  the 
obligations with respect to those assets) under the Consent Judgment. 
. I as tere  i t , it  the ite  t t ,  r r   I ification 
gree e t. The executed Ear ark and Inde nification Agree ent will be 
acco panied by an FI board of directors' resolution authorizing FI to enter into 
the ar ar  a  In e ification gree e t. 
c. The es ap Parties and FI represent and agree that the es ap Parties have agreed 
ith FI that the  ill t e ter into a ra sf r ati e ra saction itho t t e 
consent of AFI; and AFI represents and agrees that AFI will not consent to any such 
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Transformative Transaction or provide financial support in connection with any such
transaction unless the ResCap Parties including any successor to or purchaser ofthe
assets from a ResCap Party agree to ensure the continued performance of the
obligations under the Consent Judgment including without limitation the Consumer
Relief Activities in the case of a purchase or other acquisition of assets to honor and
perform the obligations with respect to those assets and the obligations under this
Addendum provided however that any successor or purchaser of all or a substantial
portion of the assets of the ResCap Parties shall not be obligated to pay any of the
amounts owed by the ResCap Parties or AFI under the Consent Judgment or the
Exhibits thereto
9 Other Matters
Menu Items With respect to Table 1 Credit Towards Settlement the following
modification and amendments shall apply
i For first lien mortgage modifications with principal reduction credit will be
effective 90 days after the implementation of the modification provided that the
borrower is still current at that time or in the event that borrower liquidates the
property prior to the expiration of the 90 days credit shall be calculated as
provided in Section 4ii of Table 1 to Exhibit D Consumer Relief
Requirements
10 State Release
a With respect to the State Release in the Settlement Agreement the following
paragraph is deemed to be included and applies to the ResCap Parties and AFI
V Cooperation
Residential Capital LLC ResCap GMAC Mortgage LLC GMACM
Residential Funding Company LLC Residential Funding and together with
ResCap and GMAC Mortgage the ResCap Parties agree that in the event of a
transformative transaction involving the ResCap Parties including without
limitation a change of control transaction a sale of all or substantially all of their
assets or assets that together are material to the performance of the obligations of
the ResCap Parties under the Consent Judgment or a reorganization or similar
transaction including in connection with any legal or regulatory proceeding a
Transformative Transaction the ResCap Parties will ensure the continued
performance of their obligations under the Consent Judgment including requiring
any successor or purchaser of substantially all the assets or assets that together
are material to the performance of the obligations of the ResCap Parties under the
Consent Judgment of a ResCap Party to honor and perform the obligations in
the case of a purchase or other acquisition of assets to honor and perform the
obligations with respect to those assets under the Consent Judgment provided
however that any successor or purchaser of all or a substantial portion of the
assets of the ResCap Parties shall not be obligated to pay any of the amounts
owed by the ResCap Parties or AFI under the Consent Judgment or the Exhibits
thereto In addition the ResCap Parties have agreed with AFI that they will not




Transfor ative Transaction (or provide financial support in connection ith any such 
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9. t er atters. 
enu Ite s. ith respect to able 1 "Credit o ards ettlement," the follo ing 
i i ti   t  ll pply: 
1. r first li  rt  ific ti s it  ri i l r ti  r it ill  
effective 90 days after the i ple entation of the odification, provided that the 
rr er is still rr t t t t ti e, r, i  t  t t t rr r li idat s t  
t  i  t  t  i ti   t   , it all  l l t   
r ide  i  ti  .ii f l   t  i it  (Cons r li f 
i ents). 
.  l se. 
a. ith respect to the State Release in the Settle ent Agree ent, the following 
paragraph is dee ed to be included and applies to the es ap Parties and FI: 
.  
   ("Res Cap"),  rt a e,  ("GMAC "), 
esidential Flmding o pany, LL  ("Residential Funding" and, together ith 
s    rt , t  "Res Ca  rties"),agr e t t i  t  t f  
transfor ative transaction involving the es ap Parties, including, ithout 
li itation, a change of control transaction, a sale of all or substantially all of their 
assets (or assets that together are aterial to the perfor ance ofthe obligations of 
the ResCap Parties under the Consent Judg ent) or a reorganization or si ilar 
transaction (including in connection ith any legal or regulatory proceeding) (a 
'' ra s r ative ra ction"), t  es ap ties ill  t  tinued 
performance of their obligations under the Consent Judg ent, including requiring 
any successor or purchaser of substantially all the assets (or assets that together 
are aterial to the pelior ance of the obl1gations of the ResCap Parties under the 
onsent Judg ent) of a es ap Party to honor and perfor  the obligations (in 
the case of a purchase or other acquisition of assets, to honor and perfor  the 
obligations ith respect to those assets) under the onsent Judg ent; provided, 
ho ever, that any successor or purchaser of all or a substantial portion of the 
assets of the ResCap Parties shall not be obligated to pay any of the a ounts 
o ed by the es ap Parties or FI under the onsent Judg ent or the xhibits 
thereto. In addition, the ResCap Parties have agreed ith FI that they ill not 
enter into a Transfonnative ransaction itho·l.lt the consent f PI; and I 
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represents and agrees that AFI will not consent to any such Transformative
Transaction or provide financial support in connection with any such transaction
unless the ResCap Parties including any successor to or purchaser of
substantially all the assets from a ResCap Party agree to ensure the continued
performance of the obligations ender the Consent Judgment including without
limitation the Consumer Relief Activities in the case of a purchase or other
acquisition of assets to honor and perform the obligations with respect to those
assets provided however that any successor or purchaser of all or a substantial
portion of the assets of the ResCap Parties shall not be obligated to pay any of the
amounts owed by the ResCap Parties or AFT under the Consent Judgment or the
Exhibits thereto
Subject to compliance by the ResCap Parties their Successors and AFI with the foregoing in the
event of a Transformative Transaction the State Mortgage Regulators agree that it is in the
publics best interest to expedite new licenses for the Successors in a Transformative
Transaction Accordingly State Mortgage Regulators agree that subject to applicable state law
they will expeditiously process applications for change of control andor new licenses for any
such successors of the ResCap Parties and for individual mortgage loan originators to be
employed by any such successors in order to complete a Transformative Transaction
Furthermore subject to applicable state law the State Mortgage Regulators shall make all efforts
to enable ResCap Parties to continue to operate under the licenses active at the time of the
transaction pending the completion of the Transformative Transaction
The ResCap Parties and Successors shall use their best efforts to comply with all applicable
requirements of licensure in each state The State Mortgage Regulators agree that neither the
Res Cap Parties entry into the Settlement Agreements nor any alleged or admitted conduct by
the ResCap Parties that is described in or forms a basis of the Settlement Agreements shall be a
basis for denying delaying or imposing non standard conditions upon a change ofcontrol or new
license application necessary to complete a Transformative Transaction The covered conduct
subject to this Agreement shall not unduly prejudice ResCap Parties and successors or otherwise
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File Number C 78999
I BEN YSURSA Secretary ofState of the State of Idaho hereby certify that
Application for Certificate ofWithdrawal from this State has been received in this office
and is found to conform to law
ACCORDINGLYacid byvirtue ofthe authority vested th me by law I issue this
Certificate of Withdrawal and attach hereto a dupiPcate of the Applidation for such
Certificate s
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OFMTHDRAWAL ns OCT I o Psj 4 00
Instructions on back of application S Cr is OF STATESTATE IDAHO
To the Secretary ofState of Idaho
Pursuant toSection 3011520 Idaho Code the undersigned Corporation hereby applies for a
certificate ofWithdrawal from the Stateof Idaho and for that purpose submits the following statement
1 Thename ofthe corporation Is
Residential FundiM Corporation
The namewhich it used In Idaho Is
Residential Funding Corporation
2 His incorporated under the laws of Delaw
3 It Is not transacting business in the Stab of Idaho
4 it hereby surrenders its authority to transact business In said state
5 It revokes theauthority of its registered agent in theState of Idaho to accept service of process and
consents that service of process in any action suit orproceeding based upon arty cause of action
arising in the State ofIdaho during the time itwas authorized to transact business therein may
thereafter be made on It by registered or certified mall to thecorporation at the address listed In Item
6below
6 The post office address to which process against the corporation maybe mailed is
8400 Normandale Lake Boulevard Minneapolis M 55437
7 It agrees to notify theSecretary of State of the State of Idaho of any change to the address in Item 6
Signature4
TypedName Kenneth M Duncan
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LI I  OR . CERTIFICATE 
..«If~  WITHDRAWAL 06 ocr 1 0 PSi It:  
(Instructions on back of .I'pllc tl } 
To the ecretary of tate of Idaho 
SECn!: ~'1..:;;" OF STATE 
TArt: OF I  
P ~ o Section 3 -1-152 , I aho , t  rsi d orporation r y 6es f r  
certifi t  of w l fro  the lated t ,  for I at r s  aub its t  f l i  t t t 
1.  a e f t e corporation I : 
Residen~ial Funding corporation 
he  i  It used I  I  : 
e al ing cO o  
2. Itia incorporated unclerthe laws of .....,::;De::.:l;::::&:.:,w::aJ:':..:e=--_____________ _ 
3. It Is not transacting business in the tale of Idaho. 
. It r by rr a r  its t rit  t  tr t i  I  i  st t . 
6. It revokes the authority ofits registered agel'lt in the State of Idaho to accept service of process and 
t  t t r i  f re  I  y ti , a it r r i  s   ny  f ti  
arising In the Slate of Idaho during the ti e It was .uthorized to transact bualness therein ay 
ltl r ft r e   It  r i t r  r rtifi  n t  t  r r ti  t t  ress li t  I  It  
e .. l . 
6. The post office address to which precess against the corporation ay be ailed Is: 
 al!!!  r , polis, loIN  
7. It agrees to notify the Secretary of State of the State of Idaho of any chang! to the address In Ite  6. 
 t  1'11. U  
III Capaeuy cting hief Financial Officer 
eeteIaIY f t IB 1J&  only 
IINl D ECR R   STATE 
8/11/2886 eSa8e 
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Executive trustee services e scti CE1
AGMAC Company
About Us
I Executive Trustee Services LLC located in California Iowa and Pennsylvania offers a broad menu
I ofnonjudicial foreclosure services in Arizona California and Texas and recovery services
Services throughout the nation
Contact Us
Technological Advantage
To gain an advantage in todaysbusiness climate Information is essential Executive Trustee
Services uses the latest in foreclosure technology to optimize growth opportunities for its clients
Documents reports and invoices for claims are handled in a secure electronic environment
ensuring speed and accuracy Clients also benefit from Executive Trustee Services superior service
level agreements guaranteeing responsive turnaround time and fulfillment
Executive Trustee Services seasoned professionals understand the importance of assisting clients
and homeowners with alternatives to foreclosure while providing superior service and streamlined
processes to its clients
Nationwide Recovery Services
A tenured team of collection and loss mitigation professionals make up Executive Trustee Services
recovery group They have the knowhow to effectively stratify client portfolios seek out key
segments and actively negotiate with senior lien holdersRealtors homeowners and brokers for
maximum return They also consistently churn the inventory to ensure aged files are reviewed on a
regular basis and offer note sales as a last resort through its vast threshold of note brokers They
can even arrange an offer ofdefaulted notes so clients can realize a quicker return
The employees of Executive Trustee Services continually strive to be the best giving clients
exceptional trustee and recovery services and client performance every day to protect and
recapture clients investments
Executive Trustee Services is a partner mortgage lenders and mortgage servicers can depend on
for responsible non judidal foreclosure and recovery services
For more information contact an Executive Trustee Services professional
Home 92012 GMAC Mortgage LLC
1 of 1
3113201W94M00100610ft 
r I http://ww. •. execu ivetr stees rvice .comlaboutus.htm 
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Exec tive Trust e Services 






Executive Trust e Servi , L . located in Califor i , Iowa and ennsyl i . offers a broad menu 
at non-judicial foreclosure services in Arizona, California and Texas, and recovery services 
throughout the nation. 
l i al a ta e 
To gain an advantage in today's business cli ate, Infor ation is essential. Executive Trustee 
ervic s us  the latest in foreclosure technology t  opti i  gro th opportunities f r its cli . 
, reports and i i  for clai s are handled in a secure electronic envir t, 
ensuring speed and accuracy. lients also benefit fro  xecutive Trustee ervices' superior service 
level agreements, guaranteeing responsive turnaround time and fulfillment 
xecutive r t  er i '  rofessionals understand t  i rt  f ssisti g cli nts 
 eo ners ith lt r atives to f l r  il  r i i  ri r i   t li  
processes to its clients. 
i    
 t r  l rn f li "tion  l ss iti ti  f i l    cutive r t  i ' 
recovery group. They have the kno -ho  to effectively stratify client portfolios, seek out key 
seg ents, and actively negotiate with senior lien holders, Realtors®, ho eowners and brokers for 
i  r t r .  l  i t ntly r  t  i t r  t  r   fil s r  r i    
regular bssis and offer note sales as a last resort through its vast threshold of note brokers. They 
can even arrange an offer of defaulted notes so clients can realize a quicker return. 
 l  f ti  r t  r i  ti ll  tri  t   t  t, i i  li t  
exceptional trustee and recovery services and client perfor ance every day to protect and 
recapture clients' invest ents. 
x c tiv  r st  rvic s is  rt r rt  l rs and rt  s rvic rs can  on 
for responsible non-jUdicial foreclosure and recovery services. 
 i f ti  t t  ti  t  i  f i l. 






Residential Foreclosure in Idaho
Basics and Traps for the Unwary
Idaho State Bar Young Lawyers Section
The Law Center
525 West Jefferson Street
Boise Idaho
Tuesday May 13 2010
1230pm to100pm
Prepared and Presented by
Richard Alan Eppink
Justice Architect and Attorney at Law
Idaho Legal Aid Services Inc
208 3450106 ext 103
ritcbteeppink@idahojeSala org
These materials are not going to answer any of your Legal questions They are not legal advice
and are no substitute for your own work if you are an attorney or the work of your attorney or
your organizationsattorney At most these materials are intended to help you use your time or
attorney in a cost effectiveway You should not relyon these materials for anything but
background information and concepts The author has prepared them for informational purposes
only and they arenot intended to createand your receipt ofthem does not constitutean
attorneyclient relationship You should not act upon this information without investigating and
researching furtheror otherwise seeking professional counsel
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I NONJUDICIAL FORECLOSURE IN IDAHO
A Pleases and Stages Understanding the Foreclosure Ecosystem
To analyze the possibilities during and after a foreclosure you must be familiar with
each ofthe creatures that populate the rich modern foreclosure habitat and with the
lifecycle of thehabitat as a whole
1 Potential Players




Prospective buyers real estate agents
Lender beneficiary of the trust deed
Trustee
Mortgage servicer
LendersREO Real Estate Owned agent and REO businesses
Public HousingAgency PHA





2 The Stages SeeIC 45 15011515 noting especially IC 451505
15068
B Idaho Post Foreclosure Eviction Options
Post foreclosure eviction in Idaho must be completed by execution of a courts
judgment to avoid almost certain civil liability for a selfhelp eviction Most post
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1. NONJUDICIAL FORECL  I  I  
. Phases an  Stages: nderstanding t  Forecl r  Ecosystem 
o analyze [he possibilities during and after a foreclosure. you ust be familiar ith 
each of t  creatures that popul t  the rich m f l r  habit t an  it  the 
li -  f the bit t s a ole. 
1. t ti  l  
• rrower,  uld ru    l dl r  and  sel er 
• Tenant 
• rt  r 
• eller's (la dlord's) r l state t 
• l' s ti  ers' r l estate a e ts 
• e er (be eficiar  f t e tr st eed) 
• Trustee 
• ~or sennc  
• e der's  C'ReaI state ed") a e t a   si esses 
• l  i   (F A) 
• Olne financers and ho eo nership progra  ad inistrators 
•  i t   
• Courts 
• ediators 
•  l yer's  
. e t es (See e. §§ 45-1501-1515, noting especially I.e. §§ -15 -
06B.) 
1t Tl £ f 
DtiFAlJlT 
RlII:onfBd I: Jolafild U5T E'5 
., tm>£MPllON t  SALE ..!2I ... 
' tl l  
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B. Idaho Post-Foreclosure Eviction Options 
Post-foreclosure eviction in Idaho must be completed by ex.ecution of a court's 
judgment to avoid almost certain civilliability for a self-help eviction. ost post-
RESIDENTIAL FORECLOSURE IN IDAHO: BASICS AND TRAPS FOR THE UN ARY - Page 3 
PLF 00233 
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foreclosure evictions in Idaho are done as either ejectments or quasi unlawful detainer
actions
Eiectment
Ejectment is an older cause of action indeed unlawful detainer actions were
historically created to avoid the title challenges and longer litigation times
experienced in ejectment cases To prevail in an ejectment action the plaintiffmust
prove 1 ownership 2 the defendant possession of the property and 3 the
defendantsrefusal to surrender the property PHHMortg Sews Corp v Perreira
146 Idaho 631 637200P3d 1180 1186 2009 Because ownership is an issue in
ejectment actions the quality of the plaintiffstitle is at issue And any defendant could
conceivably challenge it
QhALI Unlawful Detainer
Although possession of property after a trusteessale is never defined as an unlawful
detainer by statuteIC 6310 purports to authorize an action for possession against
a tenant at sufferanceby operation ofIC 4515061 UnderIC 45
15061anyone with an interest in the property that arose after the foreclosed deed
oftrust becomes a tenant at sufferance 10 days after the trustee sale However
because the Protecting Tenants at ForeclosureAct of 2009 PTFA is federal law
that preei npts Idaho law in these circumstances tenants remaining on the property
after a trustees sale have PTFA entitlements that will notbe trumped byIC 45
15061 andIC 6310 The PTFA is discussed in more detail below
IC 6310 requires that tenant at sufferance eviction actions be quickset just like
nonpayment of rent and drug unlawful detainer actions Trial is to be held between 5
and 12 days after service of thesummons and the tenant at sufferance couldbe
limitedtcractayaftrial athisvztrequestArgt9alrlyatenantat
sufferance cannot challenge or is estopped from challenging the plaintiffstitle in an
IC 6310action However if this is the case then quasiunlawful detainer actions
underIC 6310may have constitutional or other infirmities This maybe why
some lenders continue to commence ejectment actions to complete post foreclosure
evictions despite thatIG 6was amended in 2006 to provide for quasi
unlawful detainer post foreclosure evictions
IL THE PROTECTPiiG TENANTS ATFORECLOSURE ACT OF 2009
A Coverage
Congress and the President enacted the Protecting Tenants at Foreclosure Act of2009
PTFA on May 20 2009 Pub L 111 22 7014123 Stat 1631 1660
2009 codified at 12USC 5220note and 42USC 14374o7




l  i ti  i   r    it  j t t   i l f l t i  
actions. 
j  
      ti n; d, l f  t i  t   
ist ri ll  r t  t  i  t  titl  ll s  l r liti ti  ti s 
ri  i  j t t s.  r il i   j t t ction, t  l i tiff t 
r  (1) rship, (2) t e fendanes ss ssi  ft  r perty,  (3) t e 
defendant's refusal to surrender the property.  ortg. Servs. Corp. v. Perreira., 
146 Idaho 631,637,200 P.3d 1180, 1186 (2009). ecause o nership is an issue in 
j  ti ,  li    laintiff's    i Sl.1  a   f  l  
i l  ll  it. 
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t    l    tee's    f    l f l 
  t tute, e. § -31  r rts t  a t rize a  acti  f r ssessi  a ai st 
 "tena t t s ff rance"  t' ti  f I.C. § - 506(11). r I.e. § 5-
1506{11), anyone ith an interest in the property that axose after the foreclosed. deed 
 t t   t t t   s t  t  t tee's l . r, 
   t       ("P FA j i  r l  
that preempts Idaho la  i  these circu stances, tenants re aining on the property 
after a tr stee's sale a e  e title e ts t at ill t e tr e   I.e. § 5-
506(11)  LC. § -3 .        l . 
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The PTFA applies to the immediate successors in interest after any foreclosure
after May 20 2009 on either a federallyrelated mortgage loan 12USC
2602 a dwelling or residential real property In other words the PTFA
covers every home foreclosure in America that happened after May20 2009
Tenants are protected by the act if they are either Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
HCV participants or bona fide tenants For non Section 8 HCV tenants dne
tenancy must havebegun before the tenant had notice that foreclosure was complete
A tenant is bona tide unless either a the tenant or her spouse parent or chi id was
the borrower b the tenancy was not the result of an arms length transaction or c
the rent is substantially less than fairmarket rent looking behind any rent subsidy
The PTFA as currently enacted will automatically repeal on December 31 2012
B TenantProtections
Basically the PTFA turns all post foreclosure owners into the landlords of any
existing bona fide or Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher HCV tenants as a matter
of preemptive federal law The specific protections are as follows
1 All tenants including Section 8 HCV tenants PTFASection 702
Every tenant must receive a 90day notice to vacate before the new owner
can takepossession
The new owner is the new landlord until the and of the existing lease term
unless the new owner is going to occupy the home as herprimary
residenceinthat case the PTFA allows the new owner to take possession
after the 90day PTFA notice period ifstate law otherwise allows tenancy
termination
2 Extra protections For Section 8 HCV tenants PTFA Section 703
Foreclosure cannot constitute other good cause fortenancy termination
during the terra of a Iease except a new owner wbo is going to occupy the
home as her primary residence can still take possession ifotherwise
allowed by state law after giving the 90 dayPTFA notice to vacate
The new owner is subject to the existing HCVHousing Assistance
Payments HAP contract
C Tenant Defenses to PostForeclosure Eviction
Entitlement to possession Under Idaho law owners after a trusteessale
are entitled to possession on the 10th day after the sale IC 45
15061 However under the PTFA owners after covered foreclosures
are now not entitled to possession unless they have complied with the
PTFA including giving rule required 90 day PTFA notice
Cause ofaction Owners after a trusteessale often sue for ejectment a
con noon law action that should end up in state District Court an a regular





The PTF  applies to the '·i ediate slIccessor[s] in interest" after any "foreclosut'e" 
f   0, 09,  i   "fe rally-r l   l an" (  .S.C. § 
602(1 )), a "d ellfng," r "resi e tial real roperty." In t er OI'ds, t e PTF  
covers every ho e foreclosure in A erica that happened after ay 20,2009. 
  t   t  ct  t y r  eit r cti  8 n i  hoi  r 
("He ") artici a ts Or "bo a fide" te ants. r - ecti   e  te ants, the 
t  st   f r  t  t t b  ti  t t f r l s r  s l te. 
 tenant is "bolla fide" unless either (a) the tenant or her spouse, parent, or child as 
t  rr er; (b) t  t  as: t t  r s lt f a  r s-l t  tr saction; r (e) 
the rent is substantially Less than fan' arket rent (looking behind any rent subsidy). 
e  , as c rre tl  enacted, ill aut aticall  repeal on ece er 1, 20] 2. 
. t r t ti s 
si ally, t e  t r s all st-f recl s re ers i t  t e la l r s f a  
existing bona fide or Section 8 ousing hoice oucher (Hey) tenants, as a atter 
 ti  l' l .  cifi   c  l s: 
.   (includi  ti   e  ) -    
• er  te a t st recei e a -da  tice t  acate ef re t e e  er 
 t  ssion. 
• he ne  o ner is the ne  landlord until the end of the existing lease tenn 
unless the ne  o ner is going to occupy the ho e as her pri ary 
residence-in that case the r  allo s the ne  o ner to take pos:session 
after the 90-day PTF A notice period (if state law otherwise allows tenancy 
t nnination). 
. tra t  f  n  e   -  ti   
• recl s re ca t c stit te "other  ca se" f r1e a c  ter i ati  
during the tenn of a lease (except a ne  o ner ho is going to occupy the 
ho e as her pri ary residence can still take possession, if other ise 
allo ed by state la , after giving the 90-day P F  notice to vacate). 
• he ne  o ner is subject to the existing  si  ssistance 
e ts ("HAP") t. 
. e a t efenses t  t-Foreclosure  
• title e t t  poss ssi : nder Idaho la , ners after a tr stee's s le 
are entitled to ssessi   the lOth day after the sale. I.e. § -
1506(1]). o ever, under the  . o ners after covered foreciosW'es 
are now not entitled to possession unless they have co plied with the 
PTFA, including giving the required 90-dayPTFAnotice. 
• ause f a ti : ners fter  tr stee's s le fte  s e f r j t t,  
common Ja  action that should end up in state istrict Court on a regular 
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civil calendar Since the 2006 amendments to IC 6310 these owners
can also bring an expedited action forpossession and get a trial within 5
12 days ofservice this quasi unlawful detainer action is described In
more detail above The process prescribed byIC 6310 however may
be statutorily or constitutionally defective
Removal to federal court A tenant will be able to invoke the removal
jurisdicti on of a federal district coma in some cases due to the FTFA
federal question See 28USC 1441aand 1331
Personalfarrisdiction repeatedly banks name as parties to their post
foreclosure ejectment and eviction actions only the borrower and some
John Does The tenant is almost never identified by name on the
complaint or summons Lenders sometimes seem to be willfully blind to
the tenancy and plead that there are unknown occupants The tenant
may be able to have the action dismissed as to her if this practice is done
improperly or in less than good faith
Substantive defenses A tenants main defense theories will be a that the
new owner has become her landlord and b that the new owner has not
complied with thePTFA Iftheremay have been defects in the
foreclosure process the tenant can raise them or attempt to learn about
them in discovery Ifthe lender admits that it has a landlordtenant
relationship with a tenant it cannot evict until that relationship is properly
terminated if it denies a landlordtenant relationship then the tenant is not
estopped from denying the lenderstitle and can prove any procedural
defects that may cloud the purported owners entitlement to possession
But see IC 451508 ef Fed Home Loan Mortg Corp v Appel 143
Idaho 42 47 137 Pad 429342006Statusas a bona fide purchaser
or a purchaser in good faith at least in the context of a nonjudicial
foreclosure sale is generally not available where a purchaser is on inquiry
notice of a potential defect of statutory notice provisions
D Preemption
Keep in mind that while the FTFA preempts state law to protect tenants it does not
displace stronger state tenant protections This means you must check to ensure that a
post foreclosure landlord has complied witheach ofa the FTFA b Idaho law and
c the law of the contract the lease in terminating a tenancy For example a
landlord may give proper 90day vacate notice tinder the FTFA but fail to give proper
notice to terminate the tenancy under the leasesown terms
M THE HOME AFFORDABLE MODIFICATION PROGRAM
A WhyRAMP Exists
The Great Recession in the United States has resulted in millions of families fallin
behind in their mortgage payments facing foreclosure acid at grave risk of
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homelessness The Mortgage Baskets Association reported in March 2010 that 6
million foreclosures had been commenced in theUS since 2007 Goldman Sachs
predicts 12 million home foreclosures from 2008 Q4 to 2014 Q4 Center for
Responsible Lending research found that just the residential foreclosures in 2009
would result in devaluation ofover 69 millionneighboring homes with aggregate
loss in property value alone exceeding 500 boon
In early 2009 the President took action to stem the tide of what had become a
national foreclostue crisis through creation of the Homeowner Affordability and
Stability Plan HASP HASP was authorized by the Emergency Economic
Stabilization Act of2008 often referred to popularly as the bailout PubL110
343 Div A 122 Stat 3765 Oct 3 2008 and was developed to provide assistance
for up to 7 to 9 million homeowners by reducing monthly mortgage payments to
sustainably affordable levels preventing avoidable foreclosures and helping millions
ofAmericans keep their homes USDeptofTreasury 100 Days Progress Report
4 Apr 29 2009 available at
htt2vvwwtrees Aovyressreleasesfreports100daysrg 042909 pd
As part ofHASP Treasury established the Home Affordable Modification Program
RAMPwith the primary purpose ofassisting the millions ofhomeowners in
default or at imminent risk of default on their home mortgages by establishing a
standardized and streamlined process for servicers including lenders or investors that
service their own loans to follow in evaluating and conducting modifications of
existing mortgages and by providing meaningful incentives to servicers investors
and borrowers to encourage loan modifications Financial Stability Oversight Board
Quarterly Report to Congress Pursuant to 104gofthe EmergencyEconomic
Stabilization Act of2008 at 31 Mar 31 2009
B Borrower Protections
HAMP provides homeowners with significant benefits Principally the reduction of
borrowers monthly loan payments to affordable and sustainable levels is intended to
allow borrowers to avoid foreclosure and retain their horse HAMP accomplishes
these goals by reducing borrowers monthly payments toward principal interest
taxes and insurance to 31 of their gross income In addition HAMP provides
reductions in mortgage principal for five years to borrowers who remain current in
their modified payments
HAWalso offers homeowners protection against foreclosure No foreclosure
proceedings may be commenced against homeowners so long as theymeet the
HAMP minimum eligibility requirements and are being assessed for modification
and any foreclosure proceedings commencedbefore they were considered for HAWT
modifications are to be suspended




homelessness. The Mortgage Bankets Association l'eported in Marcb 2010 that 6.6 
mil i n foreclosures had be n commenced in the U.S. since 20 7. Goldman Sachs 
predicts 12 million home foreclosures from 2008 Q4 to 2014 Q4. Center fOl' 
Responsible Lending research found thatj1J8t the residential foreclosures in 20 9 
would result in devaluation of over 69 million neighboring homes, with aggregate 
loss (i  property value alone) exce ding $  billion. 
In early 2009, the President took action to stem the tide of what had become a 
national foreclosure crisis through creation of the Homeowner Affordabitity and 
Stability Pl  (" "). SP was authori2:ed by the ergency Econo ic 
Stabilization Act of2008) often referred to popularly as the "bailout," Pub. 1. 110-
343 Div. A. 122 Stat 3765 (Oct. 3, 2008), and was developed "to provide assistance 
for up to 7 to 9 million homeowners by reducing monthly mortgage payments to 
sustainablyaffordable levels, preventing avoidable foreclosures and belping millions 
of Americans keep [their] homes." U.S. Dep't of Treasury, 100 Days Progress Report 
 ( r. , 09) (a  t 
http://www.trees.gov/press/releaseslreports/l OOdaysreoort 042909.pdf). 
As part of HASP, Treasury established the Home Affordable Modification Program 
(''R P'') ith the pri ary purpose of assisting the illions of ho eo ners in 
default or at imminent risk of default on their home mortgages "by establishing a 
standardized and strea lined process for selVicers (including lenders or investors that 
service their own loans) to follow in evaluating and conducting modifications of 
existing ortgages, and by providing eaningful incentives to servic:ers, investors 
and borrowers to encourage loan odifications." Financial Stability Oversight Board, 
 e rt  gress   § 104(g) of the Emergency ECOIlO~C 
ta ilization ct f 8, at 31 (Mar. , 9). 
. rr el' r tections 
P provides ho eo nerll ith significant benefits. Principally, the reduction of 
borro ers' onthly loan e ts t  affordable a d s st i a le le els is intended to 
allow bonowers to avoid foreclosure and retain their home. HAMP accomplishes 
these goals by reducing borrowers' monthly paymel1ts toward principa.l, interest, 
taxes and insurance to 31 % of their gross income. In addition, HAMP provides 
reductions in mortgage plincipal for five years to' borrowers ho re ain Cl1lTent in 
their modified pay ents. 
R MP also offers homeowners protection against foreclos r . No foreclosure 
proceedings may be commenced against homeowners so long as tbey meet the 
H.AIvlP minimum eligibility requirements and are being assessed for modification, 
and any foreclosure proceedings commenced before they were considered for HALVlP 
modifications are to be suspende . 
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Some lenders services and others in the home foreclosure habitat participate in
HAAO voluntarily in exchange for financial incentives A list ofvoluntary HAMP
servigers is available at http makinghomeaffordableycontact servicerhtral
Other lenders and servicers are required to participate in RAMP In September2008
the federal executive branch took the extraordinary and unprecedented measure of
placing the Federal National Mortgage Association Fannie Mae Fannie and the
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation Freddie Mac Freddie into the
conservatorship of the Federal Housing Finance Agency FHFA As a result in
part of theconservatorship Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae which are government
sponsored enterprises GSEs are required to participate in FTAMP Mortgage
servicers handling loans owned or guaranteed by Fannie or Freddie are required to
participate in HAMP and comply with Fannie and Freddie HAW directives Both
Fannie and Freddie provide websites for checking whether a particular loan is owned
or guaranteed by those GSEs hMIlloanl okfanniemaeloa loo ut Fannie
habyw3freddiemaccourporateFreddie
C ServicerRequirements
For nonGSE servicers HAW is governed by Guidelines Supplemental Directives
FAQs and model forms available at
hopsIwwwJunpadmincomlportallprogramshampservicerhtmi GSE servicam are
governed instead though sometimes additionally by servicing guides directives
and other guidance issued by Fannie and Freddie available at
hUsJwwwefanniemaecointsfmhhamodFannie and
hM2lwwwfreddiemac omsinsrlefamilylservicemhamodihcadonhtmlFreddie
D RAMPViolations and Liability
SineRAMPbeganboveluntaryandmandatnryGSEservieing4AM
participants have been violating the programsrequirements Studies by the National
Consumer Law Center and National Association of Consumer Advocates during 2009
found that HAMP servicers attempted foreclosure sales withoutproper RAMP review
in 93 ofsurveyed cases An increasing tide of individual and class actions
including several individual actions in Idaho seek significant damages for RAMP
violations and are probing whether the noncompliance is intentional
In addition to exposing lenders servicers trustees and trusteessale purchasers to
liability fordamages HAW violations can cloud title after trustees sale and result in
those sales and resulting deeds being set aside and voided Careful review of
foreclosure files before adverse action against a borrower including negative reports
to Consumer Reporting Agencies CRAs under the Fair Credit Reporting Act 15
USC 1581 et seq is necessary to avoid violation ofHAW requirements and
exposure to significant complications and damages liability
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participants have been violating the program's require ents. Studies by the National 
COl1S11mer Ur  enter and ational ssociation of onsu er dvocates during 2009 
found that HA P servicers atte pted foreclosure sales without proper HA P review 
in 93% of surveyed cases. An increasing tide of individual and class actions, 
including several individual actions in Idaho, seek significant da ages for P 
violations and are probing hether the nonco pliance is intentional. 
In addition to exposing lenders) servicel"s, trustees, and tll.lstee1s sale purchasers to 
liability for da ages, R MP violations can cloud title after trustee's sale and result i  
those sales and resulting deeds being set aside and voided. areful revie  of 
foreclosure flies before adverse action against a borro er, including negative reports 
t  sll r rti  i s ("CR s" r t e ir r it rti  t,  
.S.C. §§ 1681 et seq.), is necessary to avoid violation of AMP require ents and 
exposure to significant co plications mid da ages liability. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
Case No CV OC 1023898
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR
SUMMARYJUDGMENT
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
COME NOW Defendants Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services LLC hereinafter the Defendants
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E  efendants o eco ings Financial, , ortgage lectronic 
istr ti  st s, I .  ti  r ste  r i s,  (hereinafter t  "Defendants"), 
' IO     - 1 o I   ~j   Client:2337548.1 
through undersigned counsel and pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
respectfully move this Court for an order granting summary judgment in their favor on all claims
asserted in Plaintiffs Complaint Plaintiff cannot show the existence of any genuine issue of
material fact supporting his claims for breach of contract breach of the covenant of good faith
and fair dealing negligence violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and violation of the
Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act against the Defendants
This motion is based on the pleadings on file herein as well as the Memorandum
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment the Affidavit of Matthew J McGee and the
Affidavit of Kyle Lucas filed contemporaneously herewith
DATED this ZLday of March 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By
atthew J McGee Ofthe Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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DATED this  day of arch, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 2J day ofMarch 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to
be served by the method indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
1020 W Main Street Suite 400
Boise ID 83702
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KYLE LUCAS having been duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as follows
1 I am over the age of eighteen 18 years I am the Senior Litigation
Analyst for GMAC Mortgage LLC GMAC The matters contained in this affidavit are
based upon my personal knowledge and belief and unless stated otherwise are based on the
books and records of GMAC and Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings in my
possession or subject to my control
2 Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of the Interest
Only Period Adjustable Rate Note Note executed by Gregory Renshaw Renshaw on
June 27 2007 in favor of Homecomings in the amount of 236500 As Exhibit A reflects
the Note is specially indorsed by Homecomings to Residential Funding Company specially
indorsed by Residential Funding Company to GMAC and indorsed in blank byGMAC
3 On June 27 2007 Renshaw also executed a Deed of Trust The Deed of
Trust was security for repayment of the Note and was recorded in the office of the Ada County
Idaho Recorder on July 3 2007 as InstrumentNo 107095032
4 After origination of Renshaws loan Homecomings continued to service
Renshawsloan account However Homecomings transferred the Note to Residential Funding
Company of which Homecomings is a direct subsidiary In November 2007 Residential
Funding Company sold the beneficial interest in the loan to Freddie Mac Homecomings
Residential Funding Company and Freddie Mac are all members of Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MERS
AFFIDAVIT OFKYLE LUCAS IN SUPPORT OF
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June 27, 2007 in favor of o eco ings in the a ount of $236,250.00. s xhibit  reflects, 
the ote is specially indorsed by o eco ings to esidential Funding o pany, specially 
indorsed by Residential Funding Co pany to C, and indorsed in blank by C. 
.  J e ,2007, e s a  als  e ec te  a ee  f r st. e ee  f 
rust as security for repay ent f the ote and as recorded in the office f the da ounty, 
Idaho, ecorder on July 3,2007, as Instru ent o. 107095032. 
. After origination of Renshaw's loan, Ho eco ings continued to service 
nshaw's l  count. er, i  tr f rr  t  t  t  i nti l i  
o pany, of hich o eco ings is a direct subsidiary.   07, si enti l 
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5 Freddie Mac presently owns the beneficial interest in Renshawsloan as
an investor and is the master servicer but GMAC services the loan on behalf of Freddie Mac
GMAC is in physical possession of the Notea bearer instrument
6 GMAC is a member ofMERS By virtue of a MERS corporate resolution
certain GMAC employees are signing or certifying officers ofMERS with authorization to take
action in MERSsname
7 Renshaw made his monthly payments to Homecomings Financial LLC
his loan servicer until July 1 2009 On July 1 2009 GMAC became the servicer Attached
hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of a letter dated June 10 2009 disclosing a change
in the servicing of Renshaws mortgage from Homecomings to GMAC Homecomings and
GMAC sent the letter to Renshawsaddress 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise ID 83706 by first
class mail on or about June 10 2009 As the attached letter provides the address to which
Renshaw was to make his monthly mortgage payments remained the same but GMAC would
process payments and otherwise service the loan as of July 1 2009 As of July 1 2009 GMAC
serviced Renshaws loan collected payments held the Note and enforced the Note and the
terms of the Deed of Trust Homecomings did not service the loan collect payments hold the
Note or enforce the terms ofthe loan
8 GMAC received Renshawsmonthly mortgage payments until May 2010
when Renshaw failed to make payment GMAC notified Renshaw ofhis default in writing on or
about June 10 2010 Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a copy of the form letter that was mailed to
Renshaw on or about June 10 2010 Generally GMAC does not make a copy of such form
letters on GMAC Mortgage LLC letterhead before mailing to borrowers GMAC does
however retain a copy of the text of each servicingrelated letter it sends in duplicate form
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2012 Mar 21 1609 GMAC 952 85 31
without GMAC Mortgage LLC letterbeatl for its files In other words the only material
diftrence between the letter set forth as Exhibit C and the letter sent to Renshrw is that the
maimd letter was on ONIAC Mortgage IAI0letterl1004
9 On August 13 2010 a Notice ofDefault and Electiou to Sell Under Deed
of Trust Notice of Default was recorded in the office of the Ada Count Recorder as
Instnnment No 110074820 At this tune them was no pending lawsuit to recover tho debt
secdby the Deed ofTrust
10 As of October 15 2010 GMAC was the serviaer of Renshaw s ioan not
Homecomings Sunilarly as of November 11 2010 MAC was the setvicer of Renshaws
loaf not Homecomings
11 Tlie scheduled Tvisie s Sale did not occur on December M9 201D acid
vvasnotrPch dufed As todayscRte Rerishawsloan remains in deAult
rurthtr your affiant sdyetfinaught
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this day of March 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OV KYLE LUCAS IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method
indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE RATE NOTE
OneYear LIBOR Index As Published In The Wall Street JournalRate Caps
THIS NOTE CONTAINS PROVISIONS ALLOWING FOR A CHANGE IN MY FIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND FOR CHANGES IN MY MONTHLY
PAYMENT THIS NOTE LIMITS THE AMOUNT MY ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN





3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
1 BORROWER PROMISE TO PAY
In return for a loan that I have received I promise to pay US 236 2500 this amount is called
Principal plus interest to the order of Lender Lender is HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
I will make all payments under this Note in the form of cash check or money order
I understand that Lender may transfer this Note Lender or anyone who takes this Note by transfer and who is entitled
to receive payments under this Note is called the NoteHolder
2 INTEREST
Interest will be charged on unpaid principal until the full amount of Principal has been paid I will pay interest at a
yearly rate of 75000 The interest rate I will pay may change in accordance with Section 4 of this Note
The interest rate required by this Section 2 and Section 4 of this Note is the rate I will pay both before and after any
default described in Section7Bofthis Note
3 PAYMENTS
A Time and Place of Payments
I will make a payment on the first day of every month beginning on AUGUST 1ST 2007 Before the
First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date as described in Section 4 of this Note my payment will consist only of the
interest due on the unpaid principal balance of this Note Thereafter I will pay principal and interest by making a payment
every month as provided below
I will make monthly payments of principal and interest beginning on the First Principal and Interest Payment Due Date
as described in Section 4 of this Note I will make these payments every month until I have paid all of the principal and
interest and any other charges described below that I may owe under this Note Each monthly payment will be applied as of
its scheduled due date and if the payment includes both principal and interest it will be applied to interest before Principal
If on JULY 1sT 2037 I still owe amounts tinder this Note I will pay those amounts in full on that
date which is called the Maturity Date
I will make my monthly payments at 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600 BELLEVUE WA 98004
or at a different place if required by the Note Holder
B Amount of My Initial Monthly Payments
My monthly payment will be in the amount ofUS S 14765 before the First Principal
and Interest Payment Due Date and thereafter will be in an amount sufficient to repay the principal and interest at the rate
determined as described in Section 4 of this Note in substantially equal installments by the Maturity Date The Note Holder
will notify me prior to the date of change in monthly payment
C Monthly Payment Changes
Changes in my monthly payment will reflect changes in the unpaid principal of my loan and in the interest rate that I
must pay The Note Holder will determine my now interest rate and the changed amount of my monthly payment in
accordance with Section 4 or S of this Note
MULTISTATE INTERESTONLY PERIOD ADJUSTABLE NOTE WSJ ONE YEAR
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4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE ANDMONTHLYPAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the first day of JULY 2012
and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change on that day every 12th month thereafter
The date on which my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable
interest rate could change is called a Change Date
B The Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an Index The Index is the average
of interbank offered rates for one yearUS dollardenominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in
The Wall Street Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change Date is called the
Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based upon comparable
information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding TWO AND On i OURV
percentage points 2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will
then round the result of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point0125 Subject to the limits stated
in Section4Dbelow this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be sufficient to repay the unpaid
principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially
equal payments The result of this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
D Limits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than 125000 or less
than 25000 Thereafter my adjustable interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any
single Change Date by more than two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 125000
E Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount of my new monthly payment
beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
F Notice ofChanges
Before the effective date of any change in my interest rate andor monthly payment the Note Holder will deliver or
mail to me a notice of such change The notice will include information required by law to be given to me and also the tide
and telephone number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
G Date of Fast Principal and Interest Payment
The date of my first payment consisting of both principal and interest on the Note the First Principal and Interest
Payment Due Date shall be on that date which is the 10th anniversary date of the first payment due
date as reflected in Section3Aof the Note
S BORROWER RIGHT TO PREPAY
I have the right to make payments of principal at any time before they are due A payment of principal only is known
as a Prepayment When I make a Prepayment I will tell the Note Holder in writing that I am doing so I may not
designate a payment as a Prepayment if I have notmade all the monthly payments due under this Note
I may make a full Prepayment or partial Prepayments without paying any Prepayment charge The Note Holder will
use my Prepayments to reduce the amount of Principal that I owe wider this Note However the Note Holder may apply my
Prepayment to the accrued and unpaid interest on the Prepayment amount before applying my Prepayment to reduce the
Principal amount of the Note If I make a partial Prepayment there will be no changes in the due date of my monthly
payment unless the Note Holder agrees in writing to those changes If the partial Prepayment is made during the period
when my monthly payments consist only of interest the amount of the monthly payment will decrease for the remainder of
the term when my payments consist only of interest If the partial Prepayment is made during the period when my payments
consist of principal and interest my partial Prepayment may reduce the amount of my monthly payments after the first
Change Date following my partial Prepayment However any reduction due to my partial Prepayment may be oflftet by an
interest rate increase
6 LOAN CHARGES
If a law which applies to this loan and which sets maximum loan charges is finally interpreted so that the interest or
other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with this loan exceed the permitted limits then a any such
loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already
collected from me that exceeded permitted limits will be refunded to me The Note Holder may choose to make this fund
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by reducing the Principal I owe under this Note or by making a direct payment to me If a refund reduces Principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial Prepayment
7 BORROWERSFAILURE TO PAY AS REQUIRED
A Late Charges for Overdue Payments
If the Note Holder has not received the full amount of any monthly payment by the end of 5 calendar days
after the date it is due I will pay a late charge to the Note Holder The amount of the charge will be 50000
of my overdue payment of interest during the period when my payment is interest only and of principal and interest
thereafter I will pay this late charge promptly but only once on each late payment
B Default
If I do not pay the full amount of each monthly payment on the date it is due I will be in default
CNotice ofDefault
If I am in default the Note Holder may send me a written notice telling me that if I do not pay the overdue amount by
a certain date the Note Holder may require me to pay immediately the full amount of Principal that has not been paid and
all the interest that I owe on that amount That date must be at least 30 days after the date on which the notice is mailed to
me or delivered by other means
D No Waiver By Note Holder
Even if at a time when I am in default the Note Holder does not require me to pay immediately in full as described
above the Note Holder will still have the right to do so if 1 am in default at a later time
E Payment of Note Holder Costs and Expenses
If the Note Holder has required me to pay immediately in full as described above the Note Holder will have the right
to be paid back by me for all of its costs and expenses in enforcing this Note to the extent not prohibited by applicable law
Those expenses include for example reasonable attorneys fees
8 GIVING OF NOTICES
Unless applicable law requires a different method any notice that must be given to me under this Note will be given by
delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to me at the Property Address above or at a different address if I give the
Note Holder a notice of my different address
Unless the Note Holder requires a different method any notice that must be given to the Note Holder under this Note
will be given by mailing it by first class mail to the Note Holder at the address stated in Section 3Aabove or at a different
address if I am given a notice of that different address
9 OBLIGATIONS OF PERSONS UNDERTHISNOTE
If more than one person signs this Note each person is fully and personally obligated to keep all of the promises made
in this Note including the promise to pay the full amount owed Any person who is a guarantor surety or endorser of this
Note is also obligated to do these things Any person who takes over these obligations including the obligations of a
guarantor surety or endorser of this Note is also obligated to keep all of the promises made in this Note The Note Holder
may enforce its rights under this Note against each person individually or against all of us together This means that any one
of us may be required to pay all of the amounts owed under this Note
10 WAIVERS
I and any other person who has obligations under this Note waive the rights of Presentment and Notice of Dishonor
Presentment means the right to require the Note Holder to demand payment of amounts due Notice of Dishonor means
the right to require the Note Holder to give notice to other persons that amounts due have not been paid
11 UNIFORM SECURED NOTE
This Note is a uniform instrument with limited variations in some jurisdictions In addition to the protections given to
the Note Molder under this Note a Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument dated the same
date as this Note protects the Note Holder from possible losses that might result if I do not keep the promises that I make in
this Note That Security Instrument describes how and under what conditions I may be required to make immediate payment
in full of all amounts I owe under this Note Some of those conditions read as follows
AUntil my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall read as follows
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lender prior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a
period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which
Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sutras prior to the
expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further
notice or demand on Borrower
B When my initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under the terms stated in Section 4 above
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument described in Section I IA above shall then cease to be in effect and
Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall instead read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18 Interest in the
Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited to those beneficial
interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement the
intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower is not a
natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lender prior written consent
Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument However this
option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by Applicable Law Lender also shall not
exercise this option if a Borrower causes to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate
the intended transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender reasonably determines
that Lenders security will not be impaired by the loan assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or
agreement in this Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Leader may charge a reasonable fee as a condition to Lenders
consent to the loan assumption Lender also may require the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is
acceptable to Lender and that obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrumen Borrower will continue to be obligated under the Note and this Security
Insmenunless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in
accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If
Borrower fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted
by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
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-Borrowr;!J ALLONGE - orr r 
     
______ ~~~~~~~~ __ --( ~) 
-Borro er 
_____________ ;...:.... __ (Seal) 
-Borrower 
________________ (Seal) 




Pay to the Order ~1OENTIAl FUNOlNG CQMPAttft llC 
~~~d.L--J -
[Sign riginal nly) 
Assistant $eCreFtalnf'J _...1A1 LlC 
Homecomings af~. 
f\ Delaware Corporation 
1 3 10608. 
F l244 IOSI2OO7I1 04 ·3,71 83-6 
I
ALLONGE TO PROMISSORY NOTE
OR PURPOSES OF FURTHER ENDORSEMENT OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBED NOTE THIS
LLONGE IS AFFIXED AND BECOMES A PERMANENT PART OF SAID NOTE
POOL 0 LOAN ID 19604557 1 111111111 IN1111111 low 11111
NOTE DATE 6127200 LOAN AMOUNT 2365000
BORROWER NAME GREGORY A RENSHAW
PROPERTY ADDRESS 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE BOISE ID 83706
rwwwwrwrwwkwwvrwwwrwwwwtwrw rwawartwrr rorrex wnwwrwwraaswerrwrwrraswrrrrrrwrwrrsraWawwrsr
PAY TO THE ORDER OF
tAC Mortgage LLC
WITHOUT RECOURSE
Residential Funding Company LLC
Name Amy Nelson
Title Assistant Vice President
Residential Funding Company LLC
001029
,   I   
~         I  ,             .~.- .~-.- -~ --- ,--, '---. _.. -
POOL: 0 LOAN 10: 19604557 111 1111111 11  
T  TE: 127/ 007  T: $236,25 .00 
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 :    , , 10  
By: 
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Ada County District Court of Idaho
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Ada County District Court of Idaho
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3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
RE Account Number 0473793636
Property Address 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Dear GREGORY A RENSHAW
Our records indicate the above referenced mortgage loan is in
default
Your account is due for 05110 and succeeding payments This
is a demand for payment of the total amount due and owing as of
the date of this letter which is as follows
Payments 427888
Late Charges 22146
Fees Costs and other amounts accrued
to date 00
Suspense 00
Total Amount Due 450034
You may cure the default by paying the total amount due
indicated above within thirty 30 days from the date of this
letter You are also responsible for paying any additional
payments fees and charges that become due during this 30day
period Payments must be made in certified funds or cashier
check If funds tendered are not honored for any reason the
default will not be cured Our acceptance of any funds less
than the total amount due shall not constitute a waiver of our
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You are hereby notified your credit rating may be adversely
affected if you fail to fulfill the terms of your credit
obligations You are also notified we may visit the
above referenced property from time to time to determine its
condition and occupancy status the costs of which you will be
responsible for
Unless we receive full payment of all past due amounts we will
accelerate the maturity of the loan declare the obligation due
and payable without further demand and begin foreclosure
proceedings This could result in the loss of your property
You have the right to assert or defend the non existence of a
default and you may have other rights under state law
Once in foreclosure you have the right to reinstate your
account up to five days prior to the foreclosure sale of the
property if 1 you pay the total amount due plus any fees costs
and other amounts accrued through the reinstatement date and 2
you take any other action reasonably required by us to assure the
security of the property as well as your obligations under the
loan documents continue in full force and effect
HUD approved counseling is available on FHA guaranteed loans by
calling 800 5694287 If you would like to discuss any matter
contained in this notice we encourage you to contact our loan
counselors immediately at 888 714 4622
Collection Department
Loan Servicing
Notice This is an attempt to collect a debt and any information
obtained will be used for that purpose If your debt has been
discharged in bankruptcy our rights are being exercised against
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Michael O Roe ISB No 4490
Matthew J McGee ISB No 7979
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor










CHRISTOPHER p RICH CwkBy JOANNAOF r1QA
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Case No CV OC 1023898
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW J MCGEE





AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT I Client23375701001035
ichael O. Roe, ISB o. 4490 
atthe  J. c ee, ISB No. 7979 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & 
FIELDS, CHARTERED 
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor 
st fice o   
Boise, Idaho 83701 
Telephone (208) 345-2000 




Attorneys for Defendants 
A,1«t: j ! M- : : ::%::: p: 
R  f 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RIOH Ollrlc 
By JOANNA OATIGA ' 
DePuTy 
       I I   
    I , I        
 A ,  i i i al, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
I  I IAL, , a 
Delaware Limited Liability Company; 
  
IS I  S STEMS, I C., a 
Delaware Corporation; EXECUTIVE 
TR STEE SERVICES, LLC, a ela are 
Limited Liability Company; DOES I-V, and 
ABC CORPORATIONS I-V, 
efendants. 
 o.    
I    .  
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MATTHEW J McGEE having been duly sworn upon oath deposes and states as
follows
1 I am one of the attorneys of record for Defendants in this matter have
access to my clients files and make this affidavit based upon my personal knowledge
2 Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a certified copy of a Deed of Trust
executed by Gregory Renshaw and recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder on July 3
2007 as Instrument No 107095032
3 Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a certified copy of a Notice ofDefault and
Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust executed by Executive Trustee Services LLC as attorney
in fact for Pioneer Title Company of Ada County dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services and
recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder on August 13 2010 as Instrument No
110074820
4 Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a certified copy of a Limited Power of
Attorney executed by Pioneer Lender Trustee Services an assumed business name of Pioneer
Title Company of Ada County and recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder on
December 1 2008 as Instrument No 108128542
5 Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a certified copy of a document titled
Affidavits recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder on December 1 2010 as
Instrument No 110113217 Such document includes an affidavit of mailing notice of sale
executed by Anthony Gomez an affidavit of posting and service executed by Bob Bodine and
an affidavit of publication of notice of sale executed byTina Bartlett
AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEWJ MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 2 Client23375701001036
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,   . . 
. ttached hereto as xhibit  is a certified copy f a otice f efault and 
l ti  t  ll    t t   ti  t  r i , ,  tt  
in fact for Pioneer Title o pany of da ounty dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, and 
rec r e  i  t e ffice f t e a t  ec r er  st , , as I str e t . 
. 
. ttached hereto as Exhibit  is a certified copy of a Li ited Po er of 
ttor  t   i r r r ste  r i s,  ss  si ess  f i r 
itle o pany f da ounty, and recorded in the office of the da ounty ecorder on 
 , ,  t t . . 
. tta  r t  s i it  is  rtifi   f  t titl  
"Affidavits" recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder on December 1, 2010, as 
 . . Such docu ent includes an affidavit of ailing notice of sale 
executed by nthony o ez, an affidavit of posting and service executed by Bob Bodine, and 
an affidavit of publication of notice of sale executed by Tina Bartlett. 
   .     
'     -  lient: 37570.1 
6 Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the
Memorandum Decision and Order filed in Dillon v GMAC Mortg LLC et al Bonner County
District Court Case No CV 2011 1328 Sept 22 2011
7 Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of the
Memorandum Decision and Order filed in Stanton v First Horizon Home Loan Corp et al Ada
County District Court Case No CVOC11 02836 Sept 14 2011
8 Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the
Memorandum Decision and Order in Edwards v Mortg Elec Registration Sys Inc et al
Kootenai County District Court Case No CV102745 Nov 16 2010
9 Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of the
Memorandum Decision and Order in Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon et al Kootenai County
District Court Case No CV1095 July 2 2010
10 Attached hereto as Exhibit I is a true and correct copy of excerpts of the
transcript from the hearing on Defendants Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings which hearing
was held before the Honorable Darla Williamson on June 29 2011
Further your affiant sayeth naught
Matthew J McGee
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before methis of March 2012
PN vi40 eberl
STAR
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6. Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and co rect copy of the 
emorandu  ecision and Order filed in i lon v. AC ., , et ai, Bonner t  
District Court, ase o.  2011-l328 (Sept. 22, 2011). 
. tached hereto  ibit  is a true and rrect  f t e 
e oran  ecision and rder filed in S ton . irst iz  ome oan rp., t i, da 
County District Court, Case No. CV-OC-II-02836 (Sept. 14,2011). 
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Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 0 day ofMarch 2012 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF MATTHEW J MCGEE IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT to be served by the method
indicated below and addressed to the following
Jon M Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES
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 .  
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Fax: (208) 343-3246 
ttorneys for laintiff 
( ) .S. ail, Postage Prepaid 
~ and elivered 
( ) r i t il 
( ) i i  
tt  .  
   .     
'     -  lient:23375 0.1 
Exhibit A
to
Affidavit ofMatthew J McGee in
Support of Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment
Ada County District Court of Idaho
Renshaw v Homecomings et al
CV OC 1023898
001039
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Support of Defendants' otion for 
u ary Judg ent 
da County istrict Court of Idaho 
ensha  v. o ecomings, et ale 
   
Return To Homecomings Financial
One Meridian Crossing Ste 100
Minneapolis MN 55423
Loan Number 047 3793636
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Pioneer
107095032
Prepared By Homecomings Financial
188 106th Ave NE Suite 600
Bellevue WA 98004




Words used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in
Sections 3 11 13 18 20 and 21 Certain rules regarding the usage of words used in this document are
also provided in Section 16
A Security Instrument means this document which is dated JUNE 27TH 2007
together with all Riders to this document
B Borrower is 0 S
GREGORY A RENSHAW An rrOun vOn
Borrower is the trustor under this Security Instrument
C Lenderis HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender is a LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY
organized and existing under the laws of DELAWARE
2
IDAHO Single Family Fannie MaeFreddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS Form 3013 101
MFID7770092006 047 3793636
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ords used in multiple sections of this document are defined below and other words are defined in 
tions , , , ,   . rt i  r l s r r i g t  s  f rds s  i  t is t r  
also provided in Section 16. 
(A) "Se  ent" s  nt,  s  J  27 , 07;-rP 
t ether it  ll i ers t  t is ent. ,M . . 
(B) "Borro er" is ~ 
 . HA , Pr SSFittRA'f'El ES'fME  lA.r"\1'YO-o' ..... e.6-~ . 
orro er is the trustor under this Security Instru ent. 
(C) "Lender" is I S I IAL,  (F/K/A I S I I  
ET RK, I C _ ) 
r      
organized and existing under the laws of  
IDAHO-Single Family-Fannie MaeIFreddie Mac UNIFORM INSTRUMENT WITH MERS 
FID7770 (0912006) I 7-37936 -6 
olters    
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I I~IIIII IIIIIIIIIII~ 
Lenders address is 188 106TH AVENUE NE SUITE 600
BELLEVUE WA 98004
D Trustee is PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
E MERS is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS is a separate corporation that is
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns MERS is the beneficiary
under this Security Instrument MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Delaware and has an
address and telephone number of PO Box 2026 Flint MI 485012026 tel 888 679MERS
FNote means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated JUNE 2 7TH 2 0 0 7
The Note states that Borrower owes Lender TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SIX THOUSAND TWO
HUNDRED FIFTY AND NO 1100 Dollars
US 236 2500 plus interest Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than JULY 1ST 2037
G Property means the property that is described below under the heading Transfer of Rights in the
Property
II Loan means the debt evidenced by the Note plus interest any prepayment charges and late charges
due under the Note and all sums due under this Security Instrument plus interest
I Riders means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower The following
Riders are to be executed by Borrower check box as applicable
Adjustable Rate Rider 0 Condominium Rider F Second Home Rider
Balloon Rider Planned Unit Development Rider C 1 4 Family Rider
VA Rider Biweekly Payment Rider Othersspecify
p Applicable Law means all controlling applicable federal state and local statutes regulations
ordinances and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as well as all applicable final
non appealable judicial opinions
ICommunity Association Dues Fees and Assessments means all dues fees assessments and other
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association homeowners
association or similar organization
L Electronic Funds Transfer means any transfer of funds other than a transaction originated by
check draft or similar paper instrument which is initiated through an electronic terminal telephonic
instrument computer or magnetic tape so as to order instruct or authorize a financial institution to debit
or credit an account Such term includes but is not limited to point ofsale transfers automated teller
machine transactions transfers initiated by telephone wire transfers and automated clearinghouse
transfers
M Escrow Items means those items that are described in Section 3
IMiscellaneous Proceeds means any compensation settlement award of damages or proceeds paid
by any third party other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described in Section 5 for i
damage to or destruction of the Property ii condemnation or other taking of all or any part of the
Property iii conveyance in lieu of condemnation or iv misrepresentations of or omissions as to the
value andor condition of the Property
0 Mortgage Insurance means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of or default on
the Loan
P Periodic Payment means the regularly scheduled amount due for iprincipal and interest under the
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Lender's a dress is 1 B 106TH AVENUE NE, SUITE 6 0 
BELLEVUE, WA 98004 
(D) "Trustee" is PION ER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY 
(E) "MERS" is Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. MERS is a separate corporation that is 
acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns. ERS is the beneficiary 
under this Security Instru ent. MERS is organized and existing under the laws of Dela are, and has an 
address and telephone number of P.O. Box 2026, Flint, MI 48501-2026, tel. (888) 679-MERS. 
(F) "Note" means the promissory note signed by Borrower and dated JUNE 27TH, 2 0 07 
The Note states that Bo rower owes Lender TWO HUNDRED THIRTY SI  THOUSAND TWO 
HUNDRED FIFTY AND NO/IOO Dollars 
(U .S. $ 23 , 250 . 00 ) plus interest. Borrower has promised to pay this debt in regular Periodic 
Payments and to pay the debt in full not later than J  1 , 2037 
(G) "Property" means the property that is described below under the heading "Transfer of Rights in the 
Property. " 
(II) "Loan" means the debt evidenced by the Note, plus interest, any prepayment charges and late charges 
due under the ot , and all s s due under this rity Instr t, lus inter st. 
(I) "Riders" means all Riders to this Security Instrument that are executed by Borrower. The following 
Riders are to be executed by Borrower [check box as applicable): 
[i] Adjustable Rate Rider 
D alloon ide  
DVARid  
D Condominium Rider D d e ider 
[i] lanned it evelop ent ider 0 -4 il  i e  
D i eekly ay ent ider D ther(s) [s ify] 
(J) "Applicable Law" means all controlling applicable federal, state and local statutes, regulations, 
r i   i i tr ti  r l   r rs (th t  t  ff t f l )  ll  ll li l  fi l, 
non-appealable judicial opinions. 
(K) "Community Association Dues, Fees, and Assessments" means all dues, fees, assessments and other 
charges that are imposed on Borrower or the Property by a condominium association, homeowners 
association or similar organization. 
(L) "Electronic Funds Transfer" means any transfer of funds, other than a transaction originated by 
check, draft, or similar paper instrument, which is initiated through an electronic terminal, telephonic 
instru ent, co puter, or agnetic tape so as to order, instruct, or authorize a financial institution to debit 
or credit an account. Such ter  includes, but is not li ited to, point-of-sale transfers, auto ated teller 
achine transactions, transfers initiated by telephone, wire transfers, and auto ated clearinghouse 
transfers. 
(M) "Escrow Items" means those items that are described in Section 3. 
(N) " iscellaneous Proceeds" means any compensation, senlement, award of damages, or proceeds paid 
by any third party (other than insurance proceeds paid under the coverages described in Section 5) for: (i) 
damage to, or destruction of, the Property; (ii) condeJIUlation or other taking of all or any part of the 
Property; (iii) conveyance in lieu of condemnation; or (iv) misrepresentations of, or omissions as to, the 
value and/or condition of the Property. 
(0) "Mortgage Insurance" means insurance protecting Lender against the nonpayment of, or default on, 
the Loan. 
(P) "Periodic Payment" means the regularly scheduled amount due for (i) principal and interest under the 
Note, plus (ii) any amounts under Section 3 of this Security Instrument. 
~fOP 
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Q RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USCSection 2601 et seq and its
implementing regulation Regulation X 24CFRPart 3500 as they might be amended from time to
time or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same subject matter As used
in this Security Instrument RESPA refers to all requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard
to a federally related mortgage loan even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally related mortgage
loan under RESPA
R Successor in Interest of Borrower means any party that has taken title to the Property whether or
not that party has assumed Borrower obligations under the Note andor this Security Instrument
TRANSFER OF RIGHTS IN THE PROPERTY
The beneficiary of this Security Instrument is MERS solely as nominee for Lender and Lenders
successors and assigns and the successors and assigns of MERS This Security Instrument secures to
Lender i the repayment of the Loan and all renewals extensions and modifications of the Note and ii
the performance of Borrowerscovenants and agreements under this Security Instrument and the Note For
this purpose Borrower irrevocably grants and conveys to Trustee in trust with power of sale the
following described property located in the COUNTY Type of Recording Jurisdiction
of ADA Name ofRecording Jurisdiction
Legal description attached hereto and made a part hereof
Parcel ID Number 01685125660450 which currently has the address of
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE Street
BOISE city Idaho 83706 Zip Code
Property Address
TOGETHER WITH all the improvements now or hereafter erected on the property and all
easements appurtenances and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property All replacements and
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instrument All of the foregoing is referred to in this
Security Instrument as the Property Borrower understands and agrees that MERS holds only legal title
to the interests granted by Borrower in this Security Instrument but if necessary to comply with law or
custom MERS as nominee for Lender and Lender successors and assigns has the right to exercise any
or all of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property and to
take any action required of Lender including but not limited to releasing and canceling this Security
Instrument
BORROWER COVENANTS that Borrower is lawfully seised of the estate hereby conveyed and has
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencumbered except for encumbrances
of record Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all claims and
demands subject to any encumbrances of record
Initials
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(Q) "RES " eans the eal state ttle ent rocedures ct (12  .S.C. ti n  t q.)  its 
i ple e ting re l ti , l ti   (24 .F.R. art 0),  t  ight e  r  ti e t  
ti e, or any additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the sa e subject atter. As used 
in this ecurity Instru ent, "RE A" refers to all require ents and restrictions that are i posed in regard 
to a "federally related ortgage l "  if t  oan  t lify   "federally r lat  ortgage 
lo "  . 
(R) "Successor in Interest of orro er" eans any party that has taken title to the Property, hether or 
t t at art  as ass e  rr er's ligations er t e te a d/or t is ec rit  I str e t. 
S   I S I    
The beneficiary of this Security Instru ent is ERS (solely as no inee for Lender and Lender's 
successors and assigns) and the successors and assigns f . his ecurity Instru ent secures to 
Lender: (i) the repay ent of the Loan, and all rene als, extensions and odifications of the ote; and (ii) 
the perfor ance of orro er's covenants and agree ents under this Security Instru ent and the ote. For 
t is r s , rr er irre l  r ts a  s t  r st , i  tr st, it  r f s l , t  
follo ing described property located in the  (Type   ri i ti ] 
  IName   i ti ) 
e l on ta e    a e    
  r: RS S S  
  I   
 
("Property Address"): 
hich currently has the address of 
[ et) 
[City], I   [Z  de] 
 I  ll t  i r t   r r ft r r t   t  r rty,  ll 
ease ents, appurtenances, and fixtures now or hereafter a part of the property. All replace ents and 
additions shall also be covered by this Security Instru ent. All of the foregoing is referred to in this 
ecurity Instru ent as the "Property." orro er understands and agrees that  holds only legal title 
to the interests granted by orro er in this Security Instru ent, but, if necessary to co ply ith la  or 
custo , E S (as no inee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns) has the right: to exercise any 
r ll f t s  i t r sts, i l i g, t t li ite  t , t e ri t t  f r l s r   s ll t e r perty;  t  
take any action required of Lender including. but not li ited to, releasing and canceling this Security 
tr ent. 
  t t  i  l ll  i  f t  st t      
the right to grant and convey the Property and that the Property is unencu bered, except for encu brances 
of record. Borrower warrants and will defend generally the title to the Property against all clai s and 
de ands, subject to any encu brances of record. ~
I ili.J1 ____ 
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THIS SECURITY INSTRUMENT combines uniform covenants for national use and non uniform
covenants with limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a uniform security instrument covering real
property
UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender covenant and agree as follows
1 Payment of Principal Interest Escrow Items Prepayment Charges and bate Charges
Borrower shall pay when due the principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by the Note and any
prepayment charges and late charges due under the Note Borrower shall also pay funds for Escrow Items
pursuant to Section 3 Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument shall be made in US
currency However if any check orother instrument received by Lender as payment under the Note or this
Security Instrument is returned to Lender unpaid Lender may require that any or all subsequent payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument be made in one or more of the following forms as
selected by Lender a cash b money order c certified check bank check treasurers check or
cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon an institution whose deposits are insured by a
federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic Funds Transfer
Payments are deemed received by Lender when received at the location designated in the Note or at
such other location as may be designated by Lender in accordance with the notice provisions in Section 15
Lender may return any payment or partial payment if the payment or partial payments are insufficient to
bring the Loan current Lender may accept any payment or partial payment insufficient to bring the Loan
current without waiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such payment or partial
payments in the future but Lender is not obligated to apply such payments at the time such payments are
accepted If each Periodic Payment is applied as of its scheduled due date then Lender need not pay
interest on unapplied funds Lender may hold such unapplied funds until Borrower makes payment to bring
the Loan current If Borrower does not do so within a reasonable period of time Lender shall either apply
such funds or return them to Borrower If not applied earlier such funds will be applied to the outstanding
principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure No offset or claim which Borrower
might have now or in the future against Lender shall relieve Borrower from making payments due under
the Note and this Security Instrument or performing the covenants and agreements secured by this Security
Instrument
2 Application of Payments or Proceeds Except as otherwise described in this Section 2 all
payments accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following order of priority a interest
due under the Note b principal due under the Note c amounts due under Section 3 Such payments
shall be applied to each Periodic Payment in the order in which it became due Any remaining amounts
shall be applied first to late charges second to any other amounts due under this Security Instrument and
then to reduce the principal balance of the Note
If Lender receives a payment from Borrower for a delinquent Periodic Payment which includes a
sufficient amount to pay any late charge due the payment may be applied to the delinquent payment and
the late charge If more than one Periodic Payment is outstanding Lender may apply any payment received
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if and to the extent that each payment can be
paid in full To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or
more Periodic Payments such excess may be applied to any late charges due Voluntary prepayments shall
be applied first to any prepayment charges and then as described in the Note
Any application of payments insurance proceeds or Miscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under
the Note shall not extend orpostpone the due date or change the amount of the Periodic Payments
3 Funds for Escrow Items Borrower shall pay to Lender on the day Periodic Payments are due
under the Note until the Note is paid in full a sum the Funds to provide for payment of amounts due
for a taxes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a
lien or encumbrance on the Property b leasehold payments or ground rents on the Property if any c
premiums for any and all insurance required by Lender under Section 5 and d Mortgage Insurance
premiums if any or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10 These items are called Escrow
Items At origination or at any time during the term of the Loan Lender may require that Community
Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any be escrowed by Borrower and such dues fees and
assessments shall be an Escrow Item Borrower shall promptly furnish to Le a all ces of amounts to
P
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THIS S I  INSTR E T combines unifor  covenants for national use a d n-unifor  
covenants ith limited variations by jurisdiction to constitute a u ifor  s rity instru ent covering real 
property. 
IF  C E TS. o ro er and Lender covenant and agr e  : 
. Pa ent of ri i l, Inter t, r  Ite , r t r ,  Late har . 
orrower shall pay when due the principal of, and interest on, the debt evidenced by the ote and any 
prepay ent charges and late charges due under the ote. orro er shall also pay funds for scro  Ite s 
pursuant to Section 3. Pay ents due under the ote and this Security Instru ent shall be ade in .S. 
. o e , if  chec   other instru ent re e  b  ender  pa ent u e  the ote  this 
Security Instru ent is returned to Lender unpaid, Lender ay require that any or all subsequent pay ents 
e un er the ote a  t is ec rity Instr e t be ade in e r ore f the f ll i  f r s, as 
selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) oney order; (c) certified check. bank check. treasurer's check or 
cashier's c ec , provided a  s ch c ec  is ra n  a  i stit ti  se e sits are i s re  b  a 
federal agency, instru entality, or entity; or (d) lectronic unds ransfer. 
Pay ents are dee ed received by Lender hen received at the location designated in the ote or at 
s c  ther locati  as a   esi ate   ender i  acc r a ce it  t e tice r isions in ecti  . 
ender ay return any pay ent or partial pay ent if the pay ent or partial pay ents are insufficient to 
ring t  oan c rr t. ender  t  e t r rtial t i s fficie t t  ri  t  oa  
current, ithout aiver of any rights hereunder or prejudice to its rights to refuse such pay ent or partial 
pay ents in the future, but Lender is not obligated to apply such pay ents at the ti e such pay ents are 
accepted. If each eriodic ay ent is applied as of its scheduled due date, then ender need not pay 
inrerest on unapplied funds. ender ay hold such unapplied funds until orro er akes pay ent to bring 
t  oa  . f rro er     it i      , ender    
such funds or return the  to orro er. If not applied earlier. such funds ill be applied to the outstanding 
principal balance under the Note immediately prior to foreclosure. No offset or claim which Borrower 
ight have no  or in the future against ender shall relieve orro er fro  aking pay ents due under 
the ote and this Security Instru em or perfonning the covenants and agree ents secured by this Security 
Ins t. 
2. pplication f ay ents or roceeds. xcept as other ise described in this ection 2, all 
pay ents accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the follo ing order of priority: (a) interest 
due under the ote; (b) principal due under the ote; (c) a oums due under ection 3. uch pay ents 
shaH be applied to each Periodic Pay ent in the order in hich it beca e due. ny re aining a ounts 
shall be applied first to late charges, second to any other a ounts due under this ecurity Instru ent, and 
then to reduce the principal balance of the ote. 
If e er recei es a a e t fr  rr er f r a eli e t eri ic a e t ic  i cl es a 
sufficient a oum to pay any late charge due, the pay ent ay be applied to the delinquent pay ent and 
the late charge. If ore than one eriodic ay ent is outstanding, ender ay apply any pay ent received 
from Borrower to the repayment of the Periodic Payments if, and to the extent that, each payment can be 
paid in full. To the extent that any excess exists after the payment is applied to the full payment of one or 
ore Periodic Pay ents, such excess ay be applied to any late charges due. oluntary prepay ents shall 
be applied first to any prepay ent charges and then as described in the ote. 
Any application of payments, insurance proceeds, or iscellaneous Proceeds to principal due under 
the ote shall not extend or postpone the due date, or change the a ount, of the Periodic P-<lyments. 
.    .  al       y ri  ay  r   
under the ote, until the ote is paid in full. a su  (the "Funds") t  r i  f r t f t   
for: (a) taxes and assessments and other items which can attain priority over this Security Instrument as a 
lien or encu brance on the Property; (b) leasehold pay ents or ground rents on the Property, if any; (c) 
pre iu s for any and all insurance required by ender under Section 5; and (d) ortgage Insurance 
premiums, if any, or any sums payable by Borrower to Lender in lieu of the payment of Mortgage 
Insurance premiums in accordance with the provisions of Section 10. These items are called "Escrow 
Items." At origination or at any ti e during the ter  of the Loan, Lender may require that Co unity 
i ti  s, s,  nts, if ny,  escro   rrower, a  su  dues, f   
"""""'''''' ,hall be an Escro  It< . orro ., shall pm ptly u"""'.,~es of amouOIS to 
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be paid under this Section Borrower shall pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives
Borrowers obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items Lender may waive Borrowers
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time Any such waiver may only be
in writing In the event of such waiver Borrower shall pay directly when and where payable the amounts
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and if Lender requires
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require
Borrower obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shalt for all purposes be deemed to
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instrument as the phrase covenant and agreement
is used in Section 9 If Borrower is obligated to pay Escrow Items directly pursuant to a waiver and
Borrower fails to pay the amount due for an Escrow Item Lender may exercise its rights under Section 9
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such
amount Lender may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in
accordance with Section 15 and upon such revocation Borrower shall pay to Lender all Funds and in
such amounts that are then required under this Section 3
Lender may at any time collect and hold Funds in an amount a sufficient to permit Lender to apply
the Funds at the time specified under RESPA and b not to exceed the maximum amount a lender can
require under RESPA Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and
reasonable estimates of expenditures of future Escrow Items or otherwise in accordance with Applicable
Law
The Funds shall be held in an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency
instrumentality or entity including Lender if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured or in
any Federal Home Loan Bank Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time
specified under RESPA Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds annually
analyzing the escrow account or verifying the Escrow Items unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make such a charge Unless an agreement is made in writing
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower
any interest or earnings on the Funds Borrower and Lender can agree in writing however that interest
shall be paid on the Funds Lender shall give to Borrower without charge an annual accounting of the
Funds as required by RESPA
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall account to
Borrower for the excess funds in accordance with RESPA If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow
as defined under RESPA Lender shall notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to
Lender the amount necessary to make up the shortage in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12
monthly payments If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow as defined under RESPA Lender shall
notify Borrower as required by RESPA and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make
up the deficiency in accordance with RESPA but in no more than 12 monthly payments
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall promptly refund
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender
4 Charges Liens Borrower shall pay all taxes assessments charges fines and impositions
attributable to the Property which can attain priority over this Security Instrument leasehold payments or
ground rents on the Property if any and Community Association Dues Fees and Assessments if any To
the extent that these items are Escrow Items Borrower shall pay them in the manner provided in Section 3
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless
Borrower a agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable
to Lender but only so long as Borrower is performing such agreement b contests the lien in good faith
by or defends against enforcement of the lien in legal proceedings which in Lender opinion operate to
prevent the enforcement of the lien while those proceedings are pending but only until such proceedings
are concluded or c secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating
the lien to this Security Instrument If Lender determines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the
Initial




be paid under this Section. Borrower shan pay Lender the Funds for Escrow Items unless Lender waives 
Borrower's obligation to pay the Funds for any or all Escrow Items. Lender may waive Borrower's 
obligation to pay to Lender Funds for any or all Escrow Items at any time. Any such waiver may only be 
in writing. In the event of such waiver, Borrower shall pay directly, when and where payable, the amounts 
due for any Escrow Items for which payment of Funds has been waived by Lender and, if Lender requires, 
shall furnish to Lender receipts evidencing such payment within such time period as Lender may require. 
Borrower's obligation to make such payments and to provide receipts shall for all purposes be deemed to 
be a covenant and agreement contained in this Security Instru ent, as the phrase "covenant and agree ent" 
is used in Section 9. If Bo rower is obligated to pay Escrow Items dir , pursuant to a wai e , and 
Borrower fails to pay the a ount due for an Escrow Ite , Lender ay exercise its rights under Section 9 
and pay such amount and Borrower shall then be obligated under Section 9 to repay to Lender any such 
amount. Lender may revoke the waiver as to any or all Escrow Items at any time by a notice given in 
accordance ith Section 15 a , upon s ch re ti , orrower s ll pay to Lender all s,  in 
such a ts, that are then required under t is ection 3. 
Lender may, at any time, collect and hold Funds in an amount (a) sufficient to permit Lender to apply 
the unds at the time s ified nder , d (b) t to cee  t e a i u  t  lender an 
require under RESPA. Lender shall estimate the amount of Funds due on the basis of current data and 
reasonable esti ates of expenditures of future Escro  Ite s or other ise in accordance ith pplicable 
a . 
he nds s all e el  in a  i stit tio  hose e sits are ins re   a fe eral a e c , 
instrumentality, or entity (including Lender, if Lender is an institution whose deposits are so insured) or in 
any Federal Home Loan Bank. Lender shall apply the Funds to pay the Escrow Items no later than the time 
specified under RESPA. Lender shall not charge Borrower for holding and applying the Funds, armually 
analyzing the escrow account, or verifying the Escrow Items, unless Lender pays Borrower interest on the 
Funds and Applicable Law permits Lender to make such a charge. Unless an agreement is made in writing 
or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on the Funds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower 
any interest or earnings on the Funds. Borrower and Lender can agree in writing, however, that interest 
shaH be paid on the Funds. Lender shall give to Borrower, without charge, an armual accounting of the 
Funds as required by RESPA. 
If there is a surplus of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA, Lender shall account to 
orro er for the excess funds in accordance ith SPA. If there is a shortage of Funds held in escrow, 
 i   A,  ll tif    i   PA,   ll  t  
Lender the a ount necessary to ake up the shortage in accordance with RESPA, but in no ore than 12 
monthly payments. If there is a deficiency of Funds held in escrow, as defined under RESPA, Lender shall 
notify Borrower as required by RESPA, and Borrower shall pay to Lender the amount necessary to make 
up the deficiency in accordance with RESPA, but in no more than 12 monthly payments. 
Upon payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument, Lender shall promptly refund 
to Borrower any Funds held by Lender. 
4, Cbarges; Liens, Borrower shall pay all taxes, assessments, charges, fines, and impositions 
anributable to the Property which can anain priority over this Security Instrument, leasehold payments or 
ground rents on the Property, if any, and Community Association Dues, Fees, and Assessments, if any. To 
the extent that these ite s are Escro  Items, orro er shall pay the  in the anner provided in Section 3. 
Borrower shall promptly discharge any lien which has priority over this Security Instrument unless 
Borrower: (a) agrees in writing to the payment of the obligation secured by the lien in a manner acceptable 
to Lender, but only so long as Borrower is perfonning such agreement; (b) contests the lien in good faith 
by, or defends against enforcement of the lien in, legal proceedings which in Lender's opinion operate to 
prevent the enforcement of the lien While those proceedings are pending, but only until such proceedings 
are concluded; or (c) secures from the holder of the lien an agreement satisfactory to Lender subordinating 
the lien to this Security Instrument. If Lender detennines that any part of the Property is subject to a lien 
which can attain priority over this Security Instrument, Lender may give Borrower a notice identifying the 
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lien Within 10 days of the date on which that notice is given Borrower shall satisfy the lien or take one or
more of the actions set forth above in this Section 4
Lender may require Borrower to pay a one time charge for a real estate tax verification andor
reporting service used by Lender in connection with this Loan
5 Property Insurance Borrower shall keep the improvements now existing or hereafter erected on
the Property insured against loss by fire hazards included within the term extended coverage and any
other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and floods for which Lender requires insurance
This insurance shall be maintained in the amounts including deductible levels and for the periods that
Lender requires What Lender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the term of
the Loan The insurance carrier providing the insurance shall be chosen by Borrower subject to Lenders
right to disapprove Borrowerschoice which right shall not be exercised unreasonably Lender may
require Borrower to pay in connection with this Loan either a a one time charge for flood zone
determination certification and tracking services or b a onetime charge for flood zone determination
and certification services and subsequent charges each time remappings or similar changes occur which
reasonably might affect such determination or certification Borrower shall also be responsible for the
payment of any fees imposed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency in connection with the
review of any flood zone determination resulting from an objection by Borrower
If Borrower fails to maintain any of the coverages described above Lender may obtain insurance
coverage at Lenders option and Borrowers expense Lender is under no obligation to purchase any
particular type or amount of coverage Therefore such coverage shall cover Lender but might or might
not protect Borrower Borrowersequity in the Property or the contents of the Property against any risk
hazard or liability and might provide greater or lesser coverage than was previously in effect Borrower
acknowledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained might significantly exceed the cost of
insurance that Borrower could have obtained Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 5 shall
become additional debt of Borrower secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest
at the Note rate from the date of disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from
Lender to Borrower requesting payment
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lenders
right to disapprove such policies shall include a standard mortgage clause and shall name Lender as
mortgagee and or as an additional loss payee Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewal
certificates If Lender requires Borrower shall promptly give to Lender all receipts of paid premiums and
renewal notices If Borrower obtains any form of insurance coverage not otherwise required by Lender
for damage to or destruction of the Property such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and
shall name Lender as mortgagee and or as an additional loss payee
In the event of loss Borrower shall give prompt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender Lender
may make proof of loss if not trade promptly by Borrower Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree
in writing any insurance proceeds whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender shall
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and
Lenderssecurity is not lessened During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the
work has been completed to Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken
promptly Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series
of progress payments as the work is completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any
interest or earnings on such proceeds Fees for public adjusters or other third parties retained by
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower If
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lenderssecurity would be lessened the insurance
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
naiai
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lie . ithin IO days of the date on hich that notice is give , Borrower s all satisfy the lien or ta e one or 
ore of the actions set forth a e in this Section 4. 
ender ay require orrower to pay a one-time charge for a real estate tax verification and/or 
reporting s r ice se  by ender in cOlUlection ith this Loa . 
5. Property Insurance. Borrower shall keep the improvements no  existing or hereafter erected on 
the Property insured against loss by fire, hazards included within the ter  "extended coverage," and any 
other hazards including, but not limited to, earthquakes and floods, for hich ender requires insurance. 
his insurance s ll be aintaine  in t  a ounts (including de ctible l ls) and for the periods that 
Lender requires. hat Lender requires pursuant to the preceding sentences can change during the ter  of 
the oa . he insurance carrier r i ing the insurance s all e c se   orrower s ject to e er's 
right to disapprove Borro er's choice, hich right shall not be exercised unreasonably. Lender ay 
require Borrower to pay, in connection with this Loan, either: (a) a one-time charge for flood zone 
t r i ti , rtification  tra ing r i ; r (b)  -time r e f r flood  t r i ti  
and flcation s ices a  s e t es  ti e re a ings  la  anges ccur  
reas l  ight affect s ch et r ination r rtifi ti . rr er s ll ls   r s si le f r t e 
pay ent of any fees i posed by the Federal E ergency anage ent gency in cOlUlection ith the 
revie  f any flood zone deter ination resulting fro  an objection by orro er. 
If rr er fails to ai tai  a  f t e c verages escri e  a e, e er a  tai  i s ra ce 
coverage, at Lender's option and Borrower's expense. Lender is under no obligation to purchase any 
particular type or amount of coverage. Therefore, such coverage shall cover Lender, but might or might 
not protect Borro er, Borro er's equity in the Property, or the contents of the Property, against any risk, 
hazard or liability and ight provide greater or lesser coverage than as previously in effect. orro er 
ackno ledges that the cost of the insurance coverage so obtained ight significantly exceed the cost of 
s ra ce  r e    . n   is rse   e e       
 iti l t f rr er s r   t is rit  I str t. s  ts s ll r i t r st 
at the ote rate fro  the date of disburse ent and shall be payable, ith such interest, upon notice fro  
e  t  rro er  nt. 
All insurance policies required by Lender and renewals of such policies shall be subject to Lender's 
right to disapprove such policies, shall include a standard ortgage clause, and shall na e Lender as 
mortgagee and/or as an additional loss payee. Lender shall have the right to hold the policies and renewal 
certificates. If ender requires, orro er shall pro ptly give to ender all receipts of paid pre iu s and 
r l ti . If rr r t i   f r  f i r  r , t t r is  r ir   er, 
for damage to, or destruction of, the Property, such policy shall include a standard mortgage clause and 
s ll  r s rtgagee /or s  iti l l ss e. 
In the event of loss, Borrower shall give pro pt notice to the insurance carrier and Lender. Lender 
may make proof of loss if not made promptly by Borrower. Unless Lender and Borrower otherwise agree 
in writing, any insurance proceeds, whether or not the underlying insurance was required by Lender, shall 
be applied to restoration or repair of the Property, if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and 
Lender's security is not lessened. During such repair and restoration period, Lender shall have me right to 
hold such insurance proceeds until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Propeny to ensure the 
work has been completed to Lender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken 
promptly. Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series 
of progress pay ents as the work is co pleted. Unless an agree ent is ade in writing or Applicable Law 
requires interest to be paid on such insurance proceeds, Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any 
interest or earnings on such proceeds. Fees for public adjusters, or other third parties, retained by 
Borrower shall not be paid out of the insurance proceeds and shall be the sole obligation of Borrower. If 
the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender's security would be lessened, the insurance 
proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument, whether or not then due, with 
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the excess if any paid to Borrower Such insurance proceeds shall be applied in the order provided for in
Section 2
If Borrower abandons the Property Lender may file negotiate and settle any available insurance
claim and related matters If Borrower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the
insurance carrier has offered to settle a claim then Lender may negotiate and settle the claim The 30day
period will begin when the notice is given In either event or if Lender acquires the Property under
Section 22 or otherwise Borrower hereby assigns to Lender a Borrowersrights to any insurance
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument and
b any other of Borrowers rights other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by
Borrower under all insurance policies covering the Property insofar as such rights are applicable to the
coverage of the Property Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or
to pay amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument whether or not then due
6 Occupancy Borrower shall occupy establish and use the Property as Borrower principal
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the
Property as Borrower principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy unless Lender
otherwise agrees in writing which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld or unless extenuating
circumstances exist which are beyond Borrower control
7 Preservation Maintenance and Protection of the Property Inspections Borrower shall not
destroy damage or impair the Property allow the Property to deteriorate or commit waste on the
Property Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property Borrower shall maintain the Property in
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition Unless it is
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible Borrower shall
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage If insurance or
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to or the taking of the Property Borrower
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such
purposes Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of
progress payments as the work is completed If the insurance or condemnation proceeds are not sufficient
to repair or restore the Property Borrower is not relieved of Borrowersobligation for the completion of
such repair or restoration
Lender or its agent may make reasonable entries upon and inspections of the Property If it has
reasonable cause Lender may inspect the interior of the improvements on the Property Lender shall give
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause
8 BorrowersLoan Application Borrower shall be in default if during the Loan application
process Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrowers
knowledge or consent gave materially false misleading or inaccurate information or statements to Lender
or failed to provide Lender with material information in connection with the Loan Material
representations include but are not limited to representations concerning Borrowersoccupancy of the
Property as Borrower principal residence
9 Protection of LendersInterest in the Property and Rights Under this Security Instrument If
a Borrower fails to perform the covenants and agreements contained in this Security Instrument b there
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lenders interest in the Property andor rights under
this Security Instrument such as a proceeding in bankruptcy probate for condemnation or forfeiture for
enforcement of a lien which may attain priority over this Security Instrument or to enforce laws or
regulations or c Borrower has abandoned the Property then Lender may do and pay for whatever is
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lenders interest in the Property and rights under this Security
Instrument including protecting andor assessing the value of the Property and securing andor repairing
the Property Lendersactions can include but are not limited to a paying any sums secured by a lien
which has priority over this Security Instrument b appearing in court and c paying reasonable
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the excess, if an , paid to Borro er. Such insurance proc eds shall be applied in the order provided for in 
Section 2. 
If Borrower abandons the Pr ert , Lender may file, negotiate and settle any available insurance 
claim and related matters. If Bo rower does not respond within 30 days to a notice from Lender that the 
insurance ca rier has o fered to se tle a clai , then Lender may negotiate and settle the c . The 3D-day 
period will begin when the notice is given. In either event, or if Lender acquires the Property under 
Se tion 22 or other ise, Borrower hereby assigns to ender (a) Borr r's rights to a y insurance 
proceeds in an amount not to exceed the amounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instrument, and 
(b) any other of Borrower's rights (other than the right to any refund of unearned premiums paid by 
Borr er) under all insurance policies covering the Pr ert , insofar as s ch rights are a licable to the 
coverage of the Property. Lender may use the insurance proceeds either to repair or restore the Property or 
to pay a ounts unpaid under the Note or this Security Instru ent, whether or not then due. 
6. ccupancy. Borrower shall occupy, establish, and use the Property as orro er's principal 
residence within 60 days after the execution of this Security Instrument and shall continue to occupy the 
Property as orro er's principal residence for at least one year after the date of occupancy, unless Lender 
other ise agrees in riting, hich consent shall not be unreasonably ithheld, or unless extenuating 
circu stances e ist ic  are e  rr er's c tr l. 
7. Preservation, aintenance and Protection of the Property; Inspections, Borro er shall not 
destroy, da age or i pair the Propet:t)', allow the Property to deteriorate or co it waste on the 
Property. Whether or not Borrower is residing in the Property, Borrower shall maintain the Property in 
order to prevent the Property from deteriorating or decreasing in value due to its condition. Unless it is 
determined pursuant to Section 5 that repair or restoration is not economically feasible, Borrower shall 
promptly repair the Property if damaged to avoid further deterioration or damage. If insurance or 
condemnation proceeds are paid in connection with damage to, or the taking of, the Property, Borrower 
shall be responsible for repairing or restoring the Property only if Lender has released proceeds for such 
purposes. Lender may disburse proceeds for the repairs and restoration in a single payment or in a series of 
progress payments as the work is completed. If the insurance or condenmation proceeds are not sufficient 
to repair or restore the Property, Borrower is not relieved of Borrower's obligation for the co pletion of 
such repair or restoration. 
ender or its agent ay ake reasonable entries upon and inspections f the roperty. If it has 
reasonable cause, Lender ay inspect the interior of the i prove ents on the Property. Lender shall give 
Borrower notice at the time of or prior to such an interior inspection specifying such reasonable cause. 
8. Borrower's Loan Application. Borrower shall be in default if, during the Loan application 
process, Borrower or any persons or entities acting at the direction of Borrower or with Borrower's 
knowledge or consent gave materially false, misleading, or inaccurate infonnation or statements to Lender 
(or failed to provide Lender with material infonnation) in connection with the Loan. Material 
representations include, but are not limited to, representations concerning Borrower's occupancy of the 
Property as Borrower's principal residence. 
9. rotection of ender's Interest in the roperty and ights nder this ecurity Instrument. If 
(a) Borro er fails to perfor  the covenants and agree ents contained in this Security Instrument, (b) there 
is a legal proceeding that might significantly affect Lender's interest in the Property and/or rights under 
this Security Instrument (such as a proceeding in bankruptcy. probate, for condemnation or forfeiture, for 
enforce ent of a lien which ay attain priority over this Security Instru ent or to enforce laws or 
regulations), or (c) Borrower has abandoned the Property, then Lender may do and pay for whatever is 
reasonable or appropriate to protect Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security 
Instrument. including protecting and/or assessing the value of the Property, and securing and/or repairing 
the Property. Lender's actions can include, but are not limited to: (a) paying any sums secured by a lien 
which has priority over this Security Instrument; (b) appearing in court; and (c) paying reasonable 
.,~.rtiE 
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attorneys fees to protect its interest in the Property and or rights under this Security Instrument including
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding Securing the Property includes but is not limited to
entering the Property to make repairs change locks replace or board up doors and windows drain water
from pipes eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions and have utilities turned
on or off Although Lender may take action under this Section 9 Lender does not have to do so and is not
under any duty or obligation to do so It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all
actions authorized under this Section 9
Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall become additional debt of Borrower
secured by this Security Instrument These amounts shall bear interest at the Note rate from the date of
disbursement and shall be payable with such interest upon notice from Lender to Borrower requesting
payment
If this Security Instrument is on a leasehold Borrower shall comply with all the provisions of the
lease If Borrower acquires fee title to the Property the leasehold and the fee title shall not merge unless
Lender agrees to the merger in writing
10 Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan
Borrower shall pay the premiums required to maintain the Mortgage Insurance in effect If for any reason
the Mortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available from the mortgage insurer that
previously provided such insurance and Borrower was required to make separately designated payments
toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to obtain
coverage substantially equivalent to the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect at a cost substantially
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the Mortgage Insurance previously in effect from an alternate
mortgage insurer selected by Lender If substantially equivalent Mortgage Insurance coverage is not
available Borrower shall continue to pay to Lender the amount of the separately designated payments that
were due when the insurance coverage ceased to be in effect Lender will accept use and retain these
payments as a non refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance Such loss reserve shall be
non refundable notwithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full and Lender shall not be
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve Lender can no longer require loss
reserve payments if Mortgage Insurance coverage in the amount and for the period that Lender requires
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available is obtained and Lender requires
separately designated payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance If Lender required Mortgage
Insurance as a condition of making the Loan and Borrower was required to make separately designated
payments toward the premiums for Mortgage Insurance Borrower shall pay the premiums required to
maintain Mortgage Insurance in effect or to provide a non refundable loss reserve until Lenders
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law Nothing in this
Section 10 affects Borrower obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note
Mortgage Insurance reimburses Lender or any entity that purchases the Note for certain losses it
may incur if Borrower does not repay the Loan as agreed Borrower is not a party to the Mortgage
Insurance
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in force from time to time and may
enter into agreements with other parties that share or modify their risk or reduce losses These agreements
are on terms and conditions that are satisfactory to the mortgage insurer and the other party or parties to
these agreements These agreements may require the mortgage insurer to make payments using any source
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available which may include funds obtained from Mortgage
Insurance premiums
As a result of these agreements Lender any purchaser of the Note another insurer any reinsures
any other entity or any affiliate of any of the foregoing may receive directly or indirectly amounts that
derive from or might be characterized as a portion of Borrowerspayments for Mortgage Insurance in
exchange for sharing or modifying the mortgage insurer risk or reducing losses If such agreement
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer risk in exchange for a share of the
premiums paid to the insurer the arrangement is often termed captive reinsurance Further
a Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for
Mortgage Insurance or any other terms of the Loan Such agreements will not increase the amount
Borrower will owe for Mortgage Insurance and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund
Initials
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attorneys' fees to protect its interest in the Property and/or rights under this Security Instru ent, including 
its secured position in a bankruptcy proceeding. Securing the Property includes, but is not limited to, 
entering the Property to make repairs, change locks, replace or board up doors and windows, drain water 
fro  pipes, eliminate building or other code violations or dangerous conditions, and have utilities turned 
on or off. lthough Lender ay take action under this Section 9, Lender does not have to do so and is not 
under any duty or obligation to do so. It is agreed that Lender incurs no liability for not taking any or all 
actions a thorized under this S ion 9. 
ny a ounts disbursed by Lender under this Section 9 shall beco e additional debt of Borro er 
secured by this Security Instru ent. These a ounts shall bear interest at the ote rate fro  the date of 
disbursement and shall be payable, ith such interest, upon notice fro  ender to orro er requesting 
a e t. 
If this Se rity Instru ent is  a le l , orrower ll l  it  ll t  r isions f t e 
lease. If orro er acquires fee title to the roperty, the leasehold and the fee title shall not erge unless 
ender rees to t  erger in ritin . 
10. ortgage Insurance. If Lender required ortgage Insurance as a condition of making the Loan, 
orro er s all ay t e re i s re ire  t  ai tai  the ortgage I s ra ce i  effect. If, f r a  reas , 
the ortgage Insurance coverage required by Lender ceases to be available fro  the ortgage insurer that 
previously provided such insurance and orro er as required to ake separately designated pay ents 
t ard the re iu s for ortgage Ins ra ce, rro er s all a  t e re i s re ire  t  tai  
coverage substantially equivalent to the ortgage Insurance previously in effect, at a cost substantially 
equivalent to the cost to Borrower of the ortgage Insurance previously in effect, from an alternate 
mortgage insurer selected by Lender. If substantially equivalent ortgage Insurdnce coverage is not 
il l , rro er ll tinue t   t  e der t  t f t  r t l  i t  ents t t 
ere  e  t  insurance verage  t   i  ff t. e r ill t,   r t i  t  
payments as a non-refundable loss reserve in lieu of Mortgage Insurance. Such loss reserve shall be 
non-refundable, not ithstanding the fact that the Loan is ultimately paid in full, and Lender shall not be 
required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such loss reserve. Lender can no longer require loss 
reserve payments if ortgage Insurance coverage (in the amount and for the period that Lender requires) 
provided by an insurer selected by Lender again becomes available, is obtained, and Lender requires 
separately designated payments toward the premiums for ortgage Insurance. If Lender required ortgage 
Insurance as a condition of aking the Loan and Borrower was required to ake separately designated 
pay ents to ard the pre iu s for ortgage Insurance, Borro er shall pay the pre iu s required to 
aintain ortgage Insurance in effect, or to provide a non-refundable loss reserve, until Lender's 
requirement for Mortgage Insurance ends in accordance with any written agreement between Borrower and 
Lender providing for such termination or until termination is required by Applicable Law. Nothing in this 
Section 10 affects Borrower's obligation to pay interest at the rate provided in the Note. 
ortgage Insurance rei burses Lender (or any entity that purchases the Note) for certain losses it 
ay incur if Borro er does not repay the Loan as agreed. Borro er is not a party to the ortgage 
. 
Mortgage insurers evaluate their total risk on all such insurance in. force from time to time, and may 
enter into agree ents ith other parties that share or odify their risk, or reduce losses. hese agree ents 
are on ter s and conditions that are satisfactory to the ortgage insurer and the other party (or parties) to 
these agree ents. These agree ents ay require the ortgage insurer to ake pay ents using any source 
of funds that the mortgage insurer may have available (which may include funds obtained from Mortgage 
Insurance premiums). 
As a result of these agree ents, Lender, any purchaser of the Note, another insurer, any reinsurer, 
any other entity, or any affiliate of any of the foregoing, may receive (directly or indirectly) amounts that 
derive fro  (or ight be characterized as) a portion of Borrower's pay ents for ortgage Insurance, in 
exchange for sharing or odifying the ortgage insurer's risk, or reducing losses. If such agree ent 
provides that an affiliate of Lender takes a share of the insurer's risk in exchange for a share of the 
premiums paid to the insurer, the arrangement is often termed "captive reinsur'dIlce." Further: 
(a) Any such agreements will not affect the amounts that Borrower has agreed to pay for 
Mortgage Insurance, or any other terms of the Loan. Such agreements will not increase tbe amount 
Borrower will owe for ortgage Insurance, and they will not entitle Borrower to any refund. 
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b Any such agreements will not affect the rights Borrower has if any with respect to the
Mortgage Insurance under the Homeowners Protection Act of 1998 or any other law These rights
may include the right to receive certain disclosures to request and obtain cancellation of the
Mortgage Insurance to have the Mortgage Insurance terminated automatically and or to receive a
refund of any Mortgage Insurance premiums that were unearned at the time of such cancellation or
termination
11 Assignment of Miscellaneous Proceeds Forfeiture All Miscellaneous Proceeds are hereby
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender
If the Property is damaged such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to restoration or repair of
the Property if the restoration or repair is economically feasible and Lenderssecurity is not lessened
During such repair and restoration period Lender shall have the right to hold such Miscellaneous Proceeds
until Lender has had an opportunity to inspect such Property to ensure the work has been completed to
Lenderssatisfaction provided that such inspection shall be undertaken promptly Lender may pay for the
repairs and restoration in a single disbursement or in a series of progress payments as the work is
completed Unless an agreement is made in writing or Applicable Law requires interest to be paid on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds Lender shall not be required to pay Borrower any interest or earnings on such
Miscellaneous Proceeds If the restoration or repair is not economically feasible or Lender security would
be lessened the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument
whether or not then due with the excess if any paid to Borrower Such Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
In the event of a total taking destruction or loss in value of the Property the Miscellaneous
Proceeds shall be applied to the sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due with
the excess if any paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is equal to or
greater than the amount of the sums secured by this Security Instrument immediately before the partial
taking destruction or loss in value unless Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the sums
secured by this Security Instrument shall be reduced by the amount of the Miscellaneous Proceeds
multiplied by the following fraction a the total amount of the sums secured immediately before the
partial taking destruction or loss in value divided by b the fair market value of the Property
immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value Any balance shall be paid to Borrower
In the event of a partial taking destruction or loss in value of the Property in which the fair market
value of the Property immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value is less than the
amount of the sums secured immediately before the partial taking destruction or loss in value unless
Borrower and Lender otherwise agree in writing the Miscellaneous Proceeds shall be applied to the sums
secured by this Security Instrument whether or not the sums are then due
If the Property is abandoned by Borrower or if after notice by Lender to Borrower that the
Opposing Party as defined in the next sentence offers to make an award to settle a claim for damages
Borrower fails to respond to Lender within 30 days after the date the notice is given Lender is authorized
to collect and apply the Miscellaneous Proceeds either to restoration or repair of the Property or to the
sums secured by this Security Instrument whether or not then due Opposing Patty means the third party
that owes Borrower Miscellaneous Proceeds or the party against whom Borrower has a right of action in
regard to Miscellaneous Proceeds
Borrower shall be in default if any action or proceeding whether civil or criminal is begun that in
Lenders judgment could result in forfeiture of the Property or other material impairment of Lenders
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument Borrower can cure such a default and if
acceleration has occurred reinstate as provided in Section 19 by causing the action or proceeding to be
dismissed with a ruling that in Lender judgment precludes forfeiture of the Property or other material
impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property or rights under this Security Instrument The proceeds of
any award or claim for damages that are attributable to the impairment of Lendersinterest in the Property
are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender
All Miscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be
applied in the order provided for in Section 2
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(b) n  s ch e e ts l t fect e rights ro er as -   - ith  to e 
ortgage Insurance under the o eo ners Protection ct of 1998 or any other la . hese rights 
ay include the right to receive certain disclosures, to request and obtain cancellation of the 
ortgage Ins ra ce, t  a e t e ortgage I s ra ce ter inated a t atically, d/or t  recei e a 
refund f  ortgage Insurance re iu s t at ere r ed t t e ti e f s h ll ti  r 
te i ti . 
. ssign ent f iscellaneous r ; rf it r . ll iscellaneous r  r  r  
assigned to and shall be paid to Lender. 
If t e r ert  is a a e , s c  iscellaneous roceeds s all e a lie  t  rest rati  r re air f 
t e r ert , if t e rest ration r re air is ec ically feasi le a  e der's sec rit  is t lesse e . 
ri   r ir  re t r ti  ri , e er ll  t  ri t t  l   is llane s r ceeds 
 ender  a     ns e t   to        
ender's satisfaction, provided that such inspection shall be undertaken pro ptly. ender ay pay for the 
re airs d re t r ti  in  i le isburse ent r i   ries f r res  ents  t  r  i  
l t . nless n ree ent is a  i  riting r p licable  re ires i t r st t   i   s  
iscellane s , e  ll t  i  t   r er  i tere t  i s   
isce laneous .   re   r s     der's c ri   
e lesse e , t e iscellaneous roceeds s all e a lie  t  t e s s sec re   t is ec rit  I str e t, 
hether r not then due, ith the excess, if any, paid to orro er. uch iscellaneous roceeds shall be 
li  i  t   ide  for in ti  . 
In the event f a total taking, destruction, or loss in value f the roperty, the iscellaneous 
Proceeds shall be applied to the su s secured by this Security Instru ent, whether or not then due, with 
the excess, if any, paid to Borro er. 
In t  t f  rti l t i , tr ti , r l ss i  l  f t  r rt  i  ic  t  f ir r t 
lue  t  r rt  i i t l  f r  t  rti l t i , tr cti , r l  i  l e i  l t  r 
greater than the a ount of the su s secured by this Security Instru ent i ediately before the partial 
taking, destruction, or loss in value, unless orro er and ender other ise agree in riting, the su s 
s r   t is rit  Instr e t s ll  r   t  t f t  iscellaneous r s 
ultiplied by the following fraction: (a) the total a ount of the su s secured i ediately before the 
artial ta i , estr cti , r l ss i  al e i ide   (b) t e fair ar et al e f t e r ert  
i i t l  f r  t  rti l t i , str cti , r l ss i  l e.  l  s ll  i  t  rr r. 
In the event of a partial taking, destruction, or loss in value of the Property in hich the fair arket 
al e f t e r ert  i e iatel  ef re t e artial ta i , estr cti , r l ss i  al e is less t a  t e 
a ount f the su s secured i ediately before the partial taking, destruction, or loss in value, unless 
rr er and ender other ise agree in riting, the iscellaneous roceeds shall be applied to the su s 
secured by this Security Instru ent hether or not the su s are then due. 
If t  r rt  i  e   rr r, r if, ft r tice  e er t  rr r t t t  
pposing Party (as defined in the next sentence) offers to ake an a ard to settle a clai  for da ages, 
orro er fails to respond to ender ithin 30 days after the date the notice is given, ender is authorized 
to collect and apply the iscellaneous roceeds either to restoration or repair f the roperty or to the 
sums secured by this Security Instrument, whelher or not then due. "Opposing Party" means the third party 
that o es orro er iscellaneous Proceeds or the party against ho  orro er has a right of action in 
regard to iscellaneous Proceeds. 
rr er ll  i  f lt if  ti  r r eding, l r i il r ri i al, i   t t, i  
Lender's judg ent, could result in forfeiture of the Property or other aterial i painnem of Lender's 
interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instru ent. orro er can cure such a default and, if 
acceleration has occurred, reinstate as provided in Section 19, by causing the action or proceeding to be 
dis issed ith a ruling that, in ender's jUdg ent, precludes forfeiture of the Property or olher aterial 
i painnent of Lender's interest in the Property or rights under this Security Instru ent. The proceeds of 
any a ard or clai  for da ages that are attributable to the i painnent of ender's interest in the roperty 
r  r  ssi   s ll  i  t  er. 
ll iscellaneous Proceeds that are not applied to restoration or repair of the Property shall be 
applied in the order provided for in Section 2. 
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12 Borrower Not Released Forbearance By Lender Not a Waiver Extension of the time for
payment or modification of amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower
or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Lender shall not be required to commence proceedings against
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify
amortization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any demand made by the original
Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borrower Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or
remedy including without limitation Lendersacceptance of payments from third persons entities or
Successors in Interest of Borrower or in amounts less than the amount then due shall not be a waiver of or
preclude the exercise of any right or remedy
13 Joint and Several LiabilityCosigners Successors and Assigns Bound Borrower covenants
and agrees that Borrowersobligations and liability shall be joint and several However any Borrower who
cosigns this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note a cosigner a is cosigning this
Security Instrument only to mortgage grant and convey the cosigner interest in the Property under the
terms of this Security Instrument b is not personally obligated to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument and c agrees that Lender and any other Borrower can agree to extend modify forbear or
make any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the
cosigner consent
Subject to the provisions of Section 18 any Successor in Interest of Borrower who assumes
Borrowersobligations under this Security Instrument in writing and is approved by Lender shall obtain
all of Borrowersrights and benefits under this Security Instrument Borrower shall not be released from
Borrowersobligations and liability under this Security Instrument unless Lender agrees to such release in
writing The covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in
Section 20 and benefit the successors and assigns of Lender
14 Loan Charges Lender may charge Borrower fees for services performed in connection with
Borrowersdefault for the purpose of protecting Lendersinterest in the Property and rights under this
Security Instrument including but not limited to attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees
In regard to any other fees the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific
fee to Borrower shall not be construed as a prohibition on the charging of such fee Lender may not charge
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instrument or by Applicable Law
If the Loan is subject to a law which sets maximum loan charges and that law is finally interpreted so
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection with the Loan exceed the
permitted limits then a any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the
charge to the permitted limit and b any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permitted
limits will be refunded to Borrower Lender may choose to make this refund by reducing the principal
owed under the Note or by making a direct payment to Borrower If a refund reduces principal the
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge whether or not a
prepayment charge is provided for under the Note Borrowers acceptance of any such refund made by
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out
of such overcharge
15 Notices All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security Instrument
must be in writing Any notice to Borrower in connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrowers
notice address if sent by other means Notice to any one Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise The notice address shall be the Property Address
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender Borrower shall promptly
notify Lender of Borrower change of address If Lender specifies a procedure for reporting Borrower
change of address then Borrower shall only report a change of address through that specified procedure
There may be only one designated notice address under this Security Instrument at any one time Any
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by mailing it by first class mail to Lendersaddress
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower Any notice in
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually
received by Lender If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable
Law the Applicable Law requirement will satisfy the corresponding requiremept under this Security
Instrument
Initials




12. Borrower Not Released; Forbearance By Lender Not a aiver. Extension of the time for 
payment or modification of amonization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument granted by Lender 
to Borrower or any Successor in Interest of Borrower shall not operate to release the liability of Borrower 
or any Successors in Interest of Borro er. Lender shall not be required to commence proceedings against 
any Successor in Interest of Borrower or to refuse to extend time for payment or otherwise modify 
a onization of the sums secured by this Security Instrument by reason of any de and ade by the original 
Borrower or any Successors in Interest of Borro er. Any forbearance by Lender in exercising any right or 
remedy including, without limitation, Lender's acceptance of pay ents from third persons, entities or 
Su ce sors in Interest of Bo rower or in a ounts less than the a ount then du , s l not be a aiver f or 
preclude the exercise of any right or re edy. 
1 . J int and Se eral Lia ilit ; Co-signers; Successors and ssigns . orro er c venants 
and agrees that Borrower's obligations and liability shall be joint and severa\. However, any Borrower who 
co-signs this Security Instrument but does not execute the Note (a "co-signer"): (a) is c -signing this 
Security Instrument only to ortgage, grant and convey the co-signer's interest in the Property under the 
ter s of this Security Instru ent; (b) is not personally obligated to pay the su s secured by this Security 
Instru ent; and (c) agrees that Lender and any other orro er can agree to extend, odify, forbear or 
make any accommodations with regard to the terms of this Security Instrument or the Note without the 
co-signer's consent. 
Subject to the provisions of ection 18, any uccessor in Interest of orro er ho assu es 
Borrower's obligations under this Security Instru ent in writing. and is approved by Lender, shall obtain 
all of Borrower's rights and benefits under this Security Instrument. Borrower shall not be released from 
orro er's obligations and liability under this Security Instru ent unless Lender agrees to such release in 
writing. The covenants and agreements of this Security Instrument shall bind (except as provided in 
ection ) a  e efit t e s ccess rs a  assi s f e er. 
14. Loan harges. Lender ay charge orro er fees for services perfor ed in connection ith 
orro er's default, for the purpose of protecting ender's interest in the Property and rights under this 
Security Instrument, including. but not limited to, attorneys' fees. property inspection and valuation fees. 
In regard to any other fees, the absence of express authority in this Security Instrument to charge a specific 
f  t  rr er ll t  tr    r i ition  t  r i  f  f . e der  t r e 
fees that are expressly prohibited by this Security Instru ent or by Applicable Law. 
If the oan is subject to a la  hich sets axi u  loan charges, and that la  is finally interpreted so 
that the interest or other loan charges collected or to be collected in connection ith the oan exceed the 
permined limits, then: (a) any such loan charge shall be reduced by the amount necessary to reduce the 
charge to the permitted limit; and (b) any sums already collected from Borrower which exceeded permined 
li it  ill  r f  t  rr er. r   t   t i  r f   r ci  t  ri i l 
o ed under the ote or by aking a direct pay ent to orro er. If a refund reduces principal, the 
reduction will be treated as a partial prepayment without any prepayment charge (whether or not a 
prepayment charge is provided for under the Note). Borrower's acceptance of any such refund made by 
direct payment to Borrower will constitute a waiver of any right of action Borrower might have arising out 
of such overcharge. 
15. Notices. All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this Security Instrument 
ust be in riting. ny notice to orro er in connection ith this Security Instru ent shall be dee ed to 
have been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail or when actually delivered to Borrower's 
notice address if sent by other means. Notice to anyone Borrower shall constitute notice to all Borrowers 
unless Applicable Law expressly requires otherwise. The notice address shall be the Property Address 
unless Borrower has designated a substitute notice address by notice to Lender. Borrower shall pro ptly 
notify Lender of Borrower's change of address. If Lender specifies a procedure for reponing Borrower's 
change of address, then Borrower shall only repon a change of address through that specified procedure. 
There ay be only one designated notice address under this Security Instru ent at anyone ti e. Any 
notice to Lender shall be given by delivering it or by ailing it by first class ail to Lender's address 
stated herein unless Lender has designated another address by notice to Borrower. Any notice in 
connection with this Security Instrument shall not be deemed to have been given to Lender until actually 
received by Lender. If any notice required by this Security Instrument is also required under Applicable 
aw, Ih< pl_Ie a  re U=en! wi11 satisfy Ih< corrospondlng 3! undo< this Security 
I strument. ~~ 
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16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction This Security Instrument shall be
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights and
obligations contained in this Security Instrument are subject to any requirements and limitations of
Applicable Law Applicable Law might explicitly or implicitly allow the parties to agree by contract or it
might be silent but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agreement by contract In
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable
Law such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instrument or the Note which can be
given effect without the conflicting provision
As used in this Security Instrument a words of the masculine gender shall mean and include
corresponding neuter words or words of the feminine gender b words in the singular shall mean and
include the plural and vice versa and c the word may gives sole discretion without any obligation to
take any action
17 BorrowersCopy Borrower shall be given one copy of the Note and of this Security Instrument
18 Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this Section 18
Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the Property including but not limited
to those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or
escrow agreement the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred or if Borrower
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior
written consent Lender may require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security
Instrument However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by
Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15
within which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay
these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by this
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
19 Borrower Right to Reinstate After Acceleration if Borrower meets certain conditions
Borrower shall have the right to have enforcement of this Security Instrument discontinued at any time
prior to the earliest of a five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in
this Security Instrument b such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the termination of
Borrower right to reinstate or c entry of a judgment enforcing this Security Instrument Those
conditions are that Borrower a pays Lender all sums which then would be due under this Security
Instrument and the Note as if no acceleration had occurred b cures any default of any other covenants or
agreements c pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instrument including but not limited
to reasonable attorneys fees property inspection and valuation fees and other fees incurred for the
purpose of protecting Lender interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument and d
takes such action as Lender may reasonably require to assure that Lenders interest in the Property and
rights under this Security Instrument and Borrowersobligation to pay the sums secured by this Security
Instrument shall continue unchanged Lender may require that Borrower pay such reinstatement sums and
expenses in one or more of the following forms as selected by Lender a cash b money order c
certified check bank check treasurerscheck or cashier check provided any such check is drawn upon
an institution whose deposits are insured by a federal agency instrumentality or entity or d Electronic
Funds Transfer Upon reinstatement by Borrower this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred However this right to reinstate shall not
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18
20 Sale of Note Change of Loan Servicer Notice of Grievance The Note or a partial interest in
the Note together with this Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior notice to
Borrower A sale might result in a change in the entity known as the Loan Servicer that collects
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan
servicing obligations under the Note this Security Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be
one or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note If there is a change of the Loan
Servicer Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the
new Loan Servicer the address to which payments should be made and any oth i ormation RESPA
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16. Governing a ; Severability; ules of onstruction. This ecurity Instru ent shall be 
governed by federal law and the law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located. All rights and 
obligations contained in this Security Instru ent are subject to any requirements and limitations of 
Applicable La . pplicable La  ight explicitly or i plicitly allo  the parties to agree by comract or it 
ight be silent, but such silence shall not be construed as a prohibition against agree ent by contract. In 
the event that any provision or clause of this Security Instrument or the Note conflicts with Applicable 
a , such conflict shall not affect other provisions of this Security Instru ent or the ote hich can be 
given effect ithout the conflicting provision. 
As used in this Security Instru ent: (a) ords of the asculine gender shall ean and include 
corresponding neuter ords or ords of the fe inine gender; (b) ords in the singular shall ean and 
include the plural and vice versa; and (c) the ord "may" gives sole discretion ithout any obligation to 
ta e a  ti . 
. er's . rro er s ll e i e  e c   t  ote  f t is it  t t. 
. ransfer f the r rt  r  fi ial Interest in rr r. s s  in t is ti  , 
"Interest in the Property" eans any legal or beneficial interest in the Property, including, but not li ited 
to, those beneficial interests transferred in a bond for deed, contract for deed, install ent sales contrclct or 
escrow agreement, the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a purchaser. 
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or transferred (or if orro er 
is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in orro er is sold or transferred) ithout ender's prior 
written consent, Lender may require inunediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security 
Instru ent. o ever, this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited by 
pplicable a . 
If Lender exercises this option, Lender shall give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice shall 
provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 
it in ic  rr er ust  ll s s s r   t is rit  I str t. If rro er f ils t   
these su s prior to the expiration of this period, Lender ay invoke any re edies per itted by this 
Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower. 
. rrower's ight t  i state fter l r ti . If rr r ts rt i  iti s, 
   t  t      r   e     
prior to the earliest of: (a) five days before sale of the Property pursuant to any power of sale contained in 
this Security Instrument; (b) such other period as Applicable Law might specify for the tennination of 
orrower's right to reinstate; or (c) entry of a judg ent enforcing this Security Instru ent. hose 
conditions are that orro er: (a) pays ender all su s hich then ould be due under this ecurity 
   t     l t   r d; (b) res      s  
agree ents; (c) pays all expenses incurred in enforcing this Security Instru ent, including, but not li ited 
to, reasonable attorneys' fees, property inspection and valuation fees, and other fees incurred for the 
purpose of protecting Lender's interest in the Property and rights under this Security Instrument; and (d) 
takes such action as Lender ay reasonably require to assure that Lender's interest in the Property and 
rights under this Security Instru ent, and Borrower's obligation to pay the su s secured by this Security 
Instru ent, shall continue unchanged. Lender ay require that orro er pay such reinstate ent su s and 
expenses in one or more of the following forms, as selected by Lender: (a) cash; (b) money order; (c) 
rtifi  ck.  ck, tr surer's  r shier's eck. r i   s   is rcl   
an institution hose deposits are insured by a federal agency, instru entality or entity; or (d) Electronic 
Funds Transfer. Upon reinstatement by Borrower, this Security Instrument and obligations secured hereby 
shall remain fully effective as if no acceleration had occurred. However, this right to reinstate shall not 
apply in the case of acceleration under Section 18. 
. ale f te; a e f a  ervicer; tice f rie ance. e te r a artial i terest i  
the Note (together with this Security Instrument) can be sold one or more times without prior notice to 
Borrower. A sale might result in a change in the entity (known as the "Loan Servicer") that collects 
Periodic Payments due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs other mortgage loan 
servicing obligations under the Note, this Security Instrument, and Applicable Law. There also might be 
one or ore changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the Note. If there is a change of the Loan 
Servicer, Borrower will be given written notice of the change which will state the name and address of the 
""   _i=, t   ... " 10 k  ts s l  e ade,"~lion RESPA 
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requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is sold and thereafter the Loan is
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing obligations
to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser
Neither Borrower nor Lender may commence join or be joined to any judicial action as either an
individual litigant or the member of a class that arises from the other partys actions pursuant to this
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of or any duty owed by
reason of this Security Instrument until such Borrower or Lender has notified the other party with such
notice given in compliance with the requirements of Section 15 of such alleged breach and afforded the
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take corrective action If
Applicable Law provides a time period which must elapse before certain action can be taken that time
period will be deemed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph The notice of acceleration and
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective
action provisions of this Section 20
21 Hazardous Substances As used in this Section 21 a Hazardous Substances are those
substances defined as toxic or hazardous substances pollutants or wastes by Environmental Law and the
following substances gasoline kerosene other flammable or toxic petroleum products toxic pesticides
and herbicides volatile solvents materials containing asbestos or formaldehyde and radioactive materials
b Environmental Law means federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that
relate to health safety or environmental protection c Environmental Cleanup includes any response
action remedial action or removal action as defined in Environmental Law and d an Environmental
Condition means a condition that can cause contribute to or otherwise trigger an Environmental
Cleanup
Borrower shall not cause or permit the presence use disposal storage or release of any Hazardous
Substances or threaten to release any Hazardous Substances on or in the Property Borrower shall not do
nor allow anyone else to do anything affecting the Property a that is in violation of any Environmental
Law b which creates an Environmental Condition or c which due to the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the Property The preceding
two sentences shall not apply to the presence use or storage on the Property of small quantities of
Hazardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to normal residential uses and to
maintenance of the Property including but not limited to hazardous substances in consumer products
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of a any investigation claim demand lawsuit
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any
Hazardous Substance or Environmental Law of which Borrower has actual knowledge b any
Environmental Condition including but not limited to any spilling leaking discharge release or threat of
release of any Hazardous Substance and c any condition caused by the presence use or release of a
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property If Borrower learns or is notified
by any governmental or regulatory authority or any private party that any removal or other remediation
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary Borrower shall promptly take all necessary
remedial actions in accordance with Environmental Law Nothing herein shall create any obligation on
Lender for an Environmental Cleanup
mreai




requires in connection with a notice of transfer of servicing. If the Note is sold and thereafter the Loan is 
serviced by a Loan Servicer other than the purchaser of the Note, the mortgage loan servicing obligations 
to Bo rower wi l remain with the Loan Servicer or be transfe red to a su ce sor Loan Ser icer and are not 
assumed by the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note purchaser. 
Neither Bo rower nor Lender may co mence, join, or be joined to any judicial action (as either an 
individual litigant or the member of a class) that arises fro  the other party's actions pursuant to this 
Security Instrument or that alleges that the other party has breached any provision of, or any duty owed by 
reason of, this Security Instru ent, until such Borro er or Lender has notified the other party (with such 
notice given in co pliance with the requirements of Section 15) of such alleged breach and afforded the 
other party hereto a reasonable period after the giving of such notice to take corrective action. If 
Applicable Law provides a time period which must elapse before certain action can be taken, that time 
period ill be dee ed to be reasonable for purposes of this paragraph. The notice of acceleration and 
opportunity to cure given to Borrower pursuant to Section 22 and the notice of acceleration given to 
Borrower pursuant to Section 18 shall be deemed to satisfy the notice and opportunity to take corrective 
action provisions of this Section 20. 
2 . azardous . s s   s ion : (a) "Hazardous "  t s  
s stances defined as t ic r azar s s sta ces, lluta ts, r astes  iro e tal a  a d t e 
following substances: gasoline, kerosene, other flammable or toxic petroleum products, toxic pesticides 
and herbicides, volatile solvents, aterials containing asbestos or for aldehyde, and radioactive aterials; 
(b) "Environmental Law" eans federal laws and laws of the jurisdiction where the Property is located that 
relate to health, safety or environ ental protection; (c) "Environmental Cleanup" includes any response 
action, re edial action, or re oval action, as defined in nviron ental a ; and (d) an "Environ ental 
dition" e s  iti  t t  , tri t  t , r t r ise tri r  ir t l 
Cleanup. 
Borrower shall not cause or pennit the presence, use, disposal, storage, or release of any Hazardous 
st s, r t r t  t  r l s   r s st s,  r i  t  r erty. rr r s ll t , 
nor allow anyone else to do, anything affecting the Property (a) that is in violation of any Environmental 
Law, (b) which creates an Environmental Condition, or (c) which, due to the presence, use, or release of a 
azardous ubstance, creates a condition that adversely affects the value of the roperty. he preceding 
t o sentences shall not apply to the presence, use, or storage on the roperty of s all quantities of 
azardous Substances that are generally recognized to be appropriate to nor al residential uses and to 
maintenance of the Property (including, but not limited to, hazardous substances in consumer products). 
Borrower shall promptly give Lender written notice of (a) any investigation, claim, demand, lawsuit 
or other action by any governmental or regulatory agency or private party involving the Property and any 
azardous ubstance or nviron ental a  of hich orro er has actual kno ledge, (b) any 
ir e tal diti n, i cl i  b t t li ite  t , a  spilli g, leaking, ischarge, release r threat of 
release of any Hazardous Substance, and (c) any condition caused by the presence, use or release of a 
Hazardous Substance which adversely affects the value of the Property. If Borrower learns, or is notified 
by any governmental or regulatory authority, or any private party, that any removal or other remediation 
of any Hazardous Substance affecting the Property is necessary, Borrower shall promptly take all necessary 
r di l cti  i  ac ordance it  nvir tal Law. t i  herein shall cr ate any obli ati n on 
Lender for an Environ ental Cleanup. 
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NON UNIFORM COVENANTS Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
22 Acceleration Remedies Lender shall give notice to Borrower prior to acceleration following
Borrowersbreach of any covenant or agreement in this Security Instrument but not prior to
acceleration under Section IS unless Applicable Law provides otherwise The notice shall specify a
the default b the action required to cure the default c a date not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given to Borrower by which the default must be cured and d that failure to cure the
default on or before the date specified in the notice may result in acceleration of the sums secured by
this Security Instrument and sale of the Property The notice shall further inform Borrower of the
right to reinstate after acceleration and the right to bring a court action to assert the non existence of
a default or any other defense of Borrower to acceleration and sale If the default is not cured on or
before the date specified in the notice Lender at its option may require immediate payment in full of
all sums secured by this Security Instrument without further demand and may invoke the power of
sale and any other remedies permitted by Applicable Law Lender shall be entitled to collect all
expenses incurred in pursuing the remedies provided in this Section 22 including but not limited to
reasonable attorneys fees and costs of title evidence
If Lender invokes the power of sale Lender shall execute or cause Trustee to execute written
notice of the occurrence of an event of default and of Lenders election to cause the Property to be
sold and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in which any part of the Property is
located Lender or Trustee shall mail copies of the notice as prescribed by Applicable Law to
Borrower and to other persons prescribed by Applicable Law Trustee shall give public notice of sale
to the persons and in the manner prescribed by Applicable Law After the time required by
Applicable Law Trustee without demand on Borrower shall sell the Property at public auction to
the highest bidder at the time and place and under the terms designated in the notice of sale in one or
more parcels and in any order Trustee determines Trustee may postpone sale of all or any parcel of
the Property by public announcement at the time and place of any previously scheduled sale Lender
or its designee may purchase the Property at any sale
Trustee shall deliver to the purchaser Trustee deed conveying the Property without any
covenant or warranty expressed or implied The recitals in the Trustees deed shall be prima facie
evidence of the truth of the statements made therein Trustee shall apply the proceeds of the sale in
the following order a to all expenses of the sale including but not limited to reasonable Trustees
and attorneys fees b to all sums secured by this Security Instrument and c any excess to the
person or persons legally entitled to it
23 Reconveyance Upon payment of all sums secured by this Security Instrument Lender shall
request Trustee to reconvey the Property and shall surrender this Security Instrument and all notes
evidencing debt secured by this Security Instrument to Trustee Trustee shall reconvey the Property
without warranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it Such person or persons shall pay any
recordation costs Lender may charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the Property but only
if the fee is paid to a third party such as the Trustee for services rendered and the charging of the fee is
permitted under Applicable Law
24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason or cause from time to time remove Trustee and
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of the Property the
successor trustee shall succeed to all the title power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by
Applicable Law
2S Area and Location of Property Either the Property is not more than 40 acres in area or the
Property is located within an incorporated city or village
InNialal
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- IF  . e  d ender rt      s: 
. c l r ti ; i . e der ll i  tice t  rr er ri r t  l r ti  f ll i  
rr wer's reac  f a  c e a t r a ree e t i  t is ec rit  Instru e t (but t rior t  
l r ti  der ti  18 less lica le  r ides t r ise). e tice s ll s ecify: (a) 
the default; (b) the action required to cure the default; (c) a date, not less than 30 days fro  the date 
the notice is given to Borro er, by hich the default ust be cured; and (d) that failure to cure the 
default on or before the date specified in the notice ay result in acceleration of the su s secured by 
t is rit  I stru e t d l  f t  r rt .  tice ll f rt r i f r  rr r f t  
ig t t  instate ter l tion  t e ig t t  i   t ti  t  t t  - i t   
 f lt r  t r efense f rr er t  l r ti   s l . If t  f lt is t r   r 
re   ie    , e  t its   re e iate   l   
ll s s s r   t is rit  Instru ent ith t f rt r a    i  t  er f 
sale and any other re edies per itted by pplicable a . ender shall be entitled to collect all 
s s i rr  in rs ing t  r ies r i e  in t is ti  , i l i , t t li ite  t , 
reas a le att r e s' fees a  c sts f title e i e ce. 
If ender invokes t e r f s l , e er s ll t  r s  r st  t  t  ritte  
ice  e rre ce        nder's        
sold, and shall cause such notice to be recorded in each county in hich any part of the roperty is 
l t . ender r rustee ll il i  f t  ti   r ribed  lica le  t  
ro er     re ibed  ica le . r ste  l    ice   
t  t  rs ns  in t  r r ribed  lica l  . fter t  ti e r ir   
lica le , e, ith    r, l   b     t   
the highest bidder at the ti e and place and under the ter s designated in the notice of sale in one or 
re arcels a  i  a  r er rustee eter i es. rustee a  st e sale f all r a  arcel f 
the Property by public announce ent at the ti e and place of any previously scheduled sale. Lender 
         l . 
r stee s all eli er t  t e rcbaser r stee's ee  c e i  t e r ert  it t a  
covenant or warranty, expressed or i plied. The recitals in tbe Trustee's deed shall be pri a facie 
i   t  t th  t  t t ts  t r in. ruste  ll l  tb  cee s  t  l  i  
tbe following order: (a) to all expenses of the sale, including, but not limited to, reasonable Trustee's 
and attorneys' fees; (b) to all su s secured by this Security Instru ent; and (c) any excess to the 
person r persons legally entitled to it. 
. .        is  tr ent,  l  
r st ruste  t  r  t  r rt   s ll s rr r t is rit  I str t  ll t s 
evidencing debt secured by this ecurity Instru ent to rustee. rustee shall reconvey the roperty 
ithout arranty to the person or persons legally entitled to it. Such person or persons shaH pay any 
recordation costs. ender ay charge such person or persons a fee for reconveying the roperty, but only 
if the fee is paid to a third party (such as the Trustee) for services rendered and the charging of the fee is 
per itted under pplicable La . 
. tit t  r t e. e r y, f r  r  r e, fr  ti  t  ti  r  r t   
appoint a successor trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder. ithout conveyance of the Property, the 
successor trustee shall succeed to all the title, po er and duties conferred upon rustee herein and by 
li l  . 
5. rea a  cati  f r perty. it er t e r ert  is t re t a   acres i  area r t e 
Property is located ithin an incorporated city or village. 
MplIil_6AIID) 106061  0115 ... .. ~ "'""  /  
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BY SIGNING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in this
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  , r er ts d ees t  t  t nns  enants t i e  i  t is 




- rr r 
_____________ (Seal) _____________ (Seal) 
-  - rr er 
_____________ (Seal) ________________________ (S~) 
-  - rr er 
_____________ (Seal) ______________ (Seal) 
-  - orro er 
P®-6A(l I (0606) a el 0f 15 F r   /  
 (12/2 0 ) 1 47- -6 
STATE OF IDAHO 41A
On this 07 day of A k
X5O I Vi




known or proved to me to be the personswho executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged to
me that heshethey executed the same
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the day and year in this
certificate first above written
4 ca
Nota at
Uel U A a
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PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER
THIS PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT RIDER is made this 27TH day of
JUNE 2007 and is incorporated into and shall be
deemed to amend and supplement the Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the
Security Instrument of the same date given by the undersigned the Borrower to
secure BorrowersNote to
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC
the Lender of the same date and covering the Property described in the Security
Instrument and located at
3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
The Property includes but is not limited to a parcel of land improved with a dwelling
together with other such parcels and certain common areas and facilities as described in
COVENANTS CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
the Declaration The Property is a part of a planned unit development known as
SOUTHEAST BOISE LAKEWOOD SUBDIVISI
Name of Planned Unit Development
the PUD The Property also includes Borrower interest in the homeowners association or
equivalent entity owning or managing the common areas and facilities of the PUD the
Owners Association and the uses benefits and proceeds of Borrower interest
PUD COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the Security
Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
A PUD Obligations Borrower shall perform all of Borrowersobligations under the PUDs
Constituent Documents The Constituent Documents are the iDeclaration ii articles of
incorporation trust instrument or any equivalent document which creates the Owners
Association and iii any bylaws or other rules or regulations of the Owners Association
Borrower shall promptly pay when due all dues and assessments imposed pursuant to the
Constituent Documents
MULTISTATE PUD RIDER Single Family Fannie MaeFreddie Mac UNIFORM IN NT
Form 3150 101 MFC08066 10812006 047378363
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I   I   I    t i     
, 07, d i  i r t  i t  d ll  
 to   s le ent  ,  f t, r rity  (the 
"Securit  I tr ent") f t   t , i   t  i  (the "Bo rower") t  
r  rrower's   
I GS I ,  (F/K/A   , C.) 
(th  "Lend ") f t   t   i  t  rt  ri ed i  t  it  
t d l ted : 
    
I , 10  
(Propert  r ss! 
The Property includes, but is not li ited to, a parcel of land i proved ith a d elling, 
t t r it  t r s c  rc ls  c rt i  c  r s  f ciliti s, s scri  i  
, I I ,  I IONS 
(th  "Declaration"). he roperty is a part f a planned unit develop ent kno n as 
 ISE/  I  
[Na     l t! 
(th  "PUD"). The Property also includes Borrower's interest in the ho eo ners association or 
iv l t tity i  r i  t  c  r s  f ciliti s f t   (th  
"Owner  i ti ")  t  , fit     rrower's i t rest. 
 .  i    ts       
Instru ent, Borro er and Lender further covenant and agree as follo s: 
.  bligations. orro er shall perfor  all of orrower's obligations under the UD's 
tit t ents.  "Co tit t ents" r  t  (i) l ration; (ii) rti l  f 
incorporation, trust instru ent or any equivalent docu ent hich creates the ners 
ciation;  (iii)  -law  r t r r l  r r l ti  f t  r  ciation. 
 ll tl  y,  , ll   t  i  t t  t  
 cu ents. 
   - i l  il  -  /Fr i   IFORZ1CI  NT 
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B Property Insurance So long as the Owners Association maintains with a generally
accepted insurance carrier a master or blanket policy insuring the Property which is
satisfactory to Lender and which provides insurance coverage in the amounts including
deductible levels for the periods and against loss by fire hazards included within the term
extended coverage and any other hazards including but not limited to earthquakes and
floods for which Lender requires insurance then iLender waives the provision in Section 3
for the Periodic Payment to Lender of the yearly premium installments for property insurance
on the Property and iiBorrowersobligation under Section 5 to maintain property insurance
coverage on the Property is deemed satisfied to the extent that the required coverage is
provided by the Owners Association policy
What Lender requires as a condition of this waiver can change during the term of the
loan
Borrower shall give Lender prompt notice of any lapse in required property insurance
coverage provided by the master or blanket policy
In the event of a distribution of property insurance proceeds in lieu of restoration or
repair following a loss to the Property or to common areas and facilities of the PUD any
proceeds payable to Borrower are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender Lender shall
apply the proceeds to the sums secured by the Security Instrument whether or not then due
with the excess if any paid to Borrower
C Public Liability Insurance Borrower shall take such actions as may be reasonable to
insure that the Owners Association maintains a public liability insurance policy acceptable in
form amount and extent of coverage to Lender
D Condemnation The proceeds of any award or claim for damages direct or
consequential payable to Borrower in connection with any condemnation or other taking of all
or any part of the Property or the common areas and facilities of the PUD or for any
conveyance in lieu of condemnation are hereby assigned and shall be paid to Lender Such
proceeds shall be applied by Lender to the sums secured by the Security Instrument as
provided in Section 11
E Lenders Prior Consent Borrower shall not except after notice to Lender and with
Lendersprior written consent either partition or subdivide the Property or consent to ithe
abandonment or termination of the PUD except for abandonment or termination required by
law in the case of substantial destruction by fire or other casualty or in the case of a taking
by condemnation or eminent domain ii any amendment to any provision of the Constituent
Documents if the provision is for the express benefit of Lender iii termination of
professional management and assumption of self management of the Owners Association or
iv any action which would have the effect of rendering the public liability insurance coverage
maintained by the Owners Association unacceptable to Lender
F Remedies If Borrower does not pay PUD dues and assessments when due then
Lender may pay them Any amounts disbursed by Lender under this paragraph F shall became
additional debt of Borrower secured by the Security Instrument Unless Borrower and Lender
agree to other terms of payment these amounts shall bear interest from the date of
disbursement at the Note rate and shall be payable with interest upon notice from Lender to
Borrower requesting payment
Initial
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. r rty I r .  l   t  r  i ti  i t ins, it   r ll  
accepted insurance carrier, a "master" or "blanket" policy insuring the roperty hich is 
ti f t r  t  r  i  r i  i r  r  i  t  t  (includi  
deductible levels), for the periods, and against loss by fire, hazards included ithin the ter  
"extended rage,"   t r r , i l i , t t li it  t , rt   
fl , f  i   i  i r ce, t : ti)  i  t  i i  i  ti   
   t           
 t  t ;  (ii) rrower's li ti   ti   t  i t i  t  i  
r   t  r rty i   ti fi  t  t  t t t t t  r ir  r  i  
i   t   i ti  li y. 
t le r r ir    iti  f t i  i r   ri  t  t r  f t  
l . 
rr r s ll iv  r r t tic  f y l s  i  r ir  r rty i s r c  
r  r i   t  t r r l t li y. 
I  t  t f  i tri ti  f r rt  i r  r  i  li  f r t r ti  r 
repair following a loss to the Property, or to co on areas and facilities of the PUD, any 
proceeds payable t  orro er are hereby assigned and shall be paid t  Lender. Lender shall 
l  t  r  t  t   r   t  rit  I tr nt, t r r t t  , 
  ss,  ,   r. 
.   .           
i r  t t t  r  i tion i t i   li  li ilit  i r  li y t l  i  
, nt,      r. 
. ation.  r  f  r  r l i  f r ges, ir t r 
consequential, payable to orro er in connection ith any conde nation or other taking of all 
r  rt f t  r rt  r t   r   f iliti  f t  , r f r  
conveyance in lieu of conde nation, are hereby assigned and shall be paid to lender. uch 
r  ll  li   r t  t   r   t  rit  I tr t  
i  i  ti  . 
. nder's i  sent. r ll t, t ft r ti     it  
nder's rior ritt  t, it r rtiti n r i i  t  r rt  r t t : (i) t  
 r    ,        
     i l     r lt         
by conde nation or e inent do ain; (ii) any a end ent to any provision of the "Constituent 
ents" if t  r i i  i  f r t  r  fit f r; (iii) t r i ti  f 
professional anage ent and assu ption f self- anage ent of the Wners ssociation; or 
(i )  ti  i  l   t  ff t f r ri  t  li  li ilit  i r  r  
i t i   t   i ti  t l  t  er. 
. i . If r  t     t   , t  
r   t .  t  i r   r r t i  r r   ll  
iti l t f rr r r   t  rit  I tr nt. l  rr r  r 
agree to other ter s of pay ent, these a ounts shall bear interest fro  the date of 
i r t t t e      l ,  r st,      
rr r r ti  ent. ../'&t7 
itials(" UV:--
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BY SIGNING B L , Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained in 
this PUD Ri r. 
_____________ (Seal) 











_____________ (S l) 
-Borrower 
VMplIil-7R (0411).01   f  For  3150 1/01 
MFC08055 f08/20081 1 047-379383-8 
FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER
LIBOR OneYear Index As Published In The Wall Street Journao Rate Caps
THIS FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER is made this 27TH day of JUNE 2007
and is incorporated into and shall be deemed to amend and supplement the
Mortgage Deed of Trust or Security Deed the Security Instrument of the same date given
by the undersigned Borrower to secure BorrowersFixedAdjustable Rate Note the
Note to HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INC
Lender of the same date and covering the property described in the Security Instrument
and located at 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
Property Address
THE NOTE PROVIDES FOR A CHANGE IN BORROWERSFIXED INTEREST
RATE TO AN ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE THE NOTE LIMITS THE
AMOUNT BORROWERSADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE CAN CHANGE AT
ANY ONE TIME AND THE MAXIMUM RATE BORROWER MUST PAY
ADDITIONAL COVENANTS In addition to the covenants and agreements made in the
Security Instrument Borrower and Lender further covenant and agree as follows
AADJUSTABLE RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
The Note provides for an initial fixed interest rate of75000 The Note also
provides for a change in the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate as follows
4 ADJUSTABLE INTEREST RATE AND MONTHLY PAYMENT CHANGES
A Change Dates
The initial fixed interest rate I will pay will change to an adjustable interest rate on the
first day of JULY 2012 and the adjustable interest rate I will pay may change
on that day every 12th month thereafter The date on which my initial fixed interest rate
changes to an adjustable interest rate and each date on which my adjustable interest rate
could change is called a Change Date
MULTISTATE FIXEDADJUSTABLE RATE RIDER WSJ OneYear LIBOR Single Family
Fannie Mae Uniform Instrument
Form 3187 601
Wolters Kluwer Financial Servi
Page 1 o6R0401 als
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IXED/ADJUSTABLE   
(LmOR ~Y  Inde  (As lished In he l   r al)-  ) 
I  I D/ADJUSTABL   I       f J , 7 
,  i  i r r t    ll        
ortgage, eed of Trust, or Security eed (the "Security Instru ent")    t  i  
 t  r i ed ("Bo rower") t  r  rrower's i d/Adjustable   (th  
"Not ") t  E INGS I I L,  (F/K/A I  I I  
K, .) 
(nLender") f t   t   ri  t  r rty ri  i  t  rit  I tr t 
 l  t: 0  IT  
, 10  
[Property r ] 
       OWER'S   
     .     
 OWER'S       
         . 
I I  . I  iti  t  t  ts  r t   i  t  
ecurity Instru ent, orro er and Lender further covenant and agree as follo s: 
.       
 t  r vi s f r an i iti l fix  i t r st r t  f .5 00 %.  t  l  
provides for a change in the initial fixed rate to an adjustable interest rate, as follows: 
.         
(AI hange ates 
 i iti l fi  i t r t r t  I ill  ill  t   j t l  i t r t r t   t  
first day of Y,  ,   j l  i  r t   ill    
 t t y v ry t  t  t r ft r.  t   ic   i iti l fix  i t r st r t  
changes to an adjustable interest rate, and each date on hich y adjustable interest rate 
l  e, i  ll   "Chan  ate." 
 /A J    -  - r U  - i  il  -
i   i  t 
r   /01 
lt  l  i i l i 
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B The Index
Beginning with the first Change Date my adjustable interest rate will be based on an
Index The Index is the average of interbank offered rates for oneyear US
dollardenominated deposits in the London market LIBOR as published in The Wall Street
Journal The most recent Index figure available as of the date 45 days before each Change
Date is called the Current Index
If the Index is no longer available the Note Holder will choose a new index that is based
upon comparable information The Note Holder will give me notice of this choice
C Calculation of Changes
Before each Change Date the Note Holder will calculate my new interest rate by adding
TWO AND ONE FOURTH percentage points
2500 to the Current Index The Note Holder will then round the result
of this addition to the nearest one eighth of one percentage point0125 Subject to the
limits stated in Section 4D below this rounded amount will be my new interest rate until the
next Change Date
The Note Holder will then determine the amount of the monthly payment that would be
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I am expected to owe at the Change Date in full
on the Maturity Date at my new interest rate in substantially equal payments The result of
this calculation will be the new amount of my monthly payment
DLimits on Interest Rate Changes
The interest rate I am required to pay at the first Change Date will not be greater than
125000 or less than 2 5000 Thereafter my adjustable
interest rate will never be increased or decreased on any single Change Date by more than
two percentage points from the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 12
months My interest rate will never be greater than 12 5000
E Effective Date of Changes
My new interest rate will become effective on each Change Date I will pay the amount
of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change
Date until the amount of my monthly payment changes again
FNotice of Changes
The Note Holder will deliver or mail to me a notice of any changes in my initial fixed
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in my adjustable interest rate
before the effective date of any change The notice will include the amount of my monthly
payment any information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone
number of a person who will answer any question I may have regarding the notice
B TRANSFER OF THE PROPERTY OR A BENEFICIAL INTEREST IN BORROWER
1 Until Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall
read as follows
Initials
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(B) The Index 
Beginning with the first Change ate, y adjustable interest rate ill be based on an 
In . The "Ind " is the average of interbank o fered rates for one-year .S. 
d ll -denominated deposits in the London arket ("UBDR"), as pu lished i  he all tr t 
Jo r l. The ost recent Index figure vailable s of the date 45 ays fore each hange 
te is c led the "Current I x." 
If the Index is o longer v il l , the ote older ill choose  new index that is s  
upon co parable infor ation. The ote older ill give e notice of this choice. 
IC) lculation f nges 
Before each Change Date, the Note Holder will calculate y new interest rate by adding 
  E F  t  i ts 
( .25 0 %) t  t e t .  te  ill    lt 
of this addition to the nearest one-eighth of one percentage point (0.125%). j t   
li its st ted i  cti  4(D) l , t is r  unt ill  y  i t rest r t  til t  
next hange ate. 
he te l r ill t  t r i e t e ount f t  t ly t t t l   
sufficient to repay the unpaid principal that I a  expected to o e at the hange ate in full 
on the aturity Date at y new interest rate in substantially equal pay ents. The result of 
t i  l l ti  i l    t   t ly ent. 
(D) i its  I t r st t  s 
he interest rate I a  required to pay at the first hange ate ill not be greater than 
2.50 0 %    .  %. reafter,   
i t r t r t  ill r  i r  r r    i l   t   r  t  
t o percentage points fro  the rate of interest I have been paying for the preceding 1 2 
onths. y interest rate will never be greater than .5000 %. 
(E) ffective ate of hanges 
y  interest rate ill beco e effective on each hange ate. I ill pay the a ount 
of my new monthly payment beginning on the first monthly payment date after the Change 
Date until the a ount of y onthly pay ent changes again. 
(F) otice of hanges 
  l  ill li   il t    i     i   i i i l fi  
interest rate to an adjustable interest rate and of any changes in y adjustable interest rate 
f r  t  ff ctiv  t  f y c ange.  tic  ill i cl  t  t f  ont ly 
payment, any information required by law to be given to me and also the title and telephone 
nu ber f a person ho ill ans er any question I ay have regarding the notice. 
.       I I L I T  I   
. til orrower's i iti l fi  i t r t rate  t  an adjustabl  int r t rat  u r 
the ter s stated in ection  above, nifor  ovenant 18 of the ecurity Instru ent shall 
r  s follows: 
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Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law
If Lender exercises this option Lender shall give Borrower notice of
acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days from the date
the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within which Borrower must pay
all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower fails to pay these sums
prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any remedies permitted by
this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on Borrower
2 When Borrowersinitial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under
the terms stated in Section A above Uniform Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument
described in Section B1 above shall then cease to be in effect and the provisions of Uniform
Covenant 18 of the Security Instrument shall be amended to read as follows
Transfer of the Property or a Beneficial Interest in Borrower As used in this
Section 18 Interest in the Property means any legal or beneficial interest in the
Property including but not limited to those beneficial interests transferred in a
bond for deed contract for deed installment sales contract or escrow agreement
the intent of which is the transfer of title by Borrower at a future date to a
purchaser
If all or any part of the Property or any Interest in the Property is sold or
transferred or if Borrower is not a natural person and a beneficial interest in
Borrower is sold or transferred without Lendersprior written consent Lender may
require immediate payment in full of all sums secured by this Security Instrument
However this option shall not be exercised by Lender if such exercise is prohibited
by Applicable Law Lender also shall not exercise this option if a Borrower causes
to be submitted to Lender information required by Lender to evaluate the intended
transferee as if a new loan were being made to the transferee and b Lender
reasonably determines that Lenderssecurity will not be impaired by the loan
assumption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agreement in this
Security Instrument is acceptable to Lender
To the extent permitted by Applicable Law Lender may charge a reasonable fee
as a condition to Lendersconsent to the loan assumption Lender also may require
the transferee to sign an assumption agreement that is acceptable to Lender and that
obligates the transferee to keep all the promises and agreements made in the Note
and in this Security Instrument Borrower will continue to be obligated under the
Note and this Security Instrument unless Lender releases Borrower in writing
If Lender exercises the option to require immediate payment in full Lender shall
give Borrower notice of acceleration The notice shall provide a period of not less
than 30 days from the date the notice is given in accordance with Section 15 within
Initials
VMP 168R 04012 Page 3 of 4 Form 3187 601
MFCD6133092006 0473793636
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r f r f  r perty r  fi ial t rest  r.    i  
ti n , "Interest i   rt " s  l l r i i l i t r st i   
t , i l i , t t li ited t , t  ficial i t t  t f  i   
  , t f r d. ll t l   r ro  t, 
t e t  ich i   tr sfer f titl  y  t      
rc s r. 
 ll r  rt  t e r perty r  t rest i   rty i    
tr f rr  (or if r r i  t  t r l    fi ial i t r st i  
rr er i  l  r tr f rr d) it t nder's ri r ritt  nt, r  
r ir  i i te t i  f ll f ll  r   t is rit  I tr t. 
er, t i  ti  ll t  r i   r if  r i  i  r i it  
 li l  . 
f r r is s is ,  ll     
acceleration. The notice shall provide a period of not less than 30 days fro  the date 
t  tice i  i  i  r  it  ti   it in i  rr r t  
ll s s s c r d y t is c rity I str t. If rr r f ils t  y t s  s s 
prior t  the expiration of this period, Lender ay invoke any re edies per itted by 
t i  it  I t t i t f t  ti     r. 
2. hen orrower's initial fixed interest rate changes to an adjustable interest rate under 
 r s     e, if r  t      
i   i    ll      f ct,   i i s  if r  
ovenant 18 of the ecurity Instru ent shall be a ended to read as follo s: 
f   t  rty r  fi i l I t t i  er.   i  t i  
 , "Inter    erty"   9       
roperty, including, but t li ited t , those beneficial interests transferred in a 
 f r , tr t f r d, i t ll t l  tr t r r  r t. 
t  i t t f i  i  t  tr f r f titl   rr r t  f t r  t  t   
r ser. 
If all or any part of the roperty or any Interest in the roperty is sold or 
 (or i   i  t  l    i i l i t i  
  l   )  nder's r  sent,   
require i ediate pay ent in full of all su s secured by this ecurity Instru ent. 
ver, t i  ti  ll t  i    if  i  i  i it  
 li l  . r l  ll t r i  t i  ti  if: ( ) rr r  
t   s itt  t  r i f r ti  r ir  y r t  v l t  t  i t  
tr f r   if   l  r  i   t  t  tr sferee;  ( ) r 
r s ly t r i s t t nder's s c rity ill t  i ir  y t  l  
assu ption and that the risk of a breach of any covenant or agree ent in this 
rit  I tr t i  t l  t  der. 
 t  t t r itt   li l  , r  r   r l  f  
  iti  t  ender's t t  t  l  ti . r l   r ir  
t  tr f r  t  i   ti  r t t t i  t l  t  r  t t 
obligates the transferee to keep all the pro ises and agree ents ade in the ote 
and in this Security Instru ent. Borrower will continue to be obligated under the 
t   t i  rit  I tr t l  r r l  rr r i  riti g. 
If r r i  t  ti  t  r ir  i i t  y t i  full, r s ll 
give Borrower notice of acceleration. The notice shall provide a period of not less 
t    fr  t  t  t  ti  i  i  i  r  it  ti  1  it i  
p®-  (0401).02 
FCD6133 (09/2006) / 047·379363-6 
age 3 of 4 
n;t;aIS~ 
For   6/01 
which Borrower must pay all sums secured by this Security Instrument If Borrower
fails to pay these sums prior to the expiration of this period Lender may invoke any
remedies permitted by this Security Instrument without further notice or demand on
Borrower
BY S NING BELOW Borrower accepts and agrees to the terms and covenants contained
in this dAdjustable to r
Seal Seal
Borrower Borrower
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hich orro er ust pay all su s secured by this 5ecurity Instru ent. If orro er 
f ils t  y t s  s s ri r t  t  x ir ti  f t is riod, r y i v k  y 
i  itt   t i  5 rit  I t t it t f t  ti     
rr er. 
 5 I   rr r t   r  t  t  t r   t  t i  
i  t i  . /Adj t l  te . r. 
______________ (5eal) 
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Lot 12 Block 8 in Lakewood Unit No 15B according to the plat thereof filed in Book 56 of Plats at Pages 5104
and 5105 records of Ada County Idaho
STATEOF IDAHO COUNTY OF ADA ss
tChristopher D Rich Recorekr for Ada County jreby certif that the Annexed is a
fall true and correct copy of Inst No 3
as it appears on record in Book of
tPag Records ofAda Count State of Idaho
IN WITNESSHEREOF 1 have set my hand affixe my off ioal seallthis
eav of I
Christopher D Rich Recor er




t , l c   i  a e  it . , acc r i  t  t e lat t ereof, file  i   S6 fPJats at a es  
 , r r s f a ty, I a o. 
  .   . 55 • 
•• hristopher . ich. ecorder for da ounty.)p lFleby ~i!lthat the Annexed.is. 
flail. true and correct copy of Inst. o. l {/ '1af~ ()  Q .. 
as'it appears on record in Book 0(: ___________ _ 
_____ .3al Pagt • Records of Alia County. Slale of Idaho • 
.I  I NES  W . I have scI y ~I11Y ofil,'jal sealthi. 
£' day of. 2OJ..::L. 




Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in
Support of Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment
Ada County District Court of Idaho
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ADA COUNTY RECO J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 1300 2
BOISE IDAHO08130 112AM
Recording Requested By RECDDEDREQUESTOF IIIIINIIIN RillNIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIN Nil 1111111llul
LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110074820
And WhenRecorded Mail To
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
coExecutive Trustee Services LLC





NOTICE OF DEFAULT AND ELECTION TO SELL UNDER
DEED OF TRUST
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADACOUNTY DBA
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES is the Successor Trustee under the Deed ofor
Transfer in Trust executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN as
Grantor to PIONEER TITLECOMPANY OF ADACOUNTY as Trustee in favor of MERS
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE
FORHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCFKAHOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
NETWORK INCA LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY as Beneficiary dated627007
recorded732007 as Instrument No 107095032 and rerecorded official records of Ada
County IDAHO the beneficiary interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONICREGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC Said Deed of Trust covers real property
situated in said County describing land therein as follows
LOT 12 BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOODUNIT NO 15BACCORDING TOTHE PLAT
THEREOFFILED IN BOOK56 OFPLATS ATPAGES 5104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF
ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee hereby gives notice that a breach of the obligation for which such transfer is security
has occurred under the Deed of Trust Note dated6272007 The nature of such breach being
Failure to pay the monthly payment due512010 ofprincipal interest andor
impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter plus late charges together with
all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of
said deed oftrust
This amount is786630as of 811020
All delinquencies are now due together with unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustee
fees attorney fees costs and advances made to protect the security associated with this
foreclosure The unpaid principal balance of2365000together with interest thereon at the
current rate of75per annum from412010 until paid
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, I C.)  I I1  I I I  ANY. as e eficiary, ate  6/2712007, 
 /3/2 0 ,    .10   -  ,     
ty, ,   t     tl     
I  IS I  S S S, I C .. Said eed of rust covers real property 
 i  i  t ,     ll s: 
 ,      . ,     
,           ,   
 , . 
e r stee ere  i es tice t t a reac  f t e li ati  f r ic  s ch. tra sfer is sec rit  
s rr  r t   f r st t  t  127/20 .  t r  f s  r  i g: 
il r  t   t  t l  e t  /112010 f ri i al, i t r st nd/or 
i s  s s t i st ll e ts e t r ft r; l s l t  r s; t t r it  
ll t stUIlS   fi i r  r t t  t  t r s  iti  f 
   t. 
   $7.866.30   11 012010 
ll li e ies r   , t t r it  i   r i  t s, ssess ents, tr stee's 
f s, tt rney's f s, sts a  s  t  r t t t  s rit  ss i t  it  t is 
f r l re.  i  ri i l l  f $236,25 .00 t t r it  i t r t t r  t t  
current rate of 7.5% per annu  fro  4/1/2010 until paid. 
 t t t  i i  l t  t  ll   t  t t t  t   l  t  ti  i  
li ti . 





PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTYDBA PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE






On8102010 bef me Sally Beltran Notary Public personally appeared CarloMagno who proved to me on the
basis ofsatis evidence to be the personswhose namesisam subscribed to the within instrument and
acknowledged to we thathesheth yexecuted the same inhiserth i authorized capacityiesand that by
hiserUeir signature on the instrument the personsorthe entity upon behalfor which thepersonsacted
executed the instrument
1 certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct
Sgnature SALLY HELIRAN
ally Beltran Commission 1777083
Notary Public Californiaa to Angeles County
My comrn 8VkwQct302011
THIS OFFICE IS ATTEMPTING TOLCOLLECT A DEBT AND ANY INFORMATION
OBTAINED WILL BE USED FORTHAT PURPOSE
001065
· -. 
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: /1012010 
          
I   I  STEE I ,  I  I   
} s.s. 
} 
 110 2 10 ti , ll  eI1ra  t r  li  rs ll  r  rl  a   r  t    t  
s   ide ce    erson(s} ose oamc(s) Ware ri       
ackno ledged to me that helsheltbey executed the sa e in bis/herltbeir authorized capacity(ies), and that by 
his/het\their signawre(s) on the instru ent the pcrson(s), or the entity upon behalf or hich the person(s) acted, 
t   t. 
1 certify under penalty of petjury under the la s of the State of alifornia that the foregoing paragraph is true and 
:gn: ~L~ ~ (Seal) , -  ~@~:~ ... ~ ........... ~S~A~ ~Y~8E~LT~ A'!'!oN~ ..... ~ 
~ l  tra  - ~. l$$l  # 1 7n08~ 
~ _.. otary lic· alifornia a 
i . " L . An, l . ty ! ,y •..•• ,~.~Oct30.2  r 
• • •• • ,It 
   'I         
-'.       . 
STATE OF IDAHO COUNTY OF ADA ss
1 Christopher D Rich Recorder for Ada County do hereby certif that the Annexed is a
fall true and correct copy of Inst No O O7o
as it appears on record in Book f
atPage Records of Ada Count State of idalo
IN WITNESS iEREOF 1 hc set my h iJ and altit m uit tlsealS
day of 20
Bristophrr D Rich Rordyrn DeputyJI K
001066
TE  I .   . . 
I. Christopher D. Rich. Recorder for Ada County. do hereby certj[Y that the Annexed Is a 
full. true and correcl copy of Insl. No. , , c>" 'I LI-tJ../:) 
85 it appears on record in Book n( ____________ _ 
_____ --"·'1 POdge • Records of Ad'l (",lUll! \ . Slale of Idaho. 
IN IT:-IESS fHERE . I ha\c , l } ~ my 011,,1.1 seal this 
____ ..;:;;:;...._..udJ} of ~ 2(J~ 
~~nsloPhcr D. Rkh. ,?:<~ • Depuly 
Exhibit C
to
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in
Support of Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment
Ada County District Court of Idaho
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Garrett I IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII IIIRECORDE REQUEST OF
Pioneer 1028542
LIMITED POWEROF ATTORNEY
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS that Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC a
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho its principal place of business at Boise
Idaho hereby constitutes and appoints Executive Trustee Services LLC existing under the laws of the State
of California any of which may act as Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC true and lawful Attorneyin
Fact in Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC name place and stead and for Executive Trustee Services
LLCsbenefit for the purpose of performing all acts and executing all documents in the name of Executive
Trustee Services LLC as may be customarily and reasonably necessary and appropriate to effectuate the
following enumerated transactions Notices of Default Notices of Sale Amended Notices of Sale Trustees
Deed Upon Sale and Compliance Affidavits
The undersigned gives said AttorneyinFact full power and authority to execute such instruments and to
do and perform each and every act and things necessary and proper to carry into effect the power or powers
granted by or under this Limited Power of Attorney and hereby does ratify and confirm to all that said
AttorneyinFact shall lawfully do or cause to be done by authority hereof This Limited Power of Attorney
shall be effective November 28 2008
Third parties without actual notice may rely upon the exercise of power granted under this Limited
Power of Attorney and may be satisfied that this Limited Power of Attorney shall continue in full force and
effect and has not been revoked unless and instrument of revocation has been made in writing by the
undersigned and recorded in the Register of Deeds of the County hereinabove stated
IN WITNESS WHEREOF Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC has caused its corporate seal to
be hereto affixed and these presents to be signed and acknowledged in its name
November 26 2008
Pio ender Trustee Services LLC
Ro d W Jantzen Vice President
State of Idaho ss
County of Ada
On November 26 2008 before me the undersigned Notary Public personally appeared
Ronald W Jantzen personally known to me or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory
evidence to be the persons whose names isare subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me
that heshethey executed the same in hisertheir authorized capacityiesand that by hisertheir signature
on the instrument the personsor the entity upon behalf ofwhich the person acted executed the instrument
WITNESS my hand and official seal
Signature Seal
Notary Pu c n and or Said County and State








ADA COUNTY RECORDER J - -olD NAVA RO 
BOISE IDAHO 12101/08 04: 
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AMOUNT 3.00 1 
DEPUTY Gail Garrett 
RECORDED - REQUEST OF 111111111111111111111111111111111 1111 
Pioneer 108128542 
LIMITED PO ER OF ATTORNEY 
KNOW A L MEN BY THESE PRES S, that Pion er Lender Trust e Services, LLC, a 
corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Idaho, its principal place of business at Boise, 
Idaho, hereby constitutes and appoints Executive Trustee Services, LLC, existing under the laws of the State 
of California, any of which may act, as Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, LLC's true and lawful Attorney-in-
Fact, in Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, LLC's name, place and stead and for Executive Trustee Services, 
LLC's benefit, for the purpose of performing all acts and executing all documents in the name of Executive 
Trustee Services, LLC as ay be custo arily and reasonably necessary and appropriate to effectuate the 
following enumerated transactions: Notices of Default, Notices of Sale, Amended Notices of Sale, Trustee's 
Deed Upon Sale and Compliance Affidavits. 
The undersigned gives said Attorney-in-Fact full power and authority to execute such instruments and to 
do and perform each and every act and things necessary and proper to carry into effect the power or powers 
granted by or under this Limited Power of Attorney, and hereby does ratify and confirm to all that said 
Attorney-in-Fact shall lawfully do or cause to be done by authority hereof. This Limited Power of Attorney 
shall be effective Nove ber 28, 2008. 
Third parties without actual notice may rely upon the exercise of power granted under this Limited 
Power of Attorney, and may be satisfied that this Limited Power of Attorney shall continue in full force and 
effect and has not been revoked unless and instru ent of revocation has been ade in riting by the 
undersigned and recorded in the Register of Deeds of the County hereinabove stated. 
I  ITNESS F, Pioneer ender rustee Services,  has caused its corporate seal to 
be hereto affixed and these presents to be signed and acknowledged in its name. 
November 26, 2008 
State of Idaho } s. 
County of Ada } 
 t  r i ,  
On November 26, 2008 before e, the undersigned otary Public, personally appeared ____ _ 
Ronald W. Jantzen personally kno n to e (or proved to e on the basis of satisfactory 
evidence) to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to the within instrument and acknowledged to me 
that he/she/they executed the same in hislher/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by hislher/their signature(s) 
on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument. 
WITNESS my hand and official seal. 
or Said County and State 
My commission expires: Cf0 <lao 13 
Cathy LR luckinbU1 
~\\\\ \lllllll!'I!/lIII!. 
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STATE OF IDAHOCOUNTY OF ADA as
1 Christopher D Rich Recorder for Ada County hgFebyce ifytAnnexed fs afull true and correct copy of Inst No i y
as it appears on record In Book of
atpage Records of Ada Co riiv State of Idaho
IN WITNESSWHEREOF 1hae set my hat 1 d Jllltl ry tial seal this
day o 2 lI
Christopher D Rich or
By Deputy
001069
STATE OF IDAHO. COUNTY OF ADA. ss. 
I. Christopher D. Rich. Recorder for Ada County. do ~7b cert~ lhallhe Annexed is a 
IUn.lrue and {,OITe,'! copy of Ins!. No. '" "we c...:..!1. r ,5'1' :z. 
as il appears Oil rc.-nrJ 111 Boo~ 0" ______________ _ 
______ at Page • Records of Ad •• ('.''''11\. Slate of Idaho. 
IN WIT ESS WHERLOf'.1 h~\c ,c! my hUI a d alfi\c' Ilo\' "::,,lal scallhi. 
____ .r..;;;... ___ Ja~ III • 2~ 
Chnstopher D. Ril'h. ~ 
By ~ ~ • Deputy 
Exhibit D
to
Affidavit of Matthew J McGee in
Support of Defendants Motion for
Summary Judgment
Ada County District Court of Idaho
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ADA COUNTY RECO J DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT400 11
BOISE IDAHO 12010 0325PM
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LSI TITLE AGENCY INC 110113217
RECORDING REQUESTED BY
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO
Executive Trustee Services LLC









REC R ING RE ESTED B : 
HE  RE  IL T : 
Executive Trustee Ser ices, LLC 
2255 orth ntario Street, Suite 400 
Burbank, California 91504-3120 
S wn : I - 0315·C 
oa  r: 0473793636 
.P.N.: -  
\00 4"qf'f{~ 
ADA COUNTY RECO J. DAVID NAVARRO AMOUNT 40.00 11 
BOISE IDAHO 12/01/10 03:25PM 
~~~~ro~~~~gu~~~~g IIl1m 1I11111111111111111111111111111111111.1I111~ DIIIII 
LSI TITLE AGENCY IN . 110113217 











The declarant whose signature appears below states that he is over the age of eighteen 18
years is employed in Riverside County California acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services
is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2010 he personally served the Notice
of which the annexed Is a true copy by depositing in the United States Mail a copy of such Notice
in a sealed envelope sent Certified Mail with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to
the person named at the addresses below




7113 8257 1474 5413 4999 7113 8257 1474 5413 5002 7113 8257 1474 5413 5019
TSN ID 220315C TSN ID220315C TSN ID220315C
GREGORY A RENSHAW OccupantsTenant LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS
3480 S PIMMIT PL 3480 S PIMMIT PL ASSOCIATION
BOISE ID 837066427 BOISE ID 83706 6427 746 E BRIDGEWATER CT
BOISE ID 837066424
7113 8257 1474 5413 5026 7113 8257 1474 5413 5033
TSN ID220315C TSN ID 220315C ALBA R BLACK
LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS LAKEWOOD 15BHOMEOWNERS
1826090
ASSOCIATION ASS CIATIONCommisslon
i Notary Public COMM i386 E FAIRBROOK DR 746 E BRIDGEWATER CT
Riverside County
BOISE ID 837065279 BOISE ID 837066424
M Comm Expires Dec L 2012
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Su cribed and sworn to or affirmed before me on this day of month
WO year by Anthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared before me
Signature of Notary Seal of Notary
100




alz Amdavit #: 1812796 
F IT  ILING 
ti   i  
ate: 8/27/2010 
f. o.: 0473793636 
il t I :  
  I I  
  I I  
 l r t,  i nature r  l , t t s t t  i  r t   f i t  (1 ) 
years; is employed In Riverside County, California; acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services; 
is t  rty t  t  it i  cti ;  t t  st 27, 2010,  rs lly s rv  t  tic , 
f i  t e xed    y,  i  i   i         
In a sealed envelope, sent ertified ail, ith postage prepaid, such envelope being addressed to 
t  rson(s)  t t  r ss s l . 
der penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
13 7 4  
 #: - S-C 
 .  
    
I , I  -64  
13 5 5  
 #: - -C 
  MEOWNER'S 
I I  
    
I E, I  83706-5279 
   ) 
  I I  ) 
8    
 #: O- -C 
GGupantslTe ants 
    
I E,  -64  
14 54 5  
 #: - -C 
 #158 EOWNER'S 
SSOCIATION 
  I   
I , I  -6  
  
 #: I - -C 
  EOWNER'S 
I I  
746  I   
ISE, 10 -6  
lB  .  
• 
commission # 1826090 z 
:( _. Notary Public - California Ji 
i ~ iv r i  t  ~ 
J. •.•• ,M~ ~0U''U' 5Xelr!S ,OtC :}0)2 
~cri   r  t  (or ffir ed) f r    t i  It.(  f ~~. ( nth), 
d/tJ/1J (year), by Anthony Go ez, proved to e on the baSis of satisfactorY evidence to be 
the person who appeared before e. 
___ ~ ____-_________ (Signature of Notary) ( l f otary) 
.00 









The declarant whose signature appears below states that he is over the age of eighteen 18
years Is employed in Riverside County California acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services
is not a party to the within action and that on August 27 2010 he personally served the Notice
of which the annexed is a true copy by depositing in the United States Mail a copy of such Notice
in a sealed envelope sent First Class with postage prepaid such envelope being addressed to the
personsnamed at the addresses below
I declarp uy6er penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct
XW
A a ony Gomez
2239131642 2239131643 2239131644
TSN ID220315C TSN ID220315C TSN ID220315C
GREGORY ARENSHAW OccupantsTenant LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS
3480 S PIMMIT PL 3480 S PIMMIT PL ASSOCIATION
BOISE ID 837066427 BOISE ID 837066427 746 E BRIDGEWATER CT
BOISE ID 837066424
2239131645 2239131646
TSN ID220315C TSN ID220315C ALBARBACK
LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS LAKEWOOD 15BHOMEOWNERS Commission t 1826090 L
ASSOCIATION ASSOCIATION c a Notary Public California
386 E FAIRBROOK DR 746 E BRIDGEWATER CT Riverside County
BOISE ID 837065279 BOISE ID 837066424 M Comm Expires Dec 8 2012
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF RIVERSIDE
Subscrib and sworn to or affirmed before me on this day of monthgyear by Anthony Gomez proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be
the person who appeared before me
Signature of Notary Seal of Notary
100
Page 1 of 1
001073
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111111111 ~ I 
l  ffi avit #:  
IT  IN  
ive   
te: 8/27/2010 
f. o.:  
t I : 1 
  I  ) 
  I I  ) 
The declarant, hose signature appears belo , states that he is over the age of eighteen (18) 
years; is employed in Riverside County, California; acting on behalf of Executive Trustee Services; 
is not a party to the ithin action; and that on ugust 27, 2010, he personally served the otice, 
of hich the annexed is a true copy, by depositing in the nited States ail a copy of such otice 
in a sealed envelope, sent First Class, with postage prepaid, such envelope being addressed to the 
erson{s)  t t  r  l . 
er penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct. 
  
 
 #: 10- -C 
 .  
    
I , 10 -64  
 
 #: 10- -C 
  EOWNER'S 
 
    
I , 10 -52  
  I  ) 
   ) 
 
 #: 10- -C 
c upantsrr e ants 
    
I , I  -6  
 
 #: 1 - -C 
 #15  EOWNER'S· 
I I  
  I   
I , I  -6  
 
 #: - -C 
  EOWNER'S 
I  
  I   
ISE,  -6  
u~rlbed  s r  t  (or ffir ed) f r    t is /0   ~~ ( nth), 
C:(ZJ/{l (year), by Anthony o ez, proved to e on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be 
the person who appeared before me. 
____ ~ __________ (Signature of Notary) ( l f otary) 
.00 








NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor Trustee will on1229010 at
100 PM recognized local time In the lobby of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County located at
8151 West Rifleman Street Boise ID 83704 will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States all payable at the time of sale the following described real property
and personal property situated in the County of Ada State of Idaho and described as follows LOT 12
BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNIT NO 158 ACCORDING TO THE PLATTHEREOF FILED IN BOOK 56
OF PLATS AT PAGES 5104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for purposes of compliance with Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been informed
that the address sometimes associated with said real property is 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE Idaho 83706
Said sale will be made without C60nant orwa regarding title possession or encumbrances
to satisfy the obligation secured by andOursuahbtdthiOower of sale conferred in the Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the benefit and security of MERS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated627007 recorded732007 as Instrument No 107095032 and re
recorded records of Ada County Idaho the beneficial interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 451506AIDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS OBLIGATION
F
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The Default for which this sale is to be made is the failure to pay when due under Deed of Trust
and Note dated627007 The monthly payments for Principal Interest and Impounds if applicable of
147656 due per month from512010 through122912010 and all subsequent payments until the date of
sale or reinstatement The principal balance owing as of this date on the obligation secured by said Deed
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All delinquent amounts are nowdue together with accruing late charges and Interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trustee fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the security associated with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to
be sold to satisfy said obligation
Dated 825010 PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES By
Executiv Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact
Dee Ortega authorized signatory
COExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2North Ontario Street Suite 400 Burbankis 6e46ni2C915043120
Sale Line 714 7302727
001075
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NOTICE REQUIRED BY IDAHO LAW
Mortgage foreclosure is a legal proceeding where a lender terminates a borrower interest
in property to satisfy unpaid debt secured by the property This can mean that when a
homeowner gets behind on his or her mortgage payments the lender forces a sale of the
home on which the mortgage loan is based
Some individuals Or businesses may say they can save your home from foreclosure You
should be cautious about such claims It is important that you understand all the terms of
a plan to rescue you from mortgage foreclosure and bow it will affect you It may result
In your losing valuable equity that you may have in your home
If possible you should consult with an attorney or financial professional to rind out what
other options you may have Do not delay seeking advice because the longer you wait
the fewer options you may have
You may find helpful information online One excellent source is the Department of
Housing and Urban Development HUD website
which can be found at
httptvvwwbudgovforeclosureindexcf HGTD also maintains on its website it list Of
approved housing counselors who can provide free information to assist homeowners with
financial problems Another good source of information is found at the Office of the
Attorney Generalswebsite at httpwww2statei sag
Under Idaho law you have live 5days to rescind or undo certain contracts or agreements
that relate to transferring interests in property or money In a foreclosure situation An
attorney or financial professional can tell you more about this Option
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NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba
PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor Trustee will on 121292010 at
100 PM recognized local time In the lobby ofPioneer Title Company of Ada County located at
8151 West Rifleman Street Boise ID 83704 will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for cash in
lawful money of the United States all payable at the time of sale the following described real property
and personal property situated in the County of Ada State of Idaho and described as follows LOT 12
BLOCK 8 IN LAKEWOOD UNIT NO 15RACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF FILED IN BOOK 56
OF PLATS AT PAGES 5104 AND 5105 kkCORDS OF ADA COUNTY IDAHO
The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of the above referenced real
property but for purposes of compliance with Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been informed
that the address sometimes associated with said real property is 3480 SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE Idaho 83706 5
Said sale will be madewithout covenant or warranty regarding title possession or encumbrances
to satisfy the obhgaWn secured by and gursuahtl to thdb Oo lerof sale conferred in the Deed of Trust
executed by GREGORY A RENSHAIAY AN UNMARRIEO MAN as grantors to PIONEER TITLE
COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for the benefit and security of MFRS MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC FKA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated627007 recorded732007 as Instrument No 107095032 and re
recorded records of Ada County Idaho the beneficial Interest in which is presently held by MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC
THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO COMPLY WITH SECTION 451506A IDAHO
CODE NO REPRESENTATION IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR THIS OBLIGATION
The Default for which this sale is to be made is the failure pay when due under Deed of Trust
and Note dated627007 ThemonthlypaymentsfgrPtloip lInterest and Impounds If applicable of
147656due per month from512010 th p gh 12129 010 and all subsequent payments until the date of
sale or reinstatement The principal balanveowing as of fhiis date on the obligation secured by said Deed
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All delinquent amounts are nowdue together with accruing late charges and interest unpaid
and accruing taxes assessments trustee fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect
the security associated with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to
be sold to satisfy said obligation
Dated 82512010 PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES By
Executiv Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact
DeeOrt ga authorized signatory
COExecutive Trustee Services LLC
2255NorthOntario Street Suite 400 Burbank6e1il6nid915043120
i Sale Line 714 730 2727
001079
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All delinquent a ounts are now:,due. together with accruing late charges, and interest, unpaid 
and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's fees, attorney's fees, and any amounts advanced to protect 
the security associated with this foreclosure. The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the trust property to 
be sold to satisfy said obligation. ' 
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TSNo ID 220315C Loan No0473793636
APN01SR5125660450
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the duly appointed Successor
Trustee will on 1229010 at 1 00 PM recognized local time In the lobby
of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County located at 8151 Kest Rifleman
Street Boise ID 83704 will sell at public auction to the highest bidder for
cash in lawful money of the United States all payable at the time of sale the
following described real property and personal property situated in the
County of Ada State of Idaho and described as follows OT 12 BLOCK 8
IN LAKEWOOD UNIT NO 15B ACCORDING TO THE PLAT THEREOF FILED IN
BOOK 56 OF PLATS AT PAGES 104 AND 5105 RECORDS OF AbA COUN
TY IDAHO The Trustee has no knowledge of a more particular description of
the above referenced real property but for purposes of compliance with
Section 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been Informed that the address
sometimes associated with said real property is 34190 SOUTH PIMMIT
PLACE BOISE Idaho 83706 Said sale Will be made without covenant or
warranty regarding title possession or encumbrances to satisfy the obliga
tion secured by and pursuant to the power of sale conferred in the Deed of
Trust executed by GREGORY A RENSHAW AN UNMARRIED MAN as
grantors to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY as Trustee for thebenefit and securityofMERS MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYS
TEMS INC SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC
FK74 HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK INC A LIMITED LIABILITY
COMPANY as Beneficiary dated627007 recorded732007 as Instru
ment No 107095032 and rerecorded records of Ada Coun Idaho the
beneficial interest in which is present held by MORTGAGE LECTRbNIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO
COMPLY WITH SECTION 451506AIDAHO CODE NO REPRESENTATION
IS MADE THAT THEY ARE OR ARE NOT PRESENTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR
THIS OBLIGATION The Default for which this sale is to be made is the failure
to pay when due under Deed of Trust and Note dated627007 The
monthN payments for Principal Interest and Impounds Gf applicable of
147656 due per month from512010 through 1229010 and all sub
sequent payments until the date of sale or reinstatement The principal bal
ance owing as of this date on the obligation secured by said Deed of Trust is
236 2500 pplus accrued Interest at the rate of 75 per mum from
41010 A deinquent amounts are now due together with accruing late
charges and interest unpaid and accruing taxes assessments trustees
fees attorney fees and any amounts advanced to protect the security as
sociated with this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the
trust property to be sold to satisfy said obligation Dated825010 PIO
NEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES By Executive Trustee Services As Attorney In Fact Dee Ortega
authorized sl ataxy COExecutive Trustee Services LLC 2255 North Ontar
lo Street Suite 400 Burbank CBIIDrnia 915043120 Sale Line 714 730
2727 ASAP370893 Pub Oct 15229 Nov 5 2010
000052395601
0L
TINA BARTLETT being duly
sworn deposes and says That
she is the Principal Clerk ofThe
Idaho Statesman a daily
newspaper printed and
published atBoise Ada County
State of Idaho and having a
general circulation therein and
which said newspaper has been
continuously and uninterruptedly
published in said County during
a period of twelve consecutive
months prior to the first
publication of the notice acopy
of which is attached hereto that
said notice was published inThe
Idaho Statesman in conformity
with Section 60108 Idaho
Code as amended for
4 Insertions
Beginning issue of 1052010





On this 5 day of November in the
year of 2010 before me a Notary
Public personally appeared
before me Tina Bartlett known or
identified to me to be the person
whose name subscribed to the
within instrument and being by
first duly sworn declared that the
statements therein are true and
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eet Boise ID 83704 will sell at public auction to th
sh in lawful money of the United States all payable at
owing described real property and personal prope
LAKEWOODDUNITNO Id5B ACCORDING TO
as f
WOK 56 OF PLATS AT PAGtS 5104 AND 5105 RECD
IDAHO The Trustee has no knowledge of a more par
above referenced real property but for purposes
ction 60113 Idaho Code the Trustee has been inforn
metimes associated with said real property is 348
ACE BOISE Idaho 83706 Said sale will be made
irranty regarding title possession or encumbrances
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fees attorne s fees and any amounts advanced to protect the security as
sociated this foreclosure The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the
trust pr rty to be sold to satisfy said obligation Dated825010 PIO
NEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE
SERVICES By Executive Trustee Services As Atbmey In Fact Dee Ortega
authorized sngnatonl C Executive Trustee Services LLC2255 North Ontar
io Street Suite 400 urbank California 915043 25 Sale Line 714 730
2727 ASAP 3708930 Pub Oct 15229Nov 5 2010
00052395641
THIS OBLIGATION The Default for which this sale
to pay when due under Deed of Trust and No
mon payments for Principal Interest and k147656due per m nth from512010 through
sequent payments until the date of sale or reinst
once owing
dl
of this date on the obligation recur
23650 plus accrued interest at the rate
412010 delinquent amounts are now due
charges ainterest unpaid and accruing text
STATE OF IDAHO COUNTY OFADA ss
1 Christopher D Rich Recorder for Ada County do hereby certify that Annexed is a
Nil true and correct copy of Inst No
1 0 1 3 1
as it appears on record in Book Or
al Pace Records of Ada County State of Idaho
IN WITNESS WHEREOT Iha c et my hand and affixed my official seat this
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LEG L NOTICE 
TI  F T 11:E'S SAL  
T.S. N .: 1D- 20315..c Loan N .: 047379  
.P.N.: Ol-6 8 50 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that, PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA courm 
dba PIONEER LENDER TRUSTEE SERVICES the dul)' appointed Successor 
Trustee, will on 12/29/2010 at 1:00 PM (recognized loca lime), In the lobby 
of Pioneer Title Company of Ada County, located at 8151 West Rifleman 
Street, Boise, 10 83704, wiD sell at public auction, to the highest bilkler, for 
cash, In lawful money of the United States, all payable at the time of sale, the 
folloWing described real property and personal property, situated in the 
County Of Ada, State of Idaho, and described s follows: lOT 12, BLOCK 8 
IN l  UNIT NO. 1 I  T  THE PLAT THEREOfd'ILED IN 
BO  56 F  T     , ORDS Of f'IJf\ COUN-
TY, I .  r t    l  of   rticular description of 
the above referenced real, r rt , t for purposes of compliance ,With 
Section ()'1l3 I aho , t  r st e  n f rmed that the address 
so ti  associated it  i  l!, l  i : 480 SOUfH PI....-T 
PLA  I , I .   aiu sale ill be ade without covenant or 
warr t  r r i  titl , ssi n r r  to satisfy 'the oblig -
lion secured by and pursuant to the power of sale conferred In the Deed of 
Trust executed I!Y: GREGORY A. RENSHAW, AN UNMARRIED MAN, as 
r t rs, to PIONEER TITLE COMPANY OF ADA COUNTY, as Trustee for the 
o nefit nd seCurity of 'MERS' MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATi6N SYS-
TEMS INC" SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR HOMECOMINGS flNANCW" LLC 
(f /KIA HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWORK, INC.) A LIMITED lIABILITY 
COMPANY, as Beneficiary, dated 6/27;2007, recorded 7/3/2007, as Instru-
ment No. 107095032 and re-recorded , records of Ada County, Idaho
6 
the 
beneficial interest in which is presentlv held \1yM9RTGAGE ELECTR NIC 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC .. THE ABOVE GRANTORS ARE NAMED TO 
COMPLY WITH SECTION 45-1506(4)(A), IDAHO CODE. NO REPRESENTATION 
IS MADE THAT THEY ARE, OR ARE NOT, PRESENTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR 
THIS BLI ATION. The efault for hich this sale is to be  Is the faiklre 
to pay when due, uncler Deed of Trust and Note dated 6/27/2007, The 
monttiIY payments for Principal, Interest and lmp()Unds (if applicable) of 
1476.56, due per nth fro  5/112010 through 12/29/2010, and al sub-
t t  til t  t  f l  r r i tatement, The princillal ba~ 
ance o ing as  ' i  t     s ed by said Deed of Trust is 
$236,250.091 plus accrued interest at the rate of 7.5% per annum from 
/1/201 . All li t t  r   e, together with accruing late 
charges, and interest, unpaid and accruing taxes, assessments, trustee's 
fees, attorney's fees, and any amounts advanCed to protect the seclfity as-
 wiII1 this foreclosure. The Beneficiary elects to sell or cause the 
trust prQPerty to be sold to satisfy said, obligation: Dated: 8/2512010 PID-
 I      ll     
SERVICES By Executive Trustee Services, As Attorney In Fact Dee Ortega, 
authorized Slsnatoty C/O Executive Trustee Services. LLC2255 North Ontar-
io treet. uite 400 Burbank, alifornia 91504-312b Sale ile: (714) 73(). 
 AP#  ub. ct. 5,22,29, v. , 20  
--,,.------------------0000523956{)I 
ST   I O, UNT  F A. 55. 
I. hristopher D. Rich. econlcr for da County, do hereby cet1iry t atf Annexeclis a 
full. true and l'orr,'l't ,opy of Inst. No, II PI' 3 3.1 
as it appears on IW(lrd in Bllllk ___ -"'01' ____________ _ 
_____ --"a\ I'ag~ _______ • ecords of a Coun\y. Slale of Idaho. 
IN ITNESS IlEREOI·, I ha\c ,~l y hand and affix~d my oflll"tal seal this 
___ ~$ ___ \I.I\ (It 'O~ 
hnsto r D. Rl ~9'rdcr 
By .x. 4:4,,,, ,Deputy 
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Based on the weight of authority from other jurisdictions Defendant
GMAC Mortgage LLCs clear status as record beneficiary in this case and the
defendants compliance with the Idaho nonjudicial foreclosure statute the Court
concludes that the plaintiffs have failed to state any cognizable claim for relief
Accordingly the plaintiffs motions to stay the foreclosure and trusteessale and
for a continuance are denied The defendants motion to dismiss is granted and
this case is dismissed
I INTRODUCTION
This matter came before the Court on September 21 2011 for a hearing on Plaintiffs
Second Motion to Stay Foreclosure and Trustees Sale Plaintiffs Rule 56fMotion for a
Continuance to Permit Plaintiffs to Obtain the Testimonies of Relevant Witnesses and
Defendants Motion to Dismiss Based on the record and the briefing and oral argument of
counsel the Court issues the following decision and order
II ANALYSIS
The plaintiffs motions to stay the foreclosure and trusteessale and for a continuance are
based on two arguments the socalled show me the note and split the note arguments First
the plaintiffs claim that the defendants including GMAC Mortgage LLC cannot enforce the
note because they have never produced the actual note tied to the security interest that they are
seeking to foreclose Plaintiffs Reply to Defendants Response filed September 20 2011
p 1 Second the plaintiffs contend that Because the Plaintiffs note has been assigned to
different parties while the relevant trust deed continues to name Homecomings Financial as the
lender with MFRS allegedly acting as its nominee a split ofthe note and trust deed has occurred
and therefore the latter is a nullity Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief and to
Quiet Title filed July 26 2011 p 2 VIII Idaho appellate courts have not yet addressed
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Based on the eight of auth rity fro  other jurisdictions, Defendant 
G AC ortgage, LLC's clear status as record beneficiary in this case, and the 
defendants' compliance with the Idaho non-judicial foreclosure statute, the Court 
. ·concludes that the plaintiffs have failed to state any cognizable clai  for relief. 
ccordingly, the plaintiffs' otions to stay the foreclosure and trustee's sale and 
for a continuance are de . The defe ' otion to is iss is gra t , a  
this case is dis iss . 
I. I TR I  
is atter ca e before t e rt  t ber , 2 , for  ri   l i tiffs' 
Second otion to Stay Foreclosure and Trustee's Sale; Plaintiffs' ule 56(f) otion for a 
ontinuance t  nnit l i tiffs t  btain t e esti ies f l t itness s;  
efe a ts' otion t  is iss. as   t e r r , a  t  ri fi  a  r l r t f 
counsel, the ourt issues the follo ing decision and order. 
I. SIS 
The plaintiffs' otions to stay the foreclosure and trustee's sale and for a continuance are 
based on two argu ents: the so-called "show me the note" and "split the note" argu ents. First, 
the plaintiffs claim that the defendants, including GMAC Mortgage, u..c, cannot enforce the 
note because they "have never produced the actUal note tied to the security interest that they are 
seeking to foreclose ... " Plaintiffs' Reply to efendants' Response (filed Septe ber 20,2011), 
p. 1. Second, the plaintiffs contend that: "Because the Plaintiffs' note has been assigned to 
different parties while the relevant trust deed continues to name Homecomings Financial as the 
lender it  E  alle edl  acting as its no inee, a split f t e note and trust deed has occurred 
and, therefore, the latter is a nullity." Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief and to 
Quiet Title (filed July 26, 2011), p. 2, , IT . I  appell te courts have not y t addr ssed 
 DECI I  A  R  OF DIS I - 2 
either ofthese theories However there are numerous federal and state court cases from other
states which have found no merit in either argument
A survey of the case law reveals that courts in other jurisdictions including Arizona
California Nevada Washington and Hawaiiall nonjudicial foreclosure stateshave rejected
show me the note claims See egDiessner v Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems et
al 618 F Supp 2d 1184 1187 D Ariz 2009 Mansour v CalWestern Reconveyance Corp
618 F Supp 2d 1178 1181 D Ariz 2009 Hogan v Washington Mutual Bank NA2011 WL
1158944 34Ariz App Div 1Miller v Skogg 2011 WL 383948 3 DNev Christopher
v First Franklin Financial Corp 2010 WL 1780077 2SD Cal Padayachi v Indymac
Bank 2010 WL 4367221 3NDCal Sakala v BAC Home Loans Servicing LP 2011 WL
719482 7 DHawaii
Idaho is a non judicial foreclosure state Under Idaho law prior to foreclosure three
prerequisites must be met 1 the trust deed all assignments and the appointment of successor
trustee must be recorded inthe mortgage records of the county where the property is located 2
there must be default and 3 the trustee or beneficiary must record a notice ofdefault IC 45
15053 Idahosnonjudicial foreclosure statute does not require production of the original
note in order to proceed with foreclosure In this case the defendants have complied with these
statutory prerequisites Therefore any cause ofaction in the plaintiffs Complaint involving an
allegation that the defendants do not possess the note fails to state a cognizable claim for relief
Further the nonjudicial foreclosure statute vitiates the plaintiffs concern about double
jeopardy because the statute prohibits a person from bringing an action on a secured note without
resorting to foreclosure IC 45 1503 Contrary to the plaintiffs assertion therefore a
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either of these theories. Ho e e , there are numerous federal a d state' court cases fro  other 
states which have found no merit in either argu ent. 
 survey of the case la  reveals that courts in other jurisdictions, including rizona, 
alifornia, Nevada, ashington, and awaii-all non-judicial foreclosure states-have rejected 
"sho  e the n t " cl i . S , e.g., ie sner v. ortgage le t ic i t tion S t , et 
al., 618 F. Supp. 2d 1184, 1187 (D. Ariz. 2009); ansour v. Cal- estern Reconveyance Corp., 
618 F. Supp. 2d 1178, 1181 (D. riz. 2009); ogan v. ashington utual Bank, N.A., 2011 L 
1158944, "'3-4 (Ariz. App. Div. 1); iller v. Slwgg, 2011 L 383948, "'3 (D. Nev.); Christopher 
v. irst ranklin inancial orp., 2010  1780077, "'2 (S.D. al.); adayachi v. Indy ac 
Bank, 2010 L 4367221, "'3 (N.D. al.); Sakala v.  o e Loans Servicing, LP, 2011 L 
719482, *7 (D. Hawaii). 
Idaho is a non-judicial foreclosure state. Under Idaho law, prior to foreclosure, three 
prerequisites must be met: (1 ) the trust deed, all assignments, and the appointment of successor 
trustee, must be recorded in the mortgage records of the county where the property is located; (2) 
there ust be default; and (3) the trustee or beneficiary ust record a notice of default I.C. § 45-
1505(1)-(3). Idaho's non-judicial foreclosure statute does not require production of the original 
note in order to proceed with foreclosure. In this case, the defendants have complied with these 
statutory prerequisites. Therefore, any cause of action in the plaintiffs' Complaint involving an 
allegation that the defendants do not possess the note fails to state a cognizable claim for relief. 
Further, the non-judicial foreclosure statute vitiates the plaintiffs' concern about double 
. jeopardy because the statute prohibits a person from bringing an action on a secured note without 
resorting to foreclosure. I.C. § 5-1503(1). tr ry to th  plaintif s' as ertion, therefore, a 
E RAN  ECISI   ORDER OF DIS ISSAL- 3 
hypothetical third party who possesses the plaintiffs secured Note after the occurrence of a
trusteessale to discharge the same Note would not have a cause of action
Other jurisdictions have similarly rejected split the note claims For instance in Utah
the court in Wade v Meridlas Capital Inc 2011 WL 997161DUtah reasoned
Mr Wadessplit the note theory has been heavily litigated in this district and in
multiple other districts and has been rejected repeatedly Utah Code Annotated
571 35 states The transfer of any debt secured by a trust deed shall operate as a
transfer of the security therefor The statute does not provide for exceptions nor
has Mr Wade cited to any case law or statute that says that such an exception
exists By law each successor to the Note also receives the benefit of the security
Under the plain terms of the Trust Deed which Mr Wade signed MFRS was
appointed as the beneficiary and nominee for the Lender and its successors and
assigns and granted power to act in their stead including making assignments and
instituting foreclosure The case law on the matter in this jurisdiction is clear and
unequivocal that MERS is able to act as the beneficiary for the Trust Deed
Mr Wades argument that the wrong beneficiary is foreclosing or that the
beneficiary is unknown even if the underlying facts are assumed to be true is
entirely irrelevant to the question of whether a nonjudicial foreclosure sale may
be stopped The identity of the beneficiary has no affect on whether the borrower
has made its required monthly payments which is default under the plain terms of
the note Mr Wade does not contend that he has made his payments and a default
on the Note is admitted Nor does the identity of the beneficiary have any affect
on the notice and sale requirements for a non judicial foreclosure The execution
ofthe trust deed transfers all of the trustor interest in the property to the trustee
as security for the obligation or obligations for which the trust property is
conveyed Utah code Annotated 571 20 emphasis added Regardless of
who holds the note or has standing to pursue a judicial foreclosure in a non
judicial foreclosure the trustee is acting as that partys fiduciary and the borrower
is obligated to deal with the trustee Possession and proof of the Note are not a
requirement for nonjudicial foreclosure
A quiet title claim seeks to extinguish competing interests in the property in favor
of the interest of the plaintiff In this case Wade is seeking to extinguish the Trust
Deed and is therefore required to prove that his interest is superior to the Trust
Deed He does not do so He admits that he executed the Trust Deed and that it
was notarized and recorded There is no claim that the Trust Deed has been
reconveyed The identity of the beneficiary does not affect the validity of the Trust
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hypothetical third party ho possesses the plaintiffs' secured ote after the occurrence of a 
trustee's sale to discharge the sa e ote ould not have a cause of action. 
ther jurisdictions have si ilarly rejected "split the note" clai s. For instance, in tah, 
the court in ade v. eridias apital. Inc .• 2011 L 997161 (D. tah), reasoned: 
r. ade's "split the note" theory has been heavily litigated in this district and in 
ltiple t er istricts a  s ee  rejecte  re eatedl . ta  e tate  § 
-1-35 t t , "The tra s er   t    t t  ll ate   
transfer of the security therefor." The statute does not provide for exceptions, nor 
. has r. ade cited to any case la  or statute that says that such an exception 
exists. y la , each successor to the ote also receives the benefit of the security. 
nder t e lai  tenns f t e rust ee , ic  r. a e si e , E  aS 
appointed as the beneficiary and no inee for the Lender and its successors and 
assigns and granted po er to act in their stead, including aking assign ents and 
instituting foreclosure. The case la  on the atter in this jurisdiction is clear and 
unequivocal that ERS is able to act as the beneficiary for the Trust Deed. 
r. ade's argu ent that the rong beneficiary is foreclosin& or that the 
beneficiary is uDknown, even if the underlying facts are assu ed to be true, is 
" entirely irrelevant to the question of whether a non-judicial foreclosure sale may 
be stopped. "The identity of the beneficiary has no affect on hether the borro er 
as ade its required onthly pay ents, hich is default under the plain ter s f 
t e t . r. a e s t t  t t  s  is nts,   f lt 
    i .    t    fi     
on the notice and sale require ents for a non-judicial foreclosure. The execution 
f the trust deed transfers all f the trustor's interest in the property ''to the tr stee 
as security for the obligation or obligations for Which the trust property is 
conveyed ... "    § -1-2  (emphasis added). e ar less f 
ho holds the note or has "standing" to pursue a judicial foreclosure, in a non-
judicial foreclosure the trustee is acting as that party's fiduciary and the borro er 
is obligated to deal ith the trustee~ Possession and proof of the ote are not a 
require ent for non-judicial foreclosure. 
 iet title clai  see s t  e ti is  c eti  i terests i  t e r ert  i  fa r 
of the interest of the plaintiff. In this case ade is seeking to extinguish the Trust 
eed,  is t eref re re ire  t  r e t at is i terest is superi r t  t e r st 
d.     o.  i  t  t    ed,    
 ze   r ed.  i   l i  t t t      
recoriveyed. The identity of the beneficiary does not affect the validity of the Trust 
 I I     ·  
Deed as an encumbrance on Plaintiffs title nor does the status of the servicer or
trustee By law each successor to the Note also receives the benefit of the
security There is no basis for Wade to claim that the Trust Deed is not a valid
encumbrance against his title and therefore he cannot make out a claim for quiet
title
Id at 23 Emphasis in original
It is undisputed in this case that the plaintiffs executed a Deed of Trust securing a
payment obligation of 884000 The Deed of Trust expressly identified Homecomings
Financial LLC as the lender and identified MERS as the beneficiary and nominee for
Homecomings and Homecomings successors and assigns It is also undisputed that the
plaintiffs executed a Loan Modification Agreement which renewed and extended the Deed of
Trust and a payment obligation of89150326and expressly acknowledged GMAC Mortgage
LLC as the current lender Further GMACs status as record beneficiary is clear because on
January 20 2011 MERS executed an Assignment ofDeed ofTrust which reflected the transfer
of all beneficial interest under the Deed of Trust to GMAC Mortgage LLC The Assignment
was recorded on January 28 2011 in the records of Bonner County Idaho as Instrument No
805172
Notably the plaintiffs do not assert that they are not in default under the terms of the
Note the Deed of Trust and the Loan Modification Agreement They do not assert that they
have made payments to GMAC the loan servicer and acknowledged lender which were not
properly credited They also do not assert that the amount owed is inaccurate or that any person
or entity other than the defendants has asserted any rights or interest in the property or in
payments secured by the property Rather the plaintiffs despite retaining the benefits of their
nearly 9000 loan and despite their uncontroverted failure to make the contractually
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D ed as an encumbrance on Plainti fs title, nor does the status of the servicer or 
trustee. By law, each successor to the Note also receives the benefit of the 
security. There is no basis for ade to claim that the Trust Deed is not a valid 
encumbrance against his title, and therefore he cannot make out a claim for quiet 
title. 
Id at *2-3. (Emphasis in original). 
It is undisputed in this case that the plaintiffs executed a Deed of Trust securing a 
payment obligation of $884,000.00. he ee  f rust· res l  ide tified o eco ings 
Financial, LLC as the lender and identified ERS as the beneficiary and nominee for 
Homecomings aDd Homecomings' successors and assigns. t ~ ls  is te  t at  
plaintiffs executed a Loan Modification Agreement which renewed and extended the Deed of 
Trust (and a payment obligation of $891 ,503.26) and expressly acknowledged GMAC Mortgage, 
  t  rrent l r. rt r, AC's t t s  r r  fi i r  i  l r,   
January 20, 2011, MERS executed an Assignment of Deed of Trust, which reflected the transfer 
 ll fi i l i tere t r t    r t t   rt , .  i t 
as recorded on January 28, 2011, in the records of onner ounty, Idaho, as Instru ent o. 
805172. 
Notably, the plaintiffs do not assert that they are not hi default under the terms of the 
Note, the Deed of Trust, and the Loan odification Agreement. They do not assert that they 
have made payments to GMAC, the loan servicer and acknowledged lender, which were not 
properly credited. They also do not assert that the amount owed is inaccurate or that any person 
or entity other than the defendants has asserted any rights or interest in the property or in 
payments secured by the property. Rather the plaintiffs, despite retaining the benefits of their 
nearly $900,000.00 loan, and despite their uncontroverted failure to make the contractually 
E ORANDU  DECISION AND ORDER OFDISMISSAL- 5 
required payments request that this Court declare their loan obligation a nullity and entirely void
the loan based on note splitting and failure to produce the note theories that have been
repeatedly rejected by other nonjudicial foreclosure jurisdictions
Accordingly based on the weight of authority from other jurisdictions GMAC clear
status as record beneficiary in this case and the defendants compliance with the Idaho non
judicial foreclosure statute the Court concludes that the plaintiffs have failed to state any
cognizable claim for relief and their Complaint shall be dismissed
III CONCLUSION
NOW THEREFORE based on the foregoing the Second Motion to Stay
Foreclosure and TrusteesSale is DENIED The Plaintiffs Rule 56fMotion for a Continuance
to Permit Plaintiffs to Obtain the Testimonies of Relevant Witnesses is DENIED The
Defendants Motion to Dismiss isGRANTED This case is hereby DISMISSED
IT IS SO ORDERED
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE




FIRST HORIZON HOME LOAN
CORPORATION a corporation organized
under the laws of Kansas aka FIRST
HORIZON HOME LOAN CORPORATION
SUNBELT dba FIRST TENNESSEE
NATIONAL BANK a federally chartered
bank RBS CITIZENS NA a federally
chartered bank MERS aka Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc a
corporation organized under the laws of
Delaware METLIFE HOME LOANS a
division of METLIFE BANKNAa
federally chartered bank TRANSNATION
TITLE ESCROW INC a corporation
organized under the laws of Delaware
UTLS DEFAULT SERVICES LLC a
Delaware limited liability company
FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE
ASSOCIATION commonly known as
Fannie Mae a government sponsored
enterprise chartered by Congress and
DOES I through LXXX their successors
assigns heirs and or devisees AND ANY
AND ALL PERSONS CLAIMING ANY
RIGHT TITLE LIEN OR INTEREST IN
ALL OR ANY PART OF THE FOLLOWING
DESCRIBED PARCEL OF REAL
PROPERTY LOCATED IN ADA COUNTY
IDAHO TO WIT
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SUBDIVISION NO 1 ACCORDING TO
THE OFFICIAL PLAT THEREOF FILED IN
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For Plaintiff Timothy Callender and Matthew Shriver of Foley Freeman
PLLC
For Defendants Richard Mollerup of Meuleman Mollerup
PROCEEDINGS
This matter came before the Court on the Defendants Motion for Summary
Judgment After hearing oral argument the Court took the matter under advisement
BACKGROUND
The following facts are not disputed
Plaintiff borrowed15187500from First Horizon Home Loan Corporation First
Horizon as evidenced by the Note dated May 21 2007 The Note was secured by the
lien of a Deed of Trust executed by Plaintiff in favor of First Horizon as Lender and
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc as Beneficiary The Deed of Trust was
recorded as Instrument No 107074662 in the records of Ada County
The Deed of Trust was assigned by Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Inc to MetLife by assignment of Deed of Trust recorded on July 15 2010 as Instrument
No 110065058 in the records of Ada County The Note was endorsed from First
Horizon Home Loan Corporation to MetLife by endorsement on the back thereof
The Plaintiff defaulted under the terms of the Note for failure to make payments
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when due and MetLife caused a Notice of Default to be recorded on August 12 2010
as Instrument No 110074453 in the records of Ada County A Notice of Default dated
December 31 2009 had also previously been sent to the Plaintiff by MetLife and set
forth the action required by Plaintiff to cure the default set forth a deadline to cure the
default as 30 days from the date of the notice stated that failure to cure the default
would result in acceleration of the maturity of the loan and provided that the Plaintiff
had a right to reinstate the loan even after the acceleration and foreclosure process had
begun in accordance with paragraph twenty two 22 of the Deed of Trust
MetLife also sent additional notices to the Plaintiff in 2010 that stated Plaintiff
was in default and foreclosure proceedings had begun or would soon be commenced
MetLife appointed Transnation Title and Escrow Inc Transnation as successor
trustee under the Deed of Trust by Appointment of Successor Trustee recorded August
12 2010 as Instrument No 110074452 in the records of Ada County
Transnation caused all necessary notices to be sent posted and published as
shown by Affidavits of Mailing Publication and Service of Notice of Default and Election
to Sale and TrusteesNotice of Sale to be recorded on October 25 2010 as Instrument
No 110099970 in the records of Ada County Following the Trustees Sale the
property was conveyed to MetLife by TrusteesDeed recorded January 19 2011 as
Instrument No 111005953 in the records of Ada County MetLife then conveyed the
property to the Federal National Mortgage Association FNMA by statutory warranty
deed recorded March 17 2011 as Instrument No 111023092 in the records of Ada
County
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2 Summary judgment will be granted only if the pleadings depositions and
3 admissions on file together with the affidavits if any show that there is no genuine
4 issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
5 matter of law IRCP56c When considering a summary judgment motion the trial
6 court must construe the record liberally in favor of the non moving party and draw all
7
reasonable factual inferences in favor of such party Bear Lake West Homeowner
8
Assn v Bear Lake County 118 Idaho 343 346 796 P2d 1016 1019 1990 The
9
motion will be denied if conflicting inferences may be drawn from the evidence or if
10
11
reasonable people might reach different conclusions Parker v Kokot 117 Idaho 963
12
793 P2d 195 1990
13 The initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of material fact
14 rests with the moving party Thomson v Idaho Ins Agency Inc 126 Idaho 527 531
15 887 P2d 1034 1038 1994 If the moving party meets that burden the party who
16 resists summary judgment has the responsibility to place in the record before the court
17
the existence of controverted material facts that require resolution at trial Sparks v St
18
Lukes RegIMed Ctr Ltd 115 Idaho 505 508 768 P2d 768 771 1988 The
19
resisting party may not rely on his pleadings or merely assert the existence of facts
20
which might support his legal theory Id He must establish the existence of those facts
21
22 by deposition affidavit or otherwise Id IRCP 56e Supporting and opposing
23 affidavits must be made on personal knowledge and must set forth such facts as would
24 be admissible in evidence IRCP56e
25 A mere scintilla of evidence or a slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to
26
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withstand summary judgment Corbridge v Clark Equip Co 112 Idaho 85 87 730
P2d 1005 1007 1986 Moreover the existence of disputed facts will not defeat
summary judgment when the plaintiff fails to make a showing sufficient to establish the
existence of an element essential to his case and on which he will bear the burden of
proof at trial Pounds v Denison 120 Idaho 425 426 816P2d 982 983 1991
DISCUSSION
The Defendants make four primary arguments in support of their Motion for
Summary Judgment First the Defendants argue that the Plaintiff was given all notices
required under the Deed of Trust because paragraph twenty 20 of the Deed of Trust
only requires notice in the event of a change in the loan servicer that collects payments
under the Note and the Plaintiff was given such notice when the loan servicer was
changed to MetLife on September 1 2008 Second the Defendants argue that the
assignment of the Deed of Trust and endorsement of the Note were proper because
the Assignment of Deed of Trust transferred the Deed of Trust together with the Note to
MetLife and the Note was endorsed by First Horizon to MetLife Third the Defendants
argue that there is no evidence of breach of contract by First Horizon because MetLife
gave the proper notices to the Plaintiff in accordance with paragraph twenty two 22 of
the Deed of Trust and paragraph 6Cof the Note Finally the Defendants argue that
the foreclosure of the Deed of Trust was in compliance with Idaho Code 451502 et
seq
The Plaintiff responds that there are several issues of material fact that preclude
summary judgment with regard to whether MetLife has any beneficial interest in the
Deed of Trust which is a requirement to commence foreclosure More specifically the
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MetUfe and the Note was endorsed by First Horizon to MetLife. Third, the Defendants 
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Plaintiff argues that the Note is a negotiable instrument and MetLife must demonstrate
that it is in possession of the Note in order to enforce it and claim any rights it may have
under the Deed of Trust This argument stems from MetLifesresponse to Interrogatory
No 14 in which MetLife stated that
MetLife has not yet determined whether the Promissory Note and Deed of
Trust were in the possession of MetLife at the time of commencement of
the foreclosure on the subject property and reserves the right to
supplement this Interrogatory
The Plaintiff also argues that MERS had no right to assign the Deed of Trust to
MetLife in the Assignment of Deed of Trust because MERS is not a valid beneficiary of
the Deed of Trust under Idaho Code 455021As such the Plaintiff argues that the
Deed of Trust is void as well as any subsequent actions by MetLife as the purported
beneficiary of the Deed of Trust such as any appointment of a successor trustee
notices of default or elections to sell under the Deed of Trust
In their Reply Memorandum the Defendants point out the fact that MetLifes
supplemental answer to Interrogatory No 14 which was delivered to the Plaintiff on
August 5 2011 states that the original Note is in the possession of MetLife
According to the Defendants the documents in the record clearly show that MetLife
was the holder of the Note and the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust at the time of the
foreclosure of the Deed of Trust The Defendants also claim that the documents in the
record show that all necessary notices have been given to the Plaintiff including the
notice required under Section twenty 20 of the Deed of Trust for a change in servicing
Therefore the Defendants are requesting that the Motion for Summary Judgment be
granted
Article 3 of Idahos enactment of the Uniform Commercial Code governs
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negotiable instruments See IC 283102a and 283104 defining negotiable
instruments Under Article 3 persons entitled to enforce an instrument include 1 a
holder of the instrument and 2 a nonholder in possession of the instrument who
has the rights of a holder JIC 283301iii
To be the holder of an instrument one must possess the note and the note
must be payable to the person in possession of the note or to bearer See IC 281
201b1ATheholder option is not available to a party if the note is not payable to
the party and the note has not been indorsed either in blank or specifically to a party
In re Wilhelm 407 BR392 401 Bkrtcy D Idaho 2009 A nonholder in possession
of the instrument who has the rights of a holder Idaho Code 283301iiincludes
persons who acquire physical possession of an unindorsed note Id As the statutory
comments explain however such nonholders must prove the transaction by which
they acquired the note Id
Here MetLife is the holder of the Note and the Note was endorsed As such
MetLife does not need to prove the transaction by which it acquired the Note and
there is no genuine issue of material fact regarding whether MetLife has any beneficial
interest in the Deed of Trust
Furthermore MERS had the right to assign the deed of trust to MetLife The
Plaintiff argues that In re Sheridan 2009 WL 631355 Bankr D Idaho 2009 stands for
the proposition that MERS cannot be a beneficiary under a deed of trust as nominee for
a lender However that case was dealing with the specific issue of whether MERS had
standing to bring a motion for relief from a Section 362astay under the Bankruptcy
Code and the court found that even if a nominee such as MERS could properly bring
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a motion for stay relief in the name of and on behalf of the real party in interestthe
entity that has rights in and pecuniary interest under the Note secured by the Deed of
Trust nothing of record adequately establishes who that entity actually is Id The
holding in that case is inapplicable to the facts of this case because this Court is not
addressing the issue of whether MERS has standing in a bankruptcy case to seek relief
from an automatic stay under the Bankruptcy Code In addition that case actually
acknowledges that MERS can act as beneficiary under a deed of trust as nominee in a
representative capacity for the lender Therefore the Court will grant the Defendants
Motion for Summary Judgment
CONCLUSION
The Court GRANTS the Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
DATED this day of September 2011
MI AEL McLAUGHLIN
DISTRICT JUDGE
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1 hereby certify that on the day of September 20111mailed served a
true and correct copy of the within instrument to
Richard W Mollerup
MEULEMAN MOLLERUP LLP










Clerk of the District Court
Deputy Clerk
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foreign corporation QUALITY LOAN
SERVICE CORY OF WASHINGTON a
foreign corporation and PIONEER LENDER





OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER RE DEFENDANTS
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Monica Flood Brennan MONICA FLOOD BRENNANPCfor Plaintiff
Jeff Barnes WJ BARNESPA for Plaintiff admitted pro hac vice
Holger Uhl MCCARTHY HOLTHUSLLP for Defendants
Y Backeround
On or about May 18 2005 Plaintiff Leslie Jensen Edwards Edwards executed
aNote and Deed of Trust in favor of Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
CMERS as nominee for lender Lehman Brothers Bank FSB Lehman Brothers
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onica lood rennan, I   NNAN, .C., for laintiff 
Jeff arnes, .J. ES. P.A., for Plaintiff (ad itted pro hac vice) 
olger Uhl, CC RT  & LTHUS, , f r  
I. e g  
n or about ay 18,2005, Plaintiff Leslie Jensen Ed ards ("Ed ards") executed 
a ote and eed of rust in favor of ortgage lectronic egistration Systems, Inc. 
("MERS") as no i e for lender L lunan Br t r  Bank, FSB (" n Br t r  
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Bank its assigns and successors Amended Complaint alp 3 117 and 8 The Deed of
Trust was recorded May 25 2005 as Instrument No 1952437 in the Kootenai County
RecordersOffice Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit A Defendants Motion
to Take Judicial Notice Exhibit A The Deed of Trust encumbers apiece of real
property located in Kootenai County Idaho commonly known as 17287 West
Summerfield Road Post Falls Idaho 83854 the Property and legally described as set
forth on Exhibit A to the Amended ComplaintsExhibit 3 This property is Edwards
primary residence Amended Complaint at p 3 15
In her Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief filed June 10
2010 Plaintiff states that soon after the Note and Deed of Trust were recorded nonparty
Aurora Loan Services LLC recorded a Substitution of Trustee by which MERS as
nominee for lender GoldMortgage Corporation purported to substitute the original
trustee Alliance Title Escrow Corp with Fidelity National Title Insurance Company
Amended Complaint atp 4 19 Plaintiff alleges that Aurora Loan Services LLC is not
the original lender and that the Substitution of Trustee is a fraudulent document as
American Gold Mortgage Corporation was never the lender or the beneficiary and as
such Defendant MERS is a party to the perpetration of a fraud in connection with
instituting a fraudulent foreclosure proceeding Amended Complaint at p 4 11102
Plaintiff also alleges that on or about December 3 2009 Defendant Quality Loan
Service Corp ofWashington QLS recorded an Appointment of Successor Trustee
dated November 30 2009 whereby MFRS named as beneficiary and nominee for
Lehman Brothers Dank purported to substitute Defendant Pioneer Lender Trustee
This Court notes that plaintiff has never submitted a copy of the very instrument in question the Deed of
Trust
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Bank"), its assigns and successors. Amended Complaint at p. 3, ~~ 7 and 8. The Deed of 
Trust was recorded May 25, 2005, as Instrument No. 1952437 in the Kootenai County 
Recorder's Office. Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl, Exhibit A; Defendants' Motion 
to Take Judicial Notice. Exhibit A.I The Deed of Trust encumbers a piece ofreal 
property located in Kootenai County, Idaho, commonly known as 17287 West 
Summerfield Road, Post Falls, Idaho, 83854 (the "Property") and lega ly described as set 
forth on Exhibit A to the Amended Co plaint's Exhibit 3. This property is Edwards' 
primary residence. Amended Complaint at p. 3, ~ 5. 
In her Amended Complaint for Declaratory and Injunctive Relief, filed June 10, 
2010, Plaintiff states that soon after the Note and Deed of Trust were recorded, non-party 
Aurora Loan Services, LLC, recorded a Substitution of Trustee by which ERS, as 
nominee for lender Gold ortgage Corporation, purported to substitute the original 
trustee, Alliance Title & scro  orp., ith Fidelity ational itle Insurance o pany. 
Amended Complaint at p. 4, ~ 9. Plaintiff alleges that Aurora Loan Services, LLC, is not 
the original lender and that the Substitution of Trustee is a "fraudulent document, as 
'American Gold ortgage Corporation' was never the lender or the beneficiary, and as 
such, Defendant MERS is a party to the perpetration of a fraud in connection with 
instituting a fraudulent foreclosure proceeding. ,j Amended Complaint at p. 4. ~~ 10-12. 
Plaintiff also alleges that on or about December 3, 2009, Defendant Quality Loan 
Service Corp of Washington ("QLS") recorded an Appoint ent of Suc es or Truste  
dated Nove ber 30, 2009, whereby MERS, named as beneficiary and nominee for 
Lehman Brothers Bank, purported to substitute Defendant Pioneer Lender Trustee 
I This Court notes that Plaintiff has never submitted a copy of the very instrument in question, the Deed of 
Trust. 
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Services LLC Pioneer as Trustee Plaintiff alleges that this appointment is a legal
nullity both because MERS is not and cannot be the beneficiary and because Alliance
Title Escrow Corp had already been substituted as the Trustee Amended Complaint
at pp 45 13 and 14
Plaintiff further provides that on or about December 3 2009 Defendant QLS
caused to be recorded a Notice of Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust whereby Pioneer
declared its intent to foreclose on the Property Plaintiff alleges that this Notice is a
fraudulent document as there was never at any time any obligations in favor of
Defendant MERS as Defendant MERS was not the originating lender it did not lend any
money was not owed any money and did not extend any credit Amended Complaint at
p 5 14 and 15 Additionally Plaintiff alleges that Defendants MERS QLS and
Pioneer are thus parties to the filing of a fraudulent document in the public records
which was filed for the purpose of furthering a fraudulent foreclosure Yd 116
Lastly Plaintiff alleges that on or about December 7 2009 Pioneer generated a
Notice ofTrusteesSale that claimed that Pioneer was acting as Trustee on behalfof
MERS and scheduled the Property for sale Id 117 Also Plaintiff alleges that at some
point Lehman Brothers Bank filed for bankruptcy and did not have the authority to
divest itself of the loan and therefore all actions relating to the foreclosure are without
legal authority and are also fraudulent Id atp 6 18
On April 27 2010 Defendants filed their first Motion to Dismiss On May 5
2010 this Court entered its Order to Postpone Foreclosure until after the Courts Ruling
on Defendants Motion to Dismiss as the parties so stipulated to said postponement As
provided above Plaintiff filed her Amended Complaint on rune 10 2010 and
Defendants filed their Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint pursuant toIRCP
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Services, LLC, ("Pioneer") as Trustee. Plaintiff alleges that this appoint ent is a "legal 
nullity" both because MERS is not and cannot be the beneficiary and because Alliance 
Title & Escro  Corp. had already been substituted as the Trustee. A ended o plaint 
at pp. 4~5, ~~ 13 and . 
Plaintiff further provides that on or about Dece ber 3. 2009, Defendant QLS 
caused to e recorde  a otice  le tion t   nder ee   rust her  ne  
lare  its intent to foreclos   the r rt . l i tiff lleges t t t i  tice i   
''fraudule t t.  t er  as r, t  ti ,  'obligations i  fa r r 
efendant  as efendant E  as not the originating lender; it did not lend any 
oney; as not o ed any oney; and did not extend any credit." ended o plaint at 
p. 5, ~~ 14 and 15. Additionally, Plaintiff alleges that Defendants ERS, QLS, and 
Pioneer are "thus parties to the filing of a fraudulent docu ent in the public records 
ic  as file  f r t e r se f f rt eri  a fra le t f reclosure." ld .• ~ . 
Lastly, Plaintiff alleges that on or about December 7, 2009, Pioneer generated a 
  tee's       t     lf  
 a  sc e le  t e r ert  f r sale. Id, ~ 17. ls . lai tiff alle es t at, at s e 
point, Lelunan Brothers Bank filed for bankruptcy and did not have the authority to 
divest itself of the loan and therefore all actions relating to the foreclosure are ithout 
legal authority and are also fraudulent. Id at p. 6, ~ 18. 
On April 27, 2010. Defendants filed their first Motion to Dismiss. On May 5, 
010, t is rt entere  its r er t  st e recl s re ntil after th  ourt's li  
on efendants' otion to is iss, as the parties so stipulated to said postponement. s 
provided above. Plaintiff filed her A ended Co plaint on June 10, 2010, and 
f ts fil  t eir ti  t  is iss t e  o plaint, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
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12b612b7and 19aon July 6 2010 Defendants also on that date filed a
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Dismiss along with a Motion to Take
Judicial Notice of various documents
On July 20 2010 Plaintiff filed an Ex Parte Motion to Continue the Motion to
Dismiss hearing and to Extend Time to Respond to the Motion to Dismiss pursuant to
IRCP56fOn July 28 2010 the parties filed a Stipulation to Continue the Motion to
Dismiss hearing On August 6 2010 Plaintiff filed three documents with this Court 1
Memorandum in Opposition to the Motion To Dismiss the Amended Complaint 2 an
Affidavit of Leslie Jensen Edwards and 3a Notice of Objection RE Judicial Notice
On August 9 2010 Defendants filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl that
contains various instruments and documents relating to the nonjudicial foreclosure and
the Motion to Dismiss
On August 10 2010 Defendants filed their Reply Memorandum in Support of
their Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint On August 13 2010 Plaintiff filed a
Motion to Strike the Affidavit of Holger Uhl and the Documents Attached Thereto and
All Documents filed in Support of the Motion to Dismiss Further on that date Plaintiff
filed a Second Motion to Continue the Hearing and Extend Time to Respond to the
Motion for Summary Judgment On August 19 2010 Plaintiff filed an Affidavit of
Charles Horner On August 20 2010 this Court granted Plaintiffs Motion to Continue
the hearing pursuant toIRCP56f
z All parties have agreed that Defendants Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint is now converted
into a Motion for Summary Judgment Plaintiff agreed to this at oral argument and so provides in her
Memorandum in Opposition and Defendants also agreed to this conversion at oral argument In any event
matters outside the pleading have been presented to and are not excluded by this Court in the interests of
economy for all and justice Therefore this Court will dispose ofthis matter as a Motion for Summary
Judgment
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12(b)(6). 12(b)(7) and 19(a) on July 6, 2010. Defendants, also on that date, filed a 
Memorandum in Support of their Motion to Dismiss, along with a Motion to Take 
Judicial Notice of various documents. 
On July 20,2010, Plaintiff filed an Ex Parte Motion to Continue the Motion to 
Dismiss hearing and to Extend Time to Respond to the Motion to Dismiss, pursuant to 
I.R.C.P. 56(f). On July 28, 2010. the parties filed a Stipulation to Continue the Motion to 
Dismiss hearing. On August 6, 2010, Plaintiff filed three documents with this Court: (1) 
emorandu  in Opposition to the otion To Dismiss the Amended Co plaint; (2) an 
Affidavit of Leslie Jensen Edwards; and, (3) a Notice of Objection RE: Judicial Notice. 
On August 9, 2010. Defendants filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl that 
contains various instru ents and docu ents relating to the non~judicial foreclosure and 
the otion to Dismiss. 
On August 10,2010, Defendants filed their Reply Memorandum in Support of 
their otion to is iss the ended Co plaint. n ugust 13,2010, Plaintiff filed a 
otion to Strike the Affidavit of Holger Uhl and the Documents Attached Thereto and 
A1l Documents filed in Support of the otion to Dismiss. Further, on that date, Plaintiff 
filed a Second otion to Continue the Hearing and Extend Ti e to Respond to the 
Motion for Summary Judgment.2 On August 19,2010, Plaintiff filed an Affidavit of 
Charles Homer. On August 20, 2010, this Court granted Plaintiff's otion to Continue 
the hearing, pursuant to LR.C.P. 56(f). 
2 All parties have agreed that Defendants' Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint is now converted 
into a Motion for Summary Judgment. Plaintiff agreed to this at oral argument and so provides in her 
Memorandum in OppOSition, and Defendants also agreed to this conversion at oral argument. In any event, 
matters outside the pleading have been presented to and are not excluded by this Court, in the interests of 
economy for all and justice. Therefore, this Court will dispose of this matter as a Motion for Summary 
Judgment. 
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On September 16 2010 Plaintiff filed the Second Affidavit ofCharles Homer
On September 28 2010 Defendants filed a Motion to Strike the Affidavits ofCharles
Horner along with aMemorandum in Support ofthe Motion to Strike
Oral argument was heard on September 30 2010 and this Court took all matters
under advisement This Memorandum Decision shall constitute this Court findings of
fact and conclusions of law pursuant toIRCP52aAny of the following findings of
fact that should be denominated as a conclusion of law shall be deemed to be a
conclusion of law Any of the following conclusions of law that should be denominated a
finding offact shall be deemed a finding offact
H Preliminary Matters
A Plaintiffs Motion to Strike and OWeetion to Taking Judicial Notice
Edwards has objected to this Court taking judicial notice of the public records that
Defendants have requested pursuant toIRE201 Plaintiff argues that this Court should
not consider evidence in ruling on aMotion to Dismiss brought pursuant toIRCP
12b6This argument is moot as this Court and the parties have agreed that
Defendants motion is properly brought as a Motion for Summary Judgment pursuant to
IRCP56 Alternatively this Court does take Judicial Notice of the proffered
documents pursuant toIRE201 as they are public records ofKootenai County Idaho
the Idaho Secretary of State the Federal Reserve Board and the United States
Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned SeeIRE201bThese documents are also provided for in
the Affidavit ofHolger Uhl wherein he testifies that the documents are true and correct
copies filed with this Court and a few of these documents were also submitted by the
Plaintiff Pursuant toIRE201c this Court takes judicial notice of Defendants
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On Septe ber 16~ 2010, Plaintiff filed the Second Affidavit of Charles Homer. 
n Septe ber 28. 2010. Defendants filed a otion to Strike the Affidavits of Charles 
Homer, along with a emorandum in Support of the otion to Strike. 
ral argu ent as heard on Septe ber 30, 2010, and this Court took all atters 
under a is . his emorandu  ecision s l stitute this rt's findings f 
fact and conclusions of la , pursuant to I.R.C.P. 52(a). ny of the follo ing findings of 
fa t that ld e inate  as  l i  f la  ll   to e  
conclusion of la . ny of the follo ing conclusions of la  that should be deno inated a 
finding of fact shall be deemed a finding of fact. 
II. -eliminaQ' atters 
. l i ti 's otion  e  bj    i  tite 
d ards has objected to this ourt taking judicial notice of the public records that 
efendants have requested pursuant to I.R.E. 201. Plaintiff argues that this Court should 
not consider evidence in ruling on a otion to is iss brought pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
12(b)(6). This argu ent is oot, as this Court and the parties have agreed that 
efendants' otion is properly brought as a otion for Su ary Judgment. pursuant to 
I.R.C.P.56. lter atively, t is rt es ta e J icial tice f t e r ffere  
documents, pursuant to I.R.E. 201, as they are public records of Kootenai County. Idaho, 
the Idaho Secretary of State, the Federal Reserve oard, and the nited States 
Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York, sources whose accuracy cannot 
reasonably be questioned. See LR.E. 201 (b). These documents are also provided for in 
the ffidavit of olger hl, herein he testifies that the docu ents are true and correct 
copies, filed with this Court, and a few of these documents were also submitted by the 
Plaintiff. Pursuant to I.R.E. 201(c), this Court takes judicial notice of efendants' 
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Exhibits AL as attached to Defendants Memorandum in Support ofMotion to Dismiss
the Amended Complaint and to the Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl
Edwards also moves this Court for an order striking the Affidavit of Holger Uhl
and all documents attached thereto pursuant toIRCP12fandIRE602 802 and
803 Defendants replied that the documents are properly before this Court as they are
true and correct copies ofpublicaliy recorded documents submitted with an affidavit
IRCP12fprovides that the Court may order stricken from any pleading any
insufficient defense or any redundant immaterial impertinent or scandalous matter
This rule is inapplicable as the documents submitted to this Court were not attached to a
pleading but to an affidavit submitted in support of a motion for summary judgment
Regardless the documents are material to the proper determination of this case
IRE602 requires that a witness must have personal knowledge of the matter
being introduced into evidence In his affidavit Mr Uhl testifies that he has personal
knowledge of the statements contained herein Edwards also seeks to strike the proffered
documents by arguing that they are hearsay and that no exceptions apply IRE8036
8 14 and 1 S all provide an exception to the hearsay rule
Therefore Plaintiff s Motion to Strike and Objection to this Court taking judicial
notice ofDefendants exhibits are denied
B Defendants Motiou to strike the Affidavits of Charles Horner
Charles Horner has filed two affidavits with this Court with each one attaching a
Mortgage Document Examination Investigation Report Forensic Report prepared
by him and in reference to Edwards Deed of Trust and Note Mr Horner provides a
broad review of the various federal laws applicable to a Deed ofTrust and limited
information applicable to IdahosDeed of Trust Act
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Exhibits A-L, as attached to Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
the Amended Complaint and to the Supplemental Affidavit of Holger UhI. 
Edwards also moves this Court for an order striking the Affidavit of Holger UhI 
and all documents attached thereto, pursuant to I.R.C.P. 12(f) and I.R.E. 602, 802 and 
803. Defendants replied that the documents are properly before this Court as they are 
true and correct copies of publically recorded documents submitted with an affidavit. 
I.R.C.P. 12(f) provides that the Court may order stricken from any pleading any 
insufficient defense or any redundant, immaterial, impertinent, or scandalous matter. 
This rule is inapplicable, as the documents submitted to this Court were not attached to a 
pleading, but to an affidavit submitted in support of a motion for summary judgment. 
Regardless, the dOCUments are material to the proper detennination of this case. 
I.R.E. 602 requires that a witness must have personal knowledge of the matter 
being introduced into evidence. In his affidavit, Mr. UbI testifies that he has personal 
knowledge of the statements contained herein. Edwards also seeks to strike the proffered 
documents by arguing that they are hearsay and that no exceptions apply. I.R.E. 803(6), 
(8), (14) and (IS) aU provide an exception to the hearsay rule. 
Therefore, Plaintiff's Motion to Strike and Objection to this Court taking judicial 
notice of Defendants' exhibits are denied. 
B. Defendants' Motion to Strike the Affidavits of Charles Horner 
Charles Horner has filed two affidavits with this Court, with each one attaching a 
Mortgage Document Examination & Investigation Report ("F r sic Report") prepared 
by him and in reference to Edwards' Deed of Trust and Note. Mr. Homer provides a 
broad review of the various federal laws applicable to a Deed of Trust and limited 
infonnation applicable to Idaho's Deed of Trust Act. 
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Defendants argue that the Horner affidavits should be stricken pursuant toIRE
702 asMr Homer is not a recognized expert the Forensic Reports merely provide
opinions as to matters of law and the Reports are irrelevant and therefore violate the best
evidence rule Plaintiff argues that she needs more time to reply to the Motion to Strike
TRE702 provides that if scientific technical or other specialized knowledge
will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue a
witness qualified as an expert by knowledge skill experience training or education
may testify thereto in the form of an opinion Whether a witness is qualified to testify as
an expert is largely in the discretion of the trial judge
This Court recognizes that the matter is one ofdiscretion and finds that Mr
Horner is an expert witness Mr Horner testifies in his affidavit that he is a forensic
examiner ofmortgage documents and loan materials Further he provides that he is a
Member of the American College ofForensic Examiners Institute Defendants have
not introduced any evidence that Mr Horner does not possess the knowledge skill
experience training or education to testify on mortgages and home loans
Further the opinions provided byMr Horner will assist the trier of fact in
understanding the evidence as the evidence in this case is quite unique and difficult to
understand iehome loan and foreclosure documents Therefore this Court concludes
that his testimony is relevant and competent as to the issues in this particular case
As such in this Court discretion Mr Horner is deemed to be an expert witness
and his specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence in
this case The weight given to the testimony is left to the trier offact Therefore
Defendants Motion to Strike his affidavits is denied
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Defendants argue that the omer affidavits should be stricken pursuant to LR.E. 
702, as Mr. Homer is not a recognized expert, the Forensic Reports merely provide 
opinions as to matters of law, and the Reports are irrelevant and therefore violate the best 
evidence rule. Plaintiff argues that she needs ore ti e to reply to the otion to Strike. 
I.R.E. 702 provides that if SCientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge 
ill ist the trier f fact to understa d the e idence or to det ine  a t i  is ,  
witness qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, 
may testify thereto in the form of an opinion. hether a witness is qualified to testify as 
an expert is largely in the discretion of the trial judge. 
This ourt recognizes that the atter is one of discretion, and finds that r. 
orner is an expert itness. r. orner testifies in his affidavit that he is a forensic 
exa iner of ortgage docu ents and loan aterials. Further, he provides that he is a 
"Me ber" of the erican ollege f orensic xa iners Institute. efendants have 
not introduced any evidence that Mr. Homer does not possess the knowledge, skill, 
experience, training, or education to testify on mortgages and home loans. 
Further, the opinions provided by r. Homer will assist the trier of fact in 
understanding the evidence, as the evidence in this case is quite unique and difficult to 
understand, i.e., ho e loan and foreclosure docu ents. Therefore, this ourt concludes 
that his testimony is relevant and competent, as to the issues in this particular case. 
s such, in this ourt's discretion, r. omer is dee ed to be an expert itness 
and his specialized knowledge will assist the trier of fact to understand the evidence in 
this case. he eight given to the testi ony is left to the trier of fact. Therefore, 
efendants' otion to S1rike his affidavits is denied. 
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III Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment
The gravamen ofPlaintiffs Amended Complaint is her allegation that the
Defendants have no legal or equitable rights in the Note or Deed of Trust for purposes of
foreclosure and that said Defendants have no legal standing to institute or maintain
foreclosure on the Property She prays for the Court to issue a declaratory judgment so
stating and to permanently bar these Defendants from ever seeking to foreclose on the
Property Amended Complaint atpp 10I1 138 In reality Edwards is asking this
Court to order the Lender to modify her loan to create payments that she can afford
Counsel for Edwards stated this much at oral argument and Edwards provides the
following in her affidavit
On May 18 2005 I closed on a refinance with Lehman
Brothers I borrowed 345000 from them to pay off the
loans for the construction of her home We started to
make payments of2700 per month including insurance
and escrow taxes The first payment was made to Aurora
Loan Services inAugust of 2009 we were unable to
make our mortgage payments due to our investments
depreciating loss of employment and loss and loss sic of
family assistance which was previously available In
October 2009 the bank sent us Notice of Missed
Payments We requested a loan modification I want to
pay my loan at a rate that I can afford I am still willing to
do a loan modification
Affidavit of Leslie Edwards filed August 6 2010
Defendants have moved this Court for summary judgment arguing that the
Amended Complaint does not provide a colorable claim that prevents them from
proceeding with a nonjudicial foreclosure under Idaho law After extensive review of
the record and the pertinent law this Court agrees with the Defendants and grants their
Motion for Summary Judgment for the reasoning explained below
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I. Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment 
The gravamen of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint is her allegation that the 
Defendants have no legal or equitable rights in the Note or Deed of Trust for purposes of 
foreclosure, and that said Defendants have no legal standing to institute or maintain 
foreclosure on the Property. She prays for the Court to issue a declaratory judgment so 
stating and to per anently bar these Defendants fro  ever seeking to foreclose on the 
Property. Amended Complaint at pp. 10-11. ~ 38. In reality, Edwards is asking this 
Court to order the Lender to modify her loan to create payments that she can afford. 
ounsel for ards st t  this uch t r l r ent a  d ards r ides t e 
following in her affidavit: 
"On ay 18,2005, I closed on a refinance with Lelunan 
.  e  $345, 00      
l  f r t  tr ti  [of r e].  t rt  t  
make payments of $2,700 per month including insurance 
 s r  t s.  first t s  t  r r  
a  i  ... [i]n ugust of 2009, e ere unable to 
ake our ortgage pay ents due to our invest ents 
depreciating, loss of employment and loss and loss (sic) of 
family assistance, which was previously available. In 
t er, 09, t   s t s ti  f iss  
Pay ents. e requested a loan odification .... I t t  
pay my loan at a rate that I can afford. I am still willing to 
do a loan odification." 
ffi it f sIi  d ards, fil  t 6, 2010. 
efendants have oved this Court for swn ary judgment, arguing that the 
Amended Complaint does not provide a colorable claim that prevents them from 
proceeding with a non-judicial foreclosure under Idaho law. After extensive review of 
the record and the pertinent law, this Court agrees with the Defendants and grants their 
Motion for Summary Judgment for the reasoning explained below. 
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A Standards
Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings depositions and admissions
on file together with the affidavits if any show that there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law
IRCP56cBonz v Sudweeks 119 Idaho 539 541 808 P2d 876 878 1991 In
ruling upon a motion for summary judgment all disputed facts are to be construed
liberally in favor of the non moving party and all reasonable inferences that can be
drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor of the nonmoving parry Bonz 119 Idaho
at 541 808 P2d at 878 The burden of proving the absence ofmaterial facts is upon the
moving party Petricevich v Salmon River Canal Co 92 Idaho 865 868 452 P2d 362
365 1969
Once the moving party has properly supported the motion for summary judgment
with affidavits admissions or depositions it is incumbent on the nonmoving party to
present opposing evidence through depositions discovery responses and affidavits
sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial IRCP56e Celotex Corp v Catrett
477 US 317 32223 106 SCt 2548 2552 91LEd2 265 1986 Petricevich 92
Idaho at 868452P2d at 365
To withstand a motion for summary judgment the nonmoving partyscase must
consist of more than speculation it must create a genuine issue regarding a material fact
G M Farms v Funk Irrigation Co 119 Idaho 514 517 808 P2d 851 854 1991 A
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue Id If the evidence
presented by the nonmoving party fails to raise a genuine issue for trial summary
judgment shall be entered against that party IRCP56e
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A. Standards 
Sununary judgment is appropriate "if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions 
on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a. matter of la ." 
I.R.C.P. 56(c); Bonz v. Sudweeks, 119 Idaho 539, 541, 808 P.2d 876, 878 (l9 ). In 
ruling upon a motion for summary judgment, all disputed facts are to be construed 
liberally in favor of the non-moving party, and all reasonable inferences that can be 
drawn from the record are to be drawn in favor of the nonmoving party. Bonz, 119 Idaho 
at 541, 808 P.2d at 878. he burden of proving the absence of aterial facts is upon the 
moving party. Perricevtch v. Salmon River Canal Co .. 92 Idaho 865, 868. 452 P.2d 362, 
365 (1969). 
Once the oving party has properly supported the otion for su ary judg ent 
with affidavits, admissions Or depositions, it is incumbent on the nonmoving party to 
present opposing evidence through depositions, discovery responses and affidavits 
sufficient to create a genuine issue for trial. .R.C.P. 6(e); l  orp. . tr t , 
477 U.S. 317. 322-23, 106 S.Ct. 2548,2552,91 L.Ed.2d 265 (1986); Petricevich, 92 
Idaho at 868, 452 P.2d at 365. 
To ithstand a otion for su ary judg ent, the non oving party's case must 
consist of more than speCUlation, it must create a genuine issue regarding a material fact. 
G & M Farms v. Funk Irrigation Co., 1191daho 514, 517, 808 P.2d 851. 854 (1991). A 
mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to create a genuine issue. Id. If the evidence 
presented by the nonmoving party fails to raise a genuine issue for trial, summary 
judgment shall be entered against that party. l.R.C.P.56(e). 
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In considering the evidence presented in support of or opposition to a motion for
summary judgment a court will consider only that material contained in affidavits or
depositions which is based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at
trial Petricevich at 869 452 P2d 1969IRCP56e When there is a conflict in
the evidence which is presented a determination should not be made on summary
judgment if the credibility can be tested by testimony in court before the trier of fact
Argyle v Slemaker 107 Idaho 668 691 P2d 1283 CtApp 1984
The purpose of summary judgment proceedings is to eliminate the necessity of
trial where facts are not in dispute and where existent and undisputed facts lead to a
conclusion of law which is certain Berg v Fairman 107 Idaho 441 444 690 P2d 896
1984
B Discussion
1 Defendants have standing to maintain a foreclosure of the Property
Edwards argues in her Amended Complaint and Memorandum in Opposition to
Defendants Motion to Dismiss that MERS is not the beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
Lehman Brothers Bank is not the Lender Aurora Loan Services LLC is not the Lender
and Pioneer is not the Successor Trustee therefore none of these parties have standing to
bring forth a foreclosure action as against the Property Edwards cites this Court to
several nonIdaho cases and two cases from the United States Bankruptcy Court for the
District of Idaho In re Sheridan Case No 0820381TLM Bankr D Idaho 2009 and In
re Wilhelm Case No 0820577TLM Bankr D Idaho 2009 Edwards argues that he
findings by the Court in Sheridan and Wilhelrrrepresent the current state of the law in
Idaho as to the lack of authority on the part ofMFRS PlaintifsMemorandum in
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint atp 8
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In considering the evidence presented in support of or opposition to a motion for 
summary judgment "a court will consider only that material contained in affidavits or 
depositions which is based upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at 
trial." Petricevich. at 869, 452 P.2d (1969); I.R.C.P. 56(e). When there is a conflict in 
the evidence which is presented, a deter ination should not be made on su ary 
judgment if the credibility can be tested by testimony in court before the trier of fact. 
Argyle v. Slemaker, 107 Idaho 668,691 P.2d 1283 (Ct.App. 1984). 
The purpose of summary judgment proceedings is to eliminate the necessity of 
trial here facts are not in dispute and here existent and undisputed facts lead to a 
conclusion ofla  hich is certain. Berg v. Fair an. 107 Idaho 441,444.690 P.2d 896 
(1984). 
B. Discnssion 
. endants  t i  t  i t i   ed   t  ropertY. 
Edwards argues in her Amended Complaint and Memorandum in Opposition to 
efendants' otion to is iss that ERS is not the beneficiary of the eed of Trust. 
Lehman Brothers Bank is not the Lender, Aurora Loan Services. LLC. is not the Lender 
and Pioneer is not the Successor Trustee; therefore, none of these parties have standing to 
bring forth a foreclosure action as against the Property. Edwards cites this Court to 
several non-Idaho cases and two cases fro  the United States Bankruptcy Court for the 
District of Idaho, In re Sheridan, Case No. 08<W381-TLM (Bankr. D. Idaho 2009) and In 
re Wilhelm, Case No. 08-20577-TL  (Bankr. D. Idaho 2009). Edwards argues that "[t]he 
findings by the Court in Sheridan and Wilhelm represent the current state of the law in 
Idaho as to the lack of authority on the part of MERS." Plaintiff's Memorandum in 
Opposition to Motion to Dismiss Amended Complaint at p. 8. 
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US Bankruptcy Court decisions do not create binding law in the area ofmortgage
foreclosure in Idaho and the cases cited by Edwards are not controlling on this Court
Defendants also cite to several nonIdaho cases that provide that MERS may act as a
beneficiary and a nominee There appears to be a split ofopinion on this issue at the
federal level that will need to be decided at the federal appellate level but this Court does
not have the authority to create state or federal law There are no Idaho appellate
decisions directly on point to guide this Court and therefore this Court relies on Idaho
law and the instruments themselves to conclude that MERS is the beneficiary under
Edwards Deed of Trust
Defendants argue that MERS was the nominee beneficiary as defined in Idaho
Code Chapter 15 Title 45 and had the authority to assign its rights to Aurora Bank FSB
fka Lehman Brothers Bank who then had the right to appoint a successor trustee
Pioneer Further Pioneer was vested with the powers of the original trustee to include
the power of sale upon default
This Court finds the following facts The subject property is commonly known as
17287 West Summerfield Road Post Falls Idaho 83854 and legally described as set
forth on Exhibit A to the Amended ComplaintsExhibit 3 The Property is located in
Kootenai County Idaho and does not exceed forty acres
On or about October 24 2003 Edwards executed a Deed of Trust andNote with
American Gold Mortgage Corporation as Lender Alliance Title Escrow Corp as
Trustee and MERS as Nominee for Lender and Beneficiary for the Property Said Deed
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S ankruptcy ourt decisions do not create binding la  in the area of ortgage 
foreclosure in Ida . a d the ases cited by d ards are t co tr lling  t is rt. 
efendants also cite t  s  no -Idah  ases t at r ide t  E  a  t   
beneficiary and a no inee. There appears to be a split of opinion on this issue at the 
federal le el t at ill ee  t  e ecide  at the federal a ellate le el. t t is rt es 
not have the authority to create state or federal la . here are no Idaho appellate 
decisions directly on point to guide this ourt and. therefore, this ourt relies on Idaho 
la   t e instru ents e   de that  is  f   
a ' ee   t. 
Defendants argue that ERS was the no inee beneficiary as defined in Idaho 
Code Chapter 15, Title 45. and had the authority to assign its rights to Aurora Bank, FSB, 
flea e a  r t er  .  t   t  ri t t  i t  r tr t , 
i r. rt r, i r s st  it  t  rs f t  ri i l tr st , t  i l  
the po er of sale upon default. 
his ourt finds the follo ing facts: The subject property is co only kno n as 
 est erfiel  ad. st aIls, I aho, 54, a  le all  escri e  as set 
f rt   i it  t  t e e e  plaint's i it 3. he r ert  is l cate  i  
Kootenai County, Idaho, and does not exceed forty acres. 
 r t t r , 03, r s t    f r st and t  it  
erican old ortgage orporation as Lender, lliance Title & cro  orp_.  
        efi i r  r t  roperty. i   
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ofTrust and Note were recorded in the Kootenai County RecordersOffice on October
29 2003 as Instrument No 1839358 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit A
On or about rune 1 2005 MERS executed a Substitution ofTrustee Wherein
MERS as Beneficiary substituted Fidelity National Title Insurance Company as
Successor Trustee in place of Alliance Title Escrow Corp Said instrument was
recorded in the Office of the Kootenai County RecordersOffice on June 21 2005 as
Instrument No 1958378 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit K andPlainties
Amended Complaint Exhibit 1
On or about June 8 2005 Fidelity National Title Insurance Company as Trustee
executed a Deed ofReconveyance as the Deed ofTrust with MFRS and American Gold
Mortgage Corporation has been paid in full Said instrument was recorded in the
Office of the Kootenai County RecordersOffice on June 21 2005 as InstrumentNo
1958379 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit L
This occurred as Edwards refinanced her American Gold Mortgage Corporation
loan with Lehman Brothers Bank Affidavit ofLeslie Edwards atp 2 12
On or about May 18 2005 Edwards executed a new Deed ofTrust and Note for
the Property that provides that Lehman Brothers Bank FSB is the Lender Alliance Title
Escrow as the Trustee and MFRS as the Beneficiary andNominee for the Lender
Said instrument was recorded in the Office of the Kootenai County RecordersOffice on
May 25 2005 as InstrumentNo 1952437 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl
Exhibit A The Deed ofTrust provides that MFRS is a separate corporation that is acting
solely as nominee for fender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns MERS is the
3 Citations to the Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl and the attached exhibits are also to the exhibits of
which this Court has taken judicial notice
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of Trust and Note were recorded in the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on October 
29,2003, as Instrument No. 1839358. Supplemental Affidavit of Bolger Uhl, Exhibit.l. 
On or about June 1, 2005, MERS executed a Substitution of Trustee, wherein 
MERS as Beneficiary substituted Fidelity National Title Insurance Company as 
Successor Trustee in place of Alliance Title & Escrow Cor . Said instrument as 
recorded in the Office of the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on June 21, 2005 as 
Instrument No. 1958378. Supplemental Affidavit of Bolger Uhl, Exhibit K and Plaintiff's 
Amended Complaint, Exhibit 1. 
n or about June 8, 2005, Fidelity ational Title Insurance o pany as Trustee 
executed a eed of econveyance, as the eed of Trust ith ERS and erican old 
Mortgage Corporation "has been paid in full." Said instrument was recorded in the 
Office of the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on June 21, 2005, as Instru ent No. 
1958379. Supplemental Affidavit of Bolger Uhf, Exhibit L. 
This occurred as Ed ards refinanced her erican old ortgage Corporation 
loan ith eh an rothers ank. ffidavit f eslie d ards at p. 2, ~ 2. 
On or about May 18,2005, Edwards executed a new Deed of Trust and Note for 
the Property that provides that Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB, is the Lender, Alliance Title 
& scro  as t e r stee and E  as the eneficiary and o inee for t e Lender. 
Said instrument was recorded in the Office of the Kootenai County Recorder's Office on 
May 25, 2005, as Instrument No. 1952437. Supplemental Affidavit of Bolger Uhl, 
Exhibit A. The Deed of Trust provides that "MERS is a separate corporation that is acting 
solely as nominee for Lender and Lender's successors and assigns. MERS is the 
3 Citations to the Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl and the attached exhibits are also to the exhibits of 
which this COurt has taken Judicial notice. 
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benetteiary under this Security Instrument emphasis in the original See Instrument
No 1952437 atp 2 Further in the Deed ofTrust Edwards acknowledges and agrees
that he beneficiary of this Security Instrument is MERS solely as nominee for Lender
and Lenderssuccessors and assigns and the successors and assigns ofMERS Id atp
3 Additionally not only did Edwards agree that MERS was designated as the nominee
for the Lender and the beneficiary under the Deed of Trust she also agreed that
MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted by
Borrower Edwards in this Security Instrument but if
necessary to comply with law or custom MERS as
nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns
has the right to exercise any or all of these interests
including but not limited to the right to foreclose and sell
the property and to take any action required ofLender
including but not limited to releasing and cancelling this
Security Instrument
Id
Edwards has admitted that she has not made monthly payments on the loan to any
party since July of2009 PlaintiffsResponse to QLS First Set ofRequestfor Admission
Production ofDocuments and Interrogatories Propounded to Plaintiff See Requestfor
Admission No 22 See also the Affidavit ofLeslie Edwards at p 2 13
On or about November 30 2009 MERS as Beneficiary and Nominee for
LehmanBrothers Bank FSB executed an Appointment of Successor Trustee whereby
MERS appointed Pioneer as Trustee and QLS as Attorney in Fact for Pioneer Said
instrument was recorded in the Kootenai County RecordersOffice on December 3 2009
as Instrument No 2243744000 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit B and
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint Exhibit 2 QLS is a servicing agent ofPioneer
On December 3 2009 Pioneer recorded a Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell
under Deed of Trust with the Kootenai County RecordersOffice as InstrumentNo
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benefi(iary under this Security Instru ent" (emphasis in the original). See Instrument 
No. 1952437 atp. 2. Further, in the eed of Trust, d ards acknowledges and agrees 
that "[t]he beneficiary of this Security Instrument is ERS (solely as nominee for Lender 
and Le er's s ccessors and assi s) a  the s ccessors a  assigns of . Id at p. 
3. dditio all , not o ly did ards a ree that ERS as designate  as t e o inee 
for the ender and the beneficiary under the eed of rust, she also agreed that: 
I . 
4'MERS holds only legal tide to the interests granted by 
orro er [Edwar s] in t is rit  Instr t, t, if 
necessary to co ply ith la  or custo , E S (as 
ine  f  e   er's   i s) 
as t e ri t: t  e ercise a  or all f t ese i terests, 
including but not li ited to, the right to foreclose and sell 
the property; and to take any action required of Lender 
including, but not li ited to, releasing and cancelling this 
ecurity Instru ent" 
               
party since July of2009. Plaintiff's Response to QLS' First Set 0/ Request for Admission, 
Production of Documents and Interrogatories Propounded to Plaintiff. See Request/or 
Ad ission No. 22. See also the Affidavit of Leslie Edwards at p. 2, ~3. 
 r a t e er 0, 9,  as e eficiar  a  i ee f r 
eh an rothers ank, B. executed an ppoint ent of uccessor rustee, hereby 
ERS appointed Pioneer as Trustee and QLS as Attorney in Fact for Pioneer. Said 
i str t s r c r  i  t  t nai t  ecorder's ffi  on ce er 3,20 9, 
as Instru ent o. 2243744000. Supple ental Affidavit of olget Vhl, xhibit and 
Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Exhibit 2. QLS is a servicing agent of Pioneer. 
n ece ber 3, 2009, Pioneer recorded a otice of efault and Election to Sell 
under Deed of rust ith the Kootenai County Recorder's ffice, as Instrument o. 
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2243745000 Said instrument provided that the reason for the default was Edwards
Lgailure to make the8109 payment of principal and interest and all subsequent
payments together with late charges impounds taxes advances and assessments
Supplemental Affidavit ofHotger Uhl Exhibit D and plaintiffs Amended Complaint
Exhibit 3
On or about December 7 2009 Pioneer provided Edwards with a Notice of
TrusteesSale Said Notice provided that the Property would be sold by Pioneer as
Trustee and on behalf of MFRS on April 8 2010 plaintirs Amended Complaint
Exhibit 4
Pioneer and QLS have permission to operate in the State of Idaho pursuant to the
Idaho Secretary of State Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibits E and H
John M Clark completed a sworn affidavit on December 30 2009 wherein he
testifies that he posted the Notice ofDefault andorNotice ofTrusteesSale at the
Property on at least three separate occassions to wit12109
Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl no exhibit number provided
Kelli Buley printer principal clerk for the CoeurdAlene Press a newspaper
providing service to Kootenai County Idaho completed an Affidavit of Publication
wherein she testifies that the Notice ofTrusteesSale was published in the CoeurdAlene
Press for four consecutive weeks commencing on December 23 2009 and ending on
January 13 2010 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl no exhibit number provided
On February 10 2010 blue Banh of QLS and on behalf of Pioneer recorded an
Affidavit ofMailing Notice of Default and Notice ofSale in the Kootenai County
Recordersoffice as Instrument No 2252982000 Said Affidavit provides that the
Notice ofDefault and Notice ofTrusteesSale were mailed to Edwards at various current
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER
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2243745000. Said instrument provided that the reason for the default was Edwards 
"[f]ailure to make the 8/1109 payment of principal and interest and all subsequent 
payments, together with late charges, impounds, taxes, advances and assessments." 
Supplemental Affidavit of Ho/ger Uhl, Exhibit D and Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, 
Exhibit 3-
On or about December 7, 2009, Pioneer provided Edwards with a Notice of 
Trusteets Sale. Said Notice provided that the Property would be sold by Pioneer as 
Trustee and on behalf ofMERS on April 8, 2010. Plaintiff's Amended Complaint. 
Exhibil4. 
Pioneer and QLS have pennission to operate in the State of Idaho, pursuant to the 
Idaho Secretary of State. Supplemental Affidavit of Bolger Uh/, Exhibits E and H 
John M. Clark completed a sworn affidavit on December 30, 2009, wherein he 
testifies that he posted the Notice of Default and/or Notice of Trustee's Sale at the 
Property on at least three separate occassions, to wit: 12111109, 12119/09, 12129/09. 
Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl, no exhibit number provided 
Kelli Buley, printer (principal clerk) for the Coeur d' Alene Press, a newspaper 
providing service to Kootenai County, Idaho, completed an Affidavit of Publication, 
wherein she testifies that the Notice of Trustee's Sale was published in the Coeur d'Alene 
Press for fOUf consecutive weeks commencing on December 23,2009, and ending on 
January 13,2010. Supplemental Affidavit o/Ho/ger Uhl, no exhibit number provided. 
On February 10,2010, Hue Banh ofQLS and on behalf of Pioneer recorded an 
Affidavit of Mailing Notice of Default and Notice of Sale in the Kootenai County 
Recorderts Office, as Instrument No. 2252982000. Said Affidavit provides that the 
Notice of Default and Notice of Trustee's Sale were mailed to Edwards at various current 
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and previously known addresses Additionally each of the notices were mailed after the
Notice of Default and Election to Sell was recorded and at least 120 days before the day
fixed in said notice by the Trustee Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit C
Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District ofNew York on September 15 2008
case number 08 13555 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl Exhibit I
Lehman Brothers Bank FSB was renamed Aurora Bank FSB AuroraA
which is Lender Successor on April 27 2009 Supplemental Affidavit ofHolger Uhl
Exhibit Cr There is no evidence in this record that shows that Lehman Brothers Bank
FSB has filed for bankruptcy Further there is no evidence that Aurora has filed for
bankruptcy Aurora is a federal savings bank and a separate entity than Lehman Brothers
Holding Inc Defendants Memorandum in Support ofthe Motion to Dismiss atp 43
This Court makes the following conclusions of law The Idaho Deed ofTrust
ActIC 45 1502 et seq the Act sets out the guidelines and procedures for carrying
out a nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding A beneficiary is defined inIC 451502 as
the person named or otherwise designated in a trust deed as the person for whose benefit
a trust deed is given or his successor in interest and who shall not be the trustee
Further in that statute a trustee is defined as a person to whom the legal title to real
property is conveyed by trust deed or his successor in interest
IC 4515042provides that
The trustee may resign at its own election or be replaced by
the beneficiary The trustee shall give promptwritten notice
of its resignation to the beneficiary The resignation of the
trustee shall become effective upon the recording of the
notice ofresignation in each county in which the deed of
Plaintiff appears to have confused Aurora Bank FSB with Aurora Loan Services LLC a separate entity
mFmoRANDUMDECISION AND ORDER Page 15 of 20
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and previously known addresses. Additionally) each of the notices were mailed after the 
Notice of Default and Election to Sell was recorded and at least 120 days before the day 
fixed in said notice by the Trustee. Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl, Exhibit C. 
Lehman Brothers Holdings, Inc., filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the nited 
States Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of New York on September 15, 2008, 
case number 08-13555. Supplemental Affidavit of Holger Uhl, Exhibit 1 
eh an rothers ank, FS , as rena ed urora ank, F , ("Aurora,,)4, 
hich is e er's ccess r, on pril 2 , 2 . S le e tal ffi vit f olger hl, 
xhibit G. here is no evidence in this record that sho s that Leh an rothers ank, 
FSB, has filed for bankruptcy. Further, there is no evidence that Aurora has filed for 
bankruptcy. Aurora is a federal savings bank and a separate entity than Lehman Brothers 
Holding, Inc. Defendants' Memorandum in Support of the Motion to Dismiss at p. 43. 
his ourt akes the follo ing conclusions of la : The Idaho eed of rust 
Act, I.C. § 45-1502 et seq. (the "Act"), sets out the guidelines and procedures for carrying 
out a non-judicial foreclosure proceeding. A beneficiary is defined in I.C. § 45-1502 as 
"the person named or otherwise designated in a trust deed as the person for whose benefit 
a trust deed is given, or his successor in interest, and who shall not be the trustee." 
Further. in that statute, a trustee is defined as "a person to Whom the legal title to real 
property is conveyed by trust deed, or his SUCCessor in interest." 
I.e. § 45-1504(2) provides that: 
The trustee ay resign at its own election or be replaced by 
the beneficiary. The trustee shall give prompt written notice 
of its resignation to the beneficiary. The resignation of the 
trustee shall become effective upon the recording of the 
notice of resignation in each county in which the deed of 
4 Plaintiff appears to have confused Aurora Bank, FSB. with Aurora Loan Services, LLC, a separate entity. 
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trust is recorded If a trustee is not appointed in the deed of
trust or upon the resignation incapacity disability
absence or death of the trustee or the election of the
beneficiary to replace the trustee the beneficiary shall
appoint a trustee or a successor trustee Upon recording the
appointment of a successor trustee in each county in which
the deed of trust is recorded the successor trustee shall be
vested with all powers of an original trustee
MERS was the beneficiary and also the nominee for Beneficiary Aurora fka
Lehman Brothers Bank under the Deed ofTrust recorded as Instrument No 1952437
The Deed ofTrust provides MERS is the beneficiary under this Security
Instrument Also as the Beneficiary MERS was entitled to appoint the successor
trustee in this case Pioneer Pursuant toTC 4515042upon recording the
Appointment of Successor Trustee in the mortgage records of the county in which the
trust deed is recorded the successor trustee shall be vested with all of the powers of the
original trustee The Appointment of Successor Trustee was recorded in Kootenai
County wherein the Deed ofTrust is recorded on December 3 2009 as Instrument No
2243744000 Therefore as a matter of law this Court finds that Pioneer was vested with
the powers of the original trustee which includes the power of sale
Pioneer is an authorized Successor Trustee pursuant to IC 451504 and QLS is
attorney in fact and an agent authorized to act on behalf of Pioneer pursuant to Idaho
Code Chapter 32 Title 26
Edwards has alleged that the substitution of trustees and change of lenders is
fraudulent There exist no genuine issues ofmaterial fact that any of the Defendants in
this case have engaged in fraudulent activity American Gold Mortgage Corporation and
Alliance Title Escrow Corp were associated with the previous Deed of Trust that was
paid off and refinanced with Aurora
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trust is recorded. If a trust e is not a pointed in the d ed of 
trust, or upon the resignation, incapacity. disability, 
absence, or death of the trustee, or the election of the 
beneficiary to replace the trustee, the beneficiary shall 
appoint a trustee or a successor trustee. Upon recording the 
appointment of a successor trustee in each county in which 
the d ed of trust is recorde , the su ce sor trust e sha l be 
vested with all powers of an original trustee. 
T-394 P016/020 F-641 
ERS was the beneficiary and also the nominee for Beneficiary Aurora, fk.a 
Leh an Brothers Bank, under the eed of Trust, recorded as Instrument o. 1952437. 
The Deed of Trust provides "MERS is the beneficiary under this Security 
Instrument." Also, as the Beneficiary, MERS was entitled to appoint the successor 
trustee, in this case Pioneer. Pursuant to I.C. § - (2),  r i   
Appointment of Successor Trustee in the mortgage records of the county in which the 
trust deed is recorded, the successor trustee shall be vested ith all of the po ers of the 
original trUstee. The Appointment of Successor Trustee was recorded in Kootenai 
County. wherein the Deed of Trust is recorded, on December 3, 2009, as Instrument No. 
2243744000. herefore, as a atter of la , this ourt finds that Pioneer as vested ith 
the powers of the original trustee, which includes the power of sale. 
Pioneer is an authorized Successor Trustee pursuant to I.C. § -1  and  i  
attorney in fact and an agent authorized to act on behalf of Pioneer, pursuant to Idaho 
Code Chapter 32, Title 26. 
Edwards has alleged that the substitution of trustees and change of lenders is 
fraudulent. There exist no genuine issues of material fact that any of the Defendants in 
this case have engaged in fraudulent activity. A erican Gold Mortgage Corporation and 
Alliance Title & Escrow Corp. were associated with the previous Deed of Trust that was 
paid off and refinanced with Aurora. 
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Edwards also argues that because the loan was securitized there may be no default
that would give rise to a foreclosure action or sale and that her loan obligation may have
been liquidated Further Edwards argues that Defendants have failed to address the
matters of credit enhancements insurances and applicable setoffs to the claimed amount
due thus there are issues of material fact concerning whether Aurora was paid 100 200
or more percent on the loan
These arguments involve issues relating to federal banking statutes and
regulations that this Court cannot address and which would more appropriately be
brought in federal court Edwards has not provided any evidence to support these
allegations
Vastly this Court concludes that the Note and Deed of Trust may be sold one or
more times without prior notice to the Borrower Further the Deed ofTrust provides that
if the borrower breaches any covenant or agreement contained in the Security Instrument
the Property may be sold There are no genuine issues ofmaterial fact that Edwards has
breached her agreement with Aurora by not making her monthly payments
Alternatively this Court also dismisses Plaintiff Amended Complaint on the
grounds that she has not made any cognizable legal claims Noticeably absent from
EdwardsComplaint is any argument that she is not in default that she has made a
payment that was not credited that the amount owed is inaccurate or any other
cognizable legal claim In fact Edwards has admitted that she has not made a loan
payment in over one year and cannot afford her current loan Plaintiff has provided this
Court with no controlling case law statute or rule to support her alleged complaints
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Edwards also argues that because the loan as securitized there ay be no default 
that ould give rise to a foreclosure action or sale, and that her loan obligation ay have 
been liquidated. Further, Edwards argues that Defendants have failed to address the 
atters of credit enhance ents, insurances and applicable setoffs to the clai ed a ount 
due; tllUS, there are issues of aterial fact c cer i  hether urora as paid 100, 200 
or ore percent 011 the loan. 
These argu ents involve issues relating to federal banking statutes and 
regulations that this Court cannot address and which would more appropriately be 
brought in federal court. Ed ards has not provided any evidence to support these 
allegations. 
Lastly, this Court concludes that the ote and eed of Trust ay be sold one or 
ore ti es ithout prior notice to the Borro er. Further, the eed of Trust provides that 
if the borro er breaches any covenant or agree ent contained in the ecurity Instru ent, 
the Property ay be sold. There are no genuine issues of aterial fact that Ed ards has 
breached her agree ent ith urora by not aking her onthly pay ents. 
Alternatively. this Court also dis isses Plaintiff's A ended Co plaint on the 
grounds that she has not made any cogni:zable legal claims. Noticeably absent from 
Edward's o plaint is any argu ent that she is not in default, that she has ade a 
payment that was not credited. that the amount owed is inaccurate or any other 
cognizable legal claim. In fact, Edwards has admitted that she has not made a loan 
payment in over one year and cannot afford her current loan. Plaintiff has provided this 
ourt ith no controlling case law, statute or rule to support her alleged co plaints. 
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2 Idahos Deed of Trust ActYC 451502 et seg
Defendants allege that they have complied with the statutory requirements in
carrying out the nonjudicial foreclosure Edwards does not argue against this allegation
except to state whether Defendants allegedly complied with the Idaho foreclosure
procedure is irrelevant to the inquiry and issues raised by the Complaint Plaintiffs
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss at p 18 Mr Homer provides that
Defendants have not complied with IC 45 1505 as Fannie Mae is the current
Beneficiary and Aurora Loan Services is merely the servicer There is no evidence of
this in the record Mr Homer refers in his affidavit to Exhibit G but there is no Exhibit
Car attached to his first affidavit and no exhibits at all attached to his supplemental
affidavit Additionally Mr Homer provides that QLS is the Trustee and thatIC 45
1504 has not been complied with As provided above QLS is the Attorney in Fact and
agent for Trustee Pioneer it is not the Trustee and therefore his argument is incorrect
In brief the Act provides that prior to seeking foreclosure three conditions must
be met 1 the trust deed all assignments and the appointment of successor trustee must
be recorded in the mortgage records of the county where the property is located 2 there
must be default and 3 the trustee or beneficiary must record a notice of default See
LC 4515053 The Act also provides that following recordation of the Notice of
Default the trustee shall give notice of the trusteessale by registered or certified mail
See IC 4515062
The Notice ofTrusteesSale shall set forth a the names of the grantor trustee
and beneficiary in the trust deed b a description of the property covered by the trust
deed c the book and page of the mortgage records or the recordersinstrument number
where the trust deed is recorded d the default for which the foreclosure is made e the
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2. Id o's ee  of rust . I.e. § 45-150 ,  s~. 
efendants allege that t e  a e co plied ith the stat t r  re ire ents in 
carrying out the non·judicial foreclosure. d ards does not argue against this allegation, 
except to state, "whether Defendants allegedly 'complied with' the Idaho foreclosure 
procedure is irrelevant to the inquiry and issues raised by the Co plaint." Plaintiff's 
e orandu  in pposition to otion 10 is iss at p. 18. r. o er provides that 
efendants have not co plied ith I.C. § -1 5 S,  ie ae s  t 
Beneficiary and Aurora Loan Services is erely the servicer. There is no evidence of 
t i  i  t  r r . r. orner r fers i  is ffi it t  i it , t t r  i   i it 
G tt  t  is fir t ffi it   i its t ll tt  t  is l t l 
affidavit. dditionally, r. o er provides that LS is the Trustee and that I.C. § 45-
1504 has not been co plied ith. s provided above, LS is the ttorney in Fact and 
a e t for r stee i eer, it is t t e r stee and t eref re his ar e t is i c rrect. 
In brief, the ct provides that prior to seeking foreclosure, three conditions ust 
be et: (l) the trust deed, all assign ents, and the appoint ent of successor trustee ust 
  i  t  t    t  t   t  t  i  l ted; (2) t  
ust be default; and, (3) the trustee or beneficiary ust record a notice of default. See 
e. § 45-1505(1)-(3). The ct also provides that follo ing recordation of the otice of 
Default, the trustee shall give notice of the trustee's sale by registered or certified ail. 
 I.e. § 45-1506(2). 
he otice of rustee's ale shall set forth: (a) the na es of the grantor, trustee 
and beneficiary in the trust deed; (b) a description of the property covered by the trust 
deed; (c) the book and page of the mortgage records or the recorder's instrument number 
here the trust deed is recordedj (d) the default for hich the foreclosure is ade; (e) the 
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sum owing on the obligation secured by the trust deed and f the date time and place of
the sale SeeIC 451506a69 There is evidence in this record and provided for
in this Court findings of fact above that shows that Defendants have met the
requirements of IdahosDeed of Trust Act
IV Conclusion and Order
Therefore there exist no triable issues ofmaterial fact that preclude this Court
from granting dismissal of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint As such Defendants Motion
for Summary Judgment is granted
It appears to the Court that good cause for the entry of this Order has been shown
now therefore
IT IS ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted as to
all causes of action asserted and there are no genuine issues of material fact existing For
these reasons this case is dismissed with prejudice
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the previously entered stay of foreclosure sale
is hereby lifted and vacated Defendants are ordered to comply with the requirements as
provided in IC 451506A
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants will prepare and submit to this
Court a judgment consistent with this Memorandum Decision and Order
DATED thisJday ofNovember 2010
A
LANS HAYNE District Judge
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su  owing on the obligation secured by the trust deed; and, (f) the date, time and place of 
the sal . S e Ie. § 4 - 506(4J(a)-(f). There is evidence in this re r , and provided for 
in this ourt's findings of fact above, that sho s that efendants have et the 
requirements ofIdaho's eed of Trust ct. 
I . lusion and rder 
herefore, there exist no triable issues of aterial fact that preclude this ourt 
fro  granting dis issal ofPlaintiirs ended o plaint. s such, efendants' otion 
for u ary Judg ent is granted. 
It appears to the Court that good cause for the entry of this rder has been sho n; 
no  therefore, 
IT IS E E , J E ,  E EE  that: 
Plaintiff's o plaint fails to state a clai  upon hich relief can be granted as to 
all ca ses f acti  asserted, a  t ere are  e i e iss es f aterial fact e isti . r 
these reasons, this case is dis issed ith prejudice. 
I  I    t t t  r i sl  t r  st  f f r l s r  s l  
is hereby lifted and vacated. Defendants are ordered to co ply with the require ents as 
provided in I.e. § 5-1506A. 
    t t  il  r  nd u i  t  t i  
Court a judgment consistent with this Memorandum Decision and Order. 
DATED this -.ik day of Nove ber, 2010. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURiOa THE FIRST JUDICIALDISTRICT OF THE STATE




BANK OF NEW YORK MELLONFKA
BANK OF NEW YORK AS TRUSTEE FOR
THE CERTIFICATE HOLDERS OF
CWALT INC ALTERNATIVE LOAN
TRUST 2005 28CB MORTGAGE PASS
THROUGH CERTIFICATES SERIES 2005
28CB MORTGAGE ELECTRON1





OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
AND ORDER RE DEFENDANTS
MOTION TO DISMISS AND PLAINTIFF
MOTION TO COMPEL
Monica Flood Brennan MONICA FLOOD BRENNANPCfor Plaintiff
JeffBarnesWJBARNESPAfor Plaintiff admitted pro hac vice
Lance E Olsen ROUTH CRABTREE OLSENPS for Defendants
1 Factual and Procedural History
On or about June 17 2005 Plaintiff Vermont Trotter Trottersexecuted a Note
and Deed of Trust in favor ofMortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS
as nominee for Lender Countrywide Home Loans Inc Countrywide its assigns and
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ica l  rennan, I   NNAN, .C., for laintiff 
Jeff13arnes, J .. ,  .. A.. for iaintiff(ad ittedpro hac vice) 
ance . lsen,   S , P .. S, thr elendants 
I. t l  l  
 r t J  ,2005, l i tiff cnn t r tt r ("Tr tter") t   t  
and eed f rust i  favor f ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc .. (" R ") 
a.~ no inee for Lender Country ide o e Loans, Inc. ("Country ide").  assig s  
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successors Complaint atp 3 117and S The DeedoiTrust was recorded June 24
2005 as instrument No 1959776 in the Kootenai County RecordersOffice
Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion to Dismiss a A the Deed of
Trust The Deed ofTrust envumbers a piece ofreal property located jai Kootenai
County Idaho commonly known as 512 South 14 Street CoeurDAlene Idaho 83814
the property and legally described as Lot 13 in Block 11 of Lakeshore Addition to
CoeurdAleneacwrding to the official plat thereof filed in Book 13 of Plats at pages
121 official records of Kootenai County Idaho This property istrotter primary
residence Complaint atp 3 S
Plaintiffs Complaint states that thereafter Countrywide transferred the servicing
rights on the loan to RAC Home Loans Servicing LP a subsidiary of Bank ofAmerica
NA Cornplaint atp 4 193 Defendants argue that servicing has remained with the
same entity as BAC Home Loans is the entity formerly known as Countrywide Home
Loans Inc and that the name change was a result of Bank ofAmericasacquisition of
CouDtrywide Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in SupportvfMntion to Dismiss at p 3
and Fx H Countrywide Hume Ioanc Inc Company Prgftle
On or about August 18 2009 MFRS executed a Corporation Assignment ofDeed
of Trust and recorded the same as Instrument No 2228916000 in the Kootenai County
RecordersOffice on August 24 2009 the effect of which was to name as the new
beneficiary The Bank of New York MellonfkaThe Bank of New York Bank of New
York as Trustee for the Certificate holders of CWALT Inc Alternative Loan Trust
200528CB Mortgage Passthrough Certificates Series 200528CB Defendants
Defendants have not provided page numbers nor labeled their exhibits as such this Court has had to dose
for form and Rinction purposes of this Decision
2 TrottersComplaint provides page 129 but the DeedalTrust and all other recordings provide page 121
3 Them are two 9s in the Complaint this is the first 119
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successors. o plaint at p. 3, ~~ 7 and 8 .. The eed of'Trust as recorded June 24, 
, as Instrument  .. 6 in the oote ai ounty ec r er's ffice. 
efendants ' e orandu  of Law in Supporl of Olion 10 is iss, Ex A, the eed of 
rust. I he ee  f rust e c bers a iece freal r ert  locate  in oote ai 
ounty, Idaho. conul1only kno n as 512 South 14th Street, ocur 'Alene. Idaho. 83814 
(the "Property") and legally described as Lot 13 in Block 11 of Lakeshore ddition to 
r 'Alen , cording t  t  lTicial l t t r f, file  i   13 f l ts t ge(s) 
1212, fficial records f oote ai t , I a . is ropert  is Trottcr's ri ar  
r si . l i t t . J ~ 5. 
laintiff's o plaint 1:itates that thereafter ountry ide transterred the servicing 
rights on the loan to RAC Horne Loans Servicing, LP, a subsidiary of Bank of A erica, 
N.A Complaint at p. 4., ,~. Defendants argue that servicing has re ained with the 
sa e e tit  as  e a s is t e e tit  f r erl   as tr i e e 
Loans, Inc. and that the na e change as a result or Sank of erica's acquisition of 
Countrywide .. Dejerulanls' emorarulum of Law in Supporl of MOL ion to is iss at p. 3 
arul F"x. B, CQuntrywide Home Loans, Inc Company Prt?f1le. 
On or about Augu~t 18, 2009, ERS executed a Corporation Assignment of Deed 
of rust, and recorded the sa e as Instru ent o .. 2228916000 ill the ootenai ounty 
ecorder's ffice on ugust 24, 2009, the effect of hich as to na e as the ne  
beneficiary he ank of e  ork ellon flkla he ank of e  ork ("Bank of e  
ork") as l'rustee for the ertificate Holders ofCWALT, Inc. lternative I .. oan rust 
2005-28CB ortgage Pass-through Certificates Series 2005-28CB. e.fondants· 
1 efendants have not provided page nu bers nor labeled their exhibits, as such this ourt has had to do so 
for form and function purposes of this Decision. 
2 Trotter's Complaint provides page 128, but the D(.'Cd of Trust and all olher recordings provide page 121. 
J There arC two 1 9s in the Complaint, this is the first ,,9. 
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Memorandum ofLaw in Support gfMotion to Dismiss atp 3 and Ex CCoporation
Assignment of Deed of Trust
On August 24 2009 The Bank of New York executed and caused to be recorded
on August 24 2009 in Kootenai County RecordersOffice an Appointment of
Successor Trustee under instrument No 2228917000 pursuant to 1C 451504 naming
Recontrust Company N A Recontrusf the successor trustee under the Deed of Trust
Defendant e Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion to Dismiss atr3andEx D
Appointment ofSuccessor Trustee Complaint atp 4 170 and Ex B
Also on August 24 2009 Recontrust recorded in Kootenai County Recorders
Office a Notice ofDefault as Instrument No 2228918000 and mailed Trotter the same
The Notice of Default identifies The Bank of New York as beneficiary under the Deed of
Trust Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion to Dismiss at p 4 and Ex
E Notice ofDefault Complaint atp 4 19 and Ex A
On September 2 2009 Recontrust executed and mailed Trotter the Notice of
TrusteesSale that set a foreclosure sale for January 11 2010 Defendants
Memorandum ofLaw in Support ofMotion to Dismiss at p 4 and Ex F Notice of
TrusteesSale Complaint atp4 111 andEx C
On January 6 2010 Trotter filed his Complaint ibr Declaratory and Injunctive
Relief and to Cancel TrusteesSale Scheduled ror January 11 2010 wherein he alleges
that he has never been provided with any Assignment demonstrating that the Decd of
4 The Notice of Default provides that the default is flailure to pay the monthly payments due0512009
of principal interest and impounds and subsequent inst311meuts due thereafter plus late charges together
with all subsequent sums advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the terms and conditions of said Decd of
Trust and any supplemental modifications thereto As of0812009 this amount is576288together
with any unpaid andoraccruing real property taxes andorassessments attorney fees Trustees fees and
costs and any other amount advanced to protect the security of said DeedofTrust
5 This is the second 19 of the Complaint
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e orandu  of La  in Supporl 0/ MOlion to is iss at p. 3 and Ex. C~. orporation 
ssi e t f ee  fTr sl. 
n ugust 24, 2009, he ank of e  ork executed and caused to be recorded 
on ugust 24, 2009, in ootenai County Recorder's ffice, an ppoint ent of 
ccess r rustee er Instr e t . , rs a t t  l.C. § y 150 ,  
Recontrust Co pany,  A. (" ontrust")        st.. 
Deferulanls" e orandu  olLaw in Support of otion to is iss at p.3 and Ax. D, 
Appoint enl of Successor Trustee, o plaint at p. 4 ~ 10 and Ex .. B. 
lso on ugust 24, 2009, Recontrust recorded in ootenai County Recorder's 
ffice, a otiee of efault4 as Instru ent o. 2228918000, and ailed Trotter the sa e. 
e tice f efa lt i e tifies e ank. f e  r  as e ellciar  er t e ee  f 
r st. efe ts ,. e r  f  in rt f ti  to is iss at p.   x .. 
E. otice qf efault, o plaint at p. 4 ~g5 and Ex. A. 
 t r , 9, tr t . t   il  r tt r t  ti  f 
r stee's l  t t t  f r l s r  l  f r r  ,  f t ' 
 f  i  t f ti  t  i i  t .   F"x. F,. li  f 
Trustee's Sale, o plaint at p. 4 ~ J 1 ,md F..x.  
 Ja ar  6, 0, r tter filed is lai t {ilr eclaral r  a  I j cti e 
elief a  t  a cel r stee's ale c e le  for Ja ar  , 10, erei  e alle es 
that he has never been provided ith any ssign ent de onstrating that the eed of 
4 The otice or erault provides the'lt the default is "[ fJailure to pay the onthly pay ents due 05/0112009 
orprincipaJ, interest and impounds and subsequent installments due thereafter; plus late charges; together 
ith all subsequent su s advanced by beneficiary pursuant to the ter s and conditions or said eed of 
rust, and any supple ental odifications thereto. s or08/1812009 this a ount is $5,762.88, together 
with any unpaid and/or accruing real property t.:'lxes, and/or assessments, attorney fees, Tmstees' fees and 
costs, and any other a ount advanced to protect the security of said Deed ofTrusL" 
S This is the second iIJ 9 ofthe Complaint. 
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Trust was transferred by Countrywide to anyone else including Bank ofNew York He
also alleges that he has no information that informs him of the current owner of the Note
Additionally Trotter alleges that the securitized loan trust into which his loan was
placed may have been taken over by borrower default insurance Consequently Trotter
argues there may not be any default giving rise to a foreclosure action and sale as his
loan obligation may have been liquidated in whole or in part As such Trotter argues that
the Defendants do not have standing to foreclose or the proper legal or equitable interest
in either the Note or Deed of Trust to institute a foreclosure action Complaint atpp 46
On January 8 2010 this Court filed its Temporary Restraining Order Cancelling
the TrusteesSale Scheduled for January 11 2010 finding that Plaintiff may lose his
residence wrongfully without issuance ofthis temporary restraining order and that said
injury may be irreparable through the scheduled foreclosure sale Order alp 3 On
February 5 2010 this Court entered another Temporary Restraining Order restraining the
sale of the property on February 8 2010
On February 8 2010 Defendants filed their Answer and on April 12 2010
Defendants filed their Motion to Dismiss for Failure to State a Claim upon which Relief
can be Granted pursuant to IRCP 12b6and a Memorandum of Law in Support of
Motion to Dismiss
On May 12 2010 Plaintiff filed his Memorandum ofIaw in Opposition to
Defendants Motion to Dismiss along with a Motion to Compel seeking this Court to
issue an order compelling the Defendants to fully and completely answer Interrogatories
and respond to the Request for Production ofDocuments dated February 16 2010 On
May 18 2010 Defendants filed their Response to Plainti flsMotion to Compel
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Trust was transferred by Countrywide to anyone else including Bank of New York .. He 
also alleges that he ha'O no information that infonns hi  of the current o ncr of the ote. 
Additionally, Trotter alleges that the securitized loan trust, into which his loan was 
placed, may have been takcn over by borrower defaull insurance .. Conscqucntly, Trotter 
argues there may not bc any default giving rise to a foreclosure action and sale, as his 
loan obligation ay have been liquidated in whole or in part. As such, Trotter argues that 
the efenda ts do t a e sta i  t  foreclose r t e r er le al r e ita le interest 
in ther t e otc  c  f rust t  ins t te  re los r  ti n.. t  , -6 
n January 8, 2010. this OUlt filed its e porary estraining rder ancelling 
the rustee's ale chedulcd for January 11,2010. finding that "Plain1ilf ay lose his 
residence wrongfully without issuancc of this te porary restnrining order, and that said 
injury may be irreparablc through the scheduled foreclosure sale." Order at p. 3 On 
February 5, 2010, this Court entered another Te pordl')' Restraining rder restraining the 
sale of the property on Fcbruary 8, 2010, 
 ebnlary 8, , efe a ts frled t eir s er, a  on ril , 10, 
  i   t  is   i  t    l i    li f 
can be Granted, pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6), alld a emorandum ol'Law in Support of 
ti  t  i i s, 
n ay 12.2010, laintiff filed his e orandu  of La  in pposition to 
efendants' otion to is iss, along ith a otion to Cc) pel seeking this ourt to 
issue an order co pelling the Defendants to fully and co plctely answer Interrogatories 
and respond to the Request for Production of Docu ents dated February 16, 2010. On 
ay 18,2010, Defendants filed their Response to Plaintin"s otion 10 Compel 
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Production of Documents and their Reply to Plaintiff s Memorandum of Law in
Opposition to Defendants Motion to Dismiss
Ural argument was heard on May 26 2010 and this Court took the matter under
advisement This Memorandum Decision shall constitute this Court findings of fact
and conclusions oflaw pursuant toIRCP52a Any of the following findings offact
that should be denominated as a conclusion of law shall be deemed to be a conclusion of
law Any ofthe following conclusions of law that should be denominated a finding of
fact shall be deemed a conclusion of law
IIDefendants Motion to Dismiss
Defendants Bank of New York MFRS and Recontrust request this Court to
dismiss Plaintiffs Complaint pursuant to iRCP 12b6Defendants also request that
this Court take judicial notice of the various public recordings that are attached to their
Memorandum of Law in Support ofMotion to Dismiss pursuant to IRB20L
A Standards
The standard for reviewing a dismissal for failure to state a cause ofaction
pursuant toLRCP12b6is the same as the standard upon the grant of a motion for
summary judgment if the court considers evidence outside the pleadings in ruling on the
motion IRCP12bIdaho Seh For Equal Edue Opportunity v Evans 123 Idaho
573 850P2d 724 1993 Gardner v 11ollffceld 97 Idaho 607 609 549 P2d 266 268
1976 Green v Cough 96 Idaho 927 928 539 P 2d 2801 1975 In determining
whether a complaint adegiiately states a cause of action every reasonable intendment will
be made to sustain it Curtis v Siebrand Brays Circus cat Carnival Co68 Idaho 285 194
P2d 281 1948 citations omitted A motion under this section admits the truth of the
facts alleged and all intendments and inferences that reasonably may be drawn
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Production of ocuments and their Reply to Plaintiff's emorandum of La  in 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss .. 
Oral argu ent was heard on ay 26, 2010, and this Court took the atter under 
a ise e t. This e orandu  ecision s all c stitute this rt's fmdings of fact 
and conclusions ofla , pursuant to LRC,P, 52(a). y of the follo ing findings f fact 
t at s ld e e inated as a c clusion f la  s all be ee e  t  e a c clusi  f 
la , Any of the follo ing conclusions of la  that should be deno inated a finding of 
fa t s l e   s   la ., 
n. efe ' otion  is iss 
efenda ts a  f e  r , E  .• a  ec tr st re est t is rt t  
dis iss Plaintiffs Co plaint pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6), Defcndants also request that 
tlus Court take judicial notice of the various public recordings that arc attached to their 
e orandu  f a  i  rt f ti  to is iss rs a t to LRE.. 201, 
. s 
he sta ar  for re ie i  a is issal for failure to state a ca se f acti  
pursuant to LRC..P. 12(b)(6), is the same as the standard upon the grant of a motion for 
summary judgment, if the court considers evidence outside the pleadings in ruling on the 
motion, LRC..P .. 12(b); Idaho Sch For Equal Educ. Opportunity v. Evans, 123 Idaho 
573,850 P..2d 724 (1993); Gardner v Ilollifield, 97 Idaho 607, 609,549 P..2d 266,268 
(1976); Green v. Gough, 96 Idaho 927, 928, 539 P.2d 280, 281 (1975). In determining 
whether a complaint adequately states a cause of action, every reasonable intendment will 
be ade to sustain it Curtis v .\'iebrand Bros. Circus & arnival o., 68 Idaho 285, 194 
P.2d 281 (1948) (citations omitted). A motion under this section admits the truth of the 
facts al1eged, and all intendment') and inferences that reasonably 111ay be drawn 
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therefrom and such will be considered in light most favorable to the plaintiff Walenta v
Mark Means Co 87 Jdaho 543 394P2d 329 1964 A motion to dismiss for failure to
state aclaim should be granted where it appears beyond doubt that the Plaintiff can prove
no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to relief Gardner v
Hollifield supra The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail but
whether the party is entitled to offer evidence to support the claims Sumpter v Holland
Realty Inc 140 Idaho 349 351 93 P3d 680 682 2004citation omitted
A motion lir summary judgment shall be rendered forthwith if the pleadings
depositions and admissions on file together with the affidavits if any show that there is
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a
judgment as a matter of law IXCP56c Loomis v City of Hailey 119 Idaho 434
436 807 P2d 1272 1991 Once the moving party has properly supported the motion
fir summary judgment the non moving party must come forward with evidence by way
of affidavit or otherwise wMch contradicts the evidence submitted by the moving party
and which establishes the existence of a material issue of disputed fact Zehm v
Associated Logging Contractors Inc 116 Idaho 349 350 775 P2d 1191 1988 The
purpose of summary judgment proceedings is to eliminate the necessity of trial where
facts are not in dispute and where existent and undisputed facts lead to a conclusion of
law which is certain Bergv Fairman 107 Idaho 441 444 690 P2d 896 1984
if the court will be the ultimate trier of fact and if there are no disputed
evidentiary facts the judge is not constrained to draw inferences in favor of the party
opposing the motion for summary judgment rather the trial judge is free to arrive at the
most probable inferences to be drawn from uncontroverted evidentiary Facts despite the
possibility of conflicting inferences because the court alone is responsible for resolving
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therefrom .• and such will be considered in light most favorable to the plaintiff. Walenta v. 
Mark Means Co .. , 87 Idaho 543, 394 P2d 329 (1964).. A motion to dismiss for failure to 
state a claim should be granted where it appears beyond doubt that the Plaintiff can prove 
no set of facts in support of his claim that would entitle him to relief. Gardner II. 
Hollifield, supra. The issue is not whether the plaintiff will ultimately prevail, but 
whether the party is entitled to otTer evidence to support the claims .. Sumpter v. Holland 
ReallY. Inc .. , 140 Idaho 349, 351 93 P.Jd 680, 682 (2004)(citation omitted). 
 otion Il)T su ary judg ent shall be rendered forth ith if the pleadings, 
depositions, and admissions on file, together with the af11davits, if any, show that there is 
no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 
judgment as a matter of law.. IRe.p. 56(c); Loomis v .. City of Hailey, 119 Idaho 434, 
436, 807 P. 2d 1272 (1991).. Once the moving party has properly supported the motion 
fl)r summary judgment, the non-moving party must come forward with evidence by way 
of affidavit or other ise hich contradicts the evidence sub itted by the oving party 
and which establishes the existence of a aterial issuc of disputed fact Zehm v 
Associated Logging Contracto,.s,. Inc .. , 116 Idaho 349, 350, 775 P.2d 1191 (1988).. The 
purpose of summary judgment proceedings is to eliminate the necessity of trial where 
facts are not in dispute and where existent and undisputed facts lead to a conclusion of 
law which is certain .. Berg v. Fairman, 107 Idaho 441, 444, 690 P .. 2d 896 (1984).. 
If the court will be the ulti ate trier of fact and if there are n() disputed 
evidentiary facts, the judge is not constrained to draw inferences in favor of the party 
opposing the motion for summary judgment; rather, the trial judge is free to arrive at the 
most probable inferences to be drawn from lmcontrovertcd evidentiary facts, despite the 
possibility of conflicting inferences, because the court alone is responsible for l'Cs()lving 
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conflicts between those inferences Loomis 119 Idaho at 437 807 P2d 1272 1991
Stafford v Weaver 136 Idaho 223 225 31 P3d245 2001 citation omitted
B Discussion
1 Judicial Notice
A courtsdecision to take judicial notice of an adjudicative fact is a determination
that is evidentiary in nature and is governed by the Idaho Rules ofEvidence Newman v
State Pad 2010 WL 323545 Ct App January 29 2010 1AE 201bprovides
that ajudicially noticed fact must be one not subject to reasonable dispute in that it is
either 1 generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or 2
capable ofaccurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot
reasonably be questioned A court must take judicial notice if requested by a party and
supplied with the necessary information IdIRE201d
The exhibits that Defendants have attached to their Memorandum of Law in
Support ofMotion to Dismiss as Exhibits AF described above are not subject to
reasonable dispute In fact Trotter has not disputed their authenticity providing the Court
with three of the same records Further the Defendants have requested that this Court
take judicial notice of the exhibits in writing and this Court does so pursuant toIRE
201d
2 Defendants have standine to maintain a foreclosure of the Property
Trotter argues in his Complaint and Memorandum of Law in Opposition to
Defendants Motion to Dismiss that Bank of New York is not the beneficiary of the Deed
of Trust and Recontrust is not the successor trustee and has no standing to bring forth a
foreclosure action as against the Property as MERS was never the beneficiary but merely
the nominee
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conflicts bet en those inferences .. Lo is, 19 Idaho at 437~ 807 P.2d 272 (19 ); 
Sta/fordv .. Weaver, 136 Idaho 223, 225,31 PJd 245 (2001) (citation omitted). 
. iscuss ll 
. J icial otice 
A court's decision to take judicial notice of an adjudicative fact is a detennination 
that is evidentiary in nature and is governed by the Idaho Rules of Evidence. Newman v .. 
State, --- 3  ~-~,    (Ct.  .. , Ja ar  , 10). tR.ll. 201 (b) r ides 
that "ajudicially noticed fact must be one not subject to reasonable dispute in that il is 
eilher (1) generally known within the territorial jurisdiction of the trial court or (2) 
capable or accurate and ready determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot 
reasonably be questioned,," A cOUlt must take judjcial notice if requested by a party and 
supplied with the necessary infonnation .. Id. LR.E. 201(d). 
   e t          
Support of otion to Dismiss, as Exhibits A-F (described above), are not subject to 
reasonable dispute. In fact, Trotter has not disputed their authenticity providing the Courl 
     rds. r, l  r    t t  rt 
take judicial notice of the exhibits in writing and this Court does so pursuant to I.R.E. 
201(d) 
.   t i g  ai t i    ft  roper!!:. 
Trotter argues in his Co plaint and e orandu  of Law in Opposition to 
efendants' Olion to is iss that ank ofNc  ork is not the beneficiary of the eed 
f Trust n  cc tnl t i  not t  suc ssor tm t  and  o standi  to bring f rt  a 
foreclosure action as against the Property, as ERS was never thc bcneficiary but erely 
t  i ee 
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Trotter provides that Idaho courts have spoken extensively on the alleged
authorityof MFRS to do anything and have uniformly along with other jurisdictions
rejected the authority of MFRS to undertake any action to institute or further a
foreclosure including any purported assignment ofeither the Now or the Deed of Trust
from the original lender to any third party which would include Defendant Bank ofNew
York herein PlaintiffsMemorandumglLaw in Opposition to Defendants Motion to
Dismiss at pp 34 16
Trotter cites this Court to only two Idaho cases both are cases from the United
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho and are no constringo on this Court
Defendants argue that MERS was the beneficiary as defined inIC 45 1502 and
had the authority to assign its rights to Bank of New York who then had the right to
appoint a successor trustee Recontrust Further Rceontrust was vested with the powers
ofthe original trustee to include the power of sale upon default
The Idaho Deed ofTrust Act 1C 45 1502 et seq the Act sets out the
guidelines and procedures for carrying out a nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding
Beneficiary is defined in 1C 45 1502 as the person named or otherwise designated in
a trust deed as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given or his successor in
interest and who shall not be the trustee Purther in that statute Trustee is defined as
a person to whom the legal title to real property is conveyed by trust deed or his
successor in interest
YC 4515042provides that
The trustee may resign at its own election or be replaced by
the beneficiary The trustee shall give prompt written notice
of its resignation to the beneficiary Elie resignation of the
trustee shall become effective upon the recording of the
notice of resignation in each county in which the deed of
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Trotter provides that "Idaho courts have spoken extensively on the alleged 
authority of ERS to do anythjng, and have unifor ly, along with other jurisdictions, 
rejected the authority of MERS to undertake any action to institute or rurther a 
foreclosure including any pUTported assign ent of either the ote Of the eed of Trust 
from the original lender to any third party, which would include Defendant Bank of New 
York herein." Plaintiff's Memorandum olLaw in Opposition to De,.fendanl.\'·· MOlion to 
Dismiss at pp. 3·4 '6. 
rotter cite~ t is rt t  l  t o Ida  cas s; th r  ases Iro  t e nite  
States Bankruptcy Court for the District of Idaho and are ne com;tringo on this Court .. 
Defendants argue that MERS was the beneficiary as defined in T..C .. § 45-1502 and 
had the authority to assign its rights to Bank of New York, who then had the right to 
appoint a successor trustee, Recontrust Further, Recontrust was vested with the powers 
of the original trustee, to include the power of sale upon default .. 
he Idaho eed f rust et, l..c. § 45-1502 et seq .. (the ~~Act"),    
guidelines and procedures for carrying out a non-judicial foreclosure proceeding. 
BenefiCiary is defined in Le .. § 45-1502 as "the persol1na11led or otherwis~ designated in 
a trust deed as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given, or his successor in 
interest, and who shallllot bc the trustee." Further, in that statute, Trustee is dd1ned as 
"a person to whom the legal title to real property is conveyed by trust deed, or his 
successor in interest.." 
I.e. § 45·1504(2) provides that: 
The trustee may resign at its own election or bc replaced by 
the beneficiary. The trustcc shall give prompt writtel1llotice 
of its resignation to the beneficiary. The resignation of the 
trustee shall become effective upon the recording of the 
notice of resignation in each county in which the deed of 
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trust is recorded Ifa trustee is not appointed in The deed of
trust or upon the resignation incapacity disability
absence or death of the trustee or the election of the
beneficiary to replace the trustee the beneficiary shall
appoint a trustee or a successor trustee Upon recording the
appointment ofa successor trustee in each county in which
the deed of trust is recorded the successor trustee shall be
vested with all powers of an original trustee
No8254 P 913
This Court finds theiollowing that MFRS was the beneficiary under the Deed of
Trust recorded as Instrument No 1959776 The Deed of Trust provides MERS is the
benefciary under this Security instrument See Defendants Memorandum o Law in
Support ofMotion to Dismiss Exhibit A atp1emphasis in original Further Bank of
New York is the beneficiary pursuant to the recorded Assignment ofDeed ofTrust
recorded on August 24 2009 as Instrument No 222591600 in which MERS assigned its
rights as beneficiary to Bank ofNewYork pursuant to LC 451502 Also as the
Beneficiary Bank of New York was entitled to appoint the successor trustee in this case
Recontrust Pursuant toIC 4515042upon recording the Appointment of Successor
Trustee in the mortgage records oithe county in which the trust deed is recorded the
successor trustee shall be vested with all of the powers of the original trustee The
Appointment of Successor17rusteewas recorded in Kootenai County wherein the Deed
of Trust is recorded on August 24 2009 as Tnstrument No 2228917000 Therefore as a
matter of law this Court finds that Recontruast was vested with the powers of the original
trustee which includes the power of sale
Trotter also argues that because the loan was securitized that there may be no
default that would give rise to a foreclosure action or sale and that his loan obligation
may have been liquidated Further Trotter argues that Defendants have failed to address
the matters of credit enhancements insurances and applicable setoffs to the claimed
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trust is recorde , If a trust e is not appointed in t e deed of 
trust, or upon the resi ati , incapacit , disa ilit , 
abse ce, or death of the tnlst , or the election of the 
benefichlry to replace the trustee, the be eficiary s all 
appoint a trustee or a successor trustee., Upon recording the 
appOinLment of a successor trustee in eaeh county in which 
the deed of trust is re , the s ccess r trustee s l be 
vested ith all po ers of an original trustee., 
No,8254 P,9/13 
his ourt finds the follo ing: that ERS as the beneficiary under the eed of 
rust, recorded as Instru ent o .. 1959776 .. Ile eed of rust provides "ME ...1ii is the 
beneficiary under this Security Instru ent." See Defendants' emorandum (~f Law in 
Support of otion to Dismiss,. F..xhibit A, at p. J (emphasis in original) r,   
New York is the beneficiary pursuant to the recorded Assignment of Deed of Trust, 
recorded on ugust 24,2009, as Instru ent o. 222891600, in hich E S assigned it') 
rights as beneficiary to Bank of New York, pursuant to Le. § 5- 502(1). ,   
eneficiary, ank of e  ork as entitled to appoint the successor trustee, jn this case 
t t, t t  .e .. § 45-1504(2), upon recording thc ppoint ent of uccessor 
rustee in the ortgage records of' the county in hieh the trust deed is recorded, the 
 t t  ll  t  it  ll  t    t  i i l t t e.  
Appointment of Successor Trustee wa'l recorded in Kootenai County, wherein the Deed 
ofTrusl is recorded, on ugust 24, 2009, as Instru ent o .. 2228917000 .. herefore, as a 
atter ofluw, this Court fInds that Recontrust was vested with the powers of the original 
trustee, which includes the power of sale .. 
rotter also argues that because the loan as securitized that there ay be no 
default that ould give rise to a foreclosure action or sale, and that hjs loan obligation 
may have been liquidated .. Further, Trotter art,rues that Deicndants have failed to address 
the atters of credit enhancements, insurances and applicable setoffs to the clai ed 
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amount due as set forth in paragraphs 15 and 16 ofthe Complaint thus there are issues
of material fact concerning whether Bank of New York paid 100 200 or more percent on
the loan This Court finds that Trotter has not cited this Court to any case statute
contract or other authority to support the preceding allegations and therefore has not
stated a valid causeolaction
Lastly this Court finds that the Note and Deed ofTrust may be sold one or more
times without prior notice to the Borrower Further the Decd of Trust provides that if the
borrower breaches any covenant or agreement contained in the Security Instrument the
Property may be sold See Defendants Memorandum ofLaw in Support r fMotion to
Dismiss Exhibit A at 1120 and 22
Alternatively ibis Court also dismisses Plaintiff Complaint on the grounds that
he has not made any cognisable legal claims Noticeably absent from Trotters
Complaint is any argument that he is not in default that he has made a payment and was
not credited that the amount owed is inaccurate or any other cognizable legal claim
Plaintiff has provided this Court with no controlling case law statute or rule to support
his alleged complaints
3 IdahosDecd ofTrust Act IC 451502 et scq
Defendants allege that they have complied with the statutory requirements in
carrying out the non judicial foreclosure Specifically Defendants allege that they have
complied with IC 4515053 and 451506
Trotter does not argue against this allegation except to state whether
Defendants allegedly complied with the Idaho foreclosure procedure is irrelevant to the
inquiry and issues raised by the Complaint Plaintiffs MemorandumglLcna in
Opposition to Defendants Motion to Dismiss alp 14 34
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a ount due as set forth in paragraphs 15 and 16 of the o plaint; thus, there are issues 
of aterial fact c ncer ing hether ank of e  or  paid 100,200 or ore percent on 
the lo . his ourt finds that Tro ter has not cited this ourt to  ca , s , 
contract, or other authority to support the preceding allegations and therefore has not 
statcd  valid eaLL'le of action 
Lastly, this Court tl.nds that the ote and eed ofTmst ay be sold one or ore 
ti es ithout prior notice to the Borro er .. Further, the eed of Trust provides that irthe 
borrower breaches any covenant or agree ent contained in the Security Instru ent, the 
Property ay be sold .. See Dejimdants' emorandwn of Law in If.,'upport o/ olion to 
is iss, Exhihit A at ~~20 and 22 
Alternatively, this Court also dismisses Plaintiff's Complaint on the brrounds that 
he has not ade any cognizable legal clai s. oticeably absent Iro  Trotter's 
o plaint is any argu ent that he is not in default, that he has ade a pay ent and as 
not creditcd, that the a ount o ed is inaccurate or any other cognizable legal clai . 
Plaintiff has provided this ourt ith no controlling case la , statute or rule to support 
his alleged complaints .. 
. I aho's e  f r st t, I.e. § -1 2,  eq. 
Defendants allege that they have co plied with the statutory require ents in 
carrying out the non-:iudicial foreclosure. Specifically, efendants allege that they have 
complied with l.e. §§ 45-1505(1)-(3) and 45-1506 .. 
rotter does not argue against this allegation, except to state, '' hether 
efendants allegedly 'co plied ith' the Idaho foreclosure procedure is irrelevant to the 
inquiry and issues raised by the Complaint.. Plaintiffs Memorandum (?lLaw in 
Opposition to Dejimdants' Motion to DismL~s al p. 14. ~ 34 
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In brief the Act provides that prior to seeking foreclosure three conditions must
be mete 1the trust deed all assigtunents and the appointment of Successor tnistec must
be recorded in the mortgage records of the county where the property is located 2there
must be default and 3 the trustee or beneficiary must record a notice of default See
IC 4515053 The Act also provides that fallowing recordation of the Notice of
Default the trustee shall give notice of the trusteessale by registered or certified mail
See IC 45 15062
The Notice of TrusteesSale shall set forth a the names of the grantor trustee
and beneficiary in the trust deed b a description of the property covered by the trust
deed c the book and page of the mortgage records or the recordersinstrument number
where the trust deed is recorded dthe default for which the foreclosure is made e the
sum owing on the obligation secured by the trust deed and t the date time and place of
the sale SeeIC 4515064afThere is evidence in this record that shows that
Defendants have met the requirements ofIC 45 150534515062and 45
15064afAgain Trotter has not opposed essentially conceding to Defendants
argument that they have complied with the Act
111 Plaintiffs Motion to Compel
PlaintillsMotion to Compel is denied as it is now moot due to the granting of
Defendants Motion to Dismiss
IV Conclusion and Order
Therefore it appears beyond doubt that the Plaintiff can prove no set of facts in
support of his claim that would entitle him to relief and there exist no triable issues of
material tact that preclude this Court from granting dismissal As such the stays that
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In brief. the Act provides that prior to seeking forec1mmre~ three conditions must 
be met: (1) the trust deed, all assiglUllellts, and the appointment of successor trustee must 
be recorded in the mortgage records of the county where the property is located; (2) there 
ust be default; and, (3) the trustee or beneficiary ust record a notice of default. See 
I.e. § 45-1505(1)-(3). The Act also provides that following recordation of the Notice of 
Default, the trustee shall give notice or the trustee's sale by registered or certified mail .. 
See I.e. § 45-1506(2). 
 otice f tee's le ll t t : (a) t  a es  t e t r, truste  
and beneficiary in the trust deed; (b) a des("nption of the property covered by the trust 
deed; (c) the book and page of the mortgage records or the recorder's instrument number 
here the trust deed is recorded; (d) the default for which the foreclosure is ade; (e) the 
sum owing on the obligation secured by the trust deed; and, (f) the dale, time and place of 
t  s l .  I.e.. § 45-1506(4)(a)-(f) .. There is evidence in this record that sho s that 
efendants have et the require ents ofI.C.. § - 505(1)-(3), 5- 506(2)  5-
1506(4)(a)-(f) .. Again, Trotter has not opposed, essentially conceding to, Detendants' 
argument that they have complied with the Act. 
Ill. laintif '    l 
PlaintifT's otion to Compel is denied, as it is now moot due to the granting of 
efendants' otion to is iss. 
I . Concl si  an  r er 
Therefore, it appears beyond doubt that the Plaintiff can prove no set of facts in 
support of his claim that would entitle him to relief. and there exist no triabl~ issues of 
material tact that preclude this Court from granting dismissal.. As sueh, the stays that 
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were in effect for the January 11 and February 8 2010 foreclosure sales are hereby
lifted and Defendants Motion to Dismiss is granted
It appears to the Court that good cause for the entry ofthis Order has been shown
now therefore
IT IS ORDERED ADJUDGED AND DECREED that
PlaintiiYs Complaint fails to state a claim uponwhich relief can be granted as to
all causes oraction asserted and there are no genuine issues of material fact existing For
these reasons this cane is dismissed with prejudice Plaintiffs Motion to Compel is
denied as it is now moot
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the previously entered stays of foreclosure
sales Temporary Restraining Orders are hereby lifted and vacated
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants will prepare and submit to this
Court a judgment consistent with this Memorandum Decision and Order
DATED thisa day ofJuly 2010
LAINSINYNES Jistrict Judge
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were in effect for the January 11 th and February 8th, 2010, foreclosure sales are hereby 
lifted and efendants' otion to Dismiss is gra te  .. 
It appears to the Court that good cause for the entry of this Order has been shown; 
no  theref re, 
IT IS , J ,   that 
Plaintirrs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted as to 
all causes of action asserted, and there arc no genuine issues of aterial fact existing. For 
these reasons, this ca..;;e is dis issed ith pr~iudicc. Plaintiff's otion to o pel is 
denied, as it is no  oot 
I  I    that the re i sl  e tere  sta s ff rcel s re 
sales (Temporary Re::;training Orders) are hereby lifted and vacated .. 
I  I    t t f t  ill r r   it t  t i  
Court a judgment consistent with this Memorandum Decision and Order. 
DATED this ~ day of July, 2010. 
RANDUM ISION AND ORDER 
.".L~~~\~.! U A.'/M ...... ~""'")_ 
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CERTIFICATE OFMAILING
I hereby certify that on the day of July 2010 a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was mailed postage prepaid or sent by interoffice mail to
Monica Flood Brennan Lance E Olsen
MONICA FLOOD BRENNANPC ROUTII CRABTREE OLSEN P S
608 Northwest Blvd STE 10 1 3535 Factoria Blvd SE STE 200
CoeurdAlene ID 83814 Bellevue WA 98006
Facsimile 208 6768288 Facsimile 425 283 5905
JeffBarnes
WJBarnesPA
co international Mediation Associate Inc
6655 West Sahara Ave Ste B200
Las Vegas Nevada 89146
No fax provided
Daniel English
Clerk of the District Court
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onica lood Bre nan 
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c nes 
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/o International e iatio  gs i tes,  .. 
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Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
No fax provided 
Daniel English 
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BY~~~~. 
Dc Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
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Colonial FIRST LENDING GROUP
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HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
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I Penny L Tardiff Official Court
Reporter County of Ada State of Idaho hereby
certify
That I am the reporter who took the
proceedings had in the above entitled action in
machine shorthand and thereafter the same was
reduced into typewriting under my direct
supervision and
That the foregoing ReportersTranscript
contains a full true and accurate record of the
proceedings had in the above and foregoing cause
which was heard at Boise Idaho
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto set my
hand this 12th day of October 2011
Penny L Tardiff CSR No 712
Official Court Reporter
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THE COURT Yeah I agree Right
Okay lets go to the second one breach
of contract Thatsas to Count 7 that Homecomings
has breached the note and deed of trust
MR McGEE Yes and from Homecomings
perspective on this one its unclear that the
complaint simply does not provide any provision of
either the note or deed of trust that had been
breached by Homecomings in this case
THE COURT Well theyr claiming that
they werentinformed by the borrower of any change
in the loan service provider and then you provided
a supplemental brief about MFRS didntyou I just
received
MR McGEE Im not aware that theyr
claiming that they were not provided notice of any
change in servicing unless I perhaps I missed
that on the claim
THE COURT I thought so Okay let me
ask Okay on the breach of contract claim
MR STEELE Yes Your Honor Breach of
contract claim goes to the fact that the pleadings
clearly allege and as a matter of fact admitted by
the defendant Homecomings that they had absolutely
no financial interest in the note or deed of trust
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So rather than allege a specific
violation of a paragraph contained with either the
note or deed of trust breach of contract goes to
the fact that they simply have no interest in
enforcing this either contract the promissory note
or the deed of trust
THE COURT Well then how would they
breach if they had no interest
MR STEELE Well they allege they have
an interest
THE COURT Youre alleging they have an
interest Or theyr alleging it
MR STEELE Well if you look at the
default notices yes They are alleging they have
an interest in the deed of trust and are authorized
to
THE COURT But your position is they
have no interest in the contract
MR STEELE The position is they have
no interest in the contract
THE COURT Okay so if thatsyour
position then how can you claim that they breached
it Wouldn they be coming back on a cross claim
or something to say yeah we do
MR STEELE Well their allegation is
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they do have an interest
THE COURT Yeah but were looking at
your complaint So just looking at your complaint
what are you saying that okay your breach of
contract claim is against Homecomings only
MR STEELE As far as this count yes
THE COURT Homecomings only okay and
thats Count 7
MR STEELE 7
THE COURT So what are you claiming
then that they breached in your complaint
MR STEELE Well were claiming Your
Honor that wrongful foreclosure negligence in
foreclosure
THE COURT Well on the breach of
contract In Count 7 I understand you claim that
Homecomings has breached the note and deed of trust
so were they a party
MR STEELE By lending they have an
interest in the note or deed of trust and have
authority
THE COURT But if theyr not a party
how do they breach If theyr not a party to the
note and the deed of trust how do they breach
MR STEELE Your Honor if you look at
PENNY L TARDIFF CSR NO T215 208 3642086
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1 they do have an inter t. 
2 
3 
THE C : Yea , but 're looking at 
your complaint. So just looking at your c i , 
4 hat re you s ing that -- o , your breach of 
5 c tract claim is a inst o eco ings l ? 
6 . : s far as this t, . 
7 E : o eco ings l , , and 
 at's ount . 
 . : . 
  :  a   u n  
 t  t t t  r  in r plaint? 
12 . L : l , 're , Your 
13 onor,  l re, ge e i  
14 l re. 
15  T: el ,     
16 ntract.   ,     t 
17 o eco ings has breached t e note and deed f tr st, 
 s  r  they a party? 
19 . TEELE: y l i  t  a e a  
20  i      f t   
21 authority. 
22  OURT: t i  they're t a arty, 
23 how do they breach? If they're t a part  t  t  
24 not  and t  deed f tr st, ho  do t ey breach? 
25 R. STEELE: ur Honor, i  you l k at 
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THE COURT Well were looking at your
complaint
MR STEELE Well I have the notice I
believe attached as an exhibit to my complaint
which they state that they have an interest you
know if theyr able to foreclose on this property
THE COURT And then youre saying they
breached it by doing what
MR STEELE By the fact that they dont
have an interest in this property
THE COURT I dontsee how thats a
breach Well lets see Yeah that could be a
breach assuming that youre claiming that they have
an interest and theyr taking a contrary position
to the contract that could be a breach But youre
not claiming they have an interest Youre saying
theyr claiming they have an interest
MR STEELE Well theyv admitted they
have no interest
THE COURT Okay so theyv admitted
they have no interest Your position is they have
no interest
MR STEELE If they have no interest
then they have no authority to foreclose
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simple --
THE C : l , 're looking t your 
co plaint. 
M . S : ll, I have the n c , I 
b lie , attached as an t to y l i , 
hich they state that they have a  inte t, ou 
kno , if t ey're e  oreclose n t is rt . 
E : nd t e  ou're ng t  
rea e  t  ing t? 
. :  t e    n't 
e  tere  n s rt . 
 T:  n't   at's  
ch. ll, t's e. ,     
14 r ,   ou're     
  st,  ey're t i   t  i  
 t  t  tract,     ach. t ou're 
17 not clai ing they have an rest. ou're  
18 they're l i i  t  a e an i t rest. 
 . TEELE: ell, they've itt  t  
   rest. 
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THE COURT Do you want to respond to
that
MR McGEE Like Your Honor Im a bit
confounded as to how this creates a breach of either
the deed of trust or note Homecomings has conceded
at this juncture they do not have a pecuniary
interest in the note or deed of trust but
THE COURT Well and theyr not a
party Are they a party to the note of the deed of
trust
MR McGEE No And heres I think
heresperhaps the source of confusion Mr Renshaw
and this may clarify some issues on some of the
other counts as well Mr Renshaw counsel refers
to a representation in the notice of default that
Homecomings has somehow initiated this foreclosure
cause of action
The notice of default the reference to
Homecomings is a reference to the actual original
document Its a reference to the deed of trust
that was executed in favor of Homecomings
So to assert that I mean setting
aside the kind of confusing morass that is the
breach of contract cause of action the assertion
that the notice of default somehow implicated or
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somehow was an effort by Homecomings to enforce the
note and deed of trust of which they have no
interest in
THE COURT Okay so MERS is the
beneficiary on the deed of trust
MR McGEE Correct
THE COURT And then the note of
course would have just been signed by the
plaintiff I mean the parties to the note would be
the plaintiff who signed the note correct
MR McGEE Right
THE COURT And the deed of trust and
Homecomingssname does it appear on the deed of
trust
MR McGEE Homecomings does They are
the lender
THE COURT Oh as being the lender
MR STEELE And it also appears on the
note Your Honor
THE COURT Im just again wondering
what so youre claiming they breached the
contract by claiming they have an interest
MR STEELE By claiming they have an
interest which they donthave and that they have
authority to foreclose which they do not have
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THE COURT And thats a breach of
contract
MR STEELE Thats a breach of
contract
THE COURT Okay wer going around and
around on this So the contract
MR STEELE pleadings We may get
to a certain point in this case where it becomes
clear that wer going to have to go this path
rather than
THE COURT Well you have parties to a
contract and the parties to the note and deed of
trust are who
MR STEELE Are Homecomings
THE COURT So youre claiming they are
a party to the contract
MR STEELE They are a party Its in
Exhibit 6 to the complaint
THE COURT Okay so they breached the
contract by claiming they have an interest in the
contract
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THE COURT Is there a contract term or
something in the contract that says that Homecomings
is not allowed to claim an interest in the contract
Im not understanding your argument that they
breached the contract by claiming they have an
interest in the contract Theyr either a party to
the contract or not
MR STEELE Well whether they were
originally but they have transferred their
interest They transferred it without recourse
THE COURT So they breached a contract
between themselves and some other party
MR STEELE Thats not our allegation
of contract between Mr Renshaw
THE COURT All right but if theyr
claiming an interest in the contract that theyr
not entitled to then that would be a breach of an
agreement between them and somebody else wouldnt
it who now claims to own the contract
MR STEELE Your Honor one of which is
in this in this case as well as a lot of cases
like this is who is the lender Who is entitled to
declare default And the reason thats important is
these homeowners need to know who they need to deal
with on the other side
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So for a lender in this situation
Homecomings who is the original lender a party to
a contract since has transferred that to who knows
who and then come back and declare default and
declare that they are the beneficial owner of the
deed of trust and the owner of the promissory note
does not comply with the well settled principals
that we recognize here in Idaho for foreclosing deed
of trust
THE COURT I you know I understand
that argument and I appreciate that argument You
know focusing in on your cause of action for breach
of contract that they breached the note and deed of
trust if the note and deed of trust said that
Homecomings is the lender and Homecomings agrees not
to do certain things and then youre saying that
they breached that then I understand that there
could be a breach of contract And youre saying
well they breached it because they claimed to have
an interest in the note and the deed of trust
MR STEELE They claim to be a party to
a contract yes when in fact theyr not
THE COURT Okay So theyr not a
party to the note and the deed of trust
MR STEELE They were originally yes
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Their name was on both of them
THE COURT Okay so youre saying
because its been transferred then Homecomings does
not have the right now to come in and all right
but I dontsee how thats a breach of contract
Wouldntthat be something else
MR STEELE It may be something else
THE COURT Some other I don see
that as a breach of contract
MR STEELE But it may Your Honor at
this point some of these pleadings some of these
counts are alternatives
THE COURT Because your client was not
a party to Homecomingssdecision then to transfer
So the contract that your client had would have been
between your client and Homecomings the lender
So the question is was there a breach
of contract when they transferred the interest with
now I guess providing you with notice of it that
could be a breach of contract
MR McGEE If I can address that Your
Honor Both promissory note and the deed of trust
provide for transfer of Homecomingssinterest
THE COURT Right
MR McGEE expressly
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MR STEELE Well Your Honor its not
the transfer during the they can transfer the
contract Thats clearly their position But once
theyv transferred it they have no further
interest and so for them to come back and say now
we have an interest and were going to foreclose
THE COURT Well but then the cause of
action would be between them and the transferee
wouldntit not between your client and them
MR STEELE There may be litigation
between Homecomings and the transferee
THE COURT Yeah I mean that doesn
affect so your position would be that if they
transferred it then theyr not the real party in
interest to come in and try to enforce the
foreclose on the deed of trust But the question
is is that a breach of contract Thatsall Im
trying to figure out Is that a breach of contract
And I dontknow what the breach of contract is
unless and I thought what you were talking about
was that they failed to inform that under paragraph
20 of the deed of trust that the borrower would be
informed of any change in the loan service provider
Now I thought the loan service provider
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was going to be MERS under the deed of trust No
Is that incorrect
MR STEELE Your Honor I think the
deed of trust MERS is Mountain Loan Servicer
THE COURT The beneficiary
MR STEELE No theyr not the
beneficiary either
THE COURT What are they
MR STEELE The deed of trust which is
7 it shows the 20th This is why the inaudible
is because originally we have the grantor of the
deed of trust the grantee of the deed of trust and
the trustee Well this has all three of those
plus MERS is now supposably a party to this
contract
THE COURT What paragraph are you
reading
MR STEELE If you look on the second
page
THE COURT On the deed of trust
MR STEELE On the deed of trust And
MERS is not the the second page it says MERS is
mortgage electronic registration systems Inc MERS
is the separate corporation that is acting solely as
a nominee for lendera d lenders successors can
PENNY L TARDIFF CSR NO T215 208 3642086
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assign MERS is the beneficiary under this security
instrument MERS is organized blah blah blah
THE COURT So they are the beneficiary
MR STEELE Well Your Honor one of
our allegations
THE COURT Your client signed this
MR STEELE they are not the
beneficiary
THE COURT Your client signed this
didnthe Didnt your client sign it
MR McGEE Yes he did Your Honor
THE COURT Which states that MERS is
the beneficiary
MR STEELE Well if you look on the
previous page typically a lender is the
beneficiary Idaho law provides for three parties
a lender a trustee and the borrower and the law
does not provide for four parties
THE COURT All right again talking
about your breach of contract claim if youre
saying the parties to the note and deed of trust are
Homecomings and your client but youre saying
well no theyr not the party because the
beneficiary was changed
MR STEELE MERS is not the recognized
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beneficiary under Idaho law
THE COURT All right but lets forget
about MERS then Under your breach of contract
claim your Count 7 youre claiming that
Homecomings has breached the note and deed of
Trust
MR STEELE Yes
THE COURT What did they do to breach
it And youre saying well they breached it
because now theyr claiming an interest in it and
because its been transferred Whos it been
transferred to MERS MERS or who
MR STEELE Well thats one of the
questions Who is the owner of this deed of trust
Who is the lender at this point
THE COURT Well but how have they
breached how have they breached the contract
though I dontunderstand your breach of contract
claim at all then I dont understand it I mean
I thought I did because I thought that you were
alleging that well you were entitled to be
informed of change in the loan service provider
You were not informed and so therefore theresa
breach of contract breach of the deed of trust
And youre saying well no thats not it
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Our breach of contract claim is the fact
that theyr claiming an interest in this and
therefore they breached the contract by claiming an
interest in a contract
MR STEELE No Your Honor if you
look at Exhibit 12 to the claim thatsmy first
written request to these defendants and under that
letter you see that this notice is given pursuant to
section 15 of the deed of trust entitled Notices
There appears to be uncertainty as to the
beneficiary of this deed of trust The deed of
trust being MERS as the beneficiary
And under Idaho Code 45 1502 defines a
beneficiary for purposes of the trustee in the
statute as the person who
THE COURT Okay
MR STEELE has a financial interest
in the loan and MERS has admitted they have
absolutely no financial interest in this loan
THE COURT All right So that means
Homecomings does
MR STEELE Homecomings also admitted
that they have no financial interest in this loan
Theyv both have admitted that
THE COURT Again I dont understand
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your breach of contract claim I just I dont
know
MR STEELE Well Your Honor looking
at it from a bigger picture you know it is a
breach of the contract to schedule a foreclosure
sale under the deed of trust if you have no
authority to schedule a foreclosure
THE COURT Excuse me How can okay
Youre saying they have no interest in the contract
if I have no interest in the contract how do I
breach a contract by doing something that involves
that contract How am I in breach Im not a party
to it Youre saying theyr not a party anymore
MR STEELE Well Your Honor if you go
on and look at go to Exhibit No 9
THE COURT Notice of default
MR STEELE Notice of default okay
And youllsee that mortgage electronic registration
system Homecomings as beneficiary both are
beneficiary interests The beneficial interest
which is presently headed by inaudible
registration systems
THE COURT Okay
MR STEELE theyv admitted they
have no interest in this deed of trust
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THE COURT So youre saying theres
nobody out there
MR STEELE These are the wrong people
THE COURT excuse me Who is the
right person then
MR STEELE I dontknow I dont
think they know
THE COURT So youre saying theres no
one out there that you know of that can even force
collection of this deed of trust
MR STEELE There is no one
THE COURT And my client walks away
with 28000 whatever it is
MR STEELE Im not saying that Im
saying there is someone who holds this deed of
trust Its not these defendants
The reason this is important is for
THE COURT Yeah
MR STEELE like Mr Renshaw in
negotiating with someone on the other side rather
than being said
THE COURT Right and I understand
that Yeah and I think the law protects your
client in that regard Okay but a breach of
contract figure out how this claim survives your
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breach of contract claim survives against
Homecomings where youre claiming they dont have
any interest in this and so I dont know
And I dont know we keep going around
and around on this but you know I understand what
youre trying to accomplish by your lawsuit I
think I understand that But were looking at
individual claims individual claim against
Homecomings saying they breached the note and deed
of trust But I can you help me out here Mr
McGee
MR McGEE I donthave any better idea
than Your Honor does specifically with respect to
this breach of contract claim And again I would
emphasize that the continued reference to the notice
of default as somehow implicating Homecomings
financial action if you actually read it states
well one its filed by Pioneer who is the
trustee who is the party that a borrower is to work
with in the event of foreclosure according to the
Idaho Trustee Act
But as far as the breach of contract
MR STEELE Thatsnot true You dont
negotiate with a trustee on the deed of trust
THE COURT Thatstrue You dont
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The trustee is simply the trustee
MR McGEE You dontnegotiate with
them but Your Honor the trustee is the person who
has legal title to the property and can certainly
aid a borrower in acting as trustee and can in
addressing foreclosure concerns Im not suggesting
that Mr Renshaw would be able to negotiate against
or with Pioneer just for clarification sake
MR STEELE No Your Honor We are not
alleging that Mr Renshaw is entitled to a free
house No That is not anywhere in our complaint
Our allegations are these people these defendants
did not have the authority either contractually or
in equity to foreclose They simply have no
interest in this property
THE COURT Okay but if thats your
position that Homecomings has no interest in the
property then I know we keep going around on
this I don see how theres a breach of contract
if thats your position
MR STEELE Well if you look at the
contract they are listed as a lender doing the
promissory note Theyr listed as the but where
theyr also but they were parties to the breach
of a contract which limits their ability to
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foreclose
THE COURT But if youre saying they
breached the contract then arentyou admitting
theyr a legitimate party here with an interest in
this case It seems that thats that they have
an interest in this case and they breached their
agreement
MR STEELE Well if they have an
interest in the contract
THE COURT Well youre saying they do
Theyv got an interest and theyv breached it if
youre alleging breach of contract Okay for
breach of contract the plaintiff must allege that a
valid contract existed between himself and the
defendant and the defendant engaged in contact that
violated that contract Okay that would be a
breach of contract
And youre claiming that they have no
interest in this contract and therefore theres
no valid contract that existed At the time the
breach occurred there was no valid contract that
existed Whatever breach there was youre saying
there was no valid contract If theresno valid
contract then there can be no breach
MR STEELE Your Honor this has come
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to light since filing the complaint in which in
requests responded in their request to admit they
admit to having an inaudible They admit that
theyr not the beneficiary They admit they dont
hold and do not represent
THE COURT Okay so you donthave any
objections then to the dismissal of the breach of
contract claim
MR STEELE Well Your Honor its a
little premature for me to say that I would rather
get some discovery done yes before I say
THE COURT Okay so Im looking at the
pleadings themselves so focusing on your complaint
what is it that you think youve alleged a breach of
contract
MR STEELE Well that there is no
default under deed of trust Thats a breach of the
contract They donthave the authority to declare
a default
THE COURT Because the requirements
have not been met And when I was looking at your
complaint I thought you were focusing on the fact
that they did not that you did not receive notice
of the change of borrowers or excuse me the
loan service provider
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MR STEELE Your Honor that may be the
case but at this point I dont have evidence of
that I don have
THE COURT All right but once again
wherever its a judgment on the pleadings so thats
all I can focus on at this point And youve said
well some things have come to light that would
indicate to you that they have no interest in the
contract at this point If thats true then there
can be no breach of contract
All right so things have come to light
since filing your amended complaint Okay I can
consider that Im just focusing on what your
amended complaint says
MR STEELE Well Your Honor I believe
Ive met the notice pleadings standard I dont
think that Im required to go into specific detail
THE COURT And when I threw it out to
you when I was initially looking at this I said it
appears to me that what youre claiming is that it
was a breach of contract because your client was not
informed of any change in the loan service provider
I thought thats what you were claiming your breach
of contract was and then you said something
different
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MR STEELE Youre right I did say
something different They may turn out to be the
case We were not advised of the change in the loan
servicer
THE COURT Okay thatswhat I thought
that the breach was So looking at you know the
facts
MR STEELE Your Honor if youlllook
at my requests which are attached to the complaint
that was one of my questions Who is the owner of
this deed of trust Who is entitled to the
clarities of default under this deed of trust
THE COURT Well lets go to count 8
breach of covenant of good faith and fair dealing
So if they have a breach of contract claim then
they would have implied covenant of good faith and
fair dealing
MR McGEE Yes Your Honor I think
THE COURT Those would go together
MR McGEE I think they go together
and again I think they fail to allege facts
sufficient to support such a claim
THE COURT I know And again were
looking at general pleadings You know I think I
understand what youre try to accomplish by the
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I INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw Renshaw obtained a home loan in June 2007 In
May 2010 he was unable to pay his monthly loan payments and as a result he defaulted on his
loan When Renshaw defaulted foreclosure commenced in accordance with Idaho Code Section
45 1505 and 451506 Without denying that his own default caused the foreclosure Renshaw
seeks damages related to the commencement of foreclosure under various theories Purposeful
ignorance of the facts and misconstruction of the law plague the First Amended Complaint and
Demand for Jury Trial Complaint An examination of the undisputed facts in combination
with the law governing trust deed foreclosures in Idaho establishes that Homecomings Financial
LLC Homecomings Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MERS and
Executive Trustee Services LLC ETS collectively the Defendants are entitled to
summary judgment
II STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
A Origination of the Loan
1 On June 27 2007 Renshaw executed a Promissory Note in favor of his
lender Homecomings See Affidavit of Kyle Lucas filed contemporaneously herewith Lucas
Aff at 2 Ex A the Note see also Complaint 33 Renshaw promised to make
monthly payments of principal and interest in the amount of147656 in order to pay off the
loan from Homecomings in the amount of236500 See Note at 1 1 and 4 The Note
provides that ifRenshaw does not pay the full amount of each monthly payment on the date it is
due he will be in default Id at 3 7B TheNote also provides that Lender may transfer this
Note Id at 1 1
2 On June 27 2007 Renshaw also executed a Deed of Trust securing his
obligation under the Note See Complaint 33 The Deed ofTrust was recorded in the office of
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.  
l i tiff r r   ("Rensh ")    a    .  
a  ,  s le t   is t l  l  ts,  s  r sult,  f lte   is 
l a . he  e s a  efa lte , f recl s re c e ce  i  acc r a ce it  I a  e ecti  
-150   -15 . ithout i  t t is  f lt  t  f r l r ,  
seeks da ages related to the co ence ent of foreclosure under various theories. Purposeful 
ignorance of the facts and isconstruction of the la  plague the First ended Co plaint and 
e and for Jury rial ("Complaint"). n exa ination of the undisputed facts, in co bination 
it  t  l  i  t t  l s  i  o, t lis es t t i s i i l, 
 ("Homeco ings"), rt  l tr i  istr ti  st s, I . ("MERS")  
xecutive rustee ervices,  ("ETS") (collectively, the "Defendants")  t   
su ary judg ent. 
.     
. i i i    . 
.  J e , , e s a  e ec te  a r iss r  te i  fa r f is 
l r, i .  id it  l  , ile  t l  r it  ("Lucas 
ff."),  ~  & Ex.  (the "Note"); see also o plaint, ~ . ensha  pro ised to ake 
onthly pay ents f principal and interest in the a ount f $1,476.56 in order to a ff the 
l a  fr  ec ings i  t e a t f $236,250.00. See te at 1, ~~   .   
provides that if ensha  does not pay the full a ount of each onthly pay ent on the date it is 
e,  ill  i  f ult. I . at , ~ (B).  t  ls  r i s t t "Lender  tr sf r t is 
ote." Id. at 1, ~ . 
. n June 27, 2007, ensha  also executed a eed of Trust securing his 
obligation under the Note. See Complaint, ~ .         f o   
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the Ada County Idaho Recorder on July 3 2007 as InstrumentNo 107095032 See Flores Aff
3 Affidavit of Matthew J McGee filed contemporaneously herewith McGeeAff Ex A
the Deed of Trust The Deed of Trust encumbers a piece of real property located in Ada
County Idaho commonly known as 3480 South Pimmit Place Boise Idaho 83706 the
Property See Deed ofTrust at 3
3 The Deed of Trust designates Renshaw as borrower Homecomings as
lender Pioneer Title Company of Ada County Pioneer as trustee and Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc MERS as beneficiary acting solely as a nominee for lender and
lenderssuccessors and assigns Id at 1 2
4 Renshaw agreed that the Deed of Trust secured his repayment of the loan
and his covenants and agreements under the Deed of Trust and the Note Id at 3 Among other
covenants and agreements the Deed of Trust provides that Renshaw shall pay when due the
principal of and interest on the debt evidenced by the Note and any prepayment charges and late
charges due under the Note Id at 4 1
5 Renshaw granted and conveyed the Property to Pioneer in trust with the
power of sale Id at 3
6 Renshaw agreed that MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted
by Borrower in this Security Instrument but ifnecessary to comply with law or custom MERS
as nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns has the right to exercise any or all
of those interests including but not limited to the right to foreclosure and sell the Property
Id at 3
7 The Deed of Trust provides as follows
Borrower shall not be released from Borrowersobligations and
liability under this Security Agreement unless Lender agrees to
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS
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  ty, ,   l  ,2   t . 07095032.   f ., 
~ ; id    . e,  l  r i  ("McGe  ff."), x.  
(the "Dee   t"). he eed of rust encu bers a piece of real property located in da 
nty, I , l   s  t  i it l e, is , I   (th  
"Property").      . 
. he eed f rust designates ensha  as borro er, o eco ings as 
l r, i r itl   f  t  ("Pioneer") s tr st e,  rt  l tr i  
istr ti  st s, I . ("MERS") s fi i r  ti  s l l  s  i  f r l r  
lender's successors and assigns. ! . at 1-2. 
.  r  t t t   f r t r  i  r t f t  l  
 is ts  r ts r t   f r st  t  t . I . t .  t r 
ts  r ts, t   f r st r i s t t s  "sh ll    t  
principal of, and interest on, the debt evidenced  the ote and any prepay ent charges and late 
charges due under the ote." Id. at 4, ~ . 
. s  r t    t  r rt  t  i er, i  tr st, it  t  
  l . .  . 
. ensha  agreed that "MERS holds only legal title to the interests granted 
 rr er i  t is rit  I tr nt, t, if r  t  l  it  l  r t ,  
(as inee f r e er a  e der's s ccess rs a  assi ns) as t e ri t: t  e ercise a  r all 
 t  i t t , i l i , t t li ite  t , t e i t t  re l s   ll t  roperty .... " 
I . t . 
. The eed of Trust provides as follo s: 
orro er shall not be released fro  orrower's obligations and 
liability under this Security gree ent unless ender agrees to 
    ' 
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such release in writing The covenants and agreements of this
Security Instrument shall bind except as provided in Section 20
and benefit the successors and assigns of Lender
Id at 10 13
8 The Deed of Trust also provides as follows
All notices given by Borrower or Lender in connection with this
Security Instrumentmust be in writing Any notice to Borrower in
connection with this Security Instrument shall be deemed to have
been given to Borrower when mailed by first class mail
Id at 10 15
9 The Deed of Trust further provides as follows
The Note or a partial interest in the Note together with this
Security Instrument can be sold one or more times without prior
notice to Borrower A sale might result in a change in the entity
known as the Loan Servicer that collects Periodic Payments
due under the Note and this Security Instrument and performs
other mortgage loan servicing obligations under the Note this
Security Instrument and Applicable Law There also might be one
or more changes of the Loan Servicer unrelated to a sale of the
Note If there is a change of the Loan servicer Borrower will be
given written notice of the change which will state the name and
address of the new Loan Servicer the address to which payments
should be made and any other information RESPA requires in
connection with a notice of transfer of servicing If the Note is
sold and thereafter the Loan is serviced by a Loan Servicer other
than the purchaser of the Note the mortgage loan servicing
obligations to Borrower will remain with the Loan Servicer or be
transferred to a successor Loan Servicer and are not assumed by
the Note purchaser unless otherwise provided by the Note
purchaser
Id at 11 12 20
B Transfer of the Loan
10 After origination of the loan Homecomings transferred the Note to
Residential Funding Company LLC of which Homecomings is a direct subsidiary See Lucas
Aff 4 Thereafter Residential Funding Company sold the beneficial interest in the loan to
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Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation Freddie Mac Id Homecomings Residential
Funding Company and Freddie Mac are all members ofMERS Id
11 Presently the Note is indorsed in blank and held by GMAC Mortgage
LLC GMAC who services the loan for Freddie Mac See Lucas Aff 5 Ex A Freddie
Mac is the master servicer and owns the beneficial interest in Renshawsloan as an investor but
GMAC is the holder of the Noteabearer instrument See id GMAC is a member ofMERS
and certain GMAC employees are signing or certifying officers of MERS with authorization to
take action in MERSsname Id at 6
12 Homecomings was the servicer ofRenshawsloan until July 1 2009 See
Lucas Aff 4 7 As of July 1 2009 GMAC became the servicer of Renshawsloan although
the address to which he was to send payments did not change Id at 7 On June 10 2009
Homecomings and GMAC memorialized a forthcoming change in servicing by sending Renshaw
a letter by first class mail notifying him of the change in accordance with the requirements of
the Deed ofTrust See id at 7 Ex B see also Statement ofUndisputed Facts SOF 8
9 supra As of July 1 2009 Homecomings did not service the loan collect payments hold the
Note or otherwise attempt to enforce the Note or the terms of the Deed of Trust See id
C Payment Default and Commencement of Foreclosure
13 Upon receiving the loan Renshaw commenced making periodic payments
of the loan to Homecomings and then GMAC through approximately April 2010 See Lucas
Aff 78
14 Renshaw failed to make his monthly payment in May 2010 and in the
months thereafter See Lucas Aff 8 Such failure was a default under the terms of the Note
and Deed ofTrust See SOF 1 4 supra
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15 As a result of Renshawsfailure to make monthly loan payments in May
2010 and in the months thereafter a Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust
Notice ofDefault was filed for record in the office of the Ada County Recorder as Instrument
No 110074820 on August 13 2010 See McGee Aff Ex B The Notice of Default was
executed and recorded by Executive Trustee Services LLC ETS as attorney in fact for the
trustee Pioneer See id Such action was authorized by a Limited Power ofAttorney Power of
Attorney recorded On December 1 2008 in the office of the Ada County Recorder as
Instrument No 108128542 See McGee Aff Ex C
16 When the Notice ofDefault was recorded there was no pending lawsuit to
recover the debt secured by RenshawsDeed of Trust See Lucas Aff 9
17 Pursuant to Idaho Code Section 451506 on December 1 2010 the
affidavit of mailing notice of sale the Gomez Aff the affidavit of posting and service the
Bodine Aff and the affidavit of publication of notice of sale the Bartlett Aff were all
recorded in a document titled Affidavits in the office of the Ada County Recorder as Ada
County Instrument No 110113217 See McGeeAff Ex D the Affidavits In particular the
following was accomplished
a On August 27 2010 a copy of the Notice ofTrusteesSale was mailed to
Renshaw among others See Gomez Aff Ex D to McGee Aff The Notice of Trustees Sale
sets forth Renshaw as grantor Pioneer as trustee and MERS as beneficiary in the Deed ofTrust
See id at Annexed Exhibit the Notice of Sale It provides a description of the property
covered in the Deed of Trust Id It sets forth the recordersinstrument number where the Deed
of Trust is recorded Id The Notice of Sale also states the default for which the foreclosure is to
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be made the sum owing on the obligation secured by the Deed ofTrust Id Finally it states the
time and place of the saleDecember 29 2010 at 100 PM at Pioneer Title Company Id
b On September 8 2010 September 17 2010 and September 30 2010
Bob Bodine posted the Notice of TrusteesSale at a conspicuous place on the Property See
Bodine Aff Ex D to McGee Aff
c Beginning on October 15 2010 and ending on November 5 2010 the
Notice ofTrusteesSale was published in four 4 insertions of the Idaho Statesman See Bartlett
Aff Ex D to McGee Aff
18 Renshaw was served with the Notice of Default and the Notice of
Trusteessale in August 2010 See Complaint 50
19 On or about October 15 2010 Renshaw requested information regarding
ownership of the loan and the foreclosure proceedings and requested cancellation of the
foreclosure sale scheduled for December 29 2010 See Complaint Ex 12 The letter was
addressed to GMAC and Homecomings among others Id At this time Homecomings was not
the servicer ofRenshawsloan See Lucas Aff 10
20 On or about November 3 2010 GMAC responded to the letter by
providing copies of the Note Deed of Trust HUD1 Settlement Statement and account history
and identifying the current master servicer and owner Freddie Mac and loan servicer GMAC
Mortgage See Complaint Ex 13
21 On or about November 11 2010 Renshaws counsel sent a letter to
GMAC requesting Renshawsentire file reiterating the request to cancel the foreclosure sale
and threatening litigation See Complaint Ex 14 At this time Homecomings was not the
servicer of Renshawsloan See Lucas Aff 10
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22 On or about November 19 2010 GMAC responded by referring to its
previous communication attaching additional documentation and responding to counsels
concerns regarding MERSs status as a nominee and beneficiary under the Deed of Trust See
Complaint Ex 15
23 On December 6 2010 Renshaw commenced this lawsuit The scheduled
Trustees Sale did not occur on December 29 2010 and was not rescheduled See Lucas
Aff 11 Furthermore Renshawsloan remains in default See id
III SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARDS
Idaho Rule ofCivil Procedure 56 provides that summary judgment is proper if the
pleadings depositions admissions on file and affidavits show there is no genuine issue as to any
material fact and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law When the
moving party shows an absence of material facts with respect to the claims at issue and the
nonmoving party fails to show the existence of a material issue of fact summary judgment in
favor of the movant is appropriate Chandler v Hayden 147 Idaho 765 769 771 215 P3d485
489 491 2009 To preclude summary judgment the nonmoving party must make a showing
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that partys case on which that
party will bear the burden of proof at trial Badell v Beeks 115 Idaho 101 102 765 P2d 126
127 1988 citing Celotex v Catrett 477 US 317 323 1986 A mere scintilla of
evidence or slight doubt as to facts is not sufficient to create a genuine issue for purposes of
summary judgment Samuel v Hepworth Nungester Lezamiz Inc 134 Idaho 84 88 996
P2d 303 307 2000 citing Harpole v State 131 Idaho 437 439 958 P2d 594 596 1998
The nonmoving party must respond to the summary judgment motion with specific facts
showing there is a genuine issue for trial Id citing Tuttle v Sudenga Indus Inc 125 Idaho
145 150 868P2d 473 478 1994
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Under these established rules of summary judgment Renshaw cannot produce
evidence that is sufficient to create a genuine issue of material fact as to his claims against the
Defendants Accordingly Renshawsclaims cannot succeed as a matter of law and Defendants
motion for summary judgment should be granted
IV ARGUMENT
RenshawsComplaint is akin to thousands of other lawsuits filed by borrowers in
the middle of foreclosure both in Idaho and around the country Normally borrowers assert that
MERSsstatus as a beneficiary and nominee for the lender and its successors and assigns as
well as the sale or transfer of loans in the secondary market somehow calls into question the
enforceability of the loan or the trusteesstanding to enforce the loan Idaho courts and other
courts in the 9th Circuit have nearly unanimously rejected such theories at the pleadings stage
See Hobson v Wells Fargo BankNA2012 WL 505917 D Idaho Feb 15 2012 there is no
showme the note provision in Idaho Trust Deed Act and MERS has sweeping authority to act
as an agent on the lendersbehalf McGee Aff Ex E Dillon v GMAC Morig LLC et al
Bonner County District Court Case No CV 20111328 Sept 22 2011 upholding MERSs
authority to act McGee Aff Ex F Stanton v First Horizon Home Loan Corp et al
Ada County District Court Case No CV0C11 02836 Sept 14 2011 same McGee Aff
Ex G Edwards v Mortg Elec Registration Sys Inc et al Kootenai County District Court
Case No CV102745 Nov 16 2010 MERS was the beneficiary under the deed of trust with
authority to appoint a successor trustee who subsequently commenced foreclosure
Seeeg Cervantes v Countrywide Home Loans Inc 656 F3d 1034 104244 9th Cir
2011 finding borrowers claim that MERS was a sham beneficiary was undercut by the terms
in their standard deed of trust which describe MERS role in the home loan and stating that
even if we were to accept the plaintiffs premises that MERS is a sham beneficiary and the
note is split from the deed we would reject the plaintiffs conclusion that as a necessary
consequence no party has the power to foreclose
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McGee Aff Ex H Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon et al Kootenai County District Court
Case No CV1095 July 2 2010 MFRS was beneficiary as a matter of law In fact a recent
Idaho Supreme Court decision very clearly demonstrates the futility of Renshawsclaims of this
type Trotter v Bank of New York Mellon Idaho P3d 2012 WL 206004
2012 finding no standing requirement in the Idaho Trust Deed Act and noting the absence of
any Idaho precedent or statutory authority holding that MERS may not act as a beneficiary
The distinction between this case and the numerous Idaho cases dismissed at the
pleadings stage is that Renshaw not only asserted causes of action that arguably make sense
under the circumstancessuch as wrongful foreclosure fraud quiet title and slander of
titlehis pleadings allege liability under virtually every theory imaginable In addition to
making numerous claims against his loan broker related to origination which claims he
subsequently dismissed with prejudice Renshaw alleged against Defendants causes of action for
breach of contract breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing negligence
tortious interference with contract unjust enrichment violation of the Idaho Consumer
Protection Act ICPA violation of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act RESPA
and violation of the Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP all of which allegedly
relate to Pioneerscommencement of foreclosure The five causes of action that survived the
pleadings stage are breach of contract the related breach of the implied covenant of good faith
and fair dealing negligence violation of ICPA and violation of RESPA Because Renshaw
cannot show that the commencement of a trust deed foreclosure by Pioneer constituted a breach
of contract or was wrongful or unconscionable his claims cannot survive summary judgment
Renshaw did not plead this cause of action but it is the most common cause of action
plead in these types of cases
Oddly enough Pioneer is not a party defendant
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A Renshaw Cannot Demonstrate Violation of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
Renshaws complaint essentially revolves around an alleged failure to comply
with the Idaho Trust Deed Act His breach ofcontract and breach ofthe duty of good faith and
fair dealing counts both allege breach of the Note and Deed of Trust which are under the
circumstances of this case incidents of such Act His negligence claim alleges negligence in the
commencement of foreclosure and presumably the Act creates the duty that was breached
Finally his claim for violation of the ICPA likewise appears to allege wrongful conduct in the
initiation of a trust deed foreclosure Accordingly a review ofthe Idaho Trust Deed Act and
Pioneers compliance therewith is appropriate
A deed of trust is a conveyance of real property IDAHO CODE 451513
Although for practical purposes a deed oftrust is only a mortgage with power of sale title to the
real estate does pass for the purpose of the trust Defendant A v Idaho State Bar 132 Idaho
662 665 978 P2d 222 225 1999 citing Long v Williams 105 Idaho 585 58788 671 P2d
1048 105051 1983 Legal title to the property is conveyed by the deed of trust to the
trustee Id citing IDAHO CODE 4515024
Under the Idaho Trust Deed Act the trustee may exercise the power ofsale and
commence foreclosure if 1 the trust deed and any assignments are recorded in the county
mortgage records 2 there is a default by the grantor of the trust deed 3 the trustee or
beneficiary ensures that a notice of default is recorded and mailed to the appropriate parties and
4 no lawsuit has been instituted to recover the debt secured by the trust deed IDAHO CODE
451505 Pursuant to IC 451505 a trustee may initiate nonjudicial foreclosure
proceedings on a deed of trust without first proving ownership of the underlying note or
demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has requested or authorized the trustee to initiate
those proceedings Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon Idaho P3d 2012
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mortgage records, (2) there is a default by the grantor of the trust deed, (3) the trustee or 
beneficiary ensures that a notice of default is recorded and mailed to the appropriate parties, and 
(4) no lawsuit has been instituted to recover the debt secured by the trust deed. IDAHO CODE 
§ -1 5. "[P]ursuant to I.C. § - 05, a tr t  ay i iti t  nonjudici l f r cl sure 
proceedings on a deed of trust without first proving ownership of the underlying note or 
demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has requested or authorized the trustee to initiate 
those proceedings." Trotter v. Bank of New York Mellon, _ Idaho _, _ P.3d _, 2012 
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WL 206004 2012 There is no requirement to prove standing to commence foreclosure in the
Idaho Trust Deed Act Id
Upon commencement of foreclosure the trustee ensures compliance with the
notice requirements set forth in Idaho Code Section 451506 see IDAHO CODE 45150626
and an affidavit reflecting such compliance must be recorded twenty 20 days before the date set
for the sale IDAHO CODE 4515067 In particular a notice of sale must be mailed to the
grantor of the deed of trust and any other person with a recorded interest in the property and
posting of the notice must occur in a conspicuous place at the real property 45150625
Thenotice of sale must provide a property description set forth the names ofthe grantor trustee
and beneficiary reference the deed of trust that is being foreclosed describe the default and the
sum owing and set forth the time and place of the sale 45 15064 A copy of the notice of
sale must be published in a newspaper of general circulation once a week for four successive
weeks with the last publication occurring at least thirty 30 days prior to the date of sale 45
15066 Importantly the failure to give notice by mail service posting or publication in
accordance with Section 451506 will not affect the validity of the sale as to persons so notified
or having actual knowledge of the sale See Taylor v Just 138 Idaho 137 141 42 59P3d 308
31213 2002 citing IDAHO CODE 451508
In this case the Deed of Trust signed by Renshaw was recorded on July 3 2007
as Ada County InstrumentNo 107095032 See Section 11 supra Statement of Undisputed Facts
SOF 2 As the Deed of Trust makes clear Pioneer is the trustee SOF 3 5 In May
2010 Renshaw failed to make his monthly loan payments resulting in a default SOF 14 A
Notice of Default was filed in the office of the Ada County Recorder SOF 15 Renshaw was
served with the Notice ofDefault in August 2010 SOF 18
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  (2 2). r  i   r ir t t  r  "sta i g" t   f r l r  i  t  
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 t f f r l s r , t  tr st  s r s li  it  t  
tice re ire e ts set f rt  i  I a  e ecti  -1 , see I   § 5- 506(2)-(6), 
and an affidavit reflecting such co pliance ust be recorded t enty (20) days before the date set 
  l .   § 45-1506(7). In particular, a notice of sale ust be ailed to the 
r t r f t   f tr st   t r rs  it   r r  i t r st i  t  r erty,  
sti  f t  ti  st r i   s i s la e t t  r l r rty. § - 506(2), (5). 
he notice of sale ust provide a property description, set forth the na es of the grantor, trustee, 
a  e eficiar , refere ce t e ee  f tr st t at is ei  f recl sed, escri e t e efa lt a  t e 
su  o ing, and set forth the ti e and place of the sale. § 45-1506(4).  copy of the notice of 
sale ust be published in a ne spaper of general circulation once a eek for four successive 
, it  t  l t li ti  rri  t l t t irt  (3 )  ri r t  t  t  f l . § 5-
506( ). I rt tl , t  f il r  t  i e ti   il, s r i , sti  r li ti  i  
acc r a ce ith ecti  -150  ill t affect t e ali it  f t e sale as t  ers s s  tifie  
or having actual kno ledge of the sale. See Taylor v. Just, 138 Idaho 137, 141-42,59 P.3d 308, 
312-13 (2002) (citing IDAHO CODE § 45-1508). 
In this case, the eed f rust signed  ensha  as recorded on July 3, 2007, 
as da ounty Instru ent o. 107095032. See Section II, supra, State ent of ndisputed Facts 
("SO ") ~ . s t e ee  f r st a es clear, i eer is t e tr stee.  ~~ , . I  a  
2010, ensha  failed to ake his onthly loan pay ents, resulting in a default. S F ~ 4.  
otice of efault as filed in the office of the da ounty ecorder. S F ~ .   
served ith the otice f efault in ugust 2010.  ~ . 
    ' 
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1
Pursuant to the notice requirements set forth in Idaho Code Section 451506 a
copy of the Notice of TrusteesSale Notice was mailed to Renshaw among others
SOF 17a The Notice describes the property sets forth the names of the grantor trustee and
beneficiary in the Deed of Trust references the recorders instrument number sets forth the
default the sum owing on the obligation and the time and place of the sale Id The Notice was
also posted and published in a newspaper of general circulation SOF T 17b17c Finally
pursuant to Section 4515067the affidavits of mailing posting and publication were recorded
in the office of the Ada County Recorder as InstrumentNo 110113217 SOF 17 There is no
dispute that Renshaw was properly served with notice of the trusteessale SOF 18
In sum Pioneer met each and every requirement for a valid trust deed foreclosure
under the Idaho Trust Deed Act Despite his allegations to the contrary if a grantor like
Renshaw is in default a trustee may initiate nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings on a deed of
trust without first proving ownership of the underlying note or demonstrating that the deed of
trust beneficiary has requested or authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings Trotter
supra The undisputed facts establish that Renshaw defaulted and that the trustee Pioneer
thereafter initiated non judicial foreclosure proceedings in full compliance with the applicable
statute Renshaw cannot set forth any facts that create a genuine issue of material fact as to
violation of the Idaho Trust Deed Act and accordingly he cannot succeed on his related claims
B Homecomings Is Entitled to Summary Judgment on the Breach of Contract
Claim
Renshaw alleges Homecomings breached the Note and Deed of Trust In a breach
of contract action a plaintiff has the burden to prove the making of the contract an obligation
assumed by defendants and their breach or failure to meet such obligation Reynolds v
Am Hardware Mut Ins Co 115 Idaho 362 365 766 P2d 1243 1246 1988 A breach of
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rs a t t  t e tice re ire e ts set f rt  i  I a  e ecti  -15 , a 
copy of the otice of rustee's ale ("Notice") as ile  t  haw,  t . 
 ~ 17(a). The otice describes the property, sets forth the na es of the grantor, trustee and 
fi i r  i  t  e  f r st, r fere ces t  r order's i str t r, s ts f rt  t  
efault, t e s  in   t e li ati , a  t e ti e a  lace f t e sale. I . e tice as 
also posted and published in a ne spaper f general circulation.  ~~ 17(b), 17(c). inally, 
pursuant to Section 45-1506(7), the affidavits of ailing, posting and publication ere recorded 
in the office of the da ounty ecorder as Instru ent o. 110113217. S F ~ .    
dispute that ensha  as properly served ith notice f the trustee's sale.  ~ . 
 , i  et    i t   li  t t  l  
     . espite his allegations to the contrary, if a grantor like 
s  is i  f ult, "a tr st   i itiate j i i l f r l s r  r i gs    f 
trust ithout first proving o nership of the underlying note or de onstrating that the deed of 
trust beneficiary has requested or authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings." Trotter, 
r .  i t  f t  t li  t t  f lt ,  t t t  tr tee, i r, 
thereafter initiated non-judicial foreclosure proceedings in full co pliance with the applicable 
t t . ensha  cannot set forth any facts that create a genuine issue f aterial fact as to 
i lati  f t  I  r st  t,  cordingly,  t   i  r l t  l i . 
. o eco ings Is ntitled to Su ary Judg ent on the reach of ontract 
l i . 
ensha  alleges o eco ings breached the ote and eed of rust. In a breach 
of contract action, a plaintiff has the burden to prove "the aking of the contract, an obligation 
assu ed by defendants, and their breach or failure to eet such obligation." eynolds v. 
A . ard are ut. Ins. o., 115 Idaho 362, 365, 766 P.2d 1243, 1246 (1988).   f 
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contract is a failure without legal excuse to perform any promise which forms the whole or
part of a contract Idaho Power Co v Cogeneration Inc 134 Idaho 738 746 9 P3d 1204
1212 2000 Where the contract is in the form of a written instrument the person who signs the
instrument is liable thereon IDAHO CODE 283401 A plaintiff must also prove damages
OConnor v Harger Constr Inc 145 Idaho 904 909 188 P3d 846 851 2008 The burden
is upon the plaintiff to prove not only that it was injured but that its injury was the result of the
defendantsbreach both amount and causation must be proven with reasonable certainty
Griffith v Clear Lakes Trout Co Inc 143 Idaho 733 740 152P3d 604 611 2007
1 Renshaw breached the Note and Deed of Trust not Homecomings
Renshaw agreed to make monthly payments of principal and interest in the
amount of147656 SOF 1 In May 2010 and in the months thereafter Renshaw failed to
make such monthly payments SOF 14 By the plain and unambiguous terms of the Note and
Deed of Trust such failure constituted a breach and a default of Renshaws obligations
SOF 1 4 Renshawsfailure to make the required payments precipitated the initiation of the
foreclosure not any act or omission ofHomecomings Renshaw breached the Note and Deed of
Trust Homecomings did not
2 Renshaw can present no evidence of a breach of the Note or Deed of
Trust by Homecomings
Renshaw cannot prove that Homecomings breached even one term of the Note or
Deed ofTrust The objective in interpreting contracts is to ascertain and give effect to the intent
of the parties Tolley v THI Co 92P3d 503 140 Idaho 253 2004 If possible the intent of
contracting parties should be determined from the language of the agreement as the best
indication of their intent Opportunity LLC v Ossewarde 38P3d 1258 136 Idaho 602 2002
Haroun v Wyreless Sys Inc 114 P3d 974 141 Idaho 604 2005 If a contractsterms are
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 f  ntract."   . . neration, c.,   8, 6,  .3d 204, 
1212 (2000). here the contract is i  the fonn f a ritten instru ent, the person ho signs the 
e t  a e r on.   § -3-4 .  plaintiff ust also prove da ages. 
'Co no  .  str. I c.,  I  4, ,  .3d 46,  (2 8). "Th   
is  t  l i tiff t  r  t l  t t it s i j r  t t t its i j r  s t  r s lt f t  
f ndant's ch;          rtainty." 
iffit  . l   t o., c.,   , ,  .3d ,6  (2 7). 
. ensha  breached the ote and eed of rust, not o eco ings. 
 r  t   t l  ts f ri i l  i tere t i  t  
  $1 7 .56. ,-r . I   0,  i  t  t s t r after, s  f il  t  
   ts. ,-r 14. y the plain and una biguous tenns f the ote and 
eed of Trust, such failure constituted a breach, and a default of enshaw's obligations. 
 ,-r,-r , . shaw's f il r  t   t  r ire  t  r i itate  t  i itiati   t  
r ,     s   i .        
r st; i s i  t. 
. ensha  can present no evidence of a breach of the ote or eed of 
r t  i s. 
ensha  cannot prove that o eco ings breached even one tenn f the ote or 
eed f rust. he objective in interpreting contracts is to ascertain and give effect to the intent 
f t  rti s. lle  . I o.,  .3d ,1  Ida   (20 4). If ssi l , t  i t t f 
c tracti  arties s l  e etenni e  fr  t e la a e f t e a ree e t as t e est 
indication of their intent. pportunity, LL  v. sse arde, 38 P.3d 1258, 136 Idaho 602 (2002); 
Maroun v. yreless ys., I c., 114 .3d 974, 141 Idaho 604 (2005). If a contract's tenns are 
 I    ' 
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clear and unambiguous the contractsmeaning and legal effect are questions of law and the
meaning of the contract and intent of the parties is determined from the plain meaning of the
contracts own words Taylor v Just 59 P3d 308 138 Idaho 137 2002 State v Barnett
133 Idaho 231 234 85 P2d 111 114 1999
In this case the respective obligations of Renshaw and the lender are clear The
Note provides that in exchange for a loan Renshaw promises to make monthly payments to
Homecomings or as directed by Homecomings or its successors and assigns SOF 11 The
terms and conditions of such payments and other related matters are described in the Note See
id The Note expressly provides that it may be transferred Id Renshaw fails to allege and he
cannot prove the breach of any term of the Note by Homecomings
Similarly the terms and conditions of the Deed of Trust clearly spell out the
rights and obligations of Renshaw Homecomings MERS and Pioneer Of particular note
a Renshaw conveyed the Property to Pioneer in trust with power of sale SOF 5
b Renshaw agreed that the Property secured Homecomings or its successors and assigns
interest in repayment of the loan and compliance with the covenants and conditions in the Deed
of Trust SOF 4 and c Renshaw agreed that MERS as nominee for Homecomings and its
successors and assigns holds legal title to the Deed of Trust and if necessary MERS has the
right to exercise the interests of the lender including the right to foreclose and sell the Property
SOF 3 6 Renshaw also agreed that the Note together with the Deed ofTrust could be sold
one or more times without prior notice to Renshaw SOF 9 Renshaw fails to allege any act or
omission by Homecomings that constitutes a breach of any term of the Deed ofTrust
Instead of alleging or proving a breach of the Note or Deed of Trust Renshaw
intends to maintain his breach of contract action against Homecomings by proving that
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l r  i s, t  tract's i   l l ff t r  sti s f l ,  t  
i  f t  tract  i t t f t  rtie  i  t r i  fr  t  l i  i  f t  
tract's  r . l r v. st,  .3d ,  I   (2 2); t t  v. r tt, 
  , ,  .2d ,  (1 9). 
I  t i  , t  r ti  li ti  f   t  l r r  l r.  
t  r ides t t, i   f r  l n, s  r is s t   t l  ts t  
o eco ings or as directed by o eco ings or its successors and assigns. ,-r 1. he 
ter s and conditions of such pay ents, and other related atters, are described in the ote. See 
id. The ote expressly provides that it ay be transferred. Id. Rensha  fails to allege, and he 
t , t     t   t  t   i s. 
Si ilarly, the ter s and conditions of the eed of rust clearly spell out the 
rights and obligations of enshaw, o eco ings, S, and Pioneer. f particular note, 
(a) s  e e  t  r rt  t  i r i  tr st, it  r f s l  (S  ,-r ); 
(b) ensha  agreed that the roperty secured o eco ings' or its successors and assigns' 
interest in repay ent of the loan and co pliance ith the covenants and conditions in the eed 
f r st (SO  ,-r 4); and (c) Rensha  agreed that ERS, as no inee for o eco ings and its 
successors and assigns, holds legal title to the eed f rust and, if necessary,  has the 
right to exercise the interests of the lender, including the right to foreclose and sell the Property. 
 ,-r,-r , . s  ls  r  t t t  t , t t r it  t   f r st, l   s l  
one or ore ti es ithout prior notice to enshaw. S F,-r 9. ensha  fails to allege any act or 
is i   i  t t tit t   r  f  t r  f t   f r t. 
Instead of alleging or proving a breach of the ote or eed of Trust, ensha  
intends to aintain his breach of contract action against o eco ings by proving that 
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Homecomings was not a party to the loan contract when Pioneer initiated foreclosure and that
Homecomings took some action in furtherance of such foreclosure without authority Even if
that were true which it is not such facts do not constitute a breach of contract Moreover
Renshaw cannot set forth any facts creating a genuine issue of material fact to support the
alleged breach upon which the Court relied to deny a judgment on the pleadings ie breach of
paragraph 20 of the Deed ofTrust regarding disclosure of a change of servicers
a Renshaw can provide no authority for the proposition that a
party can simultaneously breach a contract and be a nonparty
to such contract
RenshawsComplaint states that Homecomings assigned the Note and is not the
current beneficiary ofthe Deed ofTrust See Complaint 6871 Essentially Renshaw alleges
that Homecomings is no longer a party to the loan contract Those facts are not disputed by
Homecomings Homecomings does not own the loan does not service the loan or hold the Note
and is not the trust deed beneficiary SOF 1012 Notwithstanding the undisputed fact that
Homecomings is not a party to the loan contract Renshaw alleges that Homecomings breached
the loan contract At the hearing on Defendants Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings the
Court spent a significant amount of time attempting to decipher how Homecomings could have
breached the loan contract in question while simultaneously not being a party to such contract
See McGee Aff Ex I Hearing Tr at 1133 Neither Renshaw nor the Court ever resolved that
issue and absent authority to support Renshawsuntenable position Homecomings is entitled to
summary judgment on the breach ofcontract claim
b Renshaw cannot demonstrate that Homecomings did not
disclose the servicing change
The Court flummoxed by the nonsensical suggestion that Homecomings had
breached the Note and Deed of Trust because Homecomings was not a party to the Note or
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Homecomings was not a party to the loan contract when Pioneer initiated foreclosure, and that 
Homecomings took some action in furtherance of such foreclosure without authority. Even if 
that were true (which it is not), such facts do not constitute a breach of contract. Moreover, 
Renshaw cannot set forth any facts creating a genuine issue of aterial fact to support the 
alleged breach upon which the Court relied to deny a judgment on the pleadings, i.e., breach of 
paragraph 20 of the Deed of Trust regarding disclosure of a change of servicers. 
a. ens a  c  ovide no a ity f  the opos tion that  
party can si ultaneously breach a contract and be a nonparty 
to s  c . 
Renshaw's Co plaint states that Ho eco ings assigned the Note and is not the 
current beneficiary of the Deed of Trust. See Complaint, ~~ -7 . nti l ,  le es 
that Homecomings is no longer a party to the loan contract. Those facts are not disputed by 
Homecomings. Homecomings does not own the loan, does not service the loan or hold the Note, 
a  is t t e tr st ee  e eficiary.  ~~ -1 . ithsta ing     
Homecomings is not a party to the loan contract, Renshaw alleges that Homecomings breached 
the loan contract. At the hearing on Defendants' otion for Judgment on the Pleadings, the 
Court spent a significant amount of time attempting to decipher how Homecomings could have 
breached the loan contract in question while si ultaneously not being a party to such contract. 
See cGee Aff., Ex. I, Hearing Tr. at 11-33. Neither Renshaw nor the Court ever resolved that 
issue, and absent authority to support Renshaw's untenable position, Homecomings is entitled to 
summary judgment on the breach of contract claim. 
b. nshaw cannot demonstrate that Ho ecomi s did not 
di cl  t e servicing change. 
The Court, flu oxed by the nonsensical suggestion that Ho eco ings had 
breached the Note and Deed of Trust because Homecomings was not a party to the Note or 
ME RANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
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Deed of Trust eventually questioned whether perhaps the alleged breach involved a failure by
Homecomings when it was a party to comply with paragraph 20 of the Deed of Trust by not
providing adequate notice of a change in servicers See id at 32 Having previously indicated
that was not the basis of the contract claim counsel for Renshaw eventually agreed and stated
that Renshaw was not advised of the change in the loan servicer Id at 33 The undisputed
facts establish otherwise On June 10 2009 Homecomings and GMAC advised Renshaw in
writing that GMAC would take over the servicing of his loan SOF 12 The sending of such
letterby first class mail satisfied the notice requirements of paragraph 15 and paragraph 20 of the
Deed ofTrust SOF 89 Homecomings did not breach the Note or Deed ofTrust
Even if Homecomings breached paragraph 20 of the Deed of Trust Renshaw can
prove no resulting damages His payments were to be sent to the same address SOF 12 Prior
to the lawsuit the party responding to the purported qualified written requests sent by counsel for
Renshaw was GMAC not Homecomings SOF T 1922 Renshaw knew that GMAC serviced
his loan not Homecomings More importantly his loan was indeed properly serviced Renshaw
does not allege nor can he prove that his payments were not credited to his account that he was
not provided the appropriate escrow accountings or that any other servicing deficiency resulted
from an alleged failure to notify him of a change in servicers Even assuming Renshaw were
able to demonstrate a genuine issue of material fact related to Homecomings alleged failure to
provide notice of the change of servicer he cannot prove damages related to that failure
Accordingly Renshawsbreach of contract count must be dismissed
In discovery Renshaw produced no communications correspondence or documentation
of anykind from Homecomings after July 1 2009
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ccordingly, enshaw's breach of contract count ust be dis issed. 
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of any kind fro  Ho eco ings after July 1, 2009. 
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C Homecomings did not attempt to enforce the Note or initiate
foreclosure of the Deed of Trust
As Renshaw counsel attempted to explain at the hearing the breach of contract
cause of action did not address a specific violation of a paragraph contained with sic either the
note or deed of trust Hearing Tr at 12 McGee Aff Ex I Rather according to counsel the
breach of contract cause of action goes to the fact that Homecomings simply has no interest
in enforcing this either contract the promissory note or the deed of trust Id Even if the Court
entertains Renshaw suggestion that he has a cause of action against Homecomings for breach
of the loan contract even though it was not a party to such contract he cannot establish a genuine
issue of material fact as to such proposition Renshaw can present no evidence that after
July 1 2009 Homecomings had any involvement with the loan in question See SOF 1012
Renshaw can present no evidence that Homecomings attempted to enforce the Note He can
present no evidence that Homecomings directed Pioneer to foreclose the Deed of Trust He can
present no evidence that Homecomings represented it had authority to enforce the Note or
initiate foreclosure Homecomings lack of authority to enforce the loan is undisputed but so is
the fact that Homecomings did not purport to have such authority or take any action to enforce
the loan Accordingly Renshawsbreach of contract claim must fail
C Renshaw Has No Claim for Breach of the Covenant of Good Faith and Fair
Dealing Because There Was No Breach of Contract
Renshaw alleges that Homecomings breached the covenant of good faith and fair
dealing but such claim is without merit As discussed in the preceding sections Renshaw
cannot demonstrate a breach of contract by Homecomings and therefore he cannot state a claim
for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing The implied covenant of good faith is
violated only when a party violates nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the
contract Jones v Micron Tech Inc 129 Idaho 241 24647 923 P2d 486 491 92 Ct App
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of the loan contract even though it as not a party to such contract, he cannot establish a genuine 
iss  f t ri l f t s t  s  r siti n. ensha  can present no evidence that, after 
July 1, 2009, o eco ings had any involve ent ith the loan in question. See  ,-r,-r -1 . 
ensha  can present no evidence that o eco ings atte pted to enforce the ote.   
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initiate foreclosure. o eco ings' lack f authority to enforce the loan is undisputed, but so is 
the fact that o eco ings did not purport to have such authority or take any action to enforce 
t e l a . cc r i l , e shaw's reac  f c tract clai  st fail. 
.  as    e          
eali  eca se ere as  reac  f tract. 
ensha  alleges that o eco ings breached the covenant of good faith and fair 
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cannot de onstrate a breach f contract by o eco ings, and therefore, he cannot state a clai  
for breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. The i plied covenant of good faith is 
violated only when a party "violates, nullifies or significantly impairs any benefit of the ... 
contract." Jones v. icron Tech., Inc., 129 Idaho 241, 246-47, 923 P.2d 486, 491-92 (Ct. pp. 
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1996 see also Idaho First NatlBank v Bliss Valley Foods Inc 121 Idaho 266 289 824P2d
841 864 1991 A violation of the implied covenant is a breach of the contract It does not
result in a cause of action separate from the breach of contract claims
Renshaw cannot maintain his claim for breach of the implied covenant of good
faith and fair dealing because as set forth in Section IIIB supra Renshaw can present no facts
demonstrating that Homecomings breached any term of the Note or Deed of Trust A claim for
breach of the implied covenant must directly relate to breach of a specific contract term See
Bushi v Sage Health Care PLLC 146 Idaho 764 768 203 P3d 694 698 2009 no breach of
implied covenant where appellant could identify no specific term within the operating
agreement that Respondents breached As such Homecomings is entitled to summary
judgment on Renshawsclaim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing
D Renshaw Cannot Establish the Elements of Negligence to Maintain Such a
Claim Against Homecomings MERS or ETS
Renshaw alleges that the Defendants have negligently commenced foreclosure
against Renshaw home and Renshaw suffered resulting damages See Complaint T 11214
A cause of action for negligence requires a plaintiff to demonstrate 1 a duty recognized by
law requiring the defendant to conform to a certain standard of conduct 2 a breach of that
duty 3 a causal connection between the defendants conduct and the resulting injury and
4 actual loss or damage Black Canyon Racquetball v First Natl119 Idaho 171 17576
804P2d 900 90405 1991
The ambiguity surrounding the nature of the duty the breach the cause of injury
and the damages belies the weakness of Renshawsnegligence claim Because the
commencement of foreclosure of a deed of trust is governed by the Idaho Trust Deed Act such
Act sets forth the duties upon which Renshaw necessarily attempts to rely in order to
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1
demonstrate negligence As detailed in Section IIIAsupra Pioneer and Renshaw met each and
every one of the requirements for the proper commencement of foreclosure in this case See
IDAHO CODE 451505 trustee may foreclose if trust deed is recorded there is a default a
notice of default is recorded and no action has been instituted to recover the debt The Deed of
Trust was recorded SOF 2 Renshaw defaulted on the obligation secured by the Deed of
Trust SOF 14 Pioneer recorded the Notice of Default SOF 15 Finally there was no
pending lawsuit to recover the secured debt SOF 16 Therefore because Renshaws
negligence count is predicated upon the duties of a trustee under the Idaho Trust Deed Act and
because Renshaw has not only failed to name the trustee but has failed to prove any breach of
the trusteesduty Renshawsnegligence count cannot survive summary judgment
1 Homecomings had no involvement with the commencement of
foreclosure
Homecomings did not commence foreclosure against Renshaw house See
SOF 15 Pioneer did Id In fact Homecomings had no involvement with Renshaws loan as
of July 1 2009 See SOF 1012 When Pioneer recorded the Notice of Default
Homecomings was neither Renshawsloan servicer nor the beneficiary of the Deed of Trust nor
the trustee of the Deed ofTrust See SOF 1012 15 Homecomings owed Renshaw no duty
and therefore Homecomings is entitled to summary judgment on Renshawsnegligence claim
Before an alleged violation of a statute or regulation may be found to constitute
negligence per se the statute or regulation must clearly define the required standard of conduct
it must have been intended to prevent the type ofharm a defendantsact or omission caused the
plaintiff must be a member of a class of person the statute was designed to protect and the
violation must have been the proximate cause of injury Stott by and through Dougall v Finney
130 Idaho 894 896 950P2d 709 711 1997
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demonstrate negligence.5 As detailed in Section IILA, supra, Pioneer and Renshaw met each and 
everyone of the requirements for the proper commencement of foreclosure in this case. See 
IDAHO CODE § 45-1505 (trustee may foreclose if trust deed is recorded, there is a default, a 
notice of default is recorded, and no action has been instituted to recover the debt). The Deed of 
Trust was recorded. S F 'Il2. Renshaw defaulted on the obligation se ured by the D ed of 
Trust. S F 'Il . Pioneer recorded the Notice f ef lt. S F 'illS. Fin , there as no 
pending lawsuit to recover the secured debt. F 'Il16. he , because haw's 
negligence count is predicated upon the duties of a trustee under the Idaho Trust Deed Act, and 
because ensha  has not only failed to na e the trustee, but has failed to prove any breach of 
the trustee's duty, Renshaw's negligence count cannot survive summary judgment. 
. Ho eco ings had no involve ent with the co ence ent of 
r . 
Homecomings did not commence foreclosure against Renshaw's house. See 
S F'Il15. Pioneer did. Id. In fact, o eco ings had no involve ent ith enshaw's loan as 
of July 1, 2009.   'Il'll -1 .  i r r r  t  ti  f f ult, 
Homecomings was neither Renshaw's loan servicer, nor the beneficiary ofthe Deed of Trust, nor 
the trustee of the eed of rust. See  'Il'll1 -1 , 5. i   h   uty, 
and therefore, Homecomings is entitled to summary judgment on Renshaw's negligence claim. 
5 Before an alleged violation of a statute or regulation may be found to constitute 
negligence per se, the statute or regulation must clearly define the required standard of conduct, 
it must have been intended to prevent the type of harm a defendant's act or omission caused, the 
plaintiff must be a member of a class of person the statute was designed to protect, and the 
violation ust have been the proxi ate cause of injury. Stott by and through Dougall v. Finney, 
130 Idaho 894, 896, 950 P.2d 709, 711 (1997). 
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2 MERS did not breach any duty owed to Renshaw
MERS did not commence foreclosure against Renshaw house SOF 15 As
noted above Pioneer commenced the foreclosure Id MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of
Trust and holds legal title to the Deed of Trust as nominee for the lender and its successors and
assigns SOF T 3 6 However the duties relevant to the commencement of foreclosure as set
forth in the Idaho Trust Deed Act were Pioneersduties as trustee not MERSsduties as
beneficiary See IDAHO CODE 451505 451506Pursuant to IC 451505 a trustee may
initiate nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings on a deed of trust without first proving ownership of
the underlying note or demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has requested or
authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings Trotter v Bank of New York Mellon
Idaho P3d 2012 WL 206004 2012 In short neither Pioneer nor MERS had to
prove Pioneers authorization to foreclose because Renshaw defaulted and Pioneer is the trustee
with power of sale Moreover as set forth in Section IIIA supra Pioneer properly discharged
its duties related to the commencement of foreclosure Because Renshaw cannot show any duty
of the beneficiary not appropriately discharged by Pioneer he cannot prove negligence and
therefore such count against MERS should be dismissed
Even if the Court finds that MERS had some other duty to Renshaw related to
foreclosure such duty certainly relates to ensuring that Renshaw did indeed breach the Deed of
Trust ie that Renshaw defaulted Renshaw however cannot dispute his default SOF 14
Accordingly to the extent MERS had any duty to Renshaw to stop the commencement of
foreclosure because of a lack of default that duty never arose nor was it breached MERS did
not breach any duty owed to Renshaw and therefore the Court should grant summary judgment
for MERS on Renshawsnegligence claim
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Even if the Court finds that ERS had some other duty to Renshaw related to 
foreclosure, such duty certainly relates to ensuring that ensha  did indeed breach the eed of 
rust, i.e., that ensha  defaulted. ensha , ho ever, cannot dispute his default. S F ~ . 
ccordingly, to the extent  had any duty to ensha  to stop the co ence ent f 
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not breach any duty o ed to ensha , and therefore, the ourt should grant su ary judg ent 
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3 Pioneer by and through ETS commenced foreclosure and complied
with the Idaho Trust Deed Act
ETS did not on its own behalf commence foreclosure against Renshaw home
SOF 15 Pioneer commenced foreclosure Id Upon Renshawsdefault a Notice ofDefault
was filed and recorded in the office of the Ada County Recorder Id ETS executed and
recorded the Notice of Default as attorney in fact for Pioneer pursuant to a Limited Power of
Attorney recorded as Ada County Instrument No 108128542 and the Notice of Sale was
appropriately served SOF 15 17ac ETS also timely recorded the affidavit of mailing
notice of sale the affidavit of posting and service and the affidavit of publication of notice of
sale in the office of the Ada County Recorder pursuant to Idaho Code Section 4515067 SOF
17 Pioneer and ETS acting as an attorney in fact for Pioneer complied fully with the
requirements for the commencement of foreclosure as set forth in the Idaho Trust Deed Act See
Section IIIA supra Accordingly ETS is also entitled to summary judgment on Renshaws
negligence claim
4 Renshaw cannot prove causation or damages resulting from Pioneers
commencement of foreclosure
At trial Renshaw will bear the burden to prove damages and causation in order to
succeed on his negligence claim See Black Canyon Racquetball supra He cannot prove either
nor can he respond to this motion with specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial
Renshaw contends generally that the allegedly negligent commencement of foreclosure
proceedings caused damages but he cannot articulate the nature of those damages Renshaw
does not dispute that he defaulted on his loan SOF 14 nor does he dispute that the Property
has not been sold at a trusteessale SOF 23 In short even if one of the Defendants did
breach an alleged duty which they did not Renshaw cannot show any damages Further even
if he could establish an issue of fact on damages Renshaw cannot prove that Pioneers
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commencement of a foreclosure saleas opposed to Renshawsfailure to pay his loanwas the
proximate cause of such damages Because Renshaw cannot set forth facts sufficient to establish
the existence of causation or damages elements essential to the negligence claim he bears the
burden to prove Defendants are entitled to summary judgment
E Renshaw Cannot Demonstrate AnyUnfair or Unconscionable Conduct
Renshaw alleges violation of the ICPA Idaho Code Section 48601 et seq See
Complaint 15255 The Court has already dismissed Renshawsclaims under the ICPA to
the extent such claims related to the original loan documents and the origination of the loan
because the applicable statute of limitations precludes such claims See Memorandum Decision
and Order DefendantsMotion to Dismiss or for Summary Judgment Aug 3 2011 at 8 As
such all that remains is a claim related to the commencement of foreclosure and for the same
reasons that Renshawscontract and negligence counts must be dismissed his ICPA claim must
likewise be dismissed
At the outset in order to have standing under the ICPA the aggrieved party must
have been in a contractual relationship with the party alleged to have acted unfairly or
deceptively Taylor v McNichols 149 Idaho 826 846 243 P3d 642 662 2010 The
undisputed facts demonstrate that upon Pioneerscommencement of the foreclosure Renshaw
was not in a contractual relationship with either Homecomings or ETS Homecomings did not
hold the Note or service the loan SOF 1012 and ETS had only a limited power of attorney
to act for Pioneer but was not in a contractual relationship with Renshaw See SOF 15
Renshaws contractual relationship with MERS if any was limited to its status as beneficiary
acting solely as a nominee for the lender and its successors and assignsin this case GMAC as
the disclosed servicer and holder of the Note SOF 3 1112
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co ence ent of a foreclosure sale-as opposed to e shaw's failure to pa  is loan-was the 
proximate cause of such da ages. Because Renshaw cannot set forth facts sufficient to establish 
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burden to prove, Defendants are entitled to summary judgment. 
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Further the Idaho Supreme Court has found that debts arising from the sale of
goods and services are subject to the ICPA but other debts are not covered In re Western
Acceptance Corp Inc 117 Idaho 399 401 788 P2d 241 243 1990 Debts that do not arise
out of the sale of goods and services subject to the provisions of the Act are not covered The
loan transaction that forms the basis of Renshawsclaims is not a debt that arose out of the sale
of goods or services and is therefore not covered under the ICPA
Equally important foreclosure by advertisement and sale is governed by the Idaho
Trust Deed Act imposing requirements and when necessary providing remedies for failure to
meet such requirements See IDAHO CODE 451502 et seq Renshaw alleges that actions taken
during the commencement of foreclosure were very generally unfair or unconscionable
methods or practices under the ICPA See Complaint 153 54 Renshawsclaim under the
ICPA necessarily fails because the conduct of the Defendants or lack thereof in commencing
foreclosure was governed by a statute specifically addressing such conduct For obvious
reasons and as a matter of well settled Idaho law compliance with a specific legislative act
should not be interpreted as a violation of a more general legislative act It is a basic tenet of
statutory construction that the more specific statute or section addressing the issue controls over
the statute that is more general Wheeler v Idaho 147 Idaho 257 264 207 P3d 988 995
2009 See also Hefner v Caremark Inc 128 Idaho 726 732 918 P2d 595 601 1996
Where two statutes appear to apply to the same case the specific should control over the
general A more general statute should not be interpreted to encompass an area already
covered by a special statute State v Hagerman Water Right Owners Inc 130 Idaho 736 743
947P2d 409 416 1997 citations omitted
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The ICPA which generally addresses unfair or unconscionable methods or
practices does not trump or supplement the specific duties related to the commencement of
foreclosure set forth in the Idaho Trust Deed Act Accordingly the Idaho Trust Deed Act not
the ICPA should govern the Courts examination of the propriety of actions related to
foreclosure in this case It is beyond dispute that the trustee Pioneer had standing to
commence foreclosure pursuant to the Idaho Trust Deed Act Renshaw defaulted and had
already granted Pioneer the power of sale SOF 5 14 Pioneer was not compelled to prove
that it held the Note or that any other party had granted Pioneer authority to commence
foreclosure See Trotter supra Further Pioneer complied with the Idaho Trust Deed Act in all
material respects See Section IIIAsupra
Renshaw cannot maintain a cause of action for unfair or unconscionable methods
or practices under the ICPA because Pioneer complied in all respects with the Idaho Trust Deed
Act which Act specifically governs the conduct of nonjudicial foreclosure In addition and
largely as a result of compliance with the more specific statute Renshaw cannot demonstrate any
unfair or unconscionable methods or practices See State v Daicel Chem Indus Ltd 141 Idaho
102 10708 106 P3d 428 43334 2005 to be actionable a defendantsconduct must fall
within one of the statute nineteen subsections Therefore Homecomings MERS and ETS are
entitled to summary judgment on RenshawsICPA claim
F Renshaw Cannot ProveViolation ofRESPA
Renshaw alleges that on October 15 2010 and November 11 2010 he made two
qualifiedwritten requests QWRs that were not answered by Homecomings thereby violating
RESPA RESPA governs in part the servicing of residential home loans and Renshawsclaim
appears to be based on 12 USC 2605e which provides in pertinent part that if any
servicer of a federally related mortgage loan receives a qualified written request from the
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borrower or an agent of the borrower for information relating to the servicing of such loan the
servicer shall provide a written response 12USC 2605e1AHomecomings
however was not the servicer and therefore was not obligated to answer such QWRs As of
July 1 2009 more than a year before the dates of the QWRs at issue GMAC took over the
servicing of Renshawsloan from Homecomings SOF 12 Pursuant to the requirements of
RESPA and paragraph 20 of the Deed of Trust on June 10 2009 Homecomings and GMAC
notified Renshaw that such transfer of servicing was to occur See SOF 9 12 Because
Homecomings was not Renshawsloan servicer Renshaw cannot maintain his cause of action
for violation of RESPA and summary judgment is appropriate
V CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons Renshaw cannot demonstrate a genuine issue of
material fact for trial and the Defendants are entitled to summary judgment as to each of the
remaining causes of action
DATED this V day ofMarch 2012
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By 3
Matthew J McGee Of the Firm
Attorneys for Defendants
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
VS
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited LiabilityCompany
MORTG GE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUST E SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
Defendants
CASE NO CV OC 1023898
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
JUDGMENT
Oral Argument Requested
NOW Plaintiff Gregory Renshaw by and through his counsel of record Jon M
Steele and pursuant to IRCP 56 moves this Court for partial summary judgment against
Partial summary judgment is proper in this case because there is no genuine issue of
material fact and because Plaintiff is entitled to judgment as a matter of law
Plaintiff asks the Court to make the following rulings
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CpMES , laintiff regory ensha   and through his counsel f record, Jon . 
Steele, jd pursuant to I.R.C.P. 56 moves this Court for partial summary judgment against 
Defend ts. rti l r  j t i  r r i  t i    t r  i   i  is  f 
aterial fact and because Plaintiff is entitled to judg ent as a atter ofla . 
Plaintiff asks the Court to make the following rulings: 
     - a e  
 
Ruling No 1
Plaintiff pursuant to Section 22 of his Deed of Trust has brought a court action
to assert the non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sale
Ruling No 2
On November 9 2007 the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation acquired
the beneficial rights in Plaintiffsloan
Ruling No 3
Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 3 of the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code
Ruling No 4
Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 9 of the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code
Ruling No 5
Defendants compliance with procedural requirements of the Deed of Trust Act
does not give them nor is it evidence of rights not otherwise possessed
Ruling No 6
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County Pioneer is statutorily qualified and is
the named trustee ofPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
Ruling No 7
Only a statutorily qualified person or entity may serve as the trustee ofPlaintiffs
Deed ofTrust
Ruling No 8
The trustee of a deed oftrust may resign or be replaced but may not delegate its
statutory qualification to an unqualified entity
Ruling No 9
The trustee ofPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust serves as an independent third party
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Ruling o.5: 
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does not give the , nor is it evidence of, rights not other ise possessed. 
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uling o.8: 
The trustee of a deed of trust ay resign or be replaced but ay not delegate its 
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ling . : 
The trustee of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust serves as an independent third party. 
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Ruling No 10
The trustee ofa Deed of Trust must disclose all conflicts of interest
Ruling No 11
MERS has not been qualified to conduct business within the state of Idaho since
December 31 2009 and has made no disclosure of this fact
Ruling No 12
ETS is not qualified to do business within the state of Idaho and is not a
statutorily qualified trustee
Ruling No 13
On August 13 2010 MERS recorded Appointment of Successor Trustee which
purports to delegate trustee duties to ETS
Ruling No 14
ETS as a subsidiary of GMAC Mortgage LLC Servicer has conflicting and
undisclosed interests as a matter of law
Ruling No 15
ETS made no disclosure of the following conflicting interests
a the fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state of Idaho
b the fact that it is not a statutorily qualified entity to serve as trustee
ofPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
C The fact that it has conflicting and undisclosed financial interests
as a matter oflaw
d That it is not an independent third party
Ruling No 16
ETS documents are robo signed
Ruling No 17
Homecomings endorsement of PlaintiffsNote was robo signed
Ruling No 18
MERSscertifying officers are robo signers
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c. The fact that it has conflicting and undisclosed financial interests 
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ling . : 
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uling o. 18: 
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Ruling No 19
Robo signed documents are false and faulty
Ruling No20
MERS Rule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the name ofMERS
Ruling No 21
MERS Rule 8 requires the recording of an assignment in Ada County Idaho prior
to initiating foreclosure proceedings
Ruling No 22
Idaho Code 451505 requires the recording of any assignments in Ada
County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure
Ruling No 23
The Litigation or Trustees Sale Guarantee requires the recording of an
assignment in Ada County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure
Ruling No 24
Idaho Code 95054 requires that to be an agent for the purpose of a transfer of
real property the authority of the agent must be in writing
Ruling No 25
As a matter of law Defendants conduct
a Breaches the terms ofPlaintiffsNote and Deed ofTrust
b Breaches the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
C Violates the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
d Violates the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
Ruling No 26
Plaintiff is entitled to a negligence per se instruction
MOTION FORPARTIAL SUMMARYJUDGMENT Page 4
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Ruling No 27
Plaintiff may present his punitive damage claim to the jury
This Motion is supported by and based on all pleadings and papers on file the Affidavit
of Jon Steele and Memorandum in Support filed herewith
Oral Argument is requested
DATED this 10 day of April 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By J A 1U
JON M STEELE
Attorney for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 0 day ofApril 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AS TO JOINT AND
SEVERAL LIABILITY OF DEFENDANTS AND AS TO PRINCIPALAGENCY OF
RELATIONSHIP OFDEFENDANTS was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd








RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
JON M STEELE
Attorney for Plaintiff
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RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
1020W Main Street Suite 400
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
Plaintiff
vs
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLC a
Delaware Limited Liability Company
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS INC a
Delaware Corporation EXECUTIVE
TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company DOES IV and
ABC CORPORATIONS IV
CASE NO CV OC 1023898








COMES NOWJon M Steele being over the age of eighteen years and competent to
make this Affidavit after first being duly sworn and upon his own personal knowledge states as
follows
AFFIDAVIT OF JON M STEELE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FORPARTIAL
SUMMARY JUDGMENT Page 1
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CO ES NO , Jon . Steele, being over the age of eighteen years and co petent to 
ake this ffidavit, after first being duly s orn, and upon his o n personal kno ledge, states as 
: 
   .     I TIFF'S   I  
S  J  - Page 1 
 
1 That I am an attorney in good standing with the Idaho State Bar and counsel
for Plaintiff in the above case
2 That I make this Affidavit In Support ofPlaintiffsMotion for Partial
Summary Judgment
3 Attached as Exhibit 71 is a true and correct copy of portions ofPlaintiffs
Expert Reports ofRichard Kahn and Heidi Emery both of which were filed
on March 12 2012
4 Attached as Exhibit 100 is a true and correct copy of Defendant
Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers and Responses to PlaintiffsFirst
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production ofDocuments dated April
7 2010
5 Attached as Exhibit 101 is a true and correct copy of a letter from GMAC
Mortgage to Plaintiff dated July 30 2010 and produced by Homecomings as
Bates Nos HF000116117
6 Attached as Exhibit 102 is a true and correct copy ofPlaintiffsHAMP
application sent on August 11 2010 and produced by Homecomings as Bates
Nos HF000550561
7 Attached as Exhibit 103 is a true and correct copy of the MILESTONES for
1000626 0473793636 taken from MERSswebsite
httpswwwmersonlineorgersmininfominviewmiles showing the
history for PlaintiffsDeed of Trust and produced by Homecomings as Bates
No HF000600
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.        f laintif s  f r rti  
ar  J dg ent. 
3. ttached as xhibit "71" is a true and correct copy f portions f laintiffs 
xpert eports f ichard ahn and eidi ery, both f hich ere filed 
  , 12. 
4. ttached as xhibit "100" is a true and correct copy f efendant 
i s i i l, C's s rs  s s s t  laintiffs irst 
Set of Interrogatories and Requests for Production of ocu ents dated pril 
, . 
5. ttached as xhibit "101" is a true and correct copy f a letter fro   
ortgage to laintiff dated July 30,2010, and produced by o eco ings as 
ates . OOOI16-11 . 
. ttache   i it "10 " i   tr   rr t  f l intiffs  
application sent on August 11,2010, and produced by Ho eco ings as Bates 
. 50-56 . 
7. ttached as xhibit "103" is a true and correct copy of the I ES  for 
-  en fro  S's  
https:llwww.mersonline.orglmers/mininfo/minvie iles ... sho ing the 
history for Plaintiff s eed of Trust and produced by o eco ings as Bates 
 . 
F IT  J  .     I TIFF'S    
S  J  - e  
8 Attached as Exhibit 104 is a true and correct copy of the signature page and
endorsement ofPlaintiffsNote produced by Homecomings as Bates Nos
HF000771 772
9 Attached as Exhibit 105 is a true and correct copy ofETSsAnswers and
Responses to PlaintiffsFirst Set of Interrogatories Requests for Production
and Requests for Admission
10 Attached as Exhibit 106 is a true and correct copy of the Litigation or
TrusteesSale Guarantee Trustees Sale Guarantee Schedules A B and C
and Beneficiary Check Request produced by ETS as Bates Nos ETS006046
and ETS00004751 and ETS000138
11 Attached as Exhibit 107 is a true and correct copy of a page from MERSs
website httpwwwmersincorgForeclsouresindexasp on March 11 2012
entitled Foreclosure Bankruptcy and produced by Plaintiff as Bates No PLF
042824286 and which is also the subject ofPlaintiffsRequest for Judicial
Notice No 8
12 Attached as Exhibit 108 is a true and correct copy ofPlaintiffsHAMP
application dated December 11 2011 and produced by Plaintiff as Bates Nos
PLF 00280308
13 Attached as Exhibit 109 is a true and correct copy of an extract from Exhibit
A to Affidavit ofMichael O Roe in Support ofDefendantsMemorandum of
Fees and Costs filed in this case on March 21 2012 see December 15 2011
entry for MJM
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13. ttached as xhibit "109" is a true and correct copy f an extract fro  xhibit 
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Fees and Costs filed in this case on arch 21,2012 (see, ece ber 15, 2011 
e tr  f r JM). 
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14 Attached as Exhibit 110 is a true and correct copy of a table ofExcerpts
ComparingPlaintiffsFirst Amended Complaint to Defendants Answer and
PlaintiffsDiscovery to Defendants Responses which was previously filed
with the Court as an attachment to the Affidavit of Steele filed June 23 2011
Further your affiant sayeth naught
DATED this t day ofApril 2012







SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this L1day ofApril 2012
R A
Notary Public forthe State of Idaho
Residing at NjCnvti
ra My Commission Expires 3 9 3
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 6 day ofApril 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF JON MSTEELE IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT was served upon opposing counsel as
follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor





CounselforHomecomings MERS and Executive
Trustee Services LLC
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By
JON M STE LE
Attorney for Plaintiff
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MForensic professionals Group USA inc
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF THE EXPERT
Assessments are opinions of the expert based upon cursory review of the documentation
We will accept this case for an upgrade to a Stage One Evidentiary Findings trust not id
Although the parties are claiming Freddie Mac owns this property no evidence is provided In
fact Freddie Mac may own the property but the likelihood is they are making the payments on
this defaulted mortgage to the true investors who own this mortgage Those investors have not
been disclosed Nor have the rights to service this loan which are in writing under Freddie Mac
rules been evidenced So far we only see bald claims
We believe the original lender on the initial original mortgage was paid in full on this mortgage
in the Freddie Mac securitization
It appears this foreclosure process is being undertaken with faulty chains of title and failures to
provide the disclosures and conduct mediations required by law Not disclosing underlying sales
and transaction disclosure of a securitized loan appears not to be revealed in full
We suspect state consumer protection requirements have not been followed Freddie Mac
provides numerous aggressive loan modification programs none of which appear to have been
presented to this borrower I understand the borrower is a quadriplegic which apparently
makes it more difficult to communicate with him but to my knowledge that is not an excuse
under the laws not to follow the mandated procedures Check your state law lenders may be
required as they are in many states to advise borrower who obtained mortgages between
certain dates to explore alternatives to foreclosure with the borrower and to request mediation
and face to face meetings We will investigate this further in the Stage One
There many more issues that will be examined and reported on in the Stage One Not
identifying the real owner of this loan and the company that legally has the servicing rights and
their written guidelines exacerbates the problems of not being able to deal with the real
2 1 P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Greg Renshaw
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I Forensic fessionals Group USA Inc
owner All to the end of making it harder for this Borrower to contact their mortgage owner
and avoid foreclosure
This is especially important in the case of a quadriplegic who built a customized home to enable
him to function more independently Providing inaccurate documents not disclosing conflicts
of interest stating faulty claims of title and failures to provide the disclosures and conduct
mediations required by law are all practices that Attorney Generals in every state have banded
together to investigation expose and stop In October 2010 all the state Attorney Generals
forma a multistate task force to investigate these and other practices currently affecting
hundreds of thousands of mortgage foreclosures across America FPGUSA is committed to
discovering and reporting information to assist in exposing such practices which can only serve
to deprive homeowners of their legal right to assert legitimate defenses in an action to save
their homes
Such failures potentially injure not just the homeowners denied the protections afforded to
them under our laws but also subsequent purchasers of foreclosed properties financial
institutions who might be inclined to lend on such properties and the title insurance companies
who insure the chain of title to those properties
We invite youto order the Stage One Trust Not Idd in our ala carte reporting services area of
our securitization audits If you choose to do so please also send us your most recent mortgage
statement All but a nominal amount of the cost of this Assessment is automatically discounted
from the regular price when you order the upgrade in the manner specified
Richard M Kahn Signed on December 22 2010
Principal Senior Qualifying Expert
3 1 P a g e 02010 FPGUSA All Rights Reserved Borrower Greg Renshaw
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· Forensic fessionals Group USA, Inc. 
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND STATEMENT OF THE EXPERT
1 Based upon my personal investigation and the facts discovered I can testify that
2 1 this loan has been securitized
3 2 subsequent sales or transfers of the loan have not been revealed
4 3 Mr Renshaw Note and peed of Trust
5 a have been paid in full
6 b have been separated bifurcated
7 4 the Trustee documents are faulty
8 5 the chain of ownership is faulty
9 6 robo signing has taken place
10 7 the documentation has been reverse engineered
11 8 federal loan modification requirements have not been met and
12 9 consumer protection requirements have not been followed
13
14 1 find misrepresentation in the foreclosure procedure with intrinsic and extrinsic concealment in
15 the process The Trustee appears to be willfully employing questionable faulty practices to
16 foreclose
17
18 Idaho Attorney General AG Lawrence Wasden is a member of the National Attorney General
19 Mortgage Foreclosure Multistate Group The Attorney Generals are investigating lenders
20 mortgage servicers and local trustees for questionable practices such as those I find in this case
21 and asking that foreclosures be suspended while investigation into the underlying transaction
22 and its legality can be established This loan appears to have multiple issues of concern
23 enumerated by the joint AG task force
24
25 All references in this report to the Note and Deed of Trust refer to the Note and Deed of Trust
26 executed by Mr Renshaw on June 27 2007
27
28 i am available through the borrowersattorney for mediation and litigation support
29 r
30 RichardM Kahn made01420 1
31 Principal Senior Qualifying Expert
1 httpwwwnaagoriointstatementofthe mortgageforeclosure multistategroup nho If not available on the
NAAG website please find printout attached Ex20101013jointstatementofthe mortgageforeclosurepdf
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5 a. v   paid in full, 
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12 .   r i     f l o ed. 
13 
14 I fi  i r r t ti  i  t  f r l r  r r  it  i tri i   tri i  l t i  
15 the process. The Trustee appears to be willfully employing questionable, faulty practices to 
16 foreclose. 
17 
18 Idaho Attorney eneral (AG) Lawrence asden is a e ber of the National Attorney eneral 
19 ortgage Foreclosure ultistate roupl. The Attorney enerals are investigating lenders, 
20 ortgage servicers and local trustees for questionable practices such as those I find in this case, 
21 and asking that foreclosures be suspended while investigation into the underlying transaction 
22 and its legality can be established. This loan appears to have Ultiple issues of concern 
23 t   t  j int   . 
24 
25 ll r f r  i  t i  r rt t  t  t    f r st r f r t  t  t    f r t 






I a  available through the borro er's attorney for ediation and litigation support. 
i r  . , ade 01/04/2011 
Pri i l, Senior ualifying xpert 
1 http://www.naag.org/joint-state ent-of-the- ortgage-foreclosure-multlstate-group.php If not available on the 
NAAG webSite, please find printout attached. _Ex_20101013.Joint-statement-of-the-mortgage-forec!osure.pdf 
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SUBSEQUENT SALES AND SECURITIZATIQN QE MR RENSHAW LOAN
Our research reveals the transactional history of this loan is nothing like it is presented in the
Notice of TrusteesSale It is a securitized loan as illustrated in 4 charts provided in this report
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Summary of Nor RenshawsLoan
I A BORROWERSakaMortgagors f
BMortgage C Lenders Retail D Other
Brokers
Loan Offices II lenders
F ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates and or purchases closed loans from other originators
Warehouse Lender deducts interest and fees owed from Paid in
Full Amount Received and remits balance in full to Originator
WAREHOUSE LENDER
Lends up to 999 of loan amount to ORIGINATOR
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor Pays for loan IN FULL
G SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
SALE TWO Sponsor to Depositor
I
SALE THREE Depositor to Trust
P TRUST








INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
ol Certificate Holders Owners of loans
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Detail of Mr Renshawsloan
I A BORROWERS aka NEortgagors
Bl4lortgage C Lenders Retail I D OtherBrokers Loan Offices lenders
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates andor aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
SALE ONE Originator to Sponsor Originates or acquires originated
loans from borrower Endorses Note and transfers Mortgage DOT
by true sales to Sponsor True sales are all rights title and interest Pays
as opposed to retaining rights True sale legal opinions on public
for loan
offerings will be filed on SEC EDGAR Originatormay retain Loan
IN FULL
Servicing Rights spreads of interest interest strips between
G Lender as SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
SALE TWO Sponsor to Depositor Depositor is an entry portal of a
sophisticated bankruptcy remote qualified special purpose entity
QSPE that credit enhances the loans creates a Special Purpose
Vehicle SPV also bankruptcy remote hires a Collateralized Debt
Obligations CDOManager to take loans in and split them up into Investor
different slices tranches and immediately sell and convey true money
sale title to the Trustee on behalf of the Investors
H DEPOSITOR
SALE THREE Depositor to Trust Sells loans to Trust in true sales and
then vanishes Notes to show proper endorsement Mortgages
DOTS to show proper assignment Trustee usually large bank Investor
operates remotely for benefit of Investors aka Certificate Holders money
Master Loan or subservicers and Securities Administrator perform
all services and reporting by contracted agreement
QTRUSTEE
P TRUST INVESTORS Pay cash for mortgages in
Owns assets on behalf of investors pool Certificate Holders Owners of loans
who own securities
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Forensic Professionals Group USA Inc
Undisclosed Subsequent Sale Essential Governing Documentation
of Mr Renshaw Loan
F Lender as ORIGINATOR
Originates and or aggregates andor purchases closed loans from other originators
FLOW AGREEMENT Originator promises to keep loan flowing for this deal and
all deals under time terms and payment specific terms
MORTGAGEE PURCHASE AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
G Lenderas SPONSOR
Sells pooled loans to Depositor in true sales promising to record in property records
MORTGAGE PURCHASE AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
H DEPOSITOR
POOLING AND SERVICING AGREEMENT Stipulates conveyance and form of
endorsement of Notes and assignment of Mortgages DOTS Makes representations
and warranties including provision of repurchase by Originator of defective loans
Specifies loan servicing policies and procedures and rights of investor owners
MASTER DOCUMENTCUSTODIAN AGREEMENT identifies party who will take
custody of protect and ensure safety of all the properly endorsed Notes and
assigned mortgages Because sometimes these are made in blank the originals may
be bearer instruments payable to anyone who holds the blue ink originals
Extreme care and procedures are required of this responsible party
NA
Q TRUSTS
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UNDISCLOSED OUTSOURCED LOAN SIERVICING AFFECTING THIS LOAN





Delegated by Master Servicer
r
31d Party Vendors to Owner Often found
filing as owner in foreclosure In
Bankruptcy may be filer of Proof of Claim
and Motions For Relief from Stays
U MFRS
MERS exec is a Sub Servicer Employee
Servicer tracking agency only Acts as
Nominee for owner for transfers of
servicing rights Never is the owner Never
holds mortgage or note Been exposed as
sham in Florida and other states when used
to act as owner in foreclosure or as creditor
T Master Servicer
Handles borrower administration
collections loan payments c
and monthly reporting Deals
directly with Trustee Insures sub aa
servicers abide by sub servicing
agreements in accordance with the c
Pooling and Servicing Agreements E
and Amendments c
Also Typically Acts As
X Securities Administrator N
to the Trustee reporting tracking 4 z
and Calculates and remits cash a
flows to investors
P Trust Holds pool assets on behalf of investors
Issues the investor certificates of ownership
QTrustee Major Bank Represents the investors interests S investors
Buy certificates True ownersof the Notes Trustee
responsible for communication to Investors
Provides information portals to post Master
Servicer Securities Administrator information
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IS L  TS E  LOAN SERVICiNG AFFE TIN  THIS LOAN 
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I am an Advisory Title Officer for TitleOne Corporation in Boise Idaho I have
over twenty years of experience in the Title Industry MyCurriculum Vitae is attached
hereto I have never testified as an expert witness I am providingmy expert report and
opinion without compensation
I have been requested byMr Jon M Steele withRunft Steele Law Offices to
givemy professional opinionofthe chain oftitle for Mr Gregory Renshowsproperty
located at 3480 South PimmitPlace Boise Idaho 83706 and legally known as Lot 12 in
Block 8 of Lakewood UnitNo 15B Ada County Idaho The statements made by me in
this letter are notmade byme as an employee of TitleOne but are my statements as an
individual
Upon thorough examination of the recorded documents I find the following
Gregory AllenRenshaw and Melissa Renshaw obtained the property on January
22 1991 by Warranty Deed Instrument No 9103546 Subsequently the
Renshawsdivorced and the property was granted to Gregory ARenshaw by
Judgment and Decree of Divorce Case No 25892D and recorded October 21
1996 as InstrumentNo 96087733 Mr Renshaw obtained a Deed ofTrust from
Wells Fargo in2002 refinanced with Wells Fargo in 2003 again in 2004 and then
again in 2006 These loans have been reconveyed and released of record
Mr Renshaw then clarified his ownership by Quit Claim Deed recorded July 3
2007 as Instrument No 107095031 and refinanced the2006 Wells Fargo loan by
obtaining a loan with Homecomings Financial on July3 2007 Deed of Trust
Instrument No 107095032 This document references Homecomings Financial
LLCFKAHomecomings Financial Network Inc as the Lender and VIERS
as Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc as a separate corporation that is
acting solely as nominee for Lender and Lenderssuccessors and assigns and that
MERS is the beneficiary under the Security Instrummit An Appointment of
Successor Trustee recorded onAugust 13 2010 as Instrument No 110074819
wherein MERS appointed Pioneer Title Company ofAda County dba Pioneer
Lender Trustee Services c Executive Trustee Services LLC as the Trustee A
Notice ofDefault was recorded August IS 2010 as InstrumentNo 110074820
ByInstrument No 110113217 recorded December 1 2010 the Affidavit of
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e11sFargo in 2002, refinanced ith ells Fargo in 2003, again in 2004 and then 
again in 2006. hese loans have been reconveyed and released of record. 
• ·Mr. Renshaw then clarified his o~nersbip by Quit Claim. Deed recorded July 3, 
2007 as Instru ent o. 107095031 and refinanced the 2006 ells argo loan by 
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Instru ent o. 107095032. This docu ent references o eco ings Financial, 
C (FIKJA o eco ings inancial et ork. Inc.) as the ender and ''1vlER '' 
as ortgage lectr ic e istration ste s, I c. as a se arate c r ration t t i  
acting solely as no inee for ender and ender's successors and assigns and that 
:MERS is t e e eficiar  er the ec rity I str ent. n pp int e t f 
ccess r rustee rec r e   ugust ,  as Instr e t . 4819 
herein: ERS appointed Pioneer Title o pany of da ounty dba Pioneer 
ender Trust e r ices clo e tive rustee i ,   t e r t .  
otice f efa lt as re rde  ugust 18,.   Inst t . . 
y Instrnment . 7 rec rded ece ber 1, 2010~ t e ffida it f 
PLF  
Mailing Afida t ofPosting And Service and Legal Proof ofPublication were
recorded On December 9 2010 a Lis Pendens was recorded listing Gregory
Renshaw as Plaintiff as Instrument No 110115789 Case No CVOC1023893
A Recission ofNotice ofDefault was recorded August 3 2011 as Instrument No
1 1 1 062668
In my profession I routinely examine a chain of title for aproperty to prepare a title
commitment after a foreclosure is complete As a prerequisite to issuing a title
commitmeM Imust verify the foreclosure was done according to underwriting
requirements and Idaho code I am looking to see who initiated the foreclosure
proceedings I have been trained in my position by the Underwriters that I work with to
verify that if MERS is listed on the Deed ofTrust as Nominee for the Lender then there
must be an Assignment from MERS to the last Lender that the Note was transferred to
that such Assignment must be recorded and then the foreclosure proceedings must be
done in that Lender name
Since the inception ofMFRS Chartered in 1997 Assigurneuts within the MFRS system
were no longer recorded in each county upon each transfer I have access to the MERS
website and have researched the MIN number 100062604737936361 for MrRenshaw
Deed ofTrust The MFRS website shows that GMAC is the current Lender holding the
Note for this loan The fact that there was not an Assignment fromMERS to GMAC
recorded inAda County is a concern forme as a TitleExaminer and I would consider this
to be a cloud on the chain oftitle had the property gone through foreclosure and I was
now being asked to insure a subsequent owner of the property
It is important to note that the examination process is also a risk assessment process If
there is no MERS Assignment we would consider there to be a greater risk should we
with out underwriter blessing choose to insure the property If there is a VIERS
Assignment we would consider the risk to be minimal
Attached are the following
1 My Curriculum Vitae
2 Copies of the recorded documents that I have referenced above
3 Judge Williamson Memorandum Decision and Order dated August 3 2011
4 Trotter v Bank ofNew York Idaho Supreme Court 2012 OpinionNo 22
5 Virgil Ralph v Met Life Home Loans Case No CV 20100200 Order Granting
in Part and Denying in Part Motions for Summary Judgment
6 My email correspondencewithMr Steele
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XHiBI  100 
COMES NOW defendant Homecomings Financial LLC by and through
undersigned counsel of record and answers and responds to Plaintiffs First Set of
Interrogatories Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admission to
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC as follows
COMMON INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO 1 Pursuant toIRCP33a1identify the officer or
agent who shall furnish such information as is available to the party and identify each and
every person with whom the officer or agent consulted upon whom the officer or agent relied or
who otherwise constituted a source of information for the officer or agent in connection with the
preparation of answers by you to these Interrogatories listing with respect to each and every
such person the number of each Interrogatory to which he or she helped the officer or agent to
prepare answers or with respect to which he or she was consulted relied upon or otherwise
constituted a source of information
ANSWER NO l Homecomings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it
requests attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving such
objections Homecomings identifies the following persons Peter Knapp
Mr Knapp may be reached coMichael O Roe Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock
Fields ChtdPOBox 829 Boise Idaho 83701 0829 208 3452000
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 2 Identify the name physical address electronic
communication address email and telephone number of each and every person who has any
DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCSANSWERS
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ES NO  defendant o eco ings Fina , , by  through 
undersigned counsel of record, and ans ers and responds to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogat ri s, equests for Production f ts,  e ests for d ission t  
efenda t o ec ings i a cial,  as f ll s: 
 I TERR TORIES 
I E  . : s t t  I.R.C.P. 3(a)(1)  t e "o ficer  
agent, who shall furnish such information as is available to the party" and identify each and 
every person with who  the officer or agent consulted, upon who  the officer or agent relied, or 
 t er ise tituted  rce f i f r ti  f r t  ffic r r t i  ti  it  t e 
preparation of answers by you to these Interrogatories, listing with respect to each and every 
such person the number of each Interrogatory to which he or she helped the officer or agent to 
prepare answers or with respect to which he or she was consulted, relied upon or otherwise 
tit t   r  f i f r ti . 
 .1: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it 
requests attorney client co unications and/or attorney ork product. ithout aiving such 
objections, Homecomings identifies the following persons: Peter Knapp. 
r. napp ay be reached c/o ichael . Roe, offatt Tho as Barrett Rock & 
Fields, Chtd., P.O. Box 829, Boise, Idaho 83701-0829; (208) 345-2000. 
Further, discovery is ongoing. r f r ,  r r    t  
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
 .2: I tif  t  ame, hysical r ss, el ctr i  
co unication address (e ail), and telephone nu ber of each and every person ho has any 
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knowledge or who purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case and for
each state the relevant facts which you understand to be within the knowledge of such person
By this interrogatory we seek the names physical addresses electronic communication address
email and telephone numbers of all persons who have any knowledge of any fact pertaining to
liability andordamages
ANSWER NO 2 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it
seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving
these objections Homecomings identifies the following persons as defined
Homecomings Financial LLC This person as a lending institution and loan
servicing entity has general institutional knowledge ofthe real estate financing industry
including but not limited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures As the entity
originating the loan in question and as a subservicer of the loan in question this person has
specific knowledge oforigination and servicing of the loan at issue in this case
GMAC Mortgage LLC This person as a lending institution and loan servicing
entity has general institutional knowledge of the real estate financing industry including but not
limited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures As the current subservicer ofthe loan
this person has specific knowledge of the servicing ofthe loan at issue in this case
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc This person is a named party
in this lawsuit and is the beneficiary under the security instrument acting solely as a nominee for
the lender and its successors and assigns On information and belief this person has knowledge
ofthe terms ofthe deed of trust and of Plaintiffs default on his loan
DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCS ANSWERS
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knowledge or who purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case and, for 
each, state the relevant facts which you understand to be ithin the kno ledge of such person. 
By this interrogatory, we seek the names, physical addresses, electronic communication address 
(email) and telephone numbers of all persons who have any knowledge of any fact pertaining to 
liability and/or damages. 
NS ER .2: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it 
seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product. ithout aiving 
these objections, o eco ings identifies the follo ing persons, as defined: 
o eco ings inancial, : his person, as a lending institution and loan 
servicing entity, has general institutional knowledge of the real estate financing industry, 
including but not limited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures. As the entity 
originating the loan in question, and as a subservicer of the loan in question, this person has 
specific knowledge of origination and servicing of the loan at issue in this case. 
 ortgage, : This person, as a lending institution and loan servicing 
entity, has general institutional knowledge of the real estate financing industry, including but not 
li ited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures. s the current subservicer of the loan, 
this person has specific knowledge of the servicing of the loan at issue in this case. 
ortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.: This person is a named party 
in this la suit and is the beneficiary under the security instru ent, acting solely as a no inee for 
the lender and its successors and assigns. n infor ation and belief, this person has kno ledge 
f the ter s ofthe deed f trust and f laintiffs default on his loan. 
DEFENDANT HO ECO INGS FINANCIAL, LLC'S ANS ERS 
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Executive Trustee Services LLC This person is a named party in this lawsuit
and is the substitute trustee under the deed of trust On information and belief this person has
knowledge of the terms of the deed of trust and ofPlaintiffsdefault on his loan
Barbara Flores This person has knowledge of Homecomings Financial LLCs
origination of the loan at issue in this case as well as Homecomings protocols and policies
related to origination of residential loans
Each of the foregoing persons may be reached co Michael O Roe Moffatt
Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd PO Box 829 Boise Idaho 83701 0829 208 345 2000
Colonial First Lending Group Inc On information and belief this person has
knowledge of facts related to Plaintiffsapplication for a loan as well as general institutional
knowledge of brokering home loans
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation This person is the investor in the
loan at issue in this matter
Gregory Renshaw This person is the borrower on the loan at issue and plaintiff
in this case
Discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement
this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any
relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 3 Identify the names addresses and telephone
numbers ofall persons you intend to call as factual witnesses at the trial of this case and state the
facts to which they will testify
ANSWER NO 3 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney
DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCS ANSWERS
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Executive Trustee Services, : This person is a na ed party in this la suit 
and is the s stitute trust e under the deed of tr t. n infonnation a d beli f, this pers n has 
knowledge of the tenns of the deed of trust and of Plaintiff's default on his loan. 
arbara Flores: This person has kno ledge of o eco ings Financial, LLC's 
origination of the loan at issue in this case, as well as Homecomings' protocols and policies 
related to origination of residential loans. 
Each of the foregoing persons ay be reached c/o ichael O. Roe, offatt 
homas arrett c  & e , td., .O.  , s , da  701-08 ; (20 ) -20 . 
olonial irst ending roup, Inc.: n infonnation and belief, this person has 
knowledge of facts related to Plaintiffs application for a loan, as well as general institutional 
knowledge of broke ring home loans. 
e eral e a  rtga e r rati : is ers  is t e i est r i  t e 
l  t iss e i  t is tt r. 
Gregory Renshaw: This person is the borrower on the loan at issue and plaintiff 
i  t i  e. 
iscovery is ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent 
this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any 
rele a t r ers f t e c rt. 
 .3: I ntif  t  s, ses,  t l  
numbers of all persons you intend to call as factual witnesses at the trial of this case and state the 
facts to which they will testify. 
S ER .3: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is 
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client communications and/or attorney 
FENDA T I  FINANCIAL, LC'S  
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work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not yet identified any
persons that it intends to call as a witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 4 Identify the name address and any other
identification of every person whom you expect to call as an expert witness
ANSWER NO 4 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney
work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not yet identified any
persons that it intends to call as a witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 5 With respect to each and every person whom you
expect to call as an expert witness at trial identify the following
a Identify the witness fully and summarize his or her qualifications
and background
b State the subject matter on which he or she is expected to testify
C State the substance of the facts and opinions to which he or she is
expected to testify and
d Pursuant to Rule 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence you are
requested to disclose the underlying facts and data upon which the
expert bases his or her opinions
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work product. ithout aiving these o je tions, o eco ings as not et ide tified a  
persons that it intends to call as a itness. iscovery is o i . , o eco ings 
reserves the right to s ple ent this a s er as a r riate in accordance ith t  Idaho les f 
i il Procedure and/or a  relevant rders f the c rt. 
I TE  O. :  the , dress   ther 
identification of every person ho  you expect to call as an expert itness. 
S E  .4: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is 
pre ature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney 
work product. ithout aiving these objections, o eco ings has not yet identified any 
persons that it intends to call as a itness. is er  is i . f , s 
reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the Idaho ules f 
ivil Procedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
I  .5: ith respect to each and every person ho  you 
expect to call as an expert witness at trial, identify the following: 
. Identify the itness fully and su arize his or her qualifications 
and background; 
. t t  t  j t tt r  i   r  i  t  t  t stify; 
c. t t  t  s st  f t  f ts  i i s t  i   r s  is 
expected to testify; and 
.  t         ce,  r  
requested to disclose the underlying facts and data upon hich the 
expert bases his or her opinions. 
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ANSWER NO 5 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney
work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not yet identified any
persons that it intends to call as a witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 6 Identify in specific detail by 1 nature and subject
matter 2 date 3 title or name 4 name address and job title of person who prepared it or
who has knowledge of it and 5 name address and job title or job capacity of the recipient of
each and every document you or your attorneys are aware of which contains makes reference to
or relates to any factual matter involved in this action or which contains or relates to any item of
discoverable evidence Also please state the name physical address electronic communication
address email and telephone number of the custodian of each item described
ANSWER NO 6 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that
it is compound and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor
attorney work product Without waiving such objections and in accordance with Rule 33c
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Homecomings identifies the Plaintiffspayment history Bates
range HF000001 to HF000006 Plaintiffs servicing notes Bates range HF000007 to HF000046
and Plaintiffs loan file Bates range HF000047 to HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders ofthe court
INTERROGATORY NO 7 State whether or not you intend to rely upon any
communication made by Plaintiff Ifyour answer is in the affirmative identify the following
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S  . : o e ings je ts t  t is interrogat r   t  r s it is 
pre ature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney 
work product. ithout aiving these objections, o eco ings has not yet identified any 
persons that it intends to call as a itness. iscovery is ongoing. , e ings 
reser es t e ri t t  s le ent t is a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce ith t e I a  les f 
i il r re nd/or  r le a t r rs f t  rt. 
I  . : I e tif  i  s ecific etail  (I) at re a  s ject 
atter, (2) ate, (3) title r a e, (4) a e, a ress, a  job title f ers   re are  it r 
ho has kno ledge of it, and (5) na e, address, and job title or job capacity of the recipient of 
each and every docu ent you or your attorneys are a are of hich contains, akes reference to 
r r lates t   f t l tt r i lve  i  t is ti  r i  t i s r r l tes t   it  f 
discoverable evidence. Also please state the na e, physical address, electronic co unication 
address (email) and telephone number of the custodian of each item described. 
 .6: i s j ts t  t is i t rr t r   t  r s t t 
it is co pound and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or 
attorney work product. ithout waiving such objections, and in accordance with Rule 33(c), 
Idaho ules of ivil rocedure, o eco ings identifies the laintiffs pay ent history, ates 
range HFOOOOOI to HF000006, Plaintiffs servicing notes, Bates range HF000007 to HF000046, 
 l i tiffs l  fil , t s r   t  97. rt r, is r  is oing. 
Therefore, Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in 
r  it  t  I  l  f i il r r  nd/or ny r l t r r  f t  urt. 
 .7: tate et er r t  i te  t  rel   a  
communication made by Plaintiff. If your answer is in the affirmative, identify the following: 
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a The date of the communication
b The place of the communication
C The name address and telephone number of each person present
at the time of the communication
d The substance ofthe communication
ANSWER NO 7 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney
work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not yet identified
communications made by Plaintiff upon which it intends to rely if any Discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 8 Identify any and all persons who investigated any
aspect of this matter for you or on any Defendants behalf or on behalf of your or any
Defendants attorneys agents insurance carriers or others and identify each person they
contacted in their investigations Also set forth the dates of said investigations and if said
investigations resulted in the preparation of written reports please give dates or reports
submitted and identify persons presently in possession of the same
ANSWER NO 8 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney
work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings answers that discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
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a. The date of the co ic ; 
b. he place of the co unication; 
c. he na , a res , a d telephone nu ber of each person res t 
at the ti e f t  c i ti ; 
. he s bstance  the t . 
S  . : o ec ings bjects t  t is interrogat ry  t e r s it is 
pre ature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney 
work product. ithout aiving t ese je ti s, e ings as t et ide tified 
communications made by Plaintiff upon which it intends to rely, if any. Discovery is ongoing. 
Therefore, Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate III 
 t  t e da  les   re nd/or      rt. 
I  . : I tif    ll rs s  i estigate   
aspect of this atter for you or on any efendants' behalf or on behalf of your or any 
Defendants' attorneys, agents, insurance carriers, or others, and identify each person they 
contacted in their investigations. lso, set forth the dates f said investigations and, if said 
investigations resulted in the preparation of written reports, please give dates or reports 
sub itted and identify persons presently in possession of the sa e. 
 .8: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is 
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client communications and/or attorney 
work product. ithout aiving these objections, o eco ings ans ers that discovery is 
ongoing. Therefore, Ho eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this answer as appropriate 
in accordance ith the Idaho ules of ivil Procedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
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INTERROGATORY NO 9 Have you or anyone acting on your behalf obtained
any kind of written recorded stenographically transcribed oral or other type of statement from
the Plaintiff other than his deposition Ifso for each such statement
a State the date on which the statement was taken
b Identify the person taking the statement
C Identify and produce each statement taken whether written
recorded or transcribed
ANSWER NO 9 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it
seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving
these objections Homecomings identifies Plaintiff servicing notes Bates range HF000007 to
HF000046 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
HOMECOMINGS INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO 10 Identify the current and all former holders of the
Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 10 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms holders of
the Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT Without waiving these objections
Homecomings identifies the following entities as current and former investors in the Renshaw
Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT Idaho Home Loan Mortgage Corporation Residential
Funding Company LLC Homecomings Financial LLC Homecomings identifies the following
entities as current and former servicers and subservicers of the loan GMAC Mortgage LLC
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INTERRO TOR  NO. : Have you or anyone acting on your behalf obtained 
any kind of written, recorded, stenographically-transcribed, oral or other type of statement from 
the Plaintiff (other than his deposition)? If so, for each such state ent: 
a. State the date on hich the st t e t as ta . 
b. Identify the person taking the state ent 
c. Ide fy and produce each s t ta , het  ri te , 
re ,  tra i . 
NS ER . : e ings jects t  t is i te r t  t  t e t t it 
seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product. ithout aiving 
these objections, Homecomings identifies Plaintiffs servicing notes, Bates range HF000007 to 
. Further, discovery is ongoing. f ,  es    
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
'I IES 
I  . : I tif  t  rr t  ll f r r l rs f t  
Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT. 
 . : o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds 
that it is compound, vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the terms "holders of 
the Rensha  Pro issory ote and Rensha  OT." i t i i  t se bjections, 
Homecomings identifies the following entities as current and former investors in the Renshaw 
Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT: I    rt  orporation, sidenti l 
Funding Company, LLC, Homecomings Financial, LLC. Homecomings identifies the following 
entiti s as curr nt and for er servi rs and subservicers of the loan:  rt age, LLC, 
FENDA T HO I  FINANCIAL, LLC'S A S 
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Homecomings Financial LLC Residential Funding Company LLC Please also see Bates range
HF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the
right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 11 Identify the custodian of the Renshaw Promissory
Note and Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 11 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term custodian
Without waiving these objections Homecomings identifies the custodian of the Renshaw
Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT as the MERS certifying officer ofGMAC Mortgage LLC
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant
orders ofthe court
INTERROGATORY NO 12 Identify all documents related in any way to the
securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 12 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
securitization Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not identified any
documents related in any way to securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw
DOT if any such securitization occurred Further discovery is ongoing Therefore
Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of the court
DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIALLLCSANSWERS
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omeco ings Financial, , esidential Funding o pany, L . Please also see ates range 
F000598 to F00 . F rt r, is er  is i . r f r , o ec ings res rves the 
right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the Idaho ules of ivil 
rocedure and/or a  relevant rders f the rt. 
I E  . : Ide tify the c st ia  f the e s a  r iss ry 
ote  e s  . 
S ER . : e ings jects t  t is i t t   t  nds 
that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning f the ter  "custodian." 
ithout aiving these objections, o eco ings identifies the "custodian" of the ensha  
Pro issory ote and Rensha  T as the ERS certifying officer of C ortgage, LLC. 
Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, Ho eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this 
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any relevant 
   rt. 
 . : I tif  ll ts r l t  i    t  t  
sec ritizati  f t e e s a  r iss r  te r e s a  T. 
 . 2: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds 
that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of the ter  
" ecurit zation." ithout waiving these objections, Ho eco ings has not identified any 
docu ents related in any way to "securitization" of the Renshaw Pro issory Note or Renshaw 
T, if any such "securitization" occurred. rt er, i r  i  going. r fore, 
o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the 
Idaho ules of ivil Procedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
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INTERROGATORY NO 13 What income have you received from either the
Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT and when and from whom did you receive this
income from
ANSWER NO 13 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term income
received Without waiving such objections Homecomings answers pursuant to Idaho Rule of
Civil Procedure 33cby reference to HF000001 to HF000006 and HF000323 to HF000333
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant
orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 14 What expenses have you incurred as a result of the
Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT and when and to whom were these incurred
ANSWER NO 14 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term expenses
incurred Without waiving such objections Homecomings answers pursuant to Idaho Rule
of Civil Procedure 33c by reference to HF000323 to HF000333 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 15 What insurance proceeds payments or other
reimbursements have you received as a result of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
and when and from whom did you receive these proceeds payments or reimbursements
ANSWER NO 15 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term insurance
DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCS ANSWERS
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INTERROG TORY NO. 1 : hat income have you received from either the 
Renshaw Pro i sory Note or Renshaw OT and when and from ho  did you receive this 
income fro ? 
NS E  N . 13: omeco ings objects to this inte rogatory on the grounds 
that it is compound, vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the term "income ... 
received." ithout waiving such objections, Homecomings answers, pursuant to Idaho Rule of 
ivil rocedure 33(c), by reference to FOOOOOI to F000006 and F000323 to F000333. 
Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this 
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any relevant 
orders of the court. 
I  . 14: hat expenses have you incurred as a result of the 
ensha  Pro issory ote or ensha   and hen and to ho  ere these incurred? 
 . : e ings j t  t  t i  i t rr t r   t  r  
that it is compound, vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the term "expenses 
... incurred." ithout aiving such objections, o eco ings ans ers, pursuant to Idaho ule 
of ivil Procedure 33(c), by reference to F000323 to F000333. rt er, i r   
ongoing. Therefore, Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate 
i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f i il r ce re a / r any rele a t or ers f t e court. 
I  . 5: t i r  r eds, ay ents,  ot r 
reimbursements have you received as a result of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT 
and hen and fro  ho  did you receive these proceeds, pay ents or rei bursements? 
 O. 15: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds 
that it is compound, vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the term "insurance 
EFENDA T H E I S FINANCIAL, LLC'S A S E S 
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proceeds payments or other reimbursements received Without waiving such objections
Homecomings answers pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 33c by reference to
HF000001 to HF000006 and HF000323 to HF000333 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 16 If your responses to any of the Requests for
Admission Nos 1 158 are anything other than an unqualified admit please provide the factual
basis for your response
ANSWER NO 16 Homecomings objects to the extent this interrogatory is
inconsistent with the requirements of Rule 36 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Without waiving
this objection please seen Answers to Requests for Admission Nos 1 158
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 1 Produce Mr Renshawsentire file
RESPONSE NO 1 Homecomings objects to this request to the extent it seeks
access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product attorney Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000001 to HF000597
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 2 Produce all documents referred to in
answering these Interrogatories and Requests for Admission
RESPONSE NO 2 Homecomings objects to this request to the extent it seeks
access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney work product attorney Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000001 to HF000608 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of the court
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proceeds, pay ents or other rei burse ents ... r eived." ithout aiving  j ti , 
o eco ings ans ers, pursuant to Idaho ule of ivil Procedure 33(c), by reference to 
OOOOOI t     t  . rt r, i r  i  i . 
Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate In 
r a  it  t e Ida  les f i il r r  nd/or  r le a t r rs f t  rt. 
I TE  . :   s      e ts  
d ission s. -158 are a t i  t er t a  a  alifie  "a it," lease r ide t e fact al 
basis for your response. 
S  . : e ings j t  t  t  t t t is i t t  i  
inconsistent ith the require ents of Rule 36, Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure. ithout aiving 
this objection, please seen Answers to Requests for Admission Nos. 1-158. 
  I    
RE EST F R PR CTI  .1: Produce r. Renshaw's entire file. 
 .1: o eco ings objects to this request to the extent it seeks 
access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product attorney. it t 
waiving these objections, please see Bates range HFOOOOOI to HF000597. 
  I  .2: r ce all c e ts referre  t  i  
answering these Interrogatories and Requests for Ad ission. 
SP S  .2: o eco ings objects to this request to the extent it seeks 
access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney work product attorney. it t 
aiving these objections, please see ates range FOOOOOI to F000608. Further, discovery is 
ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate 
i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f ivil r ce re a / r a  rele a t r ers f t e court. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 3 Produce the original Renshaw
Promissory Note and any endorsements and the original Renshaw DOT and any assignments
RESPONSE NO 3 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it is
unduly burdensome and because Homecomings does not possess the original Renshaw
Promissory Note or the original Renshaw DOT Please also see Answer to Interrogatory No
11 Moreover the original Renshaw DOT was duly filed and recorded in Ada County as
Instrument No 107095032 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves
the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 4 Produce all documents
Mr Renshaw the Renshaw Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT andor the securitization of
Renshaw Promissory Note or the Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE NO 4 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it i
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term securitization
Without waving these objections please see Answer to Interrogatory No 12 and Bates
HF000001 to HF000608 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the
right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 5 Produce all documents naming the
current and all former owners or holders of the Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 5 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it is
vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms owner and holder Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is
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ES  FOR I  O. : uce the original ensha  
r iss ry ote a d a y endorse ents a  the original ensha   a  a  assi e ts. 
S  . : o eco ings jects to t is request  the r ds that it is 
unduly burdensome and because Homecomings does not possess the "original" Renshaw 
Promissory Note or the "original" Renshaw DOT. Please also see Answer to Interrogatory No. 
. oreover, the "original" ensha   as duly filed and recorded in da ounty as 
Instru e t . . rt r, is r  is i . r f r , o e ings r s r es 
the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the Idaho Rules of Civil 
rocedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
  I  . :   e ts COflcelnm 
r. ensha , the ensha  Pro issory ote, the ensha  T, and/or the securitization of 
Renshaw Pro issory Note or the Renshaw DOT. 
 . : ings j t  t  t i  t  t   t t it . 
compound, vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the term "securitization. 
ithout aving these objections, please see ns er to Interrogatory o. 12 and ates 
HFOOOOOI to F000608. Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the 
right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil 
Procedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
  I  .5: r  ll ts i  t  
  ll r      ha   te. 
 .5: i  j t  t  t i  r t  t  r  t t it i  
vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the tenns "owner" and "holder." Without 
waiving these objections, please see Bates range HF000598 to HF000602. Further, discovery is 
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ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 6 Produce all documents naming the
current and all former owners or holders of the Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE NO 6 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it is
vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms owner and holder Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders ofthe court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 7 Produce all notices given or addressed
to Mr Renshaw andorcorrespondence to Mr Renshaw
RESPONSE NO 7 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that
such information is equally available to Plaintiff and thus the request is for the purpose of
harassment and annoyance Without waiving such objection please see Bates range HF000001
to HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 8 Produce your calculation of the amount
due pursuant to the Renshaw PromissoryNote
RESPONSE NO 8 Please see Bates range HF000001 to HF000006 for the
calculation of the amount due as of December 30 2010
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ongoing. Therefore, omecomings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate 
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of ivil Procedure and/or a  relevant rders f the c . 
ES  F  P IO  .6: Produce l docu ents ing the 
current a  all former ners or holders f t e ensha  . 
S S  . : o ec ings jects to t is request  the rounds t at it is 
vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the meaning of the terms "owner" and "holder." ithout 
waiving these objections, please see Bates range HF000598 to HF000602. Further, discovery is 
ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate 
in r  ith the Ida  les f i il r ce re /or  r l t r r  f t e rt. 
E EST F  P TI  .7: Produce all notices given or addressed 
t  r. e s a  and/or c rres e ce t  r. e s a . 
 . : i s je ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t 
such information is equally available to Plaintiff, and thus the request is for the purpose of 
harassment and annoyance. ithout waiving such objection, please see Bates range HFOOOOOI 
to F000597. Further, discovery is ongoing. r f r , i s r s r s t  ri t t  
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
  I  .8: r  r l l ti  f t  t 
due pursuant to the Renshaw Promissory Note. 
 .8: l  s     t   r t  
calculation of the a ount due as of ece ber 30,2010. 
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 9 Produce all documents to or from any
Defendant concerning Mr Renshaw the Renshaw Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT or the
securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE NO 9 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term securitization
Without waving these objections please see Answer to Interrogatory No 12 and Bates range
HF000001 to HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the
right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 10 Produce all documents to or from any
entity or person concerning Mr Renshaw the Renshaw Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT or
the securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE NO 10 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds
that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
securitization Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not identified any
documents related in any way to securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw
DOT if any such securitization occurred Also please see Bates range HF000001 to
HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 11 Produce your audited financial
statements for each year 2006 2007 2008 2009 and 2010
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  I  . : roduce  ts t   r   
efendant concerning r. ensha , the ensha  Pro issory ote, the ensha  , or the 
riti ti  f t e e s  r iss r  ote r  . 
 . : e ings j ts t  t is r st  t e r nds t t it is 
co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of the ter  "securitization." 
ith t a ing t ese jecti s, lease see ns er t  Interrogat r  . 12 a  ates ra e 
FOOOOOI t  . rt er, isc er  is i g. eref re, ec ings reser es t e 
right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the Idaho ules f ivil 
Procedure and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
  I  . : r  ll ts t  r fr   
entity or person concerning Mr. Renshaw, the Renshaw Promissory Note, the Renshaw DOT, or 
t  s riti ti  f t  s  r iss r  t  r s  T. 
 . 10: o eco ings objects to this interrogatory on the grounds 
that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of the ter  
"se riti ation." ithout aiving these objections, o eco ings has not identified any 
c e ts relate  i  a  a  t  "sec ritizati n" f t e e s a  r iss r  te r e s a  
DOT, if any such "securitization" occurred. lso, lease see ates ra e FOOOOOl to 
97. Further, discovery is ongoing. r f re, i  r r  t  ri t t  
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure 
and/or any relevant orders of the court. 
E EST F  P TI  . 11: r  r it  fi i l 
state ents for each year 2006,2007,2008,2009, and 2010. 
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RESPONSE NO 11 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds that it
is unduly burdensome intended to harass and annoy and is not reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence Homecomings also objects to this request to the extent it
seeks access to attorney client communications accountant client communications andor
attorney work product
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 12 Produce all documents or other
tangible item of evidence which any witness who will testify on your behalf will rely on or refer
to as a basis for or in support of his her or its testimony
RESPONSE NO 12 Homecomings objects to this request to the extent it seeks
access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product attorney Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000001 to HF000608 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this response as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders ofthe court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 13 Produce all documents including
reports opinions conclusions or the underlying facts and data for any such opinions or
conclusions prepared by any expert or consultant who may testify as a witness at the trial of this
matter together with documents containing all other information required byIRCP26b4
RESPONSE NO 13 Homecomings objects to this request on the grounds it is
premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney
work product Without waiving these objections Homecomings has not yet identified any
persons that it intends to call as a witness or the information upon which such persons may rely
Discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as
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S  . : o eco ings jects t  t is    s t at  
is unduly burdenso e, intended to harass and annoy, and is not reasonably calculated to lead to 
the discovery f ad issible evidence. o eco ings also objects to this request to the extent it 
s ess t  tt r - lie t i ti , t t- lie t i ti , /or 
attorney ork product. 
   . : ce  ts   
tangible ite  of evidence hich any itness ho ill testify on your behalf ill rely on or refer 
to as a basis for or in support of his, her or its testi ony. 
 . 12: ec ings jects to t is re est to t e e te t it see s 
access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product attorney. t  
aiving these objections, please see ates range FOOOOOI to F000608. Further, discovery is 
ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this response as appropriate 
i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f i il r ce re and/or a  rele a t r ers f t e c rt. 
   . :  ll ts, i l i  
reports, opinions, conclusions, or the underlying facts and data for any such opinions or 
conclusions, prepared by any expert or consultant ho ay testify as a itness at the trial of this 
atter, together ith docu ents containing all other infor ation required by I.R.C.P. 26(b)(4). 
 . 13: o eco ings objects to this request on the grounds it is 
pre ature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney 
work product. it t ai i  t ese jecti ns, ec i s as t et i e tifie  a  
persons that it intends to call as a witness, or the information upon which such persons may rely. 
iscovery is ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as 
 I  I CIAL, LC'S  
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appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any relevant orders of
the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 14 Produce all correspondence between
you and any other individual or entity excluding attorney client privileged communications
which pertain to discuss or relate in any way to the facts circumstances or issues in this matter
RESPONSE NO 14 Homecomings objects to this interrogatory to the extent it
seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving
these objections please see Bates range HF000007 to HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 15 Produce all documents or other
tangible items ofevidence which youmay offer as evidence in the trial ofthis matter
RESPONSE NO 15 Homecomings objects to this request to the extent it seeks
access to attorney client communications andor attorney work product attorney Without
waiving these objections please see Bates range HF000001 to HF000608 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this response as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
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appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and/or any relevant orders of 
the c t. 
EST F  P I  . 14: Produce all correspondence bet een 
you and any other individual or entity (excluding attorney-client privileged co unications) 
which pertain to, discuss, or relate in any way to the facts, circumstances or issues in this matter. 
S SE . : o e ings jects  t is te r  t  e t   
see s access t  att rne -clie t c unications and/or att r e  r  r ct. ithout ai in  
these objections, please see ates range 000007 to 000597. urther, discovery is ongoing. 
Therefore, o eco ings reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate m 
r a ce it  t  I  le   i il r r  nd/or  r l t r r   t  rt. 
  I  . :  ll e ts  t  
tangible ite s of evidence which you ay offer as evidence in the trial of this atter. 
 . 15: o eco ings objects to this request to the extent it seeks 
access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product attorney. ithout 
aiving these objections, please see Bates range HFOOOOOI to F000608. Further, discovery is 
ongoing. Therefore, Homecomings reserves the right to supplement this response as appropriate 
i   it  t   l   i il  nd/or  l t   t  urt. 
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PETER KNAPP being duly sworn deposes and says
He is the Senior Litigation Analyst for GMAC MORTGAGE LLC FKA GMAC
MORTGAGE CORPORATION the limited liability company named in the aboveentitled
proceeding and is authorized to make this verification in its behalf
He has read the foregoing DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL
LLCS ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS knows
the contents thereof and the same are true to the best of his knowledge information and belief
Peter Knapp
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this day of April 201A
NQ kIA ICFOR UAH4 ZK
Residing at ballks 7T
My Commission Expires IZIZZ
jL1AYLOR
Cs
a of TexasStatetdits Of XNPuI Expiresi MyCExO6D MberCqMber22014
Client1998260
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AND REQUESTS FOR PR UCTION OF DOCUMENTS 
STATE OF TEXAS 




PETER KNAPP, being duly s orn, deposes and sa s: 
He is the Senior Litigation nalyst for AC ORT E, LLC F  C 
ORT GE P TI , the limited liability co pany na ed in the above-entitled 
proceeding and is authorized to make this verification in its behalf. 
e has read the foregoing EF T EC INGS FI I , 
C'S NS ERS  S SES O I TIFF'S IRST SET F 
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCU ENTS, knows 
the contents thereof, and the same are true to the best of his knowledge, information, and belief. 
I    to before e this ~ ~   ril, 01 . 
si i  t --<...!."""'-'-'----'----r--;-----:--
y o ission xpires 12 Z t Jt?i if 
l\ L TA i 
Notary PublIC. ~t. e of ,Texas 
My Commission Expu'es 
o.cember 2~, 2014 
Client: 1998260.1 
DATED this day of April 2011T
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
FIELDS CHARTERED
By
Matthew J McGee Of the Firm
Attorneys for Homecomings Financial
LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration
Systems Inc and Executive Trustee
Services LLC
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on thisJday of April 2011 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL LLCS
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFSFIRST SET OF INTERROGATORIES
AND REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS to be served by the method
indicated below and addressed to the following
JonM Steele
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES









ANDERSON JULIAN HULL LLP
CWMoore Plaza
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Property Address 3480 SOUTH PINDTPLACE
BOISE ID 83706
SecondNotice
You were previouslyprovided information
regarding the financial analysis forms an07132010
Please be advisedyou haveanti 0811412020
to return all required documentation
Dear Borrower
Help may be available if you are having difficulty making your mortgage loan payments You may be eligible for
the new Home Affordable Modification program which is part of the initiative announced by President Obama to
help homeowners Even if you do not qualify for this specific program we will evaluate your situation to
determine if you might qualify for assistance through other programs we offer
As your mortgage loan servicer we will work with you in an effort to make your mortgage payment
affordable You will not pay any fees to take advantage of this opportunity to modify your mortgage loan
payment and keep your home Now is the time to act We are ready to help you
Hereshow it works We will first determine if you are eligible based on your situation If you are eligible we
will look at your monthly income and housing costs including any past due payments and then determine an
affordable mortgage payment We will not refer the account to foreclosure or conduct a foredosure sale if
already referred while your loan is being reviewed for the Making Home Affordable program unless required by
your investor The review will not begin until all required documentation has been received
At first we will provide you with a new affordable monthly payment on your mortgage loan for a trial period If
you make all of those payments successfully and fulfill all trial period conditions we will permanently modify your
mortgage loan
The modification may involve some or all of the following changes to your mortgage loan
1 Bringing your account current
Z Reducing the interest rate on your loan
3 Extending the term of the loan andor delaying your repayment of a portion of the mortgage principal until
the end of the loan term
In addition to the Making Home Affordable program we may have other options available to assist you if
you do not qualify under the governmentprogram
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 tice! 
ou ere previously provided infor ation 
r r i  t  fi ci l lysis f r s o  7/15/2010. 
l s   vis  y  v  u til / /2 1  
to return ll required docu entation. 
Help may be available if you are having difficulty making your mortgage loan payments. You may be engible for 
the new Ho e Affordable odification progra , which is part of the initiative announced by President ba a to 
help ho eowners. Even if you do not qualify for this specific progra , we will evaluate your situation to 
determine if you might qualify for assistance through other programs we offer. 
As your mortgage loan servicer. we will work with you in an effort to make your mortgage payment 
affordable. You will not pay any fees to take advantage of this opportunity to modify your mortgage loan 
payment and keep your home. Now is the time to act. We are ready to help you. 
Here's how it works: e will first determine if you are eligible based on your situation. If you are eligible, we 
will look at your monthly income and housing costs, including any past due payments, and then determine an 
ff r l  rt e y t.  \'till t r f r t  cc t 10 f r cl s r  r c ct  f r clos r  s l  if 
already referred while your loan is being reviewed for the Making Home Affordable program unless required by 
your i v st r.  r vi  ill ot i  til ll r ir  c t ti n as n r c iv . 
At first, we will provide you with a new, affordable monthly payment on your mortgage loan for a trial per/od. If 
you make all of those payments successfully and fulfill all trial period conditions, we will permanently modify your 
rtgage l . 
The odification ay involve so e or all of the follOWing changes to your ortgage roan: 
1) ringing your account curr t; 
2) educing the i terest rate on your lo ; 
3) Extending the term of the loan, and/or delaying your repayment of a portion of the mortgage principal until 
the end of the loan ter . 
In addition to the Making Home Affordable program, we may have other options available to assist you jf 
you do not qualify under tile government pro r . 
v9 PRJ20 492 2ND 199455-000141 
EXHlBIT.....::J_O_J _ 
HRlOO116 
GATHER THE INFO WE NEED TO HELP YOU
To take advantage of this opportunity and the Home Affordable Modification program complete the original
financial analysis forms and fax or mail it to us with the required documentation to the fax number or address
below If you are scheduled for foreclosure sale all documentation must be received at least 7 business
days prior to sale Forproperties located in the state of Florida the complete package needs to be received







Ifyou do not qualify for a loan modification under this program or do not want to stay in your home wewill
workwith you to explore other options available to help you keep your home or ease your transition to a new
home
CONTACT US
We want to make modifying your mortgage loan as easy as possible However you must take the first
step by completing the financial analysis forms so we can analyze the options available to you if you
no longer have the original financial analysis forms please contact us at the following number or
download and print the forms from our website If you have any questions callus at 18887144622
MondayFriday from 800 amto 900pmCentral Time
IMP
Beware of Foreclosure Rescue Scams Help is free
There is never a fee to get assistance or information about the Making Home Affordable program from
your lender or a HUDapproved housing counselor
For a HUD approved counselor visit httnMarwhud00vofficeslhsgsfhhccfc
Beware of any person or organization that asks you to pay a fee in exchange for housing counseling
services or modification of a delinquent loan
Beware of anyonewho says they can save your home ifyou sign or transfer overthe deed to your
house Do not sign over the deed to your property to any organization or individual unless you are
working directly with your mortgage company to forgive your debt




Notice This is an attempt to collect on a debt and any information obtained will be used for that purpose
If you have filed for bankruptcy or if you have been discharged of your personal liability for repayment of this debt
please note that this letter is being provided for informational purposes only and any rights that we may choose to
pursue will be exercised against the property only and not against you personally
M009
HFOWI 17001234
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days prior to sale. (For properties located in the state of Aorida the co plete package needs to be received 
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233 Gibraltar RD 
uite 600 
orsha  PA 19044 
Fax: 1-866-709-4744 
site: ww.gmacmortgage.com 
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    i i    l     ible. ver,     i  
t   l ti  t  fi i l lYSi  f nn     l  t  ti  il l  t  . If  
 l    Origi l i i l l i  s, l  d    ll i    
do nload and print the for s fro  our ebsite. If you have any questions call us at 1-888-714-4622 
- i   : 0 .m.  : 0 .m.,  i e. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
    s.   e! 
• r  is e er  f  t  t i t  r i f r ti  t t  ki   ff r l  r r  fr  
 l    -  i  l r. 
o r  ~ap ro  c s br, visit: ttp://W w.hud.golh'offlces/hsg/sfh/hcc/fcl 
• r  f   r i ti  t t   t    f  i  XChange f  i  li  
rvic s  ifi ti    li  l . 
• e are f    t   ·s "   if  i   t f   t   t   
s . o t si  over the deed to y r r rty t  any r iz ti  r i ivi l l ss you r  
or ing ir ctly it  r rt  c y t  f r iv  y r t. 
• ever ake r ort ge t  t   t r t  r rt   it t t ir 
l. 
t er are 
 ervi i  
otice: his is an atte pt to collect on a debt and any infor ation obtained ill be used for that purpose. 
If you v  filed f r r t , r if y  ve  i r  f r r l li ilit  f r r t f t i  t, 
pl ase note t t this l tt r is i  r \>ide  f r i f r ti l r s ly   ri hts t t    t  
pursue ill be IDCercised against the property only and not against you personally. 
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TAXCOVER 911LET77tfrpage should he returned tawith yoter mmpkredfrruci4alMWMivjbm
PLEASEI CLUUE1HFACOEIN7R7MBERVYFRYPAGEYOURRL7Ltltt4LUPACK1sLi
To t ties itigalion
QfCram P fE1 lw ei AccowtNumbers
Fax go 1866 94 44 or nail to Toss Mitigation
233Gibraltar Road Suite600
Horsham PA 19044
Aflof the firllowing Iwformalion moat be completed and returned to determine tllgibilitf
Multiracial Analylds FormAafarmatlalt fur Government Monitoring Purpulrts
A sfgwral and dated copy ofthuAcknowledgemmtgre m n
0 A signed and dated cc of IRS Form 45WF Z Requusl far Transcript ofTax Return Rnrrowers who fiird thew tai returns jointly may send in
wee IRS form 45067kfsigned and date by both the joint Makers This term is required oven ifyou have get filed or are not required bu file tax
rilarns
1 IMeumentation confirming ccopaoT arrR6atllity bill in your aalne at the property addresx
3 Doclemerdation vrrifyireg expenses for Homeownersor Condominium Anadekdon Deice fur ewndomlaiamet and Cn Dpi lirapplicabte
1 Doarmentatisato verify all of the Income ofeach borrower Please sae the chart below far the type o documentation required ter each type of
income
71Sdremplycdarr uhcaplyyror avert tam
MKM in
inp nl nto nwst tided parLtUlm 1 Nil your vlupbPr inhlditlg rein to dale irtbmnataln 1 v lulus eanuul Ile oast 1111u
91t data okl
Itt99 1 raps of mm t Nccnt qualrerh u ycar4cdJtc IYutit andIMS xlalculmt
form See Fchihil Afar a can le of a ihfemh ifItra irwalurrl loramr Sratrmrnt rots andIes Mirth
t Mild snapnrlinwn J topy ut diywa 41wfce scparitimt a rcemem r other level urines agrcrnrent tiIWith rive ant that tun ehrnanrl of
theaward and period of limeover which it will be awecivtd
AND
fopieaof TWO most reccm bank statumeata verifying dcpruit amounts or ntlsar documentationie 2 copies of clacks
sbowan r t ofclukl s oat or alimon Dank stattaacats cannot beaver 911 days ok
Saglal5tlllat ticabtlnt deslh lOp of belletrlx slalenml 4rIker fmw the knoutlef IINI itatec ItK alwmm sad lfeyecrlt theIenelil
baafrl orpcmion AND
Copies of two racial rccxat bank stahnnenta verifyingdcPmit amounts or rgluor documtvtiethm Ux 2 copies ofawks
showing receipt ofhuasiGt income Hank ststcmaols cannot lvover n days old
t nlNr dafacdrnametirlluuw Q Votkv of thpent dtkUldrltrtion dusc Thing the nature oflike teaticiie all elaploy avid umtrJJ Hid rIll lecotmnispion honking alhmling documenting lipsand indicating the income is not a one tilncpaWL
scud irt4l1
Rental itcurte from an im estownt r tuprof the must rue federal hiti rchwa witb all xchOuks includingti lahllc Ftinpplv uual ncnnc mHl ocv
Propcft AND
Current lease agreemeat rlthe subject tml1erly
L A
fnpies of tv most rtxcrlt bank statementsvrilyingdeposit amounts or otherdocumentation rv 2 tnlpicaulchocks
Ll showing rectsiptof income Hank statchackltycannel ho river 90 daya old
Sec Kehildr R AxamIle au Iuraxlnernl Pro rtetititwluly
Recta in line think r IW0 1 Cap ti surest leasea1CWff eUe
of the primary sesideace
J opics ofIwo mosi rcmit bank statements varilyingdcpcait amounts or other tklulmentatins ft u 2 eopiesofhceks
Aiming retel K nI income Hanklatenerlria eann4he area INAmalai
141crllploymcul 0 laffit heclltlaltowalIrlctty frank the pnRUter thit slatel tanuitmL fiv ltlunct ind aunstllgl wt the hcheill
Rtvleftmustmmiuws fen at least 9woks to tiecomiddred
AND
t I Copies oftwo must remlit bank stalenmta verifying deposit amooats or other doeunicniatiuo tie2espias of books
xlwa irtergci of iuwnle Rank slaleuwltal moot he uVer 9U do old
I tdecl 1ngae6aiwtllhlll U I jell ofnrtmoot runt hank slatenen q ivkg ddpwit anromusofulhhnauuenlniel i e wrylie uldwksJinift4iialend CIC t shaeitutrties t of fount Itank slntcuwotx uwl be Iwcf IIId1qW
Incnrlrw1stihted aMrc f1 Skated ictrerfrom dte ler oluse Ihat cotehiiuta the uw slw x11an ill llu arnwmt and frelpwnc ui like income
AND
it Copies ortwo most recant bank Menomonie verifying deposit amountsurHhar obtwmcrantion 11e 2 topics orchecks
ahotvin recta t of incoma 71m statements cannot be everOtt da old
YouIle Still murtlred 1dwcl oe1hild 110 L Yin 111nmt u
ifvas want to Sell this nronerty rtkzw also include
ti Capyflhulistingagrxrntnl
7 CopyaPlhe Sales contract if Wadable
J CopyafLhtdeltimAW115dtlemenrStatmcnl10JIDIifayailahlc
1 Signed 1mdParty kwholization Form
Please be aware we will not be able to process your request until all parts of the
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application have been completed and all s rting docu entatiotl has been 
s e . 
HF000551 
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FORM Account Number
MagiHOWAVIIII
7hcRbtavtnatioa itYquseksl hs nhrkdurn 1garcnlmenl in ureter la nnmitcee umgtlian n illt federal stalulo that prohibit JiasrimunatiLm in hrnsinv You nre
H aa Name CoBurrowers Name
des1gosa14i If you doliar fornibsiluwifrrace Inmlb tenter r svVicel is mytittd 1nAlethe pdortuihtnan die IxsIrannal ahetaimaarrnNAame JlVnt
face made this rrl lltfor a bran fnndilieatian Dlpastim 1 you do nut wish 1 furnish the i elermalian rhraerbevic the hux brio
5ini r t eC1
1a c b SoeialScutin Nnorhar 1AtcuCltisllr
lam Nun r h Ar a tJ
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jqyz Sr slIl k
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Ir Rerxn tJru1 Ifni inctnd a at rr rd1c umr frasr aeteuurnl
Is Ito prnperlr 16kd faxalt I I 1 Ia IAna Van ewdacted o e fliMewu a agene Co Ihip
Per Sale br oh nerl n Yep nmt n No 4 O
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FORM frantinsomh lJ7314Sr7I
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3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 83706 6427
You asked us for information from your record The information that you
requested is shown below If you want anyone else to have this information youmay send them this letter
Information About Current Social Security Benefits
Beginning December 2008 the full monthly
Social Security benefit before any deductions is 158390
We deduct 00 for medical insurance premiums each month
The regular monthly Social Security payment is 158300
We must round down to the whole dollar
Social Security benefits for a given month are paid the following month For
example Social Security benefits for March are paid in April
Your Social Security benefits are paid on or about the third of each month
There was no cost of living adjustment in Social Security benefits in December
2009 The benefit amount shown is current as of the date on this letter
H F000552
001239
A -II-IO lO:12A OurLadyortheRosaryC  208 343 2644 P.03 
/iccf;tt= '11317363& 
*** REC 2010202 114411 H7FCIOEO CSTW CIPQYAB PQAB ( -F8 ) *** 
SOCIAL SECURITY A I I ATI  
ate: July 21, 2010 
  E SHA  
 S I I  L 
I  I  -6  
Cl i  Number: 
You asked us for infor ation fro  your record. The infor ation that you 
requested is shown below. If you want anyone else to have this information, you 
ay se  the  t i  l tt r. 
for ation  t i  c ri  ts 
i ing r , t  ll t l  
 r  t e  s  ...... $ 583.90 
e  $0.00   s ra ce u s  t . 
 re lar t l  i l rit  t  ........ $ 583.00 
(We  round  to e le ollar.} 
Social Security benefits for a given month are paid the following month. (For 
example, social Security benefits for March are paid in April.) 
our ocial ec rit  e efits are paid on r about the t ird of each onth. 
There was no cost of living adjust ent in Social Security benefits in Dece ber 
























































































































OTR. PAID ___ _ 
DATE PAID ___ _ 
CHECK# ___ _ 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
/lcc;/;"# ~7 37 '1363 (;;, 
LAKEWOOD PARK HOMEOWNERS' ASSOCIATION 



















TOTAL INTEREST CHARGED YEARITOSDAH00
Direct Inquiries to CapEd FCU PO Box 570 Merfdfaa ID 83680 Any Loon marked orThe FINANCE CHARGE f is openend creditor an openend loan is camputed by applying the periodic ratethe exact nuxrber of days each balance was outstanding The balance used to to each unpaid balance forcompute the FINANCE CHARGE isthat balance each day after credits are subtracted and new advances or other charges are odded
FOR A LIMITED TIME NEW AND USFD AUTO LOAN RATES ARE AS 1OW AS 299 APR ON




RENSHAN 7497iyt AY 331
MEMBER M 0000661590
SSP ON FILEJIEG480 S MET PLACE
BOISE ID 83705 rr OFST
07212010THRU071312010





STATEMENT PERIOD 07120 0 TO073120 0
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 5500







POSTED DESCRIPTION AMOUNT BALANCE
7101 DEPOSIT PAYROLLUS 1 58300 5934
TRANSFERCAPITAL ONLINE TRANS




730 DEPOSIT PAYROLLUS 158300 162642TREASURY 303





STATEMENT PER10D 07120 0 TO073120 0 1
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 55339











FROM SD00 TO D100 709 WITHDRAWAL 3000 51873
707 WITHDRAWAL DEBIT
CARD PUS 000719 POS 1000 9721
TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE
tK7HI00709 XFER GREG R 661590
80093799 WA TO KRYSTYLE R
TMOBIIEC MPAYMENT TM 721 DEPOSIT 3000 II873
7108 WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 15339 81873CARD PQS 1000881 EPOS
TRANSFERCAPITAI ONLINE
XPF100721 XFR KRYSTYLE R
5209500 TO GREG
001241
A -II-IO lO:15  OurLadyoftheRosaryC  208 343 2644 P. 7 
STATEMENT (IF ACCO\jNT4c~i.# '17377 3~.3~ 
)'l~l ill;" .:: 'ie 
:;(111 ~'~'", • '.;: 
f .~>.: :"I? :':;" ~ ..... 
. :I~' 
'0, l .' 
". • . • ~. '.H . ~ • 
. ;:::';CI~'; 
.... j'. F 
,'I'J..' 
.' ~." 7.lp 
.~ "},': i(·E 
KUNA OFACe 
•. :.~ L--:-Aw.iiili1 
Capital Educators .! :,,,.",.- '. J:<J';r~ 
F.et.raJ Cr.dit Union 
)filllJlli~I.·.:;n;.;·;1 1".1"1,,1.11,"",, 1.11 II,I,Ir.Y _ ~.,J 
pAG~ 1 
MEMBER 't 0000661590 
SS,: ON FILE . / ·iE,·ti~Aa·D1GIl 837 ;::(497 :tv 331, ~
i480 S PIIIMIT PlACE {j ~ 
IDISE, ID}3706 \ _ 
PERIOD OF STATEMENT 
01/01/2010 THRU 07/31/2010 









STATEMENT PERI  07/01/2010 TO 07/31/2010 
I I O  AR T  F. 3.93 
POSTED DESCRIPTION 
7[01 DEPOS IT Dr V WEND 











 l  4/ 1/2010  6/30/2010 
DIVIDEND EARNED 0.42 
T  
/30 
I I  
lIMNSFER-CAPlTA  JII l  
 SOOO   
I  -U  




ANNUAL PERC~NTAGE YIELD EARNED 0.40% 











 IO  07/01/2010 TO 07/31/2010 
I I E S E R T  TE 1.83 
POSTED DESCRIPTION 
7/01 DEPOSfT DIVIDEND 
7/07 DEPOSIT 
TRANSFER-CAPlTAL ONLINE 





·100.00 7/07 WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 
CARD - pos 1000719 -POS· 
800-937-8997 WA 
T-MOBILE.CQM"'PAYMENT T-M 
7/08 WlnlDAAWAl.. DEBIT 










I I  AMOUNT 
0- -1446  
NMI~NATIONWJOE/ALLICD NM 
 -300.00 
S - I  I E 
'K7H100709 XFER GREG R (661590) 
: RYST LE  
EP SI  300.00 
-C l. l  * 
#XPFI00721 FER KRYST LE  
(5209 ) :  
SUMMARY OF OVgRD~-r AND R IT F ES 
-=~~~~~~~~~ ____ +-__ ~~~~~P.~T~H~I~S_P~R~~O~0M-____ ~.~A~L~Y~~~'TO-OA 
a er a t Fee O. 0 54 .00 
ot. Re urno Item ees 0 . 00 . 0 
DIVIDEND PERIOD 04 01/2010 TO 06/30/201D ANNUAL PERCENTAGE YIEtD EARNED 0.10% 
OIVIDEND EARNED 0.17 AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE 677.93 
TOTAL YEAR TO DATE EARNINGS: 5.76 




Direct Inquiries to; CopEd FCU. PO 80x 57(}. Merfdtari. 10 83680. Any Loan ,"(Irked· or # is open-end c,·edit. 
The FINANCE CHARGE f r an open-end lonn is computed by apPlytng the perio~Jtc rate to el1ch unpaid balance for 
the exact nUfRber of days each balance was OUT-, tanding. The bolalJl.:e used to compute the FINANCE: CHARGe is 
that balance "t1ch day after credits are subtr"cte!d and neH aavances or other charges are added. 
FOR A LIMITED TIHE NEW AND USED AUTO LOAN RA TES ARI:.· AS I.OW AS 2. 99't APR ON 
TERNS UP TO 36 MtJNTHS. Ht/RRY IN BEFORE THESE GREAT HATt:S DISAPPEAR! 
FOR THE BEST RATES ON SAVINGS AND LOANS. SEE CAPITAL EDUCATORS FIRST. 
HF000556 







STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT c 7 3
Ali Offices 208 8840150 MAIN OFFICE BOISEOFFICES KUNA OFFICE
8002237283 275 S Siralferd Gtive DInderpoli 738 E Avalon
FAX 2009554727 POBox 570 40E Iagnlana
Capital Line 208884 0151 Mendian ldalw 836tio 219 McMillan
800 801 3601
flawmail al CU
i3ricipM1wiew IP NAMPA OFFICE
Wen wvrxCepCdlCuorO rni0on t427 f Marketplace Blvd
i
DIVIDEND PERIOD b40120 0 TO 06302010 ANNUAL010cDIVIDEND EARNED 17 AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE 67793
r
TOTAL YEAR TO DATE EARNINGS 517i TOTAL INTEREST CHARGED YEAR TO DATE 00
Direct Iaqutries to Capd FCII PO Box 570 Meridian ID 83680 Any Loan marked or 9 is openend Credit1 The FINANCE CHARGE for an openend loan is computed by applying the periodic rate to each un aid balance for1 the exact number of days each balance was outstanding Tire balance used to cornpute the FINANCE CHARGE isthat balance each day after Credits are subtracted and new advonces or other charges are added
THE JULY 2010 NEWSLETTER IS NOW AVAILABLE AT kVhCAPFOFCUORG FIND our NHAT ISHAPPENINti AT GAPED INCLUDING OUR 299APR SUMMER SAVINGS AUTO LOAN PROMOTIONI
FOR THE BEST RATES ON SAVINGS ANO LOANS SEE CAPITAL EDUCATORS FIRST








DIGIT 83706 6846 1 AV Q3 y34 SS ON FILES PLACE O60I E 10 8370 V PERIOD05112010 THRU302010
LINE OF CREDIT 00




NEW SHARE BALANCE 100 DIVIDENDS YEAR TO DATE 351






TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS
9600
TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS
800
FROM S000 TO 0100
5I0 DEPOSIT 4600 75300 602
FROM 5000 TO 0100
DEPOSIT PAYROLLUS 158300 159100TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE TREASURY 303
9NS7100508 XFER KRYSTYLE R
5209500 TO GREG
602 WITHDRAWAL 1 5800
TRANSFERCAPITAL
11 Oil
510 WITHDRAWAL 2600 50300
ONLINE TRANS
FROM S000 TO 01005112 WITHDRAWAL 4000 10300
TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS 607 WITHDRAWAL 100 100
FROM SOOO TO 0100 TRANSFERCAPITAL ONLINE TRANSFROM 5000 TO D100
ON 07120 0 A DIVIDEND OF 042
DIVIDEND PERI00 04120 0 TO 06302010 WILL BE POSTED TO YOUR ACCOUNTANNUAL PERCENTAGEDIVIDEND EARNED D42
YIELD EARNED0402
AVERAGE DAILY BALANCE 42112
PREVIOUS BALANCE 50967
TOTAL DEPOSITS 19010
STATEMENT PERIOD i06120 0 TO 06302010
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 86938
NEW SHARE BALANCE 47805 DIVIDENDS YEAR TO DATE 166
POSTED DESCRIPTION AMOUNT BALANCE









TRANSFER CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS
82194
5000 TO 0100
602 DEPOSIT 3200 139033 607
FROM 5000 TO 0100
WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 41599TRANSFERCAPITALONLINE
XFER KRYSTYLE R CARD POS r750124 POS
4059
620950 TO SREC1
BROOKLYN CENT MN MONEYGRAM
6D3 WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 07075
41500 97433
CARD POS 9 0124 p05
6
PAYMENT SiST
WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 36600 3995
BROOKLYN CENT MN MONEYGRAM
CARD POS x687238 POS
BROOKLYN CENT MN MONEYGRAMPAYMENT SYST
607 WITHDRAWAL QEBIT 15339 82094 608
PAYMENT SYST
WITHDRAWAL 5000CARD POS 9000818 PBS







A -II-  lO:  OurLadyoft e osary h 208 343 2644 P.OB 
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT t4c~i:-#- ~7 ~77 3t 3b 
AU OlflCes: 208·8 4·0150 
800-2 3· 7283 
FAX: 208'8 5-4721 
Capilai line: 208·8 4-0151 
aOO·801·9601 
MAIN OF ICE BOISE O I ES 
·.I!;o·f;;~ 




738 E. Avalon 
Capital Educat r  Well: w w.capedfCIJ.org 
275 S. SI,-.lford Dlive 
P.O. 80. 5"0 
Mendlan. Idaho 8:1SllU 
iI'!eas" mail 31 GU 
(;orrcil.l(w'\dwlr.u 14,,1 
tni~. 1.11.0 130l:) -H27! t, M~rkelplace Blvd 
Federal Credit Union 
~.. "-, 
.. 1",11.1 ... 111 .. .,11.,,11 ... 1. ..1.1111.11111.11,"1.1 .. 1 I .~ 
PAGE 1 
MEMBER " 0000561S90 
551: ON FILE **''''''AUTO**5-DIGIT 83706 6846 1 A~3;£A'35 .. ~ 
34 S PIHHIT PlACE UH REIISIW  ~ 
801 E, 111 8370 F PERIOD OF STATEMENT 05/01/2010 THRU 06/30/Z010 
LINE OF CREDIT: 0.00 
------' ,--- _._.- '-. -. 
PREVJOUS BALANCE 
TOTAL OEPOS ITS 
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 




FROM SODa TO 0100 
5/10 DEPOSIT 
TRANSFER-CAPITAL ONLINE 
'N8Z100508 FE  R ST LE 
(5209500) : GREG 
5/10 WITHDRAWAL 
5/12 WITHDRAWAL 
NSFER- Pl  LI E 
FROM SOOO TO 0100 
-----------------_._---- -' -.' 
2.293.00 srATEMENT PERIOD 05/OJ/20~O TO 
Z,043.00 
-4.326.00 
10. 0 i   O  
T  STE  I I  AMOUNT 
-2,000.00 93.00 5/20 IT L -95.00 
..  TRANSFER-CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS 
   Dl  
60. 0 53.00 /02 IT PA -  1,583.00 
  
 5/02 l A  T:v.~~O,OO ER- I  LI E 
-250.00 03.00  OOO   
-400.00 03.00 /07 rTtI A L -1. 0 
TR S T SFE - PIT L LI E TRANS 
   0  
 7/01/2010    $ .42 I  E P S  T   T 
I   roo 4/ 1/2010  6/30/2010   I  E E  0.40% 









TOTAL PEPOS ns 
TOTAL WITHORAWAlS 




TE~   06/01/2010 TO 06/30/2010 
- 8.05 I IOENDS    1.66 
POSTED DESCRIPTION A OUNT LANCE   A OUNT 
.580.00 ,0 0 . .33 O I  1.00 6/02 DEPOSIT 
TRANSFER-CAPITAL ONLINE TRANS 
/  
TRANSFER-CAPlTAl. ONL HIE TRANS 
FROM 5000 TO 0100 
6/02 DEPOSIT 
TRANSFER-CAPITAL ONLINE 
tETKI00602 XFER kRYSTYLE R 
~5209500) TO: SR£e 
6/03 WITHDRAWAL DEBIT 
CARD - POS 1750124 "POS" 
BROO LYN CENT MN MONEYGRAM 
PAYItENT SYST 
6/07 WITHDRAWAL OERn 
CARD - pos. '000818 "'POS'" 
800-282-1446 IA 





- 53. 9 
s 
 SOOO TO  
. 90.33 /07 1THDR L O I  
R  -  #750124 ·PO · 
   O EV  
P ioIENi S"i3T 
.33 6/07 ITHDRAWAL E I  
 - POS #681238 -P Sw 
BR  CE T MN MONEYGRAM 
P ENT SYST 
820.94 6/08 WITHDRAWAL 
6/08 WITHDRAWAL-COURTES  
PAY FEE 
RD A!I.'"D R lID lTtli FoES 
'AI. FOR THI PERIOD _TOTAL YEAR· 
1 .00 
0.0 
E P ST 0 T 
ANNIJAL PERCE.NTAGE YIfl.O 
AVI',RAGE DAilY BALANCE 
TOTAL YEAR TO DATE EARNINGS: 5.17 











lJirect: IF'quiries to: CopEd "·CU. PO Box 570. Meridtan. ID B3()80. Any Loun morked ... or /I is open-end credit. 
lne FINIINCE CHARGE for all open-end loa" is computed by applyi.ng U,e pertodtc rate to each unpaid balon"e for 
the exact: number of days each balance was outstanding. rile balance used to compute (II., FINANCE CHARGE is 
t.hat balance each day after credits /lre subtracted and ne" advances or otfll~r chn"ges are added. 
TH£ JULY 2010 NEWSLETTER IS NOW AVAILABLE AT WWW.CAPEOf.CU.OR6. FIND OUT WHAT IS 
HAPPENING AT CAP~O, II'ICLUUING OIlR <!.9'J'" i1PH SUl'1MF..R SI\VINGS /lUTO l.OAN PROMOTIONI 
FOR THE 8£ST RATES ON SAVINGS AND LOANS. S E CAPITAL EDUCATORS FIRST. 
-.----._------- _ .._.--_.--- . - o /eli S E REVERSE S DE FOfllMPonrANf INFOnMATION 
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THIRD PARTY AUTHORIZATION and AGREEMENT TO RELEASE




1 Befare you sign this authorization please be aware that
There is never a fee to get assistance or information about the IvInking Home Afflardable program front your
lender or a BUDapproved housing counsclor
Bcmvare of any person or organization that asks you to pay a fee in exchange for housing counseling services or
modification of delinquent loan
Beware ofanyone who says they can save your home if you sign or transfer over the deed to your louse
Do not sign over the deed to your property to any organization or individual unless you are working directly
withyour mortgage company to forgive your debt
ONLY use HUDcertified counseling agencies CallISOOCALLFHAto find a HUDccriifted rousing
counseling agency
Never make your mortgage payments to anyone other than your mortgage company without their approval
Name
Iwedo hereby authorirc my lendermortgage servicer to release or otherwise provide to




Phone Number Email Address
public and non public personal financial information contained in my loan account which may include but is not limited
to loan balances final payoff statement loan payment history payment activity andorpropert informal ion
We the lendermortgage serviccr will take reasonable steps to verily The identity of the 3rd party authorized above but
will have no responsibility or liability to verify the true identity of the rcquestor when he she asks to discuss my account
or seeks information about my account Nor shall we the lenderhnorigage servicer have any responsibility or liability for
what the requestor may do with the information hesheobtains concerting my account
Ihve do hereby indemnify and forever hold barnless the lendermortgage servicer from all actions and causes of actions
suits claims attorney fees or demands against the lendersenricer which llwc andormy heirs may have resulting fron
the lenderhnortgage seniccr discussing my loan account andorproviding any information concerning the loan account to
the above named requestor or person identifying themselves to be that requestor
If you agree to this Authorization and the ternts of the Release as stated above please sign date and return with the
Financial Analysis form
NOTE No information concerning your account will be provided until we have received this esceuted document The
authorization needs to be in the name of an individual not it company and a form heeds to be completed for each
authorized individual All patties on the Monga c must sign
Borrowe Printed Name Borrower MAaturc Date
SIGN HERE
CoBorrower Printed Name CoBorrower Signature Date
H F000558
001243
-ll-  lO:17  urLadyoftheRosary  208 343 2644 
THIRD PARTY AUTHORIZATI  and A REEME  T  RELEASE 
Please complete and return if you want us to speak with )'001' .Real Estate Agent. or any other designated third 
party on your behalr. 
Account Number: 
Propcny Address: 
• Befo  y  sign thi  authorization, pl se b  Sll'are that .•• 
There is nC'-Cf 1I fee to gel amslance or information lIbout the Making Home Atl'Ordabk progmnl fi·OOl rOllr 
l r  a H D-appro  sing ounselor. 
P.0  
Beware of' any person or orgalli~lioll that asks you to pay a fee in exchange for housing counseling services or 
odifi li  f II deli nt l an. 
Beware of anyone who says they can ~save" your home if you sign or transfer over the deed 10 your llOuse. 
Do not sign over the deed to your propcny to any organization or individual wdcss you arc working directly 
i    rul)' t  f   ebt. 
ONL Y use HUD ecrtmed counseling agencies: Call1.800.CALL.FHA to find 3 HUD-ccrliflcd housing 
(; 11sc i  gency. 
Never make your mortgage payments to anyone other than your mortgage com pliny wilhoUl their approval. 
!/we do hclt:by autllori7.c (my lender/ ortgage servicer) to releasc or other  isc provide to: 
...,-,,...-_______________  in hislbcr capacity as 
Name a  a e 
 (if li bl )  r il rcs  
public and non-public personal financial infonnatiol1 contained in my loan account which may include. but is not limiled 
10. Joan baJ3lICC8.. final payoff sta.ernent, loan pay ent histnT}'. pay ent activity. andJor propen} infor ation. 
e, the lendcr/rnOJ1gagc servicer, ill lake reasonable steps to verifY Ihe identic}' oflhe 3.rd party authorized above. but 
will have no responsibility or liability to verify the true identity of the requestor wben helshe asks to discuss my accounl 
or reeks information about my account. Nor shall we. the lcnder/mor.gage servicer. have any responsibility or liability for 
hat the requesl'oT ay do ith the information he/she obtains conceming y account. 
IIwe do hereby inde nify and forever ]101d hannlcss the lender/mortgage servicer, fro  all actions and causes of actions. 
sOOfs, claims. attorney fees, or demands against the kllderlservieer which Uwc andlor Illy heirs may MVC rcsulling from 
fhe lenderhnorlgage scr.iccr discussing my loan account and/or providing any itlfonllation concerning the 10'4n account to 
the above na ed rcqueSior or persoll identifying the selves to be that requestor 
tryon agree 10 this Authorization and the temlS of the Release 8S stated above. plcase sign. date, and fCturn with lhe 
Financial Analysis form 
N TE: No info latioo concerning your aCcoulll will be provided Imtil we have received Ihis executed docu ent. TIle 
authorization needs to be in file name of an indhidual (not II compllny) and a ronn nceds 10 be completed ror each 
auth i7.ed individu . A l parties on the ortgn e .usf sign. J 
~OCI4 A-~) ~_~(d-' ---==----__ 1_--
BorrowetPrilltcd Name 
[-/6- to 
Date IGN ERE 
Co-Borrower Printed Nallle Co-Borrower Signature Dale 
HFD00558 
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4Cef0Y13735Z
e4506TEZ Short Fonu Request foi Individual Tax Return Transriipt
n IkMrztaett UH No 34521
ttryurtreetd taernmato 1 RiqueN mar not he ptroxsrdirtite fart is incnmplrre or iilegSMt4
trrrrmltrymnrtter 1
TpUse Form ZWrCZ to order a 10series tit s return tratroortipt frtw of churge
in name Setena on tax recurs a a nest rrtura rater the ante shown first 1 h Nirsl social tovcutih southerntat return
00fi t1A11tytsk4ci 1
2a Shown on tax return It Secunil wtciatsravt6auuthrtifioimt InsIstwn
3 CorreaI oatue nddwas tincluil ing up room or suite no city state and Z11 code
fj 4RtU4
4Prexntus address shoouus the Iasi return
It the troaseript is to be mailed t a third park bumf ox a mortgage company enter the third partysname addrm and leividtone
number T1e INS ham no control over what the third party does with the tits infortnutlan
Thirlparty name I Telephoramber
GAIAC Nlwtga 800USW4612
Addrts Inyluding aptroom ur mille no tin stateand ZIIrole
AC lossVitlRntian31tlibtalterRcl Suite 6MI HershmanY 4144
f Vontrsregartoed Titter Ibe yearls al for return tranship You awe reyueMinit Iftr example20W Mai nquem beptyecs f within 10 huahtefsJaya
21Npf NIP 11fl
Cuullon 1f the from wript S beiantikvt toa third party foam that yon bare fffied in Sine a heroes signing Sim and date the form utre you have led in line
4Coniplcting Ihenr steps helps to pronto your primes
Vote irtbe IRS is unable to orate to return thatmteltes the taxpayer identity information Provided above tor if IRSrerordymdiratr rhat the
velum bus ad been filed the IRSmay mnISA iou ot the third port ibui it woo unable to locate n reform or that a return ws tint filed
whirbeverisannirahle
Sirmature of taxpayerllI declare that I auk either the tuxpoyer whose mamris flown on line In or 2a Ir the request applira nr a Joint return riche husband or
wife utust sign






EIajmeron tine Iaor a
Date
Spousessignature bate
Far privsey1rland Paperwork kedurtiwt del Nutiee sew page at Not 4llli Iturm 15116TEZ i1021Ut91
H F000559
001244
g-II-lO lO:lBA urLadyoftheRosaryCh 2  3   .lO 
ACc.1. ~ f/1..E7 9' 3t, 3£. 
r_ 4506T - Z Short Fonll Requesf for Individual Tax Return Tl'anSClipt 
PtpMtaInt.A IIh lft'''~ 
t ........ kn .... ~~ft 
J ('.''''111 DRIll.., uoidr"", l .<Iodl"l: pc., .,~"', ..... uil  .... " citro .Ik''', 0001 ll' ...... 
~tt.t /I I Ct6l..tw 
S If 'lie Ira •• ft'ipc ;"1 .. H hI";I." ,-. third 1" ••• ,. (.",elI ....... ortgage cOMp"ny) ••• ! ••• 11" lIIird party'. /la  .. , ."" .......... 11 , .. h·I~'''"'' 
1 .. l ber. n  R  bu u (,flM' ,t  '''''to,- ·  .. , J. ... Jlir  PD.'-,,· .,n ilL. I  ... thl i n.fl .... JR . 
1' irtl o ,. ,,,.n, .. 
.-\oJdr .... (lud.dUtIl.pl.. "' ..... ur .. oil .. hO.}, ';lY, SCllf., oud ZU' l'ud" 
".: I .... ~lillf!llti .. n. III (libnoJ ••• l.td. i' .. IJI1. "nl .. m. 1' .. \ I'III.U 
YAI'()I) rt'tfUt':'l~1. r:nt« .1 •• y~J"'b) ot,lIfll'1.'turn ITaJuit:'I'ip' yuu nr. ~·L·I'iJ~!'IiuK Jr..r rx\t ••• plt:' ..... 1008"). .:\0100 n~ue!l'" ,,-j)) h.· JlI'UC\~l'l' ft'ithin U) hu~IIH!'~ 
da)' •. 
2011') 
C"yqdUII. Jrdllt' 'rnll_Orll)1 i.Ii" '.4."*Jf A1UiW II) ~ Itaird part:,-', f>rurw"t!' lb.:.. ~·II. h.,·t" fill4/ll1 irllin ... D h",r'.rC' :til!Dilt,K. Sip lind ".'l' tlltl rUrih ,IJ".~ ~·ou hat" .. nn .. tl i.-. tirtt,A 
"  ... ,pkli.~ h_ '''''P' 1I..!p.o In I"'oh!c' Y"UI' rh·""". 
:'iM •. Jf Ih. IRS irs ullahl~ , •• It,,-ah' It rt"tlln\ thAt ....... ·Jt .. s th.l' tan:p.,'t'f" fd."'il~·lnfDrllli:l'ifla p"D\'id(,d R-ltI .. Vt". fir it I S. r\"<'.JI'd!tl. JhIJh'-;IIt" rtt •• « Ille 
rf'hlrD DS "'1' Hft n ..... IIw IR.~ JUiS"~ II"UI! :flm Ot" 'h~ Ihirtl .f'Y Jt.ut il as .uiil ll' 10 Int..lre! III retllrn. at' n.p' a rt-t r .. \\..,. ... 11 filrtl • 
..- i<Il"'· .... i_ IIp pl." ..... . 
Sip.tUTt, ofl:a:r.p.,'t!ri!( •• t d .. 'CI..,.t" tlli;at I .. a. ~tltet 1h .... jIllXPIIYt1" wh-.w D ...... if' "hun-a 4Jn Jjn. .. ~ Ja (Ir:!OL 'l" 13 •• requc.'u ;'lflpUn , .. It Juitu ""fllto, .. ilhl.'l- hU!ib~JUJ III" 
... i,., IIWXI .I . 
'd-/t:1-IO 
('.,. N.,. ~"I!l.~ 
Tloll'phllll4." Jll1lubl.'" uf 
.:liP-':' ..... un linf J. ur:! .. 
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Acrount Number
In staking this request for cooaideration to review my loan termsIWecertify under penalty of perjury
I Thar all orthe information in this document is truthful and The evenls identified istare the reason that Uwe need to request a moditrwtion of the
terms ofmylour mortgage hoar short safe or deadbAicu ofIbreedosure
2 Ifwe understand that the Service the USDepartment of the Treasury or its aganis may investigate the accuracy of myfour statementsandlor
may require melus to pmvidu supporting documentation lAve also understand that knowingly submitting false infin alion may violate foderaltaw
3 Uwe understand the Servitor will pull a current credit repot on all borrowers obligated on the Note
4 Vwe understand that irliwe have intentionally defaulted on myour existing mortgage engaged in fraud ar misiclmscuiai any1actsjin
connection with this document the Sarvicer may cancel any Agmtemcni under Making tome Affordable and may pursuu Ibreclosum cot myfourhome
5 1we understand any tee to validate the vahte of the property will be axseased to the accotmt
6 Uwe havenot rcc ived a condemnation mitim and them has been no change in the ownership of the Property since1wv signed the dowurnents
lbir themortgage that Uwe aunt to modify
7 Uwe certify that Owe will obtain crodil counseling if it is determined Ohat myfour financial hardship is related to excessive debt For purpoxtex of
the Making Hnme Atfordable program excessive debt means that myfour debttoincome ration alter the madilicalirm would be greater Ihun
or equal to 55
9 Vvc an willing M provide all rcquerisd documents and w respond to all Servicerquestions in a timely manner
9 Uwe understand that the Servicar will use the information in this document tocvaTuate mylour ctigihilib for a loons moxli ficalinn or short We or
deed inlieu of foreclosure but the Sery icer is not obligated ko offer malus assistance based solely on the statements in 11tis rument
10 iwe agree that anypriorwaiver as to payment of cacruw items in connection with mWour loam has been miroko d
1 i 1ve agree M the establishment of an escrow account and thepayment ofescrow items ifaht escrow account carver existed on the loan
12 Uwa rmdcnrtand thal a Savicer will collect and record personal irtfonnatinn including but not limited tomyInur name address telophune
number social security rtutnbe credit scorc income payment history government monitoring information andinformation about amount
balances and activity Uwe untlenWnd and consent to lire disclosure of mylour personal inlitrmation and the lemhs of any Making Hoare
Affordable Agreement by Serviccrtu a theUSDepartment orthe Treasury b Fannie Mae and Fre ddiu Mac in connectitnh with their
respnnsibilifieu under the I fomowencr Affordability andStability Plan cany investor insurer guarantor oT senicer that owns insures
guarantees nr services myour first lienorsubordinate lion ifapplicable mortgage lotrtsdcompanies that perform uppnri services in
conjunction with Making biome Affordable and e anyHUD certified lousing counselor
13 Uwe agree that to be considered for the Making Home Affordable ptrlgram all required documentation must be n ucivod no later than 7 business
days prior in the scheduled foreclosure sale date ifsite property is in the state of Florida a complete package maxi he nrccivcd 30 business daysprior to the scheduled forecltrsme sale date
14 Lwc understaatd the Serviccr will not refer tine account kh foreclosure or conduct the foreclosure sale if already rulorred while it is being
reviewed for the Making Home Affordable program unless required by your investor The review will not begin until all rcquireal
documentation is received
15 P1 My Chrr paper tcrouxroti wv intend to tesiilc All this propertyf0f tlx next hwetve nwallmMytlur r i er etq d
Borrower Sig Date CnBorrower Signature Date
Please be aware we will not be able to process your request until all parts of Life
l application have been completed and all supporting documentation has been supplied
Ifyoo have gnctiorue shout this daeameat or the modification preteen please call as at the phone number listed an your monthly account
Itatement If you need farthercoumefinp you can call the llumeornersIfOPFrMllotfine at180899510PF 4673 Ibe llodine can




So advised that you are signing the following documents under penalty of perjury Any mlsstatenoent of material fats
made in the completion of these documents including but not limited to misstatement regarding your occupancy in
your home hardship circumstances andfor income will subject you to potential criminal investigation and prosecution SerrnfCe
for the following crag fietiury tube statements mail fraud and wire fraud The information contained in these a r4y
documents Is subject to examination and verificaWn Any potential mistspresentation will be referred to the
appropriate lawenforcement authority for investigation and prosecution
BY signing the enclosed documents you certify represent and agree that 1 I
Under penally of perjury al documents and information Ihave provided to Lander in connection with this Agreement
Including the documents and Information regarding my eligibility for the program are true and correct sf
tl you are aware of fraud waste abuse mismanagement or misrepresentations affiliated with the Troubled Asset nratif
RIWProgram please contact the SIGTARP Hotline by calllog 1477SIG2009 tallftoo 20262 4559 fax or
Wwwstgtarpgov Mall can be sent to Hotline Office of d Spacial inspector General for Troubled Asset Rellal
Program 1801 L St NWWashington QC 20220
HF000560
001245
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND AGREEMENT 
In IIIl1idng tJUs ..... UIIS' fur l~rlllion to rt'lliew my loan terRill II  .. ttrtify undrr penally of ~I'jury: 
I Thad ell u[the int<Jnt\orion in lhis OOC\J1I1e/lt is trulhful ond the event(.) id~ntitic:d isfnrc the reascln thlll Vwollclld I" reqlleM I1Il1<1dilicatioo urIbe 
terms of my/our m,>t1&Ol1e 10011. shor1 sale or de d-ill-lie  of ron:elusure. 
2 I ;we undl>lSlllnd thaI the Sen--icer, the U.S. Depi1l1mlll11 ,'f lhe Treasury, or il~ OyOOl9 ruDY i nvelrti gale .he accurucy ., r my!uur slfllenlenlll RIld/{lr 
Rlay require melus 10 provide aupporting oo.:uDlenJation. li",1.": also understand thai kOOv>ingly submitting fbI...: inlt>nI1"liulI may violllkl Fede",1 
law . 
.1 l/we undCllItand Ibe SelVicer will pull a CUJTeIIl credit Alpw! 011 IIlI borrowem obligated un .he Nole. 
4 1:_ undcrsullld llaal if Ji c bmle illtenti<lllldly defaulted on my/oUl existio8 mortgage, engaged in n ... J.ud or misrcpreOlCII'cxJ any la~t(sJ in 
conneetitlll wilh drill documelll, Ihe SurvicI'r may CQiIec:1 any AgrecnJenl under Makillll HOlD" AITu,.dabl" ami mll)l pursue lor~"'I03uro <1<IlIlyJullr 
home. 
S If  un  ...... 1IJl  al'Y te" to validate abc yaiuc of the property il  be alIsas5eci 10 tha "" ulml. 
6 I,_hav" 1101 ra:eived II cOlldemll8liun nnticc; and Ifte~ hill;; been 1111 chana" in the ownership oftlte Property ~l"cc If,,,,1.' .igniOtl the dncurnolll:< 
lOr lhe orlgllgC thaI I! c \\llnt 10 odify. 
7 It_ ccrtiJY thall/wc ill "blDin credil enUII!leling if it is determined 01111 y/our filluncial IlIml~hip i. . related 10 cxce ... i,·c debt. l-'I>r I'ttrptl/lClC (If 
the Making Hnnle Atrordoble progr.un, "exc~ssi ve debt" mean., IhllllIly/uur dcbt-lO-incomc mtion after the lllooilicati.'H woul d be groaler .11U1I 
or oqUIII to 5j%' 
8 11"" am will  ,,, prtn'i  ulJ rcqUCllle  oo&U1Dcnls  ." r spond \0 al  Scrvi c t  i  0 li ely mlllcr. 
') llwe unclcmand that the Senricer will use lhe infOfllla"'n in this docu cJlt locvaTualC my/our eligibility Ibr a 10011 m<Jt!i lic;alinn or .hort 1«11" ur 
d ed-i ·lie   !t,. ell).tll\:, l.ll  ervi er i  00' obli t  h) uff r ei  smslo.   solely o  l  sl lcQ1cDl~ ill 1I,i~ rl<JCumc t. 
10 I/w   IhM any r   lL~ 10 r of escrow ill!fII$ i  connecti  it  yiour l n bos bt:cn re'l'ukOO. 
II I{\vc o r o t(> t  ~fllblishmenl ,"If a  c:;c:m  QCCntlnt an  the t of scr  illltnr if all escro  ue&:QlIIlI ""ver .. xislo:  u  the \",,". 
12 1/_ undcOIhInd th.l tilt.: Scrv1Uf will collect and fComd pcn,&lnW infQrmaliDn. irochlding, bul oDt limired to, my!our lIOone. oddrto'S!!, telopillme 
number, social scml)' mullber, eRdit SIll'ro. imomc, payment lIistnIY. government monitoring infnrmati'ln, und info"uorivlI abnUllICCount 
balllnc:c.. ami acrivi.y. II",e unde ... land and 000. ...... 10 lite discl", ... ", of my/our per.!<lDol in""mution and .he lern,s of any M3killg lIome 
AlTordobie Agr~'e_1 by Serviccr1U (a) tho U.S.il.:pw1 cru ofrh" TNasury, (b) Fannie a" WId Freddie ile in cI1RnCCIHm ith their 
TCSflOnsibilitilllr IlIKlcr the Ilo cn nor AffordabiUty and Stability Plan; (e) any ilWeSlor, insurer,gllamntor III lII!niccr .hol o .... ns. illJWfeS. 
8urmwlces or 'cIVic"" my:otIT lirst lion orsubordinate lien (if applicable) m,'rt1lllge 10011($): (d) companies 111111 perform SIIPPO" services in 
e ojUIIGtion ~ilh  H  ble;  (e)  I) ort ic  hous  oun.~lor. 
I J 1/"", agree t .... 1 to be ("_siJcICd ror Ihe ilking Ho e Affordable pmsrn  all required docllm~nlalion musl be n:~ci\'~..J un later lbun 7 businc:i~ 
doys prior In lhe schcduJ.ed (o_losUIC 3<Ilc date. If the pmperty in in the roue of VIOI-idn. II cOhlplete J1'Ickage nl(l~1 be !I:ccived 30 bu.~inllS:l day:; 
prior 10 the Bche<Mcd f<lrcdusure SIll" 0010. 
14 !lYle uoocJSwlld the S"",i.:cr \\-il! nol refer Ule accounl lo foreell.lllun: or ~Ilnducllbc forcclusufc .1I1e if already Nlcrred. while it i. being 
A:';cwed fur !he Making J (ome Affordable program unless ~uircd by Jlopr inve.;tor. The review will not b"l!in unlil all rctluired 
dncmmentalion is l'CCi:ived. 
15 m. )d~ Our ""pet " . o yOur ,oj. 
o- rr er i tlJrc 
. Please be aware we will not be able to process your request lInti. a1l parts of the 
• application have been completed aDd all supporting doumentation has been supplied. 
lf~ ru.w- ljUe!lrluns about dJis dCICUIIIl!Jl' ur th~ moclif'",,,tion ~ pl .. "S<' call us at lhe phUOF nU", b~r IIAt .. ,. m1 your monthly account 
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.. ~--,..;;;;-a.tO~e A>la«1.'_ 
on   ERS 
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·Und ... ". .... 1Iy 0' perlury .... doGuments and information I have provide" to Lend •• In connectlon wilh this Aglee el>l 
incluclng Itoe documents and inlormalion regarding my eHglbllity for lbe progla . are tru. and correct.-
II yOU are awere 01 f.aud. wasta. abuse, mismanagement or mi$laprasolltarions affiliated with Ihe Troubled k t 
Relief Program. pleue contact tho S.GTARP HoiRn. by calliog 1471-5IG-2009 (to1l·'lo,,). 202·622·4559 Ifa_). 0. 
_.$lg'luP4"". Mal can b .. 38D! to Holline orrlCe of Ih .. Spadal 'nspector Genor .. ' for Tloubled Asset Rellel 
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bebre Itsaon you think this action i wrong you caIn ask roc a hearing rho back page Ws you how Your benefits may not be chanyod if you ask for a hearing
As of December 15 2009 Medicaid eligibility or share of cost will change for the following membersof your family
amen
regory A Renshaw
This Notice of Action explains the Departmentsaction for each person with a change in benefits
Be sure to read the message for every person If you have any questions Contact the Department
Please contact your worker If the amount of your Social Security income computed by the county is different from the
amount you actually received In your January check
The amount we used in determining your eligibility was158300
This message explains eligibility and Share of Cost for Gregory A Renshaw
As of December 31 2009 the share of cost for Gregory A Renshaw for their Community services for the aged
or disabled is 57200
Rules These rules apply You may review them at your local welfare office
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Attorneys for Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc and Executive Trustee Services LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
GREGORY RENSHAW an individual
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VS
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EXHIBIT1001250
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 . it l l d., t  l r 
t ffi    
i , Ida o  
ele e (2 ) -200  
acsi ile (20 ) -538  
or@moffattcom 
j offattc  
3641.0009 
ttorneys for o eco ings Financial, LL , ortgage Electronic 
egistration Syste s, Inc. and xecutive rustee Services,  
  ICf       
    ,        
 , a  i i i al, 
l intif , 
B •. 
I    , 
I C., a tah Corporation; EC I S 
I I L, ,  l ar  i ite  
ia ilit  any;  
I  I I  , 
I ., a ela are orporation; N  
 I , , a ela are 
Li ited Liability o pany; ES I-V, and 
 I S I-V, 
Defendants. 
 .    
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  I I , 
  I   
,    
 
 I   I , LC'S 
    I TIFF'S    
I I ,   crI   
,    IS I  -1 CIIInt2032251.1 
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COMES NOW defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC BTS by and
through undersigned counsel and answers and responds to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories
Requests for Production of Documents and Requests for Admission as follows
COMMON INTERROGATORIES 19
INTERROGATORYNO 1 Pursuant toIRCP33a1identify the officer or
agent who shall furnish such information as is available to the party and identify each and
every person with whom the officer or agent consulted upon whom the officer or agent relied or
who otherwise constituted a source of information for the officer or agent in connection with the
preparation of answers by you to these Interrogatories listing with respect to each and every
such person the number of each Interrogatory to which he or she helped the officer or agent to
prepare answers or with respect to which he or she was consulted relied upon or otherwise
constituted a sourceofinformation
ANSWER NO 1 ETS objects to this interrogatory to the extent it requests
attorney client communications andorattorney work product Without waiving such objections
ETS identifies the following persons Elizabeth Yeranosian Manager of Mortgage Default for
ETS Ms Yeranosian may be reached in co Michael O Roe Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock
Fields ChtdPOBox 829 Boise Idaho 837010829 telephone 208 3452000
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement
this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andor any
relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 2 Identify the name physical address electronic
communication address mail and telephone number of each and every person who has any
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
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  defendant xecutive rustee ervices,  (''E S''), y and 
t r  rsi  sel,  s rs  r s s t  l i tiff's irst t f I tcrr t ri s, 
e ests f r r cti  f c e ts, a  sts f r issi  as f ll s: 
 I I  -9 
I  . 1: rs a t t  I.R.C.P. 3(a)(1) i e tif  t e "officer r 
agent, ho shall furnish such infonnation as is available to the party" and identify each and 
r  r  it   t  ffic r r t lt ,   t  ffi r r t r li d, r 
 t er ise c stit te  a s rce f i f r ati  f r t e fficer r a e t i  c ecti  it  t e 
preparation of ans ers by you to these Interrogatories, listing ith respect to each and every 
 r  t  r f  I t rr t r  t  i   r  l  t  ffi r r t t  
re are a s ers r it  res ect to ic  e r s e as c s lte , relie   r t er ise 
    ti n. 
S E  .1: . ETS objects to this interrogatory to the extent it requests 
tt r  li t i ti s nd/or tt m  r  r t. it t i i  s  j ti s, 
 i e tifies t e f ll i  ers s: liza et  era sia , a a er f rt a e f lt f r 
. . era i    r  i  lo ic l . , ff tt  m tt  & 
Fields, Chtd., P.O. Box 829, Boise, Idaho 83701-0829; telephone (208) 345-2000. 
urther, discovery is ongoing. herefore,  reserves the right to supple ent 
this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith the Idaho ules of ivil Procedure andlor any 
    rt. 
O  . : I e tif  t e a e, sical a ress, electr ic 
co unication address (email), and telephone nu ber of each and every person ho has any 
EFE T E E TI E T STEE SE I ES, LLC'S 
    L I TIFF'S    
,   f   
,    IS I  ·  Cllent:2032251.1 
knowledge or who purports or claims to have any knowledge of the facts of this case and for
each state the relevant facts which you understand to be within the knowledge of such person
By this interrogatory we seek the names physical addresses electronic communication address
email and telephone numbers of all persons who have any knowledge of any fact pertaining to
liability andordamages
ANSWERNO 2 ETS objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks access to
attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving these
objections ETS identifies the following persons as defined
Executive Trustee Services LLC This person is a named party in this lawsuit
and is the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust Ibis person has knowledge of
the terms of the deed of trust and ofPlaintifPsdefault on his loan
Carlo Magno This person signed the Notice of Default and Election to Sell
Under Deed ofTrust and has knowledge relative thereto
Dee Ortega This person signed the Notice ofTrusteesSale and has knowledge
relative thereto
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc This person is a named party
in this lawsuit and is the beneficiary under the security instrument acting solely as a nominee for
the lender and its successors and assigns This person has knowledge ofthe terms of the deed of
trust and ofPlaintiffs default on his loan
Homecomings Financial LLC This person as a lending institution and loan
servicing entity has general institutional knowledge of the real estate financing industry
including but not limited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures As the entity
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC
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kno ledge or ho purports or clai s to have any kno ledge of the facts of this case and, for 
each, st t  t  r l t f ts i   rst  t   it i  t  l  f s  rs n. 
  t r ,    ,  s,    
(e il)  t l e   ll     le    t t i i  t  
lia ilit  nd/or . 
 . :  j t  t  t i  i t t  t  t  t t it   t  
tt r - lie t i ti s nd/or tt m  r  r ct. it t i i  t s  
jecti s,  i e tifies t e f ll i  ers s, as efi ed: 
ti e ste  r ie , : i   i    t  i  t i  l it 
 is t  tt r -in-fa t f r t  tr ste  r t   f tr st. This rs   l  f 
 nn         i tif 's t  s . 
arlo agno: his person signed the otice of efault and lection to ell 
r   r st   l  r l ti  t r to. 
e  rt : is r  si  t  tic  f r tee's l    le  
 t . 
ortgage Electronic egistration Syste s, Inc.: This person is a na ed party 
in this la suit and is the beneficiary under the security instru ent, acting solely as a no inee for 
t e le er and its s ccess rs and assigns. is ers  as le e f t e ter s f t e ee  f 
  f laintifPs t   . 
o eco ing' Flnanclal, LL : This person, as a lending institution and loan 
servicing entity, has general institutional kno ledge f the real estate fi ci  industry, 
i l i  t t li it  t  l  ri i ti   l  r i i  r r s.  t  tit  
nNDA  I   I , C'S 
  J: S   I TIFF'S    
I GATORIES,   I   
,    ISSI  ..  Cierlt:2032251.1 
originating the loan in question and as a subservicer of the loan in question this person has
specific knowledge of origination and servicing of the loan at issue in this case
GMAC Mortgage LLC This person as a lending institution and loan servicing
entity has general institutional knowledge ofthe real estate financing industry including but not
limited to loan origination and loan servicing procedures As the current subservicer of the loan
this person has specific knowledge of the servicingof the loan at issue in this case
Each of the foregoing persons may be reached co Michael O Roe Moffatt
Thomas Barrett Rock Fields ChtdPOBox 829 Boise Idaho 83701 0829 208 3452000
Colonial First Lending Group Inc On information and belief this person has
knowledge of facts related to Plaintiffs application for a loan as well as general institutional
knowledge ofbrokering home loans
Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation This person is the investor in the
loan at issue in this matter
Gregory Renshaw This person is the borrower on the loan at issue and plaintiff
in this case
Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant
orders of the court
Z ERROGATORY NO 3 Identify the names addresses and telephone
numbers ofall persons you intend to call as factual witnesses at the trial of this case and state the
fads to which they will testify
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC
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t    i  stion,    r      estion,    
ci      ervi i       i   se. 
 t , : i  on,   l i  i tit ti   l  ervi i  
tit ,  r l i tit tionallm l   t  r l t t  fI i  i try, i l i  t t 
t       r  s.    r    n, 
t is rs   s ifi  lm l  f t  s rvi i  f t  l  t iss  i  t is se. 
 f t  f r i  rs s   r  /o i l . , ff tt 
 tt  & iel s, htd., .O.  829, ise, I a  83701-0829; (208) 345-2000. 
l i l irst i  r p, I e.:  i f nn ti   li f, t i  r   
le  f f t  r l t  t  l i tiffs li ti  f r  l , s ll s r l i tit ti l 
le  f r ri   l s. 
Federal o e oan ortgage orporation: his person is the investor in the 
l  t i  i  t is tt r. 
regory enshaw: is person is t e rr er  t e l a  at iss e a  lai tiff 
i   . 
is r  is i . r f r ,  r s r s t  ri t t  s l t t i  
a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f i il r ce re andlor a  rele a t 
s   . 
INT  .3: I tif  t  s, r sses,  t l e 
       l    itness           
cts t  ic  t  ill t tify. 
nND  I   I , C'S 
S E   S  I TD'F'S S    
, S S  fl   
,  QUESTS  ISSI  •  CIIInt:2 2251.1 
ANSWER NO 3 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is premature
and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andorattorney work product
Without waiving these objections ETS has not yet identified any persons that it intends to call as
a witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as
appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of
the court
INTERROGATORY NO 4 Identify the name address and any other
identification of every personwhom you expect to call as an expert witness
ANSWER NO 4 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is premature
and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andorattorney work product
Without waiving these objections ETS has not yet identified any persons that it intends to call as
an expert witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant
orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 5 With respect to each and every person whom you
expect to call as an expert witness at trial identify the following
a Identify the witness fully and summarize his or her qualifications and
background
b State the subjectmatter on which he or she is expected to testify
C State the substance ofthe facts and opinions to which he or she is expected
to testify and
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICESLLC
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 . :  ts   t        
a  t  t e e te t it see s access t  att r e -clie t c icati s andlor att r e  r  r ct. 
itho t   ti ,     ie        l   
a itness. iscovery is ongoing. herefore, S reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as 
r ri t  i  r  it  t  I  le  f i il r r  ndlor  r l t r r  f 
 rt. 
 . : I tif  t  , r ss   t r 
i tificatio  f r  rs    t t  ll as  rt it ss. 
S E  .4: ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is pre ature 
 t  t  t t it see s ss t  tt r - li t i ti s ndlor tt r  r  r t. 
it t ai i  t ese jecti s,  as t et i e tifie  a  ers s that it i te s t  call as 
 t it . is  i  i . r f re,   t  i t t  l t t i  
ans er as appropriate i  accordance ith the Idaho ules f ivil rocedure and/or any relevant 
   rt. 
I  .5: ith respect to each and every ers  ho  you 
t t  ll   rt it e  t tri l, i ntifY t  f ll i g: 
 Identify the itness fully and su arize his or her qualifications and 
background; 
. t t  t  s j t tt r  i   r s  is t  t  t stify; 
c. tate the substance f the facts and opinions to hich he or she is expected 
to testify, and 
 I   I , C'S 
S     L I TIFF'S    
I T&RR T RIES, RE ESTS F  P Ucn  F 
lJ K ,  S S  ISSION·  CIent:l.032251.1 
d Pursuant to Rule 705 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence you are requested to
disclose the underlying facts and data upon which the expert bases his or her opinions
ANSWER NO 5 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is premature
and to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andorattorney work product
Without waiving these objections ETS has not yet identified any persons that it intends to call as
an expert witness Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant
orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 6 Identify in specific detail by 1 nature and subject
matter 2 date 3 title or name 4 name address and job title of person who prepared it or
who has knowledge of it and 5 name address and job title or job capacity ofthe recipient of
each and every document you or your attorneys are aware ofwhich contains makes reference to
or relates to anyfactual matter involved in this action or which contains or relates to any item of
discoverable evidence Also please state the name physical address electronic communication
address email and telephone number ofthe custodian of each item described
ANSWER PTO 6 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andorattorney
work product Without waivingsuch objections and in accordance with Rule 33cIdaho Rules
of Civil Procedure ETS identifies the Plaintiffs payment history Bates range HF000001 to
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
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d. r t t  l   f t  I  l  f i ,  r  r t  t  
disclose the underlying facts and data upon hich the expert bases his or her opinions. 
 . :  j t  t  t is i t rr t r   t  r  it i  r t r  
and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product. 
itho t i   ,     ie        l   
an expert itness. iscovery is ongoing. herefore,  reserves the right to supple ent this 
r  r ri t  i  r  it  t  I  l  f i il r r  nd/or  r l t 
r r  f t  rt. 
I  . : I e tif  i  s ecific etail  (1) at re a  s ject 
atter, (2) date, (3) title or na e, (4) na e, address, and job title of person ho prepared it or 
  le   it,  (5) e, r ,  j  titl  r j  it   t  r i i t  
  r  t  r r tt r s r  r  f i  t i s, s r f r  t  
or relates to any factual atter involved in this action or hich contains or relates to any ite  of 
i r l  i . ls  l  t t  t  , i l r , l tr i  i ti  
address (e ail) and telephone nu ber of the custodian of each ite  described. 
 N .6:  jects t  t is i terr at r   t e r s t at it is 
co pound and to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications andlor attorney 
r  r ct. it t i i  s  j ti s,  i  r  it  l  3(c), I  l s 
of Civil Procedure, ETS identifies the Plaintiff's pay ent history, Bates range HFOOOOOI to 
 :E E I   I , C'S 
S     L I TIFF'S    
I I ,   I   
,    IS I  -  Ient:203 2 1.1 
HF000006 Plaintiffsservicing notes Bates range HF000007 to HF000046 Plaintiffsloan file
Bates range HF000047 to HF000597 the Limited Power of Attorney recorded with the Ada
County Recorder on December 1 2008 as Instrument No 108128542 Bates number
ETS000001 produced contemporaneously herewith and Plaintiffs foreclosure file Bates range
ETS000002 to ETS000146 also produced contemporaneously herewith Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 7 State whether or not you intend to rely upon any
communication made by Plaintiff If your answer is in the affirmative identify the following
a The date ofthe communication
b The place ofthe communication
C The name address and telephone number of each person present at the
time ofthe communication
d The substance ofthe communication
ANSWERNO 7 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is premature
and to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andorattorney work product
Without waiving these objections ETS has not yet identified communications made by Plaintiff
upon which it intends to rely ifany Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
Documents identified with aBates range prefix ofHFwere produced
contemporaneously with DefendantHomecomings Financial LLCsAnswers and Responses
to Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories and Requests forProduction April 7 2011
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OO 061; laintifrs r  t s,     FOOOO 6; laintiff's  fil , 
ates ra e  t  597; t e i ite  er f tt r e  rec r e  it  t e a 
    , 8,   . 8542,   
ETSOOOOOl, produced conte poraneously herewith; and Plaintiff's foreclosure file, ates range 
OOOOO2  OO ,   l  rewith. rther, i r   
i . r f r ,  r s r s t  ri t t  s l t t is s r s r ri t  i  
 t      i i   nd/or      rt. 
I  , : tate et er r t  i te  t  rel   a  
i ti    l intiff. If r r i  i  t  ffn tive, i tif  t  f ll i g: 
.     i ti ; 
.  l  f t  i ation; 
c. e na e, a ress, and tele e er f eac  ers  rese t at t e 
ti  f t  i ti ; 
.  t   t  i ti . 
 Q. 7:  objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is pre ature 
 t  t  t t it see s ss t  tt m -clie t icati s nd/or tt r  r  r ct. 
it t ai i  t s  jecti s,  as t et i e tifie  c icati s a e  lai tiff 
 i  it i te s t  l ,  . is  i  i . f r ,   t  i t t  
I Documents identified ith a ates range prefix of "HF' ere produced 
c te ra e sl  it  efe a t ec ings i a cial, C's ns ers a  es ses 
t  l i tiff's irst t f I t rr t ries  sts f r r ti  (April , 11). 
 DCUTI   I , C'S 
S   S  L INTIFF'S    
I I , S S  I   
,    ISSI  -  IInt2032251.1 
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andoranyrelevant orders ofthe court
INTERROGATORY NO 8 Identify any and all persons who investigated any
aspect of this matter for you or on any Defendants behalf or on behalf of your or any
Defendants attorneys agents insurance carriers or others and identify each person they
contacted in their investigations Also set forth the dates of said investigations and if said
investigations resulted in the preparation of written reports please give dates or reports
submitted and identify persons presently in possession ofthe same
ANSWER NO 8 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds it is premature
and to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andorattorney work product
Without waiving these objections ETS answers that discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 9 Have you or anyone acting on your behalfobtained
any kind of written recorded stenographically transcribed oral or other type of statement from
thePlaintiff other than his deposition If so for each such statement
a State the date on which the statement was taken
b Identify the person taking the statement
C Identify and produce each statement taken whether written recorded or
transcribed
ANSWER NO 9 ETS objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks access to
attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving these
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEESERVICESLLC
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l             i il r  
nd/or  l t   t  urt. 
I  .8: Identify any and all persons ho investigated any 
s t f t is tt r f r  r   f ts' lf r  lf f r r  
efe a ts' att me s, a ents, i s ra ce carriers, r t ers, a  i e tif  eac  ers  t e  
 i   ti ti . ls , set f rt  t e ates f sai  i esti ati s and, if sai  
i ti ti  lt  i  t  ti   itt  rt , l  i  t   t  
itt   i tif  r  r tl  i  i  f t  . 
 .8:  objects to t is interrogatory on the grounds it is pre ature 
 t  t  t t it   t  tt r -clie t i ti  nd/or tt r  r  r uct. 
it t i i  t s  j ti s,  s rs t t is r  is i g. r f r ,  
reser es t e ri t t  s le e t t is a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f 
i il r ce re and/or a  rele a t r ers f the c rt. 
I  .2: ave you or anyone acting on your behalf obtained 
a  i  f ritte , rec r e , ste raphicall -tra scri e , ral r t er t e f state e t fr  
t  l i tiff (other t  is osition)? If , f r   t t nt: 
.         n. 
h. Identify the person taking the state ent 
c. Identify and produce each state ent taken, hether ritten, recorded, or 
tr ri . 
S  .9:  objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks access to 
tt m - li t i ti s nd/or tt r  r  r t. ith t i i  t s  
 I   I , C'S 
    I TIFF'S    
I I S, S S F  P I  F 
,  ES S  IS  - 8 CIIent~32251.1 
objections and in accordance with Rule 33cIdaho Rules of Civil Procedure ETS identifies
Plaintiffs servicing notes Bates range HF000007 to HFOW046 and Bates range ETS000139 to
ETS000141 as well as numerous statements adopted by execution of signature at Bates range
HF000047 to HF000597 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
TRUSTEE INTERROGATORIES 106
INTERROGATORY NO 10 Identify the current holder owner andor
custodian of the Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 10 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms holder owner
andorcustodian Without waiving these objections ETS identifies FreddieMac as the investor
in the loan and identifies the MERS certifying officer of GMAC Mortgage LLC the current
loan servicer as the person in possession of the Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as
appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of
the court
RTERROGATORYNO 11 What is your relationship with the holder owner
andorcustodian ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note and RenshawDOT
ANSWER NO 11 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terns holder owner
andorcustodian Without waiving these objections ETS states that it is the attorneyinfactfor
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC
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objections, and in accordance ith ule 33(c), Idaho ules of ivil rocedure, S identifies 
Plaintiff's servicing notes, ates range FOO0007 to HFOOO046 and ates range ETSOOOI39 to 
ETSOOOI41, as well as nu erous state ents adopted by execution of signature at Bates range 
FOOO047 to FOO0597. urther, discovery is ongoing. herefore,  reserves the right to 
l t t i  r  r ri t  i  r  it  t  I  l  f i il r r  
nd/or      rt. 
  0-16 
 . 0: I tif  t  rr t l er, er, ndlor 
t i  f t   r i r  t    . 
S ER NO. 10: ETS objects to this interrogatory on the groWlds that it is 
d, e, i ,  i   t  t  i   t  t r  ''h l r, r, 
ndlor todian." it t i i  t  j ti ,  i tifi  r i    t  i t r 
i  t  l   i tifies t   rtif i  ffi r f  rt ,  (the rr t 
l a  servicer) as t e ers  i  ssessi  f t e e s a  r iss r  te a  e s a  . 
rt er, isc er  is i . eref re,  reser es t e ri t to s le e t t is a s er as 
r riat  i  r  it  t  I  l   i il r r  nd/or  r l t r r   
the court. 
INTER  . 11: t is your relationship ith the holder, o ner 
ndlor t ia   t e  r is r  te   T? 
ANS ER NO. 11: ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is 
, , i ,  fi e   t  t  i  f t  t rms ''hol r, r, 
and/or custodian." ithout aiving these objections, ETS states that it is the attorney-in-fact for 
T I E STEE I , C'S 
S E   SP SES  I TIFF'S I S    
I TE I , ESTS  CtI   
, D ESTS  D ISSION -  llent203 251.1 
the trustee Pioneer Title Companydba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services Therefore it is acting
with the power of attorney for the trustee under the deed of trust which deed of trust secures
Plaintiffs obligations to the owner of the note Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedureandorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORYNO 12 Identify all documents related in any way to your
designation as trustee of the Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 12 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it
misstates the public record regarding ETS designation as trustee of the Renshaw DOT Please
see answer to Interrogatory No 11 Without waiving these objections see documents produced
within a Bates range ofHF000001 to HF000608 for example please see Bates range HF000370
to HF000392 Please also see documents Bates no ETS000001 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders ofthe court
INTMOGATORY NO 13 Identify all documents related in any way to the
foreclosure ofthe Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 13 See documents produced within a Bates range ofHF000001
to HF000608 for example please see Bates range HF000370 to HF000392 and HF000430 to
HF000435 please also see Bates range ETS000001 to ETS000146 produced herewith Further
discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders ofthe court
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC
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 tee,  i   /b/a i    ervi s. refore, i  i  cti  
it  t  r  tt m  f r t  tr t  r t   f tr st, i  d ed f tr t r  
l intiff'  li ti  t  t  r f t  t . rt er, i r  i  oing. refore,  
reser es t e ri t t  s le e t t is a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f 
i il r  ndlor  l     rt. 
I  . 2: I e tif  all c e ts relate  i  a  a  t  r 
      T. 
 . : S objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it 
isst t s t e lic rec r  re ar i  ' "desi ati  as tr stee f t e e s a  T.: lease 
see ans er to Interrogatory o. 11. ithout aiving these objections, see docu ents produced 
it i   t  r  fHFOOOOOl t  OO 8; f r l  l   t  r  OOO3  
to HFOOO392. Please also see docu ents Bates no. ETSOOOOOl. Further, discovery is ongoing. 
herefore,  reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith 
t e a  les  i il  ndlor  l t   t  rt. 
I ERROQAIOR  . 13: IdentitY all docu ents related in any ay to the 
re l Stlre  t   . 
S  . 13: See docwnents produced ithin a ates range of FOOOOOI 
t  ; f r l  leas  s  t s r  OOO370 t  OO039    t  
HFOO043S; please also see Bates range ETSOOOOOI to ETSOOOl46, produced herewith. Further, 
discovery is ongoing. herefore, ETS reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate 
i  r a ce ith the Idaho les f i il r re ndlor  r l t r ers f t  rt. 
NT I E S EE I , C'S 
NS ERS  SES  I IFF'S IRST   
I TE I , ESTS  l'I   
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INTERROGATORY NO 14 Identify all documents related in any way to the
securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
ANSWER NO 14 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the team securitization
Without waiving these objections ETS has not identified any documents related in any way to
securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT if any such securitization
occurred Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this
answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant
orders ofthe court
INTERROGATORY NO 15 What income have you received from either the
Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT andorthe foreclosure of the Renshaw DOT and
when and from whom did you receive this income from
ANSWER NO 15 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term income
received Without waiving such objections ETS answers that it has not received income from
either the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT With respect to income from foreclosure
of the Renshaw DOT please see ETS000002 and ETS000020 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORYNO 16 What expenses have you incurred as a result of the
Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT andor the foreclosure of the Renshaw DOT and
when and to whom were these incurred
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
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I  . : I tif  ll t  r l t  i    t  t  
securitizati  f t e e s a  r iss r  te r e s a  T. 
 . :            
d, ue, i ous,  i   t  t  i   t  t r  "se ritization." 
ithout aiving these objections,  has not identified any docu ents related in any ay to 
"securitization" of the ensha  Pro issory ote or ensha  , if any such "securitization" 
occUITed. Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, S reserves the right to supple ent this 
            nd/or   
   rt. 
I  . : at i  a e  recei e  fr  eit er t e 
ensha  ro issory ote or ensha   and/or the foreclosure of the ensha   and 
    i   i  t i  i  ? 
S ER . 15: ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is 
, e, i s,          "income . . . 
ived!' itho t   ,       i    
it er t  s  r iss r  t  r s  . it  r s t t  i  fr  f r l s r  
f the ensha  , please see ETSOOOOO2 and 000020. rt er, discovery is ongoing. 
herefore, S reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate in accordance ith 
t  I  les f i il r r  ndlor  r l t r rs f t  urt. 
I  . 16: hat expenses have you incurred as a result f the 
s  r iss r  te r s   nd/or t  f re l s r  f t  s    
e   t    ese rred? 
R  I E  I , C'S 
ERS  S S  LAINTI.FF'S S    
I I , ES S  I   
,  ES S  ISSI  ·11 Cln:203225 .1 
ANSWER NO 16 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term expenses
incurred Without waiving such objections ETS answers that it has not incurred expenses as a
result of the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
INTERROGATORY NO 17 What is your relationship with Homecomings
ANSWER NO 17 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
vague ambiguous and undefined as to the term relationship Without waiving such objections
ETS answers that with respect to the Renshaw Promissory Note and RenshawDOT ETS acts as
the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the Renshaw Deed of Trust and Homecomings was the
original lender and loan servicer for the Renshaw loan which includes the same Renshaw Deed
ofTrust BothETS and Homecomings are subsidiaries ofGMAC Mortgage LLC
INTERROGATORYNO 18 What is your relationship with MERS
ANSWER NO 18 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
vague ambiguous and undefined as to the term relationship Without waiving such objections
ETS is the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the Renshaw Deed ofTrust and MFRS is the
beneficiary solely as nominee for the lender and lenders successors and assigns under the same
Renshaw Deed ofTrust
RROGATORY NO 19 What is your relationship with Pioneer Title
Company ofAda CountydbaPioneer Lender Trustee Services
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
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 . 6:   t   t r    r  t t i  i  
co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of the ter  "expenses ... 
i curred." it t i i  s  j cti s,  s rs t t it s t i rr  s s as  
sult   a      T. urther, discovery is ongoing. 
r f re,   t  i t t  l t t i    r i t  i  c  it  
t  I  l   i il r r  nd/or  r l t r r   t  urt. 
I  . : t i  r r l ti i  it  comings? 
S E  . 17: ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is 
vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the ter  ''relationship.'' ithout aiving such objections, 
 r  t t, it  r t t  t   r is r  t    ,  t  s 
t e att r e -in-fact f r t e tr stee er t e e s a  ee  f r st,  ec i s as t e 
i i l l   l  i   t   l , i  i l e  t     
f r st. t    i s r  s si i ries f  rt e, . 
I  . : t is r r l ti s i  it  S? 
S  . 18: S objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is 
a e, a i s, and efine  as to t e ter  "relati ship." ith t ai i  s c  jecti s, 
 is t e att r e -in-fact f r t e tr ste  er t e e s a  ee  f r st, a  E  is t e 
e eficiar  (solel  as inee f r t e le er a  le er's s ccess rs a  assi s) er t e sa e 
s   f r st 
INTE  . : at is r relati s i  it  i eer itle 
pa   da t  /b/a i e  e  rustee r i s? 
E NT I E S  I , C'S 
NS ERS  S SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
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ANSWER NO 19 ETS objects to this interrogatory on the grounds that it is
vague ambiguous and undefined as to the tern relationship Without waiving such objections
ETS is the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC pursuant to the Limited
Power ofAttorney recorded with the Ada County Recorder on December 1 2008 as Instrument
No 108128542 See also Bates no ETS000001
INTERROGATORY NO 20 Please provide the phone number and address for
Carlo Magno and Dee Ortega
ANSWER NO 20 ETS objects to this interrogatory to the extent it seeks access
to attorney client communications andor attorney work product Without waiving these
objections Carlo Magno and Dee Ortega may be reached in co Michael O Roe Moffatt
Thomas Barrett Rock Fields ChtdPO Box 829 Boise Idaho 837010829 208 3452000
INTERROGATORY NO 21 Please describe by what and whose authority
Carlo Magno was authorized to sign the Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of
Trust
ANSWER NO 21 Carlo Magno was duly authorized to sign the Notice of
Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust by his employer ETS pursuant to the Limited
Power ofAttorney recorded with the Ada County Recorder on December 1 2008 as Instrument
No 108128542 See also Bates no ETS000001
INTERROGATORY NO 22 Please describe by what and whose authority
Dee Ortegawas authorized to sign the Notice ofTrusteesSale
ANSWER NO 22 Dee Ortega was duly authorized to sign the Notice of
TrusteesSale by her employer ETS pursuant to the Limited Power of Attorney recorded with
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
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 . :  j t  t  t i  i t rr t r   t  r  t t it i  
vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the term "relationship." ithout aiving such objections, 
 is the attorney-in-fact for ioneer ender rustee ervices, , pursuant to the i ited 
r  tt r  r r  it  t   t  r r  r , 8,  I tr t 
. .  l ,  . SOOOOOl. 
I  . : l s  r i  t   r  r ss f r 
 a    . 
 . :  jects t  t is i terr at r  t  t e e te t it see s access 
t  tt m - li t i tions ndlor tt r  r  r ct. ithout aiving these 
jecti s, arl  a  a  ee rte a a  e reac e  i  c/o ic ael . e, ffatt 
a  tt  & ields, htd., .O. ox 829, oise, Idaho 83701-0829; (208) 345-2000. 
 . : Please describe by hat and hose authority, 
rl  a  s t ri  t  si  t  ti  f f lt  l ti  t  ll r  f 
o t. 
 . : arlo agno as duly authorized to sign the otice of 
Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trost by his employer ETS, pursuant to the Limited 
er f tt r e  rec r e  it  t e da t  ec r er  ece er  J , as I str e t 
. .  l , te  . SOOOOOl. 
 . : Please describe by hat and hose authority, 
 rtega as authorized to sign the otice f rustee's ale. 
 . : ee rtega as duly authorized to sign the otice of 
rustee's ale  her e ployer , pursuant to the i ited o er f ttorney recorded ith 
 I E S EE I , CtS 
S     I TIFF'S S    
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the Ada County Recorder on December 1 2008 as Instrument No 108128542 See also Bates
no ETS000001
INTERROGATORY NO 23 If your responses to any of the Requests for
Admission Nos 1104 are anything other than an unqualified admit please provide the factual
basis for your response
ANSWER NO 23 ETS objects to the extent this interrogatory is inconsistent
with the requirements of Rule 36 Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Without waiving this
objection please see Answers to Requests for AdmissionNos 1104
REQUEST FORPRODUCTION OFDOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 1 Produce
MrRenshawsentire file including the files ofCarlo Magno and Dec Ortega
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTIO NO 1 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdensome ETS further objects to the
extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney work product Without
waiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000001 to HF000602 and ETS000001 to
ETS00146
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 2 Produce all
documents referred to in answering these Interrogatories and Requests for Admission
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 2 ETS objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney work
product Withoutwaiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000001 to IIF000608 and
ETS000001 to ETS00146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICESLLC
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t   t     , 008, s t t o. 128542.  lso, t  
o. SOOOOOI. 
 . : If r r s s s t   f t  sts f r 
d ission os. 1-104 are anything other than an unqualified "ad it," please provide the factual 
   . 
S  . 23: ETS objects to the extent this interrogatory is inconsistent 
  s   ,    i il dure. ithout aiving this 
ti , e       i  s. -1 . 
     
  I   P  .1:  
r. enshaw's entire file, including the files of arlo agno and ee rtega. 
ESPONS     N .1:  j ts t  t is 
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and unduly burdenso e.  further objects to the 
extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork product. ithout 
i   , e   ates  OOOOOI    OOOOOI  
. 
  P fI    .2:   
docu ents referred to i  ans ering these Interrogatories and equests for d ission. 
    I  . :  objects to this 
request to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork 
product. ithout aiving these objections, please see ates ranges FOOOOOI to HFOO0608 and 
ETSOOOOOI to ETSOOl46. Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, ETS reserves the right to 
T I E .USTE  . I , C'S 
  S S  I IFF'S IRS    
I TE I , ES S  I   
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supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 3 Produce the original
Renshaw Promissory Note and any endorsements and the original Renshaw DOT and any
assignments
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 3 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is unduly burdensome and because ETS does not possess the
original Renshaw Promissory Note or the original Renshaw DOT although the MFRS
certifying officer ofGMAC Mortgage LLC possesses such documents PIease also see Answer
to Interrogatory No 10 Moreover the original Renshaw DOT was duly filed and recorded in
Ada County as Instrument No 107095032 Without waiving such objections please see
documents produced within Bates range BF000001 to HF000608 for example see Bates range
HF000370 to HF000392 and BF000430 to HF000435 which are true and correct copies of the
Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT See also documents within a Bates range of
ETS000001 to ETS00146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 4 Produce all
documents conceming Mr Renshaw the Renshaw Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT andor
the securitization ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note or the Renshaw DOT
request on the grounds that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning
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l t t i  r  r i t  i  cc r  it  t  I  l  f ivil r  
nd/or  l t    urt. 
  I    .3: r  t  ri i l 
ensha  ro issory ote and any endorse ents and the original ensha   and any 
si nts. 
  O   I  .3:  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t at it is l  r e s e a  eca se  es t ssess t e 
"original" ensha  ro issory ote or the "original" ensha  , although the E  
certif i  fficer f  rt a e,  ssesses s c  cwnents. lease als  see s er 
t  I terr at r  . 10. re er, t e "origi al" e s a   as l  tiled and recorded. i  
da    . . ithout aiving such objections, please see 
docu ents produced ithin ates range HFOOOOOI to FOO0608; for exa ple, see ates range 
HFOOO370 to HFOOO392 and HFOO0430 to HFOO0435, hich are true and correct copies of the 
 is  t    . ee also docu ents ithin a ates range of 
ETSOOOOOI to ETSOO146. Further, discovery is ongoing. herefore, S reserves the right to 
 s       e  les    
nd/or  r l t r ers f t  rt. 
    S . :   
c ents c cerni  r. e s a , t e e s a  r iss r  te, the e s a  , and/or 
the securitization of the ensha  Pro issory ote or the ensha  . 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: ETS objects to this 
request on the groWlds that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning 
T I E STEE I , 'S 
  SP SES  I TIFF'S S    
I TE I , ES S  Ucn   
,  S S  ISSIO  -15 Cllent:2032251.1 
of the tern secaritization Without waving these objections please see Bates ranges
HF000001 to HF000608 and ETS000001 to ETS00146 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 5 Produce all
documents naming the current and all former owners holders andorcustodians ofthe Renshaw
Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 5 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms
holder owner andor custodian Without waiving these objections please see documents
within the Bates range of HF000001 to HF000608 for example see Bates ranges HF000370 to
HF000392 BF000430 to HF000435 and BF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is
ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders ofthe court
1 i a1 HN1@GTA601Z1UCVe
documents naming the current and all former owner holders and or custodians of the Renshaw
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 6 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms
holder owner andorcustodian Without waiving these objections please see documents
within the Bates range of HF000001 to HF000608 see Bates ranges HF000370 to HF000392
HF000430 to HF000435 and HF000598 to HF000602 See also documents within a Bates range
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f t e term usecmitization." t    j ti s,     
OOOOOI  OO06   SOOOOOI  146. Further, discovery is ongoing. 
f ,  es t  i t t  l t t i    r ri t  i   it  
t  I  l s f i il r r  nd/or  r l t r rs f t  urt. 
     .5:  ll 
     ll nn  rs, rs, ndlor     
 . 
    I  .5:  objects to this 
re est  t e r s t at it is a e, a i us, a  efI e  as t  t e ea i  f t e tenns 
"holder, o ner, and/or custodian." ithout aiving these objections, please see docwnents 
it i  t  t  r  fHFOOOOOl t  608; f r l   t  r  OOO3  t  
OOO3 , H   OOO S,  H OOOS9   OO . Further, discovery is 
ongoing. herefore,  reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate i  
 it  t   l   i il  nd/or  l t   t  urt. 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOC MENTS NO.6: Produce all 
  t      r, r ,       
DOT. 
    lJ  . :  j t  t  t i  
request on the grounds that it is vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning of the ter s 
"hold r, r, nd/or todian." it t i i  t  j ti , le   t  
ithin the Bates range of HFOOOOOI to F000608; see Bates ranges HFOOO370 to HFOO0392, 
FOO0430 to 00043S, and FOOOS98 to FOOO602. ee also docu ents ithin a ates range 
   , C'S 
S S  S S  L INTIFF'S S    
, S S    
,  ESTS  ISS  - 16 CIent:2032251.1 
of ETS000001 to ETS00146 for example see Bates range ETS000124 to ETS000128 Further
discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 7 Produce all
documents naming the current and all former trustees of the Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 7 Please see documents
within the Bates range of HF000001 to HF000608 for example see Bates range HF000370 to
HF000392 See also documents within a Bates range of ETS000001 to ETS00146 for example
see Bates range ETS000124 to ETS000128 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTSNO 8 Produce all notices
given or addressed to Mr Renshawandorcorrespondence to MrRenshaw
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 8 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that such information is equally available to Plaintiff and thus the request
is for the purpose ofharassment and annoyance Without waving these objections please see
documents produced within Bates range HF000001 to HF000608 for example see Bates ranges
HF00135 to HF000171 HF000182 HF000323 to HF000334 HF000347 to HF000369
HF000370 to HF000392 HF000431 to HF000437 HF000484 and HF000486 to HF000525 See
also documents within a Bates range of ETS000001 to ETS00146 for example see Bates range
ETS000023 to ETS000029 and ETS000031 to ETS000034 Further discovery is ongoing
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fETSOOOOOl t  OO 6; f r xa ple,  t   OO  t  OO 8. urther, 
isc er  is oi g. erefore,  reser es t e right t  s le e t t is ans er as a r riate 
i   i      i il  ndlor      urt. 
     .7: r  l  
     l      ha  T. 
    I  .7:    
it i  t  t s r  f OOOOOI t  OO ; f r l  s  t s r   t  
OOO392. ee als  c e ts it i  a ates ra e ofETSOOOOOl t  OOl46; f r e a le, 
see ates range ETSOOO124 to ETSOO0128. Further, discovery is ongoing. refore,.  
reser es t  ri t t  s le e t t is a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f 
i i   nd/or       
     . :  l   
i  r r  t  r.  ndlor rr  t  r. haw. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R PR CTI  .8: ETS objects to this 
re est  t e r s t at s c  i f r ati  is e all  a aila le t  lai tiff, a  t s t e re est 
is for the purpose of harass ent and annoyance. ithout aving these objections, please see 
documents produced within Bates range HFOOOOOI to HF000608; for example, see Bates ranges 
OO13S t  OOO1 , OOO ,  t  OOO3 , OOO34  t  OOO , 
OOO370 t  OOO3 , F00  t   J 00    t  OOO5 .  
also docu ents ithin a ates range ofETSOOOOOl to SOOl46; for exa ple, see ates range 
OOOO23 t  OOOO2   OOO031 t  OOOO . Further, discovery is ongoing. 
T I E S EE I , C'S 
S ERS  S SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
I TE I , ESTS  I   
,  ES S  ISSIO  -17 hnt203 2S .1 
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 9 Produce your
calculation of the amount due pursuant to the Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 9 Please see Bates range
BF000001 to HF000006 for the calculation of the amount due as of December 30 2010
REMEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 10 Produce all
documents delivered to or received from any Defendant concerning Mr Renshaw the Renshaw
Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT or the securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or
Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REOUESTE R PRODUCTION NO 10 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning
of the term securitization Without waving these objections please see Bates ranges
HF000001 to BF000597 and ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore ETS reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with
the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NQ 11 Produce all
documents delivered to or received from any entity or person concerning Mr Renshaw the
Renshaw Promissory Note the Renshaw DOT or the securitization of the Renshaw Promissory
Note or Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 11 ETS objects to this
interrogatory on the grounds that it is compound vague ambiguous and undefined as to the
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r f re,  r  t  i t t  suppl t t i  ns r as ppr ri t  i  acc r  it  
t e I a  les f ivil r ce re and/or any rele a t r ers f t e court. 
Q   I   Q r  .9: Produce your 
l l ti   t  t  t t  t  ha  r i  t . 
   Q  I  .9: l   t  r  
HFOOOOOI to HFOOOOO6 for the calculation of the a ount due as of ece ber 30, 2010. 
QUE      . 0: r  l  
docu ents delivered to or received fro  any efendant concerning r. enshaw, the ensha  
Pro issory ote, the ensha  T, or the securitization of the ensha  Pro issory ote or 
ensha  nor. 
  EQUEST FOR I  . 10: r  jects t  t is 
request on the grounds that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the eaning 
  t  "sec i i ation." ith t a i  t ese jecti s, lease see ates ra es 
OOOOOI  H OOO597  OOOOOI  OOOI . Further, discovery is ongoing. 
herefore,  reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate i  accordance ith 
t  I a  le  f i il r ce re nd/or  r l t r r  f t  rt. 
  I    O. :  ll 
docu ents delivered to or received fro  any entity or person concerning r. ensha , the 
Rensha  Pro issory ote, the Rensha  T, or the securitization of the Rensha  Pro issory 
ote r  . 
ESP SE T  E EST F  P TI  . 11: ETS objects to this 
interrogatory on the grounds that it is co pound, vague, a biguous, and undefined as to the 
T E E IVE RUSTEE I , 'S 
NS ERS N  ESP NSES O I f'S IRST S  F 
IN'I'ERROG TO l , REQUESTS  P ODUcn   
DO E , AND EQUESTS  DMISSION -18 CIIInt2032251. t 
meaning of the term securitization Without waiving these objections ETS has not identified
any documents related in any way to securitization of the Renshaw Promissory Note or
Renshaw DOT if any such securitization occurred Also please see Bates ranges HF000001
to HF000597 and ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of
Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO Produce your
audited financial statements for each year 2006 2007 2008 2009 and 2010
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 12 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is unduly burdensome intended to harass and annoy and is not
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence ETS also objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications accountant client
communications andorattorney work product
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 13 Produce all
documents or other tangible item of evidence which any witness who will testify on your behalf
will relyon or refer to as a basis for or in support ofhis heror its testimony
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 13 ETS objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney work
product attorney Without waiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000001 to
HF000608 and ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this response as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules
ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
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ni  f t  t r  "s ritization.tt it t i i  t  objections,  h s t i ntifi  
ny  r l t  i  ny  t  "securitization" of the Rensha  Pro issory ote or 
ensha  T, if any such "securitization" occurred. lso, please see ates ranges FOOOOOI 
t  OO059   TSOOOOOI t  SOOOl 6. rther, is r  is oing. refore,  
r  t   t  u l nt t i  r  ppr ri  i     I  l  f 
i il  nd/or    f t  ourt. 
     . 12: r ce r 
 i l t t     , 7,2008,2009,  10. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  P TI  . 12: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it is unduly burdenso e, intended to harass and annoy, and is not 
reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of ad issible evidence. S also objects to this 
r st t  t  t t it s s ss t  tt r - li t i ti s, t t- li t 
, nd/or   ct. 
     . :   
docu ents or other tangible ite . of evidence hich any itness ho ill testify on your behalf 
will rely on or refer to as a basis for or in support of his, her or its testi ony. 
    I  . 13:  objects to this 
request to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney work 
r t . itho t ai ing t ese jecti s, lease see ates ra ges FOOOOOI to 
F000608  OOOOOI t  OOOl . urther, discovery is ongoing. herefore,  
res r es t  right to s le e t this res nse as a r riate i  r a ce it  t  I  les 
 i il re nd/or a y rele ant rders f t e . 
EF NT E I E STEE , 'S 
NS ERS  ESP SES TO I TIFF'S FIRS   F 
INI'ERR l , REQUESTS R IO  F 
lt , ND REQUESTS R D ISSION - 19 Cllent2032251.1 
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 14 Produce all
documents including reports opinions conclusions and the underlying facts and data for any
such opinions or conclusions prepared by any expert or consultant who may testify as a witness
at the trial of this matter together with documents containing all other information required by
IRCP26bx4
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 14 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds it is premature and to the extent it seeks access to attorney client
communications andorattorney work product Without waiving these objections ETS has not
yet identified any persons that it intends to call as an expert witness or the information upon
which such persons may rely Discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 15 Produce all
correspondence between you and any other individual or entity excluding attorneyclient
privileged communications which pertain to discuss or relate in any way to the facts
circumstances or issues in this matter
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 15 ETS objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attorney client communications andor attorney work
product Without waiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000007 to HF000597 and
ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
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O      . 4:   
ents, i l ing r rt , i i s, l i ,  t  rl i  f t   t  f r  
s c  i i s r c cl si s, re are   a  e ert r c s lta t  a  testif  as a itness 
at t e trial f t is atter, t et er ith docu ents containing all other infor ation required  
I.R.C.P. 6(b)( ). 
    I  . :  j t  t  t i  
r st  t  r s it is r t r   t  t  t t it s s ss t  tt m - li t 
i ti  nd/or tt r  r  r uct. it t i i  t  j ti ,   t 
yet identified any persons that it intends to call as an expert itness, or the infor ation upon 
i   r s  r ly. iscovery is ongoing. Therefore, ETS reserves the right to 
s le e t t is a s er as a r riate i  acc r a ce it  t e I a  les f i il r ce re 
and/or a  rele a t r rs f t e c rt. 
     . :   
rr s  t ee     t r i i i l r tit  (e clu i  tt r -clie t 
privileged co unications) hich pertain to, discuss, or relate in any ay to the facts, 
rc sta    i  is r. 
  O   I  . :  je ts t  t i  
re est t  t e e te t it see s access t  att me -clie t c ications and/or att r e  r  
product ithout waiving these objections, please see Bates ranges HFOOOOO7 to HFOOOS97 and 
OOOOOI t  OOO1 . rt r, is r  i  i . r f re,  r s r s t  ri t t  
supple ent this ans er as appropriate i  accordance ith the Idaho ules f ivil Procedure 
nd/or  rele ant r r   t  rt. 
 I   I , C'S 
S ERS  SES  'S    
, ESTS    
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 16 Produce all
documents or other tangible items of evidence which you may offer as evidence in the trial of
this matter
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 16 ETS objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attomey client communications andor attorney work
product attorney Without waiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000001 to
RF000608 and ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS
reserves the right to supplement this response as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules
ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 17 Produce all
documents referring in any way to Pioneer Title Company of Ada County dbaPioneer Lender
Trustee Services
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 17 ETS objects to this
request to the extent it seeks access to attorneyclient communications andor attorney work
product Without waiving these objections please see Bates ranges HF000001 to HF000608 and
ETS000001 to ETS000146 Further discovery is ongoing Therefore ETS reserves the right to
supplement this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure
andoranyrelevant orders of the court
documents naming you as attorney in fact for Pioneer Title Company of Ada County dba
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services
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O   I    . 16: Produce a11 
docu ents or other tangible ite s of evidence hich you ay offer as evidence in the trial of 
this atter. 
  O   I  . 6:  j ts t  ,t i  
re est t  t e e te t it see s access t  att rne -clie t c icati s andlor att r e  r  
 tt rney. ithout aiving these objections, please see ates ranges FOOOOOl to 
H OOO608 a  OOOOOI t  SOOOI46. rt er, i r  i  oi g. r f re,  
r r S t  ri t t  l t t i  r   r ri t  i  cc r  it  t  I  l  
   nd/or      rt. 
     . :   
docwnents refening in any ay to Pioneer itle o pany of da ounty d/b/a Pioneer ender 
rustee Services. 
    I  . 17:  objects to this 
request to the extent it seeks access to attorney-client co unications and/or attorney ork 
product. ithout aiving these objections, please see ates ranges HFOOOOO I to HFOOO608 and 
ETSOOOOOI to ETSOOO146. urther, discovery is ongoing. herefore,  reserves the right to 
s l t t is s r s r ri t  i  r  it  t  I  les f i il r r  
ndlor  le a t rders   rt. 
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO, 18: Produce all 
docu ents na ing you as attomey in fact for Pioneer itle o pany of da ounty d/b/a 
ioneer ender rustee i . 
NT E E IVE TRUSTEE I , 'S 
NS ERS  ESP SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
INTERR , ESTS  Cf   
DO , ND ESTS F R D ISSION ·1  CIIent20322lI1.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 18 Please see Bates no
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 19 Produce all
documents authorizing you to sign the Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of
Trust Exhibit 9 to the First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 19 Please see response
to Request for Production No 18
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS NO 20 Produce all
documents authorizing you to sing sic the Notice of TrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to the First
Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO 20 Please see response
to Request for Production No 18
REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1 Admit that you prepared and delivered to
Renshaw
a Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed ofTrust Exhibit 9 to
First Amended Complaint
b Notice ofTrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to First Amended Complaint
C Debt Validation Notice Exhibit 11 to First Amended Complaint
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    D TI  . 8:    o. 
ETSOOOOOI. 
     . 9: r  l  
 ut ori i    i   ce  l    t  el     
r st (Exhi it  t  t  irst  plaint. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  P TI  . 19: Please see response 
    . . 
     . : r  l  
ts t ri i   t  i  [si ] t  tice f r stee's l  (Exhi it  t  t  irst 
e de  plaint). 
    I  . 20: lease see response 
t  t  ti  . . 
  S  
  IS I  . I: it t t  re are  a  eli ere  t  
enshaw: 
 tice      l      -    
rst ende  l i t. 
b. otice f rustee's ale - xhibit 10 to irst ended o plaint. 
c. ebt alidation otice - i it 11 to irst ended lai t 
RESPONSE TO REQJ,JEST FOR ADMISSION NO.1: Admit. 
NT I E S EE I , C'S 
NS ERS  S SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
INTE ROG TO I , ESTS  crI   
, D E UESTS  ISSION -11 IIent2032251.1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 2 Admit that you had no authority to sign
the Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 2 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 3 Admit that you had no authority to sign
theNotice of TrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 3 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 4 Admit that Renshawsrefinanced home
mortgage loan violated industry lending standards
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 4 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 5 Admit that following the closing of the
home mortgage loan Renshaw was doomed to foreclosure
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 5 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
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  I I  .2: d it that you  no authority to sign 
t  ti   f lt  l ti  t  ll r   ro t (Ex i it  t  laintiff's ir t 
 plaint) 
  O   I I  .2: eny. 
S  F  ISSI  .3: d it that you had no authority to sign 
the otice of Trustee's Sale. (Exhibit 10 to Plaintiff's First ended Co plaint) 
    IS I  .3: eny. 
  IS  .4:   enshaw's   
rtga e l a  i late  i str  le i  sta ards. 
    IS  .4: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r ites r ti  t e f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
shaw's i st e e  l i t.   il   s  t t i l  it , i ,  
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS denies this request 
  IS I  . : it t at f ll in  t e cl si  f t e 
o e rtgage l a  e s a  as e  t  f recl s re. 
S    f9  IS  . S: I  objects to this 
re uest n the rounds that it stitutes  ff rt t  arass   . is st f r 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
NT I E S EE . I , C'S 
NS ERS  S SES  I TIFF'S IRST   
INTER I , ES S  .O IO   
, D ESTS R ISSI  - 3 CIlenI:2032251.1 
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 6 Admit that subsequently Renshaws loan
was securitized
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 6 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 7 Admit that subsequent sales or transfers
ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT havenot been revealed
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 7 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
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 r ti  t  f t l ll t  and/or l l t t  f  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly admits, denies, or 
lifie  t  i i  r i l it  x l ti  i  cc r  it  t  requir t   
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
 i   j cti n,   t  r quest. 
  IS I  .6: d it t at subsequently enshaw's loan 
was securitized. 
     .6: S objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it  r ti  t  f t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti    t f rt  i  
enshaw's irst e e  lai t.  s flIe   ns er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection,  denies this request. 
Q ES   ISSI  . : it t at s se e t sales r tra sfers 
 t e  r iss ry te     t ee  r l d. 
S   O S   ISSI  .1: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy BI . is equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er ati  the factual allegations and/or le al c te tions f. e s a  set forth in 
enshaw's First mended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
DEFE ANT E l'I E S EE I , CJS 
ANSWERS ND ESP NSES  I TD'.F'S IRS  S   
INTERR I , ESTS F R P CfI  F 
DO E , AND REQUESTS F R D ISSION - 24 CIent20 61.1 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 8 Admit that in August 2010 Renshaw was
served with 1 Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust See Exhibit 9 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and 2 Notice of TrusteesSale See Exhibit 10 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 8 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9 Admit that in August 2010 Renshaw also
received a Debt Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic Systems Inc as his current
creditor See Exhibit 11 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 9 objects to this request on
the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for Admission
and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites verbatim
the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in Renshaws First
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qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS denies this request 
  I I  .8: it t t i  st  nsha  s 
served ith (1) otice of efault and Election to Sell nder eed of Trust (See, Exhibit 9 to 
lai tiffs' irst e e  o plaint) a  (2) tice f r stee's ale ( ee, i it 1  t  
l intiff ' i t  plaint). 
     .8: S objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it s r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. ETS has ftled an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its this request. 
E EST F  ISSI  .9: d it that in ugust 2010, ensha  also 
received a Debt Validation Notice na ing ortgage Electronic Syste s, Inc as his current 
creditor. See, Exhibit 11 to Plaintiffs' First Amended Co plaint. 
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR AD ISSION NO.9: objects to this request on 
the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for Admission, 
and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites verbatim 
the factual allegations a dlor legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in e shaw's irst 
DEFE DANT E EC TIVE TRUSTEE I , L 'S 
ANSWERS ND RESPONSES TO P IFF'S FIRST SET F 
INTERR T IE , REQUESTS F R P ION F 
DO , AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION - 25 Cient:2032251.1 
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and responsibilities of
a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 Admit that you MERS and
Homecomings scheduled a foreclosure sale of Renshawshome for December 29 2010 at 100
pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11 Admit that the Notice of Default and
Election to Sell Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and the Notice of Trustees
Sale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint state that the beneficiary interest in
Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
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 plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial with explanation in accordance with the require ents and responsibilities of 
a party answering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ction,    r quest. 
  I  . 0: d it that you, ERS, and 
i s s l   f r l s r  s l  f nshaw's  f r r 9,  t :00 
p. . See, xhibits 9 and 10 to laintiffs' irst ended o plaint. 
  O   I  . :  objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 8IUlOy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it  r ti  t  f t l ll ti  ndlor l l t ti  f  t f rt  i  
e shaw's irst e e  lai t.  as filed a  s er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r 
li ie  t  is i   i l it  l ti  i   it  t  i t   
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
it t ai ing s  j ti ,  its t is r st. 
  IS  . : d t t t  ic     
lection to Sen (Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs' First ended o plaint) and the otice of rustee's 
le (Exhibit  t  l i tiffs' irst ende  l i t) state t t t  fi iar  i terest i  
enshaw's property is held by ortgage lectronic egistration yste s, Inc. 
S S     ISS  . II: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
EF NT E I E R STEE , 'S 
ANSWERS ND ESP NSES  IFF'S I S  S   
I TE I , ES S F R CfI  F 
DO , ND REQUESTS F R D ISSIO  - 2(; Cllent2032251.1 
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12 Admit that MERS is not the beneficial
owner of the Renshaw DOT See Deed of Trust Exhibit 7 to Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofaparty answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a ETS
further objects to the term beneficial owner because that term is vague ambiguous and
undefined Without waiving such objection ETS admits that N ERS is not the owner of the
Renshaw DOT ETS qualifies its admission by stating that MFRS is the beneficiary holding
legal title to interests granted by Plaintifffor theDeed ofTrust as nominee for the lender
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 13 Admit that under the Deed of Trusts Act
Idaho Code 451502 et seq the Renshaw DOT creates a fiduciary relationship in which the
trustee is the holder of the legal title subject to the beneficial interest ofRenshaw
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r cit  v rbati  t  f ct al all ti  and/or l al c t nti  of ensha  set f rt  i  
enshaw's First e e  o plaint.  as file  a  s er t at fairl  admits, denies, or 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements. of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its this request. 
   . 2: i  t t  i  t t  nefi i  
r  t   T. ee,   st, i   t  laintif s'   
plaint. 
  O   IS  . 2: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 8.Il11oy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
ites ti  t  t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s   t t  i  
Renshaw's First A ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ETS 
further objects to the term "beneficial owner" because that tenn is vague, ambiguous, and 
efi e . ithout aiving s c  jecti , S a its t t M  is t the "owner" f t e 
Renshaw DOT. ETS qualifies its admission by stating that ERS is the beneficiary holding 
le al title to interests ra te  by l i tiff for t e eed f r st, s o inee for the le r. 
RE EST F R ISSIO  O. 13: d it that under the eed of Trusts ct, 
Idaho Code § 45·1502 et. seq., the Renshaw DOT creates a fiduciary relationship in which the 
trustee is the holder f the legal title s ject to the be eficial interest f e s a . 
EF NT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE S I , L 'S 
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO P I IFF'S FIRST SET F 
INTERR T IES, REQUESTS FOR P UCfION F 
DOC E , AND REQUESTS FOR ADMISSION -1.7 CIent2032251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 13 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofa party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it requests a pure conclusion of law Without
waiving such objections ETS admits only that the trustee is the holder of legal title in trust and
otherwise denies
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 14 Admit that one who forecloses under a
deed of trust power of salemust strictly follow the terms ofthe deed of trust
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 14 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of pure conclusion oflaw to which no response
is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial foreclosure of a
deed of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act IC 45 1502
et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 15 Admit that any effort to foreclose a deed
oftrust by aparty lacking authority to carry out a foreclosure is void
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO I5 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of law to which no
response is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial
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    I  . 13: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy TS. his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it s r ti  t  f t l all ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  set f rt  i  
Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial with explanation in accordance with the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Ru1e 36( a). ETS 
       \Ul       l i   .  
i i   j ti ,  it  l  t t t  t t  i  t  l r  l l titl  i  tr st,  
t r is  i . 
  IS  . :        
  t st   l  t t i tl  ll  t e t   t    t t. 
     . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it requests ad ission of pure conclusion f la , to hich no response 
is i . ithout i ing  j ti ,  its l  t t -judicial re los    
deed f trust should co ply ith the require ents f the Idaho rust eed ct, I.C. § 45-1502, 
t . 
RE EST F R ISSI  . 15: d it that any effort to foreclose a deed 
f trust by a art  lac ing t rit  to carr  t a foreclosure i  i . 
S   S   ISSI  . S: ETS objects to this 
request on the gl'O\Ulds that it requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of law, to which no 
response is re ir . ithout waiving such objection, ETS admits only that non-judicial 
EFE ANT E IVE RUSTEE , 'S 
NS ERS ND ESP NSES  I TIFF'S FIRST S T  
INTERR I , REQUESTS  P UCfI  F 
, ND REQUESTS R D ISSION -  Cle :2 1.1 
foreclosure of a deed of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
IC 451502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 16 Admit that the grantor of a deed of trust
is entitled to know who is foreclosing and selling the real property
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 16 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of law to which no
response is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial
foreclosure of a deed of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
IC 451502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 13 Admit that a notice of sale that identifies
the original grantee but not the grantee at the time of the notice and sale is void
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 17 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of law to which no
response is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial
foreclosure of a deed of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
IC 451502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 18 Admit that a deed of trust grantee must
have authority to foreclose under the power ofsale
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 18 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of law to which no
response is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial
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l s      t t l  l  it  t  ire e ts  t   t  t, 
I.C. § -15 , t . 
O   IS I  . : it t t t  r t r f   f tr t 
i  entitled to kno  ho is foreclosing and selling the real property. 
    ISS  . :  objects to this 
r t  t e r s t t it r t  i i  f  r  l i   l , t  i   
r s s  is r ir d. ith t i i  s  j cti ,  its l  t t -judicial 
f r l s r  f   f tr st s l  l  it  t  r ire e ts f t  I  r st  t, 
.C. § -15 , t . 
  IS I  . 7: it t t  ti  f s l  t t i tifies 
the original grantee, but not the grantee at the ti e f the notice and sale, is void. 
    IS  . : S objects to this 
re est  t e r s t t it re ests a issi  f a re c cl si  f la , t  ic   
response is required. ith t i i   j ti ,  it  l  t t -judici l 
foreclosure f a deed of trust should co ply ith the require ents f the Idaho rust eed ct, 
.e. § 45-1502, et seq. 
S  F  ISSI  . 18: d it that a deed f trust grantee ust 
have authority to foreclose under the po er of sale. 
    IS I  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la , to hich no 
response is required. ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its only that non-judicial 
F  I E  S I S, LC'S 
    LAINTIFF'S    
I I , S  I   
,  S  ISSI  -1  CIII t:20 2251.1 
foreclosure ofa deed oftrust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
IC 45 1502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 19 Admit that an assignment of a deed of
trust is a conveyance of interest in real property
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 19 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of law to which no
response is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only that nonjudicial
foreclosure ofa deed oftrust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act
IC 451502 et seq
RWUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 20 Admit that post foreclosure assignments
of a deed oftrust are not effective before the assignment date
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 20 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it requests admission of pure conclusion of law to which no response
is required Without waiving such objection ETS admits only thatnonjudicial foreclosure of a
deed of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho Trust Deed Act IC 451502
et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 21 Admit that the foreclosure documents
signed by you are faulty and false
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 21 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
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foreclosure f a deed f trust should co ply ith the require ents f the Idaho rust eed ct, 
I.C. § - 2, t eq. 
  I I  . 9: it t t an ssi t f a ee  of 
 i      i  l erty. 
  O    . 19: ETS objects to this 
re est  t e r s t at it re ests a issi  f a re c cl si  f la , t  ic   
  ir d. it t ai i  s c  jecti ,  a its l  t at i icial 
foreclosure f a deed f trust should co ply ith the require ents of t  Idaho rust eed ct, 
I.C. § -15 ,  q. 
EQUE   I I  . 20: d it that post foreclosure assign ents 
of a deed f trust are not effective before the assign ent date. 
    I I  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it requests ad ission of pure conclusion oflaw, to which no response 
is required. ithout aiving such objection, S ad its only that non-judicial foreclosure of a 
  tr t l  l  it  t  r ir e ts  t  I  r t  t, le. § -15 , 
t . 
O   ISSI  . :    re los r   
i e    re fa lt   fal . 
    ISSI  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. This equest for 
.Ad iBsion, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the fact al alle ations andlor le al c te tions f e s a  set f rt  i  
EF NT E IVE STEE I , 'S 
NS ERS ND S SES T  I IFF'S IRS  S   
INTER , ESTS R P ION  
, ND E UESTS F R D ISSION - 30 Cllent 03225 .1 
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 22 Admit that the documents you rely upon
for foreclosure do not establish a chain oftitle
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 22 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
Renshaws First Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Withoutwaiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23 Admit that no sale transfer or
assignment ofRenshawsDOT has been recorded in Ada County Idaho
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION N4 23 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
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Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly admits, denies, or 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S denies this request. 
RE EST F R ISSI  . 22: d it that the docu ents you rely upon 
    t bli   i   l . 
    IS  . 2: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his equest for 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s andIor le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
ensha 's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
it t ai ing s c  jecti , S e ies t is re est. 
O   IS  . : it t t  l , t   
assign ent of Renshaw' s T has been recorded in da County, Idaho. 
    IS  O. : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance ith the require ents and 
EF NT E IVE STEE S I , C'S 
WE S D RESP NSES  IFF'S I T   
INTERR , ESTS F R Cf  F 
DO , ND E UESTS FOR D ISSION - 31 Cllent:2032251.1 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable admits this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 24 Admit that the documents you rely upon
for foreclosure have been robo signed
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 24 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 Admit that Renshaw on October 15
2010 has by a qualified written request requested that the current holder of the Renshaw
Promissory Note and the current holder of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQU ST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
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r sponsibiliti    rt  ri   plaint,  ll  t  r i t   l  6(a). 
it t ai i  s c  jection,  asserts t at it as a e reas a le i uiry, a  t  t e 
e te t t e i f nnati  is  r readil  tai able, a its t is re est. 
Q   I I  . 24: d it that the docu ents you rely upon 
 l    o-si ed. 
     . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it  r ti  t  f t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti s   t f rt  i  
Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ith t i in  s  j ti ,  i s t is r st 
  IS  . : it t at e s a   ct er IS, 
2010 has,  a qualified ritten request, requested that the current holder f the ensha  
r iss ry ote  t  rre t l r  t e    i tified  t t t  
. scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled. See, Exhibit 12 to Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint. 
S   EQUEST  IS I  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission i  this set f discovery requests, 
recites verbatim the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
enshaw's irst ende  o plaint. S has file  an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
NT I E S EE I , C'S 
NS ERS  S S  I TIFF'S IRST   
INTER I , E UESTS  crI   
, D ESTS  ISSION - 31 Clent:203 Z5 .1 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 26 Admit that on November 3 2010
Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating that the owner of Renshaws loan is
Freddie Mac See Exhibit 13 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 26 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits that Renshaw through his attorney received a
Ietter stating that the owner ofRenshawsloan is Freddie Mac
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27 Admit that the letter of November 3
2010 was otherwise nonresponsive to Renshawsqualified written request
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
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qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S ad its this request. 
O    . 6:  t t   , 010. 
haw, t r  is tt r ey, r i   l tt r t ti  t t t  r  nshaw's l  i  
r i  c. e, i it  t  l intiff ' ir t  l i t 
  O    . 6: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
issi ,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t i  s t f is r  r sts, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions of ensha  set forth i  
nshaw's i st  plaint.   ile    t t i l  its, i ,  
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  Wit  t  r ire e ts  
i ilities   t  i   l i t,  ll  t  i e ts  l  6{a). 
ith t i i   j ti , S its t t aw, t r  i  tt r ey, r i   
l tt  t ti  t t t e e   nshaw's l  i  ie . 
  IS I  . : it t t t e l tt r f r , 
201 0 as other ise nonresponsive to enshaw's qualified ritten request. 
    IS  . : ETS objects to this 
request n the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
re ites verbatim the fa t l llegations ndlor le al t tions f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's First mended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
T I E STEE I , C'S 
S ERS  SES  I TIFF'S S    
I TE t ESTS  ION  
, ND ESTS  ISSION - 3 lent:20 51.1 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 28 Admit that despite repeated requests the
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note or the current holder of the Renshaw DOT have
not been identified See Exhibits 1234and 15 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 28 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 29 Admit that Renshaw again on
November 11 2010 by a qualified written request requested that certain documents be produced
and that the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 14 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 29 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
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qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
onsibil    r    plaint,  ll      6(a). 
it t i i   j ti ,  i  t i  r est. 
 Q  I I  . 8: it t t s it  r t  r ests, t  
rr t l r f t e s  r iss r  t  r t  rr t l r f t  s    
  ti . e, ts 2, 13, 14,    l intiff '  e  plaint. 
     . :  j ts t  t is 
      te   f      .    
ission,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is t f is r  r sts, 
recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s andlor le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
nshaw's i st e e  l int.   le     i l  its, i s,  
lifie  t e is i  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir t   
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S denies this request. 
  IS I  . 29: d it that enshaw, again, on 
ove ber 11, 2010, by a qualified ritten reques4 requested that certain docu ents be produced 
 t t e e  ore los re e  el d. e, t  t  l i tif '  
ended o plaint. 
S     IS  . :  j t  t  t i  
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . bis equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other Request for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the fact al alleptions and/or legal contentions f ensha  set forth i  
 f   , LC'S 
S E S  S SES  I TIFF'S    
I I , S S  I   
,  ESTS  IS  -  Cknt:2032251.1 
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Withoutwaiving such objection ETS denies this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 30 Admit that on November 19 2010
Renshaw through his attorney received a letter stating that MERS acts solely as a nominee
for Lender See Exhibit 15 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 30 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits that Renshaw through his attorney received a
letter stating that MERS acts solely as a nominee for Lender
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 31 Admit that the letter See Exhibit 15 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint was nonresponsive to Renshawsqualified written request
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 31 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
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enshaw's irst  plaint.  s fil  an s r t t f irl  admits, denies, or 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
it t i i  s  j cti n,  i s t is r est. 
Q    . 0: Ad it that on Nove ber 19, 2010 
Renshaw, through his attorney, received a letter stating that ERS " ... acts solely as a no inee 
for ender ... " See, xhIbit 15 to Plaintiffs' First ended o plaint. 
  O    . 0: S objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
e shaw's irst e e  lai t.  s file  a  s er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its that Rensha , through his attorney, received a 
etter  t E S " ... acts solely as a no inee for ender ... " 
RE EST F R ISSI  . 31: d it that the letter (See, Exhibit 15 to 
Plaintiffs' First Amended Complaint) was nonresponsive to Renshaw's qualified written request. 
    ISSI  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and mmoy ETS. This equest for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth. in 
DEFE DANT E E IVE RUSTEE I , 'S 
ANSWERS ND ESP NSES T  I TIFF'S FIRST S T  
INTERRO TO IES, REQUESTS R I  F 
DO , ND E ESTS F R D ISSIO  - 35 llent2032 1.1 
Renshaws First Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 Admit that you are not the holder of the
Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
holder Without waiving these objections ETS admits this request
UOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 33 Admit that you are not in possession of
the Renshaw Deed ofTrust
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSIONNO 33 Admit
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 34 Admit that only the holder of the
Renshaw Promissory Note and the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or entity may
foreclose the RenshawDOT
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague in part because the terms holder and
authorized person or entity are undefined ETS also objects because it requests admission of a
pure legal conclusion Without waiving such objections ETS admits only that authorized
persons or entities may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
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enshaw's First ended o plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
ies       i     re e ts  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
it t ai ing s c  jecti ,  e ies t is re est. 
Q   IS I  . : it t t  r  t t  l r f t  
ensha  Pro issory ote. 
     . : S objects to this 
r est  t e r s t t it is e, i s,  fi e  s t  t  i  f t  t nn 
"hol er." it t ai i  t ese jecti s,  a its t i  re est. 
REQUES  Q  IS I  . 33: d it that you are not in possession f 
   r s!. 
    IS  . : it. 
  IS  . : d it that only the holder f the 
Rensha  Pro issory ote and the Rensha  T or other authorized person or entity ay 
os    . 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO. 34: ETS objects to this 
r st  t e r s t at it is er roa  a  a e, i  art, eca se t e ter s "hol er" a  
"authorized person or entity" are undefined. ETS also objects because it requests ad ission of a 
pure legal conclusion. ithout aiving such objections, S ad its only that authorized 
persons or entities ay foreclose the Rensha  T. 
 I   I , LC·S 
S ERS  SES  I TIFF'S    
I I , S S  I   
,  S  ISSI  -  lent:2032251.1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 35 Admit that you have not been authorized
by the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and the Renshaw DOT to foreclose the Renshaw
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 35 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague in part because the term holder is
undefined ETS also objects because it requests admission ofa pure legal conclusion Without
waiving suchobjections ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 36 Admit that only the holder of the
Renshaw Promissory Note is entitled to submit a credit bid at a foreclosure sale
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 36 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of aparty answering acomplaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefined as to the
meaning of the tern holder and requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without
waiving such objection ETS denies
REQUEST FOR ADMSSIONNO 37 Admit that you have no financial interest
in the RenshawPromissory Note or RenshawDOT
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  I I  O. 5: it t t   n t  authori  
 t   f t  sha  r i r    t    t  f  t   
DOT. 
  O    . 35: ETS objects to this 
re est  t e r s t at it is er r a  a  ague, i  art, eca se t e tenn "h lder" is 
defi ed.  als  jects eca se it re ests a issi  f a re le al c cl si n. it t 
i i   j ti ,  i  t i  st. 
   . : d it that only the holder f the 
 s  te  ti     i      l . 
    IS  . 6: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er at:i:tn t e fact al alle ations andlor le al c te ti s f e s a  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  a s eri g a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire ents f le 6(a). S 
further objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, ambiguous, and undefined as to the 
eaning of the term "holder:' and requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout 
ing h , S . 
EST Q  ISSIO  . 37: d it that you have no financial interest 
i  the e  Pro i sory ote   . 
EF ANT IVE R STEE I , 'S 
NS ERS ND ESP NSES  I TIFF'S FIRS    
INTER I , E ESTS R I   
, AND REQUESTS R DMI SION· 37 Cllent203 251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 37 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is compound and vague as to the term financial interest Without
waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 38 Admit that you have suffered no
financial loss as a result of nonpayment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 38 Admit
RUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39 Admit that you do not represent and you
are not the agent of the current holder ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and requests
admission of a pure conclusion of law Without waiving such objection ETS admits this
request ETS is the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust securing payment of
theRenshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 40 Admit that you do not represent and you
arenot the agent ofthe current holder ofthe Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 40 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and requests
admission of a pure conclusion of law Without waiving such objection ETS admits this
request ETS is the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust securing payment of
theRenshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 41 Admit that MERS is not in possession of
theRenshaw Note or the Renshaw DOT
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    I  . :  j t  t  t is 
r t  t  r  t t it i     s t  t  t on "finan i l i t r st" it t 
ai i  s c  jecti ,  a its t i  re est. 
  I  . : d it that you have suffered no 
fi i 110    lt  t  t   i  t . 
    IS  . : it. 
EQUEST  IS I  . 39: it t at   t re rese t a   
            . 
  O   IS  . : ETS objects to this 
r st  t e r s t t it is fi  s t  t  i  f t  t nn "hol er"  r sts 
ad ission f a pure conclusion f la . ithout aiving such objection,  ad its this 
request  is the attorney-in-fact for the trustee under the deed of trust securing pay ent of 
t   r i r  t . 
O   IS I  . : it t at   t re rese t a   
are t t e a e t f t e cmre t l er f t e e s a  . 
    I  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it is undefined as to the eaning of the ter  "holder" and requests 
ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout aiving such objection, S ad its this 
r st.  is t  tt r -in-fact f r t  tr st  r t   f tr st s ri  t f 
the eDSha  ro issory ote. 
S  F  ISSI  . 41: d it that S is not in possession of 
  t     T. 
 I   I , C'S 
    LAINTIF 'S    
I I ,   fI   
,    IS I  -  llent:203 251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 41 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving these objections ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 42 Adroit thatMERS does not represent and
is not the agent ofthe current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 42 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it is undefined as to the meaning of the term
holder and requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without waiving such objection
ETS denies this request
REQUESTFOR ADMISSIONNO 43 Admit that MERS does not represent and
is not the agent ofthe current holder of the Renshaw DOT
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     . :  j t  t  t i  
request on th.e grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission i  this set f discovery requests, 
ites ti  t  t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti    t t  i  
shaw's irst  l int.  s file   s r t t f irl  its, ni s, r 
qualifies the ad ission r' denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving these objections, S denies this request. 
  IS I  . 42: dmit that  does not represent and 
is not the agent of the current holder of the ensha  Pro issory ote. 
     . :  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t at it c stitutes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
i i n,  rl   t  t  is i  i  t i  t  i  ts, 
r ites r ti  t e f t l ll ti  ndlor l l t ti s   t f rt  i  
e shaw's irst ende  laint.  as file   s er t at fairl  a its, i s, r 
lifies t  i i   i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir t   
r s si ilities f  rt  s ri   l i t, s ll s t  r ire e ts f l  6(a). r  
rth  e ts  .is    s  t s ne     i    nn 
''holder'' and requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout aiving such objection, 
 e  t .is st. 
  IS I  . : it t at  cs t re rese t a  
s  e t  the re t     . 
 I   I , C'S 
  S S  I TIFF'S    
, S S  I   
,  S S  ISSI  -  Cll nt: 32251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
Renshaws First Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofa party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it is undefined as to the meaning of the term
holder and requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without waiving such objection
ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44 Admit that the Renshaw DOT names
Pioneer Title Company of Ada County as trustee
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 45 Admit that you are not the trustee of the
Renshaw DOT
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  O   I  . 3: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
ission, a  earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions f ensha  set forth i  
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  as filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  s ri  a c plaint, s ell s t e re ire e ts f le 6(a).  
ftnt r je ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it is fi  s t  t  i  f t  t r  
''holder'' and requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout aiving such objection, 
 i s t is r st. 
   . :       
    a t   . 
     . :  objects to this 
re est  t e r unds t at it c stitutes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
re ites ti  the t l lle ations ndIor l l t tions   t t  i  
e shaw's irst ende  lai t  as file  a  s er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout ai ing s c  jecti ,  a its t is re est 
  IS I  . 45: d it that you are not the trustee f the 
 . 
EFE T E E TI E STEE SE I ES, C'S 
NS ERS ND SES  I TIFF'S S    
I TE I , ES S  I   
,  ESTS  ISSION - 0 CUent 2251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 45 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits that it is not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT but
qualifies the admission by stating that ETS does not purport to be the trustee of the Renshaw
DOT ETS is the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Lender Trustee Services dba Pioneer Title
Company ofAda County the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 46 Admit that your actions have resulted in
your unjust enrichment by the payment of fees and other charges to you
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 46 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 47 Admit that as a result of your unjust
enrichment Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 47 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 48 Admit that you have pursued a common
plan or design which has resulted in the commission of an intentional or reckless tortious act
RESPONSE TO REQUESTFOR ADMISSIONNO 48 Deny
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    I  . 5:  o jects t  t is 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
issi n,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is s t f is r  r sts, 
r it s r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's irst e e  lai t.  as file  a  s er t at fairl  ad its, e ies, r 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
nsibil e     ri   l i t,  ll      6(a). 
ith t i i   j ti ,    it i  t t  t t   t   , t 
alifies t e a issi   stati  t at  es t r rt t  e t e tr stee f t e e s a  
. S is the attomey-in-fact for Pioneer ender rustee Services d/b/a Pioneer itle 
  a nty, t  t st   t   . 
  ISSI  . : it t at r acti s a e res lte  i  
r unjust enrich ent  the pay ent f fees and other charges to you. 
    IS I  . 46: eny. 
  IS  . : d it that as a result of your unjust 
e rich e t e s a  as s ffere  a a es i  a  a t t  e r e  at trial. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 47: eny. 
O   ISSI  . : it t at  a e rs e  a c  
plan or design hich has resulted in the co ission f an intentional or reckless tortious act. 
S     ISSI  . : "De . 
EFE NT E E TI E STEE SE I ES, C'S 
NS ERS  SP SES  I TIFF'S    
INTER , ESTS  ION  
, ND ESTS  I SION - 41 CRent: 0322S .1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 49 Admit that you Homecomings andor
MERS acted in concert in declaring the Renshaw Promissory Note andorRenshaw DOT in
default
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 49 ETS objects to this
request on the basis that it is compound Without waiving this objection ETS denies this
request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 50 Admit that each you Homecomings
andorMFRS are jointly and severally liable to Renshaw pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 50 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 51 Admit that as a result of you
Homecomings andorMFRS acting in concert Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to
be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 51 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
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  I I  . : it t at u, ec i s and/or 
 t  i  rt i  cl ri  t  s  r iss r  t  nd/or s   i  
default. 
    I  . 9: ETS objects to this 
       ound. ithout aiving this objection,  denies this 
st. 
  IS  . 0: d it that each, you, o eco ings 
nd/or E , r  j i tl   s r ll  lia le t  s  rs t t  I   § 6-803(5). 
     . : S objects to this 
r st  t e r s t t it stit t s  ff rt t  r ss   . is st f r 
issi n,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is s t f is r  r sts, 
r ites r ti  t  fa t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti    t f rt  i  
shaw's irst e  l i t.  s file   s r t t f irl  its, i s, r 
ies e s            
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ithout i in   j ti ,  i  t is r t. 
  IS  . : Ad it that as a result of you, 
o eco ings, and/or E  acting in concert ensha  has suffered da ages in an a ount to 
 r e  t tri l. 
S     IS  . : ETS objects to this 
r st n the r s that it stitutes  ff rt to rass   . is est f r 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
E NT I E S EE I , C'S 
NS ERS D S SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
INTER , ESTS    
,  ESTS  ISSION - 2 Cll nt.2032251.1 
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits decries or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 52 Admit that you have breached the terms
of theRenshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 52 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 53 Admit that as a result of your breach
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 53 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 54 Admit that you Homecomings and
MERS have breached the covenant of good faith and fair dealings owed to Renshaw
RESPONSE TOREOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 54 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 55 Admit that you have breached the
covenant of good faith and fair dealing owed to Renshaw
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 55 See response to
Request for Admission No 54
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 56 Admit that as a result of your breach of
the covenant of good faith and fair dealing Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be
proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 56 Deny
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recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
enshaw's irst ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
lifies t  i i  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir t   
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
it t i i   j ti ,  i  t i  t. 
O   IS I  . 52: d it that you have breached the tenus 
f t   . 
    IS I  . : ny. 
  IS  . : it t t   lt    
ensha  has suffered da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
   Q  IS I  . : ny. 
S  F  ISSI  . 54: d it that you, o eco ings, and 
  r  t  t f  fait   f ir li s  t  shaw. 
  Q   IS  . : y. 
  IS I  . 55: it t t    t  
covenant of good faith and fair dealing o ed to Renshaw. 
    IS  . : ee res se t  
t  is i  . . 
E EST F  ISSI  . 56: d it that as a result of your breach of 
t e c e a t f  faith a  fair eali g, e s a  as s ffere  a a es i  a  a t to e 
proven at trial. 
    I I  . : y. 
 I   I , LC'S 
S   S   LAINTIFF'S    
I TE T IES, E ESTS F  P TI  F 
S,  S S F  ISSI  - 43 IIenl"2032251.1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 57 Admit that you Homecomings and
MFRS negligently commenced foreclosure against Renshaw home
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 57 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 58 Admit that the negligently commenced
foreclosure is a cloud on Renshawstitle to his real property
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADIVIISSIQN NO 58 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 59 Admit that as a proximate result of such
negligence Renshawhas suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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  IS I  . : it t t , i s,  
E S negligently co enced foreclosure against enshaw's ho e. 
    IS  . : S objects to this 
r st  t  r s t t it stit t s  ff rt t  r ss   . is st f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set f discovery requests, 
recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
nshaw's i st ende  l int.   il    t t i l  it , i s,  
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
ith t ai i  s c  jecti ,  e ies t i  re est. 
  IS  . : it t t t  li tl   
foreclosure is a cloud on enshaw's title to his real property. 
    M O  . :  jects t  t is 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions f ensha  set forth in 
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36( a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S denies this request. 
E EST F  ISSI  . 59: d it that as a proxi ate result of such 
negligence, ensha  has suffered da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
 I   I , C'S 
S     I TIFF'S    
I I ,   I   
,    ISSI  - 44 Clent 0 2251.  
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 59 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort toharass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 60 Admit that at all pertinent times you
were the agent ofMERS andorHomecomings
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 60 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague as to the substance and timing of the
request pertinent times is undefined and it requests admission of a pure legal conclusion
Without waiving such objections ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 61 Admit that you are not a party to the
Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 61 Admit
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 62 Admit that you knew of the Renshaw
Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FORADMISSION NO 62 Admit
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 63 Admit that you have intentionally
interfered with the Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT causing a breach
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     . 59:  objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to .harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
it  ti  t  t l ll ti  ndlor l l t ti  f  t f t  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly admits, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
t    j cti n,    st. 
   . : d it that at all pertinent ti es you 
ere t e a e t f  andlor ec i s. 
    I  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague as to {he substance and ti ing f the 
request, "pertinent ti es" is undefined, and it requests ad ission of a pure legal conclusion. 
ith t ai ing s c  jecti s,  e ies t is re est. 
RE UEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 61: Ad it that you are not a party to the 
 r is r  ote   . 
    ISSIO  . : it. 
E EST F  ISSI  . 62: d it that you kne  of the ensha  
iss ry ote  e  . 
S S     ISSIO  . : d it 
Q S   ISSI  . : d it that you have intentionally 
interfere  ith the e s a  r iss ry ote a  e s a   ca si  a reac . 
E NT E E IVE TRUSTEE I , 'S 
NS ERS ND ESPONSES TO I TIFF'S IRST  F 
INTER I , ESTS  IO   
, ND ESTS R DMISSION - 45 Cll l: 032251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 63 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 64 Admit that as a proximate cause of your
interference Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 64 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 65 Admit that Idaho Code 451542
defines the beneficiary for purposes of the trust deed statutes as the person for whose benefit a
trust deed is given
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 65 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it requests admission ofa pure and incomplete
statement of statutory law Without waiving such objections ETS admits only that Idaho Code
451502 provides Beneficiary means the person named or otherwise designated in a trust
deed as the person for whose benefit a trust deed is given or his successor in interest and who
shall not be the trustee
QUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 66 Admit that MERS is not the beneficiary
oftheRenshaw DOT
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  O   I I  . 3: eny. 
   . 4: it t t   r i t    r 
n e ferenc~   ff r   i   t t   r  t trial. 
  O   I I  . : eny. 
   . 5: i     § 5- 502(1) 
i  t  fi i     t  t t  t t t   " ... the    fit  
   i en." 
     . : ETS objects to this 
r t  t  r  t t it tit te   ff rt t  r    . i  t f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s andlor le al c te ti s f e s a  set f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire e ts f le 6(a).  
f rt er jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it re ests a issi  f a re  i c lete 
state ent of statUtory la . ithout aiving such objections, ETS ad its only that Idaho Code § 
45-1502(1) provides: "'Beneficiary' eans the person na ed or other ise designated i  a trust 
  t  rs  f r s  fit  t st  is i , r is r i  i t r t,   
 t e e tee." 
RE   ISSI  . : it t at  is t t e e eficiar  
 t e ens a  . 
NT I E  I , C'S 
NS ERS  S SES  I TIFF'S IRST   
INTER I , ESTS  I   
,  ESTS  D ISSION - 6 32251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 66 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of
law Without waiving such objections ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 67 Admit that Homecomings is not the
beneficiary of the Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 67 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a ETS
further objects to this request on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure conclusion of
law Without waiving such objections ETS admits this request
QUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 68 Admit that MFRS has no interest in the
Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
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    I  . 6:  jects t  t is 
r t  t  r  t t it tit t   ff rt t  r    . i  t f r 
ission, a  earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, 
   l  nd/or l      i  
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
li i  t  i i   i l it  l ti  i   it  t  i t   
r i ilities f  rt  ri   laint, s ll s t  r ir t  f l  6(a).  
f rt er jects t  this re est  t e r s t at it re ests a issi  f a re c cl si  f 
l . ith t i i   j ti ,  i  t is r st. 
O   I  . : it t t i  i  t t  
e eficiar  f t e e s a  . 
    I  . :     
r t  t  r  t t it tit t   ff rt t  r s    . i  t f r 
issi , a  earl  v ry t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, 
tes     ndlor        
enshaw's First ended o plaint ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
alifies t e a issi  r e ial ith e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). S 
f rt r je ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it r sts issi  f  r  l si  f 
la . ith t ai i  s c  jecti s,  a its t is re est 
REQUEST  IS I  . : it t t E    i t r t i  t  
s  r iss r  te r s  . 
   I , C'S 
S E     I TIFF'S    
, ES S    
,  ES S  IS I  -  alent203225 .1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 68 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is compound vague and constitutes an effort to harass and annoy
ETS This Request for Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of Renshaw
set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements
and responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 Admit that Homecomings has no interest
in the Renshaw Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this
set of discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the
requirements and responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements
ofRule36a Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
RMST FOR ADMISSION NO 70 Admit that MERS does not hold
possession ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 70 See response to
Request for AdmissionNo 41
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    IS  . :  j ts t  t is 
t  t  s t t it i  , e,  tit t   t t     
. i  t f r i i n,  rl  r  t r t f r is i  i  t i  t  
i r  r t , r ites r ti  t  f t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti  f  
set forth in Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
i s, r lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts 
 res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire e ts f le 6(a). 
it t i i   j ti ,  i  t i  st. 
E EST F  ISSI  . 69: d it that o eco ings has no interest 
i  t e e s a  r iss r  te r e s a  . 
    IS I  . 69:  objects to this 
r st  t  r s t t it is     stit t s  ff rt t  r ss  
 . is st f r issi n,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is 
set f discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions of 
   i  shaw's  e  l i t.       i  
ad its, denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance with the 
require ents and responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents 
of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such objection, ETS ad its this request. 
EQUEST  IS I  . :       
possession of the ensha  Pro issory ote. 
    I  . :  r  t  
equest for d ission o. 41. 
   , C'S 
S ERS    LAINTIF 'S    
I I , S S  I10   
,  S S  ISSI  -  llent20322S1.1 
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that Homecomings does not hold
possession ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it is compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this
set of discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the
requirements and responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements
ofRule 36a Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 72 Admit that you Homecomings and
MERS commenced the Renshaw foreclosure in violation of Idaho law
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 72 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION X10 73 Admit that your foreclosure of
RenshawsPromissory Note and RenshawsDOT is wrongful and an abuse of process
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  IS I  . : it t t i s s t l  
ss i n f t e  r is r  t . 
  O    . :  j t  t  t i  
r st  t e r s t t it is     stit tes  ff rt t  r ss  
a  . is e est f r ission, a  earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is 
set f discovery requests, recites verbati  the fact al allegations and/or legal contentions f 
   i  nshaw's  e  l i t.        
it , i , r lifies t  i i  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  
re ire ents a  res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire e ts 
f ule 36(a). ithout aiving such objection, S ad its this request. 
Q   IS  . : it t t u, i ,  
E S e e    re los   la    . 
  O   IS  . :  j t  t  t i  
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set f discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First ended Co plaint ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection,  denies this request. 
  IS  NO. : d it that your foreclosure of 
enshaw's ro issory ote and enshaw's  i  rongful  an abuse f process. 
 I   VI S, C'S 
S     I TIFF'S    
I I , S S  I   
S,  S S F  ISSI  - 49 CIenl:203 2 1.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 73 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 74 Admit that as a result of your wrongful
foreclosure Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 74 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 75 Admit that the foreclosure instituted by
you Homecomings and MERS has caused a cloud to be placed on the title of Renshawsreal
property
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    I  . 3:  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t at it c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  annoy TS. is e est f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission i  this set of discovery requests, 
r it  r ti  t  f t l ll ti  ndlor l l t ti  f  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's irst e e  plaint.  s file  a  s er t at fairl  ad its, e ies, r 
alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
i ities    ri   l i t,  l       6(a). 
ithout aiving such objection,  denies this request. 
  I I  . : it t at as a result f r r f l 
foreclosure Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial. 
    I  . : S objects to this 
re est  t e r s t t it c stitutes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
i iOl\  rl   t  t  is i  i  t is t  i  sts, 
r ites r ti  t e f t l lle ti s nd/or l l t tions f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout i in  s  j ti ,  ies t is r st 
Q S  F  ISSI  . 75: d it that the foreclosure instituted by 
, o e ings  ERS as s   loud t   l   t e title f shaw's r l 
. 
F T E IVE S EE S I S, 'S 
S ERS  SES  I TIFF'S IRST   
E , ESTS  IO   
, ND ESTS  D ISSION - SO IIant2032251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 75 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 76 Admit that you maliciously commenced
the Renshaw Foreclosure
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 76 Deny
EEOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 77 Admit that Renshaw is entitled to an
award of attorney fees as an element of slander oftitle damage
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 77 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 78 Admit that as a proximate cause of your
slander of title Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 78 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
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  O   I  . 5: ETS objects to this 
r t  t   t t it co stit t   ef rt t  h r  an  ann  IS. i  t f  
d ission, and nearly every other Request for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
 t  t  t l l  nd/or l l t ti  f shaw s t f rt  i  
nshaw's i   plaint.      t t i l  its, ni s,  
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance ith the require ents and 
r si ilitie    rt  ri   plaint,  ll  t  r ir t  f l  (a). 
it t i i   j cti n,  i  t i  r est. 
  IS I  . 76: d it t t you aliciously co enced 
t   l r . 
    IS I  . : y. 
R Q   IS  . :     t    
   e        tle . 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 77: eny. 
  IS I  . : it t t as a r i ate ca se f r 
l er  titl ,   ere  ages i   t t  e e  t t i l. 
    ISS  . : S j t  t  t i  
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
e shaw's irst mended lai t. S has filed a  ns er that fairl  a its, i~ r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
EF NT EXEctrr E TRUSTEE , 'S 
NS ERS ND SP SES T  I IFF'S IRS    
I TE , ESTS  DUct  F 
, AND REQUESTS F R DMISSION - 1 01 ... 1:203 251.1 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Withoutwaiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 79 Admit that you MFRS and
Homecomings stated the following facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed ofTrust
b That MERS has the authority to forecloseon Renshawsproperty
C That you have the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
d That Homecomings has the authority to foreclose on Renshawsproperty
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 79 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable admits subparts a b and c as
attomeyinfact for the trustee With respect to subpartd ETS denies
QUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 80 Admit that such statements see above
Request for Admission No 79 are false
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 80 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
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responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Ru1e 36{a). 
it t i i   j ction,  i  t i  r uest. 
  I  . 9: d it that you, E S, and 
 t t    f   nshaw: 
a.    t  nefi i r   t   f st. 
b. That ERS has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
c. hat you have the authority to foreclose on enshaw's property. 
. That o eco ings has the authority to foreclose on Renshaw's property. 
  O    . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r ites r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
shaw's irst ende  l i t.   ile    t t i l  it , i ,  
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
r s si ilities f  rt  s ri   l int, s ll s t  r ire ents f le 6(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the 
extent the infonnation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its subparts (a), (b), and (c) (as 
att rney-in-fact  the tr t e). t  t   (d),  . 
REQUEST F  ISSI  . 80: d it that such state ents (see above 
e uest f r d issio  . ) r  f Is . 
S   ES   ISSI  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
EF NT I E TRUSTEE I , L 'S 
ANSWERS ND S SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
INTERR TO IES, ESTS F R P Cf  F 
DO E , ND E UESTS FOR D ISSION - 52 C l 2251.1 
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and responsibilities of
a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable denies that those statements in subparts a b and c are false
ETS admits that the statement in subpart d is presently false
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81 Admit that such see above Request for
AdmissionNo 79 statements are material
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a ETS
also objects because it requests admission of a pure legal conclusion Without waiving such
objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 Admit that you either knew the
statements see above Request for AdmissionNo 79 were false or were unaware ofwhether the
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d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
 ti   t l nd/or l  f  set f rt   enshaw's i t 
 l int.  as file  a  s er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r alifies t e 
i i   i l it  l ti  i   it  t  i t   si iliti   
a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  rt  t t it   r l  i uiry,  t  t  t t t  i f nn ti  i  
kno n or readily obtainable, denies that those state ents in subparts (a), (b) and (c) are false. 
 it  t t t  t t t i  t (d) i  ntl  l e. 
E EST F  ISSI  . 81: d it that such (see above equest for 
 . )   t rial. 
    I  . 1: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
issi , a  earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, 
ites    e s nd/or  s      
shaw's irst e  l i t.   file   r t t f irl  its, i , r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance it  the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ETS 
also objects because it requests ad ission f a pure legal conclusion. ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  ies t is st. 
O   IS  . : it t t  it r  t  
state e ts (see a e e est f r d issi  . ) ere false r ere a are f et er t e 
NT I E S EE I , C'S 
NS ERS    I TIFF'S    
INTER I , ES S  Ucn  ' 
,  ES S  ISSION·  Cl nt:2032251.1 
statements see above Request for Admission No 79 were true at the time the statements were
made
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 83 Admit that Renshaw did not know the
statements see above Request for Admission No 79 were false
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 83 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable denies this request
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st t ts (se   st f r issi  . 9) r  tr  t t  ti  t  st t ts r  
a e. 
    I  . : S objects to this 
r st  t  r s t t it stit t s  ff rt t  r ss  y S. is st f r 
i sion,  arl            ts, 
tes    l  ndlor l     f   
nshaw's irst  laint.  s file   s r t t f irl  its, i s, r 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
i ilities   t  i   l i t,  ll  t  i t   l  6(a), 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the 
t t t  i f r ti  i   r r il  t i l , i s t is r st. 
  IS  . :        
state ents (see above equest for d ission o. 79) ere false. 
     . :  j ts t  t is 
r t  t  r  t t it tit t   ff rt t  r s    . i  t f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set f discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairl  ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire e ts f le 6(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, S asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the 
te t the infonnation i   r r il  t i l , ies t is r st. 
T E  , C'S 
S ERS  S S  I TIFF'S S    
I E I , S S  I   
,  ESTS  ISSI  -  Clent:203 2!S1.1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 84 Admit that you intended for Renshaw to
rely upon such statements see above Request for Admission No 79 and act upon them in a
manner reasonably contemplated
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 84 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 85 Admit that Renshaw did rely upon the
truth of the statements see above Request for Admission No 79
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 85 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection and without admitting or denying the falsity of any statements
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  I I  . 4: it t t y  i t  f r  to 
rely upon such state ents (see above equest for d ission o. 79) and act upon the  in a 
 r asonably te plated. 
  Q    . 4: S objects to this 
r t  t  r  t t it tit t   ff rt t  r    TS. i  t f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
tes    l  nd/or       i  
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er t at fairly ad its, denies, or 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36{a). 
ithout aiving such objection,  asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the 
extent the infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, denies this request. 
  I I  . : it t at e s a  i  rel   t e 
tr t  f t e state e ts (see a e e est f r issi  . 9). 
    IS  . :  objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission i  t is set f discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First Amended Co plaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
ithout waiving such objection, and without admitting or denying the falsity of any statements 
EF NT E IVE TRUSTEE I , C'S 
NS ERS ND ESP SES O P IFF'S IRST  F 
INTERR , EQUESTS R P ION F 
, AND REQUESTS R DMISSION - 55 Clent20 1.1 
other than reflected in the preceding responses ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
and to the extent the information is known or readily obtainable denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 86 Admit that Renshaws reliance upon the
truth of the statements see above Request for Admission No 79 was reasonable under all the
circumstances
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 86 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection and without admitting or denying the falsity of any statements
other than reflected in the preceding responses ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
and to the extent the information is known or readily obtainable denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 87 Admit that as a proximate cause of your
fraud Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 87 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
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other than reflected in the preceding responses, ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry, 
and to the extent the infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, denies this request. 
RE EST F R ISSI  . 86: d it that Renshaw's reliance upon the 
tr t  f t e state e ts (see a e e est f r issi  o. 79) as reas a le er all t e 
i t ces. 
     . 6: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. Ills equest for 
i i ,  rl  r  t r t f r i i  i  t i  t  i r  r t , 
recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f ensha  set forth in 
enshaw's First ended o plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ire e ts  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ith t i i  s h j ti ,  it t itti  r i  t e f lsit  f  st t ts 
other than reflected in the preceding responses, ETS asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, 
 t  t e e te t t e infor ation is  r rea il  tai a le, e ies t is re est. 
EO EST F  ISSI  . 87: d it that as a proxi ate cause OfyOUT 
fra , e s a  as s ffered a ages i  a  a t t  e r e  at trial. 
SE    IS  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
re ites erbati  the factual llegations nd/or le al t tions  e s  t forth i  
e shaw's First mended lai t.  s filed a  ns er t at fairly a its, e ies, r 
E NT E IVE STEE S I , 'S 
NS ERS ND ESPONSES O P IFF'S IRST  F 
INTER I , ESTS F R P ION  
DO , ND REQUESTS FOR DMISSION - 56 lenl:203225 .1 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection and without admitting or denying the falsity of any statements
other than reflected in the preceding responses ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 88 Admit that the actions of you
Homecomings and MFRS in foreclosing on Renshawshome would result in your being
unjustly enriched by the payment of fees and by the equity in Renshawshome
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 88 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 89 Admit that as a proximate cause of your
Homecomings and MERS unjust enrichment Renshaw would suffer damages in an amount to
be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 89 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
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lifies t  is i  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ire e ts  
si i ties      plaint,  l       6(a). 
it t i i  s  j ti ,  it t itti  r i  t  f lsit  f  st t ts 
other than reflecte  i  the preceding responses,  denies t is request. 
   . : it t at t e acti s f , 
o eco ings, and E  in foreclosing on enshaw's ho e ould result in r being 
 ched         i  i  nshaw's e. 
    IS  . : ETS objects to this 
request on the grOlmds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r it s r ti  t e f t l ll ti s ndIor l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
it t ai i  s c  jecti ,  e ies t is re est. 
  IS I  . 89: d it that as a proxi ate cause f your, 
o eco ings', and E S' unjust enrich ent, ensha  ould suffer da ages in an a ount to 
 proven at trial. 
    IS  . : S objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
 I   I , C'S 
S E S  S S  LAINTIFF'S    
I I , ES S  fI   
c ,  S S  IS I  -  CIIe t: 032 51.  
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a parry answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 90 Admit that you Homecomings and
MERS have pursued a common plan or design which has resulted in the commission of an
intentional or reckless tortious act
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 90 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 91 Admit that you Homecomings and
MERS have acted in concert in pursuing the foreclosure ofRenshawsproperty
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 91 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
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enshaw's irst  plaint.  s fil   s r t t f irl  d its, enies, r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation i  accordance ith the require ents and 
r s si iliti s f  rt  s ri   plaint, s ll s t  r ir ts f l  6(a). 
it t i i  s  j ti ,  i s t is r st. 
   . : it t at u, eco ings, a  
       i     i  t  i    
i te ti al r rec less t rti s act. 
    I  . :  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t t it c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, 
ites ti  t  t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti    t t  i  
nshaw's irst e e  l i t.  s file   s r t t f irl  its, i s, r 
alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
i ilities   t  i   l i t,  ll  t  i t   l  6(a). 
itho t i in   j ti ,  i  t is r t. 
O   IS  . : Admit that you, Homecomings, and 
E S have acted in concert in pursuing the foreclosure of enshaw's property. 
S     I  . :  jects t  t is 
request on the groundS that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er ati  the fact al allegations and/or le al c te tions f e s a  set f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
EF NT I E STEE S I S, C'S 
NS ERS  S SES  J TIFF'S IRST   
INTER , ES S    
,  E UESTS  ISSION - 8 C1lent2 51.1 
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 92 Admit that each you Homecomings
and MERS are jointly and severally liable in pursuing the foreclosure of Renshawsproperty
pursuant to Idaho Code 68035
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 92 See response to
Request for Admission No 50
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 93 Admit that as a result of your acting in
concert Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 93 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and responsibilities of
a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a Without waiving such
objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 94 Admit that you Homecomings and
MFRS actions violate the Idaho Consumer Protection Act Unfair Methods and Practices Idaho
Code 48603
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l ies     t   i     s  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
it t i in  s  j ti ,  i s t i  r st. 
O   IS I  . : it t at each, u, ec i s, 
   j intly  r ll  li l  i  i g t  l   nshaw's t  
pursuant to Idaho ode § 6-803(5). 
    IS  . :   t  
Request for d ission o. 50. 
S  F  ISSI  . 93: d it that as a result f your acting in 
concert, ensha  has suffered da ages in an a ount to be proven at trial. 
S   O    . :  jects t  t is 
re est on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . is equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
recites er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te tions f set f rt  i  enshaw's irst 
Amended Complaint S has filed an ns er t t fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
a issi  r e ial ith e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  res si ilities f 
a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the re ire e ts f ule 36(a). ithout aiving s c  
objection, S denies this request. 
REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 94: it t at , ecomings', a  
E '  olate     t,  et s  ti ,  
 § -60 . 
 I   I , LC'S 
    I TIFF'S    
I I ,   I   
,    IS I  -  CI1ent: 032251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 94 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 95 Admit that your Homecomings and
MERS actions violate the Idaho Consumer Protection Act Unconscionable Methods Acts or
Practices Idaho Code 4603C
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 95 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 96 Admit that as a result of such violations
Renshaw has suffered damages in an amount to be proven at trial
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  O   I  . 4: S objects to this 
r st  t  r s t t it stit t s  ff rt t  r ss  nnoy . is st f r 
ion,  rl         t   sts, 
it  ti  t  t l ll ti  ndlor l l t ti    t f t  i  
nshaw's irst e  l int.  s fil   s r t t f irl  d its, i s, r 
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
si il     ri   l i t,  l       6(a). 
th    j ti n,    st. 
  I  . : it t t r, i s'  
' actions violate the Idaho onsu er rotection ct, nconscionable ethods, cts or 
ti ,   § 4-603(C). 
    I  . :  jects t  t is 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
i i ,  rl   t  t  is i  i  t i  t  i  sts, 
r ites r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c lai t, as ell as t e re ire e ts f le 6(a). 
it t ai ing s c  objectio~  e ies t is re est. 
  IS I  . : it t t   r lt   i l ti , 
  fered a es     e e   l. 
 I   I , C'S 
S E S    I TIFF'S    
I I , S S  I   
,  S S  IS  -  IIenI:2032251.1 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 96 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 97 Admit that Renshaw made two QWRs to
you
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 97 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 98 Admit that your foreclosure of the
Renshaw DOT is fraudulent
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 98 Deny
REOUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 99 Admit that Homecomings and MERS
had knowledge ofthe fraudulent foreclosure perpetrated by you
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 99 Deny
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 100 Admit that Homecomings and MERS
provided substantial assistance to you in the achievement ofthis fraudulent foreclosure
RESPONSETO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 100 Deny
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  O    . 6:  objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This equest for 
issi n,  rl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is s t f is r  r sts, 
it  ti  t  t l ll ti  nd/or l l t ti    t t  i  
shaw's ir t  laint.   file   r t t f irl  it , i s, r 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
res si ilities f a art  a s eri  a c plaint, as ell as t e re ire e ts f u1e 6(a). 
t    ti ,    st. 
O   IS I  . : it t t   t   t  
u. 
    IS I  . 7: e y. 
  IS  . : d it that your foreclosure of the 
   l nt. 
  O   IS  . : y. 
Q   IS I  . : it t at ec i s a   
 led e f t e fra le t f recl s re r tr t   . 
    IS I  . : e y. 
  IS I  . 100: d it that o eco ings and  
r ide  s st ti l ssist  t   i  t  i t f t is fr l t f r l s r . 
 T    IS I  .1 00: eny. 
T I   I , C'S 
S E S    I TIFF'S    
I I , ES S  crI   
,  ES S  ISSIO  -  Clent:203225 .1 
RUUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 101 Admit that as aproximate result of such
aiding and abetting by Homecomings and MERS Renshaw has been damaged in an amount to
be proven at trial
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NQ 101 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 102 Admit that you have engaged in an
extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and have engaged in gross willful
outrageous malicious wrongful and wanton conduct
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 102 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
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EQUE   I I  . 01: it t at as a r i ate result f s c  
aiding and abetting by o eco ings and E S, ensha  has been da aged in an a ount to 
   i l. 
  O  P  I I  O. 01:  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t at it c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
issi n, a  earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  re ests, 
te  t     nd/or l t       
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
r si ilitie    rt  ri   l int,  ll  t  r ir t   l  6(a). 
it t i i   j ti ,  i  t i  st. 
  I I  . : it t at  a e e a e  i   
e tre e e iation fr  reas a le sta ar s f c ct, a  a e e a e  i  r ss, illf l, 
outrageous, alicious, rongful, and anton conduct. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 102: ETS objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy . his equest for 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of discovery requests, 
r ites r ti  t e fa t l lle tions ndlor l l t tions f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's First ended o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or 
lifies t e issi  r ial it  la tion i  r  it  t  r ire ents  
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS denies this request. 
F T I E STEE S I S, C'S 
S ERS  SP SES  I TIFF'S IRS    
I TE I , ES S  I   
!  ESTS  ISSION - 62 CIent:203226 .1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 103 Admit that Renshaw has been required
to retain the services ofcounsel to assist him in the preparation and prosecution of this action and
has retained the law firm Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC and has agreed to pay said
attorneys a reasonable fee
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 103 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 104 Admit that Renshaw is entitled to
recover his reasonable costs and attorneysfees pursuant to Rule 54 Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure Idaho Code 12120 and 12121 and other applicable law
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 104 ETS objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery requests
recites verbatim the factual allegations andor legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or
qualifies the admission or denial with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
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  I I  . 3: it t t sha  s  r ir  
t  t i  t  r i   l t  i t i  i  t  r ti   ti   t i  cti   
     f  & t l   ffi s, ,  s r  t   s i  
attorneys a reasonable fee. 
    I  . 3:  objects to this 
t  t   t t it tit t   f t t     . i  t r 
i i ,  rl   t  t  is i  i  t i  t  i  sts, 
r ites r ti  t  f t l ll ti s nd/or l l t ti s f  t f rt  i  
nshaw's i t e e  plaint.   ile   r t t i l  its, i s,  
lifies t  issi  r i l it  l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents f ule 36(a). 
it t ai i  s c  jecti ,  e ies t is re est. 
  IS  . : it t t s  is titl  t  
rec er i  reas a le c sts a  attorney's fees rs a t t  le , I a  les f i il 
r ,   §§ -12   -1 ,  t r li l  l . 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 104: S objects to this 
re est  t e r s t at it c stitutes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is e est f r 
d ission, and nearly every other equest for d ission i  this set f discovery requests, 
recites verbati  the factual allegations andlor legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly a its, denies, or 
qualifies the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith. the require ents and 
T I E  I , C'S 
S .    I TIFF'S S    
E , ESTS  f   
,  ESTS  ISSIO  -  le 2251.1 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS denies this request
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i ilities   t  ri   l i t,  ll  t  i t   1  6(a). 
ith t i i  s  j ti n,  i s t is r st. 
 t i  ~  f J ne, . 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this4 day of June 2011 I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing DEFENDANT EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES LLC
ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO PLAINTIFFS FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
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ik SUBJECTTO THE EXCLUSIONS FROM COVERAGE THE LIMITS OF LIABILITY AND OTHM PRDV151ONS
OF THE CONDITIONS AND STIPULATIONS HERETO ANNEXED AND MADEA PART OFTHIS GUARANTEE
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY a corporation herein called the Company
71r for the fee paid forthis Guarantee the number amount and effective date ofwhich are shown herein
herby Guarantees the parties herein called the Assured against loss notexceeding the liability amount
stated herein which the Assured shell sustain by reason of any incorrectness in the assurance which the
Company hereby gives that according to the public record on the effective date stated herein
I The title to the herein described estate or interest was vested in the vestee named subject to the matters shown as Exceptions herein
which Exceptions are not necessarily shown in the order of their priority
This Guarantee is issued with the expectation that within Bfl days and based upon the facts sat forth herein a Notice of Tntatees Salewill be prepared
and recorded or an action will be commenced in a Court of competent jurisdiction Ifa Notice of Safe is not recorded or such action is not corretrenced
all liability and obligation ofthe Company hereunder shall cease and terminate 60 days after the effective date shown herein oras may have been
extended by endorsemew hereto
This Guarantee shall not he valid or binding until countersigned below by an authorized officer or agent of the Company
AuNbnied or ticansrA
OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
A StackCompany
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OLD REPUBLIC NATIONAL TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, a COIporation. herain called the Company, 
for tile fse paid for this Guarantee. the number. amount and effective date of which are shown herein, 
herby Guerantaes the parties hemin called the Assured. against loss not exceeding the liability amount 
stated betsin which the Assured shea SlJSlain by reason of MY incorrBctness in the 8sst1l1nce whil:h the 
Company heraby gMls thaI, according to lite publk: record on the affective date stated herein, 
1. The title to the hsrein described estate Ill' interest was vested in lh e vestee named. subject to the matters shown as f~Qptions herein. 
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Pioneer Lender Trustee Services LLC and GMAC Mortgage LLC FKA GMAC Mortgage
Corporationand MFRS
2 Title to said estate or interest at the date hereof is vested in
Gregory A Renshawwho acquired title as an unmarried ratan
3 The estate or interest in the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this Guarantee is
Fee Simple
4 The land referred to in this Guarantee is situated in the State of Idaho County of Ada and is
described as follows
Lot 12 inBlock 8 ofLakewood Unit No 15B according to the plat thereof filed in Book 56 of Plats at
Pages 5104 and 5105 records of Ada County Idaho
NOTE According to the information supplied to the Company the Ada County Assessor Office lists
the following as common address far the subject property
3480 South Pirumit PIace Boise ID 83706








Date of P licy; 




Am t. ofI1.IS!I1'aIlcC; 
$ 36,250. 0 
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company 
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Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, LLC and GMAC Mortgage, LLC FKA OMAC Mortgage 
orporation. and E S 
.  t     i t  t  d t  ereof  t  in: 
O OI)' . nshaw,  i  ti    r  man 
3. he estate or interest i  the land hereinafter described or referred to covered by this uarantee is: 
FecSi pJe 
4. The land referred to in this Guarantee is situated in the State of Idaho, County of Ada and is 
described as follo s: 
ot 12 i  lock 8 f ake ood nit o. lSD, according to the plat thereo~ filed i  ook 56 f Plats at 
es   , rec rds f  t , I . 
: ccording to the inforntation supplied to the o pany. the da ounty ssessor's ffice lists 
the foUowjng s c on addre s for the s ject pr rt : 
3480 th Pim it PInc , ois , I  837M 
Schedule A page 1 of J pa e(s) 
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File Number DateofPolicy Policy Number
318896 July 30 2010 at7300 ZB216740
AM
EXCEPTIONS
1 General taxes forthe year 2009 which were Hens are paid
ParcelNo 01685125660450
Amount233600
Plus Certification Charge 400
2 General taxes for the year 20I0 which are liens are not yet due and payable
3 Sewerage charges and special assessment powers of the City of Boise
4 Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereofas provided by law
District Now York Irrigation District 3781023NampaMeridian IrrigationDistrict 4667861
5 Covenants conditions restrictions and easements as set forth ou the face of the plat
6 Covenants Conditions Restrictions and Easements
Dated June9 1998
Executed By Triangle Development Company an Idaho Corporation
Recorded lane 30 1988
InstrumentNo 8832064
Amendment to saidcovenants
Recorded November 23 1988
InstrumentNo 8857812
7 Terms covenants conditions and provisions contained in the bylaws andorarticles of incorporation
of thehereafter named association
Association Lakewood Park Homeowners Associates Inc
Recorded October16985
InstrumentNo 8554846
Amendment to said covenants
Recorded April 8 I991
Instrument No 9117533
Amendment to saidcovenants
Recorded April 8 1991
Instrument No 9117538
Solredule B page 1 of 2 pages
ETS000048
001317
Old Republic National Title Insurance Company 
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Jul  30, 20[0 at 7:30:00 
 
(1) r l taxt".S f r t  ar 2009, ic  r  liens, r  aid. 
Parcel No.: Ol-6RS12S660450 
otmt: $2,336.00 
 rti  arge: $4. 0 
(2) General taxes fur the year 201 0, which are liens, are not yet due and payable. 
(3) Se erage charges and special assess ent po ers of the City of Boise. 
Policy Number. 
ZB216740 
(4) Liens and assessments of the following district and the rights and powers thereof as provided by Jaw. 
District. Now York Irrigation District (378-1 023 )/Nampa Meridian Irrigation District (466-7861) 
(5) CoveDants, conditiollS. restrictions and ease ents as set forth on the face of the plat. 
(6) c:oa ts, iti , c o s d ts 
at : JUDe 8, 8  
Executed y: riangle evelop ent o pany, an Idaho orporation 
ec r e : J1Dle ,  
Instru ent o.: 8832064 
mend eut to s i  covenants 
ec r ; November 2 , 1988 
Instrument o.: 8857812 
(7) Tenns, covenants, conditions and provisions contained in the by-laws andlor articles of incorporation 
of the hereafter na ed ass iati . 
Association: Lakewood Park Homeowners ssocjates, Inc. 
Rec Jde : October 16,1985 
Instrument N .: 8. 54846 
Amendment to said coveoants 
Recorded: April 8, 1 91 
Instrument No.: 9117533 
Amendment to said covenants 
Recorded: April 8, 991 
Instrument N .: 9 17538 
Solledule B page 1 of 2 page{s) 
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Old Republic NationalTitle Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCH19DULE B
8 Liens dues and or assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore
attached pursuant to the terms and provisions of covenants conditions and restrictions unposed upon
said premises
Association Lakewood ParkHomeowners Association Inc
9 Terms and provisions ofletter from Central District HealthDepartment
Dated February 18 1988
Recorded February 19 1988
Instrument No 8807509
Providing No lot size maybe reduced without paior approval of the health authority
10ADeedof Trust to secure an indebtedness of2365000and any other amounts as therein
provided payable under the terms conditions provisions and stipulations thereof
Dated June 27 2007
Grantor Gregory A Renshaw an unmarried man
Trustee Pioneer TitleCompanyofAda County
Lender Homecomings Financial LLCFBAHomecomings Financial Network Inc
Beneficiary Mortgage Elcetronic Registration Systems Inc
Recorded July 32007
Instrument No 107095032
I1Aclaim ofLien for Association Membership dues plus interest
By Lakewood ParkHomeowner Association Inc
Amount Claimed1754
Recorded November 5 2009
InstrumentNo 109124858
MNOTE The inclusion of any successor trustee or beneficiary assignee as named Assured in this
TSG is conditioned upon the recordation of a good and sufficient document reflecting such successor
appointment or beneficiary assignment within 30 days of theeffective date of this TSG Failure to
record the proper document in the real estate records as stated herein shall have the effect of deleting
the aforementioned parties as named Assured in this TSG
END OF SCHEDULE B
Schedule B page 2 of 2 pages
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ED  
(8) Liens, dues and lor assessments owing the association herein named which may have heretofore 
attached pursuant to the ter s and provisions of covenants, conditiOlll> and restrictions imposed upon 
ai  s. 
ci ti n:  ark  ociation, I c. 
(9)    f   t l i tri t lt  r  
ted: r r  8, B 
:  9,19&  
fu trwn t o.:  
Providing: No lot size ay be reduced ithout prior approval of the health authority. 
(10)A   t t    i t  0($236,250.00,   t  t   i  
provided. payable under the ter s, conditions, provisions and stipulations thereof. 
:  .  
t r:  . sbA , IU1 mn n   
hJ t c: i  itl     t  
'Lender: Ho eco ings Financial, LLC (FIKJA Ho eco ings Financial Network, Inc.) 
eneficiary: ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. 
Oi :  ,  
st e t o.:  
(11)A clai  f ie  f r sSCJciation e bers i  dues l s i terest 
: a   ers s t . . 
 : SI.175.45 
: e  ,  
stnune t o.: 24858 
(l2)NOTE: he inclusion f  cess r trustee r .fi iSI  s5i e  s wn  "A s r d" i  t is 
TSG is conditioned upon the recordation of a good and sufficient document reflecting such successor 
appoillbnent or beneficiary assign ent ithin 30 days of the effective date of this TS . FailW"e to 
record the proper document in the rea) estate records as stated herein shall have the effect of deleting 
t e afore entioned parties s na e  sured i  this . 
  E  
Schedule B page 2 of2 page(s) 
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OId Republic National Title Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCHEDULE C
RELATIVE TO THE DEED OFTRUST SHOWNAS ITEM10 OF THIS GUARANTEE
1 The namesandaddresses of theGrantorsin the Deed of Trust and of the persons whose interest
appear of record as Successors in Interest ofsaid Grantors are as follows
A Gregory A Renshaw





2 The namesand addresses ofpersona having a lien or interest appearing of record subsequent to the
interest of the trustee other than those persons identified in 1 above and of any persona having
filed a Request for Notice pursuant to Section 451511 Idaho Code are as follows
A Lakewood ParkHomeownersAssociation
386 E Fairbrook Way
BoiseM 83706
B Lakewood 15B HomeownersAssociation
746 E Bridgewater Court
Boise ID 83706
3 Attention is directed to the fact that strict compliance must be had with respect to Section 45 1505
and 451506 Idaho Code including but not limited to personal service of the Notice of Sale upon
occupants of the Property and propermailing publication and posting in the event said Property is
vacant
4 Attention is directed to the fact that the pendency of an action suit or proceeding to recover any
portion ofthe debt remaining secured by the Trust Deed
OR
The pendency of proceeding under the bankruptcy code involving a party having an interest in the
property to be affected by the foreclosure of the Trust Deed from which proper relief from the
automatic stay has not yet been secured will constitute impediments to the commencement or
maintenance of the contemplated Trustee Sale Except as noted herein we find no such proceeding
pending in the public records
Schedule Cpage 1 of 2 pages
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L         I    m  UA A TEE: 
I. he names(and addresses) of the rantor(s) i  the eed of ntst and of the persons hose interest 
r f r r   r  i  I t r t f i  ranror{s) r   f ll ws: 
 r    
3480 South Pi it Plsce 
,  & 1  
.  
 t    
,   
2. The name.s(and addresses) of persons having a lien or interest appearing of record subsequent to the 
interest of the trustee, otber than those persons jdentified in (1) above, and of any persons having 
ile    u  tice    -15      l s: 
. alt  rle owner's s  
 . ll r r   
, ID  
. a e o  #15B o ner's ss  
 . ridgewater ourt 
is ,   
3. Attention is directed to the fact that strict co pliance ust be had ith respect to Section 45-1505 
and 45-1506 Idaho Code including, but not limited to, personal service of the Notice of Sale upon 
occupants of the Property and proper mailing. publication, and posting (in the event said Property is 
ant). 
4. Attention is directed to tbe fact that '!he pendency of an action, suit or proceeding to recover any 
tion  the e t re i  s red  the rust ee  
The pendency of proceeding under tbe bankruptcy code involving a party baving an interest in the 
property to be affected by the foreclosure of the Trust Deed fro  which proper relief fro  the 
automatic :.1I1y bas not yet been secured will constitute impediments to the commencement or 
maintenance of the contemplated Trustee'S Sale. Except as noted herein. we find nO such proceeding 
pending in the pu lic re . 
Schedule C pnge 1 0(2 p ge{s} 
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Old Republic National Title Insurance Company
TRUSTEES SALE GUARANTEE
SCHEDULE C
5 Attention is called to the Federal Tax LienAct of 1966 which among other things provides for the
giving of written Notice of Sale in a specified manner to the District Director of IRS as a
requirement for the divestment of a Federal Tax Lien in a non judicial sale including any Federal
Tax Lien filed at least 39 days prior to the scheduled sale date and establishes with respect to such
lien a rightin the United States to redeem theProperty within a period of 120 days from the sale
6 Attention is called to Soldiers and Sailors Civil Relief Act of 1940 and amendments thereto which
contain iniubitions against the sale of land under a Deed ofTrust ifthe owner is entitle to the benefits
ofsaid act
END OF SGMDULE C
Schedule Cpage 2 of 2 pages
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 SA  UA  
SCH  
S. ttention is called to the Federal Tax Lien ct of 1966, hich a ong other things, provides for the 
ivi   ritt  ti  f Sal  In a specifi  r t  the District Dir ct r of ms as a 
requirement for the divestment of a Federal Tax Lien in a non-judicial sale, including any Federal 
Tax Lien fi1ed at least 39 days prior to the scheduled sale date, and establishes with respect to such 
lien a .right m the nited States to redee  the Property ithin 8 period of 120 days fro  the sale. 
6. ttention is called to oldiers' and ailors' ivil e1ief ct f 1940 and a end ents thereto ic  
contain inhibitions against the sale of'land under a eed of Trust if the o ner js entitle to the benefits 
of said /lCt. 
  CHE   
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Property Rule 8 requires a Member to instruct one of its MERS Signing Officers also referred to as
Preservation MERS Certifying Officers to execute an assignment of the mortgage lien from MERS to the
Contacts
Mg85s MSR3 PhE9 MERS
assignment the Member must ensure that it is promptly sent for recording in the local land
aRagistry 20alivery servicarl0 Fraud pools
Member Directory
bankruptcy proceedings Any time that a Member needs to file a Proof of Claim or Motion for








MERS System Membership Rule 8 prohibits Members from initiating foreclosure proceedings
Payment Options in the name ofMortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc MFRS Rule 8 provides the
required guidelines that must be followed when a mortgage in which MERS is the mortgagee
Information for will be foreclosed Please click here to access the Rules of Membership and reference the
Homeowners Rule 8 requirements
servicer or a third party selected by the Member The assignment must be executed by the
III Us MERS Signing Officer prior to the Initlatlon of the foreclosure proceeding After executing the
records as required by Rule 8
Join INa
These requirements also apply to Motions for Relief from Stay and Proofs of Claim In
l11
MERS Signing Officers to execute an assignment ofthe mortgage lien from MERS to the
servicer or a third party selected by the Member As in foreclosure proceedings the
assignment must be executed prior to filing the document with the bankruptcy court and the
assignmentshould be promptly sent for recording
The MERS Quarterly Case Law Outline is a comprehensive compilation of cases that address
the foreclosure of a MERS mortgage and other legal issues that may arise during the
foreclosure process Additionally the Monthly Litigation Digest outlines more recent cases
and may also provide Members with guidance in these matters
TOP
Home Page I Members Only I Contact Us I Location Privacy Policy I Site Map
Copyright 2012 by MERSCORP Holdings Inc 1 800 646 MERS 6377
Other products or company names are or may be trademarks or registered trademarks and are the property of their respective holders
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RULE 8
REQUIRED ASSIGNMENTS FORFORECLOSURE BANKRUPTCY
Section 1 a With respect to each mortgage loan which shall mean a loan
secured by a mortgage deed of trust or security deed any such instrument is referred to herein as
a Security Instrument for which the note owner or the note owners servicer has decided to
i initiate foreclosure proceedings whether judicial or nonjudicial or ii file a Proofof Claim
or file a Motion for Relief from Stay in a bankruptcy Legal Proceedings and for which
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc referred to herein as MERS is the mortgagee
beneficiary or grantee of record as applicable the note owner or the note owners servicer shall
cause a VIERS Certifying Officer also known as a Signing Officer to execute an assignment
of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note owners servicer or to such other party
expressly and specifically designated by the note owner The Member agrees and acknowledges
that MERS has the authority to execute such assignment of the Security Instrument in accordance
with the immediately preceding sentence The assignment of the Security Instrument must be
executed notarized witnessed if applicable and be in recordable form and comply with all
applicable laws regulations and rules
b The Member agrees and acknowledges that when MERS is
identified as nominee as a limited agent of the note owner in the Security Instrument MERS as
nominee is the mortgagee beneficiary or grantee as applicable in the Security Instrument on





 I lVIE    &  
t  . (a) ith respect to each ortgage loan, hich shall ean a loan 
re    rt ,   tr t  c rit   (any  i tr t i  r f rre  t  r i   
 "Sec rity I trument"), f r i  t  t  r r t  t  er's r i r  i  t : 
(i) initiate foreclosure proceedings, hether judicial or non-judicial or (n) file a roof f lai  
 ile    l  r      ("Lega  roce dings");    
rtga  l tr i  i tr ti  t , I . (r f rr  t  r i   "MERS") i  t  rt e, 
beneficiary or grantee of record (as applicable), the note o ner or the note o ner's servicer shall 
s   M  rtif ing fficer (als   s  "Signing ffi r") t  te  ssi t 
f t  rit  I stru e t fr   t  t  te ner's s rvi r, r t  s  t r rt  
expressly and specifically designated by the note o ner. he e ber agrees and ackno ledges 
that  has the authority to execute such assign ent f the ecurity Instru ent i  accordance 
ith the i ediately preceding sentence. he assign ent of the Security Instru ent ust be 
executed, notarized, itnessed (if applicable) and be in recordable fonn and co ply ith all 
a lica le la s, re lati s a  r les. 
(b) he e ber agrees and ackno ledges that e   is 
identified as no inee (as a li ited agent) f the note o ner i  the eculity Instru ent, ivffi , as 
no inee, is the ortgagee, beneficiruy, or grantee (as applicable), in the Security Instru ent on 
l     he t  e  er. 
vFebruary2012  
  
c The Member servicing a mortgage loan registered on the IVIERS
System shall be responsible for processing foreclosures in accordance with the applicable
agreements between such Member and the note owner and all applicable laws regulations and
rules
d The authority to initiate foreclosures and file Legal Proceedings in
the name of MFRS granted to a Members Certifying Officers under such Members MFRS
Corporate Resolution is revoked for actions initiated on or after July 22 2011 the effective date
of this Rule the Effective Date Effective September 1 2011 the Member whose Certifying
Officer initiates a foreclosure in MERS name could be sanctioned by MERS pursuant to Rule 7
provided however if the Member voluntarily dismisses such foreclosure or withdraws the filed
Legal Proceedings within 21 days of filing the action no sanction shall be levied
ei The note owner or the note owners servicer shall cause the
Certifying Officer to execute the assignment of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note
owners servicer or to such other party expressly and specifically designated by the noteowner
before initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings and promptly send the
assignment of the Security Instrument in recordable form for recording in the applicable public
land records
ii Notwithstanding subsection eiin states in which the law does
not require the party initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings to also be the




(c) e  i i   tga e l  i t   t  ivIERS® 
t  ll  r i le f r r i  f re los res i  r  it  t  lica le 
r t  t   e r  t  t  er  ll li l  l s, r l ti   
. 
(d)  t it  t  i itiat  los re   il  l i  i  
t  e  E S te  t   ber's rti i  ice    r'  E  
at   s e   s iat      , ,    
f t is l . (the "Effective ate''). ffe tive t r I,  II, t  r  rtif i  
fficer initiates a foreclosure in ERS' na e could be sanctioned by ERS pursuant to Rule 7, 
r ided r, i  t  e r l t ril  is iss s s  f r l s r  r ithdra s t  file  
e l r i s it i   s f filin  t  cti n,  s ti  s ll  l i . 
(e) (i) he note o ner or the note o ner's servicer shall cause the 
ertifying fficer to execute the assign ent of the Security Instru ent fro  S to the note 
owner's servicer, or to such other party expressly and specifically designated by the note-owner 
f r  i itiati  f r l s r  r i s r fili  l r i s  r tl  s  t  
ssi t f t  rit  I stl t (in r r le f r ) f r r orcli  i  t  li le li  
 r s. 
(ii) ot ithstanding subsection (e)(i), in states i  hich the la  does 
not require the party initiating foreclosure proceedings or filing Legal Proceedings to also be the 
0l1g , fi i r , r ra tee f r r  (as plicable), t  t  r r t  t  ner's 
vFebl1lary2012  
  
servicer shall cause the Certifying Officer to execute the assignment of the Security Instrument
from MERS to the note ownersservicer or to such other party expressly and specifically
designated by the noteowner either before or promptly after initiating foreclosure proceedings
or filing any Legal Proceedings and promptly send the assignment of the Security Instrument in
recordable form for recording in the applicable land records provided however until MFRS
has identified and MERSCORP has published a list of states that do not require an executed
assignment of the Security Instrument from MERS to the note owners servicer or to such other
party expressly and specifically designated by the note owner before initiating foreclosure
proceedings or filing LegalProceedings the note owner or the note ownersservicer shall cause
the Certifying Officer to execute the assignment from MERS to the note owners servicer or to
such other party expressly and specifically designated by the note owner before initiating
foreclosure or filing LegalProceedings in all states
vFebivary20 12 27
PLF 04286001326
servicer shall cause the eltifying Officer to execute the assignment of the Security mstru ent 
fro  1v1E S to the note owner's servicer or to such other party expressly and specifically 
designated by the note-owner, either before or promptly after initiating foreclosure proceedings 
or filing any Legal Proceedings and pro ptly send the assign ent of the Security Instru ent (in 
r c r bl  fOlm) f r r i  in t  appli l  l  records; provi ed, however, until E  
has identified and  has published a list f states that do not require an executed 
assign ent f the ecurity Instru ent fro   to the note owner's servicer, or to sllch other 
party expressly and specifically designated by the note o ner before initiating foreclosure 
r i  r fili  l r di s, t  t  r r t  t - ner's r i r shall  
the ertifying fficer to execute the assign ent fro  1v1ERS to the note o ner's servicer, or to 
such other party expressly and specifically designated by the note o ner before initiating 




FAX COVER SHEET Thispage skouldbe returned to us with your compided fmamial analysisform
PLAZIACLUDETI ACCOUNTNUMBERON PAGE OFYOURRETURAEDPACKAGE
To LassMitiption I
Frain le iCenski ij AccountN mbers
Fax to 1866 44 or mail to Luce A itigatiam
233 GibraltarRoad Suite 600
HorshamPA 19044
ALL ofthe bilowing information must be completed and returned to determine eligibility
Financial AnalysisFormIufarmation for Government Monitoring Purposes seeenclosed page 23
DoddFrankCertification tree enclosed page 4
A signed and dated copyoftbe Acknowledgement and Agreement see enclosed page 5
A signed and dated copy ofBRS Form 4506TEZ Request forTranscript offas Relurn Borrowers who filed their tax return jointly may send in
one IRSForm4306TEZ signed sad dated by both the joint liters This form is required even ifyou have not filed or are not required to filetax
returassee enclosed page 6
Documentation canfirming occupancyforexample a recent utility bill in your came at the property address
Documentation verifying expenses for Homeowners or Condominium Association Dues for condom and Ce Ops ifapplicabie
Docentaties to veiny aA of the income of each borrower Flown the chart Wow for the type Woemnentatlon required for each typeof
income
You ate not repaired to discloseChild Sopport Alimony at Separationhwnamu income unless you Choose to have it considered
Paid by an employe or short term Copy of two mostremit pay stubs from your employer including year to date information Pay stubs cannot be more than
disabiiity 90 days old
Selfemployed or ra eive a 1099 tQ Copy ofstoat recent quartesly or yeartodate Profit and Loss statenuut
form See Exhibit Afpsge 8 for a sample of a 3Aleath Self Employment income Statement Profit and Loss Form
CUd support or alien my 0 Copy ofdivorce decree separation agreement or other legal written agreement filedwith the court that shows the amount of
the award and period of time ova which it will be received
AND
0 Copies oftwo most recent bank statements verifying depositamounts or other documentation ia 2 copies of chucks
showing receipt of child su h ort or alimony Bank statanenta cannot be over 90 days old
Social Seamity disability death 91 Copy ofbenefits statement of letter from the pro ider that states flea amount and fiopea vy ofthe benefit
batefits or pension AND
0 Copies oftwo moArecalt bank statements verifying depositamounts or other documentation ies 2 copies of ehocks
showing receipt ofbenefit income Bssnk statement cannot be over 90 days old
Ofhrr earucd immomme ice boon it Copy ofthird party documentation describing the nature of the incomeie an employment contract andur printouts
commissionhousing allowance documenting tips and indicating the incromt isnot a one time payout
asdrli




Copies oftwo moat recent bank statements verifying deposit amounts or other doeomaNationia 2copies ofahadra
0 showing receipt of income Baal statements carrot be ova90 days old
SeeExhibit B for a sample ofan Investment Property Scbedule
Rental income from roanTo o Copy ofeuaent lease agreement
aftbopkvraidence AND
Copies oftwo mmstracert bank statements verifyingdeposit amounts or other documentation Le 2copies ofebe ch
show recialit ofmcome Bank statements mad he ova 90 days old
Zrnemployarcut 0 Copy of a benefits statemcu or letter from theprodder tbat states the amomttt frequency and duration of tie beac
Benefit most continueforat least 9months to be considwed
AND
0 Douemeiaahims must showreceipunemployment beneshave began or will belkwithin 60 data
Other income investment Copies oftwo most recent bald statements verifying deposit amounts or other documentation ie 2 copies of chocks
interest dividends do showing receipt of income Bank statements c met be over 90 dataold
Income not specified above Signed teter Sam the persons thatcontribute the income showing the amount and frequency of the income
AND
Copies of two most recent bank statements verifying depositamounts orother documentationia2copies of checks
showing voceipt ofincome Bank statements cannot be over 90 days old
lfvaswant to sell this srsoetrslesae ahsof
0 Copy oftheNoting agreement
Copy of the ssim oostrad ifavailable
p Copy ofthe odmatad SioUl ment StatementiMIEavaNsble
0 8igmed ThirdParty AuthorisationForm see enclosed page 9
Please be awarewe will not be able to profess your request until all parts ofthe
1 application have been completed including signatures and all necessary supporting
documentation has been supplied
Version120810
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   ( Iti8  should  r hml  t  WI it  your kt financial ana/: 8is.fO ) 
**PLE SEINCL  11lEA COUN  BER ON EVERT  OF YOUR ETURNED ACKAGE** 
To: Loss itigation 
From: (, r ilW $/tta!AI 
Faxto:l~ 44 
Aoommt~~):~~ ____________________ __ 
or il to: Lon Mifi tioo 
33 i r lt r e  aite  
rs    
 f t  l'GIIo 18, i f r llf a 811111t  l  and r t ned tu eter i  6gilJility. 
o iallllCiIII ll..,. onniluformllliun . nJlJNll  niforinu: Pu ses-se   ,..2-  
o -J'ru  l e  ... -_ ue a  ge  
o  si  D  d t  «lOP1 t .. dm ledpas_t an  ",_t - '" .. dOl  lII8  
o  sip ... d dated ClOp)' ofmS For  o&S06T -EZ (Request for Traaleript of Tax Return). BorrD1IWS ho filed daelf tax returJIS j41infl, ay send In 
OII  I  r  S  -E  si  IIIl  t   tb t  j Iat lII .... bis f r  b r ir  lW  if y . v  DOt file  Of ..  t r ir  t  fil  t  
u. -le  d I Ii .6 
o DoelllMBtation _dirlDial DCCllpaucy - rOf aample, a recent utility mil in your Da e lit the property address. 
o e_tldloa ~ a ..... fQl' " __ 1II'1 r ondo iniu  ssodatlon ueslbr c:aodomioiu s and o ps. (if applieahle) 
o oclDDealatiea 10 nm  .. lt e inco e .f each borr.wer. PIeue .... the chal·t kl  t r the1ype of documentation required for each type or _om .. 
I \ ' , (J 1'\ ( (~" IJO( I \ 1'1 \ 'Ill\, Id ()I II{I'I) 
Paid by 3U cooployc:a. oc .hod fa"  I] opy of t o Olt Iecent pay slobs fro  your e ployer includinS year to date i,Wu:nllltion. Pay stubs caDIIOf bo: JlUItO: !baa 
disability 90 dlWll old. 
ScIf ..... ploJ"d Ort"C.:on'O a 1099 .,() opy of moat roecot 4(lJartcdy or yeu-to-date Profit and Lousl3tclI1cut 
mnn ~ Hmibit  fpaee 8) for a sa ple of a J lI.Ioatb Seif inplov eJlt Inc:on.e tlI'flIIl'Dt (Profit aDd a. For ) 
hil  l d  .Iim.on~'. 0  fdi\-cu:eo ~ B r ti a p~I_'. 01' lba- L:g.U ritto:a. I r o: mt flli:  it  til  CGUrt lb t s s t  aJDOIUlf af 
lb.     ti  wr ie   ill  ec c  
 
[] Copic:a aft o Oltrc_t baak: ltatmn .. vcri.fyiag depOlit a oan .. or k doc:u Clllation (ic. 2 copies of cha:b) 
ill  r.:.:~tJf a  dul  SUIlP rt  .i Oll'l". a  IlatcmcDIB _t  we  lml l . 
So~ial S~curi1r. clinbility. clcalh J' opy afbc •• -'nte oml or letter to  the rO\_ thaI atattlll III;: lIDlouut aud ftccpI_'y ollbe bClle6t. 
ea l8,  cllli   
[) Copia of two mOltreec:at baak: statcmcmlll V«ifyia, depo.it am __ or olber doeamClllatiOll (ieo 2 copica of c1w:cb) 
sho ia, receipt of1lcu:fil .come. illie slalt albl c:annot be CJIIQ" 90 u . old. 
t e  .: m  Wo .: (i. . _ [)  f t ir  lld  l ti a ...-i i  I  o l r  aft " m.: c (L . u e l e t e kad lIIad' .. r riDt llI 
o i n, b a .. domua c, ~B1cntiu  li s) aDd m icali  I c m.:o c i  t a e ti e a t, 
or_tipM 
R.latIJ ia\lome from au w,·estmc:at [] Copy of It..: laost recellt mderall3. .. ratum roth aR adIedu1ea. iDclading s.:hcdu~ .I!-SUppL:mCllhtI Income and LOSII. 
p cst   
OIrrcDt 1ealOas- cmth t  IIII1Ijoct propoIty. 
I] AND 
Copies of two mOltrccaat baak: statcmCIIIs YCrifYjug depOlit amOUldl or other doeulDClllf.1tiOll (io. 2 c:opiCi of checb) 
[] s ing NCci t  in~OJlle. d at tlllnCllft CllIIlOC IIol' 0\0«  cla~'lI l . 
c :daihif  (flalB 8}foc  IIlI I", f a m est ut r rt  h l . 
R.:aAa1.ia.'OIIl<: from room MDlIl1 []  f .: mDl Loa" llgr_-=nt. 
o l  p i wy l"IlIIideIu:e  
I] opicI of t o OltRCCllt bsnk llatllln ..... vcrit}Iin, .,.it a llllllll or oduir docu alfatioa (ie. 2 copies f ebcx:b) 
II Dwiug r ecipt f.iDl:oau:. a II taacaIa CIIIIIIul _ er 90 cJ. .. l . 
tT_pIoylll<:llt  ('opy of a bca.:fibr IItIt_.:ut or Idla ftom th.c prO\idc:r tIJ"t $fa," d!c: alllOllnt. ftcquco"y. aDd duralion of Ib" bcMfit 
a it ulll .: Iio c m  t a  9 oaths t  e COlISid~. 
 
[] DOCllment.moa ~t show lO!,"pt llue.mplo_t benefits ha,~ heRon or ""ill bo:l!in ",ithin 60 da\"lI. 0" iuomc (iIn·atm.:nl. 0 C'opi.:tI oil",. ost reest baak st:ltc ealS verifriag depOlit a Ollllll or oth« doeu entllioa (io:. 2 .:opics of cWlcl.:s) 
iataat. dhiclca l.. de.} lIh 1riog receipt af ioo:o . a  ab co.ll .:.: aul be ne 90 \'8 ol . 
~ Ilut ~ifk  abcm: I] SiJllcd leiter fro  Ibe perooo(s) lhat o:onCriilatClIhc iMo_lhowiag dw: a ouat and i"c'PlCllCY of the iooo e. 
 
0 Copies of t o ost _t hsllkstatcm..- mfyin, dapoeit amOUlUl or other docnmalfatioa (Lo. 2 copU:I of c:Iux:b) 
I illg IIKcipt of ."0811:. ;w1: ab CJJflIlMlllllf lie 0'"<1' 90 d ~-a oW . 
• You an! aot rcqwlCed to dildOle C'lUId SUpport AlimQJl~. m' S.:parnlion. ~ra.t.3wI.:c IIICOme. ullloess ~ou dloose to ban it c:oa.Iideredo 
U. "",teal  J!jIIl'9PK1J ..... iBdpde: 
C o.."of"elltiD.-ar-1IIt 
I] e.." ft .... __ Cu . if lmIilal le 
D opy of til .......... s.uJe eat Stlltlmeat (HtIDl), If anlla le 
[] Sip. TJrird Party  .. ' iu laa Form - s e _dOled e.  
.-,_"; _ Please be a are e ill not be able to process your request until all parts of the :.J application have been co pleted including signatures and aD necessary supporting 
. ... doc:uDleJItation has been supplied. 
Vcniaa 120810 1 




The fallowing information is requested by die federal gocemment in order to monitor compliance with federal statute that prohibit discrimination in housing You are
BortowcrsName CoBoffewersName
wen a w
beve made this rogjastibra loan modiSrstisa in pergon If yon do not wish t0 furnish the harermation please check the box below
S Date ofBidh I y Soul SecurihNumber Date ofBiN
Homo Pbum NumberR ithAr a
r 5 WID Y Home Phone NumberMAAreaCode
Cell or WorlcNumberVAreaCode Cell orRorkNumberRith uea Code
Emil Address n Emai Address
AlailingAddrxaa C r
Property Address ifSame As bbiliagAddressWrite Same
I want to Ykeep the Propedy Se8tht Property The property ismy JyPrimary Residence Second Home 13 Lnestment
The property is Owner Occupied Renter occupied 0 Vacant IfOwner Occupied incladc a recent utility billet your sane at the property address
IfRatter OccapigA melodya copy oftheantlease aweamea
la the properly listed for sale O 1esNo Have you contacted a credit counseling agency for help
Far Salt by Owner a Yes ONo O Tea Ju No
AgentsName Ifea please complete counselor contactinformation below
AgentsPhone Number Couuselois Name
Hayti yon received an oflnr on the properhi 0 Tea oNo CounselorsPhoneNumbw
Date of offer Amount of Offer S y CounselargEmail
4pays the Real Eaiate Tax bill on coot property o 1 4ho paysthe hazard tree paticy for vanpropats7
Are the laces auneol lrtes O No Is the policy current ONoYes
Condamininmm HOAFee Tea Y No
Blackar Al iAmedew
Paid to t2 e tL
Nambcr ofPeOplt in theHaweboid
Hate yon Sled forbadrnpte GYCBPNG Ifyes 0 Chapter 7 Llapter 13 FilingDate
Has your baalsupley been disch rged DYe o Has6rupteyCage Number
If there are additionalLicasIlortgages or Judgments on this propeMh please name the peososscompanyor Srm and their telephone numbers
LienHoldersName Senicer Mince ContactNumber Loan Number
not required to furnish this bdormslisu but are encouraged to do se The law provides that a lender or servicer may not dluriminste either on the bawl orthis
informstion or on wbetber ou cbemre to furnish it If you fomieh the iufaemation pkase ptmide both etmicity and saes For race you may cheek morethan one
designation fyon don famishdhmcrty rrco or ac t1dcor aeavicer isr0gairad to sots the information or thebuts ofviwt observatfioa or surname iryat
BORROVAM Idomot wish tobanishaminfsues CtSO1 ROWR ldanotwish fashibisiokcs ien
pusW U HispulioQIairo U 1PignnicorLsNywNdHspmicorLs Hot lrispreiocrT
AimaIndtuaorAledmNative Ameciom7adiaacrAimluNative
0 Alin Asian
Ram Baeel Black arAfrican Aromas





FINANCIAL ANALYSIS FORM A~COUIlt Number 
o~IJ'. i .. "  tIIo Jh2801l{s). Olllptl&l,- 01 A 
' .oIac:t wn .:r 
"f ,) , \1 Ill\, 1 "h. (]O\: \\'11'\ 1 \j()\II{)I~I'\(, ' ,I 11.,1,\ 
The faIJowin. u.tOnnationir ~ by the 1i:deralgol-c eat ill ord.:r to JBGIIiIor co ,umacc wilh fi:deralllfalutes ilia prohibit di.cri iaalion ia housing. Y DB lin! 
IIOt re 1IIred to ftlr_li .... 1III ..... atiea. !Jut re _"'age  Iv  58_ e Ja  r \icJes til.  lea •• r s r i r .. r. t .itDi .. inate ft.ll r 0Il1be htiJ r .... 
__ allo., 01' lID "b .. tlm' )'OU cb._ to _aish it_ If you tiJmisIl lIIe iDtOrmatiOll. pIeue jItO\-jde both ethnicity ;md ....,,,_ For mce. you lWIy dIa:et _Iban wac 
..,....OIL If)'. do !lilt fiImisIt ctImiciIy, race, or au, 1hc leader or IICI'Viar is ,cqaind 10 DOte thD infiIrmIdioD OIl !he buis of-vUual obsenatioa or IIIID18l11C ifJOO 
IIavo __ CkiJ n.-for • loan 1IIOdi6cafi0il ill pcnoa. If,.,. do 88t ish ttl faraisb the infitnnatioa, pleue check the IIDx JJeIo . 
JUI WIIR 0 I ... DOl ioh t  fumia  Ibio iafGna __ ()'BOmlO~ 0 1 ... DOl 1Iiah to finiah thio ~ ... 
EIIIaIcI1r- \V k f4- u i miDcr LotiDo mudclty:  HioparJic or LaIiJIo 0 ;Bio .,;a .... L1IIim> a Not Hilptmio cr LaIiao 
a ~11IdIa er AIaokaNaIi". a mer c I:Dllim r laskaNali". 
a MilD a Asian -- 0 IIII:k cr Am.-A Ji ... ltMe, 0 BIa :k c  Alii""" mBricm a aIift H....ua cr 0Ib0Ir l' oiIi  fill ... 0 llin 1Ia'Naiian cr Otblr Paailio hImd. 
• .8 biIe a itAt 
Bu: a  ... 8ft: 0 Fe al6 
IJI'1 1liiie 0 :Mala 
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In making this request for consideration to reviewmyloan terms UWe certify under penalty of perjury
1 That all of the information in this document is truthful and the event identified istam the reason that Uwe need to request a modification ofthe
terms ofulr mo tgaga loan short sale or deedinlieu of foreclosure
2 Uwe understand that the Servicer theUSDepartment of the Treasury or its agents may investigatethe accuracy ofmyourstatements andor
may require mclus to provide supporting documentation Uwe also understand that knowingly submitting false infi oration mayviolate Federal
law
3 Uwe understand the Saviourwill pull a currentcredit report on all borrowers obligated an theNote
4 Uwe understand that if Uwe have intentionally defaulted on myourexisting mortgage engaged infraud or misrepresented any facts in
connection with this document the Servicer may cancel any Agreement under Malting Home Affordable and may pursue foreclosure on mydeurhome
5 Uwe understandany fee to validate the value ofthe property will be assessed to the account
6 Uwe have not received a condemnation notice and there has been no change in the ownership of the Property since Uwe signed the documents
for the mortgage that Uwe want to modify
7 Uwe certify thatY will obtain credit counseling ifit is determined that myour financial hardship is related to excessive debt For purposesof
the Malting Home Affordable program excessivedebt means that myour debt oincome union after the modification would be greater than
or equal to55
8 Uwe am willing to provido all requested documents and to respond to all Servicer questions in a timely manner
9 Uwe understand thatthe Servicerwill use the information in this document to evaluatemyoureligibility for a loan modification or short sale or
deedinlieu of foreclosure but the Scrvicer is not obligated to offerMs assistance based solely on the statements in this document
10 Uwe agree that any prior waiver as to payment of escrowitems in conmection withmyourloan has been revolted
11 Uwe agree totho establishment of an escrowaccount and the payment ofescrow items if an escrow account never existed on the loan
12 Uwe understand that the Sarvicer will coiled and record personal information including but not limited to myourname address telephone
uumber social security number credit score income paymenthistory government monitoring information and information aboutaccount
balances and activity Uwe m ukrrtand and oonseat to the disclosure ofmyourpersonal infamation and the terms ofany Making Home
Affardable Agreement by Servicer toatheUSDepartment ofthe Treasuryb Fannie Mae and Freddie Mar in connectionwith their
responsibilities under the HomeownerAffordability and StabilityPlea e anyinvestor insurer guarantor or servicer that owns insures
guarantees or services myfa w first lien or subordinate lien ifapplicable mortgage loansk dcompanies that perform support services in
amjtui fmwithMaking Home Affordable and e any HUD certified housing counselor
13 Uwe agree that to be considered for the Making Hone Affordable program all required documentation must be received no later dim 7
basins daysprior to thescheduled foreclosure saledat lithe property is in the state of Florida a complete package must be received
30busbessdays prior to the scheduled foreclosure sale date
14 Uwe understand the Servicer will not refer the account to foreclosure or conduct the foreclosure sale ifalready referred while it is bang
reviewed fm theMaking Hone Affordable program unlcss required by your investor The reicuwill not begin until all required
d mentaticn is received
15 MyOur property is onuor occupied Lv intend to reside in this propertyfor the next twelire months
1siy Iaer atrpiee
Barrour r Imro Date CoBorrower Signature pate
Pleasebe aware wewill not be able to process your request until all parts of the
lleation have been completed includingaPld Ilg signatures and all necessary supporting
documentation has been supplied
Ifyou have ques ms about ibas document oramodification profess please call as at the phone number listed m yourmoult account
stater EL if YOU used farthercomsseliimg you can call theHameemseisHOPFm Hotline at 1888495HOPE 4674 TheHotline can
helpwith dpeslims about the program and otters free WDcertified com idingservices In English and Spanish
uemeaMatdotty
NOTICE TO BORROWERS
Be advised that you are signing the following documents under penalty of perjury Any misstatement of material fad
made in the completion of these documents including but not limited to misstatement regarding your occupancy in
your home hardship circumstances andor income will subject you to potential criminal investigation and prosecution
for the following crimes perjury false statements mall fraud and wire fraud The information contained in these
documents is subject to examination and verification Any potential misrepresentation will be referred to the
appropriate law enforcement authority for investigation and prosecution
By signing the enclosed documents you certify represent and agree that
Under penalty of perjury all documents and information I have provided to Lender In connection with this Agreement
including the documents and information regarding my eligibility for the program are true and correct
If you are aware or fraud waste abuse mismanagement or misrepresentations affiliated with the Troubled Asset art 7 o f
Relief Program please contact the SIGTARP Hotline by calling 1877 SIG 2009 tollfree 2026224559 fax or
wwwslgtarpgovMad can be sent to Hotline Office of the Special inspector General for Troubled Asset Relief
Program 1801 L St NW Washington DC 20220
Vasisn 120810
PLF 00283001330
ACK L EMENT AND A EE ENT 
~~tNwmber __________________ __ 
In making fbis re at for c:GIIIIidentiOD m rmew my loan temu IIWe certify under penally of perjlU'Y: 
1 That all of tho infor ation in this docu ent is truthfuleod the ovent(s) identified isfare the realKlD. that JIwe need to roquest a modification of tile 
ter s of mylcur mortg/lg'o loan, short sale or de d-in-lie  of £inclosure. 
2 V1l\le understand that the Senicer, the U.s. Drlpart ent of1hc TreallllY, or its agents may in""stigate the acwracy of mylour statemen1s eodlor 
may reqoile ws to provide supporting documentation. llwe also understand that knowingly submitting t81so infunnation may violate Federal 
law. 
3 V\W undersmnd t  Ser cer il  pull a cur ent credit.r port 011 al  bor owers obli t  an the N0t8. 
4 JIwe underslBnd thatifJlwe haw intartiolllllly defaulted on my/ouroxisting mortsage, engaged in fraud or misreprcsooted any fact(s} in 
connection with 1h.ia document, Ibe Servic:er may cancel any Agreement under Making Home Affordable and may pursue fureclosure (JJ iom 
home. 
S JI  unders!a!.d any fee 10 vali te t  value of the property will be as es ed t  the awount. 
6 JIwe have not rec:eived a coade natim notice; llIld there has been no change in the o nership Qftho Property since Uwe signed the documen1s 
fur th  IIlOl' 8  tb t JJ c nt t  odifY. 
7 JI e certifY that JIwe in obtain cmfit couoseling if it is determined that y/our financial hardsbip is related to excessive debt. For purposesof 
the Making Home Affordable p-ognun. "eJU:eSllive debtn means that my/our debt-to-income Ildioo aftcrthe modification would be greater than 
or equal to 55-"'. 
S TI e a  illingto provide all requested docu ents and to:reapcod to all Servicer questions in a ti ely eooer. 
9 JIwe Ullderstand thatthc Scniccrwill use the informatim in this document 10 evalnalc my/our eligibility for a 10llll modification or short sale or 
-i -lie  f f cl sure. t t  er i  is not li r  t  ff r melus as iSlllnI:O  solel  00 the statDIn llta i  t i  docu t 
10 J/ e agree that any prior aiver as to pay ent f escro  ite s in connectioo ith y/<1IIr lean has been revoked. 
11 JI e @l' Otothe sbiblis t d IlIl scrow 8.Cal1I t an  t  t f scro  il s if a  caaow ac:c: t r existe  (JJ t  l an. 
12 J/we undCJSland that tho Sarvicer ill eollcct and record personal infur ation, including. but not li ited to, y/our name,. address. te1cplwne 
nu ber, social security nu ber. credit 800m, intlOlIle, pay ent history. govern ent onitoring .infor ation, and infor ation about account 
baluc::es and ac:Iivity. J/we un.dcrstand and consent to the discJos~ of my/our penonal infama1ion ad the terms of any aking Home 
ffordable gree eat by Scrvicerto (a) the .S. epart mt dthe Treasury, (b) Fl1IDie ae and Freddie ac in CClIlDCc:lion with their 
respoosibiJitiCIII under tho Homeowner Alfordability and Stability Plan; (0) eoy inveJlor, insurer, 9Janmtor or servicer that owns, insures, 
guanMl1ees or services my/<ur first lien or subordinate lieu (If applic:ab1e) mortgago 100000(s); (d) companies that perbm support services in 
conjunction ith aking o o ffordable; and (0) any n certified haJSing caJnselor. 
13 IIw8 ..... llaat Co lie CODIIdered fbi' the ailing Home Aft'ordable progrun at required docwneataliua JIIUt be nceived DO laar dian 7 
IIaJinIlsI days priar to die sdwduled ~ sale date.. Ittbe property is in 1be state oIJIorlda, a complete package IIIUIIt be rec:elved 
t ....... )'I i  Co tIae lIdIMI I  l clClllUl'  l  te. 
14 I1we understand the Senic:er will not refer the acccunt: to foreclOSUIO or eonduet tho fiRciOllUnl salo if a1mu1y rafemld, while it is being 
reviewed fOr the aking: Homo A1furdable program {wess required by your in''e:>1or. The rC'li.ew wiU BOt beam until aU required 
IS y-Our property is owner occupied:. L,,'Cl intend toceside in Ibis plopertyfor the next h\-1!lve onths. 
Mv' • owner if. r enlDtioo is received. .. - t f --( "'---=-=-_-=---:-___ ;:-:----
Co-Borrower Spahire Dat  
't8 lease a are e ill not be able to process yoar request aatil all parts ftbe 
i'· J pplicati n b  ee  c leted i cl i  signatures and all necessary supporting 
. -- -' OCUJlleatatioa b  ee  a li . 
If,,-me ....... at-t Ids cIoeam.eDt or !lui Dlodlllcadoo ...-s, pI_ caD us at dI. phone II1UIIher listed on your m_thIy aCl:oant 
~ If you ... r.nherc:QQMeIiq, yw eao call Che Homecnmer'.HOPEJ'H Hmline at 1-188-995-HOPE (4673). The RetUne cm 
help widt qa ..... about the progr_ md oft'en tree BtJD...certi&ed COIIIIII4IIingMnlces In English and SpIUdsb. 
r 88B:995-:HOP~~2 n. 
'M6.-.-;; .... _ Q ... --
ICE  ERS 
Be advised that you are signing the foHowing documents under penalty of perjury. Atft misslatament of material fact 
made In the completion oIlhese documents including but not limited to misstatement regarding your occupancy in 
your ho e, hardship ck"cumstances, andlor income will subject you to potentlal cri inal invelltigltian and prosecution 
for the following c:rImes: perjur . false statements. mall frau , and wire fr . The information contained in these 
documents is subject to examination and veriflcall . Any potential isrepresentation will be referred to lIle 
a propriate law enforcement authority for investigation and pro e tl . 
By slgnl Q the enclosed documents you certify. represent and agr e that: 
·Under penalty of peljury. aI documents and information I have provided to Lender In connection with this Agree ent. 
Indudlng the documenlll and information regarding my eligibility for the progr , are true and corr " 
If you are aware 01 fraud. WIIste. abuse. mismanagement or misrepresentations affiliated with the Troubled A set 
ReDel Progra . please contact the SIGTARP Hotline byeallng 1-877-510·2009 (tolJ-free). 202·822·4559 (fax), or 
www.sigta p.gov.Maii can be sent to Hotline Office of the SpaGial Inspector General for Troubled Asset Rell" 
Program. 1801 L St. NW. Washingto . DC 20220. __ J~~ ..... _________ ... 
Venian 120810 5 
PLF 00283 
NIA
TWs formmay be used ifyon are selfezWleyed or a 1099 wap earner only
BORROVaRSNAME AccmmtNumber
For each borrONver nho is self employed a Profit and Loss Statement is required for each business If borrower has maize than one





Mouth 1 hfoatl 2 Alonth 3 Total
Month Year Mrnnth Tear Month Year
Nnelbnr Slant Sbaa and Zip
Flea











Amortization S S x S
mes S S s
Bankowag S S s x
Dz s
Does Subsaiptions S S S
EmplBcnrfks S S x S
ruxura S s x
rnkrest x S s S
awe eases x x x
PawollTaxes a S S
Rent S s s
Itepirs a l4faiatasmce F x S
Salaries as
3upplica S S S S




Total Operating EXPOUM x S S
Net ProSt MOM Taxes S S S
Dame Taxes S
NefPrbilAScs
receA Cs rental MCOMe from an jnEStmeat property an bnwhmntProperft Schedate is regUlred I
space is needed include awn tlddatusnal a
Property PmpcM Property City Number Status Gross Mouthiy Nkdhly hieuthle
ofCants Moathly Mottgalgo Insuranceand HOAfiondo Days
1234 RReused Rental Payment iapplicable
orS VVacant
FS Pending Sak taxes and
FIn Foreclosure ileslram e
pliffilary
Raxidene
R V PS F S S S S
2 R V PS F S S S
3
R V PS F S S S S
R V PS F
S S S
5
R V PS F S
6
R V PS F x S S S
7
R V PS F x S S
a
R V PS F
S S S
9
R V PS F S S S
10
R V PS F
S S S S
PLF 00284001331
filA 
E"hillJl \ - J \)ollih ,(,II'I: 111 dD"I1l'fllln(()Ill~ "I.t I l:lIli'rtI i1'rolll.lI1d Ill" ~fI'rn! 
'Ibis f r  ay  used ify a an selJ.emplctyed r a l09 ageeamer only. 
BORROWER'S NAME CCOlOlt  
r each bo ow~· w  i  elf l   rofit and  State ent is r ir  for eacll business. Ifborro r  ore than one 
business. we require n rofit ood oss or  for each business. he exa ple docu ent ay be used to supply the required 
infor ation. 
MooIh ill!! r sa: _II!!! 'oothl AI JJ h2 Uwb.3 T t l 
Wdil2tied. 11s.: .. oil r.::ccat )"Ioath Y~ .. -- ont  Y.:u -- anlb. .:.u --COI_li\~ nlOtltbJ. 
Sal..,. $ $ II 
('ost of ood. SoJd $ .$ .$ 
GrauProDt $ $ $ 
peram. ExPeJllCI 
.o\d\.oriaiq $  $ $ 
Amortiutloa $ $ $ $ 
.~~ ... CI .$ $ .$ $ 
ant C'IIanro $ $ $ $ 
c~ .$ .$ $ .$ 
Du.:a .t SulJacrioti_ S $ $ .$ 
I!mplo~ cncfiIs .$ $ $ $ 
lnBonnc.: .$ .$ .$ $ 
rnkfo:8t .$ $ $ $ 
Offio:e EspI:Dll.:s .$ .$ $ $ 
PaHullTa."CdI $ $ $ :I: 
RelIt  $ .$ .$ 
ROJIII" .t h-Jaiota.aoc .$ .$ .$ $ 
Salari.:a.t "'a_ S .$ $ $ 
Suppliea S S $  
Tasa &: Lioe8IIa S .$ $ .$ 
T eIepIroJlO $ $ $ $ 
l1tilitica $ .$ $ .$ 
0tJwc .$ $ .$ $ 
otal !~ S $ .$ .$ 
Nd ProIit Before Tax" .$ .$ .$ $ 
Iacom.,T_ $ $- $ $ 
. dPrOfitAftctT_ S· ,$: .. ,,", S $' 
BORROWER'S NAME Accomat Nuaaher 
For each 1xlrrower who .reeen 'eS cenml mcome from an im"CStment property an Im-estment Property Schedule is required. If adilifional 
:I ce is needed. include till odditioo  II 
t olrt  ~, .Ia  city. NII.IIlb.:r 
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THIRD PARTY AUTHOR17ATION and AGREEMENT TO RELEASE
Please complete and return Nyou want us to speak withyour Real Estate Agent or any other designated third




Before you sign this authorbmtion please be aware that
There isnever a fee to get assistance or information about the Makin Home Affordable programfrom your
lender or a HUDapproved housing counselor
Benareof any person or organization that asks you to pay a fee in exchange forhousing counseling services or
modification of a delinquent loan
Beware of anyone who says they can save your home ifyou sign or transfer over the deed to your house
Do not sign over the deed to your property to any organization or individual unless youare working directly
with your mortgage company to forgive your debt
ONLYuse HUD certified counseling agencies Call1800CALLFHA to find a HUD certified housing
counseling agency
Never make your mortgage payments to anyone other than your mortgage company without their approval
Uwe do hereby authorize my lendermortgage servicer to release or otherwise provide to
74 inhiser capacity as
CompanyNameName
Relationship ifapplicable Phone Number Email Address
public andnonpublic personal financial information contained inmy Ioan account which may includebut is not limited
to loanbalances final payoffstatement loanpayment history payment activity andlor property information
We the lendermortgageservicer will takereasonable steps to verify the identity of the 3rd party authorized above but
will have no responsibility or liability to verify the true identity of the requester when heshe asks to discuss my account
or seeks information about my account Norshall we the lendermortgage servicer have any responsibility or liability for
what the requester may do with the informationhesheobtains concerning my account
Uwe do hereby indemnify and forever hold harmless the lendednx rtgage servicer from all actions and causes of actions
suits claims attorney fees or demands against the lender servicer whichIwe andormy hems may have resulting from
the lendermortgage servicer discussing my loan account andorproviding any information concerning the loan account to
theabove named requester or person identifying themselves to be that requester
If youagree to this Authorization and the terms ofthe Release as stated above please sign date and return with the
Financial Analysis form
NOTE No information concemingyour account will be provided until we have received this executed document The
authorization needs to be in the name ofan individual not a company and a form needs to be completed for each
sutharigi d All parties on the Mortgage must sign
s
BorrowerdName Borrower Signature Date SIGN HERE
CoBorrower PrintedName CoBorrower Signature Date
PLF 00285001332
 lt  IZA I     EL  
l  l t  D  r t r  if  t  t  sp  it  r eal t t  ent, r any ot er si t  thir  
r  OIl  behalf. 
ccount u ber: ame: ------------------r  s: 
!Ot"]   Ji  t i  uthorization, l    that ... 
• here is n~-er a fee to ~t assistance or infor ation about the aking o e ffordable progra  fro  your 
   D-  i  selor. 
• eware f allY r  r r i ti  t t   t    f  i   f r i  OWlSeli  lTi  r 
i    l  l n. 
• r  f y   s s t e   "s e" r  if  si  r tr sf r r t  ee  t  r se. 
o not sign over the deed to your property to any organization or individual unless you are orking directly 
i        t. 
•  n  B    i s: l 1.80 . ALL.FHA    - rti  i  
 ncy. 
r  r rt  ts t   t r t  r rt   it t t ir r l 
Jf e do hereby authorize (my lender/mortgage servicer) to release or other ise provide to: 
~ _____________ of in hislher capacity as 
a e   
 (if l ble)  '  i   
public and non-public personal financial infor ation contained i  y loan accOUDt hich ay include, but is not li ited 
to, loan balances, final payoff state ent, loan pay ent history, pay ent activity, and/or IJI'OPCfI¥ infor ation. 
e. t  IenderImort age servicei', ill t  r s le st s t  rif  the i e tit  f t  r  rt  t riz . a ve. t 
will have no responsibi1~ or liability to verify the true identity of the requestor when helshe asks to discuss my account 
r s i f r ti  t  t. r ll , t  l r/mortgage r i r,   r sibilit  r li ility fur 
hat the requestor ay do ith the infor ation helshe obtains co.ncerniog y account. 
Y e  ere  i if   f r r l  r less t e le r/mortga  s r i r, ft . n ti s  s s f actiOl1S, 
s Bs, cJai s, attorney fees, r de ands a ai st t e le er/ser icer ic  Jfwe and/or  eirs ay a e res lti  fr  
the lender/mortgage ser icer isc ssi   l a  acc t and/or r i i  a  i f r ati  c cer i  t e l  acc t 10 
t  e ed r c lDr   i ti ing t l e  to  t t r stor 
If  ree to t i  nthom tion  t e t r s f the elease as smte  , lease sign. date,  r t r  it  t e 
JJIU1CiaI nalysis f r  
om: o infor ation conce ingyour accouot ill be provided until e have received this executed docu ent. he 
authorizatioD needs to be in tbe na e of an iDdividual (not a co pany) and a for . needs to be co pJeted for each 
'J. ;Z:-"'!be Mortgaae -' sign. } ;;:>~ f ( -) I 
Borrower . d Name Bo rower ignature J ate < 
 E 




The enclosed package encompasses requirements for all available programs including the GovernmentsMalting
Home Affordable program For information and eligibility requirements under the Making Home Affordable
program ti isitwinghomeaffordablecnwebsite Please be awarewe will not be able to
process your request until all parts of the application have been completed including
signatures and all necessary supporting documentation has been supplied
Please continue to make your monthly payment Ifassistance is needed it is recommended that you contact a
credit counselor who is trained to guide you through your current financial situation You can access
ncrvhudEon or call 800 2255342 for more information regarding credit counselors
You may receive phone calls or letters from our office asking for a paymentwhile we consider any options that
might be available
All modifications regnrc an escrowaccount for the payment of taxes and insurance ff your loan does not
currently include an escrow accountfor the paymentof taxes and insurance one will be added
While being reviewed for a workout other than the Making Home Affordable program a fee to validate the
value of theproperty may be assessed at your expense approximate cost 100 150
As a condition of themodification you may be required to enroll in an electronic payment program
Freauently Asked Questions
How lent will it take to process mymodification request and determine if 1 qualify for the program
We will reviewyour request as quickly as possible Once the package is returned to our office Loss Mitigation
will contact you within 10 business days advising the package was received and notifyingyou ifadditional
information is required
Within 30 days from the date a complete package is received you will be notified whether themodification
option is available to you
ifyou arenteligible for a modification the reason for denial will be provided
Please note however that yourmodification will not be effective unless your meet all of the applicable conditions
I pay my car insurance on a semi annually or annual basis How should I list that
Pleasemake sure that the amount of theexpense is broken down to a monthly premium amount
Example Ifthe car insurance is 500 for 6 months to determine the monthly premiumdivide 500 by6 months833
What information is needed on the form 4506TEZ
Please complete the following
Lines la4 List information as shown on your tax return
5 Write the name address and telephonenumber shown on your monthly mortgage statement
6 Write the year of the most recent tax return you filed Should be 2008 in most cases
Be sureit sign the formewhere indicated
The46TEZ form states Caution If the transcript is beingmailed to a third party ensure thatyou have filled
in line 6 before signing Sign and date the form once you have filed in line 6 Completing these steps helps to
protect your privacy What do I enter for those items
All applicable blanks on the form need to be completed This disclaimer is provided as a warning that line 6 must be
completed prior to signing the form
Please be aware we will not be able to process your request until all parts of the
t application have been completed including signatures and all necessary supporting




•  s   ass    D i  s,   rnment's aki  
 fforda le r r . r i f r ti   li i ilit  r ir t  r t  i   ffor l  
. vi it ww.maki omeaffordable.goy it . l     ill t  l  t  
r ces  r r t til ll rt  f t  li ti    l t  i l i  
si at res a  all necessary s rti  c e tati  as been s pplied. 
• leu  ti e t   r t l  nt.  i t  i  d, i  i   t t  t t  
it          m   itn tion.  OIl   
",,,",,,.hud. g " r ll8 - -S3  f r r  i f r ti  r r i  r it l rs. 
•   e  I1s            au i     
t  . 
•  icati  qui e  r        o  . I      
tl          t   i ,  ill  . 
•  i  i     (othe    i  e forda le ram).    idate t  
l  f t  r rt   e ss ss  t r s  (appro i at  st $10  - 51 0). 
•   iti  f t  itl ti o.    i  t  ll i   l t i  t ram. 
g gd   ti  
 Ioog m It t e t  r   ifi ti  r st  t r i  if I lif  f r t  r ram? 
• e ill r i  r r st as ic l  s ssi l .  t   is r tm  t  r ~  iti ti  
ill t t  it i   i   i i  t    r i   tif i   i  iti l 
ti   . 
• it i   s fi  t  t   l t   is r i .  ill  tifi  t r t  ificati  
ti  i  il l  t  . 
• I   n't le   i ti ,    i l i   i d. 
• leas  te. r, t t r ificati  ill t  ff ti  less u t ll f t e li l  iti s. 
       i- l    i .  b    ai? 
Please ake sure that the a ount of the expense is broken do n to a onthly pre iu  a ount. 
umple: If the car i s ra ce i  $500 foc 6 t s to eter i e t  t l  re i  i ide $50  y  t s ($83.33). 
 nDa io      r   -E ? 
lease co plete the follo ing: 
iDe(s) 1  - 4: ist i f r ti  as s   r tax: r t r  
5: rite the oa e, address. and telephone DUIIlber sho n on your onthly ortgage state ent 
: rit  t e r f t  st-r t ta  r t r   file  (S l  e  i  st ses) 
Be .",e to ,;g. tIul fonn wIIee in4icated. 
he 4SOlIT -E  fo ..... states, "Catdion: If the transcript is being ailed to a third party, ensure that you have filled 
i  line ,  i& i.... ip  t  tIM:     filal i  Ii c . l ti  la  .t  l  m 
nte t,.,.... riYKy." t    m  di s  s? 
ll a lica le la ks  t e f r  ee  t  e c lete . is isclai er i  r i e  as a ar i  t at li   st e 
co pleted prior 10 lipinS the for . 
.' .. , lease e a are e ill t e a le t  r cess r re est til ll arts f t e 
i • .i applicatioD ~ave bee. comple~d iDcluding sjpat res and aD necessary sopporting 




The following infarmation is requested by the federal government in accordance with theDoddFrank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act Pub L 111203 You are required to famish this
iaformadom The law provides that no person shall be eligible to begin receiving assistance from the
Making Home Affordable Program authorized under the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
12 USC 5201 et seq or any other mortgage assistance program authorized or funded by that Act if
such person in connection with a mortgage or real estate transaction has been convicted within the last 10
years of any one of the following A felony larceny theft fraud or forgery Bmoney laundering cr C
tax evasion
Uwe certify under penalty ofperjury that Uwe have not been convicted within the last 10 years of any one
ofthe following in connection with a mortgage or real estate transaction
a felony larceny tbek fraud ar forgery
rmoney laundering or
etaxevasion
Uwe understand that the servicer the US Department of the Treasury or their agents may investigate the
accuracy of my statements by performing routine background checks including automated searches of
federal state and county databases to confirm that Uwe have not been convicted of suchcrimes Uvm also
understand that lmowingly submitting false informationma violate Federal law




-Fran  rt  
e fuRo ing i for ati  is r st   t e fe eral v r t i  acc r o ce it  t e odd-Frank all 
e t    ~tecti   (P . . -2 ).       
o l'llll i n.  J  ides    &ban  l le   i  i    
aking e fforda le r ra , a t rize  r t e er e c  c ic ta ilizati  ct f  
(12 S.C:  t eq.).   t  t a  i t   t i   f   t t t.  
such person, in connection ith a ortgage or real estate transaction, has been convicted, ithin the last 10 
m ,     t  f ll i : (A) f l  l r , t ft, fr , r f r ery. (8)  l tm ri.  or (q 
l  i . 
II  rtify lm r lt   rj r  t t II   t  i t  it i  t  l t  r     
 til  f ll i  i  c tim it   crt a e r r l t t  tr action: 
(a> kl  l n: y. th ft. fr d, or f r ry, 
()moneyIaun ring r 
(e)  i . 
I/ e understand that the serv:icer, the .S. epart ent of the reasury, or their agents ay investigate the 
r  f  t tE t   rfur i  r ti  r  . i l i  t t  r  f 
ral.    s,  nn  JJ      f  . IIwe l  
rst  that law i l  subnitting false infor ation ay violate ederal la . 
is ertificate is .effecti e  t  earlier f t e ate list  el  r t e t  recei e  y r ser icer. 
\I.~=-- (<--1;-\1 
ri r   
Secondary Borro er t  
  




You asked us for information from your record The information that you
requested is shown below If you want anyone else to have this information you
may send them this letter
Information About Current Social Security Benefits
Beginning December 2008 the full monthly
Social Security benefit before any deductions is 158390
We deduct 00 for medical insurance premiums each month
The regular monthly Social Security payment is 158300
We must round down to the whole dollar
Social Security benefits for a given month are paid the following month For
example Social Security benefits for March are paid in April
Your Social Security benefits are paid on or about the third of each month
There was no cost of living adjustment in Social Security benefits in December
2009 The benefit amount shown is current as of the date on this letter
PLF 00288001335
*** REC 2010202  7 10EO 8T  I QY   (F-F8H) *** 
CIA  I  I I I  
 
ate: Jul  21, 2010 
l i  ber: 
ou asked us for infor ation fro  your record. The infor ation that you 
   l .   t      ti n,  
   s r. 
I for ation t Urre t i l rit  fits 
i i  r , t  ll t l  
i l rit  fit   ti s  ...... $ 583.90 
e t $0.00 f r i l i ra  r iu s  t . 
      s ........ $ 583.00 
(We      e ol ar.) 
ocial ec rit  e efits for a given onth are paid the follo ing onth. (For 
exa ple, cial ec rit  fits f r arch are ai  i  pril.) 
our i l rit  fits r  ai  on r a t t e t ir  f eac  onth. 
r  as  st f living j st t i  i l rit  fit  i  ece er 









3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 83706
Account Number 00058204
Invoice Date 12061 Inv 1204653






3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 83706
Questions about your bit
cotttactyour creeoeuet representative
CLIENT SERVICE INVOICE Page 1 of 1 Sharon Pisani 877 2445411 ax710260
Date Service Employee
10101 CO PAYMENTSHARE OF COST
110 CO PAYMENTSHARE OF COST





Total Amount Due is 14400
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN THE PORTION BELOW WITH YOUR PAYMENT
V
Payment due upon receipt
Make checks payable to Addus HealthCare
If Paying by Visa or Mastercard Fill Out Below
CIRCLE CARD USING FOR PAYMENT
CLIENT SERVICE PAYMENT
MASTERCARD VISA DISCOVER AMEX






Chicago IL 606895310 Invoice Date Total Due Acct Inv




Addus ealth are 
1029 Momentum Place 
icago, I  6 -53  
(8 ) -  
Invoice To: 
SHAW,  
3480  I IT L 
I ,   
LI T I  I I  
Date 
    
10101/11 
11/01/11 
 /SHA    
 /SHA    
 /SH    
t umber: 00058  
Inv i  Date: 12/06/11 I  #: 1204653 
   I  
T  UE: 
ervic s or: 
1,1 4.00 
Description 
ri r alance: 
SHAW,  
3   f I  L 
ISE, I   
f!esliOirs "bollt YOllr bill 
cOllt t r llCCOllllt r pI"t!Setlt lil'  
Sharol/ Pisalli (877) 244-54/1 e.\110260 










     I   I    
t ue on r ceipt 
I  I  E T 
,  
Send Pay ent : 
Addus ealthCare 
1029 omentum Plac  
Chic , IL 60689-5310 
ake checks payable to: Addus ealth are 
)f aying by isa or astercard,  t l  
  I    
 I  I   
ard older a e: _________ _ 
ard #: _________ Security Code __ _ 
Signature: ________ _ Exp. Date: ____ _ 
I voice : 
2/0 /11 
t l : Acct #: Inv #: 
1,144.00 0058204 04653 




GAS COMPANY Call 7 am 7 pm MonFri Dec 19 201 470382000 11 Level Pay 15700
PO Box 64 Boise Idaho 83732 Total of Account Previous Billing 7204
wwwintgascom Payments Received 15700CR
SERVICE ADDRESS Balance Forward 8496CR
3480 S Pimmit PI Boise ID 837066427
110KC d4kTO I 1V6F iWfk
Oct 28 Nov 30 33 058934 4207 4436 229 0988 226
4ryT PE ACTIVI
Dec 05 201 RS2 Current Usage 226 76139 17207
Customer Charge 250
Municipal Franchise Fee 524TMSYEAR LAST YEAR
t 67Y
Total Current Activity 1
Balance Forward 8496CR
Total ofAccount 94165
4evel PayDecember19 2DJ1 15700




3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 837066427









61WE NTANO Dec 19 2011 470382000 11GASCOMPANY




~ 3 60 IMb14UII&" A INTERMOUNTAIN" (208) 377-6840 r, GAS COMPANY Call 7 am - 7 pm Mon-Fr  Dec 19, 201  47038200-001-1 Level Pay $ 57. 0 A--.," __ ........ 
P.O. Box 64 • Boise, Idaho 83732 
wmv.int as.com 
SERVICE ADDRESS: 
3480 S Pimmit PI, Boise, ID 83706·6427 




$ 57. 0 CR 
$ 4.96 CR 
f"~'~oi~;\R~JN6'trAlEs+~\~"riJ~¥sl":'~rnl1ttk':"'r':':"~:;Atb'T,£R>READJN"':"'~>'<"~';\o,fr'tliFil'BjtfjNti:~~t~9fl'tf¥.~~~R!it~S:ijJII£lfiJ/ 
Oct 28 Nov 30 33 0589  4207 4436 229 0.98  226 
r": ""BILl;IN~:DMf' :', ':l ", tyli'iifAAT{:'I~":' ' '>:2;tORf.lE~;j;' ~Cnvl:rr." 
D  05,201  'RS2 Cur ent sage 
Custo er harge 
i i  ranchise Fee 
Total urrent A~ivity 
8aJ  or iirQ 
.. :Tota of. 'f 
'tHERMS:' : ::C' ;;':~~::-:RA1,t;"~' \~':";'~:X;~~eifARG{;;;?:';:::.' 




. ;' $84.96 CR 
,'Level Pay Due Dece ber 19, 201.1. 
.' ,:' ':: ':- "$94.85 




:' .. :,-.:.:: ....... , . ,.. 
",:;, .... :/' . 
TO ENSURE PROPER CREDIT TO YOUR ACCOUNT, PLEASE DETACH AND REnJRN BOtTOM POFmON OF YOUR BILL WITH PAYMENT. 
~ 
 ,  7038200-0 1-1 .a\ INTERMOU IN'" 
f"~~~k 
P.O. Box 64 • BoIse. Idaho 83732 
www.inlgas.com 
GREG   
3480 S I IT PL 
I , 10 83706-6427 
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Your Savings This Flanh
Account 3r 208 3436510 306R Bill Date 1122 page 3 cf 8
Need anything Service1800244111
Bundle Savings Discount
High Speed Internet change due to removal of product
1025 112
383
DIRECIV Service 1122 1221 600
Total Bundle Savings 17
Bundle savings shown wiNccnOwe as longas eligible services remain on the account
Promotional Discounts Discount
Internet and Home Phone Discount Partial Month 1104
903
112
Internet and Home Phone 5Year PriceLook Month 1 of 60 1605
High Speed Internet Loyal Customer Credit 1 of 12 100
CenturyLink Connect Partial Month 1029 1121 97
Total Promotional Discounts 2411
When ptornotional dscounts explre the monthly rate MY change to the standard rate
Total Savings This Month 258
Docowts aregluon one month le advarca Your b8may include a partial month anda month in
advance ofbWProduct changes may reauk ina charge for unused dscounts previously given




Intsmet and Horne Rhone page4
11998
Internet and Voice Monthly Charges 5495
Related Monthly Charges 838
Service Additions Changes 1056
Late Payment Charge 276
Taxes Fees Surcharges 530
Total Internet and Home Phone Service 6083
Television page a
DIRECTV Monthly Charges
Related Monthly Charges 3873
Taxes Fees Surcharges 101
Total Television Service 8226
Let us help you getmore for your
money Not only can we customize a
packagethat fitsyour lifestyle well
also point out helpful waysto get the




STARTwith a qualifying home
phone plan
BUNDLE other services on
the same bill
eDIRECTV service through CenturyLink
VerizonWireless servicethrough
CenturyLink
SAVEmoney every month onyour
CenturyLink bundle with each qualifying
service you add
Contact CenturyLink
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revie  today. 
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Centurylnk Account T 200 343 6510 SOBR mill Data 19x221 page4 of 8
Need anything Service 18002441111
Details of Your Internet and Home Phone Charges
Interrmet and Home Phot1
Service Period Nov 22 Dec 21
Long Distance Service Period Oct 16 Nov 15
Do you have questions about your long distance service or bill Simply call 18002441117
and a Service Represer wrybe happy to assist you
Internet Service and Local phone Service reflects charges fees usage discounts
provided by Qwest Corporaction DBACenturyUnkQC Long Distance Service reflects r
charges lies Usage dlscountsprovided byQwestLong Distance DBA CenturyLrnk LD
Internet and Voice Monthly Charges
Internetand Home Phone aoo0 Sarre bltg wftl
InWudas inisaiet service for ffurtyfive dollars
lackrdes localphone service and features for thirtyfive dollar
Federal AccessCharge
aFREE as
fnckrdes kulgdistanceunkmifedservice for ten dollars
Services and offers not available everywhere
fir
HighSpeedInternet
Interstate Services Fee 199 conditions apply Can actCenturyUnk for
Loyal Customer Credit 1 of 12 100
InternetandHome Phone
5Year PriceLockMonth 1 of 60 150
Internet and Voice Monthly Charges Total 6495 Call 1 800952 35
Espanol 18004350455




Residential customers only Terms and
Related Monthly Charges Total 838
details
Service Additions Changes
BundiiSavings change cure to removal ofproduct 10129 f121
HighSpeed Internet 383
InternetandHorns Phone
Discount Partial Month 110411 21 903
CentwyUhk Connect
Promotion Discount Partial Month 1029 112 97
Internet andPhone Smoke Oct 28 2011 order AfumberC062O7129
Add Service
208 3436510






Verizon tlfirelees Subjectto Customer
Agreement Calling Plan and credit approval
Network details and coveragemaps at
verl ionwlrel esscom
DIRECW DIRECN service provided by
DIRECN Programming pricing terms and
conditions subject to change at any tine
Receipt of DIRECN programming subject
to DIRECN Customer Agreement copy
provided at directicomlegaland in order
confirmation DIRECN and the Cyclone Design
ago are trademarks ofDIRECN Inc
02011 Centurylink Inc All Rights Reserved





~,~  tu -L- k ~~ en ry I  to Account n: 208 343-6510 306R Bill Data: 11i2211'· pags·4 of 8 
Need anything? Service 1 800-244-1111 
etails of our Internet and o e Phone harges 
Internet and Ho e Phcne 
Service Period: Nov 22· Dec 21 
Long Distance Service Period: ct 16 - Nov 15 
00 you have qUNt!onS about your long distanc  $#JI'V e or bill? Si ply cal  1-800- 4- 1 
and • ~ RePf'JfJlKPtative m  happy to assist you. 
J sr t i . a  sl P   ref16 a c ~, fess, usage & discou t  
r i d  t tio  DBA enturyLink QC. Long Oi  SslVi  reflect  
chsrgtN, fe s, usage & iscqunts,provided by 66t  istance OBA CenturyUnk La. 
I t r t  i  t l  r  
Internet and Home Phone 
Inc/udea intsmet servics for thirty-live dollars 
In lu  l l  servi    f r -fillfl dollars 
IncAldeeIonu. ist cs nlimite  s rvic  f r te  l Jars 
Igh-Speed I t t 
l     '  
Internet and Ho e Phone 
5-Yea.r rice· lock onth 1 of 60 
   ly  l 
t  l   
/  Ice 
  : 
Long illtance ServJce 
Interstate Services Fee 
l ted t ly rges tal 
Service Additions & nges 








igh.speed t r t .83 
Internet and ome hone 
iscount (partial nth - 1/0·4 -1112 ) - 9.03 
tury nk IIIMICt 
Prc otion I?iSCOll1~ (Partial nth - 10129 - 11. 21) 9.97 
Internet · hone ~ - ct 2s.. 20 t Order N .07129 
. .' . 
Add Service 
208 343-6510 
Int~ and Home Pho~ 
Re ove Service 
208 343-6510 
Home Phone nli ited 
Connect Platinum 
High-Speed Internet 
l   00.960.2535 
spanol 1 800.435.0455 
Click centuryllnk.com/products 
Services and offerw not available lIVerywhere. 
Residential custnmers only. Terms and 
conditiolls apply. Contact CenturyUnk for 
il . 
triw  WInl ss: j tt  st r 
Agreement. Calling Plan and credit approval. 
et ork details and covera!le aps at 
erizon irel . . 
DIREC1V: DlRECTV sarvice provided by 
DlRECTV. Programming. pricing, terms and 
condluons 8U bject to change at any time. 
Receipt of OIflEClV programming subject 
to DlRECTV CustDmer Agreement; copy 
provided at directv.comllegal and in order 
confirmation. D1REClV and the Cyclone Design 
logo are trade arks of OIRECTV.lnc. 
@2fl11 CenturyLink,lnc. AD Rights Reserved. 
All other marks ara the property of their 
res tive o ner . 
~~ . ~~ C nturyUnk 
~ :. - ... ,'-: .. 
.; .;':.'j': . 
. -" ... ::." .. " 
", ".-' 
'. '.": -.:.-" ."." .r·~·· . - . 
',-~. -. -', ," ,'.:. ~:~ ..... '::., . 
.. 
PLF 002Qa. 
CenturyLiinkTM Account 208 3436510 806R Bill Date 112211 page 5 of8
Need anything Service 1 8002441111
Details of Your Internet and Home Phone Charges
Cont
Credit for Horne Phone Unlimited Previously Billed at 4500 3450
from Oct 28 to Nov22
Credit for HighSpeed Internet Previously Billed at 5499 4216
from Oct 28 to Nov 22
Charge for Internet and Home Phone Not Previously Billed 6133
at 800 from Oct 28 toNov22
Service Addlttons Changes Total 1066
Usage Charges
Long Distance usage
This portirmofyour htlf reftcte calls served by 06veat Long Distance DBACentutAink LO
Cabs madon your Unftried Caflatg pfan arenot diepleyed
208 3436610
Unlimited Plan Calls 17
Unlimited PlanMinSeo 7400
Usage Charges Total too
Late Payment Charge
Late Payment Charge on 18382 276
Late Payment Charge Total 276
Taxes Fees Surcharges
Loco Phone Service
Federal Excise at 3 127
Local 911 at100 per access line 100
Idaho Universal Service Fund at012 per line 12
Federal Universal Sery Fund at153x6 98
Telephone Assistance Program at07 per access line 07
Facility Relocation Cost Recovery Fee at036 per access line 36
Long Distance Service
Federal Telecom Relay Service Fee 09
Federal Universal Sery Fund at 153 107
Federal Universal Service Fund 31
Fed Telecom Relay Service 03
Taxes Fees Surcharges Total 530
Total Internet and Home Phone Charges 6083
SAVE onqualifying CmwryL nk services
ENJOY the convenience of one
monthly bill
CHOOSE from the coolest selection of
phones like
Android23 OS





Be sureto ask how you can add
a fine today for just99Imo
AfDertvw lines for 9 Wffla plusother charges
I
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vSSWgr CenturyLink
Details of Your Television Charges
Account 208 3438510 8068 Biii Qa1e1 rZ2 i1 paga8 of 8
Television Selrvice
DIRECTV Account Number 0040672511
ICenturyLinkIDIRECTV Technical Support or Programming DIRECTV
Equipment Changes 1 800 DIRECTV
Bill Explanations 1 8002441111
For immediate closed capdonfng issues call 1800DlREC7X fax 3034836266 or email
CkxsedCsp6cnsd1rectvccmFortermaliWtdries contactCSchrum Sr Manager
ClasedCaphonsditwfvco fax3034836266or mail to ClosedCapdonsdiroomcom
POBox 66W Greenwood 071age CO 801556550
Tbank you for usingDIRECTV
Nonpayment ofDIRCC7Vcharges will not result in disconnection oflocal phone service
Non payment ofDIRE07V charges may result in the interruption and possible
disconnection of tefevfsfon progiamming and independent collection activity by DIRECTV
Ibis portion of yoiAlffis provided as a service to DIRECTV
DIRECTV Monthly Charges
11312 CHOICE XT iA
Monthly
1132i HBO STAR2I and SHOWfIME
Monthly





Will Not AutoRenew Next Season
113 12 DIRECTV DVR Service
Monthly
11312 DIRECTV CINEMA
Tune toCh 1000 for more info
Bundle SiMpgo f122 i2I21
DIRECTV Service
DIRECTV Monthly Charges Total
RelatedAlonthfy Charges
1103 PREMIUM SERVICE DISCONNECT FEE
11114 Primary Leased Receiver
113HBO STARZI and SHOWfIME
2for1STARZHOWfor 3 Mos
113 HD Access
6 Months Free HD Access
113CHOICE XTRA
You Save 10 for 6 Mos
113HBO STARZI and SHOWTTME
3 Months Free HBO
11A3 CHOICE XTRA





DIRECTV service through CenturyLink
499 gives you i natant access to your
110
favoriteshows and movies uncut and
100 commercialfree onyour smartphone
Wade or online
00
Now with HBO G0 you can catch
7 up on past seasons and enjoy
1599
unlimited access to over1400 HBO
00 programs each month HBO GO
services are provided at no extra
500
charge to DIRECTV customers
500
whosubscribeto HBO
11998 Call todto team
240
more about HBO GO
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Details of Your Television Charges
cant
1031 STARZ and SHOWTIME
Partial Month Credit
1102HBO STARZI and SHOWTIME
Partial Month Credit
1102DIRECTV HD EXTRA PACK
Partial Month Credit
1102 HD Access 367
Partial Month Credit
11102 DIRECTV DVRService 257
Partial Month Credit
1103 CHOICE XTRA 2200
Partial Month Charge
1031 HBO STARZ and SHOWfIME 1603
Partial Month Charge
1103 HBO STARZ and SHOWfIME 1233
Partial Month Charge
11102 Minimum Service 183
Partial Month Charge




1103DIRECTV DVR Service 233
Partial Month Charge
114Primary Leased Receiver 600




Taxes Fees Surcharges Total
Total Television Charges 8226







Rbauems DVR abn9 withND mceirajs faroacb addWaiR
Withyour DIRECTNP service through
CenturyLink you can take your DVR
experience to the next level Now
with the DIRECTVWholeHom DVR
service you can record and watch your
favorite shows from any room of your
house with a single HD DVR
Record a favorite show in the bedroom
Control the viewing features in the
Id room
Manageyour DVR playlist from the
living room
Watch two recorded shows and record
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WELLS FARGO INS SVCS USA INC
3295 ELDER STSTE 209
BOISE ID 837054762
For Questions Contact
Billing Claims or Policy 8002821446




simplify your life Calf




















Your Account Number 821331130




3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 837066427
Account Summary Details ofyour account begin on page 3
Previous Account Balance 7324
Last Payment 10896
Service Charge For Processing This Payment 500
Current Account Balance 6287
10896
VPlease detach and mail this sllpwitheouayment
For Billing Terms and Conditions and
Ways to Par
RENSHAW GREG
kiRENSHAWALAN SAVE PayIn ful l to avoid
3480 S PIMMITPL futureServiceCharges
BOISE lDi3370664 ToPay in Fui1 6287SAVEMail your payment
early toavoid a Mminulm AmountD0 10896
Reinstatement Charge Dam bile December10 2011
Make payable to
Allied Insurance 46t Inclose
Chaage ofAddress
Check boot and complete farm on reverse side
AccountNumber
821331130
WELLS FARGO INS SVCS USA INC




11000000 821331130 0000000000 02 000010896 000062878 120026
PLF 00296001343
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 ationwide- co  
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01378 
ELLS FARGO INS SVCS USA INC 
  T e  
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For Billing Ter s and Condition., and 
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Policy Number PPCM 0015821698
Insuring Company Allied Property AndCasualty Ins Company
Policy Period0611 06112
Policy Activity
Previous Policy Balance 7274
Amount of last payment applied 10396
Current Policy Balance 62378
MinimumAmount Due for this POLICY 10396
Service Char a For Processin This Payment 500
t ti 10896




















D · Insurance 
a Nationwid · COl'llplny 
OnYawSick" 
rs l t  
Policy Number: PPCM  
Ins ri  o pany: llied Prop rty And lty Ins Co pany 
li  eriod: 06/011 1 - 06/01/12 
olicy ctivit  
r i  Policy l  
t    ppli  
    f r   tails. 
PJepamfon November21,2011 Page3of4 
our Account Nu ber 
727.74 
urrent Policy Balance $623.78 













AUTO S DIGIT 83706 6931 1 AV 0340
GREG RENSNAN
3480 S PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706
SGISEfFi9CES KUNA OFFICE
7450 Thunderbolt 738 E Avalon
500 E Highland
PREVIOUS BALANCE
12195 McMillan AGLE OFFICE




G275 N viarstaaca 3Iva
PAGE 1
MEMBER 0 0000661590 5
SSF ON FILE
PERIOD OF STATEMENT
11020 1 THRU 113020 1
LINE OF CREDIT 00
TOTAL YEAR TO DATE EARNINGS 026
TOTAL INTEREST CHARGED YEAR TO DATE 00
Direct Inquiries to CapEd FCU PO Box 570 Meridian ID 83680 Any Loan marked or III is openend credit
The FINANCE CHARGE for an openend Loan is computed by applying the periodic rate to each unpaid balance for
the exact number of days each balance was outstanding The balance used to compute the FINANCE CHARGE is
that balance each day after credits are subtracted and new advances or other charges are added
OUR AUTO LOAN RATES ARE STILL SIZZLING GET YOUR SIZZLING HOT240APR CAPED
LOAN RATE TODAY ASK US FOR MORE DETAILS SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
FOR THE BEST RATES ON SAVINGS AND LOANS SEE CAPITAL EDUCATORS FIRST
XCOU T
MAIN OFFICE
275 S Stratford Drive
PO Box 570
Meridian Idaho 33680
Please mail all CI1
correspondence Ib
this POBox
ND77F SFF RFIIRSFSIrF few1AAVPTrrumoaennnA
54376 113020 1TOTAL DEPOSITS
TOTAL WITHDRAWALS 58600











1103 WITHDRAWAL 15500 51076
115 WITHDRAWALACH NSF 1800
FEE 57200 AODUSHEALTH 0675
5467
11703 WITHDRAWALCOURTESY 1800 52876 4210140710
PAY FEE
001345
  .~ CO N  
All Offices: 208·8 4-  AIN OFF!CE BOIS  O::i=!CE  KUNA OF ICE 
800·223·7283 275 s. Stratford Orive 7450 Thunderbolt 738 E. Avalon 
Capital Educators 
fAX: 208·855·4727 P.O. Box 570 SOO E. Hlghland EA'1 f OFFICE 
Capital Line: 20 · 4· 151 Meridian, Idaho 3 680 12
1 95 McMiilan 
80 E. Riversi e Dr~l!~ ( l se mail a9 CU 
8 ·801· 1 correspondence to NAoM ' ~ OFFICE 
eb: www.capec:fcu,org !his P.O. 8ox) ~a 5 N. Mar.,etO; e Sivet 
Fecleral Credit Union 
PAGE 1 
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55#:  FILE *****AUTO**5-DIGIT 83706  1 AY 0.34  
GIEG RENSIWI 
3480 S PIMMIT PLACE 




NEW SHARE BALANCE 
P STE  ESCRIPTI  
11/01 DEPOSIT PAYROLL-US 
TREASURY 303 
11/.03 WITHDRAWAL 
llY  I AL- S  
PAY FEE 
PERI  F TA  
11/ 1/20 1 T RU 11/30/20 1 

















T  E I  11/01/2011 TO 11/30/2011 




I TI  
I I  HECK/687484 
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 72.00 D  
 




HIS PSR: 00 T TAL TIiAR- - LJA'l'E 
 
-546.76 
ota overdra~t Fees 18.00 I 2· 
rrota ReturnfYt tem Pees 18.00 I 
    : .26 
     : . 0 
54. 0 
trect Inqutrtesto: o  .  x . ri i n.  . y oa  ke  * 01' # ts open-end credit. 
The FINANCE CHARGE Lor an open-end loan ts co puted by appZytng the periodic rate to each unpatd baZance for 
t e t  0]" s h lance  t t i . e lance   t  t  I   t  
that baZance each day qfter credits are subtracted and ne  advances or other charges are added. 
 TO AN S R   /   IN   .49% R  
L A   I S  S  R  I .  I IONS . 
FOR  S  TES  I S  .  IT L  . 
NOTICE: SEE RCVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT INFORMA nON 
Page 1 of 1
Capital Educators Federal Credit Union PRINT
Account History Greg Renshaw
Account Share Draft D100 Date11420 1 1252011
Displaying All Transactions
Date Type Description Amount
New
Balance
1252011 Comment Transaction OFFICIAL CHECK 698564
1252011 FeeWithdrawal COURTESY PAY FEE 1800 53076
12512011 Withdrawal 54900 51276
122011 Payroll Deposit US TREASURY 303 158300 103624




httpsnb lcune branchomefcuPri tHistorya pIDD100Code00DateFrom1 1242011
001346
i   r l r i  i  
t ffi t r  -   
ount:  ft ( IOO) te: 1/14120 1-1 1151 0 1 
l ying: l  t  
ate  scri ti  
121512011  ti  I I    
121512011 Fee ithdra al    
12/512011  
12/112011 yr ll i     
1111512011 ithdra al    72.00 
   
 
Page 1 ofl 









https:// bpl.cunet ran h.comlcefcuJPrint istory.asp?ID=D 1 OO&Code=OO&DateFrom= 1... 1211412011 
Page 1 of 3
GMAC Mortgage
Account History
348o SOUTH PIMMET PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 30 year ARM Loan
06142009 1242011
Account Number 0473793636
Original Loan Amount 23650
Original Loan Data 06272007




~ tg  
cou t i t  
0  I   
ISE, I   j  y r   
6/14/2009 - 2/14/ 0 1 
Page 1 of3 
cc nt Number: 0473793636 
ri9i alloa  ount: $236,250 
Origina. Loan Date: 06/27/2007 
Balance as of 12/14/2011: $236,250.00 
L  00300 
https:llwww.gmacmortgage.comlaccounts/detailsltransactionhistoryrmdex.htrn?loanNu ... 12114/2011 
Page 2 of 3
Dam Description
Monthly Applied to Applied to Applied to late Other
payment Principal Interest Escrow Charges
120120 1 Cou Tax 1812 00 00 1812 00 00
0811212011
Fee
Assessed 100 00 00 00 00 100
0726031
Fire ins
60500 00 00 60500 00 00
0523011 County Tax
Paid 14951 00 00 14951 00 00
12210 0
Assessed
400 00 00 00 00 400
120712010 Fed 1125 00 00 00 00 1125
111242010 County Tax




1125 00 00 00 00 1125
111022010
Fire
5100 00 00 5100 00 00
1022010 Wised 10160 00 00 00 00 10160
1022010 AFeeessed 7500 00 00 00 00 7500
1022010 Feeessed 2300 00 00 0100 00 2300
1022010
Fee
47750 00 00 00 00 47750
1022010 F 5000 00 00 00 00 5000
1022010
Fee




1125 00 00 00 00 1125
09132010
a
1125 00 00 00 00 1125
081612010
Fire Ins
Paid 56100 00 00 56100 00 00
0862010
Fee




1100 00 00 00 00 1300
05210 0 County TaxPaid 16985 00 00 16985 00 00
05120 0 Payment 213944 00 14765 66288 00 00
03172010 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
PLF 00301
httpswwwgmaemortgagecomaccountsdetailstransactionhistoryi dexhtmlounNunL 1 2124201 1
001348
Page 2 of3 
te  
t l  lied t  lied to li  to L t   
P t rindpal I t scrow r  
2/ 1/ 0 1 
County  ($1,181. 2) $0. 0 $0. 0 ($1,181.12) $0. 0 $0. 0 Paid 
/1 /20  
 $10.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $10.00 ssessed 
7/26/20 1 
Fire Ins ($6 5.00) $0, 0 $0. 0 ($6 5.00) $0. 0 $0. 0 Paid 
5{23/20 1 
  
($1,149.51) $0. 0 $0. 0 ($1,149.51) $0. 0 $0. 0 Paid 
2/21/ 010 Fee $40.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $40.00 Assessed 
2/07/ 010 Fee $11.25 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $11.25 Assessed 
1/24/2010 
  ($1,149.51) $0. 0 $0. 0 ($1,149.51) $0. 0 $0. 0 Paid 
1/08/201  
e 
$11.25 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $11.25 Assessed 
1/ 2/2010 
Fire Ins ($51.00) $0. 0 $0. 0 ($51. 0) $0. 0 $0. 0 Paid 
0/22/ 010 Fee $1/016.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $1,016.00 Assessed 
0/22/ 010 
Fee $75.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $75.00 Assessed 
0/22/ 010 
Fee $23.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0.  $0. 0 $23.00 Ass  
0/22/ 010  $4n.sO $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $4n.50 Assessed 
0/22/2010 
Fee 
$5 0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $5 0. 0 Assessed 
0/22/2010 ee $41.40 $0.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $41.40  
0/04/2010 
 
$11.25 $0.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $11.25  
9/13/2010 
Fee $11.25 $0. 0 $0.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $11.25 Assessed 
8/ 6/2010 
A   ($5 1.00) $0. 0 $0.00 ($561.00) $0.00 $0. 0 i  
8/06/2010 
 
$13.00 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $13.00 ss ss d 
07/05/2010 Fee $ 3.00 $0.00 $0. 0 $0,00 $0. 0 $13.00 ss  
OS/21/2 10 
t  ax ($t,169.85) $0.00 $0. 0 ($1,169.85) $0. 0 $0.00 aid 
05/01/2010 p nt $2,139.44 $0.00 $1,476.56 $6 2.88 $0. 0 $0. 0 
03/17/2010 t $1,476.56 $0.00 $1,476.56 $0.00 $0. 0 $0.00 
  
https:/ Iwww.gmacmortgage.com/accountsldetails/transactionhistory/index.htm ?loan um... 11412011' 
Page 3 of 3
Date Description Monthly Applied to Applied to Applied to
late
Other
Payment Principal Interest Escrow Charges




463684 00 00 463684 00 00
011420 0 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
12092009 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
1122009 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
10260 9 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
09172009 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
08172009 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00
07109200 Payment 14765 00 14765 00 00 00




  f  
Date  
l  i     li   Late t r  l d l I  r   
2/16/ 010  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $Q.OO $0. 0 $0. 0 
1/29/2010 
County x ($4,636.84) $0. 0 $0. 0 ($4,636.84) $0. 0 $0. 0 P id 
1/14/2010  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
2/ 9/ 009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
1/12/ 009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
0/26/2009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
9/17/2009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
8/17/2009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
7/ 9/2009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
6/15/2009  $1,476.56 $0. 0 $1,476.56 $0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 
  
https:llwww.gmacmortgage.comiaccountsidetailsitransactionhistoryr dex.htm?loan mn... 2114 2011 
Page 1 of I
GMAC Mortgage
Account History
348o SOUTH PIMMIT PLACE
BOISE ID 83706 i 30 year ARM Loan
06142011 124201
Account Number 0473793636




Monthly Applied to Applied to Applied to Late
Other




1812 00 00 1812 00 00
08122011 F d 100 00 00 00 00 10Q




~~ tg  
t i t r  
0  I   
, I     r  lo  
6/14/2011-1 /14/ 011 
ate  l   
12/01/2011 
 Tax ($1,181. 2) 
Paid 
8/12/ 0 1 
Fee $10.00 Assessed 
7/26/20 1 r    ($6 5.00) 
  




Page 1 of 1 
t ber: 3793636 
riginal Loan ount: $236,250 
ri i al Loa  Date: 6/27/2007 
l   f 2/14/ 011: $236,250.00 
tledt  li  t  t  t  i  cr   
$0. 0 ($1,181. 2) $0. 0 $0. 0 
$0. 0 $0. 0 $0. 0 $10.00 
$0. 0 ($605.00) $0.00 $0.00 
  
https:/I .g .acmortgage.co /accountsidetailsltransactionhistory/index.htm.?loan mn. .. 12114/2011 
DUE DATE DECEMBER 20 2011
Property Description
LOT 12 BLK 8
LAKEWOOD UNIT NO 15B
96087733
PARCEL NUMBER 85125660450
Property Address S PIMMIT PL
ADA COUNTY ISSUES A CONSOLIDATED PROPERTY TAX BILL ON BEHALF OF THE TAXING DISTRICTS LISTED BELOW
REVENUE WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO EACH DISTRICT IN THE AMOUNT INDICATED CERTIFICATIONS TO THE TAX
















DRAINAGE DIST 3 343 5454
0182853



















BACK OF BILL INCLUDES




WHEN ANY PORTION OF THE TAX BECOMES
DELINQUENT A2LATE CHARGE WILL BE
APPLIED INTEREST ON THE DELINQUENT
BALANCE HALL ACCRUE AT1PER MONTH
DATING FROM JANUARY1WHEN PAYING
DELINQUENT BALANCES PLEASE CALL THE
ADA COUNTY TREASURERSOFFICE AT
208 2876800 FOR THE AMOUNT DUE
INCLUDING LATE CHARGES AND INTEREST
To AVOID ADDITIONAL CHARGES THE
ENTIRE FIRST HALFMUST BE PAID IN FULL
BY DECEMBER 20THE SECOND HALF
MUST BE PAID BY JUNE 20
PARTIAL PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED ON
REAL PROPERTY TAX AND APPLIED FIRST
TOTHE OLDEST DELINQUENCY THEN TO
CURRENT BALANCE DUE
PREPAYMENTS FOR TAX YEARS NOTYET
BILLEDARE ACCEPTED
TAXADJUSTMENT 00 Assessed Value 22090CURRENT YEAR TAX 236312 HomeownersExemption 92040CredltDebi Payments Accepted at PREPAYMENTS RECEIVED 00
1800 2728629 or oiedelpsyments com STATE PROPERTY TAX REDUCTION 00
Taxable Value 128 860
EnterJurisdiction oode 2212
A24mmenience feeON be charged TOTAL DUE 236312Prior Year Tax 29
PAYMENTS MUST BE US POSTAL SERVICE POSTMARKED ON OR BEFORE 774E DUE DATE TO AVOID ADDITION OF LATE CHARGE INTEREST
IMPORTANT RETURN THIS COUPON WITH YOUR CHECKTO ENSUREACCURATE PAYMENT PROCESSING
s as
IE Check here ltmail ing address has changed and Indicate PARCEL 85125660450001Tectionson back of payment coupon
DUE DATE DECEMBER 20 2011
THIS IS A COPY BILL




















IF YOUR FINANCINGARRANGEMENTS HAVE CHANGEDANDORTHE
REQUESTINGCOMPANY NO LONGER PAYS YOUR PROPERTYTAXES
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFYTHE PARTYRESPONSIBLE FORPAYMENT
YOU MAY PAY USINGTHIS COPY RETURN THIS COUPON WITHYOUR
CHECK TO ENSUREACCURATE PAYMENT PROCESSING
wrung 8253495053545448525348002015664000000011811200000001F3dOb





Districts in Ada County wwwadawebnetTre surer201 204 nt Street 1PO BOX 2868BOISE ID 837012868 Email propertytaxquestions@adawebn t
001351
a I. T  YEA  01  VICKY J. MCINTYRE, Treasurer & Tax Collector For TaxIng Districts in Ada County 200  Front Street I P.O. BOX 2868 BOISE,IO 83701·2868 
 DATE: DECE  20, 2011 
Property Descrlptlon: 
LOT 12 BLK 8 
LAXE  U IT NO 15  
#96087733 




PA  NUMBER: 









ADA COUNTY ISSU  A CONS LI    BILL ON BEHALF OF THE TA I  DI lRlCTS LISTED BELOW. 
 ILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO EAC  DISTRICT I  THE AMOUNT INCICATED. CERTIRCATIONS TO THE TAX 
L  ·APP  BONOS & OVE I   ALS  SHO N IF APPLICABLE. 
BACK OF BIL  INCLUOES 
CRITICAL PROPERTY TAX DETAILS 
""*I PORTANT· PLEASE REAO*-
TAXING OISTRICT PHONE # DIST I T LEVY 
BOISE CITY 384-3725 . .0 3 
SCHOOL #l M&:O -40  .0 1 
SCHOOL #1 BOND -40  .000701586 
SCHOOL #1 ADJUSTMENT 
sex #1 SUPPLHNT -40  .0 9 
SCHOOL #l OTHER -4  .0 2 
ADA COUNTY -70  .00 0 
I I E T ( ELFARE) SERVICES 287-7000 .0 8 
ADA COUNTY HIGHWAY -6  .0 .29 3 
COI.LBQE OJ' DS'I'ElW IDAHO -3  .0 2 
DIlDlGDCY MBDI:CAL -29  . 1 
MOSQUITO ABATEMEN'l' 577-4646 .0 8 
SUBTOTAL • 0182 13 
ertifications & peci l ssessments: 
I  I  #3 -54  
 : 


















SP5:lALHANDLING REOUESTED BY: 
H EC IN S :rnT I L NE'l'WOlUC 
HEN ANY PORTION OF THE TAX BECOMES 
DELINQUENT, A 2% LATE CHARGE ILL BE 
PLIED. I T    LIN UENT 
lANCE VlJlLL  T 1%  ONTH. 
ATI  FR  JA A Y 1ST• E  PAYING 
U T ALANCES, PLEASE LL T E 
ADA COUNTY TREASURER'S OFFICE AT 
(208) 287·6800 FOR THEAMOUNT DUE 
I L I  LATE A ES AND I TE EST • 
TO AV ID ADDITI NAL CHARGES, THE 
E TI E FI T LF T BE PAI  I  F LL 
BY  2()lHAND T   LF 
  I    0!H 
PARTIAL PAYMENTS ARE ACCEPTED ON 
L T  T   LI  I  
TO THE OLDEST DELINQUENCY, THEN TO 
  E. 
PREPAYMENTS FOR TAX YEARS NOT YET 
I   D. 
2011 PROPERTY ASSESSED VALUE 
Assessed Value: 220,900 
Homeowner's Exemption: 2,040 
c redlllDeblt Pa ents ccepted at  : . 0 l  l : 128,860 1 -800-272·9829 Of oIIIcIaJpeyments.com    I : . 0 
E mer JuriBdcllon oode: 2212 
A 2.4% oonvenience fee wi. be . T L : ,3 3.12 Prior Year Tax: 2,293.02 
PAYMENTS MUST BE U.S. POSTAL SERVICE POSTMARKED ON DR B~FORE THE DUE DATE TO AVOID ADDITION OF LATE CHARGE & INTEREST. - - --- - - -.- - - ~ -_ ..... ....., - ...................... ~ -.. -- - - - - - - - - - - --.-~ - -- - --
I PORTANT· T  T I   IT    T   T  T I  
PAY TO: ADA COUNTY TREASURER. P.O. BOX 2868, BOISE 10 83701 (208) 287-6800 




.11 ... 11.1111111'111.1"1111  11111 '1.1, I' 11,1'1,,1.111'111111' I" 
RENS  GREGORY A 
3480 S PDOn:T P  
BOISE ID 83706-6427 
l# RS125660450 
DUE DATE: DECEMBER 20, 2011 
I  15   I L 
THE RI I AL TAX I  AS REQUESTED BY AND S  : 
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL NETWOR!( 
IFYOUR FINANCINGARRANGEMENTS HAVE CHANGEDAND/ORTHE 
REQUESTING COMPANY NO LONGER PAYS YOUR PROPER1YTAXES, 
IMMEDIATELY NOTIFY THE PARTY RESPONSIBLE F R PAY E T. 
YOU I'YlAY PAY USIN  THIS C . RETIJRN THIS COUPON IT  YOUR 
CHECK TO ENSURE ACCURATE PAYMENT PROCESSING 
0019097 
8253495053545448525348002015664000000011811200DODOO~~3~4 
ALLIED PROP AND CAS INS CO
1100 LOCUST ST
DES MOINES IA 503911100
800 282 1446
AGENCY WELLS FARGO INS SVCS USA INC
CONTINUATION DECLARATIONS
OFFER TO RENEW Ifwe receive the renewal premium when due your policy will be renewed ror the
Policy Period shown oa theOecleratione
NOTICE OF EXPIRATION If we do not raceiw the renewal premium when due your policy will
expire effective 08110 ti 1x01AM Standard Time
NAME INSURED AND ADDRESS
RENSHAW GREG
RENSHAWALAN
3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 837066427
HOMEOWNERS POLICY
POLICY NUMBER HMC 00158290518
ACCOUNT NUMBER 874435412
Policy Period
From 08101 To 08102
1201AMStandard Time
Effective Date of Change
The described residence premises covered hereunder is located at the PREVIOUS POLICY NUMBS





r11lFRRrFACEr1 1 IRAITC P1C 1 1A011 1710
SECTION I SECTION Il
A DWELLING B OTHER C PERSONAL D LOSS E PERSONAL F MEDICAL PAY
H03 01100






249300 24930 174510 IN 12MOS 3000 2000
17101 L10lOCJ AKIJiNb UNLICK SCGI 1 Wt WILL PAY ONLY THAT PART OF THE LOSS IN EXCESS OF 500
COVERAGE DESCRIPTION PREMIUM COVERAGES DESCRIPTION PREMIUM




12559 1104 Per Prop Repl 12567P 11104 Replacement Cost 1200
12550 01180 Other Structures 12601 11103 Premier Endrsmnt
H03001D 09109 Spec Provisions INOOOO 04109 Privacy Stmt
IN2271 04103 Important Notice IN2481 12106 Important Notice






Mortgage Loss Payee or Other Interest
Loan Numberl 0473793636









DIRECTBILL DOW 11177 002568 INSURED COPY 874435432 75
PLF 00305001352
o ALLIED PROP AND CAS INS CO 
1100 LOCUST ST 
DES MOINES JA 5039 · 0 
 POLICY 
( 0) 2 ·  
POLICY NUMBER: H  00158290 -  
AGENCY ELLS  IN    I  ACCOUNT NUMBER: 874435412 
BOISE 10 
Policy Period 
I I   From: 09·10·11 To: · 0·12 
12:01 .M. ta r  Ti e 
FF  T  RENEW: Ir_ """""" t~  rene l premi  il  due, your policy il  . renllWl!ld l'D,the I Effective Date of Change I Policy Period shown 001 tile o..cl.ralions. H lI S OF IRATI N: If _ do not r""81"" th  ranawa! pno iu  w en due, your policy will 
e>cpire ellectlve 08 /10 111 12:01 A.M. Standard TI ...... 
 I    
ENSHAW,  
ENSHAW, ALAN 
3480 S PI IT PL 
ISE, 10 1 ·6  
 i  r i  r i    i  l t  t t  I  I  ER HMC 0015829051·7 
 r ss, l  i   rein. ( o.., tr t, Cit , tate, Zi  C e)    
IS  
   
POLIS,  ·6  
COVERAGE AND LIMITS OF LIABILITY 
SECTION I  11 
. ELLI  S.OTHER .  .  .  . I   
STRUCTURES       
   
49,3 0 4930 74510   O . 300,000 2000 
FOR SSES RISI G DER E TION I, E I         I    $500. 
COVERAGE I I  I   I  I  
I:IAtlll.: lAJVE:RAI.::iE: 
H03 01100 DeclaJ r  605.00  1/ 0  l r   2.00CR 
 ge  /  i/Bacteria 
12559 11/04 r rop l  /  l c t t 2. 0 
12550 01/80 t r tr ct r s 5  /   t 
H0300ID 09109 pec i i    /  Privacy St t 
IN2271 04103 I t t i   /  I rt t ti  
t l H ts  





Q Qe Loss Payee or ther Interest 
Loan Numberl 0473793636 
GMAC MORTGAGE li  1ST 
ISAOA MORT 
PO BOX 4025 
C , PA 15108-6942 
ALLIED PROP AND CAS INS  
Authorized Representative 
DIRECT BILL 0000 11177 02568 INSURED COpy 874435412 75 
PLF 00305 
BankofAmenoca





Page 1 of 4 000085613388
Statement Period
092311 through 102511
B 16 0 A P PA 16 001269
Number of checks enclosed 0
GREGORY A RENS14AW
3480 S PIMMIT PL
BOISE ID 837066427
26343 001 SCK999 I1
Your Statement Summary
Account Account Statement
Name Number Date Balance Sl
Bank Deposit Accounts
MyAccess Checking 0000 8561 3388 1025 2210
Money Market Savings 1390 8561 3388 1025 508
Total Deposit Account Balance 2718
Banking products such as checking and savings accounts are offered by Bank of America NA member FDIC Bank of America credit cards
are issued and administered by PIA Card ServicesNA
PLF 00306
Our Online Banking service allows you to check balances track account activity and more
With Online Banking you can also view up to IS months of this statement
online and even tarn off delivery of your paper statement
Enroll atwwwbankofamericac
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Statement Period
092311 through 10251
B 16 0 AP PA 16
Number of checks enclosed 0
MyAccess Checking
GREGORYA RENSHAW
Your Account at a Glance
Account Number 0000 8561 3388
Beginning Balance on 092311 101
Deposits and Other Additions 15800
ATM and Debit Card Subtractions 986
Other Subtractions 57195
Ending Balance an 102511 2210
MyAccess Checking Additions and Subtractions
Date ResaElting















47910 Card Payment To 4800113196040542
22910 Bill Payer PC 20834365108068 Centurylin
1290 Bill Payer PC 8080747892 Idaho Powe
02910 Bill Payer PC 06000999386700 United Wtr
97910 Bill Payer PC 44727401 Sewer Util
92910 Bill Payer PC 470382000011 Inter Gas
6301 Purchase 90631005004051544262501 On 1005At Wstun
6301
Ion Com 8779893268 MO
7101 Deposit 1011WA353P000950413177
43310 Purchase 90631008006003044262501 On 10108 At Wstun
Ion Com 8779893268 MO
1310 Purchase 90631011005110544262501 On 10I1 At Wstun
Ion Com 8779893268 MO
2214 Purchase 90631012028868944262501 On 10112 At Nmin
AtionwideAllied 8002821446 IA
2210 Keep The Change Transfer To Acct 3388 For 10112
Daily Balance Summa
Date Balance Date Balance Date Balance
Beginning 101 1005 92910 101 43310
1004 14790 1006 102 2210
PLF 00307001354
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Page 3 of 4 000085613388
Statement Period
092311 through 10251
B 16 0 A P PA 16 0012571
Number of checks enclosed 0
Select Money Market Savings ID18004426680 Customer Service
Money Market Savings
GREGORY ARENSHAW
You Account at a Glance
Account Number 1390 8561 3388
Beginning Balance on 092311 504
Interest Paid Year to Date 102Deposits and Other Additions 04
Ending Balance on 102511 508
Money Market Savings Additions and Subtractions
Posted Amaaat Balances Transactio
1013 04 508 Keepthechange Cr From Acct 3388 Effective 102
Daily Balance Summary
Date BalanceM Date Balance
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Statement Period 
GREGORY A RENSHAW 09-23-11 through lO.!l5-11 
B 16 0 A P PA 16 0012571 
Nu ber of checks enclosed: 0 
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PLF 00308 
Jon Steele GNrsvc
From Tara Martens tlm@moffattcom
Sent Thursday January 13 2011 948 AM
To Jon Steele
Cc Rhonda McFarland Matt McGee NorthropDay Beth MN KVMS Lela Pena
Subject Renshaw v Colonial et al
Attachments FinancialA lysispdf
Dear Jon
We are in receipt of your recent settlement proposal and have forwarded it to our client for review and
analysis At this point we have not identified anything that would suggest our clients did anything
improper with respect to this loan However for purposes of consideration of any type of modification
andor workout which may be acceptable to the parties an evaluation of the information required by the
attached financial packet is required Will you please ask your client to complete the attached and
provide the requested information for consideration Please return the documentation to me rather than
to Loss Mitigation as stated on the forms
In addition at initial review the attorney fees you seek to recover appear quite high is there something
regarding the history or circumstances of this case which supports such a significant fee
We appreciate your attention to these matters and will work toward meeting your January 31 2011
deadline to respond to the Complaint
Best regards
TaraMartens
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK FIELDS CHTD
tlmamoffaftcom
wwwmoffattc m
NOTICE This email including attachments constitutes a confidential attomeyclient communication It is not intended for transmission to
or receipt by any unauthorized persons If you have received this communication in error do not read it Please delete it from your system
without copying it and notify the sender by replyemail or by calling 208 3452000 so that our address record can be corrected Thankyou
NOTICE To comply with certain US Treasury regulations we inform you that unless expressly stated otherwise any US federal tax








Tara Martens [tl @moffatt.com] 
Thursday, January 13, 201  9:4  AM 
Jon Steele 
Rhonda McFarland; Matt McGee; Northrop-Day, Beth - MN (KVMS); Lela Pena 
Renshaw v. Colonial, et al. 
At achments: Financial_A aly is.pdf 
Dear Jon: 
e are in receipt of your recent settle ent proposal and have forwarded it to our client for revie  and 
analysis. At this pOint, we have not identified anything that would suggest our clients did anything 
i proper ith respect to this loan. However, for purposes of consideration of any type of modification 
and/or workout which may be acceptable to the parties, an evaluation of the information required by the 
attached financial packet is required. ill you please ask your client to co plete the attached and 
provide the requested information for consideration? Please return the documentation to me, rather than 
t   itigation,  t t   t  f r s. 
I  ddition, t i iti l r i  t  tt r  f  y  s  t  r r appear quite high -- is there something 
regarding the history or circu stances of this case hich supports such a significant fee? 
We appreciate your attention to these matters and will work toward meeting your January 31,2011 
     plaint. 
 rds, 
Tara artens 
, , ,  & , . 
tlm@moffatt.com 
www.moffatt.com 
NOTI : his e-mail. including att t , constitutes  confidential tt -client i ti . I~ i  ot i tended for trans ission t . 
or receipt by, any unauthorized persons. !f you have received this communication in error, do not read it. Please delete it from your system 
without copying it. and notify the sender by reply e-mail or by calling (208) 345-2000, so that our address record can be corrected. Thank 
you. 
NOTICE: To comply with certain U.S. Treasury regulations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax 
advice contained in this e-mail, including attachments. is not intended or written to be used. and cannot be used, by any person for the 
purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal evenue er i . 
1117/2011 
maylsLull uiz NM MOTTatt inomas LUtJbJb4
FACSIMILE
From Lela L Pena Date May 13 2011
Administrative Assistant to Matthew J McGee
Re Renshaw v Colonial First Lending Group Inc et al File No 236410009
Ada County Case No CV CC 1023898
Number of pages being transmitted Including the cover page
Please call fax operator at 208 3452000 if all pages are not received
Name Organi Fa No Voice No




I note that your client has asserted a cause of action for violation of RAMP I am unaware of
whether your client has previously submitted a Request for Modification and the other
necessary Items for the initial HAMP Modification package My client invites you to send those





The information contained In this facsimile message is attorney privileged and confidential Information Intended
only for the use of the individual or entity named above If you have received this communlcatlon In error please
Immediately notify us by telephone to arrange for return of the original document to us Thank you
1 1
Cllent19T1788
U5 Bank Plaza Building
MO Tomas 10 1 5 Capitol Blvd 10th FII tt oIdaho
MOFFATT THOMASBARRETT ROCK FIELDS CHTD
Beige 83701 0829
208 345 2000
208 3a5 5384 Fax
208 385 5442 Direct
001357
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The infor ation contained In thIs facsi ile essage is attorney privileged and confidential Infor ation Intended 
only for the use of the indivIdual or entity na ed above. If you have received this co unication In error. please 




236410009 Gregory Renshaw v Homecomings Financial et al
Ada County Case No CV OC 1023898
10120 TMH 09 900 Prepare meet and confer correspondence to
opposing counsel for failure to fully respond
to outstanding discovery requests
1021111 MIM 02 3500 Review and sign meet and confer letter to
opposing counsel regarding expert disclosures
1102 Mim 03 520 Telephone call with opposing counsel regarding
expert disclosure deadline and meet and confer
regarding medical records
1251 Mim 03 520 Telephone call with opposing counsel regarding
outstanding loan modification application
medical records and protective order
12201 MIM 05 8750 Draft correspondence tocounsel for Renshaw
regarding outstanding discovery issues and loan
modification efforts
12271 TMH 02 200 Review and analyze issues concerning
plaintiffsfailure to timely respond to
defendant second set of discovery requests
01312 TMH 08 8800 Prepare meet and confer correspondence to
opposing counsel for plaintiffs 1failure to
timely respond to second set of discovery and
2 failure to provide full expert disclosures
and supplemental discovery responses
01312 MM 01 1850 Reviewand execute meet and confer letter
regarding outstanding discovery responses to
opposing counsel
01312 MDR 02 4700 Analyze portions ofdraft meet and confer
letter
0112 TMH 03 3300 Review and analyze Issues regarding seeking to
compel plaintiff to response to pending
discovery responses and to produce all expert
records required under JRCP 26b4
02102112 TMH 04 4400 Review and analyze seeking to compel plaintiff
to respond to outstanding discovery requests
and to produceexpert records in light of
further representations by plaintiffs counsel
of his possession of such records
Page Iof 3 Client23759571
EXHIBIT001358
23641. 009 - Gregory Renshaw v. Homecomings Financial, et al. 
Ada County Case No. CV OC 1023898 
10/20/11 TMH 0.9 90.00 Prepare meet and confer correspondence to 
opposing counsel for failure to fully respond 
to outstanding discovery requests; 
10/21/11 M1M 0.2 35.00 Review and sign meet and confer letter to 
opposing counsel regarding expert disclosures; 
11/01/11 M1M 0.3 52.SO Telephone call with opposing counsel regarding 
exp rt discl r  deadline and eet an  confer 
regarding edI l records; 
12/15/11 MJM 0.3 52.50 Tefephone call with opposing counsel regarding 
outstanding loan odification application, 
i l records, a  pr t cti  order; 
12/20/11 MJM O.S 7.S0 r f   t   f   
r r i  outst i  i r  issues  l  
ifi ti  ff rtsi 
12/27/11 TMH 0.2 20.00 Review and analyze issues concerning 
plaintiff's failure to timely respond to 
defendant's second set of discovery requests; 
01/03/12 TMH 0.8 88.00 r r  t  c f r c rr s c  t  
si  c sel f r l intiff's (I} f il r  t  
timely respond to second set of discovery and 
(2) failure to provide rull expert disclosures 
and supple ental discovery responses; 
01/03/12 MJM .1 8.50 i   c te et  fer l tt r 
regarding outstanding discovery responses to 
posing c l; 
01/03/12 MOR 0.2 7.00 Analyze portions of draft eet and confer 
l t ; 
01/11/12 TMH 0.3 33.00 Review and analyze issues regarding seeking to 
compel pJaintiffto response to pending 
discovery responses and to produce all expert 
records required under I CP 26(b)(4); 
02/02/12 TMH 0.4 44.00 Review and analyze seeking to compel plaintiff 
to respond to outstanding discovery requests 
and to produce expert records, in light of 
further representations by plaintiff'S counsel 
of his possession of such records; 
Page lof 3 Client:23 75957.1 
EXH IB IT---=-.;;\ C;:;...lB~ 
EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
and
Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc And Executive
Trustee Services LLCAnswer To First Amended Complaint And Demand For Jury Trial
Para Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint Para Homecomings Financial LLC Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc And
Executive Trustee Services LLC Answer
To First Amended Complaint And Demand
For Jury Trial
46 That subsequently Renshawsloan was 33 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
securitized 439
47 That subsequent sales or transfers of the Note and 33 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
Deed ofTrust have not been revealed 439
48 That as a result of subsequent sales or transfers 33 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
RenshawsNote to Homecomings has been paid 439
in full
49 That as a result of subsequent sales or transfers 33 Defendants deny the allegations in paragraphs
RenshawsNote and Deed ofTrust have been 439
separated bifurcated and are owned by separate
entities
50 In August 2010 Renshaw was served with1 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Under Deed 50 53 and further state that the documents
ofTrust See Exhibit 9 and 2Notice of speak for themselves
TrusteesSale See Exhibit 10
51 In August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic 50 53 and further state that the documents
Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit speak for themselves
11
52 Homecomings MERS and Trustee have 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
scheduled a foreclosure sale ofRenshaw home 50 53 and further state that the documents
for December 29 2010 at 100pm See Exhibits speak for themselves
9 and 10
53 The Notice of Default and Election to Sell 34 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraphs
Exhibit 9 and the Notice ofTrusteesSale 50 53 and further state that the documents
Exhibit 10 state that thebeneficiary interest in speak for themselves
Renshawsproperty is held byMortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
61 No sale transfer or assignment ofRenshaws 40 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 61
Deed ofTrust has been recorded in Ada County upon information and belief Defendants admit
Idaho the allegations and further state that the records
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       l   efendants ad it the allegations i  paragraphs 
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63 Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified 42 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
written request requested that the current holder 63 and further state that the document speaks
ofthe Note and the current holder ofthe Deed of for itself
Trust be identified and that the scheduled
foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 12
66 Renshaw again onNovember 11 2010 by a 45 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
qualified written request requested that certain 66 and further state that the document speaks
documents be producedand that the scheduled for itself
foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit 14
68 Homecomings is not the current holder of the 47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Renshaw Note 6870
69 Homecomings is not in possession of the 47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Renshaw Note 6870
70 Homecomings is not the current beneficiary of the 47 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Renshaw Deed ofTrust 6870
71 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Note 48 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 71
without recourse Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
73 Homecomings has assigned the Renshaw Deed of 50 With respect to the allegations in paragraph 73
Trust without recourse Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
75 MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw 52 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Note 75
77 Homecomings does not represent and is not the 54 The allegations inparagraphs 77 78 state
agent of the current holder of the Renshaw Note legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response
is required Defendants admit the same
78 Homecomings does not represent and is not the 54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
agent of the current holder of the Renshaw Deed legal conclusions to which no affirmative
ofTrust response is required To the extent a response
is required Defendants admit the same
79 MERS does not represent and is not the agent of 55 The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal
the current holder ofthe Renshaw Note conclusions to which no affirmative response is
required To the extent a response is required
Defendants admit MERS does not represent
the current holder ofthe Note and deny it is not
the agent of the same
001360
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response is required. o the extent a response 
is required, efendants ad it the sa e. 
 o eco ings does not represent and is not the  The allegations in paragraphs 77 - 78 state 
agent of the current holder of the Rensha  eed legal conclusions to hich no affir ative 
 st. response is required. o the extent a response 
is required, efendants ad it the sa e. 
 E S does not represent and is not the agent of  The allegations in paragraph 79 state legal 
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required. To the extent a response is required, 
efendants ad it S does not "represent" 
the current holder of the ote and deny it is not 
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81 That the Renshaw Deed of Trust names Pioneer 57 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Title Company ofAda County as trustee 81 and state that the document speaks for itself
123 Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Deed 76 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
ofTrust 123
125 Homecomings has no interest in the Note or Deed 78 With respect to the allegations inparagraph
ofTrust it seeks to foreclose 125 Defendants admit only that Homecomings
has no interest in the Note or Deed of Trust
Defendants deny the remaining allegations
127 Homecomings does not hold possession of the 80 Defendants admit the allegations in paragraph
Note 127
135 That Homecomings MERS and Trustee have 85 Defendants admit the allegations in subparts
stated the following facts to Renshaw aand b of paragraph 135 and deny the
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the allegations in subpart c of paragraph 135 to
DeedofTrust the extent it references statements regarding
b That MERS has the authority to the present status of the loan With respect to
foreclose onRenshawsproperty subpart dDefendants admit Defendants may
c That Homecomings has the authority to have represented that the Trustee has the
foreclose onRenshawsproperty authority to hold a foreclosure sale
d That Trustee has the authority to
foreclose on Renshaw property
136 That such statements are false 86 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
136 Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts a andb ofparagraph 135 are false
Defendants admit that the statement in subpart
c is presently false Defendants admit that the
statement in subpart d is false but clarify by
stating that the Trustee has the authority to
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EXCERPTS FROM
PlaintiffsFirst Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC
and
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of
Interrogatories And Requests For Production Of Documents
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial
LLC
INTERROGATORY NO 10 Identify the current and
all former holders of the Renshaw Promissory Note
and Renshaw DOT
INTERROGATORY NO 11 Identify the custodian
ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORPRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
NO 3 Produce the original Renshaw Promissory
Note and any endorsements and the original Renshaw
DOT and any assignments
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers
And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of
Interrogatories And Requests For Production Of
Documents
ANSWER NO 10 Homecomings objects to this
interrogatory on the grounds that it is compound vague
ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the terms
holders ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw
DOT Without waiving these objections Homecomings
identifies the following entities as current and former
investors in the Renshaw Promissory Note and Renshaw
DOT Idaho Home Loan Mortgage Corporation
Residential Funding Company LLC Homecomings
Financial LLC Homecomings identifies the following
entities as current and former servicers and subservicers of
the loan GMAC Mortgage LLC Homecomings
Financial LLC Residential Funding Company LLC
Please also see Bates range BF000598 to HF000602
Further discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings
reserves the right to supplement this answer as appropriate
in accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure
andorany relevant orders of the court
ANSWER NO 11 Homecomings objects to this
interrogatory on the grounds that it is compound vague
ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
custodianWithout waiving these objections
Homecomings identifies the custodian of the Renshaw
Promissory Note and Renshaw DOT as the MERS
certifying officer ofGMAC Mortgage LLC Further
discovery is ongoing Therefore Homecomings reserves
the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho Rules ofCivil Procedure andor
any relevant orders of the court
RESPONSENO3Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it is unduly burdensome and because
Homecomings does not possess the original Renshaw
Promissory Note or the original Renshaw DOT Please
also see Answer to Interrogatory No 11 Moreover the
original Renshaw DOT was duly filed and recorded in
Ada County as Instrument No 107095032 Further
discovery is ongoi Therefore Homecomings reserves
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 . 0: ec i s jects t  t is 
interrogatory on the grounds that it is co pound, vague, 
i s,  fm   t  t  i  f t  t nn  
"holder   t   r i r  t    
OT." it t i i  t s  j cti s, i s 
identifies the follo ing entities as current and fonner 
investors in the ensha  Pro issory ote and ensha  
DOT: Idaho Ho e Loan ortgage Corporation, 
Residential Funding Co pany, LLC, Ho eco ings 
inancial, . o eco ings identifies the follo ing 
ies    nn  r   er i  f 
the loan: GMAC Mortgage, LLC, Homecomings 
Financial, LLC, Residential Funding Co pany, LLC. 
lease also see ates range H 000598 to 000602. 
Further, discovery is ongoing. Therefore, Homecomings 
reserves the right to supple ent this ans er as appropriate 
  t      i   
and/or a  rele a t r ers f t e c rt. 
ANS ER NO. 11: Homecomings objects to this 
interrogatory on the grounds that it is compound, vague, 
a biguous, and undefmed as to the eaning of the tenn 
"cust dian." ith t ai i  t ese jecti s, 
o eco ings identifies the "custodian" f the ensha  
r iss r  te     t   
certifying officer of C ortgage, LLC. Further, 
discovery is ongoing. Therefore, o eco ings reserves 
the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in 
e ith  a  es    nd/or 
 r l t r r  f t e rt. 
RESP SE O.3: o eco ings objects to this request 
 t e r ds t at it is l  r e s e a  eca se 
Homecomings does not possess the "original" Renshaw 
Pro issory ote or the "original" ensha  T. Please 
also see ns er to Interrogatory o. 11. oreover, the 
"original" Renshaw DOT was duly filed and recorded in 
da ounty as Instru ent o. 107095032. Further, 
discovery is ongoing. Therefore, Ho eco ings reserves 
1 
the right to supplement this answer as appropriate in
accordance with the Idaho RulesofCivil Procedure andor
any relevant orders of the court
REQUEST FORPRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS RESPONSE NO5 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefinedNO 5 Produce all documents naming the current
and all former owners or holders of the Renshaw as to themeaning of the terms owner and holder
Promissory Note Without waiving these objections please see Bates range
HF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement
this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the
court
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS RESPONSENO6Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it is vague ambiguous and undefinedNO 6 Produce all documents naming the current
and all former owners or holders of the Renshaw as to the meaning of the terms owner and holder
DOT Without waiving these objections please see Bates range
BF000598 to HF000602 Further discovery is ongoing
Therefore Homecomings reserves the right to supplement
this answer as appropriate in accordance with the Idaho
Rules ofCivil Procedure andorany relevant orders of the
court
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Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial LLC
and
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers To Plaintiffs First Set OfRequests For
Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission To Defendant Homecomings Financial
LLC
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 43 Admit that
you MERS and Trustee scheduled a foreclosure sale
of Renshawshome for December 29 2010 at 100
pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCs Answers To
Plaintiffs First Set Of Requests For Admission
RESPONSE NO 43 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
34 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraphs 50 53 and further state that the
documents speak for themselves
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 51 Admit that
any effort to foreclose a deed of trust by a party
lacking authority to carry out a foreclosure is void
RESPONSE NO 51 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it requests admission of a pure
conclusion of law to whichno response is required
Without waiving such objection Homecomings answers
by admitting only that nonjudicial foreclosure of a deed
of trust should comply with the requirements of the Idaho
Trust DeedAct Ie 45 1502 et seq
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 68 Admit that
you are not the current holder of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 68 Homecomings objects to this request
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
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Plaintiffs First Set f equests For d ission 
RESPONSE NO. 43: Ho eco ings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy o eco ings. his equest for d ission, and 
rl   t  t  i i  i  t i  t f 
is r  r sts, r it s r ti  t  f t l ll ti s 
nd/or l l t ti s f s  s t f rt  i  
enshaw's irst e e  plaint. ec i s as 
filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings asserts 
t at it as a e reas a le i ir , a  t  t e e te t t e 
i f r ati  is  r readil  tai a le, a its, 
denies, or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to 
   : 
34. efendants ad it the allegations in 
paragraphs 50 - 53 and further state that the 
docu ents speak for the selves. 
RESPONSE NO. 51: Homecomings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it requests ad ission of a pure 
conclusion ofla , to hich no response is required. 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings ans ers 
 a itti  l  t at -judicial f reclos re f a ee  
of trust should co ply with the require ents of the Idaho 
  , le. § 45- 1502, et seq. 
SP S  . 68: o eco ings objects to this request 
 the r s t at it c stitutes a  eff rt t  arass a  
annoy Homecomings. This Request for Admission, and 
nearly every other equest for d ission i  this set f 
discovery requests, recites verbatim the factual allegations 
and/or legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. Homecomings has 
filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
1 
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE NO 69 Homecomings objects to this request
you are not in possession of the Renshaw Promissory on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 70 Admit that RESPONSE NO 70 Homecomings objects to this request
you are not the current beneficiary of the Renshaw on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
DOT annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
Renshaws First Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
47 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 68 70
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 . 69: o eco ings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy o eco ings. This equest for d ission, and 
arl  r  t r st f r issi  i  t is s t f 
discovery requests, recites verbatim the factual allegations 
and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
enshaw's First ended o plaint. o eco ings has 
file  a  s er t at fairl  ad its, enies, r alifies t e 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings asserts 
that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the 
infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, 
denies, or qualifies its ad ission or denial by reference to 
ts   s: 
47. efendants ad it the allegations in 
  - . 
SP S  . 70: o eco ings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy o eco ings. This Request for d ission, and 
nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of 
discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations 
and/or legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. Homecomings has 
filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the require ents and responsibilities of a party ans ering 
a co plaint, as well as the require ents of Rule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings asserts 
that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the 
infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, 
denies, or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to 
ts ns   : 
2 
47. efendants ad it the allegations in 
paragraph 68 -70. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE NO 71 Homecomings objects to this request
you assigned the Renshaw Promissory Note without on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
recourse annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by
reference to its Answer as follows
48 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
71 Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 72 Admit that RESPONSE NO 72 Homecomings objects to this request
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and on the grounds that it is overbroad and vague in part
the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or because authorized personor entity is undefined
entity may foreclose the Renshaw DOT Homecomings also objects because it requests admission
of a legal conclusion Without waiving such objections
Homecomings admits that authorized persons or entities
may foreclose the Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 75 Admit that RESPONSE NO 75 Homecomings objects to this request
you assigned the Renshaw DOT without recourse on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
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 ssi e  t e s   itho t r rse. on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy Homecomings. This Request for Admission, and 
nearly every other equest for d ission in this set of 
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and/or le al c te tions f e s a  set f rt  in 
enshaw's irst ended o plaint. o eco ings has 
filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, o eco ings asserts 
that it as a e reas a le i ir , a  t  t e e te t t e 
infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, 
denies, or qualifies its ad ission or denial by reference to 
ts ns   : 
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50 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
73 Defendants admit that Homecomings has
transferred its interest in the Renshaw Deed of
Trust
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82 Admit that RESPONSE NO 82 Homecomings objects to this request
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies orqualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response is
required Defendants admit the same
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 83 Admit that RESPONSE NO 83 Homecomings objects to this request
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder ofthe Renshaw DOT annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in tins set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
54 The allegations in paragraphs 77 78 state
legal conclusions to which no affirmative
response is required To the extent a response is
required Defendants admit the same
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RESPONSE NO. 82: Homecomings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy Ho eco ings. This Request for Ad ission, and 
earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f 
discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations 
nd/or l l t ti s   t f rt  i  
nshaw's ir t  plaint. i   
filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the 
issi  r ni l it  l ti  i  r  it  
the require ents and responsibilities of a party ans ering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
it t i i  s  j cti , i s ss rts 
that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the 
infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, 
i s, r lifies its issi  r i l  r f r  t  
   s: 
54. he allegations in paragraphs 77 - 78 state 
legal conclusions to hich no affIr ative 
response is required. To the extent a response is 
re ire , efe a ts a it t e sa e. 
RESPONSE NO. 83: Ho eco ings objects to this request 
on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and 
annoy o eco ings. This equest for d ission, and 
earl  e er  t er e est f r issi  i  ti s set f 
discovery requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations 
and/or legal contentions of ensha  set forth in 
Renshaw's First ended Co plaint. o eco ings has 
file  a  ns er t at fairl  a its, e ies, r alifies t e 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout waiving such objection, Ho eco ings asserts 
that it has ade reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the 
infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, ad its, 
e ies, r alifies its a issi  r e ial  refere ce t  
ts s   : 
4 
54. The allegations in paragraphs 77 - 78 state 
legal conclusions to hich no affir ative 
response is required. To the extent a response is 
required, efendants ad it the sa e. 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 84 Admit that RESPONSE NO 84 Homecomings objects to this request
MERS has no financial interest in the Renshaw on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRulc 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known orreadily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
52 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 75
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 86 Admit that RESPONSE NO 86 Homecomings objects to this request
MERS does not represent and is not the agent of the on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to harass and
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note annoy Homecomings This Request for Admission and
nearly every other Request for Admission in this set of
discovery requests recites verbatim the factual allegations
andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in
RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint Homecomings has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection Homecomings asserts
that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the
information is known or readily obtainable admits
denies or qualifies its admission or denial by reference to
its Answer as follows
55 The allegations inparagraph 79 state legal
conclusions to which no affirmative response is
required To the extent a response is required
Defendants admit MERS does not represent
the current holder of the Note and deny it is not
the agent of the same
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 111 Admit that RESPONSE NO 111 Homecomings objects to this
you are not the beneficiary of the Renshaw DOT request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings Ibis Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
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harass and annoy o eco ings. Ibis equest for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbatim the 
5 
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fair y admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
76 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 123
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 115 Admit that
you do not hold possession of the Renshaw
Promissory Note
RESPONSE NO 115 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set ofdiscovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofa party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
80 Defendants admit the allegations in
paragraph 127
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 123 Admit
that you MERS and Trustee stated the following
facts to Renshaw
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed
ofTrust
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
c That you have the authority to foreclose
onRenshawsproperty
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose
on Renshawsproperty
RESPONSE NO 123 Homecomings objects to this
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions of Renshaw set
forth in Renshaws First Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
0
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   . :   
    eSSlO     
 . 
S   ISSI  . :  
that y , ,  rustee t te  t e follo ing 
facts to s : 
a. hat  is the iar   t e e  
f rust. 
b. hat  has the t  to oreclose 
n aw's pr . 
c. hat ou ha e the a t ity to foreclose 
 haw's pr rt . 
d. hat rustee has the a th rity to foreclose 
n haw's pr . 
f ct al all ti s and/or l gal cont nti s of enshaw set 
f rt  i  enshaw's irst e ed omplaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fair! y admits, 
enies, or qualifi s t e ad issi  r denial it  
ex la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, o eco ings asserts that it has ade 
r so l  i uiry, an  t  t  t t t  i f r ti  is 
known or readily obtainable, ad its, denies, or qualifies 
its ad ission or denial by reference to its ns er as 
f ll s: 
6. efe a ts ad it t e alle ati s i  
r r  3. 
 . 15: i  j t  t  t i  
re est  t e r s t at it c stit tes a  eff rt t  
harass and annoy o eco ings. his equest for 
Ad ission, and nearly every other Request for Ad ission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbati  the 
factual allegations and/or legal contentions of Renshaw set 
forth in Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti , i s ss rts t t it s  
reas a le i ir , a  t  t e e te t t e i f r ati  is 
known or readily obtainable, admits, denies, or qualifies 
its ad ission or denial by reference to its ns er as 
: 
80. efendants ad it the allegations in 
paragraph 127. 
ESP SE . 123: o eco ings objects to this 
request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to 
harass and annoy Homecomings. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbati  the 
factual allegations and/or legal contentions of Renshaw set 
forth in enshaw's irst mended o plaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). Without waiving such 
objection, o eco ings asserts that it has ade 
reasonable inquiry, and to the extent the information is 
6 
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
85 Defendants admit the allegations in subparts
a andb ofparagraph 135 and deny the
allegations in subpart c ofparagraph 135 to the
extent it references statements regarding the
present status ofthe loan With respect to
subpart dDefendants admit Defendants may
have represented that the Trustee has the
authority to hold a foreclosure sale
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 124 Admit RESPONSE NO 124 Homecomings objects to this
that such statements see above Request for request on the grounds that it constitutes an effort to
AdmissionNo 123 are false harass and annoy Homecomings This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set ofdiscovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint
Homecomings has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection Homecomings asserts that it has made
reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information is
known or readily obtainable admits denies or qualifies
its admission or denial by reference to its Answer as
follows
86 With respect to the allegations in paragraph
136 Defendants deny that those statements in
subparts a and bofparagraph 135 are false
Defendants admit that the statement in subpart
c is presently false Defendants admit that the
statement in subpart d is false but clarify by
stating that the Trustee has the authority to hold
a foreclosure sale
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kno n or readily obtainable, admits, denies, or qualifies 
its issi  r nial  r f r  t  its s r s 
f l s: 
85. efendants ad it the allegations in subparts 
(a)  (b) f r r  35,   t  
allegations i  subpart (c) f paragraph 135 to the 
extent it references state ents regarding the 
present status of the loan. ith respect to 
s rt (d), f ts it f ts y 
a e re rese te  t at t e r stee as t e 
a t rit  t  l  a f recl s re sale. 
  I I  . 4: it ESP SE . 124: o eco ings objects to this 
that such state ents (see above st f r r st  t  r s t t it stit t s  ff rt t  
i i  . 3)  l . harass and annoy o eco ings. his equest for 
i i n,  rl   t  t  i i  
i  t is set f isc er  re ests, recites er ati  t e 
factual allegations and/or legal contentions of ensha  set 
forth in enshaw's First ended o plaint. 
o eco ings has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti , i s ss rts t t it s  
reas a le i iry, a  t  t e e te t t e i f r ati  is 
known or readily obtainable, admits, denies, or qualifies 
its ad ission or denial by reference to its ns er as 
: 
86. ith respect to the allegations i  paragraph 
136, efendants deny that those state ents in 
subparts (a) and (b) of paragraph 135 are false. 
efe a ts a it t at t e state e t i  s art 
(c) is presently false. Defendants admit that the 
state ent in subpart (d) is false, but clarify by 
stating that the Trustee has the authority to hold 
 foreclos re l . 
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EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For
Admission to Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc
and
Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc Answers And Responses To Plaintiff s
First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production OfDocuments And Requests For Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests
For Admission to Mortgage Electronic
Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO8 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Systems Inc sic as his current creditor See Exhibit
11 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
the Notice ofDefault and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and the Notice
ofTrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 25 Admit that no
sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDOT has
been recorded in Ada County Idaho
Defendant Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
Incs Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set
Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of
Documents And Requests For Admission
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO8
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies orqualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every otherRequest
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
of aparty answering a complaint as well
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l i ti  i t et flnter gatori s,  r r ti  f ents,   or 
i i  t  t  l t i  gistr ti  yste s, I c. 
 
f t tg  l t i  gistr ti  yste s, c.'s     laintiffs 
i st t f I t t ri s, sts  ti  f u ents,  sts r issi  
l i tiffs irst et f I terr t ries, e ests 
or ro ctio  f oc ents,  e ests 
or issio  to tgage t  
i tr  t , . 
  IS  O.8:    
 ,      
   t  l t i  
t s, I  [si ]  i  rr t r it r. e, i it 
  l i tif '   plaint. 
  ISS  . : t  
t  tice  lt  l ti  t  ll (Exhibit  t  
i ti ' s  e  l i t)   c  
 tee's e (Exhib t   i ti ' rs  
ended o plaint) state that the beneficiary 
interest in enshaw's property is held by ortgage 
l t i  i t ti  t , . 
  ISSIO  . : d it that  
s l , tra f r r i e t  shaw's   
een recorded in da t , . 
efendant ortgage Electronic egistration Syste s, 
I c.'s s ers  es o ses o lai tiffs irst et 
f I terrogatories, e ests or ro ctio  f 
ocu ents, nd equests or d ission 
    IS I  O.8: 
 jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
o plaint. E S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
i s, r lifies t  issi  r i l it  
l ti  i  r  it  t  r ir ts  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  it  t i  r st. 
    IS I  .1 0: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. This 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
  t   shaw's rs  ende  
Co plaint. ERS has filed an Answer that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection,  ad its this request. 
  ES   ISSI  . : 
 objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbatim the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
e s   fort  in haw's rst mended 
lai t.  as filed a  ns er t at fairly a its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
1 
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waivingsuch
objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
readily obtainable admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 27 Admit that
Renshaw on October 15 2010 has by a qualified
written request requested that the current holder of
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder
ofthe Renshaw DOT be identified and that the
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 27
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MFRS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32 Admit that on
November 19 2010 Renshaw through his attorney
received a letter stating that MERS acts solely as
a nominee for Lender See Exhibit 15 to Plaintiffs
First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 47 Admit that
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of
Ada County as trustee
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
forAdmission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits that Renshaw through his
attorney received a letter stating that MERS acts
solely as a nominee for Lender
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 47
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
2
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   ,  as,   alif  
 est,  t t   l r f 
  r    t   l r 
f t e e s a   e i e tifie  a  t at t e 
 s  l   ncel ed. ee, i  
  l intiff ' s  e  plaint. 
  IS  , : i    
e er ,  shaw,   t y, 
  t     " ... ts s l l  s 
   nder ... " , t   l i ti ' 
rs  e e  l i t. 
  ISSI  . : d it t 
the ensha   na es ioneer itle o pany f 
da t   t t . 
as the require ents of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection,  asserts that it has ade reasonable 
i quiry, an  t  t  ext t t  i ti  i  k  or 
readily btainable, ad its t is request. 
    I I  . 7: 
 objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f 
    nshaw's i   
o plaint. E S has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
nies, r lifie  t  d i i  r ni l it  
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, S ad its this request. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 32: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ERS. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's  e  
o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ERS admits that Renshaw, through his 
attorney, received a letter stating that S " ...  
s lel  as a inee f r ender .. , " 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 47: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
e s   orth  shaw's irst ended 
Complaint. MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial with 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ERS ad its this request. 
2 
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 48 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 48
Trustee is not the trustee ofthe Renshaw DOT MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
readily obtainable admits that Executive Trustee Services
is not the trustee of the Renshaw DOT but qualifies the
admission bystating that Executive Trustee Services does
not purport to be the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
Executive Trustee Services is the attorneyinfact for
Pioneer Lender Trustee Services dbaPioneer Title
Company ofAda County
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 64 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 64
you knew of the Renshaw Promissory Note and MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Renshaw DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegationsandorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36 a Without waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 69
Homecomings is not the beneficiary ofthe Renshaw MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegationsandorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed all Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
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 objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. This 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
f r issi  i  t is s t f is r  r sts, r it s 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
 t  i  enshaw's i   
plaint.  s fil  a  s r t t f irl  admits, 
nies, r lifies t  issi  r i l it  
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, E S asserts that it has ade reasonable 
i uiry,  t  t  t t t  i f r ti  i   r 
rea il  tai able, a its t at ec ti e r stee er ices 
is t t e tr stee ft e e s a  , t alifies t e 
ad ission by stating that Executive Trustee Services does 
not purport to be the trustee of the Rensha  T. 
Executive Trustee Services is the attorney-in-fact for 
  ste  r  /b/a   
o pany of da ounty. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  . 64: 
 je ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ERS. This 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's  e  
o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire ents a  
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the require ents of ule 36( a). ithout aiving such 
obj ection, S ad its this request. 
    ISSI  . : 
 objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy E S. This 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  rt   shaw's rst ende  
Co plaint. ERS has filed all Answer that fairly ad its, 
e ies, r alifies the a ission r e ial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
re~onsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
3 
as the requirements of Rule 36aMERS further objects
to this request on the grounds that it requests admission of
a pure conclusion oflaw Without waiving such objections
MERS admits
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Deed ofTrust compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy MERS This Request for Admission and nearly
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor
legal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that
fairly admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial
with explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection MERS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSIONNO 81 RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 81
MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Admit that you Trustee and Homecomings stated the constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
following facts to Renshaw Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
a That MERS is the beneficiary of theDeed of verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Trust Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
Renshawsproperty explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
c That Homecomings has the authority to as the requirements ofRule 36aWithout waiving such
foreclose on Renshawsproperty objection MERS asserts that it has made reasonable
inquiry and to the extent the information is known or
d That Trustee has the authority to foreclose on readily obtainable admits subparts a and b and denies
Renshawsproperty the allegations in subpart c to the extent it references
statements regarding the present status of the loan With
respect to subpart dMERS denies
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 82 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 82
such statements see above Request for Admission MERS objects to this request on the grounds that it
No 81 are false constitutes an effort to harass and annoy MERS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual andorlegal contentions of Renshaw
set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint MERS
has filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies
the admission or denial with explanation in accordance
with the requirements and responsibilities of a party
answering a complaint as well as the requirements of
Rule 36aWithout waiving such objection MERS
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    I I  . 71: 
 objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
co pound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass 
and annoy ERS. This Request for Ad ission, and nearly 
e er  t er e est f r issi  i  t is set f isc er  
requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or 
l l t ti    t f rt  i  nshaw's ir t 
 l i t.   fil   r t t 
fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial 
it  e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities f a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
jecti ,  a its t is re est. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  , 81: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S, his 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for Ad ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
    nshaw's   
Complaint. MERS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
j ti ,  ss rts t t it s  r s le 
i iry, a  t  t e e te t t e i f r ati  is  r 
readily obtainable, ad its subparts (a) and (b), and denies 
t  lle ations i  s rt (c) t  t  t t it r f r es 
state ents regarding the present status of the loan. ith 
respect to subpart (d), ERS denies. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 82: 
ERS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
c stit tes a  effort t  arass a  a  . is 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual and/or legal contentions of Rensha  
set forth in enshaw's irst ended o plaint.  
has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, denies, or qualifies 
the ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance 
with the requirements and responsibilities of a party 
ans ering a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of 
Rule 36(a). ithout aiving such objection, ERS 
4 
asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry and to the
extent the information is known or readily obtainable
denies that those statements in subparts a and b are
false MERS admits that the statement in subpart c is
presently false MFRS admits that the statement in subpart
d is false but clarifies by stating that Executive Trustee
Services as attorneyinfact for Pioneer Title Company
dba Pioneer Lender Trustee Services has the authority to
foreclosure
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asserts t at it as a e reaso a le i quiry, an  t  t e 
extent the infor ation is kno n or readily obtainable, 
denies that those state ents in subparts (a) and (b) are 
false.  ad its t at t e state e t i  s art (c) is 
presently false. E  ad its that the state ent i  subpart 
(d) is false, but clarifies by stating that xecutive rustee 
Services, as attorney-in-fact for Pioneer Title o pany 
d/b/a Pioneer Lender Trustee Services, has the authority to 
f cl sure. 
5 
EXCERPTS FROM
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For
Admission to Executive Trustee Services LLC
and
Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLC Answers And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of
Interrogatories Requests For Production Of Documents And Requests For Admission
Plaintiffs First Set Of Interrogatories Requests
For Production Of Documents And Requests
For Admission to Executive Trustee Services
LLC
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO1 Admit that
you prepared and delivered to Renshaw
a Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under
Deed of Trust Exhibit 9 to First Amended
Complaint
b Notice of TrusteesSale Exhibit 10 to First
Amended Complaint
c Debt Validation Notice Exhibit 11 to First
Amended Complaint
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 8 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw was served with1 Notice of
Default and Election to Sell Under Deed ofTrust
See Exhibit 9 to Plaintiffs First Amended
Complaint and 2 Notice of TrusteesSale See
Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
Defendant Executive Trustee Services LLCAnswers
And Responses To Plaintiffs First Set Of
Interrogatories Requests For Production Of
Documents And Requests For Admission
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 1
Admit
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO8
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 9 Admit that in
August 2010 Renshaw also received a Debt
Validation Notice naming Mortgage Electronic
Systems Inc as his current creditor See Exhibit 11 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO9
objects to this request on the grounds that it constitutes an
effort to harass and annoy ETS This Request for
Admission and nearly every other Request for Admission
in this set of discovery requests recites verbatim the
factual allegations andorlegal contentions ofRenshaw set
forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements of Rule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
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(Se , it   i ti ' s  ende  
l int)  (2) tice f r stee's le (S , 
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ES   ISSIO  . : d it that in 
ugust 2 , e s  s  received a ebt 
alidation otice a ing ortgage lectronic 
s , Inc s his cu rent i . , ibit  t  
P ' irst ende  . 
efendant xecutive rustee ervices, LC's ns ers 
nd esponses o laintiffs irst et f 
Interrogatories, equests For Production f 
ents,  sts r issi  
    I I  .1: 
d it. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  O.8: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  rt   shaw's rst ende  
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS admits this request. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  O.9: 
objects to this request on the grounds that it constitutes an 
effort to harass and annoy ETS. This Request for 
Admission, and nearly every other Request for Admission 
in this set of discovery requests, recites verbati  the 
fact al allegations and/or le al c te tions f e s a  set 
forth in Renshaw's First A ended Co plaint. ETS has 
filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a complaint, as well as the requirements of Rule 36(a). 
Without waiving such objection, ETS admits this request. 
1 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10 Admit that
you MERS and Homecomings scheduled a
foreclosure sale of Renshawshome for December 29
2010 at 100pm See Exhibits 9 and 10 to Plaintiffs
First Amended Complaint
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 11 Admit that
the Notice of Default and Election to Sell Exhibit 9 to
Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and the Notice
ofTrustees Sale Exhibit 10 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint state that the beneficiary
interest in Renshawsproperty is held by Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems Inc
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12 Admit that
MERS is not the beneficial owner ofthe Renshaw
DOT See Deed of Trust Exhibit 7 to Plaintiffs First
Amended Complaint
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 10
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set ofdiscovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 11
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities ofa party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 12
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a ETS further objects to
the term beneficial owner because that term is vague
ambiguous and undefined Without waiving such
objection ETS admits that MERS is not the owner of
the Renshaw DOT ETS qualifies its admission by stating
that MERS is the beneficiary holding legal title to interests
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  T  I I  O. 10: 
 objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
 t f t  i  enshaw's ir t  
o plaint. S has filed an ns er that fairly admits, 
enies, r lifi s t  ad issi  r enial it  
ex la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS ad its this request. 
     . : 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
ni s,  li ie  t  i i   i l it  
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a co plaint, as well 
as the requirements. of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS admits this request. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 12: 
 je ts t  t is r st  t  r ds t t it 
c stit tes a  eff rt t  arass a  a  . is 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbatim the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
e s  t forth in haw's irst ended 
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
i s, r lifies t  issi  r i l it  
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ETS further objects to 
the term "beneficial owner" because that term is vague, 
ambiguous, and undefmed. ithout waiving such 
objection, S ad its that ERS is not the "owner" of 
the Renshaw DOT. ETS qualifies its admission by stating 
that ERS is the beneficiary holding legal title to interests 
granted by laintiff for the eed f rust, as no inee for 
the le . 
 
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23 Admit that no RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 23
sale transfer or assignment ofRenshawsDOT has ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
been recorded in Ada County Idaho constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions
ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
and to the extent the information is known or readily
obtainable admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 25
Renshaw onOctober 15 2010 has by a qualified ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
written request requested that the current holder of constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
the Renshaw Promissory Note and the current holder Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
of the Renshaw DOT be identified and that the for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled See Exhibit verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
12 to Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36a Without waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 32 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 32
you are not the holder of the Renshaw Promissory ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague
Note ambiguous and undefined as to the meaning of the term
holder Without waiving these objections ETS admits
this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 33 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 33
you are not in possession of the Renshaw Deed of Admit
Trust
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 34 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 34
only the holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note and ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
the Renshaw DOT or other authorized person or entity overbroad and vague in part because the terms holder
may foreclose the Renshaw DOT and authorized person or entity are undefined ETS also
objects because it requests admission of a pure legal
conclusion Without waiving such objections ETS admits
only that authorized persons or entities may foreclose the
Renshaw DOT
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P  T   F  I I  NO. 23: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy TS. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbatim the factual allegations and/or' legal contentions 
of ensha  set f rth i  enshaw's Fir t  
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, r alifi  t  ad i si  or denial it  
explanation in accordance with the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
obj ection, ETS asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, 
and to the extent the information is known or readily 
obtainable, ad its this request. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 25: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS. This 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for Admission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbatim the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
  t   shaw's s  e  
Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). Without waiving such 
objection, ETS admits this request. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 32: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is vague, 
a biguous, and undefmed as to the eaning of the ter  
"holder." ithout waiving these objections, ETS admits 
this request. 
SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 33: 
d i . 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 34: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
overbroad and vague, in part, because the ter s "holder" 
and "authorized person or entity" are undefined, ETS also 
objects because it requests admission of a pure legal 
conclusion. ithout waiving such objections, ETS admits 
only that authorized persons or entities may foreclose the 
Rensha  . 
3 
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 37 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 37
you have no financial interest in the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT compound and vague as to the term financial interest
Without waiving such objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 38 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 38
you have suffered no financial loss as a result of Admit
nonpayment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 39 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSIONNO 39
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
current holder of the Renshaw Promissory Note undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and
requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without
waiving such objection ETS admits this request ETS is
the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust
securing payment ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 40 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 40
you do not represent and you are not the agent of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
current holder ofthe Renshaw DOT undefined as to the meaning of the term holder and
requests admission of a pure conclusion of law Without
waiving such objection ETS admits this request ETS is
the attorneyinfact for the trustee under the deed of trust
securing payment of the Renshaw Promissory Note
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 44 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 44
the Renshaw DOT names Pioneer Title Company of ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
Ada County as trustee constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegationsandorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 45 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 45
you are not the trusteeof the Renshaw DOT ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegationsandorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
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it t i i  s  bjection,  d its t is r uest. 
    I I  . 8: 
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 objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
fi   t  t  i   t  t r  "hol r"  
requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout 
i i  s  j ti ,  its t is r st.  is 
the attorney-in-fact for the trustee under the deed f trust 
securing pay ent f the ensha  ro issory ote. 
     . : 
 j ts t  t is r st  t  r s t t it is 
efi e  as t  t e ea i  f t e ter  "hol er" a  
requests ad ission of a pure conclusion of la . ithout 
aiving such objection, ETS ad its this request. ETS is 
t  tt r -in-fact f r t  tr t  r t   f tr t 
sec ri  a e t f t e e s a  r iss r  te. 
RESP SE T  RE EST F R ISSI  . 44: 
 jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f 
    shaw's  ende  
o plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
e ies, r alifies t e a issi  r e ial it  
explanation in accordance with the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS ad its this request. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 45: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions f 
e s   fort  in shaw's rs  e e  
Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
e ies, r alifies t e a issi  r e ial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
4 
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits that it is not the trustee of the
Renshaw DOT but qualifies the admission by stating that
ETS does not purport to be the trustee of the Renshaw
DOT ETS is the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Lender
Trustee Services dba Pioneer Title Company ofAda
County the trustee of the Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 61 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 61
you are not a party to the Renshaw Promissory Note Admit
and Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 62 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 62
you knew ofthe Renshaw Promissory Note and Admit
Renshaw DOT
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 67 Admit that RESPONSE TOREQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 67
Homecomings is not the beneficiary of the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
DOT constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly everyother Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements ofRule 36aETS further objects to
this request on the grounds that it requests admission of a
pure conclusion of law Without waiving such objections
ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 69 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 69
Homecomings has no interest in the Renshaw ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Promissory Note or Renshaw DOT compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegationsandor
legal contentions of Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule 36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 71 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 71
Homecomings does not hold possession of the ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is
Renshaw Promissory Note compound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass
and annoy ETS This Request for Admission and nearly
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SP S   S  F  ISSI  . 62: 
it. 
ESP SE T  E EST F  ISSI  . 67: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it 
constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for Admission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual allegations and/or legal contentions of 
    nshaw's   
o plaint.  has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint, as well 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ETS further objects to 
this request on the grounds that it requests ad ission of a 
pure conclusion of la . ithout aiving such objections, 
 a its t is re est. 
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR AD ISSION NO. 69: 
S objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
co pound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass 
and annoy ETS. This Request for Admission, and nearly 
every other Request for Ad ission in this set of discovery 
requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or 
legal contentions of Rensha  set forth in Renshaw's First 
Amended Complaint. ETS has filed an Answer that fairly 
ad its, denies, or qualifies the ad ission or denial ith 
explanation in accordance with the requirements and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
as the requirements of Rule 36(a). ithout waiving such 
objection, ETS admits this request. 
S  TO ES   ISSION . 71: 
ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it is 
co pound and vague and constitutes an effort to harass 
and annoy ETS. This Request for Admission, and nearly 
5 
every other Request for Admission in this set of discovery
requests recites verbatim the factual allegations andor
legal contentions ofRenshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst
Amended Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly
admits denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
as the requirements of Rule36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS admits this request
REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 79 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 79
you MERS and Homecomings stated the following ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
facts to Renshaw constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
a That MERS is the beneficiary of the Deed of for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
Trust verbatim the factual allegations andorlegal contentions of
Renshaw set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended
b That MERS has the authority to foreclose on Complaint ETS has filed an Answer that fairly admits
Renshawsproperty denies or qualifies the admission or denial with
explanation in accordance with the requirements and
c That you have the authority to foreclose on responsibilities of a party answering a complaint as well
Renshawsproperty as the requirements ofRule36aWithout waiving such
objection ETS asserts that it has made reasonable inquiry
d That Homecomings has the authority to and to the extent the information is known or readily
foreclose on Renshawsproperty obtainable admits subparts aband c as attorney
infact for the trustee With respect to subpart d ETS
denies
REQUEST FORADMISSION NO 80 Admit that RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR ADMISSION NO 80
such statements see above Request for Admission ETS objects to this request on the grounds that it
No 79 are false constitutes an effort to harass and annoy ETS This
Request for Admission and nearly every other Request
for Admission in this set of discovery requests recites
verbatim the factual andorlegal contentions of Renshaw
set forth in RenshawsFirst Amended Complaint ETS has
filed an Answer that fairly admits denies or qualifies the
admission or denial with explanation in accordance with
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering
a complaint as well as the requirements ofRule 36a
Without waiving such objection ETS asserts that it has
made reasonable inquiry and to the extent the information
is known or readily obtainable denies that those
statements in subparts a b andc are false ETS
admits that the statement in subpart d is presently false
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every other equest for d ission in this set f discovery 
requests, recites verbati  the factual allegations and/or 
l l t ti  f ha  s t f rt  i  enshaw's ir t 
 plaint.  s fil  a  s r t t f irl  
its, i s, r alifi s t  ad issi  r ni l it  
explanation in accordance ith the require ents and 
responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
 t  r ir t  f l  6(a). it t i i   
jecti ,  a its t is request. 
   . :        . 9: 
, ,  i  t t  t  ll i   jects t  t is re est  t e r s t at it 
facts to enshaw: constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
equest for d ission, and nearly every other equest 
a. t  i  t  fi i r  f t   f f r i i  i  t i  t f i r  r sts, r it  
Trust. er ati  t e fact al alle ati s and/or le al c te ti s f 
    nshaw's   
b.     t ri     Co plaint. ETS has filed an ns er that fairly ad its, 
nshaw's erty. i s, r lifi s t  issi  r i l it  
e la ati  i  acc r a ce it  t e re ire e ts a  
c. t   t  t rit  t  f r l s   responsibilities of a party ans ering a co plaint, as ell 
shaw's r erty. as the require ents of ule 36(a). ithout aiving such 
objection, ETS asserts that it has ade reasonable inquiry, 
d. hat o eco ings has the authority to and to the extent the information is known or readily 
l s   nshaw's rty. obtainable, ad its subparts (a), (b), and (c) (as attorney-
in-fact for the trustee). ith respect to subpart (d), ETS 
i s. 
  ISS  . : t      IS I  . : 
h ts (see e   iss   objects to this request on the grounds that it 
. ) e al . constitutes an effort to harass and annoy S. his 
Request for d ission, and nearly every other Request 
for d ission in this set of discovery requests, recites 
verbati  the factual and/or legal contentions of ensha  
set forth in Renshaw's First Amended Complaint. ETS has 
filed an Answer that fairly admits, denies, or qualifies the 
ad ission or denial ith explanation in accordance ith 
the requirements and responsibilities of a party answering 
a co plaint, as ell as the require ents of ule 36(a). 
ithout aiving such objection, ETS asserts that it has 
a e reas a le i ir , a  t  t e e te t t e i f r ati  
is kno n or readily obtainable, denies that those 
state ents in subparts (a), (b) and (c) are false. ETS 
admits that the statement in subpart (d) is presently false. 
6 
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Plaintiff asks the Court to render partial summary judgment against Defendants as
authorized byIRCP 56 on certain specific legal and factual issues Plaintiff has submitted
summary judgment evidence that establishes his requested rulings as a matter of law The
rulings requested are in Section G below
A Introduction
1 Plaintiff is a homeowner in Boise Idaho
2 On June 27 2007 Plaintiff refinanced his home by executing a Note Plf s Exh 5
6 and Deed ofTrust Plf s Exh 7
3 On July 7 2007 Plaintiffs loan was registered with MERS as account
473793636 Plf s Exh 103 attached to the Affidavit of Jon M Steele filed herewith hereafter
SteeleAff
4 On November 9 2007 the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation acquired
the beneficial rights in Plaintiff s loan Plf s Exh 103 Steele Af
5 In May of 2010 Plaintiff started to fall behind in his monthly payments
6 On July 30 2010 GMAC Mortgage Servicer notified Plaintiff that he may be
eligible for the new Home Affordable Modification Program HAMP Plf s Exh 101 Steele
Aff
7 Freddie Mac and may loan servicers such as GMAC have agreed to perform
government sponsored HAMP loan modifications There are various hierarchical programs on a
waterfall basis to avoid foreclosure These programs include lowering payments principal
interest extending loan amortization terms in varying combinations to bring payments on the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
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Plaintiff asks the Court to render partial su ary judg ent against efendants, as 
aut ri   LR.C.P. 6,  cert i  specifi  l l  f t l i sues. laintiff  submitt  
su r  j t i  t t t li  i  t  r li  as  tt r f l .  
   i  cti   low. 
. I tr ti  
1. l i ti     i  i e, . 
2.  J e ,2007, lai tiff refi a ce  is e  e ec ti  a te (Plf's xh.  
& )    st. lf'  h. . 
. n July 7, 2007, Plaintiff's loan as registered ith E S as account # 
473793636. Plf's Exh. 103 attached to the ffidavit of Jon . Steele, filed here ith (hereafter 
"Steele ff."). 
. On Nove ber 9, 2007, the Federal Ho e Loan ortgage Corporation acquired 
the beneficial rights in laintiff's loan (Plf's xh. 103, teele ff.). 
5. In a  f  laintiff started to fall behind in his onthly pay ents. 
. n July 30, 2010, C ortgage (Servicer) notified Plaintiff that he ay be 
eligible for the ne  o e ffordable odification Progra  (HA P) (Plf's Exh. 101, Steele 
f .). 
. Freddie ac and ay loan servicers such as G AC have agreed to perfor  
government sponsored P loan odifications. here are various hierarchical progra s on a 
ate a l asis t  id fore . These programs include lowering payments, principal, 
interest, extending loan a ortization terms in varying co binations to bring pay ents on the 
E  IN PP T  I IFF'S IO  F R  R  
J E T - Pa e 1 
mortgage down to a total debt ratio of 31 of borrowersmonthly income These programs in
existence and readily accessible would easily afford Mr Renshaw with the ability to keep his
home on a long term sustainable loan program This borrower is a quadriplegic as the result of a
car accident and built this home to accommodate his needs Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert
Report ofMr Kahn
8 On August 11 2010 pursuant to the GMAC Mortgage notice of July 30 2010
Plaintiff made an application for a HAMP Plfs Exh 102 Steele Aff
9 On August 13 2010 Defendants recorded a Notice of Default and Election to Sell
Under Deed of Trust seeking nonjudicial foreclosure of Plaintiffsinterest in his home Plfs
Exh 9
10 On December 10 2010 Plaintiff initiated this action naming as Defendants
a Homecomings Financial LLC hereafter Homecomings
b Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems Inc hereafter MERS
C Executive Trustee Services LLC hereafter ETS and
d Colonial First Lending Group Inc
B Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon et al
11 Prior to Trotter v Bank ofNew York Mellon et al 2012 Opinion No 57 March
23 2012 certain issues presented in this case had not been addressed by an Idaho Appellate
Court Trotter a pro se litigant in both the District Court and Supreme Court asserted that
Plaintiff has settled his claims against Colonial First Lending Group Inc On December 13
2011 this Court entered its Order Granting Joint Stipulation to Dismiss All Claims Against
Colonial First Lending Group Inc Colonial is deleted from the caption
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY
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rt   t   t t l t r ti  f 1 % f borrower's t l  i e.  r r s, i  
e iste ce a  readil  accessible, l  easil  aff r  r. e s a  it  t e ability t  ee  is 
ho e on a long ter  sustainable loan program. his borro er is a quadriplegic as the result f a 
car accident and built this ho e to acco odate his needs. lf's xh. 71, teele ff., xpert 
 f r. . 
. n ugust 11, 2010, pursuant to the  ortgage notice of July 30, 2010, 
l i ti    l t    . lf'  xh. 2,  f . 
.  t ,2010, f t  r r   tic   f lt  l ti  t  ell 
   st  -judici    laintiff's   s e. lf's 
. . 
10. n ece ber 10,2010, laintiff initiated this action na ing as efendants: 
a. o eco ings Financial,  (hereafter "Homeco ings"); 
. ortgage lectronic egistration Syste s, Inc. (hereafter "MERS"); 
c. ti  r st  r i ,  (here ft r "ETS");  
. l ial irst i  r , I c. 1 
. Trotter v. ank o( e  York ellon. et al 
. Prior to Trotter v. Bank of New York ellon, et aI, 2012 Opinion No. 57 (March 
23, 2012), certain issues presented in this case had not been addressed by an Idaho ppellate 
rt. Trotter, a pro se litigant, in both the istrict ourt and Supre e ourt asserted that 
1 Plaintiffhas settled his claims against Colonial First Lending roup, Inc. n ece ber 13, 
2011, this Court entered its Order Granting Joint Stipulation to Dismiss All Claims Against 
olonial First en ing r , Inc. lonial is deleted fro  the ca ti . 
E O  I  S PP   IFF'S ION   R  
J E  - Page 2 
A
I
before a party may make use of the procedural requirements under the Deed of Trust Act it must
demonstrate its substantive right to use them Trotter at p 4
12 Although Trotter asserted that his promissory note had been securitized thus
eliminating the possibility of default on his part Trotter failed to present any evidence to support
this assertion
13 Trotter also asserted that a trustee is required to prove it has standing The Trotter
Court stated that the foreclosure process in the Deed of Trust Act is not a judicial proceeding
Insteadthe procedures to foreclose on trust deeds outside of the judicial process provide the
expresslane alternative to foreclosure in the judicial system and strip borrowers of protections
embedded in a judicial foreclosure Id Thus as an alternative that is outside the judicial
process the Act sets forth all of the requirements to foreclose on a deed of trust Id at p 5
14 The Trotter Court stated that pursuant to IC 451505 a trustee may
initiate nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding on a deed of trust without first proving ownership of
the underlying note or demonstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has requested or
authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings Id at p 6 Emphasis added The Trotter
Courtsruling is judicial confirmation ofthe procedural steps required of a statutory trustee
15 Trotter the pro se homeowner also asserted that under Idaho law MERS could not
assign its interest in his deed of trust The pro se homeowner once again failed to point to any
language in his deed of trust or provide the Court with any controlling precedent to support this
assertion
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FORPARTIAL SUMMARY
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f r   rt      t  r r l r ir t  r t    r t ct, it t 
tr t  it  t ti  ri t t   t . r tt r t . . 
12. lth  r tter asserte  t at is r iss r  te a  ee  securitize  t s 
l   i il      art,    t     
this assertion. 
3. rotter also asserted that a trustee is required to prove it has standing. he rotter 
                eding. 
, "[t]he              
r ss-lane lt r ti  t  f r l s r  i  t  j i i l s st   stri  rr rs f r t ti s 
e e e  i  a j icial f reclosure." I . s, as a  "alter ative" t at is "outside t e j icial 
r ess," t  t s ts f rt  ll f t  r ire e ts t  f r l s     f tr st. I . t . . 
.      " ... rs a t t  I.C. § -1 , a tr stee a  
i itiate nonjudicial foreclosure proceeding on a deed f trust ithout first proving o nership f 
the underlying note or de onstrating that the deed of trust beneficiary has requested or 
authorized the trustee to initiate those proceedings." Id. at p. 6. (Emphasis added) he Trotter 
urt's r li  is j i i l fir ti  ft  r r l st s r ire  f  st t t r  tr st . 
. r tt r, t e r  s  r ls  ss rt  t t r I  l   l  t 
assi  its i terest i  is ee  f tr st. e r  se e er ce a ai  faile  t  i t t  a  
language in his deed of trust or provide the ourt ith any controlling precedent to support this 
erti . 
    I TIFF'S I   I   
 - age 3 
16 Based upon the Record in Trotter which did not include Trottersdeed of trust
and did not include any evidence of securitization and did not include any legal precedent the
Idaho Supreme Court affirmed the District Courtsgrant of Summary Judgment to Defendants
C Factual Distinctions
17 The pro se homeowner in Trotter failed to provide the District Court with any
facts or authority that supported hi legal theories Such is not the case here
18 Unlike Trotter PlaintiffsNote and Deed of Trust are in the record Plfs Exh 5
W
19 Unlike Trotter PlaintiffsDeed of Trust includes the following
a A preamble of twentyseven defined terms Plfs Exh 7 pp 1 3 of 15
b Section 2 Application of Payments or Proceeds all payments
accepted and applied by Lender shall be applied in the following
order of priority
a Interest due under the Note
b Principal due under the Note
Plfs Exh 7 p 4 of 15
c Section 16 Governing Law Severability Rules of Construction
This Security Instrument shall be governed by federal law and the
law of the jurisdiction in which the Property is located All rights
and obligations contained in this Security instrument are subject to
any requirements and limitations ofApplicable Law
Plfs Exh 7 p 11 of 15
See also definition J Applicable Law means all controlling
applicable federal state and local statutes regulations ordinances
and administrative rules and orders that have the effect of law as
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FORPARTIAL SUMMARY
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. ased upon the ecord in Trotter (which did not include rotter's deed of trust 
 i  t i lu   i e ce f curiti ti   i  t i l   l l r dent) t  
I  r  rt ffir e  t  istri t ourt's r t f r  J t t  f nts. 
 t l i ti ti  
.  r  s  r i  r tt r f ile  t  r i  t  istri t rt it   
facts r a t rit  t at s rte  i le al t e ries. c  is t t e case ere. 
&6. 
.  tt r, laintif s         ord. l s .  
. nlike Trotter, Plaintiffs eed of rust includes the follo ing: 
(a)  r -a l  f t t -se e  fi  t r s. lf  xh. , . -3 f . 
(b) ecti  . licati  f a e ts r r ceeds: ... all a e ts 
acce te  a  a lie   e er s all e a lie  i  t e f ll i  
r r f ri rity: 
(a) t      
(b) ri ci al e er t e te 
lfs xh. 7, p. 4 of 15. 
( c) Section 16. overning La ; Severability; Rules of Construction. 
This Security Instru ent shall be governed by federal la  and the 
la  f t e j ris icti  i  ic  t e r ert  is l cate . ll ri ts 
and obligations contained in this Security instru ent are subject to 
any require ents and li itations f pplicable a . 
l s . , .   . 
 / , fi iti  (J) "Applicable "  ll tr lli  
applicable federal, state and local statutes, regulations, ordinances 
and ad inistrative rules and orders (that have the effect of la ) as 
    I TIFF'S   I   
 - a e  
J r
well as all applicable final non appealable judicial opinion Plf s
Exh 7 p 2 of 15
d Section 22 Acceleration The notice shall further inform
Borrower of the right to bring a court action to assert the
non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sale
Plfs Exh 7 p 13 of 15
e Section 24 Substitute Trustee Lender may for any reason or
cause from time to time remove Trustee and appoint a successor
trustee to any Trustee appointed hereunder Without conveyance of
the Property the successor trustee shall succeed to all the title
power and duties conferred upon Trustee herein and by Applicable
Law
Plfs Exh 7 p 13 of 15
20 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the history of Plaintiffs
loan Plfs Exh 1 110
21 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that no sale transfer or
assignment ofPlaintiff s Deed ofTrust has been recorded in Ada County Idaho Admitted
22 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the beneficial interest in
Plaintiffs loan was transferred to Freddie Mac on November 9 2007 Plf s Exh 103 Steele
Aff
23 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that all Freddie Mac loans are
subject to HAMP requirements Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates
Nos PLF 03035
24 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffs loan is serviced
by GMAC Mortgage LLC Admitted
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ll  ll ppli l  fi al, - p al bl  j i i l opinion. l s 
xh. , .  f 15. 
(d) ecti  . leration. "Th  t  hal  f  i nn 
r r f ... the  t  r   r  acti  t  assert t  
-exist  f  ef ult r any t r f s  f rr r t  
ccel r ti   ale." 
lfs xh. , .  f 5. 
(e) cti  . bstitute. t e. ender ay, for any reason or 
cause, fro  ti e to ti e re ove rustee and appoint a successor 
trustee to any rustee appointed hereunder. ithout conveyance of 
t  r erty, t  r tr t  ll  t  ll t  titl , 
po er and duties conferred upon rustee herein and by pplicable 
w. 
l  h. , .   . 
. nlike Trotter, the ourt record includes the fact that the history of laintiffs 
l . l s . -11 . 
21. like tt r, t  rt r r  i l e  t  f t t t  l , tr f r r 
assign ent of Plaintiffs eed of Trust has been recorded in da County, Idaho. d itted. 
22. ike r,    cludes     f  t   
laintiffs loan as transferred to reddie ac on ove ber 9, 2007. lfs xh. 103, teele 
ff. 
. like tt r, t  t  i ludes t  t t t ll ie a  l a s  
subject to P require ents. Plfs Exh. 71, Steele ff., Expert eport of r. ahn, ates 
.  . 
24. nlike r, t e o rt re rd includes t e a  that ffs oa  is ice  
b   ortga , . d itt . 
E O  I  S PP RT  IFF'S IO     
J  -  5 
25 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffs Deed of Trust
names Pioneer Title Company ofAda County as trustee Admitted
26 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the multiple endorsements of Plaintiffs
Note All endorsements are undated are without recourse and are all made by subsidiaries of
GMAC Mortgage LLC Servicer Plfs Exh 104 Steele Aff
27 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffs loan has been
securitized Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates Nos PLF 03019 PLF
030380342 and PLF 03024 03026
28 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that subsequent sales or
transfers of Plaintiff s loan have not been revealed Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of
Mr Kahn Bates No PLF 03019 and PLF 030380342
29 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffs Note and Deed of
Trust have been paid in full Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates No
PLF 03019
30 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiff s Note and Deed of
Trust have been separated bifurcated Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn
Bates No 03019
31 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the trustee documents are
faulty Plfs Exh 71 Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
32 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the chain of ownership is
faulty Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report ofMr Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
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5.  r t er,  r   i    t t laintiffs  f t 
 i r     t   t tee. i d. 
6. nlike rotter, the ourt record includes the ultiple endorse ents f laintiffs 
ote. ll endorse ents are undated, are ithout recourse and are all ade by subsidiaries of 
 t e,  (S rvicer).  xh. 4, t l  f . 
7.  r t er,        l i ti     
curiti d. lf  xh. , t l  ff., rt rt f r. n, t  .  019,  
-034    - . 
. Unlike Trotter, the Court record includes the fact that subsequent sales or 
transfers of Plaintiffs loan have not been revealed. lfs xh. 71, Steele ff., xpert eport of 
. n,  .     -03 . 
.  t r,        l i ti      
Trust have been paid in full. Plfs Exh. 71, Steele ff., Expert eport of r. ahn, ates o. 
 . 
. ike t r,        i  t     
rust have been separated (bifurcated). lfs xh. 71, teele ff., xpert eport of r. ahn, 
ates . . 
. ike r, t  t  cludes    t  ste    
fa lt . lf  . , rt rt f r. , ates .  . 
. nlike Trotter, the Court record includes the fact that the chain of o nership is 
fa .  . ,  ff.,  e rt  . , ates .  . 
E   P   I TIFF'S I     
J  -   
a
T
33 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that robo signing has taken
place Plf s ExH 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
34 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiffsloan
documentation has been reverse engineered Plfs Exh 71 Steele Affff Expert Report of Mr
Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
35 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that federal loan modification
requirements have not been met Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn Bates
No PLF 03019
36 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that consumer protection
requirements have not been followed Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert Report of Mr Kahn
Bates No PLF 03019
37 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the parties seeking to
foreclose have conflicts of interest that have not been disclosed Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff
Expert Report ofMr Kahn Bates No PLF 03036
38 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that both ETS and
Homecomings are subsidiaries of GMAC Mortgage LLC Pls Exh 105 Steele Aff ETS
Answers to Interrogatory No 17
39 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Plaintiff made two 2
Qualified Written Requests QWR prior to filing this action Plfs Exh 12 14
40 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Defendants have no
substantive rights in either PlaintiffsNote orPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
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. like tt r, t  rt r r  i cludes t e f t t t r - i i   t  
place. Plfs Ex . 71, Steele ff., Expert eport of r. ahn, ates o. PLF 03019. 
. li e r tt r, t  t  cludes    laintif s  
t ti  s  r ers  i r . lf  . , t le ff. rt rt f r. 
, t s .  . 
.  r,    ludes      c  
re ire e ts a e t ee  et. lfs . , teele ff., ert e rt f r. a , ates 
.  . 
. li  tt r, t  rt r r  i l e  t  f t t t r r t ti  
require ents have not been follo ed. lfs xh. 71, Steele ff., xpert eport of r. ahn, 
ates .  . 
. li  r tt r, t  rt r r  i ludes t  f t t t t  rti s s ki  t  
  t   t      l ed. l  . ,  f ., 
Expert Report of r. ahn, Bates o. PLF 03036. 
. ike tter,    e   t    and 
o eco ings are subsidiaries of  ortgage, LL . I's . 5, t l  ff.,  
ns ers to Interrogatory o. 17. 
. li  r tter, t  rt r r  i l s t  f t t t l i tiff  t  (2) 
ualified ritten equests (Q ) prior to filing this action. lfs xh. 12 & . 
0. nlike Trotter, the ourt record includes the fact that efendants have no 
substantive rights in either Plaintiffs ote or Plaintiffs eed of rust. 
    LAINTIF 'S   I   
 - Page 7 
41 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that MERS is listed in Plaintiff s
Deed ofTrust as Nominee for the Lender Plf s Exh 7
42 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that MERS Rule 8 requires a
recorded Assignment from MERS to the last lender prior to commencing foreclosure Plf s Exh
71 Steele Aff Expert Report ofMs Emery Bates No PLF 03501
43 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that the foreclosure proceeding
must be done in that lendersname and not in MERSsname Plf s Exh 71 Steele Aff Expert
Report of Ms Emery Bates No PLF 03501
44 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that MERSsrules require an
assignment from MERS to the last lender and its recording prior to initiating foreclosure
proceedings Plfs Exh 107 Steele Aff
45 Unlike Trotter the Court record includes the fact that Defendants have continued
to evaluate Plaintiff s entitlement to a loan modification as recently as 12201 Plf s Exh 109
Steele Aff entry for 1251
46 Unlike Trotter based upon the Court record it is undisputed that none of the
Defendants have any interest in Plaintiffs Note or Plaintiffs Deed of Trust and that none of
them have the substantive contractual or statutory authority to foreclose on Plaintiffs home
D Plaintiff s Claims
47 On August 3 2011 Judge Williamson in response to DefendantsMotion for
Judgment on the Pleadings dismissed a number of Plaintiffs causes of action Plaintiffs
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1. l  r t er,  rt r  i  t  f ct t t  i  l  i  laintif 's 
 f      der. lf's xh. . 
2. nlike Trotter, the ourt record includes the fact that E S ule 8 requires a 
recorded ssign ent fro  ERS to the last lender prior to co encing foreclosure. Plf's Exh. 
1, t ele, f .,    s. ery,  .  3501. 
43. nlike Trotter, the Court record includes the fact that the foreclosure proceeding 
ust be done in that lender's na e and not in ERS's na e. Plf's Exh. 71, Steele Aff., Expert 
  . ry, tes .  1. 
. Unlike Trotter, the Court record includes the fact that ERS's rules require an 
assign ent fro  S to the last lender and its recording prior to initiating foreclosure 
i . lf'  h. ,  ff. 
45. ike r,    ludes    enda ts   
to evaluate laintiff's entitle ent to a loan odification as recently as 12120111. lf's xh. 109, 
t le f ., t   211 /11. 
. nlike Trotter, based upon the Court record, it is undisputed that none of the 
efendants   interest in i ti 's ote  i ti 's ee   rust     
the  a e the s sta ti e, c tract al r stat t r  a t rity t  f reclose  lai tiff's e. 
. i tif '  lai s 
.  ugust , , J e illia s , in response to f dant's otion f r 
J ent  the Plea , is isse  a u ber of i ti 's ses f . 's 
E OR  IN P T  P IFF'S OTION R   
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remaining causes of action are the following
a Breach of contract
b Breach of the covenant of good and fair dealings
c Negligence
d Violation of the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
e Violation of the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act RESPA
48 Plaintiff does not assert the following
a That Defendants must produce the Note
b That he is entitled to a Quiet Title
C That he is entitled to a Free House
d That Defendants lack standing
e That the fact of securitization eliminates the possibility of his default
f That Defendants have failed to follow the procedural requirements of the
Deed ofTrust Act
E Summary Judgment Evidence
49 In support of his Motion for Partial Summary Judgment Plaintiffs summary
judgment evidence includes the following which are part of the Record
a Plaintiffs First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial
Complaint filed on February 15 2011
i Note Plfs Exh 5 6
ii Deed ofTrust Plfs Exh 7
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r aini  s s f ti  r  t  f llowing: 
( ) reach of contract 
(b) reac  f t e c e a t f  a  fair eali s 
( c)  
(d)  f t  I   r t  t 
(e) iolation of the eal state Settle ent Procedures ct (R SPA). 
48. l intif    rt  ll ing: 
a.    "produ   ote." 
b.       "Quie  itle." 
c. t      "Fre  use." 
d. t f t  "lac  tanding." 
e. That the fact of "securitization" eli inates the possibility of his default. 
f. That efendants have failed to follo  the procedural require ents of the 
  t t. 
.   idence 
. In support of his otion for Partial Su ary Judg ent, Plaintiffs su ary 
judg e t idence includes t  f llo in  ic  r  rt f t  r : 
a. Plaintiffs First ended Co plaint and e and for Jury Trial 
("Complaint"), file   e r ary , ; 
1. ,  .  & 6; 
11. eed f ru t, Ir   ; 
E O  I  P   IFF'S IO     
J  - age 9 
isr
iii Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust Plf s
Exh 9
iv Notice ofTrusteesSale Plfs Exh 10
V Debt Validation Notice Plf s Exh 11
vi PlaintiffsQWRofOctober 15 2010 Plfs Exh 12
vii Response to PlaintiffsQWR Plfs Exh 13
viii PlaintiffsQWR of November 11 2010 Plf s Exh 14
ix Response to PlaintiffsNovember 11 2010 QWR Plfs Exh 15
b Defendants Answer to First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury
Trial filed March 10 2011
C Affidavit of Steele and Exhibits AI attached filed June 23 2011
d Plaintiffs Supplemental Brief in Opposition to Defendants Motion for
Judgment on the Pleadings filed on June 23 2011
e Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants Motion to Dismiss or for
Summary Judgment authored by Judge Williamson filed August 3 2011
f Plaintiffs Expert Reports filed March 12 2012
i Expert Report ofMr Kahn Plfs Exh 71
ii Expert Report ofDr McMartin Plfs Exh 71
iii Expert Report ofMs Emery Plfs Exh 71
g Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice Nos 1 19 filed March 16 2012
and
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111. ti  f f ult and l ti  t  Sell r  f rust, Irs 
.9; 
IV. tice f r stee's ale, lfs xh. 10; 
v. ebt alidation otice, lfs xh. 11; 
VI. laintiffs   t  ,2010, lfs xh. 2; 
V11.  t  laintiffs , lfs . 3; 
iii. Plaintiffs  of ove ber 11,2010, lfs xh. 14; 
IX.  t  laintiffs r ,  , lf  h. 5. 
b. efendants' ns er to First ended Co plaint and e and for Jury 
i l, le   , 1; 
c. ffida it f teele a  i its -I attac ed, file  J e ,20  
d. laintiffs upple ental rief in pposition to efendants' otion for 
t  t  l i , ile    , 11; 
e. e ra         s    
Su ary Judg ent authored by Judge illia son, filed ugust 3, 2011; 
f. l i tiffs rt rts, file  ar  , ; 
i. ert e rt f r. a , lfs . 71 
11. xpert eport f r. c artin, lfs xh. 71 
111. xpert eport of s. ery, lfs xh. 71 
. Plaintiffs equest for Judicial otice os. 1-19, filed arch 16, 2012; 
a  
E  IN P  F P I F'S OTION F   R  
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61 f
h Affidavit of Michael O Roe in Support of Defendants Memorandum of
Fees and Costs filed March 21 2012
50 This Motion is also based upon the papers attached to the Affidavit of Steele in
support of this Motion
a Excerpts from Plf s Exh 71 Expert Reports of Richard Kahn and Heidi
Emery Steele Aff both ofwhich were filed on March 12 2012
b Plf s Exh 100 Defendant Homecomings Financial LLCsAnswers and
Responses to PlaintiffsFirst Set of Interrogatories and Requests for
Production ofDocuments dated April 7 2010
C Plf s Exh 101 letter from GMAC Mortgage to Plaintiff dated July 30
2010 and produced by Homecomings as Bates Nos HF000116117
d Plf s Exh 102 PlaintiffsHAMP application sent on August 11 2010
and produced by Homecomings as Bates Nos HF000550561
e Plf s Exh 103 Milestones for 10006260473793636 taken from MERSs
website httpswwwmersonlineorgersmininfominviewmiles
showing the history for PlaintiffsDeed ofTrust and produced by
Homecomings as Bates No HF000600
f Plf s Exh 104 the signature page and endorsement ofPlaintiffsNote
produced by Homecomings as Bates Nos HF000771 772
g Plf s Exh 105 ETSsAnswers and Responses to PlaintiffsFirst Set of
Interrogatories Requests for Production and Requests for Admission




h. ffi vit f i l .  i  rt f f ndants' r  of 
  ts, f   1,2012. 
50. is ti  is ls  s   t  rs tt  t  t  ffi it f t l  i  
   ti : 
a. cer ts fr  lf's xh. , ert e rts f ic ar  a  a  ei i 
ery, teele ff, t  f ic  ere file   arc  ,2012. 
b. lf's xh. 100, efendant o eco ings inancial, LC's ns ers and 
esponses to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories and equests for 
Production of ocu ents dated pril 7, 2010. 
c. Plf's Exh. 101, letter fro   ortgage to Plaintiff dated July 30, 
,  r   ings s t s s. OOOI16-1 . 
d. Plf's Exh. 102, Plaintiff's P application sent on ugust 11,2010, 
 ce   s  ates . -56 . 
e. l '  . , ilestone   -  t  r  RS's 
ebsite https:llwww.mersonline.orglmers/mininfo/minvie iles ... 
sho ing the history for Plaintiff's eed of Trust and produced by 
ec ings as ates  . 
f. '  . , t e nature   rs e t  l intif 's te 
roduce   e ings  ates . F000771-77 . 
g. Plf's xh. 105, TS'sAnswers and esponses to Plaintiff's First Set of 
Interrogat ries, equests for r ti , a d e ests for d issi . 
E  IN S PP T  I IFF'S OTION   R  
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h Plfs Exh 106 Litigation or TrusteesSale Guarantee Trustees Sale
Guarantee Schedules A B and C and Beneficiary Check Request
produced by ETS as Bates Nos ETS006046 and ETS00004751 and
ETS000138
i Plfs Exh 107 page from 1VMERSswebsite
httpwwwmersincorgForeclsouresindexasp on March 11 2012
entitled Foreclosure Bankruptcy and produced by Plaintiff as Bates No
PLF 042824286 and which is also the subject ofPlaintiffs Request for
Judicial Notice No 8
j Plfls Exh 108 Plaintiffs HAMP application dated December 11 2011
and produced by Plaintiff as Bates Nos PLF 00280308
k Plfs Exh 109 an extract from Exhibit A to Affidavit of Michael O Roe
in Support ofDefendantsMemorandum of Fees and Costs filed in this
case on March 21 2012 see December 15 2011 entry for MJM
1 Plfs Exh 110 Table ofExcerpts ComparingPlaintiffsFirst Amended
Complaint to Defendants Answer and PlaintiffsDiscovery to
Defendants Responses which was previously filed with the Court as an
attachment to the Affidavit of Steele filed June 23 2011
F Uncontroverted Facts
51 The following facts are established in the CourtsMemorandum Decision and
Order on Defendants Motion to Dismiss filed August 3 2011
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. lf'  xh. , itigati  r r stee's l  r ntee; r t  l  
r t  l s , ,  ,  fi i r   st 
r    s tes s.   -5   
OOOI . 
1. lf'  h. ,   MERS's  
ttp:// . ersi c.orgiForeclsoureslindex.aspx  arc  ,2012, 
entitled oreclosure & ankruptcy and produced by laintiff as ates o 
 -42 ,      j   l intiff'    
 ice .8. 
J. lf'  . , l i tiff's R  li ti  t  r ,  
a  r ce   lai tiff as ates s.  -3 . 
. lf'  . ,  t     id    .  
i  t  f ndant's     sts ile  i  t is 
case on arch 21,2012 (see, ece ber 15, 2011 entry for JM). 
1. lf's h. , l  f r ts ri  laintiff's irst  
o plaint to efendants' ns er and laintiff's iscovery to 
efendants' esponses, hich as previously filed ith the ourt as an 
attach ent to the ffidavit of Steele, filed June 23, 2011. 
. erte   
. he follo ing facts are established in the ourt's e orandu  ecision and 
rder on efendants otion to is iss, filed ugust 3,2011. 
    L I TIFF'S I     
J  - Page  
In 2007 Mr Renshaw contacted Colonial about refinancing his
home located at 3480 S Pimmit Pl Boise First Am Compl 112 Colonial
recommended Mr Renshaw obtain a loan through Homecomings
Colonial is Homecomings authorized mortgage broker and agent Id 16
On April 17 2007 Colonial prepared and delivered to Renshaw a Good
Faith Estimate This document estimated Renshaws interest rate would
be 7375 and his loan origination fee would be236250 Id 28
Renshaw gave Colonial permission to verify his income and he was
subsequently approved for the loan On June 27 2007 Renshaw went to
Pioneer Title Co Pioneer to close the loan Id 31 While there
Renshaw signed a Residential Loan Application Interest Only Period
Adjustable Rate Note FixedAdjustable Rate Rider and Deed of Trust
The Loan Application stated that Renshaw monthly income was5400
but Renshaw now claims his monthly income was only1463 Id 34
36 Renshaw claims Colonial and Homecomings intentionally
misrepresented his income in order to generate additional loan fees Id
The Loan Application also states it is a conventional mortgage but
Renshaw claims it is not a conventional mortgage Id 3738 The Note
set interest at 75 and set his monthly payments at147656Id Ex 5
Renshaw was also charged318961 in loan origination fees Id Ex 8
The Deed of Trust states Homecomings is the lender Renshaw is
the borrower Pioneer is the trustee and MERS is acting solely as a
nominee for Lender Id Ex 7 The deed further states MERS is the
beneficiary under this security instrument Id Renshaw claims that
sometime between June 27 2007 and August 2010 the Note and Deed of
Trust were sold andor transferred to various entities and these transfers
were not disclosed to him Id 47 Renshaw also alleges these sales
transfers or assignments were never recorded in Ada County
Mr Renshaw failed to make his scheduled payments beginning
May 2010 and in August he was served with a Notice ofDefault Notice
of Trustees Sale and Debt Validation Notice Id Ex 9 10 11 These
documents state that MERS is the beneficiary and Pioneer is the Trustee
Id The Notice of Default and Notice of Trustees Sale were executed by
Executive as attorney in fact for Pioneer Mem in Supp ofMotion for
Judgment Ex E Thereafter Renshaw sent several qualified written
requests to Defendants Id Ex 12 Renshaw claims he never received a
straight answer to these requests
52 The following facts are uncontroverted by reason of Defendants admissions See
Defendants Answer to First Amended Complaint and Demand for Jury Trial filed March 10
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In 2007, r. Rensha  contacted Colonial about refinancing his 
ho e located at 3480 S Pi it PI., Boise. First A . CampI. ~12. Colonial 
rec e e  r. e s a  tai  a l a  t r  ecomings. 
olonial is o eco ings' authorized ortgage broker and agent. Id., ~16. 
 il , 07, l i l r   li  t  a   "  
it  stimate." i  c nt sti  enshaw's i t r t  l  
be 7.375% and his loan origination fee ould be $2,362.50. Id., ~28. 
a   l i l r i i  t  rif  i  i e,    
sequentl  r    n.   7, 07,  t t  
i r itl  . (Pi er) t  l  t  l an. Id., ~3 . il  t re, 
ensha  signed a esidential Loan pplication, Interest nly Period 
j t l  t  te, ixed! Adjustable t  i er,   f r st. 
  lic ti  t t  t t nshaw's t l  i   $5,400, 
but ensha  no  clai s his onthly inco e as only $1,463. !d., ~34-
36. ensha  l i  l i l  o eco ings intentionally 
       i  l  s. . 
he oan pplication also states it is a "conventional ortgage," but 
ensha  clai s it is not a conventional ortgage. !d., ~37-38. he ote 
s t i t r st t .5%,  t i  t l  t  t $1,47 .56. d., . . 
ensha  as also charged $3,189.61 in loan origination fees. Id., x. 8. 
The eed of Trust states o eco ings is the lender, ensha  is 
the borro er, Pioneer is the trustee and E S is "acting solely as a 
i e  f r der." !d., x. .   f rt r st t s, "MER  is t  
fi i r  r t is s c rit  i str ent." I . s  l i s t t 
s eti e et ee  J e , , a  u st , t e te a  ee  f 
   /o         
ere not disclosed to hi . Id., ~47. ensha  also alleges these sales, 
  ts ere    da ty. 
r. ensha  failed to ake his scheduled pay ents beginning 
 ,  i  u st  as s r  ith  tice f f lt, tice 
of Trustee's Sale and ebt alidation otice. Id., Ex. 9, 10, 11. These 
t  t te t at  is t e fi iar   i r is t e r t . 
!d. The otice of efault and otice of Trustee's Sale ere executed by 
Executive as attorney in fact for Pioneer. em. in Supp. of otion for 
J e t, . . hereafter e s a  se t se eral alifie  ritte  
re uests t  efe . I ., . .  lai s  er re   
straight ans er to these requests. 
. The follo ing facts are uncontroverted by reason of efendants' ad issions (See, 
efe t ' ns er to irst mende  laint d e a  f r r  ri l, file  arch , 
E OR NDU  I  P  F P I F'S OTION  P L R  
J E  - a e 13 
2011 Affidavit ofSteele filed June 23 2011 and PlfsExh 110 SteeleAff
a Homecomings MFRS and ETS had scheduled a foreclosure sale of
Plaintiffshome for December 29 2010 at 100pm
b On October 15 2010 Plaintiff by a Qualified Written Request QWR
requested the current holder of the Note and the current holder of the Deed
ofTrust be identified and that the scheduled foreclosure sale be cancelled
C On November 11 2010 Plaintiff again by a QWR requested that certain
documents be produced and that the scheduled foreclosure be cancelled
d Homecomings is not the current holder ofPlaintiffsNote
e Homecomings is not in possession of PlaintiffsNote
Homecomings is not the current beneficiary ofPlaintiffsDeed of Trust
g Homecomings transferred its interest in PlaintiffsNote and its Interest in
PlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
h Homecomings does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder
ofPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
i Homecomings has no interest in PlaintiffsNote or PlaintiffsDeed of
Trust it seeks to foreclose
j MERS has no financial interest inPlaintiffsNote
k MERS does not represent the current holder ofPlaintiffsNote
1 PlaintiffsDeed ofTrust names Pioneer Title Company ofAda County as
trustee
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2011; ffidavit of Steele, filed June 23,2011; and lfs xh. 110, Steele ff.): 
a. ecomings, E S,    schedul   f r l r  sale of 
laintiffs  f r r 9,201  t :00 .m. 
b. n ctober 15, 2010 Plaintiff, by a ualified ritten Request ( R), 
t  t  c rr t l  f      l r  t   
f t  ti     l  f  s l   ancel ed. 
c. n ove ber 11, 2010 laintiff, again by a R, requested that certain 
t   r   t t t  l  f r l r   ncelled. 
. i s is t t  rr t l r f laintiffs te. 
e. i s is t i  ss ssi  f laintiffs t . 
f. ec i s is t t e c rre t e eficiar  f laintiffs ee  f r st 
. o eco ings transferred its interest in laintiffs ote and its Interest in 
l intif s   t. 
. o eco ings does not represent and is not the agent of the current holder 
 l intif s ee   t. 
1. o e i s' s  i terest i  l intiffs t  r l intiffs e  f 
rust it   fore . 
J. E S has  ina  interes   l intif s . 
. E S does t represe t the rre t lde   l intif s t . 
1. Plaintiffs Deed of Trust names Pioneer Title Company of Ada County as 
trust . 
E  I  P   P IFF'S IO     
J  - age 4 
m ETS is not the trustee of the Deed ofTrust
n ETS does not purport to be the trustee of the Deed ofTrust
o ETS is the attorneyinfact for Pioneer Title Company of Ada County
P ETS prepared and delivered to Plaintiff
i Notice of Default and Election to Sell Under Deed of Trust Plfs
Exh 9
ii Notice ofTrusteesSale Plf s Exh 10 and
iii Debt Validation Notice Plfs Exh 11
r Only authorized persons or entities may foreclose the Deed of Trust
S No sale transfer or assignment of PlaintiffsDeed of Trust has been
recorded in Ada County Idaho
53 The following fact is uncontroverted by reason of ETSsAnswer to Interrogatory
No 17 Plf s Exh 105 Homecomings and ETS are subsidiaries ofGMAC Mortgage LLC
G Requested Summary Judgment Rulings
54 In his Motion for Summary Judgment Plaintiff has asked the Court to make the
following seventeen partial summary judgment rulings in his favor and against Defendants
Ruling No 1
Plaintiff pursuant to Section 22 of his Deed of Trust has brought a court action
to assert the non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sale
Ruling No 2
On November 9 2007 the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation acquired
the beneficial rights in Plaintiff s loan
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.  is t t  tr st  f t   f r st. 
.   t r rt t   t  tr t  f t   f r st. 
o. ETS is the attorney-in-fact for Pioneer Title o pany of da ounty. 
p.  re are  a  eli ere  t  laintiff: 
1. ti  f f lt  l ti  t  ll r  f r st, lfs 
. ; 
11. tice f r stee's ale, Irs h. ; a  
iii.   ti , l  h. . 
r. nly authorized persons or entities ay foreclose the eed of rust. 
s.  l , t   i t  laintif s   t   
r r  i   nty, I ho. 
3. The following fact is uncontroverted by reason ofETS's Answer to Interrogatory 
. , Irs . : i s   r  s si i ries f  rt , . 
. equested u ary Judg ent ulings 
. I  is tio  f r r  t, l i tiff   t  rt t   t  
follo ing seventeen partial su ary judg ent rulings in his favor and against efendants: 
uling o.1: 
lai tiff, rs a t to ecti  22 f is ee  f r st, as r t a c rt acti  
  t e - iste ce   a lt    s    t  
  . 
ling . : 
n ove ber 9, 2007, the Federal o e Loan ortgage orporation acquired 
the fi ial ri ts i  l i tiffs l . 
E O  I    I IFF'S I     
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Ruling No 3
Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 3 of the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code
Ruling No 4
Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 9 of the Idaho Uniform
Commercial Code
Ruling No 5
Defendants compliance with procedural requirements of the Deed of Trust Act
does not give them nor is it evidence of rights not otherwise possessed
Ruling No 6
Pioneer Title Company ofAda County Pioneer is statutorily qualified and is
the named trustee ofPlaintiffsDeed of Trust
Ruling No 7
Only a statutorily qualified person or entity may serve as the trustee of Plaintiffs
Deed of Trust
Ruling No 8
The trustee of a deed of trust may resign or be replaced but may not delegate its
statutory qualification to an unqualified entity
Ruling No 9
The trustee ofPlaintiffsDeed of Trust serves as an independent third party
Ruling No 10
The trustee ofa Deed ofTrust must disclose all conflicts of interest
Ruling No 11
MERS has not been qualified to conduct business within the state of Idaho since
December 31 2009 and has made no disclosure of this fact




efendants e  s st ti  ri ts r rticle  f t  I  if r  
i l . 
li g . : 
efendants have no substantive rights under rticle 9 f the Idaho nifor  
 . 
ling o.5: 
e t ' liance it  l ire e ts  t    st t 
does not give the , nor is it evidence of, rights not other ise possessed. 
li  . : 
i eer itle a  f da t  ("Pioneer") is stat t ril  alifie  a  is 
t   ste   l intif s   t. 
li  . : 
l   t t t il  li i    tit     t  t t   laintif s 
ee   t. 
uling o.8: 
 tr ste  f   f tr st  resi  r  r la  t  t l t  its 
stat t r  alificati  t  a  alifie  e tity. 
li g o.9: 
he trustee of Plaintiffs eed of rust serves as an independent third party. 
uling o. 10: 
        s   f   t. 
uling o. 11: 
 has not been qualified to conduct business ithin the state f Idaho since 
r ,      i l s re  t i  f ct. 
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Ruling No 12
ETS is not qualified to do business within the state of Idaho and is not a
statutorily qualified trustee
Ruling No 13
On August 13 2010 MERS recorded Appointment of Successor Trustee which
purports to delegate trustee duties to ETS
Ruling No 14
ETS as a subsidiary of GMAC Mortgage LLC Servicer has conflicting and
undisclosed interests as a matter of law
Ruling No 15
ETS made no disclosure of the following conflicting interests
a the fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state of Idaho
b the fact that it is not a statutorily qualified entity to serve as trustee
ofPlaintiffsDeed ofTrust
C The fact that it has conflicting and undisclosed financial interests
as a matter oflaw
d That it is not an independent third party
Ruling No 16
ETS documents are robo signed
Ruling No 17
Homecomings endorsement of PlaintiffsNote was robo signed
Ruling No 18
MERSscertifying officers are robo signers
Ruling No 19
Robo signed documents are false and faulty
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li  o. 2: 
 i  t lifie  t   i  it i  t  t t   I   i  t  
t t t ril  lifie  tr t e. 
li  . : 
n ugust 13,2010,  recorded ppoint ent f uccessor rustee hich 
purports to delegate trustee duties to . 
l  . : 
,   i i    t e,  (S icer),  fli ti   
s  terests    flaw. 
li  . : 
 a e  iscl s re f t e f ll i  c flicti  i terests: 
. the fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state f Idaho 
. the fact that it is not a statutorily qualified entity to serve as trustee 
 laintif s    
c.  t t t it  fli ti   i l s  i i l i t t  
   fl . 
. hat it is not an independent third party 
li  . : 
 ts r  r -si d. 
li  . : 
o eco ings' endorse ent f laintiffs ote as robo-signed. 
li  . : 
E S's "certifying officers" are robo-signers. 
li  . : 
obo-signed docu ents are false and faulty. 
    I TIFF'S     
 -   
Ruling No20
MERS Rule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the name ofMERS
Ruling No 21
MERS Rule 8 requires the recording of an assignment in Ada County Idaho prior
to initiating foreclosure proceedings
Ruling No 22
Idaho Code 451505 requires the recording of any assignments in Ada
County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure
Ruling No23
The Litigation or Trustees Sale Guarantee requires the recording of an
assignment in Ada County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure
Ruling No 24
Idaho Code 95054 requires that to be an agent for the purpose of a transfer of
real property the authority of the agent must be in writing
Ruling No 25
As a matter oflaw Defendants conduct
a Breaches the terms ofPlaintiff s Note and Deed ofTrust
b Breaches the covenant of good faith and fair dealing
C Violates the Idaho Consumer Protection Act
d Violates the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act
Ruling No 26
Plaintiff is entitled to a negligence per se instruction
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li  o. : 
 le  r i its i itiati  f recl s re r cee i s i  t e a e f . 
li  . : 
S ule 8 requires the recording of an assign ent in da ounty, Idaho prior 
to initiating foreclosure proceedings. 
li g o. 22: 
 e § - 505( 1) r ires t  r r i  f  i t  i   
ounty, Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure. 
li  . : 
he itigation or rustee's ale uarantee requires the recording of an 
assign ent in da ounty, Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure. 
Ruling No. 24: 
Idaho ode 9-505(4) requires that to be an agent for the purpose of a transfer of 
real property the authority of the agent ust be in riting. 
uling o. 25: 
  tt r  l  f t ' ct: 
.   s  l i t     f st. 
. reaches the covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 
c. iolate      t. 
. iolate       t. 
uling o. 26: 
laintiff is entitled to a negligence per se instruction. 
    I TIFF'S   I   
 - Page 18 
Ruling No 27
Plaintiff may present his punitive damage claim to the jury
H Standard ofReview
55 Upon a motion for summary judgment the court must liberally construe the facts
in the existing record in favor of the nonmoving party drawing all reasonable inferences in favor
of the nonmoving party Thomson v Idaho Ins Agency Inc 126 Idaho 527 887 P2d 1034
1994 Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings depositions and admissions on file
together with the affidavits if any show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law Bonz v Sudweeks 119 Idaho
539 808 P2d 876 1991 McCoy v Lyons 120 Idaho 765 769 820 P2d 360 364 1991
internal quotes omitted If there are conflicting inferences arising from the record or
reasonable minds might reach different conclusions summary judgment must be denied on those
points of difference
56 Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material fact
the burden shifts to the nonmoving party who must then come forward with sufficient evidence
to create a genuine issue ofmaterial fact Hei v Holzer 139 Idaho 81 8485 73 P3d 94 9798
2003 A party opposing a motion for summary judgment may not rest upon the mere
allegations or denials of the partyspleadings but the partysresponse must set forth specific
facts showing that there is a genuine issue for trial IRCP56e Such evidence may consist
of affidavits or depositions but the Court will consider only the material which is based
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ling . : 
l i tiff  r s t is iti   l i  t  t  j r . 
. t   i  
.   ion   t,    ibe     
i  t e e isti  rec r  i  fa r f t e i  arty, ra i  all reas a le i fere ces i  fa r 
f the non oving party.  .  s. , c.,   ,  .2d  
(1 4).  j t i  i t   t  "plea i , siti s,  is i s  il , 
together ith the affidavits, if any, sho  that there is no genuine issue as to any aterial fact and 
t t t e in  rt  i  titl  t   judg e t   tter flaw."  . eks,  I  
,  .2d  (19 1);  v. s,  I  , ,  .2d ,  (19 ) 
(internal quotes o itted). If t ere are c flicti  i fere ces arisi  fr  t e rec r  r 
reasonable inds ight reach different conclusions, su ary judg ent ust be denied on those 
points of difference. 
. nce the oving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of aterial fact, 
t  r  s ifts t  t  i  rt ,  st t   f r r  it  s ffi i t i  
t  create a e i e iss e f aterial fact. ei v. lzer,  I a  , -8 , 73 .3d ,9 -  
(2003).  party opposing a otion for su ary judg ent "may not rest upon the ere 
allegations or denials of the party's pleadings, but the party's response ust set forth specific 
facts sho ing that there is a genuine issue for trial." LR.C.P.56(e). Such evidence ay consist 
f affida its r e siti s, t "the rt ill c si er l  t e aterial. .. ic  is ase  
    LAINTIF 'S   I   
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upon personal knowledge and which would be admissible at trial Harris v State Deptof
Health Welfare 123 Idaho 295 29798 847 P2d 1156 115859 1992
57 The purpose of partial summary judgment is to isolate and dispose of factually
unsupported claims or defenses
I Evidence and Authority for PlaintiffsRequested Rulings
Ruling No 1 Plaintiff pursuant to Section 22 of his Deed of Trust has brought a
court action to assert the non existence of a default or any other defense of Borrower to
acceleration and sale Plf s Exh 7
Ruling No 2 On November 9 2007 the Federal Home Loan Mortgage
Corporation acquired the beneficial rights in Plaintiffs loan Plfs Exh 103 Steele Aff
Ruling No 3 Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 3 of the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code Defendants Admissions
Ruling No 4 Defendants have no substantive rights under Article 9 of the Idaho
Uniform Commercial Code Defendants Admissions
Ruling No 5 Defendants compliance with procedural requirements of the Deed of
Trust Act does not give them nor is it evidence of rights not otherwise possessed One
could not reasonably contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not
otherwise possessed The question remains whether Defendants right or authority to foreclose
on the property remains Plf s Exh 82 which is subject of Plaintiff s Request for Judicial
Notice No6
Ruling No 6 Pioneer is statutorily qualified and is the named trustee of Plaintiffs
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 r l l   i  l   d i si l  t trial." i  . tate, ep't f 
ealth & elfare,   5, -9 ,8  .2d 56, -5  (1 92). 
57. e r se f artial s ar  j e t is to is late a  is se f fact all  
t  l i   f es. 
I. i   t it   laintif s t  li  
uling o.1: laintiff, pursuant to ection 22 of his eed of rust, has brought a 
court action to assert the non-existence of a default or any other defense of orro er to 
l   le. l   h. . 
 . : n ove ber 9, 2007, the Federal o e Loan ortgage 
ti  i  t  fi i l i t  i  l i tif 's l n. l  . , t l  f . 
 . :    e   c e     
  . ' . 
ling . : fe ts   t ti  ri t  r rti l   f t  I  
for  ial . ' . 
ling . : efe a ts' c lia ce it  r ce ral re ire e ts f t e ee  f 
rust ct does not give the , nor is it evidence of, rights not other ise possessed. "One 
could not reasonably contend that compliance with a procedure gives substantive rights not 
other ise possessed. The question re ains hether efendants' right or -authority to foreclose 
 t e  r ains." Plfs Exh. 82, which is subject of Plaintiffs Request for Judicial 
tice o.6 
uling . : ioneer is statutorily qualified a  is the na ed trustee f laintiff's 
  P   I TIFF'S     
J  -  20 
Deed of Trust See PlfsExh 7 p 2 of 15 definitionD
Ruling No 7 Only a statutorily qualified person or entity may serve as the trustee
ofPlaintiffs Deed ofTrust Idaho Code 451504
Ruling No 8 The trustee of a deed of trust may resign or be replaced but may not
delegate its statutory qualification to an unqualified entity Idaho Code 45 15042
Ruling 9 The trustee of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust serves as an independent third
party As stated in Diamond v Sandpoint Title Insurance Inc 132 Idaho 145 968 P2d 240
1998
In this case Sandpoint Title was not the creditor It was the trustee under
a deed oftrust It owed duties to both the Parrs and Diamond Idaho has
not addressed the nature of the duties owed by a trustee but it is clear that
the trustee has an obligation to give accurate information to the trustor and
not to act in amanner which defeats trustor rights
Id at 151 968P2d at 246
Ruling No 10 The trustee of a Deed of Trust has no all conflicts of interest This is
a presumption on which the nonjudicial foreclosure statutes are premised
Ruling No 11 MERS has not been qualified to conduct business within the state of
Idaho since December 31 2009 and has made no disclosure of this fact Plfs Exh 92
Request for Judicial Notice No 16
Ruling No 12 ETS is not qualified to do business within the state of Idaho and is
not a statutorily qualified trustee Uncontroverted
Ruling No 13 On August 13 2010 MERS recorded Appointment of Successor
Trustee which purports to delegate trustee duties to ETS The fact of this recorded document
is uncontroverted It is the legal effect of this document which is in controversy
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 f r st. , lfs . , .  f , fi iti  (D). 
uling o.7: nly a statutorily qualified person or entity ay serve as the trustee 
 l i ti 's e   t.   § - 504(1). 
li  . : e tr stee f a ee  f tr st a  resi  r e re lace  t a  t 
delegate its statutory qualification to an unqualified entity. Idaho ode § - 504(2). 
lin  :  t stee  l intiff's   t    i t t i  
party. s stated in ia ond v. Sandpoint Title Insurance, Inc., 132 Idaho 145, 968 P.2d 240 
(1 8): 
I  t is case, a i t itle as t t e creditor. It as t e tr stee er 
   t.         .   
not addressed the nature f the duties o ed by a trustee, but it is clear that 
the trustee has an obligation to give accurate infor ation to the trustor and 
not to act in a anner hich defeats trustor's rights. 
I . t ,  .2d t . 
lin  . :  tr ste  f   f r t   ll fli ts f i t r st. i  i  
a presu ption on hich the non-judicial foreclosure statutes are pre ised. 
uling o. 11: E S has not been qualified to conduct business ithin the state of 
da o i   ,    e  i l s   t i  ct. lfs . , 
equest for Judicial otice o. 16. 
Ruling No. 12: ETS is not qualified to do business within the state of Idaho and is 
t  t t t ril  lified tr t . tr rted. 
li  . : n ugust 13, 2010, E S recorded ppoint ent of Successor 
rustee hich r rts to delegate trustee duties to . he fact f this recorded docu ent 
is uncontroverted. It is the legal effect of this docu ent hich is in controversy. 
    I TIFF'S   I   
 -   
Ruling No 14 ETS as a subsidiary of GMAC Mortgage LLC Servicer has
conflicting and undisclosed interests as a matter of law Assuming the Appointment of
Successor Trustee referred to above is valid its places ETS as a matter of law in conflicting and
undisclosed interests In attempting to carry out its conflicting duties to its parent corporation
GMAC Mortgage LLC and its duties to Plaintiff ETS is faced with the Hobsonschoice of
attempting to serve two conflicting duties at once and failing at both
Idaho Code 4515024and 1 defines a trustee as any person to whom the legal
title to real property is conveyed by trust deed or his successors and beneficiary as the person
for whose benefit a trust deed is given or his successor in interest and who shall not be the
trustee The Idaho Code clearly demands an arms length distance between the trustee and the
beneficiary which Defendants have ignored Such undisclosed incestuous relationships and
unions of interest are expressly prohibited These conflicts manifest themselves in regards to
assessing Plaintiffseligibility for HAMP modification
ETS purportedly acting on behalf of the Trustee who owes the duty of impartiality to
Plaintiff is a subsidiary corporation of GMAC Mortgage LLC Servicer who stands to benefit
if Plaintiff is not qualified for a HAMP The impartial and independent duties of the trustee
position have been compromised as the facts of this case demonstrate
Ruling No 15 ETS made no disclosure of the following conflicting interests
a the fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state of
Idaho
b the fact that it is not a statutorily qualified entity to serve as
trustee of Plaintiffs Deed of Trust
C The fact that it has conflicting and undisclosed financial
interests as a matter of law
d That it is not an independent third party
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 o. 4: , as a subsidiar  f  rt age,  (Servicer), as 
fli ti   i l s  i t t    tt  f l w. ssu ing the ppoint ent of 
Successor Trustee referred to above is valid its places ETS, as a atter of la  in conflicting and 
is l s  i t r sts. I  tt ti  t  rr  t its fli ti  ti s t  its r t r r ti  
(G  e, )     laintif ,      bson's   
atte ti  t  ser e t  c flicti  ties at ce a  faili  at th. 
Idaho ode § 45-1502(4) and (1), defines a trustee as any "person to ho  the legal 
titl  t  r l r rt  is   tr st d, r is s ssors"  efi i r  s "the rs  
  it  t t  i  i n,  i   i  i t st,   all t  t  
trustee." he Idaho ode clearly de ands an arm's length distance bet een the trustee and the 
efi i ry, i  f t   i r d. Such undisclosed, incestuous relationships and 
unions of interest are expressly prohibited. hese conflicts anifest the selves in regards to 
 l intif s l i i    i ti . 
ETS purportedly acting on behalf of the Trustee (who o es the duty of i partiality to 
laintiff) is a subsidiary corporation f  ortgage,  (Servicer) ho stands to benefit 
if l i ti f is t li ie    . he i partial and independent duties of the trustee 
iti    r ise   t  f t   t is  tr t . 
Ruling No. 15: ETS made no disclosure of the following conflicting interests: 
. the fact that it is not qualified to do business in the state of 
Idaho 
. t e fa t t at it is t  st t t ril  lifie  tit  t  s r  s 
trustee  's e   rust 
c. e fact that it as c flicting a  isclose  fma cial 
nterests   te   l . 
. hat it is not an independent third party 
E  I    I IFF'S I   I   
J  -   
Uncontroverted
Ruling No 16 ETS documents are robo signed See Plfs Exh 71 Steele Aff
Expert Report of Richard Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
Ruling No 17 Homecomings endorsement of Plaintiffs Note was robosigned See
PlfsExh 71 Expert Report ofRichard Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
Ruling No 18 MERSs certifying officers are robosigners See Plfs Exh
71 Expert Report ofRichard Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
Ruling No 19 Robosigned documents are false and faulty See Plfs Exh 71
Expert Report ofRichard Kahn Bates No PLF 03019
Ruling No 20 MERS Rule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the
name of MERS Plfs Exh 107 Steele Aff
Ruling No 21 MERS Rule 8 requires the recording of an assignment in Ada
County Idaho prior to initiating foreclosure proceedings PlfsExh 107 Steele Aff
Ruling No22 Idaho Code 451505 requires the recording of an assignment
prior to initiating foreclosure Idaho Code 45 1505
Ruling No 23 The Litigation or TrusteesSale Guarantee requires the recording of
an assignment Plfs Exh 106 Steele Aff Bates No ETS000049
Ruling No 24 Idaho Code 95054requires that to be an agent for the purpose of
a transfer of real property the authority of the agent must be in writing Idaho Code 9
5054
Ruling No 25aAs a matter of law Defendants conduct breaches the terms of
Plaintiffs Deed of Trust Under Idaho law abreach of contract is non performance of any




li  o. :  t  r  r -si ned. ee, lfs xh. 1, t l  ff., 
rt   i r  n,  o.  19. 
Ruling o. 17: o eco ings endorse ent of Plaintiff's ote as robo-signed. See, 
lfs h. ,     hn, tes .  019. 
Ruling o. 18: ERS's "certifying officers" are robo-signers. See, Plfs Exh 
,  t   n,  .  9. 
 . : obo-signed docu ents are false a  faulty. ee, lfs  , 
rt rt  i r  n, t  .  . 
uling o. 20:  ule 8 prohibits initiating foreclosure proceedings in the 
e . lfs . ,  ff. 
ling . :  l   r ires t  r r i  f  ssi t i   
ty,  r  tiatin   di s. lfs h. ,  ff. 
n  . :   § - 505(1) r ires t  r r i  f  ssi t 
ior t  i itiating l re.   § - 505(1). 
uling o. 23: he itigation or rustee's Sale uarantee requires the recording of 
 i nt. l  . ,  f ., ates . 49. 
uling o. 24: Idaho ode 9-505(4) requires that to be an agent for the purpose of 
a tra sfer f real roperty the authority f the agent st be in riting. Idaho ode § -
05(4). 
ling . 5(a) s  tter  la  efe t ' ct r es t  ter s  
Plaintiff's eed of Trust. nder Idaho la , "[a] breach of contract is non-perfor ance of any 
E   P   I TIFF'S IO     
J  - age 23 
contractual duty It is a failure without legal excuse to perform any promise which forms the
whole or part of a contract Idaho Power Co v Cogeneration Inc 9 P3d 1204 1212 Idaho
2000 internal citations omitted Additionally the burden of proving the existence of a
contract and fact of its breach is upon the plaintiff and once those facts are established the
defendant has the burden of pleading and proving affirmative defenses which legally excuse
performance Id at 1213 citingODell v Basabe 810P2d 1082 1099 Idaho 1991
A deed of trust is a contract specifying statutory and contractual duties
ETS assuming the August 13 2010 MERS Appoinrtment of Successor Truste is
valid has breached its contractual duties in its failure to disclose its conflicting
interests that it is not qualified to do business in Idaho that it is not a statutorily
qualified trustee that it is not an independent third party and that its documents
are robo signed
Homecomings has breached the contract in its failure to disclose that it has no
recognized substantive or financial interest in PlaintiffsDeed of Trust and that
the endorsements ofPlaintiffsNote are robo signed
MERS has breached the contract in its failure to disclose that it has no recognized
substantive or financial interest in PlaintiffsDeed of Trust that it is required by
its Rule 8 to record in Ada County Idaho the assignment of its interest to the last
lender prior to commencing a nonjudicial foreclosure that it knowingly violated
its own Rule 8 that it knowingly violated Idaho Code 451505 which
mandates that assignment be recorded prior to commencing foreclosure and it
relies upon certifying officers which it knows are robo signers
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contractual duty ... It is a failure, without legal excuse, to perfonn any pro ise, which fonns the 
  rt   ontract."  r o. v. generation, Inc., 9 .3d 1204, 12  (Id  
000) (inte  i  it ed). dditionally, "[t]he burden of proving the existence of a 
tr t  f t  it  r  i   t  laintiff,   t  f t  ar  stablished, t  
defendant has [t]he burden of pleading and proving affinnative defenses, hich legally excuse 
perfonnance." Id. at 1213 (citing 0 'Dell v. Basabe, 810 P.2d 1082, 1099 (Idaho 1991)). 
 ee  f tr st is a c tract s ecif i  stat t r  a  c tract al ties. 
•  (ass    ,    f    
valid) has breached its contractual duties in its failure to disclose its conflicting 
interests; that it is not qualified to do business in Idaho; that it is not a statutorily 
alifie  tr stee; t at it is t a  i e e e t t ir  arty; a  t at its c e ts 
 - i . 
• ec ings as reac e  t e c tract i  its fail re t  iscl se t at it as  
iz  t ti   i i l i t e t i  l intif s   t  t t 
the endorse ents of Plaintiffs ote are robo-signed. 
• ERS has breached the contract in its failure to disclose that it has no recognized 
substantive or financial interest in Plaintiffs Deed of Trust; that it is required by 
its ule 8 to record in da ounty, Idaho the assign ent of its interest to the last 
lender prior to commencing a non-judicial foreclosure; that it knowingly violated 
its n le ; t at it n ingly iolate  Idaho de § 45-1505(1) hich 
andates that assign ent be recorded prior to co encing foreclosure; and it 
relies upon "certifying officers" hich it kno s are robo-signers. 
E O  I  S PP T  P IFF'S ION    
J  - e 24 
Ruling No 25b Defendants conduct as a matter of law breaches the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing As a matter of law Defendants conduct breaches the covenant of
good faith and fair dealing The covenant of good faith and fair dealing is implied in every
contract but creates no separate cause of action Defendants breaches detailed above also
breach their covenants of good faith and fair dealing
Ruling No 25c Defendants conduct as a matter of law violates the Idaho
Consumer Protection Act Idaho Code 48603 declares to be unlawful where a person
knows or in the exercise ofdue care should know that he has in the past or is
3 Causing likelihood of confusion or of misunderstanding as to
affiliation connection or association with or certification by another
17 Engaging in any act or practice which is otherwise misleading false
deceptive to the consumer
The complexity of the incestuous relationship the undisclosed conflicts the violations of
Idaho law set forth above are intended to and do create confusion mislead are false and are
deceptive to Plaintiff The undisclosed complexity is detailed in Plfs Exh 71 Expert Report of
Mr Kahn Bates Nos PLF 03038 03042
Ruling No 25d As a Matter of Law Defendants Conduct violates the Real Estate
Settlement Procedures Act RESPA
RESPA is defined in Plaintiffs Deed of Trust Plf s Exh 7 p 3 of 15 para Q as
follows
RESPA means the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act 12 USC
Section 2601 et seq and its implementing regulation Regulation X 24
CFRPart 3500 as they might be amended from time to time or any
additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the same
subject matter As used in this Security Instrument RESPA refers to all
requirements and restrictions that are imposed in regard to a federally
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uli  o. S(b): f nts' onduct, as a t  f l w, br  t  c t f 
 f it   i  ealing.   tt r f l  f nts' conduct br  t  c t of 
 it   i  ali g. The covenant of good faith and fair dealing is i plied in every 
tr ct,       ction. nts'  tail   l  
 i   f  it   ir ali  
l  . S(c): f ts' duct, s  tt r f l w, i lates t  I  
  t.   § 48-603 declares, to be unlawful, here a person 
kno s, or in the exercise f due care should know, that he has in the past, or is: 
(3) ausing likelihood of confusion or of isunderstanding as to 
ffili ti , cti , r soci ti  it , r rtifi ti   t er; 
(17) Engaging in any act or practice hich is other ise isleading, false, 
   u er. 
e c le it  f t e i cest us relati shi , t e iscl se  c flicts, t e i latio s f 
Idaho la  set forth above are intended to and do create confusion, islead, are false, and are 
deceptive to laintiff. he undisclosed co plexity is detailed in lfs xh 71, xpert eport f 
. , ates .   -  
ling . S(d): s  atte   a  t ' t iolates t e l tate 
ttle e t r e res ct (RE  A). 
RESPA is defined in Plaintiffs Deed of Trust (Plfs Exh. 7, p. 3 of 15, para Q) as 
follo s: 
"RES " eans the eal state ettle ent rocedures ct (12 .S.C. 
Section 2601 et seq.) and its i ple enting regulation, egulation  (24 
C.F.R. Part 3500), as they might be amended from time to time, or any 
additional or successor legislation or regulation that governs the sa e 
subject atter. s used in this Security Instru ent, "RESP " refers to all 
requirements and restrictions that are i posed in regard to a "federally 
E O  I  S PP T  IFF'S OTION F    
J E T - Page 25 
related mortgage loan even if the Loan does not qualify as a federally
related mortgage loan under RESPA
RESPA provides a consumer with the right to request certain information under a
Qualified Written Request QWR Plaintiff made two 2 QWRs prior to initiating this
litigation Plfs Exh 12 14 Defendants admit that Plaintiff made two QWRs requesting the
following documents
a Copy of original promissory note and any endorsements
b Copy of original Deed of Trust and any assignments
c Copy ofMr Renshawsentire file
d Please identify the current holder ofthe promissory note
e Please identify the current beneficiary of the Deed of Trust
f Any other documents naming the current owner of the promissory note
and Deed ofTrust
g Any notice given to Mr Renshaw under Section 20 of the Deed of
Trust entitled Sale of Note Change of Loan Services Notice of
Grievance
h The written notice signed by Lender or Trustee invoking the power of
sale pursuant to Section 22 of the Deed of Trust entitled Acceleration
Remedies
i The Lenders calculation ofthe amount due
The response of November 3 2010 did not provide a straight answer This response
identified Freddie Mac as the master servicer of Plaintiffsloan Plf s Exh 13 However this
response is false as Freddie Mac is statutorily prohibited from servicing any loan PlfsExh 71
Expert Report ofMr Kahn The responses also claimed the other information requested is
subject to business and trade practices which are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable
to this account PlfsExh 13
Plaintiff is entitled to know who services his loan The reason he needs this information
is so that he can obtain straight answers such as whether he qualifies for aRAMP
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related ortgage loan" even if the oan does not qualify as a "federally 
  l an" r SP A. 
  r i es a c s er it  t e ri t t  re est certai  i f r ati  er a 
li   t (Q R). Plaintiff ade t o (2) Rs prior to initiating this 
 (P 's xh.  & 14). Defendants ad it that Plaintiff ade two Q Rs requesting the 
 nts: 
a.   i i l i r  t    n r t  
.         ssi  
c.   r. nshaw's ti  il  
d. lease identify the current holder f the pro issory note 
e. lease identify the current beneficiary f the eed f rust 
f. ny other docu ents na ing the current o ner of the pro issory note 
   t 
.  ti  i  t  r. s  r ti   f t   f 
r st titl  l  f t ;  f  r i s, ti  f 
rievance 
h. The written notice, signed by Lender or Trustee invoking the power of 
sale rs a t t  ecti   f t e ee  f r st, e title  ccelerati ; 
e edies 
1.  er's    . 
he response of ove ber 3, 2010 did not provide a straight ans er. This response 
ide fied  a   e aster   l intiff's . lf'  . .   
response is false as Freddie ac is statutorily prohibited fro  servicing any loan. Plf's Exh. 71, 
Expert Report of r. Kahn. The responses also clai ed " ... the other infor ation requested is 
subject to business and trade practices, which are proprietary and confidential or is not applicable 
to t is ount." lf's . . 
l i tiff is title  t   ho r ices is l . he r  e e s t is i f r ation 
is s  that e can obtain strai t a s ers, s c  as het er e alifies for a H . 
E O  IN P   I TIFF'S OTIO     
J E  - age 26 
Ruling No 26 Plaintiff is entitled to a negligence per se instruction
The Supreme Court of Idaho has held that negligence conduct and breach of contract are
two distinct theories of recovery A tort requires the wrongful invasion of an interest protected
by the law not merely an invasion ofan interest created by the agreement of the parties Justs
Inc v Arrington Construction Co Inc 583 P2d 997 1003 Idaho 1978 Active negligence or
misfeasance is necessary to support an action in tort based upon a breach of contract Galbraith
v Bangas Inc 655 P2d 119 121 Id App 1982 citing Taylor v Herbold 483 P2d 664
Idaho 1971emphasis in original
Plaintiff s home is an interest protected by the law Defendants conduct is not merely an
invasion or breach of contract but is a concerted deliberate and purposeful end run around all
applicable laws
To entitle Plaintiffs to a negligence per se instruction this Court must find that a statute
1 clearly defines the required standard of conduct 2 the statute or regulation must have been
intended to prevent the type of harm the defendants act or omission caused 3 the plaintiff
must be a member of the class of persons the statute or regulation was designed to protect and
4 the violation must have been the proximate cause of the injury Ahles v Tabor 136 Idaho
393 395 34 P3d 1076 1078 2001 citing Sanchez v Galey 112 Idaho 609 617 733 P2d
1234 1242 1986
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li  o. : l i tiff is ntitl  t   li  r s  i struction. 
e re e rt f I a  as el  "that e li e ce c ct a  reac  f c tract are 
t  i ti t t i    ...  tort requires the rongful invasion f an interest protected 
 t  l , t l   i i  f  i t t t   t  t  t  rties." ust's, 
Inc. v. rrington onstruction o., Inc., 583 P.2d 997, 1003 (Idaho 1978). ctive negligence or 
isfeasance is necessary to support an action in tort based upon a breach of contract." albraith 
v. Bangas, Inc., 655 P.2d 119, 121 (ld. pp. 1982) (citing Taylor v. erbold, 483 P.2d 664 
(Idah  971))(empha is i  i inal). 
laintiff's ho e is an interest protected by the la . efendants' conduct is not erely an 
invasion or breach f contract, but is a concerted, deliberate and purposeful end run around all 
li le l . 
 titl  l i tiff's t   li e  r s  i str ti  t is rt st fi  t t  st t te 
(1) l rl  fines t  r ir  st r  f ct; (2) t  st t te r r l ti  st e  
intended to prevent the type of har  the defendant's act or o ission caused; (3) the plaintiff 
ust be a e ber of the class of persons the statute or regulation as designed to protect; and 
(4) the violation ust have been the proxi ate cause of the injury. Ahles v. Tabor, 136 Idaho 
393,395,34 P.3d 1076, 1078 (2001) (citing Sanchez v. aley, 112 Idaho 609, 617, 733 P.2d 
, 2 (1 86)). 
E O  I    I TIFF'S I     
J  -   
1 The Standard of Conduct of a Deed of Trust Trustee is Clearly Defined by
Legislative Enactment and Judicial Decision




2 The Statute or Regulation Must Have Been Intended to Prevent the Type
of Harm the Defendants Act or Omission Caused
The laws Idaho federal and regulatory violated by Defendants are the
applicable laws that they have agreed to abide by and that are intended to
prevent the very conduct Defendants have engaged in
3 Plaintiff Must be a Member of the Class of Persons the Statute or
Regulation was Designed to Protect
Plaintiff as grantor of the Deed of Trust is a member of that class of
persons designed to be protected by the statutory qualifications of a
trustee the trusteesindependence and the disclosure of all conflicts
4 The Violation Must Have Been the Proximate Cause of the Injury
Normally proximate cause is an issue for the jury to resolve However in
this case the Court after finding statutory and contractual breaches as a
matter of law must also find as a matter of law that proximate cause is not
a question of fact but is a matter of law which has been resolved
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(l)  t r     a     i  l rl  f   
   i  cision. 
 t   t i l  t  ll ing: 
• t t t r  lifi ti  
•  
• s s   l  f  
(2) he tatute or egulation ust ave een Intended to revent the ype 
   '    . 
 l s (Ida , f r l  r ulatory) i l t   f ts r  t  
a lica le la s t at t e  a e a ree  t  a i e  a  t at are i te e  t  
prevent the very conduct efendants have engaged in. 
(3) l i ti     e    lass      
l ti  as e i e  t  r t ct. 
l i tiff, s r t r f t   f r t, i   r f t t l  f 
persons designed to be protected by the statutory qualifications of a 
trustee, the trustee's independence and the disclosure f all conflicts. 
(4) he iolation ust ave een the Proxi ate ause of the Injury. 
or ally proximate cause is an issue for the jury to resolve. o ever, in 
t is s , t e rt, fter fin i  st t t ry  tra t l r es s  
tter fl , st ls  fi  s  tter fl  that r i ate se is t 
a esti  f fact t is a atter f la  ic  as ee  res l e . 
  P   I TIFF'S     
 - e 28 
Ruling No 27 Plaintiff may present his punitive damage claim to the jury
Idaho Code 6 16042 Limitation on Punitive Damages
A party may pursuant to a pretrial motion and after hearing before the
court amend the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive
damages The court shall allow the motion to amend the pleadings if
after weighing the evidence presented the court concludes that the
mobbing party has established at such hearing a reasonable likelihood of
proving facts at trial sufficient to support an award of punitive damages
To receive an award ofpunitive damages the claimant must prove by a preponderance
of the evidence oppressive fraudulent malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against
whom the claim for punitive damages is asserted Idaho Code 61604
In Cheney v Palos Verdes inv Corp 104 Idaho 897 665 P2d 661 1983 the Court
stated the following
An award of punitive damages will be sustained on appeal only when it is
shown that the defendant acted in a manner that was an extreme
deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and that the act was
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard
for its likely consequences The justification for punitive damages must
be that the defendant acted with an extremely harmful state of mind
Whether that be termed malice oppression fraud or gross negligence
malice oppression wantonness or simply deliberate or willful
Emphasis added
An extreme deviation from reasonable standards of conduct and that the act was
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences
See Cheney 104 Idaho at 905 665P2d at 669
In Linscott v Rainier NatlLife Ins Co 100 Idaho 854 857858 606P2d 958 961 962
1980 the Court considered at length the language of punitive damages and its legal
implications
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uling o. 27 Plaintiff ay present his punitive da age clai  to the jury. 
I   § 6-1604(2) i itati   uniti e a ages. 
 party ay, pursuant to a pre-trial otion and after hearing before the 
court, a end the pleadings to include a prayer for relief seeking punitive 
 '" he court shall allo  the otion to a end the pleadings if, 
aft r i i  t  i  nted, t  rt l  t at, t  
i  rt   establi  t  ri   l  li li  f 
proving facts at trial sufficient to support an a ard of punitive da ages. 
To receive an a ard of punitive da ages, "the clai ant ust prove, by a preponderance 
of the evidence, oppressive, fraudulent, malicious or outrageous conduct by the party against 
 t  l i  f r iti  s is sserted." I   § - 604(1), 
In Cheney v. Palos Verdes inv. Corp., 104 Idaho 897, 665 P.2d 661 (1983), the Court 
  i g: 
n a ard f punitive da ages ill be sustained on appeal only hen it is 
 t t t  t t  i    t t  "an t  
on ro   s  ct,      
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard 
for its likely consequences." The justification for punitive damages must 
be that the defendant acted ith an extre ely har ful state of ind,. 
hether that be termed "malice, oppression, fraud or gross negligence;" 
"malic , r ssi , t ness;" r si l  "deliberat  r illful." 
(Emphasis ed). 
"An e tre e e iation fro  reas a le sta ar s f c ct, a  t at t e act as 
performed by the defendant with an understanding of or disregard for its likely consequences." 
S , h , 4 Idaho t ,  .2d t 6 . 
In Linscott v. Rainier at'! Life Ins. o., 100 Idaho 854, 857-858, 606 P.2d 958,961-962 
(1980), the Court considered at length the language of punitive da ages and its legal 
implicatio : 
ME OR NDU  IN S PP RT F P I F'S OTION F R  S RY 
J ENT - Page 29 
Punitive damages then are awarded only in the face of conduct on
the part of the defendant which society considers so reprehensible as
to require an extraordinary remedy The standard for recognizing such
conduct was first stated in 1911 in a case involving tortious conduct
As we understand the rule of exemplary or punitive
damages they cannot be recovered unless the evidence
shows clearly that the action of the wrongdoer is wanton
malicious or gross and outrageous or where the facts are
such as to imply malice and oppression Emphasis
added Unfried v Libert 20 Idaho 708 728 119 P 885
891 1911
Almost every punitive damages case decided in Idaho since has quoted this language
See eg Jolley v Puregro Co 94 Idaho 702 496 P2d 939 1972 Zollinger v Big Lost River
Irrig Distr 83 Idaho 411 418 364P2d 176 179 1961 Klam v Koppel 63 Idaho 171 1801
118 P2d 729 733 1941
There is perhaps potential for confusion in this array of adjectives surrounding the area of
punitive damages and we have given them liberal construction in the past to avoid injustice
Thompson v Dalton 95 Idaho 785 788 520 P2d 240 243 1974 The activity which this court
has sought to reach with an award of punitive damage however it is phrased requires an
intersection of two factors a bad act and a bad state of mind To describe the former the court
has used at various times the following terms n4 deceit Prudential Federal Say Loan
Assnv Johnson 93 Idaho 850 853 476 P2d 786 789 1970 acting to violate anothers legal
right Village of Peck v Denison 92 Idaho 747 752 450 P2d 310 315 1969 or for
purpose of injuring plaintiff Williams v Bone 74 Idaho 185 189 259P2d 810 812 1953 or
to oppress White v Doney 82 Idaho 217 224 351 P2d 380 384 1960 or acting in
disregard of the known property rights Cox v Stolworthy 94 Idaho 683 685 496P2d 682
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iti e s, t n, r  r  l  i  t  f  f t  
t  rt f t  f t i  s i t  si rs s  r r si l  s 
to require an extraordinary re edy. he standard for recognizing such 
           ct: 
  t  t  l   l   iti  
, t  t   l  t  i  
 l rl  t t t  ti   t   i  ton, 
li i ,    t ,   t  t  r  
  t   li   ppression .... " (E pha  
ded). f i  . i rt,  I  , 8,  . 5, 
 (1 1). 
l ost every punitive da ages case decided in Idaho since has quoted this language. 
See, e.g. Jolley v. Puregro Co., 94 Idaho 702, 496 P.2d 939 (1972); Zollinger v. Big Lost River 
Irri . istr.,  I  , ,  .2d ,  (1 1); l  v. el,  I  , -1, 
 .2d ,  (1 1). 
 i   t ti l  i  i  t i    j ti  i  t    
iti  ,    i  t  liber l tr ti  i  t  t t  i  i j ti . 
Tho pson v. alton, 95 Idaho 785, 788, 520 P.2d 240,243 (1974). he activity hich this court 
has sought to reach ith an a ard of punitive da age, ho ever it is phrased, requires an 
inters ion   :         .       
has used at various ti es the follo ing ter s: n4 "deceit," rudential ederal Sav. &  
ss 'n v. Johnson, 93 Idaho 850, 853,476 P.2d 786, 789 (1970); acting "to violate another's legal 
ri ht," illage f  v. enison,  I  , ,  .2d ,  (1 9); r "for 
rpose f i juring laintiff," illi s v. e,  I a  , ,  .2d ,  (1 3); r 
"to oppress," hite v. Doney, 82 Idaho 217, 224, 351 P.2d 380, 384 (1960); or acting "[in 
isr r  ...  t   r rt  ri hts,"  . t l t ,  I  , ,  .2d , 
    I TIF 'S   I   
 -   
684 1972 and fraud Morrison v Quality Produce Inc 92 Idaho 448 450 444 P2d 409
411 1968 Boise Dodge Inc v Clark 92 Idaho 902 907 453 P2d 551 556 1969
To describe bad state of mind the following terms have been used deliberate White v
Doney supra 82 Idaho at 224 351 P2d at 384 1960 gross negligence Morrison v Quality
Produce supra 92 Idaho at 450 444P2d at 411 1968 Gunnell v Largilliere Co 46 Idaho
551 560 269 P 412 1928 Cox v Stolworthy supra 94 Idaho at 685 496 P2d 682 684
1972
Simply invoking these words is never enough in itself of course to justify an award of
punitive damages it is the act complained of and the attendant state of mind which are crucial
As a leading authority in the law of damages puts it Since courts have not been at all
concerned with any shades of difference that might be found between say malice and
recklessness almost any term that describes misconduct coupled with a bad state of mind will
describe the case for a punitive award D Dobbs Law of Remedies 39 at 205 footnote
omitted1973
The bad acts ofDefendants are detailed above
Defendants bad state of mind can rarely be proven by direct evidence However in
this case Plaintiff submits the uncontroverted facts multiple violations of law ad Defendants
complete indifference to rely upon false and faulty documents even in this Court to satisfy the
bad state ofmind requirement
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 (19 2); a  "fra d," orrison v. uality roduce, Inc.,  Idaho , ,  .2d , 
411 (1968); oise odge, Inc. v. lark, 92 Idaho 902,907,453 P.2d 551,556 (1969). 
 i   t t   i  t e ll i  t s   : "delib te," it  . 
oney, supra, 82 Idaho at 224,351 P.2d at 384 (1960); "gross negligence," orrison v. uality 
Produce, supra, 92 Idaho at 450, 444 P.2d at 411 (1968); unnell v. Largilliere Co., 46 Idaho 
, ,  .  (19 8); x v. t l rt y, s r ,  I  t ,  .2d ,  
(1972). 
Si ply invoking these ords is never enough in itself, of course, to justify an a ard of 
punitive da ages - it is t e act c lai e  f a  t e atte a t state f i  ic  are cr cial. 
s a leading authority in the la  of da ages puts it, "[Since] courts have not been at all 
r  it    f ifference t t i t  f d, t n, y, li   
r l , l t  t r  t t ri  i t l  it    t t  f i  ill 
s ri  t  s  f r  iti  ard." . s,  f i s § .9 t  (footn t  
omitted)(1973). 
 "ba  cts"  e   t i  ove. 
efendants' "bad state of ind" can rarely be proven by direct evidence. o ever in 
t is s  l i tiff s its t  tr rt  f ts, lti l  i l ti s f l ,  f ts' 
co plete indifference to rely upon false and faulty docu ents, even in this Court, to satisfy the 
"bad state of ind" require ent. 
    LAINTIF 'S   TI   




The evidence submitted and the authorities cited establish as a matter of law the
requested rulings For these reasons Plaintiff asks the court to grant his motion and render a
partial summary judgment in his favor
DATED this 11 th day ofApril 2012









 i  itt   t  t riti  it  stabli    tt r l  t  
re este  r li s. r t ese reasons, laintiff asks t e c rt t  ra t is ti  a  re er a 
r      r. 
 t i   t    il 2. 
 &    I ,  
By:_J_~~ _ 
 .  
ttorney for laintiff 
E O  I    I TIFF'S     
J  - a e 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 11th day ofApril 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFSMOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AS TO LIABILITY AGAINST DEFENDANT HOMECOMINGS
FINANCIAL LLC was served upon opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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he undersigned hereby certifies that on this 11 th day of pril 2012, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing I  I  S   INTIF 'S I   S  
    NS   IN S 
I I   as s r   si  s l s f ll s: 
att e  . c e  
tt, , tt,  & , . 
101 . apitol lvd., 10th loor 
t ice   
,   
ounsel for o eco ings, E S, and xecutive 
 r ,  
 il 
';<':' Personal elivery 
i il  
 &    ,  
By: ~A)td 
 .  
tt r e  f r lai tiff 
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JOHN L. RUNFf (ISB #1059) 
JON M. STEELE (ISB # 1911) 
RUNFf & STEELE LAW OFFICES 
1020 W. Main Street, Suite 400 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Phone: (208) 333-9495 
Fax: (208) 343-3246 
E-mail: JSteele@runftstee1e.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
NO. ___ ~~-=-..,..,...ft.{ttt::a,-1i:IIp-
A.M. ____ Fi_l,~.~. d ~ q;;; 
APR 20 2012 
CHRISTOPHER D. RICH, Clerk 
By STEPHANIE VIDAK 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF . 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA 
GREGORY RENSHAW, an individual, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC, a 
Delaware Limited Liability Company; 
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., a 
Delaware Corporation; EXECUTIVE 
TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC, a Delaware 
Limited Liability Company; DOES I-V, and 




) CASE NO. CV OC 1023898 
) 













TO HOMECOMINGS FINANCIAL, LLC, MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC 
REGISTRATION SYSTEMS, INC., EXECUTIVE TRUSTEE SERVICES, LLC, AND THEIR 
ATTORNEYS OF RECORD: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that, in support of Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Summary 
SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE - Page 1 ORIGINAL 
j 
Judgment and in Opposition to Defendants Motion for Summary Judgment Plaintiff Gregory
Renshaw hereby requests that the Court take judicial notice of the following documents and facts
described below pursuant to Rule 201 of the Idaho Rules of Evidence IRE
Request No 20 Attached as Exhibit 111 is a true and correct copy of the written
transcript of Video Deposition of R K Arnold taken on September 25 2009 in the case
Henderson v MERSCORP INC et al Case No CV 08900805 in the Circuit Court for
Montgomery County Alabama
The Court is requested to take judicial notice ofthis document because it is not subject to
reasonable dispute as it is capable of accurate and ready determination by resort to sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonably be questioned IRE 201b
DATED thisZO day ofApril 2012
RUNFT STEELE LAW OFFICES PLLC
By J I5A
JON TEELE
Runft Steele Law Offices PLLC
SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE Page 2
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Judg ent and in pposition to efendants' otion for Su ary Judg ent, Plaintiff regory 
ensha  hereby requests that the ourt take judicial notice f the follo ing docu ents and facts 
escri e  el  rs a t t  le  ft e Ida o les f idence ("IRE"): 
equest o. 20: tache             i te  
transcript of ideo eposition of . . rnold taken on Septe ber 25, 2009 in the case 
e s  . , I , t I, as  .  - 00805.00 i  t  ir it rt f r 
ontgo ery ounty, laba a. 
 rt is r t  t  t e j i i l ti   t is t s  it i  t j t t  
reas a le is te as it is ca a le f acc rate a  rea  eter i ati   res rt t  s rces 
se acc rac  ca t reas a l  e esti ed. I  01(b). 
 t is2& a f pril 2012. 




 &   f ,  
   J I I  I  - age 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
The undersigned hereby certifies that on this 2 lday ofApril 2012 a true and correct
copy of the foregoing SECOND REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE was served upon
opposing counsel as follows
Matthew J McGee
Moffatt Thomas Barrett Rock Fields Chtd
101 S Capitol Blvd 10th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise Idaho 83701
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I   I  
   rti     ~ day of pril 2012, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing S  S  F  J I I  I , as served upon 
i  l  : 
tt  .  
ff t , s, rr t ,  & i l s, t . 
 .  lvd.,  l  
    
,   
l  i s, E ,   
 r i s,  
 il 
~ ers al eli er  
csi il  
 & S   FFI S, P  
ttorney for laintiff 
S  ES  R J I I  I  - Page 3 
VIDEO DEPOSITION OFRKARNOLD
September 25 2009
Pages 1 through 289
PREPARED BY
Haislip Ragan Green Starkie Watson PC








 I   .K.  
t r ,  
a es  t r   
 : 
aislip, agan, reen, Starkie & tson,  
  -  t s    
t ery,   
e: 34.263.4455 
x: 34.263.9167 
-mail: hr haislipragan.com 
eb address: ww.haislipragan.com 
XHIBIT III 
Video Deposition ofRK Arnold 0 September 25 2009
Page 1












vs CIVIL ACTION NO
CV08900805
MERSCORP INC et al
Defendants
VIDEO DEPOSITION OFRKARNOLD
taken pursuant to stipulation and agreement before
Tracye Sadler Blackwell Certified Court Reporter
and Commissioner for the State of Alabama at Large
in the Offices of The American Association for
Justice 777 6th Street NW Suite 200 Washington
DCon September 25 2009 commencing at
approximately 10am
1 Discovery and Confidentiality Agreement 8
6
2 Transcript ofVideo Deposition ofRK 10
7 Arnoldtaken on 92506
8 3 Excerpt from BlacksLawDictionary 74
9 4 Affidavitof WilliamC Hultman 130
10 5 Agreement for Signing Authority 189
11 6 MFRS Recommended Foreclosure Procedures 222
forAlabama
12
7 Transcript ofDeposition ofJill Orrison 212
13 taken on April 22 2009
14 8 MINSummary 243
15 9 MIN Transfer Audit for 246
100037505741644069
16
10 MIN Audit for 100037505741644069 251
17
11 MIN Audit for 100037505741644069 256
18
12 Milestones for 100037505741644069 257
19
13 Transfer ofBeneficial Rights Overview 260
20
14 Excerpt from MERS Procedures Manual 265










3 ON BEHALF OFTHE PLAINTIFF 2 It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and4 Mr Nicholas H Wooten
WOOTEN LAWFIRM 3 between counsel representing the parties that the
5 Attorneys at Law
PODrawer 3389 4 video deposition ofRKARNOLD is taken pursuant
6 Auburn Alabama 36831 5 to the Alabama Rules ofCivil Procedure and that
7 Mr Lynn W Jinks III
JINKS CROW DICKSON 6 said deposition mabe taken before Tracye Sadler
8 Attorneys at Law
219 North Prairie Street 7 Blackwell Certified Court Reporter and
9 POBox 350
Union Springs Alabama 36089
8 Commissioner for the State of Alabama at Large
10 9 without the formalityof a commission that11 ON BEHALF OFTHE DEFENDANTS
12 MrRobert M Brochin 10 objections to questions other than objections as to
MORGAN BOCKIUS LLP
13 Counselors at Law
11 the form of the question need not be made at this
200 southBiscaBoulevard 12 time but maybe reserved for a ruling at such time114 Suite 5300
Miami Florida 33131 2339 13 as the said depositionmay be offered in evidence15
MrShaun Rame 14 or used for any other purpose by either party
16 SIROTE PERMUTT
15 provided for by the StatuteAttorneys at Law
17 2311 Highland Avenue 16 It is further stipulated and agreed byandBirmingham Alabama 35205
1e 17 between counsel representing the parties in this
19 ME McGann Horstkamp 18 case that the filingof said deposition is hereby
VicePresident General Counsel 19 waived and may be introduced at the trial of this20 1818 Library Street
Suite 300 20 case orused in any other manner by either
21 Reston Virginia 201905619
22 21
party
hereto provided for by the Statute regardless of
23
ALSO PRESENT 22 the waiving of the filingof the same
Mr Fred walker Video 23 It is further stipulated and agreed by and
Pages 1 to 4
Haislip Ragan Green Starkie Watson PC
3342634455
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 eposition ofR.K. l  
I   I I  T 
FOR 
 1 
 OUNTY,  
 . SON, 
laintiff, 
VS. M  I  O. 
CV -08-900805.00 
, C.,  l., 
efendants. 
************* 
 m   .K. , 
t  t t  ti l ti   r nt  
r  l r l ell, rtifi  rt rt r 
      la   , 
        
ti ,   t et, ,  0, hi gton, 
.C.,   , 9,   




3  BE LF F 1MB PLAINTIFF: 
4 r. icholas . ooten 
OOTEN LA  FIR  
S ttorneys at Law 
P.O. Drawer 3389 
6 Auburn, Alaba a 36831 
7 . ynn . , ill 
JINKS, CRO  & DICKSON 
8 ttorneys t  
219 orth Prairie Street 
9 P.O. Box 350 
nion , laba a  
10 
11  BEHALF  1MB : 
12 r. Robert . Brochin 
OR , LEWIS & B l S,  
13 Counselors at a  
2 0 South iscayne oulevard 
14. Suite 5300 
ia i, Florida 33131-2 39 
lS 
. Sbaun Ra y 
16 SlROTE & PER UIT 
ttorneys t aw 
17 2311 Highland venue 
Binningba , Alabama 35205 
18 
Ms. Sbaron cGann Horstkamp 
19 MERS 
Vice President & eneral ounsel 
20 1818 Ubrmy Str et 
Suite 300 
21 Reston, Virginia 20190-5619 
22 
ALSO PRESE T: 
23 
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 It is hereby stipulated and agreed by and 
3 between counsel representing the parties that the 
 video deposition ofR.K. ARNOLD is taken pursuant 
  e laba a les  i  e   
6 said deposition ay be taken before Tracye Sadler 
 Blackwell, Certified Court Reporter and 
 Commissioner for the State of Alabama at Large, 
 ithout the for ality of a co ission, that 
 objections to questions other than objections as to 
 the form of the question need not be made at this 
12 ti e but ay be reserved for a ruling at such ti e 
 as the said deposition ay be offered in evidence 
 or used for any other purpose by either party 
 provided for by the Statute. 
 It is further stipulated and agreed by and 
 between counsel representing the parties in this 
 case that the filing of said deposition is hereby 
 aived and ay be introduced at the trial of this 
20 case or used in any other manner by either party 
21 hereto provided for by the Statute regardless of 
22 the aiving f the filing f the sa e. 
23 It is further stipulated and ree  by a d 
Pages  t   
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1 between the parties hereto and the witness that the 1 public Fred Walker
2 signature of the witness to this deposition is 2 representing Capital
3 hereby not waived 3 Reporting
4
Henderson Imherewith my
4 I will now swear in the
5 5 witness
6
MR BROCHIN My name is Bobby
6 Witness sworn
7 THE VIDEOGRAPHER This is Disk 1 7 MR WOOTEN Shaun you have that
8 in the video deposition of 8 agreement Did you want to
9 RKArnold in the matter of 9 mark it or do you just want
10 Debra Henderson versus 10 to reference it
11 MERSCORP Incorporated and it I can mark it if you want
12 Mortgage Electronic 12 me to
13 Registration Systems Inc 13 MR BROCHIN Yeah I just want
14 filed in the Circuit Court of 14 to mark the discovery and
15 Montgomery County Alabama 15 confidentiality agreement
16 Todays date is September 16 which deals with the
17 25th 2009 and the time is 17 dissemination of the videotape
18 now 10pmam We are 18 of this deposition as an
19 located at the offices of 19 exhibit to the transcript
20 American Association for 20 THE COURT REPORTER Thank you
21 Justice at 777 6th Street 21 Doyall want usual
22 Northwest WashingtonDC 22 stipulations
23 Will counsel identify 23 MR RAMEY I think the only
Page 6 Page 8
themselves beginning with the difference is I dontthink
2 attorney giving notice 2 Mr Arnold is going to waive
3 MR WOOTEN Myname is Nick 3 reading and signing
4 Wooten and I represent Debra 4 MR BROCHIN Yeah If thats
5 5 what stipulation means We
6 cocounsel Lynn Jinks 6 dont we do not waive
7 7 reading
8 Brochin MorganLewis I 8 THE COURT REPORTER Okay
9 represent the deponent RK 9 Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 was marked
10 Arnold 10 for identification
11 MR RAMEY Shaun Ramey with 11 MR WOOTEN All right And I
12 Sirote and Permutt I 12 marked this agreement as
13 represent the defendant 13 Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 to the
14 MERSCORP and MERS Inc 14 deposition just so wellhave
15 MS HORSTKAMP Sharon Horstkamp 15 that out of the way And this
16 And Pm general counsel with 16 is the negotiated agreement
17 MERS 17 with respect to the parties
18 THE VIDEOGRAPHER Also present 18 agreement not to disseminate
19 the court reporter Tracye 19 this video outside ofthis
20 Blackwell representing 20 litigation without except
Haislip Ragan Green Starkie 21 according to the terms of this
12122 Watson Reporting And 22 agreement23 videographer and notary 23 And again just for the
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1 record that has nothing to do 1 A Yes
2 with the transcript This is 2 Q Okay And does it appear that on this date
3 purely with the video today 3 three years ago you gave that deposition
4 MR RAMEY Correct 4 A Yes
5 5 Q And have you ever reviewed that transcript
6 6 other than signing it for the purpose of
7 7 certifying your testimony
8 RKARNOLD 8 A Most ofit
9 The witness after having fast been duly sworn 9 Q Okay And I actually have two copies Im
10 to speak the truth the whole truth and nothing but 10 going to swap with you ifyou will the
11 the truth testified as follows 11 unmarked copy If youllhand me that copy
12 EXAMINATION 12 Imarked back please sir
13 BYMRWOOTEN 13 With respect to andIm trying to
14 Q Mr Arnold ifyou would would you state 14 save us a little time But with respect to
15 your full name for the record please 15 the background information that you
16 sir 16 provided during the course of that
17 A RKArnold 17 deposition regarding your education
18 Q And how are you presently employed sir 18 experience and training any of that
19 A Iwork for MERSCORP Inc 19 information different today than it was
20 Q What is your position with MERSCORP Inc 20 when you gave that deposition
21 A Impresident and CEO 21 MR BROCHIN Object to the
22 Q Okay Do you remember what you were doing 22 excuse me Let me object to
23 three years ago today 23 the form of that question I
Page 10 Page 12
1 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 1 dontthink its appropriate
2 of the question 2 to ask a witness if the
3 Q Its not a trick question Do youremember 3 previous testimony certainly
4 what you were doing three years ago today 4 in general nature is
5 A Where I was maybe Idontknow 5 accurate
6 Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 was marked 6 A Are you asking about my
7 for identification 7 Q Have you obtained any additional degrees
8 Q I ask you to take a look at that and ask 8 since you gave that deposition
9 you if you recognize that Its marked as 9 A No additional degrees
10 Plaintiffs Exhibit 2 10 Q Okay All right And has anything changed
11 Brief interruption it about your qualifications or experience
12 MR BROCHIN Just for the record 12 other than your longevity in your current
13 it appears that youvehanded 13 position since that deposition
14 the witness a transcript of a 14 A Probably just experience
15 copy of a deposition with all 15 Q Okay And the information that you
16 sorts of highlighted notes and 16 provided during that depositionwith
17 et cetera on it 17 respect to your background and history
18 Q AndIll represent to you Mr Arnold 18 employment history your education and
19 thatsa transcript of your testimony from 19 qualifications is all still accurate
20 the matter of Trent versus MERS that was a 20 correct
21 case in the District Court for the United 21 MR BROCHIN Same objection of
22 States in Florida Does that appear to be 22 asking a witness to testify
23 what that actually is 23 about the accuracv of
001423
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(Pla fs t     . re you asking about y --
 ntifi ation.)  Q. Have you obtained any additional degrees 
. I ask you to take a look at that and ask  since you gave that deposition? 
  ou ize t t. t's e    . o additional degrees. 
l i ti fs i it .  Q. Okay. All right. And has anything changed 
(Brief interruption.) 11 about your qualifications or experience 
. I :   e r ,  other than your longevity in your current 
t ears  ou've e   position since that deposition? 
t  itness  tr ri t    . Probably just experience. 
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ts  i lighte  tes   provided during that deposition ith 
 ra  it.  respect to your background and history, 
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that's a transcript f your testi ony fro   qualifications is all still accurate; 
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ase in the ist ict rt or t e nited  . I : a e objection f 
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Page 13 Page 15
1 testimony given three years 1 board
2 ago in a general nature 2 A Six z
3 Q Well lets do that this way then 3 Q With regard to Mortgage Electronic
4 Mr Arnold so we can just make sure we 4 Registration Systems sir can you tell us
5 donthave any disputes about the 5 when that companywas incorporated
6 admissibilityof this 6 A In 1999
7 Yourecurrently employed as the CEO of 7 Q And with respect to that company sir can
8 MERSCORP is that correct 8 you tell us when the subsidiary was formed
9 A Yes 9 A That is a subsidiary
10 Q Were you so employed when you gave the 10 Q Okay Can you tell us when the parent was
11 Trent deposition 11 formed
12 A Yes 12 A In 1998
13 Q Are you affiliated with any other company 13 Q In the case that wer here about today
14 other than MERSCORP 14 Mr Hultman has provided an affidavit in
15 A Im an officer of Mortgage Electronic 15 support of some pleadings that your
16 Registration Systems Inc 16 attorneys filed What is Mr William
17 Q Is that the subsidiary ofMERSCORP which 17 Hultmansemployment relationship with
18 serves as the nominee of record in public 18 these defendants with your company I
19 land records throughout America 19 should say Imsorry
20 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 20 A He works for MERSCORP Inc
21 of the question 21 Q And what is his employment title
22 A Its a subsidiary ofMERSCORP 22 A Hessenior vice president and corporate
23 Q Okay And are both of these corporations 23 division manager
Page 14 Page 16
1 private corporations 1 Q With respect to the structure of this
2 A Yes 2 corporation Mr Arnold can you explain to
3 Q Are there any individual shareholders of 3 the ladies and gentlemen of the jury the
4 either ofthese corporations that are not 4 relationship between these two entities
5 institutions or entities related to the 5 MR BROCHIN Object to the form
6 mortgage banking and lending industry 6 of the question
7 MR BROCHIN Object to the form 7 A Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems
8 ofthe question 8 Inc is a whollyowned subsidiary of
9 A Theyr all corporations 9 MERSCORP Inc
10 Q Certainly Do you serve on the board of 10 Q So the parent corporation has 100percent
11 directors of any other corporations other 11 ownership of the subsidiary which is the
12 than MERSCORP and Mortgage Electronic 12 company that appears in the land records in
13 Registration Systems 13 this case right
14 A No 14 A Correct
15 Q Are you compensated byany otherbusiness 15 Q Is that also the company that instituted
16 or corporation other than the two entities 16 the foreclosure against Ms Henderson
17 youveidentified 17 A Yes
18 A No 18 Q And that is the corporation that has six
19 Q Currently how many directors serve on 19 directors correct
20 Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems 20 A Yes
21 Incsboard 21 Q And of those directors are five of those
22 A 16 22 directors members also directors ofthe
23 O And how manv directors serve onMERSCORPs 23 parent comoration
001424
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